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PREFACE TO VOL. V. OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.

The Commentary on the two Books of Samuel was prepared in German by the Rev. Dr. Erd-
MANX, General Superintendent of Silesia and Honor. Professor of Theology in the Univerfiity of

Breslau, and in English by the Eev. C. H. Toy, D. D., LL. D., and the Eev. John A. Broadus,

D. D., LL. D., Professors in the Theological Seminary at Green vulle, South Carolina.

Dr. Erdmaxn, in his Preface, dated Breslau, ]\Iarch 8, 1873, says:

' In regard to the execution of the work in its several parts, I add the following remarks. In

the translation, while I have tried to follow the ground-text closely, I have preserved as far as pos-

sible the tone and impress of Luther's translation. On account of the admitted defectiveness of the

Masoretic text of these books, it seemed to me better not to place the textual remarks and discus-

sions, together with the various readings and emendations, under the text of the translation, but to

insert them in the exegetical explanations. In the exegesis I have departed in one point from the

form usual in this Bible-Woi'k, namely, instead of explanations under each verse, I have given an

exegesis that reproduces the content of the text in connected development, following the received

division of verses. "Exegesis," therefore, or "Scientific Exposition," would have been a fitter

lieading for the section in question tlian "Exegetical Explanations."* In the next division, in-

stead of the usual heading, "Dogmatic and Ethical Fundamental Thoughts," I have chosen as a

more appropriate designation for these prophetical-historical books: "Theocratic-historical and

Biblical-Theological Comments;"! for we have here to do with a new step in the historical de-

velopment of the Theocracy in Israel, and with the wider unfolding of the religious-ethical

truth which has its root in the advancing revelation of God. From this point of view of the his-

tory of revelation and the theocracy, the comments and remarks of this section are intended to

serve as contributions to the hitherto too little cultivated science of the Biblical Theology of the

Old Testament. In the homiletical section, while I have given my own words, I have rather cited

the diverse witnesses of ancient and modern times, from whom I could derive any valuable mate-

rial for fruitful application and parsenetic use of the text on the basis of the preceding scientific

exposition.

'In every part of my work on this portion of the Old Testament history of the Kingdom of

God, with its fund of religious-ethical revelation, I have been constantly reminded of and deepiv

impressed by a profound saying of Hamanx, with which I here close: "Every biblical history is a

prophecy, which is fulfilled through all the centuries and in the soul of every human being. Every

histoiy bears the image of man, a hofJy, which is earth and ashes and nothing, the sensible letter;

but also a soul, the breath of God, the life and the light, which shines in the dark, and cannot be

comprehended by the darkness. The Spirit of God in His word reveals itself as the Self-sufficient

in the form of a servant, in flesh, and dwells among us full of grace and truth."

'

As regards the English edition, the work has been so divided that Dr. Toy prepared the

Exegetical and Historical sections, and paid careful and minute attention to the Hebrew text ; Dr.

Broadus has reproduced the Homiletical and Practical portions, partly condensing and partly en-

larging the original from English sources, especially from Bishop Hall's Contemplations and Ser-

mons, Matthew Henry's Commentary, and Dr. W. Taylor's Life of David.

PHILIP SCHAFF.
IsEw York, 42 Bible House, March 1, 1877.

* [' Exegetio.il and Critical ' is the heading adopted for the section in this translation.]

f ['Historical and Theological' in the translation.]





THE

BOOKS OF SAMUEL.

INTRODUCTION.

§ 1. THE NAME.

The title of these books is an indication not of their origin, but of their chief contents.

Although it is only in the first book that the work of the Judge and Prophet Samuel is ex-

pressly related, and himself, with the divine mission which he had to fulfil for Saul and

David, everywhere made to take precedence of them, yet the naming of both books after

Samuel is justified by the fact that Samuel, by his conspicuous position, as it is set forth only

in the first book in his judicial and prophetic olfice in the light of special divine call and

guidance (he being not merely the close of the troubled period of the Judges, but also the

foundational beginning of the divinely ordained kingly rule in Israel), thus towers far above

the first two kings, so far as they were chosen and called through him, and points out and

maintains for the Israelitish kingdom, which owes its origination and stability to him, its

true theocratic basis and significance. Abaebanel remarks rightly {Prcej. in Lihr. Savi. f 74,

in Carpzov, Introd. p. 212) : "All the contents of both books may in a certain sense be re-

ferred to Samuel, even the deeds of Saul and David, because both, having been anointed by
Samuel, were, so to speak, the work of his hands.'' Keil also well .says: " The naming of

both these books, which in form and content are an insejjarable whole, after Samuel is ex-

plained by the fact that Samuel not only by the anointing of Saul and David inaugurates

the kingdom in Israel, but at the same time by his prophetic activity exerts so determining

an influence on the spirit of Saul's government as well as David's, that this government also

may be regarded as in a sort the continuation and completion of the reformation of the Isra-

elitish theocracy begun by the prophet." (Introduction to Prophetical Historical Books of

0. T. [Claek's Foreign Theol. Library], prefixed to Vol. IV. (Josh., Judg., Euth), p. 4).

§ 2. DIVISION.

In the Hebrew manuscripts and in the Jewish list of Old Testament books only one book

of Samuel, "^X^DK/, is given. Its division into two books under this name, as we find it in

our printed texts of the Old Testament, was first introduced in the sixteenth century, by
Daniel Bomberg, after the example of the Septuagint and the Vulgate, and may be re-

garded as thus far appropriate, that the death of Saul, that epoch-making occurrence in the

early history of the Israelitish kingdom, forms the close of the first book. Our Hebrew
editions of the Bible follow the Seventy in dividing the Hebrew book of Samuel into two

parts ; they (the LXX.) did not, however, name these two books after Samuel, but included

them with the two books of Kings, into which they in like manner divided the original one

Hebrew book of Kings, D'Dra, under the common name " Books of the Kingdoms," [3tl3Aoi

Qa<yi}.£iuv. After the example of the Septuagint we find in the Greek Church-fathers and also

1
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in the Vulgate and the Latin Church-fathers, this division of the books of Samuel and Kings
as one historical work into/o!<r books cited as the four ftiploL jSaaiXeiui'^ Ubri regum or regno-

rum. This way of combining, dividing, and naming, in which our " Bocks of Samuel" are

numbered as jSamAsicJv Trpur?], dsvripa "First, Second Kings " (comp. Origen in Euseb. JI. E.
VI. 25, and Jerome, Prol Gal.) corresponds certainly to the general contents of these four, or

n;ore precisely two, books, so far as it consists chiefly of the history of the kingdom in the
Old Testament covenant-people, and appears as a connected whole in the continuous narra-

tive from Samuel's birth to the time of the Babylonian Exile.

? 3. Content.

The content of the books of Samuel is in general the historical development of the

Theocracy in the people of Israel from the end of the period of the Judges to near the end
of the government of King David, and therefore embraces a space of nearly one hundred and
twenty-five years, about 1140—1015 B. C. (Keil, Comm. on Sam., Introd. p. 2). The begin-

ning of the first book introduces us into the end of the period of the Judges under the High-
priest Eli, narrating the history of the announcement, birth, childhood, and calling of

Samuel (chs. i.—iii.), and the troubled history of the people in the latter part of the misgov-

ernment of Eli amid constant unfortunate conflicts with the Philistines (ch.iv. sq.). 1 hen
follows the history of Israel under Samuel as the last Judge and Saul as the first king up to

the death of Samuel (ch. xxv.), and Saul (ch. xxxi.) In the second book—whose original

connection with the first is indicated not only formally by the fact that the masoretic ap-

pended remarks are placed only at the end of the second book, but also by the close connec-

tion between the historical contents of the two—the history of the government of David
almost to its end, up to the punishment inflicted by God for the numbering of the people,

forms the chief content, though its proper conclusion is found in the beginning of the first

book of Kings, where David's last sickness and death, and Solomon's accession, are related.

As on the one side the content of the books of Samuel goes over into the beginning of the

books of Kings, so in the other direction it connects itself immediately with the history of

the people of Israel in the book of Judges. The Old Testament history in its two factors

—

on the one hand the revelation of the living God to His chosen people, and on the other

hand the thereby conditioned demeanor of the people towards its God in its general religious-

ethical life—can be regarded only from the theocratic point of view, as the history of the

kingdom of God in the people of Israel, and this history shows us in the course, and espe-

cial ly at the end of the period of the Judges, a deep decline of the Theocracy. The revelations

of God's saving power in the time of the Judges, always sporadic, became less and less fre-

quent towards its end. The people were a long time in bondage under the dominion of the

Philistines, and Samson's twenty-years-judgeship could be described (Judg. xiii. 5) only as

the /w/mning' of tbe deliverance of Israel out of their hand. The internal political life was

completely disintegrated, the sanctuary-service had perished, the priesthood was corrupted,

idolatry widespread, godlessness and immorality had the upper hand. This deep decline is

pictured in the beginning of the first book of Samuel, in immediate connection with the de-

scription given in the book of Judges, in the condition of the religious ethical life under the

high-priesthood of Eli, and in the desecration of the priesthood wrought by the godlessness

and wicked deeds of his two sons; and from it the theocracy was extricated by Samuel's

labors as Shophet (Judge) and Prophet, and under the guidance of'God was led by this great

Kefnrmer into a new path of development. Without, under Samuel and the royal rule in-

troduced by him, political freedom and independence of heathen powers (of the Pnilistines

in the first place) was gradually achieved, and within, the internal theocratic covenant-rela-

tion between the people of Israel and their God was renewed and extended on the basis of

the restored unity and order of political and national life by the union of the prophetic and

royal ofiices. Looked at from this theocratic point of view, the books of Samuel have an

epoch-making content.

From the three principal persons to whom this foundational historical development of

the theocracy on its new course attaches itself, the contents of the books of Samuel divide
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themselves into three principal grouj)s: 1) 1 Sam. chs. i.—vii. : The history of Samuel &&

restorer of the deep-sunken theocracy, and founder of the Israelitish kingdom. 2) Chs. viii.

—

xxxi. : The history of Saul and his kingdom from the beginning of his government to his death.

3) 2 Sam. chs. i.—xxiv. : The history of the government of David.

According to these three principal points of view, the contents divide themselves as

follows

:

FIRST PAKT.

Samuel.—1 Sam, Chs. i.—vii.

Samuel's Life and Work as Judge and Prophet,

bis aim being a reformation of the theocracy and tbe founding of the tbeocratical

kingdom.

FIRST DIVISION.

Early life of Samuel, 1 Sam. chs. i.—iii.

Sec. I. Samuel's birth, in answer to prayer, cb. i. 1-20.

Sec. II. Samuel's dedication,—restoration to the Lord, ch. i. 21-28.

Sec. III. His mother's prayer over him, ch. ii. 1-10.

Sec. IV. Samuel's service before the Lord contrasted with the abominations of the degene-

rate priesthood in the house of Eli, ch. ii. 11-26.

Sec. V. The prophecy of God's punishment of Eli's house, and of the calling of a faithful

priest, ch. ii. 27-36.

Sec. VI. Samuel's call to be prophet alongside of tbe lack of prophecy in Israel, ch. iii. 1-18.

Sec. VIL The beginning of his prophetical work, ch. iii. 19—iv. 1.

SECOND DIVISION.

SamueVs prophetic-judicial work, 1 Sam. chs. iv. 1—vii. 17.

First Section.—Infliction of the punisbment prophesied by Samuel on the house of Eli and
on all Israel in the unfortunate battle with the Philistines, cb. iv. 1—vii. 1.

I. Israel's double defeat and loss of tbe Ark, ch. iv. 1-11.

II. Tbe judgment on the house of Eli, ch. iv. 12-22.

III. Tbe Ark in the hands of the Philistines as a judgment on Israel (comp. ch. iv. 22),

chs. V. 1—vii. 1.

1) Chastisement of the Philistines because they held the Ark, ch. v. 1-12.

2) Restoration of the Ark, ch. vi. 1-11.

3) Reception and Settling of the Ark in Israel, chs. vi. 12—vii. 1.

Second Section.—Samuel's Reformation of Israel, ch. vii. 2-17.

I. Israel's repentance and conversion through Samuel's joropAefo'c labors, vers. 2-6.

II. Israel's victory over the Philistines under Samuel's lead, vers. 7-14.

III. Summary view of Samuel's work as Judge, vers. 15-17.

(Close of the period of the Judges).

SECOND PART.

Saul.—1 Sam. Chs. viii.—xxxi.

FIRST DIVISION.

Founding of the Israelitish kingdom under Saul's rule, 1 Sam. chs. viii.—xii.

First Section.— The preparations, chs. viii., ix.

I. The occasion in the desire of the people for a king. Interview of tbe Elders with
Samuel, ch. viii.

II. Samuel meets with Saul, and learns of his divine appointment to be king, ch, ix.
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Second Section.—Saul's induction into the royal ofBce, ch. x.

I. Saul anointed by Samuel, ch. x. 1.

II, The signs of divine confirmation, ch. x. 2-16.

III. The choice by lot, ch. x. 17-21.

IV. The installation and homage (but not of the whole people), ch. x. 22-27.

Third Section.—Establishment and general recognition of the kingdom under Saul, chs. xi. xii.

I. Saul's first victory over the Ammonites, ch. xi.

II. Samuel's last address, ch. xii.

SECOND DIVISION.

King Saul's government up to his rejection, 1 Sam. chs. xiii.—xv.

Firtt Section.—The unfolding of his royal power in victorious battles for the salvation of

Israel, chs. xiii., xiv.

I. Against the Philistines, chs. xiii.—xiv. 46.

II. Against the other enemies around about, especially Amalek, ch. xiv. 47-52.

Second Section.—The rejection of Saul for his disobedience in the war against Amalek, ch. xv.

THIRD DIVISION.

The decline of Saul's kingdom, and choice of David to be Hng. The history of Saul

from his rejection to his death, 1 Sam. chs. xvi.—xxxi.

First Section.—Early history of David, the Anointed of the Lord, ch. xvi.

I. David chosen and anointed as king by Samuel, ch. xvi. 1-13.

II. Darkening of Saul's soul by an evil spirit, and David's first appearance at the court

of Saul as harjier, ch. xvi. 14-23.

Second Section.—Saul's new war with the Philistines, and David's deed of deliverance, with its

diverse consequences for him and for his relation to Saul, chs. xvii.—xviii. 30.

I. The Philistine host, and Goliath's haughty challenge, ch. xvii. 1-11.

II. David and Goliath, ch. xvii. 12-54.

III. David at Saul's court, his friendship with Jonathan ; Saul's hostile disposition to-

wards him, and murderous attacks on his life, ch. xvii. 55—xviii. 30.

Third Section.—David fleeing before Saul, and his persecution by Saul, chs. xix. 1—xxvii. 12.

I. David's flight from Saul's attacks to Samuel to Rama and Naioth, ch. xix.

II. Jonathan's faithful friendship, attested by repeated unsuccessful attempts to recon-

cile Saul with David, ch. xx.

III. David's flight from Saul to the priest Ahimelech in Nob, and to the Philistine king

Achish in Gath, ch. xxi.

IV. David's wandering as fugitive in Judah and Moab, and the murder of priests in

Nob perpetrated by Saul, ch. xxii.

V. David's experience of God's help and preservation in the battle against the Philis-

tines, in his betrayal by the Ziphites, and when he was waylaid by Saul in

the wilderness of Maon, ch. xxiii.

VI. David encounters Saul while the latter is laying snares for him, and nobly spares

his life in a cave of the mountains of Engedi, ch. xxiv.

VII. Samuel's death, and David's march into the wilderness of Paran, with the liistory

of Nabal and Abigail, ch. xxv.

VIII. Narration of a second betrayal by the Ziphites, and second magnanimous sparing

of Saul by David, ch. xxvi.

IX. David takes refucje from Saul at Ziklaa in Pliilistia, ch. xxvii.
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Fourth Section.—Saul perishes ia the war against the Philistines, chs. xxviii.—xxxi.

I. Saul's fear of the war with the Philistines, and his recourse to the witch, ch. xxviiL

(Confirmation of his rejection, and announcement of his approaching end),

II. David's march from the theatre of the Philistine war against Israel back to Phi-

listia, ch. xxix.

III. David's victory over the Amalekites, who had plundered and burned Ziklag, ch. xsx.

IV. Death of Saul and his sons in the battle with the Philistines, ch. xxxi.

THIRD PART.

David.—Second Book of Samuel.

FIRST DIVISION.

David king over Judah only, up to his acquisition of the general rule oyer

all Israel, 2 Sam. chs. i.—v. 5.

First Section.—David after the death of Saul, (ch. i. 1)—ch. i.

I. The tidings of death, ch. i. 1-16.

II. The lament, ch. i. 17-27.

Second Section.—David, king of the tribe of Judah, is opposed by the house of Saul, chs.

ii.—iii. 39.

I. David anointed king over Judah, and his abode at Hebron, ch. ii. 1-7.

II. Ishbosheth, contrary to the divine arrangement, made king over all Israel by Abner,

and continued struggle of the House of Saul and the adherents of Ishbosheth

under Abner's lead against David and his house, and his adherents, chs.

ii. 8—iii. 6.

III. Abner breaks with Ishbosheth, leaves the house of Saul, and goes over to David,

ch. iii. 7-21.

IV. Murder of Abner by Joab, David's General, ch. iii. 22-39.

Third Section.—David gains sole authority over all Israel, chs. iv.—v. 5.

I. Murder of Ishbosheth, ch. iv. 1-8.

II. Punishment of the regicide by David, ch. iv. 9-12.

III. David anointed king over all Israel, ch. v. 1-5.

SECOND DIVISION.

David's royal rule over all Israel, 2 Sam. chs. v. 5—xxiv. 6.

First Section.—David's rule in its greatest splendor, chs. v. 5—x. 19.

I. Its glorious and firm establishment, chs. v. 5—vi. 23.

1) The victory over the Jebusites—the citadel of Zion made the centre of the king-

dom, ch. V. 6-16.

2) The victory over the Philistines, ch. v. 17-25.

3) Solemn transference of the Ark to Mount Zion, and establishment of a regular

religious service, ch. vi.

II. Its divine consecration by the promise of the perpetual kingly rule of the Davidic

House, ch. vii.

1) To David's purpose, to build a house for the Lord, answers the divine promise,

of which he becomes partaker by Nathan's prophecy, that the Lord would
build him a house, and after him (and not till then) his seed should build the

Lord a house, ch. vii. 1-16.
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2) David's answer to this divine declaration in a, prayer, ch. vii. 17-29.

III. The splendid development of David's rule without and within, chs. viii.-x.

1) Without by victories and conquests in battle against Israel's foreign foes, ch.

viii. 1-14.

2) Within by the organization of the government of the kingdom (ch. viii. 15-18),

and a noble disjjlay of royal grace towards Saul's fallen House—Mephibosheth,

ch. ix.

IV. Further victorious confirmation and elevation of the royal power to its zenith in

the Ammonite-Syrian war, ch. x.

1) The insult ofiered David by the king of the Ammonites, ch. x. 1-5.

2) Joab's victory over the combined Ammonites and Syrians, ch. x. 6-14.

3) David's victory over the Syrians, ch. x. 14-19.

Second Section. Its obscuration, chs. xi.-xviii.

I. Internal shock to David's royal authority by the grievous sins of himself and his House,

chs. xi.-xiv.

1) David's deep fall during the war against Rabhath-Ammon, ch. xi.

2) Nathan's reproof und David's repentance, ch. xii.

3) Shattering of the House and family of David by the wickedness of his sons Am-
non and Absalom, ch. xiii.

a. Amnon's ingest with Tamar, ch. xiii. 1-21.

b. Murder of Amnon by Absalom, ch. xiii. 22-33.

c. Absalom's flight, xiii. 34-39.

4) David's weakness towards Joab and Absalom, xiv.

a. Joab's cunning, and the woman of Tekoa, xiv. 1-20.

b. Absalom's return to Jerusalem brought about by Joab's influence with

David, xiv. 21-28.

c. Absalom forces Joab by an injury to effect his reconciliation with David,

xiv. 29-33.

H. External disintegration of the royal authority up to its loss, xv.-xviii.

1) Absalom stirs up the people, and usurps the royal power, xv. 1-13.

2) David's flight from Absalom, xv. 14-37.

3) David's two encounters with disloyal persons, xvi. 1-14.

a. With the lying Ziba, xvi. 1^.

b. With the reviling Shimei, xvi. 5-14.

4) Absalom's entry into Jerusalem and incestuous act after Ahithophel's counsel,

xvi. 15-23.

5) Ahithophel's evil counsel against David set aside by Hushai's good counsel—his

horrible end, xvii. 1-23.

6) The civil war, xvii. 24— xviii. 33.

a. David at Mahanaim, xvii. 24-29.

b. The battle in the wilderness of Ephraim, xviii. 1-8.

c. Murder of Absalom by Joab, xviii. 9-18.

d. Tidings ofjoy and of sorrow—David's lament over Absalom, xviii. 19-33.

Third Section. The recovery o{ the royal authority, which is soon, however, again assailed

by insurrection, xix., xx.

I. The way paved for the restoration of David's authority by Joab's reproval of his

unworthy grief over Absalom, xix. 1-8.

II. David arranges for his return by negotiations with the men of Judah, xix. 9-14.

III. David's passage over the Jordan under the escort of the men of Judah, with three

incidents, xix. 15-40.
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1) Pardon of Shimei, vers. 16-28.

2) Mephibosheth's excuse, vers. 24-30.

3) Barzillai's greeting and blessing, vers. 31-40,

IV. Strife between Judah and Israel about bringing David back (xix. 41-44), and occa-

sioned by this,

V. Sheba's insurrection and Israel's defection—both subdued by Joab after Amasa was

killed, XX. 1-22.

VI. Officers of David's government after the restoration of his ro} al authority, xx.

23-26.

THIRD DIVISION.

Eclectic appendix to the conclusion of the history of David's government, chs. xxi.-xxiv.

Sec. I. Three years' famine on account of Saul's crime against the Gibeonites, and expiation

of this crime, xxi. 1-14.

Sec. II. Victorious battles against the Philistines, xxi. 15-22.

Sec. III. David's song of thanksgiving, xxii.

Sec. IV. David's last prophetic word, xxiii. 1-7.

Sec. V. David's heroes, xxiii. 8-39.

Sec. VI. The divine visitation by pestilence on account of the numbering of the people, xxiv.

I. David's sin in the numbering of the people, xxiv. 1-10.

II. The pestilence a.-^ punishment on the king and all the people, xxiv. 11-17.

III. David builds an altar to the Lord on the threshing-floor of Araunah, afterward* the

site of the Temple, xxiv. 18-25.

[The following references to the Books of Samuel occur in the New Testament

:

Matt. i. 6 to 1 Sam. xvi. and 2 Sam. xii. 24.

Matt. xii. 3, 4 ; Mark ii. 25, 26 ; Luke vi. 3, 4 to 1 Sam. xxi. 1-6.

Luke i. 32, 33; Acts ii. 30 to 2 Sam. vii. 12-16.

Acts iii. 24 to the general history.

Acts vii. 46 ^ to 2 Sam. vii. 1, 2.

Acts xiii. 20-22 to 1 Sam. ix.-xv.

Heb. i. 5 . to 2 Sam. vii. 14.

Mary's song, Luke i. 46-55, founded on Hannah's song, 1 Sam. ii. 1-10.

These are sufficient to show that the writers of the New Testament and our Lord recog-

nized the canonical authority of these Books, which, however, has never been questioned.
—Tr.]

§ 4. character and composition.

In investigating the origin of the Books of Samuel, it will be necessary, first, to fix on

their characteristic quality oiform and content in its fundamental features, because it is only

in this way that we can get firm ground for considering the sources, the time of composition,

and the author of the books. As to their linguistic character, in the first place, it is agreed

by all competent critics that the language is throughout the pure classic, and in general free

from Aramaizing elements, the mark of a later, not classically pure stylo. While in the

Books of Kings there is often an inclination to the Aramaic, in the books of Samuel there is

as good as none of it (Bleek, JSinl i. A. T. [Introd. to O. T.], 1860, p. 358), "except those

isolated cases which occur in all the books" (Naegelsbach, Bucher Samuelis, in Her-
zoG's Real-Encycl., Bd. XIII., p. 412, and Keil, Einl. in das A. T, 2 Aujl. p. 176 f [Introd.

I. 247]). On the linguistic peculiarities of the Books of Samuel, compare what is said on
the subject in Ewald's Hist, of the People of Israel, 3d ed., I. 193 seq., and on the alleged

Aramaisms, Haevernick, Einl. in das A. T. [Introd. to O. T.], I. i. p. 213 seq.

In tlie composition and style of the historical content of the books, the first thing that

strikes us is that bits of poetry occur in them more frequently than in any other historical
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book. At the very beginning stands Hannah's lofty song of praise, which exhibits not only

the history of Samuel's birth, with which it is connected, but the whole history of his life

and work in the clear light of divine ordination and guidance (1 Sam. ii. 1-10). The words

taken from the people's chant of victory about David (1 Sam. xvii. 6sq.) show us why Saul's

heart is embittered against David into envy and jealousy. David's lamentation over Saul

and Jonathan (2 Sam. i. 17-27) exhibits the noble feeling which David constantly maintained

for Saul under all the experiences of his hatred and enmity, but at the same time indicates

the judgment to be passed on Saul from a theocratic point of view, in so far as bravery is its

only subject, and it celebrates him as hero only. Reference is there made to an authority

called " The Book of the Upright." Other poetical pieces are David's Lamentation over

Abner (2 Sam, iii. 33, 34), his Psalm of Thanksgiving (2 Sam. xxii.), his Prayer after the

reception of the great promise concerning the rule of his House (2 Sam. vii. 18-29), and his

last Psalm (2 Sam. xxiii. 1-7).

According to Haevernick, these songs form, as they are interwoven into the historical

work, the points of support, as it were, to which the history is attached {Einl. [Introd.] II.

1, p. 121). But a mere glance at the quantitative relation of these poetical elements of the

content to the historical material shows us how unsatisfactory this view is. Ifwe bear in mind
the position that these songa occupy in reference to the history to which they relate, rather

the reverse seems to be true—it forms the point of support for them. The songs are intro-

duced into the place in the history where they, being themselves historical elements, fit,

without being intended precisely to serve as vouchers for the history, as H^vernick sup-

poses {ubi supra). Standing as lyrical accompaniment in organic connection with the his-

torical narration, they affect the coloring of the whole by heightening the liveliness, fresh-

ness and vividness of the historical narrative.

And this is throughout the character of the narration, efibrt at completeness in the

accounts of deeds and persons which are often finished out to the smallest minutiae, au

elaborateness and vividness in the presentation of the historical material, not found in other

historical books (especially in the Books of Kings which only here and there make brief

extracts from their extensive authorities), and such freshness and directness in the coloring

of the narrative that we cannot resist the impression that we have here an immediate copy

of the incidents related, and that the editor did not draw from any intermediate working up

of the original authorities. The narrative has an easy, simple, attractive flow, without inter-

ruption by stereotyped phrases and references to authorities, while in the Books of Kings

there is a tedious, ever-recurring apparatus of standing formulae. Thexius says
(
Einl. zum

Komment uher die Bilcher Sam. S. 16, 2 Aufl.) : " For the rest, the older parts especially of

the work belong to the finest historical productions of the Old Testament ; they excel all

others in copiousness; they enable us to form a distinct idea of the actors introduced; they

commend themselves by a charming simplicity of style, and give us a high conception of the

many-sided influence of the prophetic work."

Haevernick rightly says, that from this characteristic of the book, it is itself almost

the same as aii original authority and chronicle [Introd. II. 1, p. 142). It therefore bears

throughout the stamp of historical truth. By the simple and exact setting forth of the per-

sonages and their doings, by the characteristic sketches of their dispositions and characters,,

by the thorough description of historical antecedents and vivid and lively references to local

relations and accidental circumstances, we are pointed to rich original authorities, that in an

original and immediate way brought persons and events before the editor of the books, wha

was certainly too far removed from them in time to be able to give so living and detailed a

portraiture from his own personal observation and experience. Keil's remark, therefore

—

that, on account of the qualities above described, the historical narrative of the Books of

Samuel may lay rightful claim to historical truth and fidelity not only in general, but also

in special and particular—is quite correct, at least in respect to the first point [the general

correctness]. We make this restriction here only in reference to those particulars of the

narrative whose historical trustworthiness has been denied on the ground of incongruences,

inconcinnities and contradictions supposed to be observed in them. To solve the questions
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thus arising we must look more closely at the literary character and the composition of the

books, for these are inseparable from the question of their historical value.

In the first place, -it is certain that our Books of Samuel in form and content have the

marks of a production that sprang from a redaction of a manifold historical material, which

stretched over a space of more than a hundred years, and existed in various parts and groups,

having already somehow taken shape by written tradition, and that this redaction is to be

referred to the literary hand, traces of which we see in the passages, 1 Sam. ix. 9 ; xxvii. 6

and xvii. 12, 14, 15. Further, a glance at the content shows that the redactor of these book.s

took pains to give them unity, to produce as well-arranged a historical narrative as possible.

The narrative sets out with a sharply marked beginning in the latter part of the period of

the Judges, shows in the relation of the history of Samuel, Saul and David everywhere a
generally steady connection and advance, and also is not without a firm and strong conclu-

sion, as we maintain, and shall endeavor to prove below, against the view that on account

of the non-mention of the death of David, it has no proper conclusion. The author of our

books has so combined and worked up the historical material that be had at command as

to give them an internal unity of composition, and it is, as Bleek rightly says [ubi supra,

p. 367), decidedly incorrect to restrict the author's work (as has been done in part) to a mere
stringing together and combination of earlier writings, that is, to regard it as an external

compilation. Against this view comp. also De Wette, Einl. [Introd.] 1 178. We shall see

hereafter what points of view control the arrangement of the historical material, and condi-

tion the internal connection of its often seemingly loosely arranged parts. At present we
only establish the fact, which is plain to an unprejudiced consideration of the external com-

position of the historical content, that the latter makes in the main the impression of a well-

arranged unitary whole (see also N^qelsbach, ubi sup., p. 400), and from this generally

incontestable ground we shall proceed to consider a number of special passages which have

been adduced against and seem to oppose the unity and concinnity of the historical narra-

tion in respect to its form and content.

In this examination we shall find that a not inconsiderable number of contradictions

and incongruences supjiosed to be found in our books and referred to the union of various

traditions and authorities, do not exist, or at least that there is no necessity for accepting

them so long as unforced, satisfactory explanations of seeming discrepancies or repetitions

may be given. At the same time unprejudiced regard for truth requires us to recognize the

fact that there are certainly some passages in which there is not strict congruence and con-

cinnity, and that there are certain peculiarities of the narration, in consequence of which

there is in minutiae an entire failure to maintain the historical connection according to the

chronological order. Nevertheless, the general unity of the narrative, grounded in control-

ling fundamental thoughts, and in the sequence of events, is not only not impaired by these

individual instances, but becomes clearer the more plainly we see from what chief point of

view the redactor arranges and groups the material. The contradictions which it has been

attempted to discover in the Books of Samuel as signs of various mutually exclusive parts

out of which they have been put together, are all collected and examined, or rather solved,

by a thorough exj^lanation of the passages, in De Wette, Einle.it. [Introd.], 1 179; Bleek,

Eiideit. [Introd.] p. 3G3 ; Thexius, ii6i SMp ,
£"!/;/., pp. 9-11 ; Keil, Einl. [Introd.], I 52;

Haeversick, Einl. ?166; Naegelsbach, Herzog, R.-E., ubi sup., p. 403.

In the first book the statement in ch. vii. 15-17 that Samuel was Judge over Israel as

long as he lived, is said to confl.ct with viii. 1 sq. and xii. 2sq., according to which he gave up

his ofiice to his sons. But when it is said in viii. 1 that Samuel made his sons judges over

Israel, this is not saying that he himself gave up his ofiice ; rather this step of his is expressly

referred to the fact that he was growing old. The application of the Elders of the people to

him for a king (viii. 4), and their reference to the evil conduct o*" his sons, shows that, while

the latter held the judicial office, he was the highest judicial authority in the administration

of the affairs of the whole nation. The passage xii. 2 sq. shows plainly that Samuel, whi'e

his sons were judges, filled his old office "unto this day." His authority did not cease even

under Saul; rather, knowing that he exercised his function in the name of the Lord, he
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asserted it with all tlie more emphasis against Saul, and Saul yielded to it without making

against him the charge of unauthorized conduct.

There is no contradiction between viii. 5 and xii. 12, when in the first passage Samuel's

age and the evil conduct of his sons, and in the second the imminent danger of a crushing

war with the Ammonites, is given as the occasion of the demand for a kingdom ; for these

two are inseparably connected. The people needed energetic and single guidance in its

wars, and this it looked for not in the aging Samuel and his wicked sons, but in a man
clothed with royal authority, under whose lead it might victoriously meet the kings of the

heathen nations (comp. viii. 20). Besides, we must remember that Saul, though he was con-

secrated king over Israel by Samuel's anointing, yet at first returned to his original calling

(xi. 5), and it was the attack of Nahash, the Ammonite king, that first aroused the people

anew to a lively sense of their need of a royal leader, as is stated in xii. 12. And with this

agrees the fact that, after the victory gained by Saul over the Ammonites by the power of the

Spirit of God (xi. 6), the whole peoi^le recognized him as their now freshly authenticated

king, and in consequence of this victory regarded as a divine declaration of the kingdom, the

latter was renewed by the three parties to it, the people, Saul, and Samuel (xi. 12-15).

In chap. vii. 13 we read :
" So the Philistines were subdued, and they came no more into

the coast of Israel, and the hand of the Lord was against the Philistines all the days ofSamueV
A discrepancy has been discovered between these words, according to which Samuel com-

pletely estopped the Philistines from returning, and ix. 16, where a king is promised the

people as deliverer out of the hand of the Philistines, andx.5andxiii. 5 sq., especially vers.

19 sq. and xvii. 1 sq., where there are express accounts of wars of the Philistines with Israel and

of the oppression of the latter by the Philistine rule (Thenius and De Wette). But in fact

no such discrepancy exists. It is by no means said in the first half of chap. vii. 13 that the

return of the Philistines was estopped fully, that is, for all time; it is said only that in this

battle of Ebenezer they were " subdued or humbled." When then it is added " they came

no more into the coast of Israel," that is, they did not repeat their incursions, we need not

.suppose that the narrator intended to say that the Philistines never again entered the terri-

tory of Israel so long as Samuel lived. On the contrary, the historical content is defined by

the second half of ver. 13, " and the hand of the Lord was against the Philistines all the days

of Samuel." If " the hand of the Lord," that is. His power and might, was against the Phi-

listines all the days of Samuel, this involves the fact that, as long as Samuel lived, the Phi-

listines were hostile to Israel and sought to subdue them, but God defended His people and

gave them the victory over their enemies. " The hand of the Lord against the Philistines"

supposes strife between Israel and the Philistines, occasioned by the incursions of the latter.

What immediately precedes can therefore be understood only in a relative, not in an abso-

lute sense of the Philistines' not coming again into the border of Israel. Otherwise the sup-

po.sed contradiction would exist in the two parts of ver. 13 itself. The decisive fact, how-

ever, in this question is that the words " all the days of Samuel "' are to be connected not, as

the alleged contradiction supposes, with the first half of ver. 13, but only with the second.

It is not said " all the days of Samuel the Philistines did not return," but " all the days of

Samuel the hand of the Lord was against the Philistines." The first statement declares, over

against the reference to God's power warding ofl" the hostility of the Philistim-s, and in con-

nection with Samuel's victory over them at Ebenezer, that in consequence of this victory they

had not repeated their incursions into the territory of Israel, and this is to be understood

of the si)ace of time after the lapse of which they resumed their old wars against Israel. In

fc^aul's victories over them, who, "as long as he lived," had to struggle hard with them (xiv.

52), and whose term of life nearly coincided with that of Samuel, since the latter died only

a few years before him, the hand of Jehovah was mighty against them, and the jironii-e of

ix. 16 was fulfilled. Israel's condition of shameful subjection portrayed in xiii. 19 sq. was the

result of the occupation of the land by the Phili.stines mentioned in vers. 5 and 6, and does

not contradict the statement that Jehovah's hand was against the Philistines "all the daj's

of Samuel," !<ince in chap. xiv. is related how the Lord at that time heli)ed Israel (eomp. ver.

23). The solution of the alleged contradiction that restricts the expression "ail the days
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of Samuel " to the duration of his judicial term, is unsatisfactory from the arbitrariness of this

restriction, and conflicts with ver. 15 :
" Samuel judged Israel all the days of his life."

It is also maintained that there is a contradiction between the section ix. 1-10, 16 and
the sections viii., x. 17-27, because in the former Samuel anoints Saul in consequence of a

divine revelation, and in the latter has him chosen king by lot in consequence of the demand
of the people (De VVette). But in truth there is nothing here that compels us to suppose

an absolute contradiction ;
" for in ix. 1—x. 16 is related the secret anointing of Saul by

Samuel, with its immediate consequences, and in x. 17-27 the choice by lot in the presence

of the whole people " (Naegelsbach, ubi sup. p, 401). Thenius {Komm. 2 Aufl,. p. 43) seeks

to establish the unhistorical character of both narrations by stating the alternative: "the
Prophet would then either have tempted God, or have been guilty of an unworthy trick be-

fore the people;" but against this we remark that according to x. 17-27 also every thing was

done by Samuel at the divine instance and under divine influence (vers. 18, 24], as in the

iiai-rative in ix. 1—x. 16, that therefore both tempting God and unworthy trickery on

Samuel's part are excluded, since in the narration the choice by lot also is conceived of in a

theocratic point of view. In the presence of the assembled people God declares the man who
had been chosen and anointed by His will, to be king, and His representative. Comp.
Winer, Bibl. Eealivorterbuch, II. p. 389: "In chap. viii. Samuel declares himself against the

wish of the people by command of Jehovah Himself, and by His command makes an attempt

to divert the Israelites from their desire. This failing, he receives from Jehovah the com-
mand to yield (viii. 21 sq ), and anoints Saul, chaps, ix., x. And then the scene, x. 17 sq., was
not superfluous: the first reuelation, ix. 15 sq., wasfor the Prophet; the second, x. 20 sq., for

the people." To this we add Ewald's remark {Gcschichte des V. Isr. [Hist, of Israel], HI.

p. 33, 3 Aufl.) : "If we bear in mind the ordinary use of the sacred lot in those times, we
shall find that in the connection of this narrative (Ewald ascribes vers. 17-27 to the author

of the preceding section) nothing but the truth is described in this incident; the mysterious

meeting with the Seer did not sutfice for the full and benedictive recognition of Saul the

king, but publicly also in solemn national assembly it was necessary that the Spirit of Jah-

veh should choose him before all others and mai'k him as the man of Jahveh." And so there

is no contradiction between ix. 1—x, 16 and x. 17-27, but the two sections stand in concin-

nate relation to one another.

Another discrepancy has been found between xi. 14 sq. and xiii. 8 compared with x. 8, it

being held that the words of Samuel (x. 8) contain a command to Saul to go immediately to

Oilgal and wait for him there seven days. On this supposition certainly chaps, viii. and xi.

14 sq. cannot be reconciled, since, according to the latter passage, Saul went to Gilgal not

before but ivith Samuel, and indeed at his special suggestion, and there was therefore no wait-

ing on Samuel: and moreover, before Saul and Samuel came together in Gilgal, their first

meeting after that solemn prophetic consecration of Saul (x. 1-8) took place in Mizpeh.

Equally impossible, on this supposition, is a reconciliation of x. 8 and xiii. 8, which last pas-

sage contains an undeniable reference to an order given to Saul by Samuel, such as is ex-

pressed in X. 8; for between the two there is an interval, according to xiii. 1, of two years.

[But the text here (xiii. 1) is corrupt—see note on the verse in question.

—

Tr.] Naegelsbach
therefore supposes that x. 8 is not in its j^roper place, but stood originally somewhere just before

xiii. 8 {ubi sup. p. 401). Thenius joins xiii. 2sq. immediately on to x. 16, regarding x. 17

—

xii. 25 as a section interpolated into the original document between x. 16 and xiii. 2, and

xiii. 1 as an interpolation by the Redactor, or perhaps by a later hand, by which the succe-

dent matter was brought into plausible connection with the inserted section, and the neces-

sary time gained for the occurrence narrated in this section {ubi sup. p. 49). There are grave

objections to both expedients; to the first because of the impossibility of fixing the supposed

right place before xiii. 8 where x. 8 is to be put ; to the second—apart from the fact that no

other reason is given for the supposition that this section is iuterpohited^jecause of the

chronological difficulty mentioned by Keil (Introd. I. 236), which undoubtedly presents it-

self when we look at all which, on this supposition, must have been done (according to xiii.

2-7) within these seven days, and becauoe of the veiy bold hypothesis that is advanced by
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this assumption of an interpolated tradition, and by tlie explanation of the words of xiii. 1.

We have seen what significance the section x. 17-27, in historical connection with what goes

before, has for the commencement of Saul's kingdom. Keil therefore properly asks the ques-

tion :
" How could Saul, secretly anointed by Samuel, and concealing this anointing even from

his uncle (x. 1, 16), come to such consideration, that at his call all Israel flocked about him,

as about their king, when he had neither been proclaimed king by Samuel, nor by any act

had won the confidence of the people for himself as king?' {ubi supra). Keil, it is true, from

the proposition (which is correct) that the narration in xiii. 1-7 requii-es for its explanation

the content of the section x. 17—xii. 25, draws the conclusion that Samuel's order to Saul in

X. 8 refers to the solemn proclamation of Saul as king in Gilgal (xi. 14sq.); but this conclusion

is unsatisfactory on grounds already adduced. And moreover the view which Keil cunnects^

with this conclusion (and which is found as far back as Clericus) is untenable—namely, that

the statement in xiii. 8 (which has consequently nothing at all to do with x. 8) refers to a

command not expressly mentioned, but here casually alluded to in the words " according to

the set time that Samuel had appointed," by which Samuel, with reference to the Philistine

war, had at a later time ordered Saul to Gilgal ; for these very words (as Keil himself now
admits, Comm. in loco, 101, 128) plainly point to the injunction given to Saul in x. 8. How-
ever, proceeding from this supposition, we are no way bound to explain the words in x. 8 as

a command of Samuel which was to be immediately carried out by Saul. The proper ex-

planation of the connection in which the "thou goest down" (j"^"]"]^!) in ver. 8 stands partly

with the preceding, partly with the following circumstantial clause introduced by "and be-

hold" (^.•2'?]) leads to the conditional rendering "and when thou goest down before me to

Giljial, behold ;" and a similar translation is found in Seb. Schmidt, only with im-

proper temporal extension, and is proposed by Ewald {Gesch. 3 Aujl. III. 41) and Keil
(Comm. p. 101). The king chosen to deliver Israel from the yoke of the Philistines must re-

cognize it as his first duty to prove his kingly might in battle against the Philistines, in ac-

cordance with his consecration received from Samuel. The exhortation to this duty Samuel

couples with the command that he should not in the exercise of his royal calling tres^jass on

the field that was to remain closed to him, namely, the offering of sacrifice for the people

when they were mustered for war. Ewald says: "Gilgal, on the south-western bank of the

Jordan, was then, from all indications, one of the most holy places in Israel, and the true

centre of the whole people; it had a like importance before, and much more then, because

the Philistine control reached so far eastward* that the middle point of the kingdom must have

been pressed back to the bank of the Jordan. There the people must have assembled for all

general political questions, and thence after offering and consecration have marched forth

armed to war" {icbi sup. p. 42). The significance of Gilgal for the whole people at this pe-

riod of the Israel itish history is presupposed in Samuel's command to Saul, which conse-

quently contains for him the following rule of government: When thou goest down to

Gilgal— that is, to gather the people there, that they may be led forth to battle against

the Philistines, and to this end receive consecration by solemn offering—thou shalt await

my coming for the prepai'ation, and neither in thy own power make the offering, nor of thy

own will begin the war against the Philistines. In this prophetic command Saul ought to

have recognized the voice of God (see Keil, ubi sitp., pp. 101-103, and Eavald, ubi sup., p. 41-

4G). This explanation is found as early as Brenz. He says: "But we are not to understand

that Samuel commands Saul to go straightway down to Gilgal and there wait seven days, but

that he is to do this after he has been publicly elected king and confirmed in the kingdom by

victory over the Ammonites, and shall then begin to prepare for war against the Pliilistim-s,

on whose account especially Saul was called to the kingdom. The following, therefore, is the

meaning of Samuel's command: Thou art called to the kingdom especially to free Israel from

the tyranny of the Philistines. When, therefore, thou art about to undertake this work, go
down to Gilgal and wait there seven days till I come to thee; then thou shalt offer a sacri-

fice, but not before I come, and I will show thee what is to be done, that our enemies the

* [Ewald has weel, but the sense seems to require east.—Tn.]
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Philistines may be conquered; this thing is related afterwards in chajx xiii., where we read

that Saul violated this command."
Thenius finds a discrepancy between xiv. 47 and x.l7sq.and xi. 14 sq. (p. 65), maintain-

ing that here several mutually exclusive relations are put together—that the author of the

sections xiv. 47 sq. relates that Saul by this victory over the Philistines proved himself to be

the king anointed by Samuel and secured royal authority, and that this cannot be reconciled

with X. 17 sq.,xi. 14sq., and xv. But if we recollect that the Philistines had possession of the

greater part of the land, the expression 137 ["took"] in xiv. 47 is best understood as mean-

ing that Saul by this victory got the real control of the land, not as referring to the public

assumption of the kingdom to which he was first designated by the anointing. There is

therefore no discrepancy between this statement of the result of the victory over the Philis-

tines and the accounts of Saul's choice by lot (x. 17 sq.), and of his confirmation as king before

the whole people in Gilgal (xi. 14 sq).

An apparent anachronism exists in xvii. 54, where it is said that David carried Goliath's

head to Jerusalem, while it was some time later that he conquered Jerusalem (2 Sam. v.)

;

but this is explained by the remark of KuRZ (Herzog, Real-Encycl., Art. "David") and

others, that, if not the citadel, yet the city of Jerusalem had then been a long time in the

possession of the Israelites (Josh. xv. 63; Judg. i. 21), and it is not at all necessary for the

establLshraent of this fact, which makes the deposition (of Goliath's head) possible, to suppose

with Naegelsbach that David had a prophetic anticipation of the importance of this city, al-

though this supposition is unjustly set aside by Thenius without further consideration. There

is just as little difiiculty in the statement that David, after the victory, deposited the armor

of Goliath in his tent, while the giant's sword is afterwards found in the Sanctuary at Nob.

Between xviii. 5 and xviii. 13-16 a discrepancy has been found, in that in the first pas-

sage David received his appointment as military commander on account of his bravery ; in the

second on account of Saul's envy and fear of him. The apparent contradiction is set aside,

however, by a glance at the intermediate narration, according to which the jealousy aroused

in Saul by the women's song of victory produced such a change in his disposition towards

David that he assigned the latter a higher post only to remove him from his person and ex-

pose him to death in battle against the Philistines.

Between the statements of Jonathan in xix. 2 and xx. 2—the first of which informs David

of his father's murderous thoughts against him, while the second assures him of the contrary

—there lies an interval, in which Saul's hatred against David might have softened; or at

least Jonathan, thinking the best of his father, might believe that he had perceived a change

in his disposition towards David. Perhaps Jonathan, as Naegelsbach (p. 403) supposes, in-

tends only to deny that another attack against David's life is purposed. Why, in the face

of this assurance of his friend, should it be so inconceivable that David should speak of again

appearing at the royal table at the appointed time when Saul expected him? Had David

not already had experience of similar paroxysms of rage in the king, and yet been always re-

conciled with him by Jonathan's intervention ?

The apparent contradiction between 1 Sam. xviii. 27, where David brings 200 foreskins of

the Philistines for Michal, and 2 Sam. iii. 14, which speaks of 100 only, is resolved by referring

to 1 Sam. xviii. 25, according to which Saul had demanded the latter number of foreskins ; only

these, not the two hundred actually brought, are mentioned by David in the later passage.

"We turn now to those sections in which there are supposed to exist double accounts of

the same thing, in part mutually exclusive and contradictory; that is, signs of the use of va-

rious documents, which in respect to the same facts and events, present differences that the

Redactor could not reconcile.

First among these is the narrative of the two Goliaths, 1 Sam. xvii. 4, and 2 Sam. xxi.

19. In the one passage David slays the giant Goliath, and in the other it is related ofElha-

nan, son of Jaare-oregim, that he slew Goliath of Gath, whose spear was like a weaver's

beam. It is altogether arbitrary in Boettcher [Nene exegeiisch-kritische jEhrenhsen zum A. T.

on 2 Sam. xxi. 19) to try to prove the identity of this Elhanan with David (see Thenius, p.

259), in order to make this account agree with 1 Sam. xvii. 4 f. Nothing obliges us to re-
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o-ard the two passages as referring to the same incident, since two difl'ereut actors are men-

tioned, David and Elhanau, the last with circumstantial reference to his person and descent

and there may well have been at different times two giants of equal strength and the same

name, the later perhaps purposely honored with the name of the earlier. But in the parallel

passage, 1 Chron. xx. 5, which evidently gives the same event as 2 Sam. xxi. 19, it is said:

" Elhanan, the son of Jair, slew Lahiui, the brother of Goliath of Gath, whose spear, etc.;"'

and if the correct reading is not in 2 Sam. xxi. 19 (of which I cannot convince myself), but ra-

ther in 1 Chr. xx. 5, then the distinctness of the combats related in the two accounts is so much
the more beyond doubt (see Thenius' view, p.258sq., which is opposed to his earlier view).

In xi.K. 9sq. thesame incident seems to be related as in xviii. 9sq., and therefore the one

passage or the other seems to be not in the right place. Yet the double narrative, agreeing

literally in single expressions, may be referred without difficulty to two explosions of rage on

Hauls part, since according to xviii. sq. this rage showed itself several times against David.

The rejection of Saul is narrated in the two sections, 1 Sam. xiii. 8-14, and xv. 10-26.

But nothing requires us to regard these as mutually exclusive narrations of one and the same

fact. Rather, the circumstances under which Saul manifests his disobedience are so different

in the two cases, that we must recognize two different courses of events in which his disobe-

dience is shown. But, as in the second act of disobedience there lay a heightening of the

guilt, so on the first act of the punishment (xiii., xiv.) followed the second sharper act, con-

sisting in the definitive rejection (xv. 23, 24).

There is just as little necessity for referring the parallel narrations in x. 10-12 and xix.

22-24 to the same event. Rather, there is so much in each that is peculiar, that we are justi-

fied in assuming two different occurrences in which the proverb ''Is Saul also among the pro-

phets?" found its application. The first incident explains its origin, for it is said, x. 12:

" Therefore it became a proverb." The second similar incident, which is described as occurring

under totally different circumstances, fixed it and gave it a wider application, xix. 24.

Thexius' grounds (p. 120) for referring to one event the two narratives of the repeated

treachery of the Ziphites towards David and David's magnanimous conduct towards Saul

(xxiii. 19-24, xxiv. and xxvi.), of which the tradition is supposed to liave given a d')uble

account, seem not sufficient to establish the identity of the two. Their points of agreement

do not exclude the distinctness of the events. "For," says Naegelsbach (p. 402) justly, "that

David twice came to the hill Hachilah near Ziph is probable by reason of the hiding-places

in this wooded mountain-range; that the Ziphites twice discovered and betrayed his abode

is verv natural from their friendship for Saul ; and that Saul made a second expedition

against David is psychologically only too easily explained, even though he was no moral

monster ; his hatred against David was so deeply rooted that it could only be repressed for

the moment, not destroyed, by that magnanimous deed." David's twice sparing the life of

his enemy has its ground in the horror of laying hand on the Lords anointed, and Sauls

consequent double expression of repentance is explained by the change of feeling which is

psychologically not hard to understand when we consider hi:* disposition, as it is everywhere

represented to us. But, on the other hand, along with these resemblances there are such

important differences in the two narratives that the assumption of two events can by ' o

means be regarded as arbitrary. On the particulars comp. Haevernick (p. 138 sq.) and

Keil [Introd. I. 243, 244).

The narrative of David's two flights to the Philistines (xxi. 10-15, andxxvii. Isq.) is

regarded as a double relation of the same event, and is referred to different sources. The-

nius (p. 101 sq ) finds historical truth only in the second relation of David's flight to Gath

(xxvii.), on the ground that David would have fled to the Philistines only in the extremest

need, and not at the outset; but certainly according to the account of Saul's pursuit of Da-

vid, that precedes xxi., the latter's need was great enough to impel him under those cir-

cumstances to flee to the Philistines. While the two narratives agree in the fact that David

flees to Achish, the differences in everything else are so great that we must suppose not one

abode of David with the Philistines (held by Thexius to be given with historical tru-twor-

tbiness only in xxvii.) but two distinct occurrences. In xxi, he comes alone to Achi-h, in
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xxvii. with wives and children and a numerous retinue ; in the first case, being soon recog-
nized, he had to act the madman in order to save himself, and his stay was short ; in the
second he settles himself for a long abode in Ziklag, and undertakes several expeditious
against the hostile tribes on the southern border of Canaan, whereby he secures the favor

and protection of Achish. With such great difierences we cannot suppose that the narration

in xxi, is a legendary embellishment of that in xxvii.

There are two mentions of the death of Samuel, xxv. 1 and xxviii, 3. We need not,

however, suppose that the Redactor took these from two sources. Rather the repetition in

xxviii. 3 (which moreover from its language and style does not seem to be an independent
account) serves to introduce and illustrate the following narrative as much as the remark
that Saul had driven the necromancers and wizards out of the land. "The repetition of the

words 'they had lamented him and buried him,' seems designed to put the impiety against

Samuel in a still stronger light" (Naegelsb, p. 404).

At the first glance there seem to be two contradictory accounts of Saul's death in 1 Sam.
xxxi. 4 and 2 Sam. i. 9, 10, according to the first of which he killed himself, but according

to the second was at his own request slain by an Amalekite, who himself brings the report.

EwALD (p. 137, 138) supposes here two diflerent and evidently ancient accounts, of which one

makes the faithful and conscientious armor-bearer, the other a frivolous and rude Gentile

present at the last moment of the sinking hero ; the first the account of those who spoke well,

the second that of those who spoke ill of Saul; but this supposition of two sources and two

accounts is untenable because of the fact which comes out from the narrative in 2 Sam. i.

that the Amalekite falsely ascribed the deed to himself in order to receive thanks and recog-

nition therefor from David, but especially to get a large reward for Saul's jewels, of which he

had jjossessed himself (Then. p. 141).

There is just as little ground for holding that the narratives of the conquest of the Sy-

rians, 2 Sam. viii. and x.—xii. are two relations of the same expedition of David against the

Syrians, as Geamberg {Religionsid. II. 108) has maintained. He would allow only one

conquest, because after such a defeat they could not have so soon recovered themselves, and

in ch X. also there is no mention of a revolt of the Syrians, while yet according to ch. viii.

they had been i-eally subdued. But the resources of the Syrians, even after that defeat, may
have been ample (comp. viii. 4, 7, 8, 10) ; for the rich booty that the Israelites got, and

the large number of warriors that the Syrians had put into the field, point to considerable

power and wealth. But there was no need to mention their revolt, since it was understood

as a matter of course that they sought to shake off the yoke at the first opportunity, though

otherwise the yoke was so firmly fixed that one could speak of a real and permanent sub-

jection ; this opportunity offered itself when the Ammonites went into a war with David.

And so they appear in ch. x not as independent enemies of David, but as allies of the Am-
monites (comp. Theod. qucesi. 24 ad. 2 Reg.: Winer, Reahvbrlerb. I. 260; Then. p. 188).

Ewald in like manner maintains (III. 204, 205) the identity of the Syrian war, viii. 3, with

the Syian-Ammonitish in x.sq. In support of this view he urges that the war with the Sy-

rian King Hadad-Ezer of Zobah cannot be explained except by supposing that it was excited

by a contemporaneous war with a nearer kingdom, since the kingdom of Zobah is not de-

scribed as bordering immediately on the kingdom of Israel. But, it is said, according to x.

—

xii , a great Syrian war with Israel was excited by the Ammonites; this war with Amnion is

narrated there at greater length on account of the history of Uriah, and for this reason is

only mentioned quite incidentally, viii. 12, in the general account of all the great wars. But

it is sufficiently clear from viii. 3 liow David came immediately into conflict with the Syrians

without occasion thereto having been given by war with another enemy. Thenius [in loco)

well says: " David's aim was to rest his kingdom at one point at least on the Euphrates,

beiause this was the nearest stream that traversed broad tracts of country; on the way
thit'er Hadad-Ezer, whose territory he touched on in the march, opposed him." It is true

that the Ammonite war, briefly mentioned in ch. viii. is, on account of the pragmatism wdiich

controls the whole narrative in x.

—

xii., given at length for the reason as-signed
; but if the

Syri;in war mentioned in viii. 3 occurred along with this Ammonite war, as is maintained, it
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is surprising that this connection is not indicated in eh. viii. in the list of wars, but the two

are introduced as wholly distinct. We therefore have in chs. viii. and x.sq. accounts of alto-

gether diflerent wars.

With the sections xvi. 14-23, xvii. 12-51, and xvii. 55-58, the case is different from that

of the passages hitherto discussed, in which contradictions or mutually exclusive accounts of

the same fact, and therefore indications of various documents, have been supposed to exist
;

here indeed incongruences and discrepancies do exist, and signs of different documents,

which the author has put together, must be recognized. In xvi. 18 is related how David

comes to Saul, and his extraction and his father's name are exactly and fully given. On the

other hand, in xvii. 12, after the dangerous and disgraceful situation has been pictured, in

which Israel stood in reference to the Philistines, and as the object of their giant Goliath's

scorn, in a new section, which begins here, David is spoken of as if he had not been named

at all before, and the names of his father and native city are given. This second mention

of his family-relations, particularly in this shape, cannot be explained without forcing and

far-fetched conceits, as in Haevernick's attempt (p. 135). The author, says he, purposely re-

peats the notices of David's race and extraction, partly because this fits in with the historical

narration, to which the explanation of David's coming into the camp, etc., can thus be at-

tached, partly because the importance that he attaches to his hero thug comes out more

strongly, and his person again comes clearly before the reader. The appeal to similar pecu-

liarities in Hebrew historiography (as in other places in the Books of Samuel) is of no force

in this passage, because such genealogical statistical-historical summary notices are given

usually only as conclusion in important historical turning-points, and chiefly as proleptical

statements (comp. 1 Sam. vii. 15-17; xiv. 47-52). The strange ntn ["this"] in xvii. 12,

shows clearly that it is added to the already superfluous genealogical notice of David in order

to connect the section vers. 12-31 with xvi. 14-23, to which (especially ver. 18) regard must

have been had in ver. 12. That it is added with this view is clearly seeu from its incongruity

with the following ^p", '"^^p^ [and his name was Jesse]. Naegelsbach's remark (p. 402) is

perfectly correct: " If HTn [' this '] is meant to point to the earlier mention of the name in

ch. xvi., then the '"^^p^ [' and his name '] is superfluous ; and if the latter remains, the former

is superfluous."—So also the statement in v. 15, that David went back and forth from Saul

to keep his father's sheep in Bethlehem, makes the impression that it was appended to the

account before us in order to bring this narrative into agreement with xvi. 21-23, according

to which David was constantly with Saul as his armor-bearer, and to explain the fact that

he came from his father's folds to the scene of war. Long ago exception was taken to the

disagreement between xvii. 12-31 and xvi. The proof is that the former is altogether lacking

in the Vatican recension of the Septuagint, and that Origen found it in no Greek translation.

Similar difficulty was felt with xvii. 55 sq., which is also omitted in the Vatican Septuagint.

Between the section (xvii.55sq.) and xiv. 16-23 there is the discrepancy that in the

former Saul does not know David, while according to the latter he must have known not

only him personally, but also his lineage. According toxiv.lGsq. David was described to

Saul at the outset as the son of Jesse of Bethlehem, and Saul had put himself in communi-

cation with David's father by repeated messages, in order to take David permanently into

his service. Contrariwise in xvii. 55 sq. he repeatedly asks : Whose son is the youth ? Vari-

ous attempts have been made to resolve this discrepancy. Stress has been laid on the fact

that he asks not after David's person, but after his lineage. Then, according to one view,

this question expresses the contempt and scorn which Saul would assign as reason why he

could not keep his splendid promise (xvii. 25) to such a man of mean descent (Haev. p. 136) ;

but in neither case does the form of the question justify such a construction. According to

another explanation the question expresses astonishment and admiration (Keil, Introd. I.

238) ; but then it could not be " whose son is the youth?" We should expect, "is this the

son of Jesse ?" By others it is regarded as more probable that Saul had forgotten David's

family-rcktions, either in the rush and press of court-life (Saurin), or from hypochondria

(Berth.), or from ingratitude (Calvin) or from forgetfulness (Keil in loco), and Keil con-
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jectures that Saul, on account of the promised release of the victor from taxes, wished to

know more of David's connections than simply his father's name and his birth-place ; but
all this does not suffice to set aside the diiference, least of all the last-mentioned expedient,

because David's answer to Saul's question contains likewise nothing more than the name of

his father ; and so recourse is had arbitrarily to a new hypothesis, namely, that David's

answer has not been fully reported, though even this, strictly taken, would not suffice for

that view, but would render necessary still another supposition, namely, that Saul's question

is not fully reported. Since all these attempts at solution are untenable, we cannot, in the

present state of the investigation of this question, avoid supposing, with many expositors,

that the author of our Books has in these sections interpolated a second written tradition

which he met with of David's battle with Goliath, and, although he connected them with

eh. xvi. by a slight revision, the traces of which are indicated above, yet did not undertake

a more thorough alteration for the purpose of reconciling the differences (Winer, II. 260
;

Bleek, p. 364; Naegelsb. u. s. p. 402). The supposition of an interpolation of the section

xvii.l2sq. (Mich., Eich., Bertholdt), which is also the ground of its omission in the Sep-

tuagint and other Greek translations, is untenable in proportion to the difficulty of under-

standing why an interpolation that offered great difficulties should be made.

On a closer examination of the question as to the extent of the second account that

the author had before him, and the manner in which he combined it with his narrative, it

appears in the first place that the incongruence and discrepancy (in relation to the preceding,

xvi. 14-23) does not pertain to the whole of ch. xvii. This chapter (xvii.) is really connected

closely with the preceding narration in xiv., since, after Saul's rejection and David's selection

have been related, it resumes the account of Saul's wars with the Philistines, which remained

his life-task (xiv. 62) even after his rejection (comp. Ewald, Gesch. III. 95, 3d ed.). The con-

tents of vers. 32-54 connect themselves well without incongruence or discrepancy with the

account (xvi. 14) of the calling of the already anointed David to the royal court, which
stands in pragmatic connection with the rejection of Saul, since the gloomy spirit which

governs Saul comes over him in consequence of his rejection by God—with the narrative of

his establishment in Saul's service as armor-bearer (ver. 21), which on the one hand is

brought about by David's military capacity (ver. 18), and on the other hand sufficiently ex-

plains his presence with Saul in the camp—and especially with xvii. 11 ; and that the sec-

tion vers. 12-31 was added by the author from another narration to complete the account of

David, is the more evident from the 1'7^' of ver. 32 (" let no man s heart fail because ofT T ^ ./

him"), which is closely connected with ver. 11, where the Philistine Goliath is spoken of,

while he is not mentioned in the immediately preceding verses, and es|)ecially from the con-

tent of David's speech to Saul in ver. 32 (" let no man's heart fail ") which naturally belongs

to ver. 11 (" they were dismayed and greatly afraid ").—We must also regard the section

vers. 55-58 as a piece interpolated by the author, which is taken from another account, and

the point of which lies in the twice-put question of Saul. From its first words it ought to

have stood after ver. 40 ; but as Saul's question could be answered by Abner only after Da-

vid's return from the combat, it was put here after ver. 54, its first half, vers. 55, 56, forming

an appendix to ver. 40, since according to the sense the verbs are to be regarded as in the

pluperfect, and the second half, vers. 57, 58, serving as continuation of the history after ver.

54. By the statement that David after this discourse before Saul had formed a friendship

with Jonathan, the author has so connected this section with the following (xviii. Isq.) that

he relates in ver. 2 (in reference to the remark in ver. 15) how David in consequence of his

heroic exploit was taken permanently into Saul's service and received from him a military

command. Winer says rightly (I. 260) : "Ch. xviii. 1-5 may very well belong to the proper

substance of the Book, only the collector has attached this section to the interpolated ch.

xvii." though, as we have seen, not all of ch. xvii. is to be regarded as interpolation of the

author, but only vers. 1 2-31 . On the whole passage we may compare Ewald's remark :
" We

hold that the older narrator also mentioned the single combat of David with Goliath; the

passages xviii. 6, xix. 5, xxi. 10, leave no doubt of this ; and the words that describe the

2
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last issue of the deed (xviii. 1, 3-5) are, according to their coloring, from the older narrator"

{ubi sup, p. 96, 97).*

As characteristic of the fact that the content of the Books of Samuel has been "put

together in compilatory fashion'' fx'om various sources by a Redactor of historical accounts,

it has been declared (Thenius, p. IX.), that some parts of the work by their curt chronicle-

iike tone stand in striking contrast with the elsewhere elaborate, in one part (2 Sam. xi.-xx.)

4uite biographical narration, for ex. 2 Sam. v. 1-16; viii. ; xxi. 15-22; xxiii. 8-39. This is

true only in part of the first-named passage ; for it is elaborately and distinctly enough told

how David at Hebron receives homage as king over all Israel, and then makes Jerusalem his

capital by driving out the Jebusites. The rest of the section and the others adduced have

certainly, if not exactly a chronicle-like, yet a statistical-historical, form. But what is thtir

content? Statistical statements concerning the life and government of David with reference

to his previous and subsequent rule, and concerning the children born to him at Jerusalem

(v. 4, 5, 13-16), summary mention of the wars carried on with foreign enemies (viii), survey

of the wars carried on with the Philistines (xxi. 15-22), a list of David's heroes (xxiii. 8-39).

How is this fact, the presence of such chronicle-like statistical passages (the number of which

might be increased), to be used? Shall the charge of external mechanical compilation be

brought against the Eedactor ? Naegelsb. admirably says :
" No author is under obligation

to treat all parts of his work with equal elaborateness " (401). This holds as a general remark.

As to particulars, a fuller account of David's .wives and children (v. 13-16) was, for the au-

thor's aim, quite useless, if not impossible. In ch. v., where David becomes king over all

Israel, the mention of his age and the length of his reign, on which the writer could not per-

tinently enlarge much, and of his faihily connections formed in Jerusalem, was quite appro-

priate, but an elaborate historical account was excluded by the nature of the case. In ch.

viii. it did not accord with the author's plan to give a minute and particular account of all

the wars against foreign peoples; he contented himself with a nervous, brief and summary

description somewhat variously colored. A similar sketch is xxi. 15-22. And the list of

heroes in xxiii. cannot in itself make at all against the literary character of the author, espe-

cially as xxi.-xxiv. is an unconnected appendix to the Second Book. In fact, however, such

diversities cannot detract from the general unity. Or, is weight laid on them in order to

prove that the author drew from various sources? Of this certainly these differences furnish

sufficient proof. Of course in these sections the author had to take his chronological, gene-

alogical and statistical-historical statements from various sources. We must indeed recog-

nize here the traces either of various documents corresponding to the several sections, or of

a written collection of notes on which the composition is based.

It is further maintained that " in several places there is clearly a conclusion of separate

component parts, as 1 Sam. vii. 15-17; xiv. 47-52; 2 Sam. viii. 15-18; xx. 23-26; where the

various authors briefly stated what further they knew of the persons whose history they were

sketching." It is quite certain that these passages have the form of a conclusion in reference

* [It is true, as Dr. Erdmann shows, that xvii. 12-31 and xvii. 55-58 are probably sections added by the redac-

tor to the old narrative, which embraced xvii. 1-11, 32-54:, but it is not necessary to suppose a contradiction between

the several sections and xvi. 14-2;!. The explanations criticised in the text are unsatisfactory, but there is an-

other which diminishes the difficulty as far as we can expect, considering the antiquity of the accounts. It i^

tliis: the section, xvi. 14-23, gives a general anticipatory account (which is quite in the Heb. style) of David's

relation to Saul, extending as far as the occurrences narrated in ch. xviii.; ch. xvii then describes the particular

incident that led io David's promotion, the immediate results of which are given (also by anticipation) in xviii.

1-5; then the narrative goes back in xviii. to tnention an incident which gives the key to the following history.

Tlius ch. xvii. belongs in time within xvi. 14-23, af xviii. belongs in time within xviii. 1-5; the combat witli Go-

li.ath was tlie means of procuring Saul's special favor for David, and so Saul, having seen him only a few times,

might easily fail to recognize him. So, too, David's " going and returning," xvii. 15, is to be put in the early part

of the period embraced ill xvi. 14-23, and is not inconsistent with the permanent service which appears at the

clcse of the period, the explanation of which is given in ch. xvii. For fuller explanation see the exposition >»i

ioco.—Tlie obscurity of the narrative in the connection of the different sections is due no doubt to its brevity and

to our ignorance of certain circumstances, which, if known, would enable us clearly to see harmony in these

different accounts. The supposition of contradictory accounts is in itself very improbable, considering the fact

that the events were well known and carefully recorded by competent persons. It is therefore wiser to suppose

an omission of connecting facts than a contradiction in the recorded accounts.

—

Te.J
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to what precede-!. Up to 1 S;iin. vii. 14 has been related how Samuel exercised his judicial

office, and Israel under his lead gained a brilliant victory over the Philistines. At this puiiit

in the history he has reached the apex of his judicial activity ; here the period proper of the

Judges ends, and th§ history turns to the new-beginning period of the Kings, in which in-

deed Samuel with his judicial authority is still a power ; not, however, as before, sole ruler,

but God's instrument to carry out the idea of the theocratic kingdom, about which the whole

following history turns. This was then the place, iu the description of Samuel as judicial

ruler, in which was summarily and in conclusion (and at the same time proleptically) con-

densed all that was to be said about his judicial rule, in order that the history, abandoning
the point of view heretofore maintained, might turn to the beginning of the royal rule and
to Samuel's work, so far as it centred in this rule.

In the section 1 Sam. xiv. 47-52 we have a similar critical point in the connection of the

theocratical development of history. This section contains in like manner general compre-

hensive and closing remarks on Saul, partly on his wars, partly on his family and household

connections, partly on his constant activity in war against the Philistines (vers. 47, 48, 49 51,

62). Eeference is made proleptically to the wars against the Amaiekites and Philistines,

which are afterwards narrated ; this forms the connection with what follows ; but in the way
of conclusion, looking back to viii. -xiv., everything that remains to be said in general of

Saul is brought together here, because by the before-mentioned victory over the Philistines,

he stands on the summit of his royal power, which God committed to him against this ene-

my; but at this moment also, in consequence of the judgment already pronounced against

him by Samuel in xiii. (on which follows in xv. the definitive announcement of rejection),

begins to decline from that elevation on which as chosen of the Lord he is by his own fault

unable to remain. Eeturniug to Samuel's prophetic and theocratic position, there begins

(after that closing section) in xv. and xvi. with the narration of the rejection of Saul and the

choice of David a new period in the history of the theocratic kingdom, in which David is

the central figure, and first in the large section, xv.-xxxi., is described his gradual ascent

through conflict and suffering to the throne, along with the gradual, truly heart-rending

descent of Saul till his shameful downfall in battle with the Philistines.

Again in the section 2 Sam. viii. there is a critical point [abschluss] in the hitherto

splendidly advancing history of David's kingship. In a theocratical sense David here finds

himself on the summit of the royal majesty bestowed on him by God, after he has established

the Ark permanently in the secure capital, received the promise of permanent lordship for

his House, and poured out his soul in thanksgiving to the Lord (vi. and vii.). On the other

hand, there here begins by his own fault his gradual decline from this height (x., xi.). At
this turning point, as in Saul's history, a summary view of all David's wars is given (vers.

1-14), in ver. 15 his work as king is stated generally, and in vers. 16-18 a general statement

of the government and its officers is made, in order that the history may now turn to the

new phase of retrogressive development, and from the Ammonite-Syrian war on, which is

proleptical, mentioned in this closing section, and during which occurred the grave sin of

David that determined all that followed, the sad consequences of this sin in the royal family

and in the kingdom may be traced uninterruptedly up to the restoration of the shattered

royal power.

At the close of this connected history there follows again a summary and closing state-

ment respecting the government of the thoroughly shaken and broken kingdom, 2 .Sam. xx.

23-26. The disagreement between this list of officers and viii. 16-18 is explained very simply

by the changes that had occurred in the interval. It is worthy of remark, that in both

Joab, the highest otficer in the army, stands first, and so both lists in the oflices here named
really attach themselves closely to the preceding relations of the wars by which iiiternal

peace, as condition of an orderly administration of internal affairs, was secHred for the king-

dom.

A similar character and aim belong to the section 2 Sam. v. 13-16. Here are given

David's family connections in Jerusalem at the important point in the advancing deve-

lopment of his kingly authority, when he obtains the rule over all Israel, fixes his royal resi-
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dence in Jerusalem, and enters on a new pliase of historical development, which is indicated

by the three following facts: Vanquishing the Philistines by the baud of the Lord (v. 17-25),

Tranference of the Ark to Jerusalem (vi.), and Nathan's prophecy of the building of the

temple and of the everlasting rule (vii.). »

We see in these sections the same peculiarity of Hebrew historical writing that shows

itself, for example, also in the composition of Genesis, namely, that general remarks on

household and family affairs and other things not decisive for the principal design of the

history form a summary and often anticipatory close to the preceding narrative and the pre-

paration for the transition to a new phase of historical development. Comp. Ewald, Gesch.

[Hisf. of Israel], 3d ed., I. 212, 213. Although, then, a certain conclusional character must

be recognized in the above-cited sections of our books, it does not thence follow that the con-

nected narrations to which they belong pertain to just as many different documents, as if the

indication were therein given of different authors of the individual parts. In accordance

with this view Ewald remarks {ubi sup., p. 212, 3d ed.) that in his explanation of 1 Sam. vii.

it is not of consequence " whether the words there are to be referred to our narrator or the

following one." The author of our* books could himself select these closing sections, and

from the character of the content, it is evident that he drew from appropriate historical

sources which were at his command. Keil excellently remarks {Comm. on Bam, Introd. 6);
" These concise statements are anything but proofs of a compilation from various sources,

for which they have been taken from ignorance of the peculiarities of Shemitic historical

writing ; they serve to round off the different periods into which the history is divided, and

furnish points of rest which neither destroy the real connection of the separate groups, nof

render the authorial unity of the Books doubtful."

If now we examine our Books more closely in their purely historical character or accord-

ing to the purely historical point of view, they lack, in the first place, a strictly chronological

statement and arrangement of the facts. In general, precise chronological statements are

wanting here, such, for example, as are very carefully given in the Books of Kings ; and so

it is not the principle of chronological order that controls the connection of the narrative ^

but the principle of the real connection of things in the grouping of facts, in favor of which

the chronological order is infringed. Saul's victory over the Amalekites is mentioned in 1

Sam. xiv. 47, 48, and it is not till xv. that the history of the war against them is . larrated,

because, as we have seen, it is the design of the author here to group and bring together pro-

leptically everything relating to Saul's foreign Avars and family connections, in order after-

wards to relate at length Saul's grave sin, which occurred during the Amalekite war, and

which, as the cause of his rejection by God, forms the crisis of his history.—In the same way
the chronological-historical order is interrupted in 2 Sam. viii., where the author, in giving

a general view of all David's foreign wars, mentions proleptically the Ammonite-
Syrian war [which he afterwards (chapter x.) relates at length] because it stands at

an important turning-point in Davids history, when, in consequence of his great

sin, a series of divine judgments is prepared for him. The absence of chronological

order is especially marked in 2 Sam. xxi.-xxiv. ; neither is the beginning, ch. xxi., attached

chronologically to ch. xx., nor do the separate parts stand in chronological connection. The
section xxiii. 8-39 belongs, according to time and content, to 2 Sam. v. 1-10, which position,

answering to the historical connection, it actually has in 1 Chron. xi. The passage xxi. 15-

22, in spite of the ^1> ["yet again"], which points to the just preceding narrative, cannot

be connected in time with ver.l4, but belongs chronologically probably to the passage indi-

cated in 1 ChroQ. xx. 4sq. (where are mentioned three of the four deeds of heroes here related),

namely, 2 Sam. xii. 30, 31 (comp. with 1 Chron. xx. 2, 3). The thanksgiving song of David,

ch. xxii., is evidently not in its right place, but belongs, according to the clue which the con-

tent gives to the occasion, to a time when David was saved by a great war from grievous dis-

tress and danger. That ch. xxiv. is not in its proper chronological position is evident.

Similar inequalities and interruptions show themselves, as in the chronological, so also

in the factual UQaXment of the historical material—To look at the last portion, chs. xxi.-

xxiv., one would have expected that the two narratives, xxi. 1-14 and xxiv., on account of
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the similarity of their points of view and the theocratical tendency which they both show in

Teference to God's anger, which is to be appeased, would have been put together as they in

content belong together. So, the sections xxi. 15-22 and xxiii. 8-39 belong together accord-

ing to historical content, but are separated by the lyrical -prophetical pieces, xxii, and xxiii.

1-7, which in content belong together. Apart from the chronological point of view, xxiii.

8-39 seems to be detached from the section, 2 Sam. v. 1-10, to which, according to content, it

belongs. It is thus in some cases true, that the historical material, even apart from chrono-

logical order, is not grouped in relation to its facts, as we should have expected from the

similarity of the contents and the points of view.—Further, we several times find references

to facts which are assumed to be known, but are not mentioned either in these books or in

any others that have been handed down. For example, in 1 Sam. xiii, 2, in the narrative

of Saul's military undertakings against the Philistines, Jonathan suddenly appears as leader

of part of the army, and defeats the Philistines in their camp at Gibeah, though he had not

before been mentioned as Saul's son (this is not done till ver. 16 and xiv. 1), or as taking part

in the campaign against the Philistines. So in 1 Sam. xxi. 1 the removal of the tabernacle

to Nob is pre-supposed, though we are not told when and how it had been carried thither

from Shiloh, where it still stood under Eli (i. 3, 9). The history of the expiation, 2 Sam,

xxi., whose omission David had to supply, supposes the occasioning event, the slaying of the

Gibeonites by Saul, though it has nowhere been mentioned. So reference is made to the

expulsion of necromancers by Saul (1 Sam. xxviii. 3), and to the flight of the Beerothites to

Gittaim (2 Sam. iv. 3), which incidents are not narrated. Thus historical facts are here and

there in the narration merely taken for granted, the relation of which we should have ex-

pected for the sake of completeness and pragmatical connection.

In regard to the fulness of the narrative, it must be particularly remarked, that the

Books do not propose to give a properly biographical account of Samuel, Saul and David.

The historical material of Samuel's life, regarded from a biographical point of view, is very

sporadically and atomically given; there are wanting large jjarts of the life-development of

the prophet. In regard to Saul we find important facts either wholly un mentioned or only

briefly touched on or intimated. From a comparison of our Books Vi^ith the parallel passages

in the Books of Chronicles on David, it appears that our author has used less freely than the

author of Chronicles the historical material which lay equally before both. The account

that our Bodk gives of the wars of David with the Ammonites and Syrians (2 Sam. viii.,

X.) leaves out many things that the Chronicler inserts (1 Cliron. xviii., xix.). It is not

supposiible that the history of the preparations for the building of the Temple, the organiza-

tion of the priestly service and of the army was unknown to our author; but he says nothing

about what is contained in 1 Chron, xxii.—xxviii. Even the account of David's end, for

which we cannot suppose a lack of material, is wanting, an unexpected omission in a history

of David that elsewhere goes so minutely into particulars. We see, therefore, that the

author purposed neither to insist on strict chronological arrangement of facts, nor to work

up his known or accessible historical material with all possible completeness in all parts of

his narration. This eclectic treatment of the historical material has its ground in the desire

to give special prominence to those things only which were important for the development

of the Kingdom of God from a theocratic-prophetical point of view. Thus, for example, in

1 Sam. iii. a fact in the history of Samuel's childhood is made prominent and related at

length, that was decisive for his divine call to the prophetic office in contrast with the cor-

rupt priesthood. So the Amalekite war and the Ammonite war (1 Sam. xv. and 2Sam.x.,xi.)

are given in full, because in the first we have the ground of Saul's rejection, and in the second

the sin of David, on account of which a heavy judgment afterwards falls on his house and king-

dom (of which a full relation is given), has its historical background and its factual occasion.

"We come once more to the close of the Books, 2 Sam. xxi.—xxi v. In the examination

of this conclusion in reference to the arrangement and combination of the historical mate-

rial, two things strike us : first, that these four chapters are not connected with what precedes

by a continuity of historical development, but form a supplement or appendix composed of

bits without historical connection among themselves, and second, that with such a conclusion
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the history of David is not rounded off by a continuation to the end of his life or even of his

reign.

If we compare the six sections in this closing supplement (1, the famine and the atone-

ment, xxi. 1-1-i; 2, summary account of deeds of heroes in the Philistine wars, xxi. 15-22;

3 David's song of praise, xxii.; 4, David's last words, xxiii. 1-7; 5, David's heroes in con-

flict with the Philistines, xxiii. 8-39; 6, the plague in consequence of the numbering of the

people, and the atonement, xxiv.), 1 and 6, 2 and 5, 3 and 4, correspond in content. The

sections 1 and 6 have an objective-theocratical tone, and are therefore to be referred to sources

that owed their origin to the theocratic stand-point of tlie historical narration. Two sins

against the Lor 1: one king Saul's, whose consequences reach to the time of David's reign,

the other king David's, which falls in the last period of his reign (Ewald and Thejt.), have

for their results judgments which affect the whole people ; in both cases an atonement has to

be made in order to appease the wrath of God. The sections 2 and 5, which correspond in

their military character, and especially in their reference to the Philistine wars, have an an-

nalistic or chronicle-like tone, and point to corresponding sources. The two-fold utterance

of David (3 and 4), forming the centre of this supplement, has the same theocratic-religious

tone with its two border-pieces (1 and 6), only with the subjective modification proper to the

lyric-prophetic content, and points perhaps to the same source from which the author has

woven in the other lyrical pieces of his history. (On this point see further below.) Along

with this correspondence in the pairs of sections in the characteristic peculiarities of their con-

tent, we may discover, perhaps, in spite of the lack of pragmatic connection between them, a

partially ideal combination of them in the conception of the author. The summary account

of the Philistine wars (xxi. 15-22)—for which in the reverse direction we might find a point

of attachment, though a loose one, in the reference in ver. 12 to the earlier Philistine wars

under Saul—has an ideal pragmatic connection with the following thanksgiving-song; for in

xxii. 1 the author, thinking, no doubt, of the principal enemies of Israel, who at -the same

time represented all the rest, marks this song as addressed to Jehovah at a time " when Je-

hovah had delivered him out of the hand of all his enemies." In this combination, there-

fore, chap. xxii. has in that section (xxi. 15-22) its historical basis and illustration. The

song composed by David on a definite historical occasion is placed here by tlie author as a

song of triumph, that it may form the cap-stone of the war-tossed life of David. The reflec-

tion on the glorious conclusion of all military undertakings against foes, which filled up the

greater part of David's reign, led the author on to David's last prophetic word, which is the

culmination of his inner life, where, as prophet, on the ground of the everlasting covenant

which God had made with him, he foretells salvation under the righteous ruler, who was to

proceed from his house. Thenius rightly sees in this song "the last poetical flight that Da-

vid ever took, to be put perhaps shortly before his death,'' and says that it can hardly be

doubted that we have here David's swan-song (p. 271, 275). It is appropriate to our aim in

making a close examination of this song here—namely, to fix the characteristics of the ar-

rangement of this supplementary section—to quote Ewald's admirable words :
" In the song

which an old tradition rightly calls 'the last (poetical) words of David,' the poetical and

ethical spirit of the aged king is at last completely transfigured into the prophetical ; onre

more before his death rising to a poetic flight he feels himself in truth Jehovah's pro[)het,

and looking back on his now closing life, he announces, as with a free outlook into the future

the divine presentiment he felt that the rule of his house, firmly fixed in Gnd, would outla-^t

his death" [Gesch. III. 268). In regard to the prophetic element, Keil says still better

(
Comm. p. 484sq.): " These * last words ' are the divine attestation of all that he has sung and

prophesied in several Psalms of the everlasting rule of his seed, founded on the divine pro-

mise announced to him by the prophet Nathan, chap. vii. For these words are no mere lyric

expansion of that divine promise, but a prophetical declaration which David made in the

evening of his life by divine inspiration concerning the true King of the Kingdom of God."

The author has taken the list of heroes, xxiii. 8-39, out of its (according to 1 Clir. xi. 10) ori-

ginal connection, where, according to its superscription, it illustrated the establishment of

David's kingdom over all Israel in victorious battle against enemies by the help of his he-
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roes, and put it into this place, perhaps in order to give a historical framework to David's
last word concerning the glory of his kingdom in its exhibition of power against its ungodly
opposers, inasmuch as it had a historical foundation. The two statistical-historical sections
xxi. 15 sq. and xxiii. 8 sq., would therefore form an appropriate frame for the two pictures (xxii!

and xxiii. 1-7) wliich in their contents are so important for the history of David's
kingdom.

There is a similar ideal connection between chaps, xxi v. and xxiii. 8-39; for the narra-
tive of the census, male in a spirit of haughty self elevation to ascertain David's military
strength, connects itself factually with the list of his heroes, and also with chap. xxi. to

which it points by the opening words "and again the anger of the Lord was kindled ao-ainst

Israel,"' and by the closing words in ver. 25 (comp. chap. xxi. 14), since it relates a similar case

of royal sin and the consequently necessary appeasing of God's anger.

Further, there is an ideal connection between the close of this passage (ver. 25 and Sep-
tuagint comp. with 1 Chr. xxi. 27 —xxii. 1), where Araunah's threshing-floor is represented

as the place on which, after the building of an altar by David, the Temple was built, and the

passage xxiii. 1-7. In the latter the author presents David gazing in prophetical perspective

on the glory of the House which God will build for him in righteousness in the future of his

kingdom; in the former he shows us how, under divine guidance, the place where David
"builds an altar to the Lord, brings the expiatory offering, and receives the answer to his

prayer for the staying of the pestilence, is selected for the building of the Temple, which is

1o become the permanent place of God's abode and His gracious presence with His people,

yet, by the Lord's express command, is to be built for the Lord as His house, not by David,

Taut by his son.

Finally it is generally agreed that the chief part at least of this section, chaps, xxi.

—

xxiv. belongs to the later period of David's life. Thus Ewald characterizes the two plagues

(xxi. 1-14 and xxiv.) and the great song of triumph (xxii.) as evidently pertaining to David's

last years. " The last words of David " (xxiii. 1-7) put it beyond doubt that the author was
here looking at the close of David's reign.

From this examination it appears that it is at least inexact to say that " chaps, xxi.

—

xxiv. are very loosely and externally connected, and are put at the end only that the author

might here add the sections that seemed to him important for David's life, and for which
he had before found no fitting place" (so Haevernick, p. 130). It is true the connectednar-

rative of David's life closed with the description of the complete quelling of Absalom's re-

volt, with w'hich is connected the insurrection of Sheba (2 Sam. xx. 1-32). But the author

did not intend this to be the real conclusion of his whole history, so that we should have to

regard chaps, xxi.—xxiv. merely as an appended collection which he had at first intended

"to omit (Ewald, Gesch. III. 239) ; rather he purposed giving in these sections the proper con-

clusion of his history of David's reign ; not, however, by presenting a connected and full nar-

rative of the occurrences in the last period of his reign, but by gathering up these events of

David's later life under the loftiest points of view, which control the whole history from the

first, and appending them as its conclusion. We have here, not an appendix that is brought

in at the conclusion (Naegelsbach, 409), but an appendix that is itself conclusion, as the

principal facts in the content show.

Before, however, we establish the sense in which the author intended to ctose his history

with this section, we must consider an objection urged by many—namely, that as there is no

account of David's death, the Books of Samuel have no proper conclusion ; thus we shall dis-

cover the point of view under which the continuation of a connected narrative of David's life

up to his death is omitted at the end of our Books. From the stand-point of ordinary bio-

graphical-historical narration, this fact—that at the close of a so elaborate and in part bio-

graphical narrative of David's life, his death is not mentioned—is certainly strange. It can-

not be explained by the supposition that the author's materials did not reach to the death of

David ; for the Redactor of our Books certainly wTote after David's death, and needed no

special authority to conclude with a reference to that event. Nor is it an explanation to say

that the author wrote shortly after David's death, and from his proximity to this generally
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known event, did not care to impart it to his contemporaries (Haevernick, p. 145) ; for, aside

from the incorrect presupposition in this view, it is inconceivable that the author should

have been silent about the decease of this great king after having so elaborately described his

life-course in its several stadia. So also we must reject the hypothesis that the author of the

Books of Samuel has in this work of his at least in part treated the history of Solomon, of

which much is retained in the beginning (chaps, i. and ii.) of the Books of Kings (Bleek,

Einl. [Introd.], pp. 359, 360)—that in these two chapters the thread of the narrative in the

Books of Samuel is continued without break by the account of the death of David and the

accession of Solomon, as Ewald maintains ((?esc7i. I.p.207sq.,239sq.),assumingthatth3 fir.-t

half of his supposed great work on the Kings reached up to 1 Kings ii. If the similarity of

the style of the narration be insisted on in support of this view, this is sufficiently explained

by the common source from which both drew (1 Chr. xxix. 29). If appeal is made to the si-

milarity of particular narratives, for example, 1 Sam. ii. 27-36 compared with 1 Kings ii. 26 sq.,

it being maintained that the same writer who in the first passage recounts the threatening

prophecy of the fall of the House of Ithamar, has in the second recounted its fulfilment ia

the removal from the priesthood of Abiathar (great-great grandson of Eli) by Solomon im-

mediately after his accession, and in confirmation of this view reference being made to the

repetition of the threat against Eli in 1 Sam. iii. 11-14—all that we can thence safely con-

clude is that the author of 1 Kings was acquainted with the Books of Samuel which were

written long before his time. The same remark holds of the comparison of 1 Kings ii. II

with 2 Sam. v. 4, 5 in respect to the similar accounts of David's reign, which were taken from

the same source, and also of the reference of 1 Kings viii. 18, 25 to the author of 2 Sam. vii.

12-16. Moreover it is an objection to this view that^ if the first chapters of the Books of Kings

form the continuation of 2 Sam. xx. 26 by the same author, the section 2 Sam. xxi.—xxiv,

intervenes in a strange and unaccountable way, while, on the other hand, these two chapters

(1 Kings i. 11) stand in pragmatic connection with chap, iii., since they form the introduc-

tion to the narrative of Solomon's accession (comp. Baehr [in Laxge's Bible-work], Ko7nm. zio

den BB. der Konige, Einl. p. 14 [American transl., p. lOj). Nagelsbach says well (p. 408 sq.)^

against Ewald's assumption of 1 Kings ii. 46 as the end of the first half of the Book of Kings,

that if the original limit of the narrative of the Books of Samuel is to be sought outside of 2

Sam. xxiv, 25, it should rather be in 1 Kings ii. 12, where, after the statement of the length.

of David's reign, it is said :
" then sat Solomon on the throne of David his father, and his

kingdom was established greatly," for this passage with the immediately preceding verses has

all the marks of a great epoch-making conclusion,—but if, on account of the undeniable re-

lationship of the preceding and succeeding context, the line cannot be drawn here (EwALD
for this reason does not put it here), still less can it be drawn at chap. ii. 46.

The present conclusion of the Books of Samuel (wanting the narrative of the death of

David) is satisfactorily explained only by the point of view in which they, as well as the

Books of Kings, are composed. If it had been the author's object from a biographical-his-

torical point of view to write an elaborate and complete life of David, he would necessarily

have narrated its end. But the point of view which controls his whole account, and accord-

ing to which he groups his historical material, is the theocratic-prophetic, and through the

whole history the characteristic features not only of its theocratical kernel, but also of its con-

ception and narration, are seen from the theocratic-prophetic point of view.

A specific Israelitish-religious and theocratic character is throughout more prominent in

our Books than in the other historical books. Euetchi rightly remarks {Stud. u. Krit. 1866,

p. 213) :
" Careful recurrence to religious fundamental ideas is particularly important in the

Books of Samuel, because they suppose in the reader a deep relisrious sense, and in this

respect take, we may say, the highest rank among the historical books of the Old Testament."

This character presupposes that view of the history of Israel as God's chosen people and

possession (Ex. xix. 3-6), according to which this history is throughout determined by the

specific-supernatural factor of divine control, and strives towards a highest divine goal, the

realization of the rule and kingdom of God in the chosen people, and therefore is conditioned

in its development not merely by human factors, but by supernatural divine guidance. The
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am of the history is to set before tliB people how the divine conception and purpose of a
kingdom was iulfilled at the close of the period of the Judges in the establishment of the
theocratic kingdom by its two first heads ; or, how the controlling working of the God of
Israel showed itself in the restoration of the Theocracy through Samuel's judicial-prophetic

labors, and in the setting up of the theocratic kingdom under the contrast of its forever typi-

cal representatives, the rejected Anointed of the Lord and the true king after God's own
heart. To this aim corresponds the tone of the content of the Books, which is essentially a
history of the theocratic development of the kingdom of God in Israel during the period of
the Judges, which closed with Samuel, and during that of the kingdom, which beo-an with
Saul and David. The composition and mode of presentation of the content is determined
by this aim and by the turning-point of the whole history of Israel which lies in this devel-

opment.

As in general the authors of the biblical-historical books do not fully and uniformly
recount everything in the sacred history worthy of mention, but only give prominence to the
most important elements of the history of the Kingdom of God in the facts and persons

that exhibit them, grouping them according to their bearing on the history of the kingdom,
so also the author of our Books does not design to give connected elaborate biographies of
Samuel, Saul and David, but in the arrangement of the historical material makes a selection

which is determined by the point of view of God's Kingdom in Israel, which develops itself

by means of the divinely founded earthly-human kingdom into glorious power even over the

heathen nations. Thus the chief momenta of the theocratic development of the history of

Israel that lie in the time of transition from the Judges to the Kingdom, are grouped around
Samuel, as the instrument of the divine working within and without, up to the end of 1 Sam.
vii. Though Samuel continues to act a long time still as God's instrument, yet from ch.

viii. the kingdom and the man chosen as its first head, Saul, appear in the foreground till

priucipially his theocratic mission as King of Israel ceases (end of ch. xiv.). True, from ch.

XV. on to the close of 1 Sam. xxxi. the history of Saul and Israel is carried on ; but the con-

tent and the form show plainly how the immediate divine interposition in Saul's inner and
outer life is an advancing judgment, and essentially nothing but the divinely arranged con-

sequence of the sentence of condemnation, xiii. 13, 14. The man whom the Lord had sought
out " after his own heart, that he should at the Lord's command be captain over his people,"

appears in the very beginning of this retrogressive development of the history of Saul's kintf-

dom as the theocratic centre of the whole following history, so that 1 Sara. xv.—2 Sam. xxiv.

is from this point of view the history of David's kingdom. Appointed by immediate divine

call and selection king of Israel, because in his relation to the Lord as the man after His
heart he possesses the proper qualification for the position, he is saved by divine i^rotection

from Saul's persecutions and snares, under divine guidance and direction (2 Sam. ii. 1)

assumes a partial royal authority at Hebron, and before the Lord makes a covenant with the

elders of all Israel (ch. v.), in order then in Jerusalem to be confirmed by the Lord king over

all the people (ver. 12). Since David recognizes and fulfils his theocratic calling to develop

the victorious power of God's people against foes without, and to establish God's dominion
and sanctify him within the people, as he shows by establishing the Ark on Mount Zion as

the visible sign of both these aims, so the Lord acknowledges him in the great promise in 2
Sara, vii., that the Lord would establish the throne of his kingdom forever, and that the do-

minion of his house should last forever. David's deep fall does not invalidate this divine

promise. The Lord indeed sends the punishment by word and deed (2 Sam. xii. 9-11) as

necessary consequence of the grave sin of His Anointed. But David humbles himself in

honest penitence under the mighty hand of God; the hand of the Lord leads him through
all suffering in house and kingdom; the royal authority, shaken and sunken by his fault is

restored by God's controlling dealing with His servant; the divine promise preserves the his-

torical supposition on which it is based, and remains in force. From the history of the last

periods of his government the author brings out one other fundamental fact, namely, that

human sin infallibly draws down divine punishment; but anger disajjpears before the divine
mercy. By his thanksgiving song (ch. xxii.) and by his last prophetic utterance conceruiug
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the righteous ruler over meu, the ruler in the fear of God, the author presents David to us

at the highest point of his theocratical kingship before the presence of the Lord. Here
therefore, is a real conclusion, which answers not to the biographical-historical, but to the

^Aeocra^ica^-historical aim and content of the history. David is presented to us in this closing

composite section as the servant of God, who has fulfilled his mission, whose house the Lord

has built, and whose seed will build a house for the Lord as His dwelling-place in the midst

of His royal people. The preliminary historical fulfillment of 2 Sam. vii., so far as it pertains

to the time of David's government, has here in these last words of his found its conclusion.

The narration of the Aveakness of his old age, of the historical occurrences occasioned by it,

and of his death, all looking to Solomon's accession to the throne, could have no farther

essential theocratic significance. The Book of Kings, however, makes these historical facts

the introduction to the beginning of Solomon's reign, with which they stand in pragmatic

connection, taking them from the sources common to hiin with the author of the Books of

Samuel, and connects his narrative in 1 Kings i. 1 by the
1
["and"] with the historical

work, the existence of which he assumes, and to which he refers in the very beginning (ii,

4sq.) in connection with the promise in 2 Sam. vii. The omission of David's death therefore

in the conclusion of this work is satisfactorily explained from the theocratic character and
aim of the composition, since in this conclusion the fulfillment of the theocratical mission

of David is completed.

But with this theocratical complexion of the history its prophetical character is insepara-

bly connected. From the beginning of our Books on we see the great theocratic significance

of the Prophetic Order in the history of the King(Jom of Israel, in the first place, as the organ

of the divine Spirit and the medium of the divine guidance and control. Samuel appears

here as the true founder of the Old Testament Prophetic Order as a permanent public power
alongside of the priesthood and the kingly office. We see how, by the hand of God, the

priesthood, which showed so badly in its representatives, together with the Ark, was removed

from the centre of the theocratic development of history, and the Prophetic Order comes for-

ward as mediating agency between God and His people, and, as Organ of the immediate

application of the word and Spirit of God to the chosen people, calls forth a mighty move-

ment of spiritual and religious-moral life. Over against the kingly oflace it is in part the

theocratic mediating office, which, with controlling guidance, reveals to it God's counsel and
will, and is thus a firm support of its power, in part the divine watch-office, which, in the

name of the Lord, directs the fulfilling of the royal calling, punishes the king's sins, and is

set to offer to royal tyranny a powerful opposition f )unded on the divine word. The stamp

of the prophetic style appears not merely in particular prophecies (1 Sam. ii. 12; 2 Sam. vii.

12), but in the tone of the whole ; a theocratic pragmatism everywhere ruling, by which is

determined the selection of the material and the unfolding of the chief historical momenta.
Looked at in its particulars, the prophetic element in our Books appears in very varied

form and relation. To the song with prophetical content at the beginning answers the pro-

phetical discourse of the m?n of God, ii. 27-36, who announces to Eli and his family the ap-

proaching divine punishment. The first revelation which Samuel as "servant of the Lord"
receives concerning the House of Eli, iii. 11-14, is the beginning of his prophetic office, and
in vers. 19-21 it is briefly set forth in its significance and importance for the people as the

accompaniment of his judicial office; and the words: " I will perform what I have spoken

to Eli from beginning to end" (ver. 12) show ''how this prophecy as the controlling divine

working in the Theocracy forms for our historian the true kernel and centre of the whole
history" (IIaevern. Ei>d. II. 1, 125). The f)llowing history is the fulfillment of what God
had announced by him as prophet, of the " words of God" by his mouth. As prophet he

completes the reformation which is described in ch. vii.; by virtue of his prophetic calling

he accomplishes the change of the theocratic constitution (viii., ix.), everywhere speaking

and acting as immediate mouth-piece of God (x., xi.). His address to all Israel (ch. xii.)

breathes the prophetic spirit with which he was filled. In his office of prophetic watchman
he chides Saul's disobedience, and foretells to him the downfall of his kingdom, xiii. (comp.

xii. 25). The narrative of the battle and victory over the Philistines, xiii. G—xiv. 4G, rep-
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Tesents tbe brilliant success of Israel under Jonathan as an exhibition of the Lord's power

for his people (xiv. 10, 12, 15, 23, 45) :
" So the Lord saved Israel that daj% the Lord wrought

il- through Jonathan." In chs. xv., xvi., Samuel displays all the power which he had over

against Saul by virtue of his prophetical office, announcing to him by divine direction the

sentence of rejection on account of his disobedience, and anointing David to be king in his

stead. The Lord speaks to Samuel, and Samuel speaks in the name of the Lord as his pro-

phet to Saul; XV. 1, 10sq.,16sq.,22sq.,26sq.; xvi.lsq.,7sq. Saul had been made a partaker

of the prophetical spirit. Now the Spirit of Jehovah leaves him. " And the Spirit of the

Lord came upon David from that day forward" (xvi, 13, 14). "The Lord was with him,

and was departed from Saul " (xviii. 12). This is the consequence of God's immediate inter-

ference by the word and deed of the prophet. This is, as it were, the prophetic superscrip-

tion to all that is related from ch. xvii. to the end of the First Book concerning Saul's de-

meanor towards David and the relation between them, and concerning the ever-deepening

condemnation into which Saul was falling, and the repeated indication and certification of

David as the Anointed of the Lord. The whole varied content of this large section is not

a portraiture of David's private life from a biographical point of view, as Haevernick main-

tains (p. 127), but a description, from & prophetical point of view, and going into biographical

details, of the history of David as the king chosen and anointed in Saul's stead, who is per-

secuted by Saul because he is the Anointed of the Lord, and whom God protects against Saul

because he has received the mission and promise of the kingdom. All this is clearly under-

stood only when it is looked at from the theocratic-prophetic point of view which controls

the whole account; it is all, as Haevernick [uhi sup.) rightly says, the development of ch.

xvi., the consequence of the desertion of Saul by the Spirit of Jehovah, but at the same time

for that very reason to be regarded as narrated from a purely prophetical stand-point, which

is clearly indicated in xiii. 25 and xvi. 13, 14. This, however, Haevernick fails to see; he

establishes the prophetic element simply from the presence of prophetic utterances, and so

thinks it has as good as disappeared here, because he without ground assumes that the pre-

ceding narration (up to ch. xvi.) was taken from a document which was a collection of pro-

phetic words of Samuel.

But we have to recognize the prophetical element in this second larger half of the First

Book not merely on account of those all-controlling prophetical points of view under which

lie these histories with their divine factor, which has a double operation in respect to Saul

and David; it manifests itself also in individual passages immediately in the appearance and

actions o{ prophetic persons and in occurrences which put in the clearest light the importance

of the prophetic office in the connection of these narratives. In the first place, the section

xix. 18-24 has more importance than Haevernick (p. 127) accords to it. David's flight to

Samuel to Eamah, the statements which he makes to him of Saul's conduct towards himself,

his long stay with Samuel and in the school of the Prophets there, whither Saul comes to

seek him out—all this supposes that he had already before been intimately associated with

Samuel, especially (it is probable) since the anointing (xvi. 13), and had had the advantage

of his counsel and direction for his future calling. There with Samuel David seeks safety;

there in the circle of prophet-pupils he finds repose, collectedness, strengthening for his inner

life. We here get a view of the associated life and the holy usages of the prophet-school at

Eamah, in which the prophetic inspiration is so mighty that Saul's messengers and he him-

self are seized by it. Samuel appears at the head of this community of prophets, whence

came the watchmen of the Theocracy; "this is a clear sign that his labors in the latter part

of his life were directed especially to this department of eifort," as Naegelsbach rightly re-

marks {ubi sup., p. 398). Again, we see the prophetic influence on the history of David in

the person of the prophet Gad (xxii. 5), from which we may infer the close union in which

David constantly stood during his persecution with the prophetic circle and with Samuel,

whetlier it be that Gad, ever since his abode in Ramah, was more intimately connected with

him. and shared his wandering life, or that he was sent to him by Samuel as deputy to tell

him of the danger attending his stay in Ramah (which was well known there), and counsel

iim to pass over into the territory of the Tribo of Jiulali. The b^ief notice Cxxv. 1) ot
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Samuel's death has by no means the mere signifidance of an external passing mention, but

is a weighty testimony to the great authority which Samuel had wielded in the whole nation

till his death, and to the permanent mighty influence which he had exerted as Reformer of

the Theocracy, and so even after he had laid down his official judicial position, as Chief

Leader of God's people and as Prophet.

The Second Book shows us in the history of David, besides the universally controlling

fJtfocraJic point of view—as, for example, in the account of his entrance on the rule over

Judah (ii.lsq.), his growth in power and recognition (iii.lsq ), and his covenant with all the-

Tribes of Israel (v. 1 sq.)—in important crises the mighty and decisive influence of the Pro-

phe'ic Order, over against which here, as in the First Book, the Priesthood retires into the

background. From ch. vii., which has a specifically marked prophetic coloring, a clear light

is thrown back on the history in chs. i.-vi. by the words in ver. 1 ; because David under divine

guidance had obtained the whole royal authority and sat in a strong royal seat, and by God's

might had cast down his enemies round about, he receives through the prophet Nathan this

divine promise of the imperishableness of the rule of his House and of the building of the

Lord's house. From this prophetic passage clear light falls also on all that follows : the

wars with external enemies end, in accordance with this promise and prophecy, with splen-

did victories, and must conduce to the highest development of the royal power and the estab-

lishment of the royal Theocracy (chs. viii.-x.). The internal shocks given to the royal

authority by David's sin and the crimes of individual members of his House cannot defeat

the fulfilment of the promise given to this house; the prophetic watch-ofiice fulfils through

Nathan its duty towards the deep-sunken king as preacher of repentance, but announces also

to the penitent king the pardon of his sin, without keeping back the judgments, announced
by God, which would fall on his house; they are completed according to the prophetic an-

nouncement, till the Lord restores the kingdom in its power, while the scion of the House,
with whom David's House proper was to begin, to whom the royal authority is promised for-

ever, stands under the protection and guidance of the same prophet (xi.-xx.). The prophetic

content of the closing section (xxi.-xxiv.) has already been set forth; David himself here

appears as prophet in the latter part of his.reign, and the prophetic office again fulfils through

the prophet Gad a divine mission for king and people. And if we look at the significance

of tlie description of the prophet Gad as "David's Seer," and at the intimate and lasting per-

sonal relations in which we have found David to stand with Samuel and Nathan, it is not tO'

be doubted that God's immediate guidance of his life through word and deed connected

itself with these three conspicuous prophetic personages, whom we here encounter in his

history.

Tiie significance of the prophetic element, inseparably connected with the theocratic, is

therefore great enough in the content of our Books to establish two things: 1) that the com-
position of these Books is throughout controlled by the theocratic prophetic point of view,

and that the content has a corresponding coloring, and 2) that this content, a great part of
it at least, was taken from a tradition whose centre and starting-point was in the mighty and
influential Prophetic Order.

Our investigation has thus led us to the question concerning the origin and genesis of
the Books of Samuel, for the answer to which, so far as it is possible, we have gained thq
necessary foundation in the examination of the content and character of the Books. We
must here come to a decision respecting the sources, the author, and the time of composition,
in order to explain approximately the historical origin of the work.

I

The Messianic character of " Samuel " is one of its most marked features. The central

figure of the book, David, is also the central figure of Messianic prophecy, the man who,
most of all Old Testament-personages, in his life, experiences, and character, sums up the
life of the servants of God, and thus represents the great Head of them all. It is in this

Book that the three elements of the Jewish state, the prophetic, priestly, and kingly offices

are first fully established, and not only fix the develoi)ment of the typical Israel, but set forth

the functions of the Anointed Leader of the true Israel. This feature of the Book is con-
nected immediately with its theocratic-prophetical character, and gives to the latter its full
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significance. It is because the king Jom of Israel is preparatory to another, and David the

forerunner of his greater Son that this history is of transcendent importance. And, as the

general principles of God's dealings with His servants are the same from age lo age, we may
see in this history of the fortunes of Israel and its leaders an anticipation of the history of

the later Dispensation, distinctly marked in proportion to the theocratic prominence of the

persons and events. The proclamation of David as king has its counterpart in the announce-
ment of the setting up of the Divine Son (Acts xiii. 33) ; David s conviction of the preserving

love of God towards His servants is fulfilled in the resurrection of Christ (Acts xiii, 34-37)
;

and David's purpose to build a house for the Lord is the occasion of the promise of an ever-

lasting seed (2 Sam. vii. 13), and this covenant points him to the Eighteous Euler (2 Sam.
xxiii. 1-7) as the consummation of his hopes. Thus the whole Book is an anticipation on a

lower platform, and with imperfect material, of the true spiritual kingdom of Christ. Bible

Commentary, Intxo^. to "Samuel": " the very title, ' the Christ,' given to the Lord Jesus

(in Matt. i. 16 and elsewhere) is first found in 1 Sam. ii. 10 ; and the other designation of

the Saviour as the 'Son of David ' is also derived from 2 Sam. vii. 12-16." Wordsworth,
Introd. to " Samuel "

:
" The book of Samuel occupies an unique place, and has a special

value and interest, as revealing the kingdom of Christ. It is the first book in Holy Scripture

which declares the Incarnation of Christ as King—in a particular family—the family of Da-
vid. It is the first book in Scripture which announced that the Kingdom founded in Him,
raised up from the seed of David, would be universal and everlasting. Here also the prophetic

song of Hannah gives the clue to the interpretation of this history," " An uninspired An-
nalist could hardly have treated the history of Samuel, Saul and David, in such a manner as

to display preparatory and prophetic foreshadowings of the office and Work of Christ as Pro-

phet, Priest and King, and of the history of Judaism in relation to Him."—But while this

history of God's kingdom in its early earthly investiture is thus truly a foreshadowing, a his-

torical typical prophecy of the antitypical spiritual kingdom of Christ, we must guard against

an arbitrary typical interpretation of individual facts (in which Wordsworth in his Commen-
tary often offends). A historical fact that sustains a clearly defined and important rela-

tion to the theocratic kingdom, expressing in itself a fundamental spiritual truth, may be

the type of some other historical fact in the New Dispensation that expresses the same

spiritual truth. Otherwise the distinction between type and illustration must be carefully

maintained. On this general subject Fairbairn's "-Typology^' and his "-Prophecy,^' and R,

P, Smith's "Prophecy a Preparation for Christ" may be advantageously consulted.

—

Tr.],

^ 5. THE SOURCES.

As to the sources of our Books, in the first place, it is generally admitted that their content

has been taken from various sources; but in the determination of these sources opinions differ

widely. We shall first develop our view on the basis of the results reached in the preceding

section, adopting, however, at the outset, the excellent canon for this investigation which

Bleek has laid down. He says {Einl. p. 366) :
" We may assume with tolerable certainty that

the author of these books, besides the poetical passages which he has introduced, in some parts

found and used written tnemorials of the times and events of rohich he treats / bitt it is impossible

to determine throughout tvith any certainty or with particular j^robability (as several modern

scholars had attempted to do, see De Wette, § 179) how many earlier writings the author uses,

or precisely what he has taken from one or the other."

The position and importance of the jorop/te//ca/ element of the Books makes it beforehand

very probable that the author took a corresponding portion of his matter from written tradi-

tions of prophetical origin. The development and influence of the Prophetic Order through

and under Samuel, especially in the community of the " sous of the prophets," which was

under his direction, coincides with the beginning of the extensive literary activity, the object

of which was the history of Israel in the light of the Theocracy. In the hands of Prophecy lay

the theocratic writing of history, in which this history was described, in its outward progress

and accordine; to its internal connection of cause and effect, not as a mere result of human
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fa"tors, but rather according to the all-coutroUing divine factor, and in the light of God's

guidance by His holy will and His retributive righteousness, that is, according to theocr'atie^

liragmatism, in order that in this mirror the revelations of the living and holy God and their

experiences and fortunes, which had their root in the divine righteousness, might be set be-

fore the people for warning, for threatening, and for consolation. This was clearly the case

in the most flourishing period of the Prophetic Order, which coincides with the time of the

kings, for almost all the books which "Chronicles" cites for the history of Israel from David

to Hezekiah are called prophetical histories. Though it may be doubtful in particular in-

stances, considered apart from the rest, whether the name of the prophet indicates the autlior

or the chief personage of the history, for example "the words" of Nathan the propiiet, yet

in general the first is by far the more probable, as appears especially from tlie titles Nebuath

Ahijah [Prophecy of A.J, Chazoth Jedai [vision of J.], Chazon Isaiah, and from 2 Chron.

xxvi. 22, where Isaiah is expressly said to be the author of a history of Uzziah (Bleek, p.

158 sq.). According to the testimony of the Chronicler the three authorities on which the

author of the Books of Kings bases his history, " the Book of the Acts of Solomon, the Book

of the Chronicles of the Kings of Israel, and the Book of the Chronicles of the Kings of

Judah " (I Kings xi. 41 ; xiv. 19, 29), were collections from prophetical historical books,

whose authors lived at the same time with or after the events which they related. The
author of the Books of Kings, in the history of Solomon (in which several sections are identi-

cal with the account in " Chronicles," so that the two are taken from the same source) refers

to " the Book of the Acts of Solomon," while "Chronicles" instead of this refers to the

"words" ('n?7) of the prophet Nathan, the "prophecy" (HXIDJ) of the prophet Ahijah of

Shiloh, and the "vision" (nun) of the seer Iddo (2 Chr. ix. 29). Where the first for the

history of the Kings, from Rehoboam on, cites the Book of the Kings of Judah, the other

cites " the words C^^l) of the prophet Shemaiah and of the seer Iddo " (Rehoboam, 2 Chr.

xii. 15), the " I^'TI'? (midrash or commentary) of the prophet Iddo " (Abijah.xiii. 22), "the

writing (2J?3) of the prophet Isaiah" (Uzziah, xxvi. 22), "the words ('!??!) of the seers"

(Manasseh, xxiii. 18, 19), "the words ('i^^l) of Jehu, the son of Hanani," "which are re-

corded in the Book of the Kings of Israel" (Jehoshaphat, xx. 34), the vision (|''in) of Isaiah

(Hezekiah, xxxii. 32).

Now in the Books of Samuel we do not find any such references to earlier historical

wri'ings as basis of the history, as in the Books of Kings and Chronicles; but it does not

thence follow that the Redactor did not use such authorities, inasmuch as there was no need

to cite them. If the prophetical historiography occupies so important a place in the history

of Solomon and the succeeding kings, we may thence, looking back, surmise that there were

similar sources for the history of David, w-ho, as has been shown, was so intimately connected

with the communities of prophets. In respect to the non-mention of such sources it is to be

remarked that the farther the authors of the Books of Kings and Chronicles stood from the

times of which they wrote, the more requisite they would feel it to make express mention of

their authorities, which, like the events, were on account of the distance not well known to

their readers, while it would not seem necessary to an author who lived comparatively near

to the events which he described, (as was the case with the author of our Books, on which

see below), to name to his readers authorities known to them, and thus to commend the cre-

dibility of his history (see Haevern,, p. 148 ; Then., p. XIV.). But on the other hand, as

our author was not near enough to the time embraced in his history to describe the events

of this period a^ one who had taken part in them, he was not in position to give so distinct and

detailed an account as we have, unless he had access to very full written authorities besides

the oral tradition to which, in oriental histories, so much value is to be attached.

We have already seen that large parts of the liistory of David, and precisely those which

go most into particulars about persons and facts, point to the school of the Prophets in Ra-

mah; 1 Sam. xix , xx.. xxii., xxv., xxviii. h^ 1 Sam. xix. 18, in the statement that David

"at Ramah told all that Saul had done to him," we have good ground for the assumption
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that iu this community of prophets was noted down immediately, from David's state-

ments and the accounts of his companions, what oould not be written from their own
observation and experience. Compare THExrgs' remarks on chap, xx., p. 90, and
chap. XV., p. 114,—especially on chap, xix., p. 89: "David's stay in the Seminary of the
prophets guarantees the historical character especially of what our Book so particu-

larly recounts, in this chapter and some of the following, of David's relation to Jonathan
aod Saul, it being very probable that there David s own accounts were noted down, and that

the reports here given are based, in part at least, on those notes." It is evident also from 1

Sam. x.5sq.,that there was a school of the prophets at Gibeah, Saul's dwelling-place, not far

from Samuel's abode, and we may therefore suppose that here too, as iu Ramah and other

prophetic communities, theocratic historiography was cultivated, and that here we may look

for J, principal authority in Saul's history. We shall not err if we suppose that, apart from
the sections in which accounts are given of prophetic agency in the time of Saul and David
(Samuel's, Nathan's, Gad's), all the narrations also in which mention is made of the direct

influence of the word of the Lord on the history (for example, in Saul's history, 1 Sam. xiv.

18sq., and in David's history, 1 Sam. xxiii. 1 sq. ; xxx. 7 sq ; 2 Sam. ii. 1 sq. ; v. 1 sq.; v. 18-25)

are to be referred to prophetic-historical records as the primary source.

If, now, we ank for express mention of such historical writings of prophetical origin and
character as, according to the preceding discussion, we are warranted in assuming or presup-

posing as the basis of our Books, we shall not find it in 1 Sam. x. 25, where it is said of Sa-

muel " that he told the people the manner of the kingdom, and wrote it in a book, and laid

it up before the Lord." The content of this book is not stated ; for it cannot have been the
" manner (law) of the king," viii. 11-17

; but it no doubt contained the conditions fixed by
Samuel, by which a barrier was set up against undue extension of the royal power, and the

duties and rights of the king were fixed after the norm of God's will. From the existence of

this writing of Samuel, which did not come into general circulation, but, with the funda-

mental law of the Theocracy, the Torah [Law], was deposited in the Sanctuary of God, we
may infer that he himself, like the prophetic communities, of which he was the founder and
leader, occupied himself with literary pursuits, and particularly it seems certain that he wrote

down his prophetical declarations arwl discourses, as we have them in the first book, and

the same thing may be assumed of Nathan in reference to 2 Sam. vii., xii., and of Gad in re-

ference to 1 Sam. xxii. 5, and 2 Sam. xxiv. 11-14. Recollecting, then, the flourishing con-

dition of prophetical historical writing, according to the citations of the Chronicles, even in

the beginning of the regal period, it is to these three prophets that we must look to find the

foundation of this history.

The prophetical authorities, not mentioned in our Books, from which the history is taken,

aie found in fact in 1 Chr. xxix. 29, 30: "And the history ("2?^) of king David, the first and

the last, behold, it is written in the history C^?^) of Samuel the seer, and in the history of Nathan

the prophet, and in the history of Oad the Seer, with all his reign and his might, and the times

that went over him and over Israel, and overall the kingdoms of the countries.'' With these

words the Chronicler closes his narrative of the history of David (chs. x.—xxix.), which agrees

wath the history in " Samuel " not only in general but also in particulars often literally. He

refers for the history of David to three productions: the "^^"^^ Sx^atl' n3T [Words of Sa-

muel the seer], the N'33n |r\j ^yy^^ [Words of Nathan the Prophet] and the nmn nj ^n^n,

[Words of Gad the Seer], and characterizes them at the same time as works valuable for their

fulness, and furnishing material complete as to the time embraced, and elaborate and exact

in content. Evidently the Chronicler purposes giving the sources from whence he takes his

history and establishing its credibility and trustworthiness. It is plain, from this purpose-

of his, which relates to i\\Q facts recounted by him, and from the content of the list of autho-

rities, that the ';?3T [words] means not merely declarations, discourses of the prophets (Hae-

VRRN . Kfj?,), but also history or narrations; it remains undecided at the outset whether the

nanips of the prophets indicate the authors or the chief per-onages. In any case the*e titles

point to independent writings, and by no means to mere extracts from a great work entitled
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" the chronicles of the kings of .Tudah and Israel," as Bertheau supi^oses [Bucher der Chronik,

1S54:, Einl. I 3). Nor is the view tenable that our Books of Samuel themselves in their cor-

responding divisions are meant by that citation under three names (Caepzov, Introd. II.; J.

1). MiCHAELis on 1 Chr. xxix. 29 ; Eichhorn II., p. 487 sq ; Movers on Chr., p. 178, and De
Wette, Einl. [Introd.l 1 192 b) ; for that the three names in the citation are to be understood

as the titles of three different independent productions follows, not only from the form of the

<>itatibn, but also from the fact that "the Dibre of Nathan the prophet" is again specially

adduced for the history of Solomon (2 Chr. ix. 29) ; and we cannot suppose this to be a dif-

ferent work (as De Wette does, ubi sup.), and therefore it is not an extract from our Books

<if Samuel, which extend only to the latter part of David's government (comp. Bleek, Einl.

p. 151 ; Haevernick, p. 122 sq.; Then. XVI.; Keil, Apolog. Vers, uber die Chron., 249sq.).

If now we further compare the content of the Books of Chronicles in reference to David's

life with our Books, we find first, that the Chronicler, who adduces those three works as a

complete authority for David's life, narrates much that is not found in our Books, especially

many things referring to worship, priests, and Levites; he alone gives the list of heroes who

came to David to Ziklag, and of warriors who made him king in Hebron (1 Chr. xii.), the

detail of David s preparations for the building of the Temple (xxii.), the numbering and

organization of the Levites and priests (xxiii.—xxvi.), the organization of the army and the

civil service (xxvii.), the report of his last arrangements in the assembly of the people

shortly before his death. Secondly, our Books contain much that is lacking in the Books of

the Chronicles, for example, the history of Michal and David (2 Sam. vi. 20-23), the account

of David's kindness towards Mephibosheth (2 Sam. ix.), of his adultery with Bathsheba (xi.),

of Nathan's exhortation to repentance and its results (xii.), the section narrating the incest,

the distraction of David's house and Absalom's revolt (xiv.—xix.), the insurrection of Sheba

(xx.), the atonement in the case of the Gibeonites (xxi.), the war with the Philistines (xxi.

15-17), the Thanksgiving-Psalm and the last words of David (xxii., xxiii. 1-7).—On th©

other hand, thirdly, the following is a summary statement of the parallel sections

:

1 Chron. x. 1-12.
"

xi. 1-9.

xi. 10-47.

xiii. 1-14.

xiv. 1-7, 8-17.

XV., xvi.

xvii.

xviii.

xix.

XX. 1-3.

XX. 4-8.

xxi.

1 Sam. xxxi.

2 Sam. V. 1-3, 6-10.

" xxiii. 8-39.

vi. 1-11.

" V. 11-16, 17-25.

" vi. 12-23.

vii.

viii.

X.

xi. 1 ; xii. 26-31.

xxi. 18-22.

" xxiv.

In these parallel sections, as Keil exhaustively remarks, " not only are the short sum-

mary accounts of the Books of Samuel largely filled out and extended, but the narration of

Chronicles differs from the older narration of those Books in many ways, partly by a different

orthography and various linguistic changes mostly according to the style and usage of later

times, sometimes merely to make an expression clearer, partly by the omission of accessory

circumstances, and by other abridgements, partly by the addition of explanatory remarks,

and parenetic and pragmatic reflections and concluding observations" [Introd. 11.65).

—

Such being the relation between the Books of Chronicles and Samuel, it is an untenable view

that the latter are identical with the authorities cited by the former on the government of

David, and that, as Graf maintains (Die gesehichtliclien Bucher des Alien Testaments, Leipz,

1866) ^'sections of our Books of Samuel are meant by the words of Samuel the Seer, and of

Nathan the Prophet, and of Gad the Seer."

For the same reason we cannot accept what Bleek [Einl., p. 151 [Eng. Tr., p. 406 1)
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thinks very probable, "that the Chronicler intended our Books of Samuel by the first-named

work, the Dibre Samuel."

The peculiar relation of the generally literal agreement of Chronicles and our Books in

the parallel sections, and the differences which exist in the history of David, both within and
without these sections, is incompatible with the view that the Books of Samuel were used as

an authority by the Chronicler in these sections ; rather it follows from this co-existing agree-

ment and diversity in the history of David that the authors of both works draw from a com-
mon source, namely, from that which the Chronicler expressly names as his authority, in

order to establish the trustworthiness of his narrative from the acknowledged high antiquity

and authenticity of its basis. If in fact, as is generally acknowledged, the Chronicler used

our Books no more than the Book of Kings for the history of David, but, to judge from the

relation of the two Books, used a common source with our author, and expressly names those

writings as his authority, then there can be no doubt that the latter were used by our au-

thor as his authority ; and this in no wise detracts from the credibility of his history, for

there could be no more trustworthy accounts of the life of David than those contained in

these writings, which bear the name of the three prophets so intimately connected with him,

^nd are based finally on their own experiences, and on what might be learned from him with

exactness of his life in those prophetic communities with which he stood in such intimate

ainion. Certainly the " foundation of the work " was taken from this source (Delitzsch,

Zeitschr.f. luth. Theol. u. Krit., 1870, 1, p. 29 sq.). From these prophetic writings comes the

theocratic-prophetic element of our Books; and we shall have tC) refer to them also the pre-

dominatingly biographical and political matter, which, as we have seen, is treated from the

theocratic-prophetic point of view; for the events of David's life, from his own communica-

tions and from their connection with him, must have been best known to the proi^hetic cir-

cles, and especially to Samuel (1 Sam. xix. 18), Gad (1 Sam. xxii. 5), and Nathan (2 Sam.

vii.). Whether, now, we suppose that those three prophetic works were composed by the

prophets whose names they bear—in favor of which is Samuel's known addiction to literary

pursuits, 1 Sam. x. 25, (Naegelsbach suggests {ubi sup., p. 398) that he perhaps wrote down
these records during his quiet prophetic life at Ramah), and the fact that the history of So-

lomon, 2 Chr. ix. 29, is referred to the account of Nathan himself—or whether we regard

them as works of which the sayings and doings of those prophets formed the chief part, in

either case they must be regarded as the triple source of prophetic historiography for our

Books, in either case, considering the great importance of those three prophets in the devel-

opment of this history, and the permanent personal relation in which they, especially Samuel

and Nathan, stood to David, these sources were so abundant, that, with the exception of a

few portions, the content of our Books may be referred to them. Hov/ they individually cor-

respond to sections, or how far they extend in the diiFerent divisions of our work, cannot

(according to the above-cited canon of Bleek) be determined with certainty. Yet the fol-

lowing may be stated as probable. We may take the " Dibre " of Samuel as chief authority

not merely for the narrative of David's life, but also for Saul's life and the life and work of

Samuel; for, says Keil rightly [Introd. I., 249), if they "contained such full accounts of

David's public life that the Chronicler could cite them as authority for it, it is self-evident

that the same work was the chief source for the life and labors of Samuel and Saul also."

If Samuel himself was the author of them, we can refer to them only the First Book to about

ch. XXV. If they are a prophetic history, with, him as principal subject, and extended be-

yond his death to the results of his labors in the accession and early government of David,

then they form the basis of part of the Second Book also. In any case to this source belongs

all that relates to Samuel's labors, and what in the life of David as well as Saul is pragma-

tically connected therewith. To the Dibre of Nathan belongs of course all that is related of

Nathan and his work in the history of David in the Second Book as far as ch. xii., and, very

probably, in part at least what stands in theocratic connection with it (xiii.—xx. comp. with

xii. 11). Probably xxiv. 11-25 belonged to the Dibre of Gad, of which we also find a trace

perha])s in 1 Sam. xxii. 5. If each of these three prophets is the author of the work called

after him, his own experiences formed the chief part of his book. Theodoret: StjIov roivw,

3
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wf rwv 7rpo(t)ijTCjv eicaarog avviyprnpe to. ev rolq oIke'ioiq nenpajfieva icaipoic [" it is evident that every

prophet recorded the events of his own times "],

Proceeding now further in the investigation of the historical sources of our Books, we find

not improbably a trace of a written basis for them besides those already named, in the ".7-?^

Tn \l*p/2 D'Jp'rij " the chronicles [history of the times] of King David." We know nothing

more of this than what is said in 1 Chr. xxvii. 24 in connection with theaccount of the num-

bering of the peojile by David. " Joab/' we read, " had begun to number, but did not finish
;

and there fell wrath for it upon Israel, and the number was not put into the ' account' (De

Wette) or 'census' of the chronicles (annals) of King David." Accoi'ding to this, it was a

liistorical work relating to the government of David, and, as it seems, chiefly of statistical-

historical content and character, since, in the midst of statistical-historical lists relating to

the divisions of the army, the tribe-princes and civil officials, it is cited as a work into whose

liJipo [number or census] the "'-^pD [number] of the arms-bearing men of the tribes of Israel

was not put, whence we may infer that the preceding enumeration is taken from it. While the

history of this census (comp. 1 Chr. xxi.), narrated from a theocratic-prophetic stand-point, was

doubtless contained in the corresponding prophetical work (Gad's according to 2 Sam. xxiv.

11), the number of arms-hearing men is here declared to be something that would have

been inserted in the enumeration or register of the chronicles of David, if the census had not

been interrupted by the wrath of God. Thus is intimated the point of view which prevented

the recording of the number, as far as it was already determined ; it is the theocra(lc-pr(i2>heiic.

This might suggest the supposition that such chiefly annalistic statistical historicnl works,

giving information concerning the army and the civil government, heroes and officials, house-

hold and family, were prepared by prophetical writers or under the guidance of prophets;

and we might therefore here also in the "chronicles of David" recognize a prophetical v/ork.

But even supposing that the prophetical historiography never occupied itself either indirectly

or directly with such annalistic-statistical records, it could nevertheless use them as trust-

worthy sources. It is highly probable that the officer termed "^iJlD Sopher (Chancellor or

Secretary of State) had the care of these annalistic-statistical records whence came the ""^Pl

D"'p'ri [chronicles] of David. The widespread opinion that the officer at David's court who
was called "i'-?.'?, Mazkir or Recorder (2 Sam. viii. 16, and xx. 24 ; 1 Chr. xviii. 15) was the

official state-annalist, and had to perform the duty of a historiographer has been conclusively

shown to be untenable by Bleek [Einl. p. 158, 370) and Baehr {Komm. z. d. Buchern d.

K'dnige, Eiyil. X. sq.). The elaborate pragmatic writing of history was in the hands of the

prophets. The Mazkir (according to Thenius on 1 Kings iv. 3) was so called " because as

fivijjMv he had to bring to the king's recollection aflTairs of state which were to be attended to,

and offer counsel," and "if it was his duty, as Bleek says {ubi sup. p. 870), always to write

down immediately whatever of special importance happened, this was merely to remind the

king his master, and not to write history."—"The supposition by most crit'csof state-ann .Is,

besides the prophetic records, as a second authority is based on an arbitrary confounding of

the records of the Chancellor for the state-archives with public state-annals." (Keil, In-

trod. I 54, Rem. 3; comp. I 59). The work mentioned in 1 Chr. xxviii. 24, the '"I ''' '.??")

[chronicles of David] was, however, very probably a collection of such official annalislic-

statistic-historieal records of the Sopherim. It is a natural supposition that the lists of offi-

cials in 2 Sam. viii. 15-18 and xx. 23-26 belongs to this work, although on the other hand we
may presume that their names were known to the prophetical historiographers also. Yet it

is true that the latter could have had little to do with the statistics of the specifically mili-

tary affiiirs and the deeds of war, which they described only so far as seemed to them neces-

sary from the theocratic point of view. So it is probable that the statistical-historical account

of the wars of David in 2 Sam. viii. belonged to this work, while the therein-mentioned Am-
monite-Syrian war is afterwards narrated at length, in connection with the sin of David and
the intervention of Nathan, accordii\g to the prophetical work. So also the summary state-

ment of the Philistine wars in 2 Sam. xxi. 15-22 and the register of heroes in xxiii. 8-39.

Perhaps the author of our Books had access to other historical records, to which might

be referred such sections as 1 Sam. xvii. 12-31, 55 sq., which do not seem to agree with the
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context. Yet this can no more be determined with certainty than the question whether and
how far oral tradition was used by the author, from which the incongruences in the passages

in question might be explained. It is however possible, as Naegelsbach supposes {uU sup.

p. 140), that the prophetical books discussed above contained many different accounts (from
which that incongruity in 1 Sam. xvii. 12, 55 sq., may be explained), or no longer existed in

proper arrangement and clearness.

Besides the historical authorities the Redactor of our Books was acquainted viWh. poetical

productions which he has inserted in his history : as, the Song of Hannah, 1 Sam. ii. 1-10 -,

David's lament over Abner, 2 Sam. iii. 33, 34; David's song of praise, 2 Sam. xxii. ; and his

last words, 2 Sam. xxiii. 1-7. We leave it undecided whether these songs were known to

him separately, or belonged in part to a collection of songs—as Bleek says of the last words
of David, supposing that they with their superscription (xxiii. 1) belonged to a mashal-col-

lection {ubi sup. p. 362, 363)—or were all found in one poetical collection. The only autho-

rity to which he ex2:)ressly refers is the Sepher Hajjashar, Book of Jashar (2 Sam. i. 18;

CDmp. Josh. X. 13). From this he took the beautiful lamentation of David over Saul and
Jonathan, which is inserted in the narrative under the title " Bow "

j"*?^!?., vers. 19-27. This
" Book of the Just " [i. e., " of that which is just ") (in this collective sense it is now usually

explained, Vulgate: liber justorum) must have contained a collection of songs on specially

memorable events of Israelitish history, and must have been in existence at the time of the
composition of the present Book of Joshua and of the Books of Samuel. We cannot deter-

mine whether it contained also a continuous history of the events to which the songs refer,

and was therefore an authority for the author of our Books (see Bleek, p. 150). According
to Knobel [Komm. zum Pent., Schlussabhandlung , Exeget. Handbuch 13, p. 546 sq., and on
Josh. X. 15) it was a "law-book," a view which falls to the ground with the untenable view
that the title means law-book.

The sources, therefore, from which the author drew, were partly prophetical histories,

which described the lives of Samuel, Saul and David, from the theocratic-prophetical stand-

point in pragmatic connection (comp. 1 Chr. xxix. 28-30), partly official stntisiical-histnrical

records of the history of David's government (comp. 1 Chr. xxvii. 24), Tpaxily poetical litera-

ture. To this threefold element of the sources of the Books the content of the concluding section,

2 Sam. xxi. —xxiv., clearly jioints. The production of these authorities is to be put partly in

the time, partly soon after the time of the events to which they refer. On the ground of

these contemporaneous original accounts our Books bear throughout the stamp of historical

credibility; so Thenius [Einl. XV.), who, it is true, grants this of a part of the work only,

otherwise admirably remarks : "1) the places and very often the time also of the events are

given in part with great exactness ; 2) the narrative answers fully to the character of the

times ; and 3) the personages act in a life-like way."

In this section on the original authorities we must mention the principal of the very va-

rious and often contradictory hypotheses concerning the basis and construction of our Books,

all of which are founded on their supjwsed contradictions, incongruences and repetitions, and
therefore fall with this untenable presupposition.

The first hypothesis worthy of mention is that of Eichhori^ [Einl. Ill,, ^| 469, 471, 475).

According to it the foundation of the Second Book of Samuel is an " old short life of David
with later insertions," which, however, are also to be referred to written sources, while the

First Book was taken from an " old chronicle of Samuel and Saul," but contained also ele-

ments of oral tradition, especially in Samuel's history. The Books received their present

form from insertions and additions which were made from oral tradition and writings.—This

hypothesis is so far modified by Bertholdt {Einl., p. 894 sq., 920 sq.) that he assumes four

principal authorities: 1) for 1 Sam. xxxi. and 2 Sam. v., with ElCHHORlfHhe summary
history of David's government with later insertions and additions; 2) for 1 Sam. i.—vii. a

history of Samuel, for viii.—xvi. a history of Saul, for xvii.—xxx. a history of David before

his accession to the throne.—Further by an anonymous writer (in Paulus Memor. VIII. 61 sq.

Probe eines Krit, Vers, uber das ziveite Buck Sam.) many smaller component parts were as-

sumed for the Second Book on the ground of supposed stylistic differences (thus 1 Sam. xxxi.

;
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2 Sam. i. 1-16, 17-28; iv., v. 1-10; xi.—xvi.).—Staehelin [Krlt. Unters. ub. d. Pent., p.

112 sq., 129 sq.) assumes as basis of the First Book an old work which he ascribes to the Je-

hovist, to which important additions were made by the Redactor, from whom also the whole

of the Second Book comes. -Gramberg {Gesch. d. Religionsideen d. Alt. Test. II., p. 71 sq.)

finds two narrations, going over nearly the same ground, but contradictory, which went side

by side through a great part of the First Book and into the Second, and were worked up to-

gether by the collector.—Graf [De Ubrorum Sam. et Reg. compositione, scriptoribus, etc., Ar-

o-ent. 1842) assumes as old constituent parts 1 Sam. xiii. 16—xiv. 52 ; xvii. ; xviii. ; xix. 1-17
;

XX.—xxii. ; xxiii.—xxvi. ; xxvii. ; xxviii. 1 f. ; xxix. ; xxx. All the rest he holds to be mar-

vel-loving hierarchical addition—that Samuel is presented as -an ideal of theocratic prophetic

i-ule—that the judgeship of Samuel and Eli is an invention, and Saul's election a product of

his name " he who is demanded "—and that in the same way older portions and later addi-

tions in the Second Book were distinguished. On all these hypotheses see De AVette, | 179,

who points out what is more or less unfounded in them, and says of the last :
" This criticism

is based almost entirely on what seemed to the author historically credible or not,"—On
Gramberg's hypothesis see Haevernick (p. 141) and Thenius (p. XL). The latter pro-

perly characterizes it in the remark that " sections of wholly different character are arbitra-

rily thrown together, and precisely those sections in which the presence of tradition cannot

be mistaken, are declared to be the older."

What Thenius says of the above-cited attempts to fix the component parts of the Books

of Samuel—that they are all open to unanswerable objections—applies to his own hypothesis

also. He distinguishes on internal grounds five principal parts : 1 ) a history of Samuel, 1 Sam.

i.—vii., based on information gotten from the schools of the Prophets and on trustworthy

tradition ; 2) a history of Saul according to tradition, probably introduced from a popular

work, viii. ; x. 17-27; xi. ; xii. ; xv. ; xvi. ; xviii. 6-14; xxvi.; xxviii. 3-25; xxxi, ; 3) an

older condensed history of Saul from old written accounts, and not altered in its historical

foundation by tradition, ix. ; x. 1-26; xiii. ; xiv. ; 4) a history of David, into which the con-

densed history of Saul has been enlarged by a not much later continuer, xiv. 52 ; xvii.
;
part

of xviii. ; xix.; xx.
;
part of xxi. ; xxii.; part of xxiii.; xxiv. ; xxv. ; xxvii.; xxviii. 1, 2;

xxix. ; xxx. ; 2 Sam., part of chaps, i.-v. ; vii. ; viii. ; 5) a special history of David, almost

a biography, describing the second half of his life, and especially his domestic life, 2 Sam. xi.

2-27 ; xii. 1-25 ; xiii.—xx. The objections to this attempt to fix the original component

parts of our Books are directed against the presupposition of contradictions, incongruences,

repetitions, conclusions, and chronicle-like passages, from which the assumption of so many

original sources is supposed necessarily to flow (see above).

The kernel of Ewald's hypothesis is the assumption of a great comprehensive Book of

Kings, of which our Books formed a component part {Gesch. I., 3 ed., p, 193-244). There

was first, according to this view, an old historical work, composed soon after Solomon, per-

haps in the happy times of Asa, full of very simple narrations of detached events with inter-

spersed remarks, a work distinguished by a beautiful copiousness, lively and abounding in

pictures, especially in the narration of wars; of this we have remains in 1 Sam, xiii., xiv.,

xxx. 26-31 ; 2 Sam. viii., and also in Judg. xvii, sq,,xix.-xxxi. Besides this there existed in

the troublous times after Jehu's elevation a work composed by a prophetical writer who was

at the same time a Levite, attractive from its high prophetical view of events, and which,

commencing with Samuel's birth and labors, as an entirely new beginning in Israelitish his-

tory, described, from a prophetical stand-point, principally the establishment of the kingdom

with the origin of which Samuel's labors were necessarily connected ; of this work large

connected remains, in many places in the original fulness and in almost unchanged form, are

to be found in the section 1 Sam. i.—1 Kings i., ii. (both which last chapters betray the

same hand as the principal parts of First and Second Samuel), and may be followed in scat-

tered traces even to 2 Kings ix. 1—x. 27. According to Ewald, the arrangement of the his-

torical material in this prophetical book may still be clearly seen in First Samuel according

to three chief points of view : 1) the basis of the history of the establishment of the king-

dom, 1 Sam. i.—vii., Samuel's life, concluded with the summary vii. 15-17. 2) The history
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of Saul's rule, 1 Sam. viii.—xiv., with the concluding summary xiv. 47-52. 3) The narration
concerning David and Saul, the decline of the latter, the rise of the former, in 1 Sam. xv.—
xxxi. In Second Samuel, on the contrary, the original account of David's reign, on account
of the revision which it afterwards underwent, cannot be so clearly recognized. Yet its prin-

cipal features may be seen in the three sections in which David's life is described : 1 ) The
remains of the history of David from Saul's death to his elevation to the throne of all Israel

are to be found in 2 Sam. i.—vii, 2) The history of the middle period of David's reign in

Jerusalem, whose richer material was most condensed in the work, is found in 2 Sam. viii.

1-14 (the foreign wars and victories, probably an abridgment of the before-mentioned mili-

tary history), viii. 15-18 (internal organization), ix. (David's ethical attitude towards Saul's

house), X.—XX. 22 (David's relation to his own house), xxi. 1 14; xxiv. (the plagues). 3)

Out of the latter part of David's life belonged to the work 2 Sam. xx. 25, 26 ; xxii. xxiii. 1-7,

with which the whole section fitly closed. This work, says Ewald, " the best basis for all

the widely read histories of the kingdom," was afterwards much revised, and thus on the one

hand enlarged, but on the other greatly abridged, as may be seen from passages in which
there are allusions and presuppositions in respect to facts and persons that were never before

mentioned; so 1 Sam. xiii. 2; xxx. 26-31. In 1 Sam. between chaps, xxiii. and xxx. much
of the original work is lost; chaps, xxiv. and xxvi. are by later hands. The sections xxiii.

8-39 and xxi. 16-22 are taken from " Journals of the kings or state-annals." With the frag-

ments of this prophetical work, Ewald holds, and of the first-mentioned more military his-

tory are combined in our Books those of another work going over about the same period,

and certainly written not much later, which, according to its traces in 1 Sam. v.-viii. and

xxxi., did not have the sharply defined character of the other, though similar to it, but was

drier and more colorless in style. From its author came probably the narrative of the Pe-

riod of the Judges from which Judg. iii. 7—xvi. is taken —A broader, freer form was given

to this History of the Kings by a later revision, as appears plainly in our present history of

Saul and David in ch. xii. ; xv.—xvii. ; xxiv. ; xxvi. ; xxviii. ; for these are fragments of

from two to three later works. Afterwards the histories of the Kings received their present

forui in two revisions; first, by the Deuteronomistic redactor soon after the reformation under

Josiah, who, adopting the method of the Deuteronomist, sifted, worked up and abridged the

material which had been greatly increased by preceding recensions, and for the first time

gathered up and skilfully combined what seemed to him the most important parts of the

older works, as we see in our present history, 1 Sam. i.—1 Kings ii. The basis of his book

was that work of the prophetical narrator, with which, besides the material from other books,

he worked in his own additions which were not numerous (1 Sam. vii. 3, 4, a good deal in

xii. ; 1 Kings ii. 2-4.) The work, thus greatly enlarged by the Deuteronomistic redactor,

received its last revision by an author who lived in the second half of the Babylonian Exile,

who edited the history of the origin of the kingdom to Solomon's accession (1 Sam. i.—

1

Kings ii.), "as good as quite unaltered," according to the preceding redactor, appended some

detached pieces from David's biography which he had at first designed to omit, but, for the

rest, issued the present Books of Judges, Euth, Samuel and Kings as a connected whole,

inserting the Book of Ruth (written in the midst of the Exile, and the only one retained of

a number of similar fragments by the same author), with reference to the absence of gene-

alAgical statements about David's descent in the Books of Samuel, just before those Books as

a preparation for David's history, while he put the Book of Judges, in its present form, at

the head as an introduction to the whole Book of Kings. He did this for the sake of unity

in the connection of the whole history after Joshua with the history of the kings; for the

internal connection between the Book of Judges and the Books of Samuel is shown in the

statement concerning Samson, that he began to deliver Israel out of the hand of the Philis-

tines, in which reference is made to the continuation of this history in Eli, Samuel, David.

This redactor, properly speaking, merely edited anew the first half of the older large work

on the Kings, which goes to 1 Kings ii. ; only the second, from 1 Kings iii. on, can rightly

be called his own work.

In this assumption of Ewald's of several redactors, too much play is given to conjee-
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ture without firm supports in historical data. We have, however, in those three prophetical

authorities (1 Chron. xxix- 28-30) and in the chronicles of David (1 Chron. xxvii. 24) ground

sufficient to conjecture that our assumed author of the present Books of Samuel followed

those authorities, writing from a prophetical stand-point, and according to prophetical points

of view- That a special historical work must be assumed, from which to derive 1 Sam. xiii.,

xiv., in the historj^ of Saul, and 1 Sam. xxx. 26 sq. and 2 Sam. viii. iu the military history of

David, seems less probable than that the first is to be referred to the written records in the

schools of the Prophets, which took careful note of the deeds of Saul and Jonathan, and the

two last to the " words C"?.^"!) of the days of David," 1 Chron. xxvii. 24.—The hypothesis

of a final shaping of the Book of Kings partly by a Deuteronomistic redactor, partly by a final

remodellcr and collector in the second half of the Babylonian Exile, has, in relation to the

history under discussion (1 Sam. i.—1 Kings ii.), little foundation; and it is simpler and

more natural to refer the views in the discourses of Samuel which are termed Deuteronomis-

tic {e.g. "return to God with all your hearts and serve him," 1 Sam. vii. 3 and xii. 20, 24) to

this prophetical work, the " Words of Samuel," and the collection and addition of the section,

2 Sam. xxi.—xxiv., to the redactor who arranged and prepared the history up to ch. xx. 26.

The similarity in language and style between 1 Kings i., ii., and the preceding narrative in

2 Sam. may be explained by the fact that the authors of the two books used the same autho-

rity, namely, the prophetical Book of Nathan.—For the rest, Ewald's hypothesis differs

from the others mentioned, in that it represents the Book of Kings, as far as it here comes

into consideration (from 1 Sam. i. to 1 Kings ii.), leaving out the parts supposed to have been

later introduced by various redactors, as having unity and as the finished work of one pro-

phetic historian, and avoids the dissection of the historical material which we find in the

other hypotheses. Naegelsbach rightly remarks, that the additions which this hypothesis

ascribes to a Deuteronomistic redactor do not make the eighth part of the whole, and that

therefore the general unity of the work is confirmed by them [ubi sup., p. 407). It must also

be noted that both the division of the content of the First Book (chs. i.-vii. Samuel, viii.-

xiv. Saul, xv.-xxxi. David and Saul), and the division of the Second Book, the history of

David's government according to the theocratic chief points of view which control the entire

narrative, cannot be more admirably presented than has been done by Ewalp. But from

the fiict that the content of the books is evidently divided in accordance with such a theo-

cratic-prophetic view of the history of the preparation, genesis and establishment of the the-

ocratic kingdom under Samuel, Saul and David, we are authorized to conclude that the

redactor of this history, apart from the prophetical authorities to which he had access, was

himself a prophet.

^ 6. THE AUTHOR AND THE TIME OF COMPOSITION.

Having discussed the original sources of our Books, we have now to consider, and in

connection with one another, the two questions concerning the author and the time of com-

position.

What EwALD says {ubi suj)., p. 211) of the author of the foundation of the Book of

Kings, that he was himself a prophet, we claim for the redactor of our Books on the grounds

already discussed at length ; but we cannot apply to him what Ewald maintains of the for-

mer, namely, that he was also a Levite, which Ewald holds to be clear from the care'^ul

account which he takes, in the midst of so many more important events, of the fortunes of

the sacred Ark and of the Priests and Levites, and from the considerable acquaintance which

he clearly shows with everything pertaining to them. For a propihetical writer as such would

have had that lively interest and exact knowledge; he need not have been a Levite. It is,

however, further against this view, that in our Books the priesthood recedes in a striking

manner into the background over against the prophetic element, and therefore "no histori-

cal work is more instructive and important than this for the understanding of the older pro-

phetic order in Israel," as Ewald {ubi sup.) well says.

Nothing is known to us of the person and surroundings of the redactor of our Books;

on the opinions of the older writers, see Caepzov, p. 213sq. Thenius supposes, not without
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Teasnn, that, since he had access to so many good authorities, he could not have been in mean
circumstances. " The Talmudical statement, that Samuel wrote the Books called after him
is shown to be unhistorical by the simple fiict that the history goes beyond Samuel's death"
(Kkil, Inlrod, II. 48).—The view in some Introductions, as Eichhorn's {Einl. | 468, p.

529 bq.), Jahn's I^Elnl., p. 232 sq.), Herbst's [Emf. II. 1, p. 139 sq.), De Wette's (in the

Beitrdge I., p. 43sq., but retracted by him in EiyiL §186), and others, that our Books had the

same author with the Books of Kings, and that therefore their composition is to be put not

before the latter part of the Babylonian Exile, or immediately after the Exile, is untenable;

fir the differences between them in form and content are too great to admit of identity of

authorship. In the first place, it is a striking difference that "' Kings" quotes its authority

in every section, while "Samuel" never does, whence it follows that the author of the latter

lived nearer to the events described, the author of the former much farther off. Again, the

language is different; numerous traces of the Aramaean dialect occur in "Kings," and
almost none at all in "Samuel." In the Books of Kings we see traces from beginning to end

of their composition during the Exile, while in the Books of Samuel there is not the slightest

reference to the time of the Exile. In the latter there are no direct distinct references to the

Law of Moses, while in the former, even before the discovery of the Book of the Law under

Josiah, the law is several times spoken of as written (I Kings ii. 3 ; 2 Kings xiv. 6 ; xvii. 37).

In our Books mention is made of the various places of worship and sacrifice which existed

besides the Ark without blame or hint that this was displeasing to God, while in "Kings" the

•worship in high places is condemned as illegal. The form of the narrative is quite different

also in the two works. In "Kings" the chronological statements are carefully repeated with

every king, while the chronological element is almost entirely neglected in "Samuel." The
epic breadth and copiousness which the latter shows in many parts is almost wholly lacking

in the former, which gives only extracts, usually short, from its authorities to which it refers

for wider information. There is no trace here of the standing character-formula which is

peculiar to the Books of Kings: " He did that which was right, or evil, in the eyes of the

Lord." For all these reasons the author of the Books of Kings cannot be the same with the

redactor of the Books of Samuel.—The Rabbinical view, which has had a good many advo-

cates, that Jeremiah is to be regarded as the author of "Samuel" as well as "Kings," be-

cause his prophecy has much similarity to them, and here and there corresponds with them
in content (a view to which Grotius also, on 1 Sam. i. 1, inclines), is similarly untenable;

for this proves nothing more than that the author of " Kings " was acquainted with the Book
of Jeremiah (see Kueper, Jerem. libror. sacr.interpr. atque vindex, p. 65), and Jeremiah with

the Books of Samuel. Staehelin [Krit. Unters., p. 137 sq.) infers from our author's friendly

attitude towards royalty, from the promises made to the House of David, and from Jere-

miah's allusions to these Books, that they were composed under Hezekiah ; to which Nae-
gelsbach excellently replies, that this is referring to a subjective motive what has a good,

objective, historical ground, and Jeremiah might certainly refer to our Books, though they

did not originate in his time (p. 411).

If we inquire for positive indications of the time of composition in the content and form

of our Books, we can find in the formula "even unto this day" (1 Sam. v. 5; vi. 18; xxx.

25; 2 Sam. iv. 3; vi. 8; xviii. 18), and in the explanation of obsolete expressions (1 Sam.

ix. 9) and old customs (2 Sam, xiii. 18) nothing more than the indication of a time of author-

ship somewhat distant from the events narrated. Nor can anything more definite, least of

all the composition after the division of the kingdom, be determined from the mere distin-

guishing between Jadah and Israel in 1 Sam. xi, 8; xvii. 52; xviii. 16; 2 Sam. ii. 9, 10; iii.

10 ; V. 1-5 ; xix. 41 sq.; xx. 2 ; for this distinction was already usual in the time of Saul and
David, being based on the fact (pre-supposed in the passages cited) of such a division, which
conditioned the development of the history of David's kingdom. At first only the tribe of

Judah adhered to David as its king, the other eleven tribes under the common name Israel

forming a separate kingdom for seven and a half years under Ishbosheth,* and afterwards

for a short time under Absalom.

* [Mi-ire precisely stated, under the represcnt.itives of Saul's House ; Isliboshetli was probably not kinc; the

•whole time.

—

Tb.]
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From 2 Sam. v. 5 it appears that the redactor certainly wrote after the death of David,

since the whole number of years of his re'gn is given. But the non-mention of David's death

cannot show that he wrote shortly thereafter, as Haevernick (p. 145) maintains ; for even

if his death had occurred only a short while before, the author could not have maintained

silence about it simply because it was generally known, and "not a matter -of interest," since

he certainly did not write merely for his own contemporaries.—Further, it undoubtedly ap-

pears from 1 Sam. xxvii. 6 ("Ziklag pertaineth unto the kings of Judah to this day") that

our author made his recension after the division of the kingdom into the kingdoms of Judah

and Israel. Haevernick's explanation (p. 144) that the "kings of Judah" are not here

opposed to those of the kingdom of the Ten Tribes, but are the kings who sprang from and

ruled Judah, is untenable. The " kings of Judah " can be understood only of the kingdom

of Judah which arose after Solomon's time in consequence of the division, in distinction from

the kingdom of Israel. It is, however, uncertain at what time after the division the book

was composed
;
probably it was before the destruction of the kingdom of the Ten Tribes,.

since there is no indication that the author knew of the dispersion of an important part of

the people (Bleek, p. 362). " In general," rightly remarks Keil [Comm. Introd., p. 11),

" the content and language of our Books point to the time immediately succeeding the divi-

sion of the kingdom, since there are no references to the subsequent downfall of the king-

doms, much less to the Exile ; and the diction and language is throughout classic and free

from Chaldaisms and later forms." That the recension took place not long after the division

of the kingdom may be inferred from the fact that worshipping the Lord and offering sacri-

fices in various places is, as already remarked, regarded not at all as blameworthy, but rather

as well -pleasing to God (1 Sam. vii. 5sq., 17; ix. 13; x. 3; xiv. 35; 2 Sam. xxiv, 18-25).

We therefore adopt the hypothesis of Thenius, who refers (p. xiv.) to 2 Sam. viii. 7; xiv.

27, in which, according to the correct Hebrew text suggested by the Septuagint, there is

allusion to Rehoboam, and says of the author, that the notices, in all probability inserted by

him, do not reach farther than the time of Eehoboam.—The result of our investigation is.

therefore, that the Books of Samuel in their present form were composed by a prophetical

writer soon after the division of the kingdom.

[On the sources, date and authorship of "Samuel," see Art. "Books of Samuel" in

Smith's Bib. Diet, and Introd. to Samuel in the Bible Comm. The latter refers to David's

Psalms as one of the sources, points out that twenty or thirty years of the first part of Saul's

reign is omitted, and puts the book (as it stands) towards the time of Jeremiah. The diffi-

culty of coming to a satisfactory decision on this point is well brought out by Erdmann.
—Tr.]
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THE

FIRST BOOK OF SAMUEL.

FIRST PART. SAMUEL.

1 Sam. I.—VII.

Samuel's I^ife and Work as Judge, Priest axd Prophet, Directed Towards a Tho-
rough Eeformatiox op the Theocracy and Laying the Foundation of the
Theocratic Kingdom,

FIRST DIVISION : SAMUEL'S EARLY LIFE.
1 Sam. I.—III.

FIRST SECTION.
Samuel's Birth in Ans-wer to Prayer to the Lord

Chap. I. 1-20.

I. SamueVs parents, the Ephrathite Elkanah and the childless Hannah. Vers. 1-8.

1 Now [om. Now^] there was a certain [oin. certain] man of Ramathaim-zophim,'
of Mount Ephraira, and his name was Elkanah, the son of Jeroham, the son of

2 Elihu, the son of Tohu, the Son of Zuph, an Ephrathite. And he had two wives
;

the name of the one was Hannah, and the name of the other Peninnah ; and Pe-
3 ninnah had children, but [and] Hannah had no children. And this man went up

yearly out of [from] his city to worship and to sacrifice unto the Lord [Jehovah]
of hosts [Hosts] in Shiloh. And the two sons of Eli, Hophni and Phinehas, the
priests of the Lord, were there [And there the two sons of Eli, Hophni and Phine-

4 has, were priests of Jehovah^]. And when the time was that Elkanah offered, he
5 gave to Peninnah his wife, and to all her sons and her daughters, portions; but

unto Hannah he gave a worthy [double*] portion, for he loved Hannah, but [and]
6 the Lord [Jehovah] had shut up her womb. And her adversary also lorn, also]

provoked her sore [ins. also], for [o»i. f >r] to make her fret because* the Lord [Je-

7 hovah] had shut up her womb. And as he did so [And so it happened®] year by
year ; when she went up to the house of the Lord [Jehovah], so she [she thus] pro-

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 1. The 1, being a part of the introductory narrative-formula, and not a connective with some other

narrative, is better rendered by the presentative "now" than by the connective "and;" and is best omitted
entirely.

—

Tr.].
2 [Ver. 1 Vat. has 2i0a, wiiicli points to '31}^ " aZuphite ;" Targ. renders "of the disciples of the propliets,"

Pesh. " from the hill of the watchers," both of which point to the present text, but are not probable transla-
tions.—Te.].

^ [Ver. .3. It is not said that these were the only priests.

—

Tr.].
* TVer. 6. See Notes, rn locn.—Tr].
6 [Ver. G. It was over this that the adversary designed to make Hannah fret.

—

Tr.].

* [Ver. 7. The verb is probably to be pointed nt^J^V—Te.].

43
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8 voked her, therefore [and] she wept and did not eat. Then said E'.kanah her hus-

band [And Elkanah her husband said] to her, Hannah, why weepest thou ? and
why eatest thou not ? and why is thy heart grieved ? am not I better to thee than
ten sons ?

II. Hannah's Prayer Jor a Son. Vers. 9-18 a.

9 So [And] Hannah rose up after they [she^] had eaten in Shiloh, and after they
[slie''] had drunk. ISTow [And] Eli the priest sat upon a [the] seat by a [the] post

10 of the temple [Sanctuary*] of the Lord [Jehovah]. And she was in bitterness of

11 soul, and ])rayed unto the Lord [Jehovah], and wept sore. And she vowed a vow,
and said, O Lord of hosts [Jehovah of Hosts], if thou wilt indeed look on the

affliction of thine handmaid, and remember me, and not forget thy handmaid, but
[and] wilt give unto thine handmaid a male-child, then I will give him unto the

Lord [Jehovah] all the days of his life, and there shall no razor come upon his

12 head. And it came to pass, as she continued praying before the Lord [Jehovah],

13 that Eli marked her mouth. Now [And] Hannah, she \_07n. she®] spake in her
heart; only her lips moved, but her voice was not heard; therefore [and] Eli

14 thought she had been [was] drunken. And Eli said unto her, How long wilt thou

15 be drunken? put away thy wine from thee. And Hannah answered and said, No,.

my lord, I am a woman of a sorrowful spirit ; I have drunk neither wine nor strong

16 drink, but have poured out my soul before the Lord [Jehovah]. Count not thine

handmaid for a daughter of Belial [dissolute woman^°] ; for out of the abundauce
17 of my complaint and [i?is. my] grief have I spoken hitherto. Then [And] Eli

answered and said, Go in peace ; and the God of Israel grant thee [om. thee] thy

18 a petition that thou hast asked of him. And she said, Let thine handmaid find grace

in thy sight [thine eyes].

III. SamucUs Birth. Vers. 18 6.-20.

18 6 So [And] the woman went her way and did eat, and her countenance was no
19 more sad.^^ And they rose up in the morning early, and worshipped before the

Lord [Jehovah], and returned and came to their house to Eamah. And Elkanah
20 knew Hannah his wife ; and the Lord [Jehovah] remembered her. Wherefore

[And] it came to pass, when the time was come about, after Hannah had [that

Hannah] conceived, that she [and] bare a son, and called his name Samuel, saying,.

Because [For, said sAe,] I have \_om. have] asked him of the Lord [Jehovah].

'• Ver. 9. The Infin. refers here rather to Hannah.

—

Tr.].

8 [Ver. 9. 7J'n is not necessarily "temple," but any large structure.

—

Tk.].

9 [Ver. 13. The Heb. inserts the pron. XTI " she," but our Eng. dors not well permit it.—Tr.].

10 [Ver. 10. 71'^ 73 " worthlessness" should not be rendered as a proper name in O. T. ; Eng. A. V. frequently

rendei-s " sons of B." by " ungodly " or " -wicked."

—

Tr.].

" [Ver. 18. See Kotes.—Tjr.].

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL."^

I. SdinncTs Parents. Ver.s. 1-8.

Vers. 1, 2. And there •was a man of Ra-
mathaim-zophim.—Here an account is given
of SaiJtnrtit (/en/'alofiy and birth-place.

There is no sufHcient ground for adopting (as

Thcnius does) tlie reading of the Sept. MS. R.
(\'at.j rrn jyN [there was a man] instead of

^•i^ ''?.''l [and there was a man], since this latter

does not aflbct the independence of Ijie Books of

Samuel; for the 1 [and] does not indicate attach-

ment to somctliing preceding, tlie continuation

of the Book of Judges, but ""n'^ [and tliere was]

Btands here, as it often does at the beginning of

a narrative, as historical introductory formula,

* [In the German " exegelixche er. autfrungen,"

cal explanation.'*."

—

Tk.].

' exegeti-

.Jos. i. 1 ; Judg. i. 1 ; Kuth i. 1 ; 2 Sam. i. 1 ; 1 Kings
i. 1 ; Esth. i. 1 ; Ezra i. 1 ; Ezek. i. 1 ; Jonah i. 1.

The father of Samuel was a man of Eama-
thaim-zophim in the liill-country of Ephraim,

named Elkanah. The place Pamatliaiin (D'HOiri)
^ • - r |tt

is doubtless the same that is called in ver. 3

"his city," and afterwards in ver. 19 and ii. 11

by the shorter name Ramah (nO"in) whence it
\ T T T ''

appears that it was not merely the family-resi-

dence, but also Elkanah's abode, where he had
"his house." The full name Ramathaim-^o^j/uHi
is found here only. The dual "Two-hills" points

to the site of the place as on the sides or summits
of two liills. It is the l)irth-}>lace of Samuel (ver.

10), the same Ramah in which he had his house
(vii. 17), the central point of his labors (viii. 4;
XV. 34; xvi. 13; xix. lS-22) and his ;d>()de a.s

long as he lived, and where he was buried ( xxvi. 1

;

xxviii. 3). But this Ramah of Samuel, according
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to Pressol's clear statement in Herzog {R.-E. s. v.

Rama), is most probably identical with the Ea-
mah in the tribe of Benjamin (Jos. xviii. 2o)

;

for the statement of Josephus (Ant. 8, 12, 3) that

Eamathon,* which = Q.'O"-'"' [Kamathaim] and

is therefore doubtless the Ramah of Samuel, was
forty Stadia from Jerusalem, and that of Eusebius
(Onomast. s. v. ' Apaads/i) that it was somewhat
farther north in a line from Jerusalem towards
Bethel, carry us into the territory of Benjamin.
If it be urged against this view that, according to

Judg. iv. 5 and this passage, Kamah of Samuel
was in the mountains of Ephraim, and therefore

in the Tribe-territory of Ephraim, it is to be ob-

served on tlie other hand that the mountains of

Ephraim stretch into the Tribe of Benjamin, and
not only include its northern mountains, but ex-

tend towards Jerusalem and unite with the moun-
tains of Judah. The Ramah of Samuel lay in

Benjamin near Gibeah, Saul's home, and Mizpah.
The addition zophim (D^ili^fj distinguishes it from

the other places of the same name, and indicates

the district (the land of Znph ix. 5) in which it

lay, whose name is to be derived from the family

of Zuph or Zophim from whom Elkanah de-

scended (comp. 1 Chr. vi. 11, 20). Since, accord-

ing to this, Zophim indicates a region, which took

its name from the descendants of Zuph, the place

Soba, which has lately been discovered west of

Jerusalem, cannot be the Ramah of Samuel, as

Robinson and Ritter suppose (see Then, sacks, exe-

get. Studien, II. 134 sq., and Ewald, Gesch. II. 595).

It is rather to be sought in the site of the pre-

sent Er-Ram between four and live (Eng.) miles,

as Josephus states, from Jerusalem on the summit
or side of a conical mountain on the road from
Jerusalem to Bethel. When Saul (in cli. ix. 5)

comes into the " land of Zuph," he straightway

finds Samuel in "this city." That "this city,"

Samuel's abode, is identical with Ramathaim-
zophim here is beyond doubt. But against the

view that it, together with the region " Zuph,"

belonged to Benjamin, and in support of the view
that it is different from Ramah of Benjamin, and
lay in the territory of Ephraim, the principal

consideration adduced is Saul's route (ix. 4—x.

2) : on the return from Ramah to Gibeah, Saul,

it is said, certainly took the directest road; but,

according to x. 2-5, he first crossed the border of

Benjamin (x. 2), and then came into the neigh-

borhood of Bethel (x. 3), which lay close to the

border of Benjamin and Ephraim ; according to

this, Ramah of Samuel was situated north of

Bethel in Ephraim not far from Gibeah (ver. 20)

but near Shiloh (ch. i. 24), for if it had been far

from Shiloh, the animals for offering would not

tave been carried from home. So Then, on ix.

5, p. 34. But the assumption that Saul went the

directest way to Gibeah is not certain. In ver. 3,

remarks Winer correctly ( W.-B. s. v.), nothing is

said really of the neighborhood of Bethel, but

only that Saul should meet men who were going

to Bethel, from what direction we know not. And
Ramah of Benjamin was so near Shiloh, that

there was no needf to drive thither the animals

* [So Josephus ; but the text of Erdmann has Rama-
thai m.—TR.].

t (Tliat is, it was not necessary to drive the animals
thither lieforehand. since, the distance being so small,

they could be sent for when needed.—Tu.J.

which could not easily be purchased on the spot.-

The other geographical term ^7^1£X "Ephraim-

ite " (which must not be connected with ^li'

(Luth.)in which case it would have been TlliJXn)

certainly describes Elkanah as an Ephraimite,
who belonged not only to the mountains, but also

to the Tribe of Ephraim—and not as a Bethlehe-
mite, as Ilofiinann ( Weissag. u. Erfall. II. 61) and
Robinson (Pal. II., 683 [Am. ed. ii.7sq.])sup.

pose ; for in xvii. 12 and Ruth i. 2, to which ap-

peal is made, the word is further expressly de-

fined by the phrase " of Bethlehem." " It by no
means follows, however, from this description of

Elkanah (comp. Then. p. 2) that Ramathaim-
zophim pertained to the territory of Ephraim,
but only that Elkanah's family had settled in this

Ramah, and had afterwards moved to Ramah in

Benjamin " (Keil, p. 18). As Elkanah came from
the Levitical family of Koliath, son of Levi,
whose land lay in Ephraim, Dan and Manasseh
(Josh. xxi. 5, 21 sq. ), and as the Levites generally
were counted as citizens of the tribes in which
their residence was, it is not strange that Elkanah
is here designated as an Ephraimite according to

his descent, while he lived in Benjamin, whither
his forefathers had immigrated.
The fami! 1/ of Elkanah is here traced back only

through four generations to ^'li' " Zuph," no doubt

with reference to the preceding designation Zo-
phim, because Zuph had settled in this district

with his family, and it had taken its name from
him. It would therefore properly be written
D'£)12f " Zuphim." This explanation of the name
is certainly more natural than that which sup-

poses that the district in which it lay, the "land
of Zujjh " (ix. 5) was so called from its abundant
supply of water, and than the explanation of some
Rabbis, " Ramathaim of the watchers or jjro-

phets." [The first question with regard to this

word, whether we read Zophim or, with Erd-
mann, Zuphim, is a grammatical one: is the com-
bination Ramathaim-zophim in accordance with
Heb. usage? In proper names the rule is that

the first word of a compound is in the construct,

state, but the two exceptions, compoimds with

73N "meadow," Gen. 1. 11, etc., and niil' "plain,"
••T ' ' ' '"T '^ '

Gen. xiv. 5, seem to prove the possibility of an
appositional construction, so that we must admit
(against Wellhausen " Der Text. d. Bucher Sam."
in loco) Ramathaim-zophim to be a possible form.

But, as "Zophim" never appears again as an ap-

pendage to Ramathaim, and the old vss. Chald.

and Syr. render it as an appellative, it would per-

haps be better, with Wellhausen, to suppose that

the final D m comes by error of transcrii^tion

* [The (lifficnlties in the way of identifying Rama-
thaim (-Zophim) on the suppossition that it is the same
vvith ' this city " (ix. 0) are almost insuperable. The
conditions to be met are 1) the place is in Mt. Ephraim ;

2) it is apparently south ot Rachel's tomb (1 Sam. x. 2);

3) it was Samuel's residence Ramah. They decide the
question against Er-Ram, which is north of Rachel's
tomb. The only solution is that which rejects the above,
supposition. If (he city in which Saul was anointed
was some other place, or Saul's residence at that time
was not Gibeah. tlien Er-Ram maybe Ramah, and in
other respects this answers better than any other place
to the circumstances. But the question must be re-

garded as undecided. See Stanley's "Sinai and Pales-

tine," Note to ch. !,and Mr. Grove's Articlos (•• Rnniah,"
' Ramathaim") in Smith's Dictionary, with Ur.Wolcott's
additional remarks.—Tk.].
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from the following word, tind to read 'SliSf "a

Zuphite/' which would then correspond to the

" Zuph " at tli^i end as " an Ephraimite " does to

"Mount Ephraim."—Tr.]. From a comparison

of the two genealogies in 1 Chr. vi. 20, 27 (Heb.

11, 12) 3-4, 35 (Heb. 19, 20) with this genealogy

oi' Samuel it appears that they agree except in

the last three names, which in the tirst list in Chr.

are Eliab, Xahath and Zophai, and in the second,

i-.liel, Toah and Zipli. They are plainly the same

names with various changes of form. These

clianges are probably to be ascribed to differences

01 pronunciation or to the mis-writing of the ori-

ginal forms which are preserved in this passage

(comp. Then. 2).

- The Levifieal descent of Elkanah and Samuel is

put beyond doubt by a comparison of the gene-

alogy here with those in Chronicles. In the first

of these, 1 Chr. vi. 22 sq. (Heb.7 scj.) the genealo-

gical list descends from tlie second son of Levi,

Kohath, to Samuel and his sons ; in the second,

ver. 33 sq. ( Heb. 18 sq. ), it ascends from the singer

ileman, Samuel's grandson, to Kohath, Levi and

Israel. These Levites of the Family of Kohath
had their dwellings appointed them in the tribes

of Ephraim, Dan, and Manassch. As the Levites

were usually designated by the tribes in which

their dwellings were fixed (Ilengstenb. Beitr.

[Contributions] zur Elnl. ins. A. T. III. 61), the

name "Ephraimite" here cannot be adduced

against the Levitical descent of Samuel, as is done

by Knobel (II. 29, Anm. 2), Nagelsbach (Her-

zog, B.-E. s. V. Samuel) and others. The latter

himself refers to Judg. xvii. 7 and xix_. 1 as cases

where a Levite is described as belonging to an-

other tribe, but thinks it strange that, while in

those passages the Levitical descent of the men is

also expressly mentioned, Elkanah's descent from

Levi is here "not hinted at, and this is all the more
surprising, if he was really a Levite, wlien his

ancestor came from Ephraim to Kamah and gave

his name to tlie region. But the author of the

Book of Judges had a special motive for men-
tioning the Levitical cliaracter of those persons,

while our author had little or none, since in his

narrative of Samuel he lays all the stress on his

prophetic office, and writes, as we have seen, from

a prophetic stand-point. There was the less need

to emphasize Samuel's Levitical character because,

as Ewald (II. 594) remarks, the Levites that were

not of Aaron's family, seem in early times to have

been more blended with the people. And the

statement in "Chronicles" of Samuel's Levitical

descent was not occasioned by the fact that the

prophet performed priestly functions (Knobel ubi

sup.), nor is it to be ex]>lainO(l Ijy saying that per-

haps quite early tlie conviction that Samuel must

luxve been a Levite grew out of the difficulty which

every Levite must have felt at tlie discharge of

priestlv duties by Samuel, if he were not of the

stem of Levi ( N^gelsbach, ubi siip.)—nov to be re-

ferred, witli Tlienius (p. 2), to the fact that, per-

liaps in later times the genealogy given in our

Book was attached to tliat of Levi in order thus

to justifv Samuel's oflcrin^ sacrifices. " Chroni-

cles" throughovit makes its statistical-liistorical

statements from the Levitical point of view, and

thus supplements the history of David and Sa-

muel in our Book. Ilengstenberg well says {ubi

sup.) : " We cannot suppose these genealogies to

be an arbitrary invention, simply because, if the
author liad been disposed to this, he would doubt-
less have put Samuel among the descendants of

Aaron." Ewald remarks, " Any one who looks
narrowly at the testimony in 'Chronicles' cannot
possibly doubt that Samuel was of a Levitical fa-

mily," while our author attached no importance
to this fact {ubisup. Anm. 2). So Bunsen (in loco),

referring to Josh. xxi. 21, where the dwellings of

the Kohathites are fixed in Mount Ephraim also,

says: " The Levitical descent of Samuel is certain

;

only it is not made specially prominent here."

Xiigelsbach himself is obliged to admit that tlie

proofs of Samuel's Levitical descent are convin-

cing; for 1) looking at " Chronicles" (1 Chr. xxv.
4; comp. VI. 18 sq.), he is obliged to concede that

Samuel's posterity is very decidedly considered

as belonging to the Levites, since Heman, tlie re-

nowned singer, grandson of Samuel and father of

a numerous posterity, has an eminent place in the

lists of Levites of David's day ; and 2) he urges fur-

ther as a not unimportant consideration the name
of Samuel's father, " Elkanah, that is, he whom
God acquired or purchased," for this name is both

in signification and use exclusively a Levite name,
and all the Elkanahs mentioned in the Old Test,

(leaving out the one in 2 Chr. xxviii. 7, whose
tribe is not stated) were demonstrably Levites,

and belonged mostly to the family of Korah from
whom Samuel also was descended. See Simonis

Onomast., p. 493; Ilengstenb., ubi supra 61; Keil

in loco.—The further objection is made that Sa-

muel was really dedicated to the Sanctuary-ser-

vice by his mother's vow, which would not have
been necessary if Elkanah had been a Levite. To
this the answer is not that Hannah's vow referred

to the Nazariteship of her son^—for though all

Nazarites were specially consecrated to the Lord,

they did not thereby come under obligation to

serve in the Sanctuary like the Levites—but ra-

ther that in Hannah's vow the words " all the

days of his life" (vers. 11 and 22) are to be em-
pliasized. While she consecrates him to the Lord
as Nazarite, she at the same time by her vow de-

votes him for his whole life to the service of the

Lord in the Sanctuary ; while the Levites did not

enter the service till the age of twenty-five or

thirty (Numb. viii. 23sq.; iv. 23, 30, 47), and

then needed not to remain constantly at the Sanc-

tuary, Samuel as soon as he is weaned is destined

by his mother to continual service there (ver. 22),

aiid while yet a boy wears there the priestly dres.i.

—It is again urged against the Levitical descent

of Elkanali that, according to the Septuagint ren-

dering of ver. 21 (wliich adds vaaac rof (^Karac

T?]c yf/c avTov "all the tithes of his land"), he

brought tithes (Then.); but the genuineness of

tliis addition is very doubtful, and, even if it be

received, the bringing of tithes is no evidence of

Elkanah's non-Levitical character (Josephus, who
relates tlie Levitical descent, makes no difficulty

in speaking of the tithe-bringing), for, according

to the Law, the Levites had to bestow on the

priests, as gift of Jehovah, one-tcntli of the tenth

which they themselves received from the other

tribes. Numb, xviii. 2Gsq.; comp. Neh. x. 38

(Keil 20, Note). Ewald (11. -",94) says: "The
tithe whicli Elkanah (according to i. 21, Sept.)

brought proves nothing against his Levitical cha-
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racter." See his Alterth'dmer (Archaeology), p.
346. Thenius refers the fulfilment of the pro-

phecy in 1 Sam. ii. 35 to Samuel, and thereon
bases the assertion that Samuel's Levitical descent

is set aside by the prophecy ; but, even if his re-

ference be conceded, this consequence does not

follow, for in this prophecy the sense requires us

to emphasize not the priest but what is predicted

of him.

n^n, 'Ar?n, Hannah (found in Phoenician

also; Dido's sister was named Anna), a common
name for women among the Hebrews, signifying

"charm," "favor," "beauty," and in a religious

sense " grace."

Elkanah's bigamy with Hannah and Peninnah
("coral," "pearl"), like tlie custom of taking

concubines along with the proper wives, is funda-

mentally opposed to the original divine ordina-

tion of monogamy. The Mosaic Law does

not forbid polygamy, but never expressly ap-

proves it ; it accepts it as a custom and seeks to

restrict and govern it by various regulations (Lev.

xviii. IS; Ex. xxi. 7-10; Dent. xvii. 17; xxi. 15-

17). According to Gen. iv. 19 it was a Cainite,

Lamech, that first violated the original ordinance.

As it was usually only the men of more wealth

and higher position that took two or more wives,

we may suppose that Elkanah was a wealthy
man.—The curse which attached to this relation

appears in Elkanah's married and family-life

;

Peninnah, who was blessed with children, exalts

herself haughtily above the childless Hannah, and
embitters her soul. The resulting discord in the

family-life shows itself at the holy place, where
Hannah's heart is continually troubled by her
"adversary," while Elkanah seeks to console her
by all the more affectionate conduct.

Vers. 3-5. Elkanah's yearly worship and sacrifice

at Shiloh. And this man vyent up, etcr—
The expression "from year to year" C"* D'O'D)

is used in Ex. xiii. 10 of the Feast of Unleavened
Bread and so elsewhere (Judg. xi. 40; xxi. 19).

On the traces of the Passover in the Period of the

Judges see Hengstenberg Beitr. [Contrib.] III.

79-85. It is this Feast that is meant here. For
Elkanah is said in the text to have traveled regu-
larly every year with his whole household (ver.

21) to the Sanctuary. This journey was not taken
at pleasure, but at an appointed time, and there-

fore at one of the festivals at which the people
were required by the Law to appear before the

Lord, Ex. xxxiv. 23; comp. Deut. xvi. 16. It

was only at the Passover that the whole family
were accustomed to go up to the Sanctuary, only
then that every man without exception went. But
Elkanah attended the feast regularly only once a

year. Nothing but the Passover, therefore, can
be meant here. At this feast Elkanah went up
once every year to the tSanctuary with his whole
family. [This statement— that tlie feast which
Elkanah attended was the Passover—would be

* The addition of the Sept ef 'ApM.a8at> does not war-
rant tlie supposition that the corresponding Heb. ex-

pression lias fallen out after II^J^D, but seems to be an

explanation of the translator

—

(^ D''D'^ not "at his
T

usual time" (Luther), nor " siatuHs diehua" but "from
y€»ar to year," yearly (Ex. xiii. 10), comp. ii. 19; n^t

';3^n " tlie yearly offering."

pi'obable, if we could assume regularity in carry-
ing out the Mosaic Law at this time; but this
cannot be assumed. See Judges xvii., xviii., xix.

;

1 Sam. ii. 12-17. Some preler to see here a feast
ditierent from any of the three great festivals, re-
ferring to the feasting (ver. 9) and David's "yearly
sacrifice," 1 Sam. xx. 6; comp. Deut. xii. 11-14
{Bib. Comm. in loco). This, however, is not con-
clusive; feasting would be appropriate at the
great festivals, (see Lev. xxiii. 40; Neh. viii. 12)

;

and the question what occasion this was must be
left undecided.—Tr.].

To worship and to sacrifice.—The beautiful
picture of Israelitish piety which we have in the fol-

lowing account of Elkanah and Hannah is intro-
duced by these features as the chief and fundamen-
tal ones. Theworship relatesto the wa»ie of theLord
who dwells in His chosen place in the Sanctuary,
and is the expression of the remembrance of this

name before tlie Lord. The sacrifice is the embo-
died prayer ; in the sacrifice worship is presented
to the Lord as the act by which the ofierer brings
liimself, and all that he has, to the Lord. Ac-
cording to the Law (Ex. xxiii. 15; xxxiv. 20;
comp. Deut. xvi. 16) those who came to the Sanc-
tuary to attend the festival were not to appear
empty-handed before the Lord, but "every man
shall give as he is able, according to the blessing

of the Lord thy God which He hath given thee."

The nsn ("to sacrifice") is to be understood of

the Shelamim, which consisted of free-will offer-

ings (Deut. xvi. 10), partly from the tithes set

apart for this purpose (Deut. xiv. 22 sq.) and the
first-born of cattle (Deut. xv. 20; Numb, xviii.

17), which were preceded by burnt offerings,

(Numb. X. 10) and followed by jovful feasting.

(Oehler, Herzog E.-E. IV. 386). With reference

to this sacrificial meal, which belonged essentially

to the peace-ojferinys (Shelamim), the whole act

of sacrifice is designated by n^I, because this

word denotes slaying with reference to a meal to-

be afterwards held, and the expressions W^'ulU

(peace-offerings) and CHl^r (sacrifices) are ex-

actly equivalent, the 113? n^T ("to sacrifice a

sacrifice") being used of the Shelamim. This
peace-offering, whose performance is called npr

" slaughter," was preceded by a sin-offering and
a burnt-offering, of which the former removed the
alienation from God occasioned by sin, and the
latter through the worship offered made the of-

ferer acceptable in the sight of God ; and thus the
peace-offering was the representation and confir-

mation of tlie relation of integi'ity, the peaceful

and friendly communion between the Lord and

the man who was hrourjht near to Him [olVJ inte-

ger fu it) ; comp. Oehler in Herzog X. 637, Heng-
stenb. Beitr. III., p. 85 sq.

To the Lord of Hosts, Jehovah Sabnoth. El-
kanah draws near with worsliip and with sacri-

fice. The signification of the name nin' [Jahveh,

which probably, and not Jehovah, is the correct

pronunciation,—Tr.] is tlie ground of the worship
and of the presentation of the offering. The
living, unchangeable eternal God, who by His
historical self-revelation as His people's Covenant-
God has prepared Himself tlie name by which
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they are to know and call Him, and by which He
conies into direct intercourse with them, has thus
tirst made possible tor His people the worship and
sacritice whicli they are to l)ring to His honor,
and also made it a sacred duty.

In Shiloli Elkanah brings his offering to the

Lord of Hosts. Shiloli (^tbty, that is, "Eest")

lay in the territory of Ephraira, " on the north
side of Bethel, on the east side of the highway
tliat goetli up from Bethel to Shechem and on
the south of Lebonah," Judg. xxi. 19. Here the

hjanctuary of Israel, the Tabernacle with the Ark,
which immediately after the entrance into Canaan
was placed in Gilgal (fifty stadia from Jordan, ten

from Jericho), was located from the time men-
tioned in Josh, sviii. 1 (the sixth year after the

passage of the Jordan according to Joseph. Ant.
v., i. 19), to the capture of the Ark by the Phi-
listines. For a time only, during the Benjamite
war (Judg. xx. 27j, the Ark was in Bethel. Shi-

loli was the permanent seat of the Sanctuary till

the unfortunate Philistine war under Eli. And
this Sanctuary was, during the whole period of

the Judges up to Samuel's time when the Ark fell

into the hands of the Philistines, the only one
that the people of Israel had, the national Sanc-
tuary instituted by Moses, where men came into

the presence of the Lord, wliere all sacrifices were
offered and the great festivals celebrated, where
tlie whole nation assembled: tlie dwelling, the

house, the temple of God (vers. 7, 9, 22). In re-

gard to Shiloh as the religious centre of the people
during the whole period of the Judges on account
of the location there of the Sanctuary with the
Ark by Joshua, see for further details Hengstenb.
Beitr. [Contrib.] III., ji. 52 sq. Shiloh was the home
of the prophet Aliijah under Jeroboam II. (1 Ki.
xi. 12, 14) and was still in existence at the time of

the Exile ( Jer. xli. 5). Jerome found there some
ruins and the foundation of an altar (see on Zeph.
i. 14). According to Robinson (III.302sq. [Am.
€d. 11. 267-270]) and Wilson {The Lands of the

Bible, II. 292 sq.) the ancient Shiloh is the present
ruin Seilun, whose situation answers exactly to

the description in Judg. xxi. 19. The position

of tlie place was such that, in accordance with its

name, tlie Sanctuary of Israel could there have a
ipiiet permanent place. Tliis quiet place, situated

oa a hill (Ps. Ixxviii. 54) was tlie scene of the
miglity revolution brought about in tlie history

of the Theocracy by the call of Samuel to be the

Prophet of God and by the overthrow of the
priestly house of Eli.

Instead of "and tliere the two sons, etc." (Uli/)

'3 ''J^) the Sept. gives ical skeI 'HAt koI ol 6vn

vloi ai'Tov (" and tliere Eli and liis two sons," ver.

3), as if the text had read "and there Eli," etc.

^' 7^ Dtyi) ; but this is clearly a cliange of the ori-

ginal text occasioned by tlie fact, which seemed
.strange to the translator, that not Eli but his two
sons are mentioned at the beginning of the Book.
Tliis mention of the pciests accords with the fol-

lowing narrative, wliicli speaks of the sacrificial

function, which Eli on account of age no longer
discharged. Eli, tiiougli termed only priest, yet
tilled the office of High-priest, liiit had made over
the priestly duties to his sons; iience it is that

they, and not he, are here specially mentioned as

persons who were priests to the Lord (D^JTlS

mn'7), by which it is intimated that there were
others who performed this priestly service before
the Lord. From the fact that only these two,
with their father, are here mentioned expressly,
it has been concluded that the Priesthood was
numerically very meagre and simple; but this

conclusion is wholly unfounded; for, on the one
hand, not all the priests are mentioned here, but
only the two who figure in the succeeding his-

tory and iilustrate the corruption of the Priest-
hood, and, on the other hand, from the fact that
all Israel sacrificed at the Sanctuary at Shiloh it

is clear that two or three priests would not suffice

for the service, comp. ii. 14, 16. What a con-
trast is given us here in the two sons of Eli, rep-
resentatives of a priesthood inwardly estranged
from God and sunk in immorality, and the pious
God-fearing Elkanah and his consecrated wife
Hannah

!

Ver. 4. "The day " (D'i'n), that is, on the day

when he came to Shiloh to sacrifice.*

That Elkanah's sacrifice (H^T) was a praise or

thank-offering is clear from what follows ; for,

according to the Law (Lev. vii. 15) the flesh of

this ofi'ering, of which the offerer kept a part, had
to be eaten on the day on which it was brought.

This praise-offerimj or thank-offering is (Lev. vii.

11 sq.) the first and principal sort of the peace-of-

fering (D'p^K' = min-'7;; nar or 'd mi'n mi,

vers. 13, 15), the sacrifice of the thankful recog-

nition of God's undeserved benefits. The second
sort of peace-offering is the vow-offering C.'l.A)?

which was promised when a request Avas made
for God's favor, and offered when it was granted;

the third sort is the free-will-offering (DDnj) for

a special experience of God's favor, and in a
wider sense a voluntary contribution to the Sanc-
tuary and its furniture [Ex. xxxv. 29.—Tr.].

—

Elkanah's whole family took part in the feasts

which he made there from the Shelamim [peace-

offerings] in accordance with the provision of the

Law, Deut. xii. 11, 12, 17, 18. These meals had
a /o//}V/ character, comp. Deut. xii. 12; xvi. 11;

xxvii. 7. In Elkanah's household this joy was
disturbed all the while by the childlessness of

Hannah.
While he divided to Peninnah and her chil-

dren their pieces, parts, portions of the flesh of

the ofiering, he gave Hannah

Ver. 5. D'3N nPX HJO. Of the various ex-
T - TT

planations of these words (in which the D'SX

makes the difficulty), only two now deserve con-

sideration; the first (Syr., Targ., Gesen., Winer,
De Wette, Bunsen, Keil [Wordsworth, Bib. Com.,

Calien]) takes Df^X in the sense of "persons," so

that it would read " a portion for two persons," or

"for persons" ([Fiirst], Bunsen, that is, "a large

piece"); the second (Thenius, Bottcher, " neue

exef/et. krit. Achrenlese z. A. T.", p.Soscj.) after the

Vulgate and Luther renders O'SX "sad," or bet-

ter, "displeased," "unwilling." Against the first

*[The phrase DVn ^Ty\ moans " once," or " it hap-

pened once," the Hob. using the Def. Art. (because the
dav is defined by what follows) where we use an indefi-

nite phrase. See 2 Kings iv. 8, 11, 18.—Tb.].
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explanation is the fact that the sing. ^X never

has the meaning " person," nor can it be shown
that this meaning belongs to the dual; it means
"countenance," but it is only by forcing that the
signitication " person " can thence be gotten (Keilj

on the ground that "SX^ is equivalent to \J3'7 in

1 Sam. XXV. 23, and U]2B is used for "person"

in 2 Sam. xvii. 11. It is, however, on linguistic

grounds, better to explain the word, according to

its usual signification, as expressing a displeased
disposition or emotion, akin to anger. It is then
to be taken adverbially (as, for example, the op-
posite feeling n^lj, Dent, xxiii. 24; Hos. xiv. 5)

equivalent to D'^k^S in Dan. xi. 20, "in anger."

In contrast with the joy which ought to have
reigned undisturbed at this feast, Elkanah's
heart was fiill of sadness because his beloved Han-
nah remained without the blessing of children,

while her adversary, jjroud of her children, vexed
her with it; for childlessness was held to be a
great misfortune, a reproach, yea a divine pun-
ishment (Gen. xix. 31; xxx. 1, 23). The one

portion, which alone he could give Ilannah, was
.a contrast to the many portions which he gave to

PenLnnah and her sons and daughters, and was,

as it were, the mark of her desolate despised con-
dition over against the fortunate and boastful Pe-
ninnali.

[It is difficult to give any satisfactory rendering
of this much-disputed phrase. The word C^J^

has only three meanings in the Old Test, (ex-

cluding this passage): 1) nostrils (Gen. ii. 7;
Lam. iv. 20); 2) face (1 Sam. xx. 41); 3) anger
(1 Sam. xi. 6). The rendering, therefore, "sad-
ness," " displeasure," defended above by Dr. Erd-
marin, is hardly allowable. Nor does the word
mean "person;" in 2 Sam. xvii. 11 (adduced by
Keil) the similar word Q'Ji3 means not " per-

sons," but "presence," and offers no support
to this rendering. The Chaldee translation

"a chosen portion" takes it in the sense "pre-
sence," " a portion worthy to be set in one's

presence," as the bread in the Tabernacle was

called U^22 Dn^ " bread of presence," " show-

bread." Another translation (mentioned by Ge-
senius. Thesaurus s. v.) is "one portion of faces,"

that is, two slices of bread with meat between.

The Syriac translation "double" is apparently

based on an accidental resemblance in two words.

The Sept. omits the word and renders " one por-

tion," but the context requires an explanatory

word here. The original strictly allows only two
translations, either "a portion of anger" (so Ab-
arbanel, who speaks of two angers or griefs which
Elkanah had), which seems out of keeping with

Elkanah's character, or " a portion set in one's

presence," that is, " an offered portion," which is

jejune. In this failure of the strict rendering to

make sense, it is perhaps better to conjecture a

meaning "persons" for 2'3X, (following Syr. and

Arab.) and render "a double portion."

—

Tr.].

Vers. 6-8. Hannah, provoked by her adversuri/,

consoled by Elkanah. Peninnah is Hannah's ad-

versary on account of Elkanah's special love for

the latter (ver. 5) ; out of jealousy slie is her rival.

Bigamy, which is in opposition to God's appoint-

ment, bears its bitter fruits for Elkanah and his

house.

—

0]13~D^ "with anger (or vexation) also."

DJ^3 is not simply "vexation" in a subjective-

intransitive sense, but is found also in an objec-

tive-transitive sense, as in Deut. xxxii. 27 (the

wratli which the enemy produces in me) and 2
Kings xxiii. 26 (D'O^^, provocations to anger, in

reference to God). "This last is the sense here
also, and the DJ ("also") indicates the heaping

up of anger and vexation which Peninnah occa-
sioned in Hannah. In what sense and with what
design Peninnah did this is shown by the follow-
ing words (">D^.|, etc.). The word (D^Tjinlliph.

means " to rouse, excite, put in lively motion ;"

here, as the context ('"' "IJO '3) shows, against

God ; she not only held up before her her unfruit-

fulness, itself reckoned a reproacli, but represented
it also as a punishment from God, or at least as a
lack of God's favor.—In ver. 7 Elkanah cannot be
taken as subject, as is done in the present pointing

(nty^^^); for in the preceding independent sen-

tence (ver. 6) Peninnah is the subject; still less,

for the same reason, can the suffix in nn7j^ (when

she went up) according to this construction be re-

ferred to Hannah. In accordance with the tenor

of the narrative it is better, with Luther, De
Wette, Bunsen, Thenius, to read Hty^'' and trans-

late " and so it happened." [Others read not so

well ni^'^'n "and so she did."—Tr.]. The two

1^ (so . . . so) correspond therefore in relation to

Peninnah's conduct, not in relation to Elkanah's
bearing towards Hannah, and Peninnah's provo-

cation (Keil). "So it happened (in reference to

Peninnah) etc., thus she provoked her (Hannah)."
The words "and she wept, etc." (HJlIlJ^jl) are re-

ferred naturally to Ilannah by a sudden change
of subject, which is allowable only in this under-

standing of the subjects from "it happened"

(Du^J?") on.—In ver. 8 Elkanah's consoling address

is contrasted with Peninnah's provocations. Af-

ter "Hannah" the Sept. adds: "and she said,

" Here am I, my lord, and he said ;" but we are

not to suppose (with Thenius) that the corres-

ponding Hebrew words have fallen out of the text,

for this phrase, a very common one in the cir-

cumstantial accounts of speeches and conversa-

tions, is here clearly an insertion. The attempt

to give a more fitting expression to Elkanah's

feeling gives too subjective a character to this

reading ; and this feeling is sufficiently portrayed

by the Masoretic text, in which the first tliree

questions about the why or wherefore of her grief

set it fortii in a climax (weeping, not eating, grief

of heart). The translation of the Sept. tI. earl am
ort (" what is to thee that") does not warrant us

in taking (with Thenius) for tiie original text ths

corresponding Heb. ("3 l^'i^p) instead of "why"

(TTD/), for, comparing it with ivari [why] for the

second and third "why" of the Heb., it is easily

explained as a freedom of the translator. Elka-

nah, bv the reference to himself, " am I not bet-

ter to thee than ten children?" will comfort his

wife for her lack of ciiildren. This supposes that

she feels herself united to him by the most cordial

love. We here have a picture of deepest and
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tenderest conjugal love. The number ten is

merely a round number to express many.

II. Hannah's Prayer for a Son. Vers. 9-18 a.

1. First in vers. 9-11 an account is given of

her prayer and vow beibre tlie Lord. The " eating

and drinking " is the sacriticial meal of the whole
family, at which Hannah was present, thougli

out of sorrow she ate nothing, and at the conclu-

sion of which she rose up in order to pray to the

Lord. As it is expressly said, " she ate nothing,"

and Elkanah asks "why eatest thou not?" we
must iiof, with Luther, translate " after she had
eaten," on the groundless assumption that she had
done so on Elkanah's consoling address (Von
Gerlach). The Sept. renders rightly according

to the sense /'tTa to (payelv nvrnvQ [after they had
eaten], though this does not justify us (Then.) in

so reading the Heb. (D73X). The passage from

rose up (Dpni) to drunk (riilL:/ on this Inf. Abs.

for Inf. Con., see Ewald, ^ 339 6) is to be con-

nected with prayed, ver. 10 (^^.?'?PJ) the latter

expressing the act which followed her rising from
the meal ; the rest, fi-om " Eli " to " soul " is pa-

renthesis, which, in two circumstantial sentences,

gives the ground and explanation of the following

narrative. Eli's sitting at the entrance of the

Sanctuary is specially mentioned because of his

after conduct to the praying Hannah ; Hannah's
bitterness of soul is mentioned because it was the

reason of her praying to the Lord. [The Heb.
favors the translation, ver. 9, " after she l^ad eaten

. . . and drunk ;" it may be a mere general ex-

pression, or she may have yielded to her hus-

band's request. There is no contradiction in this

case between ver. 7 and ver. 9. See Bib. Comm.
in loco.—Tr.].

In distinction from his sons, who are called

"priests of the (to the) Lord" (Hin^S Q'^d^),

Eli is called the priest (|ri3ri). Though called

simply " the priest," he yet filled tiie oflice of

High-Priest (Aaron and Eleazar, his son, are so

called Num. XX vi.l; xxvii.2). In the beginning of
the period of the Judges Phinehas, son of Eleazar,

was High-Priest, Judg. xx. 28. This office was
bestowed not only on him, but also on his pos-

terity. Num. XXV. 13. At the end of tlie period

of the .Judges it is in the possession of Eli, who,

however, was a descendant, not of Eleazar and
Pliinehas, but of Ithamar, Aaron's fourth son.

In 1 Sam. ii. 28 the continued existence of the

High-priesthood from its institution to Eli is

taken for granted, and is confirmed by Jewish
tradition (.loseplius, Ant. V. 11, ^ 5). According
to this the High-priesthood continued to exist

indeed in the period of the .Judges, but did not

remain, in accordance with the promise in Num.
XXV., with "the seed of Phinehas," but passed

over to the family of Itliamar. It is not our

aiitiior's purpose to tell anytliing of the liistory

of the Higli-priests and Judges. Wiiat lie relates

in the beginning of liis Book of Eli and liis sons

serves only to iUustrate tiie liistory and impor-

tance of Samuel's call, and to show that it was a

historical necessity that the reformation of reli-

pious-moral life should be undertaken l)y the

Prophetic Order which entered with Samuel as a

new and mighty factor into the development of
the Theocracy over against the corrupted priest-

hood.—The door-post ^riillpj, at which Eli sat,

hardly accords with the curtain which formed
the entrance to the Holy Place, except on the
supposition that, after the Sanctuary was perma-
nently fixed in Shiloji, a solid entrance-way, per-
haps of stone, with doors, was built ; this is

favored by iii. 15, where the " doors " are pre-

supposed by the door-post here. niH' yy\} is

the Tabernacle in relation to God as King of

Israel ; it is his " palace " where, in His royal

majesty as " King of glory " (Ps. xxiv.). He dwells

in the midst of His peojile, meets with them, and
holds with them covenant-communion (Ex. xxv.

8 ; xxix. 45, 46).—Hannah was " in bitterness of

soul" (K'p^ n^O) at the continuance of her hope-

lessness, and the vexations which she suffered

from her adversary (comp. 2 Kings iv. 27).—Her
supplication was the outpouring of her troubled

soul before the Lord, and the words of the prayer
(that her request for a son might be heard) were

accompanied with many tears (113111} 7133^)

;

that was the expression of her grief because lier

petitions had been hitherto unheard.
Ver. 11. And she vowed a vow is, as it

were, the superscription and theme of the follow-

ing words, wiiich I'orm a vow-prayer. The word
here used (IfJA) usually means the positive vow
(Num. vi. 2-5 is an exception), the promise to

return fitting thanks to the Lord, in case the pe-

tition is granted, by something performed for His
honor or by an oflering (the first ex. is in Gen.
xxviii. 20-22) ; the negative vow, tlie promise to

refrain from something, is IDX or ^DN^obliga-

tio (Num. XXX. 3). The former is connected
with the Shelamim, as here Hannah's vow with
Elkanah's peace-oflering. [For the law of vows
in the case of married women, see Num. xxx.
6-16.

—

Bib. Comm. in loco.—Tr.]—Hannah ad-

dresses Jehovah Sabaoth in view of His all-con-

trolling power, by virtue of which He can put an
end to her disgrace. The "if" (Q*^) denotes not

doubt, but the certainty of the fact, that, etc. Tlie

three-fold expression :
" if thou wilt look on the

affliction of thine handmaid, and remember me,
and not forget," betokens in the clearest manner
her confidence that God cares for her, has fixed

His eyes on her person and her troubles, and cha-
racterizes the fervor and energy of her believing

prayers. The thrice-re})eatcd "thy handmaid"
expresses tlie deep humility and resignation Avith

which she brings her petition to the Lord. The
object of her petition is male seed, a son. ('K'JX,

plural of ^'ii, comp. Ewald, § 186 f.)—[The

Sept. has imfi'A.F'ipjjq enl t7j%> Tn-civuacv T?/r (hvA?j(;

aov, which are the identical words of the Magni-
ficat. He hath regarded the low estate of his hand-
maiden (Luke i. 48). Bib. Comm. in loco.—Tr.]
—The Wic (then I will give him, etc.) has two
jiarts: 1) the consecration of the son all the days
of his life to the Lord ; she will give him to the

Lord for His own, that he may serve the Lord all

his life in the Sanctuary.* The emphasis is on

* [This local service promised by the mother was
afterwards interrupted, chiefly by the call of Samtul
to higher duties as prophet. To tlie mcjther thu Sanu-
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the words "all the days" (-Tl ^0]~i3): the son

was already called and pledged as Levite to ser-

vice in the sanctuary, Init not till his thirtieth or

twenty-fifth year, and then to periodical service

;

Hannah consecrates him to the Lord all the days
of his life, that is, to a life-long and constant ser-

vice in the sanctuary. But this is entirely inde-

pendent of the second part of the vow. 2) " No
razor shall come upon liis head," that is, he shall

be a Nazir (TJJ), one set apart to the Lord.

The nazirate (nazariteship), as we see it in its

representatives in the time of the Judges, Samson
and Samuel, belonged to the holy institutions

with which special consecration to God was con-
nected. The Nazarite-vow belonged to the nega-
tive or abstinence-vows. According to the legal
prescriptions in Num. vi.lsq. (which indeed pre-
suppose the nazirate as a custom, and only regu-
late it, and aflirin its importance), the character-
istic marks of the Nazarite were the refraining
from wine and all intoxicating drinks, letting the
hair grow, and avoiding defilement by corpses
even of the nearest kin. The one controlling
ethical principle in these three negative prescrip-
tions is expressed in vers. 2, 5, 8 : the separation
or abstinence is for the Lord; the Nazir is holy

to Jehovah (Hin^b t^'lj^). To the negative ele-

ment answers the positive—the special devotion
and consecration of person and life to the Lord.
This shows itself 1 ) in the abstinence from intoxi-

cating drinks, which betokens the maintenance
of complete clearness of mind for the Lord in the
avoidance of sensual indulgences which destroy
or liinder communion with God; 2) in avoiding
contact with the dead, which sets forth the jire-

servation of purity of life against all moral defile-

ment, and its complete devotion to the Uvirig God,
and 3 ) in keeping the razor from the free-gi-owing

hair, which indicates the refraining from inter-

course with the world, and the consecration of
the whole strengtli and the fulness of life, whose
symbol is the free growth of hair as the ornament*
("^TJ of the Lord, ver. 7) of the head. It is in

keeping with the great importance which is at-

tached (in ver. 7) to the hair of the Nazarite as

"consecration {'^}},) of his God upon his head,"

that here this mark alone is mentioned, and
Hannah thereby distinguishes her desired son as

one vowed to God, see Num. vi. 11. Comp.
Oehler in Ilerzog's R.-E. s. v. Nasiraat. [A
similar omission occurs in the case of Samson,
Judg. xiii. 5, who is, however, called a Nazarite.

It may, perhaps, be doubtful whether all the con-

ditions of the Nazirate were observed in these

cases. Comp. the fuller statement concerning
John the Baptist, Luke i. 15. The Sept. inserts
" And he shall drink neither wine nor strong

drink," plainly an addition to bring it into ex-

acter accordance witli the law in Num. vi. It is

possible that some freedom was used in making
the vow, as the time was left at the option of the

tuary-servioe seemed the best pursuit of life; but God
had something better for tlie son. Yet Hannah's de-
vout spiritual purpose is maintained in her son's life.

-Tr.I
* [This word 1TJ in Num. vi. 7 means "conseei'ation,"

not "crown," or "ornament." The root {KrRh. nadhara)
means to " set," " impose." and thus is applied to setting
apart the Nazir, or to setting a crown on the head of a
priest or king.

—

Tr.
|

consecrator. Samuel was what the Talmud calls

D71J.' "T'TJ, " a perpetual Nazarite."—The preser-

vation of the hair does not seem to symbolize

withdrawal I'rom the world ; and in fact the Na-
zarite did not lead a secluded life. The view of

Oehler, adopted above by Erdmann, that the hair

represents vigor and life, is perhaps supported by
the connection between the hair and strength in

Samson's case. Another view, that it symbolizes
the subjection of man to God, is adopted by
Baumgarten and Fairbairn ; the latter refers to

Paul's teaching in 1 Cor. xi. 10. On the general

subject see Smith's Bib. Diet., Fairbairn's Ti/po-

lof/i/ II. 346.—Tr.]—The nazirate is in its essen-

tial elements related to the priesthood, and repre-

sents the idea of a truly priestly life withdrawn
from earthly-worldly things and devoted to God.
But it has nothing in common with the priestly

order as such ; it was, along with that, a special

temporary form of consecration to the Lord in

opposition to the unholy, impure life of the world.

The Nazarites were not bound to service in the

sanctuary, and not all who were called to tliis

service were Nazarites. The son whom Hannah
had consecrated by her first vow to life-long ser-

vice in the sanctuary she consecrated by her
second to be a Nazarite for life. The latter Avas

the condition and foundation of an all the more
hearty and faithful devotion to the Lord in His
sanctuary-service. The life-long nazirate, to

which children could be devoted before birtli, as

was true here and with Samson (comp. .John the

Baptist), was the highest and most comprehensive
IJresentation of that idea. This double vow of

Hannah and its fulfillment gave to Samuel from
childhood on the disposition of heart and direc-

tion of life towards the Lord, in which all the

powers of his mind, all the striving and strug-

gling of his inner and outer life were consecrated

for the performance of the holy mission which he
had received from the Lord.

2. Vers. 12, 13. Eli's profane view of the condi-

tion of the praying Hannah. Her manner of
praying is very distinctly described : 1) she prayed
much and long, before the Lord—this marks the

energy of thorough devotion and ardent piety

towards God ; 2) she spake to her heart ( /J^ is

not " in," nor is it= /N, Gen. xxiv. 25, where

there is a similar i^hrase) ; in her prayer Han-
nah looked altogether into her heart, that she
might obtain consolation and rest for it, and thus

it was certainly in fact speaking in her heart.

This marks the deep sincerity of heart, the pro-

found concentration and emotion of soul with
which she prayed; it was so intense that only
her lips moved as the involuntary expression of

her emotion, and her voice was not heard, which
was the necessary result of the fact that her heart

was turned in on itself and thoroughlj^ immersed
in God.—In contrast with this picture of the be-

lieving suppliant, Eli's conduct is portrayed as

really profitne ; his view of Hannah's condition

is precisely the opposite of the truth. He appears
here as a very had Judge. He judges merely
from the outward appearance; he looks only at

the movement of her lips (i^'S), which from the

Heb. expression (r>"i;?3) must have been lively

;

he remains fixed at the surface, while, consider-
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ilia; the source of Ilannah's emotion, he ought to

have seen the prayerftil energy of her heart
through the outward aijpearauoe ; lie passes rash

judgment on lier, holding her from the signs of

her emotion to be a drunken woman ; instead of
" making the best " of what seemed to him strange,

he fiuspiciously takes it in the worst sense, for he
must have seen that Hannah came to pray, and
Avas really praying, and need not liave thought
of drunkenness to explain her demeanor. There
is a noteworthy irony in the fact that, while the
Iligh-priest takes her to be drunk, she has made
a vow for her son which looks to the very oppo-
site. This conduct is characteristic of Eli. With
all his piety and good nature, he was lacking
religiously and morally in proper earnestness and
true depth and thoroughness. To the same source,

his natural-fleshly disposition of heart, whence
came his conduct towards his unworthy sons, we
must refer his profane conduct and his so false

judgment on the praying Hannah. Yet there
was some ground for his hasty suspicion of Han-
nah in the frequent occurrence of such cases in
connection with the sacrificial meals ; and this

points to a certain externalized and brutalized
condition of the religious-moral life in the very
precincts of the sanctuary under a brutalized
priesthood. " Such heartfelt prayer seems not to

have been usual at that time" (Bunsen).

3. Vers. I-^IS a. Hannah's conversation with

Eli concerning her prayer shows again the striking

contrast between Eli's pre-judgment of her condi-
tion and her real frame of heart (vers. 14, 15),
and Hannah's deep heart-felt piety as the source
of her supplication (vers. 15, 16), but brings out
also Eli's better nature, the expression of which
is the wish for a blessing (vers. 17, 18).

Yer. 14. Eli sat at the door-post of the sanctu-
ary no doubt to keep watch and prevent all things
improper ; but his address to Hannah shows how
unworthily he did it. The question " How long
wilt thou be drunken ?" must have wounded her
heart all the more in the sorrowful mood of her

prayer, and grieved her no less deeply than Pe-

ninnah's .speech. (On the form r^3r}t^i7' see

Ewald, I 191, and Gesen., H", 3). The order:
" put away thy wine from tliee," that is, " take
steps to get sober again," or "go and sleep off thy
debauch" (comp. xxv. 37), is as rude and pro-
fane as the question—least of all becoming to,

and to be expected from, a priest. Here, looking
at Eli's sons, we cannot but think of the German
proverb: "The apple falls close to the tree."*

It is the same unworthy littleness that we see in
Acts ii. 13 ("they are full of new wine"). The
Sept. has here in Eli's interests inserted "youth,

servdnt" OV_l) before " Eli," and put the rude-

ness off on him ; but then his dismissal must have
been mentioned here, and Hannah could not
have answered the servant :

" no, my lord" which
words are addressed to Eli (comp. Bottch. against
Thenius). To Thenius' remark that tlie masoretic
recension has here for unknown reasons abridged,
we reply that such abridgement, which sets Eli in

so bad a light, certainly cannot be regarded as

probable. In reference to the " servant " of the

* [Equivalent to the Eng. : "Like father, like son."—Tr.]

Septuagint, the canon of criticism holds that the
harder, more offensive reading is to l)c preferred.

Ver. 15 sq. iJo/i/iaA' .3 a?isi6'er is an energetic de-
nial of Eli's charge

; in the spirited fulness of her
reply, we may see something of the indignation
which Eli's unworthy speech had called forth in
her heart. Her language is in part a denial of
his assumptioai, in part an explanation of her
condition of mind as the reason of her conduct
in prayer; each of these parts has a three-fold
expression, so that each denial answers to an ex-
planation. First, she denies simply and sharply

Avith "no, my lord" ('nN VCI) the drunkenness

imjrated to her, and explains that her condition
of soul is one of deep sorrow. According to the
masoretic text Hannah says :

" I am hard of

spirit" (nn DUp). Though in Ezek. iii. 7 the

similar phrase "hai'd of heart" (^7 "^^I^P) means

"obstinate," "stiff-necked," yet the combination

of this Adj. (HC/p) in the signification "heavy"

(Judg. iv. 24 [the hand . . . was heavy against

Jabin]
; Ex. xviii. 26) with the subst. (ni"l=

disposition, mind, Gen. xli. 8 ; Ps. xxxiv. 19

[18]) may give the signification "heavy-hearted."

It is not clear why it should sound strange (as

Thenius thinks) that Hannah, in her condition,

should speak of herself as heavy-hearted ; the
expression is so natural in reply to Eli's out-

spoken suspicion, that she had didled her mind
with intoxicating drink. Plence, also, follows

immediately the express denial of this suspicion.

The Sept., on the other hand, has the strange
exjjression : ymy iv aK7i!/pa t'li-iepa iyu eI/ui (I am
a woman in a hard day). This is based on the
reading " hard of day " (DV n^p), an expression

which in Job xxx. 25 ["in trouble"] describes

one who has a hard clay, a hard life, is unhappy.
So the Yulg. : infelix nimis ego sum, " I am very
unfortunate." Perhaps this is the original read-
ing, as Thenius supposes. Clericus :

" This read-

ing is not to be wholly despised."—The negation
advances from the simple " no, my lord," to the
denial that there is anything in her case to pro-

duce drunkenness, that is, that she has drunk

wine or any intoxicating drink i"^^^) ; with this

denial she connects, so as to bring out a sharp
contrast, the explanation and assurance that she

lias " poured out her soul before the Lord."

Comp. Ps. xlii. 5 [4] : I pour out my soul in me
;

Ps. Ixii. 9 [8] : Pour out your heart before him
;

and Ps. cxlii. 3 [2] :
" I pour out my complaint

before him." This expression, common in Ger-
man [and English] also and Latin {fundere pre-

ces), indicates the lighteningof the deeply moved,
sorrowful heart liy complaints, petitions, etc., be-

fore God the Lord, liased on humble submission

to His will and trust in His help, that is, on the

opposite of the feeling which Peninnah wished
to excite in Hannah (ver. 6). Comp. Calvin on
Ps. cxlii. 3 :

" He sets the pouring out one's

thoughts and telling one's trouble over against

the confused anxieties which unhappy men nurse

in their hearts, preferring to gnaw the bit rather

than flee to Cxod." Such pouring out of the heart

before the Lord witnesses for Hannah of itself

against Eli's charge of intemperance and drunk-
enness.—A third and sliil stronger denial she
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makes (ver. 16) ; and this time it refers to the

bad, worthless character which he had imputed to

her. "Daughter of worthlessness " (on the ety-

mology of /iI17r', comp. Gesen. s. f.)=bad wo-

man. The words "count not," etc. [\^.^''^,etc.).

cannot be explained :
" Do not make me the

scorn of bad women" (Clericus), but must be ren-

dered :
" Do not in thought set thy handmaiden

before CilS/) a worthless woman," that is, let not

thy handmaid be taken for a worthless woman,
do not liken her to such a one. She grounds her
denial of this bad opinion of her on the assurance,

which answers to the two positive explanations,

and forms their conclusion, that out of the abun-

dance (2^) of her complaint and grief she had
spoken "hitherto" (niin~1j,^), that is, as long

as Eli had observed her.—Comp. Calvin ad h. I.

:

" Consider the modesty of Hannah, who, though
she suffered injury from the High-priest, yet an-

swers with reverence and humility."

Ver. 17. Eli's reply. Eli, as Calvin remarks,

"not only insulted a feeble woman, but blas-

phemed against God Himself, though uninten-

tionally." Now he retracts liis accusation ; in-

deed, he really, though silently, accuses himself

of injustice to Hannah, in that 1) he replies with

the usual parting-formula " Go in peace !" and 2)

he adds the wish that her request may be granted.

("jH 72/ is for ^O'^^i^). There is no prophecy in

this; it was a wish which God fulfilled.^Ver.

18. Hannah's answer does not ask for his media-

tion (Keil), but is a respectful request that the

High-priest would further grant her his favor, as

he had already done (comp. ver. 20).—[There

seems to be no advantage in closing this section

in the middle of ver. 18. The latter part of the

verse forms a fitting conclusion to the interview

of Eli and Hannah, since it describes the result

to Hannah of her prayer and conversation, and

ver. 19 begins a new narrative, as in Eng. A. V.
—Tr.]

III. The Answer to the Prayer. Vers. 18 6-20.

Hannah went her "way," namely, back to

her husband. The words of tlie Sept.: "and
she went to her inn," and (after "she did

eat") "with her husband and drank," are expla-

natory and descriptive additions to the original

t.'xt; it is inconceivable why these words, if they

stood in the text originally, should have been left

out. [The words "and did eat" are wanting in

the Svriac and Arabic versions and in five MSS.
of Kennicott, an-l were omitted perhaps because

supposed to be inappropriate; but they fitly de-

SL'.ribe Hannah's more cheerful mood.

—

Tr.]

"And her countenance was no more to her"—that

is, her countenance was no longer disturbed as

before. There are similar expressions in Ger-

man. Comp. Job ix. 27, where, from the con-

text, the word "countenance" (D'J3) is likewise

to be taken in the sense "sad countenance"

["heaviness" in Eng. A. V.

—

Tr.].*

* [So the Vss.: Chald. "bad cotuitenanoe ;" Syriac

"disturbed count.:" Vulg. "in dioersa nnUaii ;" Arab.
" changed on account of the reproach of her rival

;"

Sept. "her countenance no longer fell."—Ta.]

Ver. 19 describes circumstantially and vividly,

almost solemnly, the return to Ramali after early

worship together before the Lord. Eikanah knew
his wife [Vy, "know," as in Gen. iv. 7j. "The
Lord remembered her," indicates the fulfilment of
her request; the divine control, under which
(ver. 11) she had placed herself, is quite ajjpro-

priately here again expressly mentioned. At the
end of the verse the Sept. (Alex.) adds "and she
conceived," explaining and filling out the "re-
membered." There is no necessity for supposing
(with Thenius, following the Sept.) that this ex-
pression has fallen out of the original text, where
it was a needful explanation of the "remem-
bered," since in the following ver. 20 the signifi-

cance of the latter is expressed, though it cannot
be considered a mere addition. [The change in
the text of the Sept. (in the Vat., not Al.) is easily

explained. The Heb. ( ver. 20) reads " and in the
course of time Hannah conceived and bare a son."

The Greek translator stumbled at the place as-

signed the conceiving, and therefore changed the
word from after to before the "course of time."
The difficulty is removed when we remember that

"conceived and bare" was the common phrase to

express the birth of a child. The other versions
sustain the Heb. order of word§.—Some Heb.
]MSS. read "in the course of a year" (so De
Wette), or, as some translate, "at the beginning
of the new year" (in the autumn, Feast of Taber-
nacles), but there is no authority for this.—Abar-
banel: "At the end of a month."—Tr.].—Ver.
20. " Up to the circuit or conclusion of the days
or of tlie regular time "—that is, not " in the space
of a year," but " at the conclusion of the period
of pregnancy" (Thenius), at the end of the time
necessary for what is afterwards said.

—" She bare
a son, Avhom she called Samuel." Hannah her-
self gives the exjilanation of this name, not ety-

mological but factual, " I asked him from the

Lord." (On the form VnSxty see Gesen. 44, 2,

Kem. 2.) According to this explanation the name

7}5'?3t^ (which belongs to two other persons only.

Numb, xxxiv. 21 ; 1 Chr. vii. 2) is formed by

contraction from /N J^IOl^, the j; falling out

(Ewald, Gr. I 275, A. 3).
' The Eabbinical deri-

vation from '7N0blKE/, whence Sno-IXE? and hn^^]^
.... ^7 —

T- ^ •• :

is far-fetched and improbable. [That is, " asked

of God"]. The name signifies literally " heard

of God," auditus Del. For Samuel was for hia

mother the sign of a special answer to prayer.

Similar names of children, suggested by their

mothers' experiences at their birth, are found

elsewhere, for example, in Jacob's children (Gen.

xxix. 32 sq.; xxx. 5sq.).—The omission of "and

she said " is original ; the Sept. has clearly again

here filled out and explained (against Thenius).

Hannah's saying, introduced without this addi-

tion, is thereby characterized as an explanation,

historically handed down, of this name in refe-

rence to what preceded Samuel's birth. [This
whole incident is discussed in the Talmudical
Tract "Bcralcoth," fol. 31 b, but the discussion of-

fers nothing of special value.—Tr.].
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HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.^

[This is the appropriate place to introduce a
brief statement of the chronological relation be-

tween the latter part of "Judges" (end of chap,

xvi.) and the beginning of " Samuel." We shall

not attempt to discuss the various schemes of the

chronology which have been presented by dif-

ferent writers, but merely give the biblical data

for determining the chronological relations of

Samson, Eli, and Samuel. The first datum is

given in 1 Kings vi. 1, and, putting the fourth

year of Solomon B. C. 1012, fixes the Exodus in

B. C. 1492, the entrance into Canaan B. C. 1452,

while David's accession foils B. C. 1056. The
second datum is found in Jephthah's statement,

Judg. xi. 26, according to which the beginning

of his judgeship falls 300 years after the entrance

into Canaan, that is, B. C. 1152. From this time

to the death of Abdon (Judg. xii. 7-15) is tliirty-

one years, and Abdon's death is to be put B. C.

1121. We have thus between the death of Abdon
and the accession of David a space of sixty-five

years in which to put Samson, Eli, Samuel, and
Saul. It is clear that their histories must be in

part contemporaneous. Eli dies an old man,
while Samuel is yet a youth, and Samuel is an old

man when Saul is anointed king. The following

table may give approximately the periods of

these men

:

Samson's Judgeship, B. C. 1120-1100

Eli's Life (98 years) " 1208-1110

Eli's Judgeship (40 "

years) " 1150-1110

Samuel's Life " 1120 (or 1130)-1060

Saul's Keign " 1076-1056

According to this view the judgeships ofSamson
and Eli were in part contemporaneous, and Sa-

muel was twenty (or thirty) years old when Sam-
son died, the work of the latter being confined to

the west and south-west, while Samuel lived

chiefly in the centre of the land. The forty years

of Philistine oppression (Judg. xiii. 1) would
then be reckoned B. C. 1120-1080, reaching nearly

up to Saul's accession, and the third battle of Ebe-
nezer would fall in B. C. 1080 when Samuel was
forty years old. Hannah's visit to Sliiloh occur-

red about (or, a little before) the time that Sam-
son began to vex the Philistines, but it is pro-

bable that the hostilities were confined to the

territories of Judali and Dan. Partly for this

reason, and partly because the history has been
given already in the Book of Judges, our author

does not mention Samson, whose life liad no point

of contact with that of Samuel, who is the theo-

cratic-prophetical centre of the Books of Samuel.

On the general subject see Herzog, Art. "Zeitrech-

nung {biblische"), Smith's Diet, of Bible, Art.

"Cfironology," Comm. on Jadgcii in Lange's Biblr-

irork, and Smith's Old Testament Hist., chap. 17,

Note (A) and eh. 19, Note (A). But it is doubt-

ful Mdiether we have sufficient data at present for

settling the question.—Tr.].

1. The beginning of the Book of Samuel coin-

* [The German is " ReichageschichtUche und hihlisch-theolo-

gische AngfUhrungen." literally " theocratic-historifal and
niblical-theologieal developments (or comments ").—
Tu.J.

cides with a principal turning-point in the liistory

of the kingdom of God in Israel, introducing us
into the end of the Period of the Judges, which is

to be included with the Mosaic under one point
of view, namely, that of the establishment of the
Theocracy on its objective toundation.;. The Mo-
saic Period of the development of the Israclitish

religion—which is based on God's revelation in tlie

Patriarchal Period in order to the choice of the one
people as the bearer of the Theocracy, first in ger-
minal form in the family, and then in its first na-
tional development in Egypt—shows us the firm
establishment of the Divine Eule, which em-
braced and shaped the wliole life of the people, on
the theocratic law-covenant, and on the word of the
divine 2^''omise. The establishment of the llule
of God in His people, in their outer and inner
life, in all things great and small, by means of
the institution of the Law, in which His holy will

is the norm for the people's life, is the aim of
the whole revelation of God in the Mosaic Pe-
riod, as it appears in commandments, statutes,

holy institutions, and legal jjrinciples. The land
in which tliis God-rule in the chosen people
was to reach historical form and developmLiit,
was the object of the promises in the Patriarchal
Period, and the period of Joshua and the Judges
shows how this promise was fulfilled in the ac-
quisition and division of tlie land. What sud-
den changes, from complete defeats to glorious
victories in battle against the heathen peoples
in and out of the land of promise, from divine
deliverances to apparently complete abandonment
by God, as a consequence of the vacillation of the

people between idolatrous apostasy from the living

God, and return to His help forced on them by
need and misery, are exhibited in tlie history of the
post-Mosaic times! But through all the gloom
shines out continually the goal, the fulfilmtnt of

the promise of the complete possession of the land

;

and in the midst of the people's sin and misery
the Theocracy stands fast unshaken, with its Mo-
saic law controlling the popular life, and all its

great objective institutions which, even in times
of most wretched disorder, marked Israel as the

chosen peojjle of the living God. The Mosaic
period of development of the Theocracy in Israel

up to the end of the period of the Judges is there-

fore the time of its establishment in the chostn
people by the institution of the covenant of the

law and the geographical-historical realization

of tlie idea of the Theocracy in the permanently
acquired land of promise.

But now came the task of bringing the peo-

ple, they being at rest and permanently fixed

in Canaan, face to face with their theocratic des-

tination and their calling (Ex. xix. 6j in their

whole inner and outer lil'e. The content of the

revelations, which had produced the covenant of

the law and the fulfilling of the promise in the

]\Iosaic Perioil, was to be inwardly appropriated
and become the life of the peoi)le in knowledge,
heart anel will. I'or this there was needed on
God's side the progressive realization and an-

nouncement of Ilis counsel of revelation ; and on
man's side there was the unceasing obligation to

penetrate witli the whole inner life, with under-
standing and feeling, with mind and will, into

God's revelation in .aw and i)roniise, and apjiro-

priate inwardly its content. This task— the
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deep, inward implanting of the revelation of God
in law and promise in the heart and feeling of in-

dividuals and in the life of the whole nation

—

could be fulfilled neither by the judges, the lives

of some of whom corresponded poorly to their

theocratic calling, nor by the priesthood, which
showed its fall from its original theocratic eleva-

tion in the transition from the family of Eleazar

to that of Ithamar and in the house of Eli, nor by
the mere existence and use of the objective theo-

cratic-liistorical institutions, national sanctuary,

feasts, offerings. This impossibility is vividly set

before us in the beginning of the Books of Samuel.

But we are there at the same time pointed to the

new element in the development of the Theocracy,

the prophetic office, which was to be the instrument

of fulfilling this task, and of realizing the idea of

mediation between God and His people through
their living permeation by* His objective revela-

tion of word and promise; so Moses, as type of

prophecy, represented it. The turning-ijoint

from the Mosaic to the prophetic period of deve-

lopment of the Theocracy falls in the beginning
-of the Books of Samuel ; that is, in the first years

of Samuel's life. ( Comp. Oehler, Prolegom. zur

Tlieol. des A. T., 1845, pp. 87, 88; and W. Hoff-

mann, Die giJttliche Stufenordnung im A. T. in

Schneider's Deutsche Zeitschrift, 1854, Nr. 7, 8.)

From Samuel's time Peter (Acts iii. 24) dates the

prophetic office ; from then on the prophets, devoted

to the service of the Theocracy, form a separate

Order, and, as organs of God's revelations to His
people, a continuous chain. (See Tholuck, Die
Prophefen und ihre Weissagungen, 2 ed. 1861, p. 26.)

2. The end of the Period of the Judges,

like its previous history, reveals a deep dis-

order of tlie theocratic life, which neither judges

nor priests could help, because they were them-
selves affected by its corrupting influences,

as is shown by the histories of Samson and
Eli. The unimportance and weakness to which
the .Judgeship was fallen may be inferred from
its connection with the High-priesthood in the

person of Eli, the latter office having evidently

passed from Phinehas' family to Ithamar's, con-

trary to the promise in Num. xxv. 11-13, because

the condition of "zeal for the Lord" was not ful-

filled. And the conduct of Eli and his sons, and
especially God's judgment against his house,

show how badly the High-priesthood was repre-

sented in him. The political life of the nation

was crushed mider the constant oppression of

external enemies, the heathen nations on the east,

and especially the Philistines on the west, and
under internal national distraction ; the tribes

were at enmity with one another, did not unite

against foreign foes, and could gather together
" as one man " only against one of themselves
(Benjamin), and that was the last time (Judg.
xix.-xxi.).t And though individual men, called

•of the Lord to be deliverers, exerted a mighty
influence on the distracted national life, yet their

influence was restricted to particular tribes, and
was not permanent—was always followed by a
sinking back into the old wretched condition.

* [Germ: dnrch das Flussigwerden seines ohjectiven Offenba-
rungsivortes. etc.—Tn.]

t [This civil waroecnrred, however, so>)n after Joshna,
since Phinehas, grandson of Aaron, was then High-
priest (Judg. .xx. 28): whether there was afterwards a
general national uprising, we do not know.—Tu.]

The cause of this was the deterioration of religious

life, which was wide-spread among the people

;

tiie worship of the living Covenani-God was min-
gled with the nature-worship of the L'anaanitish

nations, not all of whom were completely con-

quered, and especially with the Baal-worship of

the Philistines; or it was suppressed by these

heathen worships. Gideon's ephod-worship (Judg.

viii. 27) and Micah's image-worship (Judg. xvii.,

xviii.) belonged also to this corruption of the

religion of .Jehovah. With this moral decline

and distraction of theocratic life was connected

corruption of moral life, such as we see in some
parts of Samson's history (he succumbs morally,

as well as physically, to the Philistines), in the

crime of the Benjamites (Judg. xix.), which calls

forth all the rest of the nation against them in

stubborn, bloody war, and in the unworthy cha-

racter of the sons of Eli, who disgrace the sanc-

tuary itself with their wickedness. The whole
popular life had fallen into an anarchy in which
" every man did that which was right in his own
eyes" (Judg. xxi. 25).

3. The necessity for a reformation of the whole

national life from within outward, that is, a re-

newal of the whole Theocracy on a religious-

moral basis meets us at the beginning of the

Books of Samuel. The holy institutions, tlie or-

dinances of divine worship, and the theocratic

legislation of the Mosaic Period are present in-

deed in the time of the Judges (comp. the exege-

tieal explanations). The people had their na-

tional central sanctuary in Shiloh as sign ofGod's

abode among His people, celebrated their festi-

vals, and brought their offerings there. The
priestly service in the sanctuary was arranged

;

the nazirate and the institution of holy women*
in connection with the sanctuary were the special

forms of consecration of life to Jehovah's service.

It is a false view to regard the time of the Judges

as a period of fermentation, out of which first

arose fixed legal institutions and appointments.

Bather the whole Mosaic legislation and the his-

tory of the establishment of tlie Theocracy on the

basis of the covenant of law is in many places

presupposed in the Book of Judges antl in the

beginning of the Books of Samuel themselves

(comp. Hcngst., Beitr. HI. 40 sq. [Eng. transl.,

" Contributions to an Introd. to the Pentateuch,"

Clark, Edinb.]). But it is true (as is expressly

stated in Judg. ii. 10 sq. ), that in the religious-

moral life of the people there was a general defec-

tion from the living God to strange gods. Though
in particular circles and families (as Samuel's,

for ex.) there was true service of God and piety,

yet the national and political life of the distracted

and shattered people was on the whole not in the

least in keeping with its priestly calling. The
gap between the people's religious-moral condi-

tion on the one hand, and the theocratic institu-

tions and the demands of the divine law on the

other was become so wide and deep, that a great

reformer was needed, wlio, by special divine call

and in the might of the Spirit of God, should

turn the whole national life to the living God
again, and make Him its unifying centre. To
this need of a reformation of the Theocracy by

new revelations of the covenant-God, and by the

return of the covenant-people to communion with

[See note on 1 Sam. ii. il.—Tr.]
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their God answered the special divine working
by which tlie prophetic office, instead of tiie

priesthood, was united with tiie true theocratic

Judgeship in the miglity God-tilled personality of

Samuel.

4. Tlie special divine working shows itself in

the providential plan by which God chose and
prepared the great instrument for leading His
people into the path, in which they were to find

their huly calling and merge their whole life in

the divine rule and communion. The refoi-mer

of the Theocracy, the second Moses, sprang from
a thoroughly pious family, faithful and obedient
to the law of the Lord. In its very commence-
ment his life is specially consecrated by the hear-
ing which God vouchsafed to the prayer of his

pious mother for a son. In the same Tribe,

whence came the saviour of the people from the
bondage of Egypt and the founder of the The-
ocrac)^ through God's wonderful working, and
which by divine appointment represented the
whole people in the Sanctuary-service, was born
the man of God, who in the highest sense as

Prophet of tlie Lord, was all his life to do priestly

service in renewing the theocratic life, and
restore it from its alienation from the living God
to communion with Him. Specially also it^was

the energy and earnestness of his mother's piety

which from the first gave to this great man's life

the direction and determination by which he be-

came God's instrument for the regeneration of

His people, flannah, in devoting her cliild to

the perpetual service ofthe Lord ( thus giving Him
back wliat her prayer had obtained from Him),
did imconsciously and silently, under the gui-

dance of the Spirit of the Lord, a holy deed,

which, taken into the plan of the divine wisdom,
was the beginning of that series of great God-
deeds by which, through tliis chosen instrument,

a new turn of world-historical importance was
given to the history of Israel. The name which
she gives her son marks him out for the people as

an immediate gift of God, through which, as

Calvin says, " God in His mercy ordained a re-

formation of His worship in the people."

5. In Samuel's early life we see again the im-

portmice (even for the Kinydom of God) of the the-

ocracy of a indij pious family-life in the Old Dis-

pen.sation. There were still in Israel houses and
families in which the children (who, according

to the Law, were not usually carried to the great

feasts celebrated at the Sanctuary), were intro-

duced to the public religious life, and accustomed
to the religious service of the people ; and this is

a sign that, in spite of the desolation of the tlieo-

cratic life and the degradation of the religious-

moral life, there still lay hidden in domestic life

a sound germ of true piety and fear of God.
From this uncorrupted vigorous germ which ap-

pears religiously in the earnest life of prayer of

the parents, and ethically in their tender, con-

siderate conjugal love, Samuel's life sprouts forth

as a plant consecrated from its root directly to

tiie Lord's special service.

6. Thus the religious-moral life was not so far

gone that it could not, ))y God's power, produce
from the narrow circle of tlie house and family sucii

a person as Samuel ; nor, in spite of the general de-

pravation and disruption of the theocratic-national

life, was it impossible for Samuel, as God's in-

strument sprung from tliis soil, to find positive
points of connection and a responsive receptivity
for his work of reform as Judge antl Prophet.
The spirit which gave shape to his childhood and'
youth from the first moments of his life, had
shown itself, sporadically it is true, yet living
and powerful in individual facts in the time of
the Judges (comp. Deborah's Song, Judg. v.;
Gideon's word "Jehovah shall rule over you"
Judg. viii. 23 ; and especially the energetic reac-
tion of the theocratic zeal of the whole people
against the Tribe of Benjamin, who, contrary to
the command " be ye holy," had refused to de-
liver up the offenders, by whose execution evil
was to be put away out of the midst of Israel
Judg. XX.) The prophetic reformer, called by
God out of the domain of a deeply pious family-
life, found in that theocratical spirit, which was
concealed under the general corruption, the re-
ceptive ground on which he could plant himself
in order to gather the whole people about the
living God and His word, and press His revela-
tions into their very lieart and soul.

7. The divine name Jehovah Sabaoth (miT'

niXJif), which does not occur in the Pentateuch,

or in the Books of Joshua and Judges, is found
here for the first time, and seems to have come
into general use particularly in the time of
Samuel and David ?com]D. 1 Sam. xv. 2, xvii. 45-
2 Sam. vii. 8, 26sq.j_Ps.xxiv. 10). It seldom occurs
in the Books of Kings, is found most frequently
in the Pi-ophets, except Ezekiel and Daniel, and
never in Job, Proverbs, the later Psalms and the
post-exilian historical books, except in Chroni-
cles in the history of David, where it is to be
referred to the original documents.—The word
'Sabaoth' is never found in the Old Test, alone.
The Sept. sometimes gives it as a proper name,
2a/5rtwi!^, as here, where it has also the full form
KL)pi(j T(j &£(!) (Lord God), which answers to the
proper complete expression of this divine name,

Jehovah God of Sabaoth (niNOV'-'rlSx mn-"

comp.Am. iii. 13; iv. 13; v. 14; or r\1kS'3i'n ''X'^')^

of which -lehovah Sabaoth is an abbreviation.*
The signification "God of war" (see Ex. vii. 4;

xii. 41, wliere Israel is called "the hosts of Je-

hovah," mn' r\1X31.*) cannot be regarded as the

original sense of this expression, though the latter

includes the glory of God manifested in His vic-

torious power over His enemies. If this were
the proper and original signification, it would be
inexplicable why the name is wanting precisely in
the histories of those wars and battles, which
were Jehovah's own (Num. xxi. 14), though

* And as the combination niXIJi* DTlbx is not

unfrequent (Ps. lix. 6; Ixxx. 5, 8, 15, 20; Ixxxiv. 9) and

in the mas. text the mri', when ^}'Mi precedes, never

has the points of ^JTX but always of D'Tl 7X—and
further as the word niiT as a proper name cannot be

construed with a Gen.—the combination niX!3i' 71171'
T ;

is not to bo taken as stnt. const., but as a brcviloqnence
or ellipsis, tlio general notion "God" being supplied
fioni the proper name Jehovah. So (against Gesenius
;um1 Kwalci) Uehler in Hcrzog s. v., tfi'iigstt'iiherg, Chris-

lohigie I. 4:i() sq. [Eng. tr. I. :i7r)J and Keil, Cnmm. 10 (Eng.
trails, p. 19]. [See Smith's Bih. bid., Am. ed., .Tseba-
oili.

—

Tk.].
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Israel is expressly called His "hosts." Appeal
is made in support of this signitication to pas-

sages like 1 Sam. xvii. 45 (God of the armies of

Israel), and Ps. xxiv. 8-10, (Jehovah strong and
mighty, mighty in battle) ; but as these phrases

are attached to the name " Jehovah of Hosts,"

they show (as Hengstenberg, on Ps. xxiv., and
Oehler, v,bi sup. point out) that the latter means
something ditferent, that "Jehovah of Hosts"
means something liigher than "Israel's God of

war." Its meaning must be derived from Gen.

ii. 1, where DX3]f "the host of them" refers pro-

perly only to " heavens"—and only by zeugma to

"earth" (Oehler). Comp. Ps. xxxiii. 6; Deut. iv.

19; Neh. ix. 6, where Dn:::;-'73 "all the host of
' ' T T : T

them " refers exclusively to the heavens. " The
hosts are always the heavenly hosts, not created

things in general" (Hengstenberg). They are

of two classes, however, the material, the stars,

and the spiritual, the angels. In reference to the

stars as the "host of heaven" (Ps. xxxiii. 6) and
the " host of God," praise is rendered to God's
power and government of the world, by which He
controls these glorious objects (Isa. xl. 26 ; xlv.

13), against the Sabian worship of the stars as

divine powers, and against the danger to which
Israel was exposed of perversion to such star-

worship. This danger became great enough in

the Period of the Judges and in the beginning of

the Kingly Period to make the supposition allow-

able tliat the expression, with the sense of oppo-
sition to idolatry, came into use at this time. In
Isa. xxiv. 23 this meaning of Jehovah Sabaoth
comes out unmistakably in the reference to God's
creative power which is loftier than the splendor

of the stars, and in the contrast between His wor-
ship and that of the stars. Tlie reference of the

name "God of hosts" in Ps. Ixxxix. 8 sq. to the

angels is equally certain. The angels are mar-
shalled around Jehovah in heaven, awaiting His
commands, ready to perform His will on earth,

especially as His instruments for the execution

of His will in grace and judgment, for the pro-

tection of His people, for the overthrow of His
enemies (1 Kings xxii. 19 sq.; Job i. 2); they go
along with God in the revelation of His judicial-

kingly power and glory (Deut. xxxiii. 2; Ps.

Ixviii. IS); they form the Lord's heavenly battle-

host (Gen. xxxii. 1, 2; Josh. v. 14sq.; 2 Kings
vi. 17). By the reference to the two hosts, of stars

and angels, which represent the creation in its

loftiest and most glorious aspect, this expression

sets forth the living God in His majesty and
omnipotence over the highest created powers,

who are subject to His control and instruments
of the exercise of His royal might and power in

the world. But God's glory, in Ilis majesty and
power over the star-world, and in His lordship

over the spirit-world which stands ready to do
His bidding in the world, exhibits Him of neces-

sity in His royal omnipotent control of the whole
world; and so ".Jehovah Sabaoth" means in

several passages the almighty controlling world-
God, who has His throne in heaven, of whose
glory the whole world is full, who "is called the

God of the whole earth," who "buildeth His
upper-chamber in heaven, and foundeth His arch
on the earth." So Ps. xxiv. 8-10; Isa. vi. 3;

liv. 5; Am. ix. 5, 6. In connection with the

name "Jehovah" the expression indicates, with
special reference to Israel, the almighty and vic-

torious God, who overcomes the enemies of Hi*
people and His kingdom, who is the protection
and help of His people against all the powers
of the world.—The name occurs frequently in
connection with wars and victories, in which God
helps and protects His people against hostile

powers; 1 Sam. xv. 2; xvii. 45; 2 Sam. vii. 8,
2Gsq.;Ps. xxiv. 10; xlvi. 8, 12; Ixxx. 8, 15; Isa.

xxiv. 21-23 ; xxv. 4-6 ; xxxi. 4, 5. This name
of God, Lord of Hosts, first appears in the begin-
ning of the Books of Samuel, near the end of the
Judges, and just before the kingdom was estals-

lished, and occurs most frequently in the time of
the Kings ; and this fact has its deepest ground
herein, that during this time God's royal jjower
as almighty lord and ruler of the world and hea-
venly king of Israel first unfolded itself in all its

fulness and glory—in victories over the enemies
of His kingdom in Israel, in the almighty protec-
tion which He vouchsafed His people in the
land of promise, and in the powerful aid which
He gave them in establishing, fixing and extend-
ing the theocratic kingly power.*

8. A characteristic mark of Hannah's sincere
piety is the vow (v. 11) which she makes to the
Lord. The vow, from the Old Testament-point
of view, is the solemn promise by which the pious
man binds and pledges himself, in case his prayer
is heard or liis wish fulfilled, to show his thank-
fulness for the Lord's goodness by the performance
of some sjDccial outward thing. Hence vows are
almost always connected with petitions, though
never as if they were the ground for God's fulfil-

ment of the request. The positive vow ("^]3?.)) the

promise of a special offering as a sign of gratitude,

includes also the negative element of self-denial,

so far as it is a relinquishment of one's own pos-

sessions, which are given to the Lord. This
custom—namely, by a special promise making a
I^articular act or mode of conduct a moral duty,
and basing the obligation of performance not on
the divine will, but on a vow made without
divine direction—answers to the legal standpoint
of the Old Testament and the moral minority
founded on it. Forbearing to vow, was liowevcr,

by no means regarded as sinful (Deut. xxii. 22);
thus not only was the moral princijjle of volun-
tariness brought out, but the idea that the vow
was in itselfmeritorious, was excluded. The vow,
as a custom corresponding to moral weakness and
consciousness of untrustworthiness in obedience
to the Lord, is never legally commanded, nor
even advised (comp. Prov. xx. 25; Ecc. v. 4, with
Deut. xxiii. 22); but it is required that a vow
made freelv shall be fulfilled (Num. xxx. 3; Deut.
xxiii. 21, 23; Ps. 1. 14; Ecc. v. 3). But, as the
hearing of a prayer is conditioned strictly on
true piety, so, that a vow should be well-pleasing

to the Lord, presupposes an humble, thankful
soul which feels itself pledged and bound to the
Lord, to devote everything to Him. The ethical

idea of the vow finds its realization and fulfil-

ment, as well as its clear and true apprehension,
from the New Testament stand-point also in the

vowing and dedicating to the Lord for life in

* [For a eood exposition of " Jehovah Sahaoth," see-

riumptro's " Biblical S.udies.''—Tr.].
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baptism the personality renewed by the Holy
Ghost, (who in the Old Testament also is recog-

nized and prayed for as the source of sanctitica-

tion, Ps. li. ). Hannah's vow is an analogue of

Christian baptism in so far as it (the vow) conse-

crates the life of the child obtained by prayer
wlioUy to the Lord for His property and for per-

manent service according to the stand-point of Old
Testament piety, but this from the New Testa-

ment point of view conies to full truth only in the

free spiritual devotion of the heart and the whole
life to the Lord. [There is no warrant for intro-

ducing the lower Old Testament conception into

an ordinance of the New Testament. Christian

baptism, into the name of the Trinity, sets forth

the free and full consecration of tlie believer to

God, as Dr. Erdmanu points out, and is no other-

wise a vow, is never so spoken of in the New
Testament.—Tr.].

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.*

Ver. 2. Holy Scripture lets us see how not

merely single sins in disposition, word and deed,

but also general conditions and customs which
.spring from sin—such as polygamy—are the ob-

ject of God's patience and long-sufiering, and
how there is in this no hindrance to the purjsoses

of God's love and wisdom, but rather all such
things are overruled by Him for good. [Hall:
111 customs, where they are once entertained, are

not easily discharged : polygamy, besides carnal

delight, might now plead age and example; so

as even Elkanah, though a Levite, is tainted

witli the sin of Lamech, like as fashions of attire,

wliich at the first were disliked as uncomely, yet,

wlien they are once grown common, are taken up
of the gravest. Yet this sin, as tlien current

witli the time, could not make Elkanah not re-

ligious.

—

Tb.]. Cramer: God distributes His
gifts in a wonderfid manner, to one He gives, the

other He sutlers to want. Gen. xxix. 31. Tem-
poral gifts God gives not only to the worthy, but
also to the unworthy. Matt. v. 45.—Ver. 3. Starke :

Worship stands Jirst, to sliow with what devout-

ness and reverence he makes his ofl'ci"ing, and at

the same time that praying is better than oliering.

[Com p. Corxelius: "Thy prayers and thine

alms," Acts x. 4.

—

Tr.].—The oftering was tlie

deed which established the truthfulness ofthe pray-

ing word. Calvin : This subject-matter of adora-

tion is to be referred to the tln'ce following lieads:

jir.ft, that wlien about to adore God we recorjnize

lliat ve owe all thiiKjs to Him, and in giving thanks

for past blessings we implore a still further increase

of His gifts, and help in difficulties and perplexi-

ties; sernndly, that confessing our sins as suppliant

and guilty, we pray Him to grant us true know-

ledge of our sins and repentance, and to hare mercy

on us who pray for pardon; thirdly and finally,

that denying ourselves and taking His yoke upon
our shoulders, we profess ourselves ready to ren-

der Him due obedience, and to conform our allcc-

tions to the rule of His law and to His will alone.

[Ver. 4. The whole family take ))art in tbe feast

of tlie peace-offerings. So as to the idol-worship

in Jer. vii. 18, "The children gather wood, and
the fathers kindle the fire, and the women knead
their dough, to make cakes to the queen of hea-

* [la the German litprally "homiletical hints."

—

Tr.]

ven." Both this passage and that, as to true
religion and false, may impress upon us the im-
portance of family worship and family religion.—Tr.].—Vers. 4-8. Elkanah's love to Hannah is

a model of the true inner love with which hus-
bands should not merely love their wives in
general, but as regards their special troubles and
sorrows, instead of being worried and vexed at
them should rather feel these as their own, and
with them bear in patience and gentleness what-
ever lies heavy upon their heart and weighs them
down (ver. 5), and also protect them against pro-
vocations and vexations, which in an unrighteous
and ill-disposed way are inflicted upon them
(vers. 6, 7), and refresh them with consolation

and encouragement (ver. 8).—[Ver. 5. Children
were regarded as a blessing, by Hannah and the
women of Israel in general (comp. Gen. xxx.
23; Luke i. 25), and the lack of them as a sad
deprivation ; and the correctness of this view is

distinctly confirmed by the inspired writers, Ps.

cxiii. 9; cxxvii. 3-5; cxxviii. 3. The contrary
feeling which is now so rapidly growing in

Amei'ica is evil, both in its causes and in its con-

sequences. The subject would require delicate

handling in public discourse, but is exceedingly
important.

—

Tr.]. When the Lord refuses us a
gift wliich we are begging Him to grant, and the
heart is full of mourning at the deiJrivation, then
the temptation lies near to grumble about it

against the Lord and quarrel with Him. This
temptation comes partly from our own lieart,

which is a perverse and desjjonding thing, and
will not reconcile itself to the dispensation of the

Lord
;
partly it conies in upon us from without,

through men who by their unloving conduct ex-

cite and embitter our hearts, and infuse into

them the poison of discontent with those leadings

of the Lord which contradict our desire and hope
(vers. 6, 7).—In a devout marriage the love of

the one party should not merely be to the other

a fountain of consolation and of quieting as to

painful dispensations of the Lord, but for what-

ever by the Lord's will is lacking in good fortune

and joy it should seek to offer all the richer com-
pensation (ver. 8).—Every violation of the holy

ordering of God upon which marriage and the

family life should rest, has as a necessary con-

sequence—as is true of bigamy here—its punish-

ment in the grievous disorder of conjugal and
domestic life, in the destruction of peace in heart

and home by all manner of sins, such as envy
and jealousy.—Hannah makes no reply to the

bad words of her adversary, and bears her hosti-

lity with patience.

—

Starke (ver.7) : A Christian

must not requite evil with evil, railing with rail-

ing, but bear all patiently and hope in God
;
for His

hand can change every thing (Ps. Ixxvii. 11 [Eng.

A. V. ver. 10. Lx'tiier translates it: " But I .said,

I must sutler that; the right hand of the most

High can change everything," but this rendering

is not authorized by the Hebrew.

—

Tr.] ).—Ver.

8. Seb. Schmid: For the lack of one good, God
knows how to comix'usate the pious by a greater

and more manifest good.—.1. Lange: As the mar-

riage-liond is much closer than that l)etween

])arents and children, it follows that liusl)and and

wife must hold each other nearer and dearer than

all children. Each must help to bear the otlier's

burdens, and seek to lighten them, Cial. vi. 2.
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Vers. 1-8. The pricstbj calling of the man in his

houi^e: 1) in the close connection of his whole
house with tlie service in tiie house of the Lord
(prayer and offering) ; 2) in tlie nurture and ad-

monition of the children for the Lord ; 3) in

expelling and keeping at a distance the evil spirit

of unlovingness and dissension amid the members
of the family ; 4) in the constant exhibition of

faithful, comforting, helping love towards his

wife.

—

A truly pious house is that which 1) is at

home in God's house, 2) diligently performs

divine service in prayer and ottering, in which

3) tender and true conjugal love dwells, and 4)

the sufferings and de[irivations imposed by the

Lord are borne with patience and resignation.

—

The preservation of genuine piety amid domestic

iroublss : 1) in persevering prayer, when the Lord
proves faith by not fulfilling particular wishes

and hopes; 2) in enduring patience towards vex-

atious members of the family; 3) in consoling and
supporting love towards members of the family

who are easily assailed.—Vers. 9-14. Amid vex-

ations and assaults, ivhat should impel us to prayer?

1) The certainty that if men do us hiu't, it does

not occur without Divine permission. 2) The
feeling that even the best human consolation can-

not satisfy the heart which tliirsts to be consoled.

3) Firm confidence in the help of the Lord, who
in His faithfulness will help and in His power
can help, when men will not Jielp or cannot.—
[CiiRYSOSTOM : When standing to pray she did not

remember her adversary, did not speak of her

revilings, did not say, " Avenge me of this vile

and wicked woman," as many women do; but not

often remembering those reproaches, she prayed

only for things profitable to herself This do

thoii also do, O man—do not pray against thy

enemy, but beseech God to put an end to thy

despondency, to quench thy grief By so doing

this woman derived the greatest benefits from her

enemy. For laer enemy contributed to the bear-

ing of the child. And how, I will tell. When
she reproached her and made her distress greater,

from the distress her prayer became more intense,

the prayer drew God's favor and made Him con-

sent, and so Samuel was born. So then if we be

watchful, not only will our enemies be unable to

do us hurt, but they will even bring us the

greatest benefits, making us more zealous towards

every thing.

—

Tr.].—The prayer of faith in heart-

grief and trouble : 1 ) Its nature is that the heart (a)

weeps itself out before the Lord, to whom tears

wept before Him are well-pleasing, (6) pours out

all its sorrow before the Lord, who wishes us to

cast all outward cares upon Him; 2) Its reliance

is (o) on the power of the "Lord of Sabaoth" to

help, (b) upon His faithfulness, wherein He
knows the special grief and woe of His children,

and does not forget them; 3) It leads (a) to a

firm hope that the request will be heard and

granted, (b) to a joyful vow, that what_ the Lord
graciously gives shall be thankfully given back

to Him.— What parents, especially mothers, so rear

their children as to honor and please the Lord?
Those who 1) bear them, from the beginning of

their life, prayerfully on the heart, 2) devote

them, for their whole life, as an offering to tlie

Lord.

—

The liir/ltest appreciation of children's souls

consists in 1) regarding them as a gracious gift

from the Lord, and 2) designing them as a grate-

ful gift to the Lord.

—

[Hall : The way to obtain

any benefit is to devote it, in our hearts, to the

glory of that God of whom we ask it: by this

means shall God both pleasure His servant, and
honor Himself.

—

Tk.].

Ver. 12. Starke: A devout prayer must pro-

ceed from the very bottom of the heart, and may
be offered without outward words as with them.
Psalm xix. 1-") [11]; xxvii. 8; Ixii. 9 [8], Isa.

xxix. 13, 14.—Vers. 13, 14. A Christian should
not be too swift in judging, Luke vi. 37 ; 1 Cor.

iv. 5 ; Prov. xvii. 27. Even upon pious or in-

nocent people there are often many unjust judg-

ments passed. ,J. Lange : We must be very care-

ful in deciding from appearances, lest we sin

against our neighbor. Acts ii. 13. Even piou.g

teachers may err and mistake in judging their

hearers, and reganl some as ungodly who are

truly pious.—Ver. 15. Cramer: He who is re-

viled, let liim revile not again, but save his

innocence with mild words. Pom. xii. 17. [Ciiry-

SOSTOM speaks eloquently of the fact that Hannah
did not scornfully neglect, and did not bitterly

resent, the unjust accusation.

—

Tr.].—Prayer
serves to lighten the heart ; well for thee, O soul,

if thou often seekest thus to lighten it, Ps. xlii.

5 [4]; Ixii. 9 [8].—Ver. 17. Osiander: God is

certain to hear our prayer, proceeding from true

faitli, and if He does not heliJ us at all according

to our will and as seems good to us, yet this is

done for our best good, as He knows that it is

most profitable for us.—When one has erred he
should confess it, and also recall his error.

—

[Hall: Even the best may err, but not per-

sist in it. When good natures have offended,

they are unquiet till they have hastened satis-

faction.

—

Tr.].—Ver. 18. J. Lange: It is a pro-

perty of faith that it nialccs the heart happy and
joyous for everything.—Ver. 19. Starke: A
Christian must not only pray, but work ; both

bring blessings, Ps. cxxviii. 2.

—

Cramer: Al-

though God never forgets His own, yet He often

acts as if a stranger, Ps. xiii. 2 [1] ; Jer. xiv. 8

;

Song of Sol. ii. 9.

—

Starke : When pious parents

receive their children with calling on God and in

His fear, then is every child a Samuel.

—

Osian-

der : When we have received a benefit from God,

we should not forget gratitude to Him.
Vers. 12-20. The fervent prayer of troubled souls:

1) measures itself not by time, but exalts the soul

above time into eternity; 2) troubles itself not

about human observation and judgment, but is a

pouring out of the heart before the living God

;

3) suffers not itself to sink into grief and sorrow,

but has for its fruit a joy given by the Lord.

—

Defence against unjust accusations : 1) For what
purpose? As a tribute to truth, for the honor

of the Lord, for the maintenance of our own
moral worth; 2) In what manner? In quietness

and gentleness without sinful passion, in humility

and modesty ; 3) By God's help, with what result ?

Convincing the accusers of their wrong, changing

their 1)ad words into blessings, lightening our

own heart of a heavy load.

—

The naming of chil-

dren no inditjercnt matter for pious parents : Thank-
fully regarding the grace of the Lord, who has

given tiiem ; 2) Earnestly regarding the destina-

tion for the Lord, to whom they are to lead them.
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SECOND SECTION.

Samuels Consecration and Restoration to the Lord.

Chap. I. 21-28.

I. Tlie child Samuel at home till he is weaned. Vers. 21-23.

21 And the man Elkauah aod all his house weut up to offer unto the Lord
22 [Jehovah] the yearly sacrifice, and his vow. But Hannah went not up ; for she

said unto her husband, / will not go up until the child be weaned, and then I

will bring him, that he may appear before the Lord [Jehovah], and there abide

23 for ever. And Elkanah her husband said unto her, Do what seemeth thee good;

tarry until thou have weaued him ; only the Lord [Jehovah] establish his word.

So the woman abode, and gave her son suck until she weaned him.

II. Samuel given hack by his mother to the Lord. Vers. 24—28.

24 And when she had weaned him, she took him up with her, with three bullocks,

and one ephah of flour, and a battle of wine, and brought him unto the house of

25 the Lord [Jehovah] in Shiloh ; and the child was young. And they slew a [the]

26 bullock, and brought the child to Eli. And she said, O my lord, as thy soul liveth,

my lord, I am the woman that stood by thee here, praying [to pray] unto the Lord
27 [Jehovah]. For this child I prayed ; and the Lord [Jehovah] hath given me my
28 petition which I asked of him : Therefore also I have lent [given'] him to the Lord

[Jehovah] ; as long as he liveth he shall be lent [he is given] to the Lord [Jeho-

vah]. And he worshipped the Lord [Jehovah] there.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 28. Erdmann renders : I have made him one prayed for (asked, erbeten) to the Lord as long as he lives ;

he is asked to the Lord (for the Lord). See Exegetical Notes in loco.—Tr.]

EXEGETICAL AND CIUTICAL.

Ycr. 21. And the man Elkanah and all

his house -went up. This he did yearly, in

order to present the offering of the days and tlie

voir. The "offering of the days" is the annual
offering, tlie offering which eyery Israelite was
obliged and accustomed to present annually.

"The offering of the days and the vow" is tlie

brief statement of what is detailed at length in the

Law. In going up with his whole house, Elka-
nah did as is commanded in Deut. xii. 17, 18:

"Thou mayest not eat within thy gates the tithe of

thy corn, or of thy wine, or of thy oil, or the

firstlings of thy herds or of thy flock, nor any of

thy rows which thou vowest, nor thy freewill-

offerings, or offering of thine hand ; but thou
must eat them before the Lord thy (xod in the

place which the Lord thy God shall choose, thou
and thy son, and thy daughter, and thy man-ser-

vant, and thy maid-servant, and the Levite that

is within thy gates ; and tliou shalt rejoice before

the Lord thy God." The offering of the days " is,

as it were, the yearly reckoning with the; Lord,

the presentation of those portions of the i)roperty

which fall to him in the course of the year."

Hengstenberg, Beit. [Contributions to an Litrod.

to the Pent.] III., 89, 90.—The Sing, "his imv"'

refers to the vow which Elkanah also had made
based on the hearing of Hannah's prayer. The
addition of the Sept., " and all the tithes of his

land" is, like the plural "his vows," to be re-

ferred to the translator's having in mind the

above-quoted passage. Thenius {adlocuni) remarks

that the corresponding words ''^"'^ n'ntJ'J,'D~7D)

[and all the tithes of his land] were probably
purposely omitted by transcribers who regarded
Samuel's Levitical descent as certain, according

to 1 Chron. vi. 7 sq. and 19 sq.; but Josephus, who
expressly describes Elkanah as a Levite, and
follows the Alexandrine translation, has the ad-
dition also. It belongs to the category of expla-

natory additions and changes of which the Sept.

is so full.

Ver. 22. After the child is weaned from his

mother's breast, Hannah will bring him to the

Sanctuary. Tliat the Heb. verb (^pJ) means

here "to wean," and does not include the idea

oi' educalion (Seb. Schmid) as in 1 Kings xi. 20, is

plain from the "gave suck," (pJ'/?!) in ver. 23.

The ground adduced fortius opinion, namely, that

the child would otherwise be troublesome to Eli,
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is of no force; for, apart from the fact that a cliild

three years old (this was the term of weaning,
according to 2 Mac. vii. 27*) is not troublesome
in the East, his nurture and education could be
committed to " the women that served at the door
of the Tabernacle of meeting," (ch. ii. 22).—The
" appearing before the Lord," for which Hannah
will bring her son to Siiiloh, supposes the ex-

istence there of the National Sanctuary institutetl

by Moses, and answers to the law (Ex. xxiii. 17;
xxxiv. 23): "Three times in the year all thy
males shall appear before the Lord Jehovah." The

^' abide forever," all his life {p'^'^V~'^V_) indicates

the life-long consecration to service in the Sanc-
tuary from his weaning on, while otherwise this

service was binding only from the 2;jth year to

the 50tli. By the education which the boy re-

ceived in the Sanctuary he was even as a child to

grow into the service ; and moreover, as a cliild,

he could perform little outward services (Tlien.),

so that the objection, that, as a newly weaned
child, he was unfit for the Temple-service, falls

to the ground.

Ver. 23. Only the Lord establish His
word, that is, maintain, fullil ii, Ijring it to

completion. The "word" (11^1) refers not merely

to Eli's word, ver. 17, but to God's factual dis-

course, which consisted in hearing Plannah's

prayer, and in the real promise which he had
given, by the birth of the child, in reference to

his destination to the service of the Lord. Bun-
sen excellently says :

" Word, that is, may He
fulfil what He designs with him and has promised
by his birth, comp. vei-s. 11, 20. The words refer,

therefore, to the boy's destination to the service

of God, which the Eternal has in fact acknow-
ledged by the partial fulfilment of the mother's
wish." Similarly Calvin already: "Elkanah
seeks from God, and suppliantly begs witli prayers,

that, since God has bestowed on him male
oflspring. He will consecrate him and make him
fit tor His service, and direct him by the power
of His Holy Spirit, by wliicli his service shall be
grateful and acceptable to God." Since there is

no express word of the Lord to which the " word "

may be referred, the Sept. avoids the difiiculty

by translating (groundlessly) to k^e.7idbv ek tov

CTouaro^ gov " that which came out of thy mouth."
The Heb. text is not therefore to be changed (with

Then.), to accord with the Sept., into "onlv, let

% word stand" G:^3-1-nx \D'pn :]«.) Clericus:

"God had shown, not by words, but by very
deed, that He approved Ilannali's vow, and had
promised her a living son; and Elkanah prays
that He will perform His promise. There is

therefore no need to invent ivith the Rabbis an ora-

ch^ uttered to the mother concerning the child

about to be born."

* [Rashi says 22 months; Kimohi and others 24
months. For other opinions see " Synopsis Critico-
nun " in /oco.—Tk.].

t [Rashi: "The Bath-qol (' daughter of the voice')
went forth, saying : there shall arise a Just one whose
name shall be Samuel. Then every mother who bore a
son called liim Samuel ; but when they saw his actions,
they said, this is not Samuel. But when this one was
born and they saw his manner of life, they said, this is

that Samuel;" and this is what the Scripture means,
when it says, ' the Lord confirm His word,' that Samuel
may be th.at just one."

—

Tr.].

Ver. 24, sq. The case is the same here with
the diverging translation of the Sept., " with a
three-year-old bullock " [instead of " three bul-
locks"], which is occasioned by the singular "the
bullock" of ver. 25. The contradiction between
"three bullocks" and "one bullock" cannot in-

deed be removed (with Bunsen)'by regarding the
sing, as collective, .Judg. vi. 25 being cited in
supjiort of it ; but it may properly be said with
Keil tliat " the l)ull()ck " in ver. 25 denotes spe-
cially the ofiering with which the boy was re-

turned to the Lord, " the burnt-oflering by which
the boy was dedicated to the Lord for life-long

service in His Sanctuary, the two other bullocks
serving for the yearly offering." As it was un-
derstood that the two others were for the yearly
festival-offering, that is, burnt-ofiering and thank-
offering, it was not specially mentioned that

they were sacrificed. Further, three bullocks are
required by the quantity [one ephahj of flour

which Elkanah takes with him, since, according
to Num. XV. 8-10, three-tenths of an ephali of
flour was required for a burnt-oflering of one
bullock. The peace-offering, like the burnt-
offering, was connected with a meat- and drink-
ofi'ering.—A striking example of the arbitrary

fashion in which the Alex, translators got over
difliculties in the text is found in their translation
/xet' aiiTO)i> "with them" at the end of ver. 24
[the Heb. reads "the child was a child "] ; as if,

instead of the difficult I^J ["child"], to which

the sense requires the addition of the predicate
"small," the text had read DDj; "with them."

The addition of the Sept. to ver. 24, "and his

father slew the offering which he made annually
to the Lord, and he brought the boy near," and
the translation in ver. 25, " and he slew the bul-

lock, and Hannah the mother of the child brought
him to Eli" are to be explained as eflbrts at

exegesis, and give us no ground to correct the
Heb, text, as Thenius supposes. Not the mother
alone, but both parents gave the boy over to Eli,

and thus presented him as an oflering to the

Lord.
Ver. 26 sq. Hannah makes herself known to

Eli by reminding him of the circumstances under
which she had prayed for the child (ver. 11

sq. )*—On "stood" (fl^p^jri) Clericus remarks:
" they i)rayed to (lod standing.'' For the custom
of standing in prayer comi3. Gen. xviii. 22 ; xix.

27 ; Dan. ix. 20. In time of deeper devotion and
emotion a kneeling posture also was adopted,

[1 Kings viii. 54; 2 Chron. vi. 13; Ezra ix. 5).

Ver. 27. Three things move Hannah's soul

deeply and joyfidly : 1 } The recollection of the

moment when she stood here and called on God
for this son ; 2 ) -the contemplation of the answer

* '3 iu connection with ^JIX is an interjection,

" hear," or " I heg." or " iruly, my lord," (Gen. xliii. 20
;

xliv.18 ; Ex. iv. 10, l:i; Num. xii.il; Josh. vii. 8; 1 Kings
iii. 17, 2G). Many explain it as ==" per me obsecro," citing

the corresponding Arali oath " per me." Another expla-
nation (Ges.) supposes a contraction of ''^,'3 " request,"

since "in the .\ramaic translations !|j;33 stands for

the Heb, '3, for which the Samaritans at least wrote

I^O 'obsecro' without 3, Gen. xlii. 30." Ewald says :

"Most probalily '3 i'^ sliortened from "3X (Job xxxiv.

3G ; 1 Sam. xxiv. V2), a .-implo Interjection."
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to her prayer, and the granting of the thing

asked, and 3) the determination now to rastore to

the Lord what He had given her in this answer

to lier prayer.

Ver. 28. "And also I" ('3JX Djl) refers back

to the words " and the Lord hath given me," and

implies a requital, et ego vicissim, " and I in my

turn," (Cler.). "It cannot be shown that 7'Nun

means "lend" as is generally assumed; it occurs

in 1 Sam. i. 28, in the sense of " grant," " give."

Knobel on Ex. xii. 36. Further, the significa-

tion " lend " is here inappropriate, because the

"I also" expressly brings out the correspond-

ence to the "gave," of ver. 27. ri<WT\ means
" cause to ask or demand," " grant what is de-

manded," " give." The sense is : the Lord gave
him to me, and so have I also given him to the

Lord, as one asked or demanded. Calvin :
" Tlie

sense is plain enough, namely, that she gave,

dedicated to God the child obtained from Plim
by prayer." The short concluding sentence " he
is asked for the Lord," expresses her determina-

tion to give him to the Lord for His service.

—

" Then prayed," not sing., referring to Elkanah,
but plnr., Elkanah and Hannah, (comp. ver. 19),

Samuel not being included. [The piur. " they
prayed " is easier, but the Heb. reads " he
prayed," (though some regard the form as plur.

),

and" so Chald. ; Syr. Ar. Vulg. have tlie plur.

;

Sept. omits the clause. If taken as sing, it no
doubt refers to Elkanah, who, as head of the

household, represented his wife and conducted

the worship. (So Abarbanel ii'^t^X "I.7J3 miH;

he also mentions Samuel and Eli). Tins is the

view of Keil and Wordsworth. The Bib. Comin.

takes it as fem. sing., and makes Hannah the

subject.—It is impossible to convey in an Eng.
translation the fine play upon words of the Heb.
in tlie principal sentence of this verse and the
preceding. Literally it reads: The Lord has
given me my asking which I asked of Him ; and
I also have caused the Lord to ask him ; as long as

he lives lie is asked to the Lord. The contrast be-

tween the Qal and Iliph. of the verb " to ask "

(/Xjy) is brought out in Ex. xii. 35 {asked, not
borrowed, as in Eng. A. V.) and 3G {gave, not loit).

Keil and Erdmann make the Iliph. a denomina-

tive from ^INK? " asked " = " to make one asked,"
T '

but there does not seem to be authority for this

;

the best rendering is " give."—Erdmann puts a
semicolon after "liveth;" but it is better, with
Chald. Syr. and Eng. A. V., to put it after the
first .leliovah.—The ancient vss. (except Vulg.

)

take the riTI "is" liere to be equivalent to ri'n
" lives," or perhaps read DTI, and it is better to
adopt the latter reading. Otherwise we must
translate "and I also liave given him to Jehovah
all the davs for wliich he was asked for Jeho-
vah."—Tr.].

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.
1. Tlie mother's determination, that the cliild

should not be presented to the Lord in the Sanc-
tuary till after he was weaned, was in keeping
with tlie divine ordination that the cliild must
first, in tiie bosom of natural maternal love, pass

through the elementary conditioiij; oi' the suste-

nance and earliest development of his physical
life, before he could, in accordance witli the divine
destination, receive in the service of the Sanctuary
the proper education and culture for his theocratic

callmg.

2. That God gives in answer to prayer, and that

man devotes to God what he obtains, so that God
takes again what He has given, or lays claim to it

for the ends of His kingdom, is the law of recipro-

city in the intercourse between the living God and
His saints ; the latter contribute nothing for the
realization of the special ends of His kingdom,
which they have not received from him, and are
not by Him enabled to contribute.

3. Among the heroes of God's kingdom wlio
have been brought to the Lord by the prayers of

their mothers and consecrated as His instrument>i,

Samuel is a shining example of the full, nnselfislx

devotion of the whole life to the Lord's service,

which is the condition of great profound capacity

to further the kingdom of God.
4. An important principle of education is herein

contained : every child should be devoted to the

Lord's service, from the beginning of his life on,

with self-denial and prayer; and, in accordance
with this destination, should receive his life-di-

rection by education, selfish parental love yield-

ing to the counsel of the divine will. Calyix:
" Hannah, forgetting her own advantage, gives all

the glory to God, thinking it would be well enough
with her, if only God were glorified; and indeed
it is right to yield to God all we have, whatever
it may be." In the education of children the
using them to the divine and holy must begin
with the xceaning.'^ From the beginning of his life

the child must be "about his Father's business."

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 21-28. The presentation of Samuel for

constant service in the sanctuary. 1) What pre-

ceded it, according to Hannah's wish and Elka-
nali's consent (vers. 21, 22). 2) How it was per-

formed, in bringing up Samuel to Shiloli and in

delivering him to Eli and in prayer to the Lord
(vers. 24-28).

Ver. 21. Osiander: After receiving divine

benefits we should not be more slothful in per-

forming divine service, but rather be so much the

more diligent and industrious.—Pious mothers
are performing acceptable divine service when
they are rearing their children faithfully and in

the fear of God.—It is no reproach to a man when
lie prefers his wife's better opinion to his own.
[Ver. 23. Matt. Henry: So far was he from de-

lighting to cross her, that he referred it entirely

to her. Behold, how good and pleasant a thing

it is, when yoke-fellows thus draw even in the

yoke, and accommodate tiiemselves to one ano-
ther; eacii thinking Avell of what tlic other docs,

especially in works of piety and charity.

—

Tr.]

Ver. 24. Cramer: The rearing of children

gives to parents, it is true, great toil and troulile,

but when it is done in faith, it constitutes better

works tlian when monks and nuns perform all

their fasting, praying, castigations and indulgence-

ceremonies; for those, not these, are enjoined by

* FTho Oorninn is: mit Hor Fnln-Chnnvg pclion liat die
fleif'.'hitun;/ . . . /.a lieginnoii.—Tii.]
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God in His word. Accordingly they are true

acts of divine service, and receive from God their

reward.
Ver. 25. Von Gerlacii : That a three-year old

boy should be already given over to the temiale,

was done in order that from the first awakening
of his higher spiritual powers he miglit already
be living amid these holy surroundings.

—

See.
Schmidt: Children must at times be carried to

divine service.

—

Starke (vers. 2G, 27): The
wonders of God's goodness we should openly cele-

brate, and not keep silent about them. Ver. 28.

Parents give their children back to God when
they advance them to holy baptism, present them
to God in prayer, and rear them in a Christian

manner. [There are many who think this can
be, and often is, quite as well performed without
ini'ant baptism as with it.

—

Tr.]—Cramer: We
should devote to the ministry the best talents and
dearest children.

[Ver. 28. Glcinr) hack to the Lord: 1) All we
have was given by the Lord. 2) All we have
should be really consecrated to Him, and regarded

and treated as His. 3) The Lord will then make
all promote both our good and His glory.—Vers.

10, 26-7. Agonizing supplication and joyful

thanksgiving. Look on the two pictures and
learn the lesson.—Chap. I. Hannah, her sorrows

and her joys: I. Her sorrows. 1) She was child-
less. 2) She was derided and ridiculed. 3j She
was unjustly accused by a good man. II. Her
joys. 1) In the tender love of her husband.
2) In the answer to her agonizing prayer. 3j In
being the mother of a prophet.

—

Tr.] [Ciiry-
SOSTOJi has five sermons on Hannah, which are
discursive as usual, but contain some passages in
his best vein. Works, ed. Miqne, Vol. IV., p.

631.-TR.] '
^

THIRD SECTION.
Hannah's Song of Praise.

Chap. II. 1-10.

And Hannali prayed, and said

:

My heart rejoiceth in the Lord [Jehovah'],

My horn is exalted in the Lord [Jehovah]
;

My mouth is enlarged [opened wide] over mine enemies,

Because^ I rejoice in thy salvation.

There is none holy as the Lord [Jehovah],

For there is none beside thee,

Neither is there any [And there is no] rock like our God.
Talk no more so exceeding^ proudly

;

Let not arrogancy come out of your mouth
;

For the Lord [Jehovah] is a God of knowledge,*

And by him^ actions are weighed.

The bows of the mighty men are broken,

And they that stumbled are girded with strength.

They that were full have hired themselves out for bread,

And they that were hungry ceased [ins. to hunger^}
;

So that [Even''] the barren hath borne seven,

And she that hath many children hath waxed feeble.

The Lord [Jehovah] killeth and maketh alive.

He [om. He] briugeth down to the grave (underworld') and bringeth up.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 [Instead of "Jehovah." 2S MSS., 3 printed copies, LXX. and Vulg., read "my God," which some prefer as

St variatiTii ; Ryr. and Ar. omit the word. It is better to keep tlie Heb. text.—Ti:.]

2 ["Because" is omitted in Vat. LXX. (probably by clerical error), retained in Chald. and Syr.—Tr.]

3 [The Ileb. here repeats the subst. T\T\21 Hnij, "pride, pride," in a superl. sense. Wellhausen takes these

words &-< a quotation, and the H as He local, "do not sav, hieh up! high up!" but this rendering has little in its

fav.n-.—Tr.J
* [Lit. "knowledges." Ewald and Erdmann render "an omniscient God."

6 [Kethih is K S, "not." and .«o Syr. and Ar.; the Qeri 'l'7, "by him," is found in many MSS., and LXX.,
Chald and Vnlg. See Dr. Erdmann's note.

—

Tr.]

6 [On these interpretations of l^nn and Ij? see exegetical note.—Tk.]

7 [Heb. VlXtl", Sheol. See exeget. note.—Tr.]
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7 The Lord [Jehovah] maketh poor and maketh rich,

He {om. He) bringeth low and lifteth up.

8 He raiseth up the poor out of the dust,

And [om. And] lifteth up the beggar [needy] from the dunghUl,
To set them* among princes,

And to make [And he makes] them to inherit the [a] throne of glory;
For the pillars of the earth are the Lord's [Jehovah's],

And he hath set the world upon them.

9 He will keep the feet of his saints,®

And the wicked shall be silent® in darkness;

For by strength shall no man [not by strength shall a man] prevail.

10 The adversaries'" of the Lord [Jehovah] shall be broken to pieces;

Out of heaven shall [will] he thunder upon them.
The Lord [Jehovah] shall [will] judge the ends of the earth,

And he shall [will] give strength unto his king,

And exalt the horn of his anointed.

8 [The Heb. has no pronoun here. Some MSS. have a Yod paragog. which may represent an original Waw in
the text. The sense ia not atfected.

—

Tr.1
9 [Heb. has the sing, in Kethib, but the phir. of Qeri suits the connection better. (So Vulg.) The Kethib

may be only a scriptio defectiva. (In Ps. xvi. 10 Kethib is plur.; Qeri, not so well, sing.)

—

T'DH is literally " a favored
* T

one," "beloved," rendered by Erdmann "fromm" (pious).—Erdmann renders " shall perish." The word means
first "be silent," and then "perish,"—silence being a sign of destruction.

—

Tb.]
10 [Here again Kethib is sing., and Qeri plur., and the verb is plur. Lit. "Jehovah—his adversaries shall be

broken." LXX.: " the Lord will make liis adversary weak ;" Vulg.: '• dnnUniiiitJhrmidabunl adversarii ejus ;'' Chald.:
"Jehovah will destroy the enemies who rise up to hurt his people." This simpler construction (reading the verb
as sing.) is adopted by Wellhausen and the Bible Commentary—but there is not .sufficient ground for changing tha
existing Hebrew text.*

—

Te.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. The superscription, "and Hannah
prayed," does not suit precisely tlie contents of

the following Song, which is not exactly a prayer

/n^pFI) but a thanksgiving-testimony to the

Lord and the revelation of His glory. Clericus

:

" Hannah rather sings praises to God than asks

anything of Him." So the word "prayers"

<m73ri) in Ps. Ixxii. 20, includes all the Pss.

from 1 to 72, in the broad sense of thinking and
speaking of God and in God's presence, when the

heart is most thoroughly concentrated and deeply
immersed in Him, though the form of thinking

and speaking to God may be lacking. The
"thou," however, referring to God, ajipears in

two places (vers. 1, 2). [Chald.: " H. prayed in

the spirit of prophecy."

—

Tr.].

The coji^eni ofthe Song is: 1) TJie manifestation of

<:?flCj)Jo?/mi!/ie Lord at the deliverance vouchsafed by
Him over against enemies (ver. 1). With lofty

fliglit the four-membered strophe rises from the

depth of the heart's joyful emotion on high, where
the source ofsalvation and help in the living God is

seen and praised. The heart ( as elsewhere the soul)

is the central organ of all i)ainfnl and joyful feel-

ings. The "horn" is the symbol—derived from
liorned beasts, which carry the head high in con-

sciousness of power—of vigorous courage and
consciousness of power, of which the Lord is the
source, (comp. Deut. xxxiii. 17; Ps. Ixxv. 5;
Ixxxix. 18, 25).* The repetition of the "in the

* [There is no reason for supposing here a reference
to the eastern custom among Oriental women, (Druses
and others), of wearing silver-horns on the head to

Lord " emphasizes the fact that the joyous frame
of mind and lofty consciousness of power has its

root in the Lord, and presupposes the most inti-

mate communion with the living God. The
"mouth opened wide over my enemies," intimates

that the joy and courage that filled her soul had
found utterance, partly in exulting over adversa-

ries, as contrasted with the silence of subjection

to them, partly in proclaiming the glory of the

Lord in thanks and praise for the help received
from Him in the attacks of foes. The ground of

her joy in the Lord is His salvation. His help
against enemies. 2) The praise of the ma-
jesty of God in His holiness anA Hin faithfulness,

which is as firm as a rock (ver. 2). The " holy"
indicates here in the broad sense the infinite su-

periority of God to everything earthly and human,
His isolation from the world, but at the same
time His absolute completeness of life in contrast

with the nothingness and perishableness of every-

thing in the sjahere of the creaturely, as in Ps.

xcix. 2-5 ; comp. 1 Kings viii. 27. This is evi-

dent from the double negation :
" none is holy as

the Lord; for there is none beside thee." The
ground of this exclusive holiness is the aloneness

and absoluteness of God; there is no God beside

which the vail is attached, and which by their position
indicate the woman's position as maiden, wile, or
mother. There is no trace of such a custom .nmong the
ancient Hebrews. The word qeren " horn,'' is used of the
horns of beasts, of horns for blowing and drinking, or
for any hcirn-shaped vessel, (so, the name of Job's
daugliter Qcren-happuk " paiiit-horn," " i-yepigment-
horn "

), ami of a mountain-peak. It signifies also " ray
of light," and the derived verb " to emit rays of light,"

as of Moses, Ex. xxxiv. at. From the incorrect trans-

lation of the Vulg., " horned " probably came (as Gese-
nius suggests) the custom of the early painters of repre-
senting Moses with horns.

—

Tr ].

* [The Sept. inserts in ver. in a quotation from Jor. ix. 23. 24 differing slightly from the present Greek text in
.ler. The Chald. gives a paraphrase of the Song rather than a translation, referring the words of the several verses
to the Philistines, Nebuchadnezzar, Mordecai, the Greeks, and Magog.

—

Tk.J
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Him, He phares the divine being [Germ. Sein
und Wesen] with none; therefore He is apart
from everything human and eartlily, and lifted

up above it.*—The words " there is "no rock like

our God," express the aloneness and exckisive-
cess of God's character as set forth by the name
rock. This superiority of God to all earthly and
worldly being, this absolute glory beyond every-
thing finite and human does not exclude, but is

the ground of His self-revelation as the Fixed, Un-
changeable, Immovable amid everything earthly
and human. The "our God" presupposes the
revelation of God by which He, as the Holy One,
has choxen His people to be His possession, an-
nounced Himself to this people as their God, and
made a covenant with them. The symbolical de-
signation of this covenant-God by Itock, which
occurs frequently, was suggested naturally by the
configuration of the ground in Palestine, where
masses of rock surrounded by steep precipices

offered an image of solid and sure protection.

•God is a rock in His firm unshakable faith-

fulness ; and it is the more necessary to suppose
this attribute to be here set forth, because His
relation to His people as covenant-God is assumed
in the words " our God." This term has the

signification of faithfulness and indestructible

trustworthiness in Deut. xxxii. 4, also; where it

is clearly the same as HJ-IDX "faithfulness," Ps.

xviii. 3, (2)sq. ; xcii. IS.f—The presupposition

is the declaration " there is none beside Thee."
Jehovah, as the Holy One who has revealed Him-
self to His people as their God in His lofty eleva-

tion above the earthly and human, and is alo7ie

the truly existing living God, is for this very
reason the Mock, also in the absolute sense, the

unchangeable, unshakably faithful, trustworthy

God, and therefore claims from men, to whom He
has revealed Himself as their God, and is known
as such, unconditioned complete confidence, as it is

expressed in this brief sentence, " none is a rock

like our God."X
3) The manifestations of the holy and faithful

God in His conduct, as it is determined by His
omniscience and omnipotence, partly towards the

ungodly, partly towards the godly, vers. 3 8).

Ver. 3. The negativ^e particle is omitted before

"come out" (^K.'.) as before " speak "^ (-Tl^liT^),

and the sense requires that it be supplied (Ge-
senius, |152, 3). Partly by the " more," [Heb.
literally, "do not increase to speak."

—

Tr.],

partly by the doubling of the noun [ T\r\2i

" pride ;" in Eng. A. V. the intensive doubling

is rendered by "exceeding,"

—

Tr.], the boastful

vaunting character, the haughty soul of the un-
godly is characterized, showing itself, as it often

* [These ideas are not properly indicated by the word
" holy." but may be said to be connected with and sug-
gested by the lofty Heb. conception of the holiness of
God.—Tr.]
f [B b.'e-Ownmentarj/.- "That the name was commonly

applied to God so early as the time of Moses, we may
conclude from the names Zurishaildai, " my Rock is the
Almighty," (Num. i. 0; ii. 12), and Zuriel, "my Rock is

God." (Num. iii. 35).—Tr.].
t [More literally "there is not a rock like our God."

-Tr ].

g [This is not correct. The neg. is not omitted before

?13in which is, according to the Heb. .syntax, merely
an appendage of O^rt. forming with it a compound
notion.—This paragraph is improperly assigned in the
Germ, to ver. 4.^Tk.].

5

does, in arrogant words, and becoming, as it were,
a ' second nature. The warning, " talk not so

proudly, proudly," stands in contrast with the
praise of God's grandeur in His holiness, and
brings out the more sharply the contrast between
liuman pride and the humility which is appro-
priate towards the holy God. Herder's reference
of the word {Geist d. ehraisch. Poesie 2, 282) to the
" heiglits, which were used for defence, and in
which pride was felt" is untenable, the Heb. not
jiermitting it. The talking with so many proud
and arrogant words stands in contrast with the
expression of humility and gratitude in ver. 2:
" My mouth is opened wide, etc., there is none
holy." " priy "arrogance" specially

marks the haughty talk as the exjircssion of a bold
defiant soul, which will not bend, and manifests
itself particularly towards the pious and God-
fearing by bold words, comp. Ps. Ixxv. 6; xciv.

4; xxxi. 19. Sins of word, corresponding to the
proud nature, are here emphasized, because what
the heart is full of the mouth will speak.

His warning is supported by pointing to God'.s

omniscience and omnipotence, in which the relation

of His holiness to earthly and human things is

shown. " For Jehovah is a God of omniscience."

The plu. "knowledges" (nij;i) indicates that

God knows and is acquainted with every indi-

vidual thing, that, as He is raised above every
created thing, and thus present with all things

and creatures, so they are present and known to

Him ; and thus it expresses the thought that the
concrete content of God's omniscience is every-

tliing finite and created.* The pi'oud and bold
men, who speak so haughtily, must recollect that

God knows all their deeds and hears their words,
that therefore they cannot withdraw from His
rule.—Secondly, reference is made to God's
power, which controls all things according to a
fixed unchangeable plan. We must first inquire

whether the "actions" {^^'7^) is to be imder-

stood of liuman or divine deeds, and then

whether we are to read " not" ({<7) or the Qeri

"by him" (1/). The first que.stion can be de-

cided' only by the connection. The preceding
context speaks not of the deeds, but of the words
of ungodly men. In what follows it is similarly

not works and deeds of men that are treated of,

but the conditions and relations of human life,

with which divine agency has to do ; in ver. 4,

sq., the thought expressly confines itself to divine

deeds. We cannot therefore with Bottcher

(Aehrenle.se, in loco) suppose a question, and,

retaining the Kethib, render, " and are not deeds

measured?" that is, " is not care taken that human
deeds shall not become inmioderate, insolent?"

nor, with Thcnius, adopting the Qeri, "and byHim
actions are measured," that is, " He determines

how far human doing may go ;" nor, with Luthei

,

paraphrase "the Lord does not suifer such conduct

to prosper." But, if v/e have to suppose only

divine deeds, then the translation "to him or by

him actions are weighed or measured" is certainly

* [The Heb. plu. means not more than " great know-
ledge ;" our author's exposition cannot be gotten from
the'simple Heb. word, but is an interpretation into the
word (^here probably warranted) of ideas gotten from
the Scriptures in general.—Tn.].
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to be preferred to the other—"are not actions

weighed or measured, that is, determined?"—be-

cause of the vagueness of the thought in tlie lat-

ter. The thought, then, is tliis : God's actions are

weighed, measui'ed, fixed; He proceeds, in His
Avorking, by unchangeable paths established by
Himself, so that none can free himself from His
omnipotence, as none can witlidraw from His all-

pervading omniscience. Against the explanation
"by Him tlie actions of men are weighed" (Bun-
sen: according to their essential worth), Keil
properly urges: "God weiglis the spirits, the
hearts of men indeed (Prov. xvi. 2; xxi. 2; xxiv.

12), but not their deeds. This exjiression is never
found." It is without ground, liowever, that he
introduces the idea of righteousness, since we have
here to do with nothing but the free, unrestricted

activity of the divine omnipotence, to which, as to

His omniscience, men are absolutely subject.

[The correctness of this interpretation is open to

doubt. The conception of God weigliing His own
actions, acting with prudence and forecast, is not,

I believe, found elsewhere in the Bible ; the higher
conception of immutable wisdom is every where
presented. On the other liand, that God weighs
the actions of men, if not (as Keil says) explicitly

stated, is yet involved in many passages, in all,

for example, which set forth His righteous retri-

bution; as, " Thou renderest to every man accord-
ing to his work" (Ps. Ixii. 12) ; "God shall bring
every work into judgment" (Eccl. xii. 14) ; and
comp, Ps. X. 18; xi. 5; xiv. 2; Prov. xv. 3; Job
xxxiv. 21, 23; Jer. ix. 23, 24; Joel iii. 12. And
this interpretation agrees very well witli the con-
text. The word "actions" may well include all

exhibitions of human character, and the antithe-

sis throughout the Song is between the wicked and
tlie righteous. The thought, therefore, may be:
Jehovah is holy and immutable. Give no exhi-
bition of pride, for He knows and weiglis your
actions. He reverses human conditions, bringing
down (i.e. the wicked), and setting up (/. e. the
righteous). Expositors are about equally divided
between these interpretations. With Erdmann
are Targum, Sept., Theodoret, Patrick, Keil; in

favor of the other, Syr., Clarke, Henry, Ewald;
doubtful, Vulg., Synop. Grit., Gill, Wordsworth.
Deut. xxxii. 4 does not seem to bear on the deci-

sion, for it is Jeliovali's righteousness that is

there emphasized.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 4-8 further carry out the thought of God's

almighty working in human life by a series of sharply
contrasted changes of fortune. In this it is assumed
that God's omnipotent working hjitst, but it is not
explicitly declared till afterwards. "The pre-
ceding thought is carried further: Every jiower
which will be sometliing in itself is destroyed by
the Lord; every weakness, wliich despairs of it-

self, is transformed into power" (O. v. Gerlach).
Ver. 4. As in Isa. xxi. 17 we have boics of heroes

instead of heroes of the bow, so here the symbol of
human j)0wer and might is poetically jiut first in-
stead of the personal subject. [Dr. Erdmann
translates: "the heroes of the bow are cast down,"
Avliich is, however, giving up the poetical form.
Better: "the bows of heroes are broken." So in
Isa. xxi. 17 :

" the residue of the bows of the heroes
ehall become small." — Tr.] The "broken"
(D^T^n) refers, according to the sense, to the latter

(since "heroes" is the logical subject) instead of

to "bows," the breaking of wliich indicates the-

broken power of those who, like heroes of the
bow, trust to their might. The strong are over-
come by God, as a hero loses his power when his
bow is broken. The antithesis: '^And they that

stumbled [or, stumble] are girded with strength." As
stumbling, tottering indicates weakness and pow-
erlessness, so "being girded" with strength de-
notes fitness for battle, power prepared for battle.

The strong He deprives of strength, the powerless
He makes strong—according to the free working
of His jjower.

Ver. 5. The "full," who in the abundance of
their wealth had no need, have hired themselves
out for bread, that is, must earn their bread in
order to appease their hunger. On the other hand,

the hungry " cease " (IvHn) either " to be hungry,"

or, "to work for bread." The latter is preferable

on account of the contrast with "hire themselves
out for bread" in the first clause; so Herder
("they now have holiday") and Bunsen ("they
no longer need work for bread"). Clericus:

"Hannah here rightly attributes to divine provi-

dence what tlie heathen wrongly attribute to for-

tune, of whose instabilitv tliev speak ad nauseam."
See J. Stoba?i, Jiorileg. tit. lOo.* The "1.1^ ["till,"

rendered in Eng. A. V. "so that"] is taken by
some expositors in the sense "even" [Germ.
sogar]. Clericus explains it as a sort of ellijisis

" as if she said that all experienced the vicissitudes

of human afliiirs, even to the barren woman, who,"
etc. Similarly Keil explains it as a brachylogy:
"it goes so far that" This adverbial con-
struction, with the presupposed logical zeugma,
would have as much in its favor as the view of

Thenius, who asks : "Might not "IJ/ be an adverb:

the long barren?" But there are passages in
which IJ.', from its sense of continuance, must be

taken simply as a conjunction, meaning "in that

or while" (Jon. iv. 2; Job i. 18; 1 Sam. xiv. 19) ^

in the two last passages it is followed as here by
]
["and"], and introduces an occurrence contem-

poraneously with which, or following on which,
something else occurred. Here then: "while the

barren bears seven." "Seven children" is, accord-
ing to Buth iv. 15, the "conij^lete number of the
divine blessing in children" (Keil). Comp. Ps.

cxiii. 9: "he makes the barren woman dwell in

the house, the joyful mother of children." [Erd-
mann translates : "he makes the barren woman of

the house dwell as a joyful mother of children."—Tr.] [Ps. cxiii. 7-9 resembles 1 Sam. ii. 5, 7,

8 so closely as to suggest an imitation. It would
be very natural in a later writer, in composing a
Psalm celeljrating Jehovah's majesty and poM'cr,

to take such general expressions from a well-

known song, which we may suppose was commit-
ted to writing by Hannah herself, and through
Samuel transmitted to the prophetic students,

among whom, no doubt, were many psalmists.

The Book of "Samuel" itself w;is probably in

circulation soon after Rehoboam's time.

—

Tr.]

* [The word ShH is used in the Bible either absohitol

y

="ecase to exist " (Judges v. (i, 7 ; Ps. xlix. S (9); Deut.
XV. 11), or with an explanatory word (Job iii. 17 ; Pr. x. 9),

or its complement is siisrgestod by the immedi.atn action
or context (Am. vii. r-, : Zoeh. xi. 12). Uere the statement
is "tlio hunLn-v ceased to exist as such," as in Judg. v.

6; Deut. xv.'ll'.—Tr.]
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"And she vvho had many children languishes
away." Clericus remarks: "being exhausted be-
fore the end of the usual bearing-time of women,
and perhaps left solitary by the death of her cliil-

dren." As to this last point comp. Jer. xv. 9."'

[The view held by some that in Hannali's barren-
ness and subsequent fruitfulness there is a mysti-
cal or tyi^ical meaning, deserves consideration.
It is advocated by Jerome, Augustine, Patrick,
Gill, Wordsworth, and the Bib. Comm. Hannah
is said to be the type of the Christian Church, at

first barren and reviled, afterwards fruitful and
rejoicing. As to such a typical character we must
be guided, not by outward resemblances, but by
fixed principles of biblical interpretation. If
Hannah's late fruitfulness is typical, it must be
because it sets forth a spiritual element of the spi-

ritual kingdom of God. These facts may guide
us to a decision: 1) God's relation to His people
is set forth under the figure of marriage; He is

the husband, Ilis people the wife (Isa. liv.; Jer.
iii.; Hos. i.-iii.); 2) Isaiah (liv. 1) describes
God's spiritual people as barren, yet with the
promise of many children; 3) Paul (Gal. iv. 27)
quotes this passage of Isaiah, refers it to' the
Church of Christ as distinguished from the Jew-
ish dispensation, and declares that this antithesis

is given in Sarah and Plagar. The barren Sarah
is the new dispensation, the fruitful Hagar the
old. Besides Sarah, other barren women in the
Bible become the mothers of remarkable sons:

Eebecca, Kachel, Samson's mother, Hannah, Eli-

zabeth. Are these all typical of the new dispen-
sation or the Church of Christ? The answer is to

be found in Paul's treatment of Sarah's history.

What he declares is, that Sarah is the mother of

the child of promise, while Ilagar's child was the
product of natural fruitfulness. Thus Sarah sets

forth the dispensation which is based on promise or

free grace and faith ; Hagar rej^rescnts the dispensa-

tion of works. Paul quotes Isa. liv. 1, to show sim-

ply that the spiritual Jerusalem, the Church of

Christ, is our mother. Throughout his argument
it is the spiritual element of promise and faith on
which Sarah's typical position is based. Only,
therefore, where we can show such spiritual ele-

ment are we justified in supposing a typical

character. There must be involved the truth that

the origination and maintenance of God's peo-

ple depend on His promise and not on human

* [Dr. Erdmann's translation of this claiise (1 Sam. ii.

5) is liardly satisfactory. Tlie word 1^» (lit. "continu-

ance) is used in the senses "while," "until," "so that,"

and the question is, which is the appropriate sense here.
Erdmann renders: "while the barren bears, the fruit-

ful waxes feeble,"—that is, the clause, according to

liim, affirms tlie contemporaneousness of the two
things. This would be appropriate in a narration, but
is inappropriate and feeble here. To judge from the
passages cited, he supposes the sense to be :

" and while
the barren is still bearing (that is, in the midst of her
bearing), the fruitful languishes," which is plainly out
of keepmg with the context. Rather we are to take Hj;

—in its woll-sustained sense of "till"—as marking the
Innit of the action involved in the preceding context.
The mutations in human life, brought about by God,
reach to this astonishing point, namely, that the barren
becomes fruitful and the fruitful barren. So Vulg.
(donee) and Sept. (ort). The other versions do not trans-

late the '^p. Gesenius and Fiirst take the word as a
jireposition :

" even the barren, she bears." But it may
also he a conjunction. It sometimes by suggestion
(tliough not properly) includes the fact which it intro-

duces.

—

Tk.]

strength. This is not necessarily involveu in the
history of every barren woman who becomes
fruitful—certainly not in that of Eachcl, proba-
bly in that of Eebecca, probably not in the
others. These histories teach indeed that fruit-
fulness is the gift of God ; and, as an encotirage-
ment to faith, He has in some instances granted
to the barren to be the mothers of sons to Avhoni He
has assigned important positions in the develop-
ment of His kingdom. But this fact does not in
itself show tluit these mothers sustained to the
kingdom of God the relation which Sarah sus-
tained. Hannah seems to be simply a pious
mother whose prayer for a son, contrary to human
l^robabilities, is granted.

—

Tr.].
Ver. G. This Keil connects with the preceding,

explaining : This comes from the Lord, who kills,

etc. But here, as in the remaining members of the
Song, we must sui:)pose a logical asyndeton. The
contrast of death and life, killing and making alive
demands even a wider extension of these concep-
tions than is indicated in the last clause of ver. 5.

Killing denotes (with a departure from the or-
dinary sense) bringing into the extremest misfor-
tune and suffering, which oppresses the soul like
the gloom of death, or brings it near to death

—

makinrj alive is extricating from deadly sorrow
and introducing into satiety and joy. This is

confirmed by the second member: "He brings
down to Sheol and brings up." The same con-
trast is found in Deut. xxxii. 39, " I kill and I

make alive ; I wound and I heal ;" Ps. xxx.
4(3), "Thou hast brought up my soul from
Sheol, Thou hast made me alive," etc.; Ps. Ixxi.

20, "Thou, who hast showed us great and sore
trouble, wilt quicken us again, and wilt bring us
up again from the depths of the earth," [Eng.
A. V. reads, with Qeri, me; Kethib, us.—Tr.J.
Ps. Ixxxvi. 13: "Great is Thy mercy towards me,
and Thou hast delivered my soul from the lowest
Sheol," (comp. Job v. 18, and Ps. Ixxxviii. 4-6).

So also in Ps. Ixvi. 9, misfortime is conceived of
as death, salvation as revival. Calvin :

" in the
word 'death' Hannah properly embraces every-
thing injurious, and whatever leads step by step

to death, as, on the other hand, the word ' life

'

includes everytliing happy and prosjjcrous, and
whatever can make a tbrtunate man contented
with his lot." [As is apparent from the above
exposition, there is no reference in this verse to

the doctrine of the resurrection. The word n\X^

" Sheol," improperly rendered in Eng. A. V.
"hell" and "the grave," means "the under-
world," (Erdmann, the same, "unterwelt"), the
gloomy abode of all the dead, conceived of by the
Hebrews as the negation of all earthly activity.

It thus became an image of darkness and sufler-

ing, only here and there illumined and soothed (as

in Ps. xvi.) by the conviction that God's love
would maintain and develop into ftilness of joy
the life which Ho had bestowed on His servants.

—The word is usually supposed to mean a " hole,"

"cleft" like, Eng. hell (="hole," "hollow," Ger-
man holle.—Tr.].

Ver. 7. By His power the Lord determines the
contrast of rich and poor, high and low; comp.
Ps. Ixxv. 8(7). The thought of the second clause

is developed in ver. 8, with the first half of which
Ps. cxiii. 7, 8 agrees almost word for word. Being
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low is here regarded as being despised, for " dust

and dunghill" indicate a condition of deepest

dishonor antl disgrace, in which one is, as it were,

trodden under foot ; comp. Ps. xliv. 2G (25). The
" raising and lifting" denotes the divine govern-

ment, by which shame and contempt are changed

into honor and glory. The contrast to the dust

and the dunghill is "the sitting in the company of

nobles and princes, on the throne of honor.

Calvin :
" Hannah goes on to say the same thing

of honors and dignities as of fortunes, namely,

that, Avhen we behold in this world so many and
so great vicissitudes, we should lift up our gaze

to the providence of God, who rules all things in

heaven and earth by His will, not imagining that

there is anything fortuitous in our lives, (. . . but

knowing that God's providence controls every-

thing)."—^The two last clauses point to the founda-

tion of the Lord's determination and arrangement
of the contrasted relations of life and fates of

men : "for the pillars of the earth are Jehovah's, and
lie hath set the earth upon them."* The control

and government of God here portrayed is founded
on the fact that He is the creator and sustainer of

the earth, and therefore by His omnipotence ex-

ercises unrestricted rule over the earth-world.

Here we have clear and plain the highest point

of view, from which all that is said from ver. 4
on is to be looked at : the all-embracing power of

the Lord. Clericus :
" Hannah, therefore, means

to say that God easily effects any change in hu-

man affairs, since He is creator and lord of the

earth itself."

4. The Song culminates (vers. 9, 10) in the

prophetic testimony to the omnipotent rule of

the holy God in the manifestation of His justice to-

wards the godly and the ungodly, and in con-

ducting His kingdom to glorious victory over
the world. a) To the godly the Lord will

grant His protection and salvation, and will guard
them from misfortune, comp. Ps. Ivi. 13 (14):

"Wilt Thou not deliver my feet from falling,

that I may walk before God in the light of life

[Germ, as Eng. A. V.: 'the living']?" So Ps.

cxvi. 8 ; cxxi. 3 ; "he suffers not thy foot to fall."

The tottering [or falling] of the feet is not to be
taken here in an ethical sense ; the preservation

of tlie feet from slipping, tottering, stumbling, of-

ten denotes deliverance from long-continued mis-

fortune and suffering, so Ps. xv. 5 ; Iv. 23 ; Ixvi.

9. "i?is saints" points to the intimate associa-

ticn between God and His people, and its corre-

lative is "my God," "our God." b) The godless

will be the objects of His punitive justice. They will

perish in darkness. The darkness is the symbol of

misfortune and misery, as light of safety and life.

Job XV. 22 ; Ps. cvii. 14. Godlessness is volun-
tary remoteness from the light of salvation, which
God sheds abroad ; and so its walking in darkness
must end in destruction. For, not by strength,

that is, by his own strength, shall a man prevail ,

•

"shall'a man be strong" (tJ'''X~15t'') is an allusion

perhaps to the "mighty men" (CI'''i3J) in ver. 4.

The godless rely on tlieir own strength with which

* [It is not necessary to find a geograpliical theory in
this ))oetioal statement. And, even if it expresses the
iuitlior's geographiea! views, it is not the thouf/hl of the
passage, but only the frnmewnrh of the thought; the real
thought here is solely religions, and has nothing to do
with physical science.—Tr.J.

to help themselves in the darkness. But'it is uni-
versally true that " we do nothing by our own
strength." Ps. xxxiii. 16, 17. He who leans on
his own strength (which cannot be without turn-
ing away from the Lord, who alone can help) will
receive his just reward, he will pci-ish in darkness.
Clericus: " No one can avoid calamity by his own
strength, unhelped by divine providence."—Hu-
man weakness is here specially brought out by the
order of the woi'ds ; on Mia^ [lleb. t^'X last word
in ver. 9] follows immediately Jehovah [in the
Heb., iirst word in ver. 10], which further stands
as absolute subject (comp. Ps. xi. 4) and thus in
sharper contrast. As " prevail " in ver. 9 alludes
to ver. 4, so here the " broken " to the " broken "

in that verse.—The thought, that God's justice is

shown in the punishment of the godless, is first

very strongly and sharply exjaressed by the im-
mediate collocation ofthe two verbs after Jehovah :

" broken are his opposers,"* and then illustrated

by the allusion to a judicial process which ends
witli the carrying out of the sentence. The un-
godly strive with God as in a judicial contest
(V^np [Qeri]), but they are confounded in the

presence of the process of law to which the Lord
conies. The thunder, the sign of His fear-inspiring

and destructive power, is the announcement of His
proximity to the tribunal. The "judge "

(fl') de-

notes the holding of the court. The judicial work
of God is the outflow of His holiness, justice and
almightiness, which three attributes of God have
been celebrated up to this point. The object of

the judicial interposition of God is not only the
members of the chosen people, but the ends of the

earth, that is, all peoples, the whole world. As
before the whole earthly creation, founded and
maintained by God's power, was brought before

us in order to establish God's almighty control

over the earth, so here our view is extended from
punitive justice as it shows itself in the sphere of

God's people to God's judgment as it stretches

over the whole earth, to the all-embracing world-

judgment. Tlie ])rophetic view often rises to

this universality of (lod's judicial control as the

judge of tiie whole world (Gen. xviii. 25), which
corresponds to the idea of the universal salvation

embracing all the nations of the earth ; so, for ex-

ample, Mich. i. 2 sq.; Lsa. ii. 9sq.; iii. 13; Ps. vii. 8

sq.; ix. 8. Theconceptionof this general judgment
over all the peoples of the earth, and that of the

special judgment over Israel and every individual

member of Israel are closely connected. The
aim of both is to lead God's kingdom to victory

and glory. Tlie broad glance at the ends of the

earth fdled with the judicial glory of King Je-

hovah fixes itself in the concluding words on the

highest aim and end to be reached by the exer-

cise of God's judicial justice, namely, the unfold-

ing of God's power and dominion in the kingdom

in Israel and in the person of His atwinted. "And
He will give strength to His king, and exalt the horn

of His anointed."

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

After the explanation of the content of this Song
of praise of Hannah, we must in the first place

consider the question of its origin. The answer

*[Hi'l). literally: '-.Tehovnli, liroken are His ojiposers."
Somo rcMiclor, ".lohovMli will I'lenk His opposers."

—

Tr.],
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to this question is inseparable from our historical

conception and estimate of the content of the

Song, and is therefore connected with the liistori-

cal and theological remarks. The question is

:

whether, as the autlior obviously assumes, Hannah
herself sang it from her heart, or, whether it owed
its origin to a totally dilierent occasion, and was
put into Hannah's mouth by the author.

According to Ewald, this Song is an interpola-

tion by a later hand, because ver. 1 is the imme-
diate continuation of the concluding words of the

first chapter, and is therefore a proper ending like

ch. i. 19, ("they worshipped and returned"); but
we reply that the words, ch. i. 28, " they wor-
shipped the Lord there," form an appropriate
introduction to the following prayer, and that

the latter contains nothing out of keeping with
the continuity of the narrative—rather its content
quite suits the situation, and therefore from this

point of view there is no necessity for regarding
it (from its content) as a later insertion which
breaks the connection.—But particularly two

thinrjs in the content have been adduced against

the ascription of the Song to Hannah or to Han-
nah's time : the celebration of a glorious victory

over foreign enemies, and the assumption of the

existence of the theocratic kingdom in the con-
clusion.—But, as to X\\% first, where in the Song is

there the mention of a victory gained in war with
foreign enemies? The only passage in which
warriors are spoken of contrasts the " miglity
bowmen" with the stumbling who are girded
with the strength, not to portray heroes of war, but
to show how this contract also (which is parallel

with others, none of which have anything to do
with war) is brought about by the Lord's omnipo-
tent rule. The description of these contrasts and
of the power of God which reveals itself in them
is so general that it is impossible to discover here
the character of a Song of victory which presup-
poses a war. The " enemies " against whom the
Song is directed are not the national enemies of the
peop/le of Israel, the heathen nations with whom
they had to fight, but the ungodly within the
chosen people as opposed to the truly pious and
God-fearing. The contrasts which are introduced
have their root in the fundamental view of the

religious-moral opposition of pride and humility
in reference to the holy God (ver. 3, a), culminate
in the testimony to God's righteous judgment on
godly and ungodly, and in tlieir movement be-

tween these poles exhibit only the religious-moral

condition of the people of Israel as the historical

background. Nothing is said of opposition to

external national enemies. Hence it is just as

unfounded to regard David as the author of the

Song (Bertholdt, Einl. III. 915), especially to

suppose it a Song of praise for his victory over
Goliath and the resulting defeat of the Philistines,

(Thenius 1 ed., Bottcher), as it is arbitrary to

suppose one of the oldest Kings of Judah its au-

thor.'^'' Neither one nor the other can be demon-
strated, or even shown to be probable.—The
second argument against the ascription of the Song

* fEqnally arbitrary is the procedure of Geiger
[Urschrift n. Vebersetzungen der Bibel, page 27), wiio
makes Hannah's Song an imitation of Ps. cxiii., and
refers the latter to the jjostexilian period, explaining
Dijnj as foreign princes reigning over Israel !

—

Tr.J.

to Hannah, and for referring it to the period of
the Kings seems weightier ; for the words of ver.

10, " He will give strength to his king, and exalt
the horn of His anointed," seem to assume the
existence of a king. But nothing obliges us so
to understand it. If we put ourselves in the
jjeriod of Samuel's early lite, the fact is incontes-
table that in the consciousness of the people, and
the noblest i)art of them too, the idea of a monar-
chy had then become a power, which quickened
more and more the hope of a realization of the
old promises that there should be a royal domi-
nion in Israel, till it took shape in the express
demand which the people made of Samuel. The
divine promise that the people should be a king-
dom is given as early as the patriarchal period,
comp. Gen. xvii. 6, 16. The idea of the kingdom
as bringing prosperity to the whole people con-
nects itself with the Tribe of Judah, Gen. xlix.
10. Judah will come forth victorious from the
battle which awaits him, will remain in possession
of everlasting imperishable dominion, and will
never lose the sceptre. The period of the Law
further develops the idea of this kingdom. The
whole people is to be a priestly kingdom (Ex. xx.
6). In Balaam's prophecy the royal power and
dominion to which Israel would attain is cele-

brated under the figure of the Star which rises on
Jacob, and in their victory over their tnemies,
Num. xxiv. 17, 19. This old prophecy is al-

together unintelligible if the consciousness of the
people did not attach the hope of ftiture de-
velojament and prosperity to the idea of the king-
dom. That the law of the king in Deut. xvii.

belongs to the legal period has been improperly
doubted, (comp. Oehler in Herzog's Il.-E. s. v.

Konigthum). The proposition made to Gideon
to be king ( Judg. viii. 23), though rejected by
him, shows how in the period of the Judges the
felt national disintegration brought out more
strongly the desire for a single government
which should embrace the whole people and pro-
tect them against external enemies. The phrase
of refusal '^Jehovah shall rule over you," is

based on the external non-theocratic conception
of the kingdom which underlay that application,

and at the same time expresses in the clearest

manner the consciousness of the divine rule of
which the kingly rule was to be the organ. At
the close of the period of the Judges the need of
such a theocratic kingdom was felt the more
strongly, because the office which was entrusted

with the duty of forming and guiding the theo-

cratic life of the nation, namely, the high-priestly

office, was itself with the people involved in the
deepest degradation. The hope thereon based,

that the Lord would set up a kingdom as the
instrument of saving tlie people from their deep
corruption, is expressed in our Song in the con-

cluding mention of the anointed of the Lord, who
would receive his power from Him, whose horn
would be exalted by the hand of the Lord. The
same thought is ex])ressed by that man of God
(ch. ii. 35), who announces to the High-priest Eli
the judgment of his house and the raising up of a
faithful priest who will walk before the anointed
of the Lord ;

that is, he indicates a direct interpo-

sition by God in the fortunes of His people, by
which a new order of things will be brought about
under the guidance of a true theocratic i^riesthood
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in connection with a divinely established king-
dom.

This was a testimony of the prophetical spirit

whleli animated that man of God, that spirit of

the prophecy and announcement of divine trutli

and promise, which had by no means completely
died out in tlie time of the Judges. When God
introduced the new era of Israel's fortunes, the

elevation of the theocratic development of His
people's life to a new plane by the prophet Sanuiel

as instrument of His revelation, and first of the

continuous theocratic line of prophets, He selected

persons in tlie border-time between the old antl

the new in whom tlieocratic iiopes dwelt in living

power, informed them by direct influence of His
Spirit of the approaching fulfillment of this hope,
and prepared and impelled them to announce and
to celebrate by prophetic testimony God's new
revelations of salvation. The " man of God

"

made such an announcement to Eli, who, accord-
ing to the divine counsel, was to fall together
with liis house, that a new true priesthood might
arise, which should be closely connected with the
" anointed of the Lord," tlie theocratic kingdom,
in its effort to attain its end and aim, namely,
God's dominion over His peo^Dle. Hannah matle
Bucli an announcement respecting her child Sa-
muel, she knowing by divine revelation that he
was to be God's instrument for great things, the
renewer and restorer of the theocratic life under
the God-given kingdom. She, like that man of
God, is filled with the spirit of prophecy, whose
representative and instrument she was the more
fitted to be, as she belonged to the pious class of
the people, and walked before God. Her song is

a product of this prophetic spirit, which lifts her
far above the joy (felt in her heart, and uttered at

the outset) of her heard prayer and God's accept-
ance of her child to be His possession, and above
her personal experience of the might of the living
God, and makes her see and celebrate His mani-
festations of might in his kingdom, which he has
established in his people, and will develop in new
glory by tlie revelation of His power and justice.

From the dejiths of humble piety slie looks up
away from her poor self to the height of the holi-

ness and faithfulness of the living God. The
foundations on which rests all God's revelation to

His people, as well as His dominion over them,
are His holiness and rock-firm faitlifulness. On
them is built God's government in His kingdom
and people, to which Hannah is led by the divine
providence in her own life to look iip. As she
looks, her experience of her " adversaries " and
of their pride and presumption is broadened and
generalized into a view of God's absolute govern-
ment and dominion which brings to sliame all

the pride and insolence of the ungodly, and wliicli

is revealed, partly in the unlimited, unconditioned
rule of His mir/'ht, which accomplishes the life-

changes of godly and ungodly in the extremest
contrasts, contradicting all 'human calculation
(vers. 4-8), partly in the government of His jmtice,
in which He shows Himself as the unchangeable
rock of the godly, and gives tlie ungodly over to
d3-<truction (vers. 9, 10). From the idea of this
govern inent of justice the song rises finally with
rapi(l fiight to the conception of a judgment which
the living, just God stretclies with His dominion
over the ends of the earth, and to the idea of a

kingdom, which, in this divine domain, and by
this ruling and governing of (xod, develops its

power beyond the limits of Israel, and in the pos-
session of this God-given power is the instrument
of the divine dominion—a wide extension of the
prophetic view, under the guidance of the divine
Spirit, beyond the jjresent which is the foundation
of the word of the prophetic testimony. Thus
the prophetic-historical description of the estab-

lishment of the kingdom in Israel is introduced
by this lyric-prophetic witness of the God-ordained
and God-serving power of the theocratic kingdom

;

and on this follows soon the proishetic announce-
ment of the intimate relation in which the reno-
vated priesthood is to stand to the " anointed of
the Lord." Hannah " beholds in her individual
experience the general laws of the divine economy,
and divines its significance for the whole history
of the kingdom of God " (Auberlen, Stud. u. Krit.,

1860, p. 564j.

In tliis song—uttered, in tlie spirit of prophecy,
in the beginning of the development of the theo-

cratic life, in so far as that development was de-

termined by the kingdom which the people hoped
for and God gave—Hannah passes unconsciously,
impelled by the divine Spirit, over all the inter-

mediate steps of the development of the kingdom
of God, and points to the final goal, at which the
divinely established, divinely equipj^ed, royal do-

minion extends itself over the ends of the earth.

To this answers, on the one hand, the idea of a
universal revelation of salvation, which appears
in that tribe-promise of the Sliiloh, to whom the

obetlience of the nations belongs, and farther back
in the patriarchal promises ; and, on the other

luuid, there is connected with it the prophetic

content of the songs of praise of Mary and Zacha-
riali (Luke i. 46 sq. and 68 sq.j, where there is ex-

press reference to the Avords of Hannah in view
of the approaching final fulfillment of the idea,

contained in her prophetic announcement, of the

dominion of the anointed of the Lord which in

divine power is to extend over the ends of the

earth.

[Wordsworth: " The il/«r/?u'^TO^ of Hannah is

an evangelical song, chanted by the spirit of Pro-
phecy under the Levitical Law. It is a prelude

and overture to the Gospel. It is a connecting

link of sweet and sacred melody between the

Magnificat of Miriam after tlie passage of the Red
Sea—symbolizing the Death, Burial and Resur-

rection of Christ—and the ISIagnificat of Mary,
after the Annunciation of His Birth Let

this Song of Hannah l)e read in the Septuagint,

and then the Magnificat in St. Luke's original, and
the connection of the two will be more clearly

recognized. . . . The true characteristic of Sacred

Poetry is, that it is not egotistical. It merges the

individual in the nation, and in the Church ITni-

versal. It looks forward from the special occasion

which prompts the utterance of thanksgiving, and
extends and expands itself, with a loving power
and holy energy, into a large and sympathetic

outburst of praise to God for His "love to all

mankind in Christ The Magnificat

of Hannah is conceived in this spirit. It is not

only a song of thanksgiving; it is also a pro-

phecy. It is an utterance of the Holy Ghost
moving witliin her, and making her maternal joy

on the birth of Samuel to overflow in outpourings
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of thankfulness to God for those greater blessings
in Christ, of which that birth was an earnest and
a i)k'(lge. In this respect it may be compared
with the Soi-s- of Moses (Deut. xxxii.) and the
Song of David (2 Sam. xxii.l."—Augustine, in

his comment on this Song [Dc Civ. JJei, 17, 4),

follows the translation of the Sept. {whichis often

incoiiTect), and, along with some good thoughts,
has nuich wrong exegesis and unfounded spiri-

tualizing.

—

Tr.]

HOM I LEXICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1. The joy in the Lord, to which faith at-

tains amid sore conflicts: 1) Its source—not our
own heart with its frowardness and its despon-
dency, not lielp and consolation from men, but
only the Lord's grace and compassion, which
make the heart joyous again, lifting up witli

mighty power the mind that has been stricken

down ; 2 ) Its object : the fulness of the salvation

whicli the; Lord dispenses, and faith ever more
richly appropriates: 3) Its expression: an open
testimony to the salvation experienced—before

God in praise, {"I rejoice in thy salvation "),

before men—in confessing and celebrating our
experience of salvation, to our comjjanions in

the faith that they may iniite with us in joy and
praise, so that their faitii may be strengthened,

to the adversaries of the faith that they may be
ashamed, may be warned, may repent.—[Han-
nah's song of praise compared with her former
prayer. 1) She was then "in bitterness of soul"
(i. 10); now her "heart rejoiceth." 2) Then she
was humiliated (i. 5, 8, 11); now she is "ex-
alted." 3) Then her adversary provoked her
(i. 6); now her "mouth is opened wide over her
enemies." 4) Then she " poured out her soul

before the Lord" (i. 15); now she "rejoices in

His salvation." Often we remember to pray,

and then forget to praise.

—

Tr.].

Ver. 2. The two characteristics of the life of God's

children in their relation to the living God: 1)

The humble reverence before Him, in view of His
Jioliness ; 2) The heartiest confidence in Him, in

view of His unchangeable/o/^A/»/»('.s.s.

Ver. 3. The humbling of the naturcd man's pride

through the testimony concerning the living God:
1) Concerning his universal knoniedge ; 2) His
universal wisdom which determines and regulates

all the details of His action (ver. 3) ; 3) His uni-

versal poicer which determines every change in the

fortunes of human life, (vers. 4-8). [The division

2) must be modified if the view of Tr. be adopted
as to the reference of the term "actions." See
Exegetical on ver. 3.

—

Tr.]

[Ver. 3. " By Ilim actions are weighed." I.

The manner of His weighing—with perfect know-
ledge (ver. 3), with absolute rectitude (ver. 2),

with immutable justice (ver. 2).—II. The result

of His weighing is often a total reversal of men's
fortunes (vers. 4-8). Application: Be not proud
of present prosperity, but look well to the way in

which you enjoy and use it (ver. 3).

—

Tr.].

[Henry: Vers. 1—3. Hannah's triumph in

God's perfections, and in His blessings to her. I.

She celebrates His glorious attributes : (1) His
purity. (2) His power. (3) His wisdom. (4)

His justice. II. She solaces herself in these

things. III. She silences those who are enemies

to her and to God.—Vers. 4-8. Providence in the
changes of human life: 1) The strong are weak-
ened and the weak strengthened, when God
pleases (ver. 4). 2) The rich are impoverished
and the poor enriched (ver. 5). 3j (iod is the
Lord of life and death (ver. 6). 4) He advances
and He abases (vers. 7, 8). 5) And in all this
we must acquiesce, for God is sovereign. " The
pillars of the earth are the Lord's."

—

Tr.]
Vers. 4-8. The unity amid change of the opposite

ways which the piout and the ungodly nuist go

:

1) One starting-point, the Lord's inscrutable will,

which determines them; 2) One hand, the al-

mighty hand of the Lord, which leads them; 3)
One goal at which they end, himible submission
under that hand.

—

I'/ie wonderful guidance of the

cJiildren of men upon quite opposite ways: 1) The
oijposite direction in which they go, (a) from the
height to the depth, (b) from the depth to the
height; 2) The opposite design y^hich the Lord
has therein with men, (a) to lead them from the
heights of pride and haughty self-complacency to

humble submission under His unlimited power,(6)
to exalt them from the depths of humble self-

renunciation to a blessed life in the enjoyment
of His free grace

; 3) The opposite end, accord-
ing as men cause the divine design to be fulfilled

or defeated in them : (a) everlasting destruction
without God, [b) everlasting salvation and life

in and with God.
Vers. 3-10. The contrasts which the change in the

relations of human life presents to us in the light of
divine truth: 1) God's holi7iess and man's sin;

2) God's almightiness and man's powcrless7iess

;

3) God's gixicious design and man's destruction.

Ver. 4. Weakness and strength come from the

Lord: 1) He makes the strong weak; 2) He
makes the weak strong.

Ver. 5. The Lord alone gives fidl satisfaction:

1) He leads from false contentment in carnal

fulness to wholesome destitution ; 2) He changes
hunger into blessed fulness with true content-

ment. [Fanciful and strained.

—

Tr.]—Blessed are

they that hunger : 1 ) Because the Lord brings them
from full to hungry, 2) From hungry to lull.

Ver. 6. How the living God shows Himself as the

Lord of life and of death : 1 ) In that He leads from
life into death, 2) From death into life.

Vers. 7, 8. The sovereign rule of the grace of God:
1) It makes poor, in order to make rich; 2) It

humbles, in order to exalt.

Vers. 9, 10. The Lord our God is a just God:
1 ) Upon the pious He bestows salvation in His
light; 2) The ungodly he causes to perish in

darkness.

—

As num with his whole life places him-
self towards God, .so will God in the judgment place

Himself towards him as a just Judge: 1) Either in

the severity of His punitive justice ; 2) Or in the

kindness of His saving grace.— Tlie great Either—
Or—which God's word writes oi'er every human
life: 1) Either witli the pious for the Lord, or

witli the ungodly 0^0 m.s^ Him; 2) Either trusting

alone in the saving might of divine grace, or wish-

ing to be strong by one's own power; 3) Either
preserved by the Lord with the pious to everlast-

ing life, or banished with the ungodly to everlast-

ing condcmnntion.

Ver. 10. The judgment of God's punitive justice

("The Lord will judge"): 1) Whom it threatens—
the ungodly, "adversaries." 2) How God makes
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it approach witli ivarning signs ("out of heaven I nah here predicts it with devout hope. Theocracjj

shall be thunder"). 3) How it discharges itself

against all the world that is opposed to God ( " The

Lord sliall judge the ends of the earth"). 4) How
it promotes the perfecting of His Kingdom,

[Providonce in the national government of Israel.
Not only was the secular spirit in the nation begin-

ning to desire a king (viii. 5), but the inspiredHan-

Monarchy and Hierarchy each contributed it

turn to the welfare of Israel, and each lielped to

prepare the way for the great Anointed, at once
Prophet, King, and Priest, who should reign over
the spiritual Israel.—Interesting lectures might be
made on " Psalms outside of the Book of Psalms.'"

( See above, additions to Historical and Theologi-
cal.)—Tb.]

FOURTH SECTION.
Samuel's Service before the Lord in Contrast with the Abominations of the De«

generate Priesthood in the House of Eli.

Chap. II. 11-26.

I. The conduct of the sons of Eli in contrast with Samuel, the "servant of the Lord." Vers. 11-17.

11 And Elkanah went to Ramah to his house. And the child did minister [minis-

12 tered] unto the Lord [Jehovah] before Eli the priest. Now [And] the sons of Eli
13 were sons of Belial [wicked men] ; they knew not the Lord [Jehovah]. And^

the priest's custom [the custom of the priests] with the people was that, when any
man offered sacrifice, the priest's servant came, while the flesh was in seething, with

14 a^ flesh-hook of three teeth in his hand; [,] And he (o7n. he) struck it into the

pan, or kettle, or cauldron or pot ; all that the flesh-hook brought up the priest

took for himself^ So they did in Shiloh unto all the Israelites that came thither.

15 Also [Even] before they burnt the fat, the priest's servant came, and said to the

man that sacrificed. Give flesh to roast for the priest ; for he will not have sodden
16 flesh of thee, but raw. And if any [the] man said unto him, Let them not fail to

burn* the fat presently, and then take as much as thy soul desireth
; [,] then he

would answer [say] him [om. him*], JSfay, but thou shalt give it me \_om. me] now;
and if not, I will take it by force. Wherefore [And] the sin of the young men

17 was very greai before the Lord [Jehovah] ; for men abhorred the ofiering of the

Lord [Jehovah].

II. Samud as minb-ter before the Lord. Vers. 18-21.

18 But [And] Samuel ministered before the Lord [Jehovah], being \^om. being] a
19 child, girded with a linen ephod. Moreover [And] his mother made him a little

coat [tunic], and brought it to him from year to year, when she came up with her

20 husband to offer the yearly sacrifice. And Eli blessed Elkanah and his wife, and
said, The Lord [Jehovah] give thee seed of this woman for the loan which is lent ta

the Lord [in place of the gift which was asked for Jehovah®]. And they went unto

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 13. Erdmann attaches this .clause to the preceding, putting a full stop after "people." See E.xegeti-

cal Notes in loco.—Th.]
2 [Ver. !.•?. The Helj. has the Def. Art.; but, as the word is more naturally in st. const., the Art. is better omit-

ted with Sept.—Tr.1
3 [Ver. 14. The Eng. A. V. here follows the Sept.; Heb. reads 13 "in it;" Erdmann, damit, "therewith."—Tu.]
*

I Ver. 10. The Heb. Inf. Abs.: "let them (or, they will) verily burn."—Tk.]
6 (Ver.lG. Kethibis "tohim," Qeri "no" (and sols MSS .some printed Eds., LXX., Syr.. Vulg. Arab., anil one

MS. of Targ. cited by l^e Rossi); the latter better suits the following '"3, whieh, however, yields a jrood sense as it

stands in the text. It may be translated "but," supposing a preceding "nay," as in Eng. A. V.; or regarded aa

introducing the substantive clause, and rendered "that."

—

Tk.]

« [Ver. 20. Lit.: "in place of the petition which one asked for Jehovah." Erdmann changes the form of the verb

to the fem., and renders " instead of the begged one {des Erbeteven) whom she begged from the Lord." Others point

as part. pas. Sxt!/. The 3 sing. fem. is found in one MSS.; 2 sing. " thou askodest" in one MS., LXX., Syr., Vulg.;

and Arab, has • thou gavest." It is better to retain the Heb. text and render it as impersonal.-Tr.]
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21 their own home [to his^ place]. And the Lord [Jehovah] visited Hannah, so that
[and] she conceived, and bare three sons and two daughters. And the child
Samuel grew before the Lord [Jehovah].

III. Eli's conduct towards his worthless sons. Vers. 22-26.

22 Now [And] Eli was very old, and [im. he] heard all that his sons did unto all
Israel, and how [that] they lay with the women that assembled [served^] at the

23 door of the tabernacle of the congregation [meeting (^or assembly)]. And he said
unto them, Why do ye such things? for I hear of your evil dealings [deeds] by

24 [from] all this people. Nay, my sons ; for it is no good report that I hear
;
ye

25 make the Lord's people [Jehovah's people are made] to transgress. If one man
sin against another [If a man sin against a man], the judge [God®] shall judge'"
him; but if a man sin against the Lord [Jehovah], who shall intreat'** for him?
Notwithstanding [And] they hearkened not unto the voice of their father, because

26 the Lord would slay them [for it was Jehovah's will to slay them]. And the child
Samuel grew on and was in favour [grew in stature and favour"] both with the
Lord [Jehovah] and also [o?'i. also] with men.

' [Ver. 20. The plu. suffix " their " is found in 12 MSS., Syr., Chald., Ar.; Vulg. " inlncumsuum ;" some MSS. of Targ.
have the sing. Wellhausen, combining LXX. and Holt., gives as the true reading " lie went to liis place ;" but the
more diificult reading seems preferable. See Exeg. Notes in loco. Erdmann's translation omits, by typographical
error, the last sentence of ver. 20.

—

Tb.]
8 [Ver. 22. The verb means " to perform service, military or other." So in Ex. xxxviii. 8 —Tr 1

» [Ver. 25. See Exeg. Notes in loco.—Tr.]
10 [Ver. 2'i. Erdmann: " will adjust " and " who can use his interest (or interpose) to adjust."

—

Tb.]
" [Ver. 26. See Exeget. Notes in loco.—Te.J

exegetical and critical.

1. Vers. 11-16. In ver. 11 the Sept. again
clearly shows the effort to combine explanations

with the translation of the Heb. text, rendering

:

" and they left him there, and they went away."
[The Vat. MS. reads in botli instances "she" in-

stead of " they."

—

Tr.]. There is the less need to

change the Heb. text to accord with this, because,

as Bottcher {ubi sup. p. 69) rightly remarks, "the
Elkanah " of the former is quite sufficient, since

this name would suggest to every reader Elkanah
and his household, and the only one that remained
behind is mentioned immediately afterwards.

From ch. i. 21 Elkanah can be thought of only
together " with his whole house."—The child
" was ministering to the Lord" or " serving the

Lord." These words ex^jress the ivhole ivorh which
the growing boy Samuel, conformably to his con-

secration, had to perform, certain duties connected

with the service of God being laid ujion him.
" Before Eli," that is, under his supervision, and
according to his appointment. Ver. 12. Tlie

sons of Eli were sons of worthlessness;* their cha-

racter and conduct forms the sharpest contrast with

what they ought to have been before the whole
people as highest in position, as children of the

High-priestly House. Observe the sharp asynde-

ton in this short sentence: they knew not the Lord,

that is, they did not live in the fear of the Lord,

they did not trouble themselves about Him ; comp.
.Job xviii. 21. This godlessness and irreligious-

ness is the source of their moral worthlessness,

which is afterwards described. The two together

give the religious-moral characteristics of Eli's

sons.—Ver. 13. This is not to be rendered: "And
the custom of the priests with the people was this "

—this would certainly require simply ODp'O* nn
without D'jri-^L' [" tliis is the custom" without

"the priests"], comp. Gen. xi. 6 (Bottcher) ; nor
is it :

" the right (that is, the assumed right) of the
priests in respect to the peojDle was as follows

"

(Keil), for 03EfO ["right"] alone cannot be so

understood; but the words are to be connected
with the preceding : they troubled themselves not
about God, nor about the real, true right of the
priests in respect to the people, that is, " about
what was the legal due of the priests from the
people" (Thenius).

[The construction of this difficult clause adopted
by Erdmann (with Vulg., C'ahen, Wellhausen,
Thenius, and perhaps Sept.) is oj)en to grave ob-

jections. The reply to Keil is correct; tODC'D

cannot well mean "assumed right." The ob-
jection to Bottcher's translation (where read

DiDDUn PT instead of Erdmann's tDSUD nr>
_ T T : • •._ -

: • : >

is forcible in so far as we should expect Hf to

introduce the clause (comp. Deut. xviii. 3);
but the possibility of the omission of the pronoun,
and of an apposition of the two clauses must be
admitted. To the translation of ""O by " legal

right " Wellhausen properly objects that the D^

(even) in ver. 1-5 introduces a graver outrage, and
therefore the proceeding descrroed in ver. 13 must
'be illegal.—But against Erdmann's rendering it is

to be said that the meaning assigned to ^n' (know)
"trouble one' s-self about " is rare and difficult; it

is found only in poetical passages. The phra.'e

"to know the Lord" occurs, and always in the
sense of intimate sympathetic apprehension

; but
this sense will not suit the 'D. Moreover, if O
here means " right " we should expect the ]irep.

nxo "from" (as Deut. xviii. 3) instead of nj*

* [For meaning of Heb. belial, " worthlessness," see on
ch. 1. 16.—Tr 1.

*[DL3Dtyn.'
T T : •

-Tr.].
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" with ;" the latter must be retained here, though
the former is read in 9 MvSS. and in LXX., Syr.,

Chald. Further, the narrative is, in this construc-

tion, introduced very abruptly ("when any man,

€te."). !D2\yo means not only "right," but also

"custom, manner;" see 2 Kings xi. 14; Judg.
xiii. 12. The "custom" here described was not

the legal right, but wns in force under, apparently
introduced by, the sons of Eli, the jjriests ('^H)

;

ver. 13 details one imposition of the priests, and a
more serious imposition is proj^erly introduced

(ver. 15) by "even" (DJ).—We retain, therefore,

the rendering of Eng. A. V. (with Philippson,

£ib. Comni. and others).

—

Tr.].

Then follows the statement of the priests' legal

right.—The connection required that the people's

part in the offering should now be distinctly set

forth, in order to put the unseemly conduct of

Eli's sons in its true liglit. Therefore the parti-

ciple "sacrificing" in connection with the indefi-

nite subject " every man," stands first in absolute

construction, like the Lat. Abl. absolute (comp.
Gesen. g 145, 2, Rem.), = " when any man of-

fered, then came, etc." Ewald, § 341 e.: "If the
.subject of the circumstantial sentence is wholly
undefined, then the mere combination of the par-
ticiple with the subject suffices to express a pos-

sible case (Gen. iv. 15)." Here is vividly por-
trayed the grasping selfish conduct of the priests

in the preparation of the sacrificial meal after the
offering was presented, wliich had already become
the rule ("sotlieydid to all the Israelites").

—

But still further. Ver. 15. Even before the offer-

ing, before (in accordance with the law, Lev. iii.

3-5 ) the fat was burned tliat it might be offered to

the Lord as the best portion, they committed a

robbery on the meat, which they wanted only ""rii

that is, raw, fresh, fidl of juice and strength, in

order to roast it. [Bib. t'omm. points out that
vers. 13-15 repeat tlie Language of the Law, and
thus give evidence to its existence. See Lev. vii.

31-35, 23-25, 31 ; xvii. 5; also Ex. xxix. 28; Deut.
xviii. 3. Philippson: "Roast was common in
heathen sacrifices, and even now the Orientals do
not like to eat boiled meat."

—

Tr.]. Ver. 16.

The remonstrance of tlie offerer based on the legal

regulation, of whicli they sliould be the guardians,

is .set aside. Di'| = " at this time, now," as in

Gen. XXV. 31 ; 1 Kings xxii. 5. The Qeri " not

"

is preferable to the Ketliib " to him :" " no, but
now thou shalt give it ;" threats were combined
witli violent seizure. Rude force was added to

lawlessness.—Ver. 17. The "young men" are not
the servants of the priests (Keil) but the priests

themselves, the sons of Eli. Their arbitrary con-
duct wa-i " a very great sin before the Lord," be-
cause the fat burned on tlie altar pertained to the
Lord, and their legal portion of tlie sacrifice-meat
fell to tiiem only after the burning of the fat.

What made tlieir sin so great was the fact that
they l)rought the offerings into contempt with the
people, in so far as tlie wicked conduct of the priests

took away in the eyes of the people their true sig-

nificance as offerings to the Lord. Minchah (Hn JO)

" means here not the meat-offering as the adjunct
to the bloody offerings, but the sacrificial gift in

general as an offering to the Lord" (Keil). In
the succeeding narrative Samuel's " service before

the Lord " is contrasted with this wicked conduct
of Eli's sons in relation to the offering.

IL Vers. 18-21.—Ver. 18. The "Ephod" can
mean nothing but a garment resembling in form
the High-priest's epliod, consisting of two pieces
which rested on the shoulders in front and behind,
were joined at the top and held about the body by
a girdle. Therefore it is said also: Samuel'was
girded with the ephod, comp. Ex. xxviii; 7, 8. In
tli&tinction from the material of the High-priest's
ephod, it was made of the same material as the

other priestly garments, white linen ("13). That

the priests then all wore this ephod appears from
ch. xxii. 18. It was the sign of the priestly call-

ing, and was worn during the performance of the
priestly functions. David was thus clothed, ac-

cording to 2 Sam. vi. 14, when he brought back
the Ark, and in connection with this ceremony
performed quasi-priestly functions. As the men-
tion of this priestly dress of Samuel is connected
expressly and directly with the reference to his
calling as minister in the Sanctuary before the Lord,
it is thus intimated that he, called to this life-long

service, received therewith an essentially j^riestly

calling. [Bib. Comm. : The word jdmi'sto- is used
in three senses in Scripture : 1 ) Of the service of
both Priests and Levites rendered unto the Lord,
Ex. xxviii. 35, etc.; 2) of the ministrations of the
Levites as rendered to the Priests, Numb. iii. 6

;

3 ) of any service, as that of Joshua to Moses, that

of Elislia to Elijah, tliat of the angels in heaven,
2 Sam. xiii. 17 ; Ps. ciii. 21, etc. The application

of it to Samuel accords most exactly with Jiis condi-

tion as a Levite.

—

Tr.]. Ver. 19. While the

ephod was the High-priestly dress, wliich the boy
received on the part of the Sanctuary (Thenius),

the little meil* (^'i'?) was his every-day dress,

which his mother renewed for him once a year,

when she came with her husband to the Sanctuary
to present the annual offering. The unbroken
connection which the household thus maintained
with the Sanctuary prevented any estrangement
between the child Samuel and the house of his pa-

rents.—The Impf "made" (nti>'n) indicates a

continued customary action, and thus answers to

the Latin tense which is so called in a stricter

sense.

Ver. 20. Eli's blessivrj f refers to two things : to

the act of consecrating the son to the service of

the Lord, and to the compensation which Eli

wished the Lord to make for the son who was of-

fered to the Lord. Keil explains the vXtl^ (asked

[Eng. A. V. "lent"]) as 3 pers. singular instead

* [The me'il was the outer garment worn hy kings, no-
bles and otlicrs, proliaMy a loose robe. The High-
priest's we'il was peenliarin sliai)e and color (Ex. xxviii.

.'UfF"). Bib. Cnmm.: " Tlio pointed mention of the ephod
and robe, taken in conneetion with his after aets. seems
tci point to an extraordinary and irrf^Kular priesthood to

wliich he was called by God in an age when the provi-

sions of the Levitieal'law were not yet in full npfra-

tion."—Tr.]
t 1DN1, not 'nON'"1 becnnso the saying as well as th-s

- T

:

.' T
blessing itself (hence also -113?) was rc/iento! every year-;

and this is expressed by the Perf. eonsec. fP.ottcher).

[The two Perfects indicate a rli-ilinction between tlie

(</?,«)'«</ and the saynp, but do not necessarily express
repeated action ; ratliei' they sum up as complete Eli's

a''tion in pronouncing the blessing aivl lUtering the
wish."—Tu.l
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of 2 pers. singular or plural " from the indefinite
form of speech (comp. Ewald, § 249 b with ^ 319
a) wliic'h the narrator chose because, though it

was Hannah who in Eli's presence had obtained
Samuel from the Lord by prayer, yet Eli might
assume that the father, Elkanah, li'ad sluired the
wish of his pious wife." But the circumstance
which alone permits such cliange of person, or
rather of gender, in the subject, namely, the inde-
finitencss of the subject as indicated by the con-
texr, does not exist here, since such indefiniteness

is undoubtedly exchided by ch. i. 27, 28. Bott-
clier properly takes the verb form with altered

points as 3 sing. fem. " she asked."*—The sing,

pronoun in "/os place" (for which we should ex-
pect " ^/tetr place") does not require the cliange

of "they went" into "the man went," as Bottcher
and Thenius prefer, following the Sept. xal a~i]A-

&EV 6 av{}pu7Tnc; the singular suffix (after the plu-

ral verb) is explained " ljy the fact that the place
of residence is determined by the husband or
owner of the house."

Ver. 21. "'3 is neither witli Bunsen to be trans-

lated: " When now Jehovah visited Plannah she
conceived," nor with Thenius to be complemented
by "it came to pass," nor to be referred to " and
Eli blessed" (ver. 20), according to the view of

Keil, who inserts a sentence ("Eli's word was ful-

filled," or " they went home blessed " ) in order to

retain the causal meaning, but it is to be consi-

dered as strengthening the following assertion,

with reference to the blessing in ver. 20, and =
"indeed," "in fact," iinmo [German, /a, in dcr

that]. See Ewald, ? 310 c and ^ 330 b. Comp.
Isa. vii. 9; xxxii. 13; Job viii. 6.t—Samuel's
growth "before the Lord" indicates not only that

he remained in the Sanctuary, but also that (as

the condition of his calling) he grew in fellowship

of heart and life with God.
III. Vers. 22-26. The chief thing in the con-

tent of this section is the description of Eli's con-

duct towards his sons. But at the same time their

worthlessness in relation to the Sanctuary in yet

another direction is brought to view. They dese-

crated the latter not only by the wickedness de-

scribed in vers. 12-17, but also by their unchaste

dealing with the women who served at the Sanc-

tuary. Wherein consisted their service at the

door of the Tent of Assembly is not said in Ex.
xxxviii. 8, where they are mentioned. They
formed a body, which was regularly and formally

drawn up (HINil^f ) at the door of the Tent for the

performance of its duty, which consisted " proba-

oly in the cleansing of the vessels used in offer-

*Bottpher: " Historically for IHU must have stood

nSxiy f so 1 Cod. of Kennipott), this alone being correct
and connecting itt-elf immediately with the context.

But, because n'7XE/ stood immediately before with the

same n. or because the feminine pignification was ob-

vious from the connection, the exceiitiomd form shaala

(which appears elsewhere also), without the final H, was

written." [The 3 sing. masc. bxtf may be retained here
without great difficulty. See "Textual and Grammati-
cal Notes" in Inco. Chap. i. 27, 28 (cited by Erdmann
above) excludes indefiniteness as to the fact, but not in

the expression.—Tr.]

t [Eng. A. V. here follows Sept., reading ipS'l instead

of "^pS '3. and this seems the simplest way of taking

it: "and Jehovah visited Hannah."

—

Tr.I

mgs." Since, therefore, they were persons dedi-
cated to the holy God, the wickedness of Eli's
sons, who seduced to the service of fleshly lust
these persons destined for the service of the Lord,
appears in so much the stronger light.—The wick-
edness of Eli's sons in what pertained to the sanc-
tuary attached itself to the whole people, who
were to hold themselves a holy people to the
Lord through this Sanctuary and through the
otlering and persons connected with it.—Eli's con-
duct in connection with tlieir misdeeds is in the
beginning by the words " and Eli was very old "

represented as the weakness of old age, not thereby
to excuse or justify his slackness, but to explain it.

Ver. 23. The question: Why do ye such
things ? is but a feeble rebuke of their gross mis-
domgs. It cannot be translated: "Why do ye
according to the words which I hear" (Keil)? for
the Heb. word (DDnj^J cannot mean "reports
aboirt you," nor could these reports be termed
" evil," since they would be true reports of evil
deeds; but the proper rendering is: "Why
do ye as these things?" that is, such things.*
" Eor I hear of your evil dealings from all this
people," that is, those who came to the Sanctuary,
and there saw the wickedness.—Ver. 24. " Do not so

( 7N) my sons." Not good is the " report," or object-

ively "the thing heard ;" this answers to the "evil
dealings (or things)." The " I hear" (Z^p) corres-

ponds to the "report," "thing heard" {Tii^rpti;)^

and [being a particip.—Tr.] shows that it^ con-
stantly came to his ears. What follows is the
explanation of the words :

" it is no good report."

The words: "Jehovah's people are made to

transgress" (D"^.:?^0, etc.), express the guilt

which the sons of Eli incurred by their misdoing
towards " the Lord's people." The difficulties in
the explanation of the particip. ( '

" are causing
to transgress " ) have give occasion to attempts at
alteration, which, however, are unsatisfactory.

"Michaelis' alteration (into D^i;d>>D)
: 'the report

which I hear incidentally (from people passing by)
from God's people,' is against grammar ;" so savs
Thenius. "But," says Bottcher rightly, "The-
nius' own reading (made from Sept. and Arab.,
and therefore insecure) : 'you j)laque, oppress the
people of Israel' C" D;^ DPIX DnbjrO) is ^vholly

without ground. For 1'^^'n means only 'make
to serve' ' enslave,' or ' make to work,' plague with
work (Ex. i. 13; vi. 5). From the last in the
later prophetic style (Isai. xliii. 23) has developed
the meaning ' weary,' 'burden,' just as German:
schaffen maehen [' to give trouble,' lit. ' to make to
do'], Tvpnyiiara TrapexF/v ['to cause trouble '], and
so always with the idea of ' work ' as fimdamental.
Eli's sons, it is true, robbed and dishonored the
people (vers. 13 sqq., 22) ; but they did not burden
them in such a way that our term 'give trou-
ble ' would suit. The expression does not come

* 3 has a comparative force, Ges. §154, 3sq.—The
following 1t?'J5 is a conjunction, and=not so much on

["because"] as (is ["as"], but, like the latter, goes over
into the causative sense; it refers to " such things,"
and points out the occasion au'l cause of the rebuke
I comp. Ew. §:i:!3, -j « with g33l eii; Ges. {; 155, 2 d).
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up to the reality, for it is too narrow for the re-

buke. And tlie addition of ' ye ' ( O^)??) here is

both violent, and cannot be inferred from the

Arab, text, where it was a necessity of Shemitic
construction." The view thus opposed by Bott-

cher is maintained by Thenius (in his 2d ed. also)

to suit the connection perfectly, though, on the

other hand, he declares that Ewald's explanation,

in which there is no change of text, must be ac-

cepted ; this latter is held by Bottcher to be the

only one permitted by the language and matter,

and he gives it thus : " to send forth a cry

(7lp 'n), thence to cause to be called out, and to

cause to trumpet forth ("ISIC' Tl) are common ex-

pressions, appropriate to the simplest style, Ex.
xxxvi. 6 ; Lev. xxv. 9 ; Ezra i. 1 ; x. 7. Why
then should not "send forth a report" (>MOU/ Tl)

be said as well as 'send forth a voice' (7lD Tt)?
' Tlie report which (as) I hear, God's people are
circulating,' is quite proper ; the plu. partcp.
is joined to the collective ' people ' as in 1

Sam. xiii. 15." To this Thenius properly objects

that it is a superfluous statement after ver. 23
("which I hear from all the people"), and that

Ave shoidd here expect a more significant word.
The train of thought requires after the declaration
" not good," etc., a statement of the ground of Eli's

judgment. The usual rendering: "ye make the
Lord's people to transgress," satisfies the demands
of the connection of thought. Only, as the pers.

pron. ( Di"\X, " ye " ) is wanting, the partcp. must
be rendered impersonally :

" people make ... to

transgress" (comp. U'ul'dO, ch. vi. 3, and D'^px

Ex. V. 16). The objection that the object of the
transgression, which is elsewhere always found
with this verb as exacter determination, is not
here expressed (comp. ch. xv. 24; Isa. xxiv. 5;
2 Chron. xxiv. 20 ; Num. xiv. 41 ), cannot set

a-ide the meaning :
" cause to sin or transgress,"

" because the exact definition is contained in the
context" (Keii). The sin of the sons was, ac-

cording to the context, very great hfore the Lord
(vers. 12-17), but was at the same time committed
against the people of the Lord (vers. 13, 22) in

reference to their holy calling, and had the de-

structive effect of bringing the Lord's oflering into

contempt (ver. 17). The "people of the Lord"
not only knew and spoke of the wickedness of
Eli's sons, but were made by the latter partakers

of their guilt, were seduced into transgression of
the Law by those who ought to have watched
over its fulfillment.

Ver. 2"). Pillel ( /^3) is used, in connection

with wicked actions, in the sense "to give a deci-

sivejudgment," and so between two contending
parties, " to compose a strife by judgment ;" comp.
Ezek. xvi. 52; Ps. cvi. 30. Tlie e/o/(/«i, however,
cannot here mean the judge, or the authority that
judges, but God is described as lie who composes
by judging. The sense of Eli's discourse is

:

" When men sin against men, it is God (of course
through the appointed human organs), who re-

stores tlie disturbed relations by composing the
strife; but when we have to do with the rehition,
not between man and man, lint between man and
God, when a man sins against God, offends against
God's honor, wiio will interpose to arrange the

matter?" Eli sets two things therefore before his

sons: 1) that their sin is a sin inmiediately
against God, from which point of view it has
been regarded in the whole preceding narration
(vers. 12, 17) ; 2) that the consequent guilt is so

great, that divine punishment therefor is certain.

[Wordsworth : A man may intercede with God
for remission of a penalty due for injury to hi)ii-

self; but who shall venture to entreat for one
who has outraged the majesty of God?

—

Tr.]—
Eli's weakly mild words were too indefinite and
general to check the bold wickedness of his sons.

It was too late. They sinned against the Lord
" with a high hand " [T\0^ T3), as it were, with

hardened hearts.—And they hearkened not
to the voice of their father.—As reason of
this ("3, "because") is stated, "that it pleased

God, was God's will, to slay them ;" that is, they
were in a state of inner hardening, which exclu-
ded the subjective condition of salvation from
destruction, and so they had already incurred
God's unchangeable condemnation. As hardened
otlenders, they were already appointed by God
to death ; therefore the word of instruction had
no moral effect on them.—Ver. 26. In contrast

with them, Samuel is now again presented, as he
developed in his childhood as well physically as

morally ; while the sons of Eli were a horror to

God and men, he was well-pleasing to God and

men. On ^^H, comp. Ges., ? 131, 3, Eem. 3.

It is used frequently to express continuance in
the sense "advance," "continue," and then also

expresses advancing increase, the participial con-
struction being not seldom employed in such
cases, as here :

" Tiie child Samuel grew con-
stantlv in stature and goodness." [See Luke ii.

52.—Tr.]

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. Since Eli's judgeship rested on his high-
priestly dignity, the High-priestsMp, thus con-
nected with the judicial office, had so much the
higher calling to establish the theocratic unity
of the people with their centre, the national sanc-

tuary at Shiloh. But, in the person of the weak
Eli, it showed itself incapable of fulfilling this

calling. The godless priesthood, represented by
the sons of Eli, corrupted the inner religious-

moral life of the people, whose external centre

and theocratic unity were in the Sanctuary.
The priesthood could no longer fulfil its calling^-

of mediating between God and His people, be-

cause its representatives, lacking the religious-

moral conditions of the calling, were unworthy
of it ; they were not servants of God, but servants,

of sin.

2. The sins of Eli's sons were a symptom of
their spiritual heart-hardening and ruin in alie-

nation from God and in immorality. They
sinned with "a high hand," boldly, presumptu-
ously (comp. Num. xv. 22-31). To this internal

judgment of hardening answered as necessary
consequence the judgment of their rejection by
God, which was a thing determined on in God's-

will, because they knew nothing of God and His
law (ver. 12). Their crime against the divinely
established holy ordinances and the sanctuary,

the visible sign of God's abode with His pco])le^
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vvas at the same time a crime against the people
of the Lord, and cuhninated in the crime against
God Himwelf, in which indeed was its root.

o. Samnel, though not a priest, but only a Le-
vite, is (by his repeated designation as " servant
of the Lord" (vers. 11, 18 j, and by the reference
to his priestly clothing) contrasted with the rep-
resentation of the ofMcial priesthood as God's
chosen instrument for truly fulfilling, in and by
the prophetic calling which was to take the place
of the priesthood that mediated between God and
His people, the priestly 'mission,^ to fulfil which
the existing priestly race had shown itself both

jjowerless and unworthy. The condition of this

theocratic calling of Samuel, the earnest, personal

fellowship of life with the Lord, is pointed out in

vers. 21, 26. The life of the youth, who was
chosen and called by the Lord to restore the the-

ocracy, develops itself in the service of the sanc-

tuary before the Lord in conformity to his divine
mission, in order that some day he may become
in place of the desecrated sanctuary the living

personal centre of the theocratic national life, and
in place of the corrupted priesthood the conse-

crated organ of God's new revelations for His
people.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 12. Starke: Where the true fear of God
is lacking in the heart, there ungodliness prevails

in the life, and thereby the heart reveals itself.

S. ScHMiD : It is a bad state of things, when those
who teach others the fear of God, do not fear God
themselves.—J. Laxge: Preachers should most
carefully guard against scandal, and earnestly

strive to pursue a course of life which shall be not
merely without offence, but also edifying, 1 Tim.
iv. 11.

—

Starke: He who in the office of teacher
seeks only his own—namely, how he may become
rich and have a good time—but not that which
belongs to God and Jesus Christ, is a false pro-
phet, a thief, and a hireling. Mark that, you
who bear the vessels of the Lord, Phil, ii, 20,

21; iv. 17; 2 Cor. xii. 14; 1 Pet. v. 2sqq. [The
misconduct of these leaders of worship may well

suggest lessons for Christian ministers; but it

should never be forgotten that the Christian mi-
nister corresponds much more nearly to the Old
Testament prophet than to the priest, and that all

Christians are priests, 1 Pet. ii. 5, 9 ; Kev. i. 6 ; v.

10.—Tr.]
Ver. 16. Starke: When hearers see something

bad in him who has the care of their souls, they
should duly remind him of it, and should not ap-
prove and commend his bad deeds, much less imi-

tate him therein.

Ver. 17. Starke: Nobody makes more Athe-
ists than godless teachers, and even if the people
still remember so much as to do according to

their words and not their works, yet they retain

a powerful influence upon the furtherance of god-
lessncss. That wicked teachers with their godless

life make great their damnation, is beyond dis-

pute; but it is irrational to infer from this that

* [This statement is liable to misconception. The pro-

phet could never take the plaee of the priest. The priest

represented flie idea oi alonemeut hi/ hlnoii, a universal, fun-

damental religions fact; the prophet expounded tlie spi-

rilnalW/ of God's law and service. These complementary
offices were equally necessary, and existed till they both
culminated in Jesus Christ.—Tr.]

there is no such thing as religion. ["The sin of
the young men was very great" is the text of a
sermon by Wesley (Sermon CIX., Vol. II. p. 368)
on the question "whether God ever did bless the
ministry of ungodly men."

—

Tr.]

_
Ver. 18. Starke: And so he (Samuel) was a

right pious lad ; for such piety is more acceptable
to God than when one leads a good life among
only pious people, since there is a greater victory
and greater fidelity in living piously among the
wicked. Comp. Enoch's example. Gen. v. 24 ; vi . 9.

Ver. 19. Daechsel: Petty little histories, cries

unbelief. What matters it whether one knows
that Samuel had a little coat or not! Holy Scri}!-

ture is not written for the wise, but for child-
souls, and a child-like soul does not doubt that
even the little coat which Hannah prepared for
her Samuel has its history. If I think of Hannah
as every year sewing this coat at her home in
Ramah, I know that at every stitch a prayer for
her Samuel rose up to the throne of the Lord.

—

The coat which she M'as sewing would remind her
that she had given her Samuel to the Lord ; and
when the coat was ready, and she brought it to

Shiloh, then every time with the coat she anew
gave Samuel to her God, and said : I give him to
the Lord again for his whole life, because he was
obtained from the Lord by prayer.

Ver. 21. Starke: Whoever gives to God what
is God's, to him God also gives what his heart de-
sires.

—

Osiander: Nothing is better invested
than what is given to God the Lord and to His
service; for He richly repays it all.

—

Daechsel:
When our faithful God accepts from us poor crea-
tures an offering of love. He takes it only to give
it back five-fold, a hundred fold, and a thousand-
fold ; from His iiilness we receive grace for grace.

Look at our Hannah! It was grace, that the
Lord taught her to pray for Samuel

;
grace, that

He gave her the promise; grace, that He made
her willing to dedicate Samuel to him ; but what
shall we say of the fact that in place of the one
child whom He had caused to be given to Him-
self, the Lord gave her five children, three sons
and two daughters? When we in His service do
for Him the least thing out of love, it is not enough
that He gives to the act itself such blessedness, but,

consciously or unconsciously to us. He crowns
such an act with a rich blessing of grace, and this

grace is completed when He blesses us with the
greatest of all blessings, eternal life.—[Vers. 22-
25.] Starke: O, how often do pious parents, by
indulging their wicked children, plait a scourge
for their old backs! [Hall: I heard Eli sharp
enough to Hannah, upon but a su.spicion of sin,

and now how mild I find him to the notorious
crimes of his own. The case is altered with the

persons. With all the authority of an Oriental
father, a high-priest, and a judge, he was solemnly
bound to do more than mildly censure his sons,

chap. iii. 13.

—

Tr.]
Ver. 25. Cramer: The sins of the first table

are much weightier and more perilous than
the sins of the second table.

—

Osiander: Let
no one sin purposely or wilfully and lieap

sins upon sins; for if he does, the door of

grace is at last closed to him, and he finds no
more place for repentance.

—

Starke: The pur-
pose of God was not the cause of their disobe-

dience, but their disobedience Avas a sign that they
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were now ripe for destruction, and that the right-

eous purpose of God in their case should now soon

be executed.

Ver. 26. Starke : The best way to make our-

selves agreeable and beloved among men is to

seek to please God in Chriat, act according to our
conscience, and lead an exeaiplarv life.—S.

ScHMiD : Whoever uses the grace of God aright, to

him God gives more and more grace.

—

Daechsel :

Our history is tliroughout a strong, firm consola-

tion for parental hearts—for those Avho have to

give back to the Lord in death a dear child which
He has given to them in birth, for He can other-

wise rejoice and bless them ( vers. 20 sq.
)

; and also

for those who have to let their sons and daughters

go out into the wicked world, full of evil exam-
ples and corrupting influences, for He can even
then shield and preserve their children, and
carrv them on in faith and godliness (vers.

21-26).

Vers. 18-26. Young Samnel the pattern of a pious

life in youth in the service of the Lord: 1) Planted
and rooted in the soil of tlie early habit during
childhood of consecrating himself to the Lord,
vers. 18, 19; 2) Growing and increasi7ig in the fear

of the Lord under the care of godly parents and
teachers, vers. 19-21; 3) Preserved, and proved

amid the temptations and influences of an evil

world, vers. 22-25; 4) Blessed with fmor in tlie

sight of God and man.
\"ers. 23-25. The judgment against obduracy irir

sin against the Lord: 1) Wherein is it founded

f

(a) In persistent, conscious sinning on against the-

Lord in spite of divine and human warning. (6)
In the holy, unchangeable will of God, who does-

not sutler Himself to be mocked. 2) How is it

executed? (a) In that God gives up the sinner to
the service of sin from one degree to anotlier.

(6) In that the punitive divine justice gives over
the sinner to the destruction to which he has con-
demned himself.

[Vers. 12-25. On wicked children of pious pa-
rents. 1) The number of such cases is often
greatly exaggerated, because luen are surprised at
them, and notice, and remember; but it is in fact

sadly great—in the Scripture histories—in our
own observation. 2) The probable causes of this.

(a) Piety is not properly hereditary—in what
sense it is, and in what sense it is not. [b) Pious
parents may, out of mistaken kindness, improperly
indulge, and but feebly restrain—as Eli. (c) In
other cases, they are too strict and severe. Ap-
plication—to parents—to the children of tlie

pious.

—

Tr.]
Ver. 26. The fruit of a godly life: 1) The gra-

cious api3roval of the Lord; 2) Becognition by
God-fearing men.

FIFTH SECTION.
The prophecy of a Man of God of the divine judgment on Eli's house and of the

calling of a faithful priest.

Chapter II. 27-36.

27 And there came a man of God^ uuto [to] Eli and said unto [to] him. Thus saith

the Lord [Jehovah], Did I plainly appear [reveal myselfJ unto [to] the house of
thy father when they were in Egypt in Pharaoh's house [in servitude^ to the house

28 of Pharaoh] ? And did I choose [I chose^] him [it] out of all the tribes of Israel

to be my priest [to do priestly service to me], to ofier* upon my altar, to burn in-

cense, to wear an ephod before me? \om.. ?], and did I give [I gave] unto [to] the
house of thy father all the offerings made by fire [the fire-offerings] of the children

29 of Israel? [om, ?]. Wherefore kick ye at [trample ye under foot] my sacrifice

and at [om. at] mine [my] offering which I have commanded in my habitation,*

and honorest thy sons above me to make yourselves fat with the chiefest of all the
30 offerings [the best of every offering] of Israel my people ?^ AVherefore [Therefore]

the Lord [Jehovah] God of Israel saith, I said indeed^ that thy house and the house

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 27. Chald. "a prophet of Jehovah."—Tr.]

* [Ver. 27. 7 often expresses possession, and is here so rendered by Chald. and Sept.

—

Tk.]

8 [Ver. 28. The following rUPXI makes it better not to carry on the interrogation here. Erdmann :
" I chose

it (thy house) to perform prieptly service."

—

Tr.]
< [Ver. 28. The Heb. form here maybe Qal ("ascend") or llipliil ("offer") Imt the sense is the same in both

cases.

—

Tr.]
6 [Ver. 29. See E.xeg. Notes.—Tr.]

« [Ver. 29. The 7 is probatily repetition from tlie last letter of the preceding word; see .Josh. x. 21 for
similar case.—Tu.]

' [Ver. 3U. "Indeed" is merely intensive, IIcli. Infin. Alisi.l.—Tu.]
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of thy father should walk before me for ever ; but now the Lord saith [saith
Jehovah], Be it far from me; for them that h<mor me I will honor, and they that

81 despise me shall be lightly esteemed. Behold, the days come that I will cut off
thine arm, and the arm of thy father's house, [ins. so] that there ^hall not be an

32 old man in thine house. Aud^ thou shalt see an enemy in my habitation in all the
wealth which God shall give Israel [thou shalt see distress of house in all that does

33 good to Israel]
; and there shall not be an old man in thy house for ever. And

the man of thine whom I shall not cut off [And I will not cut off every man of
thine®] from my altar shall be \om. shall be], to consume thine eyes, and to grieve
thine [thy] heart ; and all the increase of thine [thy] house shall die in the flower

34 of their age.'" And this shall be a [the] sign unto [to] thee, that \^ins. which] shall

come upon thy two sons, Hophni and Phinehas : in one day they shall die both of
35 them. And I will raise me up a faithful priest, that [who] shall do according to

that which is in my heart and in my mind [soul], and I will build him a sure'^

36 house, and he shall walk before my anointed for ever. And it shall come to pass
that every one that is left in thy house shall come and crouch to him for a piece"''

of silver and a morsel of bread, aad shall say, Put me, I pray thee, into one of the
priests' offices, that I may eat a piece of bread,

* [Ver. .'52. On the text of this verse see Exeg. Notes.

—

Te.I
9 [Ver. 33. See Exeg. Notes.—Tr.]
w [Ver. 33. Lit. " shall die men ;" Sept. " by the sword of men," which Wellhausen prefers, but see Exeg. Notes.

11 [Ver. 35. The Heb. word is the s.ame as that rendered " faithful " ju.ot before.—Tr.]
12 [Ver. 3G. More exixctly " a small piece ;" Erdmann : eim Bettelmilnze, " a beggar's coin."—Tr.]

and Ithamar, when tliey were in Egypt, " belonr/erl

to Pharaoh's house," were its subjects, property

(-'£3 i"l"^/)
; tlie suffix D- (when they were) refers

not to the children of Israel, hut to " the house
of thy father."

During the Egyptian bondage Aaron received

the divine revelations by which he was called

along with Moses to be God's instrument for the

redemption of His people ; and with Moses he
received the command to institute the feast of the

Passover (Ex. iv. 14 sqq., 27 ; xii. 1, 43). These
revelations were the preparation and foundation
for tlie calling of Aaron and his house to the
high-priesthood.—[So far as the calling was con-

cerned, the Jwuse of Aaron and the house of Eli
were identical. Hence Eli is in this discourse

identified with Aaron as to his privileges, but dis-

tinguished from the whole house as to his sin and
its punishment.—Tk.]

Ver. 28. [Erdmann renders : "I chose it (the

house of thv father) to perform priestly service,"—Tr.]*
How that house (Aaron and his sons) were for-

mally called and appointed to the priestly office

is circumstantially related in Ex. xxviii., xxix.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 27, The " man of God" (for the expression
comp. Dent, xxxiii. 1; Judg. xiii. 6) wlio appears
here is undoubtedly to be regarded as a propliet,

both from this title, which marks him as stand-

ing in a specific relation to God, and from the
introduction of his address :

" Thus saith the

Lord." This is, however, not the first mention
of a prophet after Moses (Thenius) ; against this

are .Judg. iv, 14; vi. 8.

—

\^Bib. Comm.: "The
term (man of God) is applied to Moses in Deut.
xxxiii. 1 ; Josh. xiv. 6 ; and to different prophets
ui^wards of forty times in Judg., Sam. and Kings,
most frequently in the latter. In the Prophets it

occurs only once (,Jer. xxxv. 4). It occurs six

or seven times in Chron., Ezra and Neh., and in

the inscription of Ps xc, and nowhere else in the

Old Testament. The sudden appearance of a
man of God, the only prophet of whom mention
is made since Ju. vi. 8, without name, or any
notice of his country, is remarkable."

—

Tr.]—
Thus saith the Lord.—Called and commis-
sioned hereto by the Lord, he is nothing but His
instrument ; what he says is the very word of the

Lord.—Did I reveal myself?—The interrog.

particle (H) stands here to strengthen the reality

of the fact treated of, a question being introduced

to which an affirmative reply is a matter of

course, where in German [and in English] a not

must be inserted, Comp. Jer. xxxi. 20 ; Job xx.

4; Ges. I 153, 2. The Inf. Abs. (rfbjJ) shows

the feeling of the question, and strengthens the

assurance or assertion contained in it. By Eli^s

father's house we cannot understand Itliamar and
his family, since a divine revelation to them in

Egypt is out of the question ; it is rather the

family of Aaron (from whom Eli descended
through Ithamar), as the high-priestly house.

Aaron and his four sons, Nadab, Abihu, Eleazar

* Textual and Grammatical.—The Inf. Abs. "ip^ stands

for the Verb, fin., as a Verb. fin. has preceded in the

same sentence (Ges., ? 131, 4 a). But the interrog. n
does not extend to tin's Inf. Abs., which stands for the

Perf., and malies the discourse absolute.—Ifl^ is better

referred to ri'3 than to H'^X, on account of the fol-
._

I T
lowing "tribes." But then we must read with BBttcher

and Thenius ?n.D7 instead of jri37, "as agreeing

better with the preceding jT3 and the succeeding

Inf" (Bottoher). So the Sept. Upareveiv. Comp. Ex.

xxxi. 10.

—

Pal)?! is contracted from jn7j,^n7. See

Deut. i. 33 ; 2 Saiin. xviii. 3; Eecl. v. 5.
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C'omp. especially Ex. xxviii. 1 ; xxix. 9, 30, 44,

with Lev. viii. 1 sq. and Num. xviii.—The priestly

service is described in three grades, corresponding

to the three divisions of the Sanctuary: 1) "to

offer* on my altar," where the altar of burnt-ofier-

ino- with its service is meant ; 2) " to barn incense."

Incense had to be burned daily. The incense-

offering akme is named, and represents the other

olfbrings as the indication of the priestly service

in the Holy Place, Ex. xxx. 8 ; 3) " to wear the

^phod before me." The high-priest wore the ephodf

when he went ofEcially into the Mod Holy place

to represent the people before God, Ex. xxviii.

VI, 29, 30.

—

And I gave to the house of thy
father, etc.—The divine wages for these priestly

services is the maintenance which the priests de-

rived from the ofierings. The "firings" (fire-

offerings, O 'I^X) are the same as "the firing

and the firings of the Lord" (Lev. i. 9; ii. 10;
Dent, xviii. 1) in tlie ofierings, and so are the

things offered. According to Num. xviii. 20;
Deut. X. 9 ; xviii. 1, the Levites, and therefore

the whole priesthood, received no inheritance in

land ; their support was provided for by the por-

tions of the offerings appointed them by law, that

is, all sacrificial gifts, so far as they were not

burnt in offering the sacrifice, Lev. vi. 7 ; Num.
xviii.

Ver. 29. In the preceding verses (27, 28) refe-

rence is made to the favor wliich had been shown
the family of Eli in their selection and calling to

the service of priests in tlie Sanctuary, and their

maintenance with the offerings is mentioned as

|)roof of the Lord's care for His servants ; there

the question (ver. 27) was introduced by the sim-

ple interrog. sign (H) ; here the more sharply

toned question with "why" (HD?) portrays in

<listinct contrast the wicked conduct of the priests :

"Why do ye trample under foot? etc.—
" Sacrifice and offering " (HnJO^ mi) is a "ge-

neral designation for all altar-oiferings " (Keil).

Di'3 "is in Aram, first tread (Heb. "["n), and

might thence (as 1"n. D13, Judg. v. 23 ; Prov.

xxvii. 7) like 'tread' in many languages figura-

tively mean to treat with contempt" (Bottcher).

]1>'^, the "dwelling," in pregnant sense is the

Tabernacle, as the Lord's dwelling-place in the

midst of His people. Though the word has not

elsewhere in itself tliis meaning, yet it follows

here and in ver. 32 i'rom the connection, which
without difficulty permits tlie same addition that

we find in Ps. xxvi. 8, " of tliy house." There
is no need therefore here to suppose (with The-
nius) either a wrong reading or in general any-
tliing superfluous, particularly not the latter,

because tlie Lord's abode with His people was in

fact the scene of the priests' enormities, and their

guilt thus appeared so much the greater. |1J??3

is Accus. of place "in the dwelling" (='TI "ii^

the house"). Bottcher proposes as a "faultless

text " pi^ D'i?''?^ 'N, " why do ye trample under

foot, . . . what I commanded them, sinfully,"

wliere the suffix "them" refers to the Israelites

* [The Germ, has steigtn, "ascend," error for op/em,
" offer."—Tr.]

t [Germ, adixelkleid, " slioulder-dress," "amice."

—

Tr.]

(ver. 28), and jU', "sin," is taken in the sense

of I'lJ'^, "in sin," which is found in Ps. li.-7.

But according to the preceding explanation there

is no need for such a change, apart from the fact

"that the 'sinfully' precisely speaking is already

contained in the ' tram-pie under foot' " (Thenius).

He says: " Avliy do ye trample," etc., because Eli

was partaker in the guilt of his sons ; because he,

not only as lather towards sons, but also as high-

priest towards them as priests, was weakly lack-

ing in the proper chastisement and in the en-

joined holy strictness. Eli ought to have op-

posed liis sons as a zealous contender for the

Lord's honor ; since he did not do this, he not

only made himself partaker of their guilt, but

honored his sojis before the Lord, more than the

Lord, because he spared them, and showed un-
seasonable paternal gentleness. In the plu. pron.
" make yourselves fat," Eli's guilt is again referred

to ; what they did, namely, that tliey took (ver.

15) the first (iT'i^'NT) of the offering before the

best of the offering (HnjDJ was presented to the

Lord by burning it in the fire of the altar, that he
did along with them; they made themselves fat.

The wickedness of Eli and his sons in connection

with the offering is also put here in two-fold form,

namely, against God ( " my offering "
), and against

the people as the people of the Lord (all the of-

ferings of Israel, my people).* After the refer-

ence to the guilt follows now the judgment, the

announcement of punishment, which applies to

Eli as well as to his sons and his whole house.

Ver. 30. 'n"i3X=I had said.

—

The house of

thy father in connection with " thy house,"

indicates the whole priestly connection in all its

branches from Aaron down, to whom with his

sons the same expression in ver. 27 refers. For
this reason, if for no other, because " the house
of thy father " must mean the same here as in

ver. 27, we mu.st set aside the view that here only
Ithamar's family is meant, to which the high-
priesthood passed from Eleazar's family, and to

which Eli belonged. But also the expression

:

should walk before me for ever, is in con-

flict with this view. Tlie " walking before the

Lord" would be understood in too narrow a

sense, on the one hand, if it were restricted to the

entrance of the high-priest into the Holy of Ho-
lies, and in too wide a sense, on the other hand,
if it were regarded as a general description of a

pious walk before God, as in Gen. xvii. 1.

Rather it points to the life in priestly .service before

the Lord promised to the house of Aaron for ever

(Ex. xxix. 9). The promise of the "covenant
of an everlasting priesthood" was renewed to

Pliinehas, the son of Eleazar (Num. xxv. 13) for
his zeal for the LordJs honor. This fact and its

motive contribute essentially to the explanation
of what here follows. Tlie "and now" intro-

duces a declaration opposed to that promise, not

in the sense that the latter is annulled, but in

reference to its non-fnlfihnent for tliose in wliom
the condition of its fulfilment was lacking.

—

Far

*
''?3J,'7

"is periphrasis for the Gen., and is chosen

in order to make the 'my poople' more prominent"
(Koil). On tliis periphrasis of the Gen. see E\v. (;r. ?

•jOv;, a. 3.—[But tin's does not apply here. See Textual
Notes in loco.—Tr.].
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Tae it from me, that is, this promise shall not
lie I'nltilled unless the conclition be fulfilled which
is expressed in the words : Those that honor
me I will honor.—According to tiie priests'

attitude towards God the Lord in their wliole

-walk will be His attitude towards them in respect

to the fulfilment of His promise.

Vers. 31, 32. The general truth of the last words
in ver. 30, which emphasize in the distinctest

manner the ethical condition of the exercise

of the holy sacerdotal office in the priest's

bearing towards God, is applied to Eli and his

house in ver. 31, and contains the standard by
which he with his sons i>i judged. I Twrill cut off

thy arm.—The "arm" signifies might, power, Ps.

X. 15 ; Job xxii. 9. "There shall not be an old man
in thy house." Thus will be shown that the
strength of the family and the house is broken

;

for strength is sliown in reaching a great age. No
one in Eli's house shall attain a great age. This
supposes that sickliness will early consume its

members. "On the aged rested the consideration

and power of famiJies" (Bottcher). As the AoMse

of Eli will perish, so will also the house of God
sufier affliction (ver. 32). t^'^H always means to

look with astonishment or attention (Bottcher,

Num. xii. 8; Isa. xxxviii. 11; Ps. x. 14); ")2f is

only "oppressor" or "enemy," and is not to be
Tendered "rival" or "adversary," as Aquila
(avriCT/Aoc) and Jerome {cemulus), and also Luther
and De Wette give it

;
|ij^O "dwelling" is here

to be understood of the dwelling-place of God, not
of Eli. From these meanings it follows that

Samuel cannot be here referred to, since he was
not an enemy of Eli, nor the installation of Za-
dok in Abiathar's place (1 Ki. ii. 27), for Zadok
was not Abiathar's enemy. Something must be
meant which Eli lived to see with astonisliment

or consternation in the house of the Lord, and it

can therefore only be the oppression of the house
by the oppressor or enemy who met Israel in

the person of the Philistines, carried away the
ark, and thus robbed the Lord's house of its heart.

We do not need therefore to alter the text to " rock

of refuge" (nj^O "IV), as Bottcher proposes. "In

all which" iy^^ 122) is not to be rendered with

De Wette "during the whole time which." In
i'L)'] "shall do good" we must not supply a " as

name of Jehovah (Kennicott), nor, as is commonly
done, make Jehovah the subject (De Wette, Keij,

etc.). "There is no reason why we should not

take "all which" itself as unpersonal subject;

precisely where "* has an unpersonal subject, it

has, as here, a simple Ace. after it, Pr. xv. 13, 20;
xvii. 22; Ecc. xx. 9, while, with a personal sub-

ject, a preposition follows, Ex. i. 20; Num. x.

32; .Tudg. xvii. 13" (Bottcher). The aflliction

of God's house from the loss of the Ark remained,
while under the lead of Samuel there came bless-

ing to the people. This is the fulfilment of this

propiiecy in reference to the affliction of God^s

direiling. "Not an old man" is repetition of the

threat in ver. 31, and return of the discourse to

the judgment on Eli's honse. "All the days"
[Eng. A. V. for ever], for ever, that is, as long as

his family existed. [Both text and translation

of ver. 32 offer great difficulties. Vat. Sept.

omits it. Al. Sept. and Theod. : "Thou shalt see

6

strength" {Kparaiuiia), etc. The Syr. and Arab.:
" and (not) one who holds a sceptre in thy dwell-
ing," which involves a totally different text.
Targ. has " thou shalt see the alfiiction which will
come on a man of thy house in the sins which ye
have committed in the house of my sanctuary."
The omission in Vat. Sept. was probably occa-
sioned by the similar endings of vers. 31 and 32

;

the other versions and all the MSS. contain the
verse, one MS. only of De Eossi giving npro,

"strength," instead of pj^C, "dwelling." We
must therefore retain the Heb. text, and explain
the repetition of the last clause as intended to
give emphasis to the statement in question. But,
as "IV frequently means "distress," and as the
course of thought here suggests affliction for Eli's
house rather than for God's, it is better to render

:

"thou shalt see distress of dwelling in all that
brnigs prosperity to Israel," the contrast being
between the national prosperity and his personal
affliction, v.diich would thus exclude him from
tlie national rejoicing, and so from the evidence
of the divine favor. And we may regard the lat-
ter clause of the verse: "there shall not be an old
man," etc., as defining the "affliction" which is
here brought out as a punishment additional to
the "weakness" of ver. 31.

—

Tr.]

_
Ver. 33. Bottcher declares De Wette's explana-

tion : "and I will not let thee lack a single man,"
to be incorrect, and Thenius' reference to the
definite one "Ahitub" (xiv. 3; xxii. 20) to be

without ground, and then remarks (on N'S ly'NI):

" There remains no other course but to regard it

as an infrequent, but not unexampled exceptional
case. In Heb., as is well known, a negative in

a sentence with W'ii. ("man") and Sd ("all"),

whether it stand before or after, negatives these
words not alone, but in connection with the whole

sentence, and thus JJ^'X N'S, C^'X Sx mean not

"not every one," but "no one," and so too

xS iy\S*, '?« K/'X, Ex. xvi. 19; xxxiv. 3; Lev.

xviii. 6. But when the accent falls on the word
expressive of universality by an adversative par-

ticle, as here (^'X1), the following negation may
affect this word alone, as in Num. xxiii. 13.

Accordingly we render here :
" Yet I will not cut

off" every one from thee." The following words

:

to consume thine eyes and to grieve thy
heart, or "that 1 may consume," etc., mark the
highest degree of punishment which would befal
Eli but for the limitation contained in the words
" not every man." Thenius refers this limitation
specially to Aliitub, son of Phinehas, and brother
of Icliabod, against which Keil justly remarks
that it cannot be proved from xiv. 3 and xxii.

20 that he was the only one wlio survived of Eli's

house.*—The following words : the great ma-
jority or mass shall die as men, not only an-
swer to the repeated threat in vers. 31, 32," that
there should be no old man in the house, but at

* Bottcher: anxS is for :]\NtnS=3'NnriS, one of

tlie nutneron? elerioal errors in these hooks.—(It is by
no means clear that there is a clerical error here, since
we may suppose a stem J1X=3NT as pJN=pXJ.—Tr.] I I
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the same time explain the declaration of v^/. 31

:

"I will break thine arm;" for "men" (D'C'JN)

indicates the power and strength of the house, and

is contrasted with "old man" (Luther: "when
thev liave become men ;" Van Ess :

" in mature

age").—On '3 'O, " midtitude," " majority," not

"offspring," comp. 1 Chron. xii. 29; 2 Chron.

XXX. 18.^—[Sept. :
" And every survivor of thy

house shall fall by the sword of men."
_
Vulg.

:

" and the great part of thy house shall die when
thev attain the age of men." Targ. : "and all

the multitude of thy house shall be slain young."

Syr. :
" and all the pupils (so Castle renders

marbith) of thy house shall die men." Philipp-

son: "and all the increase of thy house shall die

as men." The Eng. A. V. probably gives the

sense. The adj. "all" does not suit the render-

ing "multitude," which Targ. and Erdmann
adopt. In regard to the first clause of the verse,

the rendering of Eng. A. V. seems to be possible,

that is, the taking '^N N; as indef. rel. clause,

Erdmann regards the reservation of the " man "

as a limitation of the punishment ("consume,
grieve") ; Eng. A. V. better, with most exiiosi-

tors, as an element of the punishment. Mendoza
(in Poole's Synopsis) :

" I will take from thee the

high-priesthood, which thou hast by privilege ; I

will give thee or tiiy descendants the priesthood

of the second order, which thou hadst by heredi-

tary right." Grotius: "They shall live that

they may be the greatest grief to thee."—Long
afterwards this curse was held to cling to the

family of Eli. Gill cites a saying of the Talmud
that there was a family in Jerusalem the men of

which did not live to be more than eighteen

years old, and .Johanan ben Zacchai being asked
the reason of this, replied that they were perhajjs

of the family of Eli.—Sept. has "his eyes" and
"his soul," instead of thy ; but there is no good
ground for altering the Heb. text.

—

Tr.]

Ver. 34. The fact announced, the death of his

two sons in one day (iv. 11), was to be a sign to

Eli, who lived to see it, that tliis threat affecting

his whole house should be fulfilled. The reali-

zation of this threat began with that event. Not
all of Eli's descendants indeed perished in this

judgment, and among his immediate posterity

were some who filled the office of priest, namely,
Phinehas' son, Ahitub ; Ahitub's sons, Aliiah
(xiv. 3, 18) and Ahimelech (xxii. 9, 11, 20);
Ahimelech's son, Abiathar (xxii. 20). Ahiali

and Abiathar filled the high-priestly office. But
Ahimelech and " all his father's house, the priests,

wlio were at Nob," were hewn off from Eli's

family-tree. And Abiathar, Ahimelech's eon,

who escaped that butchery (xxii. 19), and as a
faithful adherent of David enjoyed the dignity of

high-priest, was deposed from his office by Solo-

mon. The office of high-priest passed now for-

ever from Ithamar's family, and went over to

Elc>azar's, to wiiich Zadok belonged ; the latter

from now on was sole high-priest, while hitherto

Abiathar had exercised this office along with
him.—Thus was to be fidfilled the negative part

of the prophetic announcement (vers. 31-34)

:

gradually Eli's house went down in respect to

tlie majority of its members [better, in all its

increase.—Tii.] ; the office of high-priest, which

the surviving members for some time filled, was
at la»st taken awav from it altogether.

Ver. 35sqq, Now follows the positive jiart of the

prophecy.—But I will raise me up a faithful

priest.—The priestly office, as a divine institu-

tion, remains, though those that fill it perish be-

cause they are unworthy, and because their life

contradicts its theocratic meaning, and therefore

falls under the divine punishment. The "faith-

ful priest " is, in the first place, to be understood
in contrast with Eli and his sons, to Avhom the
above declaration of punishment was directed.

We may distinguish the following facts in the
announcement of this priest of the future, who i&

to assume the theocratic-priestly position between
God and His people in place of Eli and liis

house: 1) he is to be raised tip by God directly,

that is, not merely called and chosen, but (accord-

ing to the exact meaning of the word) set up; liis

priestly position is to be liistorically fixed and
assigned by God directly and in an extraordinary
manner ; 2) he will be a faithful priest, that is,

will not merely be in keeping with the end and
meaning of his calling, but, in order to this, will

be and remain personally the Lord's ovm in true
piety and in firm, living fixith, constantly and
persistently devoted to the Lord his God, and
seeking only His honor ; 3) he will do, act,

accordivg to the norm of the divine will; as faithful

jjriest of God, he knows what is in God's heart

and soul, he knows His thoughts and counsels;

these will be the rule by which ("^^^^) he will

act as a man of God, as a servant after his heart;

4) and I -will build him a sure house, his

family will continue as one well-pleasing to me
and blessed, and will not perish like thine—this

shall be the reward as well as the result of his

faithfulness; 5) he shall -walk before my
anointed for ever. The "anointed" is the

theocratic king, whom the Lord will call. Walk-
ing before Him denotes the most cordial life-fellow-

ship with Him. In this reference of the prophetic
announcement to the "anointed of the Lord" is

expressed the same expectation of a theocratic

kingdom as in the close of Hannah's song.

In ver. 3(5 is added another featui'e in the por-
traiture of the fiiithful priest : in this close con-
nection with the kingdom, he will occupy eO'

exalted, honorable and mighty a position over
against the fallen house of Eli, that the needy
and wretched survivors of that house will be
dependent on him for existence and support.

—

On the 73 before "iriiin, where, on account of

the following Article, it signifies cdl, whole, comp.

Ges., § III., 1 Eem., Ew., | 290 c. "All the rest,

all that remains." The <]p2 nnijK is "a small

silver coin collected by begging" (Keil). The
lower the remains of Eli's house sink even to beg-
gary, the higher will the "faithful, approved
priest," of wliom the prophet here speaks, stand.

In the immediate future of the theocratic king-
dom he will see far beneath him those of Eli's

liouse who are still priests in humble dependence
on him.

Til is proi)hecy found its fulfillment from the
stand-point of historical exposition in Samuel.
That tiie author of our Books had him in view
in his account of the man of God's announcement
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is clear from the narration immediately following
in ch. iii. ; here the voice of the divine call comes
to the child Samuel at the same time with the
revelation imparted to him of the judgment
against the house of Eli. He is indeed expressly
called by the divine voice to be prophet ; his

first prophetic duty, whicli he performs as God's
organ, is the announcement of the judgment on
Eli in the name of the Lord ; it is true, it is said

of him in ver. 20, that he was known in all Israel

to be faithful and confirmed (pNJ) as a prophet.

But the summary statement of his j)rophetical

vigor and work in vers. 19-21, in which the
epithet "faithful, confirmed," points back to the
same expression in ii. 35, is connected with the
reference to Shiloh and the constant revelations

there, which had begun with the one made to

Samuel ; by the express reference to Shiloh
Samuel's projihetic character and work are at

the same time presented under the sacerdotal point

of view. An essential element of the calling of

priest was instruction in the Law, the announce-
ment of the divine will (Lev. x. 11 ; Deut. xxxiii.

10), and Mai. ii. 7, exjjressly declares the duty
of the priest in these words: "the priest's lips

shall keep knowledge, and they shall seek the

law from his mouth, for he is a messenger of
heaven;" and so that prophecy of a faithful

priest is all the more fulfilled in Samuel (whose
words to the people, iii. 19-21, had the pure and
the practical word of God in the Law for their

content), because the priesthood of liis time had
proved itself unworthy and unable to fulfil this

calling. The further sacred priestly acts which
Samuel performed (iii. 19-21), and the mediating
position between God and the people as advocate
and intercessor expressly ascribed to him in vii. 5

characterize him as the faithful, approved priest

who is announced here in vei's. 35, 36. The otlier

single traits in the jaicture suit Samuel. In the

list of theocratic instruments of the succeeding
period there is none that surpasses him ; he sur-

passes them all so far, that our gaze fixes itself on
him in seeking for a realization of this announce-
ment in connection with the fulfilment of the

threat against Eli and his house. Samuel's

bearing and conditct is everywhere such that the

declaration "he shall c/o according to what is in

my iieart and soul," is verified in no other theo-

cratic-prophetic and priestly person so eminently
as in him. A sure house the Lord built him
according to 1 Chron. vi. 33; xxv. 4, 5. His
grandson was Heman "the singer, the king's

seer in the words of God," father of fourteen sons

and three daughters. The intimate relation of

Samuel to the theocratic kingdom under Saul

and David, the Lord's anointed kings, is an
obvious fulfilment of the prophecy "he shall

walk before my anointed for ever." The raising

up of the fore-announced priest was to follow

immediately on the punishment of Eli and his

house. In point of fact Samuel steps into the

gap in the priesthood which that judgment made
as priestly and high-priestly meiliator between
God and the people, as is shown by the passages

cited and by the whole character of his work.

By the corruption of its traditional representa-

tives the liereditary priesthood had come to be so

at variance with its theocratic significance and
mission, that the fulfilment of this mission could

bo attained, in this great crisis in the develop-
ment of Israel's liistory into the theocratic king-
dom, only in an extraordinary way, through
direct divine calling, by such an instrument as
Samuel. The statement, in the concluding words,
of the walking of the faithful priest before the
Lord's anointed is fulfilled exactly (according to

the above explanation) in Samuel's relation to
this kingdom.

—

It is held bysome that the prophecy
in vers. 30-36, (compared with 1 Kings ii. 27,
and Joseph. V. 11, 5 ; VIII. 1, 3), refers to the
transition of the priestly dignity from the house
of Ithamar to the house of Eleazar, and therefore
that this prophecy, in whole or in some parts,

was composed in or after the time of Solomon,
(De Wette, Einl. U78 6.; Bertholdt, Einl. III.

916, and Ewald, Gesch. I. 190) ; against which
Thenius (p. 15) properly points out that even
after this change the high-priesthood remained
still in the family of Aaron, while the words
"and the house of thy father," (vers. 30, 31),
clearly shows that the prophecy does not speak
of a change in the family, and that in vers. 27-36
we have a genuine ancient prediction of a
prophet. Against the view that the jjrophecy of
the "faithful priest" was, according to 1 Kings
ii. 27 fulfilled in the complete transference of the
high-priesthood, by the deposition of Abiathar,
to the family of Eleazar, to which Zadok belonged,
we remark: 1) that (if the advocates of this view
mean this family and its succeeding line of high-
priests) the words of the prophecy speak of a
single person, not of several, or collectively of a
body; and 2) that, if Zadok is held to he the
"faithful priest" in whom the prophetic word
was fulfilled, his person and work have no such
epoch-making theocratic significance in the his-

tory as we should expect from the prophecy ; the
expectation is satisfied only in Samuel's priestly-

prophetical eminence. For the rest, the words
of 1 Kings ii. 27 give no ground for the opinion
tliat the prophecy in ver. 35 is in them referred

to Zadok (Thenius), since the passage, having in
view Abiathar's deposition, is speaking merely
of the fulfilment of the threatened punishment of

Eli's house, and not at all of the fulfilment of the
positive part of the prophecy ; there is, there-

fore, no occasion to speak (with Thenius) of a
false conception of this jsrophecy as early as

Solomon's time. The loi'ty priestly position, which
Samuel took in his calling as .Judge and Prophet
before the Lord and His people, the priestly work,

by which (the regular priesthood completely re-

tiring) he stood as mediator between Jehovah
and His people in sacrifice, prayer, intercession

and advocacy, and the high theocratic-reformatory

calling, in which his " important, sacred duty was
to walk before the anointed, the king, whom
Israel was to receive through him, while the

Aaronic priesthood fell for a good time into such
contempt, that, in the universal neglect of divine

worship, it had to beg honor and support from
him, and became dependent on the new order of

things begun by Samuel," (O. v. Gerlach),—these

things prove that, from the theocratic-historical

point of view, in him is fulfilled the prophecy of

the faithful priest.

[Four different interpretations explain the
"faithful priest" to be Samuel, Zadok, Christ, or

a line of priests, including Samuel and Zadok,
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and culminating in Christ ; the hist seems to be

the only tenable one. I. We cannot restrict the

prophecy to Samuel, for 1) the "established

house" "promised the faithful priest is clearly a

prid^tly house, as is evident from a comparison of

ver. 35 witii vei-s. 30, 31, where the everlasting

official sacerdotal character of this house is con-

trasted with the tail of Eli's priestly house ; and

Samuel founded no such house. 2) Eli's house

was not immediately deprived of the high-priest-

hood, nor was it at all excluded from the priest-

hood. Up to Solomon's time descendants of Eli

were high-priests, and the Jews held that his

family continued to exist. Nor did Samuel suc-

ceed Eli immediately as Priest and Judge. 3) It

is an important fact that Samuel is nowhere
called a priest, and it is an exaggeration of his

position to ascribe to him a complete sacerdotal

character. His mediatorial work belonged to him
largely as a man of God, and similar work was
performed by Moses, David, Solomon, none of

whom acted as priests. It is doubtful whether
Samuel sacrificed at all, still more whether he
usually performed this service. The people are

said to have sacrificed (1 Sam. xi. 15), where is

probably meant that they did it through the

priests, and one passage (1 Sam. ix. 13), seems to

exclude Samuel from the act of sacrifice. At
any rate his performance of sacrificial service

may be regarded as extraordinary and unofficial

like that of Gideon (.ludg. vi. 20, 27) and Solo-

mon (1 Kings iii. 4). But it is true that Samuel's

life developed the conception of the thcocratically

pure and faithful priest in contrast with the self-

seeking and immorality of Eli's sons. He was
the first protest against their profane perversion

of the holy office, the first exemplification

after Eli's time of pure-hearted service of God.
II. Baslii, Abarbanel and the majority of modern
commentators suppose the reference to be to

Zadok, Christian writers usually adopting also

the Messianic interpretation. And, though 1

Kings ii. 27 mentions only the deposition of

Abiathar as the fulfilment of the judgment on
Eli's house, yet this, taken with ver. 35, can

hardly be dissevered from the installation of Za-

dok as sole high-priest; the final exclusion of

Eli's representative is followed immediately by
the elevation of the Zadokite family, wliich con-

tinues in an unbroken line to Christ. That
the Zadokites were the true divinely-appointed

priests, is assumed throughout the following

books of the Old Testament, and especially in

such passages as Ezek. xliv. 15, (quoted by Keil).

Erdraann's objections to this view do not seem
conclusive. He urges: 1) that the prophecy
(vers. 27-37) speaks not of a change within the
Aaronic family, but of a setting aside of that

family in ftivor of a non-Aaronic priest.—But
this is not the declaration of the proitliecy, (ver.

30 speaks of the exclusion of unworthy members,
and the reference is plainly to Eli's immediate
family), and is contradicted' by the facts of his-

tory ; for tlie Aaronic priesthood did continue to

the end, while tlie change announced (ver. 36)
was to take j)iace in the history of Israel. Samuel
founded no priestly family, and the restriction

of the prophec'y to him alone is not in keeping
with the broadness of its declarations. 2) That
Zadok was not sj>ecially jirominent, and does not

exhibit a commanding character cannot be urged
against this view, since the prophecy promises not

intellectual vigor in the "faithful priest" but

theocratic official purity and personal godliness,

which Zadok and his descendants in the main
exhibited. III. Augustine (De Civ. Dei 17, 6)

explains the priest here announced to be Christ

alone, basing his view on the breadth and fulness

of the statements made about Him. The text

does not allow this exclusive reference to Christ,

looking plainly, as it does, to the then existing

order of things (as in ver. 36, which Augustine

interprets of .Jewish priests coming to worship

Christ), but it may include Him, or rather point

to Him as the consummation of the blessedness

which it promises ; and the remarkable fulness

of the terms in ver. 35 naturally leads us to this

explanation. IV. If the prophecy finds a partial

fulfilment in Samuel and Zadok, and also points

to Christ, then it would seem best to regard it as

announcing a line of faithful men who would do

God's will in full official and personal sympathy
with His law. First comes Samuel, not indeed

an official priest, but a true representative of the

spirituality of the divine service (see 1 Sam. xv.

22). He is followed by Zadok, the father of a

long line of priests, who (with many defects) in

the main preserve among the people and in the

presence of the king the fundamental ideas of the

sacrificial service, and are a type ( Ez. xliv. 15)

of the perfect priesthood into which they are

finally merged. To this Erdmann objects that

the reference is plainly (ver. 35) to one person,

and not to a body of men ; but he himself under-

stands the " anointed," in which the expression

of singleness is not less distinct, of Saul and

David. If the anointed is to be understood of a

line of kings, why not the priest of a line of

priests ?—This last view then seems best to meet
the demands of this confessedly difficult passage.

See Keil and Wordsworth in loco.—Te.].

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. The "man of God" who, by divine com-
mission, predicts the punishment of Eli and his

house is a proof that the prophetic gift, which ap-

pears sporadicaUi/ in the Period of the Judges,

had in this its gloomy close not yet disappeared.

After it had been said :
" there arose not hence-

forth a prophet in Israel like Moses, whom the

Lord knew face to face " (Dent, xxxiv. 10), never-

theless in the time of the Judges, by whose word

as spoken according to the divine calling and
commission, the people had to govern themselves,

we see prophecy reappearing in the following in-

dividuals: Judg. ii., the messenger of the Lord,*

who comes up from Gilgal to Bochim, and ex-

horts the Israelites to repentance in the name of

the Lord; chap, iv., the Judge Deborah, who,

expressly described as " proplictess," combines

the offices ofJudge and Prophet, being the organ of

Jehovah's communications; cha]). vi., the Prophet

who was sent by the Lord as His messenger, to

rebuke Israel for their idolatry, and to call

Gideon to deliver Israel from the Midianitish

bondage. The content of the prophetic decla-

rations, in keeping with the history of the times,

* |"It is doubtful whether the malal; can be considered
other than an ansel.

—

Tr 1.
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is: announcement of divine punishment for the

people's idolatry through the oppression of
enemies, exhortation to repentance, promise of
help.

2. The internal decline of the theocratic life of
God's people showed itself in the close of the Pe-
riod of the Judges principally in the corruption
of the sacerdotal office as cause and effect. In
regard, therefore, to the priestly mediation between
God and the people, there was needed a thorough
reformation and a re-establishment of the proper
inner relation between them by a true priestly

mediation. For this reason the prophetic an-
nouncement of the "faithful, true priest" stands
at the beginning of the new period, and, at tlie

commencement of the new theocratic develop-
ment, has an epoch-making fulfilment in Sanuiel's

person and work, in which the priestly side is

chiefly prominent.
3. Samxiel is in this respect a type of Christ

;

the idea of the priesthood, as here in vcr. 35 ex-
pressed, found in all respects its completest and
most universal fulfilment in Christ's higli-priestly

office of mediator between God and man.
4. The conception of the honor of God and of

hioiving Him is impossible, without tlie idea of
the personal living God, and witliout the ex-
istence of a relation, esta))lished by Him, between
Him, the living God, and man, in which the
consciousness of absolute dependence on Him is

connected with that of the oblir/ation to be heartily

consecrated to Him and in fellowsliip with Him.
The declaration " he who knows Me," etc. [ver.

30] expresses God's righteous procedure in regard
to the recognition or non-recognition of His
honor by men.

5. When the guilt of the corruption and decline

of the religious-moral life of the people rests on
"the house of the Lord," "it is time that judg-
ment should begin at the house of God," 1 Pet.

iv. 17.

6. [The walking of the priest before Jehovah's
anointed indicates a definite separation between
the sacerdotal and judicial or governing offices,

and a certain subordination of the first to the

second. This was a condition of the developed
Israelitish state, and appears in proper form first

under David. Saul seems to liave exercised au-

thority over the priesthood, but in David's time
the relation of political subordination was first

united with sincere religious unity of lieart and
purpose, and thus one step taken towards the

perfl-ct and complete form (king, prophet, priest),

which was to shadow forth the office and work of

Christ.—And, as of Hannah's anticipation of the

king, so we may say of tlie prediction by this man
of God of the united Idng and priest, that it had
its root in the felt need of the times, which, as it

existed in its distinctest and intensest form in the

most spiritual minds of the nation, was guided
and elevated and intensified by tlie Spirit of God
into prevision and prophecy.

—

Tr.].

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

[Ver. 27. A man of God. 1) Hia office is to

come to the people with "Thus saith the Lord."
Though inspiration cannot now be expected, he
mav be " thoroughly furnished " from the Scrip-

tures (2 Tim. ii'i. 17). 2) AVhen called to give I

rebukes and warnings, he should do it with faith-
fulness, solemnity, and tenderness.

—

Tr.].
Vers. 27-36. llie prophet's sermon of censure,

[German Strafpredigt] against Levi and his house.

1 ) Looking back to the past, it recalls the mani-
fold exhibition of tlie benefits of God's grace,
vers. 27, 28; 2) Looking around upon the pre-
sent, it holds before Eli his sins and those of his
house, vers. 29, 30; 3) Looking out upon the
future, it proclaims the divine judgment, vers.
30-36.

Vers. 27-30. To ivhat are ice bound by the ex-

perience of overfowing manifestations of God's grace ?

1) To be always thankfully mindful of them;
2

)

To proclaim everywhere the praises of God

;

3) By a sober and holy walk to promote the
honor of His name.

Vers. 27-3G. God's righteousness and grace in
union with each other. Ij Grace in union with
righteousness, vers. 27-32

;
(a) The actual proofs

and gifts of God's grace (vers. 27-29) contain
serious demands by the holy and righteous God

;

(6) The prouiiscs of grace are in respect of their

fulfilment conditioned by the conduct of man to-

wards God, which is weighed by his rigliteous-

ness, ver. 30; (c) In proportion as man in view
of the revelation of divine grace gives God the

honor or not, he is requited by God according to his
righteousness, ver. 30. 2) The severity of God's
righteousness does not exclude grace, vers. 30.

(a) It suflfers itself to lean upon forbearing, soft-

ening grace, in order that justice may not execute
complete destruction, vers. 33, 36 ;

(b) It does not
take away tlie arrangements which grace has es-

tablislied, but guards and preserves them against
the sin of men, vers. 27-29

;
(c) It does not cause

the promises of grace to fall away, but makes
room for their fulfilment in another way, ver. 35.

Ver. 30. God the Lord, according to His right-

eousness, remains no man's debtor: 1) Whoever
honors Him, will He also honor ; 2) He who
despises Him shall be despised in return.

—

To
honor God the loftiest task of liuman life: 1)
Wherein it consists; 2) How it is performed;
3) What promise and threatening are here con-
cerned.— [I. Some of the ways in which we may
honor God. (1) By speaking His name with
reverence. (2) By keeijing the Lord's day holy
to Him. (3) By propriety of behaviour in public
worshij?. (4) By practically recognizing our de-
pendence on His Providence. (5) By perform-
ing all the duties of life as to the Lord (Col. iii.

17). II. Some of tlie ways in which He will

honor us. ( 1 ) In causing us to be respected by
our fellow-men (Prov. iii. 16). (2) In making
us the means of converting others. (3) In re-

ceiving us to glory, honor and immortality in

lieaven (Rom. iii. 7).

—

Baxter: Never did man
dishonor God, but it proved the greatest dishonor
to himself. God will find out ways enough to

wipe off any stain upon Llim; but you will not
so easily remove the shame and dishonor from
yourselves.

—

Tr, ]

.

Ver. 35. The exercise of the priestly office, which
is well-pleasing to God: 1) Its personal condition

and pre-supposition, fidelity, firmness, steadfast-

ness, " I will raise me up a faithful priest ;" 2)
Its ride and measure, " according to that which
is in my heart and in my soul ;" 3) Its blessing

and reward, " and I will," etc. [Upon the phrase
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"he shall walk before my Anointed forever,"

comp. above on ii. 10, Horn, and Pract.

—

Tr.].

Vers. 27-30. The heavy guilt of neglecting the

office of household-priest in the rearing of children :

1) It wrongs the ivclfare and honor of the house, so

far as in earlier times God has in grace and com-
passion crowned it with blessings, vers. 27-29

;

2) In indulgent and weak love to the children it

robs God of the honor which He demands, ver. 30

;

3) It thereby prepares for the children a sure

destruction, ver. 34; 4) It often thereby brings a
curse and ruin upon succeeding generations, vers.

31-33, 3G.

[Hall: Indulgent pai-ents are cruel to them-
selves and their posterity. Eli could not have
devised which way to have plagued himself and
his house so much, as by his kindness to his

children's sins I do not read of any fault

Eli had but indulgence ; and which of the no-
torious ofienders were plagued more!

—

Tjb.].

SECOND SECTION.
Samuel's Call.

Chapters III.—IV. 1 a.

1 And the child Samuel ministered unto the Lord [Jehovah] before Eli. And
the word of the Lord [Jehovah] was precious^ iu those days ; there vras no open

2 vision [vision spread abroad"]. And it came to pass at that time, when [that^] Eli

was laid down [lying down*] in his place, and his eyes began to wax dim that he

3 could not see. And ere [o??i. ere^] the lamp of God went out [was not yet gone out]

in the temple of the Lord, where the ark of God was \_om. in the temple

was®] and Samuel was laid down [lying down^] to sleep [om. to sleep, ins. iu

4 the temple of Jehovah where the ark of God' was], That [And] the Lord [Jeho-

5 vah] called lins. to] Samuel, aud he answered [said]. Here am I. And he ran
unto Eli, and said, Here am I, f r thou calledst me. And he said, I called not;

6 [ins. go back and] lie down again [o»i. again]. And he went and lay down. And
the Lord [Jehovah] called yet again, Samuel. Aud Samuel arose and went to Eli,

and said. Here am I, for thou didst call [calledst] me. Aud he answered [said], I

7 called not, my son, [ins. go back and] lie down again [om. again]. Now Samuel
did not yet know® the Lord [Jehovah], neither was the word of the Lord yet [and

8 the word of Jehovah was not yet] revealed unto him. And the Lord [Jehovah]

called Samuel again the third time. And he arose aud went to Eli, and said, Here

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
^ [Ver. 1. = " rare," see Isa. xiii. 12; Chald. renders " hidden."

—

Tr.]

2 [Ver. 1. This word (VTs33) is variously rendered: Sept. Siaa-reWova-a, "distinguishing," "explaining,"

whence some would (without ground) change the text to T*"i3 (which perhaps the Alex, translator read, the Nun

omittrd from preceding Nnn); Chald. "revealed " ^ "broken open;" Syr. as Heb. ; Arab., "the Lord h.ad de-
prived the children of Israel of rcvel/ition in those d.ays, and there was no revelation to .anyone of them, and
notliiii'j; ajipcared to him ;" Vulg. " nianifesta;" others, " broken." "diffused," "multiplied;" the Jewish inter-
preters ( liashi, Kimchi, Ralbag) follow the Targ. : Lutlier, icerdgveissagung, " little prophecy ;" Erdmann. verbreitH,
' spread al)road ;" Cahen, " rtpandu." This last is probably the correct sense, see 1 Ghr. xiii. 2 ; 2 Ohr. xxxi. 5.

—

Tr.]
3 [Ver. 2. Erdmann renders " when " (as Eng. A. V.) In order to show that the description from this point is

introductory to ver. 4; but the literal translation, given a'>ove, clearly indicates the connection of thought, and
avoids the interpretation of a construction into the text.

—

Tr.]
* [Ver. 2 and ver. 4. Or, " was sleeping."

—

Tr.1
6 [Ver. 3. D"^D with Impf. following the subject = "not yet."

—

Tr.]

* [Ver. 3. The Eng. A. V. in making this unwarranted inversion of clauses, was probably controlled by the

same motive which led the Masoritcs to separate 2D^ (" was lying ") from 7D'n3 (" in the temple ") by the Ath-

nach. namely, to avoid the seeming assertion that Samuel was sleeping in the sacred building. The Targnm
accdi-dingly renders " was sleeping in the Court of tjie Levites," borrowing this term apparently from Herod's
temple. For explanation see Exeg. Notes, in hen.—Tr.]

T [Ver. 3. This is the only place where 'Sx ("God") in the phrase 'Sx tUN (" the ark of God "; occurs with-

out the Art. ; OX often occurs with the force of a proper name, but no reason is apparent why the Art. is omitted

here in this standing phrase. For discussion of the difference between OX and OXH see Quarry's "Genesis
and its aiuhorship," pp. 27(i sqq.—Tn.]

8 [Ver. 7. Erdmann :
" had not yet learned to know," which is substantially the same as Eng. A. V. On point-

ing of yv see Exeg Notes, in loco.—Te.]
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am I, for thou didst' call [calledst] me. And Eli perceived that the Lord [Jeho-
9 vah] had called [was calling] the child. Therefore, [And] Eli said unto Samuel,

Go, lie down, and it shall be, if he [one^"] call thee, that thou shalt say. Speak,
Lord [Jehovah], for thy servant heareth. So [And] Samuel went and lay down

10 in his place. And the Lord [Jehovah] came, and stood," and called as at other
times [as before], Samuel, Samuel. Then [And] Samuel answered [said], Speak,

11 for thy servant heareth. And the Lord [Jehovah] said to Samuel, Behold, I will
[om. will] do a thing in Israel, at which both the ears of every one that heareth it

s'nall tingle [the which whosoever heareth, both his ears shall tingle]. In that day
I will perforjn against Eli all things [om. things] which [that] I have spoken con-
cerning his house, when I begin, I will also make an end [from beginning to end].
F.)r [And] I have told [I announced to] him that I will [would] judge his house
for ever for the iniquity'^ [sin] which he knoweth, because [that he knew that] his

sons made themselves vile [brought a curse on themselves'^], and he restrained them
not. And therefore I have sworn unto the house of Eli, that the iniquity of Eli's

house shall not be purged [expiated] with sacrifice \_ms. of blood] nor [ins. un-
15 bloody'*] offering forever. And Samuel lay until the morning,'^ and opened the

doors of the house of the Lord [Jehovah]. And Samuel feared to show Eli the
16 vision. Then [And] Eli called Samuel, and said, Samuel, my son. And he an-
17 swered [said]. Here am I. And he said, What is the thing that the Lord [om. the

Lord, ins. he] hath [om. hath] said unto thee ? I pray thee [om. I pray thee'*]

hide it not from me. God do so to thee and more also, if thou hide anything from
18 me of all the things [om. the things] that he said unto thee. And Samuel told him

every whit, and hid nothing from him. And he said. It is the Lord [He is Jeho-
vah] ; let him do what seemeth him good.

19 And Samuel grew ; And the Lord [Jehovah] was with him, and did let none of
20 his words fall to the ground. And all Israel from Dan even to Beersheba knew
21 that Samuel was established to be a prophet of the Lord [Jehovah]. And the

Lord [Jehovah] appeared again [continued to appear] in Shiloh ; for the Lord
[Jehovah] revealed himself to Samuel in Shiloh by [in] the word of the Lord
[Jehovah]."

Chap. IV. 1 a And the word of Samuel came to all Israel.

8 [Ver. 8. The " didst " might now suggest an emphasis not given by the Heb.—Tr.]
10 [Ver. 9. The impersonal .=ubject is proper, as Samuel did not know who the caller was.

—

Tr.]
11 [Ver. lo. Chald. softens this anthropomorphism into " revealed himself," and the Ealibis add, by a yoice

from the Holy of Holies.—Tn.]
12 [Ver. 13. |'l^3 is difficult. It can be understood here only as in stat. const, with the following clause ; Eli's

sin was " that he knew, etc." So the Vulg. The Targ. and Syr. render as Eng. A. V. ; Sept. gives " the iniquities
of his sons," and omits "that he knew;" Wellhausen omits T^O-

—

Tr.]

1* [Ver. 13. Dn? is here taken as reflexive. The true reading here is not clear ; the old translators and

critics treated it variously. Sept. has 6eov as if it read D'H/X, which Geiger (Urschrift, p. 271) and others adopt.

See Erdmann's remark on this in Exeg. Notes, in loco. Chald. reads as the Heb. (Targ. renders 77p by JJI here

and elsewhere) ; Syr. has " his sons brought ignominy on the people," reading apparently DJ^7. This is one of
the eighteen cases" of the " correction of the Scribes " (see Buxtorf's Lex. s. v. f-lpri), wlio are said to have changed

the original reading '7 " me " to 'Will " themselves," to avoid the blasphemy, for which reason also Geiger holds

that "•X
" God " was changed. Others suggest that the 'l stood for mri"' 7 " Jehovah." But it is hard to say

how much reliance is to be put on these alleged corrections of the old Jewish critics, and here (as Wellhausen

remarks) we expect the Ace. TlIX not '7 after i7p. Tlie external critical evidence is in favor of the reading

D'n /X " God," but, the objection to this urged by Erdmann being strong, we can only, with him, retain the pre-
sent text.—Te.]

1* [Ver. H. It seems desirable to express in an Eng. translation the differen^'O between riDI and nnjTD.

—

Tr.]
15 [Ver. 15. Sept. here adds " and rose in tlie morning," which Thcnius and Wellhausen think stood originally

In the text, and fell out by similar ending. On the other hand, it is a natural filling out of a terse account, quite
in the manner of the Sept.

—

Tr.]
i"* [Ver. 17. Tlie Eng. " I pray thee " is too strong for the Heb. XJ. for whieii we have no good equivalent.

—

Tk.]
T

" [Ver. 21. On the addition of the Sept. here see Thenius an<l WcUhfrusen.—Tr.]

exegetical and critical.

Ver. 1. The history of Samuel's call to he prophet

is introduced (ver. 1) by a brief statement of wliat

it presupposed, and what led to it in Samuel him-

self and in tlie condition of the Israelitish theocratic

life. As to the first point, the connection shows
that the " boy " Sainnel had grown to be a youth,

and was therefore intellectually capable of receiving
the revelatifin of the Lord ; his character as ser-

vant of the Lord in the Sanctuary is again stated
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(comp. ii. 11, 18), and his relation to Eli as his

guardian and guide is anew r.ffirmed bv the words
"before Eli" (ii. 11). The call which Samuel
receives supposes the fact that he belongs to the

Lord a.^^ a gift from his parents, and, as servant

in the Sanctuary, is, in this priestly life under the

guidance of the High-priest, prepared to be a spe-

cial instrument of God's for His people.—As to

the second point, the condition of the theocratical life,

the religious character of the times is marked by a
twofold expression: 1) the word of the Lord was
"precious" (Tp' ), that is, the word was rare that

came directly from the Lord by prophetic an-
nouncement to the people ; the proper organs
were lacking, persons who were filled with the
Spirit of the Lord, that they might be witnesses

of His word ; there was lacking also in the people
the living desire for the direct revelations of God
in His word, and receptivity in religious feeling

for the living declaration,—and tliis was true even
in the highest planes of theocratical life; 2)
"There ivas no vision spread, abroad." y^S "break

through," thence "spread out from within,"

"become known outwards, become public," Ps.

iii. 10; 2 Chr. xxxi. 5.—IIazon(\'^^r\) [vision]

is the feeling or perception which corresponds to

a direct real divine revelation made to the ima-
gination of the proijhet.* This " vision " is the

means of the reception of the word to be an-

nounced. Little was heard of such revelations

of the Lord by visions, tliey were not spread
abroad. Therefore the word of the Lord was jjre-

cious. The second fact had its ground in the first.

In the theocratical life there was lacking both a
truly God-fearing, living priesthood, and a pro-

clamation of God's word that should extricate the

people from their religious-moral depravation, the

vitalizing power of the divine Spirit through pro-

phetic organs.

Vers. 2-10. The circumstances and individual ele-

ments of the calling. In ver. 2 the " and it came to

pass " and the statement of time are so connected
with ver. 4 that all the intermediate from " and
Eli" to the end of ver. 3 is explanatory pai-en-

th&sis.-f

Samuel might have supposed, when he was
awaked by hearing his name called, that he had
to render some service to the half-blind Eli ; and
BO it is expressly mentioned at tlie beginning of

these descriptive sentences that Eli was growing
blind. The word "began" shows that the state-

ment afterwards made, " he could not see," is by
no means to be understood as meaning complete
blindness.^—To the chronological datum in the

* \Ilnr,on, which is us«d chiefly in the later books of
O. T., is 1) the picture presented to the mind in the ec-
static proplictie state; 2) the Vjody of truth thus given
to the propliet. It is the teclinir'al word for divine re-
velation (so contrasted with riNIO)-—Tk.]

f ISee the remarli of Tr. under "Textual and Gram-
mati'-rtl."—Tr.)

X mn3 is cither \e\-\K\.\ adj. nirUj which forms a single

conception with the preceding fin. verb ("they beg.an
dim," i. e., "liegan to become (lim ")—as in Gen. ix. 2i>

the same verb is connected with a subst., Gcs., ?l-]2, 4,

Rem.

—

or Inf. Qal flini) (comp., Isa. iii. 7 ; Gen. xxvii.

1 ; Deut. xxxiv. 7 ; Job xvi. 8 ; Zech. xi. 17), " which the
pimctuators avoided only because they had not clso-
wherc met with it" (Bottch.). [This whole note, quoted
by Erdmann and Thenius from Bottcber. is somewhat
unclear. The passages cited for the Inf. hardly bear

beginning of ver. 2 is added in ver. 3 an exacter
and more definite statement in the words : And
the lamp of God was not yet gone out ;

—

no doubt this indicates ?i(V//i^f/?)ie, near the morning,
.since the seven-lamped candelabrum in the Sanc-
tuary before the curtain, which (Ex. xxvii- 20,

21 ; xxx. 7, 8) was furnished with oil every morn-
ing and evening, after having burnt throughout
the night and consumed its oil, usually, no doubt,

got feebler or went out towards morning (comp.
Lev. xxiv. 2, 3). The words " and S. was sleep-

ing" are not to be regarded, as the Athnach un-
der the last requires, as a parenthesis sejmrated
from " in the temple " (as is usually done), if the
latter expression is understood to mean sanctuary
in distinction from the most holy place ; for we
cannot suppose that Samuel slept in this Sanc-

tuary. But hekal (^yX\) is here, as in ch. i. 9
;

Ps. xi. 4, the whole sanctuary, the entire space
of the tabernacle, as the j^alace of God, the King
of His people, who has His throne there. This
tlirone is the " ark of God," for above the ark was
the symbol of the presence, yea, of the royal

dwelling and. enthronement of God in the midst of Jrlis

people (iv. 4). Samuel's sleeping-place was in one
of the rooms, which were built in the court for

the priests and Levites on service (Keil). The
name Jehovah stands after " temple," because it

is the Covenant-God, who descends to His peo-
ple and dwells with them, that is brought before
us. On the other hand, in connection with the

lamp and theark " Elohim " is used " in the sense

of the dirine in general," (Then.), that is, God is

viewed in His loftiness and power over the whole
world, as He who is to be feared and venerated,

as lofty majesty (which conception is made clear

by the plural).

In vers. 2, 3, is described the situation in which
Samuel received the call of the Lord,—it is night,

the High-priest lies in his place in the sanctuary,

the lamps of the candelabrum are still burning,*
the morning is near, it is the time when dream-
life rises to its height; near Samuel was the ark
of Ciod, whence the revelations of God came.

Vers. 4-10 give the whole history of tht call, with
the attendant circumstances, in its individual ele-

ments.—Samuel hears the call of a voice, wliich

has awakened him from sleep, but takes it to be
not the call of a divine voice, as it was, but a call

from Eli. Eli, to y/hom he hastens, sends him
back to his couch with the answer: "I did not
call thee." This is repeated in ver. 6.—Ver. 7

gives the reason Avhy Sanmel thought he heard
not Ood's voice, but Eli's.f Knowing God
means here not the general knowledge of God
which every Israelite of necessity had, but the

on the question. Wellhausen declares the Inf. here

without 7 impossible ; but see Deut. ii. 25, 31. Winer

makes it'Piel. Inf.—Tr.]
*|The Sept. has "before the lamp was prepared,"

which may point to the custom of keeping one light
l)urning during the day, and thus indicate the late night
or early morning.

—

TrJ.

+ D'^tJ 's seldom used, as here, with the Per/, of past

time; c(imp. Ps. xc. 2 ; Ew. ? 337, :^, c. We might how-
ever pnint also j^T with Botteher, and thus read, "in

ai'cordance with the following n7il', a Fiens [Impf]

with D1£3, as is usual."
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special knowledge of God, which was given by
extraordinary revelation of God. The experience
whicli now conies to Samuel is marked as the first

of the sort. The word of God had not yet
been revealed to him. He had not yet re-

ceived such a special revelation of God through
His word ; therefore he did not yet know tlie God
who revealed Himself in this way.—" It was a
gloomy time, poor in revelation, as in exemplary
religious life. For Eli, the High-priest, was
weak, his sons defiled the sanctuary, the people
served idols (vii. 3sq.), and the Philistines ruled
oppressively. Hence it came that Samuel did
not yet know how the Lord was used to reveal
Himself to the prophets, the announcer of His
word to men (iii. 1, 7|" (Niigelsbach, Herz. R.-E.
.XIII. 395 sq.). Afterthe third repetition ofthe call

(ver. 8), Eli observed the divine oric/in oi the call,

and showed Samuel (ver. 9) how he should dej^ort

himself towards the divine voice. His answer
was to be :

" Speak, Lord, for thy servant hear-

eth."—Up to this point the medium of the divine
revelation was the tlirice reijeated call of a voice,

which so strongly impressed Samuel's hearing,

that he was awakened out of sleep. This is the

meaning of the narrative; it does not mean a
voice, which he tliought he heard in a dream
merely. In ver. 10 a new factor is introduced:

the divine revelation by means of a voice be-

comes a vision: Jehovah came and stood,
that is, before Samuel. That an oljjective real

apjjearance is here meant is clear from ver. 15,

"the vision" (nX"lO). Three factors are to be

combined : the dream-state of Samuel's soul (the

internal sense), the Aearmgr a voice on awakening,
the seeing an appearance.

Vers. 11-14. Plere follows the divine annovnce-

ment of the judgment on Israel and the house of

Eli. The Pres. (HK'J^ partcp.) brings the act,

though still in the future, before us as near, imme-
diately and surely impending.* The titu/linr/ ofboth

ears is the mark of dread and horror, which comes
suddenly on a man, so that he well nigh loses his

senses. Clericus' reference to the Lat. attonitus is

excellent, comp. Jer. xix. 3. The unheard of hor-

ror Avhicli was to make both ears tingle was (chap.

iv.)>the frightful defeat of Israel in battle with

tlie Philistines, and the loss of the ark to this

heathen people.—As in ver. 11 the horror, which
is to come vpon Israel, is announced, so in vers.

12-14 is declared the judgment of the house of Eli.

In ver. 12 the Infs. Abs. (H^DI ShH) serve to

explain and define the verb fin., "beginning and
ending," that is, from beginning to end, lully,

entirely. Not one icord of the minatory propliecv

(ii. 27 sq.) is to remain unfulfilled. (See Ew. 1 280,

3 a).—In ver. 13 this announcement is recapitu-

lated. The declaration was a threat, no longer a

warning. Judging is in sense (comp. Gen. xv.

14) identical with punishing. This punishment
will be inflicted on Eli's house "forever;" the

judgment will never again be removed from it.

In what did Eli's sin consist? In tlie neglect of

the duty which lie ouglit to have performed to liis

sons as father, high-priest and judge, by tlie em-
ployment of severe chastisement and punishment.

* On the intrans. nj'bvn see Ew. ? 196 d [oomj).

Green's Heb. Gr. ? 141, 2.—Tr.]'.

He knew their crimes, but let them go unpun-

ished, on 7 D''77pO " cursed themselves " is

very hard to explain, unless with Sept. and

Then., we read DTJvX for DPI; and translate

" they brought God into contempt," the Pi. being
taken as causative, and Qal=" to come into con-
tempt." Certainly this rendering would agree
with chap. ii. 17; but—a^side from the untrust-
worthiness of the Sept. in relation to the Heb.
text, which also may here liave been arbitrarily
treated on account of this difficulty—against this
reading is the fact that God Himself here speaks.

The conjecture adduced by Grotius, '/("the

Hebrews wrote that for Dp? 'themselves' for-

merly stood 'S 'me,'") must be rejected on ac-

count of the difference in the letters. There
remains no other course than to translate " curs-

ing, bringing a curse on, themselves," according
to the usual explanation.* Luther gives the
correct sense :

" that his sons behaved shame-
fully." [So Eng. A. V. "made themselves vile,"

but this is not exactly correct. See translation

and textual note.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 14. The announce-
ment that the punishment is imposed for ever
(ver. 13) is here marked by the divine oath as
irrevocable. (ON, in view of the ellipsis, with

negative force, Ges. § 155, 2 sq,). The transgres-

sion of Eli's house is here spoken of because not
only did Eli's sins of omission and his sons' sins

of commission prove them personally wcrtliy of
punishment before God, but the religious depra-
vation that issued from tliem atlcctcd the whole
fomily, even their posterity. ("^SDr)'' Pass, for the

usual "^33). Because the guilt can never be ex-

piated, therefore the sentence will never be re-

called, but, agreeably to the Lord's true word,
will be carried out on Eli's house. The double
"forever" at the end of the two declarations

(vers. 13, 14) expresses the terrible earnestness of

the divine justice. [As to the relation between this

announcement (iii. 11-14) and the other (ii.

27-26), the latter is founded on and supposes the

earliei", but does not exactly repeat it. The
first message seems (strangely enough) not to

have produced the desired efiect, namely to rouse

Eli and save his house ; for, though it is ex-

pressed absolutely, we have to suppose that the

doom might be averted by repentance and obe-

dience, as in the case of Nineveh. But the old

man was too weak, and his sons (who must have
heard of the prophet's threatened punishment)

too far gone in sin. Ko moral change occurs to

remove the implied moral condition of the doom,
and the sentence is to be executed. Still God
will not leave His old servant without another

appeal ; He sends another message by Samuel.
The first prophecy (chap, ii.) reviewed the his-

tory of the sacerdotal house of Eli, exposed its

unfaithfulness, announced its deposition, and
looked beyond to tlie glory of a new and faith-

ful priestly house. The second prophecy, given
througli Samuel, reaifirms the punishment, em-

* nriD Pi- here trans. " to make faint, weak, frighten "
T

by threatening, terrifying conduct, as elsewhere 1j?i|,

with 3, incrcpare ah'ipiem.
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phasizes Eli's personal guilt, and declares the

sentence on the priestly house to be irrevocable.

Its object, then, would seem to be two-fold:

1) to rouse Eli and his sous to repentance and
quickening into spiritual life, (see Eli's response

in verse IS, whereas no answer of his to the first

threat is recorded) ; 2) to accredit Samuel as a

prophet by making him the bearer of a message
that the whole nation Avould hear of, and to

develop his spiritual-prophetic earnestness and
faithfulness by bringing him into personal con-

tact with the most serious events. It is liardly

to be supposed that tlie conduct of Eli and his sons

had been unobserved by tSamnel. Kather they
must have occasioned him (in connection with
the man of God's announcement) much serious

thought, so that his message to Eli was not some-
thing apart from his own intellectual and spiritual

life. We must notice, also, the difference in

breadtli and maturity between the declaration

committed to the (doubtless) fall-grown man
of God, and that delivered through the youth
Samuel.—Tr.].

Vers. 15-18. Samuel before Eli as called prophetof
the Lord in liis first prophetic fimction. Althougli
Eli had already received from the " man of God"
(ii. 27) the prediction of punishment, yet his c(jn-

duct gives occasion to the repetition (through
Samuel who had a direct call from the Lord) of

the prophetic announcement of judgment on liis

liouse as a word of immediate revelation from the
Lord.—Vers. 15 sq. describe with such psycho-
logical and historical minuteness, such clearness

and truth to life Samuel's external situation and
tone of mind after the revelation and appearance,
and the conduct of Eli who was roused to earnest

interest* by the thrice-occurring call to Samuel,
that neither liere nor in the preceding description

(vers. 1-14) is there any ground for Ewald's
opinion that this is not an original tradition.

After this revelation Samuel sleeps in his bed till

morning. Opening "the doom of God's house"
was a part of his duty in the sanctuary. By the
<lom\s we are not to understand the curtains, but
real doors, which belonged, however, not to tlie

cells wliich were perliaps built around, but " to

the house of God" itself. Originally, indeed,

the Tabernacle, being a tent, liad no doors, but,

after it was fixed in Shiloh with a solid enclosure,

it might somehow have been provided with them.
"Perhaps it stood witliin a hirger frame, or a
solid temple-space of stone built for its ]irotec-

tion" (Leyrer in Herzog's B.-E. XV. IIG.)

—

Samuel is afraid to tell Eli the vision, the appmr-
ance (HXTO) wliich had presented itself to his

internal sense, in which God's revelation con-
cerning t!ie liouse of Eli had been set forth before
him —partly from awe at the divine word which
fornv'd the content of the revelation, partly on
account of the dreadful significance it had for

Eli, i)artly by reason of the sorrow of wliich, in

his reverence and filial piety towards Eli, lie

could not rid himself. But Eli compels him to

tell what he had so wondrously learned.—On
" my son," ver. If), Thenius admirably remarks

:

" How much is expressed l)y this one word !" In

* [The wiirds " Kli who was roused to o,arno«t inter-
est" )i!iv(> Ix'on supplipii by the transljitor, somethirii;
amounting to this havins fallen out of the text, pro-
bably by typographical error.—Tn.]

ver. 17 observe the climax in the words with
which, in three sentences, Eli demands information
from Samuel ; it expresses the excitement of Eli's

soul. He asks for the word of the Lord ; he
demands an exact and complete statement ; he
adjures Samuel to conceal nothing from him.
God do so to thee and more also, if, etc.,

is a frequent form of adjuration,* which threatens
punishment from God, if the request is not com-
plied with, comp. xiv. 44; xx. 18.—Ver. 18.

And Samuel told him every v^hit. His
fear was overpowered by Eli's demand. In
obeying Eli he was at the same time obeying the
Lord, whose command to enter on his prophetic
calling before Eli he must liave recognized in
the latter's demand. And he (Eli) said. Two
^/;mr/.s Eli says: It is the Lord! This is the
utterance of submission to the Lord. He sees

confirmed what the man of God announced to

him, and recognizes the indubitable revelation of
the Lord. Let Him do what seemeth Him
good. This is the expression of resignation to

the unchangeable will of the Lord. To the over-
whelming declaration of God Eli shows a com-
plete resignation, giving liimself and his house
into God's hands, without trying to excuse or
justify himself, but also, it is true, without ex-
hibiting thorough penitence.

Vers. 19-21. Tlte result ofSamuel's call to the pro-
phetic office, and, at the same time, transition to

the description of his prophetical work in Israel.

1) In ver. 19 a the divine principle in his develop-

ment into a man of God in his prophetic office is

exi)ressly emphasized, his growth from youth to

manhood ( '1^]']) being set forth under the highest

theocratic point of view, which is marked by the
words: And the Lord vyas ^with him.—To
him were imparted God's revelations for Israel,

because he was a man after God's heart, who,
amid the temptations to evil that surrounded him
in Shiloh, was now as a youth mature and tried in

true fear of God and sincere fellowship with God

;

and his growth rested on a childhood consecrated to

the Lord. "The Lord was with him." This re-

fers not merely to the general proofs of God's
goodness and mercy, to the blessing which he re-

ceived from the Lord throughout his life, but also

to the special revelations and gifts of the Spirit

which the Lord imparted to liim as His chosen
instrument. For 2) in ver. 19 6 in the words
And he let none of his v^ords fall to the
ground is emphasized the diriiie dcmonstrafinn of

Samud's prophetic character liy (xod's fiilfilment of

what he prophetically announced as the word re-

vealed to him. The expression "did not let fall"

indicates that the word was not spoken in vain,

but was fulfilled,! comp. .losh. xxi. 45; xxiii. 14;

1 Kings viii. 56; 2 Kings x. 10. 3) Ver. 20 ex-

hibits his general recognition in Israel as a tried

instrument for the Lord in the projihctic office.

The geographical indication of the extent of this

recognition supposes that Samuel was made known

* [This means not, " may God do to yon as yon do to
Tne," hut "may Ood visit your refusal with a,ppropriato
punishment."—Tr.]

t [The origin of the figure has been soutrht for in
various ocourronees, as the spilling of water, the fall of
an arrow, or any weapon of war, or of a house. Init it is

better understood in a general way as signifyinr; "fail-

ures," in contrast with a firm, ui-iright posit on.—Tii.]
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to the whole people from Da7i on the north to

Beershcba on the south (Judg. xx. 1) as a prophet
of the Lord by his declaration of the word of

God. tf^.>?A, "found trustworthy," "tried,"

Num. xii. 7j. From this it is evident that the

people of Israel, in spite of their disruption, yet

formed religiously a unit. In spite of the general
lack of the declaration of God's word, there was
ni\\\ altogether a I'eceptivity for it; notwithstand-
ing the decline of the religious-moral lil'e there

was not lacking a sense for the self-revelation of

the living God through His chosen instrument,

the prophet Samuel. It is no doubt intimated in

ver. 20 "that Samuel, in contrast with the hitherto

isolated appearances of pi'ojjhets, was known as a

man called to a permanent proi)hetic work" (Nii-

gclsbach, Herz. B.-E. XIII. 26). For the factual

ground of ver. 20 is given in the closely connected
V. 21, where 4) are stated the continued direct reve-

lations of God to Samuel in Shiloh. "Jehovah con-

tinued to appear in Shiloh." This points to visions

as the form of revelation for the internal sense,

and as the continuation of the mode of appearance
which is set forth in vers. 10, 15 as "vision."

The words "for the Lord revealed Himself to

Samuel in Shiloh by the word of the Lord" leave

no doubt that that revelation in visio7is also was
made to Samuel; and that the word was the heart

and the guiding star of these revelations of the

Lord made to him that they might be imparted to

the people. As the people had hitherto had its

centre in Shiloh in the Tabernacle with the ark
as the symbol of God's indwelling and presence,

so now it found in the same place a new centre in

the continued revelations of the Lord to Samuel
through His word. From now on God made
known His will to the people by the revelation

•of His word to Samuel, the first representative

•of the permanent prophetic order.* Thus, then,

the beginning of the fourth chapter: And the
•word of Samuel came to all Israel—is

•closely connected with tlie preceding. The word

of Samuel is in content "the word of the Lord,"

which was directly revealed to him, he being from
now on favored with this revelation (ver. 21) in

the form of the i>ision (nX"^0) ; thus the declaration

"God revealed Himself to Samuel" is by no
means superfluous (Then.); for it is not "the re-

velation mentioned above" which is here meant,

but that which was constantly repeated in vision,

Tsy virtue of which Samuel was the Boch (riNI),

seer. Inform the word of Samuel was prophetic

announcement, as organ of which he was Nabi
(NO J), God's spokesman, interpreter.! His word

came "to all Israel." In these words is comprised

5) his prcq)hetic work in all Israel, and the perma-

nent efiect of his call to the prophetic office (made

by the first revelation) is indicated. The word
which came to him from God went liy him to the

whole people. This close connection of these

Avords with the preceding context, and their

closingand comprehensive character shows plainly

how incorrect is the ordinary view which connects

* [It ii3 an old opinion that there is here a reforenoe

to the personal Word, the penond Person of the Trinity.

The Tnrg. has "the word of Jehovah was his lielp." and
so .«ome" modern (^Hnmentators, as Gill. But plainly

there is no ground for this.—Tn.]

f [On Boeh and Aabi see on chap. ix. 9.

—

Tr.]

them with the following, and regards them as a
call by Samuel to battle with the Philistines.

They are the sunnnary description of his prophetic

work, on which his judicial labors rested, the

transition to these latter being made in the follow-

ing narration of Israel's public national calamity.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. Samuel's person and labors as prophet. "So
the Lord's training had borne its fruits. Samuel
had been preserved amid the temptations of Sh iloh.

He had grown up to be a consecrated man and
faithful proi^het of the Lord—a man of God in the

midst of an apostate race—a light in the dark-
ness, and much was gained when God's word M'as

once more to be found in the land." (Schlier,

Die Konige in Isr., 1865, 2 ed., p. 5.)

"The vigorous and connected ministry of the

proijhets begins with Samuel, who is therefore to

be regarded as the true founder of the Old Testa-

ment prophetic order (comp. Acts iii. 24). It

was that extraordinary time when, with the re-

moval of the ark, the Tabernacle had lost its sig-

nificance as centre, the high-ijriest's functious

were suspended, and now the mediatorship be-

tween God and the people rested altogether in the

inspired prophet. While the limits of the old

ordinances of worship are broken through, Israel

learns that Jehovah has not restricted His saving

presence to the ancient symbol of His indwelling

among the people, rather is to be found every-

where, where He is earnestly .sought, as God of

salvation." Oehler in Herz. B.-E. s. v. Prophet-

enthum des A. T. XII. 214.

2. The time of Samuel's appearance in Israel as

prophet was the time of an internal judgment of God,

which consisted in the preciousness of God's word,

that is, in the lack of intercourse of God uith His
people by revelation. It was a theocratic interdict'^

incurred by the continued apostasy of the people

from their God, and inflicted by God's justice.

It had the disciplinary aim to lead their hearts

back to the Lord, who liad long kept silence, had
long suspended His revelations. Such a judgment
of the cessation of all revelation-intercour.se of

God with man came upon Saul, xxviii. 6, 15;

comp. the complaint in Ps. Ixxiv. 9, "there is no
longer any prophet," and the wail in Am. viii.

11 sq. over the famine of God's word. The same
law presents itself in all periods of the kingdom
of God ; men lose the source of life, God's revealed

word, by a divine judgment, when they withdraw

from intercourse with the living (iod, and will not

accept His holy word as the truth which controls

their whole lite.

3. TJieform of God's revelation in prophecy is, as

Ave see in Samuel, internal sight, the vision, to

whichthe original apiiellation iJoeA (HXT or i^jH) f

(according to 1 Sam. ix. 9, the earlier usual desig-

nation of the prophet) points. " Vision and word

of God are in iii. 1 parallel expressions for pro-

l)hecy." "The vision is nothing but the inner in-

corporation, and therefore also symbolization of

what is felt in the mind—whether it be in visible

* [The Papal Interdict forbids the celebration of di-

vin-' service, the administration of the sacraments, ec-

clesiastical buriMl and iniiriiasre (by Romish ministers),

and enjoins fastinu: and prayer.—Ti:.]

t [On the relation between PIN"! and Hfll see below,
chap. is. 9.

—

Tk.]
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phape for the inner eye, or vocally for the inner

ear." (Tholuck, Die Prophefcn mid ihre Weissa-

f/un{/en, 18(31, p. 5-i.) The internal sight, by means
of which the prophet knows that the content of the

prophecy, the matter of the announcement to be

made, has been imparted to him by God directly,

altogether independently of his own activity, is

the insion in the wider sense. For this reason

Samuel, like all other prophets, is called a Seer.

After his soul, detached from the outer world of

sense through the medium of tlie dream, has thus

been brought into a state of more concentrated re-

ceptivity for the rev'clation of God, he sees with

the internal sense the matter of the prophetic de-

claration directly imparted to him by God. "But
when the revelation presents its content in visible

shape before the prophet's soul, there results the

vision in the stricter sense." (Oehler, Herz. R.-E.
XVII. 637.)

4. In the history of Samuel's call to tlie pro-

phetic office are united prototypically all essential

momenta* of theocratic prophecy : 1) the ethical con-

dition of the absolute consecrcdion of the person and
the whole life to Ood's service on the basis of sincere

life-coramunion with Him, and of mutual inter-

course between God and the prophet—("Speak,
Lord, thy servant heareth;" comp. Jer. xxxiii. 2

sq.: "call unto me, and I will answer tliee, and
show thee great and mighty things, which thou
knowest not"); 2) the definite, direct, clearly re-

cognized and irresistible call of God to be the in-

strument of His revelation, tlie declarer of His
word which is to be imparted to him, connected
with the gift of inspiration and capacity therefor by

the controlling poiver of the Spirit of God; 3) the

reception of God's special revelation by word inde-

pendently of human teaching and instruction and
his own investigation and meditation, together

M'ith the consciousness of having been fiivorcu

with a disclosure of God's objective thoughts; 4)

the internal sight as the subjective medium of the

reception of the revelation of God, the psychical

form of prophecy; 5) the declaration of the reve-

lation received, with the certainty and confidence

(produced by the Spirit) that the announced word
will be confirmed by the corresponding divine

deed. Corap. Oehler, Weissagwng, Herz, R.-E.
XVII. 627 sqq.f

o. The triple repetition of the divine call to Samuel
betokens God's holy arrangement for pre])aring

His inner life, that he might become an exclusive

organ of divine revelation (comp. vers. 7, 8), freed

from human authority, his soul open only to the

utterances of the living God, as is shown by
Samuel's answer to the divine voice: "Speak,
Lord, thy servant hearetli" (vers. 9, 10); for by
this answer Samuel assumes the position of one
who has direct converse with the Lord, that lie

may, as his servant, licar what the Lord will say

to him by His revelations, and therein' tlic end
of the threefold preparative call is fuliilled.

6. That the light of the ilivine word may illu-

minate the inner life, the latter must be open to

this light, as it is given by divine revelation. The
humble readiness to hear and accept God's coun-
sels with the ear of faith is called forth by the

* [Momeiititm. translation of Germ, "momont," "essen-
tial or importiuit. olemcnt."

—

Tr.1

t [See also Fairhairn on Prophecy, Chap. I., and Lee
on Inspiration.—Tn.]

awakening ccdl of God's voice, and leads to the clear

knowledge of His word. The way to fellowship

with the living God and service in His kingdom
is opened and prepared only by God's act of grace
in calling men bv the voice of His word; and so

living and abiding continually in fellowship with
the Lord is conditioned on the word of revelation,

in wliich the Lord speaks to the soul that stands

fast in the obedience of faith. Thus the individual
elements of this history of Samuel's call present a
picture of the grace of God that calls us, as all

they learn or experience, who, like Samuel, occupy
such a position towards God's word, that to God'.'j

call tliey answer with him: "Speak, Lord, thy
servant heareth."

7. Pardoning grace* (ver. 14) is open to every
sinner, and is denied by God for no sin, if there
be, on the man's part, honest, hearty repentance
for sin as enmity against God and violation of His
holy will, and confident trust in His grace and
mercy, that is, if tliere be a thorough conversion
to the Lord. In Eli's house, in spite of the pre-

ceding divine warnings and threatenings, there

was continued, persistent sin, and Eli did not

summon the resolution to make an energetic

cleansing of his house and thorouglily to remove
his sons' wickedness, which he ought to have felt

especially bound to do as high-priest; such sin

makes it impossible that God's grace should be
shown in the forgiveness of sin, puts a limit to

God's patience and long-suffering, and draws
down on itself His punitive judgments as necessary

proofs of His holiness and justice. [The Mosaic
Law had no offering for presumptuous sins; but
underneath the Law (which was civil-political in

its outward form) lay the fundamental principle

of the forgiveness of the penitent sinner, deve-
loped, for example, in Ps. li. and others. This prin-

cii)le, however, though doubtless part of the spiri-

tual thought of ancient Israel, did not find full cx-

jiression till it was announced that the blood of

Christ cleanses from all sin. But in the New
Testament, as in the Old Testament, there is no
pardon without rejientance.

—

Tr.]
8. The true permanent unity of Israel, dismem-

bered, as the nation iras, during the Period of the

Judges, was establislied by Samuel by means of

the word of God which, in his prophetic procla-

mation, embraced all Israel. Even in times when
the national, political and religious-ecclesiastical

life is most sadly shattered and disruj)ted, the

divine word, if it is only preached lovingly by
preachers that live in it, shows its purifying and
unifying power, the receptivity for it being jare-

sent, and only needing to be called forth.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1. Cramer: That is the greatest and
most perilous scarcity, wlicn God causes a dearth,

not of bread but of His word.

—

Wuert. Bible:
fJod does not give His holy word to every one
and at every time in great abundance, but causes

at certain times also a scarcity therein to be
suflered, Ezek. iii. 26 ; Amos viii. 11, 12.

[Vers. 3-14. Stanley: The stillness of the

night—the sudden voice—the childlike miscon-
ception—the venerable Eli—the contrast betweeu

* fin tlie Germ. versUhnuiigs-gnade—"grace of expia-
tion."—Tj{.]
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the terrible doom and the gentle creature who ha;5

to announce it—give to this portion of the narra-
tive a universal interest. It is this side of Sam-
uel's career that has been so well caught in the
well-known pictures bv Sir Joshua Reynolds.

—

Tk.]
Vers. 3-10. Steinmeyeu (Testimonies to the

glory of Christ, Berlin, 18-17): The call of Samuel
the Prophet, as an ima<je of our enterimj into com-
munion with the Lord; 1) How the occasion for

this communion is given 07i the part of Qod, 2)

How the condition of it is fulfilled on the part of
Samuel, and 3) How this communion itself was
begun.

—

Awaking from sleep I What a strik-

ing designation of the turning point between
the old and the new in our life also. We were
like them tliat sleeji, tliem that dream, before we
entered into communion with God. It is, how-
ever, certainly no arbitrary pre-supposition, that

this pure, simple, upriglit nature had definite pre-

sentiments that he must be in what was his God's,

and that he was moved by a longing, even though
not understood, after the hour which now struck

;

and even this position of heart appears to find in

the image of sleep its beautiful, exactly-corre-

sponding expression. More or less, however, the

comparison will also be api^licable to us all. If

the grace of the Lord caused us to grow up in the

temple ofHis church, as Samuel in the sanctuary at

Shiloh, if we were, like him, from childhood nour-

ished with the sincere milk of the word, then there

will always in our awaking be a definite recollec-

tion that already long before we found ourselves

unawares in this sphere, only that hitherto our

eyes were holden, while now we are allowed to

look freely and without hindrance into the riches

of His gr,-\ce and His truth.

[How far this sort of analogical preaching may
be carried, is a question of opinion. There aro

many who will think it has been carried quite too

far in this paragraph.

—

Tr.]

Vers. 8-9. The fact that Samuel, notwithstand-

ing the old man's assurance that he had not called

him, appeared again, and came the third time,

without consulting with flesh and blood, was a

proof of his simplicity and uprightness. This is

indeed the same uprightness which the Redeemer
commends in Nathaniel, and here we have cer-

tainly a striking example of the Scripture saying

:

The Lord makes the ujjriglit prosper.—That the

youth was ready without fretting to present him-
.self three times for the service of his fatherly

teacher—what else is it than liis obedience towai-ds

him to whose discipline and service he had now
devoted himself, so firmly grounded in obedience

that he did not allow himself to be turned away
from his simple, quiet path, not even bv the most

wonderful testimonies, by perfectly incompre-

hensible directions. And so with us too, if in any

relation wliatever we have only learned true obe-

dience, if the position and state of our heart has

become that of full and humble subjection,

then we are no longer lar from tlie Kingdom of

God, which demands blind, unshakable obedience,

within which one cannot maintain himselfwithout

giving himself up unconditionally to tlie one

authority of Christ in faith as well as in life, and

which utterly excludes all selfislmess, in whatever

form it may come up, all self-will, all entering

upon a self-chosen path. [The analogy here and

in what follows is extremely remote, and sucli a
use of the passage would seem injudicious.—Tii.]

—If we too have only first reached in general the
point of being able to believe without seeing—for

faith too must be learned—able to believe in
the first place the human teaching, rebuking, con-
soling word,—well, then we are on the way, since
the voice of the divine word is believingly received
by us.

[Henry : Tliere was a special Providence in
it, tliat Samuel should go thus often to Eli ; for

liereby, at length, Eli perceived that the Lord had
called the cliild, ver. 8. (1) This would be a
mortification to him, and he would apprehend it

to be a stej) toward his family's being degraded,
that Avlien God had something to say he should
choose to say it to the child Samuel, his servant
that waited on him, and not to him. (2) Tliis

would putliim \\\X)\\ inquiringwdiat it was that God
said to Samuel, and would abundantly satisfy him
of tlie truth and certainty of wliat should be deliv-

ered, and no room would be left for him to suggest
that it was but a iancy of Samuel's.

—

Te.]
Ver. 10. So then for the first time Samuel

stands with consciousness in the presence of the
majesty of God—and immediately all the riddles

of life begin to be solved for him, and the mean-
ing of Ids own life to become clear. What he says

bears the clearest stamp of a really begun commu-
nion ivith the Lord. Is it not the resolve to say

and to do all that the Lord might show liim of

his lofty thoughts and ways—is it not this, and
nothing but this, that is expressed in Samuel's
words : Speak, Lord, for Thy servant heareth ?

Lias he not thereby once for all renounced self-

knowing and self-will? That was the faithfulness

as a prophet, which all Israel from Dan even to

Beershelja recognized in him (ver. 20). And that

which thus first established a true communion
with the Lord could also alone be the power that

maintained it. Tlie constant prayer, "Speak,
Lord," and the constant vow, "Thy servant hear-

eth,"—that is the hand wliich takes hold of God's
right hand, to be held fast by it with everlasting

life.

Ver. 10. "Speak, Lord, thy servant heareth," a
testimony of unconditional devotion to the Lord: 1)

How such a testimony is reached, (a) througli the

Lord's awakening call, (6) through receptivity of

heart for God's word, and (c) through the deed

of self-denial in the renunciation of all self-know-

ing and self-will ; 2) What is therein testified and
praised before the Lord: (a) humble subjection

(Speak, Lord), (h) steadfast dependence on the

Lord in free love {thy servant), (c) unconditional,

joyful obedience to His will (thy servant heareth.)

—Conditions of a blessed fulfillment of one^s calling

for the Kingdom of God: 1) The experience of the

"power of tiie divine word : I have called thee by
thy name; 2) The repeated call in prayer, "Speak,

Lord!" and 3) The fulfillment of the vow: "thy

servant heareth."

Ver. 11. Lange: It is God's design that when
He causes greatjudgments to occur, men shall witli

holy terror accei)t tliem as a warning. God
begins in good time to bring into holy fear

the hearts of those whom lie wishes to make special

and great instruments of advancing His honor.

Ver. 12. Starke: The Lord's word is true;

Psa. xxxiii. -1 [in German; Eng. Ver. correctly:
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right.—Te.] Let men therefore not mock at God's
woi-d and threatenings.

—

Calvin : The guilt be-

comes so much the greater, when God warns
sinners of their transgressions, and they notwith-

standing persevere in them. Ver. 13. Eli's guilt

becomes so much the greater from the fact that it

was known to him how shamefully his sons

behaved, and he did nothing to remove this

abomination from his liouse and from the sanc-

tuary. Calvin : Tho e wlio are set for the purpose
of chastising the wicked make themselves par-

takers of a like guilt with them, and go quite

over to tlieir side, when at most they express cen-

sure with words, and so give themselves the

appearance of strictness and earnestness, but do
not use the power conferred on them to interfere

witli the godlessness by deeds.—Ver. 14. If the

sons of Eli had earnestly repented, they would
luu'e obtained grace. But as tliey were given up
to thtir godless disposition, they must of neces-

sity be hardened in their sins, and in spite of

the offerings they presented, wliieh were an abo-

mination in the sight of the Lord, must sutler

judgment.
[Vers. 11-14. Compare this warning with

that previously sent to Eli (ii. 27-36). 1) It is

simpler, as was approjiriate when given through a
youth. 2) It is mainly a repetition of what he had
been told before, as are so many of God's messages
to men;—the sin mentioned is 'the iniquity

which he knoweth' (ver. 13), and the punish-
ment is 'all that I have spoken' (ver. 12). 3) It

contains a still more severe threatening, as the
former had not led to repentance

;
(a) an un-

known horror is predicted, (6) a punishment of

his family that shall never cease. 4) It arouses
Eli to enough of spiritual life for submission (ver.

18), but not enough for amendment. (Comp.
addition by Tr. to Exegetical on ver. 14).

—

Tr.]
Ver. 18. We should never venture to dispute

with God nor wish to speak against and opjDose

His purpose, but must, even when we do not
recognize the ground of His judgments, yea, when
we think we are suflfering unjustly, adore the
righteousness and holiness of His judgments. Eli
bowed himself, it is true, in humility and rever-
ence before the Divine Majesty, but we do not see

that he stirred himself up to fulfil his duty
towards his godless sons, whereby he would have
made known by action tlie earnestness of his own
conversion from the slackness and yielding com-
pliance, which made him tlie sharer of Ids sons'

guilt. We should therefore lay it earnestly to

heart, not merely with the mouth to give God the-

honor for His wisdom and righteousness, but upon
His call to repentance to subject our own life to

an earnest sell-examination, in order that then we
may beseech God to forgive our sins, and may
with our whole heart avoid and flee from evil.

—

Ver. 19. The word of God does not return void,

whether it promises or threattns, and preachers
of the word of God learn with Samuel that none-
of their words fall to tlie ground, and this just in
proportion as they are diligent to preach nothing
else than God's word.

[Vers. 15-18. Evil Tidings. 1) Samuel shrinks
from tellii:g them, as a painful duty. 2) Eli is

anxious to be told, (a) He apprehends ill news
for himself—accusing conscience—reminded of
the warning given through the prophet (ii. 27 sqq.)

(6) But he desires to know the worst—earnestly

conjures Samuel to tell him all. 3) Eli hears
evil tidings with submission, (o) ' He is J ehovah

'

—the sovereign God—the covenant God—'too-

wise to err, too good to be unkind.' (b) ' Let him
do,' etc. He submits humbly, trustfully, lovingly.

Hall : If Eli have been an ill father to his sons,

yet he is a good son to God, and is ready to kiss

the very rod he shall smart withal.)

—

Tr.]
Ver. 20. Samuel a true prophet of (he Lord; 1)

W^hereby he was such. 2) How he proved him-
self such before the whole people. 3) How he
was recognized as such by them. 4) Plow he is

an examjjle for the faithful in the ministry of

God's word.
Cramer : Not only of the whole church in

general, but of every Christian hearer in particular

is it demanded, that with reference to the doctrine

taught he shall perceive whether it is right and true

or not, and stand his ground. In the case ofSamuel
the word did not hold good : The prophet has no
honor in his own country. He comes before us
here as a prophet who has much honor in his own
country, 1) Because he was a faithful prophet of

God, 2) Because lie was counted worthy by God
of continual revelations through liis word, and 3)

God confirmed liis proclamations by the publicly
manifested fulfillment of them as a fulfillment of

his word.
[Vers. 19-21. Henry: The honor done Samuel

as a prophet : 1) God did him honor (a) By further

manifestations of Himselfto him. (b) By fulfilling

what He spake by him. 2) Israel did him honor.
(a) He grew famous. (6) He grew useful and
very serviceable to his generation. He that began
betimes to be good, soon came to do good.

—

Tr.]
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SECOND DIVISION.

SAMUEL'S WOEK AS PROPHET, PEIEST AND JUDGE.

1 Sam. Chapter IV. 1 b—Chapter VII.

FIRST SECTION.
Infliction of the Punishment prophesied by Samuel on the House of Eli and on all

Israel in the unfortunate Battle with the Philistines.

Chap. IV. 1 6—VII. 1.

I. Israel's double defeat and loss of the Ark. TV. 1 b—11.

1 Now' [And] Israel went out against the Philistines to battle, and pitched beside
2 Ebenezer^ ; and the Philistines pitched in Aphek. And the Philistines put them-

selves in array against Israel, and when [om. when] they joined battle^, {ins. and]
Israel was smitten before the Philistines, and they slew of the army in the field

3 about four thousand men. And when the people were come [And the people came]
into the camp, \jins. and] the elders of Israel said, Wherefore hath the Lord [Je-

hovah] smitten us to-day before the Philistines ? Let us [We will] fetch the ark
of the covenant* of the Lord [Jehovah] \_ins. to us] out of [from] Shiloh unto us

\_om. unto us], that, when it cometh [and it shall come] among us [into our midst]

4 it may {om. it may, ins. and] save us out of the hand of our enemies. 8o [And]
the people sent to Shiloh that they might bring [and brought] from {om. Irom]
thence the ark of the covenant of the Lord [Jehovah] of hosts, which dwelleth

hetiveen the cherubims [who sitteth upon the cherubim^] ; and the two suns of Eli,

Hophni and Phinehas, wei-e there® with the ark of the covenant of God.

5 And [ins. it came to pass],when the ark of the covenant of the Lord [Jehovah]

came into the camp, all Israel shouted with a great shout, so that the earth rang

6 again^. And when \om. when] the Philistines heard the noise cf the shout [ins.

and] they said, What meaneth the noise of this great shout in the camp of the He-
brews ? And they understood that the ark of the Lord [Jehovah] was come into

7 the camp. And the Philistines were afraid, for they said, God* is come into the

camp. And they said. Woe unto us ! for there hath not been such a thing hereto-

8 fore. Woe unto us! who shall deliver us out of the hand of these mighty gods ?

these are the gods that smote the Egyptians with all the plagues [every sort of

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
* [Ver. 1. The LXX here insert :

" and it came to pass in those days that the Philistines gathered themselves
together against Israel to battle," a natural introduction which we should expect iu this place, but for that very-

reason suspicious, since it might easily be added by a copyist to fill out our brief and abrupt text. It is not un-
likely, as Bib. Coram. sua;gests, that the account is taken from a fuller narrative, and is introduced here chiefly to

set forth the fulfillment of the prophecy against Eli's house, that is, from the theocratic-propiietic point of \\v\%.

See Erdmann's Introduction to this Comm. g 4. The Vulg. here agrees with the Sept., the other vss. with the He-
brew.

—

Tk.]
2 [ Two articles as in Jo. iii. 14; 2 Sam. xxiv. 5, to give prominence to each word.

—

Tr.]
* [Ver. 2. Chald.: " The combatants spread themselves out," Syr.: "there was a battle," Sept.: iKKivtvb iroXefio^

" the battle turned (against Isr.)," Vulg.: inito certamine, Erdmann :
" der Kampf ging los." The stem lyi^i means

"to put away, scatter;" here literally "the battle spread out," of which the rendering in Eng. A. V. is prohably a

fair equivalent. Thenius suggests that the Sept. read tyom, but Abarbauel also renders the verb by 3Jj?
T T "

"leave," as if the defeat of the Israelites was referred to.—Tr.]
* [Ver. 3. Sept. omits "covenant," and had a different text from ours, but it has no claim to reception.—Tr.]
6 [Ver. 4. Sept. (ca^rj/ieVou xepov(3i'/x, Chald. and Syr. " on " (as in 2 Sam. xxii. 11\ Vulg. " super."

—

Tr.]
«

I
Ver. 4. Sept. omits "there " and thus gives a very good sense ; Vulg. supports Sept., and Heb. is supported

by Ch. and Syr. W^pllhausen thinks the wor<l was inserted from ch. i. 3.—Tr.]
' [Ver. 5. or "sliook." So Erdmann: rrhehif.—Tr.]
8 [Ver. 7. The Chald., to avoid seeming irreverence, has " the ark of God is come." The text of Sept. is here

very bad.

—

Tr.j
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9 plague] in the wilderness^ ? Be strong, and quit yourselves like men, O ye Philis-

tines, that ye be not servants unto the Hebrews, as they have been to you
;
quit

10 yourselves like men and fight. And the Philistines fought, and Israel was smitten,

and they fled every man to his tent [tents^"] ; and there was a very great slaughter

[the slaughter was very great], for [and] there fell of Israel thirty thousand foot-

11 men. And the ark of God was taken, and the two sons of Eli, Hophni and Phine-

has, were slain [the two sons of Eli perished, Hophni and Phinehas.]

9 [Ver. 8. To avoid the historical difficulty here LXX. and Syr. insert

wonders " before " in the wilderness." See Exeg. Notes in loco.—Tb.J
10 [Ver. 10. Ch. " cities."—Tb.]

'and " and C'hald. "and to his people

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver, 1. Israel's march to battle against the Philis-

tines does not stand in pragmatical connection with
the preceding words ' and the word of Samuel came
to all Israel,' as if this latter meant a summons to

war with the Philistines ( as is held by most of the

older expositors, and, among the later, by Keil
and O. V. Gerlach.) Rather these words conclude
and sum up the description of the origin and com-
mencement of the prophet's work and of his an-

nouncement of the word of the Lord. We are

now introduced immediately to the scene of the

history, on which Samuel will henceforth appear
us the Lord's instrument, a position he has reached
by the call in ch. iii—iv. 1 a. The narrative sets

us straightway into the midst of Israel's conflict

with the Philistines. That the latter were now
already in the land is assumed in the narrative,

since not only is nothing said of an incursion by
them, but the expression " the Israelites went out

against the Philistines" in connection with the

succeeding statement of the place of encampment
points to the fact that the Philistines had already

possessed themselves of the land.* In support of

the view that Samuel summoned the Israelites to

war Clericus remarks that he did it in God's
name, that they might be punished by a defeat

;

but this Ls inconsistent with tiie divine justice.

The pressure of the Philistine yoke, under which
Israel groaned, was already a punishment from
God. If this defeat also is so regarded, it can be
only on the supposition that the Israelites hazarded
this battle iiot by Ood's will, and tlierefore without
a summons by Samuel. The name of the Israel-

itish camp, Ebenezer, is here given by anticipa-

tion, its origin being related in ch. vii. 12, on the

occasion of the victory of the Israelites over tiie

Philistines, twenty years after this defeat. Ac-
cording to vii. 12 it was near Mizpeh in Benjamin,
Josh, xviii. 26; from which we must distinguish

the Mizpeh in the lowland of .ludah, ,Josh. xv. 38.

Aphek cannot have been tar from tliis, and is

therefore "perliaps the .same place with the Ca-
naanitish royal city Aphek (.losh. xii. IS), and de-
cidedly a diffurent place from the Aphekali in the
iiill-couutry of Judah (.Josh. xv. 53); C;)r the
latter lay south or southeast of .Jerusalem, since,

according to Josh. loc. cit., it was one of the cities

which lay in the neighborhood of Gibeon."t
I Keil)—In ver. 2 an orderly battle-array on both

* [On the chronology see Trans.'s note on p. .54. The
dates are difflcult, but the first battle of Ebenezer may
be put approximately R. C. IK'O, about the time of Sairi-
{<on'.-< di^'ith, when Samuel was about 20 (or perhaps 30)
years old. The third battle of Ebenezer (cii. vii.) falls

about 1060.—Tr.]
+ f\Ir. Grove (in Smith's Diet, of the Bible) thinks it

likely that the Aphek iiS the same as that mentioned in

sides is described. The l^iSJTI does not describe

the spreading of the tumult of battle (as is clear

from the following statement that the I.sraelites

were beaten in the line of battle, and thence made
an orderly retreat to their camp), but the sudden
mutual assault of the op230sing lines (Vulg.: inito

2)roelio). It is said: "Israel was smitten before

tlie Philistines," with reference to the local rela-

tion and the victorious superiority of the Philis-

tines, but at the same time in respect of God's
punishing hand which therein showed itself, as is

exfiressly declared in v. 3.* The Israelites lost

in the battle

—

"in the field," that is, in the plain,

about 4000 men.
Ver. 3. After the return to the camp, it is

assumed as a fact in the ensuing deliberation of

the elders, that God had smitten them before the

Philistines, and the cause is discussed. The whole

people here appears as a unit, which is represented

Dy the elders.—The ark here sj^oken of is no other

than the Mosaic, the symbol of God's presence

with His jieople, the place of His revelation to

them. Cf. Ex. xxv. 16-22. AVhen the Israelites

say: " We will fetch the ark of the Lord out of Shiloh

unio us, and it shall come into our midst and save us

from our enemies," they assume that the Lord and
the ark are inseparably connected, and that they

can obtain His help against the foe, (of which
they recognize their need), only by taking the ark

along with them into battle. They connected the

expected help essentially with the material vessel,

instead of bowing in living, pure faith before the

Lord, of whose revealing presence it was only a

symbol, and crying to Him for His help. This is

a lieathenish feature in the religious life of the

Israelites, and shows that their faith was obscured

by superstition, there being no trace here of earnest

self-examination with the question whether the

cause of the defeat might not lie in God's holiness

and justice thus revealing itself against their sins.

Grotius therefore well remarks: "It is in vain that

they trust in God, when they are not purged from
their sins."

Ver. 4. Jehovah as covenant-God is more pre-

cisely designated in a twofold manner, correspond-

ing to the situation, in which the Israelites desire

His almighiy help, whicli they think to be exter-

nally connected with the ark. As Jehovah Sab-

aolh lie is the almighty ruler and commander of

the hearenly powers. As Jehovah who " dwells

above the Cherubim " [or, " is enthroned upon the

(Jherubim"

—

Tr.], He is the living God, the God
of the completest fulness of power and life, who

1 Sam. xxix. 1, and different from the places mentioned
in .Josh. xii. and xv., but not far from .lerusalem on the

nortli-vvest. But see on 1 Sam. xxix. 1.—Tu.]
• [This fact is not involved in the word before, which

belongs to the common formula for a defeat, but is »
part of the religious belief of the Israelites.—Te.]
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reveals Himself on earth in His glory, exaltedness
and dominion over all the fulness of the life which
Jias been called into existence by Him as Creator.
The designation of God ,

" enthroned on the
Cherubim," is never found except in relation to

the ark, which is conceived of as the throne of the
•covenant-God who dwells as King in the midst of
His people. Comp. Hengstenberg on the Pss.,

xcix. 1. The Cherubini are not representatives of

the heavenly powers, since they are, as to form,
made up of elements of the living, animate, earthbj

creation which culminates in vian. Representing
this, they set forth, in their position on the ark, the

ruling might and majesty of the living God, as it

is revealed over the manifoldness of the highest

and completest life of the animate creation. In
these two designations of God, then, reference is

had to the glory and dominion of God, which em-
braces and high-exceeds all creaturely life in

heaven and on earth, and whose saving interposition

the Israelites made dependent on the presence of

the ark. In sharpest contrast to this indication of

God's loftiness and majesty stands the mention
of the two priests Hophni and Phinehas, whose
worthlessness has been before set forth, and who
represent the whole of the moral corruption and
sham religious life of the people. They brought the

ark. Serlenburger Bibcl : " taking the matter into

their own hands, without consulting the Lord, and
also without example, that what was testified of

Hophni and Phinehas, ch. ii. 24, might be ful-

filled." The loud exulting cry of the people* in the

camp (ver. 5) was the expression of the joyful

•conviction that, now that the ark was with them
in battle, victory would not fail. Probably this

confidence was strengthened by the recollection

of former glorious victories, gained under the pre-

sence of the ark in battle.

Vers. 6-9. And the Philistines heard, ver.

6 sqq. The Philistines' camp was so near that of the

Israelites that they could hear the latter's shout of

joy. For this reason the Aphek, near which the

Philistines now had their camp, cannot have been
the Aphekah in the hill-country of Judah (Josh.

XV. 53), which was south or southeast of Jerusalem,

while, on the contrary, the Mizpah, near which we
must put Ebenezer, was about four [English] miles
northwest of Jerusalem.! Noteworthy is here
the lively, distinct description of the contrasted

tone of tiie Philistines, the psychological truth of

which, in the transition of feeling from consterna-

tion to fear, from fear to despair, and from despair

to encouragement was most strikingly confirmed.

The victors must have been at first astonished and
dismayed by the shout of joy of the vanquished.

Their astonishment then must have turned into

fear and terror, when they learned through scouts

that "the ark of the Lord" had come into the

camp of the Israelites. First, from their heatlien

stand-point, to which, as Ave have seen, that of the

Israelites here approached very near, they saw
therein the actual presence of the God of the He-
brews. " As all heathen feared to a certain extent

* [It was the army that here acted, rather than the
people in a political capacity ; but the word " people "

perhaps points to tiie absence ofarearnlar army.

—

Te.]

t [ NehySamwil, which is identified hy Robinson with
Mizpah, is about five miles- from Jerusalem. Bonar and
Stanley prefer Scopus Tahout a mile from Jerusalem), as

the site, and this view is favored by Mr. Grove. Smith's
.Bib. Diet. s. V. Mizpah.

—

Tr.]

7

the power of the gods of other nations, so also the
Philistines feared the power of the god of the
Israelites, and the more, that the tiune of his deeds
in former times had come to their ears." (Keil.)
Further, they look Irom this dreaded god at the
supposed dangerous position in which they now
suddenly find themselves in contrast with their
preceding success. As certainly as the Israelites
see their victory in the ark of the Lord, so vividly
do the Philistines, with theory "woe to us!"
conceive the defeat which the god of the Israelites
will prepare for them. They even fall into despair.
The thought of a possible averting of the threat-
ened danger turns into a picturing of the invinci-
bility of the God of the Israelites, and the
impossibility of deliverance from him. The
predicate "mighty" (Dnnx) stands with e^o/uwi

in the Plu. and not in the Sing., because here the
polytheistic view of heathendom is set forth.'*

Calvin :
" It is not strange that they say ' gods ' in

the plural, for unbelievers ever feign many gods.
Therefore tliis is the speech of unbelieving men,
ignorant of the truth. Though the Hebrew word
is often used in the Scripture in the plural of the
true and only God, yet in this case the attached

adjectives and verbs are always in the Sing."
" D'n7X (Elohim) is only used very frequently

and purposely with the Plu., where polytheism or
idolatry is meant, Ex. xxx. 11, 4, 8, 1 K. xii. 29,
or a visible spirit (God), 1 Sam. xxviii. 13, or
where heathen speak or are spoken to. Gen. xx.
13" (Ew. Gr. I 318 a).\ The fear and despair of
the Philistines were founded on the revelation
of the irresistible power of this God in the history
of the deliverance of the people of Israel out of
Egypt. The acquaintance of the heathen nations
with the wonderful demonstrations of the power
of the God of Israel in this His deliverance was
wide-spread. As this deliverance from Egypt was
engraved indelibly in tlie religious consciousness
of Israel, and is very often citeS in the Old Testa-
ment as a tv'pe of all mighty self-revelations of
God for the salvation of His people, so it was to

the surrounding heathen nations the frightful in-

stance of the invincible power of the God of Israel.

This is stated, for exanqale, in Ex. xv. 14 sq. in refe-

rence to the Philistines : "The nations heard, they
quaked, fear seized the inhabitants of Philistia,"

and in Josh. ii. 10 sq. " We have heard how Je-
hovah dried up the water of the Red Sea for you,
when ye came out of Egypt . . . ., and when we
heard it, our hearts melted, and there remained
no longer courage in any man, because of you."

—

With every kind of plague in the vsrilder-

ness.—As the "every kind of plague" can only
refer to the plagues inflicted by God on Egypt be-
fore the exodus of Israel, and the "in the wilder-
ness," which can mean only the catastrophe in the
Red Sea, does not agree with this, Sept. and Syriac
have inserted "and" before "in the wilderness;"
and Bunsen accepts this as probable, in order to
refer the "and in the wilderness" to the destruc-
tion in the Red Sea. Against this Bottcher rightly

* [And, tlierefore, it should be rendered plural.

—

" mighty gods," and not, as Erdmann in his translation,
dieses mtichtkini Goltes, "this mightv god."—Tn.]
t [But see Gen. i. 2ii, xi. 7, xx. 13, 2 Sam. vii. 22, Ps.

Iviii. 1-2, where the renderings "gods," " deity," etc.. are
not quite satisfactory.

—

Tk. i
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remarks: "the xchcrewilh and the wliere of two
actions are not usually so connected by and." So
against Ewald's expedient, to insert " in their

land" before "and in the wilderness," Bottcher

excellently sa_ys, that this would be very tame and
flat, that tliere was no occasion for the supposed
omission, and that the expression " with every

kind of plague " cannot in any case suit the de-

struction in the Red Sea, even if the word n3'D

"blow" should be applied to the downfall of the

armv. Bottcher projioses to remove the difhculty

by two insertions, of "and" before "in the wilder-

ness," and after the latter phrase some expression

of a greater demonstration of power, as " destroyed

them " C'^^T^Mn) fi"om Dent. xi. 4, but this is

too bold. Over against such arbiti-ary additions

to the difficult text, it is by no means a " worthless

expedient," as Thenius calls it, if we suppose that

the narrator represents the Philistines as express-

ing their incorrect and confused view, which cor-

responds also psychologically with the excitement

and precipitation with which they here speak.

There is a sort of zeugma here, the recollections

of two facts, the plagues and the destruction in the

Red Sea, being combined into one expression,

whence results a statement in itself incorrect.

Keil thinks that, according to the view of the

Philistines, all God's miracles for the deliverance

of Israel were wrought in the wilderness, because

Israel had dwelt in the land of Goshen on the bor-

der of the wilderness ; but the phrase " in the

wilderness " is against this. A confusion of view
in the Philistines, and an exact relation of it by
the narrator may be the more readily assumed,

because, on the one hand, the Philistines were not

investigators of history, and from their heathen
stand-point, had no interest in an exact statement

of those remote miracles of God for Israel, and, on
the other hand, for these words of the PJiilistines

the narrator had [possibly] before him a lyric-

like song of real lamentation, as the Philistines

then uttered it
;
just as, on the Israclitisli side, he

had similar bits of poetry in David's lament over
Jonathan, and in the song ofthe women on David's

victory. In ver. 9 the tone of fear, of despair,

which had hitherto shown itself, suddenly, and
without cause, turns to the opposite. Clericus'

insertion, " others said," is, certainly, inadmissible

;

but, from the context, it hardly admits of doubt,

that here ditlerent speakers from the former are

introduced, that now the leaders enter, and, with
encouraging words, urge the terrified body of the

army to bold struggle. The repeated "be men!"
is set over against the twofold exjjression of des-

[xjndency "woe to us!" Tiie "be stronrj—ficjht!"

is directed against the " vfio will sovevs?" The
reference to the disgrace, which subjection would
bring on the Philistines as servants of tiie Israel-

ites, is based on the pride of the peoi>le, and its

force is strengthened by reference to tlie dej)end-

ency, on the other lianl, of the Israelites on them.
Coinp. Judg. xiii. 1. It is a martial, curt, energetic

word, which is in striking contrast with the wide
lamentation just heard, and therefore cannot have
come from the same mouth as that. The false,

secure, superstitious reliance of the Tsr;K'lites on
the present ark, their advance to battle not in the

fear of the Lord and in proper trust in Ilim, and
the newly-kindled courage of the Philistines re-

sulted in terrible defeat of the former ; the defeat
was very qreaf, especiallv in comjjarison with the
first, in which 4UU0 fell.' The result of the battle

was 1 J for the Israelitish army a complete disper-

sion ("every man fled to his tents") with the
terrific loss of 30,000 footmen (the Israelitish army
consisted at this time of footmen only) ; 2) for the
ar/c, its capture by the Philistines, and 3) for the
sons of Eli, death. Thus a terrible divine judg-
ment was executed on Israel and its whole
religious system, dead, as it was, and void of the
presence of the living God. The priesthood was
judged in its unworthy representatives ; the loss

of the ark to the heathen was the sign that the
living God does not bind LTis presence to a dead
thing, and withdraws its helpfulness and blessings

where covenant-faithfulness to Him is wanting

;

the mighty army was destroyed, because it hatl

not the living, Almighty God as leader and pro-

tector, and He gave Israel, as a punishment of

their degeneracy, into the power of the enemy.*

HISTOraCAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. The Tabernacle was, according to the
divine arrangement, to be the consecrated place,

where the covenant-God, dwelling among His
people, would be enthroned in the revelation of

His holiness, mercy and majesty ; according to its

designation, it was "the place where God met
with the people." It contravened, therefore, this

sacred ordination of God, that Israel should with-

out authority separate the sacred tent and the ark
that belonged to it, and drag the latter into the

tumult of battle, under the superstitious impres-

sion that, removed from the quiet holy place

whore the people assembled, and where they mot
with God, it would secure the mighty intei'ven-

tion of God. Thereby was God's holy method of

meeting with His people disturbed and destroyed.

For the space outside the Holy Place and the

Most Holy was the appointed place where the

people assembled and drew near to God through
the priesthood ; and the place of the priests, sym-
bolizing their mediating ofiice, was between the

court and the Must Holy Place; and the Most
Holy Place, symbolizing God's dwelling enthroned
amid His jjeople, did this for the whole sanctuary

and for the theocratic people only through "the

ark of the covenant or of the testimony," and
through its symbolic representation of God's gra-

cious presence; and therefore the removal of the

ark of God from this consecrated place, and its

separation from what was intimately connected

with it l)y the idea of the indwelling of God in •

His people and their meeting together, not only

stripped the Holy of Holies of its holy meaning,
but also destroyed the whole order and compre-
hensive aim of the sanctuary. According to this

divine order and aim, the people were here to

draw near to their God. The jieople here, on the

contrary, demand that God shall come to His
people with His helj), while tiny have not ap-

proached Him with penitence and humility, with
prayer and sacrifice. Herein is set forth the

deepest inward corruption of the priestly office,

which not only did not prevent, but positively

* rThp«e two battle's arp tho first anrl spcond battles

of Ebenezer ; for thu third, see 1 Sam. vii.—Tk.)
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permitted such an inversion of tlie theocratic

order.

2. The arh, as the most essential part of the

sanctuary, whose signification as "dwelling of

God" it alone fully expressed, was the symbol of

God's prssence with His people in the chief

aspects of His self-revelation as covenant-God:

fikt in His holiness and jx^fice, the testimony of

which in the covenant record of the Law as the

revelation of the holy and righteous will of God
to His people, formed the content of the ark;

secondbj, in His grace and mercy, indicated by its

cover, the kapporeth [mercy-seat], as the symbol

of God's merciful love, which covered the_ sin of

His penitent people; and thirdly, in His _ roya^

mijesty and glory, whose consoling and terrifying

presence over the cover of tlie ark was symbolized

bv the cherubic forms. These forms are to be

regarded, not as a symbolical representation of

real personal existences of a higher spirit-world

(Kurtz, Keil), but, both in the simpler shape in

which tlie human form is the prominent and
governing one (Ex. xxv.l, and in the more ela-

borate compo-ite form, as in Ezekiel (ch. i.), as

the symbolical representation of the majesty of

God (presented in full glory to the covenant-peo-

ple), as it is set forth in the completest creaturely

life of the earthly creation. The people of Israel,

ei')7-counselled by their elders (ver. 3), Mncoun-

selled by their high-priest, perverted now the

saving covenant-order syml)olized by the ai'k thus

con^itituted, in that, by the external conveyance

of the ark into the battle, they severed the mighty
unfolding of God's majesty and glory against His
enemies and His saving presence from the ethical

condition necessary on their part—that is, in

that they did not observe covenant-fidelity in

obedience to the law of God, nor sought His
grace and mercy in sincere penitence, but rather,

in fleshly security and in dead, superstitiously

degenerate religious service, deluded themselves

into believing that God's presence would secure

protection and help without the moral condition

of obedience to His holy will, without penitent

approach to Him, and without free appropriation

of His offered grace, and that it was, in its essence

and working, connected with the sensely and
natural. This was in open contradiction to the

fundamental view of the religion of Israel, by
which the idea that God dwelt above the ark
amid His people in a sensely way was excluded.

3. The unauthorized, self-determined inversion
of the holy order,* in which is founded the fel-

lowship of God with man and of man with God,
is followed by the opposing manifestation of God's
punitive justice. It does not suffice to see and
confess, like the elders of Israel, under the pain
of self-incurred misfortune and miserv, the reve-
lation therein of the smiting hand of the almighty
God; but there must be joined with this the
penitent, sorrowful recognition of our own sin as
its cause, and the penitent seeking after God's
mercy and help, of which there is no trace in the

* [We rnnst guard, however, acain^t layins; too much
stress on the eeremoniat symholieal ' order, wliieh
David violated d Sam. xxi.) witliont wrong. Tlie
Israelites were punished, not beeause they violated
symholie, logic in removing the ark from the sanctuary,
hat because their whole religions life was perverted
and disobedient. This was only the occasion of the
"lesson.

—

Tb.]

people and their elders. He who does not, by
penitence, living trust in His mercy and obe-

dience, make himself absolutely dependent on
God and su'uject to Him, comes by his own fault

into this inverted relation to Him, that he seeks

to make Him, the holy and righteous God, sub-

ject to himself, and to secure His helping grace

according to His own perverse will. Theodorct
says in Qurrst. in I. Reg. Interrog. X.: "By the

loss of the ark God taught the Hebrews that they

could rely on His providence only when they

lived obedient to His law, and when they trans-

gressed Plis law, could rely neither on llim nor
on the sacred ark."

—

Berl. Bibel on ver. 2: "The
elders were right in recognizing the fact that the

Lord had smitten them (Am. iii. 6). Bat they

were arch-hypocrites in that they did not lay the

blame on themselves, and make a resolution to

cleanse themselves from sin and idolatry (vii. 3,

4), and turn to the Lord in downright earnest

and with the whole heart, but only coanselljd to

carry the ark of the covenant into battle, put their

trust in the outward, and so directed the people.

If only the ark were with them, thought they, the

Lord must help them. Very differently did

David, and in his deep need would hold directly

on the Lord; therefore he had the ark of the

Lord carried back into Jerusalem (2 Sam. xv. 24
seq.). But they had to learn also that, as they

had let obedience to the Lord go, so the Lord
would let these outward signs go, with which He
was not so much concerned as with obedience.

—

Out of God we seek in vain for help; nothing

can protect us against His wrath. We must give

ourselves up to Him, and that is the best means
of quieting His anger. And we must so give

ourselves up to Him, that we do not once think
of trying to quiet His anger."

4. There is a merely fleshly natural joy in the

external affairs and ordinances of religious life

and service, in that we think of and use these,

not as means of glorifying God and furthering

His honor, but as means of satisfying vain de-

sires, selfish wishes and earthly-human ends.

The Lord punishes such pretence, not only by
thwarting these ends, but by sending the oppo-

site, ijrivation and distress, and even taking

away the outward supports and forms of hypo-

critical godliness and piety, as the ark was
taken from the Israelites by the Philistines.

"He who has, to him shall be given; and he that

has not, from him shall be taken what he has."

["Wordsworth refers, for a similar state of things,

to Jer. vii. 4 sq.

—

Tk.]
5. It is one of the weightiest laws in the King-

dom of God, that when His people, who profess

His name, do not show covenant-fidelity in faith

and obedience, but, under cover of merely exter-

nal piety, serve Him in appearance only, being

in heart and life far from Him, He gives them
up for punishment to the world, before which
they have not magnified the honor of His name,

but have covered it with reproach.

HOMTLETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1, 2. Berlcnb. Bible: Israel smitten before

the Philistines, is to-day also the spectacle pre-

sented by the condition of God's people. The
enemies of the Divine name, the hostile powers

of darkness have for the most part the upper
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hand. Anxiety about sustenance or love for

earthly things everywhere plays the master, and

even the best Israelites are thereby overcome and

made to fall.

—

Starke: It is indeed not wrong to

defend ourselves against the enemy who attacks

us ; but such defense must be undertaken in true

penitence, that we may have a reconciled God
and His assistance.

Vers. 3. 4. Starke: In the punishments of

God men seldom th'uk of their sins committed,

but onlv of outward means of turning away the

punisliments, Deut. xxvi. 18 ; Ps. Ixxyiii. 56-62.

Schmid: Ilyijocrites leave the appointed way,

and wish to prescribe to God how lie shall help

them.
[Ver. 3. Failure in relif/ious enterprises, as in

efforts to evangelize a particular community, or

in some field of home or foreign missions. We
are prone to see only the external causes of such

failure, instead of perceiving and lamenting our

lack of devotion and spirituality, and to ask, as

if surprised or complaining, "Wherefore has the

Lord smitten us before the Philistines ?" And in

seeking remedies, we are apt merely to hunt out

striking novelties in outward agencies, instead of

forsaking our sins and crying for God's mercy and

help. Such novelties may be employed, provided

a) they are lawful in themselves, and 6) we do not

take it for granted they will be accompanied by
God's presence and blessing.—Ver. 4. The taber-

nacle and its leading contents, 1) as symbols of

God's manifested presence. His majesty, justice,

and mercy, and of the need of purification, sacri-

fice, and priestly intercession in approaching

Him ; and 2) as foreshadowing the incarnation

of God's Son, and His work of atonement and in-

tercession.

—

Tr.]
Ver. 5. OsiANDER : So joyful are the ungodly

in their carnal security that they let themselves

dream of a happy issue, while yet they do not

think of repentance and reformation of life.

[Hall : Those that regarded not the God of the

ark, tliink themselves safe and happy in the ark

of God.—Tr.].—Berlenb. Bible: The holiest

things and the most precious institutions of the

Lord may, as Ave here see, be most horribly mis-

used contrary to God's intention, and bring on

men tlie utmost ruin, if tliey are not handled and
read in a holy way and according to the will of

God. How clearly is here depicted that false

confidence of hypocritical Christians, which they
place in outward signs, yea, in Christ Himself,
witiiout true repentance and reformation of life.

Vers. 7, 8. Schmid : Even the mere rumor of

God and of His works fills the ungodly with fear

;

how much more God's written Word. God con-

vinces even unbelievers of His majesty, that they
may have no excuse, Kom. i. 20.

Ver. 9. Starke : O ye children of God, do
learn here by the example of the Philistines, that

as they encourage one another ibr the conflict

against God's jjeople, you, on the contrary, may
encourage yourselves for the conflict against the

children of Satan, Eph. vi. 10 sq.

—

Sciimid: So
desperately wicked is the human heart, that it

opi3oses itself to God in perfect desperation rather

than submit itself to Him in repentance.

Vers. 10, 11. Starke: When the ungodly

have filled up the measure of their sins, God's

anger and pmiishmcnt is sure to strike them.

—

Schmid : When unbelievers show themselves so

brave that it appears as if they had overcome God
and His people, they gain nothing by it except

that they at least experience God's heavy ven-

geance.—W^uektemberg Bible: The outward

signs of God's grace are to the impenitent utterly

unprofitable, Jer. vii. 4, 5.

—

Tuebingen Bible :

God often punishes a people by taking away the

candlestick of His word from its place. Rev. ii. 5.

—Schlier : The Lord's arm would first chastise

the secure and presumptuous people, before help

could be given ; the blows of the Philistines were

the Lord's rods of chastening. But there also was

help near to tliose who would only open their

eyes, for the Lord's chastisements are meant to be

unto salvation. And Israel was soon to be able

to see that with their eyes. The Lord had chas-

tised His people ; but they were not to despair

or to perish.

—

[Hall: The two sons of Eli,

which had helped to corrupt their brethren, die

bv the hands of the uncircumcised, and are now
too late separated irom tlie ark of God by Philis-

tines, which should have been before separated

bv their father. They had lived formerly to

bring God's altar into contempt, and now live to

carry His ark into captivity; and at last, as those

that had made up the measure of their wicked-

ness, are slain in their sin.

—

Tr.]

IT. The Judrpncnt on the House of Eli. Chap. IV. 12-22.

12 And there ran a man of Benjamin^ out of the array, and came to Shiloh the

13 same day with his clothes rent, and with earth upon his head. And when [om.

when] he came [Im. and] lo, Eli sat upon a [his"'] seat by the wayside' watching
;

for his heart trembled for the ark of God. And when [om. when] the man came

into the city and told it [came, in order to tell it in the city] [ins. and] all the city

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 rVor. 12. Inst.-:ul of th(^ Gon. constniotion, as here, the Hoh. has more commonly the tribal name as Adj.

(gentilie), as in -Tudg. iii. 15; 2 Sam. .xx.l ; but for ex. of this form see .Indu; x. 1.— iR.J

2
f Ver. 13. The Art. hero points to some well-known or afniistonicct scat —IR.

I _, . , , . _, i ,,( *],„

atver.ia. It is generally agreed that we must here read, with the (^en and Syr., T instead of y. but the
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14 cried out. And when l_om. when] Eli h'^ard the noise of the crying, he [om. he,

ins. and] said, What meaneth the noise of this tumult ? And the man came in

15 hastily [hasted and came] and told Eli. Now Eli was ninety and eiu;ht* years old.

16 and his eyes were dim [set] that he could not see. And the man said unto Eli, I

am he that came out of the army, and I fled to-day out of the army. And he said,

17 What is there done, my son ? And the messenger answered and said, Israel is

fled before the Philistines, and there hath been also a great slaughter among the

people, and thy two sons also, Hophni and Phinehas, are dead, and the a'k of God
18 is taken. And it came to pass, when he made mention of the ark of God, that he

fell from off the seat backward by the side^ of the gate, and his neck brake, and he
died ; for he was an old man [the man was old], and heavy. And he had judged

19 Israel forty" years. And his daughter-iu-law, Phinehas' wife, was with child, near

to be delivered f and when she heard the tidings that the ark of God was taken,

and that her father-in-law and her husband were dead, she bowed herself and tra-

20 vailed, for her pains came upon her. And about the time of her death the women
that stood by her said. Fear not ; for tliou hast borne a sou. But she answered

21 not, neither did she regard it. And she named the child Ichabod, saying " The
glory is departed from Israel," because the ark of G<id was taken, and because of

22 her father-in-law and her husband. And she said, The glory is departed from
Israel, for the ark of God is taken.

absence of the Art. in TTl makes a difficulty, and the Sept. and Chald. .«eem to have rendered from a slightly

different text. Sept. has :
" Eli was near the gate, watching the way," and Chald. :

" Eli sat in the path of tlie way
of the gate watching." So in ver. 18 the Heb. text " side of the gate." It would seem probable, therefore, that '^y^r\

"the gate" has fallen out here.—Tr.]

* [Ver. 15. Sept. here gives 90 years, and Syr. (followed by Arab.) 78.

—

Tr.]

6 [Ver. 18. AVellhausen objects to H^ IJ^J, rejects the IJ^ as repetition by error, and reads TJ. But this is

unnecessary; comp. the 7X in 2 Sam. xviii. 4, and the force of 1_J?3 in Job ii. -1.

—

Tr.]

^ r^er. 18. Sept. gi^'es 20 years, other verss. 40.

—

Tb.]

' [Ver. 19. ill for rn;. the only place where this contraction occurs (so Rashi).

—

Tr.]

exegetical and critical.

Ver. 12 sq. The persons and events of the fol-

lowing' narrative are described with peculiar vi-

vidness, so that we may here without donbt sup-

pose the narration to rest on the direct account
of an eye-witness. A man of Benjamin.

—

Thenius :
" Tiiis exact statement vouches for a

faithful tradition." That he comes with mournful
ticUnr/s is shown by his rent r/arment and the earth

strown on his head, as signs of sudden deep grief,

in which the heart is rent with sorrow. Comp.
Gen. xxxvii. 29, 34; Numb. xiv. G ; .Tosh. vii. 6;
2Sam. XV. 32; Ezek. xxvii. 30.*—To Shiloh
the man came straight from the army (DD'^^'O,

Vulg. ex acie). According to the .Jewish tradi-

tionf this man was Saul, who snatched from Go-
liath the Tables of the Law, taken out of the ark,
in order to save them. Instead of the "^1 (he

slew) of the text, which is imintelligible, we must
read T (side)t: He sat by the side of the
way, watching. Thenius remarks : "What a
strange expression !" But the sitting in the way,
or on the side of the way by which the first mes-

* [On the importance of "runners" see note in Bib.
Comm. on this verse, which remarks also, that as the
messenscer came from Ebenezer within the day (ver. 16)
it must have been near.

—

Tr.]
f [See Talmudical Tract Sota. and the Midr.ash of Sa-

muel, and comms. of Rashi and .\barbanel.

—

Tr.]
t [See " Textual and Grammatical " note on this word.

-Tr.]

sage nnist come, answers precisely to the intense
expectation in which Eli, though blind, had taken
this position, so as, if not with the eyes (which,
however, had perhaps still a glimmer of light),

yet with the sense of hearing to learn straightway
the arrival of the first messenger. Eli sits, as in
ch. i. 9 at the inner, .so here at the outer gate of
the Sanctuary, on his seat,* and, as appears from
ver. 18, on the side of the gate, which was also,

therefore, the side of the adjacent way.

—

His
heart was heavy, not merely "from" anxiety
and care for the ark, which without divine com-
mand he had let go from its dwelling-place into
the camp" (Berl. Bib.), but also in respect to the
issue of the battle itself for the people of Israel.

—

Eli's blindness explains the fact that he failed to
observe the messenger, who ran hurriedly byf
without noticing him. It is the cry of lamenta-
tion, raised by the people of Shiloh at his news,
that directs Eli's attention to the announcement.
His question concerning the loud outcry around
him, on which the messenger came to inform
him, is explained in ver. 15 by reference to his

*[This word (ND3) everywhere else clearly means
"throne" (unless perhaps in I Ki. ii. 19: Ps. ix.'l4), and
comp. Zech. vi. 1.3. Yet, in the infrequent occurrence
of any word for an ordinary seat (and see Ez. xxviii. 2,

'K 2p'n " seat of God "), though the word seems to im-

ply somethine of official dignity, the rendering throne
(.Josephus : e<t>'' {/i/(r;Aou 8p6t'ov) would here be not so good
as "seat."- Tr.]

t [The messenger prohablv entered the city by the
gate where Eli was sitting.

—

Tr.]
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blindness, the result of old afje.—Eli was 98
years old, and his eyes were set. (The

Fern. Sins. HOD with vyj^ is explained, accord-

ing to Ewald, § 317 a, by the abstract conception

which connects itself with the Pin. of the Subst.

by the combination into an abstract idea of the

individuals embraced in it, "especially in lifeless

objects, beasts, or in co-operating members of one

body, in which the action of the individuals is not

so prominent—and so in the Dual," as here). For
" icere set " comp. 1 Kings xiv. 4, where occurs

the .same expression for blindness caused by old

age. It is the vivid description of the lifeless,

motionless appearance of the eye quenched by
senile weakness, " a description of the so-called

black cataract, amaurosis, which usually ensues

in great old age from the feebleness of the optic

nerves" (Keil, in loco). In iii. 2 the process of

this blinding is indicated by the word nilD as
" waxing dim."

Ver. 16 sq. The sorrowful ticliiu/s. The remark
in ver. 15 concerning Eli's senile weakness and
blindness explains both the preceding ver. 14 and
the statement in ver. 16 as to the way in which
the messenger personally announces and intro-

duces hims'df with the words : I am he that
came out of the army.—But he says, " I am
he that came" not merely on account of Eli's

blindness, but also on account of the importance
of the announcement with which he approaches
the head of the whole people. It is not allowable,

therefore, to translate :
" I come "

( De Wette ) . At
the same time the messenger declares himself a

fugitire, and so intimates that the army is com-
pletely broken up. iJ/fs question refers not to the

Hoiv (how stood the affair? De Wette, Bunsen),

but to the What: " What was the affair?" (The-
nius), Vulg. : quid actum est f— The answer of the

messenf/er to Eli's question (ver. 17) contains no-

thing imt facts in a fourfold grade, each statement

more dreadful than the preceding. There is a
power in these woi'ds which comes out in four

sharp sentences, with blow after blow, till its force

is crushing : Israel fleeing before the Philistines, a

great slaughter among the people, Eli's sons d?ad,

the aric taken. The double " and also " (DJ1) is to

be observed here as characteristic of the lapidary

style of the words, and the excitement with which
they were spoken.—The narrator remarks ex-

pressly that the fourth blow, the news of the cap-

ture of the ark l)v the heathen, led to Eli's death.

This is again a sign of the fear of God, which was
dee])ly rooted in his heart; the ark represented

the honor and glory of the (xod who dwelt in His
peoi>le ; the ])eople's honor and power might
perish; the destruction of his house might be ir-

retardable, unavoidal)le
;

prej)ared beforehand
for it, he had said :

" It is the Lord, let him do
as seemeth him good !" But the loss of the ark
to the heathen was his death-blow the more
surely, the firmer had been his hope that, as of

old in the time of Moses and Joshua, the host of

Israel would win the victory over the Philistines

under tlie lead of the ark whicli lie, a weak guar-

dian of the Sacred Vessel, liad sent oli'to the battle

without Divine command, weakly yielding to the
elders of the people whose trust was not in the

living God. His judicial and high-priestly office,

lacking as it was in honor and renown, lie closed

>vith honor ; though the manner of his death was

terrible, and bore the mark of a divine judgment,
he nevertheless died in the fear of God. Berl.

Bib. :
" It is besides an honorable and glorious

death to die from care for God's honor." His
judgeship had lasted 40 years. The iSept. reading,

20 years for 40, results, according to Thenius, from
the confusion of the numeral letters O and D, as

the reading 78 (Syr., Arab.) for 98 in ver. 15, ac-

cording to the same critic, may be due to the con-

fusion of V and ]?. Further, our text " is sus-

tained by the fact that Eli hardly became Judge
in his 78th year" (Thenius).

Vers. 19 sq. Here follows the pathetic nar-

rative of Eli's daughter-in-law, in which is

shown how the judgment on Eli's house is

still farther fidfilled in his family.* The wife

of Phiuehas was so violently affected by the hor-

ror and sorrow that her pains came prematurely
on her. Literally it reads: "her j)ains turned

upon her," or " began to turn themselves witiiin

her." This expression is suggested by the ground-

meaning of the word (D'l^^), "something turn-

ing, winding, circling."—Ver. 20. The comfort-

ing word of the women who stood by :
" thou hast

borne a son " does not rouse the mother's joy in

her heart, and cannot overcome or soil:en its sor-

row at the loss of the ark, which is more to her

than the loss of husband and father-in-law—and
this is set forth by two expressions in the narra-

tion :
" she gave no answer, and laid it not to

heart," did not set her mind on it. Comp. Ps.

Ixii. 11 ^1? Q'^- What is commonly for a mo-

ther's heart at such a time the greatest joy (Jno.

xvi. 21), was for her as if it were not; so is her
soul occupied and taken up with sorrow for the

lost ark. This shows the earnest, sincere piety,

in which she is like her father-in-law. Eli's

house, made ripe by his weakness for so frightful

a judgment, was not in all its meml)ers jjcrsonally

a partaker of the godlessness and immorality of

those who certainly, before the Lord and the

whole nation, stamped it as ripe for God's right-

eous punishment. " The wife of this deeply cor-

rupt man shows how penetrated the whole people

then was with the sense of the value of its cove-

nant with God" (O. V. Gerlach).t—Ver. 21. She
gives expression to what fills her heart by naming
the child Ichabod. This name is not " where is

* Tlie S before flS =• mS is that of time, our towards,

on, about; comp. Josh. ii. 3,"the gate was for closing,"

that is, was to be closed immediately ; E\v. Or. 217, 2 h.

So hero : towards bearing, near to bearing. On the con-

traction of rrh into nS comp. Ew. Or. § 23G, 1 h, and §

80.—7X is often used, as here, to point out the object to

which the narration relates—with the verbs "say, re-

late." Comp. Gen. xx. 2; Ps. ii. 7; Ixi::. 27; Is. xx.xviii.

19 ; Jer. xxvii. 19 ; .Job xlii. 7. It is explained by the fact

that, in narrating or speaking, tlie iiinid is directed to

the object, stands in relation to it. Cdinp. 7 Isa. v. 1.

That it here depends on a subst., and not, as usually, on

a verb, does not atfeet the principle, since a verbal con-

ception lies in this subst.

t [We can hardly dr.iw a conclusion coneerniiig the

whole nation from the example of one person, and Ger-

lacli'a inference ia, for other reasons, doubtful.

—

Tk.]
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glory?" (O -N), that is, nowhere, but it = "not

glory."" She explains the name Not-glory,

Un-glory by saying ("^f^xS) : "the glory of

I;rael is carried into captivity." (The />?, as

in verse 19, is '"
iii reference to," " having

regard to," and belongs to 'i^i'*?. as the conti-

nuation of the -words of the narrator, not of

th-3 dying woman). The narrator has in mind

her words, on which she based that ejaculation,

but does not state them as hers till afterwards
;

hzre he states beforehand the fact contained in

them as a historical explanation. We must note,

however, the difierence between his explanation

and her reason for that exclamation in ver. 22.

"While he mentions the reference (^X) to the two

dead, sAe bases the name ("3) on the one thing

only, the capture of the ark. The honor or glory

is the divine majesty, the glory of God, which is

•enthroned above the ark. Grotius : "The ark

above which God was accustomed to appear in

glory." With the capture of the ark "Israel's

glory is carried into captivity ;" "with the

abandonment of the cai'thly throne of His glory,

the Lord seemed to Iiave annulled His covenant
of grace with Israel; for the ark, with the ta-

bles of the law and the happorcth [mercy-seat],

"was the visible pledge of the covenant of grace

which Jehovah had made with Israel" (Keil).

Eli's son's wife dies, as Eli himself, in consuming
sorrow over what was the core of this national and
domestic misfortune, over the judgment of the

turning away of the almighty living God from the

covenant-people, the outward sign of which was
the removal of the ark, on which, in accordance
with His promise given in the law, He would sit as

Israel's God and dwell in the midst of His people.

Comp. Ex. XXV. 22; xxx. 6, 36; xl. 35 ("the
glory of the Lord filled the dwelling"), 1 Kings
Tiii. 10, 11. \_Bih. Comni. refers to Ps. Ixxviii. 61,

C4 as containing allusions to this incident. Words-
worth: " With God there is no Ichabod."

—

Te.]
"The necessary result of this national view of the

ark is that there was only one sanctuary, so that

all those passages which affirm it may be cited as

direct testimony to the fact that there was only
one sanctuary." {Jlengst. Beit. [Omtrib.'} III. 65.)

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. In the history of His kingdom on earth God
the Lord often permits times to come, when it

seems as if the victory had been forever borne
away from His people by tlie hostile world, and
the holy ordinances of His kingdom, and its gra-

cious beneiits forever abandoned to the power of

nnbelief. Such times are times of judgment on
the house of the Lord, the purpose of which is to

make manifest all who truly belong to the Lord's
people, to put an end to the hypocrisy of dead be-

lief and of the unbelief which is concealed under
outward forms and the appearance of godliness, to

lead to earnest, honest repentance, and bring men
to seek again God's mercy in true living faith.

* ''X is not ""^X contracted, as in IIJ^'X, Nu. xxvi. 30;

Ew. ? 84 c, but = " not." " without."' Ew. ? 273 6, A. 1, p.
i6G7, comp. § 200 c, to which the context points.

2. Outcry over inbrealdng outward and inward

corruption, in which God's judgments are inHicted,

is nothing but an expression of the sorrow which

flesh and blood feels, a sign of the distance and

alienation of the fleshly heart from God, unless

therein the cry is heard: "It is the Lord, this the

Lord hath done," and the confession is made:

"We have deserved it by our sins," and unless

recourse is had in penitence and faith to God's

grace and mercy. And all this was lacking in

the outcry of that whole city and its loud

tumult.

3. "Being in God"—that is, the union of the

heart with ilim in the deepest foundation of its

being, reveals itself in times of great misfortune

and sufiering in this, that the sorrow and mourn-
ing is not restricted to the loss of earthly-human
l^ossessions, Init directs itself chiefly to the loss and
lack of God's gracious presence, and thus shows
that for the inutr life the glory of God and bless-

edness in communion with Him is become the

highest good. So here in this refraining from
grief over the loss of what to the flesli was the

nearest and dearest, and in the outspoken sorrow
only over the violence done to God's honor and
the contempt cast on His name, is verified the

Lord's word: "He who forsaketh not father or

mother, or brother, etc., is not worthy of me."

4. Eli and his son's wife are shining examples
of true heartfelt piety in the gloom of the corrup-

tion that reigned iii the high-priestly family and
the judgments that came on it, in that they are

not taken up with their own interests, but bewail

the violation of the sanctuary, the contemi^t put on
God's honor, as the highest misfortune ; ai^d so in

times of universal confusion and degradation

which God the Lord lets befall His kingdom in

this world, He lias always His people in secret,

who look not on their own need and tribulation

as most to be lamented, but sorrow most deeply

and heavily tluxt the ends of His grace are

thwarted, the honor of His name violated, and
the aflairs of His kingdom in confusion.

5. Even a sudden terrible death under the

stroke of a merited judgment of God may be a

blessed death in the living God, if the heart

breaks with the cry: "To God alone the glory!"

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 12. The outward signs of mourning, such

as were usual among the people of Israel—rending

the garments and putting aslies or dust on the

head—ought to be a symbolical rexiresentation

of godly sorrow for sin, in which the heart is

broken to pieces by the word of the holy and
righteous God, and the whole man casts himself

humbly and penitently into the dust before his

God. [Very fanciful.

—

Tr.] But, as then under
the oppression of Philistine rule in Israel, there is

nowhere a trace to be found of such repentance,

when the misfortune over which men mourn and
lament is not regarded and felt as a punishment
of God for sin, and the smiling hand of the right-

eous and holy God is not therein recognized.

Ver. 13. S. Schmid: We must take care not to

do any thing with a doubtful conscience, that we
may not have always to .stand in fear, Rom. xiv.

23.^Tliose who will not cry out over their sins
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in true repentance must at last cry out over the

punishment and their misfortune.

Vers. 17, IS. Starke: When men sin without
distinction, God also punishes Avithout distinc-

tion, and regards no person, dignity, age, nor con-
dition, Wisdom vi. 7.—S. ScnMiD: The honor of
God and the true service of God must lie more on
our hearts than our own children and parents.

—

Berl. Bible : It is a wonderful thing that whereas
the people were so powerful and had gained so

many victories, as long as God protected them,
thej now fly and let themselves be overcome al-

most without a struggle, as soon as ever God
ceases to be on their side. If God protects us in

a special way, we are a match for our enemies;
but if He leaves us only for a little to ourselves,

into what weaknesses do we not then fall ! So that

we unite with our enemies in contributing much
to our downfall.—We must, however, regard it as

an effect of God's compassion when He permits us

to be smitten. For if this did not happen, we
should not sufficiently recognize our weakness, and
our great need of His assistance.—It is an hono-
rable and glorious death to die from concern for

the honor of God.—Vers. 21, 22. Berleb. Bible :

As soon as we lose this presence (God's), we fall

into the utmost weakness and into jjowerlessness,

so that we can no more do what we have done be-

fore. We also cease to be a terror to our ene-

mies; for these, on the contrary, now rejoice over
our defeat.

—

Wunderlicii (in Daechsel): So
prevalent' in Israel was a regard for the glory of

God, which streamed down upon the people, so

deeply implanted was the theocratic national con-

sciousness that a woman in travail forgot her
pains, and a dying woman the terrors of death, a
mother did not comfoi't lierself in her new-born
son, and sorrow for the lost jewel of the nation

outweighed even sorrow for the death of a father

and of a husband, and tliis in a family and in a

period which must be regarded as degenerate.

Vers. 12-22. A terrible and yet an honorable end—
if 1 ) With the humble confession " It is the Lord "

the hand of God as it smites down is held back;

2) In complete unselfishness one's O'wn misfortune
and ruin is quiteforgotten over the shame brought

upon the honor and the name of God ; and 3) The
hidden man of the heart, with all his striving,

turns himself alone towards the honor and glory

of God as his supreme good.—The defeats of God's

people ill the conjiict u-ith the world which is hostile to

Ilis kinr/dom. 1) Their causes: a) on tJteir side:

unfaithfulness towards the Lord, arbitrary, self-

willed entrance into the strife without God, cow-

ardice and flight; b) on God's side: punitive jus-

tice, abandonment to the hands of their enemies.

2 Their necessary consequences: deep hurt to the

yet remaining life of faith, injury to the honor of

God, and shame brought upon llis glorious name.

3) The results contemplated by God in permitting

them, or their design: sincere repentance, all the

more zealous care lor the Lord's honor, glorifying

His name so much the more.— Without honor to

God no honor to the people: 1) In the Mi7!er life of

the people-terror and heterodoxy, where the

light of His revealed truth does not shine, sin and
unrighteousness, where there is a lack of faithful

obedience to His holy will, spiritual-moral

wretchedness and ruin, where God must with-

draw His gracious presence; 2) In the outer life

of the people in relation to other peoples, oppres-

sion and subjection, introduction from without of

godlessncss and immorality, loss of their good
name.

—

The cry, Jchabod, the glory is departed from
Israel, is a cry which 1) as a lamenting cry, is

grounded in the proper recognition of the cause,

greatness and significance of the ruin and wretched-

ness which come from being abandoned by God,
and 2) as an a»'a^-e?H'n(7c;-y is designed to admonish
to earnest repentance and I'etnrning to the Lord,

that the light of His glory may again break forth

out of the gloom.
[Vers. 19-22. The pious wife of Phinehas. 1)

Pious, though living in an age of general corrup-

tion. 2) Deeply pious, though the wife of a
grossly wicked husband. 3) So pious, that in her

devout grief all other strongest feelings were swal-

lowed up: a) maternal feeling, b) conjugal and
filial feeling, c) patriotic feeling.

—

Tr.]

III. The Ark and the Philistines. Chap. V. 1-VII. 1.

1. The Chastisement of the Philistines for the Eemoval of the Ark.

Chap. V. 1-12.

1 And the Philistines took the ark of God, aud brought it from Ebeuezer unto

2 Ashdod. When [And] the Philistines took the ark of God,^ they [and] brought

3 it into the house of Dagon, and set it by Dagou. And when [om. when] they of

Ashdod arose early on the morrow,^ [ins. aud] behold, Dagon was fallen upon his

face to the earth before the ark of the Lord [Jehovah]. Aud they took Dagon, and

4 set him in his place again. And when [om. when] they arose early on the morrow

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 rVers. 2 and 4. This vcrb.il repetition is quite after tlio manner of Hebrew historical writins;.

—

Tr.]
2 [Vcr. 3. Here Sept. inserts: "and went into Damon's lioiise and saw,"—a very natural exiilanatiou, but, for

that very reason, suspicious as the probable addition of a copyist or annotator.

—

Tk.]
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morning/ [ins. and] behold, Dagon was fallen upon his face to the ground [earth]

before the ark of the Lord [Jehovah], and the head of Dagon and both the palms

of his hands were cut off upon the threshold ; only the stump of [om. the stump of''J

5 Dagon was left to him. Therefore neither the priests of Dagon, nor any that come
into Dagon's house, tread on the threshold of Dagon unto this day.

6 But [And*] the hand of the Lord [Jehovah] was heavy upon them of Ashdod,.

aud he destroyed them, and smote them with emerods [boils^], even \_om. even] Ash-

7 dod and the coasts" thereof. And when \_om. when] the men of Ashdod saw that it

was so, [_ins. aud] they said, The ark of the God of Israel shall not abide with us,

for his hand is sore upon us, aud upon Dagon our god. [i».s. And] they sent there-

8 fore \_om. therefore] aud gathered all the lords of the Philistines uuto them, aud
said. What shall we do with the ark of the God of Israel ? And they answered

[said]. Let the ark of the God of Israel be carried about [removed] unto Gath.

A'kI they carried [removed] the ark of the God of Israel about thither [om about

9 thither]. Aud it was so [Aud it came to pass] that, after they had carried it about

[removed it], the hand of the Lord [Jehovah] was against the city with a very great

destruction [ ; there was a very great consternation''] ; and he smote the men [people]

of the city, both small and great, aud they had emerods in their secret parts [and

boils broke out^ on them]. Therefore [And] they sent the ark of God to Ekron.

10 Aud it came to pass, as the ark of God came to Ekron, that the Ekrouites cried

out, saying, They have brought about [om. about] the ark of the God of Israel to

11 us [me**], to slay us [me] and our [my] people. So [And] they sent and gathered

together all the lords of the Philistines, and said, Send away the ark of the God of

Israel, and let it go again [return] to his [its] own [om. own] place, that it slay us

[me] not, and our [my] people ; for there was a deadly destruction [consternation]

12 throughout [in] all the city ; the hand of God was very heavy there. Aud the

men that died not were smitten with the emerods [boils] ; and the cry of the city

went up to heaven.

3 [Ver. 4. It seems better to omit this explanatory phrase, which is not found in the Heb., and to leave the

word "Dagon" to be explained in the exposition ; 'for, though the phrase is probably correct (see Erdmann's
account of Daaon), it is still an interpretation rather than a translation.

—

Tr.]
t

! Ver. 6. The text of the Sept. here deviates decidedly from the Heb.: for attempts to reconcile the two see
Thenius and Wellhausen, in loco. There is no good ground, however, for departing from the Heb.—Tr.]

6 [Ver. (). The versions here all follow the Qeri tehorim, which word most of them take to mean a p.irt of the
body (posteriora), and not a disease. Chald. and Syr. have this very word. Chald. "mariscse," Syr. "posteriora,"

Arab, "sedes," Vnlg. "in secretiori parte natium," Philippson "schambeulen." Geiger thinks that the Kctbili

means "posteriora," and the Qeri a disease of that part of the body, the cliange of reading having been made for

decency's sake. This was probaljly the reason of the change, but the Ketliib seems to mean the disease, wliiio

the Qeri means both a disease and'a part of the body. No explanation has yet been given of the reading of the

Sept. "ships" (vavi); it may be simply an error of transcription for kSpaq, which is found in ver. 9.—Tr.]

6 [Ver. 7. The word "coasts," not now used in its original sense of "sides," has here been retained because

of the difficulty of finding another equally good rendering of the Heb. word (D'/^^J)-—Tk.
7 [Ver. 9. Erdmann: "«« grossem schreclceu," but it is better, with the versions, to take it as an independent

sentence.

—

Tr.]
8 [Ve'-. 9. Eng. A. V. takes the verb intJ? as="iriD5 " concealed," but the connection does not favour this.

Gesenius.' suggestion " broke out " is adopted by Erdmann, and seems best, but Philippson, from the Arab, root

which Gesen" compares, shnlara, '^ ruptns fuit," prefers "broke," as indicating the culmination of the disease

—

anfiirechen instead of hervorbrechen. Philippson's rendering is etymologically better founded, but does not so well

siiit the connection.

—

Tr.]

9 [Ver. 10. The Sing, here points to the prince or other person who was spokesman for the people.—Tr.]

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 1-5. JehovahJs demonstration of potrer

afiainst the Philistine henthenhm.— Vers. 1 yqq.
From Ebenezer to Ashdod.—On the antici-

patory use of the name Ebenezer, with reference

to ch. vii. 12, see ch. iv. 1. Ashdod, 'A(^wroc, one
of the capital cities of the five Philistine princes

(.Josh. xiii. 3), named in ch. vi. 17 as that seat of

Dagon-worship, which comes first to be considered

really held by the Israelites, though the Philis-

tines \vere at times .subject to the Israelites (Josh,

xiii. 3)—a mile from the sea, now the little vil-

lage Esdud, on an elevation on the road from
Janmia to Oaza, nine miles south of Jamnia,
and aliout thirty-two miles north of Gaza.—Ver.

2. The house of Dagon is the temple of one
of the chief Philistine deities, for which there were
places of worship not only in Ashdod, but also,

according to Jerome on Isa. xlvi. 1, in the other

Philistine cities; but, according to .Judg. xvi.

in the course of this narrative—according to 23 sqq., there was certainly a central sanctuary in

Jos. Ant. V. 1, 22 a border-city of Dan ; accord- Gaza, where, after the capture of Samson, the

ing to Josh. XV. 46, 47, assigned to the Tribe of princes and the people assembled to hold a sacri-

Judah (Judali was to receive " from Ekron on lice and feast in honor of Dagon as the supposed

and westward all that lay near Aslulod, and their bcstower of their victory over Samson. Along
[Ashdod's and Ekron's] villages"), but never with the wiaZe deity, a corresponding /c?«afe deity
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was, according to Diodorus, worshipped, called

by the Syrians Derceto (^AtargatisJ. As this

itlol-image had the lace of a woman, and termi-

nated below the waist in the tail of a fish, so the

statue of Dagon, which in vers. 3, 4, is expressly

represented as male, had a human head and
hands, and a fish-body ; he is thus characterized

as a marine deity, the symbol of the fruitfulness

which is represented in the element of water by
the tish, like the Babylonian 'i2(5aK(ji'. Comp.
Movers, Rdirjion der Phoniz. I. 143 sq., 590 sq.;

Stark, Gazd und die philistdische KUste, Jena,

18o'2, p. 274 sq. The name is to be derived, not

from pi, "grain" (Philo Bybl. in Eus. Pra^p.,

pp. 26, 32, Bochart, Hieroz. T. 381, Movei-s in

Enntij. 1, 10, Sanchon., fragm. ed. Orelli, Erscli,

Phoniz., p. 405 b) with Bunsen, Ewald and Diestel

iJahrb. fiirdeutsche ThcoL, 1860, p. 726), according

to which Dagon was the god of land-fruitfulness,

of agriculture, but from dag J^, "fish" (Winer,

s. v.). Compare Kimchi's reference to an old

tradition :
" it is said, that Dagon had the form

of a fish from the navel down, and was therefore

called Dagon, and the form of a man from the

navel up." Comp. J. G. Miillcr in Herzog, M.-

E. III. 255 sq. Thenius and Keil recognize this

personage in a figure found by Layard at Khor-
sabad, the upper part of whose body represents a

bearded man, adorned with a royal crown, the

lower part of the body from tlie navel on running

into the form of a fish bent backwards ; that this

is a marine deity is beyond doubt, since he is

swimming in the sea and surrounded by all sorts

of sea-beasts (Layard, Nineve und seine Ueberreste,

Germ. ed. of Meissner, p. 424 sq. [Nineveh and its

remains]).
Keil rightly remarks: "As this relief, accord-

ing to Layard, represents a battle between tlie

inhabitants of the Syrian coast and an Assyrian

king, probably Sargon, who had a hard struggle

witii the Philistine cities, especially Ashdod, it is

scarcely doubtful that we here have a representa-

tion of "the Philistine Dagon" (Comm.in loco).*—
The Philistines ascribed their victory over the

Israelites to Dagon ; tlierefore they brought the

ark as votive offering to his temple, Avliere, by its

position near his statue, it was to set forth for the

Pliilistines the subjection of the God of Israel to

tlie power of their "god" (ver. 7).—But the over-

throii: of the image, and its recumbent position on

its face before the ark (—Theodoret: they saw

their God showing the form of worship, 7//c Tipoa-

Kvr/'/aeu^ ETrnhiKvbi'Ta rij oxfjnn— ), was to be a

sign to them that the God of Israel was not the

oon(iuered, but that before Him, who had tempo-

rarily delivered Israel into the hands of their

enemies, every other power must sink into the

dust. They set up the statue again under the

impression that the cause of the overtlirow was

an accidental one. But in tlie following niglit

not only is the prostration of tiie image at tiie

feet of the ark rei)eated—it is liesides mutilated
;

the head and the hands are cut off (not " broken

oti""). They did not lie "towards the threshold ;"

it is true, this is the proper meaning of ^^f, but

it also signifies rest, instead of movement, and is

* [D.aeon was prolmljlv originallv an old Babylonian
fish-deitj'.—Tr.].

^" on," " at ;" comp. 1 Sam. xvii. 3 ; Deut. xvi.

6 ; 1 Kings viii. 30. From ver. 5 it is clear that

the parts cut off' lay on the threshold, and this

was not only destruction, but contempt, since what
lies on the threshold is exposed to be trodden on,

the extremest act of contempt. " 2h him," that

is, to the whole represented in the image, was left

only the fish-stump, since what was human in

him, head and hands, was cut off^ Kimchi

:

" Only the form of a fish was left in him." The
"threshold" is without doubt the door-sill of the

chamber in which the image stood. Nothing is

said directly of a divine miracle. But the matter
is so represented by the narrator that we must
recognize a special arrangement of the God of

Israel for the exhibition of the powerlessness and
nothingness of the god of the Pliilistines.—Ver.
5 gives an account of a ceremonial custom derived

from this occurrence : the threshold of Dagon
was not trodden on by his priests, etc. The
"threshold" of Dagon, that is, of the place where
his statue was set up, is distinguished from the

house of Dagon, into which they went. This
threshold Avas considered as made especially holy
to Dagon by that occurrence, because his head
and hands had lain on it. Sept.: viTFpftaivovreq

vTrepi^alvoi'ai, " they carefully step over it." Comp.
Zeph. i. 9. According to this passage and ch. vi.

2, there was a special body of priests for the wor-

ship of Dagon. The word kohen (|n3) is used in

the Old Testament also of heathen priests, Gen.
xli. 45. The formula " to this day " usually

indicates a long time (comp. vi. 18; xxx. 25;
xxvii. 6; 2 Sam. iv. 3; vi. 8; xviii. 18), and
establishes the remoteness of the narrator from
the time of tlie occurrences described.

Vers. 6-12. God's chastising manifestation of
power against the Philistine people by plagues and
stc/i»e.ss. Ver. 6. The hand of the Lord is

here figuratively put for God's might and power,
as it made itself felt by the Philistines in the

infliction of grievous severe sufferings as chastise-

ment for the violation of His honor. The suffer-

ings are viewed partly as an oppressive burden, in

which God's hand is felt to be heavy (comp. v.

11; vi. 5; Ps. xxxii. 4; xxxviii. 2; .lob xxiii.

2), partly as a grievous blow, in which it is felt to

be hard (ver. 7, comp. Job ix. 34).—In tuv icays

the hand of the Lord was heavy on the inhabi-

tants of Ashdod : 1 ) it wasted, destroyed them,

and 2) it smote them with boils. The one cala-

mity fell on their land (De "Wctte: wasted their

land); the other was a bodily disease which ex-

tended over Ashdod and all its district. The
Sept. adds to ver. 6: "and mice were produced
in the land, and there arose a great and deadly

confusion in the city;" but this does not furnish,

as Thenius maintains, "the original, though
somewhat corrupt, text, which contained this

statement;" rather, as a .second translation of this

ver. 6 has been wrongly inserted at the end of

ver. 3 by a copyist of tlie Greek, so the second

part of "til is addition is taken word for word from
ver. 11, and the first had its origin in an explana-

tion (in itself api>roj)riate cnoiigii) of vi. 4 sq.

For from vi. 4, 5, 11, 18, where, besides the expi-

atory or votive offering referring to the bodily

disease, a second, the golden mice, is expressly

mentioned, it is clear that, in addition to the cor-
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poral plague, another, a land-plague, had fallen

oil the Philistines. Taking into view the pas-

sages in ch. vi. the words: "he destroyed them"
(like "destruction" [desolation] in Mic. vi. 13,

used of persons) denote a wasting of the land,

that is, of the produce of the fields, as the support

of human life, by mice, " which destroy the land,"

ch. vi. 5. There is no gap in the Heb. text ; but

the expression " he destroyed them " is a brief

description of the univeriial land-plague, the na-

ture and cause of which appears from the after

lueution of the votive and expiatory present

brought by the Philistines. "The most promi-
nent characteristic of the field-mouse, especially

in southern countries, is its voracity and rapid

increase. At times these animals multiply with
frightful rapidity and suddenness, ravage the

fields far and near, produce famine and pestilen-

tial diseases among the inhabitants of the land,

and have not seldom forced whole nations to emi-
grate" (see examples, cited from Strabo, Diodo-
rus, Aelian, Agatharchides, and others, in Bo-
chart, Hieroz. III., cap. 34). Soramer, Bibl.

Ablinndl., p. 263. The ravaging of the land by
field-mice probably stood in causal connection

with the second plague, the boil-sickness.

—

And
he smote them -with ophalim (D'SiJJ,'), which,

from the connection, must have been a bodily

^lisease. The points of the word belong to the

Qeri tehorim (D'^'lFltp), which was substituted for

the Ketliib (and in ch. vi. 4, 5, has even gotten

into the text), because the word, which i)roperly

signifies "swelling," "elevation," "hill," was
supposed to designate the anus, and in its place

tehoriin, " posteriora," as a more decent expres-

sion, was read. It was thence rendered: "He
smote them on the anus;" and this view seemed
to be supported by Ps. Ixxviii. 60, where, in refe-

rence to God's judgment on the Philistines after

the removal of the ark, it is said :
" And he smote

his enemies ahor" (linJ^), which was taken in

the above sense particularly from the following

word "reproach;" for ex. Vulg. : "and he smote
his enemies in posteriora;" Luther: "in the hin-

der parts" [so Eng. A. V.]. But this rendering
of tlie Psalm-passage is incorrect; the proper
translation is: "And he smote his enemies back;

and put everlasting reproach on them" (Geiger,

Hengstenberg, Hupfeld). The above rendering
has occasioned on the part of the expositors the
suggestion of various affections of the hinder part
of the body; some think of diarrhciea (Ewald),
others of tumors, mariscse, chancres (Keil), others

of hemorrhoids [the "emerods" of Eng. A. V.],
and the like. But, apart from the fact that no
definite local disease of the sort is indicated, the
verb (H^n with 3), as Thenius conclusively

shows, never means "to strike on something"
(lor ex., on a part of the body), but means in this

iionnection "to strike with something" (with a
disease or jilague). According to the radical

meaning of the word ophalim, we must render:

lie smote them with a skin-disease, which con-

sisted in painful boils or large swellings, and was
perhaps caused by the plague of field-mice, which
Oken (cited by Thenius in loco) calls "the plague
of the Jiekls, often producing scarcity, and even
famine." This explanation is sup2:)orted by Deut.

xxviii. 27, where the word in question stands
along with the names of two skin-diseases, of

wliich one (pn^) is the Egyptian leprosy-like

botch, and the other (3"iJ and D^n) "scab and
itch." Only by supposing such a plague-like
disease, which became infectious on the breaking
out of the boils (ver. 9), can we explain its imme-
diate universal spread (indicated by the words
"and its coasts"), and its deadly effect (vers. 11,

12; vi. 19), facts not explained by the other sup-
positions. Comp. Win., Bealw. II., s. v. Philister.

—Ver. 7. In consequence of "its being so," under
such circumstances (|3 here as Gen. xxv. 22),

the people of Aslidod recognized the fact that the
power of the God of Israel was here manifested
on them and their god, and resolved to get rid of
the medium of this manifestation, for so they
regarded the ark.—Ver. 8 furnishes a contribu-
tion to the history of the political constitution of
the Philistines. The princes (D^Jlip^ seranini) of

the Philistines are the heads of the several city-

districts (Josh. xiii. 3), which formed a confede-
ration, each one of the five chief cities holding a
number of places, "country-cities" (ISam. xxvii.

5), "daughter-cities" (1 Chron. xviii.l), as itsspe-

cial district. The constitution was oligarchical, that

is, the government was in the hands of the College
of princes, whose decision no individual could
oppose, comp. xxix. 6-11. Grotius: "the Phil,

were under an oligarchy." The resolve of the
princes is: "the ark shall be carried to Gafh,"
and is forthwith executed. According to this

there was no Dagon-temple in Gath ; for the jjur-

pose was to remove the ark from the sanctuary of

Dagon, who, in their opinion, called forth the

power of the God of Israel, without being al)le to

make stand against him. The location of Gath,

also one of the five princely cities—Gitta (Joseph.),

Getlia (Sept.), Getha (Euseb.)—is doubtful. In
tliis passage (vers. 8-10) the connection points

merely to the fact that it is to be sought for in the

neighborhood of Ashdod and Ekron ; but it does
not thence necessarily follow (Ewald) that it lay

between these two. Jerome's statements indicate

a location near Ashdod and near the limits of

Judea: "Gath is one of the five cities of Pales-

tine, near the border of Judea, on the road from
Eleutheropolis to Gaza, and still a very large vil-

lage (on Micah i.
)

; Gath is near and bordering

on Ashdod (on Jer. xxv.)." Comp. Pressel in

Herzog, It. E. s. t>.* The Sept. takes Gath as

subject, inserts "tons" (""^X or 'J/N) after Israel,

and translates : "And the Gittites said, Let the

ark of God come to us." But this addition is uu-
called for. Thenius indeed prefers this reading
on the ground that such a voluntary offer to receive

the ark in order to show that the calamity was
merely accidental, is completely in accordance
with the whole narrative; but, on the other hand,
we may conclude from ver. 6 that they regarded

* [Eusebius (Onom.) mentions two places called Gath,
one between Antipatris and Jamnia (which cannot be
the place here meant), the other five miles from Eleu-
theropolis (identified by Bobinson, II. flosq., with Beit
Jibrin) towards Diospolis. Mr. J. L. Porter, Art. " Gath,"
in Smith's Bih. Dirt., accordinsrly identifies Gath with
tlie hill called Tell-es-Safieh, ten miles east of Aslidod,
and about the same distance south by east of Ekron.
-Te.]
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as the cause of tlie evil tlie relation of the God of
Israel to their god Dagon, and the object of the
transportation of the ark was to remove it from
the region of Dagon-worship.—Ver. 9. The same
scourge was repeated in Gath; the plague of boils

fell upon all, small and great. Its painful and
dangerous character is here more precisely indi-
cated by the once-occurring word (hapaxleg.) sa-

iliur (T^t^) which means, following the corre-
sponding Arabic verb (Niph. jindi, erumpi), the
burstincj of the plague-boils. The Ace. "great
consternation" ('"IJ 'Ha), giving a sensible repre-
sentation of tiie direction and motion, in which an
action reaches a deiinite aim or end, sets forth the
final eflect or result in the minds of the Philistines
of this new manifestation of God's power; gene-
rally, where the point reached is to be indicated,

the pref. "to" (/) is used (as in cliap. iv. 9).

"The hand of the Lord was on the city unto great
consternation."-"-—Ver. lUsqq. Farther removal of
the ark to a third princely city, Ekron, according
to^Eobinson [Pal. III. 229 sq. [Amer. Ed. II,

227 sq.]) three miles east of Jamnia and five

miles south of Ramleh on the site of the present
village Akir, that is, in a northerly direction from
Gath. Comp. Tobler, 3 Wand., 03; Josh. xiii. 3.

"Although first assigned to the Tribe of Judah
(Josh. XV. 45), and for a time held by it (Judg.
i. 18, on which see Bertheau), then made over to

Dan (.Josh. xix. 43), it could not be retained per-
nianently by the Israelites, but, when the Philis-
tines advanced, fell again into their hands, and
continued in their possession ( Josli. xv. 11 ; 1 Sam.
vi. 17; vii. 14)." Eiietschi in Ilcrzog s. v. In
ver. 10 is related how the inhabitants of Ekron,
when the ark was brought to them, thinking of the
late occurrences, made complaint and protest against
its entrance.—Vers. 11, 12. The failure of their
protest is here silently assumed, and the universal
prevalence, and particularly tlie deadly effects of
the plague described. There was every where a
"deadly consternation," that is, a consternation
produced by the sudden death of many persons
from the plague, which was connected with the
boil-sickness. Observe the climax in the triple

description of tiie plague; in Gath it is severer
than in Ashdod; in Ekron it has readied its

greatest height. The wf)r(ls at tlie end of tlie de-
scription

—

And the cry of the city went up
to heaven—assume that the Philistines saw
clearly that in this plague the almighty hand of
tiie God of Israel was revealed. A second council
of princes, it is expressly stated (ver. 11, begin-
ning), was called to consult in reference to the re-

storation of the ark to the Israelites. The projiosition
of Ekron (as yet undecided on) is indeed based
on tlie deadly effects of the plague on its inhabi-
tants (ver. 11), but at the same time it takes for

granted that the removal of tlie ark to other Phi-
listian places would be attended with the same re-

sults, and tliat the punishment of tlie God of Israel

would of necessity continue so long as the insult

offered Him by the abduction of tiie ark was not
done away with. \_Bib. Comm. compares this

scourge in its object and effects with the plagues
of Egypt. See Ex. xii. 33, and also Numb. xvii.

12. With the phrase "went up to heaven" Bp.

* [But on tlie rpading of this verse see "Textual and
Grammutical " note.—Tij.J

Patrick compares the classical expressions (Virg,
^-Eiicid. II. 223, 338, 488); Clamores simul horren-

dos ad sidera toUit ; Sublatus ad cethera clamor/
I'\'rit aarca sidera clamor.—Tk.]

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. Though God brings the judgment on His
house and people through world-powers without
His kingdom and hostile to His name. He yet
shows Himself towards these hostile powers a God
tliat judges righteously in the punishment of the
evil they do to the honor of His name in their

purpose (though it be by His will or His permis-
sion) to oppose His kingdom and hinder its coming.
The Philistines, by His counsel and will victorious

over the children of Israel, had with His permis-
sion taken away the sign of His presence with His
jjeople, and brought it into the presence of the
idol, that Israel might be right sorely humbled
and punished

;
yet they are chastised as having

refused to honor Plim as the living God, though
the manifestation of His might and glory was set

before their eyes.

2. The downfall of the idol-image before the ark
and the excision of its most important parts (head
and hands) is not merely a symbol, but also a
type'^- of the truth which is illustrated in the his-

tory of God's kingdom, even in its gloomiest pe-

riods, namely, that the powers of the world must
sink again into the dust before His glory, after

they, in truth taken into His service, have done
their work, and that the time appointed by Him
comes, when His enemies are made Plis foot stool.

Comp. tlie declarations in Ex. ix. K) and xiv. 18 in

reference to Egypt. "Where God conies witli His
ark and Plis testimony, there He smites tiie idols

to the ground ; idolatry must fall, where His gos-

pel finds a place" {Bcrlcnb. Bible).

3. The heavy pressure and the hard blows of
the hand of God, to which repeated and significant

reference is made in connection with the severed
hands of the idol-image, was intended not only as

a deserved punishment for the Philistines, but
also as a disciplinary visitation. All suflTering is

punishment, but also (as a chastisement of God's
hand) an instrument of correction; that is, under
suffering and affliciion, as the outflow and result

of sin, man is not merely to recognize the causal

connection between His sin and tlie divine puni-

tory justice on the one .hand, and the affliction on
the other, but also to have His eyes opened to the

purposes of God's holy love, wliich by adversity

and tribulation will draw him to itself, and hum-
ble him under God's powerful hand to reverence

His name.

* [Dr. Erdmann here uses the word type, not in the
scionti(i(^ tliculnsrical sense of a fact of the Old Dispen-
sation, wliic'li i.'< intended to set forth tlic corresponding^
(spiritually identical) fact of the jS'ew L>i.'<pensation. liut

in the general sense of a representative or specimen
fact. It is a method of the divine i)rovideiiee inferred
from the Scripture and illustrated in history, rather than
a spiritua! (m-t of God's spiritual kingdom prefigured by
an ont\v;ii'd ol/ject or fact in His ancient i>eople or ser-
vice. The ark .s.ymbolized God's presence in law and
mercy, but was not in it.'sclf a ty)ic, except as a part of
the Tabernacle which typifie.Km Ill's peoiile. The lesson
from the punishment of the I'hilistincs, tlien. is the
sniiic as tliat contained in the slaughter at Samson's
death, the plagues of Kitypt, the destruction of liabyloa
(I'salm cxxxvii. 8), and other cases in which Ciod lias

intcrfcreil to save His cause; only here the procedure
is more dramatically striking.

—

Tb.]
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4. When man's heart will not give up its worth-

less idols, though God's liand draws it to Him-
self by atiliction and suffering, then tlie distance

between Him and the God tiiat ofttirs to be with
him becomes greater in proportion to the severity

and painfulness of tiie suffering felt by the soul

alienated from God and devoted to idolatry. We
shall at last desire to be entirely away from God,
as the Philistines at last resolved to carry the ark

over the border, that they might have nothing
more to do with the God of Israel, while, on the

contrary, the ark should have warned them to

give glory to the God of Israel, who had so un-

mistakably and gloriously revealed Himself to

them.
5. The cry that ascends to heaven over suffer-

ings and afflictions that are the consequences of

wickedness is by no means a sign that need teaches

prayer; it may be made from a wholly heathen
point of view. The cry tliat )ienetrates into heavenis

"Against ^Aee have I sinned," and is the expression
of an upright, earnest penitence which is awakened
in the heart by the chastisement of God's hand.

6. The Philistines do not deride and scorn the
sanctuary of the Israelites, but from their stand-

jioint show it reverence and treat it with forbear-

ance and awe ; and herein is exemplified the truth

that even the enemies of God's kingdom and the

opponents of the honor of His name in the afTairs

of His kingdom stand involuntarily and uncon-
sciously under the influence of His power and
glory, and a restraining higher power is near, fi'om

which they cannot withdraw. " They cannot ad-

vance, whom the Lord's greater power restrains.

The supreme controller of affairs so orders all

things that the wicked are restrained by fear

—

though their souls are haughty and they swell

with pride and arrogance ; and they cannot exe-
cute what their minds purpose. For God fetters

and holds captive, as it were, their hands, and
suffers not His glory to be obscured" (Calvin).

7. Often in the history of His kingdom, amid
frightful viotories by the hostile powers of the
world, God's hand seems bound, and His people
fall into the deepest affliction, so that even the
most sacred possessions seem to have fallen into

the rapacious hands of the world, which is con-
tending against God and His kingdom

;
yet even

then He knows how to maintain His honor invio-

late, and His hand is yet free, and (as in the his-

tory of tliis war between Israel and the Philis-

tines) in secret makes the preparation for the li-

beration and redemption of His people, and the

restoration of the sanctuary and the possession of
His kingdom, while human eyes do not see it, and
human thought does not suspect it. The Lord is

mighty and powerful even in the sorest defeats of
His kingdom in the battle with the world. He
brings every thing to glorious accomplishment.

8. Calvin :
'' The Philistines seek hiding-places

from God's presence. Let us learn tliat the same
tiling happens to all God's enemies when they are
given over to a reprobate mind. I^or though they
are under the dominion of the lethargy of sin, yet,

when God urges them more closely, and their own
conscience presses them, they seek hiding-places
against the majesty of God, and would save them-
selves by flight."

9. [This chapter, with the following, strikingly

illustrates the non-missionary character of the Old

Dispensation. For centuries the Israelites were
near neighbors of the Philistines, and had some
acquaintance (apparently not much) with their

political and religious institutions. Yet the Phi-
listines had at this time only a garbled and dis-

torted account (iv. 8 1 of the history of the Israel-

ites, derived probably from tradition, and seem-
ingly no particular knowledge at all of their re-

ligion, nor did the Israelites ever attempt, though,

they were in the times of Samson and David in
close connection with Philistia, to carry thither a
knowledge of what they yet believed to be the
only true religion. This religious isolation was
no doubt a part of the divine plan for the develop-
ment of the theocratic kingdom, guarding it

against the taint of idolatry, and permitting the
chosen people thoroughly to apin-ehend and ap-
propriate the truth which was then to go from
them to all the world. But if we look for the
natural causes which produced this moral isolation

in ancient times, we shall find one in the narrow-

j

ness of ancient civilization, where the absence of

means of social and literary communication fos-

tered mutual ignorance and made sympathy al-

most impossible, and another in the peculiarly

national local nature of the religion of Israel, with
its central sanctuary and its whole system
grounded in the past history of the nation, pre-

senting thus great obstacles to a foreigner who
washed to become a worshipper of Jehovah. These
might be overcome, as in Naaman's case, but it

was not easy to throw ofl" one's nationality (as was
necessary for the convert) either at home or by
going to live in the land of Israel. All this may
palliate the unbelief of the ancient heathen peo-
jjles—palliate, but not excuse it, for Jehovah re-

vealed Himself in mighty works which ought t^

have carried conviction (comp. vi. 6) and led to

obedience and love. On the other han-^, the

Israelite ought to have tried to bring the heathen
to the true God, and indeed in the Pss. we find

exhortations to them to come and acknowledge
Him. But the Jews, as a nation, never freed

themselves from the narrowness to which their

institutions trained them.

—

Tr.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

[Henry : God will show of how little account
the ark of the covenant is, if the covenant itself

be broken and neglected ; even sacred signs are

not things that either He is tied to, or we can
trust to.—Tr.]

Vers. 1-5. The ruinous folly of the idolatrous

mind: 1) It places God beside the idols, as if one
could serve two masters (vers. 1, 2; Matt. vi. 24)

;

2) It does not allow itself to be pointed to the

living God by the nothingness of its idols in con-

trast with Him (ver. 3); 3) In spite of the de-

struction of its idols through the power of the

Lord before its eyes, it always sets uji again the

old idolatrous service, and carries it still further

(ver. 4); 4) Sinking from one degree of supersti-

tion to another, it gives itself up, and is given up
by God ever deeper and deeper into selfish idola-

try.

—

Dagon before the ark; or Heathenmn conquered

at the feet of the living God : 1) In the domain of

its power, its own abode (vers. 1, 2); 2) Througli
the secret demonstration of the power of the Lord
(vers. 3, 4) ; 3) Amid the destruction of its power and
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glory (the /ace as a sign of its worthless glory' and
vain beauty struck down to tiie earth, the liead

also as the seat of the wisdom which is alienatetl

from (jod and opposed to God, the hands as a

symbol of the powers of darkness wliich work
tiierein, cut ofi') (vers. 3-5).

—

The fall of heathfii-

mii : 1 ) It is thrown down before the jiower of God
manifesting Himself as present in His word (the

law and the testimony in the arkj (vers. 1-3); 2

1

Its power (head and liandsj is broken and destroyed

through the secretly working power of the Spirit

of God (vers. 3, 4) ; 3) There is an ever more and
more glorious revelation of the power of Goci

which casts down heathenism in the light of the

day of salvation, which overcomes the darkness

of heathenism.

—

The defeat which the kingdom, of

the world suffers in its victory over the kingdom of

God: 1) In quiet concealment; 2) Through the

miraculous action of God ; 3) In open publicity.

Vers. 6, 7. Calvin : Here it is clearly shown
how great is the stitl-neckedness of luiljclievers

in their error, that when the manifest signs of the

divine judgments press ever nearer, and there is

no more room at all for excuses, and when they
can no longer conceal their fear of the judgment
and the power of God, yet they do not recognize

their contumacy, and lay aside their hardness of

heart, but only seek hiding-places and places of

refuge, in order to withdraw themselves as far as

possible from the divine power that it may not

reach them. What sort of efiect do unbelievers

let the experience and apprehension of the infi-

nite power of God produce in them ? Not a

change of disposition, not a zealous striving after

the knowledge of the truth in His word, and wil-

lingness to give Him the honor which belongs

to Him, not humility of heart in subjection to

the majesty of God, but rather fear and terror at

His presence, and the striving to fly as far from
Him as ijossible, and to keejj God removed as far

as possible from them.—God avenges Himself on

the enemies of His people, in that, even when
they have obtained a victory over the people of
God, it yet turns out worse for them than ior the
people of God who are defeated, Job xx. 5-7.

—

Cramer : God can even with ease constrain His
enemies to confession.

Yer. 8. Starke: Foolish men, to think that
the almightiuess of God can be thwarted by
change of place.

—

See. Schmidt: Against God
the devices of men, even the wisest, avail nothing.
[Yer. 9. "Boils." There are many other pas-
sages in our English version of the Bible in which
an apparent indelicacy is due to erroneous
translation.

—

Hall: They judge right of the
cause ; what do they resolve for the cure ? . . . .

They should have said : Let us cast out Dagon,
that we may pacity and retain the God of Israel

;

they determine to thrust out the ark of God, that

they might peaceably enjoy themselves, and
Dagon.

—

Tr.]

Yer, 10. God has the hearts of all men in His
hands (Prov. xxi. 1), and can speedily turn tlmii

to change their will and purposes, so as to pio-

mote His honor and the best interests of the
Church.—Yer. 12. Calvin: We should not imi-
tate the Ekronites, who fill heaven with their

cry, but with their heart are far h'om God; rather

should we, when the ark of God comes so near
us, come with our heart to God. To Him should
we cry, when He comes in His judgments, and
beg Him for help without complaining, while we
confess to Him our sins, and acknowledge that

we receive from Him righteous punishment, and
that the sufferings which He has intlicted on us
are wholesome for us.

—

Schlxer: Then coidd
Israel clearly see what an almighty God they

had, stronger than the gods of all the heathens
and that this strong God wished to be their God,
and had interested Himself in behalf of His
people.

2. Restoration of the Ark with Expiatory Gifts. Chap. YI. 1-11.

1 And the ark of the Lord [Jehovah] was in the country of the Philistines seven

2 months. And the Philistines called for [together^] the priests and the diviners,

saying, What shall we do to [with] the ark of the Lord [Jehovah] ? Tell us

3 wherewith^ we shall send it to his [its] place. And they said, If ye^ send away the

ark of the God of Israel, send it not empty, but in any wise [om. in any wise'*]

return him^ a trespass-offering ; then ye shall be healed,® and it shall be known' to

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 rVer. 2. So the verb is not nnfrcquentlv nsecl, as in Josh, xxiii. 2.—Tr.]
2 rVer. 2. Or. " how.—Tr."
3 [Ver. 3. Tlio Pron. is not in tlie present Heh. text, hut is found in 7 MPS., in S 'pt., Syr.. ChaUh, Arab., and

apparently in Vnl.e. It may have fallen out, as Tlouliiu'ant sntrccsts, from similnnty to the lollownig word

(HN ohX). Others (so Errimann) take the construction as impersonal, and render: "if one sends back, etc.

fpif 1

* rVer 3 This phrase in Eng A. V. is intended to express tlie Heb. Inf. Abs.; but where tlie proper shade of

intensity or emphasis cannot be given in Eng., it is better to write the verb simply, and not mtroduce a loreign

sulistantive idea.

—

Tr.] „ , . , , , , „i -i.,, , • ^i
6 rVer :'. Some ancient vss. and modern expositors refer this to the ark, and render "to it, relying on the

prammatieal connection, and on ver. 9; but the Phili.stines tiironghoiit .«eem to regard «od and not the ark, as

tlie author of their sufferings. Yet it is possible that, even with this view, their idolatrous ideas might Have lea

them to appease the instrument or visible occasion x)f the divine infliction.—Tr.]
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4 you why his hand is not removed from you. Then said they [And they saidj^

What shall be [is] the trespass-offering which we shall return to him ? [Lis. And]
they answered [said], Five golden emerods [boils] and five golden niice,^ according*

to the number of the lords of the Philistines ; for one plague was [is] on you'" all

6 and on your lords. Wherefore [And] ye shall make images of your emerods
[boils], and images of your mice that mar [devastate] the land ; and ye shall give
glory to the God of Israel

;
peradventure he will lighten his hand from off you,

6 and from off your gods, and from off your land. [Ins. And] wherefore then [om.

then] do [will] ye harden your hearts, as the Egyptians and Pharaoh hardened
their hearts? [ins. Did they not], when he had [om. had'^] wrought wonderfully
among them, did they not [oh?, did they not] let the people go, and they departed ?

7 Now therefore [And now] make'^ a new cart, and take^'"^ two milch kine, on which
there hath come no yoke, and tie [yoke] the kine to the cart, and bring their calves

8 home from them. And take the ark of the Lord [Jehovah], and lay it upon the
cart, and put the jewels of gold [golden figures'^], which ye return him^ for a tres-

pass-offering, in a [the'*] coffer by the side thereof, and send it away, that it may
9 go. And see, if it goeth [go] up by the way of his [its] own coast to Beth-Shemesh,

then he hath done us this great evil ; but if not, then we shall know that it is not
10 his hand that smote us ; it was a chance that happened to us. And the men did

so, and took two milch kine, and tied [yoked] them to the cart, and shut up their

11 calves at home ; And they [om. they] laid the ark of the Lord [Jehovah] upon the

cart, and the coffer with [and] the mice of gold [golden mice] and the images of

their emerods [boils].
'^

3. Keception and Quartering of the Ark in Israel. Chap. VI. 12—VII. 1.

12 And the kine took the straight way [went straight forward'^] to the way of [on

the road to] Bethshemesh, mid [om. and] went along the highway [on one highway
they went], lowing''' as they went, and turned not aside to the right hand or to the

left ; and the lords of the Philistines went after them unto the border of Betbshe-

^ [Ver. 3. Erdmann and others take this sentence as conditional (which is here possible, but somewhat hard)
on- the jrrouiid tliat tlie priests are not sure that the atonement-offering will be successful, but propose an experi-
ment (as in ver. !)). Yet in vers. 5 and G they are sure, and the experiment in ver. 9 seems an afterthought.

—

Tk.]

' [Ver. 3. The Heb. text is here supported by Syr., Arab, and Vulg., nor is there any variation in the MSS. (De
Rossi); but Sept. has " expiation shall be made for you" (^33 J), and Chald. "healing shall be granted you"

(nnn^). To the first of these the repetition is an objection, to the second the order of ideas (healing, expiation).

It does not appear whether they are loose renderings of our text, or represent a different text.—Tr.]

8 [Ver. 4. Philippson renders "tumors" {(icschwiihie). setting aside the supposed plague of field-mice. See
Exeg. Notes in loco. The Sept. here departs from tlie Heb. text in the order of statements and in the number of
mice ; see the discussion in the note on the passage.

—

Tr.]

• [Ver. 4. This clause stands first in the original.

—

Tr.]

10 [Ver. 4. Heb.: "them all," and so Erdmann and Philippson. But all the VSS. and 10 MSS. read "you,"
which the sense seems to require.

—

Tr.]

" [Ver. fi. The verb (7 7j?r\n) is Aor., rendered "wrought" in Ex. x. 2 by Eng. A. V.; Sept. and Vule. render
freely " smote ;" but Syr. has " they mocked them, and did not send them away, and they went," where the wrong
number of the first vb. required the negation in the second.

—

Tr.]

12 [Ver. 7. Or, "take and prepare" (so Erdmann). But the verb !|np niay properly be taken as expletive or

pleonastic here, as in 2 Sam. xviii. 18 (see Ges. Lex. s. v.), though it must be understood before the second accu-
sative " kine."

—

Tr.]

13 [Ver. 8. The word "'73 means any instrument or implement, and is used of utensils, implements, armor,

weapons, vessels and jewels ; here, however, it is none of these, but figures, copies or works: Luther, bilder,
Erdmann, geriithe, D'Allioli, figures. Cahen, empreintes, and the other modern VSS., of Martin, Diodati, D'AImei-
da, De S. Miguel, have "figures;" only the Dutch has "jewels," Vulg. vasa^ Sept. axeuTj.

—

Tb.]

1^ [Ver. 8. The Art. here points out the coffer which belonged to the cart; but as this is not otherwise known
or mentioned, the insertion or omission of the Art. in Ens. makes little or no difference. The Al. Sept. inserts a
neg. before the word "put" in this vei'se, perhaps to avoid a supposed difficulty in the number of golden mice.—Tr.

I

15 Ver. 11. The Vat. Sept. (but not Al.) omits the words "and the images of their boils," perhaps in order to
indicate that the mice were not in the argas or box, and thus avoid the difficulty above-mentioned (see ver. IS).

AVellhausen, taking exception to the inverted order here (mice, boils), to the word trhorim., and to the ambiguity
of the phrase, omits all of ver. 11 after "coffer," reenrdine the Heb. as a gloss on the already corrupt Greek. But
this is improbatile, and the Heb. is sustained by all the \'SS. The tehorim is not improbably a marginal explana-
tion of nphalim which has crept into the text (so Geitier and Erdmann); but the text, though not perfectly clear,
must, on critical grounds, be retained, since there would have been no special reason why a scribe should insert
it, but on the other hand ground for its omission, as the Greek shows tampering with the text to avoid a diffi-

culty.—Tf.]
16 [Ver. 12. On the form of the Heb. word see Erdmann in loco.

—

Tk.]
17 [Ver. 12. Ges. Gram. (Conant's transl.), g 75, Rem. I. 2.—Tr.]
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13 mesh. And they'^ of Bethshemesh were reaping their wheat-harvest in the valley
;

14 and they lifted up their eyes, and saw the ark, and rejoiced to see'® it. And the

cart came into the field of Joshua a Bethshemite [the Bethshemeshite], and stood

there, where [and there] there was a great stone ; and they clave the wood of the

15 cart, and offered the kine a burnt-ofiering unto the Lord [Jehovah]. And the

Levites took down the ark of the Lord [Jehovah], and the coffer that was with it,

wherein [ins. were] the jewels of gold [golden figures] were [om. were], and put

them on the great stone ; and the men of Bethshemesh offered burnt-offerings, and
16 sacrificed sacrifices the same day unto the Lord [Jehovah]. And when [om. when]

the five lords of the Philistines had seen [saw] it, they [and] returned to Ekrou
17 the same day. And these are the golden emeruds [boils] which the Philistines

returned for [as] a trespass-offering unto the Lord [Jehovah] : for Ashdod one, for

18 Gaza one, for Askelon one, for Gath one, for Ekron one. And the golden mice

\_ins. were] according to the number of all the cities of the- Philistines belonging to

the five lords, both of fenced cities and of country villages,^" even unto the great

stone of Abel whereon they set down the ark of the Lord, ivhich stone remaineth unto

this day in the field of Joshua the Bethshemite [And^^ the great stone, on which
they set down the ark of Jehovah, remaineth to this day in the field of Joshua the

Bethshemeshite].

19 And he smote the men of Bethshemesh, because they had [om. had] looked into

[at'^] the ark of the Lord [Jehovah], even [and] he smote of the people fifty thou-

sand and three-score and ten men [70 men, 50,000 men'^^] ; and the people lamented,

because the Lord [Jehovah] had smitten [smote] v^caiy of [om. many of] the people

20 with a great slaughter. And the men of .Bethshemesh said, Who is able to stand

before [ms. Jehovah], this holy Lord \_om.. Lord] God ? and to whom shall he go

21 up from us? And they sent messengers to the inhabitants of Kirjath-jearim, say-

ing, The Philistines have brought again [back] the ark of the Lord [Jehovah]
;

come ye down, and fetch it up to you.

Chap, VII. 1 And the men of Kirjath-jearim came, and fetched up the ark of the

Lord [Jehovah], and brought it into the house of Abinadab in [on] the hill, and
sanctified [consecrated] Eleazar his son to keep the ark of the Lord [Jehovah].

18 [Ver. 13. The Heb. has simply " Bethshemesh," the place put for its inhabitants.—Tr.]

19 [Ver. 13. Sept.: "to meet it" OnSTpS), error of copyist.—Te.]

20 [Ver. 18. The first clau.se of this verse (and along with it ver. 17) is stricken out by Wellhausen on the
ground of its incompatibility with ver. 8. The external evidence for the clause is complete ; on the internal evi-

dence see the Coram, in loco and Translator's note.

—

Tr.]
21 [Ver. 18. Or: "witness is the great stone," etc., omitting the word "remaineth;" so Erdraann, see Comra. in

loco. The simpler translation given aljove is that suggested in Bib. Coram.

—

Tr.]
~ [Ver. 19. This is the common meaning of the verb (DXT with 3).

—

Tr.]
23 [Ver. 19. These numbers, though probably incorrect, are left in tlie text, because no satisfactor5' reading

has been settled on. The clause should be braclieted. See discussion in Comra.

—

Tr.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

T. Vers. 1-1 1. T/ie ark is sent back with expiatory

gifts. The designation of place: in the field is

here to be taken in tlie wider sense of territory,

country, as in Ruth i. 2.—The seven months,
during which tlie ark was in the country of tlie

Philistines, was a time of uninterrupted plagues.

In addition to the disease of boils came the plague
of tiie devastation of the fields i)y 'iidce. That the

plague of mice was something over and above the

disease is plain from vers. 5, 11, 18; in ver. 1 the

Sept. adds, " and their land swarmed with mice,"

which the narrator has not expressly mentioned.
Tiieniu.s' supposition that, from similarity of final

syllables ((^V)) ^ clause has fallen out of the Heb.

text, is too bold a one. Maurer remarks cor-

rectly : "it is generally agreed that the Hebrew
writers not infrequently omit things essential, and
then afterwards mention them briefly in succes-

sion."—Ver. 2. After it had been determined in

the council of the princes to send back the ark to

the Israelites, the jyriests and soothsctyers are now to

tell how it shall be sent back. Alongside of an
honorable priestly class appear here the soothsayers

[diviners] (that is, the organs of the deity, who
reveal his counsel and will through the mantic
art) as authorities, whose decision is final. The
princes had to consider the political-national and
serial side, these the religious side of the ques-

tion.* Inasmuch as it has already been deter-

* [The word here eraployed for "priests" (kohanim)
is the same as that used to designate the priests of the
true God, th(> distinctive word for idol-priests (keraarira)

occurring only three times in O. T., though frequent in

the Syriac and Chald. translations. The Arabic here
renders "chiefs" or "doctors" (ahbara), probably to

avoid a scandalous application of the sacred name. For
etymology oi kohfn see Ges., Thes., and Fiirst. Ilcli. Lex.
—The word rendered "soothsayer" (qoseiii) is probably
from a stem meaning "to divide, partition, assign for-

tunes," and seems to be <'mi)loyed to denote divination
liy processes such as shaking arrows, consulting tera-

phim, inspecting livers (I\z. xxi. 20-28 [21-231), perhaps
differing thus from the m.antic art proper, which involved
possession or inspiration by the deity (whicli two me.
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mined to send the ark back, the question " what
shaxl we do in respect to the ark of God?" is only
introductory to the succeeding question, " where-

with or how shall we send it to its place ?" The
n^3 may mean either, but the rendering "how,

in what way " (Vulg. quomodo) is favored by the

connection, since the priests would else not have
answered that the ark was not to be sent back
without gifts.—Ver. 3. We must here not supply

the pronoun "ye" to the Particip. (D'HlKfOj, but

must render (as in ii. 24) impersonally* : "if one
sends, if they send." The ark must be restored,

not empty, but with gifts. These gifts are to be an
•asham ( DE'X), a debt-otiering or expiatory ofiering

;

the gift is thus designated, because it is a question

of the payment of a debt.f Satisfaction must be
made to the angered God of the people of Israel

i^.' t'le contempt put on Him by the abduction of

the ark. The word "return, make compensation"

O'E'rij refers to the unlawful appropriation ; it is

a matter of compensation. Vulg. : cjuod debetis,

reddite ei pro peccato. w [" to him," "to it"] is

to be referred not to the ark (Sept.), but to God.
Send Him a "gift, by which His anger shall be
appeased, lest He torment you more" (Cleric).

According to Ex. xxiii. 15 no one was allowed to

appear empty-handed (Op"'?.) before God. Whe-
ther, as Clericus supposes, this was known to the

Pliilistine priests, is uncertain. The words IN

^NplJI may be taken either as conditional or as

<issertory. The latter rendering " then you shall

be healed" would suit the connection and the

whole situation, but that these priests expressly

declare it to be possible (ver. 9) that this plague

was to be ascribed not to the God of Israel, but to

a chance. The hypothetical rendering is there-

fore to be preferred, which is grammatically allow-

able, though the conditional particle is wanting.

(Comp. Ew. Gr., | 357 6). We must therefore

translate: " and if ye shall he healed." J In the

words " and it shall be known to you why His
hand is not removed from you " the present tense

•offers no difficulty, the sense being: "you shall

then by the cure learn why His hand now smites

you; His hand is not removed from you, because

the expiation for your guilt, which will be fol-

lowed by cure, is not yet made."
Bunsen :

" It was a universal custom of ancient

nations to dedicate to the deity to whom a sick-

ness was ascribed, or from whom cure was desired,

likenesses of the diseased parts." This was true

thods Cinero calls divination with and without art, Div.
1, 18). The word is used in O. T. only of false diviners
(for wider use in Arabic see Freytag, Ar. Lex. s.v. qasama).
Comp. Art. "Divination" in Smith's Bib. Diet. Articles
"Wahrsager" and "Magier" in Winer's Bib. It. W., and
Ges., Thes.—Tr.]

* [On this see Translator's note in " Textual and Gram-
matical."

—

Tr.]

t (The word ashani rather means not "debt," but "of-
fence" and its "punishment" (comp. Gen. xxvi. 10; Ps.
xiv. it; Isa. liii. ll), and the AraVi. athama), and is not re-

stricted in the Mosaic Law to cases of restitution (see
Lev. V. (Eng. A. V. v.—vi. 7), xiv. 12; Nu. vi. 12). Here
it may be used in this latter sense, and is in general
more appropriate than hattath. since the Philistines can-
not he supposed to have the deeper conception of sin
involved in the latter word. It is, of course, a question
whether they employed this very word asham.—Tr.]

J [Against "this see' note under" Textual and Gramma-
itical."—Tr.]

also of the cause of the plagues. The Philistines

therefore (ver. 4 sq.), when they inquired what
they should send along as trespass or expiatory
ofiering, received the answer :

" five golden boils

and five golden mice." The number five is ex-
pressly fixed on with reference to the five princes
of the Philistines, who represent the whole people

("liJpp is Ace. of exact determination " according

to, in relation to," with adverbial .signification.

Ges. Gr., I 118, 3). The change of person in the

words "one plague is on them all and on your

princes " has occasioned the reading " you all,"

which is for this reason to be rejected.* People
and princes are here regarded as a unit, the latter

representing the former, and therefore the number
of the gifts to be offered for the whole is deter-

mined by the number (five) of the princes. Ver.
5 makes in a supplementary way express mention
of the devastation which the mice made in the land.
" This plague is often far greater in southern
lands than with us ; so that the Egyptians use the

figure of a fieldmouse to denote destruction ; there

are many examples, it is said, of the whole har-

vest in a field having been destroyed by them in

one night" (v. Gerl.). Comp. Boch. Hieroz. II.,

429 ed. Eos.; Plin. Hist. Nat. X. c. 65. By the

presentation of the likenesses in gold they were
to " give honor to the God of Israel." These
words of the Philistine priests explain the exjftres-

sion " pay or return a trespass-offering." By the

removal of the ark, the seat of the glory of the

God of Israel, His honor is violated ; hence the

punishment in this two-fold plague ; by these gifts

they are to attempt to make compensation for the

violation of honor, and the wrath of the God who
is wounded in His honor is to be turned aside.
" By bringing precisely the instrument of their

chastisement as a gift to God, they confess that He
Himself has punished them, and do homage to

His might, hoping therefore all the more by pay-

ing their debt to be made or to remain free," (v.

Gerlach). The expression "perhaps He will

lighten His hand from off you" agrees with that

in ver. 3, " if ye be healed," and with ver. 9.

[It is not clear that the Philistines were visited

with a plague of mice. In spite of Maurer's remark
(on ver. 1) endorsed by Erdmann, it is strange

that no mention is made of the mice in chap. v.

Philippson (who translates akbar not "mouse"
but "boil ") further objects that the assumption

of a mouse-plague different from the boil-disease

is incompatible with the assertion in ver. 4, "one
plague is on you and on your lords," which sup-

poses a bodily infliction (on which, however, see

the discussion of the Sept. text of vers. 4, 5, in note

to ver. 18). Nor does the Heb. text expressly

state that there was such a plague. In ver. 5 no-

thing more is necessarily said (so Wellhausen)

than that they were exposed to land devastations

by mice, and that tlie whole land had suffered, and

ver. 18 (however interpreted) adds nothing to the

.statement in ver. 4. We may on critical grounds

keep the present Masoretic text (discarding the

Sept. addition to ver. 1) Avithout finding in it the

mouse-plague. On the other hand, the figure of

a mouse was in Egypt a symbol of destruction, and

so might have been chosen here as a fitting expia-

* [For defence of the reading " you all " see " Textual
and Grammatical " notes in loco.—Tr.]
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tory offering. Possibly, as there was a Baal-zebub,

"lord of flies" {Zevg 'ATr-ofwinc), worshipped at

Ekron, so there was a Baal-akbar, " lord of mice,"

and this animal may have been connected with

religious worship.—Others explain the figures of

the boils and mice as telesms or talismans. So

Maimonides, quoted in Poole's Synopsis, in which
are cited many illustrations of the wide use of ta-

lismans (figures made under planetary and astral

conjunctions in the likeness of the injurious object

or of the part affected) among the ancients (ex-

panded by Kitto, JJaily Bible Mast., iSaui and
David, p. 86 sq.). But, supposing there was a

plague of mice, these figures were prepared, not

by theii- own virtue to avert the plague (which the

talismans were supposed to do), but to appease the

wrath of the God of Israel.—Tr.].—Lighten
from off you, etc., is a pregnant expression for

" lighten and turn away from you," so that the

burden of the punishment shall be removed from

you. In ver. 6 the case of the Egyptians is re-

ferred to in order to strengthen the exhortation.

We have already seen in iv. 8 the mark of the

deep impression made on the neighboring heathen
nations by the judgments of the God of Israel on
the Egyptians. The Philistine priests see in these

plagues judgments like those inflicted on the

Egyptians, and set forth the universal and com-
prehensive significance of this revelation of the

heavy hand of God in the words " on [rather

froin] you, and your god [better, perhaps, gods, as

in Eng. A. V.], and your land." They thus refer

this general calamity not only to its highest cause
in the God of Israel and His violated honor, but
also to its deepest ground in the Philistines' hard-
ening of the heart against Him after the manner
of Pharaoh and the Egyptians, and so show exact
acquaintance with the pragmatism of the history

of God's revelations towards Egypt and its king.

Comp. Ex. vii. 13 sqq. with viii. 32. It is evi-

dent from the connection that the words of the
priests are to be referred only to the obligation to

"give honor to the God of Israel" by expiatory
presents, not to the restoration of the ark, which
was already determined on. The liardening or

obduration of the heart is the stubborn and per-

sistent refusal to give to the God of Israel His

due honor, after His honor had been violated.

The word ^^^riH ["wrought"] points to God's

mighty deeds against Pharaoli and the Egyp-
tians; it is found in the same sense "work, ex-
ercise power" ["work one's will on"] in Ex-
X. 2 and 1 Sara. xxxi. 4. In view of these ex-
hibitions of God's power, they are warned against
such a persistent stiff-necked opposition to it.

Ver. 6 is not inconsistent with the doubt expressed
in ver. 9, whether tlie plagues come from the God
of Israel or from a chance, since it is (in ver. 9)
at any rate regarded a.s possible that the God of
Israel has thus exhibited His anger. "The mere
possibility of this makes it seem advisable to do
every thing to appease the wrath of the God of
the Israelites, which the heathen, from their fear
of the gods, dreaded under the circumstances not
less, yea, more than the anger of their own sjods"
(Keil).

Vers. 7-9. The arrangemenbi respecting the mode
of sending back the ark. In ver. 7 the arrangements
are made for a restoration of the ark worthy of

and proportionate to the honor of tlie God of
Israel. The Philistines are not, for this purpose,

to have a new cart made, but, as the preceding
inp shows, to take* one already made, in order

to fit it up and prepare it for this end ; this is

shown by the ^t^i'2 ["and make"]. A new cart

and two hitherto unyoked milch cows (comp. Deut.
xxi. 3j are to carry back the ark with the pre-

sents; only what had not been used, what was
still undesecrated, was an appropriate means lor

the honor destined to be shown to the di-eaded

God of Israel. ^"^J^, properly the "rolling

thing," means the transport-wagon, which, accord-
ing to this, was in use in Philistia, and was usu-
ally yoked with oxen. The calves were to be
taken along, but afterwards to be carried from be-
liind the drawing cows, back into the house—that
is, into the stall. In reference to the cows the
Masc. is thrice used in ver. 7 for the Fem., "be-
cause the writer thinks of the cows as oxen"
(Thenius) ; and so in vers. 10, 12. In ver. 8 a mi-
nute deswiption is given of the manner of loading
the cart with the ark and with the coffer (fJIN^

^ T :-

found only here and vers. 11, 15) in which the

golden expiatory gifts were to be carried. "And
send it away, that it may go." From the connection
it appears that the cart, with the ark, is left to the
cows to draw ; the direction wliich tliey take with-

out being led or driven is decisive of the question
whether the plagues are from the God of Israel

or not.

Ver. 9. This is stated more precisely by the
priests. If the cows went straight to its (the-

ark's) territory, this would be the sign that the
plagues were from the God of Israel ; if not, it

would show that it was only a matter of chance.

From their stand-point the heathen distinguished

with perfect logical consistency between the pro-
vidence of the God of Israel and a mere chance,

"Its territory or coast" (I^^^J) is the land of Is-

rael as its liome. Bethshemesh is one of the Is-

raelitish priestly cities on the border of Judah and
Dan (.Josh. xxi. 16), the nearest of them to Ekron,
and the nearest point of entrance from Philistia

into the hill-country of .Judah (.Josh. xv. 10, 11).

The valley in or on which (ver. 13) it lay, was the

same with the present Wady Surar. The present

Ain Shems which rests on it is the ancient Bethshe-

mesh.t S. Robinson, II. 599, III. 221 sq. [Amer.
Ed. II. 14, 16, 223-225.] If tins direction was
not taken by the cows, that was to be the sign that

"this was a chance (^7.^? is not adverb, "by

* rF.rdmann translates :
" take and make a new cart,

and take two milch cows,"—on wliieh see note under
"Textual and Grammatical."—Tn.J

t TRobinson: "Jnst on the we-^t of the villase CAin
Shems). on and around the plateau of a low swell be-
tween the Snr.ar on the North and a smaller Wadyon
the South, are the manifest traces of an ancient site.

Here are the vestiges of a former extensive city, con-
sisting of many foundations and the remains of ancient
walls of hewn "stone. The materials have indeed been
chiefly swallowed up in the probably reneated construc-
tions of the modern village ; but enough yet remains to

make it one of the largest and most marked sites which
we had anv where seen. On the north the great Wady
es-Snrar—itself a plain—runs off first west and then
north-west into the great plain: whil^ on the south the

smalkr Wadv comes down from the south-east, and
uniting with the one down which we had traveled, they
enter the Surar below the ruins."

—

Tr.]
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chance" (Keil), but Nom. of the subject; and
this is no ground for reading (with Bottcher)
nipO, "by cliance"). The meaning of the

priests was, that the cows, being unaccustomed to

the yoke, and being, besides, milch cows, from
whicli their calves had been sejaarated, would, in

obedience to their natural impulse, wish to turn

about and go back to their stall, iniless a higher
power restrained them, and compelled them to

take the road to Bethshemcsh and keep it. By
God's ordination this was done, and so was for the

Philistines the factual confirmation given by the

God of Israel of the opinion that He had inflicted

the plagues on them. Vers. 10, 11 relate the

carrying out of the arrangements which the priests

had made. The restoration is performed in the

manner prescribed by the priests.

II. Vers. 12-21. The ark is transported to Beth-

shemcsh. Ver. 12. They kept the road exactly—

•

lit. " they were straight on the way." * Mesillah

(n 7p?3) is a thrown up, raised way, a highway.

On one highvxiy—that is, without going hither and
thither, as is afterwards added by way of explana-

tion, "without turning aside to the right or to the

left." They went going and lowing; that is, con-

stantly lowing, because they wanted their calves;

yet they did not turn about, but went on in the

opposite direction. The Pliilistine princes went
behind, not before them, because, in accordance

with the suggestion of the pi'iests, they had to ob-

serve whither the animals went. Ver. 13. Beth-

shemesh is for "the inhabitants of Bethshemesh."

Though it was a priestly city, the inhabitants of

Betlishemesh are expressly distinguished from the

Levites. The Bethshemeshites, who were reaping

wheat in the valley ( Wady Surar), rejoiced to see

the long-lost ark. [The wheat luirvest points to

May or June as the time of the return of the ark.

Robinson: "May 13. Most of the fields (near

Jericho) were already reaped. Three days before

we had left the Avheat green upon the fields around

Plebron and Carmel ; and we afterwards found the

harvest there in a less forward state on the 6th of

June" (I. 550, 551). We do not know what spe-

cies of wheat the ancient Hebrews had
;
but the

crop was the most important one in the country

(see 1 Kings v. 11). Mr. W. Hougliton savs

(Smith's Bib. Diet. Art. "Wheat"): "There ap-

pear to be two or three kinds of wheat at present

grown in Palestine, the Triticum vulgare (var. hy-

bernum), the T. spclfa, and another variety of

bearded wheat, which appears to be the same as

the Egyptian kind, the T. compositum." The
phrase "they lifted up their eyes and saw," being

the common Heb. formula for " looking," does not

show that the object looked at was on a higher

elevation than the spectator. Thus Stanley's ar-

gument {Sin. and Pal., p. 248) from Gen. xxii. 4
as to the site of "Moriah" has no weight.

—

Tr.]

Ver. 14. The great stone in the field of the Beth-

shemeshite Joshua was probably tlie occasion of

the cart's being stopped here, with the design of

using the stone as a sacred spot for the solemn re-

moval of the ark and the presents, as appears from
ver. 15. The Levites are expressly mentioned in

connection with the setting the ark down on the

* njli:''' is for njnu;'", and the "> for Jl. On this form

comp. E\v. § llU b, and Gesen. ?47, R. 3.

great stone, a sacred act which pertained to them
alone. Since the ark betokened the presence of
the Lord, it could be said that they, namely, the
Bethshemeshites, otiered the kine to the Lord by
using the wood of the cart for the burnt-oflering.

Witli this they joined a blood-offering. It was
lawful to offer the sacrifice here, because, wherever
the ark was, oHering might be made. Though
the people of Bethshemesh are expressly said to be
the offerers [vei-. 15], this does not exclude the
co-operation of the priests, especially as Bethshe-
mesh was a priestly city. From the single burnt-
offering in ver. 14, which was offered with the

cart and the kine, the burnt-offerings [ver. 15]
and the slain-offerings, which were coimccted
with a joyful sacrificial meal, are to be distin-

guished as a second sacrificial act, which, in its

first element (the burnt-offering), set lorth the re-

newed consecration and devotion of the whole life

to the Lord, and in its second (the meal ) expressed
joyful thanksgiving for the restoration of God's
enthronement and habitation amid His people, of

which they had been so long deprived, ^'er. 16.

The five lords of the Philistines saw in this occur-

rence, in accordance with the instruction of their

priests, a revelation of the God of Israel ; they re-

turned to Ekron the same day.—Vers. 17, 18. A
second enumeration of the expiatory gifts, comp.
ver. 4. The statement here made varies iiom that

of ver. 4 only in the fact that, while the priests

had advised the presentation of only five golden
figures of mice, here a much greater number,
" according to the number of all the cities of the Philis-

tines," are offered; because, from the expression

"from the fenced city to the village of the inhabitants

of the low land" {"t^^BT}^ Deut. iii. 5) [rather

"fenced cities and country* villages"], Avhich

shows that every Philistine locality was rej^re-

sented in the mouse-figures, we learn that the

mouse-plague extended over the whole country,

while the boil-plague prevailed only in the largest

cities.f In the second clause, instead of "^^P [" and

unto"] read ^J^'^ ["and witness"], and instead of

73N r"Abel"l, we must, on account of the attached
..y L -1'

Adj. and the repeated reference to the "field of

Joshua" (vers. 14, 16), read f^X ["stone"], and

translate: " and, a witness is the great stone (IJt^l is

found in the same sense. Gen. xxxi. 52) . . . to this

day." Kimchi's explanation of /^X as the name

[the Heb. word means "mourning"] given to the

stone on account of the mourning made there

* [The word HT'^S is explained by the Mishna and
T T

:

the .Tews generally, and by Gesenius, to mean "open
country," and this signifioa"tion for the adj. form in the

text is required bv the contrast with "fenced cities." See

Ges. Thcs. s. V. The Arab, stem pharaza is " to separate "—
and the derived nouns have the sense of "planeness,"

whenee the rural districts may have been called " plane,"

that is, "unwalled."—Tk.]
t [On the supposition that there was no mouse-plague,

the mousc-tigures equally represented the whole coun-

trv. In tills cnnneetion the Greek text of vers. 4, 5 is

worthy of attention. It reads :
" (ver. 4), five golden he-

dras (ophrtliiii. 'boils'), according to the number of the

lords of the rhilistines; (ver. 5), and golden mice, like

the mice," etc.: thus separating the two statements, and
omitting the second number five. If this reading were
adopted, it would relieve the Heb. text, which, in seve-

ral places in this chapter, shows traces of corruption.

See note under " Textual and Grammatical."—Tr.]
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(ver. 19) is a fanciful expedient, which has also

no support in the context, since nothing is after-

wards s;ud of a mourning at tliis stone.

Vers. 19-21. The ark in Bcthshemeah. A pun-

ishment is inliicted by God on the Betlisheniesh-

ites because they had sinned respecting the holiness

of God, which was rejiresented before their eyes

by the ark. Wherein this sin consisted is stated

in the words "because they looked," &c.

('3 =IN1 '3), which are to be connected with the
: T • '

question in ver. 20. From ver. 13 (if we retain

the text) it coukl not have been the mere looking

at the ark, which stood on the cart, and was ne-

cessarily visible to every body, but, as the 2

shows, consisted only in the manner of looking at

it. As the unauthorized touching (Num. iv. 15;
2 Sam. vi. 7), so the profane, pryhig, curious

looking at the ark, as the symbol of the holy God
who dwells amid His people, is forbidden on pain
of death. The fundamental passage, to which we
must here go back, is Num. iv. 20. The deepest

ground of the strict prohibition to touch and look
at the ark lies in the opposition which exists be-

tween man, impure through sin, and the holy
God, which cannot be removed by immediate and
unmediated connection with God on man's part, but
only through the means which God has by special

revelation ordained to this end. Against Tlie-

nius, wlio holds that this explanation cannot be
based on Num. iv. 20, it is to be remarked that

this passage speaks expressly not only of unau-
thorized intrusion, but also of a similar looking at

the inner sanctuary. There is no contradiction

between this verse and ver. 13, if we regard the

Ace. in the latter, and the Prep, "at" (3) here;

this difference in the designation of the object in-

dicates a difference in this connection in the see-

ing. In Num. iv. 20 also the seeing is more ex-
actly defined by an added word. Other exjjlana-

tions, as: "because they were afraid at the ark"
(Syr., Arab.), or: "looked into it" (Rabb.), are
entirely imtenable. It is true, however, that the

words of the text (according to which the above
would be the only tenable explanation) present

great difficulties, which Thenius expresses in the
remark: "One does not see why 'and he smote'
C^iy is repeated, and why we have 'the people'

(D>'3) again after 'the men of Bethshemesh''XT. '^

('2 'tl/JXa)." Moreover, the following words of

this verse, which give the number of the slain,

undoubtedly offer an incorrect, or rather a corrupt

text; whereby the preceding words would be in-

volved in the corruption. The supposition of a
defective text being here so natural, we should be
inclined to adopt (with Thenius) the reading of

the Sept.: "And the children of Jechoniah among
the Bethsheraeshitcs icere not glad (chaj). v. 13) that

they saw the ark, and he smote of them," etc.;

but that the objection "that we elsewhere find

nothing at all about the race of Jechoniah " is by
no means so unimportant as Thenius thinks it.

The reading "70 men, 50,000 men" is evidently

corrupt. If a process of addition were here in-

tended, then "and" (1) must necessarily stand

before the second number. If a partition were
meant (70 out of 50,000 men), then, besides the

grammatical difficulty, there is the objection that

the city of Bethshemesh (and it alone is here

spoken of), could not possibly have had so many
inhabitants. The last objection applies with still

more force to Ewald's iransiaiion, " beginning
with 70 and increasing to 50,000 men,"—which
would require us to suppose a still larger popula-'
tion. The words "50,000 men" are wanting in

Jos. {Ant. 6, 1-14), and in some Heb. MSS. (Cod.
Kenn. 81, 210, 418), and are [to be rejected],*

since they give no sense, and probably "came
from the margin into the text as another solution

of the numeral sign which stood there (in the

original text stood >' [70], while in another J

[50,000] was found)" (Thenius).—The ground
of the sudden death of the 70 of the race of
Jechoniah is their unsympathizing, and therefore

unholy bearing towards the symbol of God's pre-

sence among His people, which showed a mind
wholly estranged from the living God, a symp-
tom of the religious-moral degeneracy, which
had spread among the people, though piety was
still to be found.f

Ver. 20. Who can stand before this holy Ood f—
This question expresses their consciousness of

unworthiness, and their fear of the violated ma-
jesty of the covenant-God of Israel. The people
of Bethshemesh recognize in the death of die 70
a judgment of God, in which He punishes the

violation of His majesty and glory, and defends

His holiness in relation to His people. God is

called the holy in this connection, in that He
guards and avenges His greatness and glory,

Avliich He had revealed to Israel, when they are

violated and dishonored by human sin, by un-
holy, godless conduct.—From the connection only

" God" can be the Subj. of "shall go up" (HS;*:).

The question "/o whom shall he go up from us?"

* [The words in brackets are not in the German

—

omitted probably by tyiJOgraphieal error.

—

Tk.]

t [On the criticism of thi'i verse see De Rossi, Var.
Lcct., and a good note in Bib. Coinm. As to tlie uum-
liers, it seems impossible to ileiermine anything with
certainty, and the conjecture of Thenius (that we read
70, omitting the 50,000) is as probable as any other.
That the first part of the verse is corrupt is evident
from the variations in the VSS. and the confused cha-
racter of the Heb. text itself. Two hints for the recon-
struction of the t'-ue text appear to Vie given us, one by
the Chald., the other by the Sept. The former reads:
" and He slew among the men of Bethshemesh, because
they rejoiced when they saw the ark," etc. (where the
"rejoiced" is apparently taken from ver. 13); the latter

reads: "and not pleased were the sons of Jechoniah
among the men of Bethshemesh, that they saw the ark,"
etc. Combining these, we may perhaps infer 1) that the
"rejoice" or "pleased" was inserted by a translator or
copyitit, and 2) that a phrase of several words preceded
the words "with the men of Bethshemesh." The verse
then, may have begun somewhat so : XWTV 'IX "IH^I

O 'tyjiO, and read "and Jehovah was angry with the

Rethshemeshites, because, etc., . . . and smote among
them" (reading 0713 for DJ-O)- From this the present

Heb. text might have come by substituting 'V'\_ (by

homoeoteleuton or otherwise) for the first words, and
omitting " or mri'. and the Sept. text might be ex-

plained as a duplet, in which the ^iT'JD"' ''J3 is a cor-
T : T : •• :

rnption of the Hob., and the "displeased" taken from

the same source as the Chald.—Wellhausen tran.slatos

the Sept. into Heb. by the words ^H'JD" '':3 ^pj N^l,
t:t : • : I

• :

and adopts this as the true text. But this is not in
itself very satisfactory (" and the sons of Jechoniah
were notJ;uiltless," etc.), and does not answer the de-
mands of the VSS. and the context.

—

Tr.]
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refers then indeed to the ark, in connection with

which the sin and the jjunisliraent had occurred,

and supposes that the Bethshemeshites were un-

willing to keep it among them, from fear of far-

ther judgments which its stay might occasion. A
superstitious idea here mingles with the fear of

God, since the stay of the ark is regarded as in

itself a cause of further misfortune.

Ver. 21. Kirjath-jearim, that is, "city of forests"

[Forestville, Woodville], in the tribe-territory

of Judah, belonged at an earlier period to Gibeon

(Josh. ix. 17; xviii. 25, 26; Ezra ii. 25; Neh.
vii. 29), and is the present Kuryet el Enab=
"city of wine" [literally "grapes"] (Eob. II.

588 sq. [Amer. ed. II. 11], and Bibl. Forschung.

205 sq. [Am. ed. III. 157], Tobler, Topogr. II.

742 sqq.).* The embassy to the inhabitants of

Kirjath-jearim had two objects: the announce-

ment of the return of the ark, and the demand
that they should take it. They are silent as to

the misfortune which was connected with its

restoration, and as to their reason for not wishing

to keep it. Ch. vii. 1 mentions the safe trar^spor-

tation of the ark by the Kirjath-jearim ites to their

city. The ark is placed in the house of Abinadab
n;'3J3, "on the hill," not in "Gibeah" (Vulg.,

Luther), as if the latter were a suburb of Kirjath-

jearim. The house of Abinadab was on a hill,

and for this reason probably was chosen as the

resting-place of the ark. " They consecrated Elea-

zar" the son of Abinadab, that is, they chose and
appointed him as a person consecrated to God for

this service : he had to keep watch and guard over

the ai'k. It is hence probable that the ark found

shelter in the house of a Lerite. "Nothing is

said of Eleazar's consecration as priest He
was constituted not priest, but watchman at the

grave of the ark, by its corpse, till its future joy-

ful resurrection" (Hengst., Beitr.Tll. &Q [Con-
tributions to Int. to O. T.]). Why it was not

carried back to Shiloh, is imcertain. The reason

may be, that the Philistines aftei- the victory in

ch. iv. had conquered Shiloh, and now held it,

as Ewald (Gesch. II. 540 [Hist, of Isr.]) sup-

poses ; though his conjecture that the Philistines

had destroyed Shiloh together with the old sanc-

tuary, is to be rejected, since it is certain that the

Tabernacle afterwards moved from Shiloh to

Nob, and thence to Gibeon, and that the worship
in connection with it was maintained (1 Sam.
xxi. 6; 1 Kings iii. 4; 2 Chron. i. 3). Or, it

may be that, without a special revelation of the

divine will, they were unwilling to carry the ark

back to the place whence it had been removed by
a judgment of God in consequence of the profa-

nation of the Sanctuary by the sons of Eli (Keil)

;

or simply that the purpose was first and provi-

sionally to carry it safely to a large city as far off

as possible, inasmuch as, in view of the sentence

of rejection which had been passed on Shiloh,

they did not dare to select on their o^vn authority

* [Mr. Grove (Srnith's Bib. Dkt., Art. " Kirjath-jearim ")

suggests that the ancient sanetity of Kirjath-jearim (it

wasealled Baalah and Kirjath-Baal, and may have been
a seat of worship of the Canaanitish deity Baal) was tlie

ground of the ark's being sent thither. 'He points out
also a difficulty in its identification with Kuryet el Enab
from the dif<tance ("ten miles over an uneven country) be-
tween itand Bethshemesh ( Ain Shems). and furtherfrom
the absence fso far as known) of a hill corresponding
to that mentioned in vii. 1. But see Poi'ter, p. 270.—Tk.]

a new place for the Sanctuary (comp. Plengst.,

ubi sup., 49). It was not till David's time that
the ark was carried hence to Jerusalem (2
Sam. vi.j.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.
1. Outside the sphere of His revelations in the

covenant-people, the living God has not allowed
the heathen nations to be without positive testimo-
nies to His glory ; He has, by severe chastise-

ments, made them feel His might and power over
them, when they, though they were the instru-

ments of His punitive justice on Israel, did vio-
lence to His honor, and transgressed the limits

assigned them.
2. The exact knowledge that the Philistine

priests and soothsayers had of the punitive reve-
lations of God against the Egyptians, and of the
cause of them in the fact that that jxople har-
dened itself against Him, is an eminent example
of His government of the world, which was
closely interwoven with the history of revelation

in His kingdom, and in which He penetrated
with the beam« of His revealed light the darkness
of heathenism which surrounded His people, and
made preparation for the revelation of the new
covenant, which was to embrace the whole world.
They were in such light to seek the Lord in their

ways, if haply they might feel after Him and find

Him (Acts xvii. 27).

3. The need of expiation, as well as the demand
for it, is deeply grounded in the relation of man
to the holy God; through sin against God's will

and ordinances man finds himself in custody
under His punitive justice, whence there is no
redemption except by an expiation, failing which
judgment is pronounced against him. All need
of expiation and all means thereto, not only in

the sphere of Old Testament revelation, but also

in heathendom, are predictions of Christ, who
made the universal and all-sufficient expiation

for the guilt of the world.

4. The enemies of God's kingdom cannot and
are not jjermitted to retain the possessions of

God's sanctuary which they have gotten by rob-

liery, but must bow beneath Plis mighty hand,
and give them up, yea, restore them increased by
counter-gifts on their part.

5. " Who can stand before the Lord, this holy
God !" The more clearly God's holiness is seen
in the mirror of His justice, the deeper and more
energetic is the feeling of sin and unworthiness in

the human heart before the holy God. The depth
of the divine holiness becomes clearest and most
sensible to sinful man in those of its manifestations,

by which he sees God as "this holy God," that is,

in the vigorous exercise of His holiness, of which
he has experience in God's punitive justice di-

rected against himself. But the deeper and more
thorougii the knowledge of one's own sin, the

clearer the knowledge of the divine holiness. Yet,
to sinful men the light of the divine holiness,

which is always for him dulled, must not become
intolerable, so that he shall avoid God's face, and
abandon fellowship with Him ; rather must sinfiii

man bear this light wliich discloses all his sin and
alienation from ( Jod, and seek to learn in it the

ways of grace and salvation ( Ps. li. 5, 6 [4,5]).
The contrary result of the revelation of God's ho-
liness and justice leads to a sundering of relations
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between sinful man and Him, which by man's

fault makes of no effect God's purposes of salva-

tion.

6. " The blow which fell on the inhabitants of

Bethshemesh in connection with the arrival of the

a:rk, showed the people that they were not yet

worthy of the fulfilmeut of the promise ' I dwell

in your midst.' A condition of things had come
about like that in the wilderness after the calf-

worship, and in the Babylonian exile. The peo-

ple must first become again inwardly God's people

before the sanctuary could be again placed among
them. In what had happened they saw God's fac-

tual declaration that He wished to dwell no longer

in Shiloh" (Hengst. Beitr. 3, 48 sq. IContrib. to

Introd.}).

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Yer. 1. [Henry: Seven months Israel was
punished with the absence of the ark, and the

Philistines punished with its presence. ... A me-
lancholy time no doubt it was to the pious in Is-

rael—particularly to Samuel—but they had this

to comfort themselves with, as we have in the like

distress, -when we are deprived of the comfort of

public ordinances, that, wherever the ark is, the

Lord is in His holy temple, the Lord's throne is in

heaven, and by faith and prayer we may have ac-

cess with boldness to Him there. We may have
God nigh unto us, when the ark is at a distance.

—

Tr.]. S. Schmid: God cannot bear with His
enemies too long, but knows how at the right time

to save His honor.—Vers. 2, 3. J. Lange : Bad
men, when they are chastised for their sins, are

commonly disposed not to recognize the true cause,

but maintain that it all comes only from chance

or from merely natural causes.

—

Wuertemberg
Bible: Even false prophets and teachers often

have the gift of prophecy: Num. xxiv. 2; John
xi. 50, 51 ; Matt. vii. 22, 23. We must therefore

not trust to outward gil^s.

—

Tuebingen Bible :

Even the heathen have recognized that the justice

of God must be appeased if sin is to be forgiven.

—Ver. 6. Cramer: God is wonderful, and often

even speaks His word through unbelievers and
ungodly men (Num. xxii. 2Sj. The word of God
loses nothing in certainty, power, and worih,

though it is preached by ungodly men (Phil. i.

15). [Hall: Samuel himself could not have
spoken more divinely than these priests of Dagon :

they do not only talk of giving glory to the God
of Israel, but fall into an holy and grave expos-
tulation. . . . All religions have afforded them
that could speak -well. These good words left

them both Philistines and superstitious.

—

Tr.].—
Ver. 7. S. Schmid: That the irrational brutes

are under God's providence and control, even the
heathen have recognized.

Ver. 9. Starke : Great and wonderful is the
long suffering oi' God, that He condescends to the
weakness ofmen and suffers Himself to be tempted
by them.—S Schmid: That in whicJi men pre-

scribe to God and tempt Him, cannot indeed bind
God; but it binds the men themselves in their

consciences, who prescribe to Him.
Ver. 13. S. Schmid: Even in troublous times

God does not cease to do good to His people.

—

Cramer: When God brings ibrth again the light

of His word, it ought to be recognized with the

highest thankfulness.—Ver. 14. Seb. Schmid : It

is a great favor when God comes forward before

men, and voluntarily appears among them.—Ver.
15. WuERT. Bible : When, after we have borne
trouble and need, God again manifests to us His
favor and help, we should not forget to be thankful.

—Ver. 19. Seb. Schmid : An untimely and ven-
turesome joy God can soon, turn into great sorrow.

—The plague is fortunate that brings the impeni-

tent to repentance.—Ver. 20. Berlenb. Bible:
When God so to speak only passes by us, through
some temporary taste of His presence, it is a favor

which He may also impart to sinners. But that

He may make His abode in us, as He promises in

so many passages of Holy Scripture, that He may
be willing to remain with us and in us,—for that

there is demanded great purity in every resjiect.

—

S. Schmid: Better is quite too great a fear of God
than no fear, if only it does not wholly takeaway
confidence in God's mercy (Ps. cxix. 120).

SECOND SECTION.
The Reformation of Israel by Samuel.

Chap. VII. 2-17.

I. Israel's Repentance and Conversion by Means of Samiiel's Prophetical Labors. Yqth. 2-6.

2 And it came to pass, while the ark abode in Kirjathjearim, that the time was

long; for it was twenty years. [And it came to pass, after the day when the ark

rested in K., a long time, even twenty years, elapsed], and all the house of Israel

3 lamented after the Lord [Jehovah] ; And^ Samuel spake unto all the house of Israel,

saying, If ye do return unto the Lord [Jehovah] with all your hearts, then put away

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Vor. 3. Kivlmann m.akes tho whole of ver. 2 protasis, and begins the aportosis with ver. 3. in which the result

is not materially different from the translation given above, where the apodosis is made to begin with "along
time," so as to preserve as far as possible the peculiar Heb. connection by the conjunction "and."

—

Tr.]
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the strange gods [ins. from among you] and lins. the] Ashtaroth' from among you
[om. from among you], and prepare [direct^] your hearts unto the Lord [Jehovah],
and serve him only ; and he will deliver you out of the hands of the Philistines!

4 Then the children of Israel did put away [ins. the] Baalim and [ins. the] Ashtaroth,
5 and served the Lord [Jehovah] only. And Samuel said, Gather all Israel to JMiz-

6 peh [Mizpah], and I will pray for you unto the Lord [Jehovah]. And they ga-
thered together to Mizpeh [Mizpah], and drew water, and poured it out before the
Li)rd [Jehovah], and said there,* We have sinned against the Lord [Jthovah]. And
t?amuel judged the children of Israel in Mizpeh [Mizpah].

2 [Ver. 3. Syr. " fanes."—Tr.]
3 [Ver. 3. The Heb. word (.rpH) means "fix," "establish."—Tr.]

4 [Ver. 6. Syr. "because," as if the Heb. were "ll^K, which gives in some respects a preferable sense, but it is

not externally supported.

—

Tr.]

I

local "disquietude" that is spoken of, not one
I

that touched all the jieople. Eatlier, according
,
to Bottcher's own remark—that nnj, in the first

place, expresses remarkable breathing in general,
heavy respiration, witli sighing and lamentation,
and hence TTQ^ is used of Availing —we must ac-

cept as well-grounded the translation :
" And

sighed or lamented after the Lord." (So nnj is

used in JVlic. ii. 4 ; Ez. xxxii. 18).* The matter
or the cause of the lamentation is determined by
the connection between these words and the fol-

lowing, and by the external condition of Israel
during this period. In respect to the latter, Bott-
cher asks :

" Why should the Israelites still mourn
after twenty years of immunity and quiet ? And
how could they have lamented ' after Jaliveh,'
unless it was that their sanctuary had to move
again ?" To which we reply by pointing to the
tininterrupted oppression of the Philistine domina-
tion

; for, though the Philistines had brought the
ark humbly back (Then.), there is no conflict be-
tween this and ver. 3 " He will save you from the
hand of the Philistines," since according to the
narrative, the restoration of the ark had a definite
religious ground, and noways involved the aban-
donment of the dominion which had been gained
anew over Israel by the victory recorded in chap,
iv. Indeed, it is expressly assumed in ver. 3 that
this dominion had continued. It is, therefore,

incorrect to suppose that the Israelites could have
had cause and occasion for lamentation only by a
new loss of the ark. Their external condition

* [The word T)T\2 is variously treated by the ancient
versions and commentators. Tlie Greek renders cire-

j3Aei//e ' looked to " (perhaps a loose rendering, or possibly
they read 03 J [Schleusner]), and cTreo-Tpei/ze "turned to"
(general rendering, or perhaps from Pinj), the Syr. has
shcdo "inclined to," and the Arab, aqbala "approached,"
both of which resemble the second Greek rendering.
(It may be noted that Heb. jnj. the Niph. of which
would mean "were led" "turned." is also used in the
sense of "lamenting," Nah. ii. 81. The Lat. "'rfquinit"
and the Lat. transl. of Targ. "

qvieti ftierunt", i so Bottcher)
suggest the stem H^J. As to theChald. rendering cnj)
Bbttcher's remark (quoted and accepted by Thenius and
Erdmann), that Buxtorf's translation "assembled" is

without foundation, seems somewhat rash, for the Ithp.
of this verb is employed in Jer. iii. 17 to render Kipn.
of nip, and elsewhere (Jer. xxx. 21 ; xxxi. 22) is to be so

rendered. (Levy, Chald., Lex.). Rashi explains the Heb.
XXTM as = "Ityo "to draw," and so explains the Chald.

,

but Abarbanel renders the former "lament." It would
seem tlierefore that the word was read sometimes with
n. sometimes with n, and that there was a strong dis-
position to render it by " assembled " (so Philippson and
Davies); yet altogetlier it appears better to say with
Maurer ''prior significatio (lament) certior est."—Tr.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 2-4. ITie penitential return of the peoplefrom
idolatry to tlie sole service of the living God. First,

as to the nnion and connection of these sentences,

their close union is so distinctly marked by the

five-times occurring Wuw ["and"] that to suppose
( with Thenius) a gap between vers. 2 and 3 is

unwarranted. And also the connection of the

individual statements is opposed to such a view.

In ver. 2 the phrase "after or from the day"

[ Di"'D, Eng. A. V. "while"] marks a terminus a

quo, on which follows the statement of a period of
time, of a condition of things which lasted during*
this period, and of a definite /ac< which introduced

a new era. The point of time, from which reck-

oning is made, is the day when the ark rested at

Kirjathjearim, important enough, after its long
absence, to form the beginning of a new develop-

ment. The following period of twenty years is

characterized as disproportionally long by tlie

added words " and the days grew many." [The
sentence reads literally: "and it came to pass,

from the resting of the ark in K., and the days
were many, and they were twenty years"]. This
is done to set forth more distinctly the condition

of the people during this period, after the resto-

ration of the ark. The condition of " all the peo-

ple of Israel " is described by the words ^T^i''), etc.

[Eng. A. V. "lamented, efc."] according to the

inner side of their life in relation to God. The
meaning assigned to this verb (^^r]) by Gesenius

and others, "assembled," rests merely on Bux-
turfs "congregati sunt" {Lex. Chald., p. 1310),

which is here and elsewhere an utterly incorrect

translation of the Chald. Reflexive. Bottcher
{^hrenlese \., •\i. Ill) translates: "the people of

Israel quieted themselves, and (in quiet devotion)

followed J ahveil," and .sees in this the contrast to

the "great disquietude" mentioned in ch. vi. 19
sq. But, in the first ]ilace, against this view is

the phrase " after Jehovah," wliich, in this trans-

lation, requires the arbitrary insertion of another
verb " and followed," without which insertion the
expression " and quieted themselves after Jeho-
vah " gives no sense. Further, the reference to

vi. 19 sq. is irrelevant, because there it is only a

* [Or we may just as well understand the repentance
to liave occurred at the end of the period, the interme-
diate time representing Samuel's labors in exhortation,
the result of which was tlie repentance and conversion
of the people.

—

Tr.]
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under the weight of the Philistine rule was cause

enough for sighing and lamenting.

The tone and con'>.ent of the lamentation is more
precisely stated by the context. The succeeding ad-

dress of Samuel (ver. 3) "if ye return" (properly,
" ifye are returning," " arein astate ofconversion")

and the mention of the sincere penitence of the

people (ver. 6), presuppose a very deep sorrow and

suffering, in which the foreign Philistine rule was

felt to be a judgment of God, there being through-

out the whole people a tone of feeling, which led

them to return humbly to God, and to sigh and

long after Him, now that He had turned away
from His people : a return back to the living God,

on whom they had often turned their back,* to

whom, however, they now, in consequence of His
continuing judgments, again turned, just as, in

the period of the Judges, return so often alter-

nated with apostasy. The " lamenting after the

Lord" therefore expresses the penitent disposi-

tion and decided direction of the innermost life

of the people to their God, in which, with sorrow

and pain over the self-incurred national misfor-

tune under the rule of the Philistines, they seek

God's mercy and saving help. He having hitherto

turned His back on them, and forsaken them. The
image is that of a child that goes weeping after its

father or mother, that it may be relieved of what
hurts it. An allusion to such a relation might
perhaps be found in the expression " the whole
house of Israel." S. Schmid :

" The phrase ' la-

ment after God ' is taken from human affairs,

when one follows another, and entreats him with

lamentations till he assents. An example of this

is the Syrophenician woman. Matt, xv."—After

the lapse of tlie twenty years occurred this decided

return of the whole people to their God. As, be-

sides the constant pressure of the Philistine rule,

no special calamity is mentioned, we must suppose

a gradual pi-eparation for this penitential temper

of the people, which now, after the lapse of twenty

years from the return of the ark, was become uni-

versal. The preparation came from within. By
what means ? by the prophetic labors of Samuel,

from the summary description of which, according

to their intensive power, their extensive manifesta-

tion, and their results in the whole nation (iii. 19-

21), we may clearly see, that Samuel without

ceasing proclaimed to the people the word of God.
And as in ch. iii. 19 it is said that "none of his

words fell to the ground," we shall have to recog-

nize this penitential temper and tliis following

after God with sighing and lamentation from the

consciousness of being forsaken and needing help,

as a fruit of Samuel's prophetic labors, which were
directed to the relation of the innermost life of

the people to their God. So by his influence the

way was secretly and gradually paved for a refor-

mation of the religious-moral life from within

outwards. Certainly the lamentation of the people

after the Lord was already the turning-point to a

better God-ward direction of the inner life (against

Keil); the important tiling was only that the

people should maintain this following after God,

should anew devote tiiemselves in he^iri firmly and
decidedly to the living God, and should give an
outward confirmation of their resolution by com-
pletely breaking with idolatry. This it is to which

* [Germ. : rurkkehr zu . . . Gott, dem man .

gekehrt hatte.—Tb.]
den rucken

Samuel will yet further lead the people ; on this

it depended whether the help of the Lord should

be obtained, and the true covenant-relation re-

stored ; in this was first thoroughly completed the

reformation of the innermost life of the people

;

therefore the narrator describes this in detail in

ver. 3 sqq., while he sets forth that preparation for

the reformation only in its last stage of develop-

ment, and even then merely by hints.

In ver. 3 Samuel's word of exhortation is in the

first place described as addressed to the whole peo-

ple (comp. iii. 20) ; we see him here in the per-

formance of his prophetical work, which embraces

all Israel. The content of this word is first a con-

ditionally expressed preliminary :
" If ye return to

the Lord with all your hearts." Ikvo things are

here assumed and recognized as facts: 1) That a
conversion to God had already taken place in the

whole nation, and 2) that this conversion was a

permanent condition, and that a permanent ten-

dency towards God existed, as we may see from
the Particip. " if ye are turning." He thus points

back to what is said before of Israel's sighing and
lamenting o//er the Lord. The phrase "with all

the heart " involves an exhortation to what must
be inseparably connected with conversion, if the

latter is to be true and thoi-ough, demands, that

is, an internalizing and dee^x^ning of what is de-

scribed in ver. 2 as lamenting after the Lord, in

order that the right attitude of soul towards God
may exist. Since the heart* is the centre and source

of all movements of the inner life, as the bodily

heart is the centre of the bloodflow and the life

thereon founded, to turn "with all the heart" is so

to turn one's selfto God, from the central innermost

kernel of the personal life, that is, of all thinking,

feeling, desiring, willing, that the whole life shall

be controlled by the fellowsliip with Him. To
this deeply and thoroughly heart-felt turning,

conversion of the whole inner life to the holy

God, must now correspond the external confinna^

tion of such a disposition. The demand is in

conformity with the condition: "Put away the

strange gods from among you," which is exactly

the same with the demand that Jacob (Gen.
XXXV. 2) once made of his house, and Joshua
(Josh. xxiv. 23, comp. ch. xiv.) of his people.

"After the return of the ark an earnest longing

after the Lord arose among Israel. Samuel,
availing himself of this, exhorted them to remove
all idolatry from their midst" (Hcngst., JSeitr,

[Contrib.'] I. 153 sqq.). The strange gods here
spoken of, and called Ashtaroth and Baalimf
(comp. ver. 4) are the gods of the Philistines,

whose worship had gained entrance during the

decline of the theocratic life and of the worsiiip

* [In the Old Test, (as in the New) the word "heart "

(hS) means not merely the seat or faculty of feeling, but

the whole spiritual incorporeal nature, thinking, feeling,

willing.—Tr.]

I"
[Baalim and Ashtaroth are the plurals of Baal and.

Ashtoreth (the pki. form signifying different deities of
the name, or gods in general, or statues of tlie gods),

ancient deities of Babylon and Assyria, and tlience

adopted by the Canaani'tish nations. Baal, Bil, Bel, is

"lord" or supreme deitv. Ashtoreth, Astarte, Istar,

WHS the goddess of war. and probably also the Assyrian
Venus; the origin of the name is uncertain (it is not

aa-Trip). See Rawlinson, ^'Ancient Monarchies" 1. 138,

Schrader, "Die Kcilinschriften u. das A. T.," p. 79 sq.,

Bunsen, " Egypt's Place in tlniv. Hist.," Eng. Tr., IV. 34»

sq.—Tu.l
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of the living God, as indeed during the whole
Period of tlie .Judges the idol-worship of the hea-

then nations was constantly forcing its way in,

wherefore tiie Lord gave them again and again

into the hand of the latter (Judg. ii. 11, 13; x.

6, 7). The fellowship witli the living God, to

which conversion witli all the heart leads, is in-

compatible with idol-worship, the putting away
of which is tiierefore the sign of an upright and
thorough conversion. As to the "from among
you," comp. Gen. xxxv. 2; Josh. xxiv. 23.

—

To this negative side of the renovation of the reli-

gious life is to be added the positive, which is

stated in the following two-fold demand. '^ Fix
your hearts towards or in trust in God." The fix
(lyjni) is opposed to the wavering, vacillating

state of mind, which may always co-exist with
sighing and lamenting, and sets forth, as an in-

dispensable condition, the energy of religious-

moral life, with which the man who turns heartily

to God must put away everything opposed to

God. The " to Jehovah " expresses the fact that

movement and tendency towards God must be

the aim, as it is the centre and source, of the

whole inner life. In this tendency and move-
ment it is required that there be stability, fixed-

ness, steadfastness, proceeding from a heart which
is immovably and unshakably fixed on Him
alone. Thereby is the second requirement ful-

filled : serve Him only ; for the heart fixed firmly

on Him excludes completely everything, conse-

cration to which might bring it into opposition

with God, and cause the surrender of the whole
inner life ; it attaches itself to God alone, and
excludes all other gods.—The following words
"and He will deliver you," etc., suppose that the

hand, that is, the might and power, of the Philis-

tines was on Israel, and that the foreign rule

continued ; they contain the promise of deliver-

ance from the Philistine power, holding it out as

the consequence of the previously described con-

version. The foundation-thouglit here is this

:

Re-establish your covenant-relation to God by
honest and thorough conversion, manifested by
the putting away of all idol-deities, and then
God also will turn to you, so that you shall no
longer have to lament after Him, and will again

announce His relation to you as your covenant-

God by saving you from your enemies.—Ver. 4
witnesses tliat, in these circumstances also, no
word of Samuel fell to the ground. Two things

are stated : the complete removal of the worship
of the strange gods, and the restoration of the

exclusive worship of the living God. On the

one hand, the designation«of the strange gods is

here enlarged (see ver. 3) by the addition of

Baalim to Ashtaroth ; it is thus intimated that

there was a complete and comprehensive purification

of the religious life and service. On the other

hand, the word "only" is repeated from ver. 3,

and it is thus expressly said, that the covenant-

God alone and exclusively became the object of

worship, while it is at the same time involved

that the general service of Jehovah had not

ceased, but that the worship of strange gods had
existed only along with Jehovah-worship.

According to the preceding explanation of the

section, vers. 2-4, its particular parts stand in close

connection with one another, and there is nothing

at all which compels us to suppose either a gap

in the narrative, or interpolations of foreign mat-
ter, in order to make a connection. The second
supposition is adopted by Ewald, who conjtciures
that vers. 3 and 4 are interpolated, assuming
without ground that they break the connection ;,

the first is adopted by Thenius, who assumes a
gap between ver. 2 and ver. 3, of which he liiui-

self, however, says, that it is possibly as old as
our Book, since it is not filled up by any of the
old translations. Since, now, he throws the al-

leged defect back on the original authorities
which are here used, the question is, whether his
grounds for its existence are tenable, apart from
the fact that the context and the narrative exhi-
bit no gap in any essential point. When the
Philistines brought back the ark, their dominion
over Israel, as Keil properly remarks, was not
thereby given up ; its continuance is assumed in
the words "He will save you," and did not need
to be expressly mentioned. As little need was
there for express mention of an apostasy to idola-

try, when it is stated that Samuel exhorted them
to give it up ; for in this period, as in that of the
Judges, it was a usual thing for idolatry to make
its way into Israel, and besides, there had been
no complete apostasy from the living God. On
the incorrect presupposition that, in consequence
of the unmentioned apostasy, Israel had again
been given into the hand of the Philistines, The-
nius supposes that Samuel, in this time of stress,

had been chosen Judge, and that the account of
this choice, which, however, is implied in the
words: "And Samuel judged Israel in Mizpah,"
has fallen out. Against which Keil remarks
well: "The appearance of Samuel as Shophet
[Judge] does not imply that the assumption
of this oflice must have been before mentioned.
In general there was no formal assumption of the
office of Judge, least of all in the case of Samuel,
who had already been recognized by all Israel as

an authenticated prophet of Jehovah (iii. 19 sqq.)."

Bunsen :
" There is no gap here, but a chronologi-

cal statement."

Vers. 5, 6. TJie day of penitence and prayer in

Mizpah exhibits the whole people there assembled
as sincerely penitent, and Samuel as their repre-

sentative with his petition in the presence of the

Lord. The content of these verses is the carrying

on further of what is related in vers. 3-5. After
idolatry has been expelled, and the worship of

God alone restored, Samuel takes another step

forward : he calls at Mizpah an assembly of the

whole people, through their elders and represen-

tatives, for an exclusively religious purpose

;

they are to declare and set forth as a body the
sincere, hearty conversion of their individual

members, wliile he, Samuel, as their head chosen
by God, will perform the priestly function of

prayer for them before the Lord. "His purpose
in this," as Keil well remarks, " could be only to

bring the people back to the proper relation to

their God, and so to pave the way for their deli-

verance from the bondage of the Philistines."

This assembly was, however, by no means in-

tended, as Keil supposes, to make immediate
preparation for the war of deliverance against

the Philistines. That the people did not regard
the assembly as a military one, and that Samuel
therefore had not spoken of such a one, is clear

from ver. 7, where it is said, that the children of
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Israel were afraid of the Philistines, when they
heard that their lords liad marched forth to fight

with them. The Philistines, indeed, thought the
assembly a military one, and opened hostilities

in the opinion that the assembly was called to
make an attack on them, so that Samuel was
compelled to consecrate the pe> pie to battle
against the Philistines, though they had been
called together for a purely religious end (ver. 8
.sq. ), and to go out with them to battle against
the Philistines. The place of assembly is Mizpah
("watch-tower") in the Tribe of Benjamin on its

western border, north of Jerusalem, and to be
distinguished from Mizpeh in tJie lowland of
Judah (.Josh. xv. 38). According to Robinson,
Tobler, V. d. Velde, Furrer, it is the present
^Veiy&tHiwi/ ("Prophet Samuel"), five hundred
feet above the elevated table-land, two thousand,
four hundred and eighty-four feet above the level
of the sea, near Ramah and Geba (comp. 1 Kings
XV. 22;__2 Chron. xvi. 6), visible from Jerusalem,
1 Mac.iii.46 (naTeravTi ' lepovaalr/ii^ "over against
Jerusalem," comp. Jos. Ant. XI. 8, 5), afibrd-
ing an extensive prospect as far as the sea and
the transjordanic mountains. The present place
is, however, neither the ancient Shiloh, as some
hold, nor Ramah of Samuel, as others suppose.
The latter view, which Ewald also {Gesch. II.

583) is inclined to maintain, has been completely
set aside by Robinson (II. 356-362 [Amer. ed.
I. 458-460]).* Samuel chose this place for the
•assembly of the people, not, as Keil supposes,
because, "being on the western border of the
mountains, it was the fittest place at which to
begin the struggle against the Philistines," but
because it was one of the holy places of the
land, and, being in the middle" of the territory
on an extensive plateau, and thus protected
against the attacks of enemies, was specially
suited for such assemblies. While Shiloh, from
Joshua's time on, was the permanent seat of the
Sanctuary, the Tabernacle remaining there, even
after tlie removal of the ark, till its transference
to Xob (xxi. 6), there were, especially in the cen-
tral part of the land, several other places, " which,
for various reasons, from before or after the time
of Moses, had a certain sanctity, and where
smaller altars were found" (Ew. tl. 583); thus,
Shechem (.Josli. xxiv. 25, 26), famous from the Pa-
triarchal time on account of its conquest by Simeon
and Levi, and as the resting-place of Joseph's
bones (Gen, xxxiv.; xlvii. l)~Gilgal, sacred as

* [Stanley iSin. and Pal., Cli. IV.) irlentifies Nebv Sam-
wil with the "high place of Gibeon" (1 Kings iii.4), and
Mizp:ih with Scopus, which, he savs, meets all the re-
quii-.'incnts of the notices of Mizpah, "the assemblies
hel I there by Samuel—the fortification of it by Asa with
the stones removed from 'the Mount' of Benjamin (1
Kin-i-; xi. 22)—the seat of the Chaldean governor after
the (>apture of .Jerusalem (Jer. xl. 6)—the Wailing place
of thn Maccabees (1 Mac. iii. 46)." Mr. Grove (Smith's
Bib. Diet, Art. Mizpah) also adopts this view, laying
.stre-<s on the KarivavTi. of 1 Mac. iii. 4(1, for which, he
thmks, Mizpah is too far from .lerusalem (five miles).
Scopus IS described l)y .Josephus fB. J. 2, 19, 4) as on the
north quarter of the city, seven stadia therefrom, and
IS now generally held to be "the broad ridge which
torms the continuation of the Mount of Olives to the
north and east [west ?]. from which the traveler gains
his first view of the Holy City." This view seems pro-
nabie. Dr. Hackett, however, remarks, in a note to Mr.
Orove s Art., that Neby Samwil " is so marked a feature
ot the lan'lscapo, that it may verv justly be said to con-
tront UaTivavro the observer as he looks towards it
from Jerusalem."

—

Tr.J

the first camping-place of the people after the pas-
sage of the .Jordan, as the memorial-spot of God's
saving help, and as the place where the old cove-
nant-fellowship with God was renewed by the cir-

cumcision and passover which were anew ordained
by Joshua (Josh. v. 2-12—especially 15), and Be-
thel, consecrated as a holy place by Jacob, and
temporarily the seat of the ark during the civil

war between Benjamin and the other tribes ( Judg.
xx._ 18, 23, 26; xxi. 2). At that time Mizpah—
which also was one of the holy places (Judg. xi.

'

11)—was the place where Israel assembled "unto
the Lord" (Judg. xx. 1), to save the honor of the
people against the outrage of the inhabitants of
Gibeah, and resolved on the war against Benja-
min. In tills place, consecrated to the worship
of God, called therefore in 1 Mace. iii. 46 an an-
cient tSttoq irpoGcvxvc ["place of prayer"] for Is-

rael, remarkable by its historical antecedents
(.Judg. XX. 21), and favorably situated in the
middle of tlie land, Samuel appointed an assembly
of the people. " In the wearisome oppression of
a trying time the people gathered at last, like
frightened chickens around tlie hen, with more
and more accord about Samuel, in whom they
learned to trust; he calls an assembly of the peo-
ple, which willingly allows itself to be guided, in-

structed, warned and directed by him" (Ew. 11.

510).—The words "and I will pray," etc., exhibit
the highest end which Samuel had in calling this

assembly: "I will pray /o?- you to God." That
is, his purpose is to bring the people back to their
God and renew the old covenant-fellowship with
him by the intercession of prayer, by a priestly re-

presentation of the people before God by prayer
and intercession. The object of the prayer is not
mentioned, but, from the connection, can have
been nothing else than the manifestation of the
divine grace and mercy in the forgiveness of sins

and the blotting out of the guilt of sin. Thenius

:

" For your .sins up to this time, that they may be
forgiven yon." That deliverance from the hand
ot the Philistines was not, at least not immediately,
the object of the intercession, is clear not only

from the phrase "for you" (Q^lJi?)^ since other-

wise Samuel must have used another expression,

so as to include himself, but also from the follow-

ing words, which can be referred only to the dee}}

consciousness of sin and of guilt which was
awakened in the people.—In Ver. 6 the symbolic

act of drawing and pouring out water does not set

forth the confirmation of an oath, as some have
supposed : "as the poured out water cannot be ga-

thered again, so our word shall not be taken

back"—for this signification of the act must in

tliat case have been somehow intimated in the

narrative ; nor does it appear from the context that

an oatli, and what sort of a one, was to be con-

firmed. The water, drawn and poured out, can no
more indicate simply tears, as Grotius and others

think. Others, again, referring to cliap. i. 15, ex-

plain it of prayer (Clericus: "to pour out the

heart before God, ;'. e., to pray to Him from the

heart, and open the heart to Him " )
; but they

overlook the fact that then it would have been

necessary to annex a ])reciser statement of this

meaning to the symbolic use of water. Nor can

the ])ouring out of water be regarded as signifying

purification from sin, or as the sign of their hope
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that their sins were now blotted out-(so O. v. Ger-
lach), since tlie water is not here designated at all

as a means of puriiication, and there is no mention
of an act of purification. It is rather a symbolical

act of penitence that is here described. Water,
which is poured out and disappears, is a frequent

image of the state of dissolution and melting away
which characterizes hinnan life, especially on its

inner side, and is used sometimes of particular as-

pects of life, sometimes of the whole personality.

It is thus used to set forth inoral dissoluteness and
etliical godlossness in Gen. xllx. 4;* comp. Jude
ver. 13. It further denotes the destruction, the per-

ishing of all the happiness and prosperity of the

physical life, Ps. Iviii. 8 ; 2 Sam. xiv. 14 ; and of-

ten also the complete dissolution and breaking up
of the psychical-spiritual life in fear and spiritless-

Tiess, Josh. vii. 5, in care, anxiety, deep misery,

Ps. xxii. 15. The latter application of the image
is the one here employed, and (since it is the act

of pouring out water " before the Lord" that is de-

scribed ) in the sense that the people make confes-

sion and present themselves before the Lord in

deepest consciousness of their wretchedness and in

sadness for their sin and the misery that flowed

from it. Comp. Lam. ii. 19.—That we have to

regard the action as symbol of tlie heart and the

whole inner life poured out "before the Lord,"

—

that is, completely carried away and dissolved by
the feeling of guilt and consequent misery,—is

clear from what follows. The fasting which was
performed the same day is tlie sign of the repent-

.ant, humble soul, bowed down before God, the ex-

pression of grief in sincere penitence, designated

in the Law as " afHicting the soul " {^^i^} ^^V.), and

ordained, as symbol of the liumiliation of the
whole people in repentance and penitence, for the
festival of the great Day of Atonement, Lev. xvi.

29, 31; xxiii. 27, 32; JSTum. xxix. 7. The word
•"12^ ["fast"], which denotes the form of "weary-
ing and chastening the soul," is not found in the
Law, comp. Isa. Iviii. 3 sqq. The bodily depriva-
tion which the man imposes on himself expresses
his prostration and humiliation of soul. To the
twofold confession of .sin and guilt, thus set forth

in the symbolical act of pouring out water and
fasting, answers, as indication of the contrition

thus expressed, the verbal confession: "We have
sinned against the Lord." The '^ there" (01^) is not

to be understood of time, to which it never refers,

"but of the place, IMizpah. The person against

whom the sin is committed is here introduced by

the Prep. 7 ["to," "against,"] as in chap. ii. 25.

While the two symbolical acts set forth their state

of grief and suffering on account of the disturbance
through sin of their relation to God, and their
consequent misery, these words point not only to
sin as the source and object of this prostrate and
humbled feeling, but also to the proper e,ss^»eeofsin
as opposition to the holy will of God as Lawgiver
and .Judge of His people. It is a grand and
touching self-presentation of tlie whole people be-
fore their God in true, thorough penitence and
conversion, which is here (vers. 3-6) portrayed in
its separate features. Samuel's position in this

picture exhibits him in his prophetic work, which

* [In Gen. xlix. 4 tlie iinajie is the boilina; up of water-
denoting rash and heedless passion.—Tn.]

takes deep hold on the whole people, and brings
them back to the Lord ; his words to the jieople,

here reported, form the culmination of all pre-

ceding announcements of God's word, and com-
plete the work of the conversion of the people to

the Lord, with which he had as faithful prophet
hitherto occupied himself. The people, who re-

pent before the Lord in this powerfully moving
way, are the fruit of his previous prophetic work.
And Samuel judged the children of Israel
in Mizpah.—These words cannot, with Keil, be
considered as embracing the whole work just be-

fore narrated; that is, as showing that Samuel's

judging consisted in "Samuel's calling the people
together to Mizpah for humiliation before .Jeho-

vah, effecting there by his intercession the forgive-

ness of their sins, bringing back the divine favor,

and so restoring Israel's true relation to their

God." All this belongs to Samuel's work as Pro-
phet of Israel, comp. iv. 1. Since the statement
"Samuel judged Israel in Mizpah" follows imme-
diately on the narration of the solemn act of re-

pentance instituted by Samuel, and afterwards

(ver. 15) his judicial work is again mentioned in

connection with all that precedes, we must here
understand by this "judging" something else

than those labors in connection with the religious

relation of the people to their God. After Samuel
had restored tiiis last by his prophetic work, his

succeeding labors were those not only of a jjro-

phet, but also of a judge. His judicial office is

here named for the first time. The connection in

which it occurs shows how it proceeded from and
was founded on his prophetic ofBce. It is not,

however, the beginning or origin of this office

that is here mentioned, as if the Verb (l2Dp])

meant "he fiecnme judge," but Samuel is here set

before us in the exercise of his judicial position.

It is too narrow a view of this to restrict it to ju-

dicial decisions proper, or (as Thenius does) to

the punishment of individuals (R. David: "he
punished every one according to his offence").

We must rather regard Samuel's judging as a di-

rectingand ordering, in accordance with the above
act of repentance, of the inner affairs of the peo-

ple, who were by that religious act inwardly again
purified. It consisted both in the administration

of riglit and justice according to the law of the

Lord, and in government proper, in the wise car-

rying out of measures that looked to tlie good
of the people. In their history hitherto the deli-

verance of the peojile from the power of their ene-

mies belonged also to the judicial office; with the

Judges this, as a judicial function, generally came
first, and then followed the direction of internal

affairs. With Samuel it was the reverse. The
deliverance of the people from the dominion of tlie

Philistines began under his rule as Judge, after

he had, as Prophet, brought them back into their

right relation to God, and ordered and jiurified

them in their inner life.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL,

1. The course of true penitence and conversion

consists in mourning after God, in a sorrowful

seeking after Him, in a complete devotion of the

heart to the Lord, which attests itself by a decided
breaking with the power of evil, in energetic put-

ting away of everything opposed to God, and in hum-
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ble subordination of the will to the sole authority of

the Lord (vers. 2-4).

2. After the ark had lost its significance as

theocratic centre of the national life, and Sliiloh

had ceased to be the central seat of the national

sanctuary, after, too, the priesthood, with the re-

jection of the sanctuary, had lost its prominent
middle place between God and the people, then

the prophetic otiice, in the person of Samuel filled

with the Spirit of the Lord, took this position, in

order to restore the true covenant-relation between

God and the people. For this it was necessary

that Israel, confessing and repenting of their sin

against the Lord, should return in sincere pe-

nitence to their God, and put away the abomina-
tion of heathendom, which they had taken to

them, tliat God should turn again to His people

with grace and mercy, and that the whole national

life should assume a completely new form in

a righteous disposition and walk, whereby God's
holy will would be performed. The point of time
to which we have now come is the great turning-

point between the Period of the Judges whicli

was just ending and the new era of the theocracy

which was just beginning, wlicn Samuel in a
threefoldpoint of view forms the centre of the people,

and in his mediating position between tliem and
their covenant-God, becomes the instrument and
founder of a new life : 1 ) as Prophet, in the power
of God's Spirit, by which he was filled, he an-

nounces to the people the word of the law, in

order to lead them to repentance and conversion,

and to a life again devoted to the Lord in faith-

fulness and believing obedience ; 2) he appears in

the exercise of the priestly function, praying and
sacrificing, between God and the people, in order

to turn His grace and mercy to the people, that

the return of God to His people in the manifesta-

tion of His help may correspond to the return of

the peojile to God; 3) as Judge, he governs and
directs the whole national life, which was inwardly
united and bound fast together on the basis of a
religious-moral elevation and renewal, in order

that they might be consecrated to the Lord in all

their members and in all tlie afiairs of life, and
serve Him in right and righteousness.

—

" Samuel's
judicial work not only proceeded from the pro-

phetical, but was constantly guided by it. For we
may presume not only that he gave legal decisions

with proplietical wisdom, but also that in general

he conducted the affairs of tlie people as a man
who had the Sjiirit of the Lord.—Samuel showed
himself here (vii. 12 sq.) a hero by the spiritual

power of faith and prayer (Heb. xi. 32 sqq.). This
latter may be called an inreaching of his priestly

work into the judicial. For certainly it is espe-

ciallv tlie business of the priest to pray for the
people." (Nllgelsbach, Herz. R.-E. XIII. 397.)

3. The reality of a tliorough conversion to the

Lord witli all the heart must be sliown by an ear-

nest and decided breaking with everything that

is opposed to God, especially witli everything to

which the heart clings as its idol. The heart
must not desire to be divided between the service

of idols and the service of Ood, and cannot be di-

vided between two mutually exclusive powers.
" No one can serve two masters," Matt. vi. 24.

(xod the Master lays claim to the wboie heart;
He requires tliat its service be given to Him alone

and exclusivelp in the obedience of faith. Exclu-

siveness in respect to the living God, who claims
all honor exclusively for Himself, is of the essence

of revealed religion ; and in this exclusiveness is

grounded its universality, everything must serve

and be subject to Him alone.

4. The true welfare of a people's life is based on
its proper attitude towards the living God. As
defection from Him brings calamity and destruc-

tion on all tlie inward and outward possessions of

the national life, infringement or suppression of

freedom by Ibreign power, disruption of unity by
strife and discord, so only by return to Him can
true inward freedom and elevation and true unity

be secured. And, when the national life, in con-

sequence of defection from God, is covered witii

moral abominations, purification from the defile-

ment of sin must proceed from the innermost life

by the complete and thorough conversion of the
hearts of individuals to the Lord. Sanctification,

purification, unification of the whole national life

to a life consecrated to God, serving Him alone,

happy under His rule in His kingdom, exists only

so far as the individual life has its root in the

right attitude of heart towards God, and there

stands firm and immovable.
o. The fixed heart ["fixing [Eng. A. V. 'pre-

paring '] the lieart unto the Lord ") is, on the one
hand, tlie attestation of the conversion and purifi-

cation of the inner life, and, on the other hand,

the condition, on which alone the whole life can
remain permanently and exclusively in the Lord's

service, temptations to defection from Him be
victoriously withstood, and idolatry in tlie lust of

the eyes, the lust of the fle.sh and the pride of life

be thoroughly put away. The exhortation "con-
firm, prepare your hearts," does not exclude, but

presupposes the truth "it is good that the heart

be confirmed by grace" [Heb. xiii. 9].

6. Samuel's intercession for the whole people

was a, priestly act," whereby he, with the same right

as Moses, who also was not officially a priest,

could come into God's presence as representative

of the people. " He, too, who by His personal

dignity stands near to God, the Prophet, may thus

approacli with intercession and expiatory acts for

his people. So Moses, Ex. xxxii. 10 sq., 32; Nu.
xiv. 12 sqq. (Lev. viii. 15, 19, 28). But it pertains

to the office of the priesthood, and may be done
by them, therefore, in the whole body of their of-

ficial acts." {SclmUz, Alttest. Theol.,' 189 Hi[.).

7. The confession " We have sinned against the

Lord," made by the whole people, presupposes

the correct knowledge of the essence of sin as the

transgression of His holy will, involves the ad-

mission that they were worthy of punishment before

the Lord, to whom man is bound by his sin as a
debtor, and is the condition of help and salvation

from tlie living God. As the individual can re-

gain his proper relation to the Lord only by such

humble, sincere, penitent confession, so for the

people in general there is no other way out of grie-

vous sin-wrought corruption and self-incurred

misery to a new nation.al life in the fear of CJod

but this vvay of a common abasement before the

Lord, with reflection on their relation to the holy

God, and the penitent confession " Against thee

have I sinned." Com]). Ps. li. (i [4].

8. Fasting is one of those outward things which
are an expression and therefore a symbol of the

sorrowful spirit and humble disposition before the
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Lord, like rending the garments, strewing ashes

on the liead, and putting on a coarse garment
(comp. Joel ii. 12, loj. Later this religious-mo-

rally significant fasting was expressed by a word
(D=li*) which indicated its form, namely, bodily

privation ; but in the Law itself we Hnd only a

phrase wliicli expresses its significance, namely,
" atflict the soul " (Lev. xvi. 24, ol ; xxiii. 27, 32;
Nu. xxix. 7 ; comp Isa. Iviii- 3 sq. ; Ps. xxxv.
13 sq.).

—

Legal provision for fasting by the whole
people was made only in the single case of the

Day of Atonement, when they were as a body
thus to manifest the penitent, humble disposition,

without which they could not hope for forgiveness

of their sin, Lev. xvi. 29. Elsewhere fasting is

merely allowed by Moses.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 3. Osiander: Those who wish lo be
shielded against misfortune or delivered from
it, must begin, not with weapons of warfare, but

with true repentance, Jer. iii. 12.

—

Cramer: True
repentance is the best reformation in religious

matters, Ezra ix. 6 sq.; x. 1 sq.

—

Halle Bib. :

Conversion that Is not with all the heart, is only

a hateful hypocrisy, Deut. iv. 29.—S. Schmid:
Only that is a true conversion which does away
with all ungodliness, and especially with idolatry,

and thus prepares the heart to serve God alone,

Hos. vii. 16.

—

[Hall: How happily effectual is

a word spoken in season ! Samuel's exhortation

wrought upon the hearts of Israel, and fetched

water out of their eyes, confessions and vows out

of their lips, and their false gods out of their

hands.

—

Tr.]
[Ver. 4. "And served Jehovah only." It is a

mournfully common thing among those who liave

knowledge of the true God to be striving to com-
bine His service with that of idols, or of the

world. Not only is it seen here, but in Elijah's

exhortation : EitherJehovah or Baal, whichever is

God, but not first one and then the other ( 1 Kings
xviii. 21); in our Lord's great word: "No man
can serve two masters Ye cannot serve
God and Mammon" (Matt. vi. 24); and in that

of the last surviving apostle: "Love not the
world If any man love the world, the love
of the Father is not in him" (1 John ii. 15).

Yet how many of us to-day are endeavoring, per-

haps with painful earnestness, to love both the

Father and the world, to serve both God and
Mammon. The many cases of this sort do far

more weaken our current Christianity than the
few cases of gross vice.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 0, (i. [Henry : Ministers should pray for

those to whom they preach, that God by His
grace would make the preaching effectual. And
when we come together in religious assemblies, we
must remember that it is as much our business

there to join in public prayers, as it is to hear a

sermon.

—

Tr.]—Starke : No intercession, not

even that of Christ Himself, can stand a man in

stead, if he is not truly penitent.—Legislatures

and Congresses, if any thing good is to be done in

them, should be opened with penitence and
prayer.—S. Schmid: Then especially is it proper
to pray for our neighbor, when he is so conducting
himself as to afibrd hope that, according to the

divine plan, the prayer maybe heard.—If candid
confession of sin \s wanting, the repentance is not

honest.

Ver. 2. The blessing of national mourning in a
time of universal distress: 1) Penitent recognition of

the national sin which has occasioned the distress

;

2) Painful experience of the mighty hand of the

Lord which has inflicted it; 3) Sorrowful, penitent

seeking after the Lord's consolation and help, which
ends in finding.

Ver. 3. Samuel's sermon on repentance to Israel

when again seeking the Lord'sface : 1 ) The instruct ion

as to what true repentance is (if ye return with all

your hearts); 2) 27te c/emawd for that by which this

repentance shall be really and fruitfully shown

:

(a) put away the strange gods from among you,

b ) direct your hearts unto the Lord, and serveHim
only); 3) T/ie prawiise of deliverance and help (and

He will deliver you).

Ver. 4. Proofs of genuine and hearty repentance

by actions: 1) By doing away with all idolatry of

worldly life; 2) By serving the Lord only in a life

exclusively consecrated to him.
Ver. 5. Intercession to the Lord for the salvation

of others: 1) Its exercise unlimited, the individual

as well as the whole people being its subject

(comp. 1 Tim. ii. 1, 2); 2) Its ansiver co7iditioned

by the need of salvation and the capacity for sal-

vation of those for whom it is made.

Ver. 6. The penitent confession
—

" We have sinned

against the Lord:" 1) Who has to make it (the in-

dividual, family, congregation, school and church,

the whole people); 2) How it is to be made (with

attestation of its truth and uprightness by deeds

of repentance) ; 3) WJiat are its consequences (iov-

giveness of sin, deliverance from the power of the

wicked one, salvation).

II. Israel's Victory over the Philistines under the Lead of Samuel. Vers. 7-14.

7 And when the Philistines heard that the children of Israel were gathered toge-

ther to Mizpeh [Mizpah'J, the lords of the Philistines went up against Israel. And

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 [Ver. 7. Mizpah is written always with the Art.=" the watch-tower"—the significance of the name conti-

nuing to be felt. It is every where Mizpah, except in Josh, xviii. 26. Mizpeh was a town m the plain ot Judali.

—Tr.]
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8 when the children of Israel heard it, they were afraid of the Philistines. And the

children of Israel said to Samuel, Cease not to cry unto the Lord [Jehovah] our

9 God for us,'^ that he will save us out of the hand of ihe Philisdues. And SdUiueL

took a sucking lamb, and offered it^ for a burnt-offering wholly unto the Lord

[Jehovah], and Samuel cried unto the Lord [Jehovah] tor Israel, and the Lord

10 [Jehovah] heard [answered] him. And as Samuel was offering up the burnt- ff..-r-

ino-, the Philistines drew near to battle against Israel; but [and] the Lord [Jeho-

ho"vah] thundered with a great thunder [noise] on that day upon the Philistines,

11 and discomfited* them, and they were smitten before Israel. And the men of Is-

rael went out of Mizpeh [Mizpah], and pursued the Philistines, and smote them

12 until [as far as] theij came [oin. they came] under Bethcar.^ Then [And] Samuel

took a stone, and set it between Mizpeh [Mizpah] and Shen,^ and called the i;ame

of it Eben-ezer, saying [and said]. Hitherto' hath the Lord [Jehovah] helped us.

13 Su [And] the PhUistines were subdued,® and they [ovi. they] came no more into th"^

coast of Israel ; and the hand of the Lord [Jehovah] was against the Philistines all

14 the days of Samuel. And the cities which the Philistines had taken from Israel

were restored to Israel, from Ekron even [om. even] unto Gath; and the c<iasts

thereof^ did Israel deliver^'' out of the hands of the Philistines. And there was

peace between Israel and the Amorites."

III. Summary Statement of SamueVs Judicial Work. Vers. 15-17.

15 16 And Samuel judged Israel all the days of his life. And he went from year

to year^^ in circuit to BeLhel, and Gilgal, and Mizpeh [Mizpah], and judged Israel

17 in all those places.'* And his return was to Ramah,'^ for there was his bouse; and

there he built an altar unto the Lord [Jehovah].

2 fVer. 8. Literally: "keep not silenee from us, from crying," etr. Comp. Ps. xxviii. 1.—Tu.]
3 [Vcr. 0. The Kethib has the shorter personal suffice, the Qeri the longer.—Tr.]
* rVer. 10. DrDri'l—Qal Imperf. of DOil "'ith pronom. suffix.—Tr.]
6 [Ver. U. For Beth-oar Chald. has Beth-sharon, "house of the plain;" and Syr. Bethyashan, "house of age.

The seconil seems a corruption or clerical error; ihe first is appnrently translation of Bethcar, " houso of the

plain." Whether there is here a reference to the plain of Sharon is uncertain.-Tk.]

6 [Ver. 12. Shell, always with the Art.='the tooth ;" that is, "the crag,"—whether name of a town or a rock is

not clear. Syr. has Yashan, "ancient," and Sept. t^s n-aAaii;, both apparently reading yd'' in the Heb., " old,"—

from which, however, we can hardly infer that Shen was an inhabited place (Wellhausen).—Tr.]
' [Ver. 12. Hitherto—that is, " up to this time," not "up to this place."—Tr.]
8

I

Ver. 13. Literally: "humbled." Erdmann: gedemutlngt.—TR.]
6 [Vcr. l-l. That is, of the cities; not (as Sept.) of Israel.—Tr.]

. x t „
10 [Ver. U. Syr. wrongly: "the Lord delivered Israel," etc. The reference here is to Israel s military prow-

ii[Ver. 14. Erdmann has, by typographical error, Ammonites.—Tr.]

12 [Ver. 16. •'10, froni m, "from," and "'I, " sufficiency "=" as often as."—Tr.]

13 [Ver. 17. Sept.: " sacred places "—an exegetical paraphrase; or, they read D'C^HpO instead of ni01p'3.

For Kamah Sept. has" 'ApMaSai>. See on chap. i. 1.—Te.]

against their oppressors ; this he does indeed ia

quite a different manner, not sword in liand, hut

wielding the weapons of prayer, and gaining for

his people a victory, from wliicli dates the history

of Israel's deliverance from the hands of the Phi-

listines.—Ver. 7. Tlie Philistines hear of the as-

se7iMy of the children of Israel. Either they sup-

posed it to be a military one, knowing nothing of

its real end {Berl. Bib.), or they well_ knew this

end, and wished to surprise the Israelites in their

unarmed condition (Joseph.). Their princes went

up, since tlie assembly was held on the high land,

and on Mizpah, which was still higher than this.

—The following description of the behaviour of

the children of Israel and the conduct of Samuel,

there being no hint of arming ^igainst the Philis-

tines, or of an attempt by Israel to niake a mili-

tarv movement against the advancing foe, shows

clearly that the Israelites were not in readiness

for such an attack, and had made no military

preparations. Not the arm.'< of hrael put the Phi-

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 7-14. Israel's victory over the Philistines un-

der the lead of Samuel.—The last words in ver. 6

referred to HamneV a judicial work in Mizpah, after

the general assembly for repentance and prayer

had Ijeen hold with the whole people. The ex-

press mention of this judicial work at the end of

the narrative in vers. 2-6 confirms the view (which

is besides suggested from the whole connection)

that this popular assembly was not concerned

witli military preparations for an attack on the

Pliilistines, but only with arranging the internal

affairs of the national life, the religious-moral and

civil, according to the divine law. We have seen

how Samuel there acted at the same time as pro-

phet and judf/e, and liow the function of priV.s? con-

nected itself immediately with tliat of prophet.

It now falls to his lot, like tiie earlier judges, to

fulfil his judicial mission against foreign enemies

also, and' show himself the leader of the people listines to flight, l)ut the pray r.^ of Samuel, and
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the thunders above their heads manifesting the
miglit of the Lord, the terrors of which tlie Phi-
listines had not forgotten since their experience
with the ark.—When the Israelites heard of the
advance of the Philistine jjrinces with their hosts,

they were afraid of them. This is inconceivable,
if the assembly was held to equip themselves in-

wardly and outwardly for the war of freedom
against the Philistines. In ver. S tlie people press

Samuel to beseech (iod with unceasing and instant

crying for their deliverance out of the hand of the
Philistines. The solicitude corresponds with Sa-
muel's previous promise to pray to the Lord for

the people in this assembly (ver. 5). The object

of the petition, salvation out of the hand of the
Philistines, had already been promised by him on
the condition of sincere return to the Lord (ver.

3). Now the moment of fulfilment has come.
The condition is complied with, the children of
Israel beseech Samuel :

" cease not to cry to the
Lord, our God." They have found their God
again, after whom tliey had till now sighed and
mourned. Samuel, having by his intercession

first restored the covenant-communion between
the penitent people and the pardoning God, now
intercedes for the deliverance of the people, and
thus performs the judicial act which, for the ear-

lier judges, was coincident with their entrance
into their office. Samuel had first, as prophet
and judge, to lead the people to a thorough refor-

mation of tlieir inner life, before he could begin
the work of external deliverance. He began it

as judge and as priest at the same time, as is fur-

ther related in ver. 9. Samuel represented the

people in twofold priestly function before the Lord,
with offering and prayer. The oflx.'i-ing consisted

of a young tender lamb, which was still nourished
with milk ; though, according to the Law, Lev.
xxii. 27, it must have been seven days "with its

mother." A burnt-offering (H '1^^) is offered as

sign of the complete consecration of the whole

man, here of the whole people, to the Lord in the

consecration and devotion of the whole life to

Him, as is set forth by the fact that the whole

animal ( /^O Lev. i. 9) was burnt in the fire of

the altar, and so ascended [the Heb. word means
"that which ascends"], in distinction from tlie

offerings which were only partially burnt on the

altar. This is expressed by the addition of the

word " wholly " {';^) which is also used of the

vegetable and meat-offerings which were to be

wholly burned (Lev. vi. 15). In poetic language

(Deut. xxxiii. 10) it stands for n'?!;;, burnt offering,

whilehere, asinPs. li. 21 [19] (there connected by 1

"and") it is an explanatory addition to indicate

that the burnt-oflering is a w/iofe-ofFering, the offer-

ers not receiving a part of it, as in the Shelamim
[peace-offerings] or Zebachim [slain-offerings]

.

The idea of the wAofe-offering is thus specially again
expressed, because the resolution to devote them-
selves to the Lord fully and undividedly, a devo-
tion conditioned on the whole-hearted conversion

and the purpose to serve the Lord alone (ver. 3sqq.)

is expressed by the presentation of the burnt-of-

fering. In accordance with the people's demand
(ver. 8) Samuel combined with the offering ear-

nest, instant p'a?/er for them.

—

And the Lorci.
answered him, is the declaration that the
prayer for help and deliverance was heard, comp.
Ps. iii. 5; iv. 2. [See also Ps. xcix. 6; Jer. xv.
1, for the estimation in which Samuel's power in
prayer was held.

—

Tr.]. The answer of the Lord
is given in the occurrence related in ver. 10 sqq.
in the factual help of the Lord, not merely in the
thunder (Keil), though the latter was tlie cause
of the consternation and confusion of the Pliilis-

tines. The vividness of the description is notice-
able : Samuel is engaged in offering the sacrifice,

during which the Philistines approach nearer antl

nearer, Israel is waiting on Samuel's j^rayer i'or

the Lord's help, terrific peals of thunder "follow
one after another, thereby the Philistines are con-
fused and confounded (comp. Jos. x. 10), they
take to fiight, their plan is frustrated.—Ver. 11.
The men of Israel now advance from Mizpah, and
pursue them as far as under Bethcar = " House
of the lamb or of the meadow, the field." Jos.
An(. VI., 2, 2 : Corra. A place called Corru;. lay
between Jericho and Bethshean; V. Eaumer (4
ed., p. 178, E. 158 sq.) thinks that it could not be
this place. It remains at least doubtful.—After
this victory was won, a monument was set ujj in
remembrance of the help of the Lord there expe-
rienced. Samuel set a memorial stone between
Mizpah and Shen (" Tooth," either a prominent
rock-formation (comp. cli. xiv. 4) or a place situ-

ated on a crag near Mizpah). The name Ebenezer
["stone of help"], which he gives it, is at the
same time explained : Hitherto hath the Lord
helped us.—This was the thanksgiving in the
name of the whole people as answer to the Lord's
answer, the accompanying explanation of the act
of thanks. The " hitherto " points to the fact that
this victory did not complete the deliverance from
the yoke of the Philistines. [Wellhausen would
explain Ebenezer as ^ "this be witness (1.P') that

Jahveh hath helped us."—Tr.].—Vers. 13, 14,
state the happy results for Israel of this victorv
over the Philistines, gained without arms, the
wonderful gift of God's hand. First is mentioned
the humiliation [Eng. A. V. "subdued"] of the
enemy, in consequence of the manner in which
this victory was gained.* It is then declared that,

in consequence of this victory, the Philistines
made no more such incursions into the coasts of
Israel. The following words :

" and the hand of
the Lord was against the Philistines all the days
ofSamuel," are improperly restricted to the period
of his active judgeship (Lyra, Brent, Niigelsb.,

Ilerz. XIII. 403 sq.); since Samuel, according to
ver. 15, judged Israel all the days of his life, thev
must be iniderstood of his whole life-time. During
this time the Philistines continued to occupy the
land (ix. 16 ; x. 5 ; xiii. 5, 13), though the occu-
pation was territorially restricted. "The continu-
ance of the Philistine oppression is presupposed
in these words themselves :

" the hand ofthe Lord
was against the Philistines," comp. xiv. 52. After
the victory at Mizpah they could gain no more

* [The word here employed (^' JD). meaning originally
"to humble," is also frequently used in the sense of
"subdue," and it is better so to understand it here, and
not, as Erdmann takes it, in the sense of a humiliation
from their perception of the miraculous intervention of
God.—In this sentence the words "of the enemy" are
not in the German, probably from typographicarerror.-
the sense requires some such insertion.—Te.

J.
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territory, and in Israel's battles with them, how-
ever much of the land they still lield, the hand of

the Lord was mighty against them so long as Sa-

muel lived, tlierefore during Saul's reign also,

since Samuel died only a short time before Saul

;

the help of the Loi-d against these mightiest foes

of the land continued during Sanuiel's life-time.

See Introduction, p. 9 i-q. Thus is intimated the

mediating position which Samuel in this respect

also assumed between God and the people of Is-

rael astlieir representative and intercessor.

Ver. 14. A/uriAe/'conseg'Me/iceof the victory was
the regaining of the cities which belonged to the

land of Israel with the territories appertaining to

them, lying on the Philistine frontier from Ekron
to Gath. These two cities are not included, but

indicate on the Philistine side tlie direction and
limits of the space in which the Israelites regained

the lost cities and territories. The sense is :
" Is-

rael recovered their cities wliich lay on the Phi-

listine borders, reckoning those borders from
Ekron to Gath" (Seb. Schmid). Finally, a con-

sequence of the abasement of the Philistines was
the peace between Israel and the Amorites. These
'' are mentioned here, because they were in the

region in question next to the Philistines the

mightiest enemies of Israel, comp. Josh. x. ; Judg.
i. 34sqq." (Thenius). According to the latter

passage (Judg. i. 31) they " especially forced the

Danites back out of the plain into the mountains"
(Keil).*

Vers. 15-17. Summary view of Samuel's
judicial loorh. Ver. 15 gives the duration of his

office ; that the latter dates from tlie day of Miz-
pah (Keil) is by no means certain; but its pre-

cise commencement is not stated. All the days
of his life denotes the period up to his death.

His sons were his assistants up to the establish-

ment of the kingdom. During Saul's government
he kept unchanged the position of a prophet,

who employed the authority of the divine will

for the direction of the national life, the media-
ting priestly position between God and the peo-

ple ; but he also, as last Judge, held in liis hands
tlie highest control of the theocracy and the

kingdom.
Ver. 16 sqq. The way in which he fulfilled the

dnties of the office. He went round every year,

holding court at three places : Betliel, Gilgal and
Mizpah. These were at the same time holy
places, in which Jehovali was worshiped, where
therefore the people could be more easily brought
together in large assemblies, and those who de-

sired legal decisions could more easily meet
Samuel. Ewald's supposition that Samuel visited

one of these places at each of the great annual
feasts is properly objected to by Thenius, with
the remark " that at that time there was hardly
a regular feast." The question whether this

Gilgal was the old place in the .lordan-valley

between the Jordan and Jericho (Josh. iv. 19),

or the one southwest of Shiloh near the Jerusa-

* [The name "Amorite " is given to various tribes on
both sides of the Jordan, and cither the race was a
widely extended one, or the name is sometimes used in
a general way for the inliabitants of Palestine. The
word is now generally held to mean "mountaineers"
(Mum. xiii. 29), and is l)y some supposed to be a local,
rather than a trilial designation, but in Judg. i. M the
Amorites seem to be dwellers in the plain. Apparently
they had been at war with the Israelites before Samuel's
victory.—Tii.J

lem-road, now Jiljilia (Deut. xi. 38 ; 1 Kings ii,

1 ), must be decided in favor of the former, for

the reason that Samuel would certainly choose

for such assemblies the place which was conse-

crated by its liistorical association and its reli-

fious importance. The order of the names here

oes not warrant us in deciding (Keil) in favor

of the other, the northern Gilgal.
—'SH-^^ r>X

[Eng. A. v.: "in all those places"] must be

taken as local Accus., and n4< as Ace. particle.

It cannot here mean "near;" "it is used indeed

to express the proximity of one place to another

(Judg. iv. 11 ; 1 Kings ix. 26), and still oftener

of things or persons to persons, but not that tilings

or persons are close by places, for which we tind

only DJ? or 3 (Josh. xxiv. 26 ; Judg. xviii. 3)

"

(Bottcher).—Ver. 17. From his circuits Samuel
returned always to Ramah. Here was his perma-
nent residence as householder. In respect to his

work there, we have two brief statements : 1 ) he
acted as judge, when he was not absent on hia

circuit. (On D3'^, Ew., Gr., I 138 a: "the a

of the Perf. becomes a only in pause, except once
in 1 Sam. vii. 17.") His jtidicial labors were
therefore uninterrupted. 2) There he built an
altar to the Lord.—The priesthood had de-

clined, the central sanctuary was broken up;
instead of the local and the institutional-personal

uniting point in the high-priest, Samuel forms
from now on for the religious life and service

also of Israel the personal centre consecrated by
God's choice and guidance. His priestly work
continues along with his judicial, both embraced
and supported by the prophetical. Besides the

already-existing holy places, where prayer and
sacrifice were offered to God, he makes his resi-

dence a place of worship. The direction and fur-

therance of matters of religious life and worship
is in his hands. Having effected a thorough
reformation of the deep-sunken theocratic life on
the basis cf the renewed relation between God
and the people, he now proceeds vigorously,

as judge, priest and prophet, to build it up and
finish it on this foundation.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. On the significance of the burnt-offering as a

whole offering, see on ver. 8. It is the sacriflcium

latreuticum [latreutic sacrifice, or sacrifice of ser-

vice], since, by the complete consecration of the

animal, it denotes, for the individual and the

nation, the complete consecration and devotion

of the whole life to the Lord. The burnt-ofl'ering

has a propitiatory significance for the offerer in a

general way (not, however, in respect to particu-

lar offences which require special expiation), on
which see Oehler in Herz., B. E. X. 635. The
fresh, tender, sucking lamb, which was used in

the offering at Mizpah, was intended, perhaps, to

set forth how the people, new-born by their con-

version, sliould, in the first fresliness of their new
life, dedicate themselves wholly and undividedly

to the Lord, to be His property and serve Him.
The conjunction of the burnt-offering with prayer

is founded on the fact, that both exjiress the same
disposition of complete consecration of the heart to

God.
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2. The sacrificial service, together with prayer,

was conducted for the whole people by Samuel
(as formerly by Moses, Ex. xvii. 9 ; xxxii. 25

sqq.), though he was simply a Levite, and not a

priest ; for he acted as mediator between God and
His jjeople by virtue of His prophetical character

and work alone. He therefore tilled the office

of priest in an extraordinary way, sentence of

rejection having been passed on its legal incum-
bents. On Samuel's further priestly work in

offering sacrifices at the holy places of the land,

comp. ix. 12 ; x. 8 ; xi. 15 ; xiii. 8 sqq.; xvi. 2

sqq. Samuel exercised tiie priestly function of

prayer and intercession elsewhere, xii. 10 sqq.;

iv. 11, 35.

3. In the period of the Judges the prophetic

work was completely (with the single exception

of Deborah, Judg. iv. 4 sqq.) separate from the

judicial, and the former was as good as absorbed
in the latter; both are again united in the person

of Samuel, in that he thus shows how the external

guidance of the covenant-people can and ought
to rest essentially only on an internal, religious-le-

gal foundation. "As he is tlius the founder of the

kingdom in its genuine theocratic form, so is his

priestly work also the preparation for the flour-

ishing condition to which the cultus attained in

the Davidic-Solomonic period ; it was necessary

to break with the law-opposing priesthood of Eli

and his race, in order that the establishment of a
true priesthood, as it was new-formed under
David and Solomon, might become possible"

(Havern., Vorles. iiber hibl. TheoL). The basis for

this was given in the Law itself by its teaching

of the ideal priesthood, which was to find its

realization in the whole people, conqi. Ex. xix.

6: "Ye shall be to me a kingdom of priests."

Like Moses, who during the seven days of the

consecration of the ordinary priests, acted as

priest (Lev. viii.), and with priestly petition in-

terceded for the people with the Lord (Ex. xvii.;

xxxii. 31, 32; Ps. cvi. 23), so Samuel also, on
the ground of this ideal priesthood, whose essen-

tial elements were sincere union and communion
with God, the might of foith, and the gift of the

Holy Spirit and the power of prayer, had the

divinely-given right, under existing circum-
stances, when the institution of the priesthood
had sunk and left a terrible gap, to discharge the

duties of the ordinary priesthood in sacrifice and
prayer; and the first exercise of this priestly

calling, to represent the people before God with
intercession and prayer, was at the request of the

people themselves who through him had been
turned to God. See the two-fold testimony of

the Scripture to Samuel's power in prayer, Ps.

xcix. 6; Jer. xv. 1, and comp. Sir. xlvi. 19 sqq.

As to his subsequent praying, see viii. 6; xii.

16-23 ; XV. 18.

4. The monument between Mizpah and Shen
represents an important epoch in the history of

Samuel. What he, and through him the Lord,

had hitherto done for Israel stamped him as the

great reformer of the Theocracy, and secured the

restoration of a united national and theocratic

life in its fundamental characteristics, and on the

most essential foundations. The victory over
tlie Philistines supplied the capstone. In all

that happened up to this victory and the conse-

quent freer position of the people over against

9

the world without, he recognizes the Lord's help,
setting forth this recognition in the humble
acknowledgment " hitherto," etc., while he at the
same time points to the future, and shows the
need for further help from the Lord in respect to
what is still to be done. The stone Ebenezer is

a monument of those revelations of the might
and the grace of the living God, occasioned by
sin and penitence, wandering and return, which
are the impelling power in the whole political

history of the Old Covenant.

[Wordsworth : What a contrast between the
event now recorded at Ebenezer, and that recorded
as having occurred a few years before at the same
place (1 Sam. iv. 1)! At that time Israel had
the ark witii them, the visible sign of God's pre-
sence ; but the Lord Himself had forsaken them
on account of their sins ; . . . . the priests were
slain, and the ark was taken. Now they have
not the ark, but they have repented of their sins,

and Sanuiel is with them, and the Lord hearkens
to His prayers, and the Philistines are smitten.

.... Hence it appears that outward ordinances
are of no avail witiiout holiness, and that God
can raise up Samuels, and endue them with ex-
traordinary graces, and enable them to do great
acts, and give comfort and victory to the Church
of God by their means.

—

Tr.]
5. On the total significance of Samuel's posi-

tion and work at this epoch of the development
of the Old Testament history, see the remarks in

the preceding exegetical elucidations.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 7-14. Need teaches to pray: 1) Whom?
Only him who (a) lets himself be drawn by need
with penitent heart and believing mind unto God,
in order to seek help from Him, and (b) despairs

of helping himself by his own power, and relies

only on God's hand ; 2) How? (a) heartily, (b)

unceasingly; 3) With ivhat result? (a) God hears,

(b) God delivers from the need.

[Ver. 7. Henry: 1) How evil sometimes
seems to come out of good. The religious meet-

ing of the Israelites at Mizpah brought trouble

upon them from the Philistines, which, perhaps,

tempted them to wish they had staid at home. . . .

So when sinners begin to repent and reform, they

must expect that Satan will muster all his force

against them. 2) How good is at length brought
out of that evil. Israel could never be threatened

more seasonably than at this time, when they were
repenting and praying . . . bad policy for the Phi-

listines to make war upon Israel at a time when
they were making their peace with God. . . . Thus
He makes man's wrath to praise Him.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 8-10. The power of helieving prayer in

threatening 'peril: 1) As an earnest pressing to the

heart of God in view of the greatness of the peril

;

2) As a constant supplication for His help in view
of the tardiness of help in the midst of peril ; 3)

As a perfect self-devotion to the Lord in view of

the ever-increasing peril.

Vers. 7-12. The life of prayer in communion u>ith

God: 1) Calling on the Lord; 2) Answer from
the Lord ; 3) Thanksgiving to the Lord.

[Ver. 9. ("And Samuel cried . . . and the Lord
answered him"). Samuel's power in prayer. 1)

Asking such great things ; 2) Answered so
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promptly. Note that Samuel was himself the

child ofprayer. Also that " the forty years' do-

mination of the Pliilistines over Israel (Judg.

xiii. 1) could not he overthrown by the superna-

tural strength of Samson, hut was terminated by
the prayers of Samuel " (Wordsworth). As Abra-

ham was the great pattern of faith and Job of

patience, so Samuel appears to have been always

afterwards regarded as a grand example of power
in prayer, Ps. xcix. 6 ; Jer. xv. 1.—Tr.]

Ver. 12. The cry, Ebenezer, Hitherto hath the

Lord helped lis, a cry 1) Of thankful recollection of

past experiences of the Lord's help {hitherto!);

2) Of humble testimony before the Lord, that no-

thing has been done by our power, and that His
help alone has maintained and preserved our life

;

3) Oi confident hope, in view of further need of

help to the same end.

" Here I raise my Ebenezer,
Hither by Tliy help I'm come

;

And I hope, by Thy good pleasure,
Safely to arrive at home."

[These well-known lines are given as equiva-
lent to a German hymn which Erdnumn refers to

but does not quote.

—

Te.]
[Samuel a pattern to religious Reformers: (1)

In early life, amid evils he could not cure, he yet
gained the eoniidence of all (chap. iii. 19-21 ; iv.

1; xii. 2-4). (2) After long waiting he saw and
seized the opportunity of effecting a reformation
(vii. 2, 3). (3) He put the inward tirst, but in-

sisted also on outward reform (vers. 3, 4). (4) He
did not rely on preaching alone, but was much in

prayer (vers. 5, 8, 9). (5) He gave all the glory
to God (ver. 12). (6) He strove by wise and
faithful administration to make the reformation
permanent.

—

Tr.]

SECOND PART. SAUL.
Chs. VIII.-XXXI.

FIEST DIVISION.
ESTABLISHMENT BY SAMUEL OF THE ISRAELITISH KINGDOM

UNDEE THE EULE OF SAUL. CnAP.s. VIII.—XII.

FIRST SECTION.
The Preparations. Chapters VIII. IX.

I. TJie Persistent Desire of the People after a King conveyed through their Elders to Samuel.

Chap. VIIL 1-22.

1 And it came to pass, when Samuel was old, that he made his sons judges over

2 Israel. Now [And] the njme of his first-bora was Joel, ^ and the name of his [the]

3 second Abiah^ ; they were judges in Beersheba. And his sons walked not in his

ways, but turned aside after lucre,' and took bribes, and perverted judgment.

4 Then [And] all the elders of Israel gathered themselves togeiher, and came to

5 Samu'^l to Ramah, And said unto him, Behold, thou art old, and thy sons walk
6 not in thy ways ; now make us a king to judge us like all the nations. But [And]

the thing displeased Samuel when they said. Give us a king to judge us. And Sa-

7 muel prayed unto the Lord [Jehovah]. And the Lord [Jehovah] said unto Samuel,

Hearken unto the voice of the people in all that they say unto thee ; for they have

not rejected thee,^ but they have rejected me, that I should not reisrn over them.

8 According to all the works which they have done since the day that I brought them
up out of Egypt even unto this day, wherewith they have forsaken [forsaking]^ me

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 2. That is "Jehovah is God"—the only God (V = in" = in' = in"_for niiTS Jahveh), a name borne by

peveral persons in O. T., and said by Rohrader to occur on the Assyr. inscriptions as name of a king of Hamath,
Jalu, borrowed, no doubt, from tlic Israelites.

—

Te.]
2 [Ver. 2. That is, " my father (or, simply, father) is Jah, Jahu. Jahveh, Jehovah." The word -inru/D means

the "second," not of Samuel, but of Joel.

—

Tk.]
8 [Ver. ;5. );ii2 is sometimes "profit" in general, as in Gen. xxxvii. 20, but usually "unjust gain," as here.

The Targ. renders "mamon (mammon) of deceit," see Luke xvi. 0. In Talmud and Targ. mammon moans "mo-
ney," "riches." and Augustine (Qurrst. Evan. 34) says that it was the Punic word for "money." It is not found m
Hob., and its origin is oViscure.

—

Te.
)

* [Ver. 7. Hetter: "not thee have they rejected, but me have, efc."

—

Te.1
s [Ver. 8. Literally: "according to all . . . they have done . . . and have for.saken me and served, etc." The

1 eonsec, according to Heb. usage, introduces an apposition.al explanatory phrase, properly rendered by Bng.
particip. On the Sept. insertion of "to mo" after "have done," see Exeg. Notes in loco.—Ta.]
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and served [serving] other gods, so do they also \_om. also] unto thee [ins. also].

9 Now therefore [And now] hearken unto their voice; howbeit [om. howbeit] vet
protest solemnly unto [solemnly warn]*' them, and show them the manner^ of the
king that shall reign over them.

10 And Samuel told all the words of the Lord [Jehovah] to the people that asked
11 of him a king. And he said. This will be the manner of the king that shall reign

over you : He will take your sons, and app >int them for himself, for his chariots,

and to be his horsemen [put them in his chariot and on his horses^], and some [they]
12 shall run before his chariots [chariot]. And he will appoint^ him captains over

thousands and captains over fifties, and xvill set them [some he tvill set~] to ear [plough]
his ground, and to reap his harvest, and to make his instruments of war and \_ins.

13 the] instruments [equipment] of his chariots- And he will take your daughters to

be confection aries [perfumers],^" and to be [om. to be] cooks, and to be [om. to be]

14 bakers. And he will take your fields, and your vineyards, and your oliveyards,

15 even [om. even] the best of them, and give them to his servants. And he will taLe
the tenth of your seed, and of your vineyards, and give to hie officers, and to his

16 servants. And he will take your men-servants, and your maid-servants, and your
17 goodliest young men [oxen]," and your asses, and put them to his work. He will

18 take the tenth of your sheep; and ye shall be his servants. And ye shall cry out
in that day because of your king which [whom] ye shall have chosen you, and the
Lo'-d [Jehovah] will not hear you in that day.

19 Nevertheless [And] the people refused to obey [hearken to] the voice of Samuel.
20 And they said. Nay, but we will have a king over us ; That [And] we also may

[will] be like all the nations, and that [om. that] our king may [shall] judge us,

21 and go out before us, and fight our battles. And Samuel heard all the words of
the people, and he rehearsed them in the ears of the Lord [Jehovah]. And the

22 Lord [Jehovah] said to Samuel, Hearken unto their voice, and make them a king.

And Samuel said unto the men of Israel, Go ye every man unto his city.

• [Ver. 9. "nx is restrictive-adversative, "yet," "nevertheless;" '^ is the subst. conjunct, "that," introducing

the following: affirmation. The verb means literally "testify to them," the word "solemnly" well expresses ~the
force of the Inf. Abs.

—

Tb.]

7 [Ver. 9. D£3D'0 is "judgment," then "law," then "right, privilege," but also " manner," and this last is pre-
T :

ferable here, because Samuel states what the king will do, not what he will have the right to do. His "manner"
will 1)0 the "law" as determined by himself.—Tii.]

8 [Ver. 11. The word signifies either "horses" or "horsemen;" the former better suits construction and
context.

—

Tr.]
* [Ver. 12. Lit. "and to appoint," Inf. dependent on the verb "take" in ver. 11. The vss. vary greatly in the

designation of t!ie officers here mentioned, and some critics would read (with Sept.) " hundreds " instead of
" fifties," as being the more usual and natural. This is, however, a ground of objection to the change (from the
harder to the easier), and there is no sufficient reason for abandoning the Heb. text.

—

Tr.]
10 [Ver. 13. The word np'1 is used to express tlje preparing of fragrant ointments (Ex. xxx. 22-35), and the

nonn is hore best rendered " ointment-makers," so Sept., Vulg., Erdmann, Philippson, and others. The Syriac
renders "weavers" (websters) as if it read Dp^, and the Chaid. has the general designation "servants" (comp.

Arab, raqaha, "provide for"). The Heb. text is to be maintained. TheEng. word "confectionary" (^confectioner)
formerly included the making of ointments and spiced preparations, see Ex. xxx. 35, Eng. A.V., but would now
convey an incorrect idea here.

—

Tr.]
11 [Ver. 16. The reading "oxen" instead of "young men" (Tp3 for ^n3) seems required by context, and is

given by .Sept., and adopted by Erdmann and others. Maurer admits the bearing of the context, but keeps the

text on the ground of the D''Dia ; but 31C3 is applied to oxen in Gen. xli. 26, and to flesh of beasts in Ez. xxiv. i
(in ver. 5 Ezek. uses inU of the flock), and may be here understood of oxen.

—

Tb.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 1-3. Samuel's sons, Joel and Abiah, a.sso-

ciated with him as judges over Israeh—The rea-

son here given, why Samuel made his two sons

judges, is his ar/e, for which his work, as sketched
in vii. 15-17, had become too liard. The two
sons, Joel and Abiah, are also mentioned in 1

Chr. vi. 13 [Eng. A. V. ver. 28], where, however,
in the masoretic te.xt, the name of the fii'st has
fallen out.* [These names may be taken as indi-

* FThe Vashni in 1 Chr. vi. 13 (2,S) is the same word as
that rendered " second " in this passage.

—

Tb.]

cations of the father's pious feeling. The first,

Joel, " Jehovah is God," was, not improbably, a
protest against tlie idohxtry of the Israelites. He-
brew names thus frequently serve as historical

finger-signs, pointing out prevailing tendencies or

modes of feeling at certain times. Comp. Icliabod

(1 Sam. iv. 21, 22), Saul's 'sons jMeribbaal {Me-
pliibosheth) and Ishbaal (Ishbosheth), David's

sons (2 Sam. iii. 2-5), ]Manasseh the King, ]Ma-

lachi. The name of Samuel's second son, Abiah,
" -Jehovah is father," expresses trust in the father-

hood of God, an idea which hardly appears in O.

T. except in proper names. " It records, doubt-

les.s, the fervent aspiration of him who first de-
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vised it a^s a name, and, we may hope, of many
who subsequently adopted it, after that endearing

and intimate relationship between God and the

soul of man, which is truly expressed by the

words 'father' and 'child.' It may be accepted

as proof that helievers in ancient days, though

they had not possession of the perfect knowledge
of 'the mystery of God and of the Father and of

Christ,' or of the doctrine of the Holy Ghost,

nevertheless 'received the Spirit of adoption,'

that God 'sent forth the Spirit of His Son into

tliL'ir hearts, whereby they cried, Abba, Father' "

(Wilkinson, Personal Names in the Bible, page
169 sq.).

—

Tr.].—They acted as judges in jBeer-

aheba, " Well of the seven (that is, lamhs), or of

the oath " (Gen. xxi. 28-33), the spot consecrated

by the Patriarchal history (Gen. xxii. 19; xxvi.

23 ; xxviii. 10), in the extreme south of the coun-

try, on the border of Edom, now Bir-es-seba

[" Well of the seven, or of the lion"] (Robins. I.

.337 [Amer. Ed. I., 204 sq.]).* Josephus {Ant.

VI., 3, 2) adds, "in Bethel" after "judges," thus

intimating that one son acted in the North, the

other in the South, both together comprising the

whole country in their judicial work, according

to which Samuel had wholly retired; but against

this is the previous statement that Samuel exer-

cised his office " all the days of his life," and there-

fore his sons could only have been appointed by
him assistants in the performance of duties which
his old age rendered too arduous for him. Ewald's
opinion that this addition of Josephus " siUfs

so well," that "he must have gotten it from a still

better account in the histories of the Kings," is

a mere surmise, over against which we may put

with equal right tlie opinion that .Josephus was
indebted for tliis addition (Niigelsb.) to his "very
lively fancy" (Then.), and that the Masoretic

text fits in so well with the whole historical situa-

tion, that the integrity of the passage cannot be
assailed. Since, on tlie one hand, our attention

is directed to Samuel's age,f which compelled
him to make his sons judges, while yet he did

not lay down his office, and, on the other hand,

the desire after a firm and energetic royal power
was based on the dangerous condition of the

country by reason of foreign enemies, it appears

that Samuel, in order to lighten the burden, set

his sons as judges in a part of the land, and in

the part which occasioned the greatest difficulties

and exertions, that is, the southern. Vcr. 3

affirms that this measure was a failure. In con-

sequence of the division of the judicial power
between the father and the sons, tJie authority of

the office was so debased in the eyes of the people

by the crimes of the latter, as the sacerdotal dig-

nity was by the sons of Eli, that the desire for a

higher authority to guide the people found utter-

* [Beershehafa more watoring-place in tlio Patriarchal
time) was proljably at this time a place of some impor-
tance from the trade between Eeypt and Asia. It was
re-.siettled after tlie exile, was a large villaee with a Ro-
man garrison in Jerome's time, and now exhibits only
scattered ruins. Two large, and five small wells are
still to be seen. The name does not occur in the New
Test. See Robins, iihi .sup., Smith's Bib. Diet., ,s. r.—Tr.]
t [If Samuel was born B. C. 1146, he would bo sixty

years old at the third battle of Ebenezer, 1086, and now,
say ten years later, seventy years old. This would
leave twenty years for Saul's ivign up to B. C. 1050,

when David"was made king in Hebron.—But it is possi-
lile that these dates may have to be put forward some
years.—Te.]

ance.

—

They took bribes and perverted
judgment.—They thas transgressed the laiv of

the Lord (Ex. xxiii. 6, 8; comp. Deut. xvi. 19),

and destroyed the foundation of the judicial office

as the office for the administration of right and
justice. Their official unfaitlifulness is contrasted

"with their father's walk: they walked not in
his w^ays.—^This fact or judgment alone is given,

and Samuel is not, like Eli, charged with the

blame of his sons' misconduct. The words:
they incliued or turned aside (namely,

from the ways of their father-) after lucre,

exhibit the roots of their wicked official procedure

in a mind directed to gain. Luther gives the

correct sense: "they turned aside to covetous-

ness."

Vers. 4-9. The demand for a king—vers. 4, 5,

how it was made, ver. 6, how it was received by
Samuel and carried before the Lord, vers. 7-9,

liow he, and through him the people, was in-

structed concerning it by the Lord.

Vers. 4, 5. "All the elders of Israel" assemble
in Ramah, Samuel's judicial seat. Thus the

whole nation is in motion against the existing

condition of things; it appears before Samuel
officially and formally in the body of its repre-

sentatives. Two things they adduce as ground of

the demand which they wish to make : 1 ) Sam-
uel's age, that is, the lack of vigor and energy in

the government, which, with his advancing age,

made itself perceptible to the whole nation, and
was not supplied by the assistance of his sons,

which he had for that reason (ver. 1) called in;

2) the evil walk, the misgovernment of his sons,

the moral and legal depravation which they pro-

duced. The demand is: Make us a king" (Acts

xiii. 21); and two things are added: 1) in refer-

ence to his judicial work: he was to judge; the

royal office was to take the place of the judicial,

and so the meaning of the demand is a complete
abrogation of the hitherto existing form of go-

vernment under judges; 2) in reference to the

royal-monarchical constitution of the surrounding
nations: the Israelitish constitution is to be like

that (3). After the words "as all the nations,"

we must supply "have such a one." Israel will

not be behind other nations in respect to the

splendor and power of royal rule. The accord-

ance of the last words: "like all the nations"

with Deut. xvii. 14 is to be noted.—In ver. 6 two
things are said of Samuel's conduct in reference to

this demand. First, that he received it with dis-

plca.sure {}^2''.l, properly: "the thing was evil in

the eyes of Samuel"). But the cause of his dis-

pleasure is expressly said to be, that they made
the demand: "Give us a king to judge us." He
did not, therefore, take it amiss that they blamed
the wrong-doing of his s(ms, nor that they referred

to his age, and thus intimated that lie was no
longer able to bear the whole burden of the office,

while his sons did evilly. What displeased him
was the expression of desire for a king as ruler.

How far and why this demand was the occasion

of his displeasure appears from the connection.

From the words of Samuel (xii. 12) we see 1)

that the people, pressed anew by the Ammonites,
demanded a king who should give them the pro-

tection against enemies, which was not expected

[Or, from the ways of truth.—Tn.]
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from the aging Samuel ; 2 ) that, in this demand,
they left out of view the kingdom of God in their

midst, turned away their heart from tlie God
who had liitherto as tlieir almighty king so often

saved them from the power of the enemy, and
put their trust in an external, visible kingdom
as means of safety and protection against their

enemies, over against the invisible royal rule of

)heir God, whose instrument, Samuel, they re-

jected. The same thing is expressed in the

words of Samuel, cli. x. 18, 19. In both passages,

however, Samuel's discourse is an echo of the

word of God Himself, imparted to him in an-

swer to the question which he had asked God in

prayer. This, namely, is the second important
factor in Samuel's procedure : He prayed to
the Lord. Deeply moved by the sin which, in

this demand, the people committed against the

Lord as their king (and this was the real occa-

sion of his displeasure and unwillingness in refe-

rence to the desired I'evolution in the political

constitution, which was connected with the rejec-

tion of himself as representative and instrument

of the divine government), he carried the whole
matter before the Lord in prayer, and, in this

important crisis also of the history of his people,

who would no longer be guided by him, showed
himself the humble, consecrated man and hero

of prayer.—In vers. 7-9 we have the declaration,

in which the Lord mstnicts Samuel as to the

question of his prayer, and at the same time de-

cides on the demand of the people. Prayer was
the best means by which Samuel could learn the

purpose and will of God in reference to this de-

mand of the nation. The words : Hearken to
the voice of the people, express the divine
fnltillinent of the people's request. Here a dis-

crepancy might be supposed to exist between this

statement and Samuel's reception of the request

in ver. 6. But tlie appearance of such a discre-

pancy vanishes before the following considera-

tions. An earthly-human kingdom could not at

all, merely as such, stand in opposition with the

revealed theocratic relation of the covenant-God
with His people, in which the latter (Ex. xix. 5

sq.) were to be His property and a "kingdom"
of priests, and He was to be their king (comp.

Ex. XV. 18: "Jehovah is king forever," with Ps.

xliv. 5; Ixviii. 25; Ixxiv. 12; x. IG). For, if

hitherto under the Theocracy chosen instruments

of the Lord, like Moses, Joshua and the Judges,

vrere the leaders of the people, governing them
by His law, in His name and according to His
will, then also a leader and governor of the peo-

ple, depending solely on God's will, governing
solely in His name, and devoted to His law,

intended and desiring to be nothing but the

instrument of the invisible king in respect to

Plis people, might rule over them with the power
and dignity of a king. A king, as God's instru-

Tnent, chosen by God the royal ruler of His peo-

ple out of their midst, could no more stand

opposed to the fundamental idea of the theocracy,

than all the former great leaders and guides of

the people, who were chosen by Him for the

realization of His will. This conception of the

absolute dependence of an earthly-human king-

dom in Israel on the invisible King of the nation

is expressed in the so-called law of tlie king in

Deut. xvii. 14-20. As to the theocratical idea

of a king, comp. Gen. xvii. 6, 16; xxxv. 11;
Num. xxiv. 17. There is little occasion to sup-

pose a contradiction between this idea of a theo-

cratically-conditioned Israelitish kingdom and
the Theocracy in Israel, when we consider the

need of a unitying power for the whole national

life within and without, as in Gideon's time against

the Midianites (Judg. viii. 22, 23), and now, in

the time of tlie aged Samuel, both against the

arbitrary rule and legal disorder of his sons, and
against the Ammonites (xii. 12) and the Philis-

tines (ix. 16). If Israel's desire for a king had
been in itself opposed to the theocratic principle,

Samuel would not have carried the matter to the

Lord in prayer, but would have given a decided

refusal to the Elders, and the divine decision

would not have been :
" Hearken to the voice of

the people, make them a king" (ver. 22). But
the reason of Samuel's necessary displeasure at

this desire clearly appears from the judgment
passed on it in the divine response : they have
not rejected thee ; but they have rejected
me, that I should not reign over them.—
In their request for a king, they did not assume

the attitude of heart and of mind to the Lord,

which was proper for them as His people, towards

Him as their sole and exclusive ruler. They put

out of sight the divine rule, to which, in view of

its mighty deeds in their history, they ought to

have trusted implicitly, that it would extend to

them the oft-verihed protection against external

enemies and maladministration of the office of

Judge; this protection they expect from the

eartiily-human kingly rule, instead of from God
;

insteail of crying to' God to give them a ruler

according to Hiswill, they demand from Samuel

that a king be made according to tlieir will and

pleasure; instead of their holy civil constitution

under the royal rule of their covenant-God, they

desire a constitution under a visible kingdom,

as they see it in the heathen nations. This was

a denial of that highest truth which Gideon once

(Judg. viii. 23), in declining the royal authority

offered him, held up before the people :
" The Lord

is your king." In rejecting Samuel's government,

they rejected the rule of God, and, straying from

thefoundation of covenant-revelation to the stand-

point of the heathen nations, they put themselves

in opposition to the royal majesty of God revealed

among them, and to the high calling which they

had to maintain and fulfil in fidelity and obedience

towards the holy and almighty God as their king

and ruler. In ver. 8 is shown how this disposi-

tion and conduct had been exhibited in the

history of the people from God's first great

roval deed, the deliverance out of Egypt, till now,

and how this new demand addressed to Samuel

was only the old sin showing itself, the faithless

and apostate disposition which had exhibited it-

self again and again up to this time. "With
such a disposition the desire for a kingdom was a

despising and rejecting of Jehovah's kingdom,

and no better than forsaking Jehovah to serve

other gods" (Keil, in loco). (It is not necessary

to insert a Pron. "to me" after "they have

done" (Thenius), since this is involved in the

following words: "they have forsaken me").
In ver. 9 Samuel is again expressly instructed to

yield to the desire of the people"; but there is

added the twofold injunction : 1) bear witness against
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them, that is, attest and set before tliem their sin

and guilt against me, and 2j announce to them
what kind of right the king, who according to their

desire shall rule over them like the kings of the

heathen nations, will claim in the exercise of un-

limited and arbitrary power, after the manner of

those rulers. By the tirst the people are to be
made to see how, in the disposition of heart in

which they demand a king, they stand in oppo-
sition to the absolute, holy royal rule of their

God, and to their own theocratic calling. The
fultiimi'nt of the people's desire after a king which
had its root in an apostate and carnally proud
temper, is in accordance with the same funda-

mental law of the Old Covenant, by which the

holy God, on the one hand, judges Israel's sin as

a contradiction of His holy will, but at the same
time, on the other hand, uses it as a means for the
realization of the ends of His kingdom, as an oc-

casion for a new development of His revealed
glory. The other injunction, to set befoi'e the
people the right [or, manner] of the king they
demanded, is intended to exliibit to them the hu-
man kingdom apart from the divine rule, as it

exists among the other nations, with all its usual
and established despotism, as the source of great
misfortune and shameful servitude, in contrast

with the freedom and happiness offered to the
people under the despised Theocracy. Comp.
ver. 18.

Vers. 10-18. The right of the king.

Ver. 10. And Samuel told all the words
of the Lord to the people.—This declaration
of Samuel was therefore essentially an exhorta-
tion to repentance, which set before the people
that, by their desire for a king, they had princi-
jjially rejected God's sole rule over them. Clcricus

:

* Therefore God declares that He was despised
by the Israelites, inasmuch as they were not con-
tent with the theocracy, which had heretofore ex-
isted."—The ?7itsA;pa? {^2pp, "right," "manner")
is here what pertains to the king in the mainte-
nance of courtly state, and what he claims from
his subjects, according to the custom of heathen
rulers and to kingly usage ; for it was with their

eyes on the kings of other nations that the people
had demanded a king. .Joseph.: to. nnpa tov fta-

ai71uc t-fJuiiEira, morem regis et agendi rationcm
[" the manner of the king"]. Maurer: id quod
rex sno arbitrio vivens impnne faciet ["what the
king, following his own will, would do with im-
punity"]. Clcricus: "It signifies the manner
of his life (ii.l3; Gen. xl. 13'; Judg. xiii. 12),—
not legal right (jus), for several unjust things
are afterwards mentioned, such as were practiced
by tiie neighboring kings, whom in fact the He-
brew kings afterwards imitated." Sept. 6/Ka!(j/m

["legal right or ordinance"]. Tlie words: he
will take your sons . . . his chariot, present
a single comprehensive statement of the employ-
ment of the young men of the people in the royal
court. The iirst sing, of the text " in his chariot

"

is to be retained (against Then., who, after Sept.,

Chald., and Syr., reads the Plu., and refers it to

war-chariots), and the chariot is in both cases to

be understood as the court and state-chariot, the
service of which is described in accordance with
the actual manner of oriental courts. In this

there were Ij Chariot-drivers, who are referred to

in the words "he will put them in his chariot;"

2) Itiders, indicated by the phrase " on his horses"
(ti'tD is here " saddle-horse," as in 1 Kings v. 6

[Eng. A. V. iv. 26''])—" he will put them on his
saddle-horses," and 3) Runners —" and tiiey will
run before his chariot." It is a description of the
usual royal equipage of chariots and horses. Comp.
1 Kings V. G [iv. 26], 2 Sam. xv. 1.—Ver. 12 re-

fers partly to military service, partly to agricultural

service. "And to set"
-f

depends on "he will

take;" the twice-used 17 ["for himself"] indi-

cates his purely selfish aim. The " captains over
thousands and tifties"j represent the whole army
in all its grades between these highest and lowest
positions. For the charge of the "captain over
lifty " comp. 2 Kings i. 9-14.—All the tillage of
the royal possessions must be performed by them

;

it is described by its beginning and end (plough-
ing and reaping). To this is added the work of
the royal artificers for war and peace.—Ver. 13.

The daughters of the people will be employed in
the service of the royal household. [Women were,
in ancient times, cooks, bakers, and preparers of
ointments and spices. This last work embraced
the preparation of highly-seasoned food, meats
and drinks, and of perfumed oils for anointing
the body. The household of oriental princes is

even now organized on a gigantic scale, and there
are indications that a similar luxury was prac-
ticed by the nations who lived about the Israel-

ites. All this, as well as the use of horses and
chariots, though not absolutely forbidden in the
Law, was contrary to its spirit.

—

Tr.]. Vers. 14
sqq. describe the arbitrary dealing of the king with
the property of the people in order to enrich his

courtiers. D^']^ is properly " a eunuch," then any

court-officer.— Vers. 16 sqq. The king will use the
serving-classes also, men-servants, maid-servants,

and cattle, for himself, and will take the tenth of
the small cattle [sheep, etc.^. For "young men"
(in:3j we must read "cattle" ("^p^j with Sept.

[ra pnvK6/\ta], since the young men are already
included in the sons in ver. 11 [and the men-
sermnts in ver. 16.

—

Tk.], and here both the jux-
taposition of servants and animals and the corres-

pondence between the two clauses, men, maids

—

oxen, asses (comp. Ex. xx. 17) would be destroyed

by this inappropriate word. Small cattle are liere

named in addition to large cattle, to show how
completely the king would claim their property

for his own uses.

—

And you shall be his ser-

vants. These words include all that is .'aid be-

fore ; the loss of political and social freedom is con-

nected with the kingdom which the ])eople de-

mand " as among the heathen nations." Thus
the folly of their reference to the example of

other nations is held up before them in contrast

with the freedom and blessing, which they en-

joyed under the rule of their invisilde king, the

living God.—Ver. 18. Their jiainful condition

under such a government will be matter of un-

availing lamentation before the Lord. "-O 'J-^/P

is not "because of your king," but properly "from
your king," that is. to the Lord. It is herein

* [Eng. A. V. has hero, not so woll, "horsemen."

—

Tk.]

+ [This is the literal translation. Eng. A. V. gives the
sense more freely.—Tn.|

X [On the variations in the vss. as to these numbers,
SCO " Text, and Gram." in lucu.—Te.]
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hinted that they will wish to be delivered from
the oppressive royal government. But the Lord
will continue to shut His ears. Clericus: "God
will not for your sake change the government of

u master into the free commonwealth which you
have hitherto enjoyed. The yoke once assumed
you must bear forever." The evil which their

own sin has brought on them they must bear—so
divine justice ordains.

Vers. 19-22. Tlte result of the transactions be-
tween Samuel and the people.—Vers. 19, 20.

27(6 reply of the people (through the elders).

Tliey "refused to hearken to Samuel's voice."

The voice or address of Samuel contained enough
to detach the people from their desire. Instead
of this there follows, with a decided "no,"* the
repetition of the demand: "There shall be a
king over us." The dehortatory description of

the royal privilege and custom among tlie sur-

rounding nations is met with tlie declaration

:

"And we also will be «.s all the nations." In
this there is an ignoring and denying the lofty

position which God the Lord had given His peo-
ple above all nations by choosing them as His
people, and establishing Plis royal rule among
them. The demand for a kingdom like that of

other nations was an act of sin against the Lord,
who wished to be sole king over His people, and
had sufficiently revealed llinisclf as such in their

former history. "Juch/inr/" and "leading in war"
are summarily mentioned as representing the
duties of the king to be chosen. Without and
within, in war and in peace, he was to be leader

and governor of the people.—Ver. 21 sqq. Samuel's

intermediation. As mediator between God and
the people he had hitherto striven with God in

prayer, and with the elders of the people in ear-

nest dealings and warnings concerning this im-
portant and eventful question. We see him
"wrestling anew with God in prayer; again he
carries before the Lord in prayer the whole mat-
ter, as it now stands after the unsuccessful dealing
with the i^eople. God's answer is: Make them
a king. The demand, made in sin, from a dis-

position not well-pleasing to God, is fulfilled.

The element of sin and error must, in the history

of the kingdom of God, aid in the preparation

and realization of the divine plans and ends.

Samuel dismisses the men of Israel to their

homes. We must here read between the lines,

that Samuel communicated the divine decision

to the people, and, dismissing the elders of the

people, took into consideration, in accordance
with the Lord's command, the necessary steps for

the election of a king. Following the sense,

Josephus adds to the words of dismissal the fol-

lowing: "And I will send for you at the proper
time, when I learn from the Lord whom he will

give you as king" [Ant. VI. 3, 0].

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. The demand- for a human kingdom like the
kingdom in other nations, and its fulfdment, is

one of the most important turning-points in the

development of the Kingdom of God under the

Old Covenant. Historically occasioned by constant

danger from without, against which there was no
one sufficient leader, and by the arbitrary and il-

* On the doubling of the S iw Jw see E\v. Gr.,^ Old.

legal procedure of the judges, it was more deeply
grounded in the need (felt by the people and sup-
ported by public opinion) of a sole, continuous,
and externally and internally firm and energetic
rule. And this rule, even if it took the shape of
royalty, needed not to be in conilict witli the mo-
narchical rule of God over His people (Ex. xix.
5sq.; Judg. viii. 23; 1 Sam. xii. 12); for 1) the
human king, if his relation to God's kingdom
were rightly apprehended, need be nothing more
than the instrument and representative of the
theocratic kingdom; 2) from the Patriarchal time
on, through the Mosaic period and that of the
Judges till now, there had been defined hopes of
and allusions to the rise of a mighty and glorious
kingdom within the nation under the lead of the
Divine Spirit Himself (Gen. xvii. 6, IG; xxxv.
11; Numb. xxiv. 17 ; comp. Dent. xvii. 14-20;
Judg. viii. 23, ix. 22; 1 Sam. ii. 10, iii. 35); and
3) the existing government was no longer able to

perform the duties incumbent on it. Ew. Gesch.
[History of Israel, 2, GOGsq.]: "As, then, even
under Samuel, in his latter years, the judicial of-

fice showed itself without and within too weak and
unable to give permanent security, the time was
at last come when the people must either submit
to a more perfect human government, or perish
irretrievably." The unfavorable decision on the
demand given nevertlieless by Samuel and in the
divine declaration, refers to the sinful disposition

of mind out of which the demand sprang—a dis-

position not trusting unconditionally in God's
power, anticipating the plans of His wisdom and
His chosen time, controlled by vain and proud
desire to imitate the royal magnificences of the
heathen peoples. "In this there was a two-fold
ungodly element. 1) They desired a king instead
of the God-established and nobly attested Judge
Samuel The scheme is characterized as an
injustice against Samuel, and therefore a sin against
the Loi'd, who sent him, vers. 7, 8. 2) At the
bottom of the people's desire for a king lay the
delusion, that God was powerless to help them,
that tlie reason of their subjection was not their

sin, but a fault in the constitution, that the king-
dom would be an aid m addition to God. This
point ofview appears oftener in the narrative than
the first. Is. x. 18, 19; xii. The kingdom de-

sired in such a mind was not a form of God's
kingdom in accordance with revelation, but op-
posed to His kingdom." (Hengst. Beit. 3, p. 256
sq.) Calvin: "They ought to have waited pa-
tiently for the time predetermined by God, and
not have given place to their own designs and
methods apart from God's word. They ought
not, tlierefore, to have anticipated God's purpose,
Ijiut ought to have waited till the Lord Himself
should show by induljitable signs that the foreor-

dained time had come, and should direct their

counsels. Moreover, though they recognized
Samuel as a prophet, they not only did not inquire
of him whether they were to liave a king or not,

but wanted him to aid in carrying out their de-

sign. They do not think of invoking God; they
demand that a king be given them; they adduce
tlie customs and institutions of other nations."
Nevertheless, Samuel yields to the desire of the
people, " because he knows that now God's time

has come ; but, at the same time, he docs all that
he can to bring the people to a consciousness of
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their sin." (Hcngst. ib. 258.) The fulfilment of the

demand for a human kingdom is distinctly granted

by God, because, though as a human factor in the

movement it is rooted in sin, yet, foreseen by
God, it fits into His plan, and is to be the means
of elevating and confirming the Theocracy in His
people, and of laying the foimdation for the fur-

ther development of the nation's history, till the

preparation should be complete for salvation in

the i^erson of Him, ofwhom the kingdom of Israel

in L)avid was to be the prefiguration and type.

"Herein the law, which runs through the whole

history of the development of revelation, repeats

itself: by the guilt of the covenant-people God's

arrangements for salvation reach a point where
they no longer serve ; then their guilt is revealed

most strongly in open disobedience to God ; but,

in permitting what the people sinfully wish, God
grasps the reins and directs events to a point, of

which the people in their sinful blindness had
thought nothing, so that He only the more glori-

fies Himself by the elevation of His revelation to

a higher place." (O. v. Gerlach.)

2. We are not to think of the relation between

the theocracy and the kingdom established through

Samuel, as if the latter were an addition to the

former " to aid it in accomplishing its task, and

to supply what was lacking to the times," as if a

"mixed constitution and rule" had arisen, and

"out of a divine government" had come a "royal-

divine government," a Basileo-TIieocracy. Ew.
Gcsch. \_IIid.'] 3, 8. This conception of a co-ordi-

nate relation does not agree with the governing

principle of the theocracy, that God is and re-

mains king of His people, that God's law and
truth is the authority to which the kingdom must
unconditionally submit, in dependence on which
it is to govern as visible instrument of the theo-

cracy in the name and place of the invisible king.

The rejection of Saul, who would not pay uncon-

ditional obedience to God's rule, and the divine

recognition of David's government as one which
was thoroughly in unison with the rule of Israel's

true king, their God and Lord, and which conti-

nued to prepare the way for its realization in the

people, laying the historical basis for the future

manifestation of the Messianic kingdom, confirm

the view that the relation of the Israelitish king-

dom to the Theocracy (as Samuel, under God's

direction, founded it) was one ofunconditional sub-

ordination ; it was to be the instrument of the latter.

The statement that there was an encroachment on

the pure Theocracy in the fact " that Jehovah could

no longer be the sole Lawgiver, that the earthly

king must execute his will with unrestrained au-

thority" (Diestel, Jahrb.fur deutsche TheoL, 1863,

p. 554) rests on an incorrect presupposition, since,

according to the principle of the Theocracy, even
the established monarchy was expressly subject to

the legislative authority of the covenant-God, and
both king and ])eo])le must unconditionally con-

form their will to the will and law of God.
3. Tliis history of the people's desire for a king

and its fnllilnicnt ))y God exhibits the relation of

the divine will to the human will, when the latter

stands sinfully opposed to the former. God never
destroys the freedom of the Inmian will. He
leaves it to its free self-determination, but when
it has turned away from His will, seeks to bring

it back by the revelation in His word. If this

does not succeed, human perversity must never-
theless minister to the realization of the plans of
His kingdom and salvation, and also, in its evil

consequences, bring 23unisliment, according to His
righteous law, on the sin which man thus freely

commits.
4. Samuel appears, in this crisis of Old Testa-

ment history, among the men of God whom the
Bible represents as heroes in prayer, as Abraham,
Moses, Joshua, David, Elijah. Speaking to the
people, he represented God as his prophet

;
pray-

ing to God, he represented the people as their
priestly mediator. Comp. Schroring, Samuel als

Beter ("Samuel as a praying man"), in the
Zeitschr. fur luth. Theol. u Krlt., 1856, p. 414 sq.

5. [The relation between this narrative of the
demand for a king and the " law of the king,"
Deut. xvii. 14-20, requires a brief notice. It
seems strange that Samuel, if he was acquainted
with this law, makes no mention of it. There is

no difficulty in his characterization of the demand
as a rejection of the divine rule over them (Jeho-
vah Himself (vers. 7, 8) does the same thing), for

the sin was in their feeling and j^urpose, not in
the demand -per se, as Dr. Erdmann well brings
out ; and Samuel might have so spoken, if he had
known that the Law contemjslated the possibility

of a regal government. The real difficulty lies in

the fact that the narrative in 1 Sam. viii.—xii.

seems to be unconscious ofthe law in Deuteronomy.
Allowing much, it might be said, for the simple,
unscientific, historical method of the times, in.

which quotations are rare, and things omitted
which are commonly known, it would yet seem
that there should be in the addresses of the people,

of Samuel, and of Jehovah, some recognition of

the fact that this was a thing which did not make
its first appearance now, and some reference to the
obligations im2:)osed on the king in the Mosaic
Law. But, is there no recognition in the later

transaction of the earlier law '/ Ifwe compare the
two, we shall find the relation between them to be
the following: the form of demand in Deut. xvii.

14 is given almost verba.tim in 1 Sam. viii. 5, but

the former adds "about me," while the latter adds
the groimd of the desire, " that he may be judicial

and military head;" for choice by Jehovah in

Deut. (ver. 15), we have choice by the people in

1 Sam. (ver. 18) ; and by Jehovah (x. 24) ; the refe-

rence to horses is nearly the same in form in both,

but in tone quite different, Deut. ver. 16 ; 1 Sam.
viii. 1 1 ; on the other hand, the mention of re-

turning to Egypt, of wives, silver and gold, and
the study of the law ( Deut. vers. 17-20) is not found
in Samuel. It will be seen from this comparison,

and still more from a comjjarison of the whole
tone and drift in the two, that the act described

here was probably performed without reference to

the statute in Deut.; that the desire of the people

was a natural, historical growth, and the course

of events was determined by the circumstances of

the time. So in the history of Gideon we see a

similar unconsciousness of the Deuteronomic sta-

tute (though there is recognition of the theocracy),

and a similar determinjition of action ])y existing

circumstances. Where, then, was the Mosaic law
all this time? and was Samuel ignorant of it?

The answer to these questions seems to be sug-

gested by the statement in 1 Sam. x. 25, in which
there are three distinct affirmations: 1) "that Sa-
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mnel told the people the law or manner of the

kincjdom, \vhioh is plainly diilerent from the law
of the king in chap, viii., and is most naturally to

be identified with Deut. xvii. 14-17 ; 2) that he
wrote this law in a book ; and 3 ) that he put it

somewhere in safe keeping. It seems probable,

therefore, that we have here the political adoption

of the essence of the Mosaic " law of the king "

(which, in its prohibition of a return to Egypt, for

example, has the stamp of Mosaic times). The
law had been announced by Moses, transmitted

through the priests, and was known to Samuel
(though pcrliaps not generally known among the

people). But it was a permission of royalty

merely, not an injunction, and its existence did

not diminish the people's sin of superficial, unspi-

ritual longing for outward guidance, nor prove at

first to Samuel that the time for its application

had come. He therefore says nothing about it.

But when the transaction is concluded, the king
actually chosen, then he announces the law, and
with obvious propriety commits it in its constitu-

tional form to writing, and deposits it before Je-

hovah as a part of the tlicocratic constitution.

Thus the history seems to become natural and in-

telligible when regarded as exhibiting Samuel's
doubts as to whether the proper time had come for

the historical realization ofwhat Moses puts merely
as a possibility. Apparently Samuel was not in

sympathy with the movement, and seems to have
felt after this that he had outlived his time.

—

Tr.]

IIOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-3. Starke : Even good intentions do
not always turn out well, but often fall through.

—Upright parents cannot always be blamed for

it, if their children turn out badly.—Avarice is a

root of iiU evils, 1 Tim. vi. 9, 10; earnestly to

avoid it is a great part of the wisdom of the

righteous.— Calvin : Parents should feel the

duty laid x.pon them, amid great anxiety and
sorrow, to piay to God for the prosperity of their

children, and with earnest admonitions diligently

to hold them to the task of making their life holy.

They should earnestly beg God to lead and
govern by His Holy Spirit the children whom
He has given them, and to let the mercy which
has been their own portion pass over to their

children also, and to grant them the gift of per-

severance and constancy. For if so holy and
exalted a prophet was not spared the having such

wicked and corrupt sons, how will it be with

those who are far removed from his piety.

Vers. 4-C). Starke: Even good things may
sometimes be ill desired. A pious government
is greatly pained when it traces among its subjects

nothing but mere ingratitude.

—

Cramer: When
something disagreeable and repugnant befalls us,

we can better bring it home to no one than to

God; for He consoles the lowly, 2 Cor. vii. 6.

—

Calvin: We ought, when anything is done or

said against the honor of God, to be aroused and
zealous, but not to suffer ourselves to be provoked

when in regard to ourselves or ours an injustice

is done us.

Vers. 7-9. Starke : What is done to servants
of God, God accepts as done to Himself, Acts ix.
5.

—

Berleb. Bible: God hears in manifold
ways when we cry to Plim for human guidance,
and then we imagine we have obtained a great
favor. But what a great misfortune it is when
one draws himself off from the richly instructive
guidance of the Lord, to allow Hims'elf to be led
by creatures which withdraw us from the gui-
dance of God! Then from freemen, which we
formerly were, we become mere bondmen, and
can also rightly say, if only we are so happy as
to forsake the human guidance: "O Lord our
God, other lords beside thee have had dominion
over us ; but by thee only will we make mention
of thy name" (Isa. xxvi. 13). An upright guide
like Samuel does not appropriate to himself the
souls of men, but guides them to Cjod, and serves
only tlie purpose of bringing them to Him.

—

WrERTEMB. Bible: Old sins are not forgotten
with God, if they are all the time kept up, and
not repented of (Ex. xxxii. 34).

—

Schmid: The
fountain of all sins is in not fearing God ; and he
who fears not to sin against God, also fears not to
sin against men.—Ver. 9. Schmid: If God has
cause enough to punish, yet out of His long-suf-
fering He will also have cause enough merely to
chide and admonish (Hos. xi. 8, 9).

Vers. 15, 16. Berleb. Bible: If we owe so
much to the earthly king, Avhat do we not owe to

the heavenly king? O Thou King of Glory, do
but come and reign over us! Let Thy kingdom
come to us ! Lift up your heads, ye everlasting
doors, and the King of Glory shall come in.

—

[Ver. 18. Cries that u-iUnot be heard : 1) Self-will

often brings us into distress. 2) This distress

makes us cry to the Lord. 3) Such cries the
Lord does not promise to hear.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 19.

SciiMiD : Among wretched men there is no con-
stancy save in wickedness (Isa. v. 18).— Calvin:
We learn here how God, according to Plis right-

eous judgment, blinds men and gives them up to

error, when they persistently go after their fool-

ish and perverse desires. Therefore we ouglit to

learn from this example to be wise, that when we
are entangled in sore ttniptations, we may not
give too much mom to our own plans and thoughts,
as if they rested on a firm foundation and were
wholesome. We will beg God to rule us by His
Spirit, and not to give us over to ourselves, and
not even in the least to sufi(?r us to depart from
Plis Word, but rather work in us that that Word
may maintain its dominion over us, and we nmy
rejoice in its guidance.—Ver. 21. Starke : A
Christian should bewail and tell liis need to no
one rather than to the faithful God, and learn

from Him how he shall rightly behave himself.

—

Ver. 22. S. Schmid: God's forbearance should
not confirm men in Avickedness, as if it were Avell

done, but should lead them to repentance, that

thev mav at last recognize their unrighteousness

(Ps. 1. 21).
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II. Samuel meets Saul and Learns that he is Destined by God to be King over Israel.

Chapter IX. 1-27.

1 Now [And] there was a man of Benjamin, whose name was Kish, the son of

Abiel, the son of Zeror, the son of Bechorath, the son of Aphiah/ \jins. the son of^]

2 a Benjamite, a mighty man of power.^ And he had a son whose name was Saul, a

choice young man and a goodly [young and goodly*] ; and there was not among
the children of Israel a goodlier person than he ; from the shoulders and upward
he was higher than any of the people.

3 And the asses^ of Kish, Saul's father, were lost. And Kish said to Saul, his

4 son, Take now one of the servants with thee, and arise, go seek the asses. And he

passed through^ mount Ephraim [the hill-country of Ephraim], and passed through

the land of Shalisha, but [and] they found them not, then [and] they passed through

the land of'Shalim [Shaalim], and there they were not, and he passed through the

5 land of the Benjamites,^ but [and] they found them not. And [om and] when
they^ were come to the land of Zuph, Saul said to his servant that was with him,

Come and let us return, lest my father leave caring for the asses and take thought

6 for [be anxious about"] us. And he said unto [to] him, Behold, now, there is in

this city a man of God,^" and he is an honorable" man [the man is honorable] ; all

that he saith cometh surely to pass ; now let us go thither
;
peradventure he can

7 [will] show us our way that we should go.^^ Then said Saul [And Saul said] to his ser-

vant, But, [And] behold, if we go, what shall we bring the man? for the bread is spent

in our vessels, and there is not a present to bring to the man of God ; what have

8 we ? And the servant answered Saul again and said. Behold, I have here at hand
the fourth part of a shekel of silver, that will I give [and P^ will give it] to the

9 man of God to tell [that he may show] us our way. (^Beforetime in Israel, when a

man went to inquire of God, thus he spake. Come and let us go to the seer; for he

10 that is now^* called a prophet was beforetime called a seer.) Then said Saul [And
Saul said] to his servant, Well said ; come, let us go. So [And] they went unto

the city where the man of God was.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 1. These names are arivpii dittorently in the Sept. See Exegesis, in loco.—Tr.]
2 [Ver. 1. This phraie is a sonirwlint strange one. Tlie word "son" is found in Heb., Gr., Lat., Chald., omitted

in Syr., Arab., and is probably a pari ni the text; but it is strange that it is not followed by a proper name, and
suggests an omission or error in thu lollowing words, which, however, cannot now be determineol. Before tiie

first " Benjamin" Wellhausen suggests the insertion of "Gibeah of."

—

Tr.]
3 fVer! 1. By Erdmanii and others rendered "wealth," but not so well. See Exposition.

—

Tr.]
*

I
Ver. 2. The word inD is often used of youth merely, so that the rendering; "choice young man" (Erd-

mann, auserlesen), is hardly warranted. But, as it seems to ditfer from 1J,?J (whic^i is the word here used of the

servant! in designating the vigorous time of youth, the phrase might be translated: "in the prime of youth and
goodly."—Tk.]

s [Ver. 3. Properly "she-asses."

—

Tr.]
*

I
Ver. 4. Ur :

" he passed over into," and so in the other cases.

—

Tr.]
' fVer. 4. " The land of Jemini or the Jeminites," no doubt for " Benjaminites," the compound being resolved.

-Tit.]
* [Ver. 5. The remarkable variation of grammatical Number here and in ver. 4 has produced vai-ions readings

in the V.SS. anil in a few MSS. The Sept. and Vulg. write plural throughout, while Chald.. Syr. and .Arab, make
all the verbs "passed tludusrh" Sing., Iioth apparently assimilations for the sake of simplicity. The harder read-
ing of the Heb. is better retained.—Tu.]

9 [Ver. 5. The English phrase: "take thought for" (as in Matt. vi. 34), has now lost its sense of trouble and
anxietv.

—

Tr.]
10 [Ver. 6. Elohim, without the Art., but here evidently for the true God of Israel. On the supposed difference

between the artlirous and anarthrous use of the word, see Quarry on Genesis, and Bib. Corrmi. in loco.—Tu.]
11 [Ver. 6. Properly, " honored," " esteemed."

—

Tr.]
12 [Ver. (>. Perhap-s better :

" on which we are going," or :
" in respect to which we are going." To " go away "

is usually "IIT "jSn, and "I^in h}? is " on the side of the way ;" in any case, however, the verb (which is a

Perf.) is better taken as Pres. or Fut., and not as Past, as Erdrnann renders. The VSS. also translate it past.
—Tr.I

!•* [Ver. 8. Sept.: "thou shalt give," which Wellhausen pri'fcrs; Chald., Syr., Vulg., Arab.: "we will give.'

These are proViably variations for the sake of propriety.

—

Tr.I
1* [Ver. 9. Sept.: "for the people (D>'n fur DITI; formerly called the prophet the seer," an obvious and un-

fortunate misreading.

—

Tr.J
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11 And [om. and] as they went up [were going up'*] the hill to [on which was'*]

the city, they found [came upon] young maidens going out to draw water, and said

12 unto them, Is the seer here? And they answered them and said, He is; behold,

he is before you [thee] ; make haste," now, for he came to-day" to the city, for

13 there is a sacrifice of the people to-day in [on] the high place; As soon as ye be
come into the city, ye shall straightway find him, before he go up to the high place

to eat ; fur the people will not eat until he come, because he doth bless the sacrifice

;

and lorn, and] afterwards they eat that be bidden. Now therefore [And now] get

14 you up, for [ms. he'*j, about this time ye shall find him. And they went up into

[to] the city ; and '[om. and] when they were come [As they were going] into the

city, behold, Samuel came out [was coming out] against [towards] them, for \_om.

15 for] to go up to the high place. Now [And] the Lord [Jehovah] had told Samuel
16 in his ear [had informed SamueP*] a day before Saul came, saying, To-morrow,

about this time [About this time to-morrow] I will send thee a man out of the land
of Benjamin, and thou shalt anoint him to be captain [prince] over my people

Israel, that he may [and he shall] save my people out of the hand of the Philis-

tines ; for I have looked upon my people,'" because their cry is come unto me.

17 And when [om. when] Samuel saw Saul, [i?js. and] the Lord [Jehovah] said unto
[answered] him. Behold the man whom I spake to thee of! this same [the man of

whom I said to thee, he] shall reign over ray people.

18 Then [And] Saul drew near to Samuel in the gate,^' and said, Tell me, I pray
19 thee, where the seer's house is. And Samuel answered Saul, and said, I am the

seer
;
go up before me unto the high place, for [and] ye shall eat with me to-day,

and to-morrow I will let thee go, and will tell thee all that is in thine heart [and I

20 will let thee go in the morning, and all that is in thy heart I will tell thee]. And
as for thine asses, that were lost three days ago, set not thy mind on them ; for they

are found. And on whom is all the desire of Israel [And to whom belongs all

that is desirable^^ in Israel] ? is it not on [does it not belong to] thee, and on [to]

.21 all thy father's house? And Saul answered and said, Am not I a Benjamite, of

the smallest of the tribes of Israel? and my family the least of all the families of

the tribe^^ of Benjamin ? \_ins. and] wherefore then [om. then] speakest thou so to

"22 me? And Samuel took Saul and his servant, and brought them into the parlor

[eating-room], and made them sit in the chiefest place among [and gave them a

place at the head of] them that were bidden, which [and they] were about thirty'^*

'23 persons. iVud Samuel said unto [to] the cook. Bring the portion which I gave
24 thee, of which I said unto thee. Set it by thee. And the cook took up the shoulder,

and that which was upon it, and set it before Saul, and Samuel [om. Samuel,

ins. he**] said. Behold that which is left ! set it before thee [what was reserved is

15 [Ver. n. A peculiar construction (nDH with Partep.), which occurs no less tlian six times in this chapter.

—Te.]
16 [Ver. 11. Literally: "the ascent of the city."

—

Tr.]

" [Ver. 12. Sept. :
" Behold, he is before you, now on account of the day he is come to the city." They there-

fore attached the first letter of "inO to the preceding word, and omitted the rest, and instead of
' Dm '3 read

OTn3 as in the latter part of the verse. Wellhausen urges the adoption of this second reading on the ground

that we thus avoid the statement that Samuel had that very day come to the city from abroad, which seems in-

consistent with vers. 23, 24, and says that the " hasten " of "the maidens is unintelligible, based, as it is, on the
fact that Samuel had .just come. The '• for," however, must not lie jn-essed ; it simply introduces the explanation
-of the eager maidens^ and such usage is frequent in Heb. The other variation of the Sept. commends itself as
natural and appropriate: "he has just gone into the city." The Sin.c of the address in ver. 12 need not surprise
us: the maidens direct their discourse cliiefiy to Saul, "who was evidently the master (the Blidrash says, because
they were attracted by his beauty).

—

Tr.]

18 [Ver. 13. The Heb. inserts an emphatic Accus., which it is desirable to retain in the translation, Eng. idiom,
however, requiring the Nom.

—

Tr.]

19 [Ver. 15. Literally: "uncovered the ear of Samuel," made a disclosure to him.—Ta.]
20 [Ver. 16. Sept.: "the afHic.tion of my people," a natural but unnecessary insertion.

—

Tr.]
21

I

Ver. IS. Instead of "gate" O},*^), Sept. and one MS. of De Kossi read "city" (Tj;), which suits the con-
nection better.

—

Tr.]
22 [Ver. 20. So all ancient VSS. and modern interpreters ; Philippson, wiinschcnsiverth, Erdmann, hcgchrenswerth,

Cahen, ohjet disirable.—Tr.]

23 [Ver. 21. In the Heb. " tribes," which is generally regarded as an error of copyist, though it might be under-
stood as referring to families, see Num. iv. bS^ Judg. xx. 12.

—

Tr.]

24 [Ver. 22. Sept. has 70, instead of ."0.—Tr.]

25 [Ver. 24. The subject of the verb may be Samuel or the cook, and, on gramm.Ttical grounds, is more proba-
bly the latter, into whose mouth the words may be very well put, the "since I said" below not being in the Heb.
•text. Erdmann holds a different opinion; see Exposition, in loco.—Te.]
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ore thee] ; and [pm. and] eat, for unto this time hath it been kept for thee

said,^' I have invited the people. So [And] teaul did eat with Samuel that
set^® befoi

since I said,

dav.

25 And wlien they were come [And they came] down from the high place unto [to]

the city, ISamuel [om. Samuel, ins. and he] communed [spake] with Saul upon tlie

26 top of the house [the roof]. And they arose early;'* and it came to pass about

the spring of the day [at day-dawn] that Samuel called [ms. to] Saul to [on] the

top of the house [roof], saying, Up [Rise], that I may [and I will] send thee away.

And Saul arose, and they went out both of them, he and Samuel, abroad [on the

27 street]. And [om. and] as they were going down to the end of the city, Samuel

said to Saul Bid the servant pass on before us (and he passed ou'^j, but [and]

stand thou still a while, that I may [and I will] show [tell] thee the word of

God.

26 [Ver. 24. This word (D'tJ') is taken by the ancient VSS. and Eng. A. V. as Impv., but better, witli Erdniann,

as Partcp.

—

Te.]
. , _ -

27 [Ver. 2-1. On tlie text of this obscure passage see Exposition in ?oco.— l R.J

28 [Ver. 20. The Sept. text of vers. 25, 2ij. commends itself by its simplicity and eoncinnity: "into the city.

and they spread (a bed) for Saul on the roof, and he lay down. And it came to pass," etc. See discussion in Ex-
position.

—

Tr.]
, . , , . , ,

29
I Ver. 27. This remark is lacking in Sept. Vat. (but not Alex.), Syr. and Arab., and is probably a gloss. The

Syriac (as Wellhausen points out) adds a similar remark at end of ver. 3 :
" and Saul arose and departed, and took

with him one of the servants, and departed to seek the asses of his fatlier."—Tb.J

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 1, 2. Saul's /a??ii?(/ and person.—The state-

ment that Kish was the son of Abiel is oppo.sed to

that of 1 Chr. viii. 33 ; ix. 39, according to which
Ner was the fatlier of Kish, but agrees with 1

Sam. xiv. 51, according to wliich Ner was the

father of Abner and the son of Abiel, and tliere-

fore the brother of Kish. This dificrcnce is not

to be set aside by the arbitrary assumption that

Ner in Chron. is not the father, but the grand-

father, or a still remoter ancestor of Kish (Keil),

but the statement in Chron is to be corrected by
this and xiv. 51. [Keil's supposition of an omit-

ted name in the list is scarcely " arbitrary," since

such omissions are elsewhere found in genealo-

gical records. To construct Saul's genealogy it is

natural to compare the various statements in the

Scriptures, and attempt to make them accord.

Bringing together Gen. xlvi. 2 ; 1 Sam. ix. 1 ; xiv.

51 ; 1 Chr. vii. 6-8; viii. 29-33; ix. 35-39, the

following line may be made out: 1. Benjamin.
2. Beeher. 3. Apiiiah—perhaps same with Abiah.
4. Bechorath. 5. Zeror or Znr. 6. Abiel or Je-

hiel. 7. Ner. 8. Kish. 9. Saul, in which, how-
ever, some links may be omitted, as Matri, men-
tioned 1 Sam. chap. x. 21. Abner is thus Saul's

uncle, as in xiv. 50. If Eliud in 1 Chr. vii. 10 be
the judge of that name (.Judg. iii.), he was not of

the same family with Saul. In 1 Clir. ix. 35 Je-
hiel, tlie ancestor of Saul, is said to have been the
father, that is, the first settler of Gilieon; but it is

uncertain how far back we liave to put him. The
name "Saul" was liorne by others, see Gen.
xxxvi. 37, 38, xlvi. 10; 1 Chr. vi. 24; Acts vii.

58. See Bib. Diets., s. v. Ner and Saul, and
Covuns. on "Chronicles."— Tr.]. The phrase

Vn 113: [Eng. A.V. "amighty man of poAver"]

here means a rich well-to-do man (Ges., Dc Wette)
and not as in xvi. 18, a strong, valiant man (Vul-
gate, Cier., Then.); for it undonljtediy refers to

lUsh, who is, indeed, "not represented in the his-

tory as specially wealthy" (Then.), but is all the

more distinctly described as in easij circumstances

and prosperous. It is intended to state that Saul
came from a substantial family. This accords
much better with the connection than the repre-

sentation of him as a man of vigor and strength

by the statement that his father was a valiant man.
—The genealogical statement about Saul's descent

is Ibllowed (ver. 2) by a short description of his

person. The name Saul means the " asked

"

(comp. Gen. xlvi. 10) ;
" it occurs frequently, and

was, probably, usually the name of the desired

(asked) first-born" (Tlien.). Saul was a choice

and handsome man. 1in3 is to be rendered electus
T

(Vulg.),* not only because he had a groum son
(xiii. 1-3), but also because it is expressly said

(x. 24) tiiat the Lord elected and chose him, be-

cause his like was not to be found in all the peo-
ple, that is, in respect to his distinguished personal

ajipearance; in spite of the first-mentioned fact,

he might else still have ranked as a young man.
He excelled all other Israelites both in warlike
beauty and in height, according to the vivid de-
scription " from the shoulder upward ;" his per-

son was in keeping with the lofty position to

which, as ruler over Israel, he was chosen by God,
as is expi'cssly said in x. 24.t

Vers. 3-10. The occasion of Satil's meeting with

Samuel: The loss of and search for the asses of

Kish.—Ver. 3. Kish's preparations for recovering
the lost asses show him to be a substantial and
propertied man. His command to his son "take
a servant, arise, go, seek," gives a vivid descrip-

titm of what occurred. Vers. 4sqq. contain a simi-

larly frc'sli and animated description of Sanl'.s

wandering search with liis servant. The mention
of the hi/l-cotnitry of Ephrahn first as scene of the

search is explained by tl\c fact that these hills

stretched from the north down into the territory

of Benjamin, and Gibeah, Saul's home and start-

* [The rendering "in the prime of youth" (wliich
might be forty years) wiits the first of these two facts,

and the second" cannot be pressed, because the word is

()ft(>n used where this fact does not exist. See Text,
aiul <;r;mi.

—

Tk.]

t ['hi the ancient regard for physical greatness, sea-

Sijnopsis Crit.; Kitto, BaUy Bib. III.'—Ta.]
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ing-point (cornp. x. 26; xi. 4; xv. 34; xxiii. 19; '

XX vi. 1) lay on theii' slope. The land oi i^halislui,

wliicli they next traversed, probably takes its uame

from ^'^U ["three"], because there three val-

leys united in one, or one divided into three =
Threekmd (see Then, in Kiiutfer's Stud. d. sacks.

Geistl. II., 142) ; it is tlie region in wliicli, accord-

ing to 2 Kings iv. 42, Baalshalislia lay [15 miles

north of Diospolis or Lydda.

—

Tr.]. Thereupon
they traversed the land of Shaalim, according to

Then,, " perhaps a very deep valley (comp. ^^ii*

' the hollow of the hand,' and 'i/^O ' a liollow or

narrow way ' "), probably the region which lay
eastward from Shalisha, where on the maps of
Robinson and Vandevelde the Beni Mussah and
Beni Salem are marked (comp. Keil iVi loco).* The
next statement that they traversed the land of

Benjamin, indicates that from Shaalim they go
from north-east to south-west. Thence they came
into the land of Zuph, which, as Keil supposes,

lay on the south-west of the tribe-territory of Ben-
jamin, since " Saul and his follower on the return

home pass first (x. 2) by the tomb of Rachel, and
then come to the border of Benjamin."— [Kitto
remarks that Saul's tender regard for his father's

feelings (ver. 5) is a favorable indication of cha-

racter.—Tr.].—Ver. 6. The servant prevents Saul
from returning home immediately, pointing out
to him the city before him standing on an emi-
nence, where they would find the man of God,
who would perhaps tell them how they might at-

tain the object of their search. The way, on which
they came,! is the way on which they now are,

that they may find what they are seeking; the

seer will now jierhaps tell them the direction in
which they must go on this way, in order to find

the asses. From the connection of the whole his-

tory of Samuel the city can be no other than his

residence, Ramathaim (or, Ramah) Zophim (ch.

i. 1), that is, in the district of Zuph, in the Tribe
of Benjamin (Josh, xviii. 25). Keil is wrong in

pressing against this general assumption the fact

that the servant does not say " here dwells," but
" here is " a man of God, Avhich is plainly far-

fetched. Equally forced is his explanation of the
answer of the maidens (ver. 12): "He came to-

day to the city, for there is a great sacrifice of the
people on the high-place," from which he infers

that the seer's house was not in the citv, but that

he had only come thither to the sacrificial feast

;

their answer rather confirms the former view,
since the question " is the seer here ?" referred to

the city, while the place of ofl'ering was on the
eminence behind the city, where Samuel in those
days worked and dwelt. Sanuiel has his resi-

dence in this city (comp. ver. 25 with ver. 18)

;

Keil's supposition ofa temporary residence, which
he occupied during his presence at the festival, is

wholly untenable. As Samuel had btiilt an altar

to the Lord at Ramah (vii. 17), it is more natural
to think of this residence of Samuel than of any
other place, the name of which would no doubt
otherwise have been given. Finally, it is to be
added that Samuel is known to the servant, and

* [Others render " iaekal-land," and refer to Shnal (X
Sam. xiii. 17), orShaalbim (.Tiidg. i. :;.')) in the territory of
Dan. The geoprajihy is altoetetlier iineertain.—Tr.]
t [On the rendering see Textual and Grammat.—Tr.]

the latter knows that he is here. On the other
supposition, how should he know that Samuel
was here precisely at this time, if it was not his
residence? [These arguments are replied to in
various ways by expositors who hold that this

city was not Ramah. But Erdmann is undoubt-
edly right in saying that the impression made by
this narrative is that it was Sanmel's residence to

which Saul came. The difficulty lies in recon-
ciling this statement with the itinerary in ch. x.

2-5. See the exposition and translator's note on
ch. i. 1. As Rachel's tomb was near Bethlehem,
and Saul was going towards Bethel, one would
suppose the city in ch. ix. to be south or south-

west from Bethlehem, that is, not in the territory

of Benjamin at all. And if it was not Ramah it

is impossible to say what it was.— It is worthy of

note tliat Saul seems to know nothing about Sa-

nuiel ; it is the servant that knows and does every-

thing. Saul rather appears as a simple-minded

rustic youth, who has rarely left his pastoral oc-

cupations, and knows little of the political and
religious elements of the time.

—

Tr.].—From this

passage it appears (comp. ver. 9) that the earliest

prophets were consulted by the people about or-

dinary matters of life, of which they were looked

on as having superior knowledge. It is, however,

undetermined, whether Samuel would have an-

swered the question about the asses, if the loss of

and search for them had not been, according to

the revelation made him from above, the divinely-

appointed means for bringing him into connection

with the person of the designated king.

Vers. 7, 8. Those who went to question the

prophets carried them presents (comp. 1 Kings

xiv. 3). These are in the first place to be re-

garded as honorary gifts, intended to show respect.

But this does not exclude the supposition that

they depended for support on these voluntary

giffs oftered in return for information desired.

Saul fears that he has no gift worthy of the man,

but the servant, who is drawn to the life, is ready

with the reply: "There is in my hand (I have

here at hand) the fourth of a shekel of silver"

(called zuz (I=IT) by the later Jews, see Targ. Jon.

in loc). The silver shekel and its parts {^r, i, i),

are not pieces weighed in transference, but already

of determined weight and value, coins " current

with the merchant" (Gen. xxiii. 16), which were
" counted." The Shekel was in German money
about 26 silbergroschen, the quarter, therefore,

about 6.\ silbergroschen. [There is no means of

determining precisely the value of the shekel in

Samuel's time. In our Lord's time a stater =
shekel seems to have been about 70 cents United

States currency, and a quarter about 18 (equiva-

lent perhaps "to two dollars now). A German
Silbergroschen is about 21 cents in our currency.

There'is no evidence that coined money existed

in Israel before the captivity, and the first native

coins were })robablv struck some centuries after

the Return.—Tr.]." The Prelerites give an admi-

rably true picture of the animated manner of the

servant, who is intent only on the object of their

search, and willinglv makes the sacrifice of the mo-

ney for the asses.—Ver. 9. "The man" (i^'^H) is

the indef. subject (Germ, man [Eng. one]), though

the .4rf. makes the individual personality more pro-

minent. Ew. Gr. 1 294 d. An express difierence is

made here between the ancient designation of the
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prophet Roeh {^^^), for which later in the solemn,

poetic language the synonymous Chozeh (Hin

"gazer") was used, and the term in use in the

author's time Nabi i^'^^)- The former (Eoeh,

seer), points only to the form in which "the in-

sight " into what was hidden came to them, the

hitter (Nabi), on the contrary, " to the source of

the divinatory insight, to God" (Tholuck, Die
Propheten, p. 21). The remark in ver. 9 belongs

accoixling to its content to ver. 11.

\_Note on Roeh.—The statement in ver. 9 has

special interest in connection with the history of

proplietic work in Israel. Tlie three terms named
above have each its peculiar meaning and its

special use, though to a certain extent employed
interchangeably. Besides in this chapter, Boeh
occur.s three times of Samuel (1 Chron. ix. 22;

XX vi. 28; xxix. 29), twice of Hanani (2 Chron.

xvi. 9, 10), once with a general application (Isa.

XXX. 10), and once apparently of Zadok the

priest in a passage (2 Sam. xv. 27) where the

text is somewhat involved in suspicion ; it is

used, that is, c. B. C. 1100-700. Qhozeh is found

in 2 Sam., in the prophets, and in Ciiron., about

B. C. 80U-400. Nabi occurs from Gen. to Mai.,

in nearly every book of the Old Testament. As
to tlie meaning, Nabi is clearly one wlio speaks

for God (see the general meaning in Ex. vii. 1),

annonncin<i; or representing His will by His com-
m-inii. C.iozeh, the " gazer," is one who sees

visions of God ; the verb, where it means " be-

liold," is used only in poetry, and always of

divine visions, and the noun was employed as

synonymous with Nabi, meaning prophet in the

fullest sense. So, too, Roeh tlie "seer," in the

one passage (Isa. xxx. 10) where it occurs with a

general application, is used as synonymous with

Chozeh, while our verse here affirms the substan-

tial identity of Roeh and Nabi. But, as the

Nabi, always claims inspiration, whether lie be
true or false, we must regard the Roeh also as an
inspired person. Dr. R. Payne Smith ("Pro-
phecy a prep, for Christ," Lect. II.) holds that the

Roih was simply a man of acute understanding,

uninspired, to whom the people were in the habit

of resorting for advice in difficult matters. He
bases his view cliiefly on this chapter, and espe-

cially on the Sept. reading of ver. 9 : "the people

called Raeh him," etc., a reading which can
hardly be sustained; and, for the reasons given
above, it seems necessary to regard the Roeh as

inspired. The change of name from Roeh to

Nabi and Chozeh had its ground jirobably in the
development of the religiors constitution. Up
to some time before the author of "Samuel"
wrote, the non-sacerdotal, non-Levitical religious

teacher was one distinguished by seeing visions,

or by seeing into the will of God. Tliis is God's
definition of the prophet in Niun. xii. 6; it is

involved in 1 Sam. iii. 1, 15, and in the visions
of the patriarchs. The Law of Moses was the
complete and sufficient guide for life and worship,
and it was only in special individual matters that
the divine direction was given, and then it was
through the medium of a vision. He w^ho saw
the vision was a Roeh, and it was natural enough
that he should be consulted by tlie people about
many matters. But in process of time the mecha-
nicalness and deadness to which tlie legal ritual

constantly tended called forth an order of men who
expounded and enforced the spirituality of the

Law, speaking as God bade them, speaking for

God, entering as a prominent element into the

religious life of the nation. He who thus spake
was a Nabi, and, as he too might have visions,

he was sometimes called C'hozeh "the gazer"'

(the verb Hin is not necessarily always to "gaze"
as Dr. Smith maintains [iibi stip.}, as, for ex., in

Prov. xxii. 29, but is the poetic conception "be-
hold" as distinguished from "see," though in the
visional use it is appropriately rendered "gaze").

As this speaker for God gradually took the place

of the old seer of visions, the word Nabi replaced

Roeh in popular usage. It seems that the change
began in or about Samuel's time, and was com-
pleted about three centuries later, Roeh still

maintaining itself in the language, though rarely

used. On the other hand, Nabi may have been
used infrequenth' in early times, in reierence to

Abraham and Moses, and have become aiterwards

the common term, or the occurrence of the word
in the Pentateuch may be the translierence of a
late word to earlier scenes.

—

Tb.]
Vers. 11-14. The announcement of the " Seer^'

tO'^J.'' nrsn, Just as they were going up . . . then

(HiSni); the Partcp. with preceding subject de-

notes a circumstance or fact, synchronously with

which or at the occurrence of which another fact

or circumstance takes place, which is introduced

by 1 before the subject (Ew , Gr-, ^ 341 d). A
similar construction with HOm • • • nOH follows in

ver. 14 and ver. 27).—The word "here" (^'3) re-

fers to the city, whichwas on an eminence, since they

met the water-drawers as they were going up The
answer of the maidens (ver. 12) "before thee" is a
"direction to go simply straightforward" (Bunsen).

Here too the description is very lively, answering

perfectly to the peculiarities of the persons. "He
came into the city " presupposes either that liis

residence was without it, or that he liad been ab-

sent from it some time (Then.). The "height"

on which the offering took place must be distin-

guished from the height on which the city stood.

The name Ramathaim* [= the two Raniahs, or

heights] refers to those two heights. The Bamah,
high-place (comp. Mic. iii. 12, wliere it is syno-

nymous with "in "mountain," and Mic. i. 3, 4;

.Jer. xxvi. 18 with Am. iv. 1) is the sacred place

of sacrifice on the mountain which rose still higher

than the city (comp. ver. 11 with vers. 13, 25, 27).

Of such " Bamoth," holy places on heights, where

the people assembled for sacrifice and prayer,

there were several during the unquiet times of tlie

.Judges, especially after the central Sanctuary at

Shiloh ceased to exist, till the building of the

Temple (comp. vii. 9; x. 8; xiii. 8sq.; xvi. 2,

3; 1 Kings iii. 2 sq.), as indeed the Patriarchs

sacrificed on high places (Gen. xii. 8) . It was not

till after the building of the Temple that the higli-

place-worship, which easily degenerated into idol-

atrv (wherefore the Law forbade sacrifice except

in Jehovah's dwelling, the Sanctuary) was com-

pletely done away with (2 Kings xxiii. 4-23).

—

In ver. 13 |2 corresponds to 2, both expressing

identity of time, or the concurrence of the acts of

* [As to the oity S'*e Exposition on ver. 6 and 'J'rans-

lator'.-' note.—Tit.]
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coming and finding = " as . . . . forthwith," or
" when .... straightway." Ew. Gram. | 360 b.

—Tlie seer is just going to a sacrificial meal on
the high-place. The "people" await him there.

A large assembly is therefore gathered to-day on
the high-place for a thank-offering. '^7.?. h^i'^ =
h'Tioyeiv, evxapLarelv ["bless," "give thanks"].
The "him" is repeated in this animated discourse,

because the somewhat garrulous and circumstan-
tial women wish to bring the chief person promi-
nently before the inquirer.* " They that are bid-

ele7i " are those whom Samuel had invited to this

sacrificial meal, comp. ver. 24.—Ver. 14. The
course of events now, according to the very pre-

cise and detailed account of the narrator, is as

follows : First Saul and his servant go up to the
city. Pursuant to the directions of the maidens
they pass quickly in. The curt, rapid character
of the narration corresponds to the movement.
Next, they are already in the midst of the city,

when, this is the third fact, Samuel, going out of

the city, meets them ; they meet in the middle of

the city, he going outward toward the high-place,

they going inward. That they had gone through
the gate was a matter of course and did not require
mention. And the statement of ver. 18: " And
Saul drew near to Samuel in the midst of the gate,"

or, stepped up to him, the fourth fact, need not
be regarded as contradictory to the preceding state-

ment :
" in the midst of the city ;" for, from these

two statements it is clear that Saul did not go up
to Samuel as soon as he met him, as appears also

from ver. 17, where it is expressly said what in-

tervened: Samuel saw Saul, and received from
God the disclosure that this was the man in refe-

rence to whom He had before made a revelation

to him. We must therefore suppose a pause be-

tween the meeting in the city and the talk in the

gate, during which Saul followed Samuel till he
approached him in the gate. Thus there is no
need for the conjecture that the verse read origi-

nally "gate" instead of "city " (Then.), nor the

supposition that the narrator was guilty of care-

lessness (Reuss), nor the artificial, unclear expla-

nation that the words mean " to go into the city,

enter, and the entrance was through the gate "

(Keil). Ewald's remark that, since Ramah, Sa-

muel's city, was certainly not large, " in the midst

of the city" (ver. 4) is not very different from
" in the midst of the gate " (ver. 18), comes in ex-

cellently, in the sense that the distance between
the middle of the city and the middle of the gate

was small, to explain satisfactorily why Saul, after

the meeting in the city, did not approach Samuel
to speak to him till he was in the middle of the

gate. Further it is to be noted that conversation

and consultation were usually held "in the gate,"

not on the street, and the pause which Saul's ques-

tion supposes Samuel to have made could pro-

perly occur only in the place set aside for public

interviews.

Vers. 1-5-17. The revelation which Samuel re-

ceived the day before Saul's arrival, that a man
of Benjamin would come to him, whom he was to

anoint prince over Israel, was psychologically

based on his constant prayerful expectant reflec-

tion as to how God would estalilish the monarchy
promised to the people. "To uncover the ear"

when said of God, signifies, as in 2 Sam. vii. 27,

^^[On this verse see " Text, and Grammat."

—

Te.]

the divine Spirit's announcement to the human
spirit, the inbreathing of divine thoughts from
above through the word.

—

I will send to thee,
(ver. 16) : The " I will send " sets forth ihe divine-

providence, which so guides the ways ot Saul, tlie

chosen king, that he must come to Samuel, the
head of Isi-ael and mediator between (iod and his
people. Clericus :

" I will take care that he come
to thee. For Saul was ignorant of the whole mat-
ter, and, while vainly seeking asses, found an un-
expected kingdom." The future king came from
the most warlike tribe, and this revelation to Sa-
muel declares that his mission was a warlike one,
the deliverance, namely, of Israel from the domi-
nation of the Philistines. Israel's victory over
the Philistines (vii. 13) was not followed by a
complete liberation of land and people from these
enemies; rather the words: "The hand of the
Lord was against the Piiilistines all the days of
Samuel" point to repeated successful battles

against them. It was these that Saul fought, and
Samtiel survived during the greater part of his
reign. Comp. the remarks on vii. 13. " I have
looked upon my people" means not "I have had
regard to their prayers" (Cleric), but, as in Ex.
ii. 25, in reference to the Egyptian bondage, which
was the type of every op^jression of Israel by ex-
ternal means, that God, ever present to help His
people, had a compassionate knowledge of their

needs and misery. The insertion of the Sept. of
the words "aflliction of," before "my peoi3le," is

a correct explanation, but not necessary as a part

of the original text; for the following words:
"their cry is come to me" explain suflSciently in
what sense God's seeing, to wldch the hearing of
the people's cry corresponds, is to be understood.

—Ver. 17. At the moment when Samuel saw
Saul, he received by divine revelation the inward
assurance that this man was the king clio.sen by
God. The phrase "answered " refers to the question
which Samuel internally asked God when he saw
Saul, whether this was the Benjamite of whom he
had been divinely told the day before. The word

"bind, restrain" ("'^JL") characterizes his govern-

ment as a sharp and strict one, as a coercere impe-

rio. To this mental experience of Samuel's cor-

responded the short interval between his passage
to the gate and Saul's apjuoach to him in the gate

with the question about the seer.

Vers. 18-27. Sanl Samuel's guest, and, the lat-

ter^s talk with him. Vers. 18 takes up the thread

from ver. 14, after the parenthesis, ver. 17. In

reply to Saul's question as to the seer's house,

Samuel announces himself (ver. 19) as the "seer."

The direction: "go itp before me" is a mark of

respect, like the invitation to take the chief place

(ver. 22), and the selection of the best portion at

the meal' (ver. 24). Ye shall eat with me to-

day includes the servant, while the courtesy could

only be meant for Saul as the master. All that

is in thy heart I will tell thee—not: "wbat-

soever thou shalt desire" (Cleric.) in reference to

the object of his coming; for in respect to the

asses he gives him information immediately (ver.

20), but Samuel will reveal to him his innermost

thoughts (Bunsen). He speaks to him as prophet,

and prepares him for what he has to communicate
to him as prophet. Thenius' reference of the

words to what Satd does in chap, xiii , as if he
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had " long had it in mind," seems too particular

for tlie general connection here. The reference

is rather to the powers and impulses of an aspi-

ring soul, -which lay latent in Saul, and fitted

him for his destined calling, as well as to his sin-

ful nature, which, by opposing God, might prove

a hindrance. In ver. 20 Samuel says two things,

by which he showed Saul that he was a prophet.

First, he announces to him that the ground of

anxiety for the asses is already removed.

—

Which were lost to-day three days, that

is, "to-day is the third day," day before yester-

day, see Ew., Gr., i 287, k [Ges.,"Gr., g 118, 2].

—Set not thy mind on them stands over

against the preceding "what is in thy heart."

From now on liis heart is to claim and accom-

plish something higher. To this Samuel's second

expression refers, which hints indistinctly at the

great and noble destiny to which God has elected

him, in order to awaken and call out what was

hidden in his heart. All the desire ('" mDH-S^).
^ - : V T

omnis cupiditas, omne desiderium Israelis, but in

the objective sense: everytliing worthy of desire,

valuable, optima quceque (Vnlg.). This signifies,

in contrast with the sought antl found asses, that

noblest possession, which pertained to all Israel,

and was destined for him and his father's house,

was to be his, unsought and undesired : the royal

dignity. Samuel " draws him away from caring

about the asses, and first lifts him up to high
thoughts and hopes" (O. v. Gerlaeh). Samuel's

obscure, enigmatic words only give him a glimpse

of something great and lofty pertaining to him-
self and his house, and give occasion (ver. 21) to

a disclamatory reply, whicli exhibits that which is

now in his heart, namely, humility and modesty.

The supposition that Saul " well understood that

Samuel spoke of the honor of the kingdom"
(Diichsel) does not accord with the purposely

general and indefinite character of Samuel's

words. It is without support from the connec-

tion and inconsistent with x. 20, 21, to explain

Saul's answer—that the best thing in Israel could

not belong to him and his house, because his

tribe was the smallest in Israel, and his family

the least in this tribe—in reference to his later

very difierent bearing, as " pretended modesty "

(Then.). Saul came only afterwards to be untrue

to this disposition of mind, wliich was the condi-

tion of his election. (Instead of the obviously

erroneous plural, '^^P, "tribes," read sing.,

"tribe"). The warlike tribe of Benjamin, one
of the smallest already in the census of Num. i.

'M sq., had been reduced by the frightful execu-

tion recorded in Judg. xx. 20 to an inconsidera-

ble power. The consciousness of this fact is

expressed in Saul's words. Looking at his tribe

and family, he will not presume to claim so high
a consideration as the seer has intimated. Samuel
makes him no answer. "lie wishes to awaken
in him astonishment, expectation, liope " (O. v.

Gerlaeh).—Vers. 22-24 now relate liow Samuel
entertains him as an honored (juest at the sacrificial

meal.—Ver. 22. A select number of thirty men
of note were invited to this festival, and liad taken

their places in the room (HSK?/) provided for

the purpose. The uppermost place, as the place

of honor, is assigned to Saul and his companion.

All the people could not be in the room, but held
the feast in the open air. Samuel (ver. 23) orders

the reserved piece of the meat, as the best, to be
set before them. This is more exactly described

in ver. 24 as the thigh or shoulder, and "what

was on it" [attached to it] ('^''J'l^n, Art. with

Bel. force), not " what was over it," the broth

with which the meat was eaten (Maur.). That
wiiicli was attached to it was the best of the flesh

of the offered animals; whether the fat on it, not

used in the offering, or the flesh near the shoulder,

cannot be determined ; it could not be the kid-

neys (Then., Bunsen), for they, with the attached

fat {]'iyy.]l. "^^f?), were burned in the slain-ofier-

ing (Lev. iii. 4). It was probably the right* leg,

which Samuel, as priest, had ordered to Vie re-

served ; for it belonged to the priest, according

to the Law, Lev. vii. 32 sqq.
—"The resemblance

to Gen. xlii. 34 is rather from the facts them-
selvei«, not from an imitation of one passage by
the other." Ew. Gesch. HI. 29, Bern. 3.—Tlie mi-
nute description of the cook's procedure is worthy
of note :

" and the cook took up," etc., correspond-

ing to the precise account of Samuel's conduct as

host. The insertion of " Samuel to Saul " ( Sept.),

or "Samuel" (Yulg.), after "and he said," is not

necessary (Then.), for, considering ver. 23 and
the first sentence of ver. 24 as a parenthesis (like

vers. 15-17), the "and he said" continues the

})rincipal matter, the speech of Samuel. The
following words so obviously suit Samuel and not

the cook, that a misunderstanding was impossi-

ble.! Here also the translation of the Sept. is

explicative. D'B? [Eng. A. V. "set"] is not

Imper., but Pas. Partcp. (as in Obad. 4 ; Num.
xxiv. 21). For the construction see Ew., Gr., §

149 sq., Bottcher, Neite ^hreiilese in loco. As to

the occurrence, the latter properly remarks that

Saul could not be bidden to do what the cook had

already just done (Dt^'^"']). Bender: "behold,

the reserved piece is set before thee." The fol-

lowing words, in which Samuel invites Saul to

eat, present great difiiculties in the text.—[The
literal rendering is: "eat, for at (or unto) the

time (or festival) it was preserved for thee, say-

ing (this is the word which makes the grammati-
cal difliculty), the people I have invited."—Tr.]

The translation :
" for it is kept for tliee for tlie

time when I said, I liave invited the people," is

unclear (De Wette, Keil), and labors under the

rendering "when I said" for "iDi<7. ["saying"].

Thenius (following the Sept., and reading nQi^

for iDNS, and W~V7p. for '^^IpJ renders:

" it has been kept for thee for a sign with (or, in

reference to) the people (namely, that thou from
now on will be the first), fall to (that is, begin) ;"

against wliich Bottcher shows that "'Jl'iO cannot

mean sirjn, and that this conjectured text is unte-

nable (p. 114 in loco). But Bottcher' s own view

is equally untenable: he holds that an Accus.

Pron. has fallen out (for 'O^")}^ stood originally

* [Others suppose that it vvaf9 not the right shoulder,
because Samuel was not. a priest.

—

Tr.]

t (Others think it equally clear that these words were
spoken by the cook.

—

Te.
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^'n~ or "l'r\ ), and renders: "eat, for to the end

(or for the time) it has been kept for thee, that

the people might say (think), I have iiwited thee

(or him)." But the people knew without this

that he had invited this guest; no special indica-

tion of the invitation was needed, and the reserved

portion would rather suggest a reference to the

distinction thus conferred on Saul, as Thenius
rightly remarks. Thenius further supposes that

the original reading may have been "invited

Mm" (^HNTp), and renders: "to this end it is

kept for thee, in order (thereby) to say, the peo-
ple have invited him," that is, he came in accor-

dance Avith the general desire as honored guest,

.as chief person. But for this sense there is no
historical authority; for the reservation of the

portion of lionor had nothing to do with an invi-

tation of Saul by the people, and this invitation

was in fact given bv Samuel alone. Ewald {ubi sup.,

p. 29, Rem. 3)* renders: "for a sign that thou wast
invited before the rest of the people (ver. 22), or
that thou art marked out from the rest of tlie

people," which gives no clear sense. Bunsen re-

tains the masoretic text, and translates :
" the

chief portion was kept for thee to this time ; tlie

meal was in fact arranged in honor of thee, as

chief person, though I said, the people of the
place shall be guests," but himself admits that

this is somewhat forced. "Though I said" is

still less possible as translation of "^^^7 than
" when I said." All the difBculties centre in this

•word. If a corruption of the text is to be sup-

posed, it seems best to adopt Ilaug's reading (see

in Bunsen) "15?'?^.Z, and translate: "it was kept

for thee for the feast, or festive gathering, to which
I invited the people." Luther: "for it was re-

,served for thee just at this time when I invited

the people." The sense of Samuel's words is, that

lie knew by divine revelation (vers. 15, 16) that lie

would come. He sees a divine jirovidence in

Saul's coming just at this time. In accordance
with the intimation which he had received from
above, he showed honor not merely to the guest
as such, but to him whom God had chosen king

• of Israel, for such Sanuiel by the divine instruc-

tion had recognized him to be (ver. 17). [As it

stands, the Heb. of this clause does not admit of
translation, the vss. do not suggest a satisfactory

reading (C'Jiald. follows Heb. literally, and Syr.
omits the words "saying, I have invited the peo-
ple"), and the emendations proposed are all un-
satisfactory. Yet the purpose seems clearly to be
to inform Saul that this was not a chance-piece
that was otlered him, but one that had been
set asifle for him when the feast was prepared.
This at once showed the intention to confer honor
on Saul, and exhibited the prophetic foresight of
Samuel.

—

Tr.].

Vers. 25-27. iSamwc/'s .'iecret convermtion with

Saul. This took place, according to the narra-
tive, on two occasions, and its purpose was, as the
context shows, to prepare Saul for the important

. announcement that God had chosen him to be
king, and for its confirmation by the act of

. anointing. Ver. 25. After the return from the
feast on the height, Samuel receives Saul into his

*rr»Nn'n Dj;niNK?r: "2 or m*-ip.—Tr.]ttI tt t:- • t;-|

10

house. He spoke with Saul on the roof.

—

There is no ground for adopting (with Tiien. and

Ew.) the text of the Sept.:* "and they prejiared (in-
def. subj.) Saul a bed on the roof, and he lay down."
To the Heb. text ( which is supported by Chald., Syr.
Arab., and Jerome) the Vulgate makes an addi-
tion "probably from the Itala" (Keil): "Saul
spread a bed on the roof and slept." This is a
circumstantial description of what was self-evident
from the connection (see ver. 26). Our text, on the
contrary, furnishes simply the fact, the mention
of which is of great importance for the pragmatical
connection of the events related. The unmen-
tioned subject-matter of the talk is not the election
of Saul to be king (according to ver. 27). The-
nius, wrongly assuming this to be the subject-
matter, regards this talk as premature. Samuel
prepared Saul for the important communication
which he had to make to him, having already be-
fore the feast given him an indefinite hint (ver. 20)
of the honor that awaited him. This conver-
sation (ver. 25) is the connectiiu/ link between that
on the height and the connuunication which
Samuel made to Saul the following morning. The
flat roof, arranged so that stay on it was safe (Deut.
xxii. 8), was the place to which people withdrew
for quiet contemplation, prayer, undisturbed con-
versation and rest, and where also a guest-cham-
ber was arranged, the place of honor of the house,
comp. 1 Kings xvii. 19 with 2 Kings iv. 10. There
Saul slept (ver. 26). The conversation which
Samuel there held with Saul, probably at the
close of the day, referred, as Otto von Gerlach
well remarks, "not to the royal dignity, but
surely to the deep religious and political de-
cline of the people of God, the opposition of the
heathen, the causes of the impotency to oppose
these enemies, the necessity of a religious change
in the people, and of a leader thoroughly obedient
to the Lord."—Ver. 26. And they arose early
—each from his bed. What follows is a dilierent

thing from this—for the words: And when the
morning dawned, eic. state not the rising from
sleep, but the getting up and getting ready to de-

l)art; they are neither an exacter definition of
"and they rose early," as Keil thinks, who ren-

ders: "And they arose early in the morning

—

namely, at day-dawn," nor is it a "singular mode
of narration" (as Thenius says) to write first

"they arose early," and then "when the day
dawned," as if we could not suppose that they
rose before the dawn, especially after so exciting

a conversation tJie preceding evening and night,

and as if Sanmel's call to Saul, "rise," were not
more naturally to be understood of preparation
for the journey than of rising from sleep. That
they are to be so taken is evident from the following

words, " that 1 may send thee away," from Samuel's
calling to Saul up on the roof, and from the words,

"and he arose, and they both went out" (on the

street).t [In spite of Dr. Erdmann's ingenious

* Writing h'iHUh n3TT_ instead of ISn"!, and

closing ver. 25 with ^JJiJ''! [instead of JIDDK^'I in ver.

20—Tr.]
t Tliere is no need to .substitute the Qeri nJUH for

the Kethib nJJ- Bottcher: '• The Accusative-vowel !j,

'

like the case-vowel i, is often without any literal sign "

[mater Icctioiiinj.
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defence of the Heb. text, the reading of the Sept.

has much to recommend it. It accords better

with the character of Hebrew historical narra-

tion ( \yhich deliglits in detailing self-evident cir-

cumstances), agi-ees better with the simple, ob-

jective nature of the transaction between Samuel
and Saul (a protracted political and religious

conversation between the two men hardly suits

Saul's character, as far as we know it), and re-

moves the somewhat difficult necessity of sup-

posing that they rose before the dawn. (If this

had occurred, the Heb. would hardly have failed

to mention it ; nor is it quite natural to think of

the rustic youth Saul, wearied with the walk and
the ceremony of the day, as so excited by a gene-

ral conversation (in which, according to Erdmann
and ver. 27, nothing was said of his elevation to

the throne) as to be unable to sleep his accustomed
time, and so rising before the dawn—some time
before, it would seem—and remaining on the

roof till he is called, how employed, it is not said).

On the other hand, the reading of the Sept. gives

a simple and natural narrative: "and a bed was
spread for Saul on the roof, and he lay down, and
it came to pass when the morning dawned," etc.;

and whatever conversation was proper under the

circumstances may be understood. Throughout
the narrative is occupied with objective facts, and
not with interior psychological descriptions, as we
should expect in a modern work. Thus not a
word is said of Samuel's labors among the people
preceding the great popular movement in chap,

vii.; nor is lie elsewhere ever said to have had
private conversations with his sons, with Saul, or

with David. He may have had these, but it is

not the manner of the narrative to mention them.—Tr.]—Ver. 27. As a mark of honor, Samuel
accompanies Saul, and, wiien they reached the

extremity of the city, directs him to send the ser-

vant on, in order that he might be alone with
him, and impart to him in confidential conversa-

tion what the Lord iiad revealed concerning his

appointment to be king of Israel. That I may
show thee the word of God.—Up to this

time he had said nothing to him of his choice
as king. The declaration "I will show thee" is

not to be understood (with Diichsel) as tlie "fac-

tual fulfilment" of that word, but as the introduc-

tion and announcement of its content. It is not

related what Samuel said to Saul, since that is

evident from the immediately following fact, the

anointing of Saul. The wliole ninth chapter sets

forth the preparation of Saul for this communica-
tion and anointing, wiiich were at first meant for

Idni alone, and confirmed to him his call to be king
of Israel. In regard to tiie preceding conversa-
tions, Calvin remarks: God is said to have in-

structed Saul in good time, so tiiat when he came
to the throne he might not l)e ignorant of his du-
ties, but yet to have trained him gradually, and
indeed (a point worthy of attention) not openly,
but, as it were, in secret."

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. The prrparations (in ch. ix.) for carrying out
the divine decision in reference to the kinr/dmn of

Israel to be establislied exliibit the proj>li('tic ojfire,

represented by Samuel, as here also the imuiediate

organ of God, to execute God's positive command

:

"make them a king." In Samuel's person and
in his conduct and discourse towards Saul is con-
centrated the combination of two factors: divine
revelation, which lays hold immediately of the
general history of Israel as well as of the little af-

fairs of an unknown family, and the earthly-hu-
man factor, which shows itself in apparently acci-

dental and trivial occurrences ; but at the same
time is exhibited the absolute control of the divine
providence, which, independently of human-
earthly views and relations, employing apparently
unimportant human accidents and trivial occur-
rences, yet, to secure the higliest ends of God's
kingdom, advances firmly and securely, though
by circuitous ways, to tlie appointed goal. And
this goal is the realization of the theocracy in a
new form, in the form of the kingdom, which was
based on the essential character of the theocracy
and the character of the times, though it was sin-

fully demanded by the people out of envy of the
splendor of royalty among the heathen, and dis-

satisfaction with the invisible glory of Jehovah's
kingdom.

2. Tiie choice of Saul to be king, and the cir-

cumstances which prepared the way for his con-
secration and anointing, as well as his meeting
with Samuel, constitute a divine act which enters^

immediately into the history of Israel, in which
we must recognize: 1) The condescension of God,
both to human weakness and sin (which, as in

the sinful longing after a king, must subserve the
plans of His providence), and also to the seemingly
smallest and most unimportant events of human
life, which, as here the lost asses and Saul's search

after them, must be the foil to set off His provi-

dential government and the accomplishment of

His purposes. Without meaning to set forth a
mechanical theory of inspiration, we may exclaim
with Hamann: "How lias God the Holy Ghost
stooped, to become a historian of the smallest,

most contemptible afiairs on earth, in order to re-

veal to man, in his own language, in his own bu-
siness, in his own ways, the purposes, the secrets,

and the ways of the Deity !" 2) The independence
of earthly and human relations in God's counsel
and deed, shown in the fact that not a notable
man of a prominent family was chosen for this

high calling, but an unknown man, "from the
smallest family of the smallest of the tribes" (ix.

21) without His knowledge or desire. 3) God's

free grace is not conditioned on human cojiduct.

Calvin: "Only by a special exliibition of divine
grace did Saul come to this high dignity. By
clioosing him from the smallest and most insigni-

ficant tribe, God purposed to glorify His grace,

and exclude all appearance of human cooperation."

Ewald : "Qualified for the royal office, he does
not seek to obtain it; for a great good, gained by
artful effort of one-sided human gras)jing, can ne-
ver become a true one. And so it is a charming his-

tory—how Saul, sent to seek the lost asses, after a
long and vain search, comes, on the third day, al-

most against iiis will, to Samuel, whom he scarcely

knew, to ask him al)Out them, and instead of them
to receive from him a, kingdom. For He, who
purposes just at this time to establisli tlie kingdom
in Israel, has already cliosen him before he knows
it." {Gesch. III. 27", 28.) 4) The tvisdoni of the

divine providence, wliich so guides and orders

what seems to be accidental and trivial, that it is
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Buhservient to His ends, juid iirocures their accom-
jjlisihment. Calvin: " What seems to our reason
accident, God makes into a sign that tlie seemingly
fortuitous is to be referred to the admirable plans

of His providence, and is ruled and guided Ijy

God's hand, though against this our thoughts
protest. Said wanders uncertainly around, and
thinks only how he shall find the asses; mean-
time, Divine Providence, which had already deter-

mined and revealed to Samuel his lot, does not

sleep. So all these incidents and wanderings were
only preparations and mediate causes by which
God accomplished His design concerning Saul.

By God's ordainment the asses were lost, that

Saul, in seeking them, might find Samuel; God
guided the tongue of his father when He com-
manded him to go in search of the asses; it was
God's providence that directed the steps of Saul
and his servants, as they went from one place to

another, in order to bring them to Samuel."

3. The conditions under which alone the theo-

cratic king as such could hold and exercise his of-

fice in Israel, as typically set forth in Saul's ele-

vation to the throne, were: 1) natural, in respect

to his person, which must be such, in body and
soul, as worthily to sustain the royal oflice; 2)

supernatural, namely, divine choice and equipment;
"to the man, feeble in himself, the grace and pre-

destination of God comes to help him with its

complete strength for this highest of all callings,

to complete him, with the required divine power
and holy consecration of mind, into that for which
he was naturally endowed" (Ewald) ; Z) histori-

cal, confirmatory signs; these are j^artly signs

given by God in definite occurrences, which attest

the royal call to the people, partly the man's own
deeds, which accord with and confirm the royal

call; 4) ethical, absolute dependence on the divine

will in all thought, word and action; the king-

must "never forget the beginning from which he
sprang, and so must always remember that ano-

ther, the Eternal King, is still above him,—and
that any earthly king can be a king after the heart

of the King of all kings only so far as he works
together with God, and therefore with all spiritual

truths." (Ew. Gesch. III. 25.) To this fourth

condition Samuel's words referred : "All that is

in thy heart I will show thee." See Exposition.

4. The account of Samvel's condvct in th is stadium

of the preparation for the eskihlishment of the king-

dom in the person of Saul characterizes the pro-

phet: 1) in his position toxKirds God in respect to

this beginning of a new phase of development of

the theocracy : by direct enlightenment of the di-

vine Spirit it is revealed to him that the king of

Israel has already been chosen by God (vers. 15,

16), ivho is chosen (ver. 17), and what he has to

announce to him in God's name (ver. 27); 2) in

his conduct as organ of God towards the designated

king, Saul, and in him towards the kingdom: he
gradually prepares his mind for the revelation

concerning his future calling which he has to

make to him in God's name; through the divine

enlightenment he is able not only to instruct him
as to his lofty mission and position in Israel, but

also, by means of his intensified presaging- faculty,

to deliver him from the lower earthly care which
filled his heart ; this declaration about the reco-

vered asses is not merely an example "of acci-

dental predictions, where the presaging-faculty,

disjoined from its ethical aim, becomes subservient
to the subjective interest" (Tholuck, Die Prophe-
ten, 2d ed., p. 14), but is an element in the whole
organism of this first prophetic history of the Old
Testament—an element which is determined by
the divine pTirpose in Samuel's communication to

Saul respecting "the most precious in Israel"
which was to be his ; by this communication
Saul's soul was to be lifted up into the presence
of Jiis God, that in His light he might see the
glory of his theocratic calling; to lead him to this

point, Samuel must free his soul from the burden
of care for the beasts, and release him from his
duty in respect to them; the certainty that the
asses were found (divinely revealed to Samuel)
gave Saul the inward freeness and receptivity
which he needed in order to advance step by step

to the height to which Samuel's words (ver. 27)
lead. Thus this proplietic prediction concerning
something altogether external and trivial has in
this connection a high ethical and psychological
importance, and is subservient to the objective
theocratic interest. It belonged to the pedagogic
momenta in the conduct of tlie prophet towards
the future king, among which also we must reckon
that which is indicated in the words: "All that
is in thy heart I will show thee." Sanujel
searched into Saul's inner being in its good and
bad sides.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
Ver. 1. OsiANDER: That which is despised be-

fore the world, God chooses and brings ibrward, 1

Cor. i. 26 sq.—Ver. 3sq. Cramer: God makes in
His great matters an insignificant beginning.

—

Ver. 4. Calvin: How wonderful are the ways
of God's wisdom, which lie far remote from hu-
man expectation. We see liere how winding go
the ways of God, so that it seems as if there were
only an uncertain swaying to and fro; but yet with
Him there is always a clear light away into the
infinite, and what proceeds from Him is never
confused and Ibrtuitous. We draw from this the
•wholesome lesson that God leads us by His hand
like blind men, and that we should ascribe nothing
to our own prudence and exertion when any thing
great becomes our portion. Our thoughts Avere
not only far removed from that which finally hap-
pens, but exactly opposed to it.—Ver. 6. Starke:
Man's doing is not in his own power, and no one
can mark out his own going.—Even insignificant

people can often give wholesome counsels, 2 Kings
V. 13; vii. 13. [The servant teaching the mas-
ter. In like manner many an eminent minister
has learned true religion from some servant or
humble acquaintance. The lowly are often un-
consciously training others for lofty station.

—

Tr.]
— Ver. 9. Cramer: Teachers are seers, for through
preaching they open our eyes, to give us the liglit

of the knowledge of the glory of God, 2 Cor. iv. 6.

—S. ScHJiiD : Even the meeting of men, whether
for good or evil, is not a matter of chance, but is

directed by divine Providence, Acts viii. 29 sq.

[Vers. 3-8. Matt. Henry: Here is: I. A great

man rising from small beginnings. II. A great
event rising from small occurrences. " Peradvcn-
ture he can show us." To make prophecy, the
glory of Israel, serve so mean a turn as this, dis-

covered too plainly what manner of spirit they
were of. Note, most people would rather be told
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their fortune than told their duty ; how to be rich

than how to be saved. If it were the business of

the men of God to direct for tlie recovery of lost

asses, they would be consulted much more than

they are, now that it is their business to direct for

the recovery of lost souls.

—

Tr.]

Vers. 1-14. J. Disselhofp : The first test to

which God subjects His servant. It embraces
two main jioints : 1 ) Whether with certain natu-

ral talents and advantages which God has gi^'en

him he will in humility and quiet obedience do
the work enjoined upon him; 2) Whether when
his work proves useless he will seek help from the

seer of God.—The Most High God appoints a

testing for His servant Saul ; and so whoever is

summoned to the service of God knows that for

him also there must be a testing.
—"Seek the

asses," said Kish to his son Saul. "And he
went !"—went silently, joyously, humbly, obe-

diently, faithfully, to the work which was en-

joined upon him, from Ephraim to Shalisha

—

unwearied, unreluctant, without grumbling, al-

though it was a work in which no greater credit

was to be won than that of fidelity in trifles.—Out
of such people God can make something.—Go,
friend, if you wish to be the Lord's servant, even
though you should have to walk in unknown
ways. Saul did not shrink from them.—Ver. .5.

Why vas Saul's labor in vain? He had to find the

seer, the man experienced in the ways of God.
The vain seeking, the servant wlio first spoke of

the seer, the maidens wlio showed the way, all

must contribute towards bringing Saul to seek

help in the revelation of God. If now it should
occur to thee also that every thing here miscar-
ries, that you are nothing, and you already feel

like saying to your heart, " Come, let ns go home
again," then to thee also there will doubtless some
one cry out, " Well, to revelation, that you may
know tlie wonderful ways of God, on which God
leads His saints."—Wait not till God Himself
steps into thy way. Even to Saul God did not
Himself speak. A servant began it; maidens
drawing water showed the way. See how smoothly
and simply God causes all that to occur, as it

were, without noise and uproar. The God of the
lowly and quiet chooses also for his feet quiet,

lowly, shady ways. [Vers. 1-10. Tlie youth of
Saul: 1) He was reared in good circumstances
(ver. 1); 2) He was remarkable for his great sta-

ture and manly beauty (ver. 2 ; x. 24) ; 3) A quiet

rustic, little acquainted with matters away from
home (ver. 6) ; 4) Tenderly considerate of his fa-

thei-'s feelings (ver. 5); 5) Ready to take advice
(ver. 10) (Hall: The chief praise is to be able

to give good advice; the next is to take it); (5)

Very modest and courteous (ver. 21). With
these pleasing traits miglit be compared the cha-
racter corrupted in his later years by imbelieving
disobedience towards God, by jealousy, by the
exercise of despotic ])ower, etc., and at every point
there would be useful lessons.

—

Tr.]

Ver. 16. Starke: Even those things which
arise from the free will of man, and appear as if

they liappened by chance, lie under the secret

providence and government of God. AVcll is it

then for those who in faith and tranquillity give
themselves up to God's guidance (Ps. cxxxix. 5).

—Hall: The eye of God's providence sees not
only all our deeds, but also all our movements

;

we can go nowhere without Him ; He numbers
all our steps (Psa. cxxxix. 1 sq.).— [Vers. 11-17.

Tlie supernatural cooperating with the natural.

Saul, by natural means, through tlie control of
Providence, is brought to Samuel, who has been
swpernaturally prepared to receive and instruct

him. So now the teachings of Providence unite

with the teacliings of revelation and of the Holy
Spirit, to show men their duty and their destiny.—Tr.]—Ver. 21. Cramer: Humility is a beau-
tiful virtue ; and he whom God exalts to honors
should think often of the dust in which he before

lay, and from which he has been exalted ( Psalm
cxiii. 7, 8). [Hall: How kindly doth Samuel
entertain and invite Saul, yet it was he only that

should receive wrong by the future royalty of Saul.

Who would not have looked that aged Samuel
should have emulated rather the glory of his

young rival, and have looked churlishly upon
the man that should rob him of his authority ?—Tr.]
Berleb. Bible : When God has chosen a man

to help others, and he rightly knoM's himself, no-

thing causes him sueli wonder and amazement as

a revelation of God's purpose concerning him.
This distrust, however, does not put an end to his

obedience to the will of God. For tlie more a
man is convinced of his own notliingness, so much
the more is he also convinced of the power of God,
as the One who makes every thing out of nothing.

—Vers. 26, 27. Saul must wait patiently till God
should bring him out of concealment and make
it manifest who he was. So sliould we also, if

God has lent us gifts and wishes them to remain
concealed with ns, not be displeased at the fact

that they are not recognized, and that we get no
recognition and admiration for them, but quietly

wait until the Lord Himself, as it seemeth Him
good, carries further the matter He lias begun, and
Himself secures for it recompense and recognition.

—Thus God often deals wonderfully with us, when
He so tests our humility and modesty, and so

leads us on His ways, that our reason cannot com-
l)rehcnd them. The beginnings of His matters are

often so insignificant and little, that outwardly
nothing appears but great weakness, and abso-

lutely nothing great and wonderful comes for-

ward, in order that we may learn to hope against

hope.

Vers. 15-27 sq. Disselhoff: The call to the

service of God. The history of Saul's call brings

before our eyes three points: 1) What an abundant
blessing there is for obedience—the call to the

service of God; 2) What a great danger lies hid

in this blessing—idle self-exaltation because of

tills call ; 3) To what a blessed stillness the dan-

ger leads when overcome—to preparation for the

calling. [Contrast Saul the king and Saul the

apostle. Wordsworth : Saul the king is our

warning ; Saul the apostle is our example. The
former shows how wretched man is if he labors

for his own glory, and if he is without God's

grace ; the latter, how blessed he is if he relies on
God's grace, and lives and dies for His glory.

—

Good trains of thought for sermons are indicated

above in Historical and Theological, No. 2
and No. 3.—Tr.]
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SECOND SECTION.
Saul's Introduction into the Royal OfEce.

Chapter X. 1-27.

I. Saul anointed by Samuel. Ver. 1.

1 Then [And] Samuel took a vial of oil, and poured' it upon his head, and kissed
him, and said, Is it not'- because the Lord [Jehovah] hath anointed thee to be cap-
tain [prince] over his inheritance ?

II. The Signs of the Divine Confirmation given to Saul. Vers. 2-16.

2 When thou art departed [goest] from me to-day, then [om. then] thou shalt
[wilt] find two men by Kachel's sepulchre in the border of Benjamin at Zelzah

;

and they will say unto [to] thee. The asses which thou wentest to seek are fouud
;

and lo, thy father hath left the care^ of the asses, and sorroweth for you, saying,

3 What shall I do for my son? Then [And] thou shalt go on forward from thence,
and thou shalt come to the plain [oak]* of Tabor, and there [ins. three men] shall

meet thee three men [om. three men] going up to God to Bethel, one carrying three
kids, and another carrying three* loaves of bread, and another carrying a bottle of

4 wine. And they will salute thee,^ and give thee two loaves of bread, which thou
5 shalt receive of their hands. After that thou shalt [wilt] come to the hill of God,^

where is the garrison of the Philistines;^ and it shall come to pass, when thou art

come thither to the city, that thou shalt [wilt] meet a company of prophets' coming
down from the high place, with [ins. and before them, om. with] a jDsaltery and a
tabret and a pipe and a harp before them \_ovi. before them], and they shall pro-

6 phesy [prophesying] ; And the Spirit of the Lord [Jehovah] will come upon thee,

and Ihou shalt [wilt] prophesy with them, and shalt [wilt] be turned into another
7 man. And let it be [om. let it he], when these signs are come unto thee, that [om.

that] thou do [do thou] as occasion serve thee [what thy hand findeth] ; for God'"
8 is with thee. And thou shalt go" down before me to GiJgal, and behold, I will

come down unto thee, to offer burnt-offerings, and to sacrifice sacrifices of peace-

offerings ; seven days shalt thou tarry till I come to thee, and show thee what
thou shalt do.

9 And it was so [came to pass] that, when he had turned his back to go from Samuel,
God gave him another heart ; and all these signs came to pass that day. And

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 1. pV" Qal. Impf. of pVV—Tr.]

2 [Vpr. 1. On tlip Sept. insertion here see Expos.—Tr.]
3 [Ver. 2. Lit. " liatli put aside tlie affair."

—

Te.]

* [Ver. 3. ji7X. rendered "oak" by all the ancient versions except Chald. The Eng. A. V. always translates

it " plain " (though it gives the similar words TyJH, Tv7ii, fl vX always by " oak " or some other name of a tree),

apparently following Targ., Raschi, Kimchi. The origin of this Jewish rendering is perhaps to be sought in or
connected with the Syriac

—

adirie—"places abounding in gardens"—a "jilain" or "fjlace abounding in trees"
being regarded as more appropriate than an "oak." Others make it here a proper name, Elon-Tabor.

—

Tr.]
6' [Ver. 3. Note the form of the Heb. numeral, mase. thougli the subst. is fem. (Wellh.).

—

Tr.]
6 (Ver. 4. Lit. "ask after thy peace lor welfare)."

—

Tr.]
' [Ver. 5. Chald.: "the hill on which is the ark of Jehovah."

—

Tr.]
8

I

Ver. 5. Wellhausen takes this clause as subst., not adj.; that is. not as describing the hill (or, as some read,
Gibeah) of God, but as indicating a particular spot on or near the hill. The rendering "Gibeah of God" (Bib.
Comm.) is very unusual and hard, and it is no objection to the appellative rendering here that the same word
(Gibeah) is a proper name elsewhere in this chapter (vers. 10, 26).—Tu.j

9 [Ver. 5. Chald.: Sopherim " scribes."

—

Tr.]
"> [Ver. 7. The Chald. renders : "the word of Jehovah "—an appellation which is usually compared with the

Logos of the New Test.—Tr.]
11 [Ver. 8. Erdmann makes this a general relative clause : "and when thou goest." See his discussion in the

Expos, and Introd.

—

Tr.]
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10 when they came thither to the hill [to Gibeah],'" behold a company of prophets
met him, and the Spirit of God came upon him, and he prophesied among them.

11 And it came to pass, when all that knew him beforetime saw that behold [and be-

hold] he prophesied among the prophets,'^ then the people said one to another.

What is this that is come [What has happened] unto [to] the son of Kish ? Is

12 Saul also among the prophets ? And one of the same place answered and said, But
[And] who is their^* father ? Therefore it became a proverb. Is Saul also among

lo tl*e prophets? And when he had made an end of prophesying, he came to the
1-4 high place.'* And Saul's uncle said unto [to] him and to his servant. Whither

went ye? And he said. To seek the asses; and when we saw that they were no
15 where,'® we came [went] to Samuel. And Saul's uncle said, Tell me, I pray thee,

16 what Samuel said unto [to] you. And Saul said unto [to] his uncle, He told us

f)laiuly [om. plainly]'' that the asses were found. But of the matter of the king-

dom, whereof Samuel spake, he told him not.

III. The Choice by Lot. Vers. 17-21.

17 And Samuel called the people together unto the Lord [to Jehovah] to Mizpeh
18 [Mizpah]. And [^ins. he] said unto [to] the children of Israel, Thus saith the Lord

[Jehovah] God of Israel, I brought up Israel out of Egypt, and delivered vou out
of the hand of the Egyptians,'* and out of the hand of all {_ms. the] kingdoms and

19 of them {om. and of them] that oppressed'^ you. And ye have this day rejected

your God, who himself saved you out of all your adversities and your tribulations,

an<i ye [om. ye] have said unto him \_om. unto him]. Nay [Nay],"" but [ms. a king
thou shalt] set a king [om. a king] over us. Now, therefore [And now], present

20 yourselves before the Lord [Jehovah] by your tribes and by your thousands. And
when [om. when] Samuel had [om. had] caused all the tribes of Israel to come

21 near, [ms. and] the tribe of Benjamin was taken. [Ins. And] When [om. when]
he had [om. had] caused the tribe of Benjamin to come near by their families [infi.

and] the family of Matri [the Matrites] was taken.'-' And Saul, the son of Kish,
was taken ; and when [om. when] they sought him, [ins. and] he could not be
found.

IV. The Installation into the Royal Office. Proclamation. Greetinr/. Boyal Right. Return to Quiet

Life. Vers. 22-27.

22 Therefore [And] they inquired of the Lord [Jehovah] further, if tlie man should
[would] yet come thither.^^ And the Lord answered [Jehovah said]. Behold, he

23 hath hid himself [is hidden] among the stuff [baggage]. And they ran and fetched

him thence ; and when [oin. vvhen] he stood-'^ among the people [inn. and] he v.-as

24 higher than any of the people from his shoulders and upward. And Samuel said

to all the people, See ye him whom the Lord [Jehovah] hath chosen, that there is

12 [Ver. 10. The place here mentioned is almost certainly Gibeah, Saul's place of residence, and may or inay
not be the same with the " hill of God " in ver. 5.

—

Tr.]
13 [Ver. 11. Erdmann takes this clause to be a quotation, but the Heb. does not favor this. Here the verb

rendered "prophesy" is Niphal. while in vers. lO, .5, 6 it is Hithpael. According to Dr. R. Payne Smith, the for-

mer indicates true prophetical utterance, the latter merely acting the part of a prophet (Baiiipton Lertures for
18G9, pp. 5.V5S); but this distinction must not be pressed too "far.

—

Te.]
1* [Ver. 12. Sept., Syr., Arab, have "his father;'' see Erdmann's discussion in Expos. Chald has '-their mas-

ter (Hab)."—Tr.]
15 fVer. 13. For "high place" fn03) Wellhausen would read unnecessarily "house" iriiTD)-—Tr.]
16

I
Ver. 14. "That they were not" (comp. Gen. xlii. .36i; that is. not to be found.—Tr.]

17 [Ver. IG. The Inf. Ab.sol., for which this adverb is too definite.—Tr.]
18 |\er. 1«. Sept.: "The hand of Pharaoh, king of Egypt."—a variation for the sake of distinctness or accu-

racy.

—

Tr.]
19 [Ver. 18. Constructio adsensinn: the kingdoms representing their inhabitants. The Partcp. is made masc.

—
' L t_20 [Ver. 19. The text has n, " to him." and so Erdmann reads. Sept., Vulg.. Syr., Arab, read X7. "nay,"—and

this is required by the following '3. Eng. A. V. reads "to him," and then inserts the "nay."—thus combining
the two readings. So, too, the Chald., which, however, here paraphrases: instead of "rejected God," it has "re-
jected the service of God " (to avoid apparent irreverence), and makes the people say :

" We are not saved, but
tnou shalt set," etc.—Tr.]

21 [Ver. 21. On the insertion of the Sept.: "and they cause the family of Mattari to come near by individuals,"
see Erdmann in the Expos.

—

Tr.]
22 [Ver. 22. The Heb. reads literally: "has any other man come hither?" and so Erdmann translates; but it

was unnecessary to ask .Jehovah this, nor does'jehovah's answer correspond to it. The Syr., conforming the
question to the answer, reads "where is this man?" which, however, cannot lie gotten from the Heb. The Eng.
A. V. represents the text of the Sept. and Vulg., the word " man " having the Article, and this reading is approved
by Thenius, Bih. Comm.. and others, and opposed by Keil and Erdmann. See the Expos.—Tr.]

28 [Ver. 23. Lit. " placed or presented himself."-^Tr.J
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none like him araong all tlie people? And all the people shouted, and said, God
save [L*mg live]'* the king.

25 And riainuel told the people the manner* of the kingdom, and wrote it in a book,^*

and laid )t up before the Lord [Jehovah]. And Samuel sent all the people away,

26 every man to his house. And Saul also went home to Gibeah ; and tliere W' nt

27 witii him a baud of men,'^® whose heart;^ God had touched. But [And] the children

of Belial [certam wicked men] said, How shall this man save us? And they de-

spised him, and brought him no presents. But he held his peace [And he was as

though he were deaf
J.'"^'

24 [Ver. 1^4. Lit. " may the king live."

—

Tr.]

25 [Ver. 25. £D£3K'0 is rendered by Erdmann "right or privilege" (reeht) ; see on viii. 11. The Heb. Art. in
T :

TDDil C'tliebook") is correctly represented in Eug. by the Indef. Art., since the defining circumstances are

leit wholly iinmentioned.

—

Tr.]
*6 [Ver. 20. Erdmann: "the band of valiant (or honest, braver manner) men." Philippsou: die tapfcren, "the

valiant men." Cahen : les gens de guerre, " the men of war." The Heb. word nTin) is a military one, " the host."

But it can hardly mean that the army went with Saul, and so the Vulg. renders " a part of the ajmy." The Chald.
paraphrase does not help us: "a part of the people who feared sin;" the Syriac renders literally by the same
word as the Heb. The Sept. reading, " sons of might," that is, " the better class of men," " the men of honor and
reputation," is more satisfactory, on which see Expos.

—

Tr.]
«

I

Ver. 27. Heb. "as a deaf man," or, "as one that did not observe." The Eng. A. V. omits the particle
" as."

—

Tb.]

especial the equipment with the powers and gifts

of the Spirit of God and the blessing of the salva-

tion which is bestowed in them (comp. xvi. 13). In

accordance with the significance of the act of

anointing it is narrated in vers. 9, 10 how tlie

(Spirit of God came upon Sanl. While the anoint-

ing thus set forth the divine consecration from
above, the kiss, which Samuel then gave Saul, was
the sign of the human recognition of his royal dig-

nity, the expression of reverence and homage, as

in Ps. ii. 12. The kiss, seldom on the mouth,

generally on the hand, knee, or garment [among
modern Beduins on the forehead

—

Tr.], has al-

ways been in tlie East the universal sign of subor-

dination and subjection, and is so yet, as also

among the Slavic nations. The kissing of idols

(their feet) is mentioned as a religious usage (1

Kings xix. 18; Hos. xiii. 2; Job xxxi. 27). The
word with which Samuel turns to Saul after the

anointing: Is it not that the Lord hath
anointed thee ? is witness and confirmation to

him that Samuel is only the instrument in God's

hand in the consecration, that it is God's act.

(The 5<1^n, with the following '3, signifies "yea,

surely." Clerlcvs: an interrogation, instead of an

aiHrmation"). Prince over his inheritance.

T J J, " leader, prince." "His inheritance" is Israel,

not only because of the great deliverance out of

Egypt, bent. iv. 20 (Keil), but also on the ground

of the divine choice of Israel out of the mass of the

heathen nations to be His oum people (Ex. xix. 5).

The Sept. rendering in vers. 1, 2 is as follows

:

"haih not the Lord anointed thee ruler over his

people, over Israel? And thou shalt rule over

the people of the Lord, and thou shalt save them

out of the hand of their enemies. And tliis be

to thee the sign that the Lord hath anointed thee

ruler over his inheritance." This last clause " that

inheritance" is the literal translation of

the IVIasoretic text. The Vulg. has these words

in the first sentence :
" behold, the Lord hath

anointed thee prince over his inheritance ;" then

follows the addition :
" and thou shalt deliver his

people out of the hands of their enemies round

about. And this is the sign to thee that the Lord

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

I. Ver. 1. The anointing. It is performed with-

out witnesses in secret (ix. 27), and is the factual

confirmation to Saul of what Samuel had before

told him in God's name of his call to the king-

dom. The vial (^3, from HDiJ, " to drop, flow,"

in Pi. only Ez. xlvii. 2) is a narrow-necked vessel,

from which the oil flowed in drops. The oil, we
must suppose, was not of the ordinary sort, but

the holy anointing-oil (Ex. xxix. 7, xxx. 23-33,

xxvii. 29) which, according to the Law, was used

in the consecration of the sacred vessels and the

priests. To this refers the expression "the vial of

oil ;" and it is supported by the analogy of the

priest's consecration with the consecrated oil (Lev.

viii. 12), which, according to Ex. xxx. 31, was to

be a holy oil throtighout all generations, and by
the use here and 2 Kings ix. 3 of the word (p^'')-

^hich is proper to the anointing of the high-priest.

Besides, on account of the significance of the oil

of priestly consecration, Samuel would have used
no other in the consecration of the sacred person
of the theocratic king. Anointing as a solemn
usage in the consecration of a king is referred to as

early as ,Judg. ix. 8, 15, and, besides Saul here, is

expressly mentioned as performed on other kings,

on David (xvi. 3; 2 Sam. ii. 4; v. 3), Absalom (2
Sam. xix. 11), Solomon (1 Kings i. 39), Joash (2
Kings xi. 12), .Jehoahaz (2 Kings xxiii. 30), and
Jehu (2 Kings ix. 3). In case of regular succes-

sion the anointing was supposed to continue its

effect [that is, the regular successor needed no new
anointing—such is the view of the Kabbis

—

Tr.]
;

whence is explained the fact that only the above
kings are mentioned as having been anointed
[they being all founders of dynasties, or irregu-

larly advanced to the throne

—

Tr.] (Oehl., Herz.
M.-E. VIII. 10 sq.). On account of this anoint-
ing the theocratic king was called "the Anointed
of the Lord." Whence we see the general signifi-

cance of the act : The Anointed was consecrated,
sanctified to God ; by the anointing the king is

holy and unassailable (1 Sam. xxiv. 7; xxvi. 9;
2 Sam. xix. 22). It signifies, however, further in
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hath anointed thee prince." These words of the

Sept. and Vulg. are, however, not (with Then.) to

be used to fill up a supposed gap in the text : We
are rather to adopt Keil's remark that the Alex,
text is merely a gloss from ix. 16, 17, introduced
because the translator did not understand the " is

it not that?", and especially because he did not

see how Samuel could speak to Saul of signs [ver.

7] without having before announced them as such.

The gloss assumes that Samuel wished merely to

give Saul a sign that the Lord had anointed him
prince. On the contrary, as Keil points out,

Samuel gave Saul not a sign [ayfielov, mx), but

three signs, and declares (ver. 7) their purpose to

be, that, on their occurrence, Saul should know
what he had to do, Jehovah being with him.

II. Vers. 2-16. The divine signs. Three signs

are given Saul by Samuel in his capacity of pro-

phet, as a confirmation to him that he is now, accord-

ing to the divine consecration, also really the king

of Israel, and under the immediate guidance of the

Lord (vers. 2; 3, 4; 5, 6).

The first sign, ver. 2 : The meeting inth tivo men
of his native place, who will inform him that the

asses are found, and his father anxious about him.
According to these words, the sepulchre of Rachel
must have been not far from Ramah, whence Saul
started. AVith this agrees Jer. xxxi. 15: "a voice
is heard in Ramah,—Rachel weeping for her chil-

dren." The declaration in Matt. ii. 18, that the

mourning of the women of Bethlehem for their

slaughtered children is the fulfilment of this word of

Jeremiah, does not affirm or suppose that Rachel's

grave was near Bethlehem, and therefore far from
Ramah south of Jerusalem, for it is not a local,

but a personal-real similarity, namely, between
the mournings nn the two cases, that is intended

to be set forth. According to our passage, Rachel's

grave must have been north of Jerusalem on the

road between Ramah and Gibeah ; and thus the

view prevalent since the Middle Ages, that Ra-
chel's tomb was near Bethlehem, and somewhat
north of it, is shown to be incorrect. In support
of this view are cited the passages Gen. xxxv. 16-

20 and xlviii. 7, where Rachel's sepulchre is said

to have been a kibrah of land " as one goes to

I^phrah," and "on the road to Ephrah," and in re-

spect to Ephrah tlie explanation is added :
" which

is now called Bethlehem" (comp. 1 Sam. xvii.

12; Mic. V. 2) ; but these indefinite expressions

(kibrah is merely tract, see 2 Kings v. 19 sq.) may,
as Winer correctly remarks {Bibl. R.-W. s. v.

Rachel, II., 299), be so understood as to extend to

Ramah. So Ewald :
" Here, as in Genesis, we

may very well understand the northern boundary
of Benjamin, beginning somewhat southeast from
Kam-al!ah" (III. 31, Rem.). If, however, in Gene-
sis Rachel's grave be taken to l)e (as the narrator
intends) not far from Ephrah, then, on account of

the indubitable proximity of the grave to Ramah,
this Ejjhrah cannot be the Bethlehem which lay

in Judah six Roman miles south of Jerusalem,
and the explanatory remark, "which is now called

l>ethlehem," must be regarded as a late, erroneous
addition. Ephrah is, then, to be looked on as an
otherwise unknown place, in the region in which
Bethel, Ramah and (iibeah lay, ))erhaps the same
with the city Ephraim, named in connection with

Bethel in 2 Chron. xiii. 19 (Qeri |"'."^3.r Ephrain,

Kethib {"nap Ephron) and Jos. B. J. 4, 9. 9, and
mentioned in Jno. xi. 54, according to Jerome
twenty Roman miles (Onom. s. v. Ephrun) north
of Jerusalem (comp. Josh. xv. 9), named Ephroiiy
according to von Raumer's conjecture (p. 216 A..

235 e) identical with Ophrah (comp. 1 Sam. xilL
17).* On this supposition the grave of Rachel was,
according to Graf, " very near Rama ( 1 Sam. x. 2),.

at the intersection of the road from Bethel to the
neighboring Ephrah (2 Sam. xiii. 23; 2 Chron.
xiii. 19 ; see Then, and Bertheau in loco. Gen.
xxxv. 16 sq.; xlviii. 7), and the road from Ramali
to Gibeah" [Ber Proph. Jer., p. 384, and Stud. u.

Krit. 1854, p. 868, on the site of Bethel and Ra-
mah). On the border of Benjamin. This
agrees with the supposition that Rachel's grave
was near Bethel (so Kurtz, Oesch. d. A. B. I., 270
[Hist, of the Old Covenant]), which was on the
border between Ephraim and I>enjarain. At
Zelzah. This word must at an early time have
been uncertain, to judge from the variations of
the versions (Sept. : avdpag d/^Anperovc; peyaka^

whence Ewald renders " in great haste," and
Vulg.: in meridie). If we do not regard it as an
unknown place, we may adopt Thenius' conjecture,

that the original text was: "at Zela" {rt};hl£2, 3O ^ TT" t ' :

W'ith n local) ; Zela was the place of the sepulchre
of Saul's father (2 Sam. xxi. 14).—The statement
of the two men that the asses were found was not
only to be to Saul a confirmation of Samuel's pro-
phetic declarations, but also to detach his thoughts
from lower earthly things, and direct his inner
life to the higher calling, to which he had been
privately elected and consecrated. Ewald :

" Thus
happily disappears the burden of former lower
cares, because henceforth something more im-
portant is to be thought of and cared for" ( III. 31).

Vers. 3, 4. The second sign. Three men on the
way to the holy place at Bethel, to sacrifice there,

will bestow on him two loaves of bread from their

sacrificial gifts. The direction of the road, and
the whole geographical situation here correspond

very well with the statement in Genesis xxxv. &

as to the oak (p^^, Allon) near which, "beneath

Bethel," Deborah, the nurse of Rebekah, was
buried, and with the statement in Judg. iv. 5,

that Deborah dispensed judgment " between Ra-
mah and Bethel in Mount Ephraim" under the

palm-tree of Deborah. It Ls therefore a natural

supposition (Then.) that, by error of hearing, Ta-
bor was written instead of Deborah. But this hy-

pothesis is somewhat bold, and against it is the

fact that all the ancient translations have "Tabor."'

That this is " certainly a mere dialectic variation

of Deborah" (Ew. III., 31 Rem. 2) is an ecpially

bold opinion. Besides, Judg. iv. 5 speaks of
" the palm-tree of Deborah," named, according to

the narrator, from the Judge Deborah, and known
in his time, therefore, to be distinguished from
the oak of Deborah, the nurse of Reliekah, Gen.
xxxv. 8. The place of the terebinth of Tabor,.

therefore, otherwise unknown, must be in any
case on the road to Bethel, not far from Ramah.
The three men are " going up to God to Bethel."'

The things that they carry (three kids, three

* [This is to out the knot rather than to solve the
eeographieal difficulties connected with Saul's journey.
See i. 1 and ix. 0, Expos, and Translator's notes.

—

Tk.]
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loaves of bread, and a vessel of wine) show that

their purpose is to make an offering to God in

Bethel. Bethel had been a consecrated place for

the worship of God since the days of the Patri-

archs, in consequence of the revelations which He
had made to Abraham and Jacob ; as to the former
see Gen. xii. 8 ; xiii. 3, 4, as to the latter Gen.
xxviii. 18; xix. 35; vi. 7, 14, 15. In Bethel,

therefore, there was an altar ; it was one of the

places where the people sacrificed to the Lord,
and where Samuel at this time held court., Tlie

"asking after welfare" signifies friendly salutation

( 1 Sam. xvii. 22 ; 2 Kings x. 13 ; Ex. xviii. 7

;

Judg. xviii. 15). Tlie men will give Iiim, an un-

known person, two of their loaves. This divinely-

ordained occurrence betokens the homage, which
by the presentation of gifts pertains to him as the

king of the people. "And that this surprising

prelude to all future royal gifts is taken from bread
of ofJmng points to the fact, that in future some
of the wealth of the land, which lias liitherto gone
undivided to the Sanctuarv, will go to the king."

(Ew., Gesch. III., 32 [Hist, oflsradj).

Vers. 5, 6. The third sign. Going thence to Gibeah
he will meet a company ofprophets, will, under the

influence of prophetic inspiration, a/so prophesy,

and be changed into another man. Gibeah Ha-Elo-
him is in the immediate context distinguished from
the "city." What ciii/ is here meant is clear fi-om

the fact that all the people knowhim (ver. lOsqq.)

;

it can, therefore, only be Gibeah of Benjamin,

Saul's native city. The " Gibeah of God" is thus,

and especially because of the delinition " of God,"
to be taken not as a projjcr name, but as an ap-

pellative, "the hill of God," that is, the lieight,

Bamah [high-place] near the city, which was used

as a place of sacrifice, and after which the city was
called ; afterwards, when Saul made it his royal

residence, it was called Gibeah of Said (xi. 4 ; xv.

34; 2 Sam. xxi. 6). According to Josephus (B.

J. 5, 2. 1) it was one hour [somewhat more than
two Eng. miles; according to Mr. Grove, in

Smith's Diet, of Bib., four miles

—

Tr.] on the di-

rect road north from Jerusalem, and, as appears

from what follows, was probably the seat of a com-
munity of prophets, and, on that account, perhaps

specially distinguished, along with Bethel, among
the sacrificial phices. The '3 '^^^ ["garrison" in

Eng. A. v.] are the military posts or camps esta-

blished by the Philistines to keep the country

under their sway, even though there were no more
devastating incursions (see on vii. 14). For a

similar procedure see 2 Sam. viii. 6, 14. The
substitution of the Sing. (^'i'J) for the Plu. is sup-

ported by the Sept., Vulg., Syr., Arab. ; but it is

going too tar to suppose, on the authority of the

Sept^, that here, a.s well as in xiii. 3, 4, this Sing,

denotes a pillar set up by the Philistines as a sign

of tlieir authority (Then, and Bottcher)*. Ewald's

opinion (
Gesch. III., 43) that it refers to an officer

who collected the tribute, is still less probable.

Instead of a monument, we must regard it,

according to xiii. 3, 4, and as in 2 Sam. viii.

* On Tt'l Bottcher remarks: " as /)/ssii'e it can onlj'

mean 'and be it = and when,'' so tluit ]1J?J3^ belongs to

the protasis, and the apodosis begins with Pin /VI Tver.
T ; T:

6]." So t Kings xiv. 5, where Tl'l, " and be it " = - even

if."

6, 14, as a military colony stationed there.

—

A company of p-o/)/icte (/?n, "cord, line," then

like our "band, company"). From this de-
scription, and from the fact that they approach
with music, it ajipears that they formed a society,

an organized company. Tliat they descended from
the Bamah [high-place] is no proof that lliey

dwelt on it, against which is the fact that the Ba-
mah was especially consecrated to the service of
Jehovah, and for this reason was called the "hill

of God," not " because it was the abode of men of
God" (Cleric). Since it is clear, from what fol-

lows, that this was a private solemn procession, it is

probable that tlieir residence was not far o% most
likely in the city of Gibeah, whence they may
have proceeded to the sacrifice and prayer on the
high-place. This company of prophets belongs,

no doubt, to the so-called Schools of the Prophets,

which, however, would be better named prophetic
Unions. They were founded by Samuel, and were
under his direction, comp. xix. 20. The origin

of these unions lies in the tendency to associaHo)^

given by the Spirit of God and by the new life

which Samuel awakened, and their aim was to

cherish and develop prophetic inspiration and the
new life of faith by common holy exercises. In
our passage we must distinguish the following
facts : 1 ) The descent from the high-place in this

solemn procession suggests that they had gathered
there for common religious exercises, sacrifice,

and prayer. 2) The music which went before

them shows that, in these societies, religious feeling

was nourished and heightened by sacred music,
though music was also elsewhere cultivated. The
four instruments which accompanied them indicate

the rich variety and advanced culture of the music

of that day. The psaltery ( /.^J, nebel) is a cithern-

like stringed instrument, Avhich, according to Je-

rome, Isidorus and Cassiodoru.s, had the form of
an inverted Delta, and, according to Ps. xxxiii.

2; cxliv. 9, had ten strings (Jos. Ant. 7, 10 says

twelve strings), called by the Greeks vajSAa, nabli-

um, psalterium; it was commonly used, as here, in

sacred songs of praise ( 1 Kings x. 12 ; 1 Chron. xv.

16), but also on secular festive occasions (2 Chron.

XX. 28). The kinywr (1133 [Eng. A. V. harp])

was another stringed instrument, apparently dif-

ferent from our harp (Luther), since it was played

on in walking (comp. 2 Sam. vi. 5 ), rather a sort of

guitar, and with the nebel indicates complete string

music (Psalm Ixxi. 22; cviii. 3 [2] ; cl. 3). Ac-
cording to .Josephus (Ant. 7, 12, 3) the kinnor

was struck with the plectrum, the nablium with

the finger. But David played the kinnor (xvi.

23; xviii. 10; xix. 9) with the hand. The tabret

(pir\, toph) is the hand-drum, the tambourine;

used by Miriam, Ex. xv. 20. The fourth instru-

ment is the flute (^''7'^), which was made of reed,

wood, or liorn, and was a favorite instrument in

festive and mournful music. 3) The empliasis

rests on the words "and they were prophesying;"

they were in a condition of ecstatic inspiration, in

which, singing or speaking, with accompaniment
of music, they gave expression to the overflowing

feeling with which their hearts were filled from
above by the controlling Spirit. Cleric: "they
will sing songs, which assuredly were composed
to the honor of God." The strains of the music
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were intended not only to awaken the heart to in-

spired praise of God, or to intensify the religious

inspiration, but also to regulate the feeling. Ac-
cording lo Pindar, it was "peacefully to bring

law into the heart" that Apollo invented the

citlu'rn, which was played in the Delphic Apollo-

worship (O. Miiller, Dorier I., 34G [^Dorians]).

Tliere was a similar outflow of religious inspira-

tion to the praise of God in the case of the seventy

elders, Num. xi. 25.—Ver. 6. Saul will not be

able to withstand the mighty influence of this

siglit. Three things will happen to him : 1) tiie

Spirit of the Lord, a divine power external to him-
self, will ^' come upon hiui;" that is, suddenly, im-

mediately take possession of his soul. The words
"Spirit of Jehovah" exclude every earthly, in-

ternal case of inspiration. It is, however, in this

presupposed that the Spirit of the Lord must de-

scond to produce this excitation and elevation,

and does not dwell continually in him; 2) he will

prophesy. (On the form P^^IT)"*} see Ew. ? 198, 6.)

He will, therefore, have a part in the religious

inspiration and the prophetic utterance of the

propliets. It is taken for granted that the fire of

inspiration will jjass immediately from them to

him ; 3) he will be turned into another man. The
cliange relates to the inner life, which is renewed
hv the Spirit of God, and consists in the sanctifi-

cation of heart and subordination of the will to

the law of the Lord which the Spirit works. The
propliecy [of Samuel], therefore, is: Thou wilt,

through the Spirit of God which shall come upon
thee, not only prophesy in inspired words, but also

experience a cliange of the inner man, as accords

with thy divine call to be king.

Ver. 7. The general significance of the occurrence

of these signs. When these signs come to

thee (read nrX3R Ps. xlv. 16, "when all this
\ T V :

'

happens to thee"), do what thy hand findeth—
the same formula in xxv. 8 and .ludg. ix. 33, not,

-what thou likest, what seems most proper, " what
seems good to thee," (Cler.), but, what presents

itself, " that to which this action leads," (Ew. III.,

41), do what circumstances suggest; for God is

with thee, "thou needst not consult any one,

for God will second thy counsels" (Cler.). These
signs are to signify to him that, so surely as they

happen to him will he liappily, witli God's help,

carry out liis undertakings.—Tliese words refer to

Saul's imracidiate task in his royal calling^ (of

which tliese God-given signs were to assure him),

namely, the deliverance of the people from the

oppression of the Pliilistines.

Ver. 8. Saul next receives from the prophet a

command in God's name, which limits the unre-

stricted royal authority conferred on him under
support of God ; he is forbidden, in the exercise of

the roi/al officio, to })erforra independently pricstlij

functions. Gilf/al, situated between tlie Jordan
and .Jericho, formerly the camp of tlie people

after the crossing of tlie Jordan, where were under-

taken the wars against the Canaanites for the con-

quest of the land, the central point of Israel con-

secrated by the tabernacle and the sacrificial wor-

.«hip (Josh, v.) was now " one of the holiest places

in Israel, and the true middle-point of the whole
people,—because the control of the Pliilistines

extended so far westward [eastward?] that the

centre of gravity of the realm was necessarily

pushed back to the bank of the Jordan " (Ew. III.,

42). Hither must Saul as king betake himself,
when he would enter on the deliverance of Israel

from the dominion of the Philistines. " This
place seems to have been chosen, because it was
remotest from the Philistine border" (Cler.).
" There the people assembled in gL-neral political

questions, and thence, after sacritice and prayer,

marched armed to war. Here, then, especially,

in the nature of the case, would the mutual rela-

tion of the two independent powers of the realm
come into question, be announced, and somehow
permanently decided" (Ew. as above). Samuel,
tlierefore, bids Saul wait seven days, when he
goes to Gilgal, in order that he, vSamuel, may
direct the sacrifice, and impart to him the Lord's
commands as to what he shall do. Saul is not to

make the offering in his own power—this pertains

only to Samuel as priestly mediator between God
and the people—nor is he to undertake indepen-
dently anything in connection with the past strug-

gle for freedom, but he must await the instruc-

tions which the prophet is to give him. The king
must act only in dependence on the invisible

King of his people. See further, on ver. 8 and
its relation to xiii. 8, the Introduction, pp. 11, 12.

Vers. 9-12. I'he occurrence of the signs announced
to Saul. Ver. 9 refers to the fulfilment of the last,

most important element of the third prophecy
(ver. 6) : the change into another man. Not only
the fact of this renewal, but also its innermost
source is indicated in the words : God gave
[lit. turned, changed] him another heart, two
assertions being involved in this pregnant phrase:

God turned him about, and gave him another
heart. His departure from Samuel and turning

to go back home, and his conversion are exi)ressed,

not without design, by the same word turn; for

the place, from which he turned, was the means
of this conversion ; Samuel's person and word was
the instrument by which God began in him the

process of inward renewal ; the vSpirit of God, that

wrought and completed it, came in part mediately

through Samuel, in part immediately to his heart

from above. According to the Biblical represen-

tation the heart denotes the centre of the whole
inward life, the uniting-point of all the elements of

the inner man. The thorough and complete change
to another man can proceed only from the heart,

which alone God in His judgments on man looks

at (xvi. 7). The essential element, therefore, in

the renewal of the heart is not only the production

of a, as it were, new, hitherto latent side of his

spiritual being—this is only its symptom—but in

a real religious-ethical- change and renewal of the

innermost foundation of life. In this all special

revelations of the divine spirit and will to Saul

must culminate ; all that has happened from ch.

ix. on tends to this highest and innermost end, to

the proper establishment of this religious-ethical

relation of the innermost foundation of life to God,
as the most essential condition of an administra-

tion of the theocratic office which should be well-

pleasing to God.—And all those signs came
to pass that day. From liumah Saul could

easily come to Gibeah the same day through the

stations inilicated. It is not mentioned in what
order the siuns occurred, but it is first summarily

stated that tiicy were all fullilled, and then related

how the third happened. If the summary statement
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did not precede, and the third sign were related

immediately, one might suppose with Thenius

"a possible omission by the redactor;" but, the

context of vers. 2-4 being thus [summarily] dis-

patched, the narrator hastens to the third sign as

the most important, in order to show how and
inider what circumMances it occurred, after having

made the remark, which was sufficient for his

purpose, that the iirst and second had been fullilled

according to Samuel's words. It is worthy of

note that none of the ancient translators has at-

tempted to fill out the suj^posed gap. Thenius
adopts the reading of the iSept. "from thence"
[icnl epx^'o-i EneWsv), from which he infers the pre-

vious mention of another place; but even this

reading would not jirove an omission, but would
refer to the place where Saul separated from
Samuel, the journey being thus summarily de-

scribed with omission of two stations. Further,

the words "from thence" Avould be quite super-

fluous.—The DK; of the text [Eng. A. V."thi-

tlier"] is not to be translated ivhither (Bunsen:

to Gibeah), but expresses local rest: "they come
there to Gibeah."—The mention of the third sign

only (there being nothing in nari-ative or lan-

guage, as shown above, to necessitate the assump-
tion of a historical or auctorial gap ) is not to give

importance to Gibeah, Saul's home ( Keil) ; rather

tliis sign was the most important for Saul's inner

life, and for that on whicii depended the right

exercise of the theocratic royal office, namely,

the new heart and life called forth by the pro-

phetic spirit, and it stands in causal connection

with the preceding testimony (which is the prin-

cipal thing) to the actual renexoal of Saul's heart,

narrating how Saul was equipped with the Spirit

of the Lord, and filled with the prophetic Spirit,

which changed his heart.—Ver. 10. From the

local statements here made, it is tolerably clear

that this company of prophets dwelt in Gibeah.

In order to understand the cffcri of their appear-

ance on Saul, we must think of it as it is described

in ver. 5. Suddenly, unannonnced, overpoweringly

the Spirit comes upon him, "/a/& upon" him.
Involuntarily, therefore, he is seized by it, and
drawn along into tlie lofty inspiration of the

propliets. By the influence of tiie Lord's Spirit,

whicli Saul has hitherto experienced through
Sanuiel, he is made capable of receiving the full-

ness of the prophetical Spirit, and of this sudden
.seizure by the prophetic inspiration, which thus

manifested itself in music and song. He pro-
phesied, that is, he united in their inspired

.song, or in the discourse in which their new life

poured itself forth—in their midst, he attached

himself to them, joined their solemn procession

;

meeting leads to uniting (the phrase, "in the

midst," answers to the "towards him").—Ver.
11. Before time [lit. "from yesterday and
the day before," and so Erdmann has it.

—

Tr.].

This imiversal previous acquaintance with Saul
and the talk of the people among themselves is

proof that he was here at home. The surprise

produced by Saul's participation in the prophetic
utterance is described with incomparalde fidelity

and liveliness. The two questions, which testify

to surprise and amazement, presup])ose two things

:

1) the power and significance of the pro}ihetic

community in the public opinion, and 2) the fact

that Saul's life had hitherto been far therefrom,

that it had not been in harmony, either externally

or internally, with this society ; we see him sud-

denly introduced into a sphere which had hitherto

been outwardly and inwardly strange to him.
Clericus :

" This seems to show that Saul had led a
life very different from those who associated with
the proj^hets."—Ver. 12. To the questions: "What
has happened to the .sore of Kish? Is Saul also

among the prophets ?" answer is given by " a man
from there" (from Gibeah) in a counter-question,

which, by its form (the "who is their father?"

referring to the " son of Kish"), ingeniously and
decisively repels the false conception of the na-

ture of this proplietic inspiration which lay in

these questions. The explanation: "who is their

president?" has no support in the connection, and
no bearing on the matter. The Sept. has "who
is A/s father?" (adding also [Alex.]: "is it not

Kish?"): but this is arbitrary and obviously

adopted to get rid of the difficulty in the text.

And to suppose that the words :
" Who is their

father? Is it not Kish?" indicate that recognition

as a prophet was denied Saul because of his de-

scent from so insignificant a man as Kish (Then.
),

or that they merely express the surprise of the

people (Ew.), would introduce an intolerable

tautology into the lively, pregnant description.

As a simple question, these words would mean
nothing in the mouth of the man of Gibeah, who
necessarily knew the answer, and could learn it

from the connection in which the question was
asked. The question " who is then their father ?"

rather refers to the prophets, in whose midst was
even now the object of the question of surprise:

Is the son of Kish a prophet ? As Bunsen rightly

remarks, the their is to be emphasized: "And
who is their father?" We may suppose (in ac-

cordance with the situation) that the words were
accompanied bv an indicative gesture, and with

Oehler {Hcrz.'E. E. XU. 612) explain :_" Have
these then the prophetic spirit by a privilege of

birth?" Bodily ]>aternity is here of no import-

ance; the son of Kish may as well be a prophet

as these sons of fathers, who are wholly unknown
to us, or of whom we should not, according to

human reckoning, suppose that their sons would
be filled with tlie })rophetic Spirit. So Bunsen's

admirable explanation: "The speaker declares,

against the contemptuous remark about tlie son

of Kish, that the prophets too owed their gift to

no peculiarly lofty lineage. Saul also might,

therefore, receive this gift, as a gift from God,
not as a patrimony." In this counter-question

lies this truth : the impartation of the jM-ophetic

Spirit, as of its gifts and powers, pertains to the

free, gracious will of God, and is altogether inde-

pendent of natural-human relations. The ex-

pression of surprise at the unexpected change in

Saul gives occasion to the proverb : Is Saul
also among the prophets ? According to its

origin here given, tliis proverb does not merely
express surprise at the sudden unexpected tran-

sition of a man to another calling in life (Then.,

Cler. : "another manner of life"), or to a high
and honorable position ( Miinster). The personal

and moral qualities of Saul, perhaps the religious-

moral character of his family, or at least the

mean opinion that was entertained of Saul's

qualities and capacities, intellectually, religiously
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and morally, formed the ground of surprise at

his sudden assumption of the prophetic character.

The proverb, therefore, expresses astonishment

at the unexpected appearance of a high spiritual

endowment, and, still more, of a high religious-

moral tone of liie and soul, which has hitherto

been foreign to, even (as it seems) opposed to, the

person in question.

Vers. 13-16. A family-scene : Saul and his uncle.

Ver. 13. The cessation of the prophesying was the

result either of a sudden removal of the ecstatic

inspiration which had come suddenly on him, or

of a separation from the pi-ophesying company.

Saul came to the Bamah [high-place]. Instead

of Bamah (HOD), Then, (so Ew.) reads after the

Sept. "to Gibeah" (e/f tw jhwuv, niOJ3j. But

this reading came from the supposed inability to

reconcile Saul's going ifp to the high-place with

the prophetic company's coming down thence,

and Saul's return to his family in ver. 14, nor

did it seem clear, why Saul went up thither.

The last objection is removed by the simple sug-

gestion, that Saul went up thither to pray and
sacrifice in the holy place after his great expe-

riences of the divine favor and goodness, and so

after his return home first to give God the glory

before he returned to his family-life. He joined

the descending company of prophets in their

solemn pi-ocession; but when his participation

in the utterances of the prophetic inspiration was
over, his look rested on the sacred height, whence
the men had descended, and the impulse of the

vSpirit of the Lord forced him up thither, that,

after the extraordinary ottering he had made
with the prophets, he might make the ordinary

oftering, and engage in worship. This was the

aim, suggested by the connection of the whole
history, of his ascent to the high-place.—Ver. 14.

The uncle of Saul, here spoken of, was Ner (xiv.

51), who, like Kish (ix. 1), was a son of Abiel,

not Abncr, as Ewald, with Josephus, supposes.

Either Saul's relations went up with him to the

high-place, and the conversation with the uncle

oceuri'ed there, or (as is natural in a summary
statement, like this), we must suppose that Saul

came down to his family. According to the nar-

rative the former exjilanation is preferable. In

the question and answer between Saul and his

uncle, the history of the search after the asses is

briefly recapitulated, vers. 14-16. Saul's laconic

answer to the question of his uncle, who very

properly speaks of so important a domestic mat-

ter, sliows that liis heart is fixed on higher things

than the asses of his father. To the curious and

at the same time inquisitorial question: "What
said Samuel to you? which shows what
inqiortance was attached to knowing the man's

words exactly and fully, Saul answers shortly

and to the point: He "said that they were
found. Thus the uncle, to whom this fact was
long since known, was disposed of, and the long

conversation he had laid out sharply broken off;

thus Saul had done his duty to iamily-aftairs.

The further express statement tliat he said nothing

to his uncle of the kingdom, of ivhich Samuel had

spoken to him, is to be referred, not to Saul's

unassuming humility (Keil), or modesty (Ewald),

or prudence (Then)., or ai)pre]iension of his un-

cle's incredulity and envy, but to the fact that

Samuel, by his manner of imparting the divine

revelation, had clearly and expressly given him
to understand (ix. 25-27) that it was meant in
the first instance for him alone, and that it was
not the divine will that he should share it with
others. The public presentation of Said as the
king of Israel, ichom God had chosen, was to take
place only at the time appointed by God through
Samuel, and at the place which the prophet
should determine. Saul may have thought, too,

that his uncle's ears were not entitled to be tlie

fii'st recipients of so holy a message, he having
got his rights on the question concerning the

asses.

III. The choice of Saul by lot as public confirma-

tion of the divine election already made in secret.

Vers. 17-21.

Ver. 17. The popidar assembly, called by Sa-
muel at Mizpah, because this sacred place was
connected in the people's minds with the memory
of the great victory, ch. vii., was intended, as is

shown by the expression " to Jehovah " (see vii.

5), solemnly to confirm and ratify the divine
choice of Saul to be king of Israel, and to conse-

crate him to this ofiice. Nagelsbach (Herz. R.-E.,

XIII. 401), referring to ver. 8, objects that the

next meeting was not in Gilgal, but in Mizpah,
and that, according to xi. 14, Saul goes to Gilgal

not before but ivith Samuel, and there could, there-

fore, be no question of waiting for him. The ob-

jection is, however, set aside by the remark that

these two meetings in Mizpah and Gilgal have
nothing to do with vers. 7, 8, but are designed, as

is expressly said, to announce Saul as the chosen
of the Lord, and again to confirm him as king
(ver. 24 and xi. 14), in order that, as universally

recognized king, he might, from Gilgal, that ancient

classic ground, take in hand the great work of deli-

vering Israel from the Philistine.':, ivhich, as his pri-

mary task, lay ready to his hand. (ver. 7 :
" what-

ever thy hand findetli").

Vers. 18, 19. Samuels introductory discourse.

The " thus saith the Lord," answers to the " to the

Lord " of ver. 17. The people were called to as-

semble before the Lord to hear His word through
the mouth of Samuel, as the latter had received

it directly from the Lord. Samuel's discourse

first sets before the people in curt, vigorous phrase

the royal deeds of might which God tiie Lord had
done for them : the couduction from Egypt, the de-

liverance out of the hand of the Egyptians (inmiedi-

ately after the exodus) and the deliverance out of

the hand, of all the kingdoms ivhich had oppressed

them. Cleric. :
" The history of which last deli-

verances is contained in the Book of Judges."*
This third jjcriod of the history emliraces the whole
time from the conquest of Canaan to the present,

including the victory at Mizpah (vii. 5), of which
the stone before their eyes bore witness. The re-

ference to the kingdoms, from which God had de-

livered Israel is noteworthy, because, after the

pattern of these very kingdoms, the Israelites

wished to have a king and an outward kingdom.

There is in this a factual irony.—Ver. 19. Tlie

second part of the discourse: the charge of ingrati-

tude and unfaithfulness, expressed in the demand

* The masp. Partep. D'^ri^'n ["which oppressed"]

forms with the fem. suhst." niDSrD^n ["the king-

doms"] a ronslriictin ad sensum. the warriors of the

lieathen nations being had in mind.
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of a king. Their fault consisted not in the sim-

ple desire for a king, but in the fact that, forget-

ting God's royal achievements, they wished to

have a visible mighty king like the heathen na-

tions, and, not seeking help from oppressive ene-

mies from the Lord, they desired a human king
along with God, or instead of their invisible King
as helper out of all need and oppression.—It is to

be noted that the " and i/e " at the beginning of

the second part [ver. 19] answers to the " /" at

the beginning of the first part [ver. 18], marking
emphatically the contra,st between the Lord's

powerful help and the people's sinful conduct in

this question of a king.—The contempt or ^'ejection

of Jehovah (comp. Expos, on viii. 7 sq.) consisted,

in respect to God s gracious and mighty deliver-

ances, in the demand : set a king over us*
After this sharp rebuke, in which (as before

in chap, viii.) the full significance of their de-

sire from the religious-ethical point of view is

held up before the people, follows thirdly the fac-

tual granting of the desire, according to the di-

vine command, viii. 22, by ordering a choice by
the sacred lot. The " and now," in respect to the
" I—ye " contrasted above, marks a division in

the address. The manner of choice is enjoined

with precision by Samuel. They are to appear
" before Jehovah ;" this refers not merely to the

conception of God^s everywhere present (Cleric.

:

" wlien invoked. He was present with the assem-

bly"), but also to the holy place in which the

Lord's altar was erected (vii. 9). They were to

appear by tribes and thousands, the latter here

meaning the same thing as families (mn3K/D).

To facilitate legal transactions Moses had divided

the people into thousands, hundreds, etc., and ap-

pointed captains over all these divisions (Ex.
xviii. 25). This division probably followed as

closely as possible the natural one, and so the

designation thousands was used as synonymous
with families (Num. i. 16 ; x. 4 ; Josh. xxii. 14,

etc.), because the number of heads of houses in the

several families of a tribe might easily reach a

thousand (comp. ver. 21 ).—Ver. 20 sq. Execution

and re,mlt of this mode of election. The repre-

sentatives of the tribes l)eing called, the lot fell on
the tribe of Benjamin, (properly the tribe "was
taken"). Hoiv the lots were cast is not said;

commonly it was by throwing tablets (Josh, xviii.

6, 8 ; Jon. i. 7 ;
Ezek. xxiv. 7), but sometimes by

drawing from a vessel (Num. xxxiii. 54; Lev. vi.

9). The latter seems to liave been the method
here employed. There is not the slightest ground
for connecting this with the lot of the high-priestly

Urim and Thummim (Vaihinger in Herz. B.-E.
IV. 85).—Ver. 21. When the families of the tribe

of Benjamin were called, the lot fell on the family

of Mairijf an otherwise unknown name (Ew. III.

33 conjectures that it is corrupted from Bikrif).

In the families the lot was usually so conducted

that the houses (DT^S) were next called (Josh. vii.

14), then from the patroece or father-house (iN-n*3)

* The '3 is " used to introduce direct discourse, even

in a contradictory clause, like our 'no, but.' as in Rutii

i. 10" (Keil). It is thercyfore not neees.«ary to read X*?

with the ancient vers, for 17, which reading is obviously
imitated from viii. 19 and xii. 12.

t [Properly : Matrites and Bikrites.—Tb.]

thus chosen the individual heads of families

(O'l^il) came forward, that the family and the

individual chosen by the Lord might be indicated

(see Keil in loco, Rem. 1). Here the description

of the election is abridged, the last steps being
passed over (comp. what is said al)ove on the

three signs). The result is given at once: And
Saul waa taken. The insertion of the 8ept.
" and they present the family of Matri by men "

is to be regarded (with Keil, against Then.) as

an interpretation of the Alexandrian translators.

According to the order above-stated (from Josh,

vii. 14) it fills out the supposed gap in the text

not completely, but only partially and errone-

ously.

—

They sought Saul, but found him
not. The ground was his difiidence and shyness

in respect to appearing publicly before the whole
people. Nagelsbach rightly remarks (Herz.,

^'Said," p. 433), that his hiding behind the bag-

gage during the election is not in conflict with the

account of his change of mind. "At .so decisive

a moment, which turns the eyes of all on one with

the most diverse feelings, the heart of the most
courageous man may well beat." The situation,

along with an element bordering on the comic,

has a serious significance and a deep psychologi-

cal truth.

IV. iSaid declared king ; the partial homage.

Vers. 22-27.

Ver. 22. Inquiry of the Lord and divine ansiuer

in respect to the failure to find Saul. To inquire

of the Lord (xxii. 10; xxiii. 9 sq. ; xxviii.6;
XXX. 7 sq. ; 2 Sam. ii. 1 ; Num. xxvii. 21 ; .Judg.

i. 1 ; XX. 27) is to ask for the divine decision in

individual matters of private or (as here) public

importance for the theocratic congregation, by
Urim and Th.mnmim. [For a case of personal in-

quiry in premosaic times, see Gen. xxv. 22.

—

Tr.]. Though the latter is not here expressly

mentioned, its presence must be assumed accord-

ing to Ex. xxviii. 30, it being inseparably con-

nected with the high-priestly Ephod, in the Cho-

sAen of which (breastplate with twelve precious

stones and the name of the twelve tribes) it was
placed. The inquiry of Jehovah by this means
was, it is true, according to Ex. xxviii. and Num.
xxvii., to be made by the high-priest. We can-

not, however, suppose that this was done here, for

the high-priest's ofiice was vacant ; some other,

not Samuel, who presided over the assembly and
the election, but a priest, in the high-priestly

robes, conducted the soletnn inquiry, which was
exclusively the privilege of the priests. It mu.st

be looked on as a different act from the preceding

casting of lots.—The question was : Has any
one else come hither ? that is, besides those

here present, amongwhom Saul was not to be found.

The "one" (lit. "man") refers to the o?ie who
could not be found ; the oracle is to give informa-

tion as to his presence or absence. The Sept. and
Vulg. liave :

" will the man yet come hither ?"

and Then, alters the text accordingly, against

which Keil rightly remarks :
" it was unnecessary

to inquire of (xod whether Saul would yet come

;

he might have been sent for without more ado."

—Tlie answer is: Behold, he is there, hid

among the baggage. The Pron. " he " (S^'H) does

not require a preceding " the man" (Then.), but

relates to the person referred to in, or giving oc-
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casion to the question, and to whom the procedure

referred. "Stuff" {nKevrj^ va.sa), baggage, which

must have been extensive in such an assembly.

As Saul had the assurance that he was the king
ciiosen by God, his behavior here could not sig-

nify that he wished to evade the acceptance of

the kingdom, but must be i-eferred to overpower-

ing diUidence, in view of the grand preparations

of the election and the divine decision which had
laid so mighty a grasp on his life, and to " anx-
ious consideration of the awfully important con-

sequences of his appearance" (Fw.).—With this

view the remark of Clericus may be considered to

accord :
" Saul, informed beforehand by Samuel of

what would be done, seems to have hidden himself,

that he miglit not appear to have solicited the royal

dignity, and to have come to Mizpah to gain the

popular vote for himself"—In the beginning of

ver. 'I'S the three consecutive verbs give a quick
and lively coloring to the whole process of fetch-

ing Saul from his purposely sought-out hiding-

place. His magnificent stature (ix. 2), as outward-
physical qualification for the kingdom, very im-
posing to the people, is here again expressly

mentioned (d(h^ a^inv rvpni'vlSoc, Eurip. in Gro-
tius). In accordance with the people's receptivity

for so imposing and kingly an appearance, Samuel
closes tlie solemn election witli the words (ver.

24): See ye him vyhom the Lord has cho-
sen? by which he expressly declares the election

by lot to be a confirmation of the previous divine

choice, and completes the formal presentation of

Saul as tlie divinely-appointed king, and then
adds a?, proof: For there is none like him in
all the people. There are two factors which,
according to this account, co-operated to call forth

tlie people's cry of salutation and homarje: May
the king live! The testimony of Samuel: "This
is the king chosen by the Lord," granted in spite

of the fact that their demand, proceeding from a

vain, haughty, and unfaithful mind, was not well-

pleasing to him, and the immediate impression

made by Saul's person, which was in keeping with
the kingly dignity.

Yer. 25. The manner of the kingdom.
Samuel is said to have done three things in con-

nection with this constitution : 1) he set it before

tlie people; 2) he wrote it in a book ; 3) he laid

it up l)efore the Lord.—The " law of the ki?igdom,"

wbich Samuel presented to the people, is, as ap-

pears from the context, one which has not yet

been nriften. It is to be distinguished from the

^' manner of the king" (viii. llsqq.) inwhich Samuel
set before the people the usurpation of an unre-

stricted arbitrary rule, such as existed among the

liealiien nations whose monarchical constitution

Israel envied. In content it was no doubt essen-

tially the same with tlie law of tlic king in Deut.

xvii. 14-20, especially vers. 19, 2U, and tiierefore

related to the divinely established rights and du-

ties of the theocratic king, the fulfilment of which
the people were authorized to demand from him.
(xod's purpose is to rule tlic peo|)le tlirougii Him
as His organ. Tiie " right [or manner] of tlie

kingdom' is therefore, this being its tiieocr.atic

ground and aim, not a capitulation (Micliaelis)

between tlie king (tliat is, here Samuel) and the

people or the tirst example of a constitutional

monarchy (Then.) ; for the restraints, whicli are

here set on the kingly power, are not imjiosed by
the demands of the people, or by a partition of
power between king and people, and not by a con-
tract or agreement between the two as parties, but
are given in the divine Law, in the already exist-

ing theocratic rigid of the theocracy, in wliicli the
absolute monarchy of the divine will is to rule

and reign over king and people, both together.

—

Samuel urate this law of the kingdom in a book.

We find here the first trace, after the written

records of Moses, of writing among tlie prophets,

long before the literary activity to whicli we f)we

what we now have, and essentially also the spoken
prophecies with the historical notices pertaining

to them—the beginning of a literature, which was
exclusively in the service of the theocratic s}3irit,

and, when it appeared soon after this in the so-

called Schools of the Prophets, made its first task

the theocratic writing of history.

—

He laid it up
before the Lord. Where and how? The
supposition that it was deposited in the Tabernacle

at Shiloh contradicts the context, from which it

appears that the deposition was made in the place

where the announcement took place. The ex-
pression "before the Lord" leaves the manner
undetermined, and indicates merely the solemn
and formal deposition and preservation of the wri-

ting, as sacred original documentary record of the

establishment and regulation of the theocratic

kingdom, in a safe place before the Lord, whose
presence was symbolically represented partly by
the holy priestly vestment, partly by the altar tc>

which the people approached, and in connection

therewith had here its local representation even

without tabernacle and ark, though we know not

in what manner.—Notwithstanding this public

and solemn investment of Saul with the royal dig-

nity and authority, Samuel continues to be the

highest director of the affairs of the people; the

now established kingdom retires passively into the

background before SamueVs Prophetic-Judicial Of-

fice, which retains its full activity and authority.

This is indicated by the fact that it is not Saul,

but Samuel that finally dismisses the people, an

act which involves the ibrnial closing by him of

the assembly.

Vers. 26,^27. SauFs behavior after his im--talla-

tion as king, and the behavior of the people towards

him. And Saul also went home to Gibeah.
Clericus hence infers that the Philistines had no
military post at Gil)eah, since they would not

have permitted Israel to have a king in opposi-

tion to their authority; but the olijection vanishes

when we reflect that," the Philistines being few in

number and at a distance from the place ()f elec-

tion, the meaning of the event might easily have

been concealed from tiiem, at least for the sliort

time till the Imttle of ch. xi. during which Saul

remained quietly at home, especially as such

great religious assemblies at Samuel's instance

were not infrequent and could not appear strange

to the Philistines, and Saul had returned to his

ordinary occupations in the field.—The conduct

of the people towards Saul as king is twofold. On
one side lie receives friendly recognition with

willingness to serve liim [and'there went with
him the company of valiant men]. The
Sept. and Then, read: "There went sons of

strength, whose hearts God had touched, with

Saul;" but this is susj)icious as being apparently
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a conformity to the following "sons ofwickedness,"
interpreting the somewhat strange word " valiant

company" ( /'H) by the ordinary periphrasis

"sons of strength" (7'n\J3), as in 1 Kings i. 52.

The word ('^Tl) is found alone with similar mean-
ing "host" (in Pharaoh's retinue) in Ex. xiv.

28; here it means "valiant company," but with
allusion to the "j^o^er" which Saul as king
miglit build up from such valiant men as those

who now formed the escort of honor. Whose
hearts God had touched; that is, to show
themselves so faithful and willing in service and
obedience. This faithfulness and willingness to

serve, shown in their escorting Saul, sprang from
their hearts, the deepest base and centre of their

inner life ; but it was in this case an efect of the
immediate influence of the Spirit of God, who
sanctifies and rules the heart even in respect to

moral deportment towards His constituted authori-

ties. But not irresistibly. In ver. 27 we find an
organized opposition to God's established king-

dom, wlio.se representative Saul was. Whether
envy and jealousy produced it (Then.) is not said.

The opposition are called " worthless people

"

^ 'l?-^-? '.?-l'^' They are people who 1) haughtily

and contemptuously nullified beforehand the irhole-

someness and utility of Saul's royal government for

the people in their depressed condition,—the ques-

tion "What will the man help us?" expresses

hostility to and contempt for Saul's kingship as a

completely aimless and useless institution ; 2) they

exhibited decided "contempt" for his fitness for

the oflice, and attacked his personal honor; 3)

they did not show submission to liis rule, " brought

him no present" as sign of reverence, obedience,

and obligation to provide for his maintenance

;

for freewill-gifts from the people were a part of

the regular revenue of princes.—Clericus :
" There-

fore others, who thought better of his election,

brought him gifts, that he might maintain the

royal dignity without disgrace." Saurs conduct

towards these enemies : he was as a deaf man ;

that is, he acted as if he heard nothing ;
" he left

those men's contempt unnoticed" (Cler.). This

shows self-control and sdfi-denial, but also great

foresight and prudence ; for though Saul had had
the right, notwithstanding his and Samuel's pur-

pose that he should remain in private life awhile,

to proceed vigorously against this mean insult to

his person and otfice, yet such a course might
have prejudiced his position among and towards

the people ; and all the more, if the open opposers,

as Niigelsbach conjectures (Herz. XllL, 433),

belonged " to the princes of the larger and hitherto

controlling tribes of Judah and Ephraim, who
were dissatisfied with the election of an obscure

Benjaminite," in which case, still more imbit-

tered by Saul's resolution to punish them, tliey

could have made their influence still more widely

felt against him.—As to the con.struction it is to

be remarked with Keil on O 7'1 (ver. 26) and 'H'^

(ver. 27) that in both cases "the Imperf with

Waw Consec. forms the ajtodosis to a preceding

adjective-clause as protasis," and the sequence of

clauses in German [and English, Tr.] would be:
" When Saul also went home there went
with him . . . ., and when worthless people said

he was as a deaf person."

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

See the remarks in the Exegetical exposition.
In addition to these

:

1. Anointing with oil as a sacred, tlieocratic

usage is the symbol of introduction into the fel-

lowship and service of the Spirit of God, as is

clear from xvi. 13 sq. ; Isa. Ix. 1 sq. It was em-
ployed 1 ) in connection with the tabernacle and
" ail that was in it," tliat is, its furniture (Ex.
xxix. 36; xxx. 26-30; xl. 9-13; Lev. viii. 10-
12; Num. vii. 1), and in these lifeless objects
(which are said to be "sanctified ") denotes their
sei^aration from everything unclean and unholy,
and their consecration to the holy end for which
they were designed, namely, to be instruments of
God's Holy Spirit for acting on His people. So
it is said especially of the altar of burnt-ofFering,
Ex. xl. 10 :

" and it shall be most holy," because
as the place of expiation, it was the holiest object
in the court ; 2) in connection witli persons, wlio
are called to theocratical service and office, anoint-
ing is the symbol of the impartation of God's
Spirit, and the equipment with His gifts and pow-
ers as indi.«pensable condition of the riglit theo-
cratic exercise of the office. Hitherto confined to
sanctuary and prie.sts, it now appears as the con-
secration to tlie theocratic office of king, and de-
notes here tlie impartation of the powers of light
and life from the Spirit of God, as possessor of
whicli the king is henceforth called by excellence
the Anointed of the Lord, and is alone authorized to
exercise the theocratic rule inthename of theLord,
the invisible King. The " coming of the Spirit of
God " on Saul and David is the consequence of
their anointing, or answers to the significance of
its symbolism. The natural basis for this sym-
bolism of oil is its power to dispense light and
life, joy and healing, Ijy which it sets forth the
Spirit's dispensation of light and life and the
therein-contained gifts and powers (Biihr, Symb.
II., 173). And in the historical development of
the theocracy and of the divine revelations which
point to the perfecting and fulfilment of the the-
ocracy in the New Covenant, the symbolic anoint-
ing of theocratic kings, priests, and prophets (comp.
1 Ki. xix. 15, 16) as sign of the impartation of
the Spirit of God and its powers is the type, that
is, the liistorical foretokening and prefiguring of
the anointing with the Spirit without measure
(John iii. 34) and with the spirit of might (Acts
X. 38), by which Jesus was " the Christ," the An-
ointed of God for the New-Testamental kingdom
of God, first as King of His kingdom, and then as
chief Prophet and Priest. Samuel's word: " TJie

Lord liatli anointed thee," signifies that God
Himself, of His free grace, dispenses the powers
and gifts of His Spirit, when He calls to an office

in His kingdom and service.

2. The greatness and glory of the royal oflSce

consisted essentially in the fact that he who filled

it was "Prince over the inheritance or possession of
Jehovah." The foimdation for this view is the
inward life-fellowship into which God has so en-
tered with Israel by His .self-revelation, that they
hare Him as their God, as their highest good and
possession ; Ex. xx. 2 : "I am the Lord, thy

God." God is thus the possessio7i of His people,

and of every individual godly man, Ps. xvi. 5

;
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cxlii. 6 ; cxix. 57 ; Jer. x. 16 ; li. 19. Conversely

the people of Israel is the property [phlp) of its

God, or His inheritance (n'^HJ), 1) by reason of

its election out of all other peoples, Ex. xix. 5 ; 2)

by reason ofthe wonderful deliverance out of Egypt,

Ex. xix. 4; Deut. iv. 20; ix. 29; 3) by reason

of the covenant at Sinai, Ex. xix. 5 ; 4) by reason

of the constant manifestations of grace and salvation

(Ps. xxviii. 9; 2 Sam. xiv. 16; xxi. 3), among
which the forgiveness of sins is the greatest, Ex.
xxxiv. 9. The New Covenant presents the ful-

lillment and completion of this relation in the

y.dof iTEpioiaioc ["peculiar people," that is, God's
own property] Tit. ii. 14; 1 Pet. ii. 9.

3. Tlie three sigtis which, in accordance with
Samuel's prophetic announcement, were given to

Saul, signify in the first place in general the assu-

rance given him (by events apparently accidental,

yet ordered to this end by God) of His divine ap-

pointment to the royal office and his qualification

for it, and of the fact that the Lord would therein be

with him. In the lives of those who desire to

serve God in faithful obedience, even the simplest

and apparently most accidental events must go to

confirm the assurance that all things work toge-

ther for good to them that serve God, and to con-

firm their confidence in His providence that

works in detaclied, seemingly insignificant cir-

cumstances, and His faithfulness that lasts through
life.

—

Severally, however, these three signs indi-

cate so many principal sfalions in the development

of Said's inner life, and in an advancing line from
the ass-driver to the " prince of the inheritance

of God." These are divinely-ordered facts, each
of which has two meanings for Saul ; first a fac-

tual revelation or instruction from God for the

present moment, and then a prefigurative relation

to the future administration of his royal office.

The first occurrence, the meeting with two men
who inform him that the asses are found, frees

his heart from the pressure of little, earthly,

everyday cares, and instructs him henceforth,
free from the concerns of the lower, material life,

to direct his inner life to the lofty aims and du-
ties of his theocratic calling. Once for all the
petty earthly is to find for him its quietus. In-

wardly free and consecrated to the Lord alone,

he is to jjursue his way upward. The second sign :

three men going up to Bethel offer him two of the
three sacrificial loaves. Tliis gift is tlie factual ho-
mage paid him by a royal ofil^ring, and betokens
for tlie future his royal position in which to him,
along with sanctuary and priests, the wealth
of the land will be offered as tribute. The third

event directs Saul's look from this kingly power
to the highest conditions of a right theocratic
administration, whicli lie receives through impar-
tation of the Spirit of God and His gifts. In the
company of prophets by tiic Spirit which comes
on liim, he receives the gift of proiihccy and that

equipment of his inner life with tliu ])0wers of tlie

<livine Spirit by which he becomes another man
iind receives a new heart. In tiiis there is also

for the future the warning that it is only under
the guidance of God's Spirit, in the absolute ohe-

dience of his will to the divine will, rooted in a
heart new-created, changed l)y the Holy Ghost
and sanctified, tliat he can fulfil his calling so as

to secure the welfare of God's inheritance and the

approbation of the Lord. So, while outwardly
wandering from place to place, and coming home
at last, Saul rises inwardly from the cares of a
lower earthly calling to the lofty tasks of the

highest office of the theocracy in which he is to

gain for his peojjle the holiest possessions—from
a low and common sphere of life to a free broad
view that embraces all Israel—from a soul en-

tangled in the natural and earthly to the experi-

ence of thorough renewal of heait and change of

mind—from a low and narrow wealth, wherein
he seeks satisfaction, to the possession of the high-

est and holiest gift, the Spirit of God—from a pro-

fane, godless life, to the most intimate fellowship

with God through the mediation of the Spirit.

This career and leading of Saul is a tyjje of the

Lord's leadings which all experience who give
themselves up to His guidance that they may be
called by Him for His kingdom and its service.

The change of the natural man, the renewal of the
inner life from the heart out showed itself, indeed,

in the Old-Testamental point of view, partially

and sporadically ; but at the same time it was also

only a thing postulated, desiderated, promised,

and as such is most clearly expressed in Ps. li.

12-14 ; Jer. xxxi. ; Ez. xxxvi. ; the complete
fulfillment was possible only in the New-Testa-
mental kingdom of God through the new birth by
the Spirit of God which in all its fulness was first

imparted by Christ and went out from Christ,

John iii. [Because of the difTerence in force and
extent of the expression "new heart" in the Old
and New Testaments, we must guard against sup-

posing in Saul so radical a change as Dr. Erd-
mann seems disposed to assume. In the Old
Test, conception any endowment, spiritual, men-
tal or physical, which connects itself with faith in

God, is regarded as the product of the Spirit of

God (see the history of Samson and the Judges
generally, and Balaam), and a divine influence

which leads a man to sing the praises of God, as

Saul did here, is not necessarily the creative touch

which regenerates the soul. In an important
sense Saul was a changed man, and received a
new heart, in the elevation of his aims and his

upward striving to God ; but his after-life shows
that this impulse towards the divine, given in

mercy by the divine Spirit, was damped and
finally destroyed by the opposing force of his

worldliness and self-seeking. His heart, so we
must conclude from the teachings of Scripture, was
touched and roused, but not new-created.

—

Tr.]

4. It is noteworthy for the significance of this

crisis in the life of Saul as well as in the history

of the kingdom of God in Israel, that these three

facts, so important for tlie establishment of the

kingdom and the calling of Saul, occur at or not

far from holy places, which were of great import-

ance for the liistory of Israel. Raehers grave

must have reminded Saul how here, by the birth

of Benjamin, which cost his ancestress her life,

was laid the foundation of the greatness to which
this smallest trilic was raised by his election as

king. The ancient Bethel carried him back to

the time when God's revelation to Jacob strength-

ened the foundation of the theocracy which was
laid in Abraham's call and the ]iroraises given
him, and renewed the promise made to the patri-

archs ; in the sanctuary there Saul sees the sign

of the covenant-faithfulness of the God of Abra-
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liam, Isaac and Jacob. Gibeah and its neighbor-

ing height was a place consecrated to sacritice

and prayer, and especially important because the

dwelling-place or pilgrimage-shrine of a commu-
nity of prophets. Here flourishes prophecy,

which in ISamuel prepares the way for the king-

dom, and guides it on tlie way ; here rules the

mighty prophetic spirit, which lays hold on Saul,

and which he receives with its gifts. The holy

places, in and near which Saul receives the three

signs, are, in respect to their significance for his

calling to the royal office, the historically holy

ground. " This is as little accidental as tiie be-

lief, so often expressed in the Psalter, that help

comes from the holy place ; and the central coun-

try, the tribes of Benjamin and Ephraim, wiiither

Saul's steps now lead him, is esnecially rich in

such holy places" (Ew. 111. 30).^

5. For the development of prophecy in the time
just before the rise of the theocratic kingdom the

history in this section is important in several

respects. • We here meet for the first time a pro-

phetic fraternity, which is not an accidental assem-

Dlage, but a connected, united community. Its

members are called "prophets;" to their desig-

nation Nebiim (D'XOJ ["prophets," taken to be

from a verb meaning " to gush forth"]) answers

the inspired outstreaming of praise to God in

testimony of His deeds of grace ; the bond that

unites them is the Spirit of God, who fills them
and impels them to such inspired utterances;

their inner unity and fellowship shows itself, it

is probable, already in a common abode and like

manner of life. It is an association of propheti-

cal men, representing both the prophetic calling

and office {iimnus), and the prophetic gift {doninii),

that is, propliecy not of the nature of a calling

and office. Whatever may have been the nume-
rical strength of this prophetic element in the

people, it is certain from this narrative that the

Spirit of the Lord showed itself alive in indivi-

dual circles of the national life, and freely and
mightily unfolded its powers and gifts. A pre-

indication of this is found in the incident recorded

in Num. xi. 26 sq., where the Spirit of the Lord
freely and independently of institutions exhibited

its awakening and vitalizing power, outside of

the circle of Elders gathered around Moses at the

Tabernacle, in the camp of the people, and when
Joshua contended that Moses' official authority

was the only proper medium of the divine Spirit,

Moses rebuked him with the words: "Enviest

thou for my sake? I would that all Jehovah's

people were prophets, that Jeliovah would put

his Spirit upon them !" In the rise of the prophets

of Samuel's time we see a fulfillment of the pro-

mise contained in Moses' exclamation, a sign of

the new spiritual life of fnhh aroused in the peo-

ple, a type of the outpouring of the Spirit on all

flesh, which is prophesied of in Joel iii. [ii. 28],

and is set forth in the New Covenant as factual

condition of the universal priesthood, limited

only by the working of < iod's Spirit, and as final

revelation of the living (lod. Further, in these

prophetic communities, wliether they were from

the beginning firmly organized or free associa-

tions, we see the unifying, associative poiver of the

prophetic spirit over against the disruption of

the theocratic and religious life which was the

legacy of the time of the Judges. The company

il

descending from tlie high-place at Gibeah, which
Saul joined, shows that in these bodies there were
common religious exercises. However these asso-

ciations arose through the associative impulse of

the awakened higher life—whether Samuel
founded them or not is uncertain, the latter is

more probable ; but after their establishment he
took them under his care, and later gave them a
firmer form and government (see ch. xix. and
what is there said at greater length of the schools

of the prophets)—they were, by their concen-
trated ijower of religious life, light and salt for

the popular life, and diffused around them the

influences of the Spirit that filled them. An in-

dication of this is the power of the Spirit by
which Saul was laid hold of (in his third sign)

after his meeting with those men. But this new
Spirit-born life has its contrast always in a lower,

sensuous life, disinclined to the joyous abandon
and the holy uprising towards God. The won-
dering question :

" Is Saul also among the pro-

phets?" points to such a contrast, in which the

worldly-minded, strangers to the life in the Spirit

of the Lord, stand opposed to the members of the

prophetic Union, just as to-day the children of

the world, desiiising the guidance of the S^jirit

from above, set themselves with contempt or

reviling over against living Christians, the
" pietists and godly."

The prophetic inspiration is characteristically

delineated in these occurrences. Its essence con-

sists in such an entrance of the Spirit of God into

the inner life of the prophet, that the latter is

thereby mightily laid hold of and lifted up into

the condition of ecstatic ravishment. As a vehicle

of this spiritual excitation appears here instru-

mental and vocal music which, on the physical-

psychical side, gives freer play to the feelings

aroused by the divine Spirit. The prophetic

inspiration takes the musical art into its service.

If ver. 5 says nothing special as to the relation

of music to the prophetic utterance, it yet shows

that music was practiced in the prophetic com-
munities. In its origin the prophetic inspiration

sliows itself as a sudden thing which gets the

master)^ of the man's subjective state ; the Spirit

of God "comes upon" Saul ; we trace it as a con-

trolling power in vers. 6, 10; xix. 20; Mic. iii.

8. The utterance of this inspiration, the "pro-

phesying," is impassioned address or inspired

song, and has an enkindling, sweeping power. It

is, however, only a momentary, not a continuous

thing. As the seventy-two elders prophesied

once, and not again, so also Saul here among the

prophets. The spring of the Spirit is an inter-

nutting one, because, according to the nature of

the Old Covenant, though there might be various

grades of individual powerful inworkings, there

could not be a permanent indwelling of the Spirit

of God in the heart of man.* The indispensable

condition of the proi)hetic inspiration and of pro-

phesying as a genuine life-utterance of the Spirit

from above is a mind directed to the living God,

* [The author seems here to confomid the special

and the ordinary influence of the Holy Spirit. Then,
as now, there were differences of .spiritual power at dif-

ferent times: but there seems to be no good reason
for not believing that the Holy Spirit dwelt just as

really and permanently, tliough not so distinctly, in all

God's people under the Old Covenant as under the New.
—Te.]
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the reliffixms-ethical disposition of heart well-pleasing

to liira, such as Saul had received by the Lord's

leadings, he going obediently and humbly in the

ways appointed liim. Conip. ver. 9: "God gave

him (utother heart," with ver. 10: "the Spirit of

God came upon him, and he prophesied in their

midst."

6. "God gave him another heart,'" comp. ver.

9 with ver. 6 and Deut. v. 26 [29] : "O that they

had sucli a heart to fear me." "Therefore the

working of revelation is directed to renewing

man from the heart, and its aim is, by a divine

salvation, to destroy the unreceptiveness (the

stupidity in which the soul's centre labors, as

Roos expresses it. Fund, psifchol- ex sacr. script.,

1769, p. 153) and the opposition of tlie heart (the

circumcision of the heart, Deut. xxx. 6), to put

the fear of God into the heart (Jer. xxxii. 40),

and so make the law an inward tiling (Jer. xxxi.

33). This is effected by tlie divine Spirit which,

even under the Old Covenant, making prophets

by change of heart into other men (1 Sam. x. 6,

9), and causing the pious to experience His
power, that purities the heart and brings it into

accord with God's law (Ps. li. 12-14), thus points

to the new creation of the heart on the plane of

completed salvation, Ezek. xxxvi. 26 sq. ; xi. 19."

Oehler s. v. Herz, Herzog, B. E.

7. The two elections of king; ix. 1—x. 16 and

X. 17-27. Saul's ccdl to the royal ofBce consists

in two consecutive acts: 1) in the section ix. 1—x.

16 is related how Saul is personally called in

secret, consecrated by anointing, and by the three

signs assured that he is the king of Israel called

by the LorcL Here the divine factor, as the only

effective one, appears in the foreground; 2) in

X. 17-27 is related the public election of Saul by
lot by a popular a.'^sembly called for that purpose

by Samuel " to the Lord." Here the human factor

appears in co-operationwith the divine, and Samuel
is their intermediator. There is no conflict between
these two narratives. " Is then the divine in-

struction to Samuel to grant the people's demand
and give them a king (ch. viii.) and the revela-

tion that Saul was the man selected by Jehovah,
together with the anointing of Saul (ix. 1—x. 16)

irreconcilable with his choice by lot ?—Tiiat a
prophet carries out unconditionally the will of

God, even when it does not accord with his own
views, and leaves the decision of the lot to the

control of God, involves neither a tempting of

God nor a piece of jugglery " (Keil, Introd. I.,

235 ; the latter part against Thenius). By the
lot, as means ofdirect divine decision, vSaul, already
in secret called to be king, was as such openly be
fore the whole people to receive solemn divine
legitimation. Similarly in Aaron's case. Numb,
xvii. Besides the two princijial stations of tlip

road on which Saul is led byCiod through »Samuel
into tlie kingdom, Ramah and Mizpah, between
which Racliel's grave, Deborah's oak and Gibeah
are important intermediate stations, there is yet a
third, (Jilgal, chap. xi. Here the kingdom is

renewed to him, here he first finds undivided,
universal recognition as king of Israel, liaving
once more received the divine legitimation by a
vi('tory over the enemy. We find here a grada-
tion in the occurrences, oacli of which contains a
new moment, and none of which has anything
that excludes or contradicts the others.

8. The twofold law of the king, viii. 11-18 and x.
25. These two are nuitually exclusive. The
former (viii.) is that which is historically neces-

sary from the lieathen point of view, the conse-

quence of the demand to have a king like the kings

of the nations; the latter (x.) is the ideal theo-
cratic law of the king, which corresponds to the
call of the covenant people, and, as an outflow
from the holy will of the covenant God, is the
limit and norm of the royal government. The
former sprang from the sinful self-will of men, the
latter is the absolute dominion of the divine will.

Saul's call and election was to be completed in
his attestation after the norm of this law of the
kingdom.

9. The position of prophecy towards the newly-
established kingdom is a controlling, regulating,
norm-giving one. Samuel's conduct towards Saul
on his entrance upon the theocratic royal calling
prefigures the position which prophecy was hence-
forth to occupy alongside of tlie kingdom. " That
the law of the king should not be a dead letter,

that royal self-will should be kepi within bouKds,
was to be the care not of a representative popular
assembly, but of prophecy, which stood as theo-
cratic watchman by the side of royalty." Oehler,
«. V. Konig in Herz. R. E. VI. 12.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Chap. IX. 27 ; X. 1. How the Lord fits His
chosen ones for the kingly calling in His kingdom

:

1) By quiet instruction by means oi His word He
brings them into a right knowledge of the tasks

He assigns; 2) By the anointing oi His Spirit He
imparts to them the needful power and strength

therefor; 3) By the production of infallible signs

He gives them a just certainty and joyous confi-

dence. [Ver. 2, latter part, Scott: A superior care,

in common life, swallows up an inferior one; and
the tender parent ceases from anxiety about his
property, when solicitous for the welfare of his son.

. . . . And so, a due concern about eternal things
would moderate our care about the interests of
this life.—Tr.].

Vers. 2-9. The signs of divine guidance along

the paths of human life on earth, how they 1 ) Point-

ing backwards, remind us of the manifestations of

grace in past times (the holy places) ; 2) Point-

ing upwards, admonish us to lift up the heart from
worthless, earthly things to higher good ; 3) Point-

ing forwards, demand a new life in the Spirit, and
4) call on us to look into our own heart, while for

the work of renewal of the whole man they pro-

mise the gifts and powers of the Spirit from
above.

The appearance of special divine signs in human
life : 1 ) Whence coming ? a) Ordered in time by
God's wise Providence, not springing from chance,

not aimless; b) Decreed in his eternal purpose, not
accidental, not groundless; c) Sent as messengers
of His holy and gracious will, not meaningless.

2) To whom applying? a) To him who lets him-
self be guided by God; b) To him who holds still

when God is guiiling him, and c) To him who
lets God speak to Him by His word. 3) What sig-

nifying? a) Reniinding of the saving and gra-

cious presence of God (partly in the past, partly

in the present: "God is with thee") ; b) Pointing

to our tasks, which under the guidance of the
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Lord are to be fiilfilled (vers. 7, 8) ; c) Exhorting
to a renewal of the whole inner life through the
power of the Holy Ghost (oomp. vers. 6, 9). [ Ver.
5. Music as a means of religious exaltation.

Comp. 2 Kings iii. 15; 1 Cor. xiv. 26-33; Eph.
V. 18.—Tr.].

Vers. 6-9. The transforming effects of the Spirit

of God. 1) Out of the old heart He creates a
new man. 2) Out of dumb people He makes
prophets. 3) To the weak He lends power and
strength for a great work. 4) Remoteness from
God He changes into the most intimate commu-
nion with God.—Vers. 6, 9. The Spirit of the Lord
will come upon thee ! 1 ) A great word of promise,

which applies to every one that is called to the
kingdom of God. 2) A wonderful event of the in-

ner life, which occurs and is experienced only
under definite conditions. 3) The beginning of a
neiv life, which takes place by the change of the
heart. [Ver. 6. Prophesying not a certain proof
of piety. Comp. Balaam, Caiaphas (.John xi. 51),

and the "many" in Matt. vii. 22.

—

Tr.].

Ver. 7. The great word, "God is with thee .'" 1)
The infallible signs, which assure us of it. 2) The
consoling strength, which the heart thereby receives.

3) The mighty impvlse to do according to God's
good pleasure, which lies therein. 4.) The earnest

exhortation which is thereby given, in all the oc-

currences of human life, to mark the will of the
Lord therein made known.

Ver. 9. The new heart a gift of God. 1 ) Through
hmnan proclamations of the divine word the re-

newal of the heart is only prepared for. 2) But
through the divine act of the Holy Spirit working
through the word it is efiected, and 3) It is ac-

companied by infallible signs of the manifestations
of divine grace. [Henry : He has no longer the
heart of a husbandman, concerned only about
his corn and cattle; but the heart of a statesman,

a general, a prince. Whom God calls to service

He will make fit for it. If He advance to another
station. He will give another heart, to those who
sincerely desire to serve Him with their power.

—

Ver. 10. The power of commimion in the Lord:
1) Inwardly it unites the members closely together,

a) into an inward confederacy of love in the Lord,
b) into harmonious praise of the Lord; 2) Out-

wardly it exercises a controlling and contagious

influence : a) so that a way is made for the in-

dwelling of the Holy Spirit in the hearts of others,

and b) so that like effects of the Spirit are mani-
fested in others also.

Vers. 7-12. The beginning of a neu' life in the

Spirit: 1) Naturally prepared for and indicated

beforehand through signs given by God (vers. 7,

9); 2) Supernaturally effected through the power
of the Holy Spirit (ver. 10) ; 3) Inwardly consisting

in the renewal of the heart (ver. 9); 4) Outwardly

manifesting itself m the fruits (effects) of the
vSpirit (willing obedience to the Lord's command,
patient waiting for the Lord's direction; joyfid tes-

timony to the Lord's grace). [It is not safe to

treat this history as a case of true and thorough
spiritual renewal, in any sense approaching the

New Test, use of similar expressions. Comp.
note of Tr. above in "Historical."

—

Tr.].

Vers. 11, 12. The question, "Is Saul also cum>ng

the prophets ?" 1 ) A cry of astonishment by the

world estranged from God, in which it speaks its

own sentence ; 2) A reliable attestation and con-

firmation of the miracle of the awaking to a new
life for him in whom it has occurred; 3) A factual

proclamation of the honor of the Lord, who by His
Spirit creates such a transformation in man.
[Henry : Let not the worst be despaired of, yet
let not an external show of devotion, and a sud-
den change for the present, be too much relied on

;

for Saul among the projjhets, was Saul still.

—

Tr.].

Vers. 13-16. The art of testifying and being silent

at the right time about the things of the kingdom of
God : 1 ) How it is to be learned in the school of
the Holy Spirit (after Saul's example) ; 2) How
it is to be exercised according to the company in
which one finds himself (the inspired host of pro-
l)hets—the profane uncle of Saul).

Vers. 17-19. 2'Ae mightiest means employed by
the word of God to awaken true repentance: 1) It
humbles by reminding us of the manifestations of
grace which without merit or worthiness we have
experienced, in which the Lord has shown Him-
self our compassionate father (ver. 18). 2) It re-

bukes by setting before us our ingratitude and un-
faithfulness, with which we have rewarded Him
(ver. 19, " over us"), and 3) It shames us by point-
ing to the grace and faithfulness of God^ which
notwithstanding do not depart from us, in wJiich
He patiently condescends even to our sinful wishes
and demands ("And now present yourselves be-
fore the Lord"—). Vers. 21-2. [He could not
be found—hidden among the baggage. Henry :

So little fond was he now of that power, which
yet, when he was in possession of, he could not
without the utmost indignaiion think of parting
with. . . . We may suppose he was at this time
really averse to take upon him the government,
1. Because he was conscious to himself of unfit-

ness for so great a trust. He had not been bred
up to books, or arms, or courts, and feared he
should be guilty of some fatal blunder. 2. Be-
cause it would expose him to the envy of his
neighbors that were ill-afiected towards him. 3.

Because he understood by what Samuel had said,

that the people sinned in asking a king, and
it was in anger that God granted their request.

4. Because the affairs of Israel were at this time in
a bad posture: the Philistines were strong, the
Ammonites threatening, and he must be bold in-
deed, that will set sail in a storm.

—

Tr.].

Vers. 20-27. True humility and modesty: 1)
How it roots itself in a human heart touched by
the Spirit of God

; 2) How it shows itself, aj before

God in the confession of unworthiness and unfit-

ness for service in His kingdom, b) before men in
reserve and silence; 3) How it is crowned, a) be-
fore God, with the culling to His service, b) before
men, with the approbation of men's hearts which
is wrought by God the Lord.

Vers. 24-27. The divine choice and calling of a
man to service in God's kingdom: 1) It makes itself

known in outward signs ("see ye," ver. 24) ; 2) It

is conditional by the requisite natural gifts and
properties ("that there is Hone like him," &c.,
ver. 24); 3) It carries itself forivard hj preparation
from above, a) with the gifts and powers of the
Spirit, b) through instruction in the will of God
(ver. 25); 4) It rises up above the favor and dis-

favor of parties, in that it teaches us, a) to value
human approbation as a gift of God (ver. 26), and
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b) over against the hate and contempt of opposers

to observe an humble silence before God.

J. DisSELHOPF, vers. 1-11. Tlie anointing to the

office of king: 1) On those who hold still before

every thing according to the direction and will

of God.
[Ver. 27. "And he was as though he were deaf"

Notwithstanding they 1) questioned his capaciiy,

their God this anointing is wrought, really and 2) despised his power, 3) refused him homage

trulv, though at iirst in hope; 2) And although it
|

and help (see Exegetical Notes), he was as though

is wrought only in hope, yet it is attested by di- 1
he were deaf, thereby showing 1) sell-control, 2)

vine signs following. The"same: vers. 7, 8, 13-27.
!
prudence, 3) humility.^ Apply this to 1) public

What the royal anointing gives, and what it de-

mands: 1) It makes the anointed one fit for

all that his office lays upon him; 2) It de-

mands that the anointed one should now do

nothing more according to his own choice, but

officers, 2) employers of servants or other subor-

dinates, 3) persons in society, 4) church officials.

There is a high sense in which God acts thus, and
bad men imagine that He really is deaf (Ps. Ixxiii.

11: xciv. 7; Job xxii. 13.

—

Tr.]

THIRD SECTION.

Confirmation and General Recognition of the Kingdom under Saul.

Chaps. XL XII.

I. SauVs Victory over the Ammonites. Chap. XL 1-15.

1 Then [And]^ Nahasli the Ammonite came up, and encamped against*^ Jabesh-

Gilead ; and all the men of Jabesh said unto [to] Nahash, Make a covenant with

2 us, and we will serve thee. And Nahash the Ammonite answered [said to]

them, On this condition will I make a covenant'^ with you, that I may thrust* out

3 all your right eyes, and lay it for a reproach upon all Israel. And the elders of

Jabesh said unto [to] him. Give* us seven days respite, that we may send messen-

gers unto all the coasts® of Israel, and then [om. then] if there be no man to save

4 us, we will come out to thee. Then came the messengers [And the messengers

came] to Gibeah of Saul,'' and told the tidings^ in the ears of the people ; and all

people lifted up their voices and wept.

5 And behold, Saul came after the herd [oxen] out of [from] the field. And Saul

said, What aileth the people that they weep ? And they told him the tidings of

6 the luen of Jabesh. And the Spirit of God came upon Saul when he heard tho?e

7 [these] tidings, and his anger was kindled greatly. And he took a yoke of oxen,

and hewed them in pieces,® and sent them''' throughout all the coasts of Israel by

the hand of messengers, saying, Whosoever cometh not forth after Saul and after

Samuel, so shall it be done unto [to] his oxen. And the fear of the Lord [Jeho-

vah] fell on the people, and they came out with one consent [as one man].

8 And when \om. when] he numbered them in Bezek, [ms. and] the children of

9 Israel were three hundred thousand, and the men of Judah thirty thousand." And
they said unto [to] the messengers that came, Thus shall ye say unto [to] the men

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
I rVf>r. 1. On rt^ading of Sept. and Viilg. see Expos.—Tr.]
« fVcT. 1. Or, laid siege to.—Tu.l . , ^, , .

8
I
Ver. 2. The word "covenant '' is not in the Heb. but is involved in the verb. The in.sertion ot the word m

the Hob. text is therefore unnecessary. Throughout this passage the Sept. has explanatory additions, which
need be regarded onlv as the freedoms of a translator.

—

Tb.]
4 fVer. 2. Kendere<l "pick out" by Eng. A. V. in Ps. xxx. 17.—Tr.]
5 (Ver. 3. ri-\n Hipli. Impv. Apoc. of n31- Ges. Hch. Gr., ^75, Rem. 1.5.—Te.]

« [Ver. 3. Or, into everv region.—Tn.]
, , o ,

7 fVor. 4. Hcnt. has incorr-ctly "to Gibeah to Saul;" it is evident that the message was not brought to baul.

Syr. " thi^ hill ol Saul,'' Arali. " the city of Saul," but the word is a proper name.

—

Tr.J
«

I Ver. I. Lit. " sp;ike tlie words (or things)." In ver. .'5 it is :
" related the words (or things)."—Tr ]

»
I

Ver. 7. f'omp. F,x. xxix. 17 ; Lev. i. (! ; .Tudg. xx. fl.—Tr.]
10 [Ver. 7. Some render: " sent (word) etc.. saying."—Tr. I

II rVer. 8. The Sept. gives for Lsrael 60O.OOO, and for .Judah 70,000, about double thi> numbers m the Heb. text

—an illustration of the tendency to magnify numbers.—Tr.]
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of Jabesh Gilead, To-morrow, by that [the] time the sun be hot,'^ ye shall have help.

And the messengers came and showed [announced] it to the men of Jabesh ;
and

10 they were glad. Therefore [And] the men of Jabesh said, To-morrow we will

come out unto [to] you, and ye shall do with [to] us all that seemeth good unto

11 [to] you. And it was so [came to pass] on the morrow that Saul put the people in

three companies; and they came into the midst of the host in the morning-watch,

and slew the Ammonites until the heat of the day, and it came to pass that they

which remained were scattered, so that two of them were not left together.

1

2

And the people said unto [to] Samuel, Who is he that said, Shall Saul reign over

13 us?^* bring'* the men that we may put them to death. And Saul said. There shall

not a man be put to death this day ; for to-day the Lord [Jehovah] hath wrought

14 salvation in Israel. Then said Samuel [and Samuel said] to the people. Come, and

15 let us go to Gilgal, and renew the kingdom there. And all the people went to Gil-

gal, and there they [om. they] msde'^ Saul king before the Lord [Jehovah] in Gil-

gal, and there they \_om. there they] sacrificed sacrifices of peace-offerings [_i)is.

there] before the Lord [Jehovah] ; and there Saul'^ and all the men of Israel re-

joiced greatly.

»2 [Ver. 9. Lit. " in (Qeri, at) tlie heat of the sun;" see similar plirase in ver. 11.—Tr]
i» LVer. 12. Sept., Chakl., Syr., Arab., insert a negative: ''Saul .sliall not reign over us;" Chald., " is not fit to

reign," Vulg. as Heb. This neg. does not necessarily iiTiply a different text, yet a K7 maj' easily have fallen out

of the Heb., the preceding word ending vrith 1. The sense is the same in both readings.

—

Tr.]
1-1 [Ver. 1'2. This word is plu. in Heb., Chald., Vulg., Arab., but sing, in Sept. and Syr.; the former, as the more

difficult reading (since the address was to Samuel), is to be preferred.

—

Te.J
15 [Ver. 15. Sept : anointed—as interpretation.

—

Tr.]
16 [Ver. 15. Sept. : Samuel (instead of Saul)—more probably error of transcription than attempt to make Samuel

conspicuous.

—

Tk.]

exegetioal and critical.

Vers. 1-4. The siege of Jabesh by Nahash, king

of the Ammonites.
Ver. 1. The need of a vigorous single leader-

ship in Avar Jgainst tlie surrounding ho.stile peo-

ple.'^, especially in the first instance for the war
threatened by the Ammonites (xii. 12), had oc-

casioned the people's desire for a strong regal go-

vernment like that of those nations. God had
yielded to their desire, and through Samuel given

tiiein n, king. But this king, after having been
jiiibiicly presented and greeted as king, liad with-

drawn into seclusion. For a part of the people

were unwilling to accept the new order of things

under Saul's kingly authority, not believing tliat

he could rescue the people from the threatening

danger. It was, therefore, all-important that

Saul should, by some deed of deliverance, show
himself to be the king, who could lead Israel to

victory over their enemies. Awaiting the moment
when iie could display his strength with the Lord's

lielp as his Anointed, he had kept silence before

the contempt of his enemies, and had retired to

the quiet of his accustomed rural occupations.

And not long after the day of IMizpah came the

peril, in view of which the demand had been made
for a king to lead the people to battle. Nahash,

the Ammonite, advanced with an army, and began

the wnr against Israel with the siege of Jabesh-

Gilead. The Sept. inserts at the beginning of this

verse from tlie preceding (x. 27) the words :
" and

it came to pass after a month,"* and is followed by
Ew. and Then, though all other ancient translations

agree with the mas. text, only the Vulg. adds to

the translation of the text the words : et factum

est quasi post mev-sem, an addition originating pro-

bably in the Itala, which follows the Sept. The

* [Reading ^ynnOS instead of ^nPO^.—Tb.]

statement of time is evidently an interpretation

of the translation.* It is the less necessary for

the connection by reason of the looseness of the

chronology here. According to xii. 1 2 the threat-

ened war with the Ammonites was the immediate
occasion of the demand for a king. Naturally,

therefore, Nahash, having before made his pre-

parations, entered the Israelitish territory soon

after the king was cliosen and confirmed. If it

had been intended to give this datum of time the

word " one " must necessarily have been inserted.

—On Nahash,f king of the Ammonites, see on 2

Sam. X. 2. We have here a renewal of the war
with the Ammonites, which (according to Judg.

X. 11) Israel had victoriously carried on under

Jephthah. No doulit Nahash made the same charge

against Israel—claiming the territory east of the

Jordan which, it was alleged, Israel had taken from

the Ammonites—which was then made by the king

and repelled by.Ieph. (Judg. xi. 13 sq.). Comp.
Josh. xiii. 25. ".lephthah's victory had not perma-

nently broken the power ofthe Ammonites. Jabesh

lay in northern Gilead, and belonged to the half-

tribe of Manasseh. According to Joseph. (Ant.

6, 5, 1), it was the capital of Gilead; according

to the Ononi., "six Roman miles from Pella pn
the way to Gerasa," and is conjectured by Eobin-

son (III. 319) and van der Velde (Mem., p. 323)

to be the same with the present ruins of Ed-Deir,:i:

on the south side of the Wady Jabis, in which
word is not improbably contained the name of

the old Jabesh. .Jabesh was the only city (Judg.

xxi. 9) which did not take part in the war of

* [Not if he had a different text before him.—Tr.]
+ [On ttie relation between this Naiiash aud the person

mentioneii in i Sam. xvii. 25 as father of Abigail, and
for discussion of 1 Chr. ii. 16, see Arts. Abigail, Zeruiah,

Nahaxh. in Smith's Bib. Diet, and the Commentaries in

lorn, and comp. 2 Sam. xvii. 27.

—

Tr.]

X ["On the mountains in full view of Beisan." Thom-
son, Land and Book, 2, 171.

—

Tr.]
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extermination against Benjamin; its virgins were

carried off for tlie Benjuinites (Judg. xxi. 6 sq.).

For the important connection of Jabesh with

Haul's end see xxxi. 11-13 and 2 Sam. 4, 5.—The
inhabitants of Jabesh are willing to come to an

agreement with Nahash, and submit on reasona-

ble conditions. This shows their entire defence-

lessness against the enemy, and characterizes Is-

rael's weakness in consequence of the lack of tirm

and permanent union among its parts. Instead

of accepting iheir humble proposal, Nahash oUers

the Jabeshites the extremest insult by the threat

that, unless they surrendered unconditionally,*

he would put out the right eyes of all of them.f

On cruel conduct towards conquered enemies see

Eiietschi, Herz. B. E. VIII. 87 [also Arts. War
in Diets, of Smith and Fairbairn, and Saalschiitz,

Archiioloijie der Hehrder, II. 506.

—

Tr.]. Nahash
will lay this as a reproach "on all Israel," not

because they had not courage to help them (Bun-

sen), but with the intention of undertaking war
against all Israel, and avenging the insult oft'ered

by Jephthah. Joscphus' remark, that he threa-

tened to do this " in order tliat, their left eyes

being concealed by their shields, they might be

wholly unserviceable," is correct only on this

supposition, that he in foct designed to conquer
first the city and then Gilead.—Ver. 3. Nahash
grants the desired seven days, in which they are

to send messengers into every part of Israel ; in

this time he thought to finish his preparations for

the conquest of the city, in order, in the existing

division of the Israelitish tribes and forces, the

more surely to attain his end. The Jabeshites

promised to yield themselves, if no one came to

their rescue. The assumption of this as possible,

and the fact that they sent to every recjion of Israel

shows that in this transition-period from the

Judges to the kingdom, in spite of what Samuel
had done towards securing unity of action, the

old division of powers in tribal isolation and the

consequent weakness against enemies still conti-

nued. That the messengers (ver. 4) go neverthe-

less not separately to the various tribes, but all

together first J to Gibeah of Saul, is doubtless

according to instructions given them. And the

reason could be only that this was the residence

of the elected king, and the centre of the whole
people. We are not to conclude (with Then.),

from the fact of their going not to Saul, but to

tiie people, that they knew nothing of his election

as king; they presented their case before the
people, and not Saul, because (as appears from
what follows) he was not in Gibeah, and did not

return from his ordinary occupation till after

their statement was made.—The weeping of the
people points to the greatness of the danger and
the painful consciousness of helplessness. Per-
haps Said was held in least esteem in his native
city.

\'ers. 5-7. SanVs first royal deed. He gathers

the people together, so that they rise as one vmn

* [This is not the exaf t exprossion of the text ; rather
the nuttiiiK out of the eyes was tlic condition of sur-
reiwler and treaty offered in savage pleasantry by Na-
hash.—Tr.]

t J^ITS, '"in this," that is, on this condition. The

suff. n in n'J^Oty is to be taken as neuter, referring to
T T • :

~

the putting out of the eyes.

{ lIi is not said, that they went first to Gibeali.

—

Tk.]

against the Ammonites, and the hitherto-existing

disunion is at an end.—Ver. 5. When the mes-
sengers arrive, Saul is in the field engaged in

agricultural labors. He is called from the ploaqh,

as Gideon from the threshing-jtoor (Judg. vi. 11

sq.), to do great deeds for his people. ''After the

oxen" refers to his walking behind the oxen, with
which he had ploughed, and which are called in

ver. 7 "a yoke of oxen."—Ver. 6. When he hears

the cause of the people's lamenting and weeping,

tJie Spirit of Ood lays hold of him mightily. The
great moment had come when tiie fire of mighty
wrath, inflamed by (iod's Spirit, kindled at the

reproach inflicted by the enemy on his people,

and he, in fulfillment of his royal calling to be
the deliverer of his people, was to step forth

according to the will of the Lord.—Ver. 7. The
cutting up of the oxen alone would not have ex-
hausted the meaning which (as appears from the

context) this symbolical action was meant to

have. There was necesssary also the sending of

the pi^ce^ into every region of Israel, that is, to

every tribe, as in the similar procedure in Judg.
xix. 29. The meaning of Saul's sharp words by
the messengers: Whosoever cometh uot
forth after Saul and after Samuel, so shall
it be done to his oxen, is only fully expressed
by the pieces which are sent along with them.
Though the "pieces" are not expressly men-
tioned in the text, as in .Judg. xix 29 (Then.),

yet they must be understood from the connection.

As there the pieces of the shamefully murdered
woman's body, so here the pieces of the hewed
oxen are the factual summons of the individual

parts of the people to a common warfare, which
was to avenge the wrong done them. Along
with this similarity, however, between the two
actions and their aims, there is an essential dif-

ference between them. In the former case the

pieces represented the crime of the violated rights

of hospitality and the expiation which was
demanded. Here Saul sets forth the punishment
to be expected by every one who should not join

the campaign against the enemy ; he threatens the

exercise of his judicial ]iower, which is a function

of his royal office. The subject [('. e. executer]

of the threat is neither the people of the recu.sant

person (Josephus), nor the iuv'ading enemy, but

it is he, the king of Israel, who is thoroughly
conscious of his authority to summon the whole
people to war against the enemy, under the

impulse of the Spirit of God, which has come
upon him. Saul here steps forth, in the name
of the Lord, who has chosen him to save His
people from their foes, with an act of sovereign

theocratic royal power. As possessor of this

power he names himself first as leader of Israel,

and then Samuel .sccohc?. That, however, he does

connect the latter's name with his, shows Samuel's
high position as prophet and watchman of the

kingdom and (with the retention of his judicial

authority) as leader of the people along with
Saul, and jiroves also Samuel's approval of this

assumption of royal authority before the people.

His symbolical action and the accotnpauying

threat, which is to rouse the people from division

to imity, and from lethargy to a common enter-

prise, is thus stamped with the prophetic and
judicial authority of Samuel, under which Saul's

roval authoritv stands.—C'lericus excellontlv re-
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marks: "Tliis was a symbolical action which, by
the exhibition of the pieces of the oxen, struck
the mind more tlian words alone would have
done." The action belongs to the category of
symbolical acts, which set forth corporally and
vigorously the content of the following words, ia
order to strengthen their impression. See 1

Kings xi. 30; xxii. 11; 2 Kings xiii. 18. Comp.
the symbolical actions in the prophetic writings.
—The powerful impression made by Saul's ap-
pearance and act is indicated in a tioo-fold way:
1) The fear of JehotKih fell on the people. Clericus:
*' Either fear sent or in some peculiar way infused
into men's minds by God, or fear lest they should
offend God, if they refused to obey the command
of the king and the prophet." The second ex-

planation is to be preferred ; for Saul's appear-

ance is theocratic; he s]ieaks in the name and
under the commission of the Lord, whose instru-

ment he, as well as Samuel, is. The people,

impressed by his act and his words, recognize the

holy and mighty will of their God, and are seized

by a wholesome fear before the Lord, which leads

them to recognize the obligation to fulfil his com-
mand revealed through Saul. "The fear of the

Lord" is here, therefore, not a "panic fear"

(Thenius, Bottcher) ; for Jehovah is not=:
Elohim, as Keil well remarks;* the refer-

ence is to the relation of the people to their

covenant-God, who anew reveals Himself; 2)

And they came out as one man. The effect of Saul's

appearance and message to the whole people was
that they rose out of division into a firm unity of

parts (tribes) and powers. The Si^irit of the

Lord, which impelled Saul to this noble and
vigorous action, so strangely contrasted with his

former quiet life behind the plough, laid hold at

the st\me time on the whole nation, so that it was
suddenlv lifted up, as it were involuntarily, in

the uniting and strengthening power of this

Spirit from above, to a new life before God (in

His fear) and within itself fin unity and union)
against the enemies of the theocracy.

Vers. 8-11. SauFs deed of deliverance by vic-

tory over the Amnion ifes. The summoning of
the people and the gatliering of the hosts

goes swiftly on. The latter is presupposed in

the phrase "numbered or in ».s/r/T^ them." This
took place in Bezek, in the Trilje of Issachar, in

the plain of Jezreel, not far from Bethsliean, at

about as great an elevation as Jabesh, according
to the Onom. ITf Roman miles north of Neapo-
lis (Nablus), on the road to Scythopolis. This
place must not be confounded with the Bezek in

the Tribe of .Tudah, where the Canaanites and
Perizzites under their king Adonii)ezek were
beaten by Judah and Simeon, .Judg. i. 3, 4. In
respect to the seiiarate mention of Israel and .Ju-

dah [ver. 8] riericus remarks: "this smacks of the
times that followed the division of the Israelites

* [The word Eloliim or 7?' iTrod') is apparently some-
times used ill the I >ld Tcstaiiiciit in a superlative sense
=" very great nr hinii." as in Ps. xxxvi. 7 (l>), whicli is

literally •' mountains of El," Ps. Ixviii. 16 (15), 1 Sam.

xiv. 15, or with Prep. 7 I'to) as in Jon. iii. 3. But in the
former cases the trne meaniiisi of tlie word "God" is

always kept in the foresironnd. thoush the adjeetival
eone'pption "great" naturally attaches" to it —Tii.]

t [The German has incorrectly 7. Bezek is differently
located by different writers. See tlie dictionaries of
Wilier, Fairliairn, and Smith, s. v.—Tu.l

into two kingdoms." See the same distinction
made in xvii. 52; xviii. 10; 2 Sam. ii. 9sq.; iii.

10; V. 1-5; xix. 41 sq.; 1 8am. xx. 24. That the
large and powerful tribe of Judah has the rela-

tively small number (30,000) of warriors over
against the 300,000 of Israel, is due to the fact

that a large part of its territory was in the posses-

sion of the Philistines, as to whose further advance
more care had to be taken, now that the north-
eastern frontier of tlie country was threatened by
the Ammonites. The large numbers are explained
by the general levy of the people (a sort of mili-

tia).—Ver. 9. The messengers from Jabesh are
now dismissed with the answer that help would
be brought them the next day by the time the sun
was hottest. So confident is Saul with his army
in the power of the prophetic spirit, that the Lord
will through them bring help. Bold assurance
of faith which, in a great undertaking, anticipates

its success as an accomplished fact. The messen-
gers from Jabesh had the same confidence of faith.

—Ver. 10. "To-morrow," that is, one day after

the messengers had returned to Jabesh. This
message of the Jabeshites to the Ammonites must,
according to ver. 3, have led the latter to believe
that they wished to treat of terms of surrender.
It was a stratagem which made the Ammonites
all the more confident.—Ver. 11. They are over-

poivercd by surprise. The time of the "morning-
watch" is from 3 to 6 o'clock in the morning,
M'hen the night is darkest. As Saul's army was
not a disciplined one, but hastily gathered from
the whole people, he could only hope to gain a
complete and decisive victory by attacking the
confident Ammonites in their camp from three
sides during their soundest sleep. "The army, di-

vided into three parts, came "into the midst of

the camp " from different directions. The victory
was complete "by the heat of the day;" the ene-

my's army is utterly scattered. " Two were not
left together."

Vers. 12-15. Saul's renewed confirmation and ge-

neral recognition as king.—Ver. 12. This bold deed
of deliverance, performed under the immediate
impulse of the Spirit from above at the head of

the nation, legitimizes Saul before all Israel as

their God-appoinled king. It is quite in keeping
'vith the enthusiasm with which he had inspired

the people that they M'ished to punish his con-
temptuous ojjposers (x. 27) with death as traitors.

The words: "Saul should reign over us" are to

be taken either as exclamation or as question.—
Ver. 13. In respect to this demand Saul apj^ears

in a yet nobler light. His heart is full of humble
piety; he gives the glory to God alone, saying,

"To-day .Jehovah hath wrought salvation in Is-

rael." The victory over the foe is to him nothing
but a saving act of God Himself. He regards him-
self as simply the instrument of God. Tliis is the

ground ('3, "for") of the rejection of the de-

mand ; none should die that day. It is the utter-

ance of royal g'enej-os/Vi/ towards his enemies, whose
hearts it must have won. Thei-eby he gained
another victory: 1) over himself—he restrains

himself in the exercise of a right, 2) over the an-

ger of those who demanded that justice be exe-

cuted, 3) over his former opponents, who now
clearly see that which, under the influence of

haughty contempt, tliey had doubted, and 4) over

the whole people, who must have been carried
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along by him on the path of noble moral conduct,

and lifted above themselves to the height on
which he stood. The enthusiastic recognition of

8aiil bv the whole nation as divinely appointed

king was factually (in contrast with x. 27) com-
pleted.—Vers. 14, 15. Then follows, under Sa-

muel's direction, the formal and solemn renewal

of the kinc/dom. Samuel orders an assembly of the

people at Oilgal in the .Jordan-valley ; from the

scene of victory the people, led by Saul and Sa-

muel, go to that holy spot. The object of the ga-

thering he declares to be the renewal of the king-

dom with reference to the election of king at Miz-
pah, X. 17 sq. What the "renewal of the king-

dom" means must be learned from the following

words: There they made Saul king before

Israel.—The word '3^p_"'1 ["made king"] can-

not be rendered "they anointed him," because

that is not its meaning, and because the act of

anointing could have been performed, not by the

people, but only by Samuel in the name of Jeho-
vah. For the rest, if there had been a second an-

ointing, it would, on account of its importance,
have been expressly mentioned, as in David's
case, 2 Sam. ii. 4; v. .3. The translation of the

Sept.: "Samuel anointed Saul" is obviously an in-

terpretation, they stumbling at the strange word

of the original (137'?_'2)) which seemed to contra-

dict X. 17 sq., and adopting, as the best expedient,
the supposition of a second anointing (with refer-

ence to X. 1 ), having in mind the double anoint-
ing of David. All the other ancient translations

follow the Masoretic text. Starting from the un-
founded assumption that an anointing is here
spoken of, Thenius wrongly argues that here is

a sign of diiferent authorship for chap. xi. and
X. 1-16, since a double anointing is hardly sup-
posable. It is in itself quite supposable, since it

actually occurred in David's case, though then
for a definite reason. But the text gives no sup-
port to this supposition. For the words "they
made him king before Jehovah" mean nothing
else than the solemn announcement and presenta-
tion of Saul before the nation as divinely ap-
pointed king in consequence of the divine legiti-

mation given by his brilliant exploit against the
Ammonites. [Wliat is above said by Dr. Erd-
maun may serve also as answer to Wellhausen's
critical remarks on this paragrajih. He holds
tiiat ciiap. xi. attaches itself naturally to x. 16,

since Saul in xi. 1-11 is not king, though he knows
that lie will be, and his whole procedure corre-
sponds psychologically with exactness to the tone
of mind naturally induced by the signs x. 9-12.

But tliis is no less true according to the present
arrangeiiient of the text. There is historical mo-
tive for the double declaration as king, and there
is no external evidence to show that x. 17-27 and
xi. 12-14 are interpolations.

—

Tr.] The "be/ore
the Lord" (Clericus: "calling on God's name and
offering sacrifices to Him") indicates the essen-
tial difference between this act and the proclama-
tion and boniage at Mizpah, marking tiie re%w(/.s
a,r.t if Installation sealed witb a solemn offerinq (be-
fore the Lord), by which Saul was formally and
solemnly consecrated to his office by the invisible
God-king with renewed homage and recognition
of the i''/(o/(; nation, and another pledge to keep
the divine law. It is Saul's solemn inau-

guration. The previous facts in the history of

his call are the ascending steps to this acme

—

the solemn beginning of his royal rule.

—

" What had been done for Saul himself on the

day of his anointing, and for the people at the
election of king had now in Gilgal been publicly

renewed and confirmed for the whole kingdom."
Schlier, Saul, \). 22. The " peace-ofterings

"

which were sacrificed " before the Lord " ex-
pressed joy and gratitude before the Lord, the
peaceful, joyful relation between Him and His
people. Along with this religious side ofjoy the

connected sacrificial meal represented its human
side. Thus was celebrated at Gilgal by king and
people a festival of great joy. There Samuel per-

forms the functions of priest, and, as prophet and
priest, is and remains the organ of the word and
blessing of God, under which king and people
equally stand, and by which the two are to form
the indissoluble theocratic unity and fellowship,

which from now on must be the foundation of the

whole theocratic life.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

See the Exegetical explanations. In addition
the following remarks may be made

:

1. The deeper the ignominy and the greater

the need of God's people under the threats of the
powerful foe, so much the more glorious was the
deliverance, so much the more overwhelming the
manifestation of the glory and the faithfulness of
the covenant-God. The weeping of the })eople in

view of the powerlessness of the ununited tribes

and of the scornful pride of the enemy, expressed
at the same time the humble, penitent spirit in

which they sought the Lord's help, as, in the time
of the .Judges, after defection and alienation from
God, they ever turned penitently to the Lord
when their need was greatest.

2. Saul's call, in accordance with the occasion
which led to the demand for the kingdom, and
in accordance with the historical relations of the
people to the surrounding heathen nations, was a
military one. And so the prelude to his assump-
tion of the government and his public solemn
confirmation as king of Israel is this military
deed, whose theocratic significance is indicated
by the fact, that its source and origin is said to be
the laying hold and filling of Saul by the power
of the Spirit of God (ver. 6). For the military

work of the theocratic king must be sanctified,

guided, accomplished by God directly through
His Spirit, in order that the outer and inner con-
ditions of the farther development of the theoc-

racy in Israel may be secured.

3. The "coming of the Spirit of God" on Saul
(ver. 6), and on the organs of the theocracy gene-
rally, is not to be volatilized into an intensifying

of their spiritual life, an uplifting of themselves
to words and deeds in the service of God, but
must be held to be a real, supernatural entrance
of the Spirit of Gofl into their inner life. This,

however, is accomplished here (vers. 5, 6) as in

X. 10, not without an external, natural occasion

and human instruMientality. The Spirit of God
advances along the j)ath marked out by the divine
wisdom.

4. There is a holy anger, justified before God,
like that which seized Saul (ver. 6). Its origin is

the Spirit from above, whose flame kindles it ; ita
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object is the power of sin, the shame and igno-
miny inflicted on God's people and name, the
enemies of God ; its aim is tlie lionor of God and
ihe furtherance of the ends of His kin;<dom.

5. The power of the Spirit of Ood, which filled

and impelled Saul showed itself, in its compre-
hensive, penetrating power over the national life,

by the twofold effect, which was decisive for the
first joint action of king and people, and also full

of typical meaning for their whole history as peo-
ple of God : the fear of the Lord in the relation of
the people to their God, and the u,w% of their dif-

ferent parts ( " the people went out as one man "
)

;

the innermost, the fear of Jehovah, was the source
of their conjunction to a firm unity. To awaken
and nourish the fear of God in the people by ener-
getic, divinely-guided government, and to set the
people as one man in their theocratic fellowship
over against the heathen peoples as the people of
the Lord, was the task and calling of the theo-

cratic monarchy. These two aims contain the

roots of the love of Ood and one's neighbor as the

twofold fundamental law of the kingdom of Ood.
Matt. xxii. 37-40; Deut. vi. 5 sq. ; Lev. xix. 18.

,6. When Saul, at his election as king and the
partial homage which he received, maintained
silence towards his scornful enemies and practiced

self-denial in quietness and patience, he per-

formed (over against the demand to visit deserved
punishment on the despisers of the Lord's Anoint-
ed) under the guidance of God's Spirit an act of

/wc to enemies, letting them go unpunished, and
setting aside the demand to visit strict justice on
them by pointing to the grace and salvation

wherein God had just revealed Himself to the

whole nation. A prelude of the disposition of

forbearing, mercifiU love, which finds its /wi^^mew^

in the New Testament according to the uvrd of

the Lord (Matt. v. 44), and through the Spirit

from above (Luke ix. 55), and has its ground in

perftonat experience of the merciful love of God
(Luke vi. 36).

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-11. On what depe-nds the help and deli-

verance of a people in times of great distress? 1)

They must lift their voices imploringly to God
(ver. 4). 2) The men whom God has raised up
as their helpers, they must receive with confidence

as the Lord's instruments (vers. 5-7). 3) They
must be subject in obedience and fidelity to the

rulers given them by God. 4) They must place

themselves under the discipline and guidance of

God's Spirit, in order, a) in true fear of God to

be well-pleasing to the Lord, and b) in true unity

of love to be as one man.
Vers. 1-5. What is m.eant by the question in a

king's mouth : What nileth the people that they iveep f

1) A father's faithful observation of his people's

weal and woe. 2) A brother's sympathizing com-

passion for their distress. 3) A king's magnani-
mous rea/iiness to help.

[Vers. 5-11. Henry (altered): The si^irit and
conduct of Saul (corap. x. 9) : 1) His humility

—

anointed kinsx, but following the oxen. 2) His
concern for his nei<;hl)ors (ver. 5). 3) His zeal

for the safetv and honor of Israel (ver. 6). 4)

The authority and power he exerted, upon this

important occasion. 5) His faith and confidence

I

(ver. 9). 6) His industry and close application
to this business (vers. '8, 11). 7) His suc-
cess.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 6-11. 7%e holy communion in which kin(f

and people should stand, through the Spirit of the
Lord: 1) In righteous an^'e/- against all that is
hostile to God's kingdom (ver. 6) ; 2) In truefear of
Ood, which unites king and people inwardly be-
fore the Lord ; 3) In faithful love, wherein a) the
people are heartily obedient to the king's will,
which aims at the common welfare, and 6) un'der
his guidance they rise up as one man against the
common enemy, and to help the sufiering fellow-
citizens (ver. 7); 4) In firm, confident faith in
the Lord's support, which does not suffer his
people to be put to shame (vers. 8-11).

Vers. 8, 9. The inessages, To-morrow ye shall have
help : 1 ) A testimony of helpful, active brotherly-
love

; 2) A promise of prompt, hastening help; 3)
A trustworthy assurance of fortunate success ; 4)
A source of great joy (" rejoiced greatly ").

Vers. 12-15. To-day the Lord hath wrought sal-

vation in Israel: 1) A Jubilee-cry, praising the
Lord's honor; 2) A warning cry, remhvVmg of
guilty ofiences against forgiving and compassion-
ate love ; 3) An awakening cry, demanding the
presentation of thank-offerings before the Lord ; 4)
A joyous cry, calling to be glad in the Lord.

J. Disselhofp: The first kingly deed. The
two noblest ornaments of a servant of God are
united in it: 1) Burning, holy zeal in the cause
of God and the brethren

; 2) Corresponding gen-
tleness in one's own cause.

[Vers. 4-6. Scott: The Lord, in providence,
will make way for those whom He has designed
and prepared for usefulness

; nor shall any repent
of humbly waiting in obscurity and honest indus-
try, till He is pleased to call them forth ; for pride
and impatience alone can conclude, that the only
wise God has lighted a candle to leave it under a,

bushel.—Tr.]
Ver. 6. Starke : Official wrath is unforbidden.

[Compare " Historical and Theological," No. 4.

Anger is sometimes lawful, sometimes a duty. It
is difficult, but not impossible, to " be angrv and
sin not" (Eph. iv. 26). Our Lord was at the
same time angry and grieved (Mark iii. 5).

—

Tr.]
S. Schmid: It 'is the Spirit of God alone that
works good in men, Avhether in an ordinary or an
extraordinary manner. Disselhoff : Without
this zeal no anointed one may be found. For
this word will always hold good :

" Cursed be he
that doeth the work of the Lord slothfully" [so
Luther in Jer. xlviii. 10. Eng. A. V., " deceit-

hilly," but margin, " negligently," which better

suits the connection.

—

Tr.]—But in truth zeal

alone is not yet tlie right ornament of tlie warriors
of Christ. Prove thy zeal, whether it is not per-
haps mixed with flesli and blood, or even pro-
ceeds altogether from this fountain; and know
that zeal for the Lord's cause should not fiow

from mere excitability, from a momentary ebul-

lition of natural compassion, or from being over-
come by human displeasure and anger. Not the
strange fire wliich the sons of Aaron took, but
the fire from the holy altar, the Spirit of God

—

let us learn it from Saul!—must overmaster,
inflame, inspire us.

Ver. 7. Berl. Bible: There are two sorts of
fear. One is a selfish, reward seeking fear. In.
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this we are caring for ourselves, and it is self-

interest that excites, and that is properly human
fear. But tliere is also a fear of the Lord, the

fear that one has for His sake alone, when one

fears lest the Lord has been grieved through our

own sins, or those of others, or lest we or others

should not have sufficiently glorified Him in our-

selves.— Disselhofp: This can one man accom-

plish in the people of God, when he is driven by

a holy, tiery zeal. The fear of God goes forth

from him, anil falls upon all to whom he comes.

As soon as the fear of the Lord drives an army,

a people, to the conflict, no need of being uneasy

as to the result.

—

One cowardly, surly soldier of

Christ, afraid of suffering, easily makes a hundred
cowards, for cowardice is contagious.—Ver. 12.

Starke: As in God, so in His deputies, mercy
and justice should be inseparable; wheresoever

these two go asunder, government follows them
into distraction, and ends in ruin.*

—

Dissel-

hofp: Such a saying (ver. 13) is the fairest

* [As Starke has borrowed this (apparently without
acknowledgment) word for word from the English
Bishop Hall, we have not re-translated, but given the
original. And so in numerous subsequent cases.

—

Te.]

ornament of God's warriors, lion-like zeal against

the enemies of God, against sin and all its out-

breaks, a lamb-like disposition towards individual
sinners, for they are not to be destroyed, but to

be saved through the same salvation that has
fallen to our lot.

—

Berlenb. Bible: Saul's an-
swer instructs the people in two things at once:
first, that we must not ascribe victory to man, but
to God; secondly, that we must not be too swift

in judging those who throiigii ignorance have
rejected God's guidance, and that the salvation

which God has, in so glorious a manner, given
to Israel, would be mighty enough to bring back
again those who have wandered away.—-God wills

not the death of the sinner, etc. Excessive strict-

ness rather repels sinners, than brings them right

again.—Vers. 14, 15. Cramer: The best bond
between authorities and subjects is that they
intend to be mutually faithtul.

—

Disselhopf:
When one does even something great for his

Lord, and does not shrink from much toil and
trouble for His sake, can his heart abide in very
great joy if he forgets gentleness and patience
towards his neighbor, becomes provoked against
him, bitter and ill-mannerly?

II. SamueVs solemn concluding Transaction with the Assembly of the People at Qilgal.

Chapter XII. 1-25.

1 And Samuel said unto all Israel, Behold I have hearkened unto your voice in

2 all that ye said unto me, aud have made a king over you. And now, behold, the

king walketh before you, aud I am old and gray-headed,^ aud behold, my sons

[my sous, behold, they] are with you, and I have walked before you from my
3 childhood unto this day. Behold, here I am. Witness against me before the

Lord [Jehovah] and before his Anointed : whose ox have I taken ? or, whose ass

have I taken? or, whom have I defrauded? whom have I oppressed? or, of whose
hand have I received any [a] bribe to blind mine eyes therewith ?^ and I will

4 restore it you. And they said. Thou hast not defrauded us, nor oppressed us, nei-

5 ther hast thou taken aught of any man's hand. And he said unto them, The Lord
is [Jehovah be] witness against you, and his Anointed is [be] witness this day, that

ye have not found aught in my hand. And they^ answered [said], He is witness

6 [Witness be they]. And Samuel said unto the people. It is [om. it is] the L')rd

[Jehovah]* that [vviio] advanced [appointed] Moses aud Aaron, and that [who]
brought your fathers up out of the land of Egypt!

7 Now, therefore, [And now] stand still [stand forth] that I may [and I will]

reason with you before the Lord [Jehovah]* of all the righteous acts of the Lord
8 [Jehovah] which he did to you and to your fathers. When Jacob was come

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
» rVer. 2. Sept. wrongly (caflTjo-o/not, as if from 3iy\—Ta.]
" [Ver. .',. Or, " in his a'ceounl ;" so Chald. :

" I liid my eyes in judgment from him." Sept. reads 'a ransom

(proper rendering of 133, hut here=" bribe") and a sandal (reading ''Sj^J, instead of D'S^J^K), answer against

me, and," etc. So in Sir. xlvi. 19. Vulg. : "I will despise that to-day." Syr. and Chald. support Heb. The inser-
tion in the Sept. of the easy "answer" is suspicious, and the "sandal" is hard. It seems better to retain the
abbreviated Heb. text.—Tr.]

' [Ver. 5. Hob. is sing., but Sept. and several VSS. and Heb. MSS. plu. ; the subject is "the people," which
may finvc been taken as a sing, collective.

—

Tr.]
* rVer. i;. Sept.: ".lehovali V)e witness, who," etc., a natural and suspicious insertion, and not necessary. Syr

has ".Jeliovah is God idone." fMi. and Vulg. as Heb.—Tu.]
' [Ver. 7. Sept. inserts: "and I will tell you," whicli makes tlie sentence easier, but is easily supplied in tlie

pregnant Heb. construction.

—

Tr.J
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[came] into Egypt, and® your fathers cried unto the Lord [Jehovah], then the

Lord [Jehovah] sent Moses and Aaron, which [and they] brought forth [oHt. tbrth]

9 your fathers out of Egypt and made them dwell in this place. And when [o?u.

when] they forgat the Lord [Jehovah] their God, [ins. and] he sold them into the

hand of Sisera, captain of the host of Hazor,'' and into the hand of the Philistinec,

10 and into the hand of the king of Moab, and they fought against them. And they
cried unto the Lord [Jehovah] and said, We have sinned, because we have forsaken

the L /rd [Jehovah], and have served Baalim and Ashtaroth ; but [and] now
11 deliver us out of the hand of our enemies, and we will serve thee. And the Lord

[Jehovah] sent Jerubbaal, and Bedan,* and Jephthah, and Samuel,® and delivered

12 you out of the hand of your enemies on every side, and ye dwelled safe. And
when ye saw that Nahash the king of the children of Ammon came against you,

ye said unto me, Nay, but a king shall reign over us, when the Lord [Jehovah]
your God was your king.

13 Now, therefore, [And now] behold the king whom ye have chosen, and {om. and]

whom ye have desired [demanded] f and behold, the Lord [Jehovali] hath set a
14 king over you. If ye will fear the Lord [Jehovah], and serve him, and obey his

voice, and not rebel against the commandment of the Lord [Jehovah], then shall

[om. then shall, ins. and] both ye and also {_om. also] the king that reigneth over

you [ins. will] continue following [follow] the Lord [Jehovah] your God, well}'^

15 But if ye will not obey the voice of the Lord [Jehovah], but rebel against the

commandment of the Lord [Jehovah], then shall the hand of the Lord [Jehovah]

16 be against you, as it was against your fathers." Now, therefore, [And now] stand

17 and see this great thing, which the Lord [Jehovah] will do before your eyes. Is

it not wheat harvest today? I will call unto the Lord [Jehovah], and he shall

[will] send thunder and rain ; that ye may perceive [know] and see that your

wickedness is great which ye have done in the sight [eyes] of the Lord [Jehovah]

18 in asking you a king. So [And] Samuel called unto the Lord [Jehovah], and the

Lord [Jehovah] sent thunder and rain that day; and all the people greatly feared

the Lord [Jehovah] and Samuel.

19 And all the people said unto Samuel, Pray for thy servants unto the Lord

[Jehovah] thy God that we die not; for we have added unto all our sins this evil,

20 to ask us a king. And Samuel said unto the people. Fear not. Ye have done all

this wickedness
;
yet turn not aside from following the Lord [Jehovah], but serve

21 the Lord [Jehovah] with all your heart; And turn ye not aside, for^^ then should

ye go [om. for then should ye go] after vain things, which cannot [do not] profit nor

22 deliver, for they are vain. For the Lord [Jehovah] will not forsake his people

for his great name's sake ; because it hath pleased the Lord [Jehovah] to make
23 you his people. Moreover [om. moreover] as forme [ins. also], God forbid that I

should [om. God forbid that I should, ins. far be it from me to] sin against the

Lord [Jehovah] in ceasing to pray for you,'^ but I will teach you the good and

24 the [om. the] right way.'*" Only fear the Lord [Jehovah] and serve him in truth

with all your heart ; for consider [see] how great things [how greatly] he hath

25 done [wrought] for you [towards you]. But if ye shall still [om. still] do wickedly,

ye shall be consumed [destroyed] both ye and your king.

« rVer 8 Erdmann not so well makes the .npodosis begin here. Here Sept. inserts: "and Egypt humbled

them " wliic'h has muoli to reeommeiid it. But, if it had been in the original text, it would be hard to explain

how it fell out The addition of " and his sons " after " Jacob " in the Sept. is probably spurious.—Tn.]
' [Ver. 9. Sept.: -'host of Jabis king of .\sor," which agrees with the expression in Judg. iv. 2, 7. So the

"
sTver 11 Sept • Barak In the Syr. the list is: Deborah. Barak, Gideon, Nephtah, Samson. Probably we

should read
"' Barak " for '^ Bedan ;" the others as in the Heb. text. See Exegetieal Js'otes.—TR.]

9 rVer 13 Omitted in Sept The order in the Heb. does not seem natural, but may reter to the two paths by

which the'v oiitained the kins; (cbs. x. and xi,). Wellhausen suggests that there is here a duplet. De Rdssi pre-

fers, on the authority of many MSS. and three VSS. (Syr., Vulg., Arab.), the insertion of "and' before " whom ye

*^io7\>r "l/ OnThtfeonstruction see Exeget. Notes. For Heb. DH'TI. '' be." Chald. in Walton's Polyg. has

ninn, "live'' (which does not help the matter), but P. de Lagarde's ed. of Codex Keuehlinianus (Targ.) has

tinjnn. "he gathered."—Tr.1
_ , • „ v, , . -.i . -r t

I n [Ver 15 Sept • "and against vonr king, which accords with ver. 11.— ir.|

12 [Ver' -n The '3 i« with all the ancient vss., to be omitted. Syr. and .Vrab. and Chald. diverge slightly

from the masor. text.—Tr.]
, , .,, ,, t , - t^ i

IS [Ver. i3. Sept. inserts: "and I will serve the Lord. — Ir.J

14 [Ver. 23. The omission of the .^rt. in 3 is strange.—Tb.]
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EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Yer. 1. And Samuel said to all Israel.

That Ihe following wnrd.i ircrr rcaHij spoken by Samitd
is put beyond doubt l)y tlie direct impression of

liistorical truth which this narrative in chap. xii.

makes, and by the liomogeneity of the individual

liistorical features of this picture with the histori-

cal pi(;ture given us in all that precedes. Ew-
ald {Gcmh. [Histonj

.-f hmd] I., 229, Kern. 2)

calls this a narrative " which in its present

form is inserted only for tlie sake of the ex-

hortations to be jiut into Samuel's mouth, and the

occasional historical statements of which sound
very discrepant," against which we remark: 1)

that the historical statements in this piece, as the

exposition will show, do not at all contradict the

foregoing historical account, and 2) that if a mere
insertion had been intended here, in order to put
exhortations into Samuel's mouth, it would have
been simpler to give it in the form of a monologue;
that is, a continuous address of Samuel to the peo-

ple.—We have here, namely, not one continuous
address of Samuel, as this section is usually called,

but a dialorjue, a conversation or transaction with
tiie people in the grandest style. Samuel speaks
to all Israel, and they speak to him by the mouth
of their elders ( cf. vers. 3-6, 19, 20), and the longer
connected declarations of the prophet (vers. 7-17

and 20-26) are embraced l)y these colloquies and
attached to tliem.—Incorrect also is the usual de-

signation of this section as a parting-address,

whereby its significance in relation to the pre-

ceding account of Saul's public solemn presenta-

tion to the wliole people as king of Israel is ob-

scured or concealed. Samuel does not take leave
of the people in order to withdraw from the scene
of public life and action into the retirement of pri-

vate life; lie rather promises the continuance not
only of his intercession for them, but also of his pro-
plietic laltors in respect to tiie whole ])eo)ile ; he
points expressly to the elevated position which he
will assume, as "teacher of the good and right
way," hereafter, as now, towards king and people.

—

Further, when tiie whole procedure, as is common,
is regarded as a solemn resignation of office by Sa-
muel, we must call attention to the fact mentioned
in vii. 15, that he "judged Israel all the days of
his life," and to the vigorous interference which he
repeatedly found necessary during Saul's govern-
ment. Certainly with the incoming of the king-
dom, which the people desired instead of the ex-
isting judgeship (viii. 5, 20) in onlor that the
king might judge the people and lead them in
war, the official position which Samuel had hith-
erto occupied as judge in Israel, must have liad

an end
; and this end of his proper judicial office,

sole and highest Governor of Israel as he had
liifiierto been, "is the .starting-point for what he
Jia- now still to say to the people. He remains
in faft what he was, the highest judge of Israel
according to the will of Uorl, under whose over-
!-ight and guidance the kingdom also stands; offi-

ri'dlg the leadersjiip for external and internal po-
litica! afi'airs, for which the kingdom was esta-

blished, is no longer in his hands. Of a resignation
of office nf)tliing is said, but (proceeding only from
the fact that the government is now given inio the
liands of the king, and his official government as

judge has now consequently come to an end) he
passes in revieio his previous official life as judge of

the people, in order, over against the fulfilment of

their desire for a king, whicli was a factual rejec-

tion of his official judgeshi[) externally occasioned

by the evil conduct of his sons (viii. 1-7), solemnly
to testify and cause them to testify that he had
filled liis oflice blamelessly and righteously. On
this follows (vers. 7-12) the rebuking refcrcnee to

the great deeds of the Lord, wherein in the hi' loiy

of His guidance of the peoi)le He had luagnliicd

Himself in them, antl to the guilty relation of in-

gratitude and unfaithfulness in which tiicy h;;d

j)laced themselves to this their (rod and king hy
the longing aftv'r an earthly king, which was a
rejection of His authority over them. In vers,

13-18, after a solemn confirmation of the fact, tluit

God the Lord in accordance with that desire had
given them a king, in powerful words, which are
accompanied and strengthened Ijv an astounding
mii'acle, he exhorts king and people together to the

right relation, in which in faithful obedience they
are to put themselves, to the u-ill and word of the

Lord. King and people are to be obedient sub-

jects of the invisible king. Finally follows (vers.

19-25) a v'ord of consolation from Samuel to the
people now, in consequence of this warning and
hortatory address, repentansly confessing their sin

in their demand for a king, in which he gently
and in friendly fashion exhorts them to obedience
and faithfulness towards the Lord (vers. 20, 21),

promises tliem the Lord's grace and faithfulness

( ver. 22), and assures them of his continuing active

fellowship with them in intercession and in instruc-

tion in the way of truth (ver. 23), and finally with
repeated exhortation and warning sets before them
the blessing and good pleasure of the Lord along
with a threatening reference to the punishment to

be expected in case of disobedience ( vers. 2-1, 25 1.

—

With this fourfold division this whole dialoguic

transaction of Samuel with the people connects

itself immediately with what precedes, as the con-

clusion of the assembly of the people in Gilgal.

On this connection see Thenius' remarks. JSer-

lenberger Bible : "Thus with this ends in solemn loise

the general assetnbh/ of the people." [Philippson ( in

Israel. Bib.) : " This chapter is one of the finest in

the book, and is a model of old-Hebrew eloquence.

Words and tone speak for the high antiquity of
this piece."

—

Te.]

The words: See, I have hearkened to your
voice in all that ye said to me corrcsjicmd

exactly to the words in viii. 7, 21. Samuel at the

same time testifies indirectly to the fact that he

had therein olteyed the command ofGod :
" Heark-

en to the voice of the people " (viii. 7, 9, 22). His
listening to the voice of the people was based on
the re[)eated divine command, and was an act of

self-denying obedience to the will of the Lord.

—

"And I have made a king" points to ver. 15 a of

the preceding chapter.—Ver. 2. "Walketh is to

be understood not merely of leading in war, but
in general of the official gui<lance and govern-
ment of the people. The "and I" introduces the
contrast between the Hitherto and the Now. I
am grown old and gray-headed points to the
words of the elders, viii. 5. As the ])eopie by the

mouth of their elders there take occasion from his

age to ask a king for themselves, so Samuel here
refers back to it, in order not only to pf)int out
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that this their de:nanJ was fulfilled, since he in

fact by reason of" his ;ige could no longer liold iu

his hands the internal and external control of the

people, but at the same time, in view of the ter-

Diination of his oflice and the beginning of the

royal rule, to give account of the righteous cha-

racter of his long career. The reference to his

sons as occupying otHcial positions is not to be
regarded (Thenius, Keil, et al.) as a confirmation

of his age, but looking to chap. viii. 1 (where it

is expressly said that Samuel o)i account of his age

liad made his sons judges over Israel, that is, his

assistants in the judicial office) rather as a con-

firmation of the tieclaration that this change in

the government must needs have taken place by
reason of his age, which had already necessitated

the substitution of his sons. [It is clearly wrong
to suggest (Bib. Com. in loco) that "a tinge of

mortified feeling at the rejection of hiuivself and
his family, mixed with a desire to recommend his

sons to the favor and good-will of the nation, is

at the bottom of this mention of them." There is

no trace here of mortification or favor-seeking.

Samuel stands throughout al)ove the people, and
promises his continued friendship and watch-care,

while he cordially accepts the change of the go-

vernment.

—

Tr.]. Wiiat Samuel here affirms of

liis oflicial career stands in direct contrast with

what is said in chap. viii. 3 of the blameworthy
official conduct of these sons, since it is incon-

ceivable that he did not know, and now have in

mind the covetousness and perversion of judgment
and the resulting discontent of the people, which
was a cofactor in tlieir desire for a royal govern-

ment. The mode as well as the fact and con-

tent of the following self-justification naturally

suggest the statement in viii. 3, and lead to the

conclusion that this was the occasion of this (other-

wise surprising) justification of his official career,

on which in the eyes of the people a shadow had
fallen in consequence of the opposite conduct of

his sons. In order that, at tliis important turning-

point of his life and of his people's history, there

may be perfect clearness and truth in respect to

his judicial career and Iiis unselfish official bearing

towards the people, and that the lightest shadow of

mistrust and misunderstanding may be dispelled,

he in the first place refers to his official life which

lay clear and open before the eyes of the people from
his youth unto this moment when he had become old

and gray ; for the words " I have walked before

you," like the preceding " walketh," indicate his

public official intercourse and walk.—Ver. 3. An-
swer against me, that is, witness against me.
A formal liearing of witnesses as a judicial act is

here introduced. Tlie judicial authorities are two,

a heavenly, invisible, God the Lord, the All-

knowing, before whom he walked, and an earthly-

human, clothed, however, with divine authority,

the Anointed of the Lord, who in the name and
place of God executes the royal office, which in-

cludes the judicial. Here for the first time after

the establishment of the kingdom the theocratic

king is called tiie Anointed of the Lord. Here for

tlie first time after liis installation regard is had
tfi Saul in his royal authority and position. Be-
fore lum as before the Lord, the peoi)le, in reply

to Samuel's questions put in powerfiU la])idary

style and with grand i-lietoric, must bear witness

to t!ie followiug: 1) That he had not covetously

I appropriated the property of others,—" ox and ass
"

represent property in a social life based on agri-
culture and trade, and are expressly named in the
Law with the things forbidden to covet ( Ex. xx.
17 j ; Samuel's sons, on tiie contrary, "turned af-

ter gain," that is, were covetous, viii. 5 ;—2) that

he had violated no man's right and freedom by op-

pre.'ision and violence,—Y-^
" defraud " is stronger

than ppp_^ "oppress;" both often occur together,

as in Deut. xxviii. 33, to express violence ;—his

sons " perverted judginent," viii. 3 ;—3) that he had

not been guilty of venality in the administration of

justice by receiving bribes,—kopher ("^33) "bribe "

is liere not to be regarded (with Keil) as simply
a payment for release from capital punishment
(Ex. xxi. 30 ; Num. xxxv. 31), but means in ge-
neral a gift of money designed to buy the favor
of the judge and thus escape deserved punishment.
Tlie gift was to cover the punishment [tlie LCel).

word means primarily " cover,"

—

Tr.], and thus
as covering be an expiation: ^^ that 1 might
hide my eyes from him (or, ivith it).""^ The sons
of Samuel took gifts, chap. viii. 3. This Wi»s

a transgression of the Law, Ex. xxiii. (3; Deut.
xxvii. 5. — The answer of the people : that

Samuel had done no wrong.—Ver. 5. Strength-

ening of this declaration by the participation

of the people in Samuel's invocation of the

Lord and his Anointed as ivitness.f Calvin :
" In

these words they confess their ingratitude and
perfidy before Jehovah and the king, in that they
had rejected the so praiseworthy government of

Samuel."
Ver. 6. Further strengthening of the testimony

by repetition on Samuel's part of the invocation

of God's witness. To " Jehovah " we must sup-

ply " witness;" there is no need to suppose that it

fell out by clerical error.—Maurer :
" Nothing

has fallen out. Samuel repeats the name of Je-
hovah in order to make the transition to what fol-

lows." "Appointed" [nK'>' "made," Eng. A.V.
"advanced"] refers to what they were in their

God-appointed calling ; they were just that for

whicli the Lord had made them, as leaders of the

people and their representatives before God.

—

Calvin :
" The word ' make ' is to be understood

of those excellent gifts which God had bestowed

* Thenius, on the ground that D''7J?n in the sense

of " hide " is always construed with m, changes the

text n 'r;; D"''7;rX1 into "3 -IJj; D'.'2;'3V "and (if it

wore only) a. pair of shoes ; witness against me," against

which Keil rightly remarks that the supposed meaning
" hide from " does not suit here ; that the thought is not

that the judge hides his eyes from the 133 in order not

to see the bribe, but that lie covers his eyes with the

bribe, in order not to see and punish the crime. The

13, however, might also be referred to 'O, and would

then mean: that I might hide my eyes "on his ac-

count," "towards liim," or "in respect to him." The
change after the Sept., requiring a large addendum for

explanation, compels us to introduce a too special thing
(shoes) in the most extraordinary way.

t We must read the Sing. irDX'T_ ["said"], not the

Pin. (Qeri), since "the people" is to be taken as sub-

ject.
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on Moses and his brother Aaron, that he might

use their ministry in leading the people out of

Egypt." Samuel also was made by the Lord into

that which he was to be and was to the people.

In taking part, now, in his invocation of God as

witness to his impartiality and justice, the people

gave confirmation that he had exercised his judi-

cial autiiority before the Lord according to his

divine calling, and that in this view therefore,

thero was no necessity for their demand for a king.

After (vers. 1-6) having solemnly testified and

before God and the king made them testify to tlie

imriiy and spotlessness of his long official life among
Ihe people, he joins (vers. 7-12) to the name of Je-

hovah, whom he has invoked as witness, tJie hum-
bling reminder of the unfaithfulness of ivhich they

had been guilty in respect to this their God and Lord
and His bene.fifs by the demand for an earthly-human

king. He here looks at the relation of the people to

their Ood. The reference to Moses and Aaron as

the first instruments of the Lord's mighty deeds

for His people, and His tirst deed, the deliverance

irom Egypt, Ibrms the transition to the following

enumeration of God's might-revelations for the

deliverance of His people from great dangers.

V\-r. 7. Formally and solemnly the tirst words
" and now stand forth that I may reason with you
before the Lord" introduce as it were a judicial

procedure (Cleric: "I will conduct my cause,

as it were, before a judge"), in which Samuel as

the judge before the tribiinal of the invisible

king represents God's cause over against the

people, and holds up before the latter their guilt

in this matter of the king.* Ezek. xvii. 20.

^P"'-^" [righteous deeds] never means merely

"blessing, benefit, kindness," but always con-

tains the idea of righteousness. It indeed
often actually means all that (as in Psalm xxii.

32; xxiv. 5; Judg. v. 11 ; Prov. x. 2; xi. 4) but

always from the stand-point of God's faithfulness

in covenant and promise ; the acts of salvation

are proof of the divine righteousness, so f:ir as

they are God's reply to man's right conduct tow-
ards Him, or, without this, an outflow of God's
faithfulness by which Pie grants man the thing
promised as something falling to his share. The
Plu. " righteous acts" as in Mii?. vi. 5, are God's
several deeds of power and grace performed for

His people on tlie ground of Ilis covenant-relation

instituted in Abraham and through Moses. [Bib.

Comm. : Samuel is here vindicating God, comp.
Stephen's speech, Acts vii.].—Ver. 8. The first

and greatest of the mighty deeds of the divine co-

venant-righteousness is the delircrance out of Egypt
and introduction into the land of promise.f lu
ver. 9 the : and they forgat the Lord their
God is put ;is contrast to the "righteous acts" of

the Lord ; they answered God's covenant-fidelity

witli unfaithfulness, defection. And so the op-

* The Accus. sign [r\ii) is liere: ^'conceriiiiif/" " in re-

spect to."—The verb judge usually has
7_J?

witli the ob-

ject, as in Jcr. ii. 35 ; .Tosl iii. 27 ; but has also the Aeons,
as in Kzek. xvii. 20.

t We are not with the Sept. to insert rj31 after Jp^'"

and DJ;'' Jjril after D^'^VD. If either had originally been

there, it would not have been omitted. The breviloquerit

text speaks for its originality. The n'^E^'l i"^ the expla-

nation of the 7^Vy in ver. 6;.

I

pressions of the people by foreign enemies are re-
' presented m^ puuiskments by the rigliieous God for

their defection. He sold them into the hand,
i etc., indicates tlie just retribiuion of their forget-

I

ting Him. When His people abandon Him, He, by
virtue of the same righteousness which blesses

them if they are faithful, abandons them to their

enemies, who enslave and oppress them. The
!

" selling " refers to the right of the father to sell

' his children as slaves, here exercised by God as

the extremes! paternal right, as it were (Judg. ii.

I 14 ; iii. 8 ; iv. 2, 9 ; Deut. xxxii. 10 ; Isa. 1. 1
;

'

Iii. 3 ; Ezek. xxx. 12). [It is also the right of

the king to sell his subjects, and of God to dispose
' of His creatures.

—

Te,.].—In proof of this punitive

1

justice of God Samuel adduces individual facts

I from the time of the Judges on, but only " promi-

i

nent events, as they occurred to him . . . neglect-
' ing the order of events and of times, whicli was

j

here tmessential " (Cleric). {^Poole's Synopsis:

Notice here Samuel's prudence in reproof: 1) by

! his reproof of their ancestors he prepares their

i minds to receive reproof; 2) he shows that their

I

ingratitude is old and so worse, and they should

I take care that it grow no stronger; 3) he chooses

a very mild word, " forget," to express their of-

fence.

—

Tr.].—Hazor was the capital city of the

Canaanites, where dwelt king Jabin whom Joshua
smote, .Tosli. xi. 1, 10-13; xii. 19. In the time of

the .Juilges Hazor again appears as the residence

of a Cauaanitish king Jabin (Judg. iv. 2 .sq.), in-

stead of whom, however, the there-mentioned cap-

tain Sisera is here named, because he commanded
the army which then oppressed Israel. The Sept.

insertion of ".Jabin king of " after "host of," is

evidently a mere explanation.

—

Into the hand
of the Philistines, see .Judg. iii. 31, where the

attacks of this people are first mentioned. [See

also Judg. xiii. 1.—Tr.].—Into the hand of
the king of Moab, tliat is, Eglon (Judg. iii.

12).—These three nations represent, as the most
prominent, all the heathen nations into whose
hands God gave His people. Samuel mentions

them, looking to the beginnings of the sufferings

and wars of the Period of the Judges, in respect

to which in the Book of .Judges also (ch. iii.) tlie

" he sold them into the hands of their enemies
round about " (ver. 14) and " they forgat the Lord"
are introduced (as here by Samuel) as correlatives.

—Ver. 10. The repentant conversion of the peojjle.

And they cried to the Lord (comp. Judg. ii.

18; iii. 9, 15; iv. 3), tliat is, the lamentation over

their misery directed to the Lord. The following:

we have sinned is their self-accusation on ac-

count of their defection from God; the sin is two-

fold, /o/-«f//«/7 the Lord and serving idols. Tlie

same accusation is foimd literally in .Judg. x. 40,

only that here, as in Judg. ii. 13 and x. 6, Ash-
taroth is added to Baalim. Baal is the geiiiTal

designation of the divinity among the Phenicians

and Carthaginians ; with the Art. it is the uiale

cliief deity of tlie Phenicians ; the Plu. refers to

the numerous individualizations of this deity. P.

Cassel [in Lange's BIblework] on Judg. ii. 13:
" The various i-ities and tribes had their special

Baals, whicii were named not always from tlie

cities, but Irom various natural qualities worship-

ped in them. This is like the various attributes

troui which Zeus received various names and wor-

sjiips in Greece." On Baal-oultus among the is-
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raelites see Winer, B. B.-W. s. v. I., 118. Ashta-
roth is the designation of the Phenician and
Carthaginian female cliief deity (along with Baal)
which was also worshipped by the Philistines (1

Sam. xxxi. 10) ; the Plu. refers to the number of

the stars, which she as queen of heaven represents

(Jer. vii. 18; xliv. 17 sq.) ; for the Sing. Ashto-
reth;=Astarte (Grk) has the same root as star

[Germ, stern.], aan/p^ steila, in Pers. Astara (on

the Upper Asiatic origin of this word see J. G.
Miiller s. v. in Herzog's R.-E.); she was not

merely the inoon goddess alongside of Baal as sun-

god, as her pictures with the moon-crescents on
the head testify, but as light-giving night-goddess,

also star-goddess, representative of the glittering

host of heaven (Jer. vii. 18), like the later Arte-

mis.* Comp. P. Cassel on Judg. ii. 13 ; Winer,
s. V. On the renewed introduction of her worship
by Solomon, in which is presented the fultiiment

of Deut. iv. 19, see 1 Ki. xi. 5, 33.—On the ac-

cusation follows the joraytr, "l^efeer its " in con-

trast with the forsaking and forgetting, andthet;ow
" we will serve thee " in contrast with " we have
served" Baalim, etc. This repentance the Lord
graciously answers (ver. 11): 1) by sending deli-

verers. Again only afew are mentioned : Jerub-
6aa/-Gideon ; the name signifies " let Baal strive,"

that is, with him, and expresses scorn and contempt
at the impotence of Baal, whose altar Gideon had
with impunity destroyed, .Judg. vi. 28-3-. Gideon
is thence called Jerubbeshetii. 2 Sam. xi. 21.

—

The name Bedan is found elsewhere only in 1

Chr. vii. 17 as name of a descendant of Manasseh,
who is, however, of no historical importance. In
the Book of Judges, to whose contents this p.art

of Samuel's address (especially ver. 10) unmis-
takably points, there is no jvxdge of this name;
but the connection shows that a judge is here

meant. The name has been read Ben-Dan =
" the Danite," as Samson was born in Dan, .Judg.

xiii. 2 (Kimclii), and at the same time a play of

words on his corpulence [Arab, badanal has been

also supposed (Bottch.). But against this last

Thenius rightly remarks that a name resting on
a word-play would by no means suit this serious

discourse ; against the first (apart from the form)

is the fact that Samson is never so-called, as must
have been the case if tiie people were here to un-

derstand the name. Gesenius (Halle Lit. Z. 1841,

No. 41 ) regards the name as abbreviation of Ab-
don, and so Ewald, who understands the judge of

that name (Judg. xii. 13). But this judge does

not occupy the important place in the history

which the connection calls for. Similarly we must
reject the supiwsition that .Jair of Gilead Judg. x.

assumed to be a descendant of Machir (whose

great grandson, 1 Chr. vii. 17, is Bedan) is here

meant, since the connection of Jair and Machir
is not proved; and the supposition that a judge

omitted in the Book of .Judges from his insigni-

ficance is intended, is untenable. The best ex-

pedient is to read (with Sept., Syr., Arab) Barak;
for the letters of this name (p"^2) might easily

pass into the other (p^) and the error be perpe-

* [This account nfAshtoreth Is in several points in-

correct. Tiie word ("the etymologry of which is not
known) has no cnnni^inion with <i<rT)}p, .-uul tlif Pin. Ash-
tarotli refpFS (like Baalim) to various irixl-inodifications.

See Rawlinson's •Fire Great Mim.." 1. V-iX. and Sohrader
"Die Keil-Insch. n. d. .ilt. Test." on .Iiidii. ii. tl. 13.—Tr.]

tuated by copyists. But Barak is one of the most
prominent judges along with those here mentioned.
Tiie iiisioncal-chronological order is not stricilv
observed in ver. 9 ;tlsu. Barak represents witii

peboraii that heroic Israelitish band that (Judg.
iv.) broke the power of Sisera and delivered Israel
out of the hand of the Canaanites.—The fact that,

after Jeph., Sam. names Aw/tse// as the fourth repre-
sentative of tlie divine deliverance is not so surpri-
sing as it is thought by the Syr. and Arab, versions
and a Greek manuscript ( Kennicott in the Addend,
to his dissert, gener. } wiiich put Samson instead, and
also by Thenius, who, though the Sept. and Vulg.
have Samuel, accepts the former reading because
Samuel does not speak of his own times till the
next verse. Sanuiel could mention himself with-
out exciting surprise, because he was consciou.s

of his high mission as judge and deliverer, and
the profound significance of his office for the his-

tory of Israel was universally recognized. By
this mention of himself he honors not himself, but
the Lord, who had made him (like Moses and
Aaron before) what he was, comp. ver. 6-9. Be-
sides, it was under him that the yoke of the forty

years' dominion of the Philistines was broken,
which work of deliverance Samson was only able
to begin. Samuel includes himself as an instru-

ment of the divine deliverance, because over
against him the demand for a king involved the
rejection of the Lord (viii. 5), and so the sin

against the Lord in that demand appears in the
clearest light; and this, after having pointed
secondly to the repeated wonderful deliverances
of Israel out of the hand of enemies by these mes-
sengers of God, and thirdly to the quiet and se-

curity which they were enabled to attain in the
land, he sets before them in ver. 12. These words
expressly declare that Ammonitish attacks on the
territory of Israel were the first occasion of the
demand for a king as leader in war, comp. viii.

20. Clericus well remarks: "It hence appears
not improbable that Nahash had made incursions
into the Hebrew territory before the Israelites

had denumded a king, and after his election had
returned and begun the siege of Jabesh. It often

happens in these books that circumstances omit-
ted in their proper place are mentioned where
they less properly belong." And yet the Lord
your God is your king.—By such deliverers
He had sliown llimseii' anew their king; this He
was by the covenant, and this He remained by His
covenant-faithfulness. With the same declaration
Gideon (.Judg. viii. 23) exhibits the inadmissibi-

lity of His elevation as king, and Samuel the sin-

fulness and the unjustifiableness of their demand
for a king.

Vers. 13-18. The third section of this transac-

tion: in view of the fact that God has actually

established a king in accordance with their de-

mand, though it was a sinful and blameful one,

Samuel declares a truth, which contains an earliest

warning, namely, that, //' the people with their king

will maintain the right relation to God in fidelity and
obedience to His will, the hand of the Lord will

be with them both ; in the contrary case, it will be
against them both.—Ver. 13. And now. Here the

discourse turns from the past and from the judg-
ment of the people's conduct to the present fad
of the established kingdom, which, with the
words: Behold the king 1-; taken as starting-
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point for the following declaration and tlie attached

serious warning and truth. In tliis declaration is

set forth the orw/ui of Saul's kinyly position— 1)

on its human side by the words : whom ye have
chosen, w^hom ye have demanded—the

<liscourse here goes reijressively first to the election

instituted by Samuel, and then to the demand

made against him and God's will, and there is

just here a progression in the thought;*—2)

on its divine side by the words: behold,

the Lord hath set a king over you.—
Tour dtinand sprang from an evil root, yet

hath the Lord granted it; this king— though

chosen and demanded by you—is yet alone

a work of God; his election and establishment

rests on the divine will and command. By
these words is confirmed the truth that the Lord
is and remains king (ver. 12). So far is that re-

jection (factually affirmed by the demand) from

overthrowing Jehovah's kingdom, that the uni-

versal authority of the latter is rather now for the

first time rightly declared in the installation of

the sought-for king, and in his obligation and the

people's to be subject to Jehovah and uncondi-

tionally obedient to His will. This point of view

of the absolute theocracy comes out here the more
clearly not only by the immediately preceding

reference to the human side of the origin of the

kingdom, but also by Samuel's declaration in

ver. 1 : "7 have made a king over you," to which
stands opposed the declaration: "Behold, the Lord
hath set a king over you." From this fact, that the

installed king is a gift of the Lord, granted to the

people's demand (comp. x. 19), follows now, in

view of the relation in ivhich therefore people and

king should stand^ to the Lord, the truth and the

warning: The well-being of both depends on
faithful obedience to the Lord's will and word.

The "if" introduces a. protasis which includes all

of ver. 14, and has no apodosis. The view that

the latter has fallen out by similar endings, and

read : "then he will save you out of the hand of

your enemies" (Thenius) is not satisfactorily sup-

ported, and is not required to explain the aposio-

pesis, since the absence of the apodosis is easily

explained by the length of the protasis, and its

content apparent from the context=" well," or

"it will be well with you." A similar foilure

of the ajiodosis to Ije supplied from the connection

is found in Ex. xxxii. 32. Tlie assumption of an

apodosis with On^HI [as in Eng. A. V.] in the

sense, "then ye will follow the Lord," is untena-

ble, ])artly from the tautology it makes in prota-

sis and apodosis, partly from the expectation,

awakened Ijy the parallelism with the following

sentence in ver. 15, of finding a promise set over

against the threat. The voluntative sense of QJ*

=modo, "if only" (Keil) [="0 that ye would
only"], cannot be taken here, since it would then
have the Imperf.f (Ew. ?329 6). Nor can we
(with S. Sclimid) connect ver. 14 with the last

words of ver. 1.3 : "The Lord hath set a king over
you, if ye only will, etc.; but if not ....," since

the conditioned character of the former clause

would then require in it the Imperf If (with

Kimchi, Maurer) we read rt'ni, "ye shall

live," we cannot (with Maurer) translate: "who
reigns over you after Jehovah " (that is, "next to

Jehovah"), since thi^ is an expression foreign to

the Old Testament; nor (with Tremellius) supply
" sequentes" [that is, "ye will live following Je-
hovah"]. If an apodosis be insisted on here
(changing the text to DiTni), we might perhaps
read: "then shall ye live... after Jehovah,"
which answers to the view expressed in the pre-

ceding words, of following God in obedience to

His commands. But, retaining the text and sup-

posing the apodosis omitted, Samuel here, in

keeping with the importance of the moment and
the emotion of his own heart, heaps together in

most eloquent fashion the demands which are to

be made on religious-moral life in view of the
conditions of true well-being for the people and
their king in the new order of things : to fear the

Lord, serve Him, hearken to His voice, not rebel

against His word (comp. Deut. i. 26, "rebel
against the mouth [commandment] of the Lord"),
and be after him, or, remain in His retinue true to

Him. About the last words Keil rightlv remarks
(against Thenius) that "inx HTI "to be after" is

good Hebrew, and especially is often used in the
sense, " to attach one's self to the king, hold to

him," comp. 2 Sam. ii. 10; 1 Kings xii. 20; xvi.

21. This expression corresponds completely to

the thought underlying this exhortation, namely,
that the Lord, in spite of Israel's rejection of Him
by the demand for an earthly-human king, is and
remains the King of His people (vers. 12, 13).

Ver. 15. The contrast: But if ye vrill not

—

(from the preceding are recapitulated only the
two traits of obedience to the word of the Lord and
not rebelling against His commandment)—then
will the hand of the Lord be against you,
as it vyas against your fathers.*—This
comparative addition looks to the words from ver.

7 to ver. 12, wherein is pointed out how the fa-

thers had brought on themselves by sin and de-

fection the oppression of the enemy, in which the
hand of the Lord was heavy on them, and from
which the peoi)le now hoi)ed to be delivered by
the kings. At bottom the defection of the fathers

and the demand for a king who was to deliver

from oppressions sent by God for their sins, are

one and the same wrong against the Lord. There-
fore Samuel wishes by his earnest warning to lead

them to repentance.—Ver. 16 gives the transition

to a miraculous confirmation of that realness of

* On the woakpning of the a to e in DPI7XK', see Ge-
sen. ?r4. :i, Rem. 1.

t [it ha« the Imporf. here, anrl might oxpress a wish
but that the oonstrin-tlon in vor. If is fli>arly the same
as that in ver. lo, wliicii is conditional.—Th.]

* Not "and against your kings," "fathers" being

taken="liings'' (D. Kimchi), nor (with Sept. and The-

nius) "and your king," but (with Cliald , Syr., Arab.,

Cler., Maur.. Keil) retaining the harder reading of the

text, and taking the 1 as comparative [="as," so Eng.

A. v.], in support of which is tlie fact that it sometimes

introduces and connects loosely witli the preceding

whole sentences, the thought in which is subordinate,

explanatory, or comparative, Ew. 340 6. It is properly

to be explained: "^nrf it was against your fathers,"

—

wliieh is sliortened into: "and against your fatliers,",

whence is suggested a comparison. [Instead of this

somewhat forced explanation it is better either to adopt

the reading of the Sept., or to suppose the 1 " and " to be

an error for 2 "as". We might expect in ver. 15 th»

mention of the king.—Tb.].
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the divine holiness and righteousness, with wliich
Samuel, his gaze fixed on the future, has just di-

rected his exhortation to the people in the form
of the announcement of a sentence. ^^ Even now"
connects tlie following with the preceding, so that

1) the picture of a judicial scene, which was in-

troduced in ver. 7, is continued in the following

narration, and 2) the signification of the next re-

lated fact is closely connected with that of the

previously spoken w^ords. The "now also" or

"even now" refers hack to ver. 7, where the judi-

dicial scene is introduced with the same words:

"and now stand forth, that I may reason with

you." The reasoning continues thence through

all the stages of the discourse, which the people

have up to this moment heard, and is completed
in the fact announced by vSamuel [tliat is, the

thunder-storm.

—

Tr.], in which they are to be-

hold the Lord's judgment on their sin in the

matter of the king.—Ver. 17. Is it not wheat-
harvest to-day? This question signifies that

at that season (in May or June) rain was unusual.

So testifies Jerome on Am. iv. 7 [and Rob. I.,

429-431.—Tr.] . After the barlev-harvest (2 Sara.

xxi. 9; Euth i. 22; ii. 23) followed the wheat-har-

vest, vi. 13; Gen. xxx. 14; Judg. xv. 1.

—

"To
give voices" said of Jehovah, = " to thunder," Ps.

xlvi. 7 ; Ixviii. 34 ; xviii. 14 ; Ex. ix. 23. Thun-
der is called the voice of the Lord, Ps. xxix. 3 sq.

Samuel announces a storm with thunder and rain

as a God-given sign, by which the Israelites should

perceive that they had grievously sinned against

God in asking a king. The "voices" = thunder
answer to the "voice" and "mouth" in ver. 15.

—

Ver. 18. At Samuel's request this sign of His
anger and His punitive justice, as manifestation of

His kingly glory, takes place.—The result is that

the people are seized with great fear of the Lord
and of Samuel; " of Samuel" is added because he, as

before by his word, so by his introduction of this

manifestation, wonderful and contrary to the or-

dinary course of nature, of God's wrath, had dis-

played himself as instrument of the judicial power
and glory of the God-king.

Vers. 19-25. Fourth section of Samuel's dealing

with the repentant people. Confession of sin,

comfort and exhortation to the humified people.

Ver. 19. Their overwhelming fright and terror

of soul leads first to the prayer to Samuel to call

on the Lord that He might mercifully spare them.
That v^e die not,—the presence of the holy

and just God has made itself known to the people.

Before Him the sinner cannot stand. His judg-

ment must reach him. The "for" supplies the

basis to the thought contained in what precedes,

that they had deserved the punishment of the

angry God. Their penitent confession is not

merely the admission that they had asked a

king, but that they had. added, to all their sins

thi? evil. Ver. 20. The ivord of consolation : Pear
not, in contrast with :

" and all the people

greatly feared" (ver. 18). To his consoling

word Samuel adds 1) the reference to their sin,

which, in order to retain them in wholesome
sorrowful repentance, he anew sets before them
in its whole extent ("ye have done all this

wickedness"), and 2) the exhortation, negative:

only turn not aside from following the
Lord (the " from after" points back to the " after"

un ver. 15); positive: Serve the Lord with
19

I
all your heart, the undivided, complete devo-

I

tion of the heart, the innermost life to the Lord
is insei)arably connected with not turning aside

I

from Him.—Ver. 21. Warning against apostasy

]

to idol-worship. And turn ye not aside [af-

ter vanities which do not profit] . ( Text-criticism.

—The difficulties in the '3 "for" after nsiDH X^l

are not set aside by supplying ^'l^on or ^y^!^<

as many ancient and modern expositors do [so
Eng. A. V.

—

Tr.]. According to this view, the
ground of the resumed warning would he here
'given: " for ye go (if ye do that, namely, turn
aside from the Lord) after vanities." But then
something is adduced as ground of the warning
which is implicitly its object; besides, apart from
the hardness of the insertion, the resumption of
the "turn not aside" with \ "and" is a difficulty.

Looking at the following 3, it becomes probable

that this one was by mistake inserted a line
before. It is rendered in not one of the ancient
versions (Then.). It is wanting in Luther's ver-
sion also. The omission of tlie ^2 gives a good,

clear sense and an advance suitable to the lively

character of the whole discourse. The " Turn
not aside from the Lord" [ver. 20] is continued
in the "Turn not aside after vanities," for apos-
tasy to idolatry is the consequence of apostasy
from the Lord. The former is introduced with

7X ^i< ("only do not") in the form of urgent

request, hearty wish, the latter as a cate-

gorically-determined negative with X7^("not.").
Idols are described as ^rin, "naughty, vain"

(^ /?n), as in Isaiah xliv. 9 the idol-makers.

They cannot help nor deliver, because they are
simply, tohii, nothing, vanity.—[Comp. 1 Cor.
viii. 4.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 22 is factually the reason
why they are not to fear (ver. 20) ; but formally
this verse is the ground of the preceding exhor-
tation ; they are not to forsake the Lord and turn
aside from Him and serve idols, because the Lord
will not forsake them as His people, which is said

in contrast with the vain idols, which cannot
help and deliver, because they are "naught,"
while the Lord's "great name" is to be the pledge
that He will not forsake them. The words: for

his name's sake are explained l)y and based
on the declaration: for it hath pleased the

Lord (S'X'in '3), not "the Lord hath begun," but

"lie has by free determination taken the first

step thereto, it pleased him" (comp. .Judg. xvii.

11; Josh. vii. 7; Ex. ii. 21).—To make you
his people.—TlIus embraces all God's deeds, by
which He has estahlisjied Israel in history as

His people, the deeds of choice, deliverance out

of Egypt, covenanting, introduction into the pro-

mised inheritance, preservation from enemies

—

by tliese deeds He has glorified His name, which
is the expression of all (iod's revelations of sal-

vation and power to Hih people. The ground of

this is found simijly in the determination of the

free, loving will of God— v'Xin, comp. Deut. vii.

6-12, which furnishes a complete parallel to the
train of thought here. Of the vain idols it is

said in ver. 21 ^/'i'l"' X7 [lo yoilu, "they do

not profit"], of the Lord here 7'Nin [hoil, "he
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did kindly, it pleased him"], a paronomasia of

pregnant meaning. The name of the Lord, there-

fore, that by whieh He has made Himself this

name in His relations to His X)eople, and that

Avhich thence resulted, the dignity of the people

as the Lord's people and their appertainment

to Him as His property is the pledge that He
will not leave His people. " His people " and
" make you His peoi)le " are corresponding

expressions, they are His people because He
has made them His people. Comp. Psalm c.

3 ; xcv. 7 ; Deut. vii- G, 9, IS.^Ver. 23. Samuel
promises the people his personal mediation

and aid, partly through the prlesdy function of

intercession for them, partly through the exercise

of his prophetic office in showing them the right

way. The "as for me too" refers to the "Jeho-
vah" in the preceding verse, and to the close

connection into which the people (ver. 19) had
brought his name with the name of the Lord. The
assurance of his intercession follows on the request

in ver. 19: " Pray for thy servants." Both pas-

sages put Samuel's prayer-life anew in a clear light

(comp. vii., viii.). By the solemn asseveration
" far be it," he points to the importance which lie

himself attributes to his intercession for the peo-

ple. The word "sin" mCacdAes h\ii obligation be-

fore the Lord to intercede ; to neglect this would
be a sin against the Lord ; for, as mediator be-

tween God and the people, he must enter the

Lord's presence in whatever concerned them, for

weal or for woe. Comp. his work of prayer in chs.

vii., viii. The "not ceasing" indicates his per-

sistency in intercession.—Along with this priestly

mediation Samuel promises also his constant pro-

phetie watch-care, which consists in " shotving the

good and right way" that is, the way of God. The
predicates "good and right " show that moral con-

duct is referred to, and that according to the will

and law of the Lord (so Ps. xxv. 4). Tiie in-

struction is to be given to king as well as people.

—Ver. 24. Samuel, having spoken of his person
and his personal office, now directs the people's

look from his permn and work to the Lord, and
holds up anew before king and people the great

Either—Or: either ye will fear the Lord and serve

Him and ye will experience the salvation of your
Go'l,

—

or, ye will do evil and—both of you will

be destroyed. The discourse cidminates in a con-
densed statement of what is said in vers. 14, 15.

The " in truth, with all your heart," exliibits the
double character of the service of God, of trutli

and of innerness, in contrast with the service of
outward appearance and dead works. Since this

exhortation to fear and serve God relates to the
general religious-moral life of the people, we can-
not ref'T the confirmatory declaration : For ye
see what great things he hath done for
you to tlie extraordinarv nntural phenomenon
narrated in ver. 18. The mighty deeds of the
Lord here referred to are those mentioned in vers.

(), 7 sqq., to which reference is repeatedly made in
all these transactions relating to the king (viii. 8

;

X. 18), from which most frccpiently is drawn the
motive for true fear of God and obodience to His
will, becnuse by them God esta])lis}ied nnd con
iirmed His covenant relation with Israel as His
])eoi)h', ,nnd so tb" people owed Him covenant-
fidelitv and obodience as their God.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. Review of the history of the introduction by
Samuel of the Israelitish monarchy under Saul
(chaps, viii.—xii.). The following are its -prin-

cipal stadia, in the general and special develop-
ment of which the well-adjusted connection be-

tween the several sections becomes apparent. In
chap. viii. Samuel confers with the people concern-

ing their demand for a king, and receives in prayer

the revelation from the Lord that he shouiti listen

to the people's demand and give them a king. In
chap. ix. 1-17 is set forth the providence of the

Lord, whereby in the person of Saul the divinely

chosen and appointed king of Israel is led to Sa-
muel, and is designated as such by a special re-

velation from the Lord. Chap. ix. 17—x. 16,

Samuel as instruinent of the divine call which cam&
to Saul ; Saul receives from Samuel first the an-
nouncement of his high calling by the Loril (vers.

17-27), then the consecration to the royal office by-

anointing, and the assurance of his call by refe-

rence to appointed signs therefor (x. 1-8), and
finally the confirmation and strengthening of his

divine call together with qualification for it by
the Spirit of the Lord (vers. 9-16).—Chap. x.

18-27. Samuel and the people in the assembly at

Mizpah for the public presentation ofthe God-chosen
king, which is followed by a partial recognition

only on the part of the people. —Chap. xi. Saul's

proclamation and general recognition as king of

Israel in consequence of his heroic deed of deli-

verance from the Ammonites, and also his solemn
installation at Qilgal.—Chap. xii. Samuel, in a so-

lemn, affecting final conference at Gilgal, after a
justificatory review of his official career, places

people and monarchy under the government of the
Lord, as their king, and obligates both to obey
His will.

2. " Samuel yields to the desire of the people
because he knows that now God's time has come;
but at the same time he makes every effort to

bring the people to a consciousness of their sins.

If it were true that Samuel considered the mo-
narchy in itself incompatible with the theocracy,
how very differently he must have acted ! In that

case, when the whole people, deeply moved by his

discourse and by the confirmatory divine sign,

said :
" Pray for thy servants to the Lord thy God,

for we have added to all our sins the evil of ask-

ing a king" (ver. 19), he must have in.sisted that

the old form be straightway re-established. But
he is far from doing this. He rather exhorts the
people to be from now on faithful to the Lord,
who would glorify Himself in them and their

king." Heng.stenberg, JBeitr. 3, 258 sq. [Contri-

butions, ete.].

3. At Gilgal [chap, xii.] Samuel stands at the
highest point of his work as instrument of the
divine guidance and government of his people,

and as mediator between the people and God as

their king and lord. As prophet he leads king
and peo])le together into thcjiresenceof the Lord,
calls forth in the people by a moving discourse
the deep feeling of sin and the penitent confession

of guilt, places king and peo]ile under God's
royal majesty and legnl authority, anrl obligates

tiiem to inviolable obedience to the will of the
Lord. As judge he, at God's command, installs
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tlie asked-for king, makes the people solemnly
coniirm the self-justifying declaration wliich he
with invocation of God and the king had made,
conducts the Lord's cause against the unfaithful

people by reasoning with them and accusing them,
exhibits in thunder and storm the majesty and
tiie wrath of the despised invisible king, decrees

weal and woe, salvation and destruction to king
and people, according to the regard which they
hereafter show to the exhortations and instruc-

tions which he had given them as prophet. In
this sense, in spite of the termination now of his

official functions as judge, he remains a judge
over king and people. And there is, besides, his

priestly position, in which he again presents him-
self between the Lord and His people, with the

assurance and promise that he will ever intercede

for them, and would sin by not interceding. The
people so needed him as long as he lived.

4. The Lord's mighty deeds towards and for

His people, their apostasy to unfaithfulness and
idolatry, punishment for their sins in oppression

and misery, cry to the Lord for help in time of

nee<', repentance and confession of sins, new ex-

hibitions of the Lord's grace, these are in constant

sequence the chief features of the history of the king-

dom of God in Israel, here briefly sketched (vers.

7-12), and in the Book of Judcjes detailed at

length.

5. Tlie mention of the Lord's manifestations of

grace and revelations of power for His people, which
is here heard from Samuel, and remains through-

out all prophecy a standing element of prophetic

preaching, has as its aim: 1) to glorify the name
of God, to bring out clearly His covenant-faitli-

fulness, and to exhibit the people's high calling as

chosen people and God's property; 2) to show
more strikingly the people's sin in unfaithfulness,

nnthankfulness and disobedience, and thereby to

bring them to acknowledgment of tlieir sin; 3) to

induce sincere repentance and penitent return to

the Lord ; 4) to show the penitent people the

source of consolation and help, and to fix in their

hearts the ground of hope for future salvation; 5

J

to make more effective admonitions and warnings
respecting the maintenance and attestation of cheir

covenant-faithfulness.

6. The truth and the fact: "The Lord your God
is your King" (ver. 12), notwithstanding its sub-

jective obscuration in the consciousness of the

peojile, whence proceeded the demand (sinful in

its motives and moral presuppositions) for an
earthly-human kingdom, has lost so little objec-

tively in validity and importance that now, in the

outset of the history of the kingdoin granted by
God in accordance with this desire, it rather

comes out more clearly, since monarchy and peo-

ple are placed under the immediate royal autho-

rity of God (vers. 13, 14), and both people and
king (the two embraced as a unit in this point

of view, ver. 14), exhorted to like obedience to

His royal will, and threatened with like punish-

ment from the Most Iligli King as their Judge
(vers. 14, 15, 25). Tlie rejection of the God king
by the demand for a man-king led to a higher

.stage of development of the theocracy, on which,

over against and by means of the earthly kingdom,
th-^re was of necessity a so much the more glorious

unfolding of the royal honor of God.

7. God's manifestations of grace and salvation

to Israel are often regarded in the Old Testament
under the point of view of righteousness, and called
by this name,as in ver. 7. But this "righteous-
ness" is not then (as is often done) to be taken as
=" goodness," "benefit," and the like, for these
are difierent conceptions; nor as=:"faithfnlnesf:,"

"trustworthiness," so far as God fulfils to His pto
pie the promises which He gives as covenant God.
The ground of this designation of the divine gra-

cious kindnesses is given in the relation in whicli
God as covenant-God stands to His people; esta-

blished by own free grace and His absolute
loving will (ver. 22), it is the norm, according to

which the people over against him walk in the obe-
dience due to His holy will (ethical righteous-
ness), and on the other hand the Lord over against

His people reveals to them the love and goodness
which belong to them as His possession by virtue
of the gracious rights established by Him, impart-
ing to them gifts and benefits of grace partly as a
promised blessing, partly as reward of faithful

and obedient fiilfilment of covenant obligations

(Ps. xxiv. 5; xxii. 3-; Mic. vi. 5). In accord-
ance with this, God in His deliverances exercises
His righteousness (which gives each his own) as
King of His people on the ground and according
to the norm of the covenant relation established

bv Himself in His own free grace (vers. 14, 15,

24, 25 ). Comp._ 1 John i. 9 : " God is faithful and
righteous to forgive us our sins." After the com-
pletion of the economy of salvation in Christ,

God's righteousness is exhibited, along with His
faithfulness, in the bestowment on the penitent
sinner of the gracious gift of foi-giveness of sins as

something which belongs to him by the right ac-

corded him by free grace, since God has ordained
that he who penitently confesses his sins shall find

pardon.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-6. How a servant of God should, after

the example of Samuel, rightly perform the duty

of maintaining his personal honor and innocence

against unjust accusations : 1 ) By a clear and true

statement of his own course of life and behaviour
( vers. 1,2); 2) By a bold apj^eal to the knowledge
and conscience of others (vers. 3, 4) ; 3) By a so-

lemn invocation of the all-knowing God as the

best witness. [Vers. 2, 3. Samuel a statesman
and civil and military ruler, living in times of

cruel warfare, political changes, social corruption,

and general relaxation of morality ; he can so-

lemnly appeal to God and man for the absolute

integrity of his official conduct through all the

years (particularizing that—a) he has not seized

their property, b) defrauded them, nor c) inflicted

personal violence, and d) has not taken bribes)

;

and all the people (vers. 5, G), and God Himself
(ver. 18), fully confirm the claim. A notable ex-

ample, often needed.

—

Hall: No doubt Samuel
found Himself guilty before God of many private

infirmities ; but, for his public carriage, he appeals

to men. A man's heart can best judge of himself;

others can best judge of his actions. Happy is

that man that can be acquitted by himself in pri-

vate, in public by others, by God in both.

—

Scott: The honor rendered to those who are con-
cluding th'Mr course, differs widely from the ap-
plause and congratulation which many receive
when they first step forth before the public eye.
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Tliis, indeed, often terminates in disgrace and
contempt.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 7-12. Tliivk of former times: 1) That we

may with shame remember the Lord's many ma-
nifestations of grace and benefits ; 2) That we may
be penitently conscious of the sins committed
against the Lord; 3) That we may humbly ac-

knowledge the ground of all evils and distresses

in our own guilt; 4) That we may honestly turn

to the obedience of faith towards the Lord. [Vers.
7-12. Hall,: Samuel had dissuaded them be-

fore—he reproves them not until now We
must ever dislike sin—we may not ever show it.

Discretion in the choice of seasons for reproving
is not less commendable and necessary than zeal

and faithfulness in reproving.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 14, 15. With whom or against whom is the

hand of the Lord? The answer to this question

depends on the following considerations : 1) Whe-
ther one has, or has not, given himself to be the

Lord's with his whole heart—a) in true fear of

God, h) in true service of God; 2) Whether one
is, or is not, in his ivill thoroughly obedient to the

will of the Lord, a) hearkening unconditionally to

His word, b) not resisting His commandments;
3) Whether one is, or is not, in his whole
valk ready to follow the Lord in His guidance—a)

keeping in the way pointed out by Him, b) keep-

ing in view the goal set up by Him.
Vers. 13-15. True unity between king and people,

authorities and subjects: 1) As being holy it is

closely bound by the hand of the King of all kings

in establishing the covenant between the two (ver.

13 ; 2) As being deeply grounded it is rooted in the

common obligation of both alike to fear God,
serve God, obey God (no true unity without right

fear of God, humble service of God, faithful obe-

dience to God) (ver. 14) ; 3) As unshakable and
abiding it is maintained in times of heavy as-

saults, when both are tempted to apostasy, unbe-
lief and disobedience (ver. 15 a) ; 4) It shows itself

ever firmer in view of the Lord's threatenings and
promises to both.

Vers. 14-19. The hard speech of God against sin-

ners: 1) Why it is necessary—because men are

hard-hearted, hard of hearing, cross-grained ; 2)

How it makes itself heard—-in the earnest exhor-

tations of His holy love (ver. 14), in the threaten-

ings of His righteous wrath (ver. 15), in alarming
natural events (vers. 16-18) ; 3) What is its aim—
acknowledgment of sin (ver. 17), fear of God (ver.

18), seeking God's grace (ver. 19).—Vers. 19-21.

To ivhom applies the divine word of consolation, Fear
not: To those who—1) penitently confess their

sins before God, 2) humbly acknowledge God's
punishments as well-merited, 3) eagerly seek

God's grace and mercy ; 4) are willing to serve

the Lord in faithful obedience.

Vers. 20, 21. The exhortation to fidelity, Turn not

aside from the Lord. Turn not aside—1) When

experiencing His punitive justice, but have fhild-

like confidence in His forgiving love ; 2) When
harassed by natural inclination to resist His will,

but serve Him in faithful obedience through the

power of His Spirit; 3) When tempted to fall

away by the world which is sunk in the service

of vanity, but bravely withstand the idolatry of

the ungodly world.—Vers. 20, 21. A threefold word

of exhortation to penitent sinners : 1) A word remind-

ing of past sin ("Ye have done all this wicked-
ness"); 2) A word consolingly pointing to the

divine grace (" Fear not") ; 3) A word exhorting

to fidelity ("Turn not aside from the Lovd"),
which, with the warning against the idolatry of the

vain world contains a demand to serve the Lord
alone with all the heart.—Ver. 22. The Lord for-

sakes not His people—for 1 ) He has made His people

YLii^ possession—a) hy choice out of free grace, b) by
covenanting with them in faithful love ; 2 ) He has
made Himself a great name among His people, a)

by His wonderftil deeds in the past, b) by the pro-

mises of His word for the future.—Ver. 23. The
highest service of love which men can do one another:

1) Intercession for each other before the Lord;
2) Pointing to the good and right way.

—

Ceasing

to intercede for our brethren a sin against the Lord

:

1) Because the souls of our brethren as members
of His people are His possession ; 2 ) Because the

Lord demands intercession as a sign and fruit of

love, which flows from the fountain of Plis pater-

nal love, and in which men as His children are

to keep themselves before Him ; 3) Because the

Lord, in that community of life in which He has

placed us, often gives us special occasion and ne-

cessity to pray for our brethren. [Henry : Samuel
promises more than they asked. ( 1 ) They asked

it of him as a favor—he promised it as a duty.

(2) They asked him to pray for them at this

time, and upon this occasion, but he promises to

continue his prayers for them, and not to cease as

long as he lived. (3) They asked him only to

pray for them, but he promises to do more, to

teach them also "the good and the right way,"
the wav of duty, the way of pleasure and profit.

—Tr.]'

Vers. 24, 25. Fear the Lord: 1) What sort of

fear the true fear of God is. 2) On what it is

grounded ("great things"). 3) Whereby it ma?iJ-

fests itself (serving Him). 4) From what it pre-

senies (from temporal and eternal destruction).

[Henry: And two things he urges by way of

motive: (1) Gratitude, considering "what great

things he had done for them ;" (2) Literest, consi-

dering what great things He would do against

them, if they should .still " do wickedly."—Tr.]
Vers. 22, 25. Harless

(
On Hallowing the Sabbath,

I., 113) : The hope of genuine national prosperity.

Wliere then is the ground for hope of genuine na-

tional prosperity? Where there is 1) Fear of

God's Name ; 2) Confidence in God's Name.
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SECOND DIVISION.

KING SAUL'S GOVERNMENT UP TO HIS EEJECTION.
Chapters XIII.—XV.

FIRST SECTION.
The Unfolding of his Royal Power in Succe.ssful Wars.

Chapters XIII.—XIV.

I. Against the Philistines. Chap. XIII.—XIV. 46.

1 Saul reigned one year ; and when he had reigned two years over Israel, [Saul
was years old when he began to reign, and he reigned years over Israel].'

2 llns. And] Saul chose him three thousand men [^im. out] of Israel, ivhereof [om.

whereof, ins. and] two thousand were with Saul in Michmash and in mount [the
mountains of] Bethel, and a thousand were with Jonathan in Gibeah of Benjamin

;

3 and the rest of the people he sent every man to his tent [tents].'' And Jonathan
smote the garrison of the Philistines that was in Geba, and the Philistines heard of
it. And Saul blew the trumpet throughout all the land, saying, Let the Hebrews

4 hear.' And all Israel heard say that Saul had smitten a garrison* of the Philis-

tines, and that Israel also was had in abomination with the Philistines. And the

5 people were called together after Saul to Gilgal. And the Philistines gathered
themselves together to fight with Israel, thirty^ thousand chariots, and six thousand
horsemen, and people as the sand which is on the seashore in multitude ; and they

6 came up, and pitched in Michmash eastward from [over against] Bethaven. When
[And] the men of Israel saw that they were in a strait (for the people were dis-

tressed), then [and] the people did hide [hid] themselves in caves and in thickets

7 [caverns]'' and in rocks and in highplaces [hollows]'' and in pits. And some^ of the

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
^ [Ver. 1. The translation of Eng. A. V. is untonahle, and that given in hraokets is the only possible one. The

numerals have fallen out, and can be only approximarely restored. The plu. D'JtJ' vi'ould "indicate that the pe-
riod of Saul's reign was less than ten years, but, in the present corrupt state of the text, no such inference can
safely V)e draAvn. The omission of this verse in the Sept. may have been from its absence in their MS., or from
their inability to make sense of it, or from clerical inadvertence. It is better to leave the numerals blank, and
explain in a note that tliey have fallen out. Some, however, think (Hitzig, Maurer, Thenius, Wellhausenj that
the numbers were designedly left out by the author.

—

Te.]
2 [Ver. 2. Here the Heh., in accordance with universal O. T. usage, has the plural.

—

Tr.]
3 rVer. 3. The Syr., Arab., Vulg., Chald., here sustain the Mas. text. The reading of the Sept. is discussed by

ErduKinn. Wellhausen proposes to read :
" and Saul blew the trumpet throughout the land, and the Philistines

heard, saying. The slaves revolt (?J?t!/i3)," the words " saying, ete." being taken as a gloss.

* [Ver. 4. A different Heb. word from that used in xiv. 1, though from the same verbal stem. It is used also

in x.fj; xiii. 3; 2 Sam. viii. 0, 14 ; 1 Chr. xi. 6. Ewald renders "officer," distinguishing 3''}fJ (Sept. Nao-i'/S) from

i [Ver. 5. This number is generally regarded as too large. Some suppose baggage included (Patrick), some
thf> chariot-soldiers (Calien and others^ comp. 2 Sam. x. 18), others suppose an error of text and read 3 for 30

(Clarke, Syr., Arab.), or 300 (Bib. Comm.). Still other conjectures are given in Poole's Synopsis.—Tn.]
6 [Ver. 6. The lexicons generally render "thickets," as Eng. A. V. and Erdmann ; Fiirst renders " clefts," and

Ewald reads Q-lin " eaves." But Chald. has "fortresses," Syr. and Vulg. "secret places," and Sept. "enclo-
sures " or " holes." Of the modern versions Luther and Diodati have " clefts," Spanish follows Vulg., the French
(of Martin), Port.. Dutch agree with Eng. A. V. Other German versions give " hedges," " thorn-bushes," " clefts."

The renderings of the ancient versions make Ewald's reading probable, and this sense accords better with the
context.—Tr.]

7 [Ver. (i. So the ancient versions. The moderns generally render "towers" (so Erdmann), which is supported
bv the Arab, sat-hun. The word occurs only three times in O. T., twice rendered in Eng. A. V. "hold" (Judg.
ix. 4fi, 40) and here " high-place," which, as is remarked in Bib. Comm., is an unfortunate rendering, liable to be
confounded with the places of religious worship.

—

Tr.]
8 [;Ver. 7. Literally, " Hebrews went over," so Syr., Chald., Vulg. The Sept. has oi Sio^aiVoi'Te? (D'''13i>^n)and

Symmachus o'l 4k tov nepav. The mas. text does not suit the context, that of Sept. is against Heli. usage, and that

ot'Symmachus ("ID^JO) is unsupported. Wellhausen proposes pTH m"lDJ,'ID 03JT1 "and they crossed tlie

fords of the Jordan," which gives a good sense with a very slight change in the letters. Throughout this nar-
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Hebrews went over Jordan to the land of Gad and Gilead, as for [and] Saul he
lom. he] WHS yet in Gilgal, and all the people followed him trembling.

8 And he tarried seven days according to the set time that Samuel had appointed^;

9 but Samuel came not to Gilgal ; and the people were scattered from him. Aud
Saul said Bring [ins. me] hither [om. hithc] a [the] burut-otferiug to ra.; [om. t)

10 me] and [ins. the] peace-offerings. And he otf^red the burnt-o{f3riu.r. An<l it

came to pass that, as soon as he had made an end of offc'riug the burnt-offering, be-

ll hold, Samuel came ; aud Saul went out to meet him that he might salute him. And
Samuel said, What hast thou done? And Saul said, Because I saw that the people
were scattered from me, and that thou earnest not within the days appointed [at the

appointed time], and that the Philistines gathered themselves together at Michmash,
12 Therefore said I, The Philistines will [Now will the Philistines] come down now

[om. now] upon me to Gilgal, and I have not made supplication unto the Lord
[Jehovah], [ins. And] I forced myself therefore [om. therefore], and offered a [the]

13 burnt-offering. And Samuel said to Saul, Thou hast done foolishly [ins. in that]^*

thou hast not^' kept the commandment of the Lord [Jehovah] thy God, which he
commanded thee ; for now would the Lord [Jehovah] have established thy kingdom

14 upon [over] Israel for ever. But now thy kingdom shall not continue ; the Lord
[Jeliovah] hath sought him a man after his own heart, and the Lord [Jehovah]
hath commanded him to be captain over his people, because thou hast not kept that

which the Lord [Jehovah] commanded thee.

15 And Samuel arose and gat him up from Gilgal unto Gibeah'^ of Benjamin. And
Saul numbered the people that were present with him, about six hundred men.

16 And Saul and Jonathan his son and the people that were present with them abode
in Gibeah [Geba]''^ of Benjamin, but [and] the Philistines encamped in Michmash.

17 And the spoilers came out of the camp of the Philistines in three companies: one
company turned unto the way that leadeth [om. that leadeth] to Ophrah, unto the

18 land of Shual ; And another company turned the way to Bethhoron ; and an-

other company turned to [om. to] the way of the border'^ that looketh to the valley

19 of Zeboira towards the wilderness. Now there was no smith found throughout [in]

all the land of Israel ; for the Philistines said. Lest the Hebrews make them swords

20 or spears. But [And] all the Israelites went down to the Philistines, to sharpen
21 every man his share and his coulter and his axe aud his mattock.'* Yet [And] they

rative the Hebrews (apparently recreant Israelites) seem to be distinguished from the Israelites (who followed
Saul).—Tr.]

9 [Ver. 8. This Word is not in our Heb. text, but "^DX is found in .several MSS. and printed editions; others
have D27 which De Ros.si suggests has fallen out from resemblance to the two initial letters of the following word

/XlOt!'. On the critical objections to this section, vers. 8-15 a, see Erdmann's Introduction.

—

Tk.J

10 [Ver. 13. Several MSS. and printed eds. insert 1 and Sept. has oti.-Tr.J

" [Ver. 13. Hitzig proposes unnecessarily to point X7 instead of X /.—Tr.]

12 [Vers. 15, l(i. It is somewhat surprising that Samue"! goes to Gibeah (ver. 15), while Saul is found in Geba
(ver. Ifi) without previous mention of his having gone thither. Instead of Geba the ancient vss. have Gibeah, and
are followed by Eng. A. V. and Erdmann. Kobinson (quoted in Bib. Comm.) thinks Geba correct. A good sense
is gotteii by connecting 7 a with 15 b. The readings of the Sept. are discussed by Keil and Erdmann.—Tr.]

1* [Ver. 18. It is objected, but without sutflcient ground, th.at tlie word i^pty ("stretches towards, looks, over-
hangs ") cannot he used of " border." The Sept. has" hill " (n^3J).—Tr.]

''

14 [Ver. 2(1. No satisfactory rendering has yet lieen given of this ver. and the following. The names of the
instruments are given differently in different "versions, there is doubt about the meanings of then.imes. the Sept.
has a different text in vor. 2\, anil the initial words of this ver. in the Heb. and the connection of the two verses
are yet oV)scure. The sinipli'st reconstruction of iho text would be to consider ver. 21 ;is an erroneous repetition
of ver. 20, and omit all except the last tuo words (of the Hch.); but tins wotild not account for the difference in
form of the two verses, ami is render<'il difiic.ult by the retention in all the versions of ver. 21 in full. In order to
exhibit the differences of the Ileb. and the Sept., We set them here down together, giving the latter conjectu-
rally:

—

l^-^-in y^srh^ D^'s^'^.j^nSi l^ty^'p ^'^p)'} d'^«^;' ^'it^i^nraS d'3 r\j^3ri nn'ni.-H.

03 inx 3'yn [nK;-<n3Si] DT^pSi' \uh Sptj/ k?7i:? dtinhi (or ni^^nnoS) i2fpS r'DJ "i^:f3n htiv-g.
T TV •- T"-:-- :l : I"- IvV T • " T :

.._.-_ }:• I T -T" TT:

The translation of the Greek is: "And the vintage was ready, and their tools were three shekels to the tooth, and
for the axe and the sickle there was the same rate (or character)." Tlie Sept. thus substantiates in the main the
consonants of the Hebrew, but gives no clear sense; the price of sharpening tools, three shekels to the tooth
(adoplcil by Aoiiila and Thenius) is enormous, and the reference to the harvest, while it is suggestive, is unclear.
The H( b., on the other hand, offers a meaningless repetition in ver. 21. and the ungrammatical '£5n> the com-

pound O'ly and the rlisconnented two last words present great difficulties. A sense may be gotten by putting the
three first words of ver. 21 at the beginning of ver. 20. and considering the names in ver! 20 as repeated from ver.
21. But, before stating tliis reading, let us look at tlie names of implements. The first, which is the same in both
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had a fil'^ for the mattocks, and for the coulters, and for the forks, and for the axes,

22 and to sharpen the goads. So [And] it caiue to pass in the day of battle'^ that

there was neither sword nor spear found in the hand of any of the people that were

with Saul and Jonathan ; but with Saul and with Jonathan his ton was there found.

23 And the garrison of the Philistines went out to the passage [pass] of M.chmash.

Chap. XIV. 1. Now [And] it came to pass upon a day that Jonathan the son of

Saul said unto [to] the young man that bore his armor, Come, and let us go ovei-

to the Philistines' garrison, that is on the other side. But [And] he told not his

2 father. And Saul tarried [was lying] in the uttermost part of Gibeah under a po-

megranate tree in Migron,^'' and the people that were with him were about six hun-

3 dred men. And'' Ahiah, the son of Ahitub, Ichabod's brother, the son of Phinehas,

the son of Eli, the Lord's priest [priest of »)ehovah] in Shiloh, wearing an [the]

4 ephod And the people knew not that Jonathan was gone. And between the pas-

sages [passes] by which Jonathan sought to go over unto the Philistines' garrison

there was a sharp rock on the one side and a sharp rock on the other side ; and the

5 name of the <>ne was Bozez, and the name of the other Seneh. The forefront of the

one was situate northward [The one rock was a column'* on the north] over against

Michmash, and the other southward [on the south] over against Gibeah [Geba].'*"

6 And Jonathan said to the young man that bare his armor, Come, and let us go over

to the garrison of these uncircumcised ; it may be that the Lord [Jehovah] will

work for us ; for there is no restraint to the Lord [Jehovah] to save by many or by

7 few. And his arraorbearer said unto him, Do all that is in thine heart; turn

8 thee,^° behold, I am with thee according to thy heart.^' Then said Jonathan [And

Ji>nathan said], Behold, we will pass over unto these [the] men. and we will [pm.

9 w^e will] discover ourselves unto them. If they say thus unto us, Tarry [stand still]

until we can come to you, then we will stand still \om. still] in our place and will

10 not go up unto them. But, if they say thus, Come up unto us, then we will go up,

for the Lord [Jehovah] hath delivered them into our hand ; and this shall be a [the]

11 sign unto us. And both of them [the two] discovered themselves unto the garrison

of the Philistines; and the Philistines said. Behold, the Hebrews come forth [there

12 are Hebrews coming forth] out of the holes where they had hid themselves. And
the men of the garrison answered Jonathan and his armorbearer and said, Come up

to us, and we will show [tell] you a thing [something]. And Jonathan said unto

his armorbearer. Come up after me, for the Lord [Jehovah] hath delivered them

verses (except apparently in tlie Chald.), i* rendered " share" rSym., Vulg.) " scythe " (Syr.), " cutting-tool " (Ch.),

"ox-goad" (Theod.), and is probably best given as "share" or " coulter," though the authority for "scythe is

good. The second name is probably " spade " or " hoe" (so Chald. (?), Sym., Vulg., Kimchi, Winer, Ewald, eonip.

Isa. ii. 4); Saalschutz (Arch. I., 103-105) prefers " sickle," from Isa. ii. 4. The third name is undoubtedly "axe.

The fourth name (which is almost identical in form in the Heb. with the first), is rendered "trident" (Aq.), "bi-

dent" (Sym.) "scythe" (Sept.) "goad" (Syr.) "coulter" (Vulg.), and is apparently a repetition by mistake ot the

first name, or of t'he last word in ver. 21 ; if it be the correct reading it is best rendered " coulter." In ver. 21 the

third name is usually given as " trident." but by Syr. as " scraper." The words are suspicious and may perhaps

be properly read Q ^Vil/S (or DuSS). In the beginning of ver. 21 the second word must drop its Article (per-

haps repeated from preceding word), and take the construct, form.—The following reading, then, might be pro-

posed : "And there was bluntness of edges to the shares and hoes, and all Israel went down to the Philistines to

sharpen everv man liis share and his hoe, and to sharpen the point of his axe, and to fix his goad. i nis reii-

dering woukf account for the Sept. treatment of the latter half of ver. 21, for the repetitions ot names, and tor the

Chald. rendering (" goad ") of the first name in ver. 20. It would be necessary to suppose that the dislocation ot

the words took place very earlv, before the Sept. translation was made. But such dislocation is hard to account

for, and it mieht he better to suppose a parenthesis and read : "And all Israel went down to the Fhilistmes, to

sharpen everv man liis share and his hoe and his axe and his coulter (for there was bluntness ot edges to the

coulters and hoes and tridents and axes) and to fix the goad " which is very unsatisfactory, but perhaps the best

that the present text permits.

—

Tr.I , . ^ . .^ v, i. ; ;„„»
15 Ver. 22. Sept. here inserts "of Michmash," which is supported by the construct, form '•O, but is against

Heb. usage, which would give "the dav of Michmash" (Wellhausen). There is here a duplet, noniD and

VJ'02'0. On the alleged contradiction between ver. 22 and ver. 2 see Exegetical Notes.— IR.J ... rr„ t

16 [Ver. 2. Sept. MaySwi'. Syr., Geh'un, Vulg., Magron. The word means " threshing-floor, Arab, mijran.— 1 R.J

1'
I

Ver. 3. This verse mav'be taken as an independent parenthetical sentence.—Tr.|
18

I
Ver. ^. Thenius thinks this word (which is not in Sept.) superfluous, and probably a repetition ot the toi-

lowing word : l-'ut Svr., Chald., and Vulg., read apparently as the Mas. text.—Tr.1
_

19' rVer f< So the Heb. ; but the versions have " Gibeah," which, says Stanley, is plainly a niistake.--lR.
_

20 [Ver. 7. So Syr., Chald.. Vulg. (perge quo cupis), but the Sept. has " do all that thy heart inclines to, and this

is adopted by Erdmann. The Heb. expression is somewhat hard, but not impossible. Syr. read "^1 " go," instead

of Tl "to thee."

21 [Ver. 7. Sept. : " as thy heart is my heart." which is better. The Heb. phrase alone may mean " according

to thy desire," but this would require a verb before it.

—

Tr.]
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13 into the hand of Israel. Aud Jonathan climbed up upon [on] his hands and upon
[on] his feet, aod his armorbearer after him ; and they felP' before Jonathan, and

14 his armorbearer slew after him. And that first slaughter which Jonathan and his

armorbearer made was about twenty men, within, as it were, an half acre of land,

which Si yoke of oxen might ploiu [within about a half-furrow of a yoke of land]."

15 Aud tliere was trembling in the host [camp], in the field, and among all the people
;

the garrison and the spoilers they also trembled, and the earth quaked, so [and] it

\_om. it] was [became] a very great trembling [a trembling of God].

16 Aud the watchmen of Saul in Gibeah of Benjamin looked [saw], and behold, the
multitude melted away and they went on beating down one another [om. and . . .

17 another, ins. hither^* aud thither]. Then said Saul [And Saul said] unto the people
that were with him, Number now, and see who is gone from us. And when they
had numbered [And they numbered and] behold, Jonathan and his armorbearer

18 were not there. And Saul said unto Ahiah, Bring hither the ark^* of God [tlie

ephod] ; for the ark'* of God was at that time with [for he bore the ephod at that

19 time before]^^ the children of Israel. And it came to pass, while Saul talked unto
the priest, that the noise that was in the host [camp] of the Philistines went on and
[om. and] increased [increasing] ; and Saul said unto the priest. Withdraw thy

20 hand. And Saul and all the people that were with him assembled themselves
[shouted]'^' and they [om. they] came [advanced] to the battle; and behold, every

21 man's sword was against his fellow, and there was a very great discomfiture. More-
over [And] the Hebrews'^^ that were with the Philistines [ins. as] before that time^

which went up with them into the camp from the country round about [om. from . . .

about], even [om. even] they also turned'-^ [turned] to be with the Israelites that
22 were with Saul and Jonathan. Likewise [And] all the men of Israel which had hid

themselves in mount [the hill-country of] Ephraim when they [om. when they]
heard that the Philistines fled, [tns. and] even [om. even] they also followed hard

23 after them in the battle. So [And] the Lord [Jehovah] saved Israel that day. And
the battle passed over unto Beth-aven.

24 And the men of Isi-ael were distressed that day.^' For [And] Saul had [am. had]
adjured the people saying. Cursed be the man that eateth any [am. any] food until

evening, that I may be avenged on mine enemies. So [And] none of the people
2-5 tasted any [om. any] food. And all they of [om. they o/] the land came to a [the]

26 wood, and there was honey upon the ground. And when [om. when] the people
were come [came] into [unto] the wood,"* [ins. and] behold, the honey dropped [was
flowing] ; but [and] no man put his hand to his mouth, for the people feared the oath.

27 But [And] Jonathan heard not when his father charged the people with the oath,
wherefore [and] he put forth the end of the rod that was in his hand, and dipped
it in an honey-comb, and put his hand to his mouth, and his eyes were enlight-

28 ened.'^ Then answered one of the people [And one of the people answered] and

« [Ver. 13. Sept. iire^Xetljav = :iJ3''V —Tr.]

83 [Ver. 14. For this unintelligible reading Thenius ingeniously proposes mtiTt "TlJf^l D'^fHS "with darts

and .«tones of the field," from whifh both Heb. and Sept. may be constructed.—Tr.]

« [Ver. 10. For l^h'') read (with Sept.) dSh ; so Erdmann.—Tr.]
» fVer. 18. The improbability of the ark's being in the field, the impropriety of the phrase " bring the ark,"

and the general use of the ephod in inquiring of God (as in 1 Sam. .\xx. 7) reeonimcnd the Sept. reading " epiiod,"
the Hob. wf)rd for wiiir-h differs only sliglitly from that for " ark." Erdmann retains "ark."—Tr.1

ae [Ver. 18. For the .same reasons the Sept. reading is adopted here. Tlie Heb. 'JD1 is an error for D^
"]3, or 13 '

J£37 ; the latter is adopted by Erdmann (" the ark was in the presence of Israel "), who otherwise fol-

lows the Hob.—Tr.]
=• f Vor. 20. So Syr.. Vulg., Then., Erdmann (Qal) ; Chald. and Sept. as Eng. A. V. (Niphal).—Tr.]
.a

^ Ver. 21. Sept. mcorreotly SouAot. Note here the contrast between Hebrews and Israelites. The Eng. A. V.
has correctly • turned " (03D), but renders the same word (3'30 as it incorrectly stands in the Heb. text) again
" roimd about."—Tr.]

' ^

* [Ver. 21. For the insertion of Sept. see Exeget. Notes.-Tr.]
30 [ Ver. 2fi. This verse i- little more than a repetition of the preceding. Syr. in Walton (but not in Lee)

omits 2H a. Sept. reads :

•' And .T.ial was a wood aboundinc in bees, on the face of the field, and the people went
into the place of bees, and lo, they wf nt on talking," where they read ~>DT for B^DT : but Wellhausen's emenda-
i"^" J,'/^"'*

*'"*''f' ""' hon.'v on the ground, and the people went into the wood, and bees were moving " is doubt-
ful. Thepjissai;eisdilfienlt.-TR.]

" [V er. 27. So the Qeri instead of Kethib " saw."—Tr.]
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said, Thy father strictly charged the people with an oath, saying, Cursed be the

29 man that eateth any \_ovi. any'] food this day. And the people were faint.
^'' Then

said Jonathan [And Jonathan said], My father hath troubled the land ; see, I pray

you, how mine eyes have been enlightened, because I tasted a little of the honey.

30 How much more if haply \_om. haply] the people had eaten freely to-day of the

sp'oil of their enemies which they found ! for had there not been now a much greater

31 slaughter [for now had notthe^^ slaughter been great] among the Philistines? And
they smote the Philistines that day from Michmash to Aijalon [Ajjalon] ; and the

people were very faint.

32 And the people flew upon the spoil, and took sheep and oxen and calves, and
33 slew them on the ground ; and the people did eat them with [on] the blood. Then

[And] they told Saul, saying. Behold, the people sin against the Lord [Jehovah]

in that they eat with [on] the blood. And he said. Ye have transgressed [acted faith-

34 lessly] ; roll a great stone unto me this day [roll me a great stone hither^*]. And
Saul said, Disperse yourselves among the people, and say unto them, Briug me
hither every man his ox, and every man his sheep, and slay them here, and eat

;

and sin not against the Lord [Jehovah] in eating with [on] the blood. And all the

35 people brought every man his ox with him^° that night, and slew them there. And
8aul built an altar unto the Lord [to Jehovah] ; the same was the first altar that

36 he built unto the Lord [to Jehovah].^® And Saul said, Let us go down after the

Philistines by night, and spoil them until the morning-light, and let us not leave a
man of them. And they said, Do [o??i Do] whatsoever seemeth good unto thee [ins.

do]. Then said the priest [And the priest said]. Let us draw near hither unto God.

37 And Saul asked counsel of God, Shall I go down after the Philistines? wilt thou

deliver them into the hand of Israel ? But [And] he answered him not that day.

38 And Saul said. Draw ye near hither, all the chief [heads] of the people, and know
39 and see wherein this sin hath been this day. For, as the Lord [Jehovah] liveth,

which [who] saveth Israel, though it be'*'' in Jonathan my son, he shall surely die.

40 But [And] there was not a man among all the people that answered him. Then
said he [And he said] unto all Israel, Be ye on one side, and I and Jonathan my
son will be on the other side. And the people said unto Saul, Do [om. Do] what

41 seemeth good unto thee [;ins. do]. Therefore [And] Saul said unto the Lord [Je-

hovah] God of Israel, Give a perfect lot.^^ And Saul and Jonathan [Jonathan and

42 Saul] were taken ; but [and] the people escaped. And Saul said. Cast lots between

me and Jonathan my son. And Jonathan was taken. Then [And] Saul said to

43 Jonathan, Tell me what thou hast done. And Jonathan told him, and said, I did

but taste [I tasted] a little honey with the end of the rod that was in mine hand ;

44 and [om. and] lo, I must die. And Saul answered [said], God do so and more also,

45 for [om. for] thou shalt surely die, Jonathan. And the people said unto Saul,

Shall Jonathan die, who hath wrought this great salvation in Israel? God forbid

[Far be it] ; as the Lord [Jehovah] liveth, there shall not one hair of his head fall

to the ground, for he hath wrought with God this day. So [And] the people res-

46 cued Jonathan that he died not. Then [And] Saul went up from following the

Philistines, and the Philistines went to their own place.

II. AgainM the other Enemies round about—especially the Amalekites. Chap. XIV. 47-52.

47 So [And] Saul took the kingdom over Israel, and fought against all his enemies

on every side, against Moab, and against the children of Ammon, and against Edoni,

and against the kings of Zobah, and against the Philistines ; and whithersoever he

48 turned himself he vexed them. And he gathered an host [grew in strength], and

^ [Ver. 28. A parenthetical clause, apparently inserted by mistake from ver. 31.

—

Tr.]

S3 [Ver. 30. This word should have the Art. in the Heb.—Tr.]

3* [Ver. 33. Bead uhr) (Sept.) instead of DrH-—Tr.]
35 [Ver. 31. Sept. " what was In his hand."—Tr.]
35 [Ver. 35. Litor.illy: " It (or as to it) he began to build an altar to Jehovah," an obscure phrase.—Tr.]
37 [Ver. 39. The mase. pron. (referring to a feni. noun) may be defended as having an indefinite reference.

According to Thenias the Sept. read PUJ?'' (a7roKpi0v) i.

—

Tk.J

38 [Ver. 41. For discussion of the text of this passage see Exeget. Notes.

—

Tb.]
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smote the Amalekites, and delivered Israel out of the hands of them that spoiled

them.

49 Now [And] the sons of Saul were Jonathan and Ishui [Ishwi]^® and Melchishua;

and the names of liis two daughters loere these [om. were these\ the name of the first-

50 born Merab, and the name of the younger Michal. And the name of Saul's wife

was Ahinoam, the daughter of Ahimaaz, and the name of the captain of his host

51 was Abner, the sou of Ner, Saul's uncle. And Kish was [om. was] the father of

Saul, and Ner the father of Abner was the sou [were sous*"] of Abiel.

52 And there was sore war against the Philistines all the days of Saul ; and when
Saul saw any strong man, or any valiant man, he took him unto him.

39 [Ver. 49. " For 'Ity the Sept. read rty' = VtyX = bj.O-t^X = DB^n-K/'X "' (Vrdlhausen). Isliyo was equi-

valeiit to Ishhaal at a time wlien the name Baal (lord) was used of the God of Israel. Afterwards, from repagnanee
to tlie false Baal-worship, Bosheth was substituted for Baal.

—

Tr.]
*> [Ver. 51. The change to the plural is rendered neoessary by 1 Sam. ix. 1 and 1 Chron. ix. 30.—Tit.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The connection of chap. xiii. 1 sq. ivith ivhat pre-

cedes is not to be explained as a resumption here

of tlie narrative which was dropped in x. 16. In
support of this view Thenius affirms that it is only

by supposing an original immediate connection

between xiii. 2 and x. 16 that the words of Sa-

muel, X. 7, " when these signs come to thee, un-

dertake confidently what occasion may suggest,"

have a definite reference ; but there is such a re-

ference in chap. xi. already in the deed there done
by Saul. And, when the same expositor makes
Saul, inspired by the patriotic hymns of the pro-

pliets, proceed straightway to free his people

from the yoke of the Philistines, he takes for

granted what is not suggested in the words, and
puts too much into them.—Against the view that

the real continuation of the narration ending with

X. 16 is not given till now (the section x. 17-

xii. 25 containing matter foreign to the connec-

tion) Keil ( Comm. p. 90, Rem. l''[Eng. Tr., p. 122,

Rem. 1]) admirably remarks that, on this suppo-

sition, it is inconceivaljle that Saul, who on his

return from Samuel to Gibeah concealed his royal

anointing from his kinsfolk (x. 16), should straight-

way have entered on his public career In' choosing

3000 men and Ijeginning tlie war against the Phi-

listines—or further, that Saul should have had
such universal, complete respect as is supposed
by the people's pouring to him as king on his call,

imless he had before been publicly proclaimed
king in the presence of all Israel, and had won
by a pul)lic deed the recognition and confidence

of the whole people—and, finally, that the narra-

tive in xiii. 1-7 requires the intermediate events

of X. 17-xii. 2o in order to be intelligible.

—

But tiiis view of the real and historical connection
between xiii. si[. and x. 17-xii. 25 does not exclude
the possihiiity tiiat the redactor of the book from
xiii. on use<l another authority than that employed
in tlie previous history of Samuel, one, namely,
which treated of Saul's reign and rejection ; though,
on the other hand, it is more )>r()l)al)lc that the

editor of the book (which is derived from several

sources) here uses the same authority for Saul's

life <as in chap, ix., speaking more at length of

his deeds and official life, after having introduced

from the source relating to Samuel what was re-

quired to continue the narrative, and set forth the

historic'il events in their objective pragmatical
connection.

Ver. 1. The chronological statements at the

beginning of Saul's official life correspoml to the

usual notices of the age and time of reign of the

kings at the outset of their history (comp. 2 Sam. ii.

10, 11; V. 4 and the many similar places in the

books of Kings). We should therefore expect a

different datum from that of the text :
" Saul was

one year old when he became king, and he reigned

two years." And the attempts to extract sense

from the present text, at least the first part of the

verse, must be pronounced, partly on linguistic,

partlv on factual grounds, utter failures ; so that

of Luth., Grot., Cler., v. Gerlach [Eng. A. V.] :

" Saul had been king one year," and the Chald.:
" Saul was as an innocent child, when he became
king." The text (which is presupposed even in

the Sept.) is certainly corrupt, in the first place,

in the first half, and a number must be supplied

between |3 and njiy. Nilgelsbach supposes (Herz.

XIII., 433) thatV| = 50 has fallen out after |3

by reason of the double Nun ; to which it is no
objection (Thenius) that then Saul, supposing that

he reigned 20 years, would have been 70 when he
went into his last battle (xxxi. 6), but great diffi-

culty arises from the statement of Saul's youth

(ix.2). Others, as Bunsen, Vaihinger (Ilerz.

VIII. 8) supply a = 40, supposed to have fallen

out from the following similar tV, which would
suit both the statement in xiii. 5, that Jonathan
was already a stout warrior, and thnt in ix. 5.

This first .statement about Jonathan makes it im-

possible to accept the supplement ^ = 30 (in an

anonymous version in the Hexapla).—In the

.second half of the verse many try to retain the

text "and he reigned two years over Israel" by
construing it syntactically with ver. 2, and ex-

plaining, with Grotius, that Snul collected hi.s

armed band after having reigned two years. So
also Clericus: "As, twelve months and some more
after birth one may be said to be the son of one

year and living in his second year, so, the whole
of one year of reign and the greater part of the

second having elapsed, one may be called a king

of one year, who was reigning two years." But
ver. 1 cannot form a syntactic unit with ver. 2,

unless the subject Snid were omitted in ver. 2,

which would i)e arbitrary. Here, too, we must
suppose a gap left by the omission of a numeral

;

and it is highly probable that J = 20 has fallen

out, so that the duration of the entire reign was
given as in other cases. But the supposition

(taking the text without connection with ver. 2)
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that Saul reigned altogether only two years, hardly

de.*erves mention ; it is shown to be absurd by the

summary statement in xiv. 47 of Saul's wars.*

I. The principal war against the Philistines, xiii.

;

xiv. 1-46.

1. Vers. 2-7. The /H/rac/«c</o?i, of the war. That
this war occurred in the beginning of Saul's reign

is highly probable from the statement at the end
of ver. 2, that he sent the rest of the people home.
For here a gathering of the Avhole arms-bearing

population is presupposed, from which three thou-

sand men were chosen, and it is natural to infer,

since nothing has been said of any general sum-
mons of the peojile except for the ^Vmnionite war
{chap, xi.), that on this latter followed soon the

war against the Philistines narrated in xiii., xiv.

—

The statement, "And Saul chose him three thou-

sand men out of Israel," indicates an import-

ant fact for Saul's military rule: The formation

of a standing learlike body of chosen men into a per-

manent disciplined armij in distinctionfrom the mass

of the people, who had hitherto been summoned to war.

This body of .3000 men was so divided between
Saul and his son .Jonathan ( who is here men-
tioned for the first time I tluit the former had com-
mand of 2000, and the latter of 1000. This is in-

•dicated by the "with" {0^), and it is therefore

unnecessary to insert with Thenius a "which"

C^li/H) after "two thousand" (D's"'??^) "because

Saul himself could have l)een only in one place."!—Michm-ash, according to Rob. II. 328 sq. [Am.
«d. I., 440-442, and see Grove in Smitii's Bib.

Diet., s. V.—Tr.] the present desolate village

Muchmash, 3 J hours [nearly 9 Eng. miles, but

Grove says 7

—

Tr.] northeast of Jerusalem on the

northern cliff of the narrow pass which runs be-

tween it and Geba (which was on the southern
range of heights), the present Wady Suweinit.

The mountain or mountain-range of Bethel, which
along with Michmash was a post of the 2000 men
under Saul, can be none other than the range
(Josh. xvi. 1) on which the old Bethel lay (comp.
1 S. X. 3). The ruins of Beitin, on the old site

•of Bethel, and surrounded by mountains, are 3J
hours [9j or 10 Eng. miles] from Jerusalem.
The two posts were thus not far from one another,

and had i^robably about the same altitude.—The
other division, of 1000 men, was at Gibeah of

Benjamin, the home of Saul's family, under Jona-
than's command.—Tlie reason for the dismissal

of the rest of the people was partly, no doubt, that

Saul did not venture to advance against the Phi-
listines with an undisciplined mass, and that no
compact body, but only a strong garrison here
marked the borders of the Philistine power and
authority.—Ver. 3. .Jonathan's heroic deed. He
smote the garrison of the Philistines in
Geba. There is no reason for reading Gibeah
(thougli the ancient vss. so have it) instead of

lleba ; for this reading is obvioiisly an attempt to

correct the text which (from Gibeah in ver. 2) was
supposed to be incorrect. Whether this garrison

* [Some suppose that the nnmcrals, being unknown
to the editor (who lived Imit; :ift('i-\vardsi. never were in
the text. Bat neltiier tli<' amission of ver. 1 in Sept. nor
the resemblance of 'jljy (f"r 'JK/) to U^yHf requires this
supposition, which on general grounds is not probable.—Tk.1

t [Thenius (following Sept.) renders " 2noo, whic^h were
partly iu Miehui.ish, partly in Bethel."—Tu.]

was the same as that mentioned in x. 5, which
was perhaps, in consequence of the Israelites' oc-

cupying Michmash, removed to Geba opposite,

is uncertain. Jonathan with his thousand men
inflicted a total defeat on this garrison of the Phi-
listines. The word " smote," from its ordinary
military use and from the context, can here mean
nothing but a "slaughter." iSaul and Jonathan's
first movement may have been concealed from tlie

Philistine garrison by the nature of the ground,
or may have been so sudden as to be like a sur-

prise ;* and, as to the narrative, it was not neces-

sary to go into details on the method and result

of this military blow, because it is considered
merely as the beginning and occa-^ion of the deci-

sive struggle against the Philistines. It is there-

fore unnecessary to regard J' i' J as "pillar," sign

of the authority of the Philistines (Then.), or as

the name of a Philistine officer whom Jonathan
slew, (Ew.), or as a proper name (Sept.). Aquila
hascorrectly v7z6aTr//M,statio.—The woi'd "saying"

(iOXy) usually, where as here it is connected

with blowing a trumpet, introduces what is to be
publicly proclaimed after the sounding of the
trumpet, comp. 2 Sam. xx. 1 ; 1 Kings i. 34, 39 ; 2
Kings ix. 13. We might accordingly say that

Saul ordered it to be proclaimed by sound of

trumpet through the land :
" Let the Hebrews

hear." Then would follow (from the connection)

the story of Jonathan's heroic deed. These words
would in that case be the usual introduction to

what was to be made known, as among us in

public proclamations accompanied by mtisical

instruments, there are first words to call altention.f

The herald would then give the event to be pro-

claimed simply and clearly.—But it is an equally
well-supported view, that wliat is said is merely
that Saul had the important fact proclaimed by
trumpet throughout all Israel, without quoting
the words of the proclamation, and that the "say-

ing" introduces (as usual) only the words or

thoughts of the subject of the sentence. That is:

Saul blew the trumpet in all Israel, saying (or

thinking), The Hebrews shall hear it, namely,
the deed of Jonathan. We need not, therefore,

in any case, with Thenius, following the Sept.

y&sT/'jKaaci' o'l (5ni)/1o(, " the slaves have re-

volted,"t put "revolt" (U'"^?') for "hear"

i^J^OI!/') and render: "Let the Hebrews j'ei'o^^, free

themselves." Nor does the "revolting" suit the

presupposed relation of the Hebrews to the Phi-

listines. The words of Josephus, quoted by The-
nius: "He proclaims it throughout the whole
land, summoning them to freedom," contain an
explanatory, jiaraphrastic remark on wliat was
of course understood in the public proclamation

in consequence of Jonathan's feat, and cannot

therefore furnish a basis for a change of text.

But that in fact the content of the proclamation

was not a summons to revolt, but the state-

* [One of the translators who has visited the spot points
out tli.at tlie attention of the garrison would naturally be
directed to Saul's force at Michmash, which was very
near them on tlie north ; and thus Jonathan, who was se-

veral miles distant on the .southwest, could more easily

ettect a surprise.

—

Tr.i

t [Bib. Comm. compares our Oyez. oyez.

—

Tr.]

J The untrustworthiness of this is shown by the
SouAoi. which has arisen bv confounding D'''^3J.' with
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ment of Jonathan's blow, appears from ver.

4 : with the tnnnpet-ijroelaniation went through-
out Israel the news: Saul (that i>^, as cliief

commander, licail of the military forte, a part

of wliieh had inllieltd the blow) has smit-
ten the garrison of the Philistines.—At
the same time the people became aware of
the consequence and significance of this attack on
the position of the Philistines: Israel, it is said,

had become stinking, that is, suspected or hated
Avith the Philistines (comp. xxvii. 12; Gen.
xxxiv. 20; Ex. v. 21), by their purpose to shake
ollj arms in Iiand, the foreign yoke. The enkin-
dled hate and anger of the Philistines must needs
have led them to a speedy military undertaking
against Israel, as is narrated in ver. 5 ; and Israel
was thereby compelled quickly to gather all its

strength against the Philistines. This militanj
summons of the whole people is expressed by
'pi'"-*?] [called] : The people were called
together (summoned) after Saul to Gilgal.
Vulg., Sanclius, Luther translate incorrectly:
"cried" [instead of "were called together"].
The summons took place at the same time with
the trumpet-announcement. Saul went to Gih/al,

the old camping-place, because the i:)eople Avere
to assemble there, and indeed could only assem-
ble behind the steep declivities of the hills in the
broad plain which stretches to the .Jordan.—Ver.
5. To this movement of Israel answers the rapid
gathering of a large army by the Phi/istin^s. Most
expositors regard the number of chariots (30,000)
as too large in proportion to the number of horse-
men (6,000), and (comparing similar numbers
in 2 Sam. x. 18 ; 1 Kings x. 16 ; 2 Chron. xii. 3)
suppose an error of text here. According to
Thenius the Codex 715 of De Rossi has (origi-

nally) simply "a thousand" (•"]'^X).* It is "a

natural conjecture that the sign for 30, 7, has
Ijeen repeated i'rom the preceding word, and we
then read 'athousand chariots'" (Bunsen). The
supposition of three thousand chariot-warriors
(Syr., Calov., Hez., Scliulz, Maur.) is arbitrary,
and unsustained by 2 Sam. x. 18.—The large
army of tlie Philistines (one tiiousand chariots,
six tiiousand horsemen) encamped in Mich-
mash (which Saul liad left) in front of Beth-
aven. Tlie locality is disputed among modern
expositors. In the first place, against Jerome
who (on llos. v. 8, Bcthaven, qnce quondam, voca-
batur ^ Bethel) identifies Bethaven with Betliel,

tlie distinctness of these two places is, according
to Josh. vii. 2, to be maintained; according to
this passage, Bethaven lay east from Bethel, and
according to Josh, xviii. 12 there was a "wilder-
ness of Bethaven." We must first inquire liow
we are to understand "over against" (HDnp).

If we assume that this expression "in geographical
statements always means east" (Then)., it vet by
no means follows, as Then, thinks, tliat Micli-
masli was very near the Jordan, far from (Jibeali.
Apart from the groundless identification of Gibeah
and Geba (the former, Jonathan's position, was

* [8o De Rossi st.itps in his Var. Led., and also men-
tions that Rof-hiirt, Capelhis anrl Hoiibiaant favor the
reaflint; of Syr., Arab.. .-J.dOf). Wordsworth sngiiests that
the Ptuhstine.i hired ehariots from other nations (1
Chron. .xix. G, 1). Rashi, Radak, Ralbag say nothing.— I'h.j

nine* miles farther south), there is between
Bethaven (east of Bethel) and the Jordan so con-
siderable a distance, that Michmash may well
have lain east from Bethaven, without" being
" very near the Jordan," and tiierefore farther
from Geba than the narrative permits. It is,

therefore, unnecessary (with Keil), in order to

meet Thenius' objection, to render HOIp " in

front of" though to this there is no objection,

since the constant geographical expression lor

"east" is DHp."?) and the identity of the two

neither has been nor can be sliown (from Gen.
ii. 14; iv. 16; 1 Sam. xiii. 5; Ezek. xxxix. 11,

the only places in which our word occurs); and
so Ewald, Bib. Jahrb. X. 54 (comp. Keil on Gen.
ii. 14). In Isa. x. 29 Gibeah-Benjamin (along
with Ramah) is named with Geba in such a way
that the latter appears as a strong camping-place,
which had to protect the two other jilaces, and
from which their territory was commanded. If,

now, Saul ( according to ver. 2 ) was posted north-
ward at Michmash and Jonathan southward at

Gibeah-Benjamin, the Philistine position at Geba
would be between them ; certainly the double
Israelitish position was intended to embrace the
Philistine garrison on both sides. Jonathan
having destroyed this garrison by a coup de
main, and the Philistines having marched to

Michmash in great force (ver. 5), Saul was
obliged to abandon this position (which was now
after Jonathan's feat of no importance to him),
and betake himself to the old camping-plain at

Gilgal, that he might here assemble the people
to war, while Jonathan kept his position at

Gibeah-Benjamin (xiv. 16, 17), whence he per-

formed a second bold feat against the camp of

the Philistines at Michmash. Thenius reads

Beth-horon instead of Bethaven, on the ground
that the Philistine camp would probably be
pitched in the fertile region around Gibeon; but
both these places lie too far we.st to suit this nar-

rative, and the Philistines, in changing their

camp at Miclimash (ver. 23), would certainly

march eastward in the valley between Michmash
and Geba. The people were afraid of them
(vers. 6, 7), because they were apprehensive that

tlie Philistines would advance from Michmash
into the Gilgal-plain, and overpower them,
unprepared as tliey were.—"And the men of

Israel saw that they were in a strait (m augiis-

tiis), because the people were pressed by the

Pliilistines." This recognition of danger and
fear of a superior force expresses itself in three

ways. Partly, they hid tliemselves in the country
this side of the Jordan in caves,\ thorn-bushes (why
thick bushes (from Hin, thorn) should not serve

for hiding (Then.) is not obvious), in clefIs of

rocks, in waieh-foirers or ea-stles (the word is

found elsewhere only in Judg. ix. 46, 49, where
it is distinguished from viigdal, "tower," and is

a- liigh, isolated, roofed building, perhaps designed
to guard against military attacks. Clericus:
" fortified places ; they are high places, fortified

on a lofty site, as appears from the Arabic, in

* [Gibeah was not nine miles southwest of Geba, but
about four miles; see the maps of Robinson and Por-
ter, and Erdmann's statement on .xiv. 16. Tu.]

t jou these names see "Textual and Grammatical,"
in locu.—Tii.]
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which the word means any lofty structure " ) and
in pits; partly (ver. 7), tlmjfi.ee across the Jordan

into the land oi' Gad and Gilead (Clericus:
" regions toward the source of the Joi'dan, moun-
tainous and more difhcult of access for the Philis-

tine armv"), while Saul still remained atGilgal;

we see from this, as well as from the expressions

doivn and up (vers. 12-15), that this Gilgal could

not have been the elevated Gilgal or Jiljalieh

between Sichem and Jerusalem, which also would

be impossible from the military positions here

mentioned of the Philistines and of Saul
;
partly,

they go trembling after Saul, that is, the soldiers,

wlio were there as one body under liis command
n'inN). It thus appears tliat the Philistines

advanced against the Israelites with rapidity and
energy in strong force, to avenge themselves and
establisli their autliority ; and that among the

Israelites tliere was great dismay and confusion.

2. Vers. 8-14. Saul's hasty offering in opposi-

tion to the divine arrangement, and, in conse-

quence of this, his rejection by Samuel's prophetic

judicial sentence.—-Ver. 8. Sawl waited* according

to X. 8 seven days for Samuel to come and make
the offering for the people who were arming
themselves for the war against the Philistines.

After "which" supplv "appointed" (^J^'' or
TON, Sept., Chald.), 2"Sam. xx. 5. Comp. Ew.

I 292 b.—But Samuel came not to Gilgal,

that is, during tlie seventh day; the people were
scattered from him partly through fear of the

Philistines, partly from the failure of the hope
held out by Saul that Samuel would come.—Ver.

9. Saul makes the oflering, or causes it to be
made, without waiting longer for Samuel. The
fear that he would become entangled in battle

before the people were thereto consecrated by
oftering and prayer, and appreliension of the

complete dispersion and disheartenment of the

people drove him (ver. 12) to this disobedience

and this overhaste.—Ver. 10. When the offer-

ing was finished, behold, Samuel came,
from the context, on the same day on which Saul
had waited for him in vain and made the oifer-

ing. In his impatience in the presence of the

prepared enemy Saul had not waited to the end
of the appointed day.—Vers. 11, 12. SarrmeVs
question; What hast thou done? is an ear-

nest reproof to Saul for his self-willed violation

of the divine arrangement which had been pro-

phetically made known to him. In defence Saul
pleads three things : the dispersion of the people,

the danger of a sudden descent of the Philistines

into the plain of Jericho, and the possibility of
being obliged to go into battle without divine
consecration and blessing. The Heb. phrase
(•Tl, etc.) is literally "to stroke the face of Jeho-
vah," in order to gain His favor and grace by
offering or prayer. Comii. Ex. xxxii. 11. "J
forced myself" did violence to my desire, took
courage. Saul here intimates that it was only
after a strong internal conflict tliat lie determined
to act contrary to the divine command.—Ver. 1.3.

Two constructions may here be taken. The first

clause may be conditional (^?7=Nn=lb), "if

* The Hiph. of Qeri, '7n"l'1, is clearly formed after

Hiph. in x. 8, and Ketliib,' "7n'""^ (Niph. or Pi") is to he
retained. [On this section, vers. 8-15 a, see Erdmanu's
Introduction.

—

Te.]

thou hadst kept," and the second (iinj^ '3=

"yea, then!") the result: "yea, then would the
Lord ;", or tlie first may be simply declarative

(^"7=" not"): " thou hast not kept," and before

the second {T\r\^_ O, "yea, then would the Lord

have established thy kingdom") we may supply
the condition ["if thou hadst kept"] required

by the sense. The latter is preferable from the

whole situation, to which such liveliness of dis-

course better answers. Examples of such a con-

struction, with omission of conditional protasis,

are Ex. ix. 15; 2 Ki. xiii. 19 ; Jobiii. 13; xiii. 19.

See Ew., ^ 358 o. The twice (beginning of ver, 13
and end of ver. 14) repeated declaration: "thou
hast not kept the commandment of the Lord," in-

dicates the ground of the similarly twice (fii'st hy-

potlietically—tlien affirmatively) repeated judg-

ment: "thy kingdom will not be established by
the Lord, nor stand." It is therein assumed that

Saul received through Samuel a divine direction,

and that he had recognized Samuel's arrangement
as a direction from God given him through the

moutli of the legitimate mediator, which Samuel,

as Prophet of the Lord, was. The content of the

divine direction was this: Saul was to await the

arrival of Samuel, who, not arbitrarily, but in ac-

cordance with his other (here unmentioned) pro-

phetic work, determined the time at which the

battle was to begin under the consecration and
direction of the representative of the invisible

King of Israel. Comp. x. 8: "that I may show
thee what thou art to do." Saul had thus been

directed to await the divine directions, and by his

action here transgressed the fundamental law of obe-

dience to his King ; unquiet and impatient, self-

willed and fleshly, he fails to stand the trial which
lay in this command, and sets himself outside

of the relation of unconditional obedience to the

will of God, the humble fulfilment of which was
the condition of the establishment and continu-

ance of His kingdom. Samuel recognized with

his prophetic look the disposition of heart which

was at the bottom of Saul's conduct, on account

of which neither he nor his house could be the

Ijermanent bearer of the kingdom. Samuel's

judgment is therefore not hasty, unjust, harsh, as

it has been thought, but the expression of the di-

vine righteousness and holiness, as whose organ

he stood over against Saul ; and his conduct to-

wards Saul corresponds exactly to his position (as

we have heretofore seen him) as instrument of

Israel's God-king. Samuel's judicial sentence

signifies the rejection of Saul; negatively, it is the

denial of what would have occurred, if Saul had

fulfilled the required condition, the permanent

establishment of His kingdom, positively it is the

announcement that the Lord had chosen another

as theocratic king in his stead. Back of this ju-

dicial act of Samuel stands as its motive the

truth, brought to light by Saul's conduct, that

Saul had forfeited tlie royal office committed to

him ; for the tlieocratic king must be, at the head

of God's people, in full accord with the royal will

of God. Cleric: "Yea, the authority of the pro-

phet, rather, of God Himself, was maintained

—

which, if Saul could with impunity neglect the

most important commands, would afterwards have

been despised by tlie obstinate people impatient

of the yoke, and by the king himself."—Ver. 15.
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The 600 men, all that remained to Saul, shows

that he could not in any case have avoided what

he wished to avoid. The declaration, " thou hast

acted foolishly," is thus continued.
_
Saul's con-

duet was foolish because it 0£ necessity produced

the opposite of that which he was to gain by obe-

dience and trust in God.

3. Vers. 15-23. Samuel's "going up'' from the

plain of Gilgal to the elevated (riieffA-Benjaraiu,

Saul's home, is stated simply as a fact, and the

reason not given. That Saul also went thither

from Gilgal (Then.) is not necessarily supposed

in the word "numbered." The mustering of his

remaining troops is best placed in Gilgal; he

there reviewed them in order now to march

against the Philistines. The number of warriors

was reduced to GOO. Saul had therefore, by his

hastv, disobedient conduct, not attained his pur-

pose of holding the people together (ver. 11).

—

Ver. 16. Here the two positions on the opposite

lioiijhts of Geba and Michmash, a deep gorge be-

tween them running eastward into the plain, are

clearly and distinctly marked. The cauip of Saul

and Jonathan is said to be in Gcba (the present

Jeba, to be distinguished from Gibeah-Benjamin),

without mention of Saul's march to Geba; the

words "were encamped" rather introduce us into

the midst of the situation. Between the words

"from Gilgal" and "Gibeah-Benjamin" [ver. 15]

the Sept. (not understanding the passage) inserts:

"and the rest of tlie people went up after Saul to

meet him after the men of war, they having come

from (iilgal." So with some modification the

^''ulg.: et rcliqui populi aseenderunt post Saul ohviam

populo qui expu'jnabant eos venienfes de Guhjala.

But such a filling out is not needed in order to

understand the connection. The author's task is

not to give a couiplete, detailed history of this

war, but to set forth from the theocratic point of

view, in respect to Saul's conduct and God's deal-

ing, what occurred. Having in respect to the

former given a detailed accoimt of the scene at

Gilgal, without mentioning that Saul had gone

from Michmash to Gilgal (which is assumed in

ver. 4), it was sufficient, taking it for granted that

Saul had moved from Gilgal to Geba, to state the

fact that the camp of the Israelites was then in

Geba, and thereby to indicate the new scene, in

which in the following context the condition of

subjugation of the Israelites by the Philistines

under the divine permission is set forth. In this

simply theocratic sporadic description, which
oorresponds to the cut-up nature of the land on

whicli this occurrence took place, and to the im-

mediate vicinity of hill and valley, we have from

ver. 2 on a scries of distinct pictures, without

statement of their historical-gcograf)hical connec-

tion: 1) Michmash—Gibeah-Benjamin and Geba
'vers. 2, 3); 2) Michmasli—Gilgal (vers. 4-15);

3) (iilieah-Beni. and Geba-Be.ij.— Miciimash.

Tlie h!s(orlc(il-grogrftphic(d situation is as follows:

At first the Israel itisli army in two divisions lay

on the one side in Michmash, on the other side

in Gibeah-Benjamin. From this point .lonathan

smote the garrison or camp of the Philistines in

GeV)a. In consccpience of this the Philistines

—

who controlled the plain—colk-ctcd tlieir forces.

Saul left ]\Iichmash and marched down to Ciilgal

in order there to gatlier Israel to the conflict

against the Philistines, while the latter occupied

Michmash deserted by Saul. While Samuel re-

main^d at Gibeah-Benjamin, Jonathan's former
position, Saul and Jonathan took posiiion over
against the Philistines in Geba ; tluU is, at the
place where Jonathan had broken up the Philis-

tine garrison.

Vers. 17-23. The oppression of Israel by the Phi-
listines. In vers. 17, 18 the devastation of the
Israelitish territory by Philistine raids is de-
scribed. From the camp of the Philistines at

Michmash went forth "the spoiler" iD^npBT}).

The Article denotes that part of the army to

which was assigned the task of plundering and
devastation, and thus inciting to battle. There

were three bands (D'C'Xi—as in xi. 11). One
of the bands took the road to Ophra, to the land
of Shual. Ophrah was in the territory of Benja-
min (Josh, xviii. 23), five Eoman miles [1 Rom.
mile=about 1618 English yards] east of Bethel
(Onora.), conjectured by Rob. II. 338 [Am. ed. I.

447] to be the present Taiyibeh.* This band
therefore moved northward. Shnal, "Foxland,"
is probably the same with Shaalim, ix. 4. The
second party went towards Bethhoron (Josh. x. 11),
that is, ivestivard. The third band moved in a

soM^/i-ea.s/er/!/ direction. This Zeboim (D'jOi') is

to be distinguished from the Zeboim (D"3i') of

Deut. xxix. 22 ; Gen. xiv. 28 ; according to Neh.
xi. 34 it was a city inhabited by Benjamites, and
therefore in the Benjamite territory. The direc-

tion is given by the added Avords: "towards the
wilderness," for this wilderness is doubtless no
other than that of Judah, which extended east

from J erusalem. While, therefore, the Israelites

under Saul and Jonathan held a strong point on
the heights, tlie Philistines plundered the ].4ains

and valleys where they had the control.—Vers.

19, 20. Here they deprived the Israelites of arms;
for " there was no sr/u7A found in all the land."

The Philistines had broken up the smithies—for

they said: "lest the Hebrews make them suvrds or

spears." Only the implements necessary for ag-

riculture were allowed them—to sharpen Avhich

they must go to the Philistines. So Porsenna
allowed the Romans iron implements for agricul-

ture only. Before "the Philistines" the Sept. in-

serts "the land of," which is merely an explana-
tion of an unusual expression. The people signi-

fies the land or territory (Ew. ^281c?). The
meaning of the names of implements in ver. 20
cannot be determined with certainty. The first

(Hty^nO) from its. etymology may be any cutting

instrument. The fourth C^i^^^D?) Jerome ren-

ders sarculum, "hoe." The second (HN) is, as in

Mic. iv. S; Isa. ii. 4, "ploughshare," or "coulter."

The third (T!.)^) is "axe" or "hatchet."—Ver.

21 shows the consequence (nr\_^ni) of the Hebrews

having no smiths, and having to go to the Philis-

tines to sharpen their tools. And there was
dulness—properly notching of edges to the

shares, etc.; or, there came edge-dulness to the

shares. (n"*'i'3 from a stem which in Arab.
^ T

means "cleave." As the Art. here and its ab-

sence in D"3 are both strange; and the st. abs.

* [Mr. Grove thinks this unfertain (Smith's Bib. Diet,

s. v.).—Tl!.]
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gtands instead of tlie st. const., it is probable that

the text is corrupt, and (witli Keil) to be read

D'pn Typn, inf. Hiph. and rendered "po there

occurred dulness of the edges," etc.) Bunsen
pays excellently :

" The parenthesis indicates that

the result of the burdensome necessity of going to

the Philistines was that many tools became useless

by dulness, so that even this poorer sort of arms
did the Israelites not much service at the break-

ing out of the war." And to set the goads.

—

" To set " corresponds to " to sharpen," and com-
pletes the picture of the Hebrews' dependence on
the Philistines in respect to agricultural imple-

ments. The previously mentioned implements
(including the trident or fork) needed sharpen-

ing; the ox-goad needed new setting. The trans-

lation of De Wette: "when, namely, the edges

were dulled "is certainly not tenable

(Then.). On the otlier hand, neither this paren-

thesis, which describes the consequence of the op-

pression, nor the diflerencc in the lists of imple-

ments, is so remarkable as to require the follow-

ing of the text of the Sept. (Then, and Bottcher).

—Ver. 21 reads thus in the Sept: "and the vint-

age was ready to be gatliered, and the tools were
three shekels to the tooth, and to the axe and the

scythe there was the same rate." In their conjec-

tural restoration of the original text according to

the Greek, Then, and Bottch. proceed eclectically,*

and translate : "And there happened sharpening
of the edges to the shares and the spades at three

shekels a tooth (that is, a single piece), and so for

the axe and the sickle, yea, for the setting of the

ox-goad" (Bottch. who differs from Then, as to the

names of the implements, renders the second half:
" and so for the sickles and the axes, and for the

setting of the prong." ) Against tliis (conjectural)

fixing of the text are : first, the unintelligibleness

and confusion of the Greek text, on whicli this

emendation is founded ; then, tlie obviously wrong
conception of the Heb. by the Sept. in the begin-

ning of ver. 21 ; furtlier, the untenableness of the

rendering " single piece " for odoiTK, ^U [tootli],

which is not supported (Then.) by Theodoret'a
remark " Symmachus renders odonta ploughshare,

and Aquila plough," for this means merely that

odonta was understood of this or that implement,
not tliat it meant a single piece in reference to

price; finally (Keil), " the then value of money,"
according to which " three shekels for sliarpening

an axe or a sickle would be an unheard-of price."

—From this whole section it appears that, while
the Philistines held the lowlands, the Hebrews
carried on their till.age on the highlands and in

the gorge of the Jordan.—In ver. 22 Sept. has " in

the days " for " in the day," and after " battle "

inserts " of Michmasli," and so Tlien. and Ew.

;

but this is not necessary.! Referring to ver. 19 it

is said: There vras neither sw^ord nor spear
found in the hand of any of the people

* Rejecting the Ti'SH [vintage] of the Greek, and
• T -

reading T^Dn |
sharpening], which they connect with

D'pn [the edges], and instead of \ydhp \yhp^ [tri-

dents] read ni |U?S D'Sptl? ntJ'SD'a [al three shekels

to the tooth, and so],

t On the form iTDnSo see Ewald, Grrammar, JlSSc

that were with Saul and Jonathan. In conse-
quence of the above-mentioned measure of the
Philistines, the entire force with Saul and Jona-
than, 600 in number ( to this force the phrase
" all the people" is from the context to be re-

ferred) was unprovided with arms. This is not
in contradiction with the narrative of the battle

and victory of Israel over the Ammonites (chaj).

xi.
)

; for there we have not a regular army, but a
sudden rising of the people, and, even though
arms were gotten by that victory, it does not
thence follow that the comparatively small force

that remained with Saul and Jonathan must have
been regularly furnislied with arms, inasmuch as

the Pliilistine plan of disarming the Israelites

was a permanent one, and necessarily resulted in

a general lack of arms. These arms were found
only with Saul and Jonathan.—Ver. 23. '0

"^^i'^

is the passage or pass of Michmash. From Bee-
roth (Birch) extends a deep valley, the present
Wady es Suweinit, south-east and then east, open-
ing into the valley towards Jericho. On the
heights opposite lay southward Geba ( Jelja) north-
ward Michmash (Muchmas). Eastward from these
camps of the Israelites and Philistines several

side-Wadys opened into the deep Wady, })artly

from the north-west, partly from the south-west,

by which the passage was formed. Comp. Bob.
Pal., II. 327 sq. [Am. ed., I. 440 sq.]., and Later
Bihl. Besearches, 378 sq. [Am. ed.. III. 289 sq.]
" The ridges between these (the side-Wadys) ter-

minate in elevated points projecting into the great

Wady ; and the easternmost of these blufls on each
side were probably the outposts of the two garri-

sons of Israel and the Philistines." Towards tlie

pass of IVIichmash (north, therefore, over against

the Israelites) the Philistines sent forward a post,

a van-guard, as protection against the Israelites,

who might else have slipped up unperceived
through the side-Wadys or the pass formed by
these, and surprised the Philistine camp. The
strategical movement here indicated precisely ac-

cords with the ground where Robinson has pointed

out the pass. It is hence unnecessary (with Ew.

and Bunsen) to read l.^^^p and translate: "The
van-guard of the Philistines was thrown forAvard

beyond the camp of JVIichmash," though this in

fact was done, since a force was thrown forward
from the camp eastward towards the pass.

4. XIV. 1-15. Jonathan's bold attack 071 the Phi-
listines.

Ver. 1. " On a day " (Ql'i?), on the definite day

on which the following occurred. The words :

And Jonathan said to his armor-bearer: Let
us go over to the Philistines' garrison,
are repeated in ver. 6 for the continuation of the

narrative which they introduce. What lies be-

tween [vers. 2-5] is a statement of the existing

special circumstances and local relations. This
detailed narration shows that it is taken from the

account of an eye-witness. The " garrison " of the

Philistines is the advanced post mentioned in xiii.

23. On the other side.*

The interjacent statements introduce us into the

details of the whole situation: 1) Jonathan says

* T^TI is an abbreviation of nibn, the strengthened
T - V T -

demonHt. " that ;" it is seldom found, as here, witliotit

preceding substantive. Comp. Dan. viii. IG; Ewald,

1 103 d.
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nothing to his father of his purpose, because he
would have forbidden it as too dangerous ; the
undertaking is set on foot secretly, in the hope
of surprising the enemy in sleep or unprepared.
2) Saul (ver. 2) is encamped at the extremity of
Gibeah. This is mentioned to show that Jona-
than could unknown to him make such a blow.
Gibeah (ver. 16) is the city Gibeah in Benjamin,
whither also Samuel had gone from Gilgal (xiii.

15) back of Geba towards the south, yet with its

extremity (ver. 16) not so far from the pass of the
soutiiward-trending Wady, that the movements in

the ranks of the Philistines opposite could not be
thence observed. Under the pomegranate-
tree which is in Migron. By " rimmon " we
must here understand not the name of a place,

but, on account of the Art., the well-known pome-
granate. According to Judg. xx. 45 a rock near
Gibeah bore the name " Rock of the pomegra-
nate" [Rimmon]; and was well adapted for a
fortified position. It is a natural supjjosition that

the same place is meant here, named after the
well-known pomegranate. Luther here renders
Migron incorrectly suburb. Linguistically it can
only signify a place, which, however, from the
local relations cannot be the Migron of Isa. x. 28,
north of Michmash, whose name seems to be
found in the ruins of Magrun, eight minutes from
Beitin. Rob. II. 340 [see Am. ed. I., 463, Stan-
ley's Sin. and Pal. 202]. Rather this place lay

south of the pass of Michmash on the northern
extremity of Gibeah-Benjarain (Saul), and was
marked by the well-known pomegranate. From
the context it appears that Gibeah-Benjamin* ex-
tended far along on the heights which stretched

out (south of Geba) north-east towards the pass
of Michmash, and ended in a rock on which the
pomegranate stood, and on whose declivity lay
the place Migron. Tlie word means perhaps
^^ precipice" (Then.) which is linguistically better

than "threshing-floor" (Rosenm. Alterth. II., 2,

171). That two contiguous places should bear
this name is, on account of the nature of the
ground, as little surprising (Winer) as the fre-

quent occurrence of the names Ramah and Gibeah
(Geba).—3) Saul's folloiving consisted of about six

hundred men and Akiah the high-priest. We
must render: And Ahiah—bare the ephod.f
The words " priest of Jehovah in Shiloh " belong
not to Ahiah (Sept., Luth.), but to Eli. Wearing
the ephod was a sign of the high-priestly office.

Probably Ahiah was with Saul at Gilgal, and
ministered in the offering there made by him.
Tlie name Ahiah [" Jehovali is brother" or "bro-
tlier of Jehovah "] is identical with Ahimelech
[" brother of the king"] under which this great-

grandson of Eli, the sole survivor, (ii. 33) of the
house of Eli, appears (xxi. 2 ; xxii. 9, 11, 20

;

XXX. 7, e.a.). As to whether of the two names
was the original, Ewald remarks that they may
have been used without much distinction (since

mclech "king" might refer to fJod) as in Elime-
lech (in Ruth) and Eli.jali {Gesch. II. 585, Rem. 3).

—Thu people witli Sun! also kni-w nothing of Jo-
nathan's purpose. This .statement connects itself

* fTliis might Vm true of the distriot of Gibeah, but
not of the town itself, whii>h ononpied the .eummit of a
liiph rounded hill ; nor does it seem neeessary to put
Micron near .Miehmnsh : the statement in ver. ic rather
suppo'tes a greater liistanee.—Tii.j

t [See "Te.xtual and Grammatical " on this verse.—Ts.]

naturally with the remark on Saul's following.

—

4) Exact description of the ground wliich Jonathan
had to traverse in his lioki secret enterprise, vers.

4, 5. According to Robinson's remarks the plu-
ral "passes" is to be explained of the several
passages which were made possible by the side-

valleys. It is not probable that the plural refers

to a long passage over the mountain (Tlien.). Fur-
ther the word " between " is intelligible only on
the su^jposition of several passes. Between these
passes lay opposite one another two rocky crags
or projections, formed by the side-wadys opening
right and left into the deep, precipitous Wady
es-Suweinit. Robinson went from Jeba (Geba)
through that Wady across to Michmash. In this

passage (from south to north) he had on the left

two hills with steep rocky sides. " Behind each,"
says he, " runs up a smaller Wady, so as almost
to isolate them. One is on the side towanls Jeba
and the other towards Mukhmas" (II. 329 [Am.
ed. I. 441]). To this observation of Robinson
answers exactly the description in ver. 5, accord-
ing to which the one rock-ledge, Bozez, was a
column* on the north, the other Seneh, on the
south, opposite Geba.

Ver. 6. Continuation of the narrative, with re-

sumption of Jonathan's words to his armor-
bearer [ver. 1], but with the difference that the
Philistines are here not called by their own name,
but " uncircumcised." This expression marks
the difference between them and Israel as cove-
nant-people, which forms the basis for the fol-

lowing utterance of Jonathan. Ewald's charac-
terization of Jonathan's feeling as "a mixture of

youtliful impatience and lofty courage" (III. 48)
does not tuUy explain the inner side of this deed.

Its natural basis is youthful heroic spirit and
impetuous desire of achievement ; but it receives

liigli ethical value and significance from its reli-

gious root in Jonathan's (iod-fearing and God-
trusting heart, whose feeling is expressed in the

word : Perhaps Jehovah "will w^ork for us,

for there is no restraint to Jehovah to
save by many or by few.—Over against the
" uncircumcised " Jonathan is clearly conscious

:

1) that his people is the chosen one, belonging to

the Lord, with whom the Lord has made a cove-

nant, and 2) that the Lord cannot deny His
almighty help to tliis people as their covenant-

God. This word of Jonathan expresses the

genuine theocratic disposition of the liveliest

consciousness of God and the firmest trust in

God, whence alone could come a true deliverance

of the people from their oppressive burden. The
" perhaps " indicates not a doubt, but tlie humility

which was coupled with Jonathan's heroic spirit

;

he is far from tempting God. The hunibte and
modest hope whicii is expj-essed in tlie woril

:

"perhaps the Lord will work for us" is straight-

way grounded on the truth : there is no restraint

to the Lord, that is, he is at liberty to save by
many or by few ; that is, the Lord's help is not

dependent on the extent or tlie degree of the

means by wliich it is realized ; his helping power
is not conditioned, but absolute. The same
thought in Ps. cxlvii. 10, 11; 2 C'hron. xiv. 11;

1 Mac. iii. 18, 19.—Ver. 7. The answer of the

* p^}?D, "poured out," from pX% then "firm,"

" hard." [^Better from piV—Tk.]
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armor-bearer contains: 1) encouragement to car-

ry out his design, and 2) assurance that he will

act with hiin and stand by him according to his

will. Render: "do all whereto thy heart in-

clines."* — Ver. 8. Jonathan explains that, in

carrying out his purpose, he proposes that

they first shoiv themselves to the Philistines.—^In verses 9, 10, we are told how he would
therein find a divine sign whether the Lord
Avould grant unto them success in their de-

sign. He supposes two cases. If the Piiilis-

tines at his hail should say: ^^ keep still! till we
come to you," they will not go up to them ; for

that would be a sign of courage and preparedness.
But if they should say :

" come up to us," they
will go uji ; for that would be a sign of careless-

ness and slackness. This he would regard as a
divine sign that God had given the Philistines

into his hands. The divine sign, which Jona-
than proposed to find, was a fact whicii guaran-
teed the success of the enterprise on its natural-

human side also.—Ver. 11. When Jonathan and
his esquire showed theuiselves, the latter of the

two cases occurred. Tiie outposts of the Philis-

tines cry scornfully: Hebrews are coming
forth out of their holes, and call out to theui

:

Come up to us, and we w^ill tell you
something. An expression taken directly from
the life of the people, containing an apparently
bold challenge, yet (as we may see) not meant in

earnest, and concealing cowardice or careless

security and neglect. Cleric. :
" They hoped to

have sport with them, not supposing that they
could there climb the rock." Jonathan is now
sure that God has given them into his haruls.f

—Ver. 13. Lively description of the execution
by .Jonathan and his armor-bearer of their bold
undertaking and the brilliant result. On his
hands and feet Jonathan climbed up the
rock, and the armor-bearer after him. The
tezt-readinf) : "and they fell before Jonathan and
his armor-bearer," etc., gives a very good sense,

as Then, expressly admits. We need not, then,

after the Sept. read :
" and they turned before

Jonathan and he smote them," where Sept. incor-

rectly read «3'1 for =1^3']. How (as Ewald
asserts) the connection favors the reading of the

Sept. is not to be seen.^—The armor-bearer

• * The T") nCDJ is difficult, the rendering " turn thee,"

i. e., " go," not being allowable. It is, therefore, better

to read with Ewald '"TD^'? instead of HH^Ss, and nC3J

instead of Plbj, and render: " do all to which thy heart

inclines." The words :
" see, I am with thee according

to thy heart," i. e., as thy heart desires, present no dif-

ficulty, so that it is unnecessary, with Then, after Sept.,

to insert ^22^ after '"133^3. and read : lo, I am with

thee, as thy mind (is also) my mind. The Heb. text is
more appropriate to the occasion from its curtness and
pregnancy.

t .4t the beginning of ver. 12 we find the fem. form
for " garrison " [H^VO] instead of the usual masc. f^yrD)
On this Botteher remarks : "The grammatical ground
is that in ver. 12 it is said: the people (from several
points) of the wtiole garrison cried out." The %ohole is

properly expressed by the feminine form. See on Gen.
A.xxviii. 18.

13

slew completely after him.—The Sept. ha?
eTTfdidov, whence, however, we are not to read
^'plO ["more fully"] instead of the text "slay-

ing ;" the latter is to be retained from the con-
nection, the narrative, from the rapidity of the
affair, pressing on to describe how Jonathan,
pushing on, strikes down with overwlielming
might every one whom he meets, without stop-
ping to kill coinpk'telij, wliile the armor-bearer
following him, kills tliose that were struck down
that they migiit not rise again. The Heb. word
(^nni'OO) means "killing completely," as in xvii.

51 ; 2 Sam. i. 9 sq.—A like bold deed in scaling
a castle in the Numidian war is told in Sail. Bell.

Jugurth., c. 89, 90.—[This force of "complete
killing" can hardly be assigned to this Heb.
form (Polel, here causative of Q)al, of i^O). It

means simply " kill," and so in the passages cited
by (he author, and the statement liere seems to
be that not only Jonathan, but also his armor-
bearer (like the feudal esquire) took part in the
combat. The phrase " fell before liim " fairly

means " fell dead ;" the words do not warrant
the history gotten out of them by Dr. Erdmann.
But the Heb. text, though somewhat hard, mav
l)e m:iintained without this. See "Text, and
Gramm."

—

Tr.]— Ver. 14. The result of this

first slaughter w^hich Jonathan and his
armor.bearer made : about thirty men
were thus killed. In tlie last words of the verse
the overthrow is set forth in terms taken from
ploughing: in about a half-furrow of a
yoke of land.—This indicates the position of
the fallen, after Jonathan, pressing impetuously
on, had struck them down one after anotlier, and
his armor-bearer after him had killed those that
were not dead. This occurred in the space of
aliout lialf a furrow in a piece of land which one
could plougli with a yoke of oxen in a day.*
In the length of about a half-yoke lay tlie twenty
slain Philistines stretched out in a row. Cleric:
" Such apparently was the extent of the point of
rock which the Philistines had occupied." Of
the translation of the Sept. : "about twenty men "

with darts and slings and stones of the field,"

Clericus riglitly says: "They translated conjcc-
turally what tliey did not understand." To
Ewald's rendering " as if a yoke of land were in
ploughing" (so Bunsen, who regards this as an
extract from a poet) there are, in the first place,
two objections : 1) that the word (Hi*JO) means
" furrow," and not " ploughing," and 2) that
"yoke of land" means not the animals, )jut the
land itself Further objection to tliis rendering,
especially in reference to the completed fact here
related [Ewald represents it as an advancing act,

while the first half of the verse speaks of it as

* njJ^O is the furrow which the plough makes, as in

Ps. cxxix. 3. It is in stat. abs. instead of stat. const.,

because three nouns here stand together. Ew. g 291 a :

" Sometimes the second noun of sucli a series seems to

remain in stat. ahs., so tli.at we can only tell from the
sense of the whole, the relation of the third to the two
preceding. Isa. Ixiii. 11; Ecel. xii. 13.

—
"lOi' properly

" something bound," then "a pair or yoke of oxen,"
then " the groimd ploughed 1 ly a yoke of oxen in a defi-

nite time," = Jucjiim, jugerum.
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finished.

—

Tr.], see in Thenius.—[The Sept. text

may easily be gotten txom the Heb., omitting the

K. e. TTSTp. as repetition (see Tlien. and Wellhau-
sen), and gives a better sense. Bib. Com.:
" Tiiere is nothing remarkable in twenty men
being killed in half an acre of land ; and more-
over the Heb. sentence is extremely obscure,

without any apparent reason for its being so. . . .

A measure of time would not be out of place, if

the words could mean ' in about half the time
that a yoke of oxen draw a furrow in the held.'

"

Others, less well, understand here a space enclosed

by a furi-ow. Philippson remarks that the an-

cients were accustomed to measure land by the

ploughing of oxen ; but the difficulty here is not

in the way of stating the land-measure, but in

understanding why it is stated. Kitto (Daily

Bib. J II.) gives a good narrative of the exploit of

Jonathan. The text must be regarded as unsettled.

—Tr.]—Ver. 15. The consegtte/iceofthis bold deed:

panic fear among the Philistines. The success

of Jonathan's deed and this consequence are to be

explained by sujiposing that the outposts of the

Philistines did not think it possible that the two

men could get up, and, when tliey did, feared that

a body of Israelites were behind them, since they

could" not see down the steep declivity. The
camp of the field [Heb.: in the camp (or host)

in the field

—

Tb.] is the wliole camp of the Phi-

listines ; the terror, whicli had seized all the peo-

ple of the outposts, now took possession of the prin-

cipal camp also. The spoilers also, the body of

plunderers, trembled. There are many examples

in military history of the contagious power of

such fright, extending from a few widely out.

And the earth quaked is not to be understood

of an eartl) quake, but of the trembling of the

ground under the fearful uproar of the Philis-

tines.

—

And became a terror of God. The
phrase "and became" referstothebefore-described

disaster of the Philistines, all tliis grew into a
" terror of God," that is, the Pliilistines recognized

herein a mighty help of the God of Israel, by

which they had been thrown into this terror.

[The natural rendering is "the earth quaked and

became a terror of God," that is, the trembling

earth became the sign of the wratliful intervention

of God (comp. Vulg.); a miraculous earthquake

seems to be here described. Others regard the

divine name as a superlative addition, and render

"a great (a panic) terror" (Gesen., «/.) like "ce-

dars of God" Ps. Ixxx. 11, but this is not proba-

ble in this jDrose narrative.

—

Tr.]

5. Vers. 16-23. General flight and overthrow of the

Philistines in con.^equence of Jonathan's exploit.—
Ver. 16. Gibeali of Benjamin is not the present

Jeba (Then.), whicli ratlier answers to Geba.

Though the former was farther from the Philis-

tine camp, we need not be surprised tliat Saul's

watchmen could see thitlier, since from tlieir ele-

vated position they could with sharp eyes see

what wa-< going on' at that distance (nearly five

Eng. miles), or, if not, could go nearer.

—

And
bebold.the multitude or the tumult—though

|1"Dn may here mean "nudtitude" (Gesen. s. v.),

it is better to render " tumult," since the narrator

has in his eye the crowd thrown into confusion

by .lonathan's attack. This consideration sets

aside one of Thenius' reasons for here also follow-

ing the free translation of the Sept. ;—dispersed

hither and thither. It is better to supply-

" hither" (D"'7ri before D"'^nij, which might easily

have fallen out from homceophony; or (with the

Babb. and Ges.) read the Inf. Abs. and render
" were more and more broken up." [For another

view see "Text, and Grammat."

—

Tr.] Ver.

17. Saul could explain the aliair only as an
Israelitish attack. The numbering ordered by
him showed that Jonathan and his armor-bearer

were missing.—Ver. 18. Bring hither the ark.

of God. A change of text (Keil) after the Sept.

so as to read :
" Bring the ephod, for he wore the

ephod at that time before Israel," on the ground
that the ark had been placed in Kirjath-jtarim,

and was not used in asking questions of God, is

suspicious, because the ark, which was thought
to be connected with God's presence, was oiten

taken along to war. Comp. iv. 4, 5 ; 2 Sam. xi. 11

;

XV. 24, 25. Why could they not, in accordance

with this established custom, have taken it from
its usual place in decisive battles, and afterwards

carried it back? But it is not said that Saul
wished to incjuire of God at the ark. He wisiied

first to advance uith it against the enemy. But,

when he saw that the tumult increased in their

camp, and that they were already as good as

beaten, he desisted.* [If Saul had not wished to

inquire of God by the ark, he would not have
said "bring hither," (but "carry forward"), nor
" withdraw thy hand." It seems better, there-

fore, to read ephod, whether we adopt the whole
reading of the Sept. or not.

—

Tb.]—Ver. 19. And
the tumult .... and it increased more and
more is a broken construction, the subject being-

first put absolutely, and the predicate-sentence

put as relative-sentence. Withdraw thy hand;
that is, from bringing the ark = desist. Instead

(ver. 20) of "were assembled, called together"

(Niph.), read with Sept. (Alex.), Vulg., Sjt.,

Arab., " shouted" (Qal), for there was no need of

an assembly, as they were already there (Then.),

and besides, what is the meaning of " and. Saul

was called together and all the people," since

Saul was the assembler? Translate: And Saul
and all the people shouted (raised the
war-cry) and advanced to the battle.

From this war-cry of the advancing host under
Saul that which follows is ea.sily explained. In
consequence of the teri'or thereby produced, the

confusion in the Philistine army was very great.

That eivry man's sicord. was against his fellow in such

confusion (comp. Judg. vii. 22; 2 Chron. xx.

22, 23) is explained by what is related in vers.

21, 22. There were Hebrews in the host of the

Philistines. By this name, the usual one among
foreign nations, the Philistines called the Israel-

ites in their midst. The Art. ithe Hebrews)
refers to the exacter definition in the relative

sentence. And the Hebrews were with the
Philistines, as formerly, who had gone up
w^ith them to the camp. [It is better to

insert whu ("^l^X) alter "Hebrews," as in Eng.
A. V.

—

Tr.]. Bunsen supposes that these were
prisoners, who had hitherto been compelled to

fight against their countrymen. Or, tiiey may
have been levies from the i)art of the land which

* [For "^ 'jni wliifli gives no sense, read '"' 'JD?.
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the Philistines held. To render " divided out
roHiidabotd among the Philistines" gives no
good sense; the idea of '' roundabont" is inappro-
priate to the whole situation. It is therefore

l)ctter to read,"' with Sept., Vulg., Chald., Syr.,

Thenius, Buns., " turned." The otherwise in-

superable difficulty in the Intin. thus vanishes,

and we render: "these also turned to be with
Israel ;" that is, went over to Israel. This, of

course, tliev could not do without turning their

arms against their oppressors. In addition to

these (ver. 22) came all the Israelites who had
been in hiding on tlie mountains of Ephraim;
wlien they heard of the flight of the Philistines,

they too joined in the pursuit.—Ver. 23 1) affirms

that this fortunate achievement was due to the help

of the Lord, and 2) states the direction which the
battle took. The battle passed over to
Bethaven. Between this statement that the
fight moved northeastf from Miclimash to Betha-
ven, and that in ver. 81, tliat the Philistines were
smitten tliat day from Michmash to Ajalon [west],

an insoluble contradictionf has been discovered,

and it has been proposed to read Bethhoron
(which lay west of Michmash) instead of Betha-
ven. But such a contradiction cannot be ad-

mitted, because tlie movements in such a battle

are so fluctuating. Here in ver. 23 we have an
account of tlie battle which continued, and passed,

not far from Michmash indeed, over to Bethaven
in a northeasterly direction; in ver. 31 is an ac-

count of the completed battle, and the final result

is given, which is naturally this, that the Philis-

tines, drawn by the Israelites from their native
land towards Bethaven, fled, the greater part of
them at least, westward, and were beaten as far as

Ajalon. Bunsen :
" In general the flight of the

Philistines was natttrally westward (ver. 31), yet
no exception can on that account be taken to our
passage."

6. Vers. 24-31. Said's rash order. Between ver.

23 and ver. 24 the Sept. has: "And the whole
people was with Saul about ten thousand men,
and the battle spread in the whole city in the
mountains of Ephraim. And Saul committed a
great error" (that day and adjured). This is an
explanatory addition to the original text with
whose curtuess it does not harmonize. It is not

i

in itself im{>robable that the original six hundred
men should grow to this large body in the course
of the battle, and that the fight should extend
over the mountains of Ephraim is to be expected
from the dispersed condition of the Philistines,

and is even indicated in the end of ver. 23. The
phrase " in the whole city" has arisen from a mis-
reading of the following word "wood" ("i^'O).

—

The Masoretic text is short, sharp, and to the
])oint, corresponding to Saul's position and con-
duct as here described.—And the men of Is-
rael were distressed that day. In chap,
xiii. 6 the same word (li'JJj is used to express the
oppressed condition of the Israelites. Here it is

Saul that presses and drives the people in the
pursuit of the Philistines. The word means
" harassed, wearied out," and Thenius' objection

* mrnS . . . dj -nDD.-TE.]
: • -

: T
t rAooording: to xiii. 5, Bethaven was northwest from

Mifhmash, and there is therefore no contradiction
here.— Tr.J

that one does not see by whom or by what the
Israelites were pressed, explains itself.—The
wearied condition of the people made Saul fear
thatthe pursuit of the Philistines would thereby
be interrupted, and the lionc^r of the dav for
him diminished. And Saul adjured" the
people.*—He made them swear an oatli

—

bound them by an oath. Cursed be the man
that eateth food until evening and I be
avenged on my enemies.—Saul's passionats
zeal, spurred on by selfishness, self-will and per-
sonal desire for revenge causes him to lose sight of
the command of nature, to act cruelly towards
his brave warriors, and over and beyond to injure
his cause. "Blind zeal only hurts." Berlenb.
Bible: " In this prohibition there was a secret
pride and misuse of power, for he desired to force,

as it were, a complete victory, and then appro-
priate the glory of it to himself." The people
kept the oath even under the strongest temptation
to break it.—Ver. 25. And the v7hole land
came into the wood.—The "land" is put for

the people, as appears from ver. 26. C'omp. Jer.
xxii. 29. The honey which they found in the fo-

rest on the ground /o itm^ (^^7 "ill)) was not that

honey-like substance which is found on the leaves
of certain bushes and taken oft" them, but real
honey from bees who built on trunks of trees or
in clefts of rocks, which, as Schultz {Leistungen,
V. 133) has seen in the wilderness of Judea, often
flows in streams on the ground from the over-full

and pressed honev- structure (comp. Deut. xxxii.
13; Judg. xiv. 8; Ps. Ixxxi. 17).—Ver. 26. On
account of the oath no one partook of the refresh-
ing food which thus presented itself.—Ver. 27.

Jonathan, however, had not heard the oath of his
father. He dips his sta//'into the honey and eats,

in accordance with the haste of the pursuit—that
is, into the honey-comb (Sept.: KT/piov; Vulg.: fa-
vum, the comb, not the liquid honey), which pre-
sented itself; into the comb, not the liquid honey,
because only in this way could he get enough with
the tip of his staff. Instead of "saw" (Kethib)
read "were enlightened" (Qeri); see a similar
transposition in Heb. in 2 Sam. xxiv. 20, comp. v.

16. The word describes the bodily and mental
refreshment, the reviving of soul, which shows
itself straightway in the eyes.—Ver. 28. The last

words: "And the people are faint" are spoken by
the man who tells .Jonathan of the oath of liis fa-

ther, and at the same time stand in contrast with
the refreshment which Jonathan had indulged
himself in.—Ver. 29 sq. Jonathan's disapproval
of his father's conduct by pointing to the injury
he has thus done the land and people :

" My fa-

ther has troubled C^J-*, perturbare), brought

disaster on the land" (Genesis xxxiv. 30;

Josh. vi. 18; Judg. iv. 35). The disaster

is this: that the people, wearied with the

battle, had lost all strength by the lack of

nourishing food ("^^X Sbx). The defeat of the

Philistines was thus less complete than it would

* Read not 7Xn as if from TXIH, " acted foolishly,"

but SX"'1 Impf. Apoe. for nSx'M, from hSk, Ges. Gr. ?
V - V -;

—

T T
76, 2 a.
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otherwise have been ( ver. 29 ) .* Maurer renders as

independent sentence : "for now the slaughter ofthe

Philistines is not very great."—Ver. 31. See on ver.

23. Ajdlon, the present village Yalo, in the south-

east end of a valley extending westward from
Bethhoron. Eob. Later Bib. Res. 188 [Am. ed.

III. 145—and II. 253, 254; 14 miles out of Jeru-

salem, Smith's £. D.—Tr.] The mention of the

great wearineas and exhaustion of the people con-

cludes the account of Saul's rash conduct, and
leads to the statement of its consequences.

7. \^crs. 32-46. The consequences of Said's over-

haste, and the end of the battle.—Ver. 32.f And
the people flew upon the prey—that is, as

soon as it was evening, comp. ver. 24. The same
expression in xv. 19. The people slew the ani-

mals to the earth, down to the ground, and then ate

"Uipon [or, over] the blood," blood being on the

bodies because they were on the ground, and so
" with the blood." On the preposition (7^^) see

Ex. xii. 8 [Eng. A. V.: "with"], where also

it introduces the basis or accompaniments of the

food. The people transgressed the command in

Lev. xix. 26 :
" Ye shall not eat on blood" [Eng.

A. v.: "with"], that is, no flesh under which or

on which there is blood. This is an extension

of the prohibition of eating blood in Lev. iii. 17
;

xvii. 10, 11, which is based on the fact that the

blood is conceived of as the seat and bearer of the

life.—Ver. 33. The people's eating is character-

ized as a sinning against the Lord.J Saul calls

this conduct faithlessness, because the law of

the covenant was transgressed. For now the Sept.

has (unnecessarily) hither. [The Di'^, "to-day,"

"this day," is here not well rendered by "now,"
which would be nj^J/' ; the Sept. reading is better.

—Tr.]—Ver. 34. Saul directs his informants to

disperse themselves among the people, and announce
that everyone should bring his beast to him, and
slay here on the great stone, that there might be no
sinful eating.'? Saul's command, which speaks

for his careful observance of the Law, was
carried out by the people. As every where be-

fore, so here the people display unconditional

obedience to Saul. Only by slaughtering on the

stone was it possible to separate the blood from the

flesh. When the slaughtering occurred, the night

had already set in. The Sept. reading :
" what

wa.s in his hand " instead of " his ox in his

hand" [Eng. A. V.: "with him"] is unnecessary.

* '3 nX, properly " thereto comei that" then " let

alone" " v/)t to mention" and after an affirmation " all the

wnre." ^' how much Jiiore," 2 Sam. iv. 11; Gen. §155,2 a.

nn>? '3 often serves to introduce more strongly the

apodosis of a conditional sentence: " p^a. then." Ew. ?

358, 2 re; Geu. x.x.\i.42; xliii.lO; Num. xxii. 29; 2Sam. ii.

27. The X7 indicates that the apodosis is a question.

t For the meaningless tl'>''1 read £3^'1, Imperf. Qal.

of tD'J? with Dar/. forte implicit, instead of D>'''1, Ges. §

72, R. g. So after SS'tS? insert Art. with Qeri.
T T

i D'XtDn for D'Xtan with retracted vowel. Ew. ?188

c. ,

§ DTI~ ;X " to the hlood." The change of Prep, does

not alter the meaning; Sx stands for 7^ as in Judg.

Ti. 30 (see Maur. in lor.), 2 Sam. i. 24 ; x. 7—both some-
times occurrinc: in the same sentenoe, as xxv. 25;
xxvi. 15 sqq. ; 2 Sam. ii. 9 ; xx. 2X

—Ver. 35. Saul built the altar to the Lord as

thanksgiving for this victory over the Philistines.

The same he began to build— that is, he
built this as the first, comp. Gesen. ^ 142, A. 1.

[Bib. Comm.: "began to build, but did not finish,"

as 1 Chr. xxvii. 24. So Abarbanel ; but, accord-
ing to the Midrash, Saul began among the kings
the building of altars (,Philippson). Wordsworth

:

It seems to be implied that this was the first time
he had made acknowledgment to God for his

successes.

—

Tr.] Probably he here used the great

stone which he had caused to be brought. He
thus established a place for the worship of God in

commemoration of this victory.—Ver. 36. He is,

however, not satisfied with the defeat of the Phi-
listines, but proposes to spoil them that night till

the morning. According to Jonathan's state-

ment, indeed, the defeat was not total. Saul
rushes on in his wild desire of revenge, perhaps
incited by the consciousness of having committed
a gross folly, and thereby hindered the victory

—

and this he will now make good. The people are

again ready immediately to carry out his desire.

The priest, however, desires first to have the de-

cision of the Lord. " Hither," that is, to the al-

tar which had been built. [Patrick : because it

was dangerous to undertake any thing without

God's advice. Bib. Comm.: because the priest

doubted whether Saul's ardor was a righteous

one, and bravely stood in its way.

—

Tr.]—Ver.

37. The inquiry of the Lord was conducted by the

high-priest Ahiah through the Urim and Thum-
mim.* The Lord shall say whether the Philis-

tines are to be pursued, and whether He has deli-

vered them into Israel's hands. There are there-

fore two questions : whether further pursuit ?

whether happ}'^ result ? The failure of a divine an-

swer is for Saul a sign that there is a fault some-
where, on account of which the Lord is silent and
does not promise His help.—Ver. 38. Chief (HilS

" corner," " point "), the principal men, the heads
of the people (Judg. xx. 2), probably the elders

(Num. xi. 30). The whole people are called by
their representatives, to find out "wherein (or

whereby) this sin hath been this day." There is no
need to read (with Then, after Vulg.: per quem—
and Sept.: h rivi) "on whom C'?!) this sin rests,"

instead of "wherein" (^33). Rather the thing

than the person was here first to be regarded, since

the question was of an oflence unatoned for,

—

which, however, indeed, could not be fixed with-

out at the same time discovering the person.

—

Ver. 39. After the first '3 [here=" because,"

'' for"], which gives the ground, follows a second

and a third, the former introducing the declara-

tion, the latter resuming it after the parenthesis.

Tlie silence of the people is (as appears from ver.

45) sign of their conviction that .Tonathan had
done nothing wrong. [Perhaps, also, sign of their

regard for .lonathan. It does not seem that Saul

Avas here guilty of profanity {Bib. Comm.), since

he may have used the divine name reverently

(the expression was very common among the Is-

raelites), but he is guilty {Bib. Comm.) of further

rashness.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 40. Saul proceeds to decide

what was the oHence which prevented the divine

answer. The means which Saul here employs

* [That is, hy the Ephod, to which was attached the
breastplate with V. and T.—Te.]
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reminds ns of how Samuel (x. 20, 21) by the lot as

means of divine decision presented Saul to the peo-

ple as the king chosen by the Lord. While in the

great double question in ver. 37 Saul had applied to

the Lord by Urim and Thummim, and by His si-

lence received also an anmvr, and that a decisive

one, he now, in order to discover the cause of this

divine decision, employs the lot, as is clear from

the words "taken" [ver. 41] and "cast" [ver.

42] (comp. X. 20 sq.), which are never used in

connection with Urim and Thummim. The peo-

ple, who had not answered him when he swore a

second rash oath in which he recognized the pos-

sibility of Jonathan's guilt and death, now ex-

pressly approved his arrangements, but silently

decided for Jonathan's innocence and exemption
from punishment. Saul (ver. 41) before the

casting turns to God with the cry "give (or

establish) right." D'pj">, "unpunishable," then

" exemption from punishment," " innocence,"

"right," "truth." So Judg. ix. 16, 19; Josh,

xxiv. 14. The result of the trial is that Jonathan
is taken, ver. 42.—The Vulgate agrees with the

Heb. in ver. 41 only in the beginning and end

:

"and Saul said. to the Lord God of Israel—and
Jonathan and Saul were taken, but the people

went out." The intermediate words agree in

part with the Sept., which in vers. 41, 42, has a

long paraphrase. In this Then, and Ew. see a

part of the original text, reading D-Qj^ [Thum-

mim] for Cp^, and finding here the complete

formula which was employed in the nse of Urim
and Tfiummim. Against which Keil justly

remarks, that there is no sign here of the use of

Urim and Thummim, since the words in ver. 41

are provably never used of it, but always of the

lot, and it is clear from passages like x. 22 and 2

Sam. V. 23 that Urim and Thummim did not

consist merely in answering Yes and No, but God
by it gave answers, which could by no means be
gotten by the lot. The Sept. reading is, there-

fore, nothing but a subjective and erroneous opi-

nion of the translators.

Ver. 43 sq. Jonathan thinks death unavoida-

ble : Lo, I must die.^,S'«((i confirms this with
an oath :

" God do so and more also," coniji. iii.

17. Both hold the erroneous opinion that a sin-

ful ]iromise or oath must be kept. That the lot

fell on .Jonathan meant only, as a divine disposi-

tion, that the person was discovered on whom,
according to Saul's opinion, rested the fault, by
reason of which God's answer to his question was
silence. Against both rises the people's voice as

the voice of God. The question [ver. 45] " Shall

Jonathan die?" and the answer: "Far be it,"

express the sorrowful astonishment and the ener-

getic protest of the people who were inspired by
Jonathan's heroic deed and its brilliant result.

But the decisive fact for the people was the iirm

conviction that God was with him and carried

out through him this deed of deliverance. Over
against Saul's oath the people set their own

:

" As the Lord liveth, there shall not a hair of

h.is head fall to the ground." To the second
" wrought" (ver. 45) supply the object of the first

:

" this great salvation." " And the people rescued
him," not, as Ewald says, by putting another'to
die in his stead, but solely by their energetic

protest, in the face of which Saul is obliged to

let his oath go unfulfilled. For a similar inter-

vention of the people see Liv. 8, 35.— [Patrick

:

They ilid not rescue him by force and violence,

but by their petition to Saul and the reason they
gave for it. Jo.scphus saith that " by their prayers
and vows to God they delivered him." They
were too forward indeed to swear directly against

Saul's oath ; but of the two, his being the most
rash, God was pleased to annul it, and absolve
him from it.—Wordworth: Observe the humilia-
tion to which Saul is reduced by his disobedience.

—Kitto : The enlightened consciences and gene-
rous enthusiasm of the people.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 46.

The closing statement. Saul desisted from fur-

ther pursuit of the Philistines, with whose over-

throw as far as it could be effected under the

harmful consequences of his blind zeal, he had to

be contented. The Philistines went back to their

own land. In spite of this serious defeat their,

strength was not broken (comp. ver. 52). The
fact that Saul desisted from pursuit shows that he
understood the Lord's silence as a denial, and
was obliged to recognize as the cause of it not

Jonathan's conduct, but his own arbitrary and
rash procedure.

II. Summary account of Saul's wars and family-
relations. Vers. 47-52.

Vers. 47, 48. And Saul had taken the
kingdom, then he fought, or :

" When Saul had
taken the kingdom, he fought." The words do
not stand in pragmatical connection with the

preceding narrative of the battle against the Phi-
listines, as if the intention was to state that thus

(by this victory) Saul gained royal authority

(Then., Keil). His accession to the throne is

mentioned merely as starting-point for the histo-

rical-statistical statement of the various wars
which he carried on from the beginning of his

government. The already-related war against

the Ammonites is here again mentioned, and of

the war against the Philistines it is said, in ac-

cordance with the design of this interposed sec-

tion, at the end (ver. 52), that it extended
throughout his whole reign. His whole govei-n-

ment was a warlike one. Wars are here men-
tioned, of which nothing is elsewhere said.

What is said of his wars before and after this is

determined by the theocratic point of view, and
is designed to show how Saul, in fulfilling his

royal calling (essentially a warlike one), came
into principial* conflict with the theocratic task

and significance of the kingdom, and therefore

incurred of necessity the judgment of God. The
wars, which he had to carry on with his enemies
roundabout, are the following: against the Moah-
ites and Ammonites in the East, against the Edom-
ites in the South, against the kings of Zobah in

the Northeast {Zobah, a district of Syria, lay pro-

bably north-east of Damascus, between the Eu-
phrates and the Orontes, see 2 Sam. viii. 3
[" perhaps included the eastern flank of the
mountain-chain which shuts in Coele-Syria on
that side, the high land about Aleppo, and the
more northern portion of the Syrian desert"
(Geo. Rawlinson in Smith B. D.).—Tr.]), and
against the Philistines in the West. Thus the

"roundabout" is pictured to us. The word

* [Principial (Germ, prinzipiell) is "fotindprl on, or
connected with principles," in contrast with what is

accidental, inadvertent, not fundamental

—

Tr.]
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;t^'D'i^ [Eng. A. V. "vexed"*] indicates the

point of view from wliich these wars are to be
regarded as victories : he declared guihy (Keil

:

by deeds), tlie Hiph. [causative] of the verb

being often used of judges (Ex. xxii. 8; Deut.

XXV. 1; Job xxxii. 3), he inflicted pwaiskment, or

Executed judgment against the.se nations, because

they warred against Ood's people and thus opposed

the Lord's designs with respect to Israel. They
were natioual wars, which Saul carried on for

the lionor of tlie Lord and of His people.-—Saul's

development of power against the Amalekites is

made specially prominent; he "gathered strength"

f/'n iyy^}, Eng. A. V. incorrectly: "gathered

a host"]. This war against the robbing, plmi-

dering hereditary enemy, the Amalekites, is in

the next chapter described " from the theocrati-

cal point of view " (Then.).

Vers. 49-51. Saul's household and family.

Three Kons are mentioned : Jonatlian, Ishwi and
Malcliishua. Instead of Ishwi in xxxi. 2; 1

Chron. viii. 33; ix. 39, is Abinadab. In the last

two passages a fourth is named, Eshbaal,f who is

certainly the same with Islibosheth, 2 Sam. ii. 8.

The daughters : Merah and Michal.—Saul's wife:

Ahinoam, a daughter of Ahimaaz.—[Bib. Comm. :

" It is not improbable that Ahimaaz may have
been of tlie priestly family (Ahimaaz was son

of Zadok, 2 Sam. xv. 36), and perhajDs it may
have been owing to such a connection that Ahi-
jah was brought into prominence by Saul. If

there is any truth in the above supposition, it

would be an indication that Saul was not mar-
ried till after his election to the throne." But to

this last tiiere are serious objections, especially

the age of .Jonatlian, and the whole is a mere
conjecture.— Tr.]-—Saul's ca))taiii of the host,

general-in-chief, Abiner, abbreviated (ver. 51)
Abner, his cousin; in the next verse this relation-

ship is stated more fully : Kish, Saul's father,

and Ncri, Abner's fatlier, were sons of Abiel.J

—

Ver. 52 connects itself as to subject-matter with
ver. 46, in order, after the general view of Saul's

wars, to sliow that lie had to carry on a hard
struggle with one of these peoples, the Philistines,

all his life, and so give the ground for the neces-

sity that Saul was under, of forming and main-
taining a centr<d body of markedly valiant men
about him. This finishes the historical-statistical

sketcli of Saul as a irarrior-privce, to which be-

longs also from this point of view the mention of

his three sons, who fell in battle witli him (xxxi.

2), and of Abner, his general. The national-his-

torical significance of Saul as a king whose mis-
sion was essentially that of a varrinr is thereby
definitely characterized. At tlie same time the
descri[)tion of Saul as theocratic king is here
ended. In what follows is shown how the Lord
transferred the theocratic mission from him to

another man. Ewald : According to the pro-
phetical perception of the Work, Saul ceases with
chap, xiv. to be the true king, and therefore the

* [So Philippson (schrerkle. er), taking the rad. mpan-
itiK f)f tho verb to be "to be unquiet." Ges. renders:
"to pronounce guilty, gain one's cause, be victorious."
—Til.]

t [' >n the relation of Eshbaal, Ishbosheth and Tshwi,
and tlie text in ver. 51, see "Text, and Gram." in loco.
-Tr.1

X [So vor. 51 must bo rendered m.-ntead of as in Eng.
A. V.-Tk.I

history of his reign is here concluded with the
necessary general remarks about him."—We can-
not (with Then.) hold that the remark (ver. 52)
" when Saul saw any strong or valiant man, he
took him," is intended to introduce the narrative
of David's coming to Saul after the victory over
Goliath (xviii. 2), on the ground that here it

drags too much after what precedes. It would, if

we accepted Thenius' view, stand too abrvptly
and too far from this narrative of David. It rather
concludes the foregoing account, and connects
itself with tlie account of the first formation of a
standing army by a levy from the people (xiii. 2).

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. The history of Saul up to this time shows
with what splendid gifts he was endowed for the
fulfilment of his theocratic royal calling, to free

from their enemies, especially the Pliilistines (ix.

IG), the covenant-people, who had been united

and raised into a new religious-moral life by Sa-
muel. The following narrative of his victorious

wars against the enemies of God's people proves
tliat he fulfilled his war-mission. "A knightly
king stood at the head of the people, who formed
about him a school of heroes and drew to him a

vigorous army, and a knightly spirit pervaded
the whole people. But Said led the way in war-
like spirit no less than in all virtues of self-denial

and self-discipline,— he was a warrior-hero, wlio

nuiintained on the throne the moderation of his

former life." (Schlier., 25 [Konig Saul, 9]).

2. Yet there shows itself in the development
of Saul's inner life (xiii., xiv) a principle, which
is directly in confiict with the theocratic principle

of the Israelitish kingdom : that of human self-

will, which does not subject itself in humility and
unconditional believing obedience to the divine

will, and fails to estalilish the absolute supremacy
of the latter among the jieople of (4od. At the

beginning of the fulfilment of his warrior-calling

against the Philistines Saul was ]iut to the proof,

whether in his royal office he would master his

own will and yield unconditional obedience to

the word and will of God as true king of His peo-

ple. This test Saul did not stand, when he was

required to ibllow the divine directions as given

him by Samuel's mouth, which should have been

for him God's mouth. As bearer of the theocratic-

royal office bestowed on him, he set himself in

conflict with the theocratic-iirophetic watch-oftiee,

which Samuel held that he might be the organ of

the royal M'ill and command of the covenant-God

of Israel. He tlius denied the principle of the

unconditional sovereignty of God, which was to

be set forth and unfolded in his kingdom. It was

therefore certain that God's holiness and justice

cotdd not iiQrmit his kingdom to be permanent

(xiii. 1.3, 14).

3. The first test of faith, which Saul had to sub-

mit to, was a theocratic necessity ; for Siud must

first prove to the Lord by deeds that he wished

to be unconditionally subject to the Lord's will, to

yield obedience (i>uttingdown all self-will) to His

word which was to be revealed to him by pro-

jihets, and to trust alone to His helj). Such tests

as Saul had to stand, are, in the life of princes

and peoples, as of imlividuals, in tlie clinreh as

in every mendier of (iod's i)eople, of dirine signi-

ficance} failure to stand them leads away from
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the Lord, brings to naught the Lord's purposes,

results in misfortune and destruction. The indi-

I'irlnal elements of Saul's probation, the typical sig-

nificance of wliicli elements for all times and
circumstances of the kingdom of God is obvious,

are found partly in his outward position, partly

in his inner life. The external position of Haul, as

to time and place, was one of extreme distress.

In consequence of Jonathan's successful coup de

vnn'n, the Philistines were advancing with a pow-
erful army. The people of Israel, whom he had
summoned after Jonathan's heroic exploit (xiii.

8) to battle against the Philistines, became dis-

heartened and despondent, and dispersed them-
selves ; even the permanent band, which he had
gathered around him, lost courage and began to

disband. The seventh day had come, and Sa-

muel, who had bidden him wait till he came to

Gilsral to sacrifice for the people and announce
God's will, had not yet made his appearance.

This distressing and dangerous position (as he
himself xiii. 11, 12 intimates) gave occasion in

his heart to the temptation to act contrary to God's
will and command. In the first place fear of the

threatening dangers seized on his heart; to fear

joined itself impatienre, which prevented him
from waiting out the time appointed by Samuel

;

alongside of the impatience was doubt of the trust-

AvorthinesH of the divine promise given him
through. Samuel ; this produced vnqidet in his

mind, which drove him to take self-willed mea-
sures to help himself, and dissipated more and
more his trust in God; then came sophistical

calculation by his carnally obscured understand-
ing ; his heart-frame towards God of immova-
ble trust and unconditional ohedience was given
up. It was the root of unbelief from which all

this sprang.

—

Tlie consequences of this unstood
trial of faith show themselves straightway in two
directions: 1) for Saul's inner life: over against
Samuel, or, what is the same thing, over against

the holy and just God (who had addressed Him-
self to his conscience through Samuel's question

"what hast thou done?") he does not follow the

exhortation of his conscience, sorrowfully and
penitently to confess his guilt, but, on the one
hand, he seeks to excuse and justify himself by
pointing to the certainly threatening dangers, as

if he had done nothing but his duty, carrying his
defence to the extent of an untrue reproach of
Samuel (" thou earnest not at the set time "

), and,
on the other hand, he declares his conduct to be
thoroughly pious and God-fearing, affirming that
he desired simply before the battle began to seek
in sacrifice the Lord's face, while in fact this sa-

crifice against Samuel's express command had its

deepest root in the unbelief of his heart, wherein
he turned from God to his own flesh and blood,
•and showed himself openly disobedient to the will
of God. The self-justification of the impenitent
heart leads to unclearness and untruthfulness,
since lies and truth are mixed together; self-

justification before the Lord is inseparable from
self-deceit and hypocrisy. Here begins the un-
steadiness and passionate character of Saul's inner
life, as we see it afterwards (chap, xiv.) time and
aga'n, in all the external success of his arms, in
till the prosperity of his warlike enterprises. 2)

In respect to his theocratic royal callivg followed
the divine judgment : " Thy kingdom shall not

stand, for thou hast not kept the command of the
Lord." The house of Saul, which otherwise would
have held tlie theocratic kingdom permanently,
is here declared to have lost it, because Saul had
nor fuitiiled tlie fuadamenial condition of uncon-
ditional obedience of faith. The judicial sen-
tence is more fully expressed after the second
trial (chap. xv.). There the divine judgment
proceeds further to reject his person in conse-
quence of continued disobedience ; here we have
first the rejection of his house, so far as, begin-
ning from him, it might have become the perma-
nent possessor of the theocratic royalty. The
divine judgment, which is completed by this word
of Samuel, was a righteous one, for " in this wav
Saul strove, .so far as in him lay, to change the
Israeli tish theocracy (in whicli God would be
King of Israel and by His servants, the prophets,
rule in aflairs of state and war) into such a king-
dom as the heathen had, whose kings did every-
thing according to their own pleasure. Saul
strove after unrestrained freedom and authority,
but thus became a slave to desire, driven by an
evil spirit, and ripe for speedy destruction " (Roos,
Einl. in d. bibl. Gesch. [Introd. to Bib. Hist.l,

2, 271).

4. Jonathan's second bold deed of arms (xiv.

1-15) is, in contrast with Saul's failure to stand
the trial of faith, an example of victorious heroic

faith, which consists in unconditional but humble
reliance on the almighty help of the Lord (" per-
haps the Lord will, etc.," ver. 6), does not, in this

confident reliance, fearfully weigh and reckon the
much or littJe of human means of accomplishment
(" there is no restraint to the Lord, etc." ver. 6),

but yet wisely and prudently ob.serves the signs
given by the Lord, governs its conduct by them,
and then in God's power performs great things
(" there came a fright of God," ver. 15).

5. Saul's conduct after his fall in the first pro-
bation of faith is an illustration of the fact that,

when man's heart has lost its right attitude to-

wards the Lord, his whole life, both in its reli-

(jious and its moral aspect, loses truth and stead-
fastness. In accordance with the pretext (xiii.

12) that he must seek the Lord's face before the
battle, Saul afterwards heaps up proofs of piety
and godliness : he calls for the ark of God [or,

the ephod

—

Tr.] (ver. 18), is zealous against the
transgression of the prohibition of eating blood
(ver. 33 sq.), builds an altar to the Lord (ver. 35),
asks counsel of God as to further military under-
takings (ver. 37), swears by the Lord, the De-
liverer of Israel, to })unish the concealed sin of

the people (ver. 39), and calls on him to decide
where the wrong is (ver. 41). When the heart

has lost its proper attitude towards God of humble
obedient faith, and will not return to God in ho-

nest penitence, there springs up the delusion that

one may satisfv God and one's own conscience by
pious deeds. The spur of an evil conscience
drives us to the hypocrisy of a forced piety and
of legal zeal for the honor of the Lord, while we
put our own honor in the place of His. It is

characteristic that, after tliat scene with Samuel,
wliose words did not bend and break his heart
into honest repentance, Said loses all moral stead-

fastness. By God's help the victory over the
Philistines is gained (ver. 23), the enemy's whole
army is routed and fleeing. Saul, instead of
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thanking the Lord and grunting Jiis tired-out
people some reti-esiiment, is inllunied with fleshly

zeal, wJiich shows itself (ver. 24) in his jjurpotse

straightway to annihilate the enemy, and his con-
sequent adjuration of his army not to eat anything
till evening. In the thoughtlessness and precipi-
tancy of his warlike ardor, lie speaks tlie trai-

torous word " till / have avenged myself on my
enemies," showing that he puts himself in the
Lord's place, and forgets that the question was of
the Lord's honor against His enemies and His
people's. JSaul is zealous for his own honor, for

hk right and his glory. It is this that makes him
blind, so that he wishes to destroy the enemy till

evening with people exhausted by a hot contest,
without granting them rest and refreshment, cru-
elly and despotically ignoring natural human
rights and needs, and, in addition, enl'orces his
comnuuid by an oath. Such thoughtless and over-
hasty conduct could, as Jonathan distinctly says
(ver. 29j, only bring destruction. Saul's people,
harassed by his blind ardor, could not do what
they ought. The defeat of the Philistines was
not as great as it would have been if rest and re-
freshment had been allowed (ver. 30). The
strength of the people was broken (ver. 31).
From the sinful root of Saul's fleshly ardor
comes one evil fruit after another. The famished
people, in consequence of his prohibition, rush
ravenously on the animals, do not take time to
separate blood from flesh, eat the flesli in its blood
and thus transgress the Lord's command. In tlie

night Saul wishes to pursue the Philistines far-

ther, in order to destroy them completely. But
God checks him in this through the high-priest.

So little does he recognize the fact that he is to

blame for tlie incompleteness of the victory, that
he wishes to slay Jonathan, who is wholly free

from blame, for his unconscious transgression of
Ins arbitrary and unjustifiable prohibition. The
name of the Lord is invoked by Saul more tlian

is necessary, and misused to cover his perverse
disposition of heart. In overhaste and blind zeal

he swears an oath, which, though convinced of
its liostile operation, he wishes to keep, but cannot.

and is not allomd to keep. So it goes from sin to

sin after humble faith in the Lord is once given
up; in spite of all religious zeal and zeal for duty
and calling, Ijv which it is hoped to win God's
approViation and heal the wound of a bad con-

science, there remains the inner discord, and, if

there come no true repentance and conversion, a
condition of inner life must result like Saul's when
the Spirit of the Lord left him and the evil spirit

came over him.
6. There is here (vers. 24-2fi) a six-fold testi-

mony against Saul: 1) The word of his own
mouth: "till I have avenged myself on my ene-
mies," ver. 24; 2) The word of liis son: "my
father troulilcs the land," ver. 29; 3) The fnilure
of the pursuit of the Philistines, vers. 30, 31 ; 4)
the Lord's silence when he was inquired of, ver.

37 ; 5) The silence of the people at his oath, ver.

39; C) the decision of the people, ver. 45, by
which God's decision was made apparent, and
Saul's conflict with the Lord and himself shown
to be a conflict also with the people, who recog-
nized God's hand and will better than he. On
God's side there are not lacking co-working means
by which man, when he detaches himself from

God, may be brought to consider himself and re-
turn to God. And if he do not return, it is be-
cause of the energy with which the human will
persistently follows its own path, and rejects all
God's exhortations and influences.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Chap. xiii. 1-15. The test to which faith is put r

1) When the need rises higher and "higher, and
threatens destruction. 2) When the divine help
comes not at the expected hour. 3) When hu-
man support wholly fails. 4) When one's own
heart doubts and is afraid.—Vers. 8-15. Doubf
of the heart tempted by unbelief as to the Lord's
power and help : 1) Its root in the yet unconquered
self (self-love, self-will, self-conceit), 2) Its?

manifestation in disobedience to the will of the
Lord. 3) Its fruit the loss of the blessings of
divine grace.

The question of conscience : What hast thou done?'

1) What it signifies in the sight of the Lord (vers.

8-10). 2) With what excuses an evil conscience
answers it (vers. 11, 12). 3) What judicial an-
swer the word of God gives to it (vers. 13, 14).

The steps in the fall from, faith into unbelief: 1)
Unrest through doubt and fear. 2) Sin in im-
patience and disobedience. 3) Excuses that have
no ground. 4) Accusation by God's Spirit. 5)
Sentence by God's word.— [It is questionable-

whether we should regard Saul as having had
true faith in God.

—

Tk.]
J. DrssELHOFF : First steps towards the fall

of an already approved servant of God : 1 ) From,
what hidden corner of the heart has come forth,

the stumbling-block which made him stumble.

2) What has hindered him, after stumbling, from
again walking upright on his feet.

—

[Henry:
It is not sinning that ruins men, but sinning and
not repenting ; falling and not getting up again.—Tr.]

[Ver. 14. Hekry: Was not this hard, to pass

so severe a sentence upon him and his house for

a single error, and that seemed so small, and in

excuse for which he had so much to say ? No.

(1) The Lord here shows that there is no sin lit-

tle, because no little God to sin against. (2) He
shows that disobedience to an express command,
though in a small matter, is a great provocation;

as in the case of our first parents. (3) He warns
us to take heed of our spirits; for that wliich to-

men may seem but a small ofience, yet to Him
that knows from what principle, and with what
disposition of mind it is done, may appear a hei-

nous crime.

—

Tr.]
[Vers. 6, 7. " Man's extremity is God's oppor-

tunity."—Ver. 10. A few minutes more, and how
great a calamity might have been averted, how
great a blessing gained ! (Saul could wait no
longer, and yet Samuel came when he had just

finished the "burnt-offering, and had not yet of-

fered the peace-offering, ver. 9.)—Ver. 12. "And
I forced myself." Keluctant and self-deceived

disobedience.—Ver. 13. The folly of disobeying

(Jod.—Ver. 14. "Jehovali hath sought him a

man after his own heart:" 1) A man devout, not

merely by fits and starts, but profoundly and

habitually. 2) A man not self-willed, who
would rule according to tiie command of God
through the prophets. 3) A man who when he
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had done wrong would penitently submit to God's
chastening, invincibly trust in God's goodness,

and faithfully strive to live more according to

God's will. (In these and similar points, Saul
and David might be contrasted.) Maurice:
This was the man after God's own heart, the man
who thoroughly believed in God, as a living

and righteous Being ; who in all changes of for-

tune clung to that conviction ; who could act

upon it, live upon it ; who could give himself

up to God to use him as He pleased ; who could

be little or great, popular or contemptible, just

as God saw fit that he should be. . . . How many
of us feel that those who have committed grave
outward transgressions may nevertheless have
had hearts which answered more to God's heart,

which entered far more into the grief and the joy
of His Spirit, than ours ever did ! (See the whole
Sermon in "Prophets and Kings.")

—

Tr. ]

Chap. xiv. 1 sqq. S. ScHMiD : When God has
resolved to accomplish something great and won-
derful through a man. He knows how in a won-
derful manner so to move his spirit that, without
tempting God and with a believing heart, he
attcmjits that which is above his nature and his

power.—Yer. 6. Berlenb. Bible: "There is no
restraint to the Lord," etc. These words have
such force that nothing can be added to them
without abating their force. In so saying Jona-
than goes through all apparent great perils with
a spirit becoming a soul at once righteous and
composed. It is true, O God, that it is no harder
for Thee to deliver us by few than by many.
Our strength counts for as little before Thee as

our weakness.—The measure of faith is also the
measure of God'§ help. Such a soul undertakes
everything with heartiness because it does not
long consider. It knows that God can do every-
thing, and that is enough for it. The more it

doubts, too, its own powers, the more it trusts the
power of God.—S. Schmid : Two points has a
pious man in his performances especially to

observe : one is that his faith shall confide in

God's promise ; the other, that he shall not doubt
God's almightiness.

—

\_Hope, founded on faith: 1)

It is certain—a matter of faith—that the Lord
can save by many or l)y few. 2) It may be—

a

matter of hope—that He will work for us. (Peo-
ple often say :

" I have faith that we shall suc-
ceed in this enterprise." That is not properly
a matter of faith, but only of hope. We believe

that God can give success when it is His will

;

Ave are pemiaded that our enterprise is righteous
and would have desirable results ; therefore we
hope that it may prove to be God's will to give
us success.)—Tr.]—Vers. 18, 19. Starke: That
is the way with all hypocrites ; when a rainburst
of misfortune falls upon them, they are quite
devout, pray industriously and seek defence and
protection from God ; but when the storm is past
they run off again, and ask not after God, Luke

^xvii. 17.

—

[Wordsworth: Saul is a specimen
of that class of persons who show a certain reve-
rence and zeal for the outward formic of religion,

and even a superstitious reliance on them, but
are not careful to cherish the inner spirit of vital

religion.

—

Tr.]

Vei". 23. The Scriptures ascribe everything to

God. And in order not to ascribe everything to

the creature, they do not say : Jonathan delivered
Israel, but, God saved Israel. From this we can
see that a soul which truly resigns itself to God
is in His hand only a poor instrument, which
He is wont to use with greater advantage the less

it works anything of itself, but merely follows
the hand and the will of God.—Ver. 24. [Words-
worth : Observe his egotism. He does not call

them the enemies of the Loi-d, but he says :
" that

1 may be avenged on mine enemies ;" and he
speaks in this self-confident tone even after that
the Lord had just marvellously interfered to save
Israel.

—

Tr ]

—

Cramer: To make a vow incon-
siderately is censurable, and woe to those who
deliberate without consulting God, Isa. xxx. 1.

—

Hall : Hypocrisy is always covered with a blind
and ungrateful zeal, Rom. x. 2.—S. Schmid:
The lack of foresight in tliose who fancy them-
selves quite too wise or are carried away by vio-
lent passions often lets the fairest opportunity of
accomplishing something good slip between the
hands.—Ver. 32. S. Schmid : A sin seldom
remains alone, and from one error always arise

several others.

—

Hall: A hasty vow commonly
brings much mischief after it.— Ver. 33. Berlenb.

Bible: Thus do hypocrites know how to see evil

in others, but not in themselves.

—

Osiander :

That is the way with hypocrites, they will never
be guilty, but others shall always be so.—Ver. 35.

Cramer: Hypocrites have the appearance of

holiness ; but the power of godliness they deny,
2 Tim. iii. 5 : Ezek. xxxiii. 31.

—

Osiander :

Hypocrites wish to be regarded as if they were
promoting the honor of God and of His name,
and yet in fact are seeking nothing but their own
honor.—Ver. 36. Starke: A Christian should
begin nothing till lie is first assured of the divine

will.

—

Berlenb. Bible: Saul as a picture of stout

self-reliance always wishes only to carry out liis

purposes without God, to get booty, make the

victory greater, annihilate the enemy. It nevei'

came into his head to ask God's counsel.—Vers.

38, 39. Cramer : God's eyes look at faith, and
without that it is impossible to please God, Jer.

V. 3; Heb. xi. 6.—vS. Schmid: Unjust sentences

and rash oaths should not be approved, but con-

demned at least by silence.—Ver. 40. S. Schmid:
It is wise conduct not to oppose the authorities,

but to be pleased with their words and works, so

long as God's word and conscience i)errait.

—

Vers. 42-44. S. Schmid : He who has a good
conscience is not afraid of God's judgment, John
iii. 21. To push justice to extremes is often to

do the greatest injustice.

—

[Scott : Tliose wlio

are indulgent to their own sins are generally

severe in animadverting on the sins of others

;

and such as most disregard God's authority are

most impatient when their own command.s ajjpear

to be slighted.—Tr.]
Vers. 1-15. The belieidnf) spirit of God's soldiers

against the enemies of God's kingdom: 1) It

confers not with flesh and blood, liut makes tlie

lioldest ventures alone with its God (vers. 1-3).

2) It shrinks not back before the greatest diflTi-

culties and perils (vers. 1-6). 3) It humbly
leaves success to the Lord (ver. 6, "'perhaps," etc.).

4) It trusts alone in God's almightiness without

regard to human might (ver. 6, " there is . . . to

the Lord," efr.). 5) It marks the signs from the

Lord, by which it becomes certain of its success
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(vers. 7-12). 6) It ^ains, by God's help, a glo-

rious victory (vers. 13-15).

Vers. 16-23. The Lord helps His people in the

contlict afiaiiist their enemies, in that 1) He sud-

denly and unexpectedly defeats tliem upon hid-

den paths and in a wonderful manner (vers. 16-

19) ; 2) He brings their enemies into confusion
and causes tliem to turn their weapons against

eacli other (ver. 20 i ; 3) The forces of His people
that had yielded He rescues again and brings
them back to His side (ver. 21), and 4) the dis-

iieartc-ned and despairing He collects again to

His host, to be partakers in His victory.

^'ers. 24—46. The folly of those ivho let themselves

be ruled bi/ carnal zeal : 1 ) They are tliouglitless

and over-hasty in their resolutions; 2) They are
unintelligent and err in the means for their aim

;

3) Falling heels over head they miss the goal;

4) Led astray, they carry away with them into

error and sin the men who are under their influ-

ence ; 5) While in self-seeking and self-will

striving after good rei)utation before God and
men, they must before God and men be put to

^hame.
\'ers. 35—46. The exhortalion, Let us draw near

hither unto God. 1) Whereon it rests, (a) On
the nearness of God to us ; (b) on our duty in all

things to place ourselves before God's face. 2)

What it ai7ns at. (a) The clear knowledge of the
will of God

;
(h) the consciousness and manifesta-

tion of our own sin before the Lord.

Ver. 37. God's silence when ive question Him is

also an ans^rer, which 1) calls us to earnest self-

examination, in order to discover to us the im-
pure ground in our heart, from wliich the ques-

tion proceeds, and 2) causes us to mark the di-

vine delay as to that which we desire in a car-

nal way.
Ver. 45. When is the people's voice God's voice?

1 ) When it is an echo of that whicli God by His
word and His deeds of grace has spoken into the

heart and conscience of the people. 2) When it

is a contradiction to that which clearly opposes the
word and work of God.

Vers. 24-45. 3Tisuse of the name of God in the

service of hj/pocrisy : 1) By idle swearing in over-

hasty resohitions. 2) By impenitent invocation

of divine help in self-willed undertakings. 3) By
zeal in the name of the Lord against other peo-

ple's sins, while ignoring and concealing one's

own.
Chap. XIV. J. Disselhoff : The time between

the stumbling and the fall. We see, 1) How God's
wondrous faithfulness drives vSaul not to shame at

his unbelief, but only to carnal zeal ; 2) How he
wishes to supply the half-felt want of thorough
repentance by outward service of God; 3) How
therefore the further gracious respite and help of

God led not to upright action but to security.

[The fall of vSaul may be fully and instructively

traced by the help of " Historical and Theologi-

cal," Nos. 3 and 5.—Tr.]

SECOND SECTION.
The rejection of Saul for his disobedience in the Amalekite war.

Chapter XV. 1-35.

1 Samuel also [And Samtiel] said unto Saul, The Lord [Jehovah] sent me to

anoint thee to be \_om. to be] king over his people,^ over Israel ; now therefore [and

2 now] hearken thou unto the voice of the words^ of the Lord [Jehovah]. Thus
saith the Lord [Jehovah] of hosts, I remember [have considered^] that which [what]

Amalek did to Israel, how he laid wait for [withstood*] him in the way, when he

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
> [Ver. 1. OrtiittPfl in Rppt. CVat., not Alex.); Syr. has " Israel his people," while Vulg. and some MSS. have

"his people Israel." These may be free renderings, or may point to different texts.

—

Tr.]

- [Ver. 1, Wanting in Vat., Sept., and Vulg., and perhaps in Arab, (though Ar. 7lp is rather "I^T than lip).

The Heh. is not to be regarded as a later insertion to avoid an anthropomorphism " voice of God" (but the Targ.

has " the word of the saying of Jehovah ") but simply as a full expression (eomp. '"< Sip vers. 20, 22 of this eh.).

The Heh. Sip is equivalent to " word " (as in Arab.) in the phrase " hear the voice, obey the voice of Jehovah."—Tr.]

^ [Ver. 2. The word np2) means "vl.=it," " inspect," "fix the mind on," Vulg. rreensui, Aq. eTreo-fcei/zo^iji'.

Others render Cimproperly) "will punish." so Sept. 6/f«tKi)<r(o. Horl. Bib. null, hrim.virhpn, Dp Wette nhndeii. Oesen.
(Tlifs. s. v.). The signiticatinn "punish" exists, but the futiuv sense does not accord so well with the following
verse.—Tr.]

* [Ver. 2. Q}i^ with S " to set one's self against." In tlie corresponding pass.age in Dent. (xxv. 17-19) the

word nip is used "to go to meet" in hostile sense, and it is added "cut off thy rear-guard," which perhaps in

part suggested the rendering of Eng. A. v., which is found only here, comp. Jer. ix. 7 (8). The Targ., however,

has " laid wait" IJ-^Ji. and Syr. and Arab, omit.—Tr.]
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3 came up from Egypt. Now go and smite Amalek, and utterly destroy^ all that

they have, and spare them not, but slay both man and woman, infant and suckling,

ox and sheep, camel and ass.

4 And Saul gathered [summoned] the people together [o??i. together], and num-
bered them in Telaim,^ two hundred thousand footmen, and ten thousand men of

5 Judah.' And Saul came to a [the]® city of Amalek, and laid wait^ in the valley.'"

6 And Saul said unto the Kenites, Go, depart, get you down from among the Ama-
lekites, lest I destroy you with thetn ; for ye showed kindness to all the children of

Israel, when they came up out of Egypt. So [And] the Kenites" departed fmm
7 among the Amalekites. And Saul smote the Amalekites from Havilah mitil [as]'''

8 thou comest to Shur, that is over against Egypt. And he took Agag the king of

the Amalekites alive, and utterly destroyed all the people [all the people he utterly

9 destroyed] with the edge of the sword. But [And] Saul and the people spared

Agag, and the best of the sheep and of the oxen and of the fatliugs [secondrate],'^

and the lambs, and all that was good, and would not utterly destroy them ; but

everything that was vile'^ and refuse, that they destroyed utterly.

10 Then came the word of the Lord [And the word of Jehovah came] unto Samuel,

11 It repenteth me that I have set up [made] Saul to be [pm. to be] king; for he is

turned back from following me, and hath not performed my commandments. And
12 it grieved'^ Samuel ; aud he cried unto the Lord [Jehovah] all night. And when

[om. when] Samuel rose early'* to meet Saul in the morning, {^ins. and] it was told

Samuel,'^ saying, Saul came to Carmel, and behold, he set him up a place [monu-

13 ment]" and is gone about, and passed on [over], and gone down to Gilgal. And
Samuel came to Saul,'® and Saul said unto him, Blessed be thou of the Lord [Je-

14 hovah] ; I have performed the commandment of the Lord [Jehovah]. And Sa-

muel said. What meaneth then [And what is] this bleating of the \_om. the'^] sheep

15 in mine ears, and the lowing of the [om. the"] oxen which I hear? And Saul

said. They''" have brought them from the Amalekites ; for the people spared the

6 [Ver. 3. Sept. :
'• Destroy him and all his," which is preferred by Wellhausen. The Greek text eontains a

duplet, and the Vula;. adds "~ef non concupiscas ex rebus ipsius aliquid." The " utterly " which Eng. A V. everywliere
employs in rendering; the word D'^PI is as good an expression of the idea, perhaps, as is available. See trans-

lator's' note in the bodv of the work.

—

Tr.1
6 [Ver. 4. Sept. •'Gilgal" (see Krdmann), Syr. Teloyo or Teloi/e, Arab. Tmvila. Chald., Vulg. and others have

taken the word as appellative; Chald.: "by paschal lambs," on which Rashi (Breithaupt's translation) says:

"Saul told every man to take a lamb from the royal flocks, and then he numbered the lambs, since it was_ forbid-

den (Gen. xvi. 10, at.) to number the Israelites ;" Anonymous Greek version (in the Hexapla) apfxaa-iv for apvacnv
;

Vulg. : quasi agnos.—Tr.]
"• [Ver. 4. '• It is strange that .Jndah forms only the twenty-tirst part of the army, and that ' footmen ' and

'men of Judah ' stand opposed to one another " (Wellh.). Syr.: "two hundred thousand footmen, and ten thou-
sand with the men of Judah." The text is not clear.

—

Tr.]
8 [Ver. 5. The definite Art. is better, since it was certainly the principal (possibly, the only) city of the Amale-

kites. Perhaps it was called Ir-Amalek (Bib. Comm.). Sept. has " cities," and so Josephus (Bib. Comm.).

—

Tb.]
9 [Ver. .5. On the Heb. verb-form see Erdmann.

—

Tr.J
10 [Ver. 5. The bed of a winter-torrent, or. a ravine through which flows a brook or torrent; Arab. Wady.

—

Tr.]
11 [Ver. 6. On account of the absence of the Art. in the Heb. Wellhausen proposes to read Vp (as in Numb.

xxlv. 22; Judg. iv. II).—Tr.]
12 [Ver. 7. The general direction is here given, as in Gen. xxv. 18 (where, apparently, for 1-1I!?X we must read

nVij;).—Tr.]
13

I
Ver. 9. On the forms on this verse see Erdmann. Sept. :

" the good of the flocks and of the herds and of

the eatables (D'JOij/O) and of the vines (D'D'^II)." For D''Jt!^D (Eng. A. V. "fallings)" Vulg. has vestibus, per-

haps reading D'DDO. or (Bib. Comm.). D'3K^." Wellhausen transposes the 7j^ from the fourth word to the third

and renders :
" the best of the sheep and oxen, the fat and well-fed anim.als." As the text stands the third word

is best rendered " second-rate." which is not satisfactory. Proposed different readings are discussed in the ex-
position.

—

Tr.]
,M [Ver. 11. The meaning here is not clear. The Heb. phrase (7 '^IT'I) usually means " was angry," properly

"was hot, excited," not only by anger, but (as in Arab., Gesen., Fuerst) by any emotion, as grief. It is difficult,

however, to establish the sen.se " was sorry ;" the most favorable passage. Gen. xlv. 5, is not decisive, and, indoed,
is commonly rendered "be not angry." If Samuel here was angry, it was either with Saul (which is improliabliM,

or with himself (for which there is no reason), or with God (which we should not expect in Samuel), or witli the
general situation of affairs (which includes the others in part or in whole). The indefinite word " grieved " might
therefore, be retained in the translation.

—

Tr.J
16 [Ver. 12. Pregnant construction for "rose up and went to meet Saul.' Such constructions are common in

Hebrew.—Tr.]
18 [Ver. 12. The Sept. here badly transposes the names Samuel and Saul.—Tu.]
IT [Ver. 12. T clearly here "monument." Its relation to T " hand " and its original stem are not known.

—Tr.]
18 [Ver. 13 Sept. inserts: "and ho was offering sacrifices," though it is clear from the narrative that Samuei

had not seen the animals, ver. 14 ( Wellh. i.

—

Tr.]
19 [Ver. 14. The Heb. Art. is here better omitted in Eng.—Tb.]
» [Ver. 15. Sept. : I.—Tr.]
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best of the sheep and of the oxen to sacrifice unto the Lord [Jehovah] thy God ;

16 and the rest we'^" have utterly destroyed. Then [And] Samuel said unto Saul,

Stay, and I will tell thee what the Lord [Jehovah] hath said to me this night.

And he said unto him, Say on.

17 And Samuel said, AVhen [Though]" thou wast little in thine own sight, wosf thou
not made the head of the tribes of Israel, and the Lord [Jehovah] anointed thee

18 king over Israel ? And the Lord [Jehovah] sent thee on a journey [way], and said,

Go and utterly destroy the sinners the Amalekites, and fight against them until

19 they be consumed."^ Wherefore, then, didst thou not obey the voice of the Lord
[Jehovah], but didst fly upon the spoil, and didst evil in the sight of the Lord [Je-

20 hovah] ? And Saul said unto Samuel, Yea'^ \_om. yea] I have obeyed the voice

of the Lord [Jehovah]^*, and have gone the way which the Lord [Jehovah] sent

me, and have brought Agag the king of Amalek, and [w.s-. the Amalekites I] have
21 utterly destroyed the Amalekites [om. the Amalekites]. But [And] the people

took of the spoil, sheep and oxen, the chief of the things which should have been
utterly destroyed [things devoted to destruction (or, banned)] to sacrifice unto the

22 Lord [Jehovah] thy God in Gilgal. And Samuel said. Hath the Lord [Jehovah]
as great delight in burnt-offerings and sacrifices as in obeying the voice of the Lord
[Jehovah] ? Behold, to obey is better than sacrifice, and to hearken than the fat

23 of rams. For rebellion is as the siu of witchcraft, and stubbornness is as iniquity

and idolatry [For the sin of witchcraft is i-ebellion, and idolatry (or idols) and tera-

phim is stubbornness].^* Because thou hast rejected the word of the Lord [Jeho-

vah], he hath also [o7n. also] rejected thee from being king.

24 And Saul said unto Samuel, I have sinned, for I have transgressed the com-
mandment of the Lord [Jehovah] and thy words; because I feared the people and

25 obeyed their voice. Now therefore, I pray thee, pardon [And now, pardon, I pray
thee] my sin, and turn again [return] with me. that I may [and I will] worship the

26 Lord [Jehovah]. And Samuel said unto Saul, I will not return with thee ; for

thou hast rejected the word of the Lord [Jehovah], and the Lord [Jehovah] hath

27 rejected thee from being king over Israel. And as [om. as] Samuel turned about

28 to go away, [ins. and] he laid hold upon the skirt of his mantle, and it rent. And
Samuel said unto him, The Lord [Jehovah] hath rent the kingdom of Israel from
thee this day, and hath given it to a neighbor of thine that is better than thou.

29 And also, the Strength^® of Israel will not lie nor repent ; for he is not a man that

30 he should repent. Then [And] he said, I have sinned
;
yet honour me now. I pray

thee, before the elders of my people and before Israel, and turn again [return]

31 with me, that I may [and I will] worship the Lord [Jehovah] thy God. So [And]
Samuel turned again [returned] after Saul ; and Saul worshipped the Lord [Je-

hovah].

32 Then said Samuel [And Samuel said], Bring ye hither [om. ye hither] to me
Agag the king of the Amalekites. And Agag came unto him delicately [cheer-

33 fully]. 2^ And Agag said. Surely the bitterness of death is past. And Samuel said,

2' \\c'\: 17, The natural transliitinn i-; :
" though thou art little in thy eyes, art thou not lu'iul of the trihes of

Israel ?" as in Sept. : after wliioh it would then he better to liegin a new sentence and eontinue it in ver. IS .
' Je-

hovah anointed thee ami sent thee." The past rendering, liowever, (as iu Eng. A. V. ErJmann) i.s possible.—Tu.]
22 [Ver. 18. The prou. is repeated here in the Heb., probably by clerical error.

—

Tr.]

23 [Ver. 20. There is nothing in the Heb. corresponding to "yea." The 1U/X here introduces oratio recta

(as oTi in later (rreek).

—

Tr.]
24

I Ver. "20. Sept. badly "the voice of the people."

—

Tr."|
23 fVer. 2:}. Tlie Heb. order, in which the preciicate precedes the subject, is more forcible, ami not likely to he

misunderstood by mo.st Kng. readers. So it is stronger to omit the "as" which is not in the Ileli. The word
rendered " iniquity" in Eng. A. V. (flX) means " nothingness," and is used of sin in general, and frequently of

idolatry or idols, as here. The Vers., except Vulg. and Chald., are here confused. Chald. : "as the sin of the
men wild in(|uire by divination is the sin of every man who rebels against the word of Jehovah, and, a« the sin
of the people who \vander after errors (idols) is the sin of every man Who heaps up and adds to the words of the-

prophets "—Tr.]
20 [Ver. 20. nifj is variously rendered. Chald. and Syr. have same stem as Heb., idea of povrer, eminence

;

Vulg., triumphator ; Luther, held (hero); Martin, force; Diodati, vilforia (victory); De Wette, vcrtrauen (cortfi-

dence, trust); Van Ess., jpaAr/fei? (truth) ; Erdmanh, Aor< (refuge). The Sept. and" an anonymous Greek version
misunderstood this word, and rendered (as if from y^ffl) "and Israel shall he divided into two parts, and shall

not return." The Chald. paraphrases in order to avoid the anthropomorphic expressions of the te.xt.

—

Tr.]

27
I
V(^r. 32 So Chaldee. Sept., " trembling," Vulg., pinguissimus ei tremens, Aq. anb Tpuifiepias " delicately, dain-

tily," and so Sym. oi8pd«.—Tb.]
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As thy sword hath made woiiieu childless, so shall thy mother be childless among
womeu. And Samuel hewed Agag in pieces before the Lord [Jehovah] in Gilgal.

34 Then [And] Samuel went to Ramah ; and Saul went up to his house to Gibeah
35 of Saul. And Samuel came no more to see Saul [saw Saul no more] until the day

of his death ; nevertheless [for] Samuel mourned for Saul ; and the Lord [Jehovah]
repented that he had made Saul king over Israel.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 1-3. The divine commission to Saul to exe-

cute judgment on Amcdek. Ver. 1 is not to be
connected chronologically with ch. xii. (Then.),

but continues the narrative of chs. xiii. and xiv.

The solemn reminder of Saul's royal anointing

and of Samuel's divine mission to that end refers

not to xi. 15, but to ix. 15—x. 1. It points to the

fact that the following commission is a divine

command, communicated by tb.e appointed organ,

the prophet of God, and that the bearer of the

royal office has here to perform a theocratic mis-

sion with unconditional obedience. The "??ie"

stands first [snch is the order in the Heb.

—

Tr.]
in order to give prominence to the official autho-

rity, as bearer of which Samuel must needs have
felt himself obliged by Saul's past conduct to

assert himself over against him.—Ver. 2. The
Amalekites were a wild, warlike desert-people,

dwelling south and south-west of Judea in Ara-
bia Petrsea, descended from the same ancestor as

the Edoraites, and took their name from Esau's

grandson Amalek (Gen. xxxvi. 12, 16 ; 1 Chron.
i. 36). Comp. Joseph., Antiq. II. 1, 2, wliere

this people is described as an Edomitic tribe, and
their territory said to be part of Idnmea. The
mention of tlie " country of the Amalekites " in

Gen. xiv. 7 is not in conflict with their deriva-

tion from Esau's grandson, for this (Hengst.,

Pent. II. 303 sq.) is merely a proleptical state-

ment (comp. Winer, W. B. I. 51, Anm. 1).* In
the prophecy of Balaam (Num. xxiv. 20) it is

expressly mentioned as the first of the heathen
nations that opposed Israel as the Lord's people,

and whose destruction by Israel (comp. ver. 8)

is foretold. The first hostile movement of this

people is narrated in Ex. xvii. 8 sq. Soon after

Israel's exodus from Egypt the Amalekites fell

on their wearied rearguard in the desert of Re-
phidim, but were defeated by Joshua through
Moses' prayer, and were doomed to extermination
by the divine command (vers. 14, 16). God's
command to Saul goes back to these first hostili-

ties of the Amalekites (which were often afterwards
repeated in their alliances with the Canaanites
(Num. xiv. 40 sq.), with the Moabites (Judg. iii.

13), and with the Midianites (Judg. vii. 12) ),

the Amalekites (according to ver. 33) having
newly made an inroad, with robbery and murrler,

on the Israelitish territory.— I have noted
•what Amalek did to Israel, that is, the

whole series of Amalekite hostilities, the begin-

ning of which is expressed in the following words:

"how he withstood him" (to Heb. Dty supply

* [Another view is that the Amalekites were an
ancient Araliian tribe (Gen. xiv. 71 afterwards partially
fused with Edoniites (Gen. xx.xvi. \i. l(i). So Ewalil
(Gesck. I. .«!), Knoliel ( V. T.. >/, T2i. and see Smith's Bih.
Diet. s. V. For the view of the text see Herzog R. E.,
s.v.—Tr.]

npno* as in 1 Kings xx. 12), because in Ex.

xvii. 14, 16, Amalek is declared the doomed
hereditary and deadly enemy of Israel. Comp.
Deut. XXV. 17-19.

Ver. 3. The complete extermination of the
Amalekites, persons and property, as a righteous

judgment of the holy God (as is intimated in the
"noted" (considered) of ver. 2) is enjoined on
Saul. The phrase " put everything under the
ban " [this is the exact meaning of the Heb.

;

Eng. A. V. :
" utterly destroy,"

—

Tk.] is explained
by the following parallel phrases to mean " slay-

ing," the " inferior being put last in each mem-
ber" (Then.1, and the "both . . and" expressing
complete destruction w'iV^oui exception.— [lite Bun.
Tiie ban, of which we have here a notable in-

stance, was an old custom, existing probaljly

before Moses, but formulated, regulated and
extended by him. In its simplest form it was
the devotion to God of any object, living or dead.

(The object thus devoted was called D^.Dj Cherem,

from D^n, "to separate," "set apart from com-
mon use," and from the noun conies, according
to Ewald, the Heb. Hipli. " to make a thing
cherem," " put under the ban.") When an Israel-

ite or the whole congregation wished to devote to

God anything, man, beast or field, whether for

the honor of God, or to get rid of an injurious or
accursed thing, it was brought and offered to the
priest, and could not then be redeemed (Lev.
xxvii. 28)—if living, it must be put to death. A
deep consciousness of man's sin and God's holi-

ness underlay this law. The wicked thing, con-
trary to the spiritual theocratic life of God's
people, must be removed, must be committed to

him who was the ruler and judge of the j^eople.

And so the custom had a breadth of use as well
as of meaning in Israel which it riever had in
other ancient nations (Ew.). A city might be
devoted (Deut. xiii. 12-17), or a whole nation by
vow of the people (Num. xxi. 2), or by command
of God (Ex. xvii. 14). In such case all human
beings and cattle were to be slain, all tlie spoil

(houses, fiu-nitvn-e, etc.) to be burned, the land
was to lie for some time fallow, and other things
to be given to the sanctuary. From this strict

rule there were occasional deviations (Num.
xxxi. ; Josh. ix. 3-15), but on special grounds.
To spare the devoted thing was a grave offence,

calling down the vengeance of God. In later

times the ban was, doubtless under prophetic
direction, softened, and in the New Testament
times the infliction of death had quite ceased.—

•

On this wliole subject see Ew., Alterth. I. 101 sq.

(1866), Herzog R. E., s. v. Bann, Comm. of Ka-
lisoh and Bih. Comm. on Lev. xxvii —Tr.]

Vers. 4-9. How Saul performs this divine com-
mand.—Ver. 4. Saul summons the people (Heb.
"make them hear," the Pi. only elsewhere in

* [That is. "set array against," instead of "laid wait
for," as in Eng. A. V.

—

Tk.J
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xxiii. 8). The whole of tlie population fit for

war (see tlie numbers in ver. 4j appears again in

arms, because the powerful Amalekites could be
overthrown and destroyed only by the full force

of Israel.

—

Tdaim is the same with Telem, a
southern city of Judah (Josh. xv. 24), lying,

therefore, near the Amalekite territory, which
agrees with Saul's choice of the place for his mus-
tering of tiie army. The reading of the Sept.

:

" in Gilgal," is an unfortunate gloss, suggested
by chs. xi. and xii.—[On the numbers see "Text,
aud Oram." The separate mention of Judah
points possibly to a post-Solomonic date for the
chapter. See Erdmann's Introduction, p. 40.

—

Tk.J''—Ver. 5. The name of the '^ city" of the
Amalekites, against which Saul advanced, is not
known. t Saul lay in anibnsh in the valley. To
this Tlienius objects that nothing more is said
of an ambush, and that Saul went openly to

work ; but the first remark is of no importance,
since it is not intended to give a full account of
the battle ; and as to the second, Saul was aljle

to treat with the Kenites in the manner described
tlie better because he had concealed his army in

a gorge. According to the reading conjectured
by Theni\is :

" and he set the battle in array

"

(n3n'7p X^ri, after the Arabic [and Tavg.~

Tr.] : "he set the people in array there"), Saul,
" already prepared for battle," must have addressed
himself openly to the Kenites. But neither this

declaration to the Kenites, who were living in

the midst of the Amalekites, nor the withdrawal
of the former from their midst could have occurred
as related, if the Israelitish army had stood over
against the Amalekites ready for battle. The
latter would certainly not have looked quietly on
while Saul withdrew the Kenites from them to

himself.

—

Tlie Kenites, a small tribe of the north-

western Arabian nomadic peoples ( in Canaan as

early as Gen xv. 19), had shown friendship and
kindness to the Israelites after tlieir departure

from Egypt (Num. x. 29). Moses' brother-in-

law, Ilobab (Judg. i. 16), belonged to them, and
under his guidance it was that this kindness was
shown. According to Judg. i. 16 these friendly

Kenites dwelt south of the city Arad in the wil-

derness of Judah, that is, near the Amalekites,

and near tiieir original seat. Thence they had
descended up to Saul's time farther into the

Amalekite territory. Some of them settled in

the north, as Heber, husband of Jael (Judg iv.

11, 17). Another branch of the Kenites, hostile

to the Israelites and in alliance with the Edom-
ites, who dwelt in the caves of Arabia Petrsea,

and are without ground regarded by Hengsten-
berg (Bileam, p. 190 sq.) as a totally distinct

people, are set forth in Num. xxiv. 21 ;is the

object of God's inevitable judgment. The Ke-
nites here mentioned (they apjtear also in tlie

history of David as friends of Israel, 1 Samuel
xxvii 10; xxx. 29) are withdrawn from the

punishment which was infiicted on the Amalek-
ites.—Ver. 7. The defeat of the Amalekites readied
from Havilah to Shur. Havilah, according to

Gen. XXV. 18, the. boundary of the Ishmaelites,

* This war sooms to ho the same as that mentioned
in xiv. -IS; tint no date is given, and the clironology
throiiiili..nt is dittieult.—Tn.]

t D"*'! is Hii)li. of 3nx, contracted from ^IX'I, Ew.

I 232 a.'^

probably, therefore in the south-east on the bor-

der of Arabia Petraea and Arabia Felix ( accord-
ing to Strabo Ki, 767, the region of the Chaulo-
Iwaiis, which he puts between the Nabalaji and
the Agrfei). Shur is the present Wilderness of
Jifar, the portion of the Arabian desert bordering
on Egypt, into which the Israelites entered after

the exodus (Ex. xv- 22). Saul thus smote the
Amalekites throughout their territoiy from south-

east towards the west and nortliwest.— [Havilah
and Skiir. Great difficulty attaches to the name
Havilah on account of the ditl'erent mentions of

it in the Old Testament. It belongs to a Cushite
(Gen. X. 7) and to a Shemitic Joktanite (Gen. x.

29), perhaps thus denoting a region in southern
Arabia occupied by these two peoples. The
statement in Gen. ii. 11 throws no light on the
locality. It is difficult certainly to as.sign to this

tribe (the Amalekites) a limit so far south, and
we should then have to suppose a place difierent

from those mentioned in the passages cited, and
have almost no data for an opinion.—Shur is

certainly in the border of Egypt ; but it is not
easy to fix its exact position from the Bible-

statements about it (Gen. xvi. 7 ; xx. 1 ; xxv. 18;
1 Sam. XV. 7; xxvii. 8; Ex. xv. 22, 23). It

seems to be here not a wilderness, but a town or
fortress. As the word means " wall," and Ebers
has brought out the fact that a wall extended in

ancient times across the north-eastern boundary
of Egypt (whence the name Mizraim, "tlie en-
closed or fortified"), it is suggested by Welliiau-
sen that the place took its name from the wall
near which it was.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 8. Agag ("the

fiery" according to the Arab.) seems to have
been the official name of their kings. Num. xxiv.

7 (as Pharaoh among the Egyptians, and Abime-
lech among the Philistines).—That Saul did not
slay Agag, but took him alive, is to be referred,

from what we know of Saul, either to a fit of

weak lenity and forbearance, or to a vain desire

to hold the king of this people prisoner (v. Ger-
lach).*

—

The whole people, that is, speaking gene-
rally. Some survived of course ; the Amalekites
appear afterwards, xxvii. 8 ; xxx. 1 ; 2 Sam.
viii. 12. Their complete annihilation is men-
tioned in 1 Chron. iv. 43.—Ver. 9. Besides the
best of the people, king Agag, the beat of the

property, that is, among tliis people herds of

course, was spared ; for selfish I'casons Saul and
the people were unwilling to destroy the best of

the booty. Besides the best of the small and large

cattle, there is specially mentioneil the best of

the U^ypTp, that is, the animals which held the

second rank (so the Sing, denotes the second

after the king, 2 Chron. xxviii. 7, the second of

brothers, 1 Chron. v. 12 ; 1 Sam. viii. 2 ; xvii.

13, and the Plu. goblets of the second rank in

value, Ezra i. 10). According to this it must lie

supposed that tlie herds were divided into groups

according to their vahie. Perliaps, however, the

word also means (Kimchi and Tanchum) "ani-

mals of the second birth," which were thought

l)etter than the otliers.—[So Rodiger in Ges.

Thes., while Gesenius says incorrectly tliat they

were inferior. Bochart [Hieroz. 2, 43, jip. 429-

431) renders "bidentes," that is, animals which

* [Or, to parry him in triumph crJill), or Viecause.of
tlie comeliness of his person (.Joseph.).—Tr.]
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had shed, or were about to shed, their two long
teeth, at which time they were in their prime.
Other meanings have been assigned to the word,

none satisfactory.

—

Tr.]—Fat lambs also, fattened

on the meadows, are specially mentioned. The
Sept. reading " vineyards" (and so Ew.) is to be

rejected, because, as Then, rightly says, we have
here to do with things that could be carried

along. Thenius and Ewald [and Eng. A. V.]
read (with Cliald., Syriac, Arabic) "fatlings"

/D'^O^/p), instead of "second-class" (as in the

Heb.) ; but this is suspicious on account of the

ease of the change.*—" And they spared every-

thing good." From this comprehensive expres-

sion, and especially from the following statement

of what they destroyed, it is evident that the idea

of the word " best " is a loosely-defmed one.

Namely, it expressly says, they destroyed all

property [that was worthless.—TR.Jf

Vers. 10-23. By command of God Saul is

called to account by Samuel for his disobedience,

and his excuse being set aside, is hy Ood con-

demned and rejected.—Ver. 10. Samuel receives

a revelation from God concerning Saul's God-
opposing conduct. The psychological basis of
this revelation is Samuel's exact acquaintance
with the condition of Saul's heart, which was
already poisoned and rent by self-seeking and
self-will. The way and the form in which ihe

word of the Lord came to Samuel is not pointed
out. But it is probable from wluit follows (Ew.)
that it was by a dream. The content of the
divine word is 1) the declaration : It repenteth
me that I have made Saul king.—The
repentance of God is the anthropopathic expres-
sion for the change of the divine procedure into

the opposite of what the holy and righteous will

of God had determined under the condition of
holy and righteous conduct by men, when on
man's side there has been a change to the oppo-
site of this condition without repentance. The-
odoret :

" God's repentance is His change in ad-

ministration."J The repentance of God always
presupposes a change for the worse in man's
conduct towards God, whose holiness and justice

must consequently assume another relation to

man ; hence it cannot exist without accompany-
ing sorrow in the divine love over the sin of
man, which necessitates a change in God's action

*
I
On these names see "Text, and Grammat." No

satisfautory rendering of them has yet been given."—Te.]

t riDX 'O, from the connection, refers to cattle, as
T T :

in Gen. xxxiii. 14—nt^OJ- Ewald holds that this ean-
T : :

not be Niph. Part, from ni3'D, "contempt," and thinks

the text corrupt, § 126 6, .4 rare. 1 Tyet remarks that the
book of Samuel pressnts many examples of strange
words from the popular dialect]. Perhaps it is a min-
gling of niOJ, "sucked out," and ni3J, "despised"

T :
• T :

•

(Bottcher). But it is possible that this last word was
corruDted in the popular language, so as to produce al-
literation with the following word hy the arbitrarily in-
sei'ted O- 't'he second predicate DOJ is [Ni. Partep.]

from DDD, "to melt," the "ruined, mangy cattle."
~ T

Masc. and Pem. here stand together abnormally, as in

1 Kings xix. 11.

X [See Gill in loco for a good statement of this.

—

Tk.]

on man's life ; but it is too narrow a definition

to regard it (as Keil does, on Gen. vi. 6 and here)
merely as an anthropopathic expression for the
sorrow of the divine love over tlie sin of man.
Saul indeed remains the legitimate king of Israel

according to the divine apijointment. But, since
he has not remained the humble servant of God,
as which he wa-s called to be king, God the Lord,
with the deep sorrow of His holy love, must now
regard and treat him as an apostate who is in
conflict with tiie truth of the theoci'atic kingdom.
This declaration of God's repentance itself in-

volves the judicial decision of God, which, how-
ever, is here not yet expressly announced ; rather
this divine word contains 2) only the ground of
God's repentance: for he is turned back
from folio-wing me, and hath not per-
formed my commandment [literally, luord^.

Tlie first clause denotes internal defection from
sincere fellowship of life with the Lord under
the figure of a way, in which the walk after God,
that is, in His retinue in fellowship with him, is

performed in humble subjection to his will and
command ; Saul has not observed Samuel's ex-
hortation "turn not aside from after the Lord"
(xii. 20), and has gone his own way away from
God. The last clause :

" and has not kept my
word," is the external form of the defection : dis-

obedience in the non fulfilment of the divine
command. " He has not performed my word,"
that is, has follen away, has not reached perma-
nence, fulfilment.—A twofold effect is produced
by this revelation of God 07i Samuel's heart.—
To Samuel -was kindled, namely, anger

(siipply ^^, "anger," as in Gen. xviii- 30; xxxi.

36; 2 Sam. xix. 43, and many other places).

That it was holy anger is clear from what follows

;

for Samuel could pray in his anger. The object

of his anger was first, obviously, Saul's defection

and disolaedience, and then the therein-involved

violation of the Lord's honor and thwarting of

His purposes. To render :
" was sorry " (J. Schmid

:

doluit Samueli) is inadmissible, because the ex-

pression always denotes anger.—[On the difficulty

liere see "Text, and Grammat."—Tr.]—But to

anger at Saul's disobedience and frustration of

his holy mission Sanuiel adds prayer for Saul,

mighty, fervent: he cried to the Lord, ami
persistent, unremitting: the Tvhole night.

—

The object of the prayer was doubtless not I'elease

from tlie fulfilment of the divine command (Ew.),

but the exemption of Saul from the sentence of

rejection and the forgiveness of his disobedience.

But the hearing of such a prayer is conditioned

on the sincere repentance of him for whom it is

made. This condition did not appear in Saul,

but rather its opposite. Therefore the picture of

the priestly mediator, in which character Samuel
represents Saul before the Lord, changes into

that of the judging prophet, who represents the

Lord over against Saul.— [Abarbanel says, that

Samuel was angry and displeased because he
loved Saul for his beauty and heroism and as his

own creature whom he had made king, and that

he prayed all night because God had not revealed

to him vSaul's sin, and he wished to know why
sentence was pronounced against him.

—

Tr.]—
Ver. 12. Having thu.s learned immediately from
God by this revelation his divine mission to Saul,

Samuel after this grievous night goes early to
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meet Saul. On the way he learns that Saul had
come to Cannel (Josh. xv. 55), now Kurnuil witli

extensive ruins dating from ancient times and
the Middle Ages, southeast of Hebron [ten miles]

on tlie mountains of .Judali (conip. xxv. 2 ;
xxvii.

S) ; that he had there set up a monument in com-
memoration of this great victory over Amalek!
/T, "the hand," here denotes a monument of

vietorv, as in 2 Sam. xviii. 18, because this, like

the iiand, directs attention to what it denotes.)

The "him" [=to him] is in the whole connec-

tion significant, as it bi-ings out the selfish prin-

ciple which actuated Saul. He does not give the

honor to God the Lord by unconditional obedience,

but he sets up a monument in his own honor.—
/DD'T ["is turned, gone about"] cannot mean
*' went in solemn procession" (Buns.), nor are we to

read :
" and turned the chariot," as Then, does after

the Sept. whose translators did not understand the

"i^^^l, "passed on.") He passed over, namely

from Carmel and the neighboring niotnitain across

the mountains of Judah, and then descended into

the Jordan-valley to Gilgal (xiii. 4). Saul went

to Gilgal to celebrate his victory with off'erings.

Thenius and Ewald insert after "Gilgal" (from

Sept. and Vulg.) the words: "And Samuel came
to Saul, and behold, he was offering a burnt-offer-

ing to the Lord, the firstlings of tlie spoil, which

he brought from Amalek," supposing (but with-

out sufHcient ground) that they fell out of the

Heb. because the following sentence begins with

the same words. It is nowhere hinted that, ac-

cording to the view of the narrator, Samuel and

Saul had intended to meet on Mount Carmel

(Tiien.). The Sept. introduced Saul's offering

after the analogy of xiii. 8 sq. in order to conform

this second great sin of Saul to the first.—Ver. 13.

Samuel took the long journey to Gilgal to meet

Saul. In the place where he had solemnly pledged

Saul and the people to unconditional obedience

(chap, xii.), he now executes judgment for disobe-

dience to the divine will. The psychological and

ethical momenta of this procedure are clearly ex-

hibited in the following deeply moving narrative.

After all that had occurred between Sanuiel and

Saul (xiii.—xv. 1), Samuel's mere appearance

must have been an accusation and a warning of

conscience for Saul. Conscious of his sin, which,

however, he will not confess,—disregarding it, and

deceiving himself with all the arts of a heart en-

tangled in hypocrisy and lies, and alienated from

the Lord,-^he anticipates Samuel's accusation

with his defence: 1) he not only meets, but anti-

cipates, Samuel witli forced friendliness with the

greeting: Blessed be thou of the Lord; and

2) straiglitway adds tlie (insurance: I have per-

formed the commandment [word] of the
Lord.— In this he in one respect tells the trutli;

for he had broken the power of the Amalekites.

But in anotlier respect he tells a lie; for from sel-

fisli motives he had failed to carry out the com-
mand of complete annihilation, as given in the

''word of the Lord."—Ver. 14. Saul is convicted

of falsehood ))y tiie voices of the animals which he
has spared contrary to Orod's command. Samiiel's

mode of citing them against him by the question:

"What mean these voicesf has an air of holy hu-

mor and cutting irony.—Ver. 15. Saul continues

to advance in falsehood and hypocrisy, receding

more and more from the truthfulness of a confes-
sion of sin (which was his duty) by presenting a
two-fold defence: 1) "The people spared," he de-
clares; he does not blame kimself. And yet in
ver. 9 it is said : "Saul and the people spared.'' He
seeks to excuse himself as blameless by transferring
the blame to the people. And, sup2:)ose the peo-
ple had spared the good oxen, yet he, the gene-
ral, had permitted it; the people dared not do it

against his will. [Comp. the people's obedience
to Saul in xiv. 24, 34, 40.—Tr.] 2) He seeks to

extenuate and to justify his transgression of the di-

vine command by pleading the holy purjiose of
"sacrificing to God." Whether now this

was tliought of or not, in any case it is hypocrisy,
by which Saul seeks to excuse himself and the
people. [Bib. Comm.; "Every word uttered by
Saul seems to indicate the break-down of his mo-
ral character. One feels that after this scene, Saul
must have forfeited his self-respect." Bishop
Sanderson (quoted by Wordsworth in loco), in his
Lectures on Conscience, II. ^ 13, exposes the futi-

lity of the pretence that good intention is a right

ride of conscience and a good guide of conduct.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 16. Samuel interrupts him with the

exclamation: "Stay!" (^^H Imper. apoc. Hiph.

of Ni3"1, "desist, cease.") To the false and hypo-

critical speech of Saul he solemnly and sharply

opposes what the Lord said to him in the night.

(Instead of plu. OOX'] read sing.)*—Vers. 17-19

follows the powerfid, crushing address of Samuel,
hurled on Saul's conscience with the might of

Samuel's conviction that he now spoke as prophet
solely in the name and stead of the Lord to the

deep-fallen king.

First comes the reminder of his elevation from
lowliness to the high dignity of royalty by tlie fa-

vor of the Ijord. The question " wast thou not?"

sharpens for Saul's conscience the sting concealed

in this recollection. The sentence is variously

construed. Kimchi renders :
" though thou seem-

edst to thyself too little and weak to curb tlie peo-

ple, yet wast thou the head, and shouldst as such

have done thy duty"—wholly against the connec-

tion, and under the incorrect supposition that

Samuel received Saul's excuse. Koster refers the

exi^ression hypothetically to the future: "if thou

wouldst henceforward be humble, thou shouldst."

But against this is the reference to the past fact:

^the Lord anointed thee." Others (S. Sclimid,

De Wette, Keil) render: "when thou wast little,

thou wast made." But DS< must retain its mean-

ing, "if." Here, as in many places (Judg. xiii.

16; Am. v. 22; .Jer. v. 2; xv. 1 ; xxii. 24; Job

ix. 15; Josh. i. 18), it=" although." Ges. ^ 306,

2, 9 [Conant's Transl., § 155, 2g.—TR.]; Ewald,

? 355, 1, 6 [l?>].t Though thou wast little

in thine own sight.—Tlie reference liere to

Saul's own words, ix. 21, is beyond doubt. It is

the humiliating reminder to the haughty Saul of

the low position whence he had been elevated to

the headship of Israel, and of the modesty and

humility which he then possessed. "In thine eyes."

* [See a good note in Bib. Comm. on Samuel's com-

plete acquieseenoe in the divine decision which nt first

(ver. 11) so grieved him, and our duty always to trust

God.—Tr.]

f [On this construction see "Text, and Grammat." in

loco.—Tii.]
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Samuel here indirectly points to the haughtiness

of his heart as the deepest ground of his defection

from tlie Lord. The Lord anointed thee.—
That was God's gracious act by which he had been
raised to this height, and had incurred the most
sacred obligation to be obedient to the Lord and
to keep the people obedient to Him. On this

foundation Samuel bases his exhortation in respect

to Saul's guilt in this particular case.—Ver. 18.

The Lord sent thee on the [properly a] v^ray

and said: Go, etc.—It was a distinctly marked
tvay which Saul was to go according to the Lord's
command, "after him;" it was a divine mission

Avhich he was obediently completely to fulfd.

The sinners the Amalekites.—^These words
give the reason why this people was to be de-

.stroyed and not spared, because they strove to

annihilate God's peoi)le and kingdom.* All this

ought to have pledged thee to obedience. The
question: Why didst thou not obey the
voice of the Lord ?—with the accusation which
it contains—connects itself all the more emphati-
cally with the reference to the duty of obedience
which the Lord Himself had laid on him. The
following words characterize Saul's conduct as

based on avarice ["didst fly upon the spoil"].

The "fly," as in xiv. 32, expresses eagerness,

passionate craving.f—-Vers. 20, 21. Saul hard-

ens himself still farther: 1) in deceitful self-

justification, positively denying the fault attri-

buted to him (following exactly the order of

Samuel's specifications), and affirming with em-
phasis ("^^5) that he had gone the appointed waj/

«nd fulfilled the mission assigned him, witness of

which was the captive Agag and the annihilated

Amalekites; 2) in vain and hypocritical excuse,

which is a mere repetition of the above pretext

of the people's act and their purpose to sacrifice

to the Lord the spared oxen as "firstlings of the

spoil." This might have seemed a pious act, as

in the similar case in Num. xxxi. 48 sq.; but, as

<dl the goods of the Amalekites had been devoted

—

that is, consecrated—to the Lord, and the living

things must be killed, no burnt-ofFering (accord-

ing to Lev. xxvii. 29) could be made with them
(see Keil). Saul evades the fact that the com-
mand of God is : Every thing is to be put under
the ban (ver. 3). The words: "to the Lord thy

God" are a sort of captatio benevolent ice, an attempt

to curry favor [others see here, perhaps not so

well, an implied censure of Samuel, as if Saul
would say: "you rebuke me for serving the God
whom you profess to serve."

—

Tr.]

Vers. 22, 23. SamiKl's answer tears away all the

cloaks with which Saul had striven to cover his

sin, and lays bare the deepest ground of evil in

his heart. Hath the Lord as great delight in
burnt-offerings and sacrifices as in obey-
ing the voice of the Lord?—To give color

to his open disobedience to the Lord, Saul adduced
his purpose to make an offering. In opposition to

this is the meaning of Samuel's words: otfering,

brought with such a disobedient heart, cannot be
well-pleasing to God, as is the obedience of the

will, which subjects itself unconditionally to the
will of the Lord, and brings itself as offering.

* Instead of Dn'lb^ read ^n- with Sept., Chald., 8yr.,
Arab. t - >

-.

t OVr\ Impf. Qal. of tO'V with Dag. forte implic.

Ges. ?7-2, Rem. 9.

14

External offerings are an abomination to the

Lord when there is lacking the heart full of obe-

dient love, the humble consecration of the whole
man. The same thought was repeatedly ex-

pressed by Samuel (xii. 14, 20, 24) in his ex-

hortations to the people and their king, with

the threat of destruction for both, if they should
fail in this time-offering and service in faithful,

hearty obedience to the will and commands of

God. This fundamental ethical truth is affirmed,

with unmistakable reference to these words of

Samuel, in the classical passages Ps. 1. 8-14; li.

18, 19; Isa. i. 11; comp. 16-19; Mic. vi. 6-8;
IIos. vi. 6; .Jer. vi. 20.—In the following words:
To obey is better than sacrifice, the thought
takes a new turn : apart from what alone is well-

pleasing to God, only an obedient disposition of

mind is in itself something good, the offering,

without such a disposition, is not a good thing,

has no moral value. The " fat of rams," that is,

the pieces of fat offered on the altar [see Lev. i.

and many other places.

—

Tr.].—Ver. 23. The
thought is carried on as follows: As the outward
work of offering without answering devotion of

heart and life to God with obedient mind has no
moral value, and is not an object of the divine

good-pleasure, so disobedience and the thence-

resulting rebellion and defiant self-dependence is

similar in essence to, stands on the same moral
plane with the outward wickedness of ivitchcraft,

that is, " divination in the service of anti-godly

demon-powers" (Keil), and of idolatry. J.\X

[Eng. A. V. "iniquity"] is "nothingness," then
"false god" and "idol," Isa. Ixvi. 3, "idol-wor-

ship," Hos. X. 3. Teraphini [Eng. A. V. "idola-

try"] are household-gods as oracle-deities and
dispensers of good fortune, Gen. xxxi. 19. Comp.
Keil, ArchcioL,

'i
90 [and Smith's i?/6.J>ic<., Arts.

"Teraphini" and "Magic," Commentaries of

Kalisch, Delitzsch, Lange and Bib. Comni. on
Gen. xxxi. 19. Samuel's decided condemnation
of teRiphim- worship (which he clearly did not

regard as a permissible form of Jehovah-worship)
is to be noted.

—

Tr.].—For the sake of emphasis
the predicates in both clauses stand before the
subjects. As in divination and idolatry the

living God is denied and rejected, so is rebellion

and stubbornness a defection from the Lord and
a rejection of the Lord.- This is the ground
("3) of the declaration in ver. 22. Now follows

the sentence thus grounded, with sharp brevity

concluding this part of the scene : Because
thou hast rejected the word of the Lord,
he hath rejected thee from being king f

—

Rejected by the Lord, Saul is now himself aban-
doned "to his self-love and his passions" {Berl.

Bib.).

Vers. 24-31. Saul's vain striving with Samuel
in false penitence, and Samuel's sentence of rejection.

Ver. 24. Saul confesses: I have sinned.—To
judge from his previous obstinate refusal to ac-

knowledge his wrong, Samuel's earnest and
powerful address must have worked on his inner
life like a circle of fire ever closing in upon his

* [On the ditfipult subject of the nature of witeheraft
and its treatment in the Old Testament see Art. "Magic "

in Herzog's R. E.—Tr.]
f ?0 with subst. may be predicate when a preceding

eloselv attached verb leaves no doubt as to the sense,
Ew. ?3:j7 6.
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conscience, so that he saw liimself forced to aban-

don his attempts at palliation and frankly make
this confession of sin. The whole preceding nar-

rative shows that it was extorted from him partly

by the uusiJaring revelation of his lies and hypo-

crisy and the undeniable exhibition of his heart-

rooted disobedience, partly by the judicial deci-

sion respecting the unavertible consequences of

his defection and disobedience. A confession of

sin induced by resulting evil and punishment is

often no expression of true penitence. And it is

not this with *S'aHi; for though he now confesses

that he has transgressed the commandment of

the Lord, he yet shows that he is not thinking

solely of the Lord, since he adds :
" and thy word."

His conduct before and after this throws light on

this apparently unimportant statement of his

;

powerfully impressed by Samuel's word, he puts

it alongside of the word of the Lord ; he is con-

cerned to regain Samuel's good-will and appro-

bation. This regard for Samuel's human autho-

rity, which ought to vanish out of sight before

God's authority, springs from the same root in

his heart (lack of humble fear and simple obe-

dience towards God) as the fear of men and de-

sire to please men which he himself now gives as

the reason for his disobedience : For I feared
the people and obeyed their voice.—JBcrl.

Bib. : " Here stands revealed the hypocrite, who
loved the honor of men more than the favor of

God. The people must still bear the blame."

Instead of fearing God, he feared the people, he

the king, who in this, therefore, was guilty of

unpardonable weakness ; he obeyed the voice of

the people instead of God's voice out of fear of

man, if indeed the people did make the demand.

And yet in all his confession of sinful regard for

men his purpose is evidently to soften his guilt

by bringing in the people.—[Ex. xxiii. 2: Thou
shalt not follow the multitude into evil.

—

Tr.]—
He prays Samuel: And now, pardon my sin.

He does not turn straightway to God with this

praver; the " and now" indicates his belief that

he might expect the fulfilment of his prayer in

return for his confession of sin. Samuel turns

from him, perceiving that the confession and

prayer do not come from a truly penitent heart.

To this Saul's request refers : Return with me
that I may worship the Lord.—Confession,

renewed excuse, cry for forgiveness, request to

Samuel to remain, "desire to approach God, all

follow one after another in painful haste.
_
Saul

is smitten Ijy his conscience ;
but his heart is not

broken. He nevertheless gives not God the ho7ior.

Vcr. 26. Samuel, seeing through him, shortly

and decidedly rejects his request, and instead

repeats his previous judicial sentence, because

Saul's desire for forgiveness sprang not froni a

penitence directed to God, l)ut from a self-loving

penitence, whose aim was his own advantage;

for be did not trouble himself about his liaying

dishonored God, but was afraid that he might

lose the kingdom.—Ver. 27. Samuel's turning

away from Saul was a vigorous coufirmation of

his rejection, and a sign that be would henceforth

have no association with him. The impression

which the narrative makes on us of a vehement,

unquiet and disordered mind is heightened to

the utmost l)v this moving scene in which Saul

seizes the skirt of Samuel's mantle in order to

arrest his departure, uses physical force, that is,,

to attain his end : and it was rent.— [It is plain

that it is Saul that tears Samuel's garment unde-
signedly. Some Jewish writers held that Samuel
symbolically tore Saul's garment or his own
(Gill).

—

Tr.]—Ver. 28. Samuel uses this as a

symbol to show Saul that the Lord had that day
rent the kingdom from him. The second part of

Samuel's address declares that the theocratic

kingdom was to be given to another, " thy neiyh-

hor,"— an indefinite expression, since Samuel
did not yet know whom the Lord had chosen—
who is better than thou, that is, who would
walk obediently in the ways of the Lord. Before
it was said: "the Lord hath rejected thee from
the kingdom;" now it is said: the Lord hath
rent the kingdom /rom thee. Samuel, who for the

third time announces the rejection of Saul (whose
spiritual steadfastness constantly diminishes), ex-

pressly emphasizes the fact that the Lord has
rejected him not merely personally, but as the

theocratic kiny. In ch. xiii., on the other hand,
it was declared that the kingdom should not re-

main permanently in his family. Though now
Saul retained the kingdom some years after this

rejection, God's relation to him was, in conse-

quence of his apostasy, completely altered ; he
no longer looked on him as the organ of His will,

and withdrew from him the power and gifts of

His Spirit. His external royalty remained as a-

divine appointment ; but its inner core was re-

jected ; Saul, as bearer of the royal office, was-

rejected, because he had rejected the Lord.—Ver.
29. Samuel declares this divine sentence to be
unavertible and unavoidable : And also the
Refuge of Israel will not lie nor repent;
for he is not a man that he should repent,
that is, the judicial decision, by which the Lord
has inflicted on thee the penalty of rejection,

remains unchanged and unchangeable by reason

of His immutable will. "And also" introduces

this sentence as something new^" in addition to

this." Pi'J=" steadfastness, laermanence," then

subjectively "trust, confidence" (Lam. iii. 18),

then the object of trust, of God: the Refuge*
[Eng. A. V. Strength]. The same declaration

of the unchangeableness of the divine decisions,,

only in reference to His prom ise of blessing, is found

in Num. xxiii. 19- Comp. Jer. iv. 28; Ezek.

xxiv. 14. The apparent contradiction between

this declaration ("The Lord does not repent")

and tliat in vers. 11, 35 ("The Lord repented")

is by some expositors harmonized by remarking
(Clericus) that here (ver. 29) the words are

said {rco-pc-Cjg [as becomes God], and are

there to be understood av&puToiradui: [after the

manner of men] ; but this does not ofler a

complete solution of the question, since the ex-

pression " it repented the Lord," rightly under-

stood after being divested of its human dress, is

the api)ropriate expression of a real manifestation

of the unchangeable divine being and will, only

this latter must occupy a different relation to the

man wJio has him.self changed. In contrast with

man, who repents because his will duuiges, (Jod

is here declared ()y Samuel to be (in respect to-

Saul ) the unchangeable God, who cannot contra-

dict Himself, as would be the case if He retracted

* [On thl.< word see "Text, and Grammftt."—Th-I
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His decision concerning the impenitent Saul;

while in ver. 41 and ver. 35 the same unchange-
able God is described in human phrase according

to the changed relation which His unvarying holy

and righteous will must occupy to men wlien they

recede from tlie religious-moral relation to Him,
under which He has hitherto in holiness and
rigliteousness revealed Himself.—Ver. 30. Not
even by this overwhelming declaration of the ir-

revocable character of God's sentence, founded, as

it was; in tlie unchangeableness of His holy and
righteous will, is the excited Saul silenced. Two
things, he says, wherein is displayed the real

seltislmess and self-love of his heart. First lie

repeats his confession of sin. But it is only in one

word :
" I have sinned." And that this was a hy-

})oeritical one is shown by what follows :

—

Yet,
honour me now, I pray thee, before the
elders of my people and before Israel,

and return with me that I may [better,

"and I will,"

—

Tr.], worship the Lord thy
God. How many words, spoken with passionate

ha4e, against that one cold introductory word " I

have sinned!" If the Lord's sentence of rejec-

tion is irrevocable, Saul will at least before men
save the halo of royal honor. His inner man is

revealed. He diil not honor the Lord by obedi-

ence, and when his disobedience was held up be-

fore him, he persistently denied the Lord His
honor in his impenitent mind. Now comes to

light the deepest-lying ground of this conduct.

He is concerned about his own honor. In his

self seeking he has clean cast loose from the Lord
and withdrawn into himself. [If Saul had been
really penitent, he would have prayed to be hum-
bled rather than to be honored (Gregory, quoted
by Wordsworth).—Tr.]. And Samuel re-

turned after Saul. He then acceded to Saul's

reque-t, not, of course, to yield to his selfish op-

po-iition to God's honor, ):)ut to preserve unim-
paired in the eyes of the people the position of

Saul's kingdom, which though theocratically re-

jected, yet still in fact by God's will remained,

and especially not to be wanting in the sacrifice

of the people.

Ver. 32 sq. What Saul had disobediently ne-

glected, Samuel exeoites in the name of the Lord,
namely, the extermination of Amalek by slaying

king Agag.—Agag appeared before Samuel cheer-

fully ; the word occurs in Ps. xxix. 17 in the

sense of "joy." His words : Surely, the bit-

terness of death is past agree with his joyful

mood. S. Sclimid sees in them the feigned cou-

rageousness which cowards can put on. Others
understand a real heroic contempt of death in the

l>resence of death. Probably, however, Agag, not

having been slain by Saul, was all the surer of

life when he was led from the king to Samuel
[since Samuel was an old man and a priest.

—

Tr.].
—-Ver. 33. Samuel's words, however, must have
immediately shown him his error. They pre-

suppose that Agag had acted with great cruelty

in his marauding and military expeditions :
" As

thy sword has made women childless, so shall thy

mother be the most childless [or, be childless]

among women;" that is, "because in her son

slie lo-ies at the same time the king of her

people" (Bunsen).—There can be nothing sur-

prising in Samuel's " hewing Agag in pieces " for

one who from the theocratic point of view regards

Agag's death as a necessity founded in the divine

decree, and sees in Samuel the divine instrument

for the fulfilment of the divine will, coming in

place of him who in spite of his call thereto has

refused obedience ami service. Grot. :
" When

kings abandoned their duty, God often executed

His law by pi«ophets " 1 Kings xviii. 40. [Samu-
el's act was not one of revenge, not an individual

execution of justice, but a simple carrying out for

the people of the ban sentence pronounced against

Amalek by .Jehovah.

—

Tr.].—Ver. 34 sq. The
notice that Samuel returned to Ramah and Saul

to Gibeah is a significant introduction to the im-

portant statement that henceforth /Samuel broke off

all eommunication with Saul : He saw him no
more to the day of his death. Maurer

:

" He went to see Saul no more." This does not

contradict xix. 24, according to which Said once

more met him. All intercourse with ,Saul on Sa-

muel's side ceased from now on, since God had
rejected him, and Samuel could have met him
only as messenger and prophet of God. From
this also we see that Saul's kingship, though still

one de facto, yet from this time lost its theocratic

relation. God's ambassador was recalled from

him ; the intercourse of the God of Israel with

Saul through His Spirit came to an end, because

Saul, sinking step by step away from God, had by
continued disobedience and increasing impeni-

tence given up communion with God.—In keep-

ing with the above mention of Samuel's fervent,

continued prayer for Saul is the statement :
" For

Samuel mourned for Saul ;" this was the human
sorrow for this highly gifted, highly-favored, and
hopelessly-sunken man ; then follows the deeply

pathetic statement : "The Lord repented, etc.;"

this was the divine sorrow over the loss of this

chosen instrument.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGI(^4.L.

1. When the Scriptures speak of God's repent-

ance, anger, zeal, and the like, ascribing to Him
human affections and dispositions, and conse-

quently changes, we cannot regard these anthro-

popatliisms as merely figurative statements ;
these

representations, after leaving out the ungodly

human element, as Nitzsch {Syst., ? 79 A. 2) re-

marks, have " realness and validity ; it is not a

human, but a divine movement that is spoken of,

and we must therefore deny that it is sinftd and
passionate, but not that it is efficient and true."

The anthropopathic representations set forth a
real relation of the living God to man who bear.s

His image, only described from a human stand-

point. They are the means of maintaining vigo-

rously and effectively the thought of the living

God and His real relation to man, and of saving

it from being dissipated in abstractions. Kling

admirablv says on the two jiassages in point in

this chapter (Art. " Reue " in Herzog) :
" The

latter (ver. 29 "he does' not repent " ) refers to the

firm, irrevocable resolution to give the kingdom
to a better man ; the repentance (ver. 11) looks to

the fact that Saul, an humble man when he was
called and fitted to discharge his duty in faith

and obedience, was now changed, exalted himself

in his office, would be his own master, and, set-

ting aside God's express command, followed his

own pleasure. Thus he showed himself no longer
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fit to be king in If^rael, God's people, and the di-

vine will, wliich made him king, changed to the

opposite,—a repentance which betrays no muta-

bility in God, but rather reveals His constancy

alongside ofthe nmtability of man, His unvarying

will that the humbly obedient shall be king in

La-ael."

2. Persktent impenitence towards the holy and

righteous God, as it is exemplified in Saul, has

its deepest ground in the unwillingness to subor-

dinate one's own self, especially one's own will

to the holy will and the gracious will of God. It

leads to hypocrisy, which seeks to cover its own
wrong with works of external piety, or lays the

blame on outward circumstances and other men.

Before the irrefragable self- revelation of the holy

and righteous God the impenitent man, despite

his concealing lies and hypocrisy, must ever re-

veal new hidden sins, ever involve himself from

step to step in new sins, till the deepest depth of

his sinful heart is displayed in self-seeking, self-

love, and self-will ; and if the sinner will not even

then humble himself and take refuge in the grace

of God, there comes the judgment of inner hard-

ening, by which the man becomes insusceptible to

the influences of God's Spirit and word, and inca-

pable of turning to God, since the will confirrns

itself in permanent opposition to God ; the end is

the divine judgment of rejection. See the sepa-

rate steps of this process in the Exposition of the

Section.

3. The word: "Obedience is better than sacri-

fice" is the refutation of a twofold error: 1) that

man can gain God's approval by outward works,

apart from a spirit of true obedience in which

heart and will are given up and subjected to Him;

2) that man can by such works absolve himself

from the performance of moral duties, and escape

the guilt and punishment of his disobedience to

GodT—This declaration further indicates the true

relation between the ceremonial law and the moral

law. The holy usages of the former, especially

sacrifices, do not occupy towards the demands of

the latter the relation of the Outward to the In-

ward. " Every ceremonial law is moral ;
the out-

ward act is never enjoined but for the sake of the

inward thing, what it pictures -- represents.

Never is there body without spirit. But the

fleshly sense would have none of the spirit, and

laid hold solely of the body, which thus isolated

became a corpse." Hengst. Einl. zu Ps. 1. That

word contains the principle of and lays the foun-

dation for the position which the prophetic Order

(after Samuel's example) takes towards the sacri-

ficial worship and the fulfilment of the ceremonial

law in general. Not the offering absolutely is re-

jected, but the outward work without the root of

iove to God (Deut. vi. 5) and of the obedience

whence alone it can spring as fruit well-pleasing

to God. On the relation between tlie teaching

of the Mosaic law and this prophetical doctrine

f wliich dates from this word of Samuel) of the

neci'ssitv of the sacrifice of a pious heart and an

liuml)ly obedient will in contrast with external

service according to the prescriptions of the ritual

law, Oehler (Herz. XIT. 228) says: "The pro-

phets, by bringing out the difference between the

ritual and moral laws, and by declaring the

merelv outward service to be in itself worthless—

and valid only as the expression of a godly will,

merely logically developed Mosaism, which in-

deed commonly puts the moral and the ritual, the

inward and the outward immediately side by side,

but therein imlicates not unclearly the sense and
aim of its teaching, partly by basing all laws on
the divine elective grace and the divine holiness,

partly in the fact that even the ritual ordinances

of the Law every where display a spiritual mean-
ing, and thus awaken a dim conception of moral
duties. On the other hand, Prophecy by insert-

ing in its pictures of the Messianic times essen-

tial features of the old ceremonial,, shows that it

holds fast the divine significance and warranty
of the ritual law."

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1. Berlenb. Bible: Although Saul was
rejected by God on account of his disobedience, yet

God left him still king, so that he was liound to

carry out the will of God.

—

[Henry: Samuel
plainly intimates that he was now altout to put

Saul upon a trial, in one particular instance, whe-
ther he would be obedient to the command of God
or no. And the making of this so expressl}' the

trial of his obedience, did very much aggravate his

disobedience.

—

Gill: And whereas he had been

deficient in one instance before, for which he had
been reproved [chap, xiii.], he suggests that now
lie should take care to observe and do, particu-

larly and punctually, what should be enjoined

him.

—

Tr.] It is impossible to be truly a king

and to rule in the church, if one does not yet know
the voice of the Lord, and cannot distinguish it

from the voice of reason and nature.

Vers. 2, 3. Starke: God's judgments, though
they come slowly, yet come certainly and at

the right time (Exodus xxxii. 34). — [Hall:
He that thinks, because punishment is deferred,

that God hath forgiven or forgot his offence, is

unacquainted with justice, and knows not that

time makes no difference in eternity.

—

Tr.]—
ScHLiER : When God the Lord commands such

a war of annihilation, then this is no war of hu-

man vengeance ; still less is it an ambitious war
of conquest—but it is a judgment of divine

wrath.

Ver. 6. Cramer: We must beware of com-
munion with the ungodly, that we may not be

swept away with them (Rom. xviii. 4).—OsiAN-
der: God requites to the pious even their fore-

fathers' good works and benefits, which they have
done to their neighbor. Who then will say that

it is vain to serve God (Mai. iii. 14).

—

Schlier:
Thus does every good thing reward itself; nothing

remains forgotten ; often in later centuries the

seed sown in an old past yet every where conies

up gloriously, and children and children's children

derive advantage from the good done by tiie fa-

thers.—Vers. 8, 9. Starke: Not what seems to

us good are we to do, Iiut what God will have

from us (Jer. vii. 23). Avarice leads to great

sins, especially to untimely compassion (1 Tim.
vi. 10).—S. ScHMiD : No one is more foolish tlian

lie who wishes to be wiser than God, and ventures

to exj)lain God's word and commandments ac-

cording to what seems good to liiin.—Vers. 10, 11.

' " It repcnteth me."

—

Berlenb. Bible : Such

j

feelings must in the case of God be understood in

I a divine manner, and not as in the case of change-
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able men in a human manner ; they must be un-
derstood more in the efiect than in the affection,

ofGod's unchangeable rigiiteousness, which moves
Him to withdraw His special grace and to witldiold

His hand, the cause of every change tliat takes

place among His creatures.

—

[Gill: Though
God repented He made Saul king, He never re-

pents of His making His saints kings and priests

for Himself. His outward gifts He sometimes
takes away, as an earthly crown and kingdom;
but His gifts and callings which are of sjiecial

grace are without repentance, Rom. xi. 29.

—

Te.]
Ver. 12. OsiANDER: Tlie lost sheep we must

diligently seek, if perhaps tiiey may be brought
to the right way.—Ver. 13. [Henry : Thus sin-

ners think by justifying themselves to escape being
judged of the Lord; whereas the only way to do
that is by judging ourselves.

—

Tr.]—Starke
[from Hall] : No man brags so much of holi-

ness as he that wants it (Lu. xviii. 11, 12).

—

[Wordsworth : Here is a proof that a man may
be blinded by his own self-will, and that he may
imagine that his own way is right, while it is

leading him to the gate of death (Prov. xiv. 12;
xvi. 25). It is not enough for a man to be ap-

proved by his own conscience ; but it is necessary

to regulate the conscience by God's Will and
Word (Acts xxvi. 9; 1 Tim. i. 13).—Tr.]—
Vers. 14, 15. S. Schmid: God knows how to

bring men's sins to light, liowever great the care

with which they may be cloaked.

—

Starke: No-
thing remains concealed, and sooner than the sins

of the ungodly should fail to be reported, the ir-

rational creatures themselves must reveal them.
[Hall: Could Saul think that Samuel knew of

the asses that were lost, and did not know of the

oxen and sheep that were spared ? Mucli
less when we have to do with God Himself should
dissimulation presume either of safety or secrecy.

Can the God tliat made the heart, not know it?

—

Tr.]—Ver. 15. [From Hall] : It is a shameful
hypocrisy to make our commodity the measure
and rule of our execution of God's command, and
under pretence of godliness to intend gain.—Osi-

ander: Hypocrites will not come right out with
the confession of their sin, but desire always to

excuse and palliate it.

—

Berl. Bible : Beware
of covering thy ungodly heart with the cloak of

religion, and consider that the day is coming on
which God will make manifest what is hidden in

darkness and the counsel of men's hearts (1 Cor.

iv. 5).—Ver. 16. S. Schmid: We must not look

to wliat hypocrites say of themselves, but to what
God's word says of them.

—

Berl. Bible : Hold
on ! speak not many vain words to cloak and to

palliate ! The stitches do not hold. Happy he
in whose spii'it there is no guile (Ps. xxxii. 2).

[Scott: The unhumbled heart, however, will

never be at a loss to excuse or palliate the most
evident criminality; and it will always be neces-

sary for preachers to drive sinners from their sub-

terfuges, to show them the malignity and aggra-
vation of their offences, to silence their objections

and excuses, and urge conviction upon their hearts,

thougli the convincing Spirit of God alone can ren-

der the means effectual (Jo. xvi. 8, 11).

—

Tr.]
Ver. 20. Cramer : That is the way with

hypocrites, that they make themselves fair, and
yet are not washed from their filthiness (Pro-

verbs XXX. 12). They boast of their works, and

their hand kisses their mouth (Job xxxi. 27

;

Luke xviii. 11).

—

Berl. Bible: Saul makes his

cause woi'se and worse, while he wishes to be
guiltless, yea, even to be in the right towards God,
as if he had executed every thing quite well, even
after Samuel had already censured him and sought
to arouse his conscience. It is accordingly not

only a single sin, but many there come together.

He contradicts the prophet, he denies that he has
been disobedient; he makes light of his fault, even
if any fault were granted, and throws it to and fro

from himself to the people ; he uses the service

of God for a pretext and cloak of excuse, like a
vile hypocrite who has little respect for God's
omniscience. See what tricks corrupt nature can
devise? How crafty it is in its concealment!

How many kinds of subterfuges it employs to de-

fend itself !—Vei-. 21. Osiander: It is a horrible

crime when any one wishes to cloak his avarice,

disobedience and other crimes with religious de-

votion (Jo. xii. 4-6).

—

Berl. Bible: How many
engaged in God's worship deceive themselves

herein, who think it is enough to offer something
temporal to the Lord, when meanwhile they are

constantly maintaining their own disposition and
their own will!

—

[Scott: When the Lord ex-

pressly says, "Thou shall," and His rational crea-

ture dares to persist in saying, "I will not," whe-
ther the contest be about an apple or a kingdom

—

it is "stubbornness" and "rebellion"—a contempt

of the commandment of God, and a daring insult

to His majesty and authority. —Tr.]—J. Lange:
Even in the Levitical worship God always and
chiefly looked to the inner ( Ezek. vi. 6 ; Ps. li.

18, 19). My fellow Christian! make thy Chris-

tianity then consist not in the outward but in the

inward, and worship God in spirit and truth (Jo.

iv. 24).

—

Berl. Bible: May we then take good

care that even when we mean to render the Lord
service or obedience, we yet beware of our choice

and fancy, and follow only the traces of the divine

will, and thereby escape from ourselves or break

and tame our own will. Obedience is the mother-

grace, the parent of all virtues. It makes the eye

see, the ear hear, the heart think, the memory
remember, the mouth speak, the foot go, the

hand work, and the whole man do that, yea,

that alone, which is conformed to the will of

God. All these and other things are valuable

onlv in so far as they agree with the will of God.

Ver. 23. S. Schmid : It is a dreadftd fault

when one wishes to make light of gross sins.

An honest servant of God represents the great-

ness of the sins according to the truth and pre-

scription of the word of God.

—

Tueb. Bible : God
rejects no one unless he is before rejected by Him.
—^Berl. Bible : It is impossible for him wlio is

not obedient to God to lay any command upon
men. That is what these words and the aim of

God therein mean.—The authorities must not

proceed according to their own will and notion,

but in everything must take God's word and will

for their rule.—If He does not drive them (the

apostate rulers) from their position, like as He
did Nebuchadnezzar, but leaves them ruling, as

He also did Saul for a while, yet they are and

remain rejected in His might, and vainly write

themselves " by the grace of God," when He Him-
self does not "so acknowledge them.—[On vers.

22, 23, there is a sermon by Jeremy Taylor,
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cliiefly on rebellion, in which he uses singular

arttnnienls to justiiy religious persecution.

—

Tr.]

"\'er. 24. Osiander : That ls the way with

hypocrites, that they do not outright and freely

confess their sins, but push the guilt, as far as

ever they can, from tliemselves upon others.

—

Ver. 26. Berl. Bib. : Every one wonders that

God, who is yet so full of compassion, does not

forgive Saul, though elsewhere He never refuses

forgiveness to any repented sin. But it is due to

the lact that the longing after forgiveness in Saul

proceeded from no such repentance as God had in

view, but from a self-loving repentance, which
liad only its own advantage as aim. For he was

not troubled that he had dishonored God, but

was in fear that he might lose the kingdom.

—

Ver. 29. Osiander: Although God, so long as

we do not repent, does not change His threaten-

ings, but certainly carries them into execution,

vet if we earnestly repent and better our lives. He
does repent of the evil which He had threatened

to do us if we had gone on in sin (Jer. xviii. 7

sqq. )
; and such a change is not instability in

God, but grace and goodness.

Ver. 30. Berlenburger Bible :
" Honor

me, I pray thee." That shows what he is

niainlv concerned about (Jno. v. 44; xii. 43);

loss and shame he would like to escape, and

as he cannot deceive God, he wishes to de-

ceive men by the appearance of God's favor.

—

"VVuERT. Bib. : Hypocrites bewail and lament in

their repentance only the chastisements they have

to sufi'er, and not their sins ; they seek only their

own, and not God's honor (1 Kings xxi. 27).—

[S. Gregory (in Wordsworth): If Saul had

been really penitent, he would have prayed to

be humbled, rather than to be honored.—W. M.
Taylor : There came to the son of Kish a tidal

time of favor, which if he had only recognized

and improved it, might have carried him not

onl v to greatness, but to goodness. But he proved

faithless to the trust which was committed to

him, and became in the end a worse man than

he would have been, if no such privileges had

been conferred upon him As his life wore

on, the good features in his character disappeared.

_Xr.]— Ver. 33. S. Schmid: Although the

right of retaliation has no place in personal

revenge, yet it is righteously exercised in public
judgments (Lev. xxiv. 20). To execute God's
strict judgment with a spirit free from all thirst

for vengeance, is no barbarity.

J. DisSELHOFF on vers. 1-21. The fall cf King
Saul shows: 1) How unrepented and only wliite-

washed sin at the tirst severe temptation breaks
out as manifest and criminal self-seeking; 2)

How this self-seeking is so blinding as to tell

itself and others the lie that it is a labor for tlie

Lord.— The same on vers. 20-23. Sacrifice or obe-

dience? 1) A sacrifice which lacks obedience of

heart is an abomination in the sight of God ; 2)

Where obedience of heart is, there is also the

true sacrifice, well-])leasing to God.— The same
on vers. 23-31. £eirareofaSaul'scovfession. That
you may do this, it is necessary to know two
things: 1) What a Saul's confession is; 2) What
a Saul's confession works.

Vers. 1-11. God's curse and blessing: 1) Long
delayed, but not revoked; 2) At last fulfilling

itself according to God's truth and righteousness.

Vers. 22-3. Sacrifice and obedience: 1) Sacrifice

without obedience (worthless in the sight of the

Lord, perilous for men) ; 2) Obedience the best

sacrifice (on what ground, with what blessed re-

sult).

Vers. 10-31. Seeming repentance before the Lord:

1) How it conceals from the Lord the root of sin

in the heart; 2) draws the garment of self-right-

eousness over sin ; 3) thereby leads from sin to

sin ; and 4) drives on towards the judgment of

hardening and rejection.

[Ver. 11. The Lord repented: 1) in what sense,

2) for what reasons, 3) with what results. (Comp.
" Exeg." on vers. 1 1 and 29, and " Hist, and
Doct.," No. 1.)—Ver. 11. Praying in vain.

—

Vers. 11, 16. Grieving, but faithful.—Vers. 12,

13. The glory and the shame of Saul—his vic-

tory, his disobedience, his efl[orts to liide and pal-

liate his offence. (This would embrace nearly

the whole chapter.)—Vers. 20-1. Eclectic obe-

dience.—Ver. 23. The rejecter rejected. Comp.
Rom. i. 24, 26, 28; John iii 18," 19.—Ver. 27.

Clinging to the religious teacher, while not cling-

ing to religion.—Vers. 30-1 . Worshij)})ing to save

appearances.—Ver. 32. To be without fear of

death is not proof of preparation for death.

—

Tr.]
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THIRD DIVISION.

THE DECLINE OF SAUL'S KINGDOM, AND THE ELEVATION OF DAVID. FROM
SAUL'S REJECTION TO HIS DEATH.

Chapters XVL—XXXI.

FIRST SECTION.
Early History of David, the Anoiuted of the Lord.

Chap. XVL

I. Choke and Anointing of David as King through Samuel. Chap. XVL 1-13.

1 And the Lord [Jehovah] said unto Samuel, How long wilt thou mourn for Saul,

seeing I have rejected him from reigning over Israel ? Fill thine horn with oil,

and go, I will send thee to Jesse the Bethlehemite, for I have provided' me a king
2 among his sons. And Samuel said, How can I go? If Saul hear it, he will kill

me. And the Lord [Jehovah] said, Take an heifer with thee, and say, I am come
S to sacrifice to the Lord [Jehovah]. And call Jesse to the sacrifice,^ and I will

show thee what thou shalt do ; and thou shalt anoint unto me him whom I name
4 unto thee. And Samuel did' that which the Lord [Jehovah] spake, and came to

Bethlehem. And the elders of the town [city]* trembled at his coming [went
5 tremblingly to meet him], and said, Comest thou peaceably [in peace] ?^ And he

said, Peaceably [In peace] ; I am come to sacrifice unto the Lord [Jehovah]
;

sanctify yourselves, and come with me to the sacrifice.* And he sanctified Jesse and
6 his sons, and called them to the sacrifice. And it came to pass, when they were

come, that he looked on Eliab and said, Surely the Lord's [Jehovah's] anointed is

7 before him. But [And] the Lord [Jehovah] said unto Samuel, Look not on his

countenance [appearance],'' or [nor] on the height of his stature, because [for] I

have refused him ; for the Lord [Jehovah] seeth^ not as man seeth, for man looketh

8 on the outward appearance, but the Lord [Jehovah] looketh on the heart. Then
[And] Jesse called Abinadab, and made him pass before Samuel. And he said,

9 Neither hath the Lord [Jehovah] chosen this [him]. Then [And] Jesse made
Shammah to pass by. And he said, Neither hath the Lord [Jehovah] chosen this

10 [him]. Again, [And] Jesse made seven of his sons to pass before Samuel. And

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 1. Literally "seen." For similar use of nX"l see Gen. xxii. 8; Deut. xxxiii. 21.—Tr.]

2 [Ver. 3. Chald. has "saerifipial meal," perhaps simply as a connected fact, perhaps to avoid apparent in-
fringement on priestly functions. Vulg. has victimam, other VSS. as Heb.

—

Tr.]

* [Ver. 4. Sept.: "all that the Lord spake to him."

—

Tr.]

* [Ver. 4. It is better to give a uniform rendering to T'j;, the distinction betveeen "town" and "city" not

being found in Heb.—Tr.]

6 [Ver. 4. Literally: "is thy coming peace? and he said, peace." Sept. inserts at the end of the verse the
words " O Seer."—Tr.]

6 [Ver. 5. Sept. :
" and rejoice with me to-day," probably a free reference to the festive character of the sacri-

ficial meal ; so Chald has " meal " instead of " sacrifice."

—

Tr.]

' [Ver. 7. inXTO, Sept. oi/dK, Erdmann " gestalt." properly the whole personal appearance. Vulg. vulfum,

•whence perhaps Eng. A. V. Luther, " qestalt."—Tr.]

* [Ver. 7. These words wanting fbut understood) in the Heb., are found in the Sept. "God seeth," and are for
clearness better retained. Chald. and Syr. omit as Heb. ; Vulg. supplies the words : egojudico.—Te.]
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11 Samuel said unto Jesse,^ The Lord [Jehovab] hath not chosen these. And Samuel
said unto Jesse, Are here all thy children [the young men] 't And he said, There
remaiueth yet the youngest, and behold, he keepeth the sheep. And Samuel said

12 unto Jesse, Send and letch him, for we will not sit down till he come hither. And
he sent and brought him in. Now [And] he was ruddy,'" and \om. and] withal

of a beautiful countenance [with beautiful eyes withal], and goodly" to look to

13 [at]. And the Lord [Jehovah] said, Arise, anoint him, for this is he." Then
[And] Samuel took the horn of oil, and anointed him in the midst of his brethren.

And the Spirit of the Lord [Jehovah] came upon David from that day forward.

So [And] Samuel rose up and went to Ramah.

* [Ver. 10. Sept. (Vat. but not Alex.) omits "unto Jesse." perhaps (Wellhausen) because Jesse was supposed
not to know Samuel's purpose. In ver. Samuel's " said " is equivalent to " thought."—Tr.]

10 [Ver. 12. This word "JOIX is found only here, 1 Sam. xvii. 42 and Gen. xxv. 25, and in the two last passages

seems to refer to the color of the skin. The ancient VSS. do not decide. Chald. and Syr. use same word here as
in Gen. xxv. 25; Vulg. rufus, Sept. TruppdKTjs. Some moderns render "red-haired." Levy renders the Chald.
" red-eyed."

—

Tk.]

11 [Ver. 12. Sept.: " goodly in appearance to the Lord," and '' for he is good," to preserve the moral aspect
of the act in reference to ver. 7.

—

Tb.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1, exhibiting Samuel in deep grief for

Saul, connects itselfimmediately with xv. 35. We
find him here in the same sorrow in which we
left him. Samuel mourned for Saul in view of the

great gifts of grace which he had received, but had
nullified and lost by his disobedience and impe-
nitence, in view of the Lord's honor, wliich he had
violated, and in view of the people, for whom he
had by his conduct turned God's blessing into a

curse. Samuel's grief was an expression of the

same love which drove him to intercession for

Saul and at the same time filled him with holy

anger (xv. 11). It was sorrow for Saul's rejection,

but there was not (Brenz, Tremellius) connected

with it prayer for the restoration of Saul to his

former relation to God and for the renewal of his

kingdom, of which nothing is said.—The ques-

tion : HoTW long ? contains a divine reproof, in-

dicating (so the words :
" seeing I have rejected

him from being king over Israel") that Samuel
by his deep, long-continued grief over Saul's con-

dition (a lamentable one under all circumstances

and evermore) was out of sympathy with God and
God's decrees and ways, which are clearly an-

nounced in these words and in xv. 35. Calvin :

" The excelleiTt prophet here displays something
of human weakness. Samuel here looked on a

vessel made by the invisible hand of God Himself
utterly broken and minished, and his emotion

thereat shows his pious and holy aft'ection,—^yet

he is not without sin ; not at all that the feeling

is evil, but because it is excessive." From his

oivn sad tiioughts and feelings Samuel is directed

througii the Spirit of the Lord to the thoughts

and tiie will of the Lord in resi)ect to the Theoc-

racy, as organ of which Saul is rejected. [( 'omp.

the similar dealing witli Elijali, 1 Ki. xix.—Tr.].
The Lord commands him to cuter into His ways,

whicli arc to lead to the choice and consecration

of another as instrument r.f the royal autiiority of

('•t)d over His jjeojile. The divine command is:

Go and anoint one of the sons of Jesse
the Bethlehemite, whom I have chosen
to be king over Israel.—Tliis connnand pre-

supposes an exact actpiaintance on Samuel's part

with Jesse and his house, and the presence in hie

family of the conditions necessary for the theo-

cratic kingdom. That the family wa.s a wealthy

one is certain from ver. 11. That true godliness-

and piety reigned in it appears from Samuel's ac-

quaintance and intercourse with it, and the sacri-

fice which he held in the house.—Ver. 2. Here-
tofore Samuel had grieved for Said—now he fears

him : Hov7 can I go ? if Saul hear it he will
slay me. —This protest against the plain direc-

tion of the voice of God rests naturally on the fact

that Saul was still, notwithstanding the divine

sentence of rejection, rightful king of Israel, and
would regard the designation of another to the
office (if it could not be kept concealed from him

)

as an act of treachery and revolt, even though
Samuel should plead the divine command in his.

justification. " He will kill me,"—to explain
these words, therefore, we need not suppose that

the evil spirit had already driven Saul to mad-
ness. Even if that were the case, Saul might in
his seasons of quiet also resolve to slay the be-

trayer of the kingdom.—This fear of Samuel is

overborne by insj)ired direction as to what he is

to do to conceal the act ; lie is to go to hold a sa-

crificial feast, and so annoiuice himself. This
divine command supposes that Samuel did not

confine his circuits to certain holy places (vii. 16)

where the people appeared in large ntmibers, but
visited other places to hold public divine service,

and that Jes.se consequently could not be sur-

prised at his appearing in Bethlehem for such a
purpo.se. Berl. Bib.: " People must have been
accustomed to Samuel's coming to this place and
the other to sacrifice, which was very proper for

a proi)het, especially at the time when Shiloli was
desecrated." This throws a new light on Samuel's
combination of priestly work with prophetical.

—

No shade of untruthfulness rests on this command.
As Saul's anointing (x. 16) was concealed, so Da-
vid's anointing also is, according to the divine

will, yet to remain a secret. Samuel was to keep
this secret. Its concealment behind the sacrifice

was not a lie.* Calvin: "It is to be observed
that he practiced no sinudation, but said what was
true, namely, that he Jiad come to sacrifice ; but

he put fraud on no one, he deceived no one, he

* [On the obvious political reason for this seeresy see
Bib. Comm. and Wordsworth in loco.—Tu.]
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used no bad arts, but conformed to the divine

command, because it was not meet to publish

God's design, when as yet God wished it to be

concealed ;—here lurked no falsehood, and the

end was good, unconnected with fraud or treach-

ery, but God wished David's anointing to be care-

fuilv kept as a secret deposit, so to speak, and a

pledge."—Ver. 3. The performance of the divine

commission in the sacrificial feast. Three direc-

tions are to be distinguished : 1) Samuel is to in-

vite Jesse to the sacrificial meal ; it is a slain-

offering (riDI) that is spoken of, with which Avas

connected a feast ; he is to be associated with

Jesse in the feast in the narrower circle of the

family. " Call in the sacrifice " is construct, pragn.

for " call to take part in the sacrifice;" 2) Sa-

muel is to await direction from above. " I will tell

thee what thou shalt do." This exhibits the spe-

cifically divine factor (of which Samuel is to be

organ) in the choice of the new king of Israel ; 3)

He is to anoint as king him whom God shall

name.—Ver. 4. And Samuel did, etc. The
troubled condition of soul which could not accept

God's thoughts and ways disappeared before the

strict obedience of the will, which bowed before the

Lord's will. The elders of Bethlehem
came tremblingly to meet him w^ith the
question : Comest thou in peace ? (The

Sing. "^P,^^]
" said," because one spoke in the name

of all. Comp. Judg. viii. 6 ; Num. xxxii.25). Tlus

question does not mean " Has a misfortune occurred,

as the cause ofthy coming ?" nor does it express fear

of punishment for some special misdoing (in the

pillaging) in the Amalekite war, but it is the in-

voluntary utterance of the fear which Samuel's
sudden, unexpected appearance produced ; for

though he no longer formally held the office of

judge, he yet appeared here and there (as for-

merly in his judicial circuits) to make unexpected

visitation and exercise his watch-office as prophet.

On such occasions it was his principal care to ad-

minister earnest rebuke, and to remove the evil

that he found. To this refers the fright of the

elders at meeting hira, and the question whether
he came in peace or for goodf—Ver. 5. He an-

swers the question in the affirmative and so quiets

the Bethlehemites, declares the purpose of his

coming to be to institute a sacrifice for the people

of Bethlehem, and directs them to sanctify them-

selves and take part with him in the sacrifice. The
^^sanctifying" means the consecration of the per-

son to the service of God by washing the body and
putting on clean garments as symbol of the clean-

sing of the soul for communion with the holy God.
Comp. Gen. xxxv. 2; Ex. xix. 10, 22. (The same
pregnant construction here as in ver. 3). While
directing the elders to take part in the offering,

Samuel gives a special invitation to Jesse and his

sons (by the same direction, to sanctify them-
selves) to partake of the sacrificial meal with him.

[It is to be observed that the Heb. text here
makes no difference between the invitation to

Jesse's family and the general invitation to the

elders. The Sept. and the Chald. make the for-

mer refer to the sacrifice and the latter to the sa-

crificial meal. It seems that there was a sj^ecial

meeting with .Jesse and his sons, but it is not so

stated in the text. After ver. 5, indeed, nothing
more is said of the sacrifice, the narrative taking

this for granted, and going on to the main occur-

rence.

—

Tr.].—After the ark was removed from
the Tabernacle and Shiloh had thus ceased to be

the place of worship and sacrifice for Israel, there

were several places where altars for sacrifices were
erected. The ofiering of the sacrifice is here to

be put after ver. 5, and not (Then.) after the

words " in the midst of his brethren " ver. 13, for

the ' coming " in ver. 6 refers to the feast, as ap-

pears from the words in ver. 11, " we will not sit

down," and from the general connection. Samuel
thought (lit., said) that Jesse's eldest son, Eliab,

was surely the Lord's anointed.—Ver. 7. The
ditierence is sharply stated between the divine
thoughts and human judgment according to hu-
man standards. The voice of God inwardly teaches

Samuel two things : 1 ) in respect of Eliab's per-

son, he is not to infer from his imposing exterior

that he was the chosen of the Lord. With this

humbling correction, which connects itself with
vers. 1, 2, he is taught 2) a general truth respect-

ing the difference between divine and human
modes of thought and judgment: Not what man
sees—to which we must supply the words " sees

the Lord." This ellipsis is not so hard as to re-

quire us to suppose (Then.) that these words have
fallen out of the text. The thought naturally fills

itself out from what precedes. The ground of the

truth, that human judgment and divine judgment are

not the same but different, is now declared.—For
man looks on the eyes, but the Lord looks
on the heart, that is, man judges according to

the outward appearance,—the exj^ression " the

eyes" is not (with Sept.) to be exchanged for
" countenance," but to be retained as signifying

the outward appearance, which concentrates itself

in the eyes, in contrast with the heart or the centre

of the inner life, whence springs man's will and
his whole spiritual frame. Not according to the

agreeable appearance which commends itself to

the eyes, but according to the moral worth hidden
in the depths of the heart, according to the dis-

position of soul that pleases Him does the Lord
judge, who proveth the heart and the reins.*

—

Ver. 8. The same decision is announced with re-

ference to the second son, Abinadab. And so ver.

9 as to the third, Shammah. Thus Jesse made
seven of his sons pass before Samuel. But Sa-

muel's decision, according to the voice of God
within him, is always negative. The " he said"

in ver*. 8 and 9 refers to Samuel, and = " he
thought." We are, therefore, not thence to sup-

pose that Samuel had communicated to Jesse the

object of his mission. It is not till ver. 10 that

the words "to Jesse" are added, expressly indi-

cating an address of Samuel to him: the Lord
hath not chosen these. It does not, how-
ever, follow, even from these words, that Samuel
made Jesse a sharer in the divine secret. Ac-
cording to the following narrative none of the

family (David's father and brothers), know any-

thing of David's high destiny. That address to

Jesse is merely a negative declaration that the

divine selection, with which Samuel was con-

cerned, and which in the absence of exjDress inti-

mation of its nature, might refer to the prophetic

office, rested on none of these seven sons. Sa-

muel 's word was by reason of its indefiniteness a

* [See Ps.vii. 9; 1 Chr. xxviii. 9: Luke xvi. 15.—Te.]
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rifldle, Avliose solution Jesse was to attain only
from tlie following development of tlie history of

liis youngest son.—Ver. 11. To Samuel's question

whether these are all the young men, Jesse an-

swers that the youngest yet remains.* The pro-

phet of tlie Lord is not satisfied witli the presen-

tation of the seven sons; he bids the father send

for the youngest, before they sit down to the sa-

crificial meal. 3DJ = " we will not surround,"

namely, the table, we will not sit around it to eat

till he come. So De Wette, Ewald, Maurer. The
explanation :

" we will not turn about, namely, to

jjroceed to something else, but will remain here

waiting" (Then., Bott.) does not suit the situation

as given by the context.—Ver. 12. David's ap-

pearance, ruddy, of the color of tlie hair, red hair

Leing regarded in the East (as contrasting with

the usual black color) as especially beautiful. D^*

(as xvii. 42 ; Eccles. ii. 16) used adverbially =
''at the same time," " ivithal ;" beautiful of eyes

and c/ood, pleasing in appearance. In this young-
est son were united the beauty of the oldest, and
that which is well-pleasing to the Lord, what
" the Lord looks on," a heart and mind after the

will and good pleasure of the Lord (ver. 7). And
.so the divine decision is announced to Samuel

:

Arise, anoint him, for this is he. He is

thus freed from all doubts and suspicions. Sure
•of his course, Samuel (ver. 13) performs the ce-

remony of anointing David (the object and mean-
ing of the act being still an enigma to Jesse and
liis other sons) in the midst of his brethren or from
<imonr/ [Germ, unter'] his brethren ; the Heb. pre-

position (2|^p3) may mean either. Thenius

adopts the latter on the ground that the brothers

had gone away, but this is not required by the

narrative. Samuel's words in the second half of

ver. 11 rather imply that they were all there.

[Al)arbanel and Philippson also adopt this view
of the word, " among" his brethren, that is, "he
alone of his brethren," because this better ex-

plains their after ignorance.

—

Tr.]. In any case

the special significance, which God designed this

anointing to have, was hidden from them. An-
ointing was always a symbol of the divine impar-
tatiou of the Spirit from above on the Anointed.

The imi>artation began immediately for David :

The Spirit of the Lord came upon David
from that day forw^ard.—This could not have
happened, if tlie religious-ethical conditions had
not iieen present in David's heart. This impar-
tation of the Spirit was (along with the general

gift of the divine Spirit) the special endowment
with gifts and powers for the special theocratic

royal calling, to which David was chosen and
consecrated by this anointing according to divine

decree and will. The word " from that day for-

ward" denotes the continuity of the impartation

of the Si>irit to David's inner life, and indicates

its unbroken development under the guidance of

the divine Spirit to full fitness and capacity for

the royal calling. Keil pro])erly calls attention

to the fact that nothing is here said of any expla-

natory word of Samuel touching this jioint, as in

Saul's anointing, chap. x. 1. Whether David

* rin 1 Chr. ii. 1.3-1.5 only seven sons of Jesse are men-
•tionerl ; on<.' may linve (lierl in youth. The Syr. and
Arab, write Elihii (1 Chr. xxvii. 18} as seventh and David
us eiglith.—Ttt.J

was now informed by Samuel of the meaning of

the act is uncertain. Most probably he was not

informed, since it was performed in the presence

of the brothers, and its object was (according to

the will of God) to remain concealed from them
and the people. [It seems likely that a royal

destiny for David would be the last thing in the

minds of his brothers, for his higher intellectual

and spiritual gifts were apparently at this time

unknown to them. Gradually the course of events

led them and the people (so Abigail xxv. 3U) and
probably Saul (xxiii. 17 ) to look on David as

Saul's successor, and David would receive inti-

mations concerning his destiny from Samuel.
There is, therefore, no serious difficulty in under-

standing the silence of the brothers in the suc-

ceeding history.

—

Tr]. Samuel went to Ra-
mah. Tluit David was in constant communication
with him (and perhaps with the prophetic school

there) is quite certain from the following history.

Comp. xix., XX. sq. In this intercourse with the

prophet of the Lord he learned the meaning of

Samuel s enigmatical act, and, under the progres-

sive occupation and enlightenment of his inner

life by the Spirit from above, received the know-
ledge of the duties of his royal calling and the

preparation to fulfill them. For the present hia

election and anointing to be king of Israel re-

mained a divine secret.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. The affairs of the kingdom of God go their

way without break or halt according to God's

high thoughts and decrees, though human sin and

its attendant judgment (as in Saul's case), or hu-

man weakness (as in Samuel's immediate grief

for Saul) may seem to hinder the plans of the

divine wisdom. " In the history of Israel the

concealing curtain of human purpose and action

is lifted, and the thus unveiled, all-moving and
all-guiding hand of Him of whom it is written,
' He worketh all things according to the counsel

of his own Avill' (Eph. i. 11), appears therein"

(F. W. Krummacher, David, p. 1). But it is also

precisely by hunuui sin and foolishness that the

history "of God's kingdom under the guidance of

the divine wisdom and providence receives new
occasions and inijiulses to wider and higher de-

velopment according to the aims which God sets

before Himself.

2. Samuel's grief for Saul, transgressing the

bounds set by God and thus displeasing to Him,
is easily explicable psychologically not merely

from natural human feeling, but also from Sa-

muel's theocratic calling and proiihetic oflicial

interest. Considered from this point of view also

it is not in conliict with Samuel's immovable pro-

phetic opposition to Saul and his sentence of re-

jection, but is at the same time the most striking

refutation of the false conception of Samuel's re-

lation to Saul in this prophetic-judicial bearing

towards him, which makes the latter a pitiable

sacrifice to i)riestly jealousy and one-sidedness (see

the literature in Winer, to wliicli "is to be added

M. Diniker, Geschichte des Altrrthums I.].

3. The concealing of the truth, when there is

no design to deceive, when its utterance is required

by no duty, and when the interests of the moral

order of tlie world and of the kingdom of God are
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in no wise injured, is far from being untruthfulness,

much less falsehood ; it is rather duty and obedi-

ence to the divine will.

•1. The heginnlibys of David's theocratic life, as

they present tiiemselves in his election and call-

ing to be king of Israel, have their rools (when we
look back in the light of the divine history of re-

velation) in tlie consecrated ground of a family in

Judah distinguished in history for piety and god-

liness, which belonged with its traditions to the

.shepherd-city of Bethlehem. Tlie family whence
Jesse sprang was from the beginning one of the

most prominent in the tribe of .Judah. One of its

ancestors, Nahshon, stood at tlie head of the whole
tribe in the march through the wilderness (Ruth

iv. 20; Num. i. 7; ii. d). "How remarkably
the noblest and loveliest theocratic piety was
nourished in this family, even in the degenerate

times of the Judges, appears in the history ofRuth
and Boaz ; the latter a type of theocratic integrity,

the former a truly consecrated flower of heathen-

dom turning longingly to the light of divine reve-

lation in Israel" ( Kurtz in Harz. III., 299). Jesse,

the son of Obed, was the grandson of this Boaz.

Plis intimacy with Samuel speaks for his piety

and that of his family. David was the noblest

.scion of this family, far excelling his brothers

(vers. 7, 10) in heart-piety and theocratic feding.

His posture of heart, which stood the divine test

and was well-pleasing to God, was the fruit of the

piety of his father's house, whence sprang the

humble, consecrated disposition* in wiiich, after

his anointing, he ripened more and more in soul

under the guidance of God's Spirit to his high

calling of theocratic royalty, coming by manifold

•experiences to a constantly clearer knowledge of

this calling, and so guided by the Lord that not

onlv the riddle of his dumb consecration was ever

approaching solution, but also " from the course

'Of events (connected with .Samuel's former words
ito Saul) others, as .Jonathan, and even Abigail,

concluded that David Avas destined to be king,

xxlii. 17; xx. 30" (v. Gerl.).—But also, when
we look forward in the light of divine revelation,

the early part of David's consecrated life contains

many typical elements as factual prophecies or

preligurations of the future. His shepherd-life,f

continued after he was anointed, in which on the

one hand self-consecrated he immerses himself in

the contemplation of God's revelation in nature

.and in His word, and on the other hand must be

ready at any moment to meet the greatest dangers

:and exhibit boldne.ss and prowess (xvii. 34-37),

presents on these two sides types of his religious

life as king, the Spirit of God developing on the

basis of this double natural ground two sides of

his character, which not merely co-exi.st, but are

interwoven with each other : 1 ) intensively the

innermost concentration and immersion of his

thoughtful, meditative heart into the depths of

'God's revelation of His power, grace, and wisdom
in nature, word, history, and into the depths of

* [That is to say, the instruction and example of his
rfather'.s house was God's means of developing this dis-

po.sition in him. Pioty is never inherited, hut i.s aUvay.s
the direct creation of the Holy Spirit of God (John iii.

.(;).-Tr.]

t [The oare of the flocks, perhaps an honorable occu-
pation in earlier tunes (.Jacob, Moses), was in later times
usually given to inferiors, as servants and younger
•children.—Tn.]

the sinful human heart, whence sprang in his

psalms partly tiie inspired praise of God with fur-

therance and deepening in every direction of the

knowledge of God, partly advance in the know-
ledge of the natural grace-lacking condition of the

human heart; 2) extensively his admirable energy
and heroic courage in the life of conflict, which
he had evermore to lead. In the hiddenness of

his royal calling from the people, the gradual

ripening of his inner life for his office and the

lowliness of the sphere whence he was raised to

the throne, he is a type of Christ who, sprung
from him according to the flesh, and by the pro-

phets called "Son of David" and "Sprout of

Jesse" (Isa. xi. 1, 10), passes his holy youth in

privacy, gradually develojis therein for his Mes-
sianic calling, and then at the end of this divine-

human development steps forth from the lowliness

of a natural-human life as the king of Israel, who
completes in his person and v/ork God's revelations

for the establishment of His kingdom on earth,

and therein enters on the war of subjugation

against the ungodly world. From David's quiet

anointing in the modest family-circle at Bethle-

lem to be King David, up to the birth, in the ob-

scurity of a stall at Bethlehem, of the " Son of

David," the " King of the Jews," there is an un-

broken series of divine revelations, the beginning

and end of which are bound togetlier by the

descent of the Saviour of the world from the Tribe

of Judah " according to the flesh." And as hea-

thendom entered the principal line of the tribe of

.Judah (whence came Jesse's house and David)
in three distinguished women,* thus sharing in

the derivation of the Messiah from Jesse's fa-

mily,—and .so the impulse implanted (by the fun-

damental blessing, Gen. xii. 3) in the .«eed of

Abraham towards union with heathendom, which
takes mostly a thoroughly perverted direction in

all Israel's early history, showed itself in this

liimily (consciously or unconsciously) in a normal
and truly theocratic way—so we see, at the end of

this development of the kingdom of God in Israel

which goes from Bethlehem to Bethlehem, hea-

thendom approaching in Bethlehem the new-born
king of the .Jews (having a natural right in Him
because of its natural God-ordained share in His
incarnation) in order to pay Him its homage.

[This last statement expresses a parallelism, not

a typical relation. That certain heathen women
accepted the God of I.srael, and that certain hea-

then astronomers believed in the divinely-sent

king of the .Jews are both facts illustrative of the

promise to Abraham, but we cannot call them
type and antitype, since they express not an essen-

tial principle, but a concomitant phenomenon of

the fact of redemption. So the numerous cases

in which God raised His servants from low to

high position (as in David's life) are illustrations

of a mode of divine action, and thus parallel to

our Lord's history, but the relation of the events

in the Old and New Covenants is not that of type

and antitype, since they express an incidental and

not an essential spiritual principle. David, as

propliet and king, is a type of the true prophet

and king, and his experiences as a spiritual-

minded man answer to the experiences of the man

* [Tamar (Gen. xxxviii.), Rahab (Matt. i. 5). Ruth (Ruth
iv. lP,i. to which some add Bathsheba tor, Bathshuaj, but

this is uncertain.

—

Tr.J
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Jesus; but we cannot apply the term typical (with-

out an unworthy lowering of its meaning) to all the

outward resemblances beiween their lives.

—

Tr.]
5. The word :

" Man looks on the eyes, God
looks on the heart" like that other: ''Obedience is

better than sacrifice" (xv. 22) refers to the right

condition of lieart in a truly pious, humble disposi-

tion towards God the Lord. As we see clearly

the ditlerence between God's word and man's, be-

tween God's tkouyhts and man's, when Samuel
says to himsell' " this or that one is the chosen
one," and the Spirit from above says to his heart
" no," and points him to one of whom he had not
thought,—so we see according to their ditlerent

standards the ditlerence between divine and hu-
man judgment. The natural man judges according
to the outward and visible; God, who proves and
knows the heart and the reins (Ps. cxxxix. 1, 2

;

xliv. 22 [21] ),
judges according to the character of

the heart and the direction of the will, according
to the disposition of soul.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1. Berlenb. Bible: We may indeed

have compassion upon every one who is wretched
because of his sin ; but when God's rejection is

seen in continual hardening, that man must be
given over to God's righteous judgment.—God
demands in the souls He sets apart for Himself
and for the guidance of others, such a dying to

all things, that He does not allow them to regard

any other interest than His, whatever reason may
be alleged.

—

Schlier : The Lord reproves vSam-

ucl, who had indeed meant well, but had not

thought rightly ; even a Samuel had to subject

himself to God's will, and with his whole mind
and life send himself forward in God's ways.

—Ver. 2 sqq. Starke : Faint-lieartcdness and
feebleness is found even in the best saints, Matt.

viii. 26.

—

[Henry: From this it appears 1. That
Saul was grown very wicked. 2. That Samuel's

faith was not very strong.

—

Tr.]—S. Schjiid:

In doubtful, trying and perilous circumstances it

is best to ask God for counsel.—CRyVMER: A
wise man is silent until he sees his time ; but a

fool cannot wait for the time, Eccl. xx. 7 ; Eccl.

iii. 7; Gen. xxxvii.; Jud. xvi. IG.—.J. Lange:
There is a great difference between an untruth,

wlien one says wliat is false, and silence, when
one prudently keeps to liimself what it is not

necessary for others to know, x. 15, 16.—[We
are not bound to tell everything unless we profess

to l)e so doing, or the person asking has such
peculiar relations to us as to warrant his expect-

ing it. From failing to distinguish between de-

ce[)tion and concealment, some persons condemn
concealment and many justify deception. See
an excellent discussion, with particular reference

to this passage, in Tiiornwet.l's " Dixrnnrses on
Truth."—Tr.]—Berl. Bible: Samuel speaks

the truth, though he does not speak all the truth,

but partly conceals and p;irtly reveals, according
to his present design.—Ver. 5. J. Lange: So
too the worthy appropriation of the atonement
of Christ unto salvation must, according to the

evangelical covenant of grace, be made with real

inner purification, Isa. i. 16.—Ver. 6. S. Sctimid:
Human wisdom, however great, may yet be

easily deceived accordingly even the wisest men

must take care not to be too hasty in deciding.

—

Ver. 7. Cramer: God looks not" at the outward
work, but at the heart, and judges according to-

vv-hat His eyes see, Isa. xi. 3 ; Acts x. 34.—Berl.
Bible: Men decide only according to the ap-
pearance, and so are commonly deceived; but
the Lord looks to the depths of the heart, its

most delicate movements, and our character,
which is all clear to Him, and better known than
we are to ourselves, Bs. vii. 10 ; cxxxix. ; Heb.
iv. 12, 13.—True, deep-grounded humility of
heart is the only "appearance" in man that
pleases God (Isa. Ivii. 15); to this He looks as
the ground of all virtues, for in it His fear has
place. But where there is hidden pride, the fear

of God is easily neglected.— [W. M. Taylor:
We must not undervalue attention to the sym-
metrical discipline of the physical frame. Yet
muscularity is not Christianity, and bodily beauty
is not holiness. Tlie character, therefore, ought
to be the principal object of attention.

—

Tr.]—
Osiander: Christians too must not be judged
by the outward walk, since commonly, through
the infirmities of their flesh, they have a bad
appearance, while hypocrites, on the contrary,

make a good show in their life, 2 Tim. iii. 5;.

Matt. vii. 15; Rom. ii. 20.—[This is true as

regards a mere plausible exterior ; but Christians

should be jvidged by their actions, Matt. vii. 20.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 9 sqq. S. Schmid: God knows how
to try, often and long, the patience of believers

to their good, that He may confirm them in their

faith and patience.—Ver. 11. God is wont to ex-
alt the lowly, that they may always remember
their lowliness, and not be proud, but glory only

in God who has exalted them, 1 Cor. i. 27 sqq.,

31. [Scott: Nor does He favor our children

according to our fond partialities ; but often most
honors and blesses those who have been tlie least

regarded.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 13. Cramer: Christians

are temples and dwellings of the Holy Ghost, 2
Cor. vi. 19.—S. Sciimid: When we have done
our duty as commanded by God, we have to

leave the rest to God's government. Matt- x 23.

A'ers. 1-13. F. W. Krummaciier: Call and
anointing of the shepherd-youth: 1) By what this

was occasioned, 2) How it was performed.— [Ver.

7. Henry: '"The Lord looketh on the heart."

1. He knows the heart. 2. He judges of men by
the lieart.

—

Tr.]— J. Disselhoff [The History

of King David, 14 sermons) : The secret of the

choice : 1 ) The Lord does not choose those who
by peculiar gifts of nature arc distinguished above

others, but 2) He chooses those who faithfully

profit by the greater or less measure of God's

grace which is granted them, 3) Who show this

faithfulness l)y pure zeal and ol)edience in the

labor entrusted to them, and 4) Those who even

after some success in their labor do not boastfull.y

press themselves forward, but remain in silent

liuraility and quiet seclusion till the Lord brings

them forth.

[Ver. 1. Remedies for improper mourning: 1)

Submission to the will of God ("I have rejected

him"); 2) Diligence in present work for God
(" fill thy horn and go") ; 3) Hope that God will

bring a better future ("I have provided me a

king").—Ver. 4. Why do men so shrink from

religious teachers?—Vers. 6-12. DifficvUy of se-

lecting men for important positions: 1) Causes: a)
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Intrinsic diiBculty of properly estimating charac-

ter, b) Management of partial friends. 2) Les-

sons: a) To avoid haste in deciding. 6) To
make diligent inquiries. c) To seek special

Divine guidance.—Ver. 12. Tlie youth of David.
Handsome, energetic, brave, talented and accom-

plished, of good family, devout—faithfully pur-
suing an humble calling which developed manli-
ness, and trusting God for the unknown future

—

O the glorious possibilities of youth! (Comp,
KiTTO, " Said and David," p. 197 sqq., Maurice,
" Prophets and Kings," p. 38 sq.)

—

Tr,.]

II. The Darkeninrj of SauPs Mind by the Evil Spirit, and David's First AppearaTice

at the Court of Saul as Harpist.

Veks. 14-23.

14 But [And] the Spirit of the Lord [Jehovah] departed from Saul, and an evil

15 spirit from the Lord [Jehovah] troubled him. And Saul's servants said unto him,
16 Behold now, an evil spirit from God^ troubleth thee. Let our lord now command

thy servants which [om. which] are before thee, to [and let them, or they will]

seek out'^ a man who is a cunning player^ on a [the] harp; and it shall come to pass,

when the evil spirit from God is upon thee, that he shall play with his hand, and
17 thou shalt be well. And Saul said unto his servants, Provide me now a man that

18 can play well,* and bring him to me. Then answered one of the servants [And
one of the young men answered] and said, Behold I have seen a son of Jesse the

Bethlehemite, that is cunning in playing* and a mighty valiant man and a man of

war and prudent in matters^ and a comely person, and the Lord [Jehovah] is with

19 him. Wherefore [And] Saul sent messengers unto Jesse, and said, Send [ins. to]

20 me David thy son, which is with the sheep. And Jesse took an ass® laden with

bread, and a bottle [skin] of wine, and a kid,' and sent them by David his son

21 unto Saul. And David came to Saul, and stood before him, and he loved Kim
22 greatly, and he became his armor-bearer. And Saul sent to Jesse, saying. Let
23 David, I pray thee, stand before me, for he hath found favor in my sight. And

it came to pass, when the eviP spirit from God was upon Saul, that David took an
[the] harp, and played with his hand, so [and] Saul was refreshed, and was well,

and the evil spirit departed from him.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 15. The Heh. text here uniformly designates tlie source of righteous inflnenoe as "the Spirit of

.lehovah," and the source of evil influence as " evil spirit," " evil spirit of God," or " evil spirit from Jehovah,"
the significance of the last preposition being obvious; except in ver. 23, where it is "spirit of God," and Sept.,

Chald., Syr., Arab, and Eng. A. V. there insert "evil;" in xix. 9 it is "evil spirit of Jehovah," and there Sept.

writes "God," instead of Jehovah, <'lial(l. and Eng. A. V. insert "from" before "Jehovah," and Arab, omits the
divine name. ISlsewhere throughout the <Jld Testament the Divine Spirit is called either "Spirit of God" or
"Spirit of Jehovah."

—

Tr.]
* [Ver. 16. This clause is difficult in the Heb., and varies in the ancient VSS. Chald. follows the Heb. ; Sept.

takes T13J? as subject, omits IJJIN, and renders: "let thj' servants now say before thee and seek," where

" say " for " speak " is not tolerable (we should expect 1^1 instead of "^DN); Vulg.: "let our lord command,

and thy servants who are before thee will seek," where ^'JdS is made to qualify " servants" (so in Eng. A. V.),

contrary to usage, which demands that it stand after a verbal conception; S.yr. omits the speech of the servants
ill ver. 15, and goes on in ver. IG: "thy servants are before thee, let them seek." As the Heb. now stands, the

words '37 '3JT must form a separate clause; but the construction is thus harsh. If we could omit '37 (which,
however, is sustained by all the VSS.), an easy reading would be given: "let our lord now command, and thy
servants will seek."—The use of the second pers. suffix when the verb is in the third pers., though not the usual
construction, occurs elsewhere, as 2 Sam. xiv. 11.

—

Tr.
I

3 [Ver. 10. The partep. as complement of the verb " to know." See Ew., Gr. \ 285. e, and Ges. g 1-12, 4.—Tr.]
* [Vers. 17 and 18. Infin. as complement, Ges. \ 142.—Tn.]
B [Ver. 18. Or, "in speech," as in margin of Eng. k. V.; but "affairs" seems to suit the connection better_

Chald. "counsel," Vulg., Syr. and Erdmann "word." In Isa. iii. 3 tynb is "enchantment," though the phrase
is rendered by Jewish commentators "clever in discourse" (Philippson). Comp. 1 Sam. xviii. 14.—Te.]

6 [Ver. 20. Sept. "omer" or ' homer" (7o;n6p), on which Wellh. rightly says that bread was not reckoned by
measure; he proposes to read a numeral here instead of IfOPI. .-incc bread was usually counted by loaves.

But we mav follow the ancient VSS., which render "ass-load of bread."

—

Te.]
" [Ver. 20. Fullv: "a kid of the goats."—Tr.]
8 [Ver. 23. See note 1 on ver. 15.—Tr.]
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EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 15. Observe the sharp contrast between

the statement in ver. 13 :
" the Spirit of the Lord

came upon David," and that which here imme-
diately follows : The Spirit of the Lord de-

parted from Saul.—The Spirit is meant which
Saul received in consequence of his anointing,

and Ijy which he became another vmn, that is, a

man lull of great royal thoughts, courage of faith

and inspiration. The came of the departure of

the divine Spirit from, him, as given in the nar-

rative, was his rejection by the Lord, and his per-

sistent, impenitent pride and disobedience of heart

towarcls the Lord.

—

Berl.Bib.: "No doubt Saul

took his rejection to heart, and, instead of yield-

ing humbly to God's righteous judgment and
bowing beneath God's mighty hand, gave him-
self uj) to displeasure and discontent at God's

holy ways, and was therefore given over to the

power of an evil spirit, which vexed him and
sometimes even drove him to madness."—And
an evil spirit from the Lord troubled him

;

literally, fell upon him and frightened him C^V,^)'

Ps. xviii. 5. The narrator means to describe

Saul's condition as one of anxiety and terroi-,

which was produced in him by an evil spirit. This
spirit (called in ver. 23 also the evil spirit), is, ac-

cording to the narrative, not the condition itself

of gloomy melancholy and tortiu'ing anguish, but

an objective power, which produced it. It is a

wicked spiritual power, which came upon him as

the opposite of the good, holy spirit which he had
once i)ossessed, and goaded him to rage and mad-
ness (xviii. 10, 11 ), finding its occasion in the con-

tiict within his soul and in the passionateness of

his nature, which, after the Spirit of the Lord left

him, was unbridled. It came on Saul from the

Lord; that is, the Lord gave him over to the

power and might of this spirit as punishment for

his disobedience and defiant self-will; for this rea-

son this spirit is called in vers. 15, 16 " an evil

spirit of God," and in ver. 23 simply "a spirit of

God ;" that is, one that came from God. [It seems

clear that the evil spirit here cannot be resolved

into simple melancholy without doing violence

to the narrative (so the demons of the N. T.).

Reasons for melancholy and madness may be

found in Saul's life and character (see the patho-

logical and psychological aspects of his case treated

by Kilto, Maurice, Krummacher, Ewald, and
others), but over and above these the narrative

speaks, a.s Erdmann says, of an objective spiritual

wicked powei", which had strange control over

him. This possession Ijy the spirit was in accord-

ance with psychological conditions, yet distinct

from them, and was controlled by the almighty

God of Israel. We have here the proof of the

belief in evil spirits by tlie Israelites numy cen-

turies before the exile, a Ijelief very general, no
doubt, though not as fully developed here as in
" ,Jol)."—Til.]—The servants of Saul speak of this

cause of his mental condition in order (ver. IG)

to counsel him to let them find a skilfid liarjnst,

that he may be healed l)y the strains of nnisic of

his suffering of soul. Saul having commanded

him to court, he describes him at length, as not

merely a harpist, but also what would especially

recommend him to Saul, a valiant man, a man of
war, an eloquent rtuvn [or prudent—Tb.], a comehj

person, ivith ivhom the Lord is. All these charac-

teristics appear clearly in David's history; their

combination in this description shows that the

young man was well acquainted with him. His
beauty of person has already been mentioned in

ver. 12. He had showed his bravery and war-
'

like spirit, if not in battle, yet in conflict with ra-

venous beasts for fiis herd (xvii. 34 scp) His piety

and communion with the Lord, the culminating-

point of the description, has already been referred

to in vers. 12, 13. His eloquence is a new fea-

ture and characterizes the future psalmist.—Ver.

19. The message to Jesse to send his son to court.

—

Ver. 20. Jesse is soon ready. He sends his sou
with presents appropriate to a herdsman and
countryman. From this it appears that it was-

still customary to bring presents as a sign of obe-

dience and subjection, see on x. 4. The Heb.
text, in spite of its difficulty, is to be retained;

render: an ass laden with bread. "^^05) ^^^) ^^

Sept., ^P^> "since bread was not reckoned by

measures" (Keil). Clericus: "an ass laden with

bread, with a skin of wine and with a kid, so that

David might Inive nothing to carry." Maur.

:

"an ass laden with bread," &c. Compare the

apruv Tpel^ bvovQ (= rpLuv bvuv (pnpriov) [three

asses of bread = a load of three asses] of the tra-

gic poet Sosibius.—Ver. 21. So David came to

Saul and stood before him; that is, served him.

Becoming fond of him, Saul retained him and

placed him among his armor-bearers, entrusted

him, therefore, with a military service, informing

Jesse (ver. 22) that his son woidd remain with

him.—Ver. 23. David's playing had the effect

oi relieving, freeing Saul from his suffering, so that

he became well again ; when he heard the nuisic,

the evil spirit departed from him. The power of

musical sounds over Saul Avas such that his gloomy
mood vanished. Many illustrations from heathen

writers of the wholesome effect of music on the

mind are given by Cleric, Grot., and Bochart, in

the Hieroz., p. I.,"^ 1, II., c. 44 (I., p. 511 sqq. ed.

Rosenmiiller). [Bochart also inquires whether

David's songs to Saul were sacred or secular (see

Browning's "poem "Said"), and how music had

power over the evil spirit. See Kitto, "Said and

David," p. 202 sq.—On the nature of the instru-

ment which David used, the harp, kinnor, see on

X. 5, and the Bib.-Dictionarics and books on

Archfeology. Whether the kinnor was played

with the hand or with a plectrum (either would

suit the statement in ver. 23) is uncertain.

—

Tr.]

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. To be rejected by the Lord for continued

disobedience and hardness of heart against the

chastening and guidance of His Spirit, is identical

with the departure from the heart of the Spirit of

God, whicli can dwell and be eflicient only where

heart and will are turned to the light from above.

But when the Spirit of God departs from the man,

he is not simplv left to himself, but, as Saul's ex-

this (ver. 17), one of the young men of the court ! ample shows, liis heart becomes the abode of the

(ver. 18) mentioned the son of Jesse, whom he' evil spirit. Thcodoret: " Where the divine spirit

himself knew. In order to induce Saul to call I departs, the wicked spirit comes in his place.
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This sliould teach us to pray with David : Take
not thy Holy Spirit from me." Man is governed
cither by the Spirit from above or by the spirit

from beneath ; there is no third course. For he is

as little isolated in the invisible as in the visible

world ; he must be part of the organism of the

one or the other of the invisible worlds ; lie be-

longs either to the kingdom of light or to the

kingdom of darkness ;
he is guided either by the

Spirit of the Lord or by the evil spirit, according

as he decides for a permanent attitude of heart

and direction of will to this side or that. But
Saul's example teaches still more, namely, the

divine causality in the position of the rejected

man under the power of the evil spirit: He gives

the apostate, reprobate man into the power of the

evil spirit, permits the latter to control him ; when
man by continued conscious opposition to Him
renders His Spirit inefficaciousHe righteously pun-
ishes him by giving him over to the evil spirit, who
must serve God, and can do nothing except the
Lord, who is almighty over all spirits, give him a
field witliin the moral order of the world, in which,
for the execution of His punitive justice, even
the power of the evil one must be subservient to

Him. Therefore the wicked spirit is here called

a spirit "from the Lord." *—Tiie consequence of
the possession of the inner life by the evil spirit

is not merely its sunderance and derangement
(there being of necessity conflict partly between
the divine nature of the soul and its indwelling
ungodly inclinations and passions, and partly
among these last themselves), but at the same
time the filling of the heart with wicked thoughts,

dark melancholy, and the spirit of hatred, the
perversion and dedication of the natural noble
gifts of the spirit and heart (so richly possessed
by Saul) to the service of the kingdom of evil.

But in all this there is presupposed as back-ground
not a merely physical suffering, but a correspond-
ing ethical determination of the inner life against
God. " There is much suffering and melancholy
which has its origin in purely bodily sickness ; as
soon as the sickness ceases, the melancholy also

ceases. But tliere is also to-day much heaviness
of mind, which has its ground in the kingdom of
darkness" (Schlier.j.f

2. The counter-picture to Saul, who is con-
trolled by the evil spirit, is David, under the
guidance and discipline of the Spirit of God from
his anointment on. His divinely-bestowed natu-
ral gift of poetry and music is not merely sancti-

fied and consecrated by the Spirit of the Lord, but
also powerfully developed and intensified, and by
the Lord's ordination taken into the service of His
merciful love; for this love is seen in that He
makes David's art alleviate Saul's sufferings, and
in the depth of Saul's soul makes the chords of the
godlike man resound in the demon-possessed na-
ture and drown its tones. The power to set forth
the Beautiful as the Harmonious in music is a
natural gift of God's grace, which, employed in
the service of sin and of the kingdom of darkness,

* [On the relation of the spiritual influenoe on Sanl to
the regenerating power of the Hdly Spirit as taught in
the N. T., see Hodge's TheoL, II., GOO sq. (especially
6(i6,.—Tr.1

^

t [On the possibility of demoniac possession at the
present day, and on the general subject of the power of
evil spirits in the ancient and modern world, see Mr.
K. S. Poole's Art. "Magic " in Smith's Bib. ZHct—Tb.]

robs music of its divine nobility and misuses it for

the furtherance of the kingdom of evil in the hu-
man heart and in the world ; but, on the other hand,
(as in David's case), developed according to its God-
implanted laws, and under the guiding discipline
ofGod's Spirit, checks and expels the power of evil,
rouses again the nobler feelings of human nature
(created by and for God), and restores at least lor

a time the disturbed harmony of the life of the
soul. David's harp playing before Saul is the
prelude to the harpings and songs which flowed
from tlie heart of the future royal singer.

3. With the beginning of his service at tlie

court of Saul, David, under the wonderful guidance
of God's hand, whence he had througli Samuel
received the royal anointing, enters on the path
of inner and outer development till he ascends tlie

throne. It was the way of external cultivation
and preparation for the representative side of the
kingdom by the experiences and knowledges
which he gained at the royal court concerning all

that pertained to the fulfilment of the royal call-

ing, but also, what is far more important, a way
of deep sufli:'ring, which must needs have served
to try and tempt, but also to purify, prove and
confirm him, and establish his inner life in com-
munion with his God; from this school of suf-

fering, whose experiences afterwards resound
throughout his Psalms, he comes forth as a man
who has been educated from shepherd-boy to
king.

[Helps in (he studi/ of David's life: Chandler's
Life of David (abounds in illustrations from clas-

sic antiquity, and is polemical against Bayle)

;

Ewald's History of Israel; Stanley's Jewish Church
{ brilliant in description

) ; Schlier's Saul and
Krummacher's David (devotional) ; Stiihelin's

David (strictly scientific); F. D. Maurice, Pro-
phets and Kings of 0. T. (fresh and clear); Kit-
to's Saut and' David (in Daily Bib. Illnst.) ; W.
M. Tayloi-'s Dai^i'rf, 1875 (excellent); Graetz, Ges-
chichte der Juden ; Apocrypha relating to David
in Fabricius, Codex Pseud. Vet. Test., Tom. I.; Le-
gends concerning him in Koran, Suras ii., xxxviii.;

Weil's Biblical Legends of the 3fassidnians ; Baring-
Gould's Legends of 0. T. Characters. See also Jo-
sephus, Antiquities VI. 8—VII. 15; Wilberforce's
Heroes of Hebrew History; and Articles in the
Dictionaries of Herzog, Smith, Fairbairn, and
Ersch and Grube. \'oltaire and Bayle deal with
David's life in an unworthy spirit.

—

Tr.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 14. CaLiVIn: As God grants His gif^s

richly to those who serve Him in the obedience
of faith, so He withdraws them again from those

who are slothful in employing them, that we may
not believe God is under obligation to us. God
does indeed distribute His gifts richly and abun-
dantly, but He also demands from us the right use

of them, that they may subserve His aims. Who-
ever, then, does not give back to God what He has
received from Him, will certainly soon lose it.

—

Cramer: He who will not let himself be ruled

by the Spirit of God, drives it out; and where
that is driven out, there is no third state possible,

but the evil spirit goes in ngnin, Luke xi. 23 sq.

—

Vers. 15, 16. Schjiid: We sjiould have compas-
sion even upon those who by tltcir sins have
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ilrawn on themselves (iod's chastisement, and
sliould give them counsel as to how their case may
be bettered.— [Ver. 18. David was a brave soldier

and a famous musician. There is a very unwise
notion abroad in America that to pei'form well on
musical instruments is something effeminate. But
the Hebrews tliought not so, nor did the Greeks,

nor do the Germans.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 19. Osiander ;

God gradually, more and more, draws His people
forward and exalts them

;
yea, He leads them by

degrees from one ground to another even unto
eternal life.—Ver. 23. Cramer: Only God's
word and believing prayer can drive out Satan
with his assaults, Eph. vi. 17, 18.— Schlier:
There is a wonderful power in song and the harj)

over the human heart; hoAV much sorrow and an-

guish retreat before it — how much of the power
of darkness is broken ; where song and the harp
dwell in the fear of God, there the power of evil

spirits gives way, there the good spirits come, hell

is silent, heaven comes down.—F. W. Krumma-
CHER : We ask, " Did the harmonies banish the
demon ?" No ! But tlie higher mood into which
the king was brought by them sufficed at least to

^ive the affliction less room for working on his

mind, wliile against a full, clearly conscious life

•of faith on Saul's part, the power of the evil spi-

rit would have been utterly wrecked.

—

Schlier:
Thorouglily better would it have been for him if

he liad been converted—if he had earnestly re-

pented. But of repentance Saul would know no-
thing; he let himself be cheered, but he would
not turn about. If our sins give to tlie kingdom
of darkness power over us, then we must reijent.

He who chooses to persevere in sin and cannot
acknowledge his guilt, should not wonder for-

sooth if he finds no peace. Evil conscience, evil

guest. No peace, nor any rest! But the word
stands fast forever that the Lord makes the up-
right to prosper. — Wuert. Summary : The
mourning of this world and the heaviness pro-

ceeding from an evil conscience can be relieved

by no harping nor any diversion, if iorgiveness
of sins is not earnesily sought and gained, and
the heart is not truly bettered.

Vers. 13-23. J. Disseluoff : The anointing of
the chosen one: 1) Whom the Lord chooses for His
servant. He causes before His work to be anointed
with power from on high; 2) The anointing does
not at once give the throne, but it first leads into
lowliness; 3j The anointing does not annihilate
natural gifts and powers, but sanctifies them and
fits them for the service of the Lord.

Vers. 14-23. F. W. Krummacher: TIic harper:

1) How David came to Saul; 2) What he experi-

enced at the king's court.

Ver. 14. Man is under the dominion either of the

holy or of the evil spirit: 1) Statement of this trulh.

2) Indication of the opposite consequences in the

two cases. 3) Application of the solemn warn-
ings therein contained.

[Ver. 21. "And he loved him greatly." 1)

Saul, with all his faults, a loving man. Comp.
xxiv. 16. 2) David an eminently lovable youth.
Some of the qualities which made him such are

indicated in ver. 18: handsome, accomplished,
brave and soldierly, prudent, pious. (Highly
creditable to a youth to gain the love of old men.)

3) The Lord loved David, and caused his fellow-

men to love him. Vers. 13, 18. Comp. Gen. xxxix.
Vers. 17-22. Example of the young harper David

:

1) Improvement of youthful leisure a preparation
for the work of life. 2) Something in itself unim-
I^ortant often the providential occasion of great

results. But note: a) It can only be the occasion

/

the causes must together be as great as the effect.

b) There must be disciplined character, or occa-

sions will be in vain. 3) A youth leaving home
for scenes of temptation is safe if " the Lord is

with him." (Comp. W. M. Taylor, David, Ser-

mon III.)

Egbert Browning's finest poem is on " Saul,"

depicting his madness, and the effect of David's
harp and song.—Tfi.]

SECOND SECTION.
Saul's New War w^ith the Philistines and David's Exploit with its Diverse Con-

sequences for Him and for his Relation to Saul.

Chapters XVIL—XIX. 7.

I. Tlie two Camps and Goliath's arrogant Challenge,

Chap. XVIT. 1-11.

1 Now [And] the Philistines gathered together their armies to battle, and were

gathered together at Shochoh [Socoh], which belongeth to Judah, and pitched

2 between Shochoh [Socoh] and Azekuh, in Ephes-dammim.^ And Saul and the

TEXTUAL ANB GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 1. This naiTi<:' is variously spoiled in the VSS. Sept., "Vat., 'Ec^epiaeV (omis.sion of k and r for d), Aq. iy

Trepan AofieiV, Syr. Oph.'u-.soniin ('fori )phasremin, a common mode of inversion in Syrian writing of proper names,
and r for d), Arab. Phars:iinin (after the Svriac), Vnlg. finihus Dommim (Confinos of Dommim, a translation of the
fin-t part of the lleli. word). These readings establish the form in the text, which, liowever, appears in 1 Chron.
xi. j:! as Pa«-dammim (Sept, *a(ro6a/iiV, Syr. Pasi demayo

|
Pasi, or well of the water.s], Viilg. Phesodomim, Arab.

well of Bethlehem [alter Syr.J), probably a shortened form of our woi'd.

—

Tk.J
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men of Israel were gathered together, and pitched by [in] the valley of Elah
3 [of the Terebinth], and set the battle in array against the Philistines. And

the Philistines stood ou a [the] mountain on the one side, and Israel ctood
on a [the] mountain on the other side, and there was a valley [the ravine

4 was] between them. And there went out a champion^ out of [from] the camp
of the Philistines, named Goliath, of Gath, whose height was six cubits and

5 a span. And he had an helmet of brass [copper] upon his head, and he was armed
with [clothed in] a coat of mail [corselet of scales] ; and the weight of the coat

6 [corselet] was five thousand shekels of brass [copper]. And he had greaves^ of
brass [copper] upon his legs, and a target [javelin] of brass [copper] between his

7 shoulders. And the staff of his spear was like a weaver's beam, and his spear's

head* weighed six hundred shekels of iron ; and one bearing a shield [the shield-

S bearer] went before him. And he stood and cried unto the armies [ranks]^ of
Israel, and said unto them. Why are ye come out to set your battle in array? am
I not a [the] Philistine, and ye servants® to Saul? choose you a man for you, and

"S let him come down to me. If he be able to fight with me, and to [om. to] kill me,
then will we be your servants; but [and] if I prevail against him and kill him,

10 then shall ye be our servants and serve us. And the Philistine said, I defy the
armies [ranks] of Israel this day

;
give me a man that we may fight together.

11 When [And] Saul and all Israel heard these words of the Philistine, [ms. and]
they were dismayed and greatly afraid.

II. David and Goliath. Vers. 12-54.

12 Now [And] David was the son of that [this] Ephrathite of Bethlehem-Judah,
whose name was Jesse ; and he had eight sons ; and the man went among men for

an old man in the days of Saul [the man in the days of Saul was old, advanced in

13 years].* And the three eldest sons of Jesse went and followed [had followed]^

Saul to the battle; and the names of his three sons that went to the battle were
14 Eliab, the first-born, and next unto him Abinadab, and the third Shammah. And
1

5

David was the youngest ; and the three eldest followed Saul. But [And] David
16 went and returned from'*' Saul to feed his father's sheep at Bethlehem. And the
17 Philistine drew near morning and evening, and presented himself forty days. And

Jesse said unto David his son. Take now for thy brethren an ephah of this parched
corn, and these ten loaves, and run [carry them quickly] to the camp to thy breth-

2 [Ver. 4. Chald. (misunderstanding the Heb., but serving to establish the text) " a man from between them,"
Syr. "giant." The Vulg. curiously renders "spurious," that is, according to explanations suggested in Poole's
Synopsis, "giant," because giants were looked on as despising the laws of marriage, born of uncertain fathers,
hence called "sons of the earth." The rendering "giant," "mighty man,"^"one distinguished among (V2)

men," or " a man of sons (D' J3)-"

—

Te.]

3 [Ver. 6. In the Heb. Sing., but according to all the ancient VSS. Plu.—Te.]
* [Ver. 7. Literally " tlame," from the flashing of the metal, Aq., Th., <j>\b^ S6paTo<;.—Tr.]

'•• [Ver. 8. It seems better to express in the translation the distinction between "army" (rUHO ,7'n ,N!]i')

and "ranks" (jiD"l.rO).—TB.]

* [Ver. 8. Sept. writes badly "Hebrews," and omits Art. before "Philistine." "The phrase 'the Philistine' is

conceived from the staud-point of tlie Jewish narrator" (Wellh.).

—

Tr.]

7 [Ver. 12. This word (niri) is grammatically impracticable; it no doubt belongs to the original text, being

the Redactor's reference to the preceding narrative, ch. xvi., and in order to indicate this reference in the trans-
lation, the word is rendered "this," instead of "that." It is retained in Chald., Vulg., Greek (outos, impossibly),
and omitted (on account of the difficulty) in Syr., Arab.—On the omission of vers. 12-31 in the Vat. Sept., see Erd-
mann in Tntrod. and Exposition.—Tb.J

8 [Ver. 12. This corrected reading is adopted (from the Syriac) also by Maurer, Thenius, AVellhausen, and by
Erdmann. Bib. Comm. prefers the reading of the Vulg. :

" old and of a ^reat age among men " (}<3 being t.aken
elliptically for D'JtJ'^ X3). which, however, is hardly defensible. The inversion of Eng. A. V. is not allowalile.

The Chald. has (in Jesse's honor): "the man in the days of Saul was old, counted among the choice young men."
So in Talmud, Berakoth 58, 1, the explanation is :

" he went forth with the army, and went in with the army, and
taught in the army" (but Philippson renders: "he had a retinue"). These attempts all do violence to the text,
which in its present form yields no good sense, but becomes natural and easy when we substitute W^'i^ or

D'O' for D'li'JK- See Erdmann's Exposition.

—

Te.]
T • T -:

s [Ver. 13. Tills construction is explained by the grammarians as pluperfect; yet its difficultness suggests

an insertion of ^771 by clerical error, possibly from the following clause. At the same time this whole para-
: T

graph is marked by grammatical harshness, due to the connection wliich the Redactor keeps up with ch. xvi.
-Tn.]

"^ [Ver. 15. Some MSS. have DJ/'TD instead of 7jf0, and one inserts 3 before "Bethlehem."

—

Tb.]

15
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18 ren ; And carry these ten cheeses [pieces of cheese"] unto the captain of their

thousand, and look how thy brethren fare, and take their pledge [and bring a
19 token^^ from them]. Now [And] Saul and they and all the men of Israel were^^

20 in the valley of Elah [of the Terebinth], fighting with the Philistines, And David
rose up early in the morning, and left the sheep with a keeper, and took, and went,,

as Jesse had commanded him, and he \_om. he] came to the trench [wagon-rarapart]

as [and] the host was going forth'* to the fight and [im. they] shouted for the bat-

21 tie. For [And] Israel and the Philistines had [om. had] put the battle in array

22 army against army [line against line]. And David left'^ his carriage [baggar.'c]

in the hand of the keeper of the carriage [baggage], and ran into the array [ranks],

23 and came and saluted [asked after the welfare of] his brethren. And as he talkel

with them, behold, there came up the champion, the Philistine of Gath, Goliath

by name [Goliath the Philistine by name, of Gath'®], out of the armies [from the

ranks''] of the Philistines, and spake according to the same words; and Davil
24 heard them. And all the men of Israel, when they saw the man, fled from him,

25 and were sore afraid. And the men of Israel said, Have ye seen this man that is-

come up? surely [for] to defy Israel is he come up; and it shall be that the man
who killeth him, the king will enrich'® him with great riches, and will give him

26 his daughter, and make his fixther's house free in Israel. And David spake to the

men that stood by him, saying. What shall be done to the man that killeth this.

Philistine, and taketh away the reproach from Israel? for who is this uncircum-

27 cised Philistine, that he should defy the armies [ranks] of the livirg God ? And
the people answered him after this manner, saying, So shall it be done to the man

28 that killeth him. And Eliab, his eldest brother, heard when he spake unto the

men, and Eliab's anger was kindled against David, and he said. Why earnest thou

down hither? and with whom hast thou left those few sheep in the wilderness? I

know thy pride and the naughtiness of thine heart ; for thou art come down that

29 thou mightest see the battle (for to see the battle art thou come down). And
David said. What have I now done? Is there not a cause [Was it not a wor>l

30 merely^^'] ? And he turned from him toward another, and spake after the same

31 manner ; and the people answered him again after the former manner. And when
\_om. when] the words were heard which David spake, [ins. and] they rehearsed

the^n before Saul ; and he sent for him.

82 And David said to Saul, Let no man's heart fail because of him ; thy servant

33 will go and fight with this Philistine. And Saul said to David, Thou art not able

to go against this Philistine to fight with him, for thou art but a youth, and he a

34 man of war from his youth. And David said unto Saul, Thy servant kept his

father's sheep, and there came a [the] lion and a [the] bear,'^" and took a lamb^^

35 out of the flock ; And I went after him and smote him and delivered it out of his

mouth ; and when he arose against me, I caught him by his beard,^'^ and smote hira

36 and slew hira. Thy servant slew both the lion and the bear ; and this uncircura-

cised Philistine shall be as one of them,^^ seeing he hath defied the armies [ranks]

'1 IVcr. IS. Properly "thifk curds."

—

Tk.]
12 [Ver. 18. Aq. o-u'/aAi?"' (intercourse), Sym. ix.i(T<l>o4)opiav (pay), Tli. 6 iiv xPl/^o'^o''. Chald. "their welfare," Syr.

" mep-sacie "

—

Tr.]
18 [Ver. 19. Or, if this be a part of Jesse's speech, "are;" so Erdmann.—Tk.]

1* [Ver. 20. The Art. is to be omitted before K!^\ otherwise S'nni, etc., must be the Accus. after N':!^^,

which gives an unnatural sense, and breaks the connection with 1J^"irn.

—

Tk.]

15 rver. 22. The FTeh. is more lively: "put his basrgage from him upon the hand," etc.—Tr.]
i« Iver. 23. 8o the IIoli. requires. "The champion's name was "Goliath the Philistine."

—

Tr.]
1' [Ver. 2:{. On the Kothib nnd Qori sec Erdmann, Exposition.—Tr.]
18

I
Ver. 25. The innisnal Ilipli. fi>riii (omission of ehircq) is perhaps from assimilation to the preoedinG; word,

the doubled Nun di'prc-^sinii the i>retiiiiii> syllal>l<'. Similar form in 1 Sam. xiv. 22.—Tr.]
19 [Ver. 20. So also Krdinann, Philippson, Bih. Com., and the ancient VSS.—Tr.]
so [Ver. 34. On the Art. and PX see the Exposition. Maurer proposes to render nx "with," equivalent to

"and." So Kim-^hi and Junius in 2 Kines vi. f).

—

Tr.]
, t^ r,

21 [Ver. 31. The HI for T\tf is a remarkable instance of a perpetuated clerical error. Norzi and De Kossi

state that all MSS. and' early Edd. read Htt'; but the Ed. of Athias has retained the erroneous form which is cor-

rected by some other editors (as Walton).

—

Tr.J
22 [Ver. .%. Sept. -throat;" other VSS. as Iloh.—Tr.]

.

23 [Ver. 3(1. Sept. here inserts : " shall I not go and smite him, and take away to-day the reproach from Israel I

80 nearly the Vulg.—an insertion from ver. 2G.

—

Tb.]
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37 of the living God. David said moreover [And David said], The Lord [Jehovah]

that delivered me out of the paw [hand]'^* of the lion and out of the paw [haud] of

the bear, he will deliver me out of the haud of the Philistine. And Saul said unto

38 David, Go, and the Lord [Jehovah] be'-^* with thee. And Saul armed David with

his armor [clothed David with his military dress], and he loin, he] put an helmef'^

of brass [copper] upon his head, also he [and] armed [clothed] him with a coat of

39 mail [corselet of scales]. And David girded his sword upon his armor [dressj and
he \_om. he] assayed^' to go, for he had not proved it. And David said unto iSaul,

40 I cannot go with [in] these, for I have not proved them. And David put them
off him. And he took his staff in his hand, and chose him five smooth stones out

of the brook, and put them in [into] a [the] shepherd's bag'-* which he had, even
[namely] in [into] a [the] scrip ;^ and his sling was in his hand, and he drew near

to the Philistine.

41 And'^' the Philistine came on and drew near [the Philistine drew nearer and
42 nearer] unto David, and the man that bare the shield we)it before him. And when

[om. when] the Philistine looked about [o/n. about] and saw David, [ins. and] he
disdained him, for he was but [om. but] a youth and ruddy and of a fair counte-

43 nance. ^ And the Philistine said unto David, Am I a dog, that thou comest to

44 me with staves? And the Philistine cursed David by his gods. And the Philis-

tine said to David, Come to me, and I will give thy flesh unto [to] the fowls of
45 the air and to the beasts of the field.^' Then said David [And David said] to the

Philistine, Thou comest to me with a [om. a] sword and with a \_om. a] spear and
with a [om. a] shield [javelin], but I come to thee in the name of the Lord [Jeho-

vah] of hosts, the God of the armies [ranks] of Israel, whom thou hast defied.

46 This day will the Lord [Jehovah] deliver thee into my hand, and I will smite thee

and take thine head from thee, and I will give the carcasses^^ of the host [array]

of the Philistines this day unto [to] the fowls of the air and to the wild beasts of

the earth, that [and] all the earth may [shall] know that there is a God in Israel

47 [Israel hath a God]. And all this assembly shall know that the Lord [Jehovah]
saveth not with sword and spear; for the battle is the Lord's [Jehovah's], and he

48 will give you into our hands. And'^ it came to pass, when the Philistine arose and
came [went] and drew nigh to meet David, that David hasted and ran toward the

49 army [line] to meet the Philistine. And David put his hand in [into] his bag,

and took thence a stone, and slang it, and smote the Philistine in his forehead, and

24 [Ver. 37. Th. "mouth." The word "hand" should be retained, in the sense of "power."

—

Tr.]
25 [Ver. a7. The unapocop. Impf. sometimes occurs in optative sense, as in 1 Sam. iii. 17, r\V/p\—TR.]

2S [Ver. .38. Instead of ^2)7) some MSS. and edd. have ^313.—Tk.]

27 [Ver. 39. Sept. exoircao-e, "labored in going, went with difficulty," as if they read X/V, which is not a bad

sense. Sym. gives eo-wa^ei', " limped," and so other (anonymous) Grk. VSS. e^wXau'ei', which may represent the

text-word or TMi^- The Vulg. renders "began " (and so Krdmann), and Syr., Arab., Chald., "did not wish." The

Heb. word ( 7'Xin) more commonly means " to be content, willing," but in some eases expresses determination,

resolution, making up one's mind to a thing. Thus In Deut. i. 5 Moses " determines, takes in hand." to explain
the law, and in Josh. xvii. 12 the Canaanites "resolved and carried out their resolution" to dwell in the land.
Here David resolves, undertakes to walk in armor, because he had not tried it ; if he had tried it before, he would
not have made such a resolution. Thus in the Heb. stem lies the conception of "resolving" with the added
idea frequently that the attempt is made to carry out the resolution, so that the Eng. "undertake, assay, begin,
succeed in (when the undertaking is carried out), fail (when the undertaking is not carried out)," may in differ-

ent connections properly render it. So a similar determination is often found in the Heb. and Chald. DUX,
which with the neg. means "resolve not to do a thing."—We may then mnintain the Hob. te.-ct against the Sept.,

and we see that the Chald. and Syr. have introduced into their translation the expression of the failure which is

expressed in the context, and may be involved in the Heb. 7{<"''V—Tk.]

S8 [Ver. 40. " Fixture" is not a good word; but some general term is needed for Heb. ^'~}2, like Germ, gerdth

or zeuq. The double name here is suspicious; the second is omitted by Vulg., and translated eis <Tv\\oyriv by
Sept.; but both are given in Chald. and Syr. One may be a gloss.—Instead of " smooth stones," L. de Dieu ren-
ders "parts of stones," i. e. "sharp pieces," and refers to Isa. Ivii. 0.—Tu.J

29
I
Ver. 41. This verse is omitted in Sept., but is in keeping with the liveliness of the whole description.

—

Te.]
30 [Ver. 42. Sept. and a few MSS. read "eyes."—Te.]
31 [Ver. 44. Some VSS. and MSS. have " earth."—Tr.]
32 [Ver. 46. In the Heb. the word is Sing.; comp. Am. viii. 3 for collective force. To this Wellhausen objects

that the collective sense is inadmissible before '3 njn?D, and therefore prefers the Sept. reading "thy corpse

and the corpses of the camp;" yet "1J3 may here easily=" mass of corpses," as Chald. "putrid flesh."

—

Tr.]

S3 [Ver. 48. The simpler form of this verse in the Sept.: "and the Philistine arose, and went to meet David,"
seems not so much in ai-cordance with the tone of the narrative as the more elaborate expression of the Heb.
-Te.J
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50 the stone sank into bis forehead, and he fell upon his face to the earth. So [And]^*
David prevailed over the Philistine with a [om. a] sling anci with a [om. a] stone,
and smote the Philistine and slew him, but [and] there was no sword in the baud

51 of David. Therefore [And] David ran and stood upon the Philistine, and tonk
his sword, and drew it out of the sheath thereof, and slew him and cut off his head
therewith. And when [om. when] the Philistines saw their champion was dead,

52 [ins. and] they fled. And the men of Israel and of Judah arose and shouted, and
pursued the Philistines until thou come to the valley [ravine^^] and to the gate
of Ekron. And the wounded of the Philistines fell down by the way to Shaaraim,

53 even [and] to [as far as] Gath and to [as fur as] Ekron. And the children of
Israel returned from chasing after the Philistines, and they spoiled their tents

54 [camps]. And David took the head of the Philistine, and brought it to Jerusalem,
but [and] he put his armour [trappings] in [into] his tent.

3* [Ver. 50. This recapitulatory verse (quite iu the Heb. manner) is omitted in Sept.

—

Tr.]
35 [Ver. 52. Erdmann and other.s take the Sept. reading "Gath" (.HJ), instead of "ravine" (X'J), a not im-

probable correction; yet the VSS. sustain the Heb. reading, which, moreover, as the more difficult, would easily
be changed into the obvious "Gath." It is better to retain Shaaraim as a proper name, as a more natural geo-
graphical description of the direction of the rout; tlie rendering: "in the gate-way," moreover, as a climax,
ought to follow, not precede, the words :

" and to Gath and to Ekron."

—

Tr.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 1-11. The camjjs of the Philistines and the

Israelites confronting one another. Goliath's appear-

ance on the scene and his arrogant challenge. The
power of the Philistines was not broken ; they
rose with renewed strength against Israel, and
made another attempt to reduce them to subjec-

tion. The Philistine army assembled at Socoh, now
Shuweikeh. This is, however, not the Socoh (also

called Shuweikeh) three German [fourteen Eng-
lish] miles southwest of Hebron on the spurs of

the mountains of Judah (.Josh. xv. 48), but the

Socoh west of these mountains in the plain of Ju-
dah, about four German [nineteen English] miles

southwest of Jerusalem, and about three German
[fourteen Eng.] miles southwest of Bethlehem
(Josh. XV. 35) in Wady Sumt (Acacia-vallev),

which Eobinson, II., 604 [Am. ed., II., 20, 21]
regards as the same with Terebinth-valley (ver. 2 ),

while, according to Thenius, " the latter is proba-
bly to be looked for in a branch of that Wady, in

Wady Sur, which runs up towards Beit-Nusib."

Azekah, whither (Josh. x. 10) Joshua pursued the

five kings who were besieging Gibeon, from Gibe-
on, that is, to the southwest. Its position is in

general determined by that of Ephes-dammim, the

present ruins of Damum, about one Germ, [four

and three-fourths Eng.] mile northeast of Shu-
weikeh. The rendezvous of the army was Socoh,

the camp was at Ephcsdammira. On the nature

of the ground, according to Robinson, see Eitter,

XVI. il4 sq.*—Ver. 2. The Israelitish army as-

sembled and encamped in the Terebinth-valley.

As the Israelites must have moved from the north-

east, the Tcrebintii-vallcy must be placed north-

cast of the Philistine position, and regarded as n,

plain in Wady Sur or Massur.—Ver. 3. The posi-

tion of the ojiposing armies towards the mountain, on
the declivity of the mountain (this is not in con-

flict with the Israelitish position in the Terebinth-

vale, if we suppose lowlands descending from the

heights), the two separated by the still deeper bed
of a brook, is vividly described.—Ver. 4. Goliath

comes forward—description of his person. He is

* rS-^e Arts. "Socoh," "Azekah," " Ephesdammim," in

Smith's Lib.-Dict.—Tu.]

called "the man of the midst," middleman [cham-
pion] because he advances between the two armies
(vers. 8, 9) to decide the matter by single combat.
(Maurer :

" D]J3, interval between two things, here

between two armies (r^. fieraixfJ-ia, Eur. Phcsn. v.

12S5, on which the Schol. says: "the space be-

tween armies where single combats took place),

whence D'J^n l^'N, one who decides a contest by

single combat between two army-lines." Sept.

Al., 'Aueana'iog (ver. 23), error for 6 fieaalog). See
examples of similar single combats among the

Oriental nations in Stahelin's " Leben Davids,"

Bas. 1866, p. 4.* Neither of the armies dares to

attack. Saul and Israel feared the Philistines,

instead of bravely attacking the hereditary enemy
of the Theocracy in reliance on the help of the

Lord. The explanation is found in Saul's false

attitude towards the Lord. " The king reckons
only with human factors, believing that he has
forfeited all claim to help from above. What
wonder that his position seems to him in general

doubtful, and he thinks it prudent— unbelief

makes us cowards—to act merely on the defensive."

(F. W. Krummacher.) The plu. "out of the

camps of the Philistines" does not justify us in

accepting the arbitrary rendering of the Sept.,
" out of the ranks;" it refers to the various camp-
divisions out of which Goliath came (comp. Ew. §

178 d).— Gath, one of the five Philistine capital-

citie.s, has now disappeared without trace. When
Joshua destroyed the giant race of the Enakim
(Josh. xi. 21 sq.) in this region, there remained
some of them only in Gaza, Gath, and Ashdod
(ver. 22). Goliath's height is given exactly: six

cubits and a cpan. The change in the Sept. of the

six to four ic due to the desire to give plausibility

to what seemed incredible. According to Thenius

{die althebr. Ldngen imd Hohlmasse in den Theol.

Stud, und Krit., 1846, p. 117 sq.) Goliath's height

was 9 feet 1 inch (Parisian).t See in Then, and

Keil {Cornms. on this verse) examples of like

* [Examples from classic history in Chandler's " Da-
vidr—Tn.]

t [According to other computations the cubit was
oiglitot-n inches, and the span nine inches, Goliath's

lioiiiht, therefore, nine feet nine inches. The copper-
shekel is by some estim.ated at a little over an. ounce.

—

Smith's Bih.-Dict; " Weights and Measures."—Tr.]
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tallness in ancient and modern times. The skele-

tons of Pusio and Secundilla, mentioned by Pliny

(N. H. 7, 16) were a Paris inch longer [10 ft. 3

in. Roman measure.] [Keil mentions a giant

who came to Berlin in the year 1857, who was as

tall as Goliath ; and " Chang, the Chinese giant,

lately in England, was 7 feet 8 inches high" {Bib.

Com). On the giants of the Bible see the dic-

tionaries of Winer (Riesen), Herzog {id.), Smith,

and Fairbairn.

—

Tr.].—Vers. 5-7. Goliath's arms

are in keeping with his bodily size : IJ copper-

helmet; 2) scale-corselet; (n^pt^D according to

Num. xi. 9 sq. ; Deut. xiv. 9 sq. ; Ezek. xxix. 4
^= "scale"), a harness or corselet made of over-

lapping metallic plates {(poXiduToVj Aq. "clad with

scales"), not of chain-rings. Such scale-corselets

were common in ancient oriental wars. See Lay-
ard, "Nineveh audits Remains," II. 4, and Bochart,

Fhal. III. 13. [Also Kitto, "Snul and David,"

p. 211 sq., and Philippson in loco.'] The weight

of the corselet, or coat-of-mail, was 5000 shekels;

the shekel was not a full German loth [half-

ounce] ; Then.: "about 139 Dresden pounds."

The corselet probably descended far down the

body, as we see in the pictures of Assyrian war-

riors in Layard's " Nineveh." 3) copper-greaves

on the legs. (Bead plu. "greaves," as in all an-

cient VSS.) These greaves did not cover the

thighs (Bunsen), which in oriental fashion were

protected by the corselet. 4) a copper-tancc be-

tween his shoulders. The Heb. "lance" (pT3),

is to be retained in spite of the reading "shield"

(JJ'O) in Sept., Vulg., Syr., Arab. The text is

confirmed by ver. 45, " where the shield would be

out of place, with two offensive arms" (Then.).*

As the ancients carried even their swords on their

shoulders (II. 2, 45 ; Bochart, Ilieroz. 1, 2, 8), there

is nothing strange in his carrying th2 javelin

"between the shoulders." 5) a spear, whose shaft

(read ]'J^ for ]'n, comp. 2Sam. xxi.l9; lChr.xx.5)

vras like a weaver's beam, and whose head weighed

GOO shekels of iron, " somewhat over ICV Dresden

pounds, quite in keeping with the other state-

ments" (Then.). Vers. 8-11. Goliath's contemp-

tuous and fear-inspiring challenge. Ver. 8. He
stood and cried to the ranks of Israel: Why
are ye in battle array? behold, I represent the

whole Philistine people, and ye are servants of

Saul. Send one of you to fight with me, and "let

him come down "to me ;" Goliath was standing,

namely, in the valley, beneath the Israelites who
were "encamped on the hill-side.—Ver. 9. The
proposed agreement to decide the question of sub-

jection by the single combat, which, in Goliath's

opinion, would undoubtedly result in favor of the

Philistines. Clericus here cites the combat be-

tween the Horatii and the Curiatii, and the agree-

ment {Liv. I. 23) between the Romans and Albans
" that the nation, whose citizens conquered in the

combat, should rule the other in peace."—Ver. 10.

Goliath's scorn and contempt of Israel lay not

merely in the reproach that they were Saul's

slaves and in the tone of his words, but also in the

challenge itself, because it was not answered.f

—

* [It is not neopissary to suppose that the VSS. had a
different read in a; from the Heh.; they were misled by
the position of the kidnn Ounce) between the shoulders.

See Bochart, Hieroz. II., 135-140.—Tr.]

t [The Chald. adds in ver. 8: "I am that Goliath the

Philistine, of Oath, that slew the two sons of Eli, the

Ver. 11. Fear and trembling take possession of
Israel with Saul at the head. F. W. Krum-
macher: "Israel is afraid, because its king is.

They dare not in childlike spirit appropriate the
promises of Jehovah. The wings that should
bear them up in trustful upsoaring to the Lord
of Hosts are crippled."

Vers. 12-31. David in the camp—his prepara-
tion for tlie combat with Goliath.—Ver. 12. The
full account of the person and family of David
tells what we already know from chap, xvi., and
yet reads as if nothing had been said of his ori-

gin. This suggests that the Redactor of the Book
here appends .and works in a narrative concern-
ing David, which began with the family history,

and tlien related the combat with Goliath and its

occasion. This view is supported by the "that"
or "this" (.njrijj which is evidently added in

order to connect the words with xvi. 1. Vulg.
properly :

" the above-mentioned Ephrathite."

The last words of ver. 12 relating to Jesse, the

"Ephrathite" (that is, of Ephrath, the old name
of Bethlehem, Gen. xlviii. 7, see Ruth i. 1, 2), are

difficult. Tiie rendering, with retention of the

text, "was come among the weak" (D. Kimchi, S.

Schmid, Keil) [Eng. A. V. "went among men"]
is opposed to the ordinary meaning of the Heb.
CD''iyJX) = "people, men." Bunsen's explana-

tion: "belonged to the men of standing" is, by his

own judgment, possible only by an arbitrary inser-

tion, and is otherwise meaningless. [Comp. the

Targum : belonged to the Tn3, the vigorous young
men.

—

Tr.] Ilitzig (see in Thenius) renders:
" he was an old man among men," which arbitrarily

omits N3, "went." It seems best, with Grotius,

Thenius, after Sept., Vulg., Syr., Arab., to substi-

tute "in years" (CJl^l) instead of the text, and

render "he was advanced in years." This phrase

indeed is not found elsewhere, but we have the

similar phrase ''advanced in days" (Gen. xxiv.

1; Josh. xiii. D^aged. This statement of Jes-

se's age gives the reason why he does not him-

self go into the field, but only his three oldest

sons. In the pluperfect "went .... had gone (Ew.

§ 346 c, A. 3—"the verb standing in sequence is

then explained as plup. by means of its own
perf.") we have a trace of the effort of the Redac-

tor to work the new narrative, to which the sim-

ple "went" belonged, into the whole history.

The pluperfect was necessary here, because the

account of David's family carries us into a time

anterior to the already related appearance of Go-
liath.* While we have here eight sons of Jesse

(and so xvi. 10 sq.), only seven are named in 1

Chr. ii. 13-15, David being there the seventh.

Clericus rightly supposes that there the name of

one of David'sbrothers is by error omitted. The
name of the third, here and xvi. 6-9 written

Shnmmah, is Shimeah in 1 Chr. ii. 13 [Eng. A. V.:

Shimmi perhaps .after Vulg.

—

Tr.] and xx. 7,

priests Hophni and Phinehas, and carried captive the

nrk of the covenant of Jehovah, and brought it to the

house of Dagon, my Error, and the Philistines have not

honored me by niaking me captain over a thousand

. . . . what great thing has Saul done that you should

make him king ?" Tliis Targum (of the fourth century)

has not a few such fanciful expressions of the simple

and graphic Heb. text.—Tr.]
* [On this construction see "Text, and Grammat.

-Tr.]
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SJiimei in 2 Sam. xxi. 21 [so Kethib, but Qeri is

Shimeali; Erdmann writes '>'?V') putting the

vowels of the Qeri under the Kethib, comp. 1

Kings i. 8.

—

Tr.] and Shimeah in 2 Sam. xiii. 3,

32.—Vcr. 14. Tlie words: and the three eld-
est followed Saul are a repetition of the state-

ment in ver. 13, and show tlie pains the Redactor
took to introduce liis new material clearly and
connectedly.—Ver. 15. Here the narrator takes

up tlie ''and David" of ver. 12, after having ex-

pJiiincd that tlie tliree oldest brothers had followed

Saul to the war. David was ''going and returning"

from Saul to feed his father's sheep in Bethle-
hem; that is, he did not remain constantly at the
court of Saul, but went back and fortli, to court,

and then home to attend to liis pastoral duties.

This he could do, since Saul was not always in

the gloomy state which re(|uired David's harp.
Inasmuch as it appears from what follows that

this going and returning from Saul was not from
the theatre of war (for then he would already
have given account of his brothers, and also his

appearance there surprises them), it must have
fallen in the time belbre Saul went to the war.
According to this David was not constantly at the
court of Saul, and from time to time exchanged
the harp for the shepherd's staff". Although, ac-

cording to xvi. 21, he is Saul's armor-bearer, he is

yet not with him in the tield ; he is even (ver. 33) a
boy ignorant of war, and (ver. 28) an unauthorized
spectator of the battle. This has been regarded
as in conflict with ch. xvi., and therefore the sec-

tion vers. 12-31 has been declared to be a later

interpolation (Mich., Eichh., Dath., Berth., after

the Vat. Sept., which omits it), or by another
author than that of ch. xvi., and in conflict with
the latter (De \Vette, Tlien., Ew., Bleck, Winer,
Stiihelin). But it is unnecessary to suppose a
contradiction here. If .Joab, the General, had
ten armor-bearers (2 Sam. xviii. 15; comp. 2 Sam.
xxiii. 37), King Saul would certainly have more
than one, as to which note that in "xvi. 21 it is

not said that David became the armor-bearer of
Saul [properly: "he became an armor-bearer to
him."

—

Tr.]. As totally unpracticed in war (so

ch. xvi. supposes him to be), David, notwith-
standing liis enrolment among the court-es([uires

/armor-bearers), could not be needed by Saul in
war, and he needed not to be taken along for his
music, because in the midst of military aflaiis

Saul's mind was concentrated on one point, lield

by one thouglit. Finally, the words of xvi. 21,
22, do not exclude the supposition that David
went to and fro to his father; they rather open a
way for it, since his service with Saul had respect
to a delinite end, wliich no longer existed wlien
Saul's condition of mind was for a long time bet-

ter. And so tliis statement in ver. l.'i may be
very well liarmoniy^ed with tiiat of xvi. 21-23;
they do not exclude each other. The sentence
[ver. 1')] is to be taken, in connection with the
second lialf of vcr. 14, in a pluperfect sense, and
as an addition of the Redactor's, the aim of whidi
is to furnish tlie c'onnection between xvi. 21, 22,
and the following narrative of David's visit from
Jc.s.«e to the army, which is from another source
than ell. xvi.

—

[Parophrme of vers. 12-17: "Let
us leave the army for the present in order to
introduce anotlier personage. David was the eon

of a Betlilehemite named Jesse (already men-
tioned in ch. xvi.), who, an old man, did not

himself go to the war, but had sent his tliree

oldest sons. The youngest, David, had been at

Saul's Court, but bad been going to and fro to his

father's house. It was while the Philistine

champion above-mentioned was daily ottering

his challenge (for he repeated it Ibrty days) that

Jesse determined to send David to his brethren."—Tr.].—Ver. 1(3 connects itself in content with

ver. 8, and prejjares the way for the progress of

the narrative, in order to show how David's con-

duct on the field of battle over against the bearing

of the Philistine was motived by the insolence of

the latter. Thenius: "If vers. 12-31 were inter-

polated, this explanatory insertion could not be
accounted for at all."—Ver. 17. ''Parched peas"

C"?!^
.X'Sj^, Lev. xxiii. 14; 2 Sam. xvii. 28) [or

"parched grain."

—

Tr.].—According to Thenius
the EpIiah=o Dresden pecks. "And carry them
quickly to thy brethren," that is, the parched

grain and the bread.

—

[Bib. Comm.: "All the

circumstances necessary for the understanding of

the narrative having been explained, it now pro-

ceeds more smoothly."—TR.]-Ver. 18. "Cheeses,"

that is, pieces of cheese or curds (literally, milk,

so the ancient VSS.). The word cannot mean
"milk-ijortion," that is, one milking of a cow
(Mich., Schulz), since, as Then, properly remarks,

David could not have carried ten such portions

with the rest of his load. This gift David is to

carry to the captain over a thousand, the chili-

arch, under whose command his brothers were.

A sketch from military folk-life, such as we often

even now see. "And inquire of their welfare"

(^TIWl), comp. 2 Sam. xi. 7; Gen. xxxvii. 14;

2 Kings X. 3.—And take their token, that

is, take a token from them, "that we may see

and know that they are well, and that thou hast

been with them " [Bcrl. Bib.). The old exposi-

tors have here made unnecessary difficulty. The
pledge was a token, which, though David had seen

them, would be of special value to the father's

heart as an immediate sign from their own hands
of their being alive and well (in place of a letter).

—Ver. 19 is not an explanatory remark of the

Narrator or Redactor, but a part of Jesse's speech

to David, who is thus instructed where to find

his brothers ; we must therefore render in jrrcsent

time: "And Saul . . . ore in the terebinth-vale."
— [This construction is favored by the plirase:

" and they," which seems more a{)propriate in

Jesse's mouth. Yet the rendering of l^ig. A. V.
is allowable.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 20 relates the arrival

of David on the field of battle, and thus intro-

duces us into military life. /J^'D* means properly

"wagon-track ;" it is doubtful how it is to be ren-

dered here and in xxvi. o, 7. The Complut.

Sept. translates by (yTf)(>yyi''?iuaic, "rounding," in

accordance with tlie meaning of - Ji', " to be

round," and the usual form of ancient campa

* nSj;??3n [Eng. A. v.: "trench"] the H is to be
T T ;

taken with Theniii.t as T^ local (comp. x. 10, nn^Iljn),
T T ;

-

and not ns feminine endins:. [So Goisenius and Bux-
turf, hut Winer and Fiirst as the ma.soretic pointing.
-TK.j
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(Winer, B.-W. I. 681). This points not to a

wagon-rampart, but to the round oireumvaUation.

Vutg. wrongly: "ad locum Muyalu.—[The Syr.

has "camp," the Chald. "fortificatiou," the Arab,

^'army" or "camp." Erdmann renders "camp-
wall," Philippson "wagon-rampart," Bib.-Com.

"wagons," i. e. "wagon-rampart," Calvin, "the
place of wagons." This last seems to be the lite-

ral meaning of the word (so margin of Eng. A.

v.), and best suits the circumstances of 1 Sam.
xxvi. 5, 7 ; the wagons were made into a fortifi-

cation or rampart. Tlie renderings of Syr. and
Arab, are general, of the nature of paraphrases.—Tk.] "The host" is not connected with the

preceding verb ("and came to the host"), but

begins an independent sentence, in which the

original construction "and the host which" is

interrupted by the phrase "and they shouted,"

the subject of which is supplied from "host."*

—

And they shouted in the battle, that is,

raised the war-cry. We need not change the

Heb. prep, "in" to "to;" it is a pregnant con-

struction : they sliouted as men do in battle [or

better "they shouted (and advanced) into the

battle."

—

Tr.]—Ver. 21 gives the position of the

opposing armies.—Ver. 22. " His baggage," the

present that he had to deliver [and anything else

that he might have with him.

—

Tr.]—"He came
and cisked after his brothers, in order to learn of

their well-being." Clericus :
" for he knew that

the tribe of Judah was in the front. Num. ii. 3

;

X. 14."t—Ver. 23. Goliath's advance, already

described in ver. 4, and here repeated, first directs

David's attention to him, and incites him to the

resolution to fight the champion. n7lj^ [Eng.

A. Y. "came up"] is not "came on" (De Wette),
but "ascended," that is, he came over the valley so

near to the Israelites, that he advanced some dis-

tance up the height on which they were encamped,
in order to throw more contempt into his chal-

lenge.—(The Kcthib, nnj;DO, can be rendered
neither caterva Iwminnm (Gesen.), nor loca plana

(n'n^D), nor speluncse (Hnj^D) ; these meanings

give no good sense. It is better to take the Qeri
with Sept. and Vulg. [Chald.] "ranks," or, still

better with Then. [Syr.] the Sing, "the line.")

—

Surprising is the description of Goliath :
'' Goli-

iath the Philistine his name," instead of "Goliath
his name, the Philistine of Gath," as the Vulg.
[so Eng. A. v.] translates. AVe need not, how-
ever, transpose the Heb. text (Then.), since in
the popular language "Goliath the Philistine"
may have become a proper name. We see here
too that the author is drawing from a narrative
whose description of Goliath (wliich the author
retains, though he had already, ver. 4, described
him) contained this popular designation of the
grant.—Ver. 24. Even the sight of Goliath fills

the Israelites with fear and trembling.—Ver. 25.'{:

—The "3 [Eng. A. V. "surely"] after "have ye

seen ?" gives the gi-oiind of the exhortation therein
contained to get ready with anger at Goliath's

* [On this eonstrnetion see "Text, and Grammat."
The better translation is: "and he came to the ram-
part, and the host was going forth to the fight, and tliey
shouted." etc.—Tr.]

t [This is a rash oonchision of Clerirns.

—

Tr.]

J The 1 in Qn'N"^n with the unusual Dagli. dirimens

(as in X. 24)—eomp.Ew. 22S (6) with ^71.

insolent bearing towards Israel ; it corresponds
to Germ.^ya, Eng. surely. Comp. Mic. vi. 3; Job
xxxri. 18; Ges. g 155, 1, e [d].—And the man
\who shall kill him, him Twill the king
enrich, etc. This indicates that Saul ha:l al-

ready issued a proclamation, urging the combat
wiih the giant. As genei-als and princes were
accustomed to encourage' to such deeds of arms
by offering large prizes (Josh. xv. 10; Judg. i.

12; 2 Sam. xviii. 11 ; 1 Cliron. xi. 6j, so, accord-

ing to the talk which pas.sed among the people,

Saul had promised the highest possible reward to

the confjueror of Goliath : great riches, his daugh-
ter to wife, and freedom from taxation. This last

is the meaning of '^pn, not, as Ewald holds,

elevation to the rank of free lord, or baron, as the
middle rank between king and subjects.-—[The
word is .synonymous with our " free ;" see its use
in Ex. xxi. 2; Dent. xv. 12; Job iii. 19; xxxix.
5; Ps. Ixxxviii. 5 (G), of slaves set free, of a dead
man free from the cares of life, of the wild ass at

liberty. Here probably of freedom from taxes.

—

Tr.].*—As in ver. -7 the people give the same
answer to David's question (ver. 26j, which sup-

poses this ofiering of rewards to be a usual thing,

we must conclude that Saul actually made these

promises (though nothing is afterwards said of

their fulfilment), especially as the same thing is

repeated in ver. 27. From Saul's tendency to

rash and exaggerated action, and from his change-
ableness, we can easily understand both the pro-

mise and his unwillingness to perform it.—Ver.
20. The ground and justification of David's ques-

tion concerning the reward of slaying the Philis-

tine is furnished by the high significance of the

deed as expressed in the words :
" and take away

the reproach from Israel ;" this significance lends

the deed such value that Saul, in David's opinion,

must assign it a high prize.—For vrho is this
Philistine, etc.—These words do not, in the first

instance express David's desire to fight the Phi-

listine (Keil), but they contain the ground of the

preceding thought, that the insult ofltred Israel

by the Philistine must be wiped out. This ground
lies in the contrast (already indicated in the pre-

ceding words "the Philistine . . . Israel") be-

tween the stand-point of the Philistine as an
uncircumcised who has no community with the

living God, and stands outside of God's covenant

with Israel, and the stand-point of this covenant-

people, which is expressed in the words: "ranks

of the living God." How should this insult of the

unclean Philistine cleave to the people of Israel,

who are consecrated to the living God, whose
battle-line, therefore, is also devoted to him?
The liring God is emphasized over against the

dead idols of the Philistines. Since the Philis-

tine has reviled the people of God, the covenant-

people of the Lord, he has directed his scorn and
derision against the living God Himself; and he
who does the deed that takes away this rejiroach

from Israel, will have God on his side, and do
the deed with God's help. In these words David
is seized with holy anger, whose fire flames up
from his theocratic sense of honor, to which vio-

lence is done by the Philistine's challenge. His
words already indicate his calling, which he has

* [This throws incidental light on the development
of the political organization in Israel, since we have
here apparently a regular system of taxes.

—

Tr.]
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received from the Lord, to rouse the people of

li^rael, by awakeninu; a new and vigorous theo-

cratic spirit, out of tlie ktluirgy into whicli they
liad fallen in respect to their lierecliiary foe under
tlie steadily sinking Saul (a lethargy illustrated

in the repeated and unanswered challenge of Go-
liatli), to the height of a true theocratic life.

—

[i?(6. Com.: "The expression 'the living God'
occurs first Dent. v. 26, then Josh. iii. 10 ; 2
Kings xix. 4 ; twice in the Ps. (xlii. 2 ; Ixxxiv.

2), four times iu the Prophets, and frequently in

tlie Xew Testament. It is generally in contrast

to false gods (1 Th. i. 9, etc.)."—Besides Isa.

xxxvii. -4, 17; Jer. x. 10; xxiii. 36; Hos. i. 10
(ii. 1); comp. similar expressions in Ps. xviii.

46 ; Jer. xliv. 26, and the asseveration of Jehovali
"as I live" and the significance of the divine
name " I am that I am."

—

Tr.]—Ver. 28. Over
against David appears his oldest brother Eliab as

the representative of a totally different disposi-

tion. His words siiow not merely complete lack
of brotherly love for David, but bitterness and
hatred towards him. In contrast with David's
holy anger, his unlioly anger is kindled at David's
talk with the soldiers. Perhaps envy and ambi-
tion lay at the bottom of this. His two questions:

1) Why hast thou come down ?—the down
refers to tlie relatively elevated i)osition of Betli-

lehem—and 2) With v7hom hast thou left
those few sheep in the wilderness? 1)
express the thought :

" Thou liast nothing to do
here, belongest not here," indicating a haughty,
quick-judging nature, and 2) reproach David
with neglect of duty as keeper of his fatlier's

flocks. While all David's thought and feeling is

on the great national disgrace and its removal,
and his mind is concerned with plans for saving
the honor of Israel and Israel's God, Eliab in his

low and l)lind zeal thinks only of the flock of
sheep and tlie possible loss to them from lack of
oversight ; the type of a narrow soul, incapable
of great thoughts and deeds. But from the re-

proach of inconsiderate neglect of duty, he passes
to a two-fold serious accusation: I know thy
arrogance and the naughtiness of thy
heart, for to see the battle art thou come
dov^n.— His zeal Ijlinded by envy and jealousy,
he ascribes David's visit to tiie ivorst motives: 1)
vride, in tliat he wishes to rise above his shep-
nerd-life and play a part in the war, and 2) bad-
ness of lieart, according to the connection wicked-
ness, brutality, in that he wishes to enjoy himself
and please his eyes in the battle. In Elialj's

words we see tlie disposition which he falsely and
with hate-blinded zeal ascribes to his brother.

—

As he forms in word and bearing the sharpest
contrast to David, so David's conduct towards
liim (ver. 29) is in sharpest contrast to him. His
answer is^ quiet, passionless, but a decided and
explicit disavowal of the wrong angrily charged
on liim.—What have I now done ? that is,

nothing that I have done gives ground for the

reproaches and accusations which you have ad-

dressed to me. Opposed to the " done " {'n't?'!')

is the following "word" ("^3T).—Was it not
a word merely ?—This is not : IFff.s it not a
command f namely, of my father, to come hither,
must I not obey (Luther, Gcsen.) ? for this wouhl
be unintelligible to Eliab from its lirevity. David

would have expressed himself more definitely, if

he had meant his father's command. The reply
refers to the word (ver. 26) which David had
spoken, as appears from what follows ; and so the
ancient VSS. The sense is : Is not this word
permitted me? Can I not seek information by
such a word ?—Ver. 30. David turned from Elia'b

to another with the same question, and received

the same answer. The meaning of "I^T ("word")

here and ver. 31 in reference to ver. 26 confirms
the view of its meaning in ver. 29.—Ver. 31.
" In < the presence of Saul," not ''to vSaul,"

"markedly expressive of respectfid announce-
ment" (Then.). David's zeal exhibited to the
people for the honor of the Lord and of Israel

was the cause of his again ap])earing before Saul,

and the preparation for the deed of heroism by
which he was to save the honor of Israel and its

God against the scorn of the Philistine.

Vers. 32-40. David's conversation with Saul on
his resolution, and his preparation for the combat
u'ith Goliath.

Ver. 32. Let no man's heart fail because
of him.—To read (Then, after the Sept.) "my
lord" Ci'^i<), instead of " man " (UMi) destroys,

the general character of the affirmation, which is

here so appropriate ; for, according to ver. 24, the

fear of tlie Pliilistine was universal in Israel.

—

" Heart," here=" courage ;" comp. Germ, beherzt-

heit [literally " lieartedness ;" so Eng. "courage,"
from French CO? Mr, "heart."

—

Tr.].—The Pron.
"him" is better referred to the Philistine; Then.

;

refers it to Saul [let not my lord's heart fail him "],

and Vulg. renders in eo, "in him." David first

expresses the general thought, " no man's courage
must fail on his account," and then individualizes

it in the words " I will exhibit such a manly
courage."—In this exhortation to courageousness
David expresses his own stout courage over
against the universally feared Philistine, and the
want of courage in Israel. As proof of his courage
he announces his determination to undertake imme-
dialrli/ the combat with this Philif>tine.—Ver. 33.

Against this Saul represents that David as a
youth cannot venture on a battle with this man,
who had been a warrior from his youth. [In xvi.

18 David is designated by the same term, "man
of war," which here describes Goliath ; but this

term would naturally have different meanings as

used by the young man in ch. xvi. and by Saul
here, and moreover the contrast here rather rather

refers to the ages of the two antagonists. David
might seem to Saul's retainer a brilliant young^
" warrior," and yet as a stripling seem to Saul un-
able to cope with this experienced " warrior."

—

Tr.]—Ver. .34 sq. To this remark of Saul David,
in order to show his courage and strength, replies

l)y narrating a victorious comliat with a lion and
a bear, which he had while keeping his father's

flocks. The Art. [omitted in ver. 34 in Eng.
A. V.

—

Tr.] before "lion" and "bear" is better

understood as representing David's immetliate

view of the animals in his description [the lion

whidi I now in imagination see before me], than
as pointing them out as the well-known animals.*
(HX before ^f-^r;} is sign of the Ace, Ew. ^ 277 d.

* [On the varieties of lion and bear found in Palestine
anfiently and now, see the Arts, in Smith's Bib.-Dict.^
Tb.]
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Bottcher: "As HX before the iVbTOtna<t^•e is always

either limiting or enipluisizing ( Jer. xlv. 4

;

xxxviii. 16 Keth. ; Ezek. xliv. 3 al.), the form
' and what the bear was ' veiy naturally ex-

presses the sense 'and even the bear;' for the

black, ugly bear seemed to the Hebrew still more
dreailful than the noble lion, and stands after the

latter in a climax (Hos. xiii. 7 sq. ; Am. v. 19;

Prov. xxviii. 15; Sir. xlvii. 3)." Comp. 2 Sam.
xvii. 8, where special strength and courage are

ascribed to the bear.—HT is clerical error for Hil/-

j

As we cannot suppose tliat the two animals united

in a robbery, David must be regarded as here
combining two combats, one with a lion, the other

with a bear. Tiie constant use of the singular

sutHx (ver. 35), which with two subjects is sur-

prising, is not to be explained (Keil) by sup-

posing that David here combines the two exploits,
" killed the one beast and tiie other;" for not only

does the "beard" not suit the bear, but the im-
pression made on us by the narrator is that he is

thinking of one animal, not of two. It is better

to understand ver. 35 of the lion, since he is first

named in ver. 34, and tlie following statement
suits him only. Against this cannot be urged
the impropriety of speaking of a lion's beard, for

the ancients frequently mention it, Hom. 21.,

15,275; 17,109; Mart. x. 9. Tims in the words
" there came the lion and the bear," tliere is a
vivid description of David's killing the lion, evi-

dently with his shepherd's staff. See 2 Sam. xxiii.

20, where it is related of Benaiah, a captain of

David's, that he killed a lion in a pit. On the

fact that lions are killed witli sticks by the Arabs
pce Tlievenot, Voyage de Levante, II., 13. Comp.
Rosenm., Bibl. Thierreich, p. 132.* Ver. 36.

Here David first says expressly that he slew both
beasts. He expresses his confident coninction that

he will likewise slay the Philistine. " The Philis-

tines, tliis unoircumcised, shall be as one of them."
But at the same time he grounds (" seeing that")
tliis conviction and certainty ofvictory on Goliatli's

inckedness, his defiance of the ranks of the livinf/

God, wherein we again see David's strong and
clear consciousness of the theocratic significance

of tliis battle between the Philistines and tlie

Israelites, whose covenant-God is contemned in His
people and tiieir army, and who tlierefore cannot
abandon His people's cause, wliich is His own.

—

Ver. 37. David again declares the qround of his

confidence tliat he will conquer Goliatli, namely,
his trust in the mighty help of the Lord, which
he founds on liis experience of that help in tlie

combat with the lion and the bear. The expe-
rience of tiie Lord's help is the foundation of

hope for new help.—Saul accordingly permits
him to go to the fight, and assures him tliat the
Lord will be with him.—Ver. 38 sq. "His gar-

ments" (^'"^5) can from this connection mean only

garments which pertained to warlike equipment
(xviii. 4), over which the sword was girded.

—

Ver. 39. That David puts on Saul's armor shows
tliat he was of aV)out the same stature witii liim.

[Not necessarily, since the armor may have been
callable of change of size by tightening.

—

Tr.]

* [See Bochart, Hieroz. III., nap. IV., who renders "the
lion or the hear," and so refers the exploit to either,
which seems better. " Beard " may be used in a general
way for " chin." See " Text, and Grammat "

—

Tr.]

David cannot go, he says, in these garments, not
because they are too large, but because lie is not
accustomed to them. He sees that they would
only hinder him in the figlit, and lays them oiX.—
Ver. 40. He exchanges the armor for his sliep-

herd's implements, staff and sling. The latter

was as necessary to the sheplierds as the former,
in order to keep oti"the wild beasts. David must
tlierefore have been well-practiced in its use.

—

See an example of skill with the sling among the
Benjaminites, Judg. xx. 16. So he advanced
against the Philistine.

Vers. 41-54. David's victory over Goliath.

Ver. 41. The mutual approach of David and
Goliath is here again described in a very lively
manner: Goliath drew^ nearer and nearer to
David, in consequence of David's ajiproacli to him
(ver. 42). V. 42. As he comes nearer Goliath looks
more closely at David and despises him, seeing
in him not a warrior, but a pretty youtli. This
account tallies exactly witli xvi. 12.—Ver. 43 sq.

Tlie Sept. reads :
"Am I as a dog, that tliou comest

against me with staff and stones.'' and David said.

Nay, but worse than a dog." The PIu. "staves"
seemed to them strange, and was therefore clianged
into the Sing., and this occasioned the additional
words. It stands, as Keil observes, "in scornful
exaggeration of what seemed to the Philistine tlie

wholly unsuitable armor of David." The words :

"worse than a dog," do not suit David's charac-
ter; they would be excessive abuse. The Philis-

tine's word: "am I a cloyf sets forth liis feeling

of insult at David's coming against him witli a
stafi^ which was ordinarily employed not against
men, but against beasts. And the Philistine
cursed David by his god. Here is shown
the innermost contrast which comes into play in

the battle between Israelites and Philistines: the
contrast between the living God and His people
on the one hand, and the idolatrous, antitlieo-

cratic world on the other. Similar are tlie scorn-

ful defiances wliich warriors of antiquity mutually
gave at the beginning of a combat.—On ver. 44
comp. Ezek. xxix. 5.—Ver. 45 sq. David's answer to

Goliath's reproaches contains in an advancing
line of thought the most important elements of

his character: 1) he expresses most sharply that

contrast between their two stand-points in their

religious-moral asjaect : Thou comest to me rely-

ing on thine own strength and thy powerful ar-

mor, but I come to thee in the name of
Jehovah Sabaoth, the God of the ranks
of Israel, whom thou hast defied. The
nnm£ of the Lord is for David the totality of all

the revelations by which the living God has
made Himself known and named among His
people. Of these elements, which form the con-

ception of the name of God, he here, suitably to

tlie situation, adduces those which characterize

Him in respect to His warlike and ruling power
as Captain and Conqueror of His people { Ps. xxiv.

10). Tlie words, " lahom thou hast defied." form
the factual ground of David's second declaration,

ver. 46 : The Lord will, because I come against

thee in His name, give thee into mine hand,
&c. David expresses his certainty of victory,

but at tiie same time affirms that it will be God's
deed. Triumphal heroic courage before victory,

and humble bowing before God as the bestower
of victory are here united in David. The ren-
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dering of the Sept. : thy corpse and the corpses (of

the array, &c.) is no doubt occasioned by the
strangeness of tlie Sing. [Eng. A. V. has Flu.

"carcasses." See Text, and Gramm.

—

Tr.]-
"Corpse" C.Ji?) is to be taiien collectively.—3)

By the help which God the Lord will grant His
pcojile in this victory, all the world will know that

hniel ha.s a God, not :
" that God is for Israel."

The sense is : The other nations will learn that

tioil does not suffer Himself to be mocked in His
people, but as their covenant-God helpfully and
mightily espouses their cause.—Ver. 47. 4) To-
gether with the knowledge, which reaches beyond
Israel to tlie heathen nations, that Israel has a pro-
tecting and saving God, for Israel themselves
(here called "all this assembly") the blessing of

this not doubtful victory will be, that they shall

know that tlie Lord needs not external mighty means,
as sword and spear, for His help ; for His is the

battle, by His almighty will the issue of the battle

is determined in His people's favor, arms of war
do not secure His help, but His power alone se-

cures success, even when not those arms but
seemingly feeble means are employed. He
gives the enemy into the hand of His people.

—

Ver. 48 sq. Ooliath's approach to David at the
beginning of the combat is minutely and vividly
described; as well as DavuTs preparation for the
battle, and its speedy termination. David's un-
broken courage is made more evident by the re-

mark that he went "toward the line" to meet tlie

Philistine. The stone flung from the sling reached
Goliath's forehead. The addition in the Sept.
" through the helm," is a superfluous interpretation.

If his forehead and face were covered by the front

of the helm, the stone might indeed penetrate
through the latter. But it may also be supposed
that Goliatii, confident of victory, advanced
against the despised shepherd-lad with uncovered
forehead. Comp. W. Vischer, Antike Schleuder-

^eschosse [Ancient Slings], Basel, 1866, p. 5, where
he speaks of slingers who could hit the part of
tlie enemy's face at which they aimed.—Ver. oO
sq. expressly declares the superiority of David
over Goliath with sling and stone, in accordance
witli David's words, ver. 47, that victory is not
determined by strength of warlike arms. To this

refers also the added statement, " David had no
sword in his hand," which is at the same time the
reason for the following statement, namely, the
slaying of the giant with his own sword, with
which David cut ofl" his head. After the fall of
(Joiiath the terrified Philistines take to flight,

without trying a battle. The Israelites i-.ii^ed the
battle-cry, and pursued them.—Ver. 52. The text
reads: " up to a ravine." This gives no good sense,

tfince the ravine between the two armies cannot
be meant, nor can we suppose such an indefinite

locality, the word not having the Article. As
(Jatli and Ekron are afterwards named as the
limit of the pursuit, it is natural to suppose that

here X'J ["ravine"] stands by error for HJ [tJath].

°"")-^.^ ^?.'l^ is usually understood of a city, >S/«ao-

rim: "on the road as far as Shaarhn." Thenius'
objection, that no such city is mentioned else-

where, is not tonal)le, for see .Josh. xv. 36. The-
nius renders afttT the Sept. '' in the way of the

gates," understanding by this the whole space

between the outer and inner gate, since city gates

were in the form of a building, enclosing a space,
and so had two doors (2 Sam. xviii. 24); against
which is partly the absence of the Art., partly the
double ^.^, " up to," a.s the sign of direction and

progress. According to the usual view the Phi-
listines fled along the road from Shaarim partly
towards Gath, partly towards Ekron, and many
of them were slain. " This direction of the flight

resulted from the nature of the' country. The
Wady Sumt, where the combat took place, passes
northward from Socoh, turns after two or three
miles westward by the village Sakarieh (D'l.T^'

Sept. .Josh. XV. 36, 'Lampiij), emptying into the Wa-
dy Simchim; about a mile from this is the village

of Ajjur, which is held to be ancient Gath (Eob. II.

606-8 (Am. Ed., II., 66, 67); Ritter, XVI., 91),
and so the Philistines fled through the valley that

Robinson also traversed in his excursion from
Jerusalem to Gath.* Another portion of the
Philistines remained in Wady Sumt and fled

northward, where the Wady Sumt takes the name
Wady Surar, in which lies the present city Akir."
Stahelin, Das Leben David's, p. 7 sq.— Ver. 53.

From this hot pursuit of the Philistines up to

their cities the Israelites turned back to spoil the
enemy's camp.—Ver. 54. David carried Goliath's
head to Jerusalem. This is no anachronism, since

only the fortress of Jebus on mount Zion was then
in the hands of the Jebusites, the city .Jerusalem
being already in possession of the Israelites (Josh.

XV. 63; Judg. i. 21). But why should not this

city be selected as the place of deposit of this

trophy, since it was the nearest to the field of
battle ? Goliath's arms, on the contrary, he put

into his dwelling. /HX [usually = " tent," as in

Eng. A. V.—Til.] is the ancient word for dwelling,

as in iv. 10; xiii. 2; 2 Sam. xviii. 17 ; xix. 8; xx.
1, and here the old homestead in Bethlehem is

meant. It is no contradiction that we afterwards
(xxi. 9) find the sword of Goliath in the sanctuary
at JVob; for meantime it might have been carried
thither to be permanently kept as sign of the vic-

tory granted Israel by the Lord over their old
hereditary enemy.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. Daind and Goliath, v;ith the two armies, re-

present the immediate contrast of the godly and
antigodly life, of the Theocracy and the Anti-
theocracy within the world ; on one side the sincere
hundlity, which bows beneath the hand of the
living God, will be only His instrument, only
seeks His honor, only strives after the ends of
His kingdom, and is therefore by God highly
exalted—on the other side the pride and arro-

gance, which boldly lifts itself above everything
divine, puts its trust only in earthly liuman power,
pursues God's kingdom and honor with scorn and
ctmtempt, stands up jjcrpetually .ngainst God's
people to oppress them, but is at last cast down
and judged by the Lord.

[At the end of the Psalter the Sept. has an addi-
tional Psalm referring to this combat, as follows:
" This is the autographic (though sui)ernumerary)
Psalm of David, composed when he had the sin-

gle combat with Goliath. I was little among my
* [Robinson declines to fix Gath ; Mr. J. L. Porter (ia

Smith's Bib.-Dict.) places it on tlie Tel-es-Safioli.—Tu.)
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brethren, and youngest in the house of my father.

I kept m}' father's sheep, my hands made an or-

gan, my fingers joined together a psaltery, and
who wiil tell it to my lord? He is the Lord, He
heareth. He sent His messenger and took me
from tlie sheep of my father, and anointed me
with the oil of His anohiting. My brethren were
handsome and tall, and the Lord was not well

pleased with them. 1 went forth to meet the

Philistine, and he cursed me by his idols ; and 1

drew his sword from his side, and beheaded him,

and took away reproach from the children of

Israel."

This is certainly not genuine (it is given also

in the Syriac, Arabic, antl Ethiopia versions),

but it sets forth the religious-theocratic spirit

with which David viewed the conflict. We might
have expected that David would thus celebrate

his victory ; but there is no trace in the Heb. of

rsuch a Psalm.

—

Te.]

2. David and Eliab rej)resent within the people

~of God the contrast between the disposition which
looks above to the honor and the ends of the living

God, and that which looks to earthly possession

and earthly-worldly interests, which is not capa-

ble of recognising ideal moral motives in others,

but judging by itself, ascribes to them only low
and selfish aims. Selfishness, passionately roused

by envy and jealousy, hinders a just judgment of

the bearing and conduct of brethren, and leads to

wicked accusation against them.

3. He alone can perform great things for the

kingdom of God in its conflict with the hostile

world, who like David 1 ) resists and overcomes
himself, and shows true manly courage in pa-

tiently bearing the injustice of misunderstanding

and calumniation, and not repaying evil with
evil ; 2) is filled with the fire of holy anger against

ungodliness and sin, and of holy enthusiasm for

the cause and honor of the Lord; 3) expects not

victory from his own strength and human might,

but trusts in the Lord alone.

4. That the world hostile to God's kingdom can
long unpunished visit its scorn on the truth of the

eternal and living God, is commonly a result of

the inner weakness, disorder, and timidity of the

members of the kingdom of God. When, there-

fore, there arises a man from their midst who with
mighty word and deed encounters and conquers
the foe, this is a direct interposition of God's
hand in the development of His kingdom, an<l

such a man is His chosen instrument for the cast-

ing down of the haughty worldly powers, and for

a new gathering together and elevation of His
people.

5. Those men of God, who contend for the honor
and cause of the Lord and His kingdom on earth,

are, in unshakable reliance on Him, sure of their
victory precisely because they have not their own
honor in view, and do not set their hope on human-
eartldy might. As their trust in their own strength
Tanishes, their trust in the Lord's help increases,

which is not dependent on anything creaturely.

A life hidden in God is the source of the most
courageous testinifmy and the greatest prowess,
and in the name of God opposes the most inimi-
cal powers of this world, joyously certain of the
victory of the Lord's cause and of the ends of his
kingdom.

See further the remarks in the Exegetical
Exposition.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

[Ver. 10. Scott: Degenerate professors of
religion often receive just rebukes from most
decided enemies. ... In human accomplish-
ments the opposers of the truth of God have fre-
quently possessed an undi^puted superiority;
confiding in this, they have defied, and still do
defy, the advocates of spiritual truth to engage
with them ; and they dream of a total and decided
victory.—Tr.]—Ver. 14 sqq. Schlier: David
is acquainted with the P'ourth Conmiaiidment,
and knows that for him God's way always goes
in God's commandment. No one has blessing
and success in life who has not in youth learned
obedience.—Ver. IG. Lange : Without a divine
call one should not go into the peril of conflict.

—

[This remark seems inappropriate here. The
Israelites had every call of patriotism and honor,
but they did not heed.

—

Tr.]—Schlier: They
are the best rulens, in great things as in small,
who have first themselves learned to hearken
and serve. The best training for command is

oliedience.— [" Forty days." Two pictures, every
morriing and evening: the giant and boastful
warrior, with huge weapons, stalking forth and
defying Jehovah and His people—and ten miles
away the quiet youth, tending his sheep, bearing
crook and sling and harp, trusting Jehovah, and
all unconscious of his splendid destiny.—Ver. 20.
Hall: If his father's command dismiss him, yet
will he stay till he have trusted his sheep with a
careful keeper. We cannot be faithful shepherds,
if our .spiritual charge be less dear unto us ; if,

when necessity calls us from our flocks, we de-
pute not tho.se who are vigilant and conscionable.—Tr.]—Ver. 22. Schmid : Often is that which
to man appears thoughtless and rash, a work of
the special Providence of God. So we nmst not
be over-hasty in judging.

Ver. 23. Starke: To revile and talk big in

the manner of Satan and all his conn-ades. P.?.

Ixxiii. 8. O man, guard against it.—To pious
souls nothing is more painful than when they are
compelled to hear the ungodly revile God. Ps. x.

1 sq.—[Ver. 24. Taylor : Which of us is not
sometimes brought almost to a stand-still, when
he surveys the ignorance, infidelity, intemperance
and licentiousness by which we are surrounded ?

It seems to us, in moments of depression, as if

these evils were stalking forth defiantly before

the armies of the living God, and laughing them,
Goliath-like, to scorn ; and our courage is apt to

cool as we contemplate this show of force. But
we must not allow these feelings to prevail. The
God of David liveth, and He will still give us

success.-Tr.] — Ver. 20. Hall : While base

hearts are moved by example, the want of exam-
ple is encouragement enough for an heroical

mind. See ver. 23.—Ver. 28. Osiander: See
what envy does : how hateful it makes pious peo-

ple, and how it is wont to excite bitter hate and
aversion among brethren! Prov. xiv. 30.

—

Schmid : Wrath and envy interpret everything
in the worse sense, however good it may be in

itself.

—

Hall : There is no enemy so ready or ao

spiteful as the domestical.

—

[Scott: In times of
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general formality and lukewarmness, every de-

gree of zeal wliich implies a readiness to go fur-

ther, or venture more in the cause of (iod, than

others do, will be censured as pride and ambition;

and by none more than near relations and negli-

gent superiors : and such censures will seldom

be unmingled with unjust insinuations, slanders

and attempts to blacken a man's character.

—

Tr.1
Ver. 29. Starke : We must not be turned

away from the execution of the divine will by

bad or by good words, by favor or by disfavor.

— HaIvL: He is fitted to be God's champion,
tliut hath learned to be victor of himself.

—

[Taylor : When we are assailed in our home,
or beyond it, with scorn and derision, let

us remember that our real conflict in such a

case is not with the scorner, but with ourselves.

Let our effort be put forth not to silence liim, but

to control ourselves, and tlicn we shall succeed in

obtaining a victory over both.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 30:

Schlirr: If you wish to show manly spirit, con-

(juer yourself; if you wish to be brave, subdue
your wrath, and learn to curb yourself; if you
wisli to do great deeds, show it in little things,

show it in the duties of common life, sliow it in

the things which the world counts for little, but

whicii are highly esteemed in the sight of God.

—

Berl. Bible : David troubles Iiimself little as to

whether lie is praised or blamed, if only God is

glorified through him.

—

[Hall: He whom the

regard of others' envy can dismay, sliall never do
ought worthy of envy. Never man undertook
any exploit of worth, and received not some dis-

couragement in the way.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 32. Cra-
mer : In need and peril one should look not alone

to his weakness and the greatness of the peril, but

to God the Almighty (2 Chron. xx. 12; 2 Kings
xix. 14).

—

Calvin: God often works in an ex-

traordinary manner in those who imdcrtake a

great and glorious work. We must therefore

carefully distinguish the general and ordinary

powers of tlie faithful servants of God from their

special and extraordinary gifts. When, there-

fore, we undertake to do something great and dif-

ficult, we should earnestly prove ourselves as to

whether our powers suffice for it, and whether we
trace in ourselves the movement and impulse of

divine power, through which alone there is pro-

mised us a happy result.—[Ver. 33. Hall: Da-
vid's greatest conflict is with his friends : the

overcoming of their dissensions, th:it he might
figlit, was more work than to overcome the enemy
in Sighting.—Tr.]

Ver. 34. J. Lange: Temptations, when they are

rii^btlv regarded and directed, serve to strengthen

our joy of faith (Rom. viii. 35 sq.).—Ver. 36.

<'R.v%rER: When (lod has once givt-n us help we
in 1st always remember it, and encourage ourselves

th Tewitli for the future (2 Cor. i. 8; 2 Tim. iv.

If) I.

—

Berl. Birle: In this way are the snints

accustomed to strengthen and increase their faith

through their experience; and so must we also

learn to do (2 Cor. i. 10).

—

Calvin: On the mani-
festations of God's grace which we have received

we slionld buibi our liope for tlie future; for God
is alw:iys lik(! Himself, :ind His almightiness con-

stintly the s.ame, nnd those who call on Him He
isiilwivs ready to help.

—

Osiander: He wlin re-

proaches God's people, reproaches God Himself

—

I Ver. 37. Starke: God often produces the greatest

1 things by trifling, and to outward appearance con-

temptible means and instruments.

—

Calvin: Da-
vid goes not into tbe conflict clothed with human
armor, but persists in the confidence firmly rooted

in his .soul, that God will without human equip-

ment give him the victory over death. For God's

!

power and strength needs no human means ; it is

I

sufficient unto itself, and need borrow nothing
elsewhere.

—

Berl. Bible : He who wishes to as-

sure himself of victory must tiirow away such
' weapons, and fight with the pure and simple word
: of God.—[Hall : It is not to be inquired how ex-
cellent anything is, but how i)roper. Those things

I

which are helps to scnue, may be incumbrances to

others. An unmeet good may be as inconvenient
as an accustomed evil.—Vers. 39, 40. David's
weapons were really best suited to his under-
taking. With heavy armor he would have been
no match at all for the giant ; but lightly armed,
he could keep at a distance and might destroy

him with his missiles. " Fight the devil with
fire," is a very foolish proverb, for with that

weapon he will assuredly beat us. In like man-
ner some imperfectly educated preachers attempt
to meet the skepticism of the day by preaching
about "Science," "Philosophy," or "Criticism,"

when they might acconiplish greatly more by"

speaking of those experimental and practical sub-

jects which they know how to handle.

—

Tr.]
Ver. 42 sqq. Schmid : He who despises his

enemy before he has tried him, acts very unrea-
sonably.

—

Cramer: An undeserved curse does
not stick (Matt. v. 11).

—

Berl. Bible: The world
always despises believers as a worthless, unarmed
mass, not at all furnished with carnal power.

—

Simple souls have no other weapons than the
cross and tranquillity. Therefore are they de-

spised by liaughty men.—Ver. 44. Starke:
Cursing and big talk are the proper work of god-
less people. Seldom ever was there a good end
of ostentation. Presumption is at once the pre-

sage and cause of ruin [from Hall].—Schmid:
God requites to the godless upon their own head
the evil which they thi-eaten and seek to carry
out against the pious. Ps. vii. 17 [16]; cxl. 10
[9].—Ver. 45 sqq.

—

Schmid: Against God no-

weapons avail, no strength, yea, not the whole
world.

—

Starke: There is no better fighting than
under the shield of the Almighty (Ps. cxl. 1 sq.)—Berl. Bible: The shield that covers me is

faith, my sword is the strength of God, in whicli

I have put all my confidence ; my sj)ear is the
entire freedom from all selfhood, so that I seek

no other interest than that of (lod. In such equip-

ment, namely in entire self-devotion, as I do not

trouble myself about the result, I venture all I

am and have. [Maurice : In this story every-
thing is said to make us feel the feebleness of the
Israelitish champion; everything to remind us
that the nation of Israel was the witness for the
nothingness of man in himself, for the might of

man when he knows that he is nothing, and puts
his trust in the living God. . . . And this is the
sense which human beings want now as in times
of old. . . . To disbelieve this is to fall down and
worship brute force, to declare that to be the Lord.
How soon we may come tiirough our refinements,

our civilization, our mock hero-worship, to that

last and most shameful prostration of the human
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spirit, God only knows.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 46. Calvin :

God's action is of such a kind that hy His great

deeds He draws all to wonder, and constrains even
godless, scornful nien to bow before His doing,

and against their will to confess that it is not man's,

but God's work.—Ver. 47. Cramer: Where hu-

man help gives out, divine help begins again,

that the honor may be God's ( Judg. vii. 2).

Ch. XVII. 1-5U. J. Disselhoff: The first send-

ing of the anointed one out of stillness into strife : 1 ) He
does not seek to hurry out of the stillness into the

peril of the strife : but he goes with confidence

when he is sent ; 2) He seeks in the strife not his

own interest, but only the honor of his Lord and
the welfare of His people ; 3) His only weapon is

faith in the living God and His cause, and this

weapon is his victory.—F.W. Krummacher : Da-
vid and Goliath: 1) Israel's need, and 2) The di-

vine deed of deliverance through David.
Vers. 1-11. The decisive conflict bcturen the people

of God and the ivorld which is hostile to God : 1) The
two camps, which stand over against each other

(vers. 1-3) ; 2) The weaponed might in which the

enemy comes forth to challenge the host of Israel

(4—8) ; 3) The decision as to servitude or domi-
nion, with which this conflict is occupied (9) ; 4)

The proving Avhich the people of God have to

stand in presence of the challenge to this conflict

(10, 11).

Vers. 12-31. Hoiv the Lord leads His servants, in

order to prepare them for the victorious conflict for

the honor of His name: 1) Out of retirement into

the stirring life of the world, vers. 12, 13, (comp.
Avith xvi. 17-23) ; 2) Out of the conflict-stirred

world into the stillness (vers. 14, 15) ; 3) Out of

the stillness into the conflict of the world (vers.

17-31).

Vers. 32-41. The brave spirit of a soldier of God
over against the might of the enemy : 1) Wherein
it shoivs itself: a) In the strength and encourage-

ment with which it can lift up the dejected hearts

of others (ver. 32 a) ; 6) In the bold resolution

Avith which it goes to meet the mighty foe in con-

flict notwithstanding his apparent superiority

(32 b) ; c) In the endurance of the temptation

and assault which are prepared for it by taking

counsel with flesh and blood (33) ; 2) Whereon
it grounds itself: a) On the help of the Lord
already experienced in victorious conflict (vers.

34-36 a, 37) ; b) On the prize of the conflict, the

honor of the Lord (36 6) ; c) On the divine equip-

ment assumed instead of carnal weapons, namely,
the power of the Lord (38-41).

Vers. 42-54. Faith contending with the world for
the honor of the Lord: 1) Called forth by scoffing

at the Lord's honor (42-44) ; 2) Beady for conflict

in the Lord's name (45) ; 3) Sure of victory in

reliance on the Lord's help (46-48) ; 4) Crowned
with victory through the Lord's miglit (49-54).

Vers. 42-47. The battle-cry in the kingdom of
God: " The battle is the Lord's." 1) The enemy
is the enemy of the Lord and of His kingdom
42-44); 2) The armor is the name of the Lord
(45) ; 3) The combatants are the people of the
Lord, whom He acknowledges as His jjossession

(46) ; 4) The victory is the gift of the Lord, unto
the honor of His name (47-54).

Vers. 48-54. The defeats which are prepared, for
the world by the kingdom of God : 1) Through what
sort of combatants'? Through such as a) like

David heroically lead the van of God's host and
decide the conflict (ver. 48), and 6) such as

bravely bring up the rear, perseveringly pursuing
the already-smitten foe. 2) With what sort of
weapons? a) With weapons which they them-

selves have according to their calling through
God's grace and wield in reliance on God's lielp

(ver. 49), and b) with weapons which they take

from the foe, in order to give him the finishing

stroke with his own weapon (50, 51). 3) With
what sort of result f a) In respect to the foe:

Annihilation of his power on his own ground
(52), and b) in respect to the booty, rich gains

(53, 54).

[Vers. 8-11. "A man." 1) Often in civil and
religious conflicts one man is wanted to fight the

battles of his brethren—the need of the hour is a
man. 2) Often Providence is preparing the man,
not far away—perhaps no one would now dream
that he is the man—his pursuits would not sug-

gest it, nor the character he has thus far deve-

loped—his friends do not know what is in him
(xvi. 11 ; xvii. 28)—the enemy may despise him
at his first appearance (43, 44). 3) Yet looking

back one can always see that there was no acci-

dent—that he had the suitable combination of

native qualities—and that his pursuits gave the

requisite training.

Vers. 28-30. Dawrf and his brother. 1) The
elder brother slow to recognize that his younger
brother is a grown man. 2) The unjust judg-

ment and unmerited public rebuke. 3) The
young man's self-contained and conciliatory reply.

4) His quiet perseverance in acting out the sacred

impulse within (ver. 30, comp. ver. 26).

—

Tb.]
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III. TJie I.nmediate Consequences of David's Exploit in Respect to his Relation to Saul.

David at the Royal Court; his Friendship with Jonathan; Saul's Hatred towards
Him; Saul's Attempt on his Life.

Chapter XVII. 55—XVIII. 30.

1. David at the Royal Court.

Chap. XVII. 55-58.

65 And^ when Saul saw David go [going] forth against the Philistine, he said unto

Abuer, the captain of his host, Abner [om. Abner], Whose son is this youth? [ins.

Abner]. And Abner said, As thy soul liveth, O king, I cannot tell [do not know].

56, 57 And the king said. Inquire thou whose son the stripling is. And as David
returned from the slaughter of the Philistine, Abner took him and brought him

58 before Saul, with [and] the head of the Philistine [ins. was] in his hand. And
Saul said unto him, Whose son art thou, iho^i [om thou] young man? And David
answered [said], / am \_om. I am] the [The] son of thy servant Jesse the Bethle-

hemite.

2. David's Friendship xvith Jonathan. He is made General of the Army,

Chapter XVIII. 1-6.

1 And it came to pass, when he had made an end of speaking unto Saul, that the

soul of Jonathan was knit with the soul of David, and Jonathan loved him as his

2 own soul. And Saul took him that day, and would let him no more go home
3 [would not let him return] to his father's house. Then [And] Jonathan and David
4 made a covenant, because he^ loved him as his own soul. And Jonathan stripped

himself of the robe that was upon him, and gave it to David, and his garments
[war-dress], even to his sword, and to his bow, and to his girdle.

5 And David went out whithersoever Saul sent him, and behaved himself wisely.'

And Saul set him over the men of war, and he was accepted in the sight of all the

people, and also in the sight of Saul's servants.

3. David is hated by King Saul. Vers. 6-16.

6 And it came to pass as they came, when David was [om. was] returned from the
slaughter of the Philistine,* that the women came out of all the cities of Israel,

singing and dancing,* to meet King Saul, with tabrets, with joy and with instru-

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 55. The pafsage xvii. 55

—

xviii. 5 is omitted by Vat. Sept., but by no other ancient version. Whether
it wa.s wanting in the Heb. MS3. used by tlio Alexandrian translators, or omitted by them to avoid an apparent
contradiction, it is almost impossible with our fesent lights to decide. Wc do not know wliat MBS. they had.
Rrdmann and others regard the passasre not as an interpolation, but as an account taken from an autliority dif-

ferent from that of xvi. 1 1-23, and )rri'r'oncilaV)le with it. For a proposed reconciliation see Erdmann's Introduc-
tion and Note and Remark of Translator in the Exposition following.—Tb.]

2 [Ver. 3. The Sing. pron. is due to the fact that "Jonathan" is the real subject in the foregoing clause.
-Tb.]

, .

s jVer. 5. The verb JJ'Q^ means in Hiph. properly "to aet prudently;" but there is sometimes connected

with this the notion of success, as probably throughout this chapter. 1 is to be supplied before the verb.

—

Tr.1
* [Ver. 6. Margin f)f Eng. A. V. " Pliilistines," and so the Avah. ; the other VSS. have the Sing., wliieh is to be

preferred here, tiiough the return at the end of the campaign is meant, because the slaying of Goliath was its

most prominent event.

—

Tr.]

6 [Ver 6. The Heb. is difficult. The Sept. has merely: ".\i!d the dancers came out to meet David," etc.,

omitting the first clause perhaps to avoid the statement "tliat Davi.i excited Saul's jealousy on the day of his
combat with Goliath, and yet w:is afterwards nrofrrrcd hy him to places of honor. This riifiReulty is removed if

we suppose this verse to refer to the end of the ramiir.iga ( rhilipi:soii;.—Chald. has "to praise with dances," Syr.
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7 meiits of ihusic [triangles]. And the women answered one another as they jilayed^

8 and said, Saul hath slain his thousands, and David his ten thousands. And Saul
was very wroth,® and the [this] saying displeased him; and he said, They have
ascribed [given] unto David ten thousands, and to me they have ascribed [given]

but thousands; and what can he have more but the kingdom? [there remains for

9 him only the kingdom.]^ And Saul eyed^ David from that day and forward.

10 And it came to pass on the morrow that the evil spirit from God came upon
Saul, and he prophesied® in the midst of the house ; and David played [was play-

ing] with his hand as at other times, and there was a javelin in Saul's hand [and
11 Saul's javelin was in his hand]. And Saul cast® the javelin, for he [and] said, I

will smite David even to [I will pin David to] the wall with it \_om. with it]. And
12 David avoided out of his presence [turned away from him] twice. And Saul was

afraid of David, because the Lord [Jehovah] was with him, and was departed from
13 Saul. Therefore [And] Saul removed him from him, and made him his [oyn. his]

14 captain over a thousand ; and he went out and came in before the people. And
David behaved himself wisely in all his ways, and the Lord [Jehovah] was with

15 him. Wherefore wdien [And] Saul saw that he behaved himself very wisely, [ms.

16 and] he was afraid of him. But all Israel and Judah loved David, because he

went out and came in before them,

4. Saurs Artful Attempt against David''s Life in the Offer of Marriage loitli his Daughter. Vers. 17-30.

17 And'" Saul said to David, Behold my elder daughter Merab, her will I give thee

to wife; only be thou valiant for me, and fight the Lord's [Jehovah's] battles.

For [And] Saul said, Let not my hand be upon him, but let the hand of the Phi-

18 listines be upon him. And David said unto Saul, Who am I? and what" is my
life, or [om. or] my father's family in Israel, that I should be son-in-law to the

19 king? But it came to pass at the time when Merab, Saul's daughter, should have

been given to David, that she was given unto Adriel," the Meholathite, to wife.

20 And Michal, Saul's daughter, loved David ; and they told Saul, and the thing

21 pleased him. And Saul said, I will give him her, that she may [and she shall] be

a snare to him, and that \om. that] the hand of the Philistines may [shall] be

against him. Wherefore [And] Saul said to David [ins. the second tirae],^^ Thou
shalt this day be my son-in-law in the one of the twain [om. in the one of the twain].

renders the second word "drums." Wellhausen proposes to substitute (after the Sept.) r(l7 7inQn for

D'C/^n. Aceordiag to Ew., § 339 a we may translate: "for song and dance;" but this is difficult here on account

of the Art. and the nature of the words, and it seems better to change the Art. H into S and render as in Vulg.

and Eng. A. V., or with Theniu.s to insert 3, and render " song with dancing."—The Kethib " to sing" (so Chald.

and Syr.) is preferable in the latter ease, the Qeri " for song " in tlie former.

—

Tr.]

6 [Ver. 8. These two clauses are omitted in the Sept., which has thus a noticeable simplicity and directness

in its narrative, but loses much of the warmth and life of the Ileb. To reject these clauses as " e.xaggerated "

and "psychologically inaccurate" (Wellhausen) is obviouslj' carrying subjective criticism too far. The histori-

cal authority is every way in favor of the Heb. text.

—

Tr.]

7 [Ver. 9. Keth. Partcp. of stem jlj?, Qeri of st. "T^. Sept. omits vers. 9-12, as to which see remark on ver.

8. This passage may be omitted without injuring the sense ; but it adds to the vividness of the narrative, agrees

with xvi. H-23, and rests on the same authority as the other portions of the chapter.—Tn.|

8 [Ver. 10. Erdmann and Philippson: "raved," and so Wordsworth and the Targum; the Syr., Arab, and
Vulg. and most Eng. commentators (Patrick, Gill, Clarke, Bib. Com.) render "prophesy." See the Exposition.

9'[Ver. 11. The Greek (Alex. MS ) and Chald. have "lifted," as if from StOJ, and this seems better (Stfl'p,

since it does not appear that he actually cast the weapon (see xix. 10).—Tr.]

10 [Ver. 17. The passage vers. 17-19 is omitted in Sept. (Vat.), namely, the story of Merab, perhaps as appa-

rently useless in advancing the narrative. The name Merab means " increase." Comp. in Eng. the well-known
"Increase Mather."— Tr.]

11 rVer. 18. Literally "who is my life?" which is explained by the following clause; but this clause is not

therefore necessarily a marginal (unauthorized) addition. The Alex. Sept. has :
" what is the life of my father's

family?" which is clear, but unsupported.

—

Tr.J

12 [Ver. 19. Some MSS. and VSS. have Azriel —Tr.]

13 [Ver. 21. The Heb. text (''j^C;3) seems to be supported by all the VSS. (the clause is omitted in Vat.

Sept.V The translation here given (which is that of Thenius. Erdmann, Wordsworth, Bih. Co/ii.) is the most
saiisfactory as to sense; liut its correctness is open to doubt. Pliilipp=on renders: "with the second," the older

Eng. Comms. follow the Targ.: "in one of the two." Theodotion has the ingenious rendering: eirl raU Bvtriv,

and another Gr. VS.: e4>' aipeo-ei. The Arab, cuts the knot by translating: "1 wish thee to be my son-in-law."

herein forsaking the Syr., which has "in both of them." Some Jews held that David married both the daugh-

ters.—Tr.]
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25

26

27

22 And Saul commanded his servants, saijing, Commune [Speak] with David secretly,

and say. Behold the king hath delight in thee, and all his servants love thee ; now,

therefore, be the king's son-in-law. And Saul's servants spake these words in the

23 ears of David. And David said, Seemeth it to you a light thing to be a [the]

24 king's son-in-law, seeing that I am a poor man and lightly esteemed? And the

servants of Saul told him, saying, On this manner spake David.

And Saul said, Thus shall ye say to David, The king desireth not any dowry

but'^ an hundred foreskins of the Philistines, to be avenged of the king's enemies.

But Saul thought to make D.ivid tall by the hand of the Philistines. And when

\_om. wlien] his servants told David these words, [ins. and] it pleased David well

to be the king's son-in-law; and the days were not expired.'^ Wherefore

[And] David arose and went, he and his men, and slew of the Philistines two^®

hundred men, and David brought their foreskins, and they [better om. they"] gave

them in full tale to the king, that he might be the king's son-in-law. And Saul

28 gave him Michal his daughter to wife. And Saul saw and knew that the Lord

[Jehovah] was with David, and that [pvi. that] Michal,'^ Saul's daughter, loved

29 him. And Saul was yet the more afraid of David, and Saul became [was] David's

30 enemy continually. Theu^' [And] the princes of the Philistines went forth. And
it came to pass, after [as often as] they went forth, that David behaved himself

more wisely than all the servants of Saul, so that his name was set by.

" [Ver. 25. Some MSS. have QX '3, wliich i.? not necessary, since •'2 alone may mean "but;" or it may be

taken as=" for."—Tr.J
15 [Ver. 26. This clause is omitted in Vat. Sept. See on ver. 8.—Tr.]
16 [Ver. 27. This number is sustained by all the VSS. except Vat. Sept.. which has "one hundred," probably

to avoid an apparent contradiction. Here the presumption is not in favor of the smaller number ( Wellhausen),

but in favor of the harder reading. Wellh. refers to 2 Sam. iii. 14, where the Heb. has loO, and the Syr. 200, which
perhaps sliows a disposition to exaggerate, but cannot be regarded as decisive against our text.—Tr.]

1' [Ver. 27. The Sing, is found in Sept., Aq and Theod., as well as in Vulg., Syr., Arab.—Tb.]
i« [Ver. 28. Sept. : "all Israel," which is better suited to the context.—Tr.]
i* [Ver. 30. This verse is omitted in Sept. (Vat.).—Tk.]

exegetical and critical.

Vers. 55-58. David at the royal court, his lineage

better known, and himself permanently taken

up.—On the relation of this section to xvi. 14-23

(the two coming from different sources), and to

the general narrative, see the full discussion in the

Introduction, p. 16sqq. Considering the unde-

niable difference between the account here (where

Saul is ignorant of David's person and family),

and that in xvi. 14-23, (where Saul, after nego-

tiation with .Jesse, takes David to his court, and
keeps him till the outbreak of the war), and con-

sidering the vain attempts which have been made
to harmonize this difference, we accept Nilgels-

bach's conclusion (Herz. xiii. 402) : "All attempts

at reconciliation failing, we can only, till a satis-

fnctory explanation is found, suppose that these

two accounts come from really different and dis-

crepant sources." [Without laying .stress cm tlie

fact that Saul here inquires after David's father,

and not after David himself (which, though urged
by Iloubigant, Chandler, VVordsworlli, and others,

<loes not seem to amount to anything), we may
still insist that the two accounts, though diti'erent,

are not necessarily discrepant in the sense that

both cannot be true. It is only necessary to admit
that David's absence at home had been long (and

there is no exact chronological datum), that Saul

had rarely seen him except in moments of mad-
ness, that Altner had been absent from court when
David was there, and that the personal ap])ea ranee

of the latter had changed (suppositions wliidi,

taken singly or together, are not imi)robabIei, and

Saul's ignorance becomes natural. These old nar-

ratives, giving brief and partial views of occur-

rences, may well sometimes seem to contradict

each other, and it is wise (as Nagelsbach hints)

in view of the historical authority of the Heb.
text, at least to suspend our judgment.

—

Tr.]

Ver. 55. We need not take the verbs here as

Pluperf. (Then., Keil, &c.), since this narrative

is to be regarded simply as an addition to the

preceding. In their context vers. 55, 56 belong

after ver. 40 and form a supplement to the vivid

description of David's advance against Goliath.

The words "against the Philistine" refer to the

close of ver. 40. Saul's question is to be under-

stood not merely of David's father and family,

but also of his person. According to this Saul

does not know him. The question and Abner's

answer must necessarily be taken in connection

with the surprise and astonishment felt at David's

bold procedure. Saul's question could not be an-

swered till David's return; it is therefore men-
tioned here, and connected with David's appear-

ance before Saul under Abner's guidance.—Vers.

57, 58. The concluding words of ver. 57: "and
the head" &c., show that this statement is to be put

between ver. 53 and ver. 54. According to this

Abner's leading David to Saul was occasioned

by the latter's tpiestion. David's words in ver.

58 are not to be regarded as forming bis whole
answer ; from xviii. 1 we infer that he had a some-

what long conversation with Saul.

2. Ch. xviii. 1-5. David' s friendship unth Jona-
than and permanent residence at Saul's court as com-
mander of the army. Ver. 1. The consequence
of this conversation was the formation of a friend-

sliii) between David and .Jonathan, as is indicated

by the words: "when he had ceased speaking
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with Saul." The word "knit" (HTi^pJ as in

(ieu. xliv. 30) denotes, under the figure of a chain,

tlie tu-iu union and inseparable unity of souls in

friendship, expressing the thought that tlieir inner

lives of feeling work deejjly inio each othei", and
so each has perpetually fast hold of the other.

Olerieus: "In almost all languages friendship

is considered as a union of souls bound together

by the band of love." Grotius: "An admirable
description of friendship. So Aristotle (Nicom.
IX. 8) has noted that friends are called one soul.

The same thing is set forth by the Lat. concordia

and the Greek bjiovoia. Papinius says that souls

are bound together."—And Jonathan loved
him as his own soul. To the conception of

firmness is here added the idea of innerness of

friendship, the complete identijication of essence of

two souls.* (The Kethib has the rarer conti'acted

suflix i, the Qeri the commoner IH-. Ew. § 249

b).—David's heroic courage, firm trust in God,
and splendid feat of arms had won him Jona-
than's heart.f—Ver. 2. Not till after the narra-

tive of this friendship follows the statement that

Saul took David permanently to court: he took

him, that is, into his service, and allowed him not to

return to his father's house, as he had done in ch.

xvii. 15; the words presuppose that David had
desired to return thither. That Saul virtually

ordered David's permanent stay with him imme-
diately after their conversation (Keil) is not neces-

sarily to be assumed. Rather from the sequence of

the sentences it seems as if the narrator intended

to connect the rise of the friendship of David and
Jonathan with the friendly relation which Saul

first assumed in his conversation with David, and
then to set forth David's permaiaent stay at court

as a consequence of this friendship.—Ver. 3.

Jonathan's love for David (he loved him as his

own soul ) is the ground of this solemn and formal

sealing of their friendship. The covenant indi-

cates the mutualness of the love which they
pledged one another. Grot. :

" they mutually
promised perpetual friendship," comp. xx. 3.

—

Ver. 4 is closely attached to ver. 3 in so far as

here by the gift of the upper garment, the robe

(^'J^p) and the separate parts of the war-equip-

ment to David, the conclusion of the covenant of

friendship on .Jonathan's part is solemnly con-

firmed. Clericus supposes that the object of

this gift was to enable the poorly-clad David to

appear at court in seemly dress. But the mention
of the several weapons, which together make a

complete war-outfit, rather suggests that Jonathan
wished to honor David as the military liero; and
this marmer of sealing their friendsliip was a proof

that the two, as heroes, equally crowned by God
with victory, could love one another, and that

.Jonathan was far from feeling envy and jealousy

of David for his heroic deed. .Jonathan's here
taking the initiative is in keeping with his position

at court as king's son in respect to the young shep-

herd. His clothing David with his own war-dress

is sign that his hearty friendship sets aside the

* [The German (obviously by oversight) has: "and
he loved .Jonathan as his soul," and explains it as the
expression of the formation of friendship on David's
part.—Tr.J
t [Jonathan's conduct no less exhibits his own lofty

and generous nature {Bib. Com.).—Th.]

16

barrier which his rank and position would raise
between them in the iirst instance on the common
ground of the theocratic chivalry, as whose repre-
sentatives they had come to love one another.
[Philippson: The gift of one's own garment,
especially by a prince to a subject, is in the East
still the highest mark of honor. So in "Esther"
(ch. vi.) Mordecai is clothed in the king's appa-
rel.

—

Tk.]—Ver. 5 belongs to what goes before as
the declaration of the honorable position which
David (along with this relation to Jonathan) took
at Saul's court, as generally beloved in his office

and calling. First, las position was a iniUtary one

;

for that the "went out" (which is to be taken sepa-

rately, and not connected with the following)''*'

refers to war, and not to "general business"

[Clericus] is plain not only from the following

account which mentions not only military under-
takings for Saul, but also from the statement of

the position of General which he received in con-

sequence of his success in what was entrusted to

liim, and from the account of the military equip-

ment which Jonathan (ver. 4) presented to him.
In all, whereto Saul sent him, he w^as suc-
cessful.—His warlike undertakings were far-

tunate and successful. The Verb (r^^'Tl) means

"to act prudentl}% wisely" and then to be suc-

cessful," as in Josh. i. 7 [Eng. A. V. "prosper"].
It always refers to conduct, "to act wisely, and
then to be prosperous in one's undertakings."

Saul set him over the men of -war, that is,

made him a military officer. He was appointed

commander of a body of soldiers.—David soon

attained to high consideration and acceptance in

the eyes of all the people, and also in the sight
of Saul's servants.—By this term we are to

understand the officials at Saul's court. David's

winning loveliness of character is here brought out

more strongly by the statement that he did not

excite the envy and jealousy of his fellow-officials

at court. Clericus: "he pleased even the courtiers,

who are commonly envious, especially of those

who have newly found favor with the king."

This idea is involved in the "and also" [= and

even]. [Philippson: "As he was afterwards

promoted to be chiliarch, he must here have been

made centurion." But see on ver. 13.

—

Tr.]

3. Vers. 6-16. Here is related how SauVs deadly

hatred against David springs from envy and
jealousy. As the section xvii. 54-58 lays the

ioundation for David's permanent stay at the

royal court—and as the section vers. 1-5, being

the summary description of David's personal rela-

tions to Saul's family as Jonathan's friend, and

to the court-officials and the people as military

commander, explains what is afterwards said of

David's relation to Jonathan and of his military

career—so in this section, vers. 6-16, we have the

cause of the deadly hate which Saul henceforth

bore in his heart against David, there being pre-

served (a fact to be noted) in ver. 5 a significant

silence as to Saul's feeling towards him, only the

friendly disposition of Jonathan and of the offi-

* [Erdmann translates (not so well): "And David
went out; everywhere, whither Saul sent him. he was
prudent (successful)." This is to avoid supplying
"and" before "was prudent;" it seems better (v/ith

Chald., Syr.) to supply "and." See "Text, and Gram."
—Tr.]
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cials and people being mentioned. That no strict

chronological advance is attempted in the narra-

tive in xvii. 55 sq. is clear from the above re-

marks. As in ch. xvii. ver. 55 belongs as to its

contents to ver. 40, and ver. 57 belongs next to

ver. 54, so ver. 6 here is not connected in context
and time immediately with ver. 5, but goes back
to xvii. 52, 53. In vers. 1-4 is told what happened
to David immediately after his victory over Go-
liath ; he became Jonathan's friend, and was per-

manently fixed at court. That was the immediate
I'esult of his exploit (which decided the issue of

the war witli the Philistines.) In ver. 5 we have
a further consequence: Saul employs David in

warlike enterprises against the Philistines, and
gives him command of a body of troops. But,
according to xvii. 52, 53, the war with the Philis-

tines was not ended by the victoiy over Goliath

;

on the contrary, they were again several times de-

feated, and their camp was plundered by the vic-

torious Israelites on their return from pursuit.

That Saul in thus finishing the war employed
David as a bold leader is clearly stated in ver. 5,

wherewith is also summarily told how David in

his new i^osition won the favor of the people and
also of Saul's servants, while it is not said that

Saul in appointing him to ofl[ice bestowed his

favor on him. The narration of ver. 6 now, going
back to xvii. 53, connects itself with the return
of the peoj^le and of David from the concluded
war, in order to point out hov/ on this occasion

Saul's ill-will and hatred towards David arose,

on which is founded the whole of the following

narrative of the relation between David and Saul.

The ''as they came" refers to the return of the whole

army from the happily ended war (comp. xvii.

53) ; at the same time is mentioned David's return

with express reference to his victory over Goliath,

which had determined the successful issue of the

war, in order to bring into its proper historical

connection the honor which then accrued to him.
This return of David, therefore (along with the
whole army), is not synchronous with his return
to Saul in xvii. 57 immediately after the killing

of the Philistine, but occurred after the victory

over the whole Philistine army was completecl.

Here began Saul's envy and hatred against David.
There is, therefore, no contradiction between the
statement that Saul kept David by him and gave
him a military command (vers. 2, 5), and the
following statement (ver. 6 sq.) that in conse-
quence of the honor sliown David lie conceived a
lasting hatred against him (ver. 9).—We have the
description of the festive reception given by the
women from all the cities of Israel to the return-
ing victorious army, Saul at its head. In the
words: with song and dance the Art. [in

Ileb.] points to the usual employment of song and
dance in such receptions. Tliey met Saul with
tabret3, with joyful outcry^ and with tri-

angles. Ilerenno^ ["joy"], standing betwetn

the two instruments of music, must denote, in dis-

tinction from the song ofjoy, the joyful cry which
accompanied the beating of the tabrtti. For
dances accompanied by tahrets see Ex. xiv. 20.

—

Ver. 7. The women performed n^a. an tiphonal song

;

"they answered one another in turn" (Cleric).

The Partcp. (n'lpnBfD [Eng. A. V. "played"])

means perhaps alternate dancing, corresponding

to the alternate song (Winer: Contrcdauce s. tt.

Tanz), along with the choral dancing rm^n?)^

The Piel of pntV, " laugh," properly = " sport,

play," e. g., of children on the street, Zech. viii.

5.*—The song: "Saul hath slain his thousands,

and David his ten thousands" (comp. xxi. 12 and
xxix. 5)—a part of a folk-song, which shows the

great consideration in the sight of the people
which David had obtained by his victory over
Goliath.—Ver. 8. Saul was very wroth that greater

honor was paid to David than to him. And
there is yet only the kingdom for him,
that is, for him to obtain. In this outburst of

wrath he expresses in a curt ejaculation the well-

founded anticipation that the so highly honored
David would receive the royal dignity in his

place. Clericus: "especially since Samuel had
more than once predicted that it would pass inta

another family."—Ver. 9. From tliis point dated
the evil, curious eye with which Saul henceforth
looked on David.f Clericus: "in these words
we see envy and jealousy." Luther: "And
Saul looked sourly on David." It is an express
statement of the continuous bitterness ol' Saul
against David from now on.—Vers. 10, 11. Saul's

anger against David rises to madness and to murder-
ous purpose. The evil spirit from God came
upon Saul. Comp. xvi- 14: "*<3jn'1 [Eng.

A. V. ''prophesied;" Erdmann, "raved"], thein-
fluence of the evil spirit, analogous to the ecstatic

condition of inspiration in which the good spirit

from God put the prophets: he raved, raged. The
old condition of internal disorder again came over
Saul, now heightened by envy and jealousy against
David. As in xvi. 23, David seeks by playing on
the harp to mitigate Saul's rage. But as he was its

object, the madness takes the form of an attempt on
his life. The harp in David's hayid and the spear in
/Saul's hand—taking the place of the sceptre, xxii.
6—are here put in sharpest contrast to one ano-
ther.— [Saul's condition of mind is neither that
of simple madness nor that of true prophecy.
He is under the control of a power higher than
himself; but it is an evil power. For the precise
expression of this supernaturally-determined con-
dition of mind and soul, in which the whole spi-

ritual energy of the man moves freely, yet m a
sphere into which it is suiicrnaturally brought,
becoming for tlie time one with the spirit, the
Heb. has no other word than naba (^^J), and the
Eng. no otlier word than prophecy. R. P. Smith
(" Prophecy a Preparation for 6%m<," II. 54 sq.)

points out a diflercnce between the Niphal (gene-
rally but not always used of true divine prophecy)
and the Ilithpael (generally but not always of
false prophecy), and we may here render: "he
ai^tcd the prophet" (so here Junius) ; but it is

desirable to exiiibit in the translation, if possible,

the supernatural element. Whether the Eng.
"prophesied" will bear the meaning "spoke
like a proi>het" or "raved supernaturally " ib

doubtful ; but it is so used of false prophets in
Eng. A. V. in 1 Kings xxii. 10 (Hithp.) and 12

(Niph.).—Tr.]—Ver. 11. (Sp;2, Iliph. of ^'iO,

* [And see Judg. xvi. 25 for its use on festive oeoa-
sions.—Tu.]

t p^'. "eyeing," Denom. from
f^',

"eye."
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properly " to stretch out longitudinally," comp.
Ps. xxxvii. 24). As it is not said, that Saul
actually threw the spear against the wall (as in

xix. 10), the sense rather is: ''he purposed to

throw;" and we are to suppose a threatening

movement of the arm.*—David turned, •with-

drew before this threatening movement. Twice

he did so ; this supposes that Saul twice lifted

his spear. This also proves that Saul only moved,

did not throw the spear, as in xix. 10. Bunsen
well observes :

" If Saul actually threw the spear,

we could not understand David's twice retiring.

Saul held the spear in his hand, and David stood

so near him that he could save himself only by
withdrawing." This is therefore not the same
thing as what is told in xix. 9, 10, where Saul
actually throws the spear, which pierces the wall.

The Sept. has after its manner arbitrarily omitted

this section vers. 9-11, because it wrongly assumed
the identity of the two accounts.—Ver. 12 relates

how Saul's heart was divided between fierce envy
and fear of David ; the latter became an object

of fear to him. The reason given for this is that

the Lord was with David, and was departed from
Saul. Through the honor accorded David for

his God-given victory Saul became aware of what
had already taken place, namely, that he was
forsaken and rejected by the Lord.—Ver. 13.

Enmity against David (born of envy and jeal-

ousy) and fear of him (as one specially blessed

by God) led Saul to remove him from his presence.

—He made him captain over a thousand.
This means a different military position from
that mentioned in ver. 5, " whether it denotes a
higher position than the first, or the latter means
an undefined promotion, as to which we can now
hardly determine with certainty" (Keil).—He
V(rent out and in before the people is to be
understood of David's military undertakings.

—

Ver. 14. Here as before (ver. 5) David is in

everything prosperous. Whereby Saul's fear

(which had led him to remove David from his

side) is only increased, he was afraid of him (ver.

15) ; for he saw afresh that God was with David
(ver. 14), but was departed from him.—Ver. 16.

The love of the whole people for him now grew
still greater, his consideration rose still higher.

This must needs have increased Saul's fear, and
along with it his envy and jealousy. So Saul's

condition of soul is portrayed in progressive de-

velopment with psychological truthfulness. Of
this nothing is said in ver. 5, not a word of Saul's

feeling towards David's success. Here, therefore,

in vers. 15, 16, we have not the same situation

(as if from a different source) as in ver. 5. The
difference between them and the advance in the
exhibition of Saul's inner life and his attitude

towards David is obvious.f

4. Vers. 17-30. Saul's attempt on DavidJs life in

connection with his marriage with his daughter.

In fulfilling his promise to give his daughter to

the conqueror of Goliath (xvii. 25), Saul takes
occasion to prepare the way for David's death

* [For a different pointing of the yerb=" he lifted,"
see "Text, and Gram." Erdmann's rendering is allow-
able, hut rare.

—

Tk.]

t [The separate mention of Israel and Judah in ver.
]C points to the independence and separateness of
Judah even at that time (Dih. Com.), and perhaps also
to a post-Solomonic date for the authorship of the book.—Tr.]

in battle with the Philistines by requiring him
to inflict a heavy defeat on them, thus artfully
hoping to get rid of him. Such a murderous
purpose Saul doubtless had when, after the fail-

ure of his murderous attempt in the house, he
gave David command over a thousand. A clear
light is thus thrown on his new appointment here
to a definitely determined military position.

—

Ver. 17. ''My oldest daughter" (Heb. large, as
in xvi. 11 smalh=youngest). Saul's words: only
be valiant, etc., are not to be taken as a condi-
tion, forthe condition of receiving Saul's daugh-
ter towife was the conquest of Goliath ; but they
contain an obligation which Saul lays on him,
and which David is to accept in return for the
honor of becoming Saul's son-in-law. Such ex-
hortation and expectation on Saul's part would
not seem strange to David, .since in his continued
wars against the Philistines Saul needed valiant
heroes as leaders of his soldiers. It was also in
itself perfectly proper for Saul to say to David

:

" Fight the battle or wars of the Lord ;" for in
thus designating Israel's wars against the Pliilis-

tines, he expresses the same idea wliich David
expressed in the words (xvii. 36, 47): "He has
defied the ranks of the living God," and "The
battle is tlie Lord's." These wars were "the
wars of Jehovah," because Israel, whom the Phi-
listines oppressed, was God's chosen covenant-
people, in which the kingdom of God was to take
shape within the territory contested by the Phi-
listines, in attacking whom, therefore, the Philis-
tines were trying to make void God's purpose of
salvation. So must God needs oppose these ene-
mies of His people and of the holy affairs of His
kingdom. And this is the meaning of the title

of that old collection of songs, Num. sxi. 14:
" Book of the Wars of the Lord." And as it was
the war of God Himself, the combatants therein
were necessarily sure of the Lord's assistance.

—

But behind this proper language of Canaan was
hid Saul's cunning and wickedness towards David.
—Saul thought: My hand shall not be
on him, but the hand of the Philistines
shall be on him.—This "he thought" shows
the same disposition in Saul as the same expres-
sion [Eng. A. V. "said"] in ver. 11. There he
had stretched out hand and spear ; but the deed
had not come to performance. Here Saul re-

solves that David sliall not die by his hand ; but
guile shall lead him to the desired end. So deep-
sunken is he morally and intellectually that he
seeks to avoid only the outward completion of
the evil deed with his own hand, separates be-
tween the criminal hand and the wicked heart,

and besides covers his wickedness with the hypo-
critical tongue, which speaks zealously for' the
things of the Lord. Berl Bib. : " The finer the
words the greater the deceit. Further, he would
rather see the Philistines triumph than David
survive."—Ver. 18. David's artless simplicity
and honest humility are here sharply contrasted
with Saul's artfulness and trickiness. As hereto-
fore the struggle between Saul's better and worse
impulses and the progress of the latter has been
set forth with admirable delicacy and clearness,
so now, on the other hand, David's disposition
and cliaracter is most excellently exhibited by
the simple narration of his conduct.—By the
question : Who am I ? David intimates the
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distance between hi^; insignificant person as shep-

herd-lad and the high honor oil'ered him. The

question: "H '0 [Eng. A- Y • : "what is my
life?"] does not refer to David's life; for if it

mean his personal life, it involves a tautology

with the preceding, and reference to his official

life does not suit the connection, where the point

is only of his person and family, apart from the

fact that grammatically the personal interrogative

pron. [so in the Eng. : "who is my life?"

—

Tr.]

does not suit the noun ''life." Nor can it mean

in general position in life; Q^H never means this.

Keil, in defence of this view, says, that '"D

refers to the persons of the class of society to

wliich David belonged," in which he admits tliat

it is not the neuter real [Germ, sachliehe-—Tr-]
conception " condition of life," but the fundamen-
tal meaning of the word "The living" that is

here employed; "for 'p never refers to things,

but always to persons" (Bottcher). The word
means here (as n'n in Ps. Ixviii. 11; 2 Sam.

xxiii. 11, 13) a troop, people, or, from the con-

nection : "my folks, my family." See Ew. ^ 179
b- To this is added: My father's family.

—

In his own eyes David seems too insignificant in

person, in family and the House of his father

to be son-in-law to tlie king.*—Ver. 19. " In
the time of giving," that is, when she ought
to have been given. Ew. ^ 237 a: " When
the time is clear from the connection, a fu-

ture event may be expressed by the Inf. with
3." Comp. Deut. xxiii. 14; 2 Kings ii. 2.

—

Saul did not keep his word ; for some reason
he gave Merab to Adriel, the Meholathite to wife,
" which cannot surprise us, considering Saul's

capricious disposition in his advanced age"
(Stilhelin, Leben Davids, p. 11). A place, Abel-
meholah, is mentioned in Judg. vii. 22, in Manas-
seh, west of the Jordan.—The section vers. 17-19 is

arbitrarily omitted in the Sept. because the transla-

tors did not understand why Saul failed to keep liis

promise, and why his action was so contradictory
or undecided.—One really does not see why the
oscillating, self-contradictory Saul, governed by
the momentary whims of his discordant soul,

.should not have been guilty of such breach of
faith. Thenius' confident a.ssertion "that these

verses contain nothing but a popular story made
out of the fact related in ver. 20 in imitation of
Jacob's marriage with Leah and Kachel," is

wholly without ground. To such an imitation
there is lacking agreement in the chief features
of the two narratives.

Vers. 20-30. Michal becomes the wife of
Daviil, who issues victoriously out of the great
dangers in battle with the Philistines, into which
Saul had sent him to a certain death, as he
hoped. That it is expressly said of Michal

:

Site loved David, does not warrant the conclusion
that Merab did not love him, and was therefore
not given to him. The reason for this is not
mentioned, simply because Saul's procedure was
arbitrary. Perhaps there was at tliis moment no
war with the Philistines in which he might have

* [_0n the text of this ver-se see "Text, and Gram."
Phihppson explain.s: "My life offered in battle would
lie a poor gift," which, however, the text will hardly
bear.—Tb.]

looked for David's destruction. It pleased Saul
tliat Michal loved David. Between the trans-

piring of Michal's love and Merab's marriage
we must suppose a space of time, during which
Michal's love was developed.—Ver. 21. Michal
was to be a siiare to David, tiiat is, Saul would
impose such conditions on him in the marriage
as would secure his death : on her account or
occasion the hand of the Philislines should be on
him (comp. v. 25) :—D;riB'3 [Eng. A. V. in the

one o/'the twain," see "Text and Gram."] is liter-

ally: in iivo [feminine]. Accordingly it is

proposed to render (as Bunsen) : David is to

make a double marriage with Merab and Michal,

as Jacob did; in this case (so Tremell.) ver. 19
is to be taken as Pluperfect: "she had been given."

Similarly, S. Schmid, only he takes ver. 19 in

this way, that Saul excused himself to David,
and ofiered to restore Merab to him, she having
been already married to another ; but if he did not

wish this, he should at least marry Michal. Or
it is rendered :

" Twice shalt thou sue formy alli-

ance "—having failed in Merab's case, thou shalt

succeed in Michal's (Cler.
)

; or it is translated in

duabus rebus gener meus eris hodie [in two things'*

thou shalt be my son-in-law to-day] (Vulg.), or,
" by the second thou shalt contract an alliance

with me to-day" (S. Schmid in the 2d ed. of the

Bib. Heb. of Ev. v. d. Hooght, Lips., 1740). But
all these renderings are materially [that is, as to

content; German, sacklich.—Tr.] and linguisti-

cally untenable. The difficulty lies in their

taking the numeral as a cardinal number. But
there are passages wliere it^^Ae second time, as

undoubtedly in Job xxxiii. 14, and Nehemiah
xiii. 20. If now we connect the word with the

following (according to the accents), it reads :
" a

second time wilt thou become my son-in-law,"

that is, according to the explanation first given
by Bunsen :

'' The first time by the betrothal to

Merab (afterwards broken oflT), the second time
by the actual marriage with Michal." Bunsen
remarks that this explanation is forced and gram-
matically hard, as to which (1) grammatically the
'' second time," is justified by the above-cited pas-

sages, and (2) as to content or meaning this

view is far less difficult and suspicious than that

preferred by Bunsen, though it must be confessed

to be open to the objection that the fii-st marriage
did not actually take place.—Keil's explanation

:

"in a second uny thou shalt be my son-in-law," is

unclear, and the rendering "second way" seems
not grammatically sustained.—We escape all the
difficulties of a connection with what follows if,

with De Wette and Thenius, neglecting the
accents (which cannot be finally decisive), we
connect with the preceding and translate :

" And
Saul said to David the second time" (understand-
ing the first time to be in ver. 17 ).—Thenius think.s

that the words "And Saul said * * * * to-day"
[Eng. A. V. "Saul said **** twain"] are an
interpolation by the same hand as vers. 17-19,

(1) because Saul would not have made the propo-
sition first himself and then through the courtiers

(ver. 22) ; (2) because he certainly acted only
through others, the better to conceal his shameful
purpose, and (3) because, ii Saul had spoken first

directly to David, we should expect also a direct

* [That is, by two deeds—killing Goliath and slaying
the Pliilis^tines (ver. 25.)—Tr.
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answer from David (as in ver. 18). But these

three reasons seem insufficient to establish his

view ; for (1) it does not appear wliy Saul should

not first make this proposition himself, when we
recollect that David returned no answer, and he

thought it necessary to employ the agency of the

courtiers*; (2) in making the proposition him-

self he could the better conceal his purpose, as he

had not performed his hrst promise to David,

and might now seem to make it good by offering

his second daughter; (3) David's exjjerience of

deceit was sufficient to make him silent at first in

respect to Saul's ofler. O. v. Gerlach here well

says :
" Saul proposed this matter to David

;

but the latter did not answer, as he knew Saul's

vacillation, and distrusted him ; it therefore

needed the persuasion of others to induce him to

come into Saul's views."—Ver. 22 sq. In the fluent

discourse of the courtiers we see (1) something
of the flattering, conciliatory tone usual in such

circles, and (2) Saul's lively interest in the suc-

cess of his plan to destroy David through
Michal's love. Saul's servants were to speak
with David " in secret," that is, " as if they did

it behind the king's back" (Keil).

—

David's an-

swer (ver. 23) is two-fold: (1) he affirms the

great importance of such a step as marrying the

king's daughter—referring to the distance be-

tween him and the honor for which he was to

strive, and probably also herein alluding to Saul's

former breach of faith in respect to Merab, which
proceeded from contempt for his person

; (2) he
declares himself too poor to furnish a dowry suita-

ble for a king's daughter. As to the dowry, or
" morning-gift," see Gen. xxxiv. 12.—Ver. 25.

In consequence of the courtiers' report of

David's reasons for declining the marriage,

Saul advances another step.f To attain his

end he dispenses with the usual dowry, and
demands only a hundred foreskins of Philis-

tines (Jos. Ant., vi. 10-27, COO heads) ! It is

licrein supposed that the Philistines were again

attacking Saul. This appears also from the fact

that David was in this way to show that he had
killed a hundred Plii listings, to avenge the
king of bis enemies. Thus Saul thought to

put David out of the way by the hand of the

Philistines.—Ver. 26. David accepts Saul's pro-

position the more gladly as the demand was in

keeping with his military calling, and he was to

win Michal by a heroic achievement. And the
days were not ei^pired, that is, the time to the

marriage, or the time set by Saul for the perform-

ance of the warlike deed, though Saul is not ex-

pressly said to have set any limit. Ewald ex-

plains that the time for the marriage with Merab
was not yet expired [so Bib. Com.—Tr.] ; but_ it

is more natural to refer to the marriage with

Michal.—Ver. 27. David marched to battle with
his men, that is, with the thousand which had
been assigned him (ver. 13), not with a few

valiant followers (as Ewald, Bunsen, and others

hold, because with a large body there would have

* [That is, David's silence as to Saul's proposition ex-

plains why the latter had recourse to his courtiers.—Tr.]

t It is unnecessary to read, with Sept., Vulg., Ohald.,

and others, QK^' '3, instead of '•3. Maurer: "Here, as

often elsewhere, after a negative, '3 signifies " but," or

rather "for" in this .«ense: the king desires no dowry,
but (for) he desires a hundred Philistine foreslsins."

been no danger) ; we are to suppose that David
attacked a large Philistine force, as is intimatwl
in tiie words '• he slew among tlie Philistines two
hundred men," which he could not have done
with a small party. David doubly fulfills Saul's
demand by bringing two hundred foreskins. And
they counted out the full number. The arbitrary
method of the Sept. is seen in their reading "one
hundred " from ver. 25 instead of " two hun-
dred." [Many modern critics, neglecting the
spirit of the narrative, prefer the Sept. reading to

the Heb., referring also to 2 S. iii. 14. Ignoring
the enthusiasm and prowess of David, they insist

on an arithmetical correctness in his slaughter, as

if a youthful warrior on such an occasion would
not rejoice in going beyond the mark. In 2 S.

iii. 14 David projaerly mentions the price de-
manded by Saul ; all beyond was not price, but
free gift.

—

Tr.] Ver. 28 sq. Here, similarly, the
Sept. for "Michal, Saul's daughter," puts "all
Israel." Bunsen: "A completely unfounded
change of the Heb. text," taken from ver. 16.

The issue of the hostile schemes set on foot

against David is tlie opposite of what Saul
intended. The narrative asserts not only that

God was with David, but also that Saul knew it.

Michal's love to David, and Saul's hate, which had
grown into permanent enmity, are here sharply con-

trasted. " Saul was yet the more afraid " points

back to vers. 12-15. Saul's perception of the fact

that David was under God's special protection

only increased the feeling that he iiimself was
forsaken and rejected by God, who shielded Da-
vid against his wicked designs.*^Ver. 30 stands

in praguiatic connection with the following nar-

rative of Saul's conduct towards David, whose
brilliant exploits against the Philistines and
rising reputation still more inflamed the jealousy

and hatred of Saul.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. The history of sin in Saul's inner life

shows a steady and rapid progress in evil after it

had gained footing and mastery in his heart.

When a man once gives place to passion in his

soul, he comes more and more into its power, and
is at last completely ruled by it, and driven even
more violently on from sin to sin. " He that

doeth sin is tlie slave of sin."^-Jealousy, which,

in a heart that has lost God's love and honor as

its centre, is born of selfishness (wanting all love,

honor, joy for itself alone), has always for its

companion envy of the successes, the honor and
the good fortune of others. From envy come gra-

dually hatred and enmity, and then, by hidden or

by open ways, murrfer— " he who hateth his brother

is a murderer." Parallel to the example of Saul

are those of Cain and Joseph's brothers.

2. With the deeds which God the Lord per-

forms in the history of his kingdom through
chosen instruments, whom He has thereto pre-

pared and enabled by the wise leadings of His
grace, are often connected immediate conse-

quences, which (like the consequences of David's

victory for him,)are of far-reaching importance

* X'^S contracted from XT' and prefix S—Ew. §32S c.

Olshausen, Gr., pp. 297, 530, regards it as a clerical error

for N^"'?.
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for their further course in life, and provide them
with broader and liigher equipment of the inner
and outer life for greater taslis which are assigned

tlieiu for tiie kingiiom of God. And the more
willingly they thus enter the school of suffering

and couUict, as David did, the more do they
grow in humility, obedience, and childlike sub-

mission to God's will, but the more also do they
learn tiie truth of the word: God gives grace to

tlie humble, He makes the upriglit to prosper. He
who, like David, walks humbly and obediently in

God's ways, unmoved by the good fortune granted
him, or by the trials and conflicts which often

come upon him out of such good fortune through
the sins of others, sees himself everywhere led

by the Lord's hand, and accompanied by His
blessing.

3. True friendship in two souls must be rooted
in a like attitude of the heart to a loving God,
must exhibit itself in a mutual unselfish devotion
of heart in love which is based on a common love
to the Lord, and must approve itself in the school
of suffering.

4. In the character-pictures which it presents
to us (as is clear in the history of Saul and
David), Holy Scripture never exhibits a pause in

religious-moral life, but always liolds up the
mighty " Either *** Or," which man has to

decide,—either forward on the way in which man
walks at the hand of God with giving up of his

own will and humble obedience to the will of
God, or backwards with uncheckable step, when
man puts God's guidance from liim, and, follow-
ing his own will, suffers not God's will to be
accomplished in, on, and through liimself.

[Maurice: {Prophets and Kings of the Old
Test.) : I have not tried to ascertain the point at
which the moral guilt of Saul ends and his mad-
ness begins ; the Bible does not hint at a settle-

ment of that question. It is enough for us to
know, and to tremble as we know, that the loss

of all capacity for discerning between riglit and
wrong may be the rightful and natural result of
indulging any one hateful passion. On the other
hand, it is comforting to believe that there are
conditions of mind to which we must not and
dare not impute moral delinquency ; a still

greater and deeper comfort to know that in these
conditions, as well as those wliere tliere is most of
willul wrong, God may still be carrying on His
great and wonderful work of " bringing souls out
of darkness and the shadow of death, of breaking
their bonds asunder." There are glimpses of
light in the later life of Saul which must be re-
ferred to the divine source.

Chandler {Life of David, p. 60) : David, in
the destruction of the Piiilistines, acted contrary
to no rules of religion and morality ; for the men
he destroyed were the enemies of his country, in
a state of actual war witli liis |)rince and people,
and therefore lawful prize wherever he could lay
hold of them—Tr.]

TIOMILETICAT. AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1 sq. J. Laxge : To love good people, and
tliat in such a way that one loves and esteems
tliem for tluj good he sees in them, is a sign that
one is good himself—Schlieb : True friendship
is a gift of God, and God grants it to those who

fear Him,

—

Bkrl.. Bible : The connection which
God establishes between truly converted men is

almost indescribable. There is an incomprehen-
sible .something that out of two such souls makes
a single one in God. No blood relationshij) or
natural friendship comes up to this, because such
a union proceeds from utter conformity. When
men have experitnced such a oneness of soul,

they make witli each other an everlasting cove-

nant.—[Ver. o. Taylor: A league of friend-

ship, which for sincerity, constancy, and romantic
pathos, is unrivalled in the annals of history,

whether sacred or profane.

—

Tr.]

Ver. 4. ScHMiD : True ami genuine love
delights to show itself also by outward signs.

—

Cremer : They are true friends who help not
only in prospei'ity but also in necessity.—F. W.
Krummaches: These two loved each other
truly in God, to whose service they had devoted
themselves in holy hours of consecration, and
their views, judgments, opinions and strivings

were completely harmonious.—When such con-

ditions concur, there grows up the sweet flower

which the apostle, in distinction from universal

love, calls '' jjeculiar." There blooms the friend-

siiip, which, rooting itself in similarity of sanc-

tified natural disposition, and working an im-
provement of this on both sides, takes one of the

highest places among earthly blessings. Tliere

knits itself the communion of heart, in conse-

quence of which one man becomes to another, as

it were, a living channel, through which there

incessantly streams upon him a fulness of re-

freshing consolation and encouragement, enrich-

ing his inner life.—Ver. 5. Scitlter: The Lord
)nakes everything right and good ! That God
wlio so wonderfully led David, and even in the

least and most trifling things trained him up for

his calling, will also lead us by the hand step

after step, and if we let ourselves be led, will

certainly lead everything to a good result. Let
us always hold to the old saying : As God wilf,

hold I still!—^Ver. 7. F. W. Krummacher : Let
us always celebrate our heroes, perpetuate tlieir

memory in monuments, twine laurel crowns for

all who have done good service for the common
weal, or tlirough their creative gifts have enlarged
the domain of elevating and wholesome ideas.

Only let us not forget, through whatever of great,

noble and blessed is achieved by the sons of

man, to be reminded first of the Father of spirits,

from whom every good and perfect gift comes
down to us, and let us in humility and modesty
give to Him, before all others, the honor which is

His due.— Ver. 8. Starke : Where prosperity

comes, envy soon follows (Gen. xxxvii. 8, Dan.
vi. 1-5). [Henry : Now begin David's trou-

bles, and they not only tread on the heels of his

triumphs, but take rise from them ; such is the

vanity of that in this world which seems great-

est.

—

Scott : Lavish commendations of those

whom we love and achnire, in such a world as

tills, often prove a real injury.

—

Tb.]
V. 9. s(i. V. W. Krummacher: Were it

granted us in our own local circles everywhere to

look behind the curtain, who knows how often we
too should behold like scenes! Scenes of a wild
outpouring of an injured feeling of honor, or of

unrestrained vexation at losses, or of flaming
and heart-consuming envy, so that we too could
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not avoid designating these paroxysms by the ex-

pression ''demoniacal."

—

Berl. Bible: Selfish-

ness occasions a deadly jealousy, lor it makes
one grudge the favors vvliicli God grants to

otJiers.—ScHLiER : If everything iiad gone on
so, if all the people had continually shouted lo

meet the bold hero, how easily might pride have
taken possession of him, how easily might he
have fallen from his humility, antl become full

of vanity and assumption. Therefore (iod the

Lord took him into His own school, and such a

scliool ot trouble is indeed bitter, but it is good
and wliolesome, and he who learns in it first

rightly becomes a man after God's own heart.

—

F. W. Krummacher: Scarcely one trying con-

dition of life can be thouglit of, in which David
had not found himself at some time or other

during his pilgrimage. Even for his own sake,

that he might not be exalted above measure
through the abundant favors vouchsafed unto

him, he needed continual reminders of his de-

pendence on Him who, on higli and in the sanc-

tuary, dwells with those who are of contrite and
humble spirit. Besides, David was to become
«ven for thousands of years a loved and comfort-

ing couipanion to the weary and oppressed of

every sort, and for that reason, also, no cup of

trouble must pass him by imtasted.

—

[Scott : For
every great and good work a man must expect to

be envied by his neighbor ; no distinction or pre-

eminence can be so unexceptionably obtained,

but it will expose the possessor to slander and
malice, and perhaps to the most fatal conse-

quences. But such trials are very useful to tliose

who love God ; they serve as a counterpoise to

the honor put upon them, and check the growth
of pride and attacliinent to the world ;

they ex-

ercise tliem to faith, patience, meekness, and
communion with God ; tiiey give tliem a fair op-

portunity of exemi»lifying the amiable nature

and tendency of true godliness, by acting with

wisdom and propriety in the most difficult cir-

cumstances ; they make way for increasing expe-

rience of the Lord's faithfulness, in restraining

their enemies, raising them up friends, and
affording them His gracious protection ; and
they both prepare them for those stations in

which they are to be employed, and open their

way to them: for in due time modest merit will

shine forth with double lustre.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 10.

Cramer : Wlien one opens tlie door of his heart

to the devil by envy, pride, scorn, sour looks

and rudeness, lie is not far off, but soon enters in

with his hellish forces (Gen. xxxvii. 8, 18 sq.).

WuRT. SuMM.: How unhappy is a man who has
turned away from God, and yet will not acknow-
ledge and confess his guilt, but still assumes that

he is in the right ! This makes him discontented

with God, and grudging and hostile to others

who are favored by God.—Ver. 11. Starke
[from Bp. Hall] : It is well for the innocent that

wicked men cannot keep tlieir own counsel.

[Henry : Compare David, with his harp in his

hand, aiming to serve Saul, and Saul, with his

javelin in his hand, aiming to slay David ; and
observe the sweetness and usefulness of God's
persecuted people, and the brutishness and bar-

barity of their persecutors.

—

Tr].—Ver. 12. Osi-
ANDER : God turns away the blows of enemies,

DO that they are in vain and do no damage.

—

Starke : Those who have in God a gracious
father and a protector are feared by others
(Mark vi. 20).— Ver. lo. S. Schmiu : The
evil wiiich ungodly men tlireaten and do to the
pious God kn(jws how to change into something
good (Gen. 1. 20).— Ver. 15. Scumid : One can
avenge himself on envious men in no better and
nobler way, than when with God's help, he
behaves himself wisely, and seeks in prayer the
increase of the divine blessing.—Ver. 16.

Starke : When ungodly men think to lessen the
honor and consiileration of the pious, it is often

so much the more increased.

—

Chrysostom (o

HomUics on David and Saul ) ; But that holy
man even after all this, continued caring for tlie

other's interests, and incurring perils to promote
his safety, and taking place in the ranks in ail

battles, and preserving by his own perils the one
who wished to slay him, and neither in words
nor in deeds did he provoke that savage wild
beast, but in all things yielded and was obedient.

—Tii.].

Ver. 17. Friendlier face, worse rogue; therefore

try the spirits (Psa. xxviii. 3, Iv. 22 [21] ). [Saul
a hypocritical pretender, both to paternal affection

(comp. vers. 20-21), and to pious devotion, "the
Lord's battles."

—

Tr.]—Osiander: Hypocrites
persuade themselves that they have done no evil

if only they do not put their own hand to it,

although they manage to do it through others.

—

Starke: A true Christian must also be a good
soldier, and tight the Lord's battles (2 Tim. ii. 5,

iv. 7).—Ver. 18. A pious man is even in prospe-
rity humble of heart.

—

Berl. Bible: This hu-
mility of David may teach us much. He knew
well that he was to be king, and that God had
caused him to be anointed thereto

;
yet he never

spoke of such a lavor, but rather gives it to

be understood how utterly nothing he is, and
how unworthy he thought himself—Ver. 20.

SCHLIER : When God does not give us some-
thing which we have desired, we should be cer-

tain that our wish would not have been good tor

us, and should be not less certain that God has

something better in store for us.—Ver. 22.

Starke : One should not let himself be used for the

purpose of causing others to fall.—Ver. 23. Berl.
Bible: A truly humble man never seeks his

own honor, even though opportunities should

occur in which he might well do so.—Simplicity

and uprightness put all the devices of evil sub-

tlety to shame. And those who always go
straight forward often catch those who wanted to

catch them.—Ver. 29. Osiander : The greater

injustice and violence any one does to innocent

people, the more must he be afraid of them.

[Henry : Observe how God brought good to

David out of Saul's projects against him. 1. Saul

gave him his daughter to be a snare to him, but

that marriage made his succeeding Saul less invi-

dious. 2. Saul thought by putting him upon
dangerous service to have him taken off, but that

very service increased his popularity and facili-

tated his coming to the crown. Thus God makes
the wrath of man to praise Him, and serves His
designs of kindness to His own people by it.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 1-2. F. W. Krummacher. The fruit

tvhich David personally gained from his triumph

over Goliath was threefold : a joyful acquisition, a
perilous honor, and a threatening displeasure.
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[Ver. 12. Taylok. Three lessons from this

chapter : ( 1 ) The evil of centering our thoughts

and phins entirely on ourselves. This was the

root of Saul's misery. (2) The servant of God
may expect to encounter adversity in an early

stage of his career. (3) The wisest course in

time of danger is to do faithfully his daily duty,

and leave our case with God.

—

Tr.]

Chap, xviii. Disselhoff : Pleasure and Bur-
den, or, Temptation and Victory: (1) In the plea-

sure lies the temptation, (2j in the burden lies

the power to overcome.

[Vers. 1-4. .Jonathan, the man of generous soul.

(1) Generous in admiring. (a) Not jealous,

though his own military fame is eclipsed. (6)

Fully appreciating the merit of a new and ob-

scure man. (c) Admiring not only a brilliant

exploit, but modest, graceful and devout words
(David's "speaking," comp. xvii. 37, 45-7, and
remember that he was a poet of rare genius).

(2) Generous in proposing friendship, where lie

might so naturally have indulged jealousy (as his

father did). Love at first sight, seeking perma-
nent union. (Hal,l :

" A wise soul hatli piercing

eyes, and hath quickly discovered the likeness of

itself in another. * * * * That true corre-

spondence tliat was both in their faith and valor,

hath knit their hearts.") (3) Generous in giving,

what was not only valuable and suitable to his

friend's present wants, but honorable as being as-

sociated with himself—Generosity, shown in mu-
tual appreciation and mutual benefits, is the basis

of sweet and lasting friendship—and in general,

it is one of the noblest traits of human character.

Vers. 1-9. How David gained a friend and an
enemy. (Hall: " David's victory had a double
issue, Jonathan's love and Saul's envy, wliicli

God so mixed that the one was a remedy of the
other.")

Vers. 5-30. David's prudence. (1) Amid the
perils of sudden prosperity. The shepherd-youth
honored with the friendsliip of the prince, the
plaudits of the multitude, military command, the
prospect of entering the royal family—but he be-

haved wisely and prospered all the more-
(Henry :

" Those that climb fast have need of

good heads and good hearts." Hall :
" Honor

shows the man. * * * * He is out of the danger
of folly, whom a speedy advancement leaveth

wise." Comp. Joseph and Daniel.) (2) Amid
the plots of jealous rivals—Saul, the courtiers

—

but he avoids the javelin of rage, and foils the
cunning of hypocrisy. (3) Amid provocations
to wrath, by promises broken (ver. 19), and fresh

demands (25). The brilliant young warrior and
poet as prudent as a sage statesman—for the

Lord was with him (vers. 12, 14, 28).

Ver. 17. The shrinking hand and the scheming
heart.

Vers. 28-9. Growing prosperity, growing hata.—Tr.]

THIRD SECTION.
Open Deadly Persecution of David by Saul, and David's Flight from SauL

Chapters XIX.— XXVII.

I. Jonathan proves his friendship for David in Saul's open attempts on David's life. David's first flight

from Saul's murderous attempts, and his escape by Michal's help.

Chapter XIX. 1-24.

1 And Saul .spake to Jonathan his son, and to all his servants that they should
2 kill [about killing'] David. But Jonathan, Saul's son, delighted much in David.
And Jonathan told David, saying, Saul, my father, seeketh to kill thee ; now,
therefore, I pray thee [and now] take heed to thyself [ins. I pray thee] until the
morning [to morrow morning,^ om. until the], and abide in a secret place, and hide

3 thyself^ And I will go out and stand beside my father in the field where thou
art, and I will commune [speak] with [to] my father of thee ; and what I see [I

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 1. This is the literal rendering of the Heh., and .so the ancient V8S., except Vulg., which makes

"they" the subject of the killing (so Eng. A. V.). and Arab., which correctly makes "he" (Saul) the subject.
The context shows that neither to .Jonathan nor to the servants of Saul was charge given to slay David.—Tr.]

* [Ver. 2. Literally: ' in the morning." Sept. aupiov Trpwi, which Thenius .says is the rendering of Heb. TplD;
T T

but Tp33. as Wellh. points out, includes the notion "early in the morning."—Tr.]

' [Ver. 2. Sept. reverses the order and reads: "hide thyself and remain in secret," as if the hiding must pre-
cede the dwelling in secret ; but the hiding may just as well be regarded as the consequence of dwelling in
secret (against Wellh.).

—

Tr.|
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4 will see what he says] that [and] I lorn. I] will tell thee. And Jonathan spake

good of David unto Saul his father, and said unto him, Let not the king siu against

his servant, against David ; because [for] he hath not sinned against thee, and

5 because [om. because] his works have been to thee-ward very good. For [And]

he did put his life in his hand, and slew the Philistine, and the Lord [Jehovah]

wrought a great salvation for all Israel ;^ thou sawest it and didst rejoice ; where-

fore, then, wilt thou sin against innocent blood, to slay David without a cause ?

6 And Saul hearkened unto the voice of Jonathan, and Saul sware, As the Lord

7 [Jehovah] liveth, he shall not be slain.^ And Jonathan called David, and Jona-

than showed him all these things. And Jonathan brought David to Saul, and he

was in his presence as in times past.

8 And there was war again, and David went out® and fought with the Philistines,

9 and slew them with a great slaughter, and they fled from him. And the [an] evil

spirit from the Lord [Jehovah'] was upon Saul ; as he sat [and he was sitting] in

his house, with [and] his javelin [ivis. was] in his hand, and David played [was

10 playing] with his hand. And Saul sought to smite David even [om. even] to the

wall with the javelin, but he slipped away [got away] out of Saul's presence, and

he smote the javelin into the wail. And JJavid fled, and escaped that night.^

11 Saul also [And Saul] sent messeng'^rs unto David's house to watch him, and' to

slay him in the morning ; and Michal, David's wife, told him, saying, If thou save

12 not thy life to-night, to-morrow thou shalt be slain. So [And] Michal let David

18 down through a [the] window, and he went and fled and escaped. And Michal

took an image [the teraphim],'" and laid it in the bed, and put a pillow [the quilt]

of goats' hair for his bolster [at its head],^' and covered it with a cloth [the cover-

14 let]. And when Saul sent messengers to take David, she'^ said, He is sick.

15 And Saul sent the messengers again [om. again] to see David, saying. Bring him

16 up to me in the bed, that I may slay him. And when the messengers were come

in [And the messengers came in and] behold, there was an image'^ in the bed, with

a pillow of goats' hair for his bolster [behold the teraphim in the bed and the quilt

17 of goats' hair at its head'*]. And Saul said unto Michal, Why hast thou deceived

me so, and sent away mine enemy, that he is escaped ? And Michal answered

[said to] Saul, He said unto me, Let me go,'^ why should I kill thee?

18 And David fled and escaped and came to Samuel to Kamah, and told him all

4 [Ver. 5. Sept. : "all Israel saw and rejoiced," other VSS. as Heb. It is here more fitting and politic in Jona-

than to refer to Saul's own knowledge of David.-Tr.)
^

6
I
Ver. 6. Sept., Syr. and some MS6. have Qal.: "shall not die. '—Tr.]

,„ ,,, ^ , „ , • ^ u
6 [Ver. 8. Sept. KaTiirxvcre, either an explanation (Schleusner), or they lead |'N'1_ (VVellh.); the Heb. is to be

mam aine
^ ^^[-^^^ divine name the VSS. vary. The Vat. MS. has fleoO, Alex, has Kvpiov, text in Stier and

Theile's Polygl. (which is an eclectic text) omits it, as does Arab.; the others as Heb. That rii'l is without the

Art. is not decisive in favor of DTISk, for an evil spirit could as well come from Jehovah as from Elohim (t. e.

the deity), and may as well be called "a spirit of Jehovah." Elsewhere the Heb. has " D^'D ;
but it is at least

as probable that the Vat. would change the text to secure uniformity as that the Masorites would change for no

reason at all. See note on xvi. li.

—

Tr. I

8 (Ver. 10. On this reading see Erdmann in the Exposition.—1 R.J
, ^i i. *i, ^ *•

,
* f^i.

9 Ver U. Wellhansen (following Sept.) objects to the "and" on the ground that the two actions (oi watcli-

in- and killing) are not here co-ordiaated, the killing not being entrusted to the watchers. This i.s perhaps an

unnecess'irv refinement ver. U being possibly a repetition of this statement, not necessarily a sending ot addi-

"idnirr^lssenger" Yet. Is Saul sends^in ver. 14 apparently to take, not to kill David, the reteience ot the killmg

hero to Saul and the omission of the 1 (which may have been repeated Irom the preceding word) give a good

SODS€^ '^Fr I
-1

10
r Ver. 1.3. " Teraphim " is a plu. word, but is here used in the Heb. as sing.—Tr.j

" rVer 13 The Eng. A. V. renders "bolster" to correspond to its above rendering "pillow." The Heb
means simply "at its head;" the exact use which Michal made of the quilt is not clear.—Tr.]

12 rVer 14 The Sept. has "thev said," that is, the people of the house, the seryant.s, speaking with the mes-

sengers at 'the door. But the Heb. text is perfectly natural: either it means Miebal sent word, that is, said

through her servants, or, if she herself spoke with the messenger.s, she reported David sick to gam t,me, having

ime prepare.l tiie bed to deceive her own servants (whose fidelity she might doubt) or Saul s messengers
> they should go to look for David.—The Vulg. has the indefinite responswm est.—lK.\

rVer'ie n-3in, teraphim. Chald., Svr.. Arab., Vulg.. render "image." Sept has Kei/ora^ia, "cenotaphs,.

em.ptv tombs " a contemptuous designation of the vanity of the idols Aq. gives ^opfo^^aia or Trporo^a., the latter

eahing "half figures "j being important as bearing on the form of the teraphim.— Ir.J

" [Ver. 16. Vnti'NID, from C/X1 or nt^XI by the local preformative p. The plu. would be properly

nViJ?N-\n (see JerT xiiLlS) as from nt^N-^D. " Comp. Ew., Gr. § 160 6, Fiirst's Concordance s. v.-Tr.]

^ I'Ver. 17. Or : " send me away." The verb is fem. in many MSS. and Edd.—Tk.J
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that Saul had done to him. And he and Samuel went and dwelt in Naioth.^*

19, 20 And it was told Saul, saying, Behold David is at Naioth in Eamah. And
Saul sent messengers to take David ; and when they saw the company'' of the jjro-

phets prophesying, and Samuel standing as appointed [as leader] over them, the

Spirit of God was [came] upon the messengers of Saul, and they also prophesied.

21 And when \_om. when] it was told Saul, [;ins. and] he sent other messengers, and
they [t)i.s. also] prophesied likewise [o/u. likewise]. And Sa,ul sent messengers

22 again the third time, and they prophesied also [also prophesied]. Then [And]
went he also [he also went] to Ramah, and came to a [the] great well [cistern]'*

that is in Sechu.'' And he asked and said, Where are Samuel and David? And
23 one said. Behold, they be [are] at Naioth in Ramah. And he went thither to

Naioth in Ramah ; and the Spirit of God was [came] upon him also, and he went

24 on and prophesied until he came to Naioth in llamah. And he {_ins. too] stripped

off his clothes also [om. also] and [ins. he too] pro})hesied before Samuel in like

manner [ohi. in like manner], and lay down naked all that day and all that night.

Wherefore they say. Is Saul also among the prophets?

mb=c
16 Ver. IS. So the Qeri, but the Kethib is Nevaioth.—Tr.]

" [Ver. 20. So universally taken (=j"\^np). Lud. de Dieu, however, refers to the JEth. stem pi l /=crescere,

whence he thinks our word may mean magnum rwrnerum, or, senatum. presbijterium Prophetarnm. In ^Eih. the
woni represents only magistracy, superiority (Dillmann, Lex. ^Hth.), which does not suit here.

—

Tr.]
1* [Ver. 22. The word is anarthrous, and so far supports the Sept.: "the cistern of the tliresliin^-flnor"

(Wellh.), as this construction is unusual; but that it is not unexampled is shown by 2 Sam. xii. 4; 1 Khigs vii. 8,

12, and would be not unnatural here in speaking of a well-known cistern, where "113 might almost have the
force of a proper name. The addition of Sept ac beginning of ver. 22: "and Saul became very angry," is suspi-
cious because of its naturalness.—Tr. J

i» [Ver. 22. Sept. Xe^i., At. Ramah. The Heb. is to be preferred.—Tr.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 1-7. Warding off tlirougli Jonathan's

mediation of the first open outbreak of Saul's

deadly enmity to David.

Ver. 1. Saul advances so far in his deadly hate

towards Davitl that he speaks openly to his cour-

tiers of his purpose to kill him. The "killing"

[Eng. A. V. is wrong, see Text, and Gram.

—

Tr.] refers not to Jonathan and Saul's servants,

but to Saul himself.—Ver. 2. .Jonathan shows
his friendship for David 1) in informing him of

Saul's designs on his life, and counselling liim to

conceal himself and 2) in interceding for him
with Saul, and trying to turn away his anger
(ver. 3), in which he succeeds.— In thus attempt-

ing to restore friendly relations between his

father and David, .Jonathan's aim was to keep
David at court for the welfare of his father and
tlie people, because he saw in David a specially

chosen instrument of the Lord for the welfare of

Israel, as he expressly declares in ver. 4. CJ?"!

with 3 as in Ps. Ixxxvii. 3; Deut. vi. 7: "to

speak concerning one." Ew., § 217, 2.)—David
is to hide in the fields as we infer from .Jonathan's

saying that he will speak with his father in the
field where David i.s. The place designated by
Jonathan was perhaps one to which Said used
often to go, or where he was accustomed to hold
confidential and private conversations. To
"what" [.see Text, and Gram.

—

Tr.] we must
supply "he myx" or " I hear" (Vnlg.: et qitodrnn-

que rirfero libi. nimtiabo [so F^ng. A. V.]). Against
De Wette's translation: "what it is," Thenius
proi)orly urges thai .Jonathan already knew what
Saul tlu'ii had in mind. Ag.iinst Thenius' view
that David was to hide near Saul in order li^ hear
what he said is the fact that Jonathan himself

says to David :
" I will tell thee." Rather we

must supjiose with Keil that Jonathan made this

arrangement in order that he might tell David
the result of the conversation immediately, with-

out having to go far from his father, and thus
awaken suspicion of an understanding with
David.—Vers. 4, 5. Jonathan's statement to Saul
is three-fold: 1) he spoke good of David, that is,

he spoke favorably of him, pointing out his ex-
cellent qualities and his services to Saul and the
nation; 2) on the ground of this he implored
Saul not to sin against his serraM. This desig-

nation of David as his servant accords with the
foregoing reference to the cjood which David, as

Saiil's faithful servant, had done; 3) to this he
adds tv'o reasons, a negative :

" he hath not sinned

against thee," that is, he has done nothing to call

forth thy vengeance ; and n positive: "his wo7'ks

are very useful to thee," that is, far from doing thee

harm, he hath done thee only great service by
his deeds.—The relation of ver. 5 to the latter

part of ver. 4 is this, that .Jonathan, continuing
his mediation, here reminds his father of the

deed which is specially to be taken into considera-

tion, the slaying of the Philistine, and liow he
had therein ventured his life: "he put liis life

in his hand"* (xxviii. 21; ,Jndg. xii. 2), risked

his life (perhaps allu(hng to David's hand, which
swung tlie sling against the giant, on the firmness

and certainty of which his life depended).

—

Jonathan then proceeds to )>oint out how service-

aliie to Saul this deed of David was: and the
Lord vrrought a great salvation for all

Israel ; thou sawest it and didst rejoice.
This reminder of Saul's joy at David's exploit

(seen witli his own eyes) and its grand results,

* (The Heb. (fl3) means the " palm or hollow of the

h.ind." a« the proper place in which to put something,
usually the hand as receptacle, not as instrument.
-Tr.)
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this vivid presentation of the situation at that

time is the psychological stepping-stone to the

etliical change which is brought about in Saul's

altitude towards David by Jonatlian's pressing

and yet modest supplication : Why wilt thou
sin against innocent blood, to slay
David without cause ?—Saul was chan^ea-

insist that the narrator here in Hebrew fashion
gives tlie result hrst by anticipation, and then de-
tails the immediate incidents; for Saul's attempt
may have occurred in the evening, or, if it hap-
pened in the day-time, David may first have hid-
den in Saul's house, and then at "night have Hed
to his own house. That David lied to liis own

ble and uncertain in his unstable inner life,
\

dwelling and remained there till night, appears
because tliere was yet in him a noble germ
whence good fruit might yet come.—Ver. 6.

Saul swore, a cliaracteristic indication of his

to go to one extreme or another. David's life was
now saved. [Some think that Saul swore insin-

cerely, to put Jonathan ofi' his guard; but this is

not >() probable as that lie was iiere sincere, but

fell again under the power of jealousy (ver. 10).

—

Tr. |.— Ver. 7. Jonathan, having performed this

friendly service for David, informs him of the re-

suit according to promise (ver. 3), and David re-

sinnes his place at court. David was in Saul's

presence " as yesterday and the day before," that

is, as in times past.

Vers. 8-17. JJarid's first jJiyht in consequence of

another murderous attempt on Saul's part, the
result of envy and jealousy.

Ver. 8. The background of this narrative is

formed by the military life which was connected
with the continued wars with tiie Philistines. Tlie

"went out" is not to be changed into some other
word (with Then, after Sept. Karia;{vae), but to be
retained (as in xviii. 5, 16) as expressing David's
marching forth to battle.—Ver. 9. The ethical

ground of Saul's new outburst of rage after David's
success is his envy and jealousy of David's honor

from ver. 11, according to which Saui sends mes-
sengers to his house to watch hiui and to kill him
in the moniiru/ (that is, when he went out again;.
With tliis agrees exactly the fact tluU Michal,
who acquainted him with tlie danger threattniug
him in his house, presses him to See that night,
because in the morninghe would be slain. In the
night of the same day on which the attempt on
his life occurred, David fled from Saul's house to
his own, and the same night by Michal's means
he fled from his own house. [Kitto: " We may
guess that only the fear of alarming the town, and
of rousing the populace to rescue their favorite
hero, prevented him from directing them to break
into the house and slay David there." Others
suggest the fear of alarming or injuring Michal.
She could easily get notice of Saul's design from
Jonathan or others.

—

Tr.]
Ver. 12. Through the window, because the

door was watched (ver. 11) by Saul's men. For
similar escapes through windows see Josh. ii. 15;
Acts ix. 25 ; 2 Cor. xi. 33.—With this flight of
David began his weary fleeing before Saul, and
the great sufferings and dangers which he en-
countered in this unsettled life.—Ver. 13. By a
trick with the Teraphim Michal deceives Saul's
catchpolls.—The teraphim were the images of do-
mestic or private gods (Penates) which the Isra-

and glory, as is intimated by the preceding men-
tion of the latter's victory over the Philistines.

—

" We have two similar accounts of Saul's out-
j

elites retained asthe remnant of the idolatry
breaks (xviii. 10 sq and xix. 9 sq.) simply be- ' brought from the Aramsean or Chaldean home
cause such outbreaks were really frequent (comp. I (Gen. xxxi. 19, 34) in spite of their removal after

especially xviii. 18 1 and like one another" (Nli- ! the entry of Jacob's family into Canaan (Gen.
gelsbach in Herz. XUl. 403). An evil Spirit

i
xxxv. 2 sq.) and of the abs'olute prohibition of

of Jehovah came upon Saul.—While this
\
idolatry in the Law, which reappear especially in

evil spirit is in xvi. 15 and xviii. 10 referred to the period of the Judges ( Judg. xvii. 5 ; xviii.

Elohim, the Deity in general, Jehovah is here af-

firmed to be its sender, because Saul's condition,

wliich was there only ascribed in general to a

14 sq.) and particularly meet us in the houses of
Saul and David in spite of Samuel's prophetic
zeal against such idolatry (1 Sam. xv. 23; comp.

higher divine causality in respect to his pe?'sow, is
I

Hos. iii. 4; Zech. x. 2). The Plu. here repre-
here regarded as a judgment of tlie covenant-God ' sents a single image, which it seems (ver. 16) must
of Israel on the reproliate kinri, who hardens liis

[

have had the human form at least as to head and
heart against God.—Along with his military call-

[

fiice, though the size may have varied, since (Gen.
ing, David here again takes his old place as harp-

j

xxxi. 30 sq.) it was so small that Rachel could
ist. He did not abandon the post assigned him
by the Lord, so long as the Lord did not through
events command him to leave it, as was after-

wards the case, cf. ch. xx.—The Sept. took offence

at the " evil spirit of Jehovah " and left out
"Jehovah."* But the Genitive means nothing
more than what is said in xvi. 14, that the God
of Israel sent an evil sjtirit on Saul, or gave him
over to the power of the evil spirit.—Ver. 10.

David escai)es Saul's spear, which penetrates the
wall. He flees the same night. (The Art. of
the Pron. is lacking from similaritv of sound,
Ew. I 392 a, and I 70 c). The Sei)t. reads: "and
it came to pa^s that night that Saul sent" (insert-

ing 'n!^ and connecting with the following), look-

ing to ver. 12, where the flight by night is first

Jiientioned. Against this it is not necessary to

* [See " Text, .ind Grain."

—

Tb.]

conceal it under the camel-saddle, while Michal
here uses it to make Saul's men believe that Da-
vid was in the bed. The teraphim which I^aban
calls his " Elohim " were probably originally tu-

telar deities, dispensers of domestic and family
good fortune. On the derivation and meaning of

the name see Eodiger in Ges. Thes. III. 1520,

Havernick on Ezek. p. 347 sq., and Delitzsch

Gen. II. p. 220 [and Art. " Teraphim " in Smith's
Bib. Diet.—Tr.].* On the ?neo«n?7 see particu-

larly the Arts, in Winer and Herzog. Whether
it was a wooden image is uncertain, as also, whe-
ther Michal had such domestic gods on account
of her bnrrenness (Michaelis, Thenius, Keil).
103 (which the Sept. read 133 " livfr," whence

Joseph says that Michal put a palpitating goat-

* [See other opinions in Poole's Synopsis on Gen. .xxxi.

19, and in Patrick's Conim. here.—Tb.]
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liver into tlie bed to represent a breathing sick

HKin) is from "1^3 ["to braid"] and means wow/i-

work or net [rendered quilt or mattress, Eng. A. V.

j)illoiL'.—TR.]. The phiral of "goat" (r^J here

= goats' hair. The Def. Art. points to something

wlitch belonged to the furnisliing of a conch or

bed.* She put it at his head, which may
mean either that slie put a woven cover luider his

liead, or a liairy cover on or around liis liead. In

any case Michal's purpose was to make the head

of the teraphim look as much as possible like a

human head. The 1^33 [" with the coverlet "]

must, on account of the article, be understood of

some piece of household stuff, therefore of the

bed-cover. The word CA?.) means the upper gar-

ment of the Oriental, which is a wide cloth thrown
around the person, and served also for bed -cloth-

ing.—Ver. 14. When Saul's messengers come the

first time, Michal says to them that David is sick.

[On this untruth see " Histor. and Theolog." to

this chap, at end.

—

Tr.].—Ver. 15. Saul, deter-

mined to carry out his purpose orders David to

be brought up to him on the bed, that is, to his

house, which, therefore, was higher than David's.
'' Saul must therefore have resided in Oiheah on
the height" (Then.).—Ver. 16. The messengers

come and discover the deceit. The express men-
tion of the " goat-hair cover at his head " shows
that this had materially contributed to the suc-

cess of the deception. It appears from ver. 13

that to the words [of the Heb.] :
" behold tera-

))him in the bed," we must supply "laid" or
" placed."—Ver. 17. Saul demands an explana-

tion of Michal. Why hast thou sent away
my enemy?—In these words appears all Saul's

bitterne-s and blindness. It is a sort of " persecut-

injj mania" that shows itself in David's persecutor.

—Michal's defence does not agree with the state-

ment in vers. 11, 12, that she herself urged David
to flight. From fear of her father she tells a " lie

of necessity," saying :
" He said to me, send me

away, why should I kill thee?" She pretends

that she wished to prevent his flight, but he threat-

ened to kill her if she stood in his way. [To this

deliverance is referred Ps. lix. by its title and Ps.

vii. by some critics.

—

Tr.]

Vers. 18-24. David's flight to Ramah to Samuel.

Ver. 18. David told Samuel all that Saul
had done to him.—That David takes refuge in

Samuel's (piiet seat of the prophets is explained

by the intimate connection which David already

had with Samuel and the prophetic school pre-

sided over by him, and especially by the official-

liieocratic connection which David's anointing

had brought aljout between the two men. Samuel
iM)\v becomes God's instrument for saving and
Di-eserving David as the Lord's Anointed from
the attempts of Saul. David dwelt "at Naioth"
with Samuel, who went thither with hira. Naioth
is to be distinguished from Ramah, Samuel's
dwelling-place, and to be regarded as a place

where Samuel stayed as long as David, who had
at first reported to him at Ramah, was with him
(comp. vers 22, 23). The Kethib has everywhere

* [On the character of the hcci Chere a separate courh.

not the oriental divan) see Philippsuu in loro. and Worlv"
on Archseology.

—

Tr.J

Nevaioth, Vulg. (with Qeri) Naioth. The ap-

pellative, signifying "dwellings," became the

proper name of "the place where dwelt the pro-

phets who gathei-ed about Samuel as their head

(comp. ver. 20). The put. foiin indicates a co-

lony consisting of Sc^veral dwellings, a pi'opheiic

cenobium.'-'— Vers. 19, 20. Saui, having been in-

formed of David's slay in this cenobiuui, seui me;--

sengers to fetch him.f The prophetsj here appear

1 ) in an assembly, 2) therein engaged in propiiesy-

ing, and 3) under the lead of Samuel, itis to i>i

noted that we have Ymre prophets, who in inspiivl

discourse give forth their inner life tilled wi:ii

the Holy Ghost, not sons of the prophets, as iu

2 Kings iv. 38; vi. 1, who as scholars and learner.^

sit at the feet of their master and teacher. The
prophetic community here, therefore, under Sa-

nuiel as head is not yet a prophetic school, to edu-

cate young men for the proplietic calling, but is a
prophetic seminary, in which, under Samuel's

guidance in an externally strictly ordered yet in-

ternally free association, the prophetic powers are

practiced and strengthened, mutually incite, nou-

rish, and further one another, and the prophetic

charisma finds ever new noiu-ishment antl new
growth by this common holy discipline. And
the Spirit of God came upon the messen-
gers of Saul; Spirit of God, not Spirit of Jeho-

vah, because we here have not to do with the

Si)irit of the covenant-Ood, but with the superna-

tural principle of inspiration. And they too
prophesied. Clericus: "They sang divine

praises, being seized on by a sudden afflatus which
they could not resist (as Saul, x. 10), so that they

no longer had control over themselves." The
condition of Saul's messengers is that of ecstatic

ravishment, into which they were brought by the
overpowering might of the inspired song or word
of the prophets.— Ver. 21. Saul's second and third

companies of messengers fall into a similar ravish-

ment. [The repeated occurrence of this superna-

tural seizure adds greatly to the force and effec-

tiveness of the narrative. The purpose of this in

the divine providence, we may suppose, was to

bring Saul himself.—Tr.]—Ver. 22. Then went
he also to Ramah and came (on the way
thither) to the great cistern (well known, as

* [Chald. renders " honse of instruotion," and in ver.
20 " .scribes." Smith's Bih.-Dict, Ari. Naioth.—Tr.]

t The Sing. XT'! is surprising. According to Ewald,

?31Ga, 1, the Verb or Adj., when it stands as one lialf of
the sentence before the yet unnnmed (and not clearly con-
ceived") Rulijoct, may remain in the mo^t indefinite Pers.,
the masc. sing., as in 1 Kings xxii. :W; .JosJi. viii. 20;
fien. i. 14; Mic. vi. IH, etc.; but when the subject has
been named, this indefiniteness cannot exist. The
Sing, must therefore be here regarded as a corruption,
and we mnst read (with Ew., Then., and all vss.) the

Plu.—The word npH/i which sounds remarkably lik&

tlie preceding /inp7 here from the connection = as-

1
~I~T

sembly= n7np. It appears here only, and is to be re-
T-:l-

parded as a transposition (so the Greek and several
Kabtiis) of the word moanine; "assembly," occasioned

by the similar scnmd of the preceding HHp/.

t [Chald : "They saw the company of the scribes
praising and Samuel standing over them teaching."
-Tr.]
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the Art. shows) that Mvas in Sechu.—a now
unknown region or locality near Rainali. Tlie

Sept. has "cistern of the threshing-tloor" ([iiJ'>

instead of "great" ci.stern, and "on the hill"

('i3il')i instead of "Sechu." But, though it is true

that threshing-floors were usually on hills, there

is no need here of a change of text.* Saul, learn-

ing that David and Samuel were at Naioth in

ilamah, went thither.— Ver. 23. While he was
siill in the way there happened to him what hap-

pened to his messengers. The Spirit of God
came upon him also, and he •went on and
prophesied till he came to Naioth in Ra-
mah. The diflerence between Saul and his mes-

sengers was simply that the inspiration came on
him as he was approacliing the residence of the

prophet, and that it attained a higher grade and
lasted longer, completely suppressing his self-

consciousness.—Ver. 24, namely, relates: And
he too stripped off his clothes, and he too
prophesied before Samuel. The throwing
off of tlie clothing was the effect of the heat of

body produced by internal excitement. Abar-
Ixmel :

" because of inward warmth, and to spread

tlie garments out." We may suppose that the

messengers also cast away their garments (though

it is not expressly so said), as the prophets in

their times of excitement and heat may well have
done. The " he also" is not found in the follow-

ing sentence : he lay naked all day and all

night. This does not necessarily mean complete
nakedness (D'^.i'. 2 Sam. vi. 20), because there was

worn under the kethoneth or tunic a fine woven
sliirt of linen or cotton ({""l^' Judg. xiv. 12 sq.;

Isa. iii. 23), and over it a long sleeveless outer

garment (^'i'?' xviii. 4; xxiv. 5-12). Comp. Keil,

Bihl. Arch., II., 39.—Saul lay in his under-gar-

ment (a sort of shirt which was next to the body,

but did notcompletely cover it ) unconscious; so com-
pletely was he overcome by the ecstacy. Where-
fore they say, Is Saul also among the
prophets? See ch. x. 11, 12, where the origin

of tliis saying is related. Here we have not the

origin, but the application of the already existing

proverb.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.
1. The picture of a true, faithful friend, already

presented to us in Jonathan, is here completed in

the account of his conduct towards Saul and David
in individual significant traits and clear colors

;

but at the same time along with this picture of noble

friendship we find one of an humble, reverent,

childlike spirit towards the sinful purpose of his

father. As soon as Jonathan has learned from
his father the danger that threatened David's life,

he shows his faithful love for his friend by im-
parting to him the evil designs of his father, by
enjoining on him to hide himself, by promising
to soften if possible his father's wrath, and by in-

forming him how he (David) should soon learn

the result of his effort at mediation and rescue.

But Jonathan's noble character appears in yet

clearer light in his conduct towards his father.

For his friend's sake he dares, at the risk of his

life, to oppose the rage and the sinister designs

* [See " Text, and Gram." The Vat. Sept. reads Sephi,
not "on the hill."—TB.i

of his own father. Openly and frankly he repre-
sents to his father the great crime he would com-
mit by slaying David. His heart is tree from
envy and jealousy while he sets before his father

David's great services to the royal house and the
whole nation. His words and bearing show manly
firmness and decision, and yet childlike piety,

reverence, and obedience; no v/ord not in keep-
ing with the Fcjurth Commandment from his

lips. And in addition to all this is his magnani-
mous self-denial, since he doubtless suspected
that his friend would ascend the throne after his

father. Tliough he himself possessed all the qua-
lities which should adoni God's Anointed on the

throne, heroic courage, undisputed, universally

acknowledged military renown, firm trust in the

living God, and a noble disposition, he shows not

the slightest ti-ace of envy and unkindness towards
David. " Notwithstanding all this he was not

only nobly ready, if the Lord should so command,
to give up his birthright, but strove wisely and
vigoi'ously to defeat all that was conceived and
undertaken against God's decree, even at the risk

of falling by his own father's hand, a sacrifice to

his piety and friendship" (F. W. Krummacher).
Jonathan is a character that rises on the platform

of Old Testament-life in peculiarly noble, harmo-
nious, ethical-sympathetic forni, whether we re-

gard him as the heroic warrior and leader, or as

faithful, self-denying friend, or as humble, modest

prince-royal, or as the frank, unshrinking de-

nouncer of wrong and sin.
_

2. In David's ethical-historical character, as

presented to us in this section, we have to note in

the first place his humble and obedient behaviour in

the calling appointed him by the divine providence

at the royal court, in spite of the quickly changing

and fiercely outbreaking passionate moods of

Saul, and in spite of the dangers which iie saw

threatened him. Every moment he put himself

at the king's disposition, and was at his side to

help him whenever it was necessary. He went

quietly on the way which the Lord ha4 appointed

him.
" And therefore he was under God's protec-

tion, and experienced the preserving help of his

God.—Yet this flight, in which his wife's faithful

love was the Lord's means of saving him, began the

unbroken series of severe sufferings and trials by which

David was to be confirmed in his faith and trained

in a hard school for his royal calling. In this

long life of suffering he had uninterrupted expe-

rience as a confirmed servant of God of the help,

the consolation, the strengthening from above to

which his Psalms bear testimony. Eoos: "Lay
David's good and bad fortune in the balances. A
courtier and officer, who falls under the king's

displeasure, whom the king with implacable rage

seeks to kill, whom the courtiers and many others,

to please the king, despise and persecute, a man
who is compelled to flee, who in need and afilic-

tion must always conceal himself, who can often

find no place on earth where to lay his head, such

a man may well talk of misfortune, and is in this

view a miserable person. But if we remember
that God in his deepest needs vouchsafes gracious

visitations to the soul of this man, lifts it, as it

were, above all mists and clouds, grants it clenre.st

insight into tnitli, refreshes it by undeceptive

addresses and friendly consolations, and through

it points all men to happiness, we must adxait
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that this man'.s good fortune is greater tluiu his

bad fortune, that his honor is greater than his

reproach, and that the good that he lias super-

abundantly makes up for all his outward want."

2. The title of the b9ih Paulin refers its origin to

David's dangerous situation in Gibeah, " when
Saul sent and they watched the house to kill

him." And in fact the recurring verses 7 and 15

[6 and 14] of this very artistically arranged
Psalm point to ambushmcuts which begin in the

evening. But it is repeated ambuscades that ax'e

there spoken of. Since now in our history only

one night is mentioned, it seems more appropriate

not to refer this Psalm to those dangerous days in

Gibeah (Delitzsch, Moll), but with Hengstenberg
to lind its occasion in David's remembrance of

the deliverance wi'ouglit that niglit through Mi-
ohal, which was the beginning of the weary flight,

wlierein he encountered such unspeakable dangers
and sufferings. " Such being the importance of

the fact, we sliould expect David to perpetuate its

recollection by a Psalm" (Ilengst.). The Psalm
was sung when he. looked back on the long line

of enemies' snares and divine deliverances, of

which the events of that evening and night were
the beginning and type. We must not, however,
confine ourselves to that event alone, but must in-

clude all David's similar experiences of Saul's

traps. "From the Psalm it appears only that it

was called forth by an attempt on the singer's life;

in other respects the circumstances are those which
belong in general to the Saul-period" (Hengst.).'-^

4. The teraphim-image, wliich Michal employs,
shows that these Aramaean idols, these forms of

"strange gods" which Rachel took secretly from
her father^s house (Gen. xxxi. 19, 34)—in spite

of their burial by .Jacob (Gen. xxxv. 2 sq.), and
their ordered removal by .Jo-^hua (Josh. xxiv. 22)

and Samuel's zealous opposition to them (1 Sam.
XV. 23)—hid in the privacy of domestic life,

whence in the time of the .Judges they came openly
forth (Judg. xvii. compared with xviii. 14 sq.),

still maintained themselves. As the teraphim
were oracular deities in their old homes (so in

Ezek. xxi. 21 Nebuchadnezzar inquires through
them whether he shall march against Jerusalem
or against Ammon), so also in Israel (Judg. xvii.

18; "1 Sam. xv. 23; Hos. iii. 4; Ezek. xxi. 26;

Zech. X. 2) they were superstitiously used as ora-

cles, counsel being asked througlv them concerning
tlie future. Hilvernick (on Ezek. xxi. 26) :

" The
>ise of the teraphim as oracles came no doubt
through their connection with the Epliod (comp.

J lot;, iii. 4; Zech. x. 2), the ancient general notion

of their magical power passing over into tlie more
sf)ecial one of prediction." Under Josiah (2

Kings xxiii. 24) their removal was decreed in

connection with other idolatrous abominations,

but they kept their place till the Exile.

5. In respect to the hktory and theocratic sir/ni-

ficance of tlie so-called Schools of the prophets, we
mu-t distinguish the two pcrioih in whidh, in point

of fact, tlie only nn'ntion of them occurs. In the

lirst place we meet with prophetic unions or pro-

phetic communities in the age of Samuel, which

* [The way in whirOi this Ps. contrasts Israel and the
fKMtlion mMkcs it ilifficiilt to rofVir it to this incident in
l)avid's life; and it is tlie city, not the house tliat the
onciriy here surrounds. The title is not necessarily
part of the inspired Psalm.

—

Tr.]

are more exactly deiined during his relations witli

Saul: tirst that band of piopiiets [x. b, 1(J), wliicli

in Gibeah descends from the sacriliciai hill and
meets Saul, propiie.syiiig with music and song.

Perhaps this community resided in Gibeah, in

support of which we may perhaps with Keil ad-

duce the name "Gibeaii of God." In ch. xix.

the prophetic community stands in a near rela-

tion to Samuel as the "president." The mem-
bers are called Nebiim (prophetsj ; they prophesy
under Samuel's lead; their inspiration (as in ch.

X. ) is so mighty that persons that do not belong

to them, as Saul's servants and Saul himself, are

seized and overpowered by it, and fall into a like

ecstacy. David is closely connected with them,

as is shown by his flight to them and stay with,

them. He found there only temporary safety in-

deed from Saul's persecutions, but abiding conso-

lation and strength in the inspired prophetic

word, in the blessings of tiie fraternal counn unity,

and in the consoling and elevating power of the

holy poetic art, whereby he doubtless stood in iie-

culiarly intimate connection with the community.
The members of the body formed a Cenobium

;

their outward life of union symbolized their in-

ward union under the mighty impulse of one and
the same Spirit, the Holy Spirit, a union which
they saw accomplished through this prophetic

Spirit which informed them all. In point of

fact we lind certainly at this time such an organized
prophetic community only in Ramah ; whether
Samuel, who was its president there in the latter

part of his life, was also the e.stablisher of the form
of associated life, is doubtful ; but in any case it

may be confidently maintained that through the

powerful influence which he exerted on his con-

temporaries by the prophetic Spirit which dwelt
and worked in him, awakening and fashioning a
new life, this Spirit, which in its essential nature
tended to produce association, showed itself in

such unions of prophetic men. The original

power and vigor of this Spirit expresses itself in

these extraordinary phenomena and overwhelm-
ing effects, just as in the Apostolic church they
appear as the fruit of the outpouring of the Holy
Spirit (Actsii.; 1 Cor. xiv.).—The theocratic sig-

nificance of this association consisted in the fact

that, along with Samuel's lofty prophetical form,

they were the centre and .source of the reviving

religious-moral life of the nation, after it had lost

its theocratic centre in the national sanctuary,

which was despoiled of the ark of the covenant.

The prophetic men of this community, which is

by no means to be regarded as an association of

pupils, representthe manifold theocratic-prophetic

influence on the people, which was first com-
pletely brought to bear by Samuel's labors ; they
form, when Samuel's life is approaching its end,

the aftergrowth (nurtured by him) of the com-
bined divinely-appointed theocratic office of pro-

phet and judge (alongside of the royal office), as

l)earers of which we find the prophets in David'*

time. In their midst originated and was culti-

vated the theocratic-prophetic writing of history,

as representatives of which a Gad (comp. xxii. 5)

and a Nathan are mentioned along with Samuel
(1 Chr. xxix. 29). Comp. Thenius on 1 Sam.
xix. 19 and xxii. 5.—On the prophetic schools

under Samuel .see Oehler in Hcrz. B.-E., s. v. Pro-
phetcnthum des A. T., XII. 214-217.
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The hititory is silent concerning the prophetic

coiumunities during the wliole period from Sa-

muel to the age of Elijah and ElisJia. Not till

the epoch in the development of the prophetic

Order in Israel marked by the grand prophetic

characters of Elijah and his successor Elisha do
we again meet with these communities, and then
only in the kingdom of the Ten Ti'ibes at GUgal,

Bethel, and Jericho, in whicli places there was a
numerous membership (2 Kings iv. oi; ii. 3, 5,

7, 15, 16; iv. 1, 4o; vi. 1; ix. 1); here, however,
they are not called " propliets" as under Samuel's
lead, but sons of the prophets (1 Kings xx. 35), a
name wliich indicates that they stood to the lead-

ers and presidents of the communities in a de-

pendent relation as scholars and disciples. They
have their places of assembly and abode, designed

for a large number, where tliey sit at the feet of

their propheiic masters (comp. 2 Kings vj. 1 sq.),

and receive prophetic instruction and cukivation.

Only such can we properly call prophetic schools,

whose prophetic presidents and leaders (as Elisha's

case shows) had to legitimate themselves by the

power of the prophetic spirit dwelling in them.
While under Samuel's presidency the prophetic
communiiies appear as freer associations of pro-

phetic men for the exertion of united influence on
the people, these later ones are distinct Unions,
in whicli teachers and scholars, masters and dis-

ciples stand in a relation of mutual co-ordination

[control and subordination]. The subject-matter

of the instruction was the divine law and the his-

tory of the divine dealings with the covenant peo-

ple; the aim of the instruction was the nurture
and furtherance of the proplietic spirit bj'- holy
discipline in an organized God-serving life. The
pupils were trained in unconditional obedience
to the divine law, in living appropriation of the
holy will of God as absolute norm for their own
wills; from their Cenobia thus equipped they
went forth among the people to testify of the

living God, of His word and His righteous and
gracious dealings, and with absolute obedience to

perform the special tasks imposed on tliera by
tlie masters with divine authority (comp. 1 Kings
xiii. 20 sq.). Besides this general theocratic sig-

nificance these Unions had the special duty to

form the centre of the service of God for the peo-
ple in their separation from the sanctuary at

Jerusalem (comp. 2 Kings iv. 23, 42), and in the
prophetical work of their members to oppose a
solid power to the heathenism which pressed in

on the people under an idolatrous government,
and to maintain the honor of the living God.
Comp. Oehler ubi supra, p. 220 sq.—In respect to

the historical continuity of such prophetic asso-

ciated life in the interval between the prophetic
communities of Samuel and these later schools of

the prophets, nothing can be certainly deter-

mined, although, as Oehler shows against Keil
(as above, p. 215), the great number of prophets,

which, according to 1 Kings xviii- 13, must have
existed when Elijah appeared, seems to favor
such continuity. Comp. on the otlier side Keil's

remarks in his commentary on ch. xix. p. 147
sq. [Eng. Transl, pp. 199-205.]

[Michal's deception in ver. 13 may be called a
stratagem, her statement in ver. 14 is a folsehood
carrying out the stratagem, and her answer to her
father in ver. 17 Is, as Erdmann terms it, a " lie

of necessity;" that is, a lie held to be necessary,
in order to save one from suiicring or perplexity.
Clearly this last is unjustiiiable; when Saul de-
manded an explanation Michal ought to have an-
swered that she thought it right to save her hus-
band. Her stratagem (ver. 13) may be defended
on the ground that Saul, in assuming the position

towards David of an open enemy (without legal
warrant), having previously tried to kill him,
had thus put him? elf out of ordinary relation with
him, and was to be treated as a public enemy or
a madman. Whether the statement in ver. 14 is

then properly a part of the stratagem is not so
easy to say. The decisive question is : \Vas it

necessary to the success of the stratagem ? was it

based on Saul's abnormal, unnatural, criminal
attitude towards David?

—

Tk.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-4. Berl. Bible : So far is Saul car-

ried by self-love, which often transforms itself into

fury against the friends of God, and it is incredi-

ble liow far it can go wrong. Jonathan acted as

a true friend to David, and presents therein a pic-

ture of a faithful and U2jright friend, who not only

warns David of danger and gives him good coun-

sel, but also at his own peril speaks to his father

for him, declares his innocence and praises his

noble services, and tliercby brings him again into

his father's favor.

—

Sciilier : Even in grown
persons there is nothing more beautiful than re-

verence for parents, and doubly beautiful is this

ornament when one thing is understood, how to

lead parents away from sin and yet in so doing
always show motlesty and respect, when one thing

is understood, how to fulfil the Fourth Command-
ment in truth and love. [Taylor: Such a ma-
nifestation of prudence and principle combined.

Prudence did not go so far as to make him silent

about the sin which Saul was purposing to com-
mit

;
principle was not so asserted as to arouse his

father's indignation.

—

Tr.].—Ver. 6 sqq. Berl.
Bible: A kindly and hearty, an humble but also

righteous opposition is suited to turn away the

evil that has been resolved on and hinder it from
coming to the birth.

—

Schlier : Open thy mouth
for thy neighbor, and stand up for him, excuse

him where thou canst, speak to his advantage

wherever it is possible, let it be a joy to thee to

bring to light his good side, be in earnest to pro-

mote peace wherever it is practicable.

Ver. 8. Berl. Bible: O my God, how wonder-
fully dost Thou lead Thy servants ! Scarcely are

they out of one trial when again Thou stirrest up
for them another.—Ver. 9. Schlier: God the

Lord allows the evil spirit no power over us, if

we have not first called down punishment upon
ourselves by our sins; he who is in the power of

darkness and therefore docs the works of darkness,

lias before given himself up to darkness.—Ver.

10. Berlenb. Bible : Temptation with men who
are grudging and envious and cannot bear the

righteousness of the child of God, does not last

long, because such men condemn their unright-

eousness.—Ver. 11. Krummacher: The Lord
in every way takes care that His servant David,

adorned with His laurels, shall not lift his head

too high. In David, too, is richly verified the

apostolical saying: Whom the Lord loveth He
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chiirtenetli, and scoiirgeth every son whom he re-

ceiwih.— Vers. 13, 14. Cramer : In cases of ur-

gent need, where there is no time for long reHec-

lion, a woman can often more quickly devise a

plan, surpassing therein the male sex (Ecel. xxv.

19; Gen. xxxi. 35; Josh. ii. 6). [Hall: Who
can but wonder to see how . . . Saul's own cliil-

dren are the only means to cross him in the sin,

and to preserve his guiltless adversary.

—

Tr.].—
Ver. 17. Schlier: A " lie of necessity " is never
permissible, wrong can never become right ; lying

always remains wrong, and doubly wrong when
the lie is spoken to a lather. Truth is well-

pleasing to God the Lord, and truth, spoken with

an eye to the Lord, always finds the Lord's pro-

tection.

—

Cramer: There are three sorts of lies :

lies of necessity (Exod. i. 19 ; Gen. xx. 2 ;
xxvi.

7 ; Josh. ii. 6) ; lies of sport (Gen. xlii. 9; xxvii.

15 ; Jud. ix. 8) ; shameful and hurtful lies. Guard
against all three, and speak and love the truth

from thy heart.

—

[Taylor : Michal's affection for

David could not stand the strain of trial. It was
not like that of Jonathan, because it had not, Irke

Jonathan's its root in devotion to the Lord. She
could not and did not follow her husband through
persecution, and exile, and danger, because she

was not one with him in God. (An idolater per-

haps without the cognizance of her husband). She
could tell lies for David, but she had not the cou-

rage and the faith to go with him into suffering,

or to tell the truth for him.

—

Tr.]
Ver. 18. Osiander: Those who are in trouble

should betake themselves to the assembly where
God's word is taught, and there seek consolation.—Cramer : God always raises up for His people
good friends and patrons, who must help them (1

Kings xviii. 13).

—

Schlier: Instead of any fur-

ther answer, Samuel led David to his Naioth, into

his school of the prophets; amid the songs of

praise of his prophet-scholars, amid their common
prayers and studies of God's word it was good to

dwell ; there was consolation and peace, there was
help to be found even for such a troubled heart as

David had. Let not such an example be presented

you in vain. Are you troubled, then seek the word
of the Lord and prayer, seek it especially there

where men are gathered to attend to God's word and
to pray. [Hall : God intended to make David not
a warrior and a king only, but a propliet too. As
the field fitted iiim fi)r the first, and the court for

the second, so Naioth shall fit him for the third.

—

Tr.].—Ver. 20 sqq. Starke [from Hall]: It

is good going up to Naioth, into the holy assem-
blies; who knows how we may be changed, beside

our intention ? Many a one hath come into God's
house to carp, or scoff, or sleep, or gaze, that hath
returned a convert (1 Cor. xiv. 24, 25).—As one
coal kindles another, so it happens that where good
is taught ;ind heard, iiearts also do not remain un-
moved (Acts xvi. 13, 14).

—

Berl. Bible: That
is the blessing which God often grants to devout
assemblies, that many a one goes in with an evil,

impure and liostile mind, and comes out again
with quite another heart and mind.—Vers. 23,

24. Wuert. Summ. : Saul's prophesying was more
an irresistible work of divine power, than an evi-

dence of divine grace. We see also by his exam-
ple, that not all who prophesy, who exhibit ex-

traordinary movements of spirit, are thereby shown
to have the Spirit of God, and to stand in favor

with Him. Many of them, according to the say-

ing of Jesus (Matt. vii. 22, 23), will on that day
be found out and condemned as evil-doers.

—

Schlier : In Saul ^e have an example how God
follows a man till he either turns or hardens him-
self. How deep was Saul already sunken

;
yet

God the Lord did not yet leave liim, but again
turned toward him. He felt the mighty hand of

God, and yet he would not bow. Then God's
hand, which could not make him bow, must har-

den him more and more.—When tlie Lord's hand
comes upon us, we wish to bow, we wish to enter

into ourselves, and to liumble ourselves. W^ell for

him who lets himself be reproved and chastised,

but woe to us if we shut ourselves up against the

Lord's hand.—[Taylor : In reviewing this narra-

tive, observe how diversified are the resources

which .Jehovah has at command for the protection

of His people. Each time the means by which
David was delivered are different. At first he is

defended by God's blessing on his own valor

against the Philistines; then he is indebted for

his safety to tiie mediation of Jonathan; then to

the agency of Michal ; and finally to the miracu-
lous work of God's own Holy Spirit. In the sub-

sequent portion of the history we shall find that

the same principle holds, and that in each new
peril he is preserved by some new instrumental-

ity.—Tr.]
Vers. 11, 12. F. W. Krxjmmacher : A new

storm: 1) By what David is threatened ; 2) How
he is delivered from the danger.—Ver. 18. David
at Ramah: 1) He breathes tlie atmosphere of the
communion of the saints ; 2) He sees a new plan
to murder him wonderfully frustrated.

[Vers. 4-7. An attempt at Peacemaking : 1) The
means employed. Jonathan appeals, with tact

and delicacy, to justice, gratitude, piety, memo-
ries of the past, conscience. 2) The apparent ef-

fect. Saul's better feelings revived, liis conscience
aroused. In his passionate way, he takes a solemn
oath, no doubt with superficial sincerity. All
seems restored "as in times past." 3) The final

result. David's merits, at the call of Providence,
shine forth with new lustre. Slumbering envy
wakes, and the last enmity is worse than the firist.

(Comp. XX. 33, 34). Lessons: (1) It is at any
rate a consolation to have tried, and to have had
even temporary success. (2) Peacemaking does
not alwa3's fail. (3) We must fear for the results

wherever the wrong-doer does not repent of the
sin involved ; the only sure peacemaking must
begin in peace with God. (4) How deep-rooted
and ruinous a sin is envy ; it may swallow up the
noblest feelings, break the most solemn promises,
lead to madness and murder. And no wonder,
for the envious man sins at once against himself,

his neighbor, and his God.

—

Tr.]
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II. Jonathan's faithful friendship proved by his last vain attempt at a reconciliation of Saul and David.

Chapter XX. 1—XXI. 1 [Eng. A. V., XX. 42].

1. Conference between David and .Jonathan as to the discovery of Saul's disposition towards the
former and the mode of informing him thereof.

Chapter XX. 1-23.

1 And David fled from Naioth in Ramah, aud came and said before Jonathan/
What have I done ? what is my iniquity and what is my sin before thy father that

2 he seeketh my life ? And he said unto him, God forbid [Far be it^]! Thou shalt
not die; behold, my father will do^ nothing either great or small but that he will

3 show it me, and why should my father hide this thing from me ? it is not so. And
David sware* moreover,* and said. Thy father certainly knoweth [knoweth well]®
that I have found grace in thine eyes, and he saith, Let not Jonathan know this,''

lest he be grieved. But truly, as the Lord [Jehovah] liveth, and as thy soul

4 liveth, there is but a step between me and death. ^ Then said Jonathan [And Jo-
nathan said] unto David, Whatsoever thy soul desireth [saith], ^ I will even [owi.

5 even] do it for thee. And David said unto Jonathan, Behold, to-morrow is the
new moon, and I should not fail to sit^" with the king at meat; but let me go, that

6 I may hide myself in the field unto the third^' day at even. If thy father at all

[decidedly]'^ miss me, then say, David earnestly asked'^ leave of me that he might
run to Bethlehem, his city, for there is a yearly sacrifice'* there for all the family.

7 If he say thus, It is well, [ins. then] thy servant shall have peace ; but if he be
<8 very wroth,^* then be sure that evil is determined by him. Therefore [And] thou

shalt deal kindly with'® thy servant, for thou hast brought thy servant into a cove-

nant of the Lord [Jehovah] with thee; notwithstanding [but], if there be in me
iniquity, slay me thyself, for why shouldest thou bring me to thy father? And Jo-

9 nathan said, Far be it'' from thee ; for, if I knew certainly that evil were deter-

10 mined by my father to come upon thee, then would I not tell it thee ?'* Then said

David [And David said] to Jonathan, Who shall tell me? or what ^/' thy father

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 1. Sept. " came before Jonathan and said," not so well. Wellhausen refers for a similar order to 2 Sam.

xviii. 18.—Tr.I
2 [Ver. 2. The divine name is not in Ihe Heb.

—

Tr.]
3 [Ver. 2. On the Qeri and Keth. see Exposition.

—

Te.1
* [Ver. 3. So Chald., Syr., Vulg., Arab.; Sept. " answered'." Wellli. :

" The Sept. is right for David never swears,"
but see latter part of this verse and 1 Kings ii. 8.

—

Tr.]
6 [Ver. 3. See Erdmann's Expos, against Thenius.

—

Tr.]
* [Ver. 3. The Inf. Absol. is throughout the chapter variously translated.

—

Tr.]
' [Ver. 3. Anonvmous Greek version adds: " lest he tell David," which is probably a gloss and not a transla-

tion. -Tr.]
8 [Ver. 3. The Sept. here gives substantially the sense of the Heb.

—

Tr.]
9 [Ver. 4. Margin of Eng. A. V. :

' Say what is thy mind," which is a free rendering —Te.]
10 [Ver. .5. Literally :

"' I should certainly sit," and so Chald. and Vulg., Syr., Arab., Rashi (" I am accustomed to
sit ") and the Greek vss. except Sept., which has " I will not sit," clearly from the succeeding narrative ; on a spe-
cial occasion like this (there seems to have occurred between ch. xix. and ch. xx. a reconciliation of Saul and
David) he would be looked for.

—

Tr.]
n [Ver. 5. The fern, form is difficult. We may suppose 31j; here fem., or render (Rashi) "evening of the

third day," against which is the Art. with 3"li», or (with Sept. and Wellh.) omit the numeral.—Te.]
12 [Ver. 6. Infin. Absol. "pressingly inquire after me."

—

Tr.]
13 [Ver. 6. Niph. reflexive.—Tu.]
14 [Ver. 6. Margin of Eng. A. V. '• feast," which gives the sense.—Tr.]
1^

I
Ver. 7. Sept., " if he answer thee roughly," probably from ver. 10.

—

Tr.]

16 [Ver. 8. Heb. Sj^. Sept., Chald.. Syr. (perh. Vulg., Arab.) DJ^ which is the Heb. usage (Sj^ seems to be found

nowhere else, S. Sn, "33*7 in a few instances after HDn)-—Tr.]
1' [Ver. 9. This is the same Heb. phrase as is found in ver. 2.—Tr.]
18 [Ver. 9. Or, we may render :

" If 1 knew, etc., and did not tell thee —" and supply " Jehovah do so," etc. Syr.

:

"If I knew, etc., I would come and tell thee," an impossible rendering, but perhaps from a different text.^Bept.
adds after " come upon thee," fiij jj eis ras rroAets aov, which is probably a duplet (so Wellh.).—Te.]

17
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answer tliee rougaly ?'"' And Jonathan said unto David, Come and let us go out

11 into the field. And they went out both of them into the field.

12 And Jonathan said unto David, O [By]'** Lord [Jehovah], God of Israel,

when I have sounded my father about to-morrow any time [this time to-morrow]

or the third day,^^ and behold, if there be good towards David, and I then send not

13 unto thee and shew it thee, the Lord [Jehovah] do so and much more to Joua-

[13] than.'' But if it please my father to do thee evil, then I will shew it thee, and

send thee away that thou mayest go in peace, and the Lord [Jehovah] be with thee

14 as he hath been Avith my father. And thou shalt not only [And O that thou

wouldest]-* while yet I live show me the kindness of the Lord [Jehovah] that I

15 die not [xVnd 0,'* if I die]. But ako thou shalt [that thou wouldst] not cut off

thy kmdness from my house forever, no, not [ins. even] when the Lord [Jehovah]

16 hath cut off the enemies of David every one from the face of the earth. So [And]

Jonathan made a covenant with the house of David, saying,^*' Lit the Lord

even require [David, and Jehovah required] it at the hand of David's enemies.

17 And Jonathan caused David to swear'^ again, because he loved him, for he loved

him as he loved his own soul.

18 Then [And] Jonathan said to David [him], To-morrow is the new moon, and
19 thou shalt [wilt] hi missed, because thy seat will be empty. And when thou hast

stayed three days, then [^nn. then] thou shalt go down quickly'-*^ and come to the

place where thou did^t hide thyself when the business was in hand, and thou shalt

20 remain by tha stone Ezel."^ And I will sho it three arrow.-s on the sids thereof, as

21 though I shot at a mark.'^ And, behold, I will send a lad, saying. Go, find out

\om. out] the arrows. If I expressly say unto the lad. Behold, the arrows are on

this side of thee, take them, then corns thou, f )r there is peace to thee and no hurt,

22 as the Lord [J.^hovah] liveth. But if I say thus unto the young man, Behold the

arrows are beyond thee, {;ins. then] go thy way, for the Lord [Jehovah] hath sent

23 thee away. And, a-s touching [as to] the matter which thou and I [I and thou]

have spoken of, behold the Ljrd [Jehovah] be between thee and me [me and thee]

forever.'^

19 [Ver. 10. See Erdmann in the Expos. No satisfactory rendering is offered by vss. or expositors. Eng. A.

v. is substantially supported by Chakl. ; the other v.ss. render: "wlio will tell me whether thy father, efcf and
this seems best if the present text is retamed. But, while there is no good external authority for changing the

text, the meaning " whether perchance " for HO IX is not established.—Abarbanel quotes the explanation :
" who

will tell me if thy father answers peace, or who will tell me what thy father answers rough ?" (which is nearly the

form adopted by Ilrdmannj, and then gives his own view that David says two things: 1) he aslvs v.'lio will toll him
Saul's decision, whether good or bad ? 2) he exclaims " or what will thy father, etc s"'—Ewald and others follow the

vss. as above.

—

Tr.]
20 fVer. lii. On the whole passage, vers. 12-17, see Erdmann's discussion.—The Vocative here (as in Eng A. T.)

is hardly possible. The vss. supply different words, Syr., Arab., "witness," Sept., "knows." Two MSS. insert "'n

" by the life of Jehovah " and Rashi calls it an oath. We must either so take it (which is simpler), or suppose the
phrase interrupted and resumed below in the beginning of ver. 13.—Tii.J

21 [Ver. 12. The same difficulty as in ver. 5 ; DV occurs a few times (perhaps only in Ezek. vii. 10) as fcm. We

have also to supply " or " between "inO and n"'t:?'7u'n. Yet we cannot throw out the latter (Wellh.) which is .sus-

tained by all the vss., and does not in its content contradict the narrative. Jonathan may easilj' have seen reason
for putting off his inquiry till the third day.

—

Te.J
22 LVer. 12. This clause clearly belongs to ver. 13.

—

Tb.]

23 [Vers. U, 15. Instead of x"? read nS = \h, X^l^.—Te.J

24 fVer. 16. There is no reason for the insertion of "saying "here. Chald., Villa;., render by the Aor. "required,"
Syr. lias i'^it. It is properly a icm.irk of tlio author, not "of Jonathan, but it sounds like a marginal glo.-^s which
li:is crept into the text, tliougli the Sept. had it before them. Sve t'le Exposition. On the opinion that " David's
enemies " here stands for " David " himself and that this was fulfilled when his kingdom was divided because
he ih^ ."ivd Menliihosheth of half of hi.; T)ov«,.s<i..ns (2 Sam. xi.x.i, see Poole's Synopsis in. loco.—Tis.J

25 fVer. 17. Sept., "swore to David." The difficulty is in the reason assigned, namely, Jonathan's love for Da-
vid, which seems to support the Greek rcadin^-r, on which see r^rdmann in ioco.—Tr.]

20 i^Ver. 19. Literally "very." Pept. and ajiparently Chald C;,'3nri)aud Syr. read "yTi^ instead of Tl\ 'I'lie

niO seems to be maintained by the vss., Chald. and Syr., " woll, greatly," Vulg. "quickly" (so Eng. A. V.)

;

sorne explain it of a deep descent into the valley. The Denom. r^^j^XJ "thou shalt thrice do " (So Erdmann),

hardly " thou shalt wait three days" (but contra Pliilippson, Wellh., and appnrcntly some vss.). Perhaps the host

rend..'ring would l)e :
" and the tliird day thou shalt watch t!iy opportiiint.y and come to the place."—Tit.J

27 [Ver. 19. Syr., •' that stone," Chald., " stone of a sign," whence lta.slu " lapis viatorius " to point travellers ou
the way.—Tu.]

23
I
Ver. 20. Literally "to shoot (me) at a mark." Sept. " I will shoot three times with arrows," aftcTwards one

arrow only is mentioned, as in v^-r. 21. where the Heh. has the plii. Anti in ver. :iO we have the Sing, in the Heb.
Yet this does not establish the S^pt. reading, since the Plu. in the Heh. may be used in a general sense, while the
Greek may have changed the numherto make it ascree with ver. ."ifi.

—

Tr.]
29 [Ver. 23. Chald. and Sept. have " a witness for ever," which may be simply an explanation, or they may have

read Hj; for !;».-Te.J
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2. Jonatlian learns Saul's disposition towards David, and gives information to the latter, who flees.

Vers. 24—XXI. 1 [XX. 42].

24 So [And] David Lid himself in the field. And when the new moon wa,s

25 come, the king sat him down to eat meat. And the king sat upon his seat as at

other times, even [o»t. even] upon a [the] seat by the wall, and Jonathan arose""

26 and Abner sat by Saul's side, and David's place was empty. Nevertheless [And]
Saul spake not any thing that day, for he thought, Something hath befallen him, ho

27 is not clean, surely he is not clean.'" And it came to pass on the morrow, rchich

was the second day of the month [the morrow of the new moon, the second clay'},^''

that David's place was empty; and Saul said unto Jonatha^n his son, Whei-efcre

28 Cometh not the son of Jesse to meat, neither yesterday nor to-day ? And Jonathan
29 answered Saul, David earnestly asked leave of me to go to Bethlehem ; And he

said. Let me go, I pray thee, for our family hath a sacrifice in the city, and my
brother, he^^ hath commanded me to be there; and now, if I have found favor in

thine eyes, let me get away,^^ I pray thee, and see my brother. Iherefore he cometh
not unto the king's table.

80 Then Saul's anger was kindled against Jonathan, and he said unto him, Thou
£0u of the perverse rebellious woman,^^ do I not know that thou hast chosen'* the

son of Jesse to thy own confusion [shame] and unto the confusion [^hame] of thy

31 mother's nakedness ? For as long as the son of Jesse liveth upon the ground, thou

shalt not be established, nor thy kingdom. Wherefore [And] now, send and fetch

32 him unto me, lor he shall surely die. And Jonathan answered Saul his lather and
33 said unto him. Wherefore shall he be slain? what hath he done? And Saul cast''^

a [his] javelin at him to smite him, whereby [and] Jonathan knew that it was de-

34 termined^^ of bis father to slay David. So [And] Jonathan arose from the table

in fierce anger, and did eat no meat the second day of the month, for he was grieved

for David, because his father had done him shame.
35 And it came to pass in the morning that Jonathan went out into the field at the

36 time appointed with David, and a little lad with him. And he said unto his lad,

Run, find out \_om. out] now the arrows which I shoot. And as \_om. and as] the

37 lad ran [ins. and] he shot an [the] arrow beyond him. And when the lad was
come to the place of the arrow which. Jonathan had shot, Jonathan cried after the

38 lad and said, Is not the arrow beyond thee? And Jonathan cried after the lad,

Make speed, haste, stay not. And Jonathan's lad gathered up the arrows^' and

39 came^" to his master. But [And] the lad knew not anything; only Jonathan and
40 David knew the matter. And Jonathan gave his artillery^^ unto his lad, and said

41 unto him, Go, carry them to the city. As soon as the lad was gone [The lad went.]

lins. And] David arose out of a place toward the south [arose from beside the

stone] ,^' and fell on his face to the ground, and bowed himself three times; and they

kissed one another and wept with one another until David exceeded [wept greatly].^'

^ [Ver. 25. On this reading see the Exposition.

—

Tr.J
31 [Vcr. 26. lletter, after the Sept., " he has not cleansed himself."

—

Tr.]
32 [Vor. 27. Tlie Ileb. is difnenlt, Wellh.. combining Heb. and Sept., reads simply " on the second day." Chald.

:

" on ttie day after, which was the intercalation of the second month " (translated in Walton's Polyg. " the day after

that day which was, etc.") that is the day after the " second new-moon," or the second day of the mouth. The
rendering given above is altogether the easiest.

—

Tr.]
^-'i [Ver. 29. The Heb. does not admit this rendering. AVellh. suggests XHI "and lol"

—

Te.J

3* [Ver. 21. Some MSS. and edd. have "send me awav."—Tr.]
^ [Ver. 130. Sept., son of " a faithless damsel," as if they read JTl^'J instead of m>'J, which is against the vss.

and the rule prorlivi srriptioni prnpniat ardiin.—Tr.] .
i

^ [Ver. 30. Sept., " art associated witli " CllJn)- The 7 before ^,2 is unusual. Yet if we substitute 3 for 7

there seems to be no good reason for changing the text.

—

Tr.]
37 'Ver. S^j. Or, brandished {JJ)b.-Com.).—'V ii.\

38 [Ver. 33. Instead of NTl n"?3 read H^S^ (Wellh.).—Tr.]
T T T : •

39 fVer. 38. So in Qeri : the text lias Sing. " arrow." Pee on ver. 20.

—

Tr.]
*> [Ver. 38. Sept., brouglit them," N^'L Between the two readings it is hard to decide.—Tr.]

*^ [Ver. 40. Literally his " implements." The distinctive word "artillery," though now rarely used in Hiis

sense, is needed and should be retained.^

—

Tr.]
*2 [Ver. 4t. A difficult passage. The Heb. (as given in Eng. A. V.) does not yield a good sense, and the vss.

deal variously with tiie sentence. Chald. :
'• from heside the Sione of the sign (or the stone Atha) which is on the
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42 And Jonathan said to David, Go in peace, forasmuch as we Lave svrorn both cf us

in the name of the Lord [Jehovah] saying, The Lord [Jehovah] be between me
and thee and between my seed and thy seed forever.

Chap. XXL 1 And he arose and departed; and Jonathan went into the city.

south " (from ver. 19), Syr.: "from beside the stone," Sept., Vat., " from the Argab," Alex., " from sleep " (see
Orif). Hex. cd Montf.), Viilj. and others as the Ilcb. It seems probable that the readiu.^s hero and in ver. 19 are
^ho same, and that we should render in both cases either " be?side the stone " or " beside the stone Ezel (or, the
eign-stone ").

—

Te.]
[Ver. 42. Or, with Sept. and AV'ellh. omitting " David," "wept with one another greatly."—Tu.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Vers. 1—23. Conversation and agreement be-

tween David and Jonathan on the mode of discovcr-

inrj Saul's reed attitude toward David, and informing

him of it.

Ver. 1 is connected immediately with the fore-

going, tlie narrative oi David's flight frotn Naioth
in Jlamah standing in pragmatic connection with
tlie accoinit (close of cli. xix.) of the proceedings
of Saul and his messengers. They came to seiza

David ; instead of which the irresistible Spirit of

God had overpowered them and defeated their

design. David must herein have seen the pro-

tecting hand of his God, which thus gave him
opportunity to flee from Naioth, where he could

no longer find asylum.—Having by flight escaped
the machinations of Saul and his followers, he
seeks and finds a way to an interview with Jona-
than.—David's three-fold question as to his fault is

a three-fold denial of it, since it involves as many
assertions of his innocence. An echo of this asser-

tion is found in the declaration, so frequent in the

Davidic Psalms, of his innocence and purity in

respect to the persecutions of his enemies.

—

That
he seeks my soul, that is, my life, comp. Ex.
iv. 19. S. Sclnnid :

" The questions in this verse

are an appeal to Jonathan's own knowledge."—

•

Ver. 2. Jonathan's answer to David's complaint is

(1) the distinct assurance: fat be it, thou shalt
not die, and (2) the (/round of this aflirmation.

Though this assurance has immediate reference

to what David says of Saul's attack on him (as

Jonathan's following words are intended to sliow

that he knew nothing of such a murderous plan
on Saul's part), yet at the same time Jonathan,
looking to David's high divine mission for the

people, prophetically declares what was deter-

mined in the Divine counsel concerning the

maintenance and preservation of his friend's

life.—For lS (" to him'') read ><S (" not.") The
marginal Impf. (Hl^^*') is to be preferred to the

Perf. of the text, expressing customary action

("does nothing" [Eng. A. V. ''will do no-
thing"]); so Sept., Vulg., Chald. We may
indeed read the word as Prtcp. with Bunsen, who
therefore regards tiie "masoretic cliange" as un-
necessary. Jonathan means to say :

'' My father

as a rule docs nothing without telling me, notliing

great or small," that is, absolutely nothing, comp.
xxii. 15, XXV. 36, Nu. xxii. 18. The appended re-

mark: " Why should my father hide this thing
from me? It is not sol" supposes that the inti-

timate relation between .Jonathan and David had
been concealed as far as possible from Saul.

They were secret friends, as far as he wai con-

cerned. Otherwise Saul would certainly not
have spoken to his son Jonathan (xix. 1) of hig

purpose to kill David. This confirms what Jona-
than here says to David. Saul's lack of self-

control* showed itself in his taking counsel about
his scheme of murder with those about him, his

violent passion so mastering him that he could not
at all conceal the fury of his heart. His commu-
nication of his plan (xix. 1) was the occasion of
Jonathan's hiiadering it ; Saul even swore to

Jonathan tliat he would not kill David, and this

Jonathan told David (xix. 0, 7). To this Jona-
than's word here refers :

'' thou shalt not die," &c.
Since that time there had been another war with
the Philistines {ib. ver. 8), and shortly before this

conversation of David and Jonathan the incident

narrated in vers. 9-24 occurred. David's words
in ver. 3: "he (Saul) thought Jonathan must not
know tills," confirm Jonathan's assurance that

his father had told him notliing of a plan of

murder. But, it may properly be asked, did
Jonathan know nothing of the events just de-

scribed, on which David's declaration is based?
It is certainly possible that he [.Jonathan] was
at that time absent from court ; but the connec-

tion does not favor this view. But, if he were
present, Satil's attempt against David could not

possibly have remained concealed from him. Ac-
cepting this supposition as the more probable, we
must, in order to understand Jonathan's words,

look at the whole situation. The account of all

the occurrences from xix. 9 on exhibits Saul in a
relatively unsound state of mind, produced by a
new attack of rage and madness. As now Saul
had before, after recovering from sucli an attack,

sworn to Jonathan in consequence of his repi-e-

scntations, that he would not kill David, Jona-
than might regard this late attempt on David as

the result of a new but temporary access of rage,

and, remembering his distinct oath in his lucid

period, miglit suppose that he would not in a
quiet state of mind resolve on and execute such a
murder. Thus his decided "it is not so" may
be psychologically explained. Niigelsl^ach :

" Be-
tween xix. 2 and xx. 2 there is no contradiction,

since in the latter passage Jonathan merely de-

nies that there is now a new attempt against

David's life" (Herz. R.-E. xiii. 403). But while
.Jonatlian had in mind merely the symptom in

his father's condition, David knew how deeply

rooted in envy and jealousy Saul's hate toward
him was. He assures him with an oath, what
was perfectly clear to him, that Saul sought his

destruction. 'IIJ' refers to what is said in ver. 1,

and so=" thereto, moreover," not "the second time,

[This seems to be the meaning of Erdmann's inners
hattloni'jkcU here.—T».j
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again," since nothing is said of a previous oath,

David's reply contains tort thiufis : (1) t\\Q expla-

nation (connected with the indirect afiirmatiou

tliat Saul had resolved to mui-der him) of Jona-
than's statement that Saul had said nothing to

him of the murder, by referring to Saul's un-
doubted knowledge of the friendship between
them, and (2) the assertion (with a double oath)

that he saw nothing but death before him. ("3 is

here intensive, ^imo, so especially in oaths, xiv.

44, 1 K. i. 29 sq., ii. 23 f., 2 K. iii. 14.-3 ex-

presses comparison or similarity). "Yea, as a

step, like a step." Tlie picture is of a precipice,

from which he is only a step removed, over which
he may any moment be plunged.

Ver. 4. Jonathan's answer sixpposes that he
gives credence to David's assertion, and proves
his friendship by ofTering his help, with the de-

claration that he wished to fullill every wish of

hk soul. The reply of David (ver. 5) shows how
far he had cause to fear that there was only a step

betw'een him and death. The recollection of the

obligation on him to take part in the new moon
feast at court as a member of Saul's family (not

merely as one (Then.) who had a standing formal
invitation), brings him face to face with the

danger in which his life stood ; for the feast fell

on the following day. On the rclir/ious celebra-

tion of the day of new moon with burnt-offering

and sin-offering and sound of trumpet see Xu.
X. 10, xxviii. 11-15. As & joyful festival it was
connected with a cheerful meal. To this refers

Saul's conjecture (ver. 2G) that David was absent

on account of levitical uncleanness. And I
must sit at table with the King. That is,

as a matter of course, according to custom, he
wonld bo expected by Saul to take part in the

meal. Tlie Vulg. rightly renders ex more sedcre

soleo, but the Sept., proceeding from the fact that

David was not present, wronglv inserts a ncc:a-

tive :
" I shall not sit at meat.'" Ew. | 338 b.

:

" I am to sit," where the meaning is, " I will cer-

Ininly sit." As in xvi. 2, it is hero supposed that

the custom Vv'as to sit, not to recline at table.

—

Let rne go, that I may hide myself. This
is not a mere formula of courtesy, but a request

that .Jonathan would not press him to appear at

table, but permit him to depai-t, that he might
escape the danger threatening him. Till the
evening of the third day, that is, from the

present day. This supposes that the festival was
j^rol-inged by a meal the day after new moon.—

-

Comp. vers. 12, 27, 34, where Saul looks for

David al«o the day after new moon .—From the fact

that both David and Satil here look to the former's

anpearanee at the royal tible, it has been held

(Then., Ew.) that this whole narrative contra-

dicts ch. xix., and is taken from another source.

P.ut there is no contradiction if we remember
that Saul acted (according to xix. 9 sq.) under an
attack of rage or madness, and, on the return of

a quiet frame of mind, would expect everything

to go on as usual, and the whole persovvel of his

family to be present at table. After his previous
experiences, David must now know certainly

whether Saul in his times of quiet and lucidness,

maintained against him that hostile disposition

which showed itself in his intermittent attacks of

rage.—Ver. 6. David wishes through Jonathan

to determine Saul's attitude toward him, and find
out certainly whether in his hate the latter has
really conceived a plan for his destruction. As
David, according to ver. 5, is to hide in the field
till the evening of the third day, his excuse for
absence can be regarded only as a pretext, or a
" lie of necessity," and the explanation tliat, by
reason of the proximity of Bethlehem to Gibeah,
he might, meantime, easily go home, nmst be re-
jected as out of keeping with tlie sense of the -whole
narrative. In this statement, which Jonathan
was to make in case Saul missed David, namely,
that the latter had gone to attend a family fcastj

the fact (easily explained from the absence of a
central sanctuary) is supposed " that individual
iamilies in Israel were accustomed to celebrate
yearly festivals '_' (Keil); this would be the case
more naturally in those places where, as in Beth-
lehem (comp. xvi. 2 sq.), there were altars dedi-
cated to the Lord as centres of sacrifice. O. v.
Gcrlach: '' In the then disorganized condition of
public worship, to which David first gave regular
form, family usages of this sort, after the manner
of other nations, had established themselves,
which were contrarv to the prescriptions concern-
ing the unity of divine worship." On the yearly

sacrifice see on cli. i. 1.,—(7XJyj from the connec-

tion not Pass, but Eeflex.,==" sought for him-
self.") David could ask leave of absence from
Jonathan as competent representative of the
royal family, if he did not wish to go to Saul.

—

Ver. 7. Saul's conduct in these two contrasted
forms, was for Jonathan as for David the sign of
his permanent attitude towards David in the con-
dition of quiet in which he now was; for such a
sign was necessary not only for Jonathan (S.

Sclmiid) but also for David, since, as appears
from the tenor of the wliole narration, he did not
yet certainly knoAV how Saul in the dejUhs of his
heart was disjiosed towards him. If he says
"u-cll," it means peace for thy servant, that is,

from the connection, "he has laid no plot of
murder against me." In the other event, if his
"anrje.r burn," know that evil on his part is a

settled thing. n;Ii^''to be finished, settled,"

"Jirmiterdecretinnest" (S. Schmid). The "evil" is

not " malice," and its development to the highest
point (Vulg.), but the danger to David, Saul's
murder scheme, as appears from the phrase " by
him."—Ver. 8. And show mercy to thy ser-
vant,—this refers not merely to the request of
ver. 6 (S. Schmid, Keil), nor to wliat Jonathan
should do in case Saul's answer was unfavorable,
but to the general help expected from him, that

David might escape the threatened danger. That
it includes what David looks for from Jonathan
in case Saul answers angrily, appears from Jona-
than's reply in ver. 9. David grounds his request
on the covenant of the Lord which Jonathan had
made with him. So he calls their covenant of

friendship, because it was not only made with in-

vocation of the Lord's name, but also had its

deepest ground and origin in God, and its ccnsc
oration in their life-like communion Avith God.
Thou hast brought me,—this indicates the

initiative which, in the concluding of the cove-

nant, Avas on the side of Jonathan (xviii. 1-3).

—

In the words: "If there is iniquity in me, slay

thou me," David adds a special request, which is
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closely connected with what precedes. He would
rather atone for any sin which might rest on him
by death at his/ri(.';w/'s hand ; Jonai-han shall do

him the kindness in this case not to deliver him
up to Saul, that he may not be slain by hi.n.

This supposes that Jonathan had the right to in-

flict capital punishment for crimes against his

father as king.—Vcr. 9. Jonathan's answer first

decidedly sets aside the ca^e last put by David.

Tiie "far be it from thee" is not to be connected

with what follows, as if it were here said wliat was
to be far (Gjs., Del., Maur.), but is to be taken ab-

solutely, and to be referred (as ver. 2) to what
David had just said. The " from thee" is there-

fore not expletive (Cleric.) The Vulg. rightly:

ahslt hoc a te. This involves Jonathan's firm

conviction of David's innocence.—Then follows

Jonathan's solemn assurance that he will inform
David if Saul exhibits a ho.-tile disposition

towards him. This was the service of love which
he had first to do for liis friend, that the latter

might then take further measures for saving his

life. {"2 is particle of asseveration^yea, truly.)

If I know certainly that * * * * that is, if,

from your stati'ment (ver. 7), I know beyond
doubt that evil on my fatlier's part is a thing de-

termined. I'rom the connection, and on account

of the vigor and emphasis of the interrogation,

which is in keeping with Jonathan's excited feel-

ing, it is better to construe the "if," etc., as first

member (protasis), and the " and not," &c., as

second interrogative member (apodosis) of a con-

ditional sentence* [as in 1-ng. A. Y.]—Vcr. 10,

Tremcll_, Ges., Ew. (§ 3.j2 a), "Then, and Bunsen
take this as one sentence: "who will show me
what rough thing perchance thy father will an-

swer thee " (HO IXi^whatever thing) ; against

which we must insist with Keil that this signifi-

cation of 1i< occurs only where another case is

mentioned, where the ground-meaning is "or."

As no ["wliat"] indicates a new question, we must

here suppose tivo question!^. Tlie first : "Who 'will

show me ? is connected immediately with the

last words of .Tonathan in ver. 9 :
" I will come to

thee and tell thee," namely, the evil determined on
by my fatlier. David is thinking in this first ques-

tion of the danger which Jonathan would thus

incur, and, for that very reason, putting him out

of the question, asks: " Who will show me (the

evil)," that is, what thy father decrees against me
(Maur.) "He asks what he would be willing to

tell a servant" fS. Schmid). The B''rl. Bib. ex-

plains excellently: "The matter cannot be en-

trusted to a servant, and thou must liave care for

thyself, lest thou also come under thy father's dis-

pleasure." The sense is therefore : "A'b one will

tell me," namely, tlie evil determined by Saul.

Thi.= question, with its negative sense, is the an-

swer, s])oken with excited feeling, to Jonathan's
word :

" I will tell thee the evil determined on,"

and the tender, thoughtful form in wldcli he
clothes tlie decided : "Thou canst not tell me."
Tiie Krc'iii'l question: Or -what harsh thing
will thy father answ^er thee ? refers to Saul's

anger (vcr. 7), wlicnce Jonathan purpo>cd learn-

ing tliat Saul's evil plan against David was com-
pleted. Schmid's explanation: "and if thou choose

[See "Text, and Gram."—Tr.]

a messenger, how shall I understand what evil

thy father answers ?" rests on the faL;3 distinctiou

between a person bringing the information (to

whom only the first question is to refer), and tlie

nature of the iiiformatiou (to which the .second

question is to refer), and requires us to supply n,

sentence which could by no means have been
omitted. Maur., De Wetto, Keil regard the ques-
tion as referring to the evil consequences to Jona-
tlian, if he himself brought the information to

David: AYhat would thy father answer thee
hard (Maur.: " what thinkest thou he would de-

cree against thee," contrary to to the meaning of

nj>^), if thou thyself didst it? Against this is

the word "answer" since Jonathan would not say
to Saul that he intended to tell David—and we
cannot appropriately supply the idea that, if Saul
afterwards heard of Jonathan's going to David,
he would answer him harshly. E.itlicr the second
question reads fully: "Or who will tell what thy
father," etc. Saul's evil word, by which his fixed

evil purpose is to be discovered, is distinguished

from this latter. But the evil answer is not to be
understood of threats agaiust David (Eottchcr),

but of harsh language towards Jonathan (vers.

6, 7). In this double question David denies or

doubts that in this unfortunate case information

can be given him. The two-fold question, with
its negative meaning, corresponds to David's ex-

cited state of mind, and makes a full and candid
conversation necessary, for which j^urpose Jona-
than invites David to go with him to the field.

[Erdmann's translation is hardly satirfactory; the

second clause does not suit the question: "who
AviU tell?" The rendering: "who will tell me
if perchance thy father," &c., is the smoother,

and suits the context better, but it is doubtful

whether ''N* can mean simply "if."

—

Tk.] Ver.
11. Let tia go into the field, nnmely, out of

tlie city of Gibeali, or tlie royal residence therein,

where this conversation was held. It certainly

accords with David's words to suppose that they

wished to escape from observation (Then.), in

order to speak further undisturbedly of the

matter, and to think over ways and means {Bcrl.

Bib.); but at the same time the context suggests

as another aim, tliat Jonathan wislied to point

out what he thought a fit place wherein to give

his friend by a trustworthy sign the desired iulbr-

mation, comp. vers. 19-21. Tliis obviously sup-

poses Jonathan's fixed determination, in spite of

David's protest, to bring the message himself.

That Jonathan went out for the sake of th.e oath

which he afterwards [see vcr. 42] renewed with

David (Grot.: "they used to swear in the cjicn

air") is less probable.

Vers. 12-23 is essentially the frill positive an-

swer to David's question, which was meant in a
negative sense. Vei's. 12,13. Jonathan's solemn
oath that he will inform lam of the mind of his

father. The solemnity and loftiness of the vow,
heightened by the oalh, ansv/ei\s to the epoch-
making importance and decisive significance of

tills moment in David's life ; for from this mo-
ment David's Avay must coincide with that of Saul,

or for ever diverge from it and be for liira a way
of uninterrupted suftcring.—That Jonathan be-

gins his address with a solemn invocation of God,
"Jehovah, God of Israel" (De Vv'ette, Keil) [so
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32ng. A. v., see " Text, and Gram."] is untena-
ble, because tbere is no analogy for such a niode

of address, and because of the introduction " Jo-

nathan said to David" (Thenius). Nor can we
suppose an interrupted discourse, resumed in vcr.

13, for against this is the beginning of ver. lo

:

"T!ie Lord do bo."* As an oath follows, it is

simplest to regard this as the formula of an oath

^jj God, not supplying (with Maurer): "may
God destroy me," or (Syr., Arab.): "God is my
"witness," but (with Thenius supplying ''n "after

Cod. Kenn. 5G0 and 224 margin," which might
easily fall out before nilT') reading: "as God
lives;" unless with Bunsen we take the "Jeho-
Tah, God of Israel," as a lively ejaculation in

the sense of an oaih:="6y God."—The jvotasis

begins: "when I sound my father," and goes to

the end of ver. 12. ^^0 1^173=" to-morrow
T T _

'•• T

about this time," as in 1 Kings xix. 2; xx. 6;

2 Kings vii. 1, 18, and the full phrase in Josh,

xi. G (Gcsen.). The following word "on the

third day" is without a conjunction (which with
Sept. and Vulg. is to be supplied from the sense)

and similarly depends on rijk'_3,=" the third day

about this time." This expression "to-morrow
or next day" refers to the statement of time in

vcr. 5, and supposes tliat the festival was conti-

nued by a meal the day after new moon. And.
behold, there is good for David, etc.—In
circumstantial phrase, which befits the solemn
and serious character of the situation, Jonatlian

distinguishes the two cases, the favorable and the
unfavorable, in order to make each the object of

a solemn oath. Jonathan swears that in the first

case he will send to David to uncover his ear, that

is, to reveal to liim, inform him that Saul is

favorably disposed towards him, comp. xxii. 8.

—

Vcr. 13 the apodosis: "so do the Lord to Jona-
than," cfc. The same formula in oaths in xiv.

44; 1 Kings xix. 2.—The opposite case is intro-

duced with "'3 without adversative particle:

*' (But) if it please my father to do thee evil," etc.f

* [Yet it is quite possible to read: "Jehovah, God of

Israel—when I have sounded, etc.,—if there he good
and I show it not, so do Jehovah to Jonathan," which
is instead of " Jehovah do so to me if there be good and
I show it not." The ditTiculty is only in the post-posi-

tion of the adjuration.—Te.]

t Instead of Iliphil 30" read with Biittch. and Then.

Qal. iU'''', " which may be construed, as with '22 / 7

TJt?3 (Ps. Ixiv. 32), so also with Sx " (Bottch). The Ac-

«us. particle before the subject nj^^H ^ "as respects,"
T T T

quoad, " if it please my father in respect of evil." " But
this word (iMi) can never denote the Nominative

; yet

often only the general sense of the discourse calls forth

the Aec, since the active form of connection everywhere
presses in as the most natural " (Ew., §277 d). So stands

the Aceus.-particle after the opposite of 313'''', that is,

J»*l', 2 Sam. xi. 25. Bunsen remarks that after " my fa-

ther" N'3n7 " to bring," has probabl}' fallen out. But
• T :

*' it is not necessary, in order to maintain i"\X as Accus.

particle, to insert a supposed X'^H/ from the Sept. What

the latter remliers ai/oiVw is clearly not X'3ri 7, but "^X

The apodosis :
" I will show it thee and send

thee away that tliou mayest go in peace," as-
serts, in distinction from the preceding apodo-
sis, that Jonathan in tliis case will bring David
the information himself without the intervention
of a messemjcr. With this promise, confirmed by
an oath, Jonathan connects the wish: "The Lord
be with thee as he hath been with my father."
This indicates that Jonathan has at least a pre-
sentiment of David's high destiny and his future
calling, which he is some time to fulfil as King
of Israel in vSaul's place.—This comes out still

more clearly in what follows. For in vers. 14-
16 with such a presentiment he begs David in
the future to maintain laithfully his mercy and
love towards him even in misfortune. On the
ground of what is now happening to Saul and
David under the divine providence, he foresees

how Saul and his house will be hurled from the
royal power, and David thereto elevated. In
Jonathan's pious soul, which felt and perceived
God's righteous workiiig, there lay hid a divinatory
and prophetic element, as here appears. Jonathan,
having before expressed his wish for David, here
declares what he desires from David as counter-
proof of faithful friendship. With reference to

the oriental custom of killing the children and
relations of the former king on ascending the
throne, Jonathan begs David hereafter to show
mercy to his house. "The syntactical construc-
tion is a somewhat violent one, as accords with
the emotion of the speaker" (Bunsen). Of the
various explanations of this difficult passage only
tlie two following are worthy of consideration.
The one understands a question to the end of ver.

14: "And wilt thou not, if I yet live, wilt thou
not show me the kindness of the Lord, that I die
not?" Ver. 15 cannot then be a part of the ques-
tion, but must be taken as the subjoined expres-
sion of confident expectation: "And thou wilt

not cut oti' thy kindness from my house for ever,

not even when," etc. But this sudden, abrupt
transition to a question and then again to direct

discourse is strange, even if these vacillations and
diversities of discourse are referred to Jonathan's
excited feeling. The second explanation, which
is the preferable one, introduces a wish by a
slight change in the pointing of the Hebrew.*
Jonathan, having invoked a blessing on David,
thus expresses his wish for himself: "And
wouldst thou, if I still live, wouldst thou show
me the kindness of God, and not, if I die, not
cut off thy love from my house for ever?" So
Syr., Arab., ^laur.. Then., Ew., Keil. The corre-

spondence and parallelism of the clauses is thus
evident: to "if I j'ct live" answers "if I die."t

itself read as X'DX (as in 1 Kings xxi. 29 ; comp. 1 Sa-

muel xvii. 54; xviii. 27), because ~7X 3£3'" was wanting

in its text " (Bottch.).

* In vcr. 14, instead of the double J<7l is read XI 71, or

X71 = !|bl, particle of wish, so in xiv. 30 ; Isa. Ixiii. 19 :

"0 that." iifinnih. n<=uri\]v with the Impf., Ew. §329 b, ?
35S b.

t For n^QX. which, put thus absolutely, accords witli
T

the feelingof the speaker, we are not with Thenius after
Sept. and Vulg. to read jl-IDX HO DX1 ; the coudi-

T _ •

:

tional particle is often wanting, and is here naturally
supplied from the preceding " if I still live."
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To the " show kindness to me" answers the similar

negative request, "cut not off thy kindness from
my house,—not even when," &c. "Kindness of

the Lord;" that is, love, goodness, such as the

Lortl, as covenant-God, shows His people accord-

ing to His promise, and, therefore, one member
of the people ought to show to another, especially

in such a covenant of love made in the presence

of tlie Lord. By this request for the "kindness
of the Lord" Jonathan indicates David's duty

to show him this love. "Kot even when tlie

Lord shall cut off the enemies of David, every

one from the face of the earth." The ri"''^3rl3

forms an assonance to t< /) •^'''^^il: "do not cut off

. . . even when the Lord shall ciiio^." Jonathan
clearly understands that enmity against David is

enmity against the Lord's purpose and act, and
that God's destroying judgment must fall on his

fatlier's house because of its opposition to the will

of the Lord. His request that his house may be
excepted from this judgment, as executor of which
he regards David, is founded on and justified by
his position outside of the circle of "enemies"
(since he recognises God's will concerning David,
and bends to it as David's //•('e7ic?), so that, though
a member of Saul's house, he does not belong to

it so far as concerns the judgment of extermina-
tion.—See the fulfilment of Jonatlian's request, 2

Sam. ix.—Vcr. 16 is a remark of tlie narrator 1)

on tliis covenant between Jonatlian and David,
and 2) on the actual fulfilment of Jonathan's word
respecting the overthrow of David's enemies.

"And Jonathan made a covenant with the house

of David." After iTlD^I supply ^'1^: comp.

xxii. 8; Josh. vi. 1; Judg. xix. 30; 2 Clir.vii. 13

[1 Kings viii. 9. "The examples from Josli. and
Judges present omissions of other words.—Tn.]

—

The second part of the verse (U/pil) is by many
put into Jonathan's mouth as part of his oath,
'' and the Lord take vengeance on the enemies of
David" (Then., Maur., De Wette, Buns.). But
the objection to this is, that then (unless with
Tlien. we adopt the corrupt Sept. and Vulg. text:
" and may Jonathan's name not be cut off from
the house of David") we must supply "saying"

(lOX between ^ and i^j"?.3)j which is hard, and is

not found elsewhere. And Keil rightly remarks
that after the insertion between conjunction and
verb the Perf could not have an Optative sense.

Finally against this view is the fact that it is lysy-

chologically and ethically not quite conceivable
how Jonathan should have expressed such a wish,

especially as this judgment as a future fact had
already been distinctly looked at by him, and was
the condition and basis of his wish. "Require

at the hand" (T? l^p.?) = "take vengeance, pun-

ish," with the word "blood," 2 Sam. iv. 11, wM-
oat it hero anl .Jusli. xxii. 23.—Vcr. 17. And
Jonathan caused David to sv^ear again
According to the connection this does not refer

to what follows from ver. 18 on (Maur.), but con-
cludes naturally the transaction between .Jonathan
and David,—but not as an oath by which .Jona-

than assures David anew that he will keep iiis

promise (Then.), according to the incorrect ren-

dering of Sept. and Vulg. "he swore to David"
(from which Then, would read " to David," in-

stead of Ace. "David")—rather it is an oath by
which Jonathan adjures David to fulfil his last

request (vers. 14, 15). The "again" refers to
ver. 12. He adjured him "by his love to him;"
that is, he made his love to David the ground of
his request, so that David might in turn show his
love. [Or, his love to David made him anxious
to maintain friendly relations between their

houses ; he could not bear to think of his children,

shut out from the love of this his much-loved
friend, whom he loved as himself.

—

Tr.]. The
words: " for he loved him as his own soul" con-
firm and define the preceding "by his love to
him," and indicate the cordialness of his friendly

love, which is like his love for himself; that is,

he loves his friend as himself. The "soul" is the
centre of the inner life and of the whole person-
ality. Corap. xviii. 1-3.

Ver, 18 sq. Further conversation on the car-

rying out of Jonathan's promise.—As to ver. IS
comp. ver. 5.—(The Perf. with Waw consec. has
a future signification when preceded not only by
an express Fut. but also by any indication of fu-

turity, as here the words: "to-morrow is new
moon.") The presupposed situation is resumed
as basis for the following agreement.—Ver. 19.

And on the third day come down quickly.
If we point the Ileb. form as a verb = "to do a

thing the third day" {y^^^'^]), Ges., Ew., Maur.,,

it is to be taken asyndetically with the following

word in an adverbial sense (Ges., ^ 142, 3, c) =
"' do it on the third day that thou come down."
But this sense of the word occurs nowhere else

;

Gesenius' reference to the Arab. " to come every
fourth day" does not suit here, because nothing
is said of coming every fourth day. We might
more easily assume the meaning "to do a thing
the third time" (1 Kings xvili. 34), and render
" a third time come down." The first time of his

going down was in xix. 2, our present narrative
gives the second time, and ver. 35 would be the
third time. But besides the forced character of
this explanation, we havQ against this vocalization

of the Ileb. text (the Sept. Tpiaaeiasir favors it)

the Chald., Syr., Arab., and Vulg., which render
"And on the third day," and we must therefore

read i^''\^TiV\ which agrees with ver. 5. The
words " Come down very" [so literally the Ileb.]

are also somewhat strange ; not on account of the
Adv. "down" (Then.), for this is explained by
the nature of the ground, the field of meeting
being lower than the surrounding highlands

( Olcr. : " Jonathan seems to wish David to go
down into a very deep valley as near as possible

to Gibeah, where Jonathan himself would tell

him what was to be done" —but on account of the

word "very" (IXD)- The Vulg. has "descend

quickly." From the difiiculty of the reading some
substitute "thou wilt be missed" ("1p.30) Chald.,

Syr., Ar.) for the "come down;" but, apart from
the difiiculty of explaining how the Ileb. trxt

came from this reading, the expression "On the

tlurd day thon wilt be much missed" is very
strange, and the " very " with " come down " is

less surprising if we take it = " quickly," and
suppose it necessary to insist on a (piiek descent

to the place of meeting on account of the danger
of being observed. Perhaps, however, the text la
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corrupt, and instead of HXIp ("very") we should

read "^i^)^,
" appointed place of meeting," comp.

Josh. viii. 14. It would be an Ace. of place as in

ver. 11; see the similar expression in verse 35,

which refers to this passage. [Eng. A. V. gives

a very doubtful translation of the Heb. text ; see
" Text, and Gram."

—

Tr.].—And come to the
place where thou didst hide on the day
of the business. These words are usually

rightly referred to the narrative in xix. 2. But
what does ''the day of the business" mean?
Against the reference to the wicked deed of Saul,

which forced David to liy (Maur., Ew., De Wette),

Thenius rightly says that the word never means
"wicked deed" in itself, but only when the con-

nection points to it (Job xxxiii. 17). But in xix. 2.

there is mention not of a deed, but only of a pur-

pose of Saul ; the explanation " on the day of the

purposed evil" (Ew.) adds something not con-

tained in the word. Against the rendering " on
the work day" as opposed to "feast-day" (Chald.,

Sept., Vulg., Ges., Luther) is the fact that, as

Then, remarks, to obtain a fitting sense, we must
then read :

" Thou wilt come/ro»ithe place where
thou (on the work-day) shalt have hidden thy-

self." Bunsen's explanation "on the day when
that happened" (xix. 2, 3) attenuates the mean-

ing of the Ileb. word (HKJJ^^), yea, directly con-

tradicts it. [The word means " something done."—Tb.] The rendering "on the day of the busi-

ness (known to thee) " (Tanchum, Then., Keil)
is unsatisfactory, because it is then wholly uncer-

tain what business occurred on that day. Hold-
ing fast to the view that that day (xix. 2 sq.) was
the one here referred to, the " business," regarded
by Jonathan as specially memorable, could only
be Jonathan's deed, when near that spot he tui'ned

aside his father's murderous thoughts from David,
having brought liim to the spot where David was
hidden and could hear the conversation. This
was the business which Jonathan's brief allusion

would suggest to David. A reference to this ex-
planation is found as early as Clericus: "rather
the allusion seems to be to the day when Jona-
than occupied himself with this very business of
David's safety."—And remain by the stone

ZiZel. (Sept. Tvapa to Epjr//? sKelrn^ ?7n 3Jl"lNn'

" by that stone-heap." So Then, and Ew., except

that the latter reads 7I^n, "the lonely waste."

There is, however, no need for change of text;

pj< is a hollow rock as a hiding-place, and Ezel

is a proper name.) [On the i-eading see "Text,
and Gram."

—

Tr.].—Ver. 20. He will shoot three

arrows on the side of the stone; the Art. "the three
arrows" is explained by supposing that Jonathan,
who had no doubt come armed, showed David
three arrows by which the latter might from his

hiding-place recognise his presence. Jonathan
would act as if he were practicing at a mark
(Vulg. "as if exercising at a mark"), it being
nnderstood that the arrows thus shot were to be
gathered up* from the place where they fell,

whether in front ofor behind the mark. ( Bottcher

:

In my the Raphe, as the accent shows, denotes

* [This Verb is supplied oonjeeturally, being omitted
in the German text.

—

Tk.J

that n loses its aspiration by reason of the neigh-
boring hard consonants (2 X and then 1), or re-
mains as suffix n -, not as toneless local Tl -; this

T T

n - refers to the preceding fern. j3X^ so that HIV
= jitxta earn, at its {the stone's) side (so render
Vulg., De Wette, and even Luther), expresses a
definite mark.)—Ver. 21. The agreement as to the
sign, whereby David was to know whether there
was danger for him or not. Before " go, find the
arrows" the word ".saying" has not fallen out,
but is to be supplied (with Sept. and Vulg.) from
the sense. Comp. xi. 7 ; Isa. x. 3, 4. The pro-
cedure is as follows : The servant, taking position
by order on the side of the mark, is first, after the
shooting, to go to the mark in order to find the
arrows; if then Jonathan calls to him: "The
arrows are from thee," that is from the place
where thou art " hilherward," bring them,—that is

a sign for David that it is well, he is to come;
for there is peace to thee, and it is nothing,
as the Lord liveth. But if (ver. 22) he says

:

"The arrows are from thee," that is " yonsides,"
that is a sign that David is to go away, to fiee.

For the Lord sendeth thee away, that is,

commands thee to go away.—Ver. 23. And the
word that we have spoken, that is, not
merely the sign agreed on, but (as ia indicated
by the "we" and the "I and thou") what they
had said to one anotlier in the whole afi'air, and
promised one another before the Lord. Behold,
the Lord is between me and thee for ever,
comp. Gen. xxxi. 49. We need not with Sept.
supply the word " witness," since without it the
thought is clearly expressed that it is the Lord
in whom they have here anew concluded their
covenant of friendship, and in whose fear they
feel themselves bound to maintain it and fulfil

their ijromises to one another.

Vers. 24-34. The execution of the agreement, and
the open exhibition of Said's deadly hate against Da-
vid.—Ver. 24. Instead of "sat," the Sept. has
" came to the table," but the Heb. text is to be
retained as in keeping with the rapid and minute
portraiture of the narrative. The text "on"

(above) the food [7^, Eng. A. V. omits the prep.]

is to be retained against the marginal reading
(Qeri) "to;" "he avIio sits at table is elevated,

comp. Prov. xxiii. 30" (Maur.).

—

"David hid
himself—/SfraZ sat at table on new-moon-day,"

—

this lapidary double remark admirably and vi-

vidly introduces the following narration, which is

marked precisely by this two-fold iucl. Saul sat

in his " seat by the wall," as the highest, most ho-
norable place, opposite the door. See Harmar,
Beoh. uher d. Orient, II. 66 sq. "As time on
time," that is, as formerly, as usually, comp. iii.

4; Num. xxiv. 1. Vulg. secundum eonsuetudincm.

The word "arose" presents serious difiiculties.

It is proposed to adopt the Sept. Kai wpo i<p\}aaEr

Tov 'luvd&av (C^P'] for P'V'. and render "Jona-

than sat in front" (Then., Ew., Buns.). But this

meaning of the Heb. word is not proved, while
the rendering of the Sept. " he (Saul) went before

Jonathan" would certainly accord with it, since

the verb means "to go before." But that would
be understood of itself, apart from the iiut that

the context and the syntax do not allow us to-

take "Saul" as subject; therefore, too, Clericus'^
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explanation falls to the ground ;
" Saul alone pre-

ceded Jonathan," that is, Jonathan sat down next

after him. The rendering of the Sept. clearly

springs from the difficulty of the expression "And
Jonathan arose." We must try to hold to the

text. The Syr. renders: "And Jonathan arose

and seated himself and Abner (seated himself) at

Saul's side" (connecting 3t!''1 with Dp''^'!: ;vnd put-

ting 1 before "'.P^)- But the insertion of " and"

is arbitrary, the ''sat" must be connected with
" Abner," and the circumstantial introduction of

the simple matter of-coursc act "sat" by_ the

plirase "arose," which always emphatically indi-

cates a transition from rest to a new act or acti-

vity, is somewhat farcical. The explanation " and

Jonathan came" (De "Wette, Maurer : Jonathan

sat down next after Saul) does not agree with the

meaning of the Heb. word (D'lp), which is used

instead of "coming" in the elevated, solemn

sense = " appearing," but never of simple " com-

ing." If we keep tlie text and render " and .Jona-

than arose, and Abner sat" ( Vulg.), the only pos-

sible explanation is: Jonathan rose from his

place ivhen Abner came, whether to show liim ho-

nor as his uncle, or to give him his proper place

at Saul's side, which he had taken perhaps in

Abner's absence under the impression that the

latter would not come to the meal.—Another ren-

dering, however, naturally suggests itself; point-

ing the verb (^K?*) as causative (Iliph. 2p_'')j writ-

ten defectively) as in 2 Chr. x. 2 (Ges. ? 69, 3 R.

7). and imderstanding that Jonathan had already

.'ieated himself after Saul, and that David's ab-

sence was observed, we translate " he arose, and

seated Abner at Saul's side," that is, in the place

left vacant by David's absence,* in order that the

.seat next to Saul might not be empty, he himself

having taken the seat on the other side of Saul.

—

!Manrer conjectures that the words " and .Jonathan

arose " have been inserted here by the mistake of

a transcriber from the beginning of ver. 34.—Ver.

26. The first day Saul explained David's absence

by supposing that he was ceremonially unclean

and unable to take part in the religious festival.

See Lev. vii. 20 sq. ; xv. 16; Deut. xxiii. 4.

[Kitto suggests as the explanation of Saul's ex-

pecting David, that he supposed David would
infer from the occurrence at Xaioth xix. 24, that

Saul's mood was changed, and there was no longer

danger.

—

Tr.].—Ver. 27. The statement of time

here is with Keil to be literally rendered : "it

was on the morrow after the new moon, the se-

cond day {"^^ri'D i*^ Nom. with "'r^J, not Gen. after

i:/1nn) and David's place was missed," so De
"Wctte: ''it came to pass on the following day of

the new moon, tlie second." In reply to Saul's

ques.ion about him .Jonathan gave the answer

agreed on in ver. 6, only adding that David was
called to liethlchem l)y his brntluT.— \'er. 28.

David earnestly asked leave of me to
Bethlehem, an elliptical expression, in which
" to u<) "

i v'T. (>) i- to be supplied.—Ver. 29. And
he hath commanded me, my brother, and
novT. fte. Sluuililing at tlie Sing. ^' brol/ter," the

Sept. has " hrofhers ;" we are to understand the

eldest brother (Kw.) as head of the family, who

• [Similar is .Abarhanel's view, and also Rasiii'.s.—Tb.]

had the care of the domestic arrangements for the

feast. Vulg. wrongly :
" one of my brothers."

Svr. and Arab, wrongly translate: " and he (Da-

vid) exhorted me and said to me, my brother, if,

etc" Jonathan's quotation of David's words is

somewhat loose and incompact, agreeing with the

cordial, light tone in which one friend makes
such statements to another in confidential inter-

course. Tills is the explanation also of the some-

what rough and jocose phrase '' let me get away,

take myself off" (HaSsX). Comp. the " run " in

ver. 6 (Bunsen).

Ver. 30 sq. Saul's outbreak of wrath in conse-

quence of these words of Jonathan. Against the

rendering "thou .son of a woman perverse and rebel-

lious " (literally, " perverse one of rebellion," Hlj^J

as Ni. partcp., Maurer: "son of a perverse and
contumacious mother—O perverse and obstinate

son ") is partly the hardness of the phrase " [)er-

verse one of rebellion," partly the monstrosity of

the insult thus offered to -Jonathan's mother, which
contradicts the Heb. family-spirit* The last ob-

jection lies also against the rendering of Sept.

and Vulg. "thou son of a rebellious woman"
(H-i^J for nii'.l, Then.), or, as Vulg., "thou son

of a woman who voluntarily seizes on a man "

(obviously reading
^l"}"?^

(Isa. xiv. 6) or ^ll-isn

for nn^O). So Ew.Vwho puts Plu. instead of

Sing.: "thou son of wenches who run after

(men)." The most tolerable rendering is that of

Koster, unjustly made light of by Then., found
also in Clericns :

" Thou son of perversity of re-

bellion " (taking JTIJ^J as abstract noun, Ni. par-

ticip. of mi'), full of perverse rebellion. Cleric.:

" It is much better to say that Jonathan is called

a son of perversity of rebellion, a common He-
braism for a man of perverse and refractory na-

ture."! Saul observes that Jonathan is on the

side of David, whom he wishes to destroy as an
aspirant after the throne and therefore a rebel.

And so he looks on Jonathan also as a rebel.—In
the words '' Do I not knowf Saul intimates that

he is M'ell aware of the secret friendship between
Jonathan and David, and regards this excuse as

confirmatory of his opinion. ("^HS denoteschoice

out of love, commonly construed with 2, here only

Avith {. [On the unnecessary Sept. reading see

"Text, and Gram."—Tr.]). To thy shame
and to the shame of thy mother's naked-
ness, who will be ashamed of having borne tiiee.

So we must translate, and not with De Wette, "td
the shame and nakedness of thy mother," nor with
Bunsen, " to the shame of thy unchaste mother."
Such an expression from Saul would be in cnn-

* [The most srrievous insult to an Arab is one directed
airaiiist his mother, but sueli a phrase is not protiaMa
here; in tlie general uncertainty an(i obscurity of tha
l.'umiiage, Erdmann's explanation seems the least ob-
ji'ctiniiable.—Tk.1

t [Wrllhausen rends after Sept. Tl H^J.'] and i-'Midcr.s

from JudK. xvi. 12(irai6asouTo/ioAot5iTir)f, romp. Lnsarde's
iSvr. vs. I "runaway .slave." On our passage I'rankel
I I'orstiidiemur hXX. 187) says: "The Hacada relates
that Jonathan's mother was one of the maidens carried
oli'at Shiloh (Judg; xxi.), and willingly offered herself
to.'Sanl eonin. Rivihi in loi-o<. This Hagada is expressed
in the Greek (LXX.l, .and still more eli-arly in the Vul-
gate. So also in Jo-ieph.Ant. VI. 11,9. prol)ably from the
Sept., as is frequent with Josephus."

—

^Te.J
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tradiction to his previous reference to Jonatlian's

mother according to tlie translation which we have
rejected. In ver. 31 we see clearly why Saul called

Jonatiuin a " son of perverse rebellion." David
is making a rebellious attempt on the royal throne,

and Jonathan, bound to him in intimate friend-

ship, is therefore a rebel. He calls this rebellion
" perversity," because ." as long as the son of Jesse
lives on tiie earth, he (Jonathan) and his kingdom
will not be established." It is therefore Saul's

determined and permanent purpose to slay David
as a rebel. And so he says : Now send and
fetch him to me, for he is a son of death.
These words fully reveal his disposition towards
David.— Ver. o'2. In spite of this outbreak of rage

on his father's part Jonathan tries with mild and
quiet words to set forth David's innocence and the

injustice of putting him to death, as in xix. 4, 5.

At that time Saul's better feeling got the upper
hand. Here, completely enslaved by his pa.ssion,

he is an impotent instrument of his own blind

iate.—Ver. 33. As David before, so now Jona-
than is the mark of his spear hurled [or, bran-

dished,

—

Tr.], in blind rage (comp. xviii. 11).

Jonathan saw that it was a settled thing with his

father to kill David (comp. ver. 9).—Ver. 34. A
vivid and psychologically true description of Jo-

nathan's consequent conduct ; he rises in fierce

anger from the table, eats notliing this second day
of the new moon (in contrast with the first, when
he took part in the meal), and, what is the reason

of his not eating, is grieved for David,* because
ills father had done him shame [that is, done
David, not Jonathan shame.

—

Tr.]. That there

is nothing of this in the text (Then.) cannot be

maintained, for the way in which Saul spoke of

the relation of Jonathan to David, and his indi-

rect declaration that David was a rebel against

him, the king, and therefore deserved death, was
shame and insult enough. And that Jonathan
thought this insult offered to his friend as a com-
pletely innocent man is clear from his question

:

AVhy "shall he die ? What has he done ?

Vers. 35-42. [ITeb. xxi. 1]. Acconling to the

agreement David is informed of Saul's attitude

towards him, and, after a sorrowful parting with

his friend, betakes himself to flight.

Ver. 35. The following morning Jonathan went
to the field to meet David at the appointed place

CI ^JJIO/), not "at the time agreed on," which

translation requires too much to be supplied ; and

with him asmnllscnnnt "who would not so easily

su«pect anything ;
this trifling notice is of great

value as testimony to the historical rcalness of the

occurrence"—(Then.).—Ver. 36. Tlie narration

is evidently abridged. Jonathan says to the ser-

vant: Bring the arrow's. This plural answers to

the agreement in ver. 20 sq., which seems to

be contradicted by the following statement that

Jonathan shot only one arrow ('i'n is ancient un-

shortened Sing, for later ]'n, as in vers. 37, 38; 2

Ki. ix. 24 ; see Ew., ? 1S6, 2 e). " To send it be-

yond liim," so that the arrow went further than

the servant had run.-Ver. 37. To the place
(or, the region, Thenius) of the arrovy which

Jonathan had shot, accoruiug to the agree-
ment with David, which referred to three arrows
to be shot, Jonathan calls to the boy :

" Is not th'j

arrow beyond thee ?" Jonathan uses a question
instead of direct discourse (as in vers. 20-22) -in

order more certainly to make the boy believe that
he was merely practicing at a mark. He heap.,

up words of command "hasten, hurry, stay not,"

to keep the boy's attention fixed on the arrow,
that he might not chance to see David, who wa',

hid near by. "The boy took up the arrow."
The text (Sing.) is to be retained again.st the Qcri
(Plu.), since the purpose is to tell of one arrow-
only. " lie came (not as Sept. ' brought') to his
master," that is, bringing the arrow. While in
vers. 20-22 this procedure is summarily described
of three arrows, the account here is of one. The
difieronce is not to be explained by the suppo:d-
tion that Jonathan shortened the aifuir and shot
only once, because there was danger in delay
(Then.), for the shooting of three arrows was a
principal point in the agreement, and if there had
been such need of haste, the following parting-
scene could not have taken place. Eather we
must suppose that Jonathan did so with each of
the three arrows. Either, as Bunsen remarks,
Jonathan shot the arrows one right after anotlier,

or he thrice repeated it. In the first case we must
hold with Keil that the Sing, hei'e "stands in an
indefinite general way, the author not thinking it

necessary, after what he has before said, to state

that Jonathan shot three arrows one after an-
other."

Ver. 40. Jonathan, having given his artillery

to the lad—we need not with Sept. read jjI for

vN (Then.)—sent him to the city, that he might

he alone with David.—Ver. 41. David rose from
the south side of the rock, where he had been con-

cealed, the preceding ailiiir having occurred on
the north side, whence the boy returned to the
city which lay north of David's hiding-place, so

that the latter was completely hid from him. It

accords very well with this statement of the points

of the compass that David afterward fled south-

ward to Xob.* The aflecting description of the

sorrowful parting is in keeping with the deep
emotion of these two hearts (one loving the other

as himself) not merely on account of the separa-

tion, which was final, but on account of the great

dangers and grievous sufferings which the one saw
that the other mu.st inevitably endure from Saul.
" David fell on his face to the ground and bowed
himself thrice." Clericus: " To do Jonathan ho-
nor, that he might implore his help or gratefully

acknowledge his kindness." Joseplius :
" he did

obeisance and called him the saviour of his life."

—There is no need to render with Vulgate and
Syrlac (^K for 1^) : "But David wept still more,"

that is, than Jonathan. No sense can be ex-
tracted from the reading of the Scptuagint "unto
a great consummation" («Jf (TvvT€?.siag fiFyd?j/c,

according to Thenius from substitution of

Dn for '^^), which provokes from Capell the

* [Bib. Cnmm. : The genero.«ity of Jonathan'.? eharao-
ter is .leen in tli.at he resented the wrong done to liis

friend, not that done to himself.

—

Te.].

* [A point can hardly be made of this. David mif;ht
just a?! well have fled in any other direction, and cho.se

the .south because he was naturally more familiar with
the resjion where he was brontrht np.—S'^e "Text, and
Gram." for the difficulties oi the text.

—

Te.1.
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merry remark that, according to tliis, the two
friends are still -weeping, and will continue to

weep till the last day.* We must render lite-

rally: "David did greatly,"—namely, wept vio-

lently, aloud. For the construction comp. Joel ii.

20, 21 ; Ps. cxxvi. 2, 3.—Vcr. 42. Jonathan must
quickly part from his weeping friend to spare him
further danger. From the connection and the

circumstances it is not probable that another con-

versation [of which Jonathan's words are merely

the conclusion] had before taken place (Keil).

Jonathan's parting word is: 1) a wish for peace

or blessing, and 2) conjuring him that the cove-

nant of friendship be forever maintained. The
apodosis is not uttered ; the aposiopesis accords

with Jonathan's deep emotion.—Chap. xx. 1 [in

Eng. A. V. XX. 42]. The concluding scene. Da-
vid goes his way in flight ; Jonathan returns in

the opposite direction to the city.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. David designates the covenant of friendship

which Jonathan had made with him (xviii. 1 sq.)

as one which he made with him in the Lord
(comp. xxiii. 18). It was therefore not a friend-

ship which rested merely on mutual good feeling,

but was based on a recognized common union of

heart with the living God. Jonathan's heart

clung in firm faith and trust to the Lord ; this

was the root of his heroic courage and his victo-

rious prowess (comp. xiv. 6) ; this fresh power
of faith, which elevated and sanctified his whole
being, won him David's regard and love. Da-
vid's whole life-course showed Jonathan the di-

rect wonderful gracious leading of the Lord, to

which he humbly submitted himself Tlie two
hearts were one in looking to and hoping in the

living God, in humble obedience to His holy

will. This was the foundation of their commu-
nion of love and life in the Lord. " God works

such unions through and in Himself, so that such

souls become wholly one" {Bed. Bib.).

2. On the light of tliis noble friendship con-

cluded in the Lord falls the shadow of the "lie

of necessity " to wliieh David resorts in order to

save himself from Saul's murderous designs, and

into which .Jonathan allows liimself to l)e enticed

by Duvld, having given the unconditional pro-

mise: "What thy soul says, I M'ill do for thee."

Yet the duty of absolute truthfulness could not be

known so clearly from tlie stand-point of the Old
Testament as from that of the New ; of the same
David who expressly said " Keej) thy lips from

speaking guile" (Ps. xxxiv. 14 [13] )
precisely the

opposite is here and elsewhere related. But
though there is in the narrative no condemnation

of the lie, the course of events brings a judgment
on it; for Saul sees through it immediately. On
Jonathan falls his father's rage (thereby roused),

and Saul's anger burns the more violently against

David. Instead of having recourse to a lie as a

supposed necessary self-help, Ihey ought to liave

united in unconditif)nal trust in the Lord's help,

and have committed their aflairs to Ilini. (.'oui-

pare how the Lord formerly cxi)Osed and brought

to naught the lies of Abraham and Isaac (Gen.

* [The phrase <rvvTf\fia is nserl in New Test, of the
end of the world, as in Matt. xiii. :59 a/.—Tii.J.

xii. 11 sq.; xxvi. 7 sq.), and punished the lie of

Kebecca and Jacob (Gen. xxvii. Gsq.).

nOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1 sqq. Schlieb: The old saying is right:

Silently suffer, forbeai; and endure,
Tliy "troubles to no one lament;

Despair not of God, for His jjromise is sine,
And daily thy help will be sent.

But it is another thing when we are indeed silent

to the world, but tell our troubles and conflicts to

a faithful friend, when we couimunicate to others

all that oppresses us, when we do not comjdain
and lament, but do seek counsel and consolation.
—Staeke : Even great-hearted men sometimes
grow faint-hearted ; let us therefore not build too

much on ourselves, but on God, whose power is

mighty in the weak (2 Cor. xii. 9; Ps. xxx. 8).

—

[Ver. 2. Scott: Pious children will veil the faults

of their parents as far as consists with other du-

ties, and speak as favorably of them as truth per-

mits.

—

Tr.] — Ver. 3- Starke: Even in the

midst of life we are in death.* O man, do think

of it, and never feel secure (Ps. xxxix. G).—[Ver.

4. Ilere friendship goes too far. It is wrong to

promise unconditional compliance with the wishes

of another. Pie may err in judgment and ask

what is unwise, or may be misled by interest and
ask what is wrong. And, besides, every man is

solemnly bound to exercise his own judgment and
conscience in the direction of his conduct. Jona-
tlian was led by this promise to tell a falsehood,

which his father detected, and was thereby the
more enraged (vers. 28-33).—Ver. 6. Taylor:
From brooding morbidly over Saul's treatment

of him, to the entire exclusion from his mind of
God's constant care over him, David fell into de-

spair, and ran into a course of reckless deceit

which brought the most fearful consequences in
its train (chaps, xx.—xxii.).— Tr.] — Ver. 8.

Starke : So long as one sees before him ordinary
ways and means of escaping from danger, he
should make use of them, and not look for extra-

ordinary help from God, that lie may not tempt
Ciod.—Ver. 10. S. Schmid : A wise man not only
proposes to himself to do good, but he looks

around him for suitable means of accomjilishing

his good designs (Prov. xxi. 25-0).—Ver. 11.

Conversations between friends united in the Lord
upon the highest and holiest matters of the inner
or the outer life are to be preserved from the
disturbing influences of the unquiet world; the
thoughts interchanged in stillness before the Lord
and in the Lord unite their hearts in all the closer

inward ties for time and eternity.—Ver. 13- All

* [Starke qnotes this savins; in snbstantinlly the form,
given it liy Lvtiitr in a metrir-al version. We have sub-
stituted tlie form familiar to the English-speakins world
from the Bonk of Cnmmnn Praucr. Luthf.r's hymn
(Knapp 2S24. ScHAFF 446) derives its first stanz.i, with
alterations, from an older German version. The origi-
nal Latin is found in Daniel. Thesmirns Hi/mnologmis ]1.

fi'211, is eertainly quite old, and believed by some to have
been written I )V a monk who died A. D. 012. It was once
a favorite battle-song. The first line is so famous that
it may l)e well to in.<ert the whole :

Media vita in morte xnmus :

Ouem q}icrriiniis ndjuforem nisi te, domine,
Qui pro prrrnfis nosH-ix iunte irasreris

:

Snricte Drus, sancte fortis, sanrte et misericors salvator:
Amarce inorti ne trddaa nos.—Tr.]
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the highest and most bk'ssed thhigs that souls

united in the Lord can wish for eacli other are

included in the one word : Tlie Lord be with thee;

for what is greater and more blessed than the

Lord's guidance and gracious presence?— Ver. 14.

The kindness of the Lord itself exercises and em-
ploys the child of Uod as its instrument for his

fellow-children and brethren; cldldren of God
love one another with and in the love of God
which dwells in their hearts.—Ver. 15. Berlenb.
Bible: A truly tranquil soul seeks neither honor

nor advantage for itself. It is just as joyful when
God is gloriiied in others as in itself. It only

asks such a faithful friend, wdiom with joy it sees

preferred before itself, that he will give it any
help it may need in the spii'itual life.—Yer. 17.

DissELiiOFF : Unselfish love bears especially two
noble fruits—to rejoice with them that rejoice, and
to weep with them that weep. How heart-re-

freshingly do both of these beckon to us from the

history of our two friends. Through David's glo-

rious victory, Jonathan, who had before been
highly praised by the people as a conqueror, fell

wholly into the sliade. He lost through David
even his hope of tlie crown. Yet lie looked with
joyful eye iipon the deeds of David and his grow-
ing fame.—[True love delights in receiving and
giving repeated and strong assurances. This is

A'ery different from the renewed assurance which
distrust demands.

—

Tr.]—Yer. 23. S. Schmid :

What has been once promised and is not opposed
to God must be held fast.—Soulier : A faithful

friend is a gift of God, and God gives .such a bless-

ing to him that fears Him. The God-fearing Da-
vid received from the Lord such a noble blessing

of friendship as few others ever enjoyed.

Yer. 30 sqq. Soulier : We take up so easily

with anger, and yet how fearful is the power of

anger 1 How blind does anger make a man—how
it carries him out of himself, so that he does not

even know what he is doing; how it makes a man
like a beast, so that he ceases to be himself, and
falls under the power of darkness.—Yers. 35-40.

Starke [from Hall] : In vain are those pro-

fessions of love which are not answered with ac-

tion (1 John iii. 18).—Yer. 32. Berl. Bible: A
friend in grace cannot possibly let himself be
moved by self-advantage. Wlien he has once let

self-seeking go, in order to give Jiimself to God,
then nothing disturbs him of all that may be said

or done against him. He well knows the essen-

tial deep ground of unity, wliich is in God alone.

—Unity with favored ,«oids draws after it also a

like condition and like sorrow. So long as David
is thy friend, thou must also liave part in his

cross.—[Yer. 34. Scott: Under great provoca-
tions the meekest cannot always refrain from an-

ger ; but when its emotions are felt, it is our wis-

dom to withdraw in silence ; and it is generous to

be more grieved f(jr our insulted friends than for

ourselves

—

Tr.]—Yer. 41. S. Schmid: In mis-

fortune the love of true friends must mucli rather

increase than fall oil'.—OsiANDER : The jiious ex-

perience such weakness when they stand in fear

of death or other trials, in order that they may
know, when they have overcome misfortune, that

they have done so not by their own strength, but

that it is God's gift. Yer. 42. S. Schmid: When
we are sepai-ated from our dearest friends in the

world, it is our consolation if we are not separated

from God, but have Him for a friend (Ps. Ixxiii.

25 sq.).

—

Berl. Bible: The unions that are

made in God are for that reason the strongest of

all. Nothing human forms their bond. Presence

does not increase them, just as little as absence di-

minishes them. Thence comes it that such per-

sons separate without pain if God so wills. They
desire only one thing, namely, to maintain peace

even amid the greatest antagonisms, since this

peace is a sure sign that one has not withdrawn
from submission to the will of God.

J. Disselhoff to chap, xx.: Friendship among
the servants of God. Three questions: 1) Wherein
is friendship among the servants of God grounded ?

—It is a covenant in the Lord. 2) What perils

threaten even friend.ship among the servants of

God?—That one friend, overlooking another's

sin, may do for his sake what is not right in the

siglit ofGod. 3) What blessing rests upon friend-

ship among the servants of God?—It teaches un-

envying joy with them that rejoice, and faithful

mourning and forbearing with them that mourn.

F. W'.IvRUM.AiACHER (1 Sam. XX. 16, 17):

Sanctified friendship: The love of Jonathan for

David is put to a severe test by a three-fold disco-

very which he makes : he gets a glimpse of the

real disposition cherished by his royal father to-

wards his friend, the heroic youth—of the high

dci'iini/ which God designs for his beloved friend

—and of the danger which threatens himself

through his connection with David.

[Yer. 3 (end). A good funeral text in case of

sudden death, especially when from acci<lent.

A-'ers. 14, 15. The friend's plea for kindness. 1)

Kindness notwithstanding separation and outward

antagonism. 2) Kindness not merely on grounds

of personal regard, but " kindness of Jehovah."

3) Kindness not only to himself, but also to his

posterity.

Yer. 41. Strong mcniveeping . 1) Great occasion

for it here, a) Personal .separation, b) Mad in-

justice oHhe'w father (comp. xxiv. 16). c) Pros-

pect of a bitter conflict. 2) Xot unbecoming

when on sufficient occasion. Compatible a) With
manly courage and spirit. David and Jonathan

were certainly brave, b) With great self-control

(xvii. 29; xviii. 14; xx. 32). c) With living

trust in Providence (v. 42).

—

Tr.]
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III. David^s flight to Nob to the high-priest Ahimelech and to Gath to king Achish.

Chap. XXI. 1-15 (2-16).

1 Then came David [And D. came] to Nob to Ahimelech the priest. And Ahi-

melech was afraid at the meeting of David [Ahimelech went frightened to meet

David]^ and said unto him, Why art thou aloue and no man with thee? And Da-
2 vid said unto Ahimelech the priest, The king hath commanded me a business and

hath said unto me, Let no man know any thing of the business^ whereabout I send

thee and what [which] I have commanded thee; and I have appointed^ my servants

3 [the young men] to such and such* a place. Now, therefore, what is under ttiy

4 hand? give me five loaves of bread in mine hand, or what there is present. And
the priest answered David and said, There is no common bread under mine hand,

but there is hallowed [holy] bread ; if the young men have kept themselves at leasL^

5 from women. And David answered the priest and said unto him, Of a truth" wo-

men have been kept from us about these three days since I came out, and the ves-

sels of the young men are holy, and the bread is in a manner common, yea, though

6 it were sanctified this day in the vessel.'' So [And] the priest gave him hallowed

[holy] bread, for there was no bread there but the show-bread, that was taken from

before the Lord [Jehovah], to put hot bread in the day when it was taken away.

7 Now [And] a certain man of the servants of Saul was there that day detained be-

fore the Lord [Jehovah], and his name was Doeg an [the] EdomUe, the chiefest

8 of the herdsmen® that belonged to Saul [of Saul]. And David said to Ahimelech,

And is there not^" here under thy hand spear or sword? for I have neither brought

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 [Ver. 1. nX'lp'? supposes a verb of "going" before it.—Te.]

2 [Ver. 2. Literally " in respect to the business."—Te.]

3 [Ver. 2. TlinV Poel of _^'T " to know "=" tauglit, instructed." Some take it as error for Tiyn'TI (Buxtorf.)

not so well. Sept. Si.aix€iJiapTvpriiJ.ai.= ''P\''\V'\\ Poel of !:»', wliieh is a better reading. The Syr. supports the Heb.
• r "" -T

text—other versions not decisive.

—

Tr.]

• [Ver. 2. Ileb. "Pehni nlnioni." This is translated by Syr and Chald. "secret and hidden." Sept. (Vat.) h:is

aduijlet; it translates l)y deov Trio-rts, "faith of God," and transfers by ''Plidlani iiunnoni." On the derivati('n

of the Heb. words see Gi'S. Lex. s. v. Fiirst suggests that pe/vni rnay be from palniotii, and in the Annot. to lian.

viii. 13 in the ed. pnnceps of Codex Chis. tlie latter is held to be the original form, and is derived from the Egyptian

Ammon ('with prefix S and Egypt, article ^pa. I. mnmon^palmotii), which is wholly improbable. Buxtorf (after

Kiinuhi; says that the words jiere after " place " indicate a person :
" to the place of such a one."—Tu.]

6 [Ver. 4. Or: "have only kept themselves."

—

Te.]

• [Ver. 5. More exactly "(nay) but women."

—

Tk.]

' [Ver. 5. On this sentence see Erdmann's Exposition and a long list of translations in Poole's Sfinopsis. The
principal renderings are as folhfws : 1) "And thouu;h it is a jirofane (i. e., military) way, yet it is sanctified to-day
in the vessel " (i. e., David or Ahimelech or the young men's body). Ewnld :

" how much more will thei/ (the young
men, changing the Numb, of the verb) be holy in the vessel" (i.e., their bodies), since, namely, they were clean
at startiniT, how much more now the third day I 2) "Though it is a profane (i.e.. ceremonially illegnl) procedure
(to take the s!iow->ire.ad,l, yet it is sanctified liy the vessel (i>avid or Ahimelech)"—so Thenius and Erdmann. :i)

" If this is our way with profane things (i. e., we have not dc^riled ourselves on the road), how much more will the
bread now given us be kept holy in our vessels" (Philippson) ; 4) "And though this is the manner of conimoa
Viread {i. e., tn give it to us), yet surely to-day the bread in the vessel (i. e., the fresh show-bread) is holy " (Bib.

Comm.). 5) "It (the show-bread) is in a manner protane, even though it were to-day sanctified " (Rashi, Eng.
A. v.).—There is no good ground for olianging the text, and tlie word "vessels" cannot be taken (according to O.
T. usaire) in the N. T. sense (2 Cor. iv. 7). It is a hurried, excited sentence, almost utterly obscure. The second
rendering above given (that of Thenius, adopted by Erdmann) seems the least open to olijeetion.

—

Te.]

» [Ver. 7. Sept.: "the Syrian" ("1 for 1).—Tr.]

• [Ver. 7. Sept. "keeper of the mules," Tisri nj''^. perhaps by inversion and misreading of the text; comp.

the designation of Doeg in xxii. 9.

—

Tr.]

io[Ver. 8. t^'' rx is somewhat strange. Sept. i6« ei ecrTti'= t^TI HXT (Wcllh.), Chald. "if there is here!" Syr.

" IS there not (riw)?" Vulg. si habes hie. Gesen. supposes that the Interrog. H has fallen out. We may perhaps

take I'X as Interrog. = 'X-

—

Te.]
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my sword nor my wpapons with me, because tlie king's business required haste.

9 And the priest said, The sword of Goliath the Philistine whom thou slewest in the
valley of Eiab, behold it is here [om. here] wrapped in a cloth [the garment] be-
hind the ephod ; if thou wilt take that, take it, fur there is no other save that here.
And David said. There is none like that

;
give it me.^^

10 And David arose and fled that day lor fear of ^^ Saul, and went to Achish the
11 king of Gath. And the servants of Achish said unto him, Is not this David the

king of the land? did they not sing one to another of him in dances, sayiu'^, Saul
12 hath slain his thousands and David his ten thousands? And David laid up these
13 Words m his heart, and was sore afraid of Achish the king of Gath. And he

changed'^ his behaviour [understanding] before them [in their eyesj and feigned
himself mad [acted like a madman] in their hands, and scrabbled [scrawled]'"^ on

14 the doors of the gate, and let his spittle fall down upon his beard. Then said
Achish [And Achish said] unto his servants, Lo, ye see the man is mad ; wherefore

15 then [om. then] have ye brought [do ye bring] him to me? Have I need of mad
men, that ye have brought tbis fellotv to play the madman in my presence? shall

this felloiv come into^^ my house?

" [Ver. 9. Sept. arlds "and he gave it to him." a natural completion of the transaction, but the omission of a
self-understood act like that is also natural.—Tr..]

12 [Ver. 10. Literally: "from the face of."—Tr.]

13 [Ver. 13. On these words see Erdmann. For the first Wellh. proposes to read rijH/"'!.—Tr.]

w [Ver. 15. Literally: "unto."—Tk.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 2-10 [Eng. A. V. 1-9]. David flees to

I^ob to the liijh-pricat Alilmdcch.

Ver. 2 (1). AccordlnGj to 1 Sam. xxii. 11, 19,

32; 2 Sara. xxi. IG; Isa. x. 32; Kcli. xi. 32,

the name of this refuge of David i.s Nob. (The
Hclj. form here and xxii. 9 in with H local (with
short vowel) after a verb of coming, Ges. ^ 90, 2.)

According to xxii. 19 Kob was at this time a
priestly city. Here at this time was the taber-

nacle, which, as we under David and Solomon
find it in Gibeon, was probably carried thither

in consequence of the destruction of Nob by Saul
(ch. xxii.). Tlie position of Nob is no longer
determinable—only from Isa. x. 28-33 we know
that it was near Jerusalem on the road northward
between Anathoth (Anata) and Jerusalem in the

ti-ibe of Benjamin (Neh. xi. 32). According to

Jerome (on Isa. I. c), in whose time nothing
remained of the phice, Jerusalem was visible

from it. Whether it stood on the site of the jjre-

sent village El Isawieh, between Anata and Je-
rusalem, about two and a half miles from the

latter, and as far south-east of Gibeah of Saul
(Tuleil cl Fnl), which Tobler {Topog. von Jcrus.

11. 719 sq.) describes, as Kiepert (Map to Eob.'s

Researches) and Raumer (Palast. p. 215, 4 ed.)

[and Grove] suppose, cannot be decided ; the

objection is that Jerusalem is not visilile from
this place.*—See Herz. R.-E. and Winer s. v.—
Thither David betook liimself, as the nearest

place of refuge from Gibeah, where he might for

the present find shelter and concealment with
the priests. From xxii. 10-14 [15] it appears,
though it is not mentioned here, that he wished
in this holy place to inquire God's will concern-

* [So Hackett in Smith's Bib. Diet., Art. "Nob." Por-
ter {Hnnd-hook U. 3(17, ed. of 186S) identifies Nob with a
conical tell opposite Shafat, where are remains of a
small, but apparently ancient town, with cisterns and a
tower, whence Mount Zion is visible.

—

Tk.]

ing his further way. lie wished besides to pro-
vide himself with arms and food for his continued
flight. His stay there was therefore intended to

be temporary, as his whole conduct shows. We
may assume that he stood in intimate relations

with the priests there, and e.'^pecially with their

liead, from whom therefore he expected not only
the announcement of the divine will, but also

consolatory and strengthening words.

—

Aldmelech
is the same person with Aliiah (xiv. 3), son of
Ahitub (xxii. 9, 20), the elder brother of Icha-
bod, son of Phinehas, son of Eli, therefore great-

grandson of Eli. His son was the high-priest

Abiathar (xxx. 7), with whom he is confounded
in Mark ii. 26."' The designation "priest" here
=high-iJriest, as in xiv. 3.—He is frightened at

David's aj)[5earing alone, without retinue or arms

;

therefore he went to meet hhnfearfalli/, supposing
such an appearance to be a sign of im[iending

misfortune. We must presume that he knew of

Saul's hatred to David, but not of the most recent

occurrences. David must have feared that if he
told the high-priest of these, the latter, for fear

of bringing Saul's wrath on himself, would refuse

liim refuge. Therefore he has recourse here
again to a lie; lie pretends that the king has
given him a secret commission, of which no one
is to know, and represents to the high-priest that

he has appointed his men some place at which
to meet him. Matu'cr: "I ordered my .servants

to go to a certain place." Ci?^'!^^ i^ l^o- of i'T'

"to know "^"appoint.") "At such and such a
place," comp. Euth iv. 1. Ch-ricus remarks that

he really took some faithful followers with him,
at least to the Philistine border, and during his

stay in Nob assigned them to some place, where
lie would meet them, and Keil supposes that he
left his few attendants (ver. 3 [2]) near by, in

* [On possible explanations of this, see Comms. of
Lan^e and Alexander in loco, and Hackett in Note to

Art, " Aliiathav" in Smith's Bib. Dirt., and on the gene-
ral chronological difficulties see Comms. on 2 Sam. viii.

17 and 1 Chron. xviii. 16 ; xxiv. 3. 6, 31.—Tr.]
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order to speak privately with the high-priest;

but against this is the fact tliat in his hight, after

his interview without witness witli Jonathan (eh.

XX.), there is no mention of any attendant, nor
afterwards in his liight to Galh. He seeks to

quiet Ahimeleeh's apprehension by the double
statement that his commission is secret, and that

he has appointed his people a place to stay,

Clericus' remark :
" all these things are inven-

tions," is to be accepted of everything, not merely
of his commission from the king.—[But in Mark
ii. 25, 26, it is asserted that there were men with
David, and it is in itself natural and probable
that a man of his high official position and popu-
larity should find some willing to share his flight.—Tr.]—Ver. 4 (3). Now, what thou hast
in hand, the five loaves, give me, a request

in keeping with David's hurry and eagerness.

/iy_'~no is not a question, which would require

something like /J.^7. (Then.) to follow.) He
asks for /re Zoares with ajjparent reference to his

retinue, but really for his own needs, since his

way would lead him into the wilderness, and he
must avoid meeting men.— Vers. 5 (4). No
common bread—but holy bread have I
here, answers Ahimelech. The five loaves
which Ahimelech then had were a part of the

twelve loaves which were laid up in the taberna-

cle, as the offering of tlie Twelve Tribes to the
Lord, before his face, and thence called " Bread
of presence, show-bread" (Ex. xxv. 30; xxxv.
13; xxxix. 36; xl. 23). They had just been
taken away (ver. 7 [6]) to be replaced by fresh

ones (Lev. xxiv. 8). Tlie legal precept was that

this bread, as something most holy, could be
eaten only by the priests in the holy place (Lev.
xxiv. 9). Ahimeleeh's answer to David there-

fore means that if he is here to make an excep-
tion to this rule, he must at least insist on cere-

monial purity as a condition.— If the men
have only kept themselves from w^omen.
See Lev. xv. 18. Thereby the principle of the
legal prescription of levitical purity was satisfied,

inasmuch as the circumstances—namely, the
lack of ordinary bread, the haste which the
alleged important commission of the king re-

quired, the duty of aiding in its execution as

much as possible, and the pious behaviour of
David in inquiring tJie Lord's will at the holy
place—seemed to justify a deviation from tlie

rule concerning the eating of the show-bread.
But it is inferring too much from this isolated

case when Clericus remarks: "Jt is clear from
Ahimeleeh's demand as to women that the eating
of the consecrated bread was not absolutely for-

bidden to the laity in case of urgent necessity."

See Matt. xii. 3, where the Lord uses this exam-
ple to justify divergence from the letter of the
Law when its outward observance would violate

the inner spirit of the Law and hinder the fullil-

nient of sacred duties to one's self and one's

neighbor.— Ver. 6 (5). In David's answer tlie

introductory "but" (DX '3) relates to the nega-

tive in Ahimeleeh's last words: "they are not
unclean, but;" we may therefore render "rather"
[Eng. A. V. "of a trutii."] David affirms the

purity of his men and of himself in this regard

:

" "Women have been kept from us." The follow-

ing words from "since I came out" to "in tlie

vessel" present many diiiiculties. The "came
out" may be connected with the preceding or the
following context. In favor of the former it

may be said that it naturally connects itself with
thephra.se " yesterday and the day before" [=
about these three days] as an exacter statement of
lime ; David says :

" this abstinence has existed
from the day of my departure till now." In fact

this connection is necessary in order to establish

the assertion that the men had refrained from wo-
men since "yesterday and the day before," for

from the day of departure it could not be other-

wise. S. Sclimid: "in the words 'yesterday and
the day before ' David seems to refer to his three
days' hiding in the field or in Bethlehem." Fur-
ther we have to consider the meaning of the

words "vessel" {"^2) and "way" ("^717.). As to

the former, the reference here to pnrity of body
does not justify us in understanding it figuratively

of the body, as cnsvoc in 2 Cor. iv. 7 ; 1 Thcss. iv.

4 (Ewald), for the word never has this sense in

Hebrew literature. Bunsen: "that is certainly

not Hebrew usage." Kcil, expressly departing
from the usual meaning '' vessels," takes the word
(from Dent. xxii. 6) in the sense of "clothing,"
and with reference to Lev. xv. 18 (on the defile-

ment of "garments" by seminal discharge) makes
David say: "The garments of my men were
clean." But the word cannot mean "garment"
in Deut. xxii. 5 (where it is in the Sing.) ; it never
means garment as such, as we should here have to

take it in the supposed reference to defilement by
seminal flow. But what would be the bearing of
such a remark after David had already affirmed
that, in consequence of their removal from women,
no such defilement could be found in them ?—AVe
must do what we can with the usual meaning
of the word "implement, vessel." The "vessels

of the men" = apart from their arms, every-

thing that pertained to personal preparation for the

journey; see Jer. xlvi. 19, lllil '73, "exile-gear,"

[Eng. A. V. "furnish thyself to go into captivity."]

So S. Schmid :
" the reference is to packs and

sacks for food for the journey." Such leathern
and other articles might as well as persons become
unclean, according to the Law, Lev. xi. 32 sq.

;

xiii. 47 sq. Comp. Sommer, bibl. Abhandlunrj,

"Hein unci Unrein" [Clean and Unclean], p. 204,

211, 223. The gear or baggage of the men, as

well as their persons, might be unclean. But the

holy bread, which even exceptionally could be
eaten only by levitically clean persons, could not
be carried in vessels which were legally unclean.

David therefore says tliat the vessels of his men
were holy at starting, in order to assure Ahime-
lech tiiat there was not the slightest legal oljjec-

tion to their taking the bread, nothing unclean
either in tlieir persons or in their baggage. So
the Vulg. : "and the vessels {vasa) of the young
men were holy." S. Schmid :

" David means to

say: since we have just left home, whence people
usually take cbjan things, you may readily sup-

pose that no impurity has been contracted; it

would be diflerent if we were returning home from
a journey, where on tiie way, especially in war
uncleanness might be contracted by the blood of

enemies, or otherwise."—The rendering of the
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Sept. "all the young men" (^3 for 'Ss), adopted

by Theiiius as a necessary emendation, is suspi-

cious from its easiness, and must be rejected, since

Ave can derive a good sense i'roui the text.—We
Jiave next to examine the meaning of the word
"way."* In the first place, no explanation is

allowable which does not maintain the reference

to tlie subject in hand, namely, the showbread.
"VVe reject therelbre those explanations in which

this word is made to mean the way in which David

was going, and the last word (w3) = "gear."

"V'^ulg. : "and this way is unclean, but itself also

will be sanctified to-day in the vessels." So the

Sept.—Maurer: "I am sure that it (the way) is

•sanctified to-day," etc. De Wette: "and if the

'way is unholy, it is to-day sanctified by the ves-

sels." Dathe and Schulz :
'' though the journey is

undertaken on profone business." O. v. Gerlach
and Keil: " though it is an unholy way that we
go, namely, in performing the king's commission."
Prom the connection one docs not at all see how
the way, or the undertaking is unholy, profane.

To supply: "the way has no religious object"

(O. V. Gerl.), "ordinary business, not ecclesiasti-

cal" (Ew.), is to insert a new idea into the words.

]Nor does the connection warrant O. v. Gerl. and

Keil (taking " 7^ as Sing, in the sense of " instru-

ment, organ") in making David say : "The way
was holy before God, since it was through neces-

sity trodden by him, God's chosen servant, the

upholder of God's true kingdom in Israel, the

way was sanctified through him as instrument, as

ambassador of the Lord's Anointed." Thenius
rightly says that the words must contain a remark
by which the priest is to be induced to give the

bread, and that it is important to keep in mind
the Sing, "vessel," which has not always been re-

garded. Clericus is quite correct in saying : "way
is everywhere used for the manner of doing a
thing." But he is wrong in takinj "way" =
"somehow" {aliquo mocio), supplying "bread"
[as Eng. A. v.], and, with the remark that other-

wise there is no sense in the passage, explaining

:

" This holy bread, removed from the presence of

the Lord, had become in some sort (aliquo modo)
profane, because other (bread) was to be substi-

tuted for it that day, and this was now sanctified

in the vessels in which it was to be placed, that

it might be carried into the holy place, and set on
the table;" tliis is an arbitrary and violent treat-

ment of the words, and moreover, gives no clear

sense—apart from the fact that it is not true that

the bread, when taken from the table, thereby

becomes profone, since, even wlien so removed, it

remains the consecrated bread, for the eating of

which levitical puritv is a necessarv condition.

So the translation of 'S. Schmid "but itself (the

bread) is of the nature of profane (bread), yet it

will be holily carried in the vessel," is neither in

accordance with the words nor at all intelligible.

The word "jyay" = conduct, mode of procedure,

here refers to the procedure demanded by David,
by which the high-priest was, contrary to the legal

prescription, to give the showbread to persons
who were not priests; "though it is an unholy

* [Rendered inonrrectly in Eng. A. V. (and by others;
'"in a manner."— 'i'u.]

18

procedure, yet to-day it becomes holy through the

instrument." The Heb. word C^J "instrument,

organ") is so used of men also, Gen. xlv. 5; I.sa.

xiii. 5 ; xxxii. 7 ; Jer. 1. 25
; comp. cKtvnc, Acts ix.

15. The instrument is here the sacred person of
the priest, Ahimelech himself, as bearer of the
high-priestly dignity. So also Thenius. The
"to-day" points with emphasis to the special cir-

cumstances of that day, wiiich induced Ahimelech
to grant David's request. Tlie "yea, verily"
('•? 1?' so xiv. oOj is in keeping with the excite-

ment with which David speaks, in order to per-
suade the high-priest.—Ver. 7 (6). The priest

yields to David's representation, and gives him
the "holy." Lack of other bread is exjiressly

said to be the reason of his compliance, he de-
parted from the legal prescription through sheer
necessity only. It seems to be mentioned as an alle-

viating fact, that the bread had already been taken
away from before the Lord, having remained on
the table in the holy place seven days according
to the Law (Lev. xxiv. 6-9) ; "to-day" was the
"day of removal," that is, when it was exchanged
for fresh bread. It is probable that in the " to-

day " of ver. 6 (5) there is a reference to this "day
of removal."

Ver. 8 (7). Mention of a servant of Saul, Doeg
the Edomite, which brings the narrative into

pragmatic connection with xxii. 9 sq., and at the
same time exhibits the divine providence, by
which David's lie, intended to conceal his real

position and fligiit from Saul, proved useless,

rather led to the destruction of Kob and its inha-

bitants. A man of the servants of Saul.—
These words stand significantly first, in order to

s!iow that, in spite of David's trouble to conceal
his way from Saul, the latter received information
of his visit to this very place. "Detained, shut
in ("li'J^A), before the Lord," not conlinens se,

"lingering, remaining" (S. Schmid); that is,

detained for some religious or ceremonial pur-

pose, housed at the holy place, whether as

a proselyte received by circumcision, or in

fulfilment of a vow, or received for a purification-

ofTering, or on account of a temporary Nazarite-

vow, or for suspected leprosy (Lev. xiii. 4) ; in

any case, as one " who was committed to the cus-

tody of the priests ministering in the tabernacle
"

(Cler.). Vulg. :
" Within the tabernacle." His

name was Doeg, the Edomite, " he had pro-

bably come over to Saul in his war with Edom,"
(Ew.).'^-'—His official position was "Ruler over

the herdsmen of Said." Vulgate :
" Most pow-

erful of Saul's herdsmen," and so all ancient

versions except Sept., which has wrongly vqiuv

Tag y/ii6vovc " tending the mules of Saul." (H^'^

'W '^^p'i^Nj. On account of the importance which

still attached in Saul's time to the possession of

herds as a fomily-power, Doeg's position as Over-

seer of Herds and Herdsmen must have been a

prominent one.—Ver. 9 (8). Besides food, David
needed arms. That in sucli pressing danger he
fled without arms is to be explained on the

ground that he " feared that he would be recog-

nized, or, as an armed num concealing himself,

* [On rabbinical opinions about Doeg see Philippsoa
in "Die Israel. Bibel" in loco.—Te.]
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be suspected " (Clor.)—or that he fled in great

liaste. This last is the reason he gives to Ahime-
lech, carrying out his pretence about .the royal

commission :
" I did not bring my sword and

weapons, because the king-'s business was hasty,"

literally "pressed" (]'-"inj), stronger than "press-

ing." Vulg. : "the king's word was urgent;"

Sept.: ''in haste" {Kara OTrovdliv).—"Hast thou

not here spear or sirordf a question which, like

the demand for bread above, clearly reveals in

part David's haste, in part his anxiety to conceal

by a light tone the pressing danger of his situa-

tion.— Ver. 10 (9). The priest answers by refer-

ring to the sword of Goliath, with which David
had slain him in the Terebinth-valley (xvii. 2).

To preserve it from dust, moisture and rust it

was carefully wrapped in a garment or cloth, and
kept in the holy i)lace behind the priestly cphod
(not hung on a nail (Ew.), but in a safe and visi-

ble place). How it came hither, David having
carried Goliath's armor to his tent, that is, taken
possession of it (xvii. 54), is nowhere said.

There is no contradiction of the earlier state-

ment; the apparent difference is removed "by
the perfectly natural supjaosition that David car-

ried home Goliath's armor except his sioord, or

that this sword was affcnoards deposited for safe

keeping in the national sanctuary" (Then.) See

on xvii. 54. (n;?.3 for riT3^ fiere only.)—David here

declared the particular value ofthis sword for him,
thinking, undoubtedly, of its importance for his

whole life in connection with that deed of hero-

ism. He thus received not merely a weapon,
but, by the divine arrangement, " a holy weapon,
promising victory" (O. v. Gerl.).

Vers. 11-lG [10-15]. Provided with arms and
bread David flees to Gath to the Philistine king

Achish.—Yer. 11 (10). The that day shows that

David stayed in Nob only long enough to con-

sult the oracle and proeure arms and food ; the

same day that he arrived he continued his flight.

We do not know whether he had already deter-

mined to go to Philistia, or now first suddenly
resolved on it, possibly in consequence of Doeg's
unexpected appearance. The words he fled be-
fore Saul do not mean tliat tliis flight began
with his departure from Nob (Kcil), for in the

narrative of his parting from .Jonathan (and in-

deed before that) we see liim in flight. The ex-

pression "from before Saul " indicates the signifi-

cance of his further flight in respect to Saul as

his king and lord, in that he now entirely aban-
dons actual subjection to him, appearing as a de-

serter to king Achish and into a foreign country.

This expression does not require us to regard this

section (vers. 11-16 [10-15]) as coming from an-

other source and herea;'6('?rar;7(/ interpolated (The-
nius). Even supposing (as is possible) that the

section is from anotlier source than the preceding,

in which not the account of Saul's schemes ami
David's flight from the beginning is given, but
only this flight to Philistia, it does not appear
that the words •' David fk'<l tliat day from Saul "

arc an arbitrary interpolation. However, this

opinion rests on tlie view tliat the fliglit iiere is

the same as that in chap, xxvii., only in the form
of a popular story, and here inai)positely inserted,

while the correct recension is given in ch. xxvii.,

where it is suitably put in David's time of extremest

need towards the end of his fugitive wandering-

(Then.). But the difference of the circumstances

is an objection to identifying this flight with that

in chap, xxvii.—especially that here David goes

to the Philistines alone and tries for some time to

gain a safe residence by feigning madness, while

there [ch. xxvii.] he goes with his family and a
numerous retinue, and gains the favor of the Phi-
listine king by numerous military undertakings

and expeditions. Nor can it be admitted that

the narrative in vers. 11-16 [10-15] is historically

improbable, and therefore has no historical value.

It is said that David would not in the beginning

of his flight have taken the step of going over to

the Philistines, which was possible only in ex
tremest necessity; but, we answer, the expressioa

"extremest necessity" is a very indefinite one,

and further, as appears from the connection, Da-
vid's inner excitement, consequent on Saul's en-

during murderous hate and present intense rage,

from which he could never feel safe in his own
land, made his need and danger seem to him so

groat and jiressing, that a flight over the border

cannot apjicar in the least historically untrust-

worthy. He thought that appearing as a deserter

he would be safest with Saul's enemy. That is

l^.-ychologically easily intelligible. But, as he
could not even thus moliily the hatred and sus-

picion of the Philistines, he was obliged to play
the madman ;

nor docs this bring him security,

his stay is a very short one,—this is all truly his-

torical, these arc traits of real life, which oppose
the supposition that we here have an improbable
uuliistorieal narration. As to the objection from
Goliath's sword, that, as well-kuown to the Phi-

li itines, it would certainly have betrayed David,

Nagelsbach justly remarks {Ilcrz. XIII. 403),

tliat it is said in xxi. 9 only that David took it

from Nob, not that he carried it to Gath."-' He
needed a weapon immediately for the long and
possibly dangerous road to the Philistine border

;

on the way he might provide himself with ot'.icr

arras, so that, if he needed weapons on the other

side, he might not betray himself by the s\\ord

of Goliath.~In the title to Ps. xxxiv. the Phi-
listine king is called Abimclech, which along with
Acliish was the standing official name of tlie Phi-

listine princes of Gath (comp. Gen. xxvi. 1).

—

Ver. 12 [11]. The courtiers soon recognize the

fugitive, though some time had elapsed since his

victorious combat with Goliath. Let the situa-

tion be considered : David must have been an
object of astonishment, and his appearance as fu-

gitive and desert'^r an object of wonder to the
Philistines, who knew what he had done for liis

country by that heroic exploit. Hence first, such

talk, as is here narrated, abojd him (1"' ''?* [Eng.

A. V. "unto him"]), which phrase from the con-

nection (their thoughts nnd talk nnturnUy turn-

ing on David) refers to Diivid, not to Achish. !•

—

Is tills not David, the king of the land ?

—

This question exhibits the great impression which
David's exploit had made on the Philistines in

their ideas concerning his position in his nation

and country. They call him king of the Innd

* [To which it may bo addorl that, even if he carried
the sword t.o Gath, he might have kept it concealed dii-

rine; lii-^ .stay tliere —Tn.]
t[SoMaarer: De eo, l)iit other Comms. and ancient

vss., as Eng. A. V.—Tr.]
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" because David had appeared as such in taking up
Goliath's challenge, and had tlirown Saul entirely

into the shade" (Then.).* This impression was fa-

vored by their recollection of the song of triumph,
in which David was honored above Saul, and which
was still well known to them. Sang they not
of him in dances ?—See xviii. 7. With this

a£<touniling recollection is connected the appre-
hension that this dangerous enemy of the Philis-

tine people comes with evil intent. The suppo-
sition that Avith these words of ver. 12 (11) the

courtiers introduced David into Achish's presence

(Thenius) is nowhere supported, is improbable
from the form of the words, which rather indicate

the immediate impression made on them by Da-
vid's appearance, and is untenaljle from David's

consequent behaviour, (ver. 13 (12)). Then, /o/-

the first time, David lays them to heart and reilects

on them, and then fear oi Achish comes over him.
He sees that he is recognized, and fears that, if

the courtiers remind the king of the past, they

will take vengeance on him and kill him. 'There-

fore, when brought to the king as a dangerous
enemy, he suddenly resorts to the device of acting

as a madman. This would have been an absurd

procedure, if he had already been presented to

Acliish by tlie courtiers, and so was already ac-

quainted with them. Rather it must be supposed
that, at the moment when David heard those

words, tlie above reflection occurred to him, and
he straightway determined on and carried out this

simulation, before the servants of Achish could

suspect that he was onlypretending. He changed
his sense [ver. 14 (1-3)], he perverted his un-

derstanding (Lvither wrongly, after Sept. and
Vulg., "his features"),! feigned madness; the

game words are found in the title of Ps. xxxiv.
(The apparently superfluous suffix in l^t^'l is

either to be taken as reflexive, and the following

worl explicative or objective, "he changed liim-

Eolf, his spiritual being, in respect to his under-
standing" (Then.), or with Kcil we must explain
it "from the circumstantial character of common
popular speech, as in 2 Sam. xiv. 6, and in the not
quite analogous cases Ex. ii. 6 ; Prov. v. 22

;

Ezek. X. 3,(comp. Ges. Gr., ?/, 121, 6 Rem. 3").—
The following words show that David played the

part of an insane person. The view of some older

expositors (and recently Schlier) that by God's
permission, under the excitement produced by
fear and anguish of soul, David really fell into

temporary insanity, is in direct contradiction to

the words of the narrative. He moved hither
and thither like a madman [Ileb., " played
the madman."

—

Tr.]. Thenius refers to .Jer. xxv.
16; li. 7 ; Nch. ii. 5, under their hands, they
seeking to hold the ma<lman. He smote (drum-
med on) the gate -doors, so we must read with
Sept. and Vulg. instead of "scril)bled" (^i~*"'1 from

^3n instead of ^^]]_ from Hlfl), the latter not being

the gesture of a madman, and not agreeing with
the last word:J And he let his spittle fall on

* [Tt is noticeable that Goliath's name is not mentioned
by the Philistines, perhaps from natural indisposition
to recall a crievous calamity, and out of regard for Go-
liath's family and friends.

—

Tr
]

t [Luther has qehmle = mien, gestures, the Sept. has
vpotTuiTTov and the Vulg. o.s.—Ta.

]

1 [On this reading see "Text, and Gram." David
might have learned the signs of madrkess from his asso-
ciation with Saul.—Tn.]

his beard. This is to be understood of the foam
which comes from the mouth of madmen.—Vers.
15, 16 [14, 15]. By his pretended madness David
was safe from the servants of Achish, since in an
cient times the persons of madmen wex-e looked
on as inviolable, in a certain sense as sacred.
Danger from Achish he likewise avoided by so
cleverly counterfeiting in.sanity when brought be-
fore the king, that the lattei' declared he shouhl
not come to his court, he had already mad folks
enough."' Behold, ye see.— This expression
shows the impression that David's gestures made
on the king, so that he did not doubt that he had
a madman before him. A man vrho acts in-
sanely, that is, not " who so represents himself,"
but who objectively exhibits himself as a madman.
For the question of reproach: Why do ye
bring him to me ? the reason is first given in
the question, ver. 16 [15] : Have I need, etc. .

. . to play the madman against me ?—The

Prep, (wj;*) = not in my presence (De Wette), but

against me. Achish fears personal harm from
him. With the third question: Shall this
fellow come into my houi^e ? he thrusts
him away. David's plan, to remain unknown
and concealed among the Philistines, did not suc-
ceed

; but he succeeded in so simulating madness
as to escape the dangerous situation into which
he had gotten so soon as he was recognized as the
victorious enemy of the Philistines. [From this
narrative it appears that David and the Philis-
tines understood one another's language, as on
other grounds it is probable that the Hebrew and
Philistine dialects were nearly identical.—Tn.]

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. The more tlie history of David's providen-
tial guidance in this troublous time unfolds itself,

the more gloriously does his God-devoted, hum-
bly-obedient spirit shine forth out of this gloomi-
est period of his life. But the prophetic-historical

narrative is so little concerned to make prominent
this light in David's life, that it contents itself

with a simide presentation of facts, and with equal
freedom from tendentiousnessf and prepossession,

brings out sharp and unsoftened the dark spots in

David's moral conduct. On the one hand David
shows, in this time of hard trial and waiting, pas-

sive resignation to God's will and complete abne-
gation of his own will, and though he is sure of
his calling to be king of Israel, he takes no steps

at all to realize his calling by his own efibrts

against Saul. But, on the other hand, we see

him falling into great fear in Nob and Gath (as

formerly in his interview with Jonathan), his

strong faith tottering, himself resorting to lies

and pretence, and putting self-help, unbecoming
an obedient servant of God, in the place of the
Lord's help. In his deviation from truth for a
good end he follows the principle often expressed

by the Greek poets, e. g., Eurip. :
"6-9 6' oXe^l^pov

* [According to Jewish tradition or fancy the wife and
daughter of Achish were insane (Philippson).

—

Tr.]

f [We have no word in English to e.xpress the German
tendenz-sclirift. "a writing which has a special aim or
object" (in politics or religion), and the adjective ten-
denzios, tendentious, •' having a tendency or aim, written
in the interest of some idea." Here it would set forth
that the Book of Samuel was written for the purpose of
glorifying David.—Tr.]
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6sii>ov jj aly-&fi' ayei. av')'^vuaTov enrelv iarc nat to

fi>/ Ka?Mv [" when trutli brings ruin it is pardon-
able to speak untruth."] Ilamann: "The Holy
Spirit is become tlie chronicler of men's foolish,

yea, Binful actions. He lias narrated the lies of
an Abraham, the incest of Lot, the simulation of
a man after God's heart. O God, Thy wisdom,
by counsel which no reason can sufficiently avou-
tler at and honor, has made the foolishness of men
our instructor unto Christ, our glory in Christ."

—

Grotius :
" Something must be forgiven those

limes, when eternal life was scarcely known."
2. Though the national sanctuary could not be

re-established in Nob for the wliole people, yet
the high-priest and the other priests resided there,
the will of God was inquired by Urim and Thum-
mim, the legal prescriptions relating to worsliip
were carried out as far as possible ; and though
the ark was wanting in the tabernacle, the latter

was still regarded as the visible symbol of God's
gracious presence. And so, though there were
several centres of worsliip (see on ch. vii. 5), Nob
was the most prominent of them, and with its in-

complete arrangements was a substitute for the
.'janctuary for whose legal completeness for the
whole people the presence of the ark was neces-
sary. This more general significance for the
whole people Nob had not merely by the presence
of the ark, but also by the sacred vessels and
arrangements connected with it. Among these
were the twelve loaves of showbrcad according to

the number of the twelve tribes on the sacred ta-

ble appointed for them; for these were a covenant-
sign to set forth Israel's permanent consecration
in obedience and in producing the fruit of good
works, which were offered to the Lord as His
well-pleasing food.

3. The precepts of the Old Testament law were
the outer shell of eternally valid demands of God's
holy will on the will of His people. That the
bread, consecrated by its holy meaning and use,

could be eaten only by clean males of the priestly
order in the holy place, was only the clotliing of
the [real] requirement, which read : only when
you keep yourselves pure from the stain of sin

and disobedience, and sanctify yourselves to me
in heart, life, and walk, are ye in My sight a truly
j^ricstly peojjle, and have part in the enjoyment
of the gifts and goods of My house, and are mem-
bers of My kingdom. The outer form and shell,

the letter of the legal precept mi[/Jit be broken, if

only tlie content, the essence was maintained

;

yea, this outer form, inadequate to the eternal

ethical spiritual contentofthe Law, must be broken
tlirough, when its external preservation involved
the violation or destruction of the essence and
inner kernel. The duty of self-preservation jus-

tified David in eating the show-bread, to which,
according to the letter of tlie law, he was not en-

titled; neighborly love required Aliiinclech to

deviate from tl»e outer prescription in order to

lielp the needy fugitive.* Both acted in the
liigher sense as priests. On tliis Clirist grounded
the application of this instance to Himself and
His disciples, who broke tlie sal)batli-law by pluclc-

ing corn (Matt. xii. 3; Mark ii. 26; Luke vi. 3).

* [But the priost flid not know tliat David was^a fugi-
tive ; lie helped him as an oHicial of the kins; in momen-
tary need. Whether David, as an official person, eonld
not have gotten food elsewhere, docs not appear.—Tu.|

" The Son of man is Lord even of the sabbath-
day,"—in Ilim, and by communion widi Him, in
the power of His Spirit, is the true fulfilment of
the eternal will of God hidden in Old Testament
jn-ecepts, bo that redeemed and sanctified man
stands no longer under the disciplinary form of
the law, but stands above and controls the form
of the requirement. Even the Old Testament
ritual law itself pointed involuntarily beyond
itself to the fulfilment of its hidden truths and
ideas by regulations and injunctions which of ne-
cessity violated the legal ordination [Matt. xii. 5].
The rabbis themselves well say :

" In the sanctu-

ary is no sabbath ; sacrifice abolishes the sab-

bath."

_
4. The history of David's flight to the Philis-

tines, and his escape tlience by simulating mad-
ness, is, in the first place, the basis of Ps. xxxiv.,
which bears the title: " JBy Darkl, when he chanjcd
his understandinrj before Abimclech, and he drove

him away and he departed." This title agrees pre-

cisely with the principal points of tl;e narrative in

I Sam. xxi. 11-16, and is, as it were, a brief com-
pendium of it. The Abimelech of the title is

identical with tlie Achish of the history, for the
former name was the nomcn dignitatis of all the

Philistine kings, like Pharaoh among the Egyp-
tians and Agag among the Amalekites. So Ba-
silius in Euthjm. Zigab. in the Introduction to

this Ps. Comp. Hengst. Bcitrdge [Contributions]

III., 306 sq., and Introduction to this Ps. That
the private name should appear in the history,

and the official name in the title of the Ps., is

perfectly natural.—The Psalm, however, contains

no express reference to the history, but is rather

didactic and reflective; it contains: vers. 2-4 (1-

3) a vow to praise God continually, and an exhor-
tation to the pious to unite in this praise, vers. 5-

II (4-10), the reason for this vow and exhorta-

tion, namely, personal deliverance from great/car

and danger, then vers. 12-23 (11-22), the teach-

ing that only through the fear of God is one saved
in time of need. This didactic poem, with its

reflective, gnomic character and its alphabetic

arrangement, cannot have been produced contem-
poraneously with the events of the history ; but
we cannot on this account, and from the absence

of direct references to the history, reject the Da-
vidic authorship, if we keep in view its genuine
Davidic features and the concurrence of some of

its thoughts and expressions with undoubtedly
Davidic Psalms (see Moll on the Psalter [in

Lange's Bihlcivor¥\). The content is a reflection

of that experience of David of divine hel}) (set

forth in this history), which sunk so deep into his

soul, and an application of it to the instruction,

consolation, and edification of the pious. The
diflcrence in tlie Philistine king's name sliows in-

deed tliat tlie writer of the title did not have our
history before him, and must have had other

authority for referring the Ps. to this occurrence;

this authority we may witli Delitzsch and Moll
hold to be tlie written tradition in the Annals of

David, this Psalm, like otliers (as 2 Sam. xxii. 1

compared with Ps. xviii. sliows) being found in

tlie liistorical account, wliich is given in the title

in the words of that authority.*—To the same

* [As, however, the name Ahimeleeh m.ay be othor-
wis!0 accounted for (see Smith's Dib.-Diri., s. v. Abime-
lech), and the opinion of Basil is of doubtful authority,
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dangerous situation of David refers Psalm Ivi.,

tlie words of the title " wlion the Philistines took

him in Gath" being contirmed by the expression

in our history "in their hands," ver. 14 (13).

Compare also ver. 9 (8) of the Psalm :
" Thou

countest my flight," or " liast counted my fugi-

tive life" (Moll). From the recollection of these

dangers David colors the j^ortraiture of his dan-

gers from his enemies, but at the same time

exhibits throughout the Psalm confidence in

God's help and failh in God's support, closing

with a vosv of thanksgiving for the divine aid,

which he with assurance expects, through which
he will walk before God in the light of life.

—

" When David sang these two song.s, God's grace

had already dried his tears. Their fundamental

tone is thanksgiving for favor and deliverance.

But he who has an eye therefor will observe that

they are still wet with tears, and cannot fail to

see in the singer's outx^ourings of heart the sor-

rowfulest recollections of former sins amd errors"

(F. W. Krummacher).

HOMILETICAIi AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1. ScHX,iEK : AVhen David finds no more
help in the world, he goes to the Lord and His
sanctuary. There he hopes certainly to find coun-

sel and consolation. The Lord's word has coun-

sel and consolation for all the necessities and per-

plexities of our life—and he who heartily seeks

and longs for the Lord's word finds what he wants.

—Ver. 2. [From Hall] : God lets us see some
blemishes in His holiest servants, that we may
neither be too higlily conceited of flesh and blood,

nor too much dejected when we have been mis-

carried intosin.]—Schlier: How good it woidd
be if we should never indeed imitate David's

"lie of necessity," but should always lay to heart

the fact that in his need he betook himself to the

sanctuary in Nob.—J. Disseliiofp: It is one

tiling to show faith when a single wave of trouble

rolls in upon us, and another to continue in faith

when wave after wave bursts upon us, and the

terrified eye sees spreading out before it an end-

less sea. This latter temptation David did not

yet encounter.—Two lies in one breath !

—

[IIe:j-

ky: Here David did not behave like himself; he

told Ahimelech a gross untruth What
shall we say to this? The Scripture does not con-

ceal it, and we dare not justify it : it was ill done

and proved of bad consequence (xxii. 22). It was
needless for him thus to dissemble with the priest

—

for v/e may suppose that if he had told him the

truth, he would have sheltered and relieved him
as readily as Samuel did.— Tr.] — Ver. 4 sq.

Soulier: What right and custom required un-

der the Old Covenant is all well, but love goes

beyond this; love is the royal law, to which all

other ordinances must yield, and any fulfilling

of the law which forgets love commits a wrong.

—

Love is the royal law—all God's commandments
call for nothing else than love. Tliat which is

love is worth something; but the apparently best

and noblest things have no value if love is not

manifested in them.

—

Cra:mer: The love of our

neighbor surpasses ceremonies (Mark ii. 27; Matt,

xii. 5). [Ver. 6. Our Lord simply justifies this

and the content of this Ps. agrees as much with the
Hokm;\h-perio<l as with David, it is. to say the least, very
doubtful whctlier David is its author.—Tk.]

giving and eating the show-bread in a case of nc-
cessitv as His hearers would do. If He had stopped
to explain about David's falsehood, it would have
interrupted His argument and thus diminished its

force ; and no one ha;l a rigb.t to imagine that He
apx^roved the falsehood. We cannot be always
pausing to guard against the possibility of mistake
or misrepresentation, or we shall never say any
tiling with vigor and efi^oct.

—

Tr.] — Ver. 8.

Soulier : It is not wrong if in time of need wo
seek weapons too, if we do not neglect human
means and precautions; that too we may and
ought to keep in view. But we should never
place our confidence therein. Our confidence
sliould be in the Lord alone.—Ver. 9. Cramer :

God has wonderful and manifold means of con-
soling a troubled man and strengihcning him in
the faidi.—\'er. 10. S. ScHJiiD : If one must flee,

let him so flee as to have recourse to God i-ather

than to men.—-Vy'rERTEMBURG Bible : Through
God's government our enemies are often compelled
to do us more good than our friends. Prov. xvi.

7 ; Matt.ii. 13.— [Vers. 10, 11. Taylor: Nothing
more salutary could have happened to David
than such a reception as that which was given to

him at Gath. When a yo;;ih is going on a wrong
course, the best thing that can befall him is fail-

ure and disgrace, and the worst thing that can
come to him is what the world calls success. If he
succeed, the probability is that he will go farther

astray than ever; but if he fail, there is hope that

he will return to the right path, and seek alliance

with Jehovah.—Tr.]—Vers. 14, 15. Starke:
God always holds His hand over His peoi^le to

protect them, and rescues them from the j^ower of

the ungodly. Ps. xxxiv. 5, 7.

J. DissELHOFF to chapters xxi., xxii., xxvii.

Lies in the laoitth of the Anointed one. 1) W^hcnce
are lies in such a mouth? (From shaken faith in

the living God and the unrest of unbelief, from
seeking refuge in one's own wisdom and in the

suggestions of his own heart.) 2) What delivers

from such lies? (God's great mercy and His
holy chastisement in the consequences of lies as

bsing the chastonings of His righteousness, and a

return to genuine repentance and to living faith.)

—F. W. Ivru:mmaciier : David's mad wanderings.

1) His behaviour at Nob, 2) His flight to Gath
and experiences there.

Tlie opposite ways in which one may seek refuge

in want and opposition: 1) The way of humble,

believing obedience, in which one takes refuge in

the living God, searches to know His will, and
unreservedly commits himself to His guidance.

2) The way of little fiiith and unbelief, in which
one takes refuge in flesh and blood, and in which
self-will and self-wisdom are to lead to a self-de-

termined aim.

[Chap. XXI. MinriJincj of good and evil in Da-
vid's behaviour. 1 ) Though a brave and devout

man, he falls into grievous falsehood and de-

grading deception, through cowardly fear and
lack of trust in God.—A warning to us. Corap.

Neh. xiii. 26; 1 Cor. x. 12. 2) Though so weak
and erring, he remembers God's help in the past

(ver. 9), cries to Idim now (Ps. xxxiv. G), rejoices

in Him anew {ib. ver. 1), and resolves henceforth

to speak truth and do good (ib. vers. 13, 14;

comp. Ps. Ivi. 13).—An encouragement to us.

Comp. 1 John ii. 1.—Tr.]
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IV. David's fugitive life in Juclah and Moah. Saufs murder of the priests at Nob.

Chapter XXII. 1-23.

1 David therefore [And David] departed tlience, and escaped to the cave^ Adul-

1am ; and when his brethren and all his father's house heard it, they went down
2 thither to him. And every one that was in distress, and every one that was in

debt, and every one that was discontented [embittered in soul] gathered themselves

unto him, and he became a [om. a] captain over them ; and there were with him
3 about four hundred men. And^ David went thence to Mizpeh^ of Moab, and he

[om. he] said unto the king of Moab, Let my father and my mother, I pray thee,

4 come forth^ a7id be with you, till I know what God will do for [to] me. And he

brought^ them before the king of Moab, and they dwelt with him all the while that

5 David was in the hold. And the prophet Gad said unto David, Abide not in the

hold, depart and get thee into the land of Judah. Then [And] David departed

and came into the forest® of Hareth [Hereth].

6 When [And] Saul heard that David was discovered, and the men that were

with him
;
[om. parenthesis] now [and] Saul abode in Gibeah under a tree in

Ramah [the tamarisk-tree'' on the height], having [and] his spear [ins. was] in his

7 hand, and all his servants were standing about him. Then [And] Saul said unto

his servants that stood about him, Hear now, ye Benjaminites, will the son of Jesse

give every one [all] of you fields and vineyards, and^ make you all captains of

8 thousands and captains of hundreds, That all of you have conspired against me,

and there is none that showeth^ me that my son hath made a league'** with the son

of Jesse, and there is none of you that is sorry for me, or showeth unto me that my
son hath stirred up [set up] my servant against me to lie in wait [as a waylayer],

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 [Ver. 1. Wellhausen proposes to read m^O, "hold," on the ground of the identity of the locality with the

mi^O of ver. 4. But, in addition to the uniform support which the VSS. give to the Heb. text, the same locality

might be called from one feature of it a " cave," and from another a " mountain-hold."— Tr.1

2 [Ver. n. It has been questioned whether vers. 3. 4, beloncccd to the original narrative, because they carry

David to Moab, and say nothing of his return. But this omission is not against the habit of tliese ancient narra-

tives. However, supposing this paragraph to be an insertion from another source by the editor, tliis docs not

affect the genuineness of the narrative as a whole. That David's parents arc mentioned here, and not in ver. 1,

or in XX. 20, accords with the circumstances; there is occasion here to mention them, there was none bci'ure.

—Tr.1
3 [Ver. 3. Sept., Syr., Arab., Vnlg.. write this with a in the first syllable, which is perhaps an old pronuncia-

tion. Some Greek VSS. render aKOTviav.—Tk.J

* [Ver. 3. One MS. has 31^'", "dwell" (with you), and so Sept., Syr., Arab., Vulg. ; this is probably the correct

readina:. the J^i"*, "go out," not suiting the following preposition "with." and a construct, pregn. being improba-
ble here..

—

Te.]

6 [Ver. 4. Sept. takes this from stem PI, and renders: "he persuaded [or appealed to] the king," which is

contrary to the meaning of this verb, and against the other VSS. Wellhausen prefers the pointing Drii'^ (from

no), " he settled or left them with the king," as better agreeing with the following 'JiD-riN, and so read Chald.,

Syr., Arab., Vulg. This seems the better rendering, though after DIH^'I the usage would lead us to expect either

simple nx, "with," or ^J37, "before." Possibly we have here a blending of the two prepositions.—Tn]

[Ver. 5. So the VSS. except Sept., which has n-oAet, "city" (Tj? instead of 1^»"), and this is approved by

Lieut. Condor, of the Palestine Exploration Fund on topographical grounds. As to this we must await further

explorations.

—

Tr.
|

' [Ver. 6. On the various and apparently arbitrary treatment of this word in tlio VSS. see Ges., Tlics. s. v.

The St:?X of 1 Sam. xxxi. 3 is H^X in 1 Chron. x. 12, and Gesen. suggests that the word may have coinc to have

the geiier.al signification " tree." See Sianley's "Sinai and Pal.," App., 2 "9- There is no ground for donbting the

correctness of the Hob. text here.—Tn.]

8 [Ver. 7. The b is strange, perhaps an Aramaism after Q'^iy (the Chald. and Syr. have it), perhaps by error

for 1, "and."—Tr.1
9 [Ver. 8. Literally " that uncovereth my ear."

—

Tr.]
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9 as at this day ? Then answered Doeg the Edomite, which [who] wa^ set over the

servants" of Saul, and said, I saw the son of Jesse coming [come] to Nob to Ahi-

10 melech the son of Ahitub. And he inquired of the Lord [Jehovah] '" for him, and

gave him victuals, and gave him the sword of Goliath the Philistine.

11 Then [And] the king sent to call Ahimelech the priest the son of Ahitub, and

all his father's house, the priests that were in Nob ; and they came all of them to

12 the king. And Saul said, Hear now, thou son of Ahitub. And he answered

13 [said]. Here I am, my lord. And Saul said unto him, Why have ye conspired

against me, thou and the son of Jesse, in that thou hast given him bread and
_

a

sword, and hast inquired of God for him, that he should rise against me to lie in

14 wa^t [as a waylayer] as at this day ? Then [And] Ahimelech answered the king

and said. And who is so faithful among all thy servants as David [And who

among all thy servants is as David trusty], which is [om. which is, ins. and] the

king's son-in-law, and goeth at thy bidding [and hath thy private ear]," and is

15 honorable in thine house ? Did I then begin to inquire'^ of God for him ? be [Be]

it far from me ; let not the king impute anything unto his servant, nor^^ to all the

house of my father, for thy servant knew nothing of all this, less or more [little or

16 much]. And the king said, Thou shalt surely die, Ahimelech, thou and all thy

17 father's house. And the king said unto the footmen [runners] that stood about

him. Turn and slay the priests of the Lord [Jehovah] ;
because their hand also is

with David, and because they knew when [that] h^ fled, and did not show it to

me. But the servants of the king would not put forth their hand to fall upon the

18 priests of the Lord [Jehovah]. And the king said to Doeg, Turn thou, aud fall

upon the priests, and Doeg the Edomite turned, and he fell upon the priests, and

19 slew on that day fourscore and five^® persons that did wear a linen ephod. And

Nob, the city of the priests, smote he with the edge of the sword, both men and

women, children aud sucklings, and oxen and asses and sheep with the edge of the

sword.

20 And one of the sons of Ahimelech the son of Ahitub, named Abiathar, escaped,

21 and fled after David. And Abiathar showed David that Saul had slain the Lord's

22 [Jehovah's] priests. And David said unto Abiathar, I knew it [om. it] that day,

when Doeg the Edomite was there that he would surely tell Saul; I have occa-

23 sioned the^deatW of all the persons of thy father's house. Abide thou with me,

fear not ; for he that seeketh my life seeketh thy life f but [for] with me thou

slialt he [art] in safeguard.

10 [Ver. 8. Omission of n''"13 as in xx. 16.—Tn.]

11 [Ver. 9. Sept. " mules," as in xxi. 8 (7). Or :
" was standing with the servants of Saul."—Tr.]

12 [Ver. 10. One noli. MS. and Grk., Syr., Arab., have " Elohim."—Te.]
13 [Ver. 14. On this ditrieult phrase see Erdmanu's exposition.

—

Tr.J

14 [Ver. 15. The Kethib has the full form H'lXty, which before Maqqeph the Qeri reduces to the slenderer

bstr/.-TR.].
^

15
I
Ver. 15. Heb. simply 3, " in," before which a 1 has probably fallen out—Tr.]

16 rVer 18 Hcb. Sr,. SeptJ.-?Or.. Josephus 3S5. Thenius suG:a;ests that Sept. sno is for 400 represented in Heb. by

T\, which was mistakenly read for rj (sO;, to which Wellh. ol.jccts that the fmal r| is not SO, tut 800.-The Kethib

X^'r\ has ' where Qeri JJ^H has X, a not unfrequent interchange in Heb. The Syriac usage is according to the

'^"''^^^Y^r^l. Literally :
'• I am cause as to all the souls." On this use of 3DD in the sense of " cause, occasion,"

see Ges., Thes. s. v. But Then, after Sept. eyci ei^ti alTtos riiy .|/vxi>', reads 'BDH, " I am guilty;" this stem 3m
occurs only once in OM Tost, in Dan. i. 19 in Piol as causative; it is frequent in later Heb.—Tr.]

13 [Yor. 23. On this reading see Erdmaun's Expos.

—

Tr.]

itish. royal citv, was situated (.Josh. xv. 35) near

Jarmuth and Sooho, now Shuweikeh, under the

mountains of .Judah (diiferent from the Shuwei-

keh [Socho] in these mountains. Josh. xv. 48)

in the lowland of Judah, about sixteen miles

[English] south-west of Jerusalem, and twelve

mild south-east of Gath. As the present

Jarmuth lies on the eastern border of the

"Wady Sumt, that is, on the declivity of

the "Judah-mountain towards Philistia, and

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL,

Yers. 1-5. David a fugitive in Judah and in

Iloabr—Ver. 1. His flight to the cave of Adul-

lam in Judah. In the uncertainty as to this

locality our best plan is to look to the city of the

same name. AduUam, an ancient place (Gen.

xxxviii. 1), according to Josh. xii. 15 a Canaan-

* [Comp. 2 Sam. xxi'i. 13-17; 1 Chron. xii. S-19.—Tr.]
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as there are many caves in tlie neighborhood,

it is a probable conjecture that one of these

caves took the name Adulhim from the neigh-

boring city. Perhaps Ave may regard the great

cave Deir Dubban near Jarmuth (Kob., Amcr.

ed., II., 23, 51-53; Ritter, XVI., 136), a-s Da-
vid's retreat (so v. d. Vekle, Rcbe, II., p. 103

sq.). However, there are other caves near in the

western declivity of the mountain. Tobler locates

Adullam in the present village Bat-Dula, about

fifteen miles southwest of Bethlehem. The great

caves on the western declivity of the mountain
are dry and roomy enough to hold a larger num-
ber of men than is here mentioned. Since it is

expressly said that the place was in the lowland

of Judah, the statement of Euseb. and Jerome
that it was ten (twelve) miles east from Eleuthe-

ropolis, is decidedly wrong, as the cave would in

that case be in the mountains (see Winer, B.- W.,

s. v.). The supposition (from 2 Sam. xxiii. 13,

14) that it was near Bethlehem (Thenius) is op-

posed by the fact that David would then have

cast himself into Saul's hands unprotected. Simi-

larly the traditional site near tbe village Khurei-

tun, five miles southeast of Bethlehem, is incom-

patible with the geographical and historical situa-

tion of the narrative (Rob., I., 481, 482). As the

combat between David and Goliath occurred in

the Terebinth-vale (in Wady Sumt) between

Socho and Azekah, David, in there seeking a fit

refuge from Saul and the Philistines, might see

in this experience a pledge of the further protec-

tion and deliverance of the Lord's hand."--'

—

" Thence," not from Nob (Then.), but from Gath,

whence the place of refuge was not far.-—^That

David's fomily must already have had proofs of

enmity from Saul is clear from the statement that

his brethren and all his father's house
Avent to him in his retreat at Adullam. For Saul

looked on them as sluirers in David's presumed
conspiracy against him, and they had therefore

every reason to fear for themselves a repetition of

the tragedy of Nob. See the statement in Cleri-

cus from Marcell. 23, 6, as to the procedure of

oriental princes, according to Avhich " the whole
family perished for the fault of one person."—

-

Ver. 2. But along with his family a constantly

increasing number of other persons gathered

around David. They are described as partly

those who were externally in distress, especially

through debt, and therefore seeking to escape their

creditors, partly those who were internally discon-

tented, embittered in soul. He became their cap-

tain, leader, so that they were not a wild and law-

less rabble, but a community controlled by and
obedient to one will. The number at present was
about four hundred, but afterwards rose to six

hundred (xxiii. 13).—The comparison of this

body with Catiline's followers (Cler., Then.) sup-

poses that David's retinue was of similar character

Avith Catiline's, a riotous, adventure-seeking rab-

ble. But there is nothing in the narrative to sup-

port such a supposition, and David's position as

to them and to Saul is decidedly against it. He
is far from making insurrection against Saul. His
past history and his after-life up to Saul's death

* fOn Adullam see Smith's Bib.-Dict. ; Stnnley's Lec-

tureji, II., r,9; Tliom«on, Lntul and Booh, II., 424-i27. The
latter deeitUs for K)iureitun, and gives a vivid descrip-
tion of its labyrintliine intricacies and its strength.

—

Tr.J

absolutely excludes such a view. With such a
position towards Saul he could not be tlie "head"
or " cajilain" of a seditious band, and Avith sueli a
head these people could not be reljcls and sedi-

tious. Ilengsteiiberg (on Ps. vli. 10) rigiitly re-

marks: "David's war Avith Saul Avas one not of
individuals, but of parties ; the Avicked espoused

Saul's side, the righteous David's ; conip. tlie

much-misunderstood pa.ssage, 1 Sam. xxii. 2."

The "distressed" persons Avere those who were
persecuted by Saul's government on account of

tiieir loA'e for David. The debtors Avere such as,

imder Saul's arbitrary misrule, Avere oppressed by
their creditors, and receiA'cd from the government
no protection against the violation of the hiAv of

loan and interest (Ex. xxii. 25; Lev. xxv. 36;
Deut. xxiii. 19). They were "bitter of soul,"*

not as "desirous of new things," not as merely
" dissatisfied Avitli their present condition" (Cler.),

but as those " whose anxiety of soul over the

ever-worsening condition of the kingdom under
Saul drove them to a leader, from whom for the

future they might hope for better things" (Ew.).—

•

Comp. Jephtliah's fugitive life and retinue of
" poor, empty persons," Judg. xi. 3.

Ver. 3. Without further statement concerning
David's life here with his family and his band,

it is next related that he went " thence." (ansAver-

ing to the " thence" of ver. 1) to Mizpch of Moab.
David betook himself to the king of Moab, and
asked him : Let my father and my mother
come [out] to thee and abide Avith thee
till I knoAw what God aatIII do to me. It is

remarkable, in the first place, that he here men-
tions only " father and mother;" the reason ob-

viously is that in his present dangerous condition

he could not afibrd these aged, helpless persons

secure protection. For in this continuation of

the narrative it is clearly supposed that the caves,

at ^Vdullam had become an uncertain and dan-
gerous residence through Saul's hostile attempts

against David's family. His choice of Moab as

refuge for his parents was probably based on the

relations of his great-grandmother, the Moabitess
Buth, to this country. Whether the " come forth

"

refers to Bethlehem or Adullam as point of depar-

ture is uncertain; in any case the road to Mizpeh
of Moab passed through Bethlehem, because this

Avas the shortest way ; for this " llizpeh of Moah,"
Avhich is to be taken as a proper name, undoubt-
edly lay not in the Moabitish territory ])roper

south of the Anion, but far north of it, " probably
a city above the ^ araboth of Moab' (Num. xxii.

1; Deut. xxxiv. 1, 8; Josh. xiii. 32) opposite

Jericho, whither by way of Bethlehem and the

Dead Sea one might come in little time" (Then.),

perhaps on the mount Aba rim or Pisgah (Deut.

xxxiv. 1). Saul had also to wage war Avith the

]\Ioabites (xiv. 47); at this time, therefore, the
latter had possession of the southern i)ortion of
the transjordanic territory of the Israelites. From
Davi<l's taking his parents to the king of ]\Ioal),

it is probable that there was now no war betAveen

the latter and Saul. The pregnant construction

* ["The same phrase is used of Hannah, i. 10; of D.a-

vid and liis companions, 2 Sam. xvii. 8; and of David's
followers, 1 Sam. xxx. 6. Hence the phrase here de-
notes those who are exasperated hy Saul's tyranny"
(Bib.-Com.) It is not neces.sary to suppose in all these
men a theocratic feeling or love for David.—Tr.]
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of tiie verb " come forth," followed by the Prep.
" will," is not to be rejected as unsuitable, but to

be retained as example of the frequent connection
of a verb of motion with a predicate of rest. The
renderings of the Sept. "let them be with thee,"

and the Vulg. " let them remain," are explana-
tions, not signs of a different original text.*^
Ver. 4. Bunsen, after .Jerome, renders: "left them
in the presence of the king" (DHiPI), against

which Thenins remarks that "no change in the

vocalization to avoid harsluiess is required," and
refers to Ew., ? 217, 1.—In regard to the length
of his parents' stay wi,th the king of Moab, David
says (ver. 3) :

" till I know what God will do to

me," appropriately using to the king the divine

name Elohim.f According to this David did not

remain with his parents, but went back to liis life

of motion and danger. Whither? The narrator

says afterwards (ver. 4) that the parents renaained

in Moab "all the wliile that David was in the

monntain-fa;4ness or hold." But this fastness " on
which David intrenched himself" (Bunsen) is

not a height near the cave of Adnllam (Bunsen)

;

still less is it the retreat in the cave (Stiihelin,

Then.), or elsewhere in the wilderness; but, as

David had to carry his parents to Moab for safety,

we shall be justified in supposing that he liad to

find temporary shelter also for himself and his

band in Moab. The refuge which he here found
was no other tlian that MizpehJ of Moab; Mizpeh
signifies "watch-place, mountain-height;" here
David made himself a strong position, which be-

came a mountain-fastness (mi}fD). For this mean-

ing see Job xxxix. 38. Here he would await ivJiat

the Lord ivould further do to him. The danger
threatening his parents was the Lord's factual

hint to him to go where it would be safer not only
for tliem, but also for him. To these humble,
trustful words corresponds the farther statement
that God gave him directions concerning his fur-

ther way through the prophet Gad. Through
this prophet he is commanded (ver. 5) to go into

the land oi Judah; whence it clearly appears that

he was now not in that land, in which, however,
Adullam lay, and therefore he could be only in

the land of Jfoah. "The prophet Gad" is un-
doubtedly the same who is called " David's seer"

in 1 Chron. xxi. 9, announces to him God's pun-
ishment for his sin in numbering the people, 2

Sam. xxiv. 11 sq., and according to 1 Chron.
xxix. 29, wrote down David's acts. How Gad
came into connection with David, is never said.

Probably David's intimate relation and here pre-

supposed acquaintance with him date from the
former's close connection with Samuel's prophetic
communities. It is not clear whether Gad had
gone to him at the cave of ^Vdullam, or now came
for the first time to him in Moab. It is equally
uncertain whether he remained witli him per-

manently from now on. In short, Gad's sudden
entrance on the scene in Moab suggests many un-
answerable questions, whicli Stiihelin excellently

states: "How came he among such people? Was

* [On this reading see " Text, and Gramm."

—

Tr.1
t[As distin^iiislied from .Jehovah. Yet that tlie name

Jehovah was not imknown in Moah is made probable hy
its occiirrenr'e on tlie Insnription of i\Tesha, dating about
one hundred and fifty years after this time.

—

Tr.]
J: [Syr. here has Mizpeh. Wordsworth (on ver. 4)

strangely derives m^i'O from liy ,
" rock."—Tr.]

he always with David? Was he consulted bv
David as Sauniel by Saul, 1 Sam. ix. ? Was G.id
connected with Samuel, or not?" We cannot
suppose that the expression "and Gad said" re-
fers to a message which he sent to David (Then.).
The answer to the question " why David was not
to stay in the hold, but go to Judah," is not that
"he ought not to have fled anew to a foreign na-
tion, as before to the Philistines, to the disi>lea-
sure of God" (Brenz., S. Schmid, Keil) ; for it

does not appear that his stay in Philistia was in
itself displeasing to God; and if his journey to
Moab had been displeasing to God, he might liave
been restrained therefrom beforehand by divine
direction. The reason for this prophetic direc-
tion is_ rather to be found in the circumstances;
according to xxiii. 1 the Philistines were now
making plundering incursions into the south of
Judah, help and protection against them was
needed, and this David with his valiant band
could give. He was commanded to go into Ju-
dali and free it from its enemies, and thus fulfil

part of the theocratic calling, in respect to which
the distracted, arbitrary rule of Saul was now im-
potent. Of this new divine direction in David's
life Grotius well remarks :

" God shows great care
for David, instructing him now by prophets,
now by Urim and Thummim." Proceeding on
the supposition that David goes from the king of
Moab to the cave of Adullam, Thenius, in order
to account for the prophetic direction to go into
tlie land of Judah, where also the citij Adullam
was situated, is obliged to say that probably the
cave of Adullam was in Benjamin on the border,
and, as his retreat might thus, being near Gibeah,
easily be betrayed to Saul, Gad advised him to go
to Judah. This explanation stands and falls with
its unfounded geographical basis, which also O. v.

Gerlach adopts.—By this direction to go to Judah
lor the above end, the prophet Gad gave David,
in divine commission, instructions as to his further

course; in this interval of suflcring and trial be-

tween his call to be king and his actual entrance
on tlie duties of the office, he was to be not only
passive but also active, serving his people and his
God against the enemies of the theocracy.

—

He
went into the forest of Hereth—an unknown
region, probably according to xxiii. 1 in the west-

ern part of Judah. [Sept. and Josephus have
"city of Hereth (Sarik)." Lieut. Conder, of the
Palestine Exploration Fund, says (Dec, 1874)
that there are now no trees in this district, and
argues from the geological conditions that tliere

never could have been. He is disposed to adopt
the Sept. reading " city," and to identify Heretli
with a site called Kharas (near Kcilah), which
name is substantially identical with Hereth.

—

Tu.]
Vers 6-23. Saul's savage vengeance on iVb6.

While David goes the way shown him by God's
prophet the terrible consequences of his self-willed

conduct at Nob, which did not accord with the
Lord's will, are accomplished.

Vers. 6-10. In a formal council, in which Saul
expresses his suspicion in relation to a conspiracy
made against him by David and his son, Doeg
betrays the proceeding of Ahimelech towards Da-
vid.—Ver. (3. It is first stated that the abode of
David and his men was known at Saul's court,

and that Saul received information of his servants'
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acquaintance with this circumstance. It is this

fact, that Saul heard, received information of their

knowledge of David's position, that is the ground
of his cliarging them (ver. 7) with complicity in

the supposed conspiracy of David and Jonathan.

In ver. (5 the words :
" And Saul lieard ....

with him" belong syntactically and logically to

ver. 7, and the rest of ver. 6 forms a parentiiesis

[so Eng. A. v., but it is better to preserve in the

translation the simple, direct form of the He-
brew.—Tr.]. And Saul abode in Gibeah
(not, as Sept., " on the liill") under the tama-
risk,—the Article indicates that tiiis place was
the appointed and usual one for such councils.

On the height (not with Luther [and Eng. A.
v.] "in Karaah") points out the elevated situa-

tion, in keeping with the solemnity of the occa-

sion, as it is hereafter described.—His spear in
his hand,—the spear, as well as tlie sceptre, was
the symbol of royal power. All his servants
stood about him, it was, therefore, a full assembly

•of the whole personnel of the Court. Bunsen : "He
held a formal court, surrounded by all the mag-
nates (chiefly Beujaminites) of his kingdom."-Ver.
7. The address: Hear, ye Beujaminites, is in

keeping with the importance of the solemn scene

(so viviiUy sketched in a few strokes) as a sort

of judicial assembly [Bib. Com. Parliament.

—

—Tr.], and at the same time has a particularistic-

partisan tone, as Saul was liimself of the tribe of

Benjainin. Saul's question : Will the son of
•Jesse give you all fields and vineyards ?

make you all captains of hundreds and
captains of thousands? is noteworthily and
•characteristically jn-efixed to the words wliieh

express his complaint and suspicion of the cour-

tiers, on which only a question so spiteful and so

tinged with venomous savagery could be based.

In thus putting things hindmost first and upside

down, Saul again exhibits himself as a man, who,
through burning liatred to David and blind sus-

picion, has lost his mental control.—Also to
you [Heb. literally: "also to you all will the

.son of Jesse give '?" etc.—Tr.] ; the Heb. text is

to be maintained against the groundless change
proposed by Thenius "in truth will the son," etc.

(DJOXn after the merely elucidatory Sept. and

Vulg.'). This phrase does not mean " to you all

also, besides the others to whom he has already

given," since it is nowhere said of David that lie

provided for his adiierents, nor was he in condi-

tion to do so. According to the rule that the

Heb. particle [DJ] expresses reciprocal relation,

the tliought here is: "will David also by gifts

siiow liimself so grateful to you all for your
making common cause witli him against me?"
The word (as here) is toneless [with maqqepli.

—

Tr.] in questions, to indicate reciprocity.* Sanl
imagines that iiis courtiers all secretly hold with

David, hence his question: "will he also give

you all ?"='' will he then give?" etc. In Saul's

Avords there is the latent sense: Will he, of

* [This rule (Ew., § 352) hardly applies here; DJ=
" together" (Ps. ox.xxiii. 1), and ean express reciproeity
only vvlien the eoiineetion atfirms .something t" he true
of two or more persons; here it would apply to the
courtiers only, excluding David. It is hetter to take
it as qualifyins; the whole sentence,="yet " (Ew.. i>

;i54

«), or as qualifying "son of Jesse," as it may do. tlaiugh
it stands at the heginning of the sentence.—Tr.J

another tribe, reward you, as I have done to you,
my fellow-tribesmen? Will he not rather favor
his tribesmen, the men of Judah ? Will it not
be to your interest to stand on my side ? Seb.
Schniid :

" Ye have received the greatest benefits

from me, such as ye could not expect from him,
and yet ye are more attached to him tlian to me."
Tliese words give us an insight into Saul's parti-

san and particularistic mode of governing, in
which he preferably filled court-offices with per-
sons of his own tribe. From landed possessions
(fields and vineyards), Saul goes on to refer to

places of honor in the now organized army.

The 7 before the second " all of you " is not to

be exchanged for "and" (so Then, [and Eng. A.
Y.] afcer Sept. and Vulg., which indeed give the
sense correctly), but is to be taken either in the
sense of " as regards"—" will ho (also) as regards
you all make captains?" etc., that is, take account
of you all in filling these offices (Ew., I 310 a),

or, in the distributive sense, which it sometimes
has (Ew., ^ lil7 a, ^ 277 e)="will he make all

and each of you " (Ewald) ? The sense is given
correctly by Maurer: ''Will he make as many
tribunes and centurions as may be necessary in

order that each of you may have such an office?"

—Ver. 8. In his mental derangement and pas-

sionate excitement Saul takes it as certain that

they have all conspired against him : because, as he
says, they told him nothing of the covenant
wliich his son had made witli David against him.
These words pre-suppose that he had learned
something of the occurrence related in xx. 12-17
[tlie covenant between David and .lonathan],

for they are too definite [made (Heb. cut) a
covenant] to refer merely to the friendship of

Jonathan and David. He assumes that his

court-officials knew of this covenant, and then
concludes that they had conspired against him
with tliese two men. The words: "there is none
that is sorry for me," express the opinion that

they had abandoned him in their hearts. His
ciiarge passes to the factually false assertion that

his son had set his servant (David) as a lier in-

wait against him. (Sept. " enemy "=3''_H'7, with-

out ground, Vulg. appropriately insidiantem mihi.)

There is herein a two-fold false accusation : 1) as

to David, that he was lying in wait to take his

tlirone and life ; and 2) as to Jonathan, that he
was the cause of this insurrectionary and insidious

conduct of David. Saul fancies himself in the

mesiies of a conspiracy against his jjerson and
kingdom organized by his own son, and accuses

his courtiers of knowledge thereof and active

participation therein. To such a pitch had the

darkening and wasting of his inner life grown
througli iiate and suspicion.—As is now evi-
dent [=:as it is this day], comp. Deut. viii. 18.

In proof Saul points to David's concealment and
retinue. He was, therefore, not without informa-
tion concerning this fact. S. Schmid : "as is

proved by tliis day, in wliich David gathers an
army, and from the forest lays snares for me."

—

Ver. 9. Here we must especially note in tiie psy-

cliological point of view, how Doeg's information
about David's visit to Ahimelecli and the hitter's

inipiiring of tiie Lord for him ami providing him
with food and the sword of Goliatli (comp. xxi.

8), turns Saul's dark thoughts away from the
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courtiers, and direct:-; all his energy to the per.son

of the liigh-prierit, so that he noV thinks only of

taking vengeance on him. Doeg is said to be
''set over (or, standing with) Saul's servants;"

why the version of the Sept.: "set over the

nmlcs" C^."??), should be the "only appropriate

one" [Then.], it is hard to see. The rendering

ofthelleb.: set over the servants of Saul
(Chakl., Kiiuclii, Vulg., Syr.)="highci-t cdurt-

olHcial, court-marshal, minister of the Jiousehokl,"

docs not agree with the description in xxi. 7:

"overseer of the herdsmen" (as was natural in

this first stage of the development of the king-

dom, and in accordance with the position of his

family, Saul's possessions consisted chieOy in

herds). Rather the words answer to the state-

ment (ver. 7 ) : "all his servants stood by (around)

him," and are to be rendered: And (or, also)

lie stood w^ith the servants of Saul (Arab.,

De Wette, Buns. [Philijips.]). "As cliief over-

seer of the herds Doeg was in a sort one of the

dignitaries of the kingdom " (Bunscn). There is

no superfluous statement here; the narrator de-

clares that he was 7iow here present, having in

xxi. 8 (7) described him as being in the sanctuary

at Xob. From the connection it is clear that

Doeg gave his information with evil purpose, in

order to turn the king's susjiicion I'rom the cour-

tiers to the high-priest. In Saul's frame of mind
the mere statement of actual fact, of which he
Was ear and eye-witness, liad all the more power-

ful eflect on him. S. Schmid :
" Far better,

therefore, did Saul's other servants, who kept
silence." Hengstenbcrg (Introd. to Ps. Hi.) ab-

solves Doeg from enmity to David, observing

that he merely stated the fact, to which the ma-
licious interpretation was given by Saul alone

;

but this does not agree with what Saul had just

before said against David and his courtiers, nor
with Doeg's bloody proceeding against the priests

at Nob, nor with what is said in Ps. lii. 3-5 of

the tongue like a sharp razor, of the wickedness,

falsehood, calumny and deceit of the enemy, all

of which applies to Doeg, but not to Saul,

nightly Grotius: "see the descrijjtion of Doeg in

Ps. lii." That Ahimelech inquired of the Lord
for David is here by Doeg's assertion added to

the account in xxi. 7-10 [0-9], and confirmed

by xVhimelech himself, ver. 15.*—Ver. 11. On
this treacherous and slanderous statement of

Doeg, Said straightway sends for Ahimelech
and all his father's house, that is, all the
priests in Nob, "because these all belonged to

the one ftimily of Aaron" (Then.). In Xob,
therefore, dwelt the whole priestly family with
the high-priest.— Ver. 12 sq. The council now
becomes a solemn tribunal with pleading and
Tcrdict.—Saul assumes that Ahimelech is guilty,

adducing the three facts mentioned as in them-
selves proofs of guilt.—Ver. 14 sq. The high-

priest's amncer has the stamp of quiet, clearness

and a good conscience. First, he ailirms that he
was justified in unsuspiciously trusting to David.
"And who among all tliy servants is as David
trusted" (De AVette) ? tliat is object of confidence

;

in proof of which he refers to three things

:

David's position at court as the king's son-in-law,

Bs his trusted privy-councillor and as an honored

* [This is not certain. See on ver. 15.

—

Tr.]

man in his house. The word PiJl'Opp [Eng. A.

V. " bidding "]="aMdtence;" so in Isa. xi. 14,
as Bottcher has shown, "they are their (Israel's)

audience," that is, " they are of those wlio seek
audience of Israel, pay court to Israel, come with
homage," not "who obey them" [as in Eng. A.
v., and so J. A. Alexander.—Tu.]—The word
has the same signification also in 2 Sam. xxiii.

23 and 1 Chron. xi. 25, where it is said :
" And

David set Benaiah for his audience" [Eng. A.
v.: "over his guard"], appointed him privy
councillor.— [In 1 Chronicles xi. 25 the Prepo-

sition is 1^, " over," in 2 Samuel it is bx
"to."—Tr.]—")=ID="to withdraw, turn aside,"

for a definite purpose, for example, to see
(Ex. iii. 3; Euth iv. 1), here "withdrawing to
thy audience" [Eng.A. V. "goeth"], as "having
interior admission" (Bottch.); so Maurer: "who
turns aside ( from the other courtiers) that he may
hear thee, that is, who has access to the interior
of thy palace, and there takes part in thy more
weighty counsels." Schultz :

" Leaving all else,

listening to thee and doing thy will." Tins ex-
planation is here confinucd by the phrase " among
all thy servants" (Botteh.). Thenius takes the
word an =" obedience" in the special sense, as

meaning the devotedly obedient hodij-guard (so

also Ewald and Bcrtheauon 1 Chron. xi. 25) and
renders "captain over the body-guard" (reading

^j; for bx and, after Sept. and Chald., 1E^ for

ID). Against this Bottcher rightly remarks that

the traces [of a different reading] in the versions

are altogether uncertain, that Thenius' readiilg is

not Ileb. (7j^ is found with IB', instead of the

Gen., only where it is dependent on a verb), that

ac^cording to 1 Sam. xviii. 5, 13, David had com-
mand not of the body-guard, but of other more
distant troops, that, as the other designation of

David in the vei'se (even "son-in-law") are mo-
ral marks of confidence, the mention of a military

position would be strange, and the very question
" Who is among thy servants captain over thy

body-guard as David ?" would sound somewhat
queerly.*— Ahimelech says, therefore, that he
could iiave done nothing less than in good con-

science trust a man so trusted and honored by the

king, " as a faithful subject of the king" (Keil)

giving David bread and arms on his assertion that

he had a secret commission from the king.—Fur-

ther, in the question: Did I that day begin
to inquire of God for him ? he insists on the

fact that David had often before received from
him in the sanctuary divine direction in impor-

tant undertakings. [This interpretation is denied

by some (so Bib.- Com. ) on the ground that nothing

is said in ch. xxi. of such an inquiry by Ahime-
lech for David. The Midrash also says that

counsel was given by Li^rim and Thummim only

to the king or his public ambassador (Philipps.)

;

but Kaslii agrees with the common interpretation,

and Abarbanel gives both that and the direct form
" that was the first day that I inquired of God

* [The passage 1 Chr. xi. 25. neverthefoss, m.^il^es a dif-

ficulty and the ditFerencos of the vss. -susKcst a corrup-
tion of the text. Here the rendering of Bottcher and
Erdmann (and Philippson and Bib. Com.) seems the

best, though we can hardly sever this passage from 1

Chr. xi. '25.—Ta.l
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for him, and I did not know that it was displeas-

ing to thee." Some, taking the phrase /Tin

7lNt^7 to mean simply "to inquire," find a nega-

tive sense in the question :
" did I inquire? Nay,

I did not." But this weakening of *7nn is not

justified by usage ; the idea of " beginning " must
be expressed here. This being so, the choice is

between the two interpretations above given, the
interrogatory and the direct, and of these the for-

mer (that of Erdmann) seems more in keeping
with Ahimelech's dignity of character. The
omission of the fact in chap, xxi. must then be
attributed to the curtness of the narrative. Yet
this omission is surprising, and, while Ahi-
melech's somewhat obscure words here scarcely
admit of any other satisfactory translation than
that given by Erdmann, there is room for doubt
as to his meaning.

—

-Tr.].—On tliis statement of
facts Ahimelech founds his affirmation: Far be
it from me, that is, such a crime as he is accused
of, that he was party to a conspiracy against the
king.—In respect to tliis accusation, his defence
culminates in the request : Let not the king
impute anything to his servant, to the
whole house of my father, wherein the al)-

sence of tlie copula ["nor," supplied in Eng. A.
v.] is to be referred with Keil to the excitement
of the speaker. Finally he adds as reason : For
thy servant knows nothing of all this, lit-

tle or great, tliat is, nothing at all. The "all

this" refers not to what David had told him, as

if lie intended to say tliat he knew nothing of

David's false assertion, but to what Saul liad

charged him with-—This answer of the high-
priest supposes certainly that he knew nothing
of the unhappy condition of things in respect to

David, or of his flight with its causes and cii'cum-

stanccs.—Ver. 16. Saul's arbitrary, precipitate

judgment as contrasted with the innocence of the
higli-priest and of the whole body of priests.

—

Ver. 17. T!ie order for its immediate execution is

given to the '' runners," who were either servants

for running on messages, or guards who ran be-

fore or beside the king in his public appearance,
[Eng. A. v., " footmen "]. Comp. ix. 11 ; 2 Ki.

X. 25. As court-officials they stood also in this

solemn assembly by the king. For the expression
" stood by or about," see vers. 6, 9 [on ver. 9 see

the Exposition.

—

Tr.]. According to Saul's de-

cision not only the high-priest, but also the whole
priesthood sliould die for alleged participation in

David's conspiracy. For their hand also is

with David, they make common cause with hiiu

against me. This assertion lie bases on tlie un-
proved fact: they knew that he fled, and
did not show it me. (Instead of Kethib "liis

ear" r.ad with Qori "my ear," for such a sudden
transition to indirect discourse " and (as he said)

did not show liim," is impossible).—Tlie guards
refuse to obey Saul's order, a proof of the disorder
which his blind rage produced. This refusal re-

minds us of the sccme in xiv. 45, where Saul's

sentence of death against .Tonatlian is opposed.
Saul's servants will not lay their liands on the sa-

cred persons of the priests; this is indicated in the
expression " tlie priests of the Lord." [^Vords-
worth : Thus they were more faithful to Saul tlian

if they had obeyed his order, wliich was against

the commandment of the Lord. Theodoret (in
Wordsw.) : Tlie heinousness of Saul's sin is made
more conspicuous by his servants' refusal.

—

Tr.].
—Ver. 18. Saul's choice of Doeg as the executor
of his order is a proof of the savageness which
was combined with wickedness and guile in this

Edomite. On the form of his name " Doyeg" (as

in ver. 22) see Ew. 'i io d. The pron. "he" [''he

fell"] empiiasizes Doeg's willingness in contrast

with the refusal of the guards. As above by the
expression '' priests of the Lord," so here the wiclc-

edn ess of tliis act is brought prominently out by
the significant reference to the official dress of tlie

jiriests, " who wore a linen ephod," the sign of

the holiness of their persons. On the wearing of
the ephod see ch. ii. 18. Linen ; the common
priests, therefore, wore a linen over-garment simi-
lar in form to the high-priestly cape or ephcd
(Buns.).—Ver. 19. Nob is here expressly called

tlie " city of the priests." The whole city, as such,
with all living things therein, is devoted to de-

struction by Saul in his fury. It is treated by
him as a city under the ban (Clierem), whicli is

polluted by idolatry and therefore devoted to de-

struction. The wrong alleged to be done to him
by the priests is laid on the whole city as an ido-

latrous wrong against the Lord Himself, which is

therefore thus to be avenged. Comp. Dent. xiii.

13 sq. [Saul does not seem to have had the theo-
cratic cherem or ban in mind, but in an access of
rage did what was not uncommon among ancient
oriental princes.—Tu.].—Ver. 20. Only one son
of Aliimclech, Abiathar, escaped the slaughter.

How that liappened is not said. Perhaps he was
not present at this trial, and hastened away from
Nob while it was being destroyed. "After Da-
rid," that is, to the retreat of the fugitive David.
This is another proof of the intimate relations be-

tween Davi<l and the high-priestly family.—^'ers.

21-23. Throur/h Abiathar David received inforina-

ii'oft of Saul's bloody vengeance on Nob. David
said to Abiathar: " I knew tliat day (comp. chap,
xxi. 7, 8) that, because Doeg the Edomite was
there, he would certainly tell Saul." So Vulg.
and Then. ; not (Keil): "I knew that day that

Doeg . . , that he," etc., nor (DeWette) : "I knew
. . . that Dojg . . . a7id that." David confesses

himself guilty of the blood shed in Nob, because
liis flin;ht thither and conduct there, while he knew
of Doeg's presence, gave occasion to it. Vulg.:
" I am guilty of all the souls." This confession

of David shows the strictness of his self-judgment.

(.22D here = " to be guilty of a thing," see Ges.

Lex. s. V. In the Talmud n3D = "cause").—

Ver. 23. The consequence of David's invitation

to Abiathar to abide with him is that the high-

priesthood goes over to David and to the new
future kingdom, though David entered into na
rebellion against Saul for this end. Fear not,

—

namely, Saul's snares and power. For he that
seeketh my life, etc.—Certainly the converse
assertion would be natural here: "He that seeks

thy life seeks mine;" but we are not therefore

with Then, (after the Sept., whose translation

seeks to get rid of this difficulty) to change the

text, so that it would read :
" for whatever place

I seek for myself, that will I (also) seek for thee,"

but we must explain it from the reference that

David therein has to Saul. As against Saul Da-
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vid binds the fate of tlie fugitive liigli-pi'iest to

liis own in an indissoluble covenant under the

protection of God. The sense is :
" The persecu-

tion which I sutler, touches thee also. But I

stand under God's protection as one that suffers

injustice ; so art thou, because thy life like mine
is threatened, safely kept in company Vv'ith me."
The second '^/or" [Eng. A. V. " but" '3 J is also

dependent on the " fear not." This consolatory

assurance is based first, on the reference to their

common enemy, and on the reference to the pro-

tection which Abiathar will enjoy with him, who
knew that, as regarded Saul, he was under God's

special protection, n_"l[3i^p "preservation" (Ex.

xii. 6 ; xvi. 33 sq.), abstract for concrete, " a pre-

cious deposit or trust " (Ewald).
[During this first period of David's life as out-

law several incidents occurred which are not men-
tioned in this narrative. We learn from 2 Sam.
xxiii. 13 that three of his chief heroes came to

him in the cavcof Adullam, oneof wliom was his

nephew Abishai, afterwards a famous general. A
little after (1 Chr. xi. 15-19) occurred that noble

act of loving daring, when the "three mightiest"

broke through the Philistine army and brought
their leader water from the well of Bethlehem,

for which he longed. This was -while he was in

the " hold ;" and at this time apparently came to

him the stout band of lion-faced, gazelle-footed

Gadites, who swam the Jordan when its banks
were overflowed, and scattered all enemies before

them (1 Chr. xii. 8-15), and an enthusiastic body
of men of Judah and Benjamin, for whose friend-

ship Amasai answered in his passionate speech

(1 Chr. xii. 16-18). As to whether David was
at Keilah when Abiathar came to him, see Erd-

mann on 1 Sam. xxiii. G. For fuller accounts of

this period see Chandler (ch. vii.) and Stanley's

Lectures, xxii.

—

Tk.]

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. Whether Psalm Ivii., wliose title is: "By
David, when he fled from Saul in the cave," re-

fers to the case of Adullam or to Engedi (1 Sam.
xxiv.) is uncei-tain. Certainly, however, the situa-

tion here, the condition of his inner life as fugi-

tive, and his experience of divine help, form the

basis of the thought of the Psalm, in wdiich first

"believing hope (founded on experience) of speedy

and sure divine help out of great jyeril of life from
violent men, shows itself in the prayer for a new
manifestation of divine grace, wlierel^y God's truth

and trustworthiness will be shown Ijy deeds," and
then, " after a short description of the snares,

•which resulted in the destruction of the enemies

themselves, the certain assurance of victory is ex-

pressed in the invocation of the author's own soul

to praise God in all the world on the ground of

His self-revelation in His glory" (Moll).

—

Psalm
Hi. certainly in its essential content agrees with

David's position as indicated by the reference in

the title to Doeg's treachery. But, from the ge-

neral nature of the didactic content of the Psalm,

we must also suppose a reference to the hate and
persecution of Saul, whose tool Docg was.

2. David is the representative of the theocratic

principle, for which he suffers and endures. The
uninterrupted tribulation which he experiences

from now till he enters into the theocratic kingly
office, he bears for the sake of the Lord, who has
chosen him for this ofSce and the calling there-
with conjoined for all Israel; it serves to humble
and purify him, and its precious fruit is that he
yields himself more absolutely into God's hands,
and treads solely the path which the divine provi-
dence points out; he will know only what God
will do for him ; he listens only to what God says,

and obeys unconditionally God's command an-

nounced by the mouth of the prophet. So, in

the development of his inner and outer life under
the many testing and purifying sufferings sent by
God, David becomes more and more a shining
type of the humble faith, which bows unmurmur-
ingly under the Lord's afflicting hand, accepts

unconditionally God's hidden providences, is at-

tentive to the Lord's word, and yields joyful obe-

dience to His commands.

—

Saul has become the

representative of the antitheocratic principle

;

conscious that the kingdom is justly taken from
him for his self-willed apostasy from God, he
suffers pain and anguish in the fear of losing the

throne tlirough David, and, his look distorted by
this inner unrest, sees everywhere only conspiracy

and treachery against his throne and life ; the

more he shuts his ej^es to the divine leadings in

David's life, and obstinately withstands God's

known will concerning David, the more does he
harden his heart against God's word and instruc-

tions, the deeper does he sink into the abyss of

wretched fear of man, and the fiirther from his

heart recedes true fear of God, the more irretarda-

bly rushes on his inner life, pursued by the ter-

rors of the angry God, and of a conscience pressed

down by the burden of unforgiven sin, which yet

leads him not to pure self-knowledge and humble
suljjection to God's almighty hand, towards the

abyss of doubt and the judgment of inner harden-

ing of heart.

3. While apparently under Saul's sharply-

sketched despotic and cruel rule (a horrible cari-

cature of the theocratic government) the three

pillars of God's kingdom in Israel break down

—

the theocratic kingdom in David hunted to the

death, propliets oppressed and silenced, the priest-

hood exterminated—yet just here this threefold

office appears in most signiiicant facts under the

protection of the almighty, faithful God, who will

not let His covenant fail, as factual divine promise

or prediction • about David, as the Lord's chosen

king, is grouped His family as representatives of

Israel's hope of salvation, and is gathered the root

of the theocratic congregation, in Gad appears

prophecy in God's name, and with the light of

His word pointing the way out of the gloom, and
in Abiathar the high-priesthood is rescued from

Saul's purposed destruction into the safe-keeping

of the futui-e king.

[4. It is hardly necessary now to discuss the

question, whetlier David was a rebel against Saul.

As he never lifted his hand against his king, as

he always cherished love for him, as his military

enterprises were all against the enemies of Israel,

as his efforts were confined to the saving of his

life from Saul's attempts, it is clear that he was
not a traitor and a rebel. He was an outlaw, but

a patriotic, ( rod-fearing, loyal outlaw. Sjc Cluin-

dler's elaborate deiVnce of David against Bayie in

chs. vii. and viii. of his "Life of Davil."

—

Tr.]
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HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1. S. ScHMiD : When God has rescued us
from danger, we shoukl make such a use of it as

to grow wiser thereby.— Osiander: It makes
our ci'oss much heavier to see that evil comes
upon our dearest friends and kindred for our
sake.—Ver. 2. Bekl. Bible : Though thou find-

est thyself without refuge, yet tliou becomest a
refuge for all the distressed.—All who find them-
selves in distress are even in the midst of their

pains filled with joy, when they meet with otlier

men who have to bear the same oppressions.

Tliis at once forms a very close union among
tliem.—[Ver. 4. Descendants of Euth compelled
by civil strife to leave Jehovah's country, and
Beck shelter in Moab.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 6-10. Scheier, (Saul) : Saul is filled with

fear of men, because he lacks true fear of God.—
O how nuich fear and anxiety there is, and so

often it has no other ground than in an evil con-
science ; how much fear of man there is, and the

fountain is in sins unforgivcu ; Iiow much de-

spondency there is, and yet all might be so far

otherwise if people would only humble them-
selves and confess their sins.—Ver. 8. Starke:
That is the way with the ungodly, that with their

evil behaviour they yet want to have their riglits.—Berl. Bible: Perturbation and distrust are

constantly the companions of malevolence and
sin, while tranquillity stands by the side of per-

secuted innocence.—[Ver. 9. A ruler who wants
informers can always find them.

—

Tr.]
V^crs. 11-15. SciiLiER(Saul) : O liow unkingly

stands King Saul before us, how dignified, how
truly kingly stands Ahimclech I So true is it

that he that ruleth his spirit is better than he
tluxt taketh a city !—It is manliness to place the
truth above everything, and go security for the

truth, and defend tlie truth, even unto death.

Let us learn from this royal manliness of an
Ahlmelech, who also confessed the truth even
unto death.—[Ver. 13. It is so easy for the pas-

sionate to cheat themselves with hasty inferences.
•

—

^Tr.]—-Ver. 16 sq. Doeg and Saul were also

men like ourselves, both had also a conscience,

l)oth were also yielding and receptive, and Saul
was once even in good ways, he had learned to

fear and love God, and yet both were now so

deep-sunken, botli were now hardened, and to

luunan eyes irrecoverably lost. Tlie reason is,

tliey trifled with God's word, they were not will-

ing to obey tlie truth, they wilfully lived on in

th:>ir sins.—No man is sure that he will not fall

into sin, nor is any man sure that he will remain
in a good way; it liolds good for all tliat they
must always work out tlieir salvation witli fear

and tremljling.—[Ver. 17. The best friends of

an angry man are those who refuse to aid liim in

<loing wrong.—Vers. 16-19. IIenry: See the
(k'sjierale wickedness of Saul, Avhen tlie Spirit of

the Lord was departed from him. Nothing so

vile but they may be hurried to it, who have
provoked God to give tliem up to their heart's

hists. He that was so compassionate as to spare
Agag and the cattle of the Amalekites, in disol)e-

dience to the conunand of God, could now, with
unrelenting bowels, see the priests of the Lord
murdered, and nothing spared of all tliat belonged

to them. For that sin, God left liim to tliis.

—

There are many historical cases in which senti-

mental humanity has become transformed into
savage cruelty.—Ver. 18. So often in what calls

itself the administration ofjustice, many innocent
men are punished because the one man who did
the wrong has escaped.—God makes the wrath
of man to praise Him (Ps. Ixxvi. 10). The pun-
ishment foretold against the house of Eli (ch. ii.

31 ) is executed through the madness of Saul and
the baseness of Doeg.

—

Hall: It was just in
God, which in Doeg was most unjust. Saul's
cruelty, and the treacheiy of Doeg, do not lose

one dram of their guilt by the counsel of God,
neither doth the holy comisel of God gather any
lilemish by their wickedness If Saul and
Doeg be in.4ead of a pestilence or fever, who can
cavil?—Ver. 19. A madly passionate man in
authority (despot, parent, teacher) often seeks to
justify his cruel conduct by still greater cruelty.

—Tr.]

[Ver. 22. Taylor: Behold how impossible it

is to arrest the consequences of our evil actions.

... I have no doubt that when David heard of
all tliis, he would willingly have given all that

he had, ay, even his hopes of one day sitting on
the throne of Israel, if he could have recalled the
evil which he had spoken, and undone its dismal
consequences. But it was impossible. The lie

had gone forth from him ; and having done so,

it was no longer under his control, but would go
on producing its diabolical fruits. And so it is

yet. , . . y/e may, indeed, repent of our sin ; we
may even, through the grace of God for Christ's

sake, have the assurance that we are forgiven for

it ; but the sin itself will go on working its deadly
results.

—

Tr.]
[Ch. xxii. David struggling upward, Saul

sinking downward. (Comp. Hist, and Theol.,

No. 2.)

[Ver. 3. Oil}- Future. 1) Our future will be
determined by God. Conip. Ps. xxxi. lO. 2)

Our future cannot be ckarly foreseen by us, and
this is v/ell. Comp. Prov. xxvii. 1. 3) We
must provide as wisely as we can for our future,

and then wait. 4) Whatever God may do to us
in the future, we must try to receive it as from
Him.

[Ver. 5. Danger and Duty. 1) Where no
duty calls, let us keep away from danger. Comp.
Gen. xiii. 12, 13; Ex. ii. 15; 1 Sam. xxiii. 13;
John iv. 1; xi. 53, 54. 2) But often, to keei>

away from danger is to be out of the reach of

success. If David had remained in Moab, lie

would never have become king of Israel. "No-
thing venture, nothing have." Comp. Matt. xvi.

25; Acts xxi. 13; John xii. 23. 3) How can
we tell when duty calls us into danger? Not
now by special revelation, but by keeping our
minds familiar with the written word, watcliing

tlie leadings of Providence, seeking counsel from
the wise and good, .striving to judge calmly even
amid perturbations, and praying all the while

for the guidance of God's Spirit. Comp. 1 Chron.

xxviii. 9; Prov. iii. 6.

[Ver. 17. Three scenes in the life of Saul, xi.

13; XV. 22, 23; xxii. 1(M9.
[^^ers. 6-23. Pictures of Human Nature. 1)

A man in authority, whose misfortunes, tliough

due to his own fault, make him suspicious (ver.
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8) and cruelly unjust (ver. IG). 2) A basely

ambitious man who seeks to build himself up by
mining others (vers. 9, 10, 18, comp. Ps. lii.).

S) An innocent man accused, who defends him-

self both with forcible argument (ver. 14) and
with digiillled denial (ver. 15). 4) A good, but

erring man who mournfully sees that his sin has
brought destruction on his friends (ver. 22).—Tii.]

V. 1. David^s expedition against the Philistines Jor the rescue of Keilah. 2. His abode in the wilder-

ness of Ziph, and the treachery of the Ziphi'tes against him. 3. Hts deliverance from Saul in the

wilderness of Maon.

Chap. XXIII. [Eng. A. V. XXIII. 1-28].

1 Then [And] they told David, saying, Behold, the Philistines fight against Kci-

2 lah, and they rob the threshing-floors. Therefore [And] David enquired of the

Lord [Jehovah], saying, Shall I go and smite these Philistines? And the Lord
3 [Jehovah] said unto David, Go and smite the Philistines, and save Keilah. And

David's men said unto him, Behold, we be [are] afraid here in Judah ; how much
more, then, if we come' [go] to Keilah against the armies [rauks]'^ of the Philis-

4 tines ? Then [And] David enquired of the Lord [Jehovah] yet again. And the

Lord [Jehovah] answered him and said, Arise, go down to Keilah, for I will de-

5 liver [give] the Philistines into thine hand. So [And] David, and [with]'' his men,
went to Keilah and fought with the Philistines, and brought away their cattle, and
smote them with a great slaughter; so [and] David saved the iuhabitants of Kei-

6 lah. And it came to pass, when Abiathar the son of Ahimelech fled to David to

Keilah, that he came down with an ephod in his hand [an ephod came down in his

hand].''

7 And it was told Saul that David was come to Keilah. And Saul said, God hath.

delivered^ him into mine hand, for he is shut in by® entering into a town [city] that

8 hath gates and bars. And Saul called all the people together [summoned all the

people] to war, to go down'' to Keilah to besiege David and his men. And David
9 knew that Saul secretly [<mi. secretly] practised^ mischief agaiust him, and he said

10 to Abiathar the priest, Bring hither the ephod. Then said David [And David
said], O Lord [Jehovah] God of Israel, thy servant hath certainly heard that^ Saul

seeketh to come to Keilah to destroy the city for my sake. Will the men [citizens]

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 3. Brdmann : "and we are really to go, ete.T' Syr.: "how shall we go?" Sept.: " how will it be if we

go?" all of whieli give the general sense; Eng. A. V. has the more exact rendering, and so Chald. and Vulg.

—

Then. : "how mucli less shall we go? '

—

Tr.]
2 [Ver 3. Sept. (r/cOAa "spoil," which Then, prefers, supposing it to represent i"\1DCD "booty," whence the

Feb. text niD'lJ^O might easily come. Against this Wellhausen justly points out the unsuitableness of the re-

sulting thotight, and suggests that a-KvXa (variants crxtoXa, xoiAtas) is another form of KeVAa, and that the Greek

omits the r\'D"lJ^O—as to the improbability of battle-lines in Philistine raidiug-parties, they might well exist, or

David's men may naturally exaggerate the danger.

3 [Ver. 4. Heb. :
" David and his men," but the following verbs are in the Singular, making David the sub-

ject.—Tb. J

* fVer. 6. Erdmann : "The ephod came down to him," which, however, the Heb. does notmean from the con-
nection. Erdmann suggests the right sense in the Exposition.

—

Tk.]

6 [Ver. 7. "i^J is rendered by the VSS. " delivered," but Sept. " sold " IZID, adopted by Then. ; Wellh. says the

text seems made up of 120 and THJ- The word is literally " ignored," and so perhaps = "abandoned."

—

Tr.]

* [Ver. 7. Literally, "at entering" (Xi37), not " shut in (forced) to enter."—Tb.]
T

1 [Ver. 8. Sept. in inverse order; "to go down to war," perhaps a mere softening. The Heb. order is better;

Saul summons the people generally to war, and then the special purpose is added of going down to Keilah.—In-

stead of "l^Tf some MSS. have n:|i'.

8 [Ver. 9. t:?"\n = " cut, work on the forge " = " practice." Eng. A. V. gets its " secretly " from Vulg. dain,

and this is perhaps from the meaning "to be deaf, dumb," also found in this verb, but not applicable here; so
Sept. rendered napaaiiana before which, however, it naturally found itself obliged to insert the negative.

—

Tr ]

9 [Ver. 10. Thenius reads: "Saul seeks ... to destroy the city in order that the citizens of Keilah may de-

liyer me into his hand," on which see Erdmann. To this tlie objections are 1) that it supposes a construction
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11 of Keilah deliver me up into his hand? will Saul come down, as thy servant hath
heard ? O Lord [Jehovah] God of Israel, I beseech thee, tell thy servant. And

12 the Lord [Jehovah] said, He will come down. Then said David [And David said].

Will the men [citizens] of Keilah deliver me and my men into the hand of Saul ?

And the Lord [Jehovah] said, They will deliver thee up.

13 Then [And] David and his men, which were about six^" hundred, arose and de-

parted out of Keilah, and went whithersoever they could go. And it was told Saul
14 that David was escaped from Keilah ; and he forbare to go forth. And David

abode in the wilderness in [ms. the] strongholds, and remained [abode] in a [the]

mountain in the wilderness of Ziph. And Saul sought him every day, but God de-

livered him not into his hand.

15 And David saw^^ that Saul was come out to seek his life. And David was in

16 the wilderness of Ziph in a [the] wood. And Jonathan, Saul's son arose, and went
17 to David into the wood, and strengthened his hand in God, And he \_oin. he] said

to him. Fear not, for the hand of Saul my father shall not find thee, and thou shalt

be king over Israel, and I shall be next unto thee; and that also Saul my father

18 knoweth [and that kuoweth Saul mv father also]. And they two made a covenant
before the Lord [Jehovah]. And David abode in the wood, and Jonathan went to

his house.^^

19 Then came up the Ziphites" to Saul to Gibeah, saying, Doth not David hide

himself with us in lins. the] strongholds in the wood, in the hill of Hachilah,'* which
20 is on the south of Jeshimon [the desert] ? Now, therefore, O king, come down ac-

cording to all the desire of thy soul to come down, and our part shall be to deliver

21 him into the king's hand. And Saul said. Blessed be ye of the Lord [Jehovah],

22 for ye have compassion on me. Go, I pray you, prepare yet [be yet heedful],^^ and
know and see his place where his haunt [foot] is, ajid \_om. and] who hath seeu^^

23 him there ; for it is told me that he dealeth very subtilly. See therefore, [And see],

and take knowledge of all the lurking places where he hideth himself, and come ye
again to me with the certainty, and I will go with you ; and it shall come to pass,

if he be in the land, that I will search him out throughout [among] all the thou-

24 sands of Judah. And they arose and went to Ziph before Saul ; but [and] David
and his men were in the wilderness of Maon, in the plain on the south of Jeshimon

25 [the desert]. Saul also [And Saul] and his men went to seek him}'' And they

told [it was told] David, wherefore [and] he came down into a [to the] rock [cliff]

26 and abode in the wilderness of Maon. And SauP^ went on the side of the moun-
tain ; and David made haste to get away for fear of Saul, for [and] Saul and his

27 men compassed David and his men round about to take them. But [And] there

came a messenger unto Saul, saying. Haste thee and come, for the Philistines have
28 invaded the land. Wherefore [And] Saul returned from pursuing after Da-

vid, and went against [to meet] the Philistines. Therefore they called that place

Sela bammahlekoth.^®

(Inf. with sufRx followed by Aceus.-subject) doubtful in Heb. (Wellh.), and 2) Saul's purpose in destroying the
city, namely, that the citizens may deliver iJavid up, seems a strange one. On the other hand the omission of the
first clause of ver. 11 (WelUi.) is a violent procedure, like that of Syr., which omits the wliole of this verse. The
procedure of the vers, shows the difficulty they had with the text, but also seems to vouch for its integrity. It is

perhaps better to attribute the repetition to excitement, or to regard the first question as a general one, which is

afterwards for the pake of clearness, divided into two.

—

Tr.]

Ver. 13. Sept. four hundred V)y error from xxii. 2.

—

Tb.]
Vfer.15. Ewald and W'ellh:uisen emend to XTI "feared" on the ground that this is required in order to

T •"

connect with the preceding context and to explain the words of Jonathan in ver. 17. Yet the connection is so ge-

neral a one that such a change seems unnecessary.

—

Te.]

1- [Ver. 18. Some MSS. have I^TT " his way," but the text is best supported.

—

Tb.]

13 [Ver. 19. The Heb. has not the Art., but the connection seems to involve it.—Wellh ausen thinks the minute
description of place here interpolated from xxvi. 1, Deeause otherwise Saul's minute directions in vers. 22,

23, would he out of |i1.'iif' : but tlie statement of the Ziphites is not so minute as to supersede the necessity of
search for tlie i'liL'ii iv-, \vf\n niittlit lie in any one of a hiindn d places ''in the wood on the hill."

—

Tr.]
" [Ver. 19. Sniuc MSS. l,avc (probably wroncly) Ilal>ilah and Jlavilah.—Tr.]
1* [Ver. 21. In^icail of ^JOPI "set your mind)," some MSS. have >iy2T} "understand, learn."—Tr.]

1* fVer. 22. Thenius reads H'^iTSn wj"1 "where his quick or fleet foot is," Sept. ei- raxet, an ingenious and

smooth reading; yet the rugged Heb. text suits the hurry of the command better.

—

Tr.J
' [Ver. 26. The suffix, omitted in the Heb., is added in the Sept.—Erdmann renders "went down the

cliff."—Tr.]
18 [Ver. 26. Sept. " Saul and his men." a natural (and therefore suspicious) supplement.

—

Tr.]
W [Ver. 28. On the meaning of this name see Erdmann in Exposition.

—

Tb.J

10 r^

"I
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EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 1-14. DavkFs march against the Philistines

to rescue Kcilah.

Ver. 1. David's recall to Judah bv Gad, and
the distress of a part of Judah in consequence of a

Philistine inroad stood probably in pragmatical

connection. In this, his people's time of need,

David the fugitive was to do them a service by a
successful feat of arms against the hereditary

enemy ; and this was to be of service to him by
gaining for liim higher consideration as God's
chosen one for the throne and the helper of his

people. The Philistines were warring against

JKeilah, a fortified city (ver. 7) in the lowland of

Judah (Josh. xv. 44), according to the Ono-
masticon eight miles from Eleutheropolis to-

wards Hebron, with an evil-disposed popula-

tion, who acted ungratefully and treacherously

toward David (verse 12), though he had saved
them fi-om imminent danger. Inhabitants of

this city took part (^eh. iii. 17, 18) in the build-

ing of the wall of Jerusalem. According to Kie^

l^ert's map (from the Onora. KEFi2d, Ceila, or

'Ex^^'d), it lay somewhat south-west of Tarku-
mieh, and is, according to Tobler (3 Wand. 151),

the present Kila, near the Philistine border.*

—

The Philistine inroad was also a 'predatory incur-

sion, in which they had an eye to the grain which
was threshed and stored in tlie threshing-floors.

Ver. 2. The news of the Philistines' incursion

determined David to attack them. It is probable,

as we have already intimated, tliat he was brought

to Judah by Gad for this purpose. But here, in

David's inquiry of the Lord, the agent is not the

prophet Gad (Ew.), of whom it is not said, that

he remained with David after ch. xxii. 20, but

the high-priest Abiatharf by Urim and Thum-
mim, the expression "to inquire of Jehovah"
being never used when the divine will was sought

through a prophet, but undoubtedly of the high-

priest's inquiry by the sacred lot (as in xxii. 10,

13, 15).—By this inquiry David learns Gpd's

will ; to attack the Philistines and rescue Keilah

is now a divine command with the promise of

victory in the order :
" Kescue Keilah."—Ver._ 3.

Against this David's men protest from the point

ofview of their present situation, which on merely

human grounds was certainly not of a nature to

inspire them with courage.

—

"We are afraid

here in Judah, namely, as persecuted fugitives,

who have abandoned a comparatively safe abode

for the present more dangerous one, and are now
further to rush into this danger by open war
against the Philistines; we are always in _ danger

from Saul, and now shall we march against the

Philistine ranks at Keilah ? Being not safe in

Judah, t ought we forsooth to go to Keilah against

the Philistines? {'? ^X, comp. Hab. ii. 6; 1

* [Mr. Grove (in Smith's Bib. Dirf., Art. Keilah) refer-

ring to Tobler's identification of Keilah with Kila says
"thus another is added to the list of places which, though
specified as in the ' lowland ' are yet actually found in

the mountains: apuzzlinK fact." In connection with
the signification " fortress " given to Keilah by Gesenius
and others, Mr. Grove also points to the expression
"marvellous l^indness in a. strong citi/" in Ps. xxxi. 21

and to ver. 8 and the general tenor of the Psalm.

—

Tr.]

t [See on ver. 6.—Tr.]
t [-6(5. Com. : " Implying that Keilah was not in Ju-

da!h." Yet it may mean simply that the Philistines now
liad control of the region of Keilah.—Tr.]

19

Sam. xiv. 30 ; xxi. 6 ; Ew., ? 354 c [=" vea, is

it that?" or: ''how much more when?"

—

Tr.]).

—Ver. 4. David holds to his resolution against

these objections ; to confirm it and to encourage

his men he again inquires of the Lord and receives

the same affirmative answer with the assurance

that the Lord has given his enemies into his

hand.—Though treated by the king as an outlaw,

he yet maintains true love to his people, which

impels him to help them in their need, and to

show that, in spite of his undeserved sufferings,

he will not sin against them by refusing to per-

form a deed of deliverance which is well-pleasing

to God.—The "go down" indicates that David was

still in the mount;iins of Judah whence he must

descend in order to reach Keilah.—Ver. 5. In ac-

cordance with the divine declaration the attack

on the Philistines was successful ; David inflicted

a severe defeat on them, and gained large booty,

driving oft' their flocks. Thus he rescued the

people of Keilah.—Ver. 6 is a supplementary his-

torical explanation relative to the possibility of

the inquiry of the Lord in vers. 2, 3, which was

not possible without the high-priestly cape or

ephod to which was attached the Urim and Thum-
mim. The main point is that, when Abiathar

fled from Saul to David, he brought with him the

high-priestly dress from Nob. But it was before

this time that Abiathar came to David; he came

as fugitive (xxii. 20) before David went to Kei-

lah, for before this David inquired of the Lord

through the high-priestly oracle. Accordingly,

the remark : " when Abiathar fled to David to

Keilah" is an indefinite statement, in which Kei-

lah is by anticipation put as the first goal of his

flight. The Sept. correctly explains: "When
Abiathar, the son of Ahitub, fled to David, the

ephod was in his hand, and he had gone down

with David to Keilah, the ephod in his hand."

[Dr. Erdmann here gives not the reading of the

Sept., but the Hebrew text as amended by The-

nius after the Sept. ; the Greek text, however does

imply that Abiathar had come to Keilah with

David, having fled to him before. Thenius'

amended Heb. text would indicate the back refe-

rence of this statement in ver. 6 ; but the present

Heb. text naturally means that it was at Keilah

tliat Abiathar first came to David, and so it is un-

derstood by Ewald, Stanley and the Bible Com-

mentary. In xxii. 20-23 it is not said ivhere or

when the priest reached David, and the statement

may be an anticipatory conclusion of the narra-

tive of the massacre, the intermediate fact xxiii.

1-5 being then taken up with its consequent pro-

cedures. Ewald also remarks that the account

of the inquiry in xxiii. 2, 3 is differently worded

from that in vers. 9-12; the former may have

been by the prophet Gad, against which, how-

ever, as Erdmann remarks, is the use of the phrase
" inquire of the Lord," which regularly refers to

the sacred oracle.—On the whole, if we retain the

Heb. text of ver. 6, we must hold that Abiathar

joined David after the rescue of Keilah ; but a

slight change in the text* (which seems to be

corrupt) will permit us to adopt the view of The-

nius, Keil, Philippson, and Erdmann, which is

in other respects more satisfactory. This latter is

also tlie view of Wordsworth, while Bp. Patrick

* [Read : " When Abiathar, etc. fled to David, the ephod

was in his hand, and he came down to Keilah." -In.j
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adopts the other (referring to tlie employment of

Urim and Thummim by Saul xxviii. 6, on which

see Erdmann), but neither of these writers men-
tions the difficulties of the question.

—

Tr.].—Ver.

7. On hearing of David's march to Keilah, Saul

imagines that God has given him into his hands.

He thinks tliat he will act as an instrument of

the Lord against David. His reason therefor is

indeed external and superficial enough :
" for he

is there shut in in a city with gates and bars."

03i in pregnant sense = " look at, ignore, Deut.

xxxii. 27, despise, reject," Jer. xix. 4) ; into my
hands [Heb. hand], that is, he hatii given him,

by abandoning and rejecting him. By blinding

and self-deception Saul has fallen into the dread-

ful illusion that it is David, instead of himself,

that is rejected by God.—The difficulty of the

pregnant expression [God has rejected him into

mvhands] no doubt occasioned the change in the

S:'pt. to "sold."—For he is shut in in enter-

ing.* The fact that David has entered or been

dra^vn into this city with gates and bars, Saul

thinks equivalent to his being shut in.—Ver. 8.

And Saul caused the whole people to
hear, summoned them to war (comp. xv. 4).

Such summons to war was a royal right. The
reason assigned to the people for the summons
was to drive out the Philistines. Saul's real

purpose, which he could tlie more easily conceal

under tliis pretext of war on the Philistines, was:

to besiege David and his men, who were

already in Keilah, the city with gates and bars.

—Ver. 9. David, however, had information of

these evil plans, which Saul was forging against

him; the Heb. (tS'^n) is literally "to work in

metals," and so "vigorously to work evil," as in

Prov. iii. 29; xiv. 22; comp. Hos. x 13. [The
"secretly" of Eng. A. V. is to be omitted.—Te.].

This gives David occasion again to consult the

divine oracle. Bring hither the ephod, said

he to Abiathar (comp. xiv. 13; xxx. 7). The
high-priestly dress had to be brought, because it

was the sacred dress for official duties.—Ver. 10.

This inquiry of the Lord by the ephod was con-

nected with outspoken praijer, whereby is indi-

cated the innermost kernel and most essential sig-

nificance of this questioning of the divine oracle.

In the invocation of God there is here to be noted

1) the designation of the covenant-God as the

God of Israel, and 2) David's avowal that he is

the servant of this God, in whose service he knew
himself to be. The reason for his questions is

given in the words: I, thy servant, have
heard that Saul seeks to come, etc.—Ver.

11. The two questions. The first is : Will the

citizens of Keilah deliver me into his

hand ?—" Citizens" ('P V-^.?) comp. Josh. xxiv.

11, "citizens" of .Jericho, 2 Sam. xxi. 12; Judg.

ix. 6. That this question stands first is certainly

surprising, since logically this position belongs

to theseeond question: Will Saul come down ?

We cannot regard this as a mere inconcinnity in

the narrative. We may see in it the expression

* Xin'^ mndo—comp. iOxS dicendo, "saying." The

Inf. with 7 is often used to introduce a subordinate oir-

cumstiince. Ew. ?28nd. romp.l Ki. xvi. 7; Ps. Ixxviii.

18; Lsiii. 3; 1 Chr.'xii. 8; Pre v. xxvi. 2; Joel ii. 26.

of David's excited state of mind. Thenius' pro-

posed reading in order to secure logical arrange-

ment in the two questions, namely : "Saul comes
... to destroy the city, in order that the citizens

of Keilah may deliver me into his hand" (he

omits the sulfix in '"ID^O in ver. 10 and for

"jr^JDjn reads ''J.'^.-li?0) i^ ^^1 the more hazardous and

untenable, as no version gives any hint for such

a reading.—The divine answer, which is affirma-

tive, refers only to the second question. There-
fore the first question is repeated in ver. 12, and
is then answered in the affirmative. There is

thus a sort of chiasm or crossing in the order of

tlie questions and answers. Ver. 13. The certainty

tiiat Saul will come with an army, and that the

men of Keilah will treacherously deliver him up,*
determines David to depart Avith his band (about

six hundred men) before Saul can carry out his

plan. They vsrent about w^hither they
went, "whither their way led them" (INIaurer),

as chance circumstances required, without fixed

plan or aim. A mode of warfai-e by means of

scouts and spies now arose between the two men.
They have precise information of each other's

plans and enterprises. Saul soon learns that

David has escaped from Keilah, and accordingly

abandons his intended march thither.

Vers. 14. David in the wilderness of Ziph and the

treachery of the Ziphifes towards him. Ver. 14.

David's next place of abode is in general the wilder-

ness, that is, of Judah, and its sheltering heights

;

but "the mountain in the wilderness of Ziph" is

specially mentioned as a more permanent d\7ell-

ing-place. Ziph (different from the place named
in Josh. XV. 24, which lay southwest of Arad),

perhaps the present Kuseifeh (Mob. III., 184, 188
[Am. ed., II., 200]) Josh. xv. 55, lay farther

north on the highland, about eight miles southeast

of Hebron ; see Robins., II., 47 [Am. ed., I., 492]

who found there a hUl, Tell Zif, and near by con-

f-iderable ruins of old fortifications. [Mr. Grove,

who formerly objected to Eobinson's conjecture,

now accepts it, but puts Zif (= Ziph) three miles

south of Hebron. See his Art. in Smith's Bib.-

Dict., and Dr. Ilackett's note in Am. ed.

—

Te.]

Individual parts of the great wilderness of Judah,

which extended from the north of Judah to the

Amorite mountain in the south between the

mountains of Judah and the Dead Sea, were named
from the various cities on the border of the

mountains and the wilderness; so, besides the

wilderness of Ziph, the wilderness of Maon, whi-

ther David afterwards went from Ziph (ver. 25).

The moimtain in the wilderness of Ziph is probably

the mount Hachilah of ver. 19. The general re-

mark is here proleptically made that all Saul's

attempts against David were vain. Saiil sought
him every day, not: throughout his life (Keil),

but = continually; but God gave him not
into his (Saul's) hands.—David was under the

special jirotection of ( iod. These words form the

contrast to Saul's word, ver. 7 :
" God has rejected

[delivered] him into my hand." After the gene-

ral remark on the failure of Said's continued

attempts follows (ver. 15) the mention of special

cases, and the description of David's persecution.

Thus connected with the preceding this verse (15)

* [They not, perhaps, partly from attachment to Saul,,

partly from policy.—Tu.j
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is not a "useless repetition" (Then.); for, after

the statement that Saul pursued David, it is here

first declared that David received information of

this pursuit, and then David's retreat in the wil-

derness is more exactly described by the word
"wood" or thick wood (HC'in^, fi-om '^'}J^, with

n parag.). Here, too, the forest is David's chief

means of concealment. Perhaps the word is also

a proper name [Iloresh], so called from the
forests, of which there is now no trace in that

region.—Vers. 16-18. Here is related how Jona-
than comforted and strengthened David, when the

latter, having heard of Saul's attempts against

him, greatly needed consolation. There is no
ground for regarding this (Then.) as merely the

essential content of the traditional narration of

Jonathan's secret interview with David in ch. xx.
It is another interview of Jonathan witli his friend,

whose distress and danger led him to hasten to

him in order by consoling and encouraging words
to give him the most precious proof of his faith-

ful friendship.*^ The fact is especially emphasized
that Jonathan went to David into the uvod; there

they could be safest from Saul. He strength-
ened his hand in God; that is, he revived
his sunken courage (comp. Neli. xii. 18), by point-

ing to the divine promises, the divine protection,

and the great things that God had in store for

him. Not wholly correct and exhaustive is Cleri-

cus' remark :
" he drew consolation from his inno-

cence and God's promises."—Ver. 17. The words
of Jonathan, explaining what was just before

said. Pear not, is the key-note of Jonathan's
address. As ground of which he points 1) to

God's almighty help: Sauls hand -will not find
thee,—he is firmly convinced that he (David) is

under God's protection, and that therefore Saul
can gain no advantage over him,—and 2) to the
iixed divine decree: Thou wilt be king over
Israel ; Jonathan was certain through divine

illumination that David was called by the Lord
to be king of Israel, and could therefore console

and encourage him; for Saul could not make void
God's counsel and will (comp. xx. 13 sq.). I

shall be next to thee,—herein Jonathan
shows 1) his absolute willingness to resign all

claim to the throne, and 2) his hope that David
will confer on him as a subject the place nearest

in association to himself. And so also Saul
knows, my father is sure that thou wilt be king.

Saul must therefore have already learned this

through the voice of God and of the people.—
Ver. 18. A new covenant is made by the two men,
comp. ch. XX. 16 sq., 42. Here, as there, the

parting is briefly and vividly described : David
remained in the thicket—Jonathan w^ent
his way home. [The two friends meet no more
in life. How it would liave been if Jonathan had
lived we cannot tell; but all possible complica-

tions were avoided by his death. His life thus pre-

sents an untarnished picture of pure, self-denying

friendship. This parting is one of the many dra-

matic situations that occur in this Book.

—

Tr.]

Vers. 19-24 a. The Ziphites betray to Saul Da-
vid's abode among them ; Saul forms with the

betrayers his crafty scheme against David. Ver.

19 is connected with ver. 15, not with ver. 14

* [It is suggested in Bib.-Com. that Jonathan had in-

formed David of liis father's designs (ver. 15), but this is

nowhere intimated.—Ta.]

(Thenius). ^^ Ziphites," people of Ziph [without
the Art.

—

Tr.] Some Ziphites went up to Saul
to Gibeah to betray to him David's abode. The
mountain Hachilah, with its wood and its rocks,

lay "on the right of the desert;" that is, south of

the waste region which stretched out on the west
of the Dead Sea within the steppe of Judali. The
Article indicates the desert to be that well-known
desert in this region, the designation being almost
a proper name [written as nom. pr. " Jeshimon"
in Eng. A. V.

—

Tr.] So in Num. xxi. 20 ; xxiii.

28, a desert is called "the desert" [Eng. A. V.
•Jeshimon]. This is the desert northeastern bor-

der of the Dead Sea.—Ver. 20. The lively tone

of the address of the Ziphites shows that they
were somewhat passionate adherents of Saul, and
acquainted with his most secret desires. Tuso

things they say to him: 1) Come down to us, for

all thy desire to get David in thy power may now
be fulfilled; 2) it is our afiliir to deliver him up
to thee. \_Bih.-Com. less well renders: "it is in

our power," etc.—Tr.].—Ver. 21. The feeling

expressed in Saul's answer agrees with the Ziphites'

word as to his keen desire to come down to them.
He invokes God's blessing on them for their ofler

and promise. He remains true to hi^ illusion

that David is attempting his throne and life, and
so committing a crime against God. lie imagines

that he is in a dangerous situation, and that the

Ziphites had compassion on him or sympathy
with him in making him this offer.—Ver. 22. He
directs tliem how to act in order to gain informa-

tion of every retreat of David in his constant

shifting of place. "Fix your mind, observe"

(supply 3"7. as in Judg. xii. 6 ; 2 Chr. xxix. 36).

The heaping up of synonyms is no argument

against this rendering; the conception "see" is

not thrice expressed (Then.), but there is a gra-

dation, Saul describing in an animat'd manner
how they are to get information of David's abode

:

" Keep "a good look-out still, that ye may learn,

and that ye may see in what place his/oot will be,"

that is, where he fixes himself in his wandering.
" TT^'^o has seen him" refers to the last: "And see

his place," etc. The words, in keeping with

Saul's animated manner, are loosely put together,

he having in mind the moment when the man
who discovers David's abode comes to inform

him. Saul affirms the necessity for this espionage

in the remark: " for it is told me that he is very

subtle." This trait of character in David agrees

with what we otherwise know of him in this re-

spect. —Ver. 23. Saul continues his directions,

and cannot say enough (to satisfy himself) to ex-

hort them to search in every nook and cranny.
" Return to me unto what is certain;" that is, when
vou have gotten certain information. Not till

ihen will he go down with them. He confidently

declares that he will then seize him among all

the thousands of Judah. The Alaphim,
thousands are, according to Num. i. 16 ; x. 4, the

larger divisions of the twelve Tribes.—Ver. 24 a.

The Ziphites went back to their region before

Saul, who, according to the agreement, was to fol-

low later.

Vers. 24 b-28. David retires to the wilderness of

Maon, and is delivered from Saul.—Ver. 24 b.

Tiie wilderness of Maon lay farther south. The
name still exists, = Main, eight miles southeast
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of Hebron ; the distance from Ziph is therefore

only six miles. Main lies on a conical hill, M'hich

commantls a wide view, so that Rob. (II., 433
[Am. Ed., I., 493-495] ) thence saw nine cities of

the hill-country of Judah, Maon, Carrael, Ziph,

Juttah, Jattir, Socho, Anab, Eshtemoa, and He-
bron (Josh. XV. 48-55). On the character of the

groimd see Van de Velde II. 107 sq. [Mr. Grove
in Smith's Bible Did. thinks that the wilderness

of Maon formed part of the larger region called

the Arabah, rendered in Eng. A. V. 1 Sam. xxiii.

24, " the plain."

—

Tr.].—David, doubtless in con-

sequence of information received as to the designs

of Saul and the Ziphites, betook himself to the

wilderness of Maon.
Ver. 25. And Saul . . . went, namely, after

he had gotten information from the Ziphites.

The "rock," on which it is here presupposed that

David was staying, and which was in the wilder-

ness of Maon, "is perhaps the conical hill of the

present Main, whose summit is surrounded with

ruins. He went down not (as Sept.) "into the

rock," nor "to the rock" (Buns.), but "descended

the rock," in order to conceal himself in the low-

land or in the caves at its base. It is the same
mountain that is mentioned in ver. 26, on opposite

sides of which Saul and David found themselves.

Here (ver. 26) David was soi-e troubled (I|np.) to

escape Saul, while, on his part, Saul attempted to

surround and seize him.—Ver. 27. But suddenly,

when David is in the greatest danger of being

surrounded, Saul receives information of a new
Philistine incursion. He must desist from farther

l^ursuit. This was God's plan to save David.

The Philistines had seized on the moment when
Saul had withdrawn his men to the south in pur-

suit of David, to invade the upper part of the

land.—Ver. 28. The place was called Sela ham-

mahlekoth (n''p'?n'2n ySp). There are two ex-

planations of the name: 1) rock of smoothness,

that is, o? escape, and 2) rock of dividings or dim-

sions. The first (Ges., DeWette, Keil), takes the

notion of " escape" from the signification of the

verb (p2^) "to be smooth," for which applica-

tion, however, only Jer. xxxvii. 12, and that very

doubtfully, can be adduced. Further the substan-

tive here used never means " escape," but always

"distribution" (Josh. xi. 23; xii. 7 ;
xviii. 10;

Ezek. xlviii. 29) and "division" (1 Chr. xxvi. 1;

xxvii. 1 ; 2 Chr. xxxi. 17) and it must so be taken

here. This explanation is favored also by the

word "therefore," which clearly refers to the

circumstantially related fact that the armies of

Saul and David were separated, divided by the

rock. Ewald's explanation : " lot of fate " (=:

p7.n^ is unfounded. It accordingly means:

"Rock of division." Cler. : "rock of divisions,

where Saul and David were separated." The
rock divided the two armies, held them asunder.

Bottchcr conjectures that the rock might originally

from its nature have been called "rock o{ smoofh-

Tiess," and this name might afterwards from histo-

rical recollection have been made to refer to the

movements of Saul and David, wlio according to

ver. 26 had divided the rock-ground between then.
Certainly this explanation of the name '' Rock
of dividings, partings," would be possible as re-

spects the ground. But, by reason of the " there-
fore," the reference to Saul and David's relation
to one another suits the connection better.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. David did not seek, but received from the
Lord's hand the opportunity by the march to
Keilah to perform a heroic deed, and thus to win
further consideration in the eyes of the people as

a warrior blessed by God and crowned with glo-
rious success. The king left the city open to the
attacks of the Piiilistines. He neglected his duty
as protector of his people against the hereditary
foe, thinking only of revenging himself on David.
Here also David was under God's protection, to

which he humbly resigned himself. After he had
at the Lord's command retui-ned from Moab to

Judah, he must, in the fact that the Philistines

undisturbed besieged Keilah and carried off the
grain, while Saul took no steps to oppose them,
have recognized God's command to draw the
sword for his people, especially as he was the
king's general, though he had received no order
from the king. But for his conscience and his

assurance of faith, as well as for the certainty and
success of the whole undertaking, he needed the
divine authorization; if he had not the sanction

of the theocratic king, he must have that of God
Himself, since the question was of a matter im-
portant for the people of God and for the affairs

of God's kingdom in Israel,—war against Israel's

hereditary foe. He received the divine authori-

zation and the promise of success through a twice
affirmed divine oracle. By the divine promise
he is inwardly certain of success. Even in straits

and danger, he now with the Lord's support be-

comes the saviour of his people out of straits and
danger. But in the deed of deliverance itself lies

the seed of new suffering. The rescue of Keilah
by David occasioned Saul's march to Keilah
against David. The inhabitants of Keilah exhi-

bit base ingratitude towards him. By God's word
he learns what dangers here threaten him. By
God's direction he again takes to flight to save

himself fi'om Saul—but the incursion of the Phi-
listines, occasioned by Saul's march to the south,

compels him to desist from following David, who
thus escapes his persecutor. Thus this section

exhibits David anew in the clearest light of di-

vine guidance as the Chosen and Anointed of

God: 1) submitting himself unconditionally to

God's detei'mining word and guiding will, and

2) guided directly by God's hand and determined
in all his affairs by (iod's will and word.

2. Whatever may have been the form of the in-

quiry of Ood through the Urim and Thummim
(which was attached to the ephod of the high-

priest), yet in this section it is clearly and dis-

tinctly indicated that it was an embodied prayer to

Ood for the revelation of His will, and only to such

prayer was God's counsel and will tluis revealed.

One's own natural objection and other men's op-

position to God's will must by this repeated ques-

tioning of the Lord and decision and confirmation

of His will be most completely refuted and set

aside. Flesh-and-blood's deliberations concern-

ing what pertains to God's kingdom lead to inde-

cision, doul)t, timidity ; taking counsel with God
in direct access to His grace and truth makes the
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heart firm and the look clear, and gives true cou-

rage and victorious prowess, as is shown by the

example of David, who repeatedly inquired of the

Lord.
3. The teaching of the Ziphites forms the

historical background of Ps. liv., the title of which
refers its origin to David's thence resulting sor-

rowful experiences, 1 Sam. xxiii. 19 sq. In full

accordance witli liis then dangerous situation and
with a backward glance at God's wonderl'ul help,

he first utters a prayer for deliverance from wicked
and ungodly enemies, vers. 3-5 (1-3), and then
expresses his assurance of divine help, together

with the promise of thanksgiving for deliverance,

vers. 6-9 (4-7).

4. Out of these great experiences, in David's
sorrowful life, of the grace and power, wisdom
and justice, mercy and goodness of God, was de-

veloped in him and through him in his people
tliat intelligence of faith and theological know-
ledge which we see in the Psalms and the pro-

phetical writings.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 2. Starke : God forsakes not those who
seek Him (Ps. ix. 11 [10]). When we wish to

begin any thing, we should first ask counsel of

God.—Ver. 3. Cramer : Flesh and blood trem-
bles when at God's command we have to encoun-
ter danger. Schmid: Corrupt human reason al-

ways has something which it opposes to the word
of God.—Ver. 4. Starke: When we have God's
will on our side, we should not let ourselves be
led asiray by men (Acts xxi. 13, 14). The shield
of the pious is with God, who helps pious hearts
(Ps. vii. 11 [10]).—Ver. 5. Cramer: In trouble
God yet sometimes gives a joyous day, and after

the troublous storm He shows a glimpse of His
grace (Eccl. vii. 14).—Ver. 7. Osiander: Hyi^o-
crites have God's name in the mouth, but the de-
vil always in the heart. And although they
speak of God, yet they have always a bloody
mind against God's people (Ps. 1. IG, 17).—Vers.
II, 12. God foresees not only what will really

happen, but also what would follow if this and
that siiould happen. His omniscience and fore-

knowledge is a boundless and bottomless sea
(Acts xxvii. 24-31).—The greatest benefits are
often requited with the greatest ingratitude, and
this is a shameful evil among men, which then
most betrays itself when they sliould be thankful.
—ScHLiER : True thankfulness which fears God
knows well how to find out the right. Let us be
thankful in all things! We need not for that
reason do wrong when the point is to be thank-
ful, but when true thankfulness fills the heart
there open up ways enough to show it.—Ver.
16 sq. O.siAXDER : It is a work acceptable to God
to comfort the afflicted (Isa. xl. 1 ; 1 Thess. v. 14).

—God is wont always to refresh again His people
who are in danger, that they may not utterly sink
under the cross (2 Cor. vii. 6).

—

Starke: True
friendship must be grounded in communion with
God. Keal love does not diminish, but increases.

—ScHEiER : God lets a David be persecuted—lets

him be driven about like a himted animal; but
at Plis own time He also sends him a Jonathan
with friendly words. And so God the Lord still

always does to all His servants.—F. W. Krtjm-

macher : The picture of this pair of friends—

a

picture nobler and more exalting than that of the
heathen Dioscuri, beams inextinguishably in the
heaven of the church, as a kindling and inspiring
ideal of unfeigned manly friendship, sanctified in
God.—Vers. 25 sq. Starke : God never leaves

one that loves Him without a cross, and when
one cross has ceased, another is at once ready
(Ps. Ixxiii. 14).

—

Osiander: God often lets His
people fall into extreme need, so that they can
neither counsel nor help themselves, in order
that the divine help may be so much the more re-

cognized and honored (Matt. viii. 25).

—

Cra:mer:
God lets nothing so bad happen, but that lie
knows how to make out of it something good
(Gen. 1. 20).^

—

Wuert. Bib.: Even enemies must
serve our God in reserving His believing children
from peril or need (2 Pet. ii. 9).—Ver. 2S. Osi-

ander : The benefits of God we should with
thankful mind keep in lively remembrance (Ps.

ciii. 2).

—

Schlier : Why is it that the Lord very
often helps only when the need has reached its

height! It is in order that we may give the ho-
nor to the Lord alone.—F. W. Krummacher:
David was delivered "at the last hour," it is

true; but this never strikes too late for the Lord
still to furnish in it the proof to those that trust

in Him, that His word is Yea and Amen when it

says, "I will never leave thee nor forsake thee."

J. Disselhoff : How trying days should be borne

after God's heart : 1) By despairing of all self-help

and believingly fleeing to God's heart, there to

learn supplication and thanksgiving. 2) By
opening heart and hand amid our own need for

others' need. 3) By contending with the weapons
of gentleness and humility against the supposed
or real authors of the trials.

[Vers. 7-13. David at Keilah. 1) Saul eagerly

arranges to seize him: a) Rejoicing beforehand
in a success taken for granted. "Counting the

chickens," etc.; b) Inferring that God was on his

side from the mere prospect of a single success;

misinterpreting Providence, comp. xxiv. 4. 2) The
citizens of Keilah ready to betray him—doubtless

remembering Nob; Ingratitude—which always
finds itself some excuse. 3) David sees reason to

fear them, and seeks divine direction : a) He
speaks humbly as God's servant; 6) He earnestly

implores direction. Prayer. In answer to hum-
ble and earnest prayer, God often delivers from
ungrateful friends and scheming foes.

[Vers. 16-18. The last meeting of Jonathan and
David: 1) David feeble and fearful ("strength-

ened," "fear not"). Naturally discouraged by
cowardly ingratitude, malignant hostility, weary
wandering, uncertainty of life. 2) Jonathan en-

courages him: o) By the mere fact of coming to

meet him through difficulties and dangers; b) By
piously pointing him to God; c) By confident as-

surances of preservation and triumph; d) By de-

claring that his great enemy himself knows this,

comp. xxiv. 20; e) By avowing his own willing-

ness to be second to David. 3) They renew their

league of friendship before the Lord (comp. xviii.

3; XX. 16, 42). They part to meet no more on
earth. Jonathan is next mentioned in David's

pathetic lament (2 Sam. i. 17-27).

[Vers. 25-27. David's narrow escape: 1) He is

betrayed by men of his own tribe (ver. 19), and
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skilful plans are laid to apprehend him (vers. 22-

3). 2) Hard pressed, fleeing in haste, surrounded

(ver. 26). 3) Prays to (iod for help and deliver-

ance (Psalm liv.). 4) Strangely delivered at'th'j

last moment by overruling Providence (ver. 27).—Tr.]

VI. David in the Wilderness of Engedi. He spares Saul in the cave. His conversation with Saul.

Chap. XXIV. [Eng. A. V. XXIII. 29—XXIV. 22].

29 (1) And David went up from thence and dwelt in [ms. the] strongholds at [of]

1 (2) Engedi.^ And it came to pass, when Saul was returned from following the

Philistines, that it was told him, saying. Behold, David is in the wilderness

2 (3) of Engedi. Then [And] Saul took three thousand chosen men [men chosen]

out of all Israel, and went to seek David and his men upon the rocks of the

3 (4) wild goats.^ And he came to the sheep-cotes by [on] the way, where [aud

there] was a cave, and Saul went in to cover his feet f and David and his

4 (5) men remained [were abiding] in the sides of the cave. And the men of

David said unto him. Behold the day of which the Lord [Jehovah] said unto

thee, Behold, I will deliver thine enemy into thine hand, that thou mayest do

to him as it shall seem good unto thee. Then [And] David arose, aud cut

5 (6) off the skirt of Saul's robe privily. And it came to pass afterward that

6 (7) David's heart smote him because he had cut off Saul's skirt.^ And he said

unto his men, The Lord [Jehovah] forbid^ that I should do this thing unto

my master [lord], the Lord's [Jehovah's] anointed, to stretch forth mine

7 (8) hand against him, seeing [for] he is the anointed of the Lord [Jehovah]. So

[And] David stayed® his servants [men] with these \_07n. these] words, aud

suffered them not to rise against Saul. But [And] Saul rose up out of the

cave, and went on his way.

8 (9) David also [And David] arose afterward and went out of the cave and

cried after Saul, saying. My lord the king. Aud when \_om. when] Saul

looked behind him, [ins. and] David stooped with his face to the earth and

9 (10) bowed himself. And David said to Saul, Wherefore hearest' thou men's

10 (11) words, saying, Behold, David seeketh thy hurt?* Behold, this day thine eyes

have seen how that the Lord [Jehovah] had [om. had] delivered thee to-day

into my hand in the cave, and some bade® me kill thee ; but [and] mine eye

spared thee, and I said, I will not put forth uiy hand against uuy lord, for he

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 [Ver. 29 (1). See the various VSS. in this verse as an iUustration of the uncertainty in proper names.—Ti.]
2 [Ver. 2 (3). "On the face of the rocks." Po.ssibly we have here a proper name, the Jeelim or ibex-rot-ks.

3
I

Ver. 3 (4). Explained in all the VSS. as==Tas (^vcriKd? e/c/cpiVeis 7rot^<rao-9ai (so Erdmann), except Syr., which

lias " to sleep."

—

Tr.I
. , ,,__, . .,

* [Ver. 5 (6). All ancient VSS., except Chald., read: "the skirt of Saul's robo," and so some MS8. In the pre-

sent IIcl). text we .should expect the Art. before ciJD, and, apparently, we should either supply the Art., or adopt

tlio reading of the VSS.—Tr.] '

6 [Vor. 6 (7). Literally: "a profane thing be it to me from Jehovah."—Tu.]
« [Ver. 7 (8). This word J7DtJ/'T is variously rendered by the VSS.: &vveKd\ia-6v, irspUa-naaci', en-ttaec, r/n-aTijo-ei',

Chald. " quieted "
(D'3), Syr. " caused to repent, turned aside " (so Eng. A. V.), Arab. " threateningly admonished,"

Vulg. " confregit." Levy suggests ^^nt^M as the reading of the Vat. Sept. (en-eio-e). The Heb. word contains a

strong figure (so Gesen. and Erdmann) "cut up "=" hindered, restrained."—Tr.]

7 [Ver. 9a0). Or: "hearkenestthouto."—Tr.]
8 [Ver. 10 (11). ION, indi^finite as in xxiii. 22 (Maurer), so Syr., Arab., Chald. The phrase, however, presents

some difficulties. It Is objected (Bib. Com.) that the subject of "inN in the present Heb. text is naturally

".lehovah," so that it would read: "and .Tchovah said (commanded) to kill thee;" but this is not necessarily

required by the grammar, and is in David's moutli impossible {Bib. Com.). Theuius rejects the sense ot com-

mand " here as belonging to later Heb. (but it is found in 2 Sam. i. 18 ; xvi. 11), and adopts the reading "H'^X «7,
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11 (12) is the Lord's [Jehovah's] auointed. Moreover [And] my father,^ see, yea see
the skirt of thy robe in my hand ; for, in that I cut off the skirt of thy robe
and killed thee not, know tbou and see that there is neither evil nor trans-
gression in mine hand, and I have not sinned against thee

; yet thou huntest^"
12 (13) my t^oul to take it. The Lord [Jehovah] judge between me and thee, and

the Lord [Jehovah] avenge tue of thee; but my band shall not be upon thee.

13 (11) As^' saith the proverb ot the ancients. Wickedness proceedeth from the wicked.
11 (15) But my hand shall not be upon thee. After whom is the king of Israel come

out? after whom dost thou pursue? after a dead dog, after a [one]^^ flea.

15 (16) The Lord therefore [And Jehovah] be judge, and judge between me and
thee, and see, and plead my cause, and deliver [judge]^^ me out of thine
hand.

16 (17) And it came to pass, when David had made an end of speaking these words
17 (18) unto Saul, that Saul said, Is this thy voice, my son David? And Saul lifted

up his voice and wept. And he said to David, Thou art more righteous than
I, for thou hast rewarded [done]^* me good, whereas [and] I have rewarded

18 (19) [done] thee evil. And thou hast showed this day how that thou hast dealt
well with me,^^ forasmuch as when the Lord [Jehovah] had [om. had] deli-

19 (20) vered me into thine hand, thou killedst me not. For, if a man find his ene-

my, will he let him go well away? wherefore the Lord [Jehovah] reward
20 (21) thee good for that [what] thou bast done unto me this day.^* And now,

behold I know well [om. well] that thou shalt surely be king,^' and that the
kiugdom of Israel shall be established in thine hand. Swear now therefore

unto me by the Lord [Jehovah] that thou wilt not cut off my seed after me,
22 (23) and that thou wilt not destroy my name out of my father's house. And

David sware unto Saul. And Saul went home [to his house], but [and] David
and his men gat them up into'* the hold.

"I did not wish," after the Sept. ovk rj^ovKinSiqi'. adding that the Heb. text is most readily explained from the

Vulg. :
" et cogUavi ut occiderem ie," whence Heb. ''rn^DXI (so Bib. Com.). Both these readings (and 1 with Impf.)

• : ~ t:
Wellhausen rejects, and reads after Sept. JX0N1 (as in 1 Sam. viii. 19), which is more probable from the form

I "T -:t

<the pre'sent Heb might ea«ily oome from it), and gives a good sense. We cannot infer anything as to the text
from Josephus' omission of tl'ii-; i-lause.

—

Tr.]
9 (Ver. 11 (12). The mutilation of the Sept. here loses the expression of excitement which is so natural to the

occasion.

—

Tr.T
10 Ver. 11 (12). Sept. Sco-/iiei;€is=" bindest in toils "=" huntest."—TR.]
" [Ver. IS (14). Wellhausen holds this verse to be an interpolation because its last clause is identical with

the last clause of the preceding verse; but would not tins repetition here be very natural ?—Tr.]
12 [Ver. 14 (15). The rendering " one " for HPIX is more lively, yet not linguistically necessary; the numeral

T V
is sometimes used as Indef. Art., as in 1 Sam. i. 1.

—

Tr.]

" [Ver. 15(16). Of the three words hero rendered "judge" the second and third are the same in the Heb.

(£3311', indicating the act of a governor-judge) and the first different from these (pi=a judicial ofBcer).—Te.]

1* [Ver. 17 (IS). Tlie sense of retribution is sometimes, but not always found in tlnis word (7OJI).—Tu.]

15 [Ver. IS (19). This clause seems awkward. We would expect: "thou hast showed thy willingness to deal
well," or simply: "thou hast dealt well," for the "showing" and the "dealing" are identical in content; nor
does the Sept. dTr^yyeiAa? help. Perhaps we should render: "Thou hast showed this day that thou dealest well,"

that is, that such is thy purpose and policy.

—

Te.]

16 [Ver. 19 (iiO). On this text see Erdmann in the Exposition.

—

Tr.]

" [Ver. 20 (22). Here one MS. and Arab, add '''^T^ii', "after me," an obvious supplement.—Tr.]

18 [Ver. 22 (23). Heb. "7;;, "upon," but thirty MSS. read bx, "to."—Tr.]

exegetical and critical.

Vers. 1-8 [29-7]. David's abode in Engedi and
his meeting there with Saul in a cave.—Ver. 1

[29]. Engrdi the present Ain Jidy (Jeddi),
" Fountain of the kid " ('E/yarf/, ''Eyyadai, PtoL

5, 16, 8), about the middle of the west shore of

the Dead Sea, about tliirteen miles north-east of

Maon on the border of the wilderness of Judah,
in a mountainous region with limestone-soil,

with precipitous rocks and deep gorges which
run towards tlie Dead Sea, and with many caves

in the limestone-hills. It belonged to the tlien

few very fruitful regions of the wilderness of

Judah.—[For a good account of Engedi with its

magnificent scenery, its frightful and dangerous
rock-passes and its many roomy caverns, see

Bib. Com. in loco. Thomson, in " Tlie Land and
the Book" sjjcaks of the wild goats still to

be found there. — Tr.] — Ver. 2 [1]_ sq. The
ob.stinacy of Saul's adherence to his bloody

plan against David apjiears in the fact that

immediately after his campaign against the

Pliilistines, perhaps even before they were
completely overthrown, he again sends out

spies against David, and sets out with a large

body of warriors (3000) in order to seize him.
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He sees in him a rival king, against whom lie

must march fully equipped, and whom he must
destroy by a superior force of disciplined troojis.

The ibex-rocks, so called by the people per-

haps, because from their steepness and wildness

the ibexes or wild-goats could subsist there. See
Rob. II. 432 [Am. Ed. I. 500]. Mountain-goats
still abound there. In the hardly accessible

gorges and caves Saul with his men sought David
and his followers, rightly supposing that the lat-

ter, being few in number, would seek to hide in

this region so full of hiding-places. There were
and are caves there wherein thousands might hide.

—The words : The sheepcotes on the "way
indicate (like the "ibex-rocks") a well-known
locality, which from its fruitfulness in this other-

wise waste region served for the abode of flocks.

[Thomson saw many sheepfolds at the mouths of

caves ; they were made by piling stones up in a

circle and covering them with thorns.

—

Tr.].

Saul looks out a cave in the vicinity to cover
his feet, that is, to obey a call of nature, when
the Orientals usuallv cover their feet (the ancient

Vss. [except Syr.], Keil, Then.), not: "to sleep"

(Mich., Ew. [Syr.]). David and his men
abode within or in the hack of the cave [vcr. 4

(3)], while Saul was in front not far from the en-

trance. The description supjioses a very large

cave, of such as are numerous there. But whe-
ther this cave is to be identified (as Van de Velde
supposes) with the one near the village Chareitun

in the Wady of the same name southwest of the

Frank Mountain and north-east of Tekoa (it is

a limestone arch with many side-passages and
wide dark rear-spaces) is uncertain, inasmuch as

the latter on account of its proximity to Tekoa
would be reckoned to the wilderness of Tekoa ra-

ther than to the wilderness of Engedi, and be-

sides is from fourteen to nineteen miles from En-
gedi, which does not seem to have been the case

with the one here described. [De Saulcy (B. Com.

)

suggests Bir-el-Mauquouchieh near Wady Hasasa

as the place.

—

Tr.].—Ver. 5 [4]. David's men
advise him to seize this opportunity, given him,

as thev think, by God, to rid himself of his deadly

foe. See, this "is the day of which the Lord
said to thee.—The Lord's "saying" can here

be understood only in the general sense of the

divine ordering of this favorable o^iportunity.

This day, with its fortunate meeting, seemed to

them a hint and direction from God. A reference

to a definite divine declaration,* given to David
through a prophet (Clericus :

" There would come
a time when, his enemies all conquered and jiros-

trate, he would peacefully govern Israel") is not

in the words themselves.—Saul had laid aside his

vppcr garment [robe] for his present purpose [or,

remaining on him, it may have been spread out.

—Tr.]. The situation was such that David could,

without being observed, cut off a corner of the uj)-

per garment. David wished to have in hand this

sign that Saul liad been defenceless in his power,

and that he could have killed him, in order to

use it with Saul at the proper time. His heart
smote him, not with fright at the bold under-

taking (Then., Ew.), for the deed was already

* [Some cite 1 Sam. xv. 28 ; xvi. 1, 12, and also xx. 15 :

xxiii. 17, tint it is not probable that David's men would
know these. Of any other promise we have no men-
tion.—Tn.]

done, but in the ethical sense : his conscience smote
him. From what follows it is clear that David
regarded Saul's person as sacred ; he reproached
himself with having secretly cut off" a piece of his
garment, and thus failed in reverence for his per-
son. Cler. :

" David was afraid that Saul would
take this, tliough a clear sign of (David's) magna-
nimity, in bad part, and regard it as a violation
of his royal majesty."—Ver. 7 [6]. The decisive
and solemn rejection of the advice of the warriors
to assail Saul. Be it far from me from the
Lord, that is, on the Lord's account; it is a reli-

gious ground which restrains him from following
the advice of his men. For GocVs sake he will
not do it, because Saul is the anointed of the Lord,
a person made sacred by the Lord. And there-
fore also David could not have received command
from the Lord to deal with Saul according to his

good pleasure.—Ver. 8 [7]. "David cut down his

men with ivords" [j/DU "to rend, cut to pieces,"

then figuratively "cut down with words" verbis

dilaceravit), Luther "beat back" {abweisen), too
weak [so Eng. A. V. " stayed."—Tr.] ; Berl. Bib.
better: "pulled away" {abremen). David was
oljliged to hold back his men with reproving
words from taking bloody vengeance on Saul.

AVe must suppose that Saul went alone into the
cave at a distance from his people, and did not
suspect that such a body of men lay immediately
behind his back.

Vers. 9-23 [8-22]. The conversation of David
and Saul at a distance.—Ver. 9 [8]. David uses

this God-given opportunity to assure his perse-

cutor of his innocence, and to lodge a sting in his

conscience. His words are a declaration (wrung
out by suffering) from heart to heart, from con-
science to conscience. The address : My Lord,
O king! indicates the double point of view
wlience David in what follows declares by deed.

and by vvrd his relation and attitude to Saul. He
recognizes and honors Saul as his lord to whom he
feels himself bound to be subject ; in calling him
his lord he declares himself guiltless of insurrec-

tion against liim. In the king he sees the anointed

of the Lord, the bearer of the holy theocratic of-

fice, in which character he was inviolable. In.

calling him king he aflSrras that he is far from
attacking his person and working him harm. To^

this address corresponds David's behaviour, his

gesture of deepest reverence: he bent his face
to the earth and bowed himself.—Ver. 10

[9]. David refers first to tlie calumnies by which
he had been blackened to Saul as his enemy seek-

ing his destruction. Compare the title of Ps. vii.,

wluch refers to the present situation ; there were
calumniating go-betweens, one of whom was the

otlierwise unknown Benjamite Cush, who stood,

therefore, in the same category with the Ziphites

and Doeg. Saul hearkened to these slanders and
believed them, because his heart was full of mis-

trust and hate against David.—Ver. 11 [10]. Da-
vid expressly represents it as a divinely ordered

circumstance that Saul was put into his power,

lie also expressly affirms that the temptation to

kill him was presented to him ("^?^< " one said"

as in xxiii. 22), but at the same time declares that

he s])arcd him ; to tlic " spared " of the Heb. sup-

ply " my eye" [so Eng. A. V.

—

Tr.], as in Gen.
xlv. 20 ; Deut. vii. 10 (so most expositors) or
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"my hand" or "my soul" (Cler.). He further

gives the reason which deterred liim from laying

hand on Saul, his lord : for he is the Lord's
anointed.—By the royal anointing, as a divine

act, Saul's person was for him sacred, inviolable.

— Ver. 12 [11]. And my father; with this ad-

dress David passes from his relation to Saul as

king to the divinely ordered relation which he
occupied towards him as father. To this '' my
father " answers Saul's " my son." David calls

Saul father not (as Grotius thinks) because he was
his father-in-law, but to indicate the pious* feel-

ing which so fills his heart as he speaks, that he
invohmtarily breaks out into this address. See
ver. 17 [16]" and xxvi. 17.

—

See, yea see.—

A

lively introduction of the factual proof of what he

had just said that Saul had been given into his

hand so that he could have done to him what he
would. Tlie "yea" (DJ) is here intensive, not

merely copulative (Ges. ? 155, 2 a). The skirt

of the uppiT garment in David's hand is to be at

the same time ocular proof that David is innocent

of the wicked accusations brought against him by
the calumniators. With his innocence, set forth in

heaped up words: " in my hand is no evil nor
transgression, and I have not sinned against thee,"

he next contrasts (with the adversative phrase
"and thou" and in curt, incisive words) Saul's

criminal, conduct towards him : Thou workest
after my soul, properly " Imntest my soul ;"

Cler.: "A very suitable phrase concerning a man
whom his enemy was pursuing like a beast over
mountains and forests;" Sept.: "bindest," with
allusion to the nets of the hunter, and so, in ac-

cordance with this figure, it is added : to take it,

Vulg. 2it aufcras earn.—Ver. 13 [12] is similarly

to be taken from tlie point of view that he has no
evil design against Saul.—The Lord willjudge
between me and thee, that is, though the

Lord gave thee into my hand, I attempted, and
shall attempt nothing against thee, because I

leave the decision wholly to the Lord. Here
speaks submission to God's will, leaving to him
the decision concerning riglit and wrong, inno-

cence and guilt. Andthe Lord will avenge
me of thee,—the expression of David's con-

fidence that for his guilty conduct towards his

(David's) innocence Saul will not go unpun-
ished, that against him will be manifested

the weight of the divine punitive justice.

—

But my hand shall not be against thee,

as I have hitherto been, so I will continue to be
pure from crime against thee ; God's hand will

punish thy injustice towards me, nnj hand shall

not touch thee.—Ver. 14 [13]. David grounds

this declaration of innocence on the reference to

its inner foundation and root by means of an
" old proverb :" from the evil comes evil, evil doing

springs from an evil heart. Cler. well explains

:

" David means to say that if he had been guilty

of conspiracy against the king, he would not

liave neglected this favorable opportunity to kill

him, since men usually indulge their feelings,

r.nd from a mind guilty of conspiracy nothing

but corresponding deeds could come forth."

Compare the Greek proverb : kukov KdpaKO^ kukov

coov ["from a bad raven a bad egg," see Matt.

vii. 15-20.

—

Tr.] — Grotius :
" Actions usually

• [That is the reverence, thepietas of the Romans.—Te.]

correspond to the quality of the mind." The
repetition of the words :

" but my hand shall not

be against thee," after the proverb is the declara-

tion of innocence :
" 1 am not wicked and crimi-

nal, and, therefore, according to the old proverb,

I shall undertake and do nothing evil against

tliee, wreak no vengeance on thee."—Ver. 15
[14] David points out how foolish, superfluous

and unroyal is Saul's persecuting campaign
against a mean, undangerous man like him.
Grot. :

" A very pathetic appeal and a proof of

David's very great modesty." Comp. Ps. cxxxi.
The king of Israel is with special emphasis
made to follow the "after whonif in contrast

with the position and significance of the person
persecuted by him. With the kinr) of Israel

adorned with honor and poiver David contrasts

himself under the figure of a dead dog: 1) as a
despised, lowly, qualitatively insignificant man,
comp. xvii. 43 ; 2 Sam. iii. 8, where the figure

of a dog represents a man despicable in the eyes

of one wlio is, or is supposed to be of high stand-

ing; 2) as a harmless, or in no ivise dangerous man,
comp. the figure of the dead dog, 2 Sam. ix. 8

;

xvi. 9.—The comparison with the flea adds the
idea ofthe quantitatively pe^/?/,?ftea?i, comp. xxvi.

20. "Wherefore," would David say, "O thou
mighty king of Israel, dost thou summon thy
army against so little and insignificant a man ?"

Berl. Bib.: "against a single flea, which is not

easily caught, and easily escapes, and if it is

caught, is jjoor game for a royal hunter." No
more than a dead dog can harm, and a flea

endanger thee, am I, apart from the fact that I

have no wish thereto, in position to work thee

destruction.—Ver. 16 [15]. Therefore—because

Saul persecutes him unjustly as an innocent man,
and foolishly as an xindangerous man, because he,

David, is unjustly slandered and persecuted as a
malicious enemy of Saul— he appeals to the

.Judge who alone is just and gives success to a
righteous cause. Two things David here says:

1) he repeats his appeal to the judicial decision

of the Lord (ver. 13 [12]), and 2) declares his

firm conviction that the Lord will by such deci-

sion help him to his rights against Saul: He
will conduct my cause, that is, the just God,
before whom I am not only consciously, but

really innocent, will be my advocate, undertake

my cause ; and do me justice from thy hand,
I shall be delivered out of thy hand, freed from
the sufferings which thou preparest me. A zeug-

matic construction.— [Kather a pregnant con-

struction :
" will judge me (and thus deliver me)

from thy hand."—Tk.]*
Ver. 17 [16]. 'Saul's ansiver to these words of

David shows that they deeply and powerfully

* [Philippson :
" This address of David lias so much

natural eloquence, so much glow, and such a tone of
conviction, that no one who has any sense for the sim-
ple beauties of the Bible can read it without being
moved. The whole situation, too, is noble : David,
standing on the rocky height in the desert, holding on
hisjh the trophy of his magnanimity, looking at and
addressing the inelancholy Baul, whom ho loved as a
father, honored as king, revered as the Lord's Anointed,
who yet without ground hated him and persecuted him
with relentless and deadly zeal—using tne opportunity
with rapid words, which expressed his deepest feelings,

to touch the heart of his enemy—he himself full of
humility, oppressed by indescribable sufioring and
weighed down by the feeling of powerlessness, yet
inspired by the consciousness of a noble deed."

—

Te.]
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impressed his mind and sharply pricked his con-
science. The address : Is that thy voice, my
son David ? indicates by its soft, mild tone
that David's words, issuing from a deeply-moved
heart, and in the ''my father" and "thou king
of Israel, my lord," expressing profound piety

and reverence, had struck a chord in Saul's

inner life on the side of feeling and disposition,

which he could not help letting sound forth in
this address counter to the fierceness and hate
that otherwise possessed him. The sign of this

sudden awakening of nobler feeling is Said's

veeping aloud. There is no hypocrisy or pretence
here. Saul, tossed powerless hither and thither
by fierce passions without self-control and with-
out harmony of soul-life, is here laid hold of in a
hidden corner of his heart, where he was still

accessible to the power of truth, and involunta-
rily yields to this nobler arousing of his soul,

though it is not destined to be permanent.—Ver.
18 [17]. On this psychologically so significant

address follows the etldeally so important confes-

sion: Thou art more righteous than I, for
thou hast done me good, and I have done
thee evil.—Tliis proves that his conscience was
touched by David's word, which had so sharply
contrasted innocence and baseless persecution,
righteousness and unrighteousness. Saul must
do honor to the truth ; the overwlielming force
of David's words, founded in truth, forces this

confession from him ; though a thorough and
permanent change for the better is not thereby
eflected in his lieart. Grotius :

" The confession
is unwillingly extorted, the mind being nothing
bettered." But we see from this of how high a
degree of good Saul was capable, if he had been
willing to deny himself. The mode in which
David's word so struck his conscience that he
was compelled involuntarily to acknowledge his

innocence and the justice of his cause is indicated
by his own words; it was his perception of tlie

glaring contrast between liis evil, destructive

operations against David, and the wholly oppo-
site conduct of the latter, who did only good to

the hostile king: T/ie requital of evil ivith good.

Saul thinks of all the good that David had
done him by his faithful service. By right
moral conduct, absolutely accordant with God's
holy will, and simple avowal springing from
truth and from the heart, a deep impression for

the better may under certain circumstances be
made on the corruptest and most hardened na-
ture.—Ver. 19 [18]. In proof of this aflirmation

Saul adduces David's present behaviour, M'liicli is

distinguished from the preceding :
" thou hast

done me good."—And thou hast to-day
showed, hast given a proof of "what good
thou hast done to me, namely therein,
that the Lord had delivered me into thy
hand ;* Saul also here recognizes the fact that
it was God's hand, that had to-day delivered him
into David's hand, in contrast with his previous
declarations that (}od had given David into his

hand, xxiii. 7.

—

But thou didst not kill me,
thou didst not use the oi)i)ortunity given thee ))y

God's providence, because thou wishest not to

avenge thyself on me, and tliinkest only good
towards me. All this is a splendid justification

* fOn tliis verse and its translation see "Text, and
Oram '—Tii.]

of David and confirmation of the assertions that
he made to Saul.—Ver. 20 [19]. Thenius, from
the Sept., Syr. and Arab., undertakes to restore

tlie supposed original text of this verse as follows

:

1) after "his enemy," we are to hold, stood origi-

nally "in straits" (n^p). Thenius thinks this

reading "necessary," since one might find his
enemy witliout having opportunity to hurt him

;

but this opportunity is especially aflbrded when
\\Q ^\m\s him. in angv^tiis, "in straits." But this

is a hair-splitting and far-fetched argument, since
the connection does not leave it doubtful what
is meant by finding the enemy, " Find " here as

in xxiii. 17 ; Ps. xxi. 9 [8] ; Isa. x. 10, means
so to come upon as to affect with suflcring or
punishment,=" get into one's power." 2j After

r\2)D [Eng. A. A', after "well away."—Tr.]
Then, supposes " the Lord will reward him good "

to have fallen away, and 3) instead of the last

words of the verse, to have originally stood

:

" the Lord reward thee good for what thou hast

to-day done to me." But the authority of the

versions is the less decisive here, because their

purpose is obvious, to avoid a harshness and pro-

duce conformity. They included the whole sen-

tence in the protasis :
" if one find his enemy and

send him away," and there was no apodosis. To
supply this apodosis and correspondingly to ex-

press the good whicli Saul afterwards wishes

David, they added: "the Lord will reward him
good."—The words, as they stand in tlie text,

give even according to Thenius a " tolerable

sense ;" yea more, they give a satisfactory sense

if we translate : If one find his enemy, will
he let him go on a good way (a peaceful,

unimporilled way) ? that is, it is usual, when one
has his enemy in his power, not to let him go in

jieace untouched. In the lively feeling with

which Saul speaks, the omission of the interme-

diate thought, the expression of which miglit be
expected, namely, "so hast thou not acted towards

me," is quite natural. The negative answer to

tliis question is omitted (an omission psychologi-

cally easily understood), and immediately fol-

lows the uw'isA.- The Lord reward thee "good
for what thou hast this day done to me.
(So Maur., De Wette, Buns., Keil.) That Saul at

this moment truly and honestly meant these words,

is beyond doubt ; it is the witness not only of a
bright, but also of a good moment in his inner life,

thougli indeed no deep and permanent improve-
ment followed. Under the infiuence of David's

presence and words the evil spirit had for a mo-
ment yielded to the good.—Ver. 21 [20] sq.

Following the better impulse of his heart Saul

sees clearly that the theocratic kingship will jiass

from him and liis house to David, and only

through him as its future bearer be permanently
established. How did Saul come to this knouiedge

which he here expresses, and which .Jonathan

had already affirmed that his father had (xxiii.

17) ? Not through direct divine revelation, but

by the observation that all his undertakings

against David were unsuccessful, nnd that David
in respect to liis persecutions was under special

divine protection, coupled with the recollection

of what Samuel had once said to him in the name
of God respecting his rejection for disobedience.

The declai-ation of his conscience :
" Thou art re-
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jected by God" was. confirmed by the manifest

signs of divine guitlance and protection in David's
life, and by the imposing moral power of David's
<^onduct. Cler. :

" From tliis great magnanimity
of David he concluded that a man who was much
superior in soal to kings could not but reign."

Two things he says: 1) "' Thou ivilt become king," and
2) "in thy hand the kingdom will be permanently

established," not " will be raised up, grow, increase"

(Gramb.). So far has the dark cloud of envy and
hate passed av^ay from Saul's soul, that he not only
lecognizes and affirms David's future kingship, but
to him as future king prefers a request in the form
of an adjaration, that he would show royal kind-

ness and mercy to his house and name. David gave
him the pi'omise in an oath that he would not

after his death exterminate his posterity, as was
often the case in changes of dynasty in the East,

and, as Keil well points out, repeatedly occurred

also in the kingdom of the Ten Tribes. 1 Kings
XV. 28 sq. ; xvi. 11 sq. ; 2 Kings x. Similar re-

quest by Jonathan xx. 15. \_Bib.-Com. : "The
•deep genealogical feeling of the Israelites breaks

out here as so often elsewhere." Saul's declara-

tion as to David's future kingship is not divine

prophecy, but human foresight.

—

Tk.]—-Ver. 23

[22]. The description of the interview, so signifi-

cant for both parties to it, concludes with the

.statement that Saul went to his residence, while

David with his men went up into the strong and
•secure mountain-heights. The latter did not re-

turn home, because he could not expect that

Saul would retain this disposition and essen-

tially change his bearing towards him.—Cler.

:

''* He knew Saul's changeable and perfidious na-

ture, and was afraid of his snares-" [Xor, appa-

rently, did Saul invite or expect him to go home.
His presence at court would have been embar-
lassing ; his training in the fields is to continue

jet some time.

—

Tr.]

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. This incident of David's life in ch. xxiv.

(not xxvi.) forms the basis of Ps. vii.(of which he
is the author), which is rich in references to this

event and whose title :
" Shiggaion of David which

he sang to the Lord concerning the words of Cush
the Benjaminile," giving the slanderous accusa-

tions of this man as the occasion of the Psalm,

presents a situation identical with that of ver. 10

[9] of ch. xxiv. There were men who, by all

sorts of slanders, blackened David with Saul, and
inflamed his hate against him. Among these,

according to the title, was the Benjaminite Cush.

The Benjaminites, on account of the tribal rela-

tionsjiip, were pronounced adherents of Saul, and
he had bound them to him by all sorts of favors

(comp. xxii. 7). Cush is not a symbolical name
for a man of black wickedness, namely here for

^aul ( to whose father's name Kish, Hengstenberg
and Kimchi see an allusion), but the proper name
of a Benjaminite man, one of those slanderers and
go-betweens, whose mention in the title of this

Psalm (the situation in which accords throughout

with that in cli. xxiv.) is a supplement to the al-

lusion in ver. 1 0. How the content of the Psalm
is based on David's assertion of innocence and
confident appeal to God which is given here in

ch. xxiv. is clear from the train of thought:

After the singer's introductory cry for help, ver.s.

2, 3 [1, 2] follows the affirmation of J'reedoni from
revenge and of innocence as to the accusations made
against him (pointing to xxiv. 5-8, 18, 19 [4^7,

17, 18] ), vers. 4-6 [3-5]. On this is based (see

xxiv. 13-lG [12-15]) the appeal to the Lord for
execution of His judgment, to which he submits in

firm confidence and good conscience, vers. 7-10
[6-9]. To tliis is added (see xxiv. 16 [15]) avowal

of trust in the help of the righteous God, and in

the self-prepared destruction of the unrighteous,

vers. 11-17 [10-16]. In conclusion the vow of

thanksgiving [ver. 17.]—What Delitzsch excel-

lently says of the character of the Psalm: "It is

the most solemn pathos of lofty self-consciousness,

that here speaks,—anxious unrest, defiant self-

trust, triumphant upsoaring, confident trust, pro-

phetic certainty, all these tones find expression in

the irregular strophe-sequence of this Davidic
dithyramb," all this is found substantially in Da-
vid's words to Saul.—Ilengstenberg's statement

of the didactic content of the Psalm :
" There is a

twofold didactic element in the Psalm: 1) it is a

necessary condition of divine help that one lift up
pure hands to God, and 2) this condition being

fulfilled, the divine righteousness vouches for the ab-

solute certainty of the deliverance," answers precisely

in both points to the two fundamental thouglits of

David's address (ch. xxiv.) to Saul: 1) I am inno-

cent, and therefore sure of divine hdp, and 2)

God's justice will bring my innocence to light,

and punish my unrighteous persecutors.

2. As fundamental traits in the religious-moral

character of David appear in this section the fol-

lowing: magnanimous forbearance towards his ene-

my providentially given into his hand, decided

repulse of the temptation to revenge on him, tender-

ness of conscience whereby his heart smote Iiina for

appropriating a piece cf Saul's garment, frank

and bold affirmation of his innocence against slan-

ders and persecutions, reverent piety towards the

sacred jicrson of the Lord's chosen and the de facto

theocratic king, the confidence of a good conscience,

and the patient waiting of a mind resigned to

God's dispensations in respect to the severe suffer-

ings appointed him, and the expected decision of

the divine justice, love of enemies which not only

puts far away revenge, but repays evil with good,

firm confidence in God's justice (having its root in

liumility), with which in the consciousness of in-

nocence he appeals to the highest tribunal, clear

knowledge of the ways of the divine justice, whose
aim is the maintenance of the divinely-appointed holy

order of his kingdom (namely, that the unright-

eously introduced evil be punished), and hope in

the saving help of God founded on faith in God's

justice. " That David was magnanimous towards

enemies, that, when his foe was through chance

in his hands, instead of satiating his vengeance,

he sent him reverently away, is wholly in keep-

ing with his nature, and in the song Ps. vii. 5 [4]

is referred to by him briefly and incidentally, but

clearly enough ; that to Saul himself, even when
there would have been the most favorable oppor-

tunity to inflict grievous injury on him, he could

do no bodily harm, follows innnediately from the

idea itself of the 'Anointed of God' which filled

his sold" (Ew., III.. 130).

3. The old proverb: ''From the evil comes evil"

(ver. 14 [13] expresses the truth that t!ie moral
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character of the man necessarily determines his

conduct ; the ethical actus is always the expres-

sion of the ethical habitus; the precise nature of

the inner life, whether in good or in evil, the

ethical character of the personality shows itself in

the man's outward doing. It is the same truth

which is expressed in the New Test, declaration

:

"As the tree so the fruit" (Matt. vii. 17).

4. Tiie simple self-presentation and self-witness

of moral purity and truth (as here in David in

word and deed) has a great missionary power,

and oft(!n makes a mighty impression on spiritu-

ally darkened and morally perverted natures (as

Saul's here) in such wise that the divine in them
is freed from the binding power of the evil, and
the religious-moral element of the conscience,

•which is concealed deep under religious-moral

corruption, breaks freely forth, at least in some
bright and good moments, in order to point to the

way of salvation and show the possibility of de-

liverance, provided the man is willing to be saved

and renewed.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 3 [2]. S. Schmid: How much it were to

be wished that the pious would apply as much
diligence to the practice of good as the ungodly

do to the practice of evil (Eom. vi. 19).—Ver. 5

[4]. AVuERT. Bib.: It happens cpiite often that

men seek to mislead us by an apparent applica-

tion of the Word of God; let us therefore prove

all things and hold fast that which is good (Matt.

iv. 6). [Hall: Those temptations are most pow-
erful which fetch their force from the pretence

of a religious obedience.

—

Tr.]—Vers. 6, 7 [5, 6].

Cramer : It is a praiseworthy virtue to be able

to conquer one's self, and he that ruleth his spirit

is better than he that taketh a city ( Prov. xvi.

32).

—

Schlier: David really gained a greater

victory at this mosncnt than formerly in the fight

against Goliath.—Let us be master over ourselves,

let us fight against our anger and overcome the

enemv in our own heart. It is a wonderful, every

way instructive and shame-inspiring sight, the

fug-itive David protecting his deadly foe against

the hand of his friends. [Ciirysostom remarks

that David had reason to fear lest his men should

rebel and do violence to him if he spared their

common enemy ; also that they were very cunning

in not suggesting revenge— to which they knew
David would not incline—but the pious recogni-

tion of God's hand.

—

Taylor: No douljt it might
bo said that God had rejected Saul, and had
caused David to be anointed in his room; but

that had not given to David the right to deal

summarily with Saul; it had only indicated that

when, in tlie course of Providence, Saul should be

removed, David would be set upon his throne.

For this, therefore, David would wait. He would
not take Providence into his own hands. He
would l)ide God's time, and it should not be said

for him that he had come into the kingdom by
tlio assassination of his predecessor. P^ven his

cutting off a portion of Saul's robe caused him
some misgivings of heart, the rather as jjcrhaps

after he had done it, his men, emboldened hy his

exam])le, might have felt tliemselvcs at liberty to

go farther, and lay hnnds on tlie king himself. If

any such disposition was luauifested by them, it

was immediately repressed by their leader.

—

Tr.]—Hall : Tender consciences are moved to regret
at those actions, which strong hearts pass over
with a careless ease.—Ver. 8 [7]. Schmid: What
one cannot himself do with a good conscience, he
must also not permit those to do whom he has to
command. [This holds good only within certain
limits.

—

Tr.]—Starke : We must not yield even
to our dearest and best friends when they desire
from us something wrong.—Ver. 9 [8]. Schlier:
How instructive is this union of reverence with
genuine manly spirit ! It is a servant of the Lord
who speaks—a servant of tlie Lord filled with
fear of God.—Modesty and resi^ect are becoming
to a Christian in all cases. But that does not ex-
clude us from also telling the trutli, with all mo-
desty, to be sure, but yet with all candor.—Ver.
10 [9]. Osia^der: One must not lay his hand
on even an ungodly ruler.—Ver. 12 [11]. S.
Schmid : That is the highest love towards God
and one's neighbor, when any one restrains him-
self from revenge in such a manner that he re-

turns his enemy good for the highest wrong (Rom.
xii. 21).

—

Berl. Bib.: As men are, so are their

actions. As the tree, so is the fruit. What the
heart is full of, the mouth runs over with and the
hands work at and accomplish. Ver. 16 [15].
OsiANDER : God is advocate, judge, avenger and
protector for those who suffer for righteousness'

sake.—Ver. 17[1G]. Starke: A good word finds

a good reception often even with the most corrupt
men.—Ver. 18 [17]. Berlenburg. Bible: See
how David's patience works upon Saul, and how
one may heap coals of fire upon the heads of his

enemies (Prov. xxv. 22). Try this means on thy
unfriendly and perverse neighbor or relative

(Rom. xi'i. 20). — Ver. 20 [19]. Cramer: A
mighty thing is the truth. Therefore, if thy bro-

ther sins against thee, go and rebuke him between
thee and him alone (Matt, xviii. 15).—S. Schmid:
The ungodly, too, must at last confess that it is

right for God to recpiite the righteous according

to their righteousness. — Vers. 21-23 [20-22].

Cramer: To be able to constrain and win an
enemy with good words, gentleness and modesty,

is the noblest victory (Prov. xv. 1).

—

Osiander;
Enemies are often overcome much sooner by good
deeds than by force.—S. Schmid : What God has
according to Plis wise coitnsel designed for Plis

pious and upright servants, must become theirs,

although the ungodly with all their powers set

themselves against it and begrudge it to them;
yea, at last the ungodly must themselves confess

that their efforts against it are in vain.

—

Schlier:
How often we think, too, as soon as good thoughts

and feelings stir in us, that already it is all done;

how often we think with a couple of good purposes

and resolutions to get to the end ! O believe it

though : before all things there must be a ciiange

towards the living God, before all things must we
bow before God, before all things confess our sins

to Hun ; the first thing and the most necessary of

all is repentance ! That is the only way there can

be a real and thorough change. (See above
"Hist. andTheolog.")

[Ver. 4. Providential purpose, apparent and real.

1) What was here the apparent purpose of God?
To give an injured man opportunity for deliver-

ing and avenging himself. He was strongly

tempted : «) It was indeed a "special providence"
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of an extraordinary and very striking kind (comp.

V. 10). b) He had been "cruelly wronged, by

friend (xxiii. 12) and foe, and there seemed no

other hope of deliverance from this perpetual per-

secution, c) His followers insisted on his em-

bracing the tempting opportunity, and might re-

bel if he refused. 2] How did he know that such

could not be the purpose of Providence? Because

it would involve his doing what was wrong in itself

(vers. 5, 6, 10). An enlightened and tender con-

science must check our interpretations of Provi-

dence. 3) What was the real Providential piu--

pose? As usual, it was manifold : we can seethe

following points: a) To make him more conscien-

tious by obeying conscience under sore temptation

(vers. 5, 6)." 6) To present a noble example to

his rude followers and the people at large (vers.

6, 10). c) To furnish a most convincing proof

that he was wrongly accused (vers. 9-11). d) To
give him ground for a confident appeal to Provi-

dence in future (ver. 12 sq.; comp. xxvi. 23-4).

c) To heighten his reputation for loyalty and

magnanimity, and smooth the way to his finally

becoming king (comp. ver. 20).

[Vers. 1-15. David's magnanimity. (Group

horailetically the materials indicated in "Hist,

and TheoL," No. 2.)

[Ver. 13. A Bible proverb before Solomon: 1)

Habitual bad conduct proves bad character. 2)

Habitual good conduct, notwithstanding tempting

occasions for wickedness, proves that the charac-

ter is not bad. 3) It is well when one can appeal

to his actions as supporting his words and proving

the purity of his motives.

[Vers.' 9-15. A good man defending himself

against suspicion and slander: 1) He remonstrates

against listening to slanderous accusers (ver. 9).

2) He sets forth his actions as showing that the

charges are false (vers. 10, 11, 13). 3) He de-

clares the persecution of him to be utterly unbe-

coming in a person of high position (ver. 14).

4) He solemnly appeals to God : a) to plead his

cause, 6) to deliver him, c) to punish his perse-

cutor, which he will not himself do (vers. 12, 15;

comp. Psa. vii.).

Vers. 16-22, Temporary amendment in afalien man:

1) Its occasion—an exhibition of magnanimous
kindness touches his better feelings. 2) Its signs.

a) Bitter weeping. 6) Frank confession (ver. 17).

c) Prayer that a man he has been wronging may
be blessed of God (ver. 19). d) Acknowledgment
that this man is not only better than himself, but

has a righteous cause (ver. 20). e) Abandonment
of his attempts to wrong the other. 3) Why the

amendment proves only temporary : a) It is only

matter oi feeling, not of principle (ver. 16). 6)

He is thinking more of his oivn interests than of

justice to another (ver. 21), c) He does not really

return to Ood, but only softens towards a man.

d) Sooner or later comes a fresh temptation (xxvi.

Isq.).—Tk.]

VII. Samuel's death. David!s march into the wilderness of Paran.

the wise Abigail.

Chapter XXV. 1-44.

The history of the foolish Nabal and

And Samuel died ; and all the Israelites [Israel] were gathered together, and

lamented him and buried him in his house at Ramah. And David arose and went

down^ to the wilderness of Paran.^

And there was a man in Maon, whose possessions were in Carmel. And the man

was very great, and he had three thousand sheep, and a thousand goats ;
and he

was shearing^ his sheep in Carmel. Now [And] the name of the man was Nabal,

and the name of his wife Abigail ; and she was a woman [the woman was] of good

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL,

1 [Ver. 1. Some MSS. have simply "went," IjS"' instead of l^V—Te.]

2 [Ver. 1. This reading is well defended by Erdmann against the Sept. " Maon " which is preferred by Wellh,

and Bib. Comm.—Te.
I

3 [Ver 2 Ens. A. V. here follows the Vule., factum est ut tonderetur grex eius. But the exacter rendering seems

to be- "and he was, when he was shearing his sheep, in Carmel " (so Cahen, Philippsoti. and apparently Sept.),

On the other hand the Syr. takes Tl'l in the sense :
- and it came to pass," the rest of the clause bemg the Ke-

lative protasis, vers. 3. 4 parenthesis, and ver. 5 the apodosis :
" and it came to pass when he was shearing, etc.,

(and the name ... his sheep), that David sent, ete." This construction is adopted by Then., Krdmann, and in

part (ver. 3) by Cahen. To this Wellh. properly objects that ver. 2 is closely connected with ver. 3, and ver. 4 witti

ver. 5, and that the proposed construction would require the suffix 'l to UJ3. The Heb. test (.simple Inf.) is con-

firmed by Sept
Greek has eye;'^

'nM (as in vers

the form of continuous narration.

—

Tr.]
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understanding and of a beautiful countenance ; but the man was churlish and evil

4 in his doings
; and he was of the house of Caleb.* And D^vid heard in the wilder-

5 ness that Nabal did shear his sheep. And David sent out [o7ii. out] ten young men,
and David said unto the young men, Get you up to ,Carrael and go to Nabal and

6 greet' him in my name. And thus shall ye say to him that liveth® in pro.*perity

loni. that liveth in prosperity], Peace be both [om. both'] to thee, and peace be t >

7 thy house, and peace be unto all that thou hast. And now I have heard that thou
hast shearers.* Now thy shepherds which [om. which] were with us ; we hurt^ them
not, neither was there aught missing unto them all the while they were in Carmel.

8 Ask thy young men and they will show [tell] thee. Wherefore let the young men
fiud favor in thine eyes, for we come in a good day; give, I pray thee, whatsoever

9 [what] Cometh to thine hand unto thy servants'" and to thy son David. And when
[om. when] David's young raen'^ came they [and] spake to Nabal according to all

10 those words in the name of David, and ceased.^^ And Nabal answered David's ser-

vants and said, Who is David ? and who is the son of Jesse? there be [are] many
11 servants'^ nowadays that break away every man from his master. Shall I then

take my bread and my water and my flesh [meat] that I have killed for my shear-

12 ers, and give it unto men whom I know not whence they be? So [And] David s

young men turned [im. to] their way, and went again [returned] and came and told

13 him [ins. according to'*] all those sayings. And David said unto his men. Gird ja
on every man his sword. And they girded on every man his sword, and David
also girded on his sword. And there went up after David about four hundred men,
and two hundred abode by the stuff.

14 But [And] one of the young men told Abigail, Nazal's wife, saying. Behold, Da-
vid sent messengers out of [from] the wilderness to salute our master ; and he railed'"

15 on them. But [And] the men were very good unto us, and we were not hurt, nei-

ther missed we anything, as long as we were conversant with them, when we were
16 in the fields [field]. They were a wall unto us both by night and day all the while

17 we were with them keeping sheep. Now therefore [And now] know and consider

what thou wilt do, for evil is determined against our master and against all bis

household, for he is such a son of Belial [bad man] that a man [one] cannot speak
to him.'®

18 Then [And] Abigail made haste, and took two hundred loaves and two bottles

[skins] of wine and five sheep ready dressed and five measures [seahs] of parched

* [Ver. 3. So the Qeri. The Kethib or test is discussed by Erdmann in Expos.—Ta.]

6 [Ver. 5. Literally :
" ask him as to peace." On the pointing of Dfl 7XK/ see Ges. Gr., g 44, 2 Rem. 2.

—

Tr.]

• [Ver. 6. Tl 7. In tlie impossibility of determining the form and sense of this word it seems better to omit
rt T v

the certainly wrong rendering of Eng. A. V. (though it is adopted by Philippson), especially as the word, what-
ever its meaning, cannot affect the general sense of the clause. See Erdm. in Expos.

—

Tr.J
' [Ver. 0. This " both " is intended as translation of 1, but this letter must bo sti-icken out, or, possibly, at-

tached to preceding word (Bib. Com.).—Tr.]
8 [Ver. 7. So the Heb. and the VSS., except Sept. which reads: "that thy shepherds are now shearing for

thee," connecting the following 'ID with the Partep., which tlie connection does not allow. Yetthe Heb. phraso

sounds curt and strange. We should expect " thou art shearing," or, "they are shearing for thee."—Tr.]
9 [Ver. 7. The Seghol of the n is a neighboring form to Chireq, botlibeing degradations (the latter more

advanced) of the original Pattach.

—

Tr.]
'0 [Ver. 8. Sing, in some MSS. and Edd., " thy servant, namely, thy son, David," perhaps from failure to see the

application to David's young men. Sept. omits the word.

—

Tr.J
1' [Ver. 'J. Some MSS. read 'IJ^JT " servants," indicating a certain vacillation in the use of these syno-

nyms.—Tr.]
'2 [Ver. 9. Erdmann: " s.at down," Chald., Vulg., Philippson, Cahen, Wellhausen as Eng. A. V., Bib. Comm.

:

"rested." Syr. eludes the difficulty (as it often does) by omitting the word. For various text-words which Sept.
(acen-^Srjo-e) tnay have had before it see Sohleusner s. v. If we retain the Heb., the rendering of Eng. A V. is as
good as any other; for the impression made on us is thatNabal's answer followed immediately on the delivery
of the message (so that there was no occasion to rest), and, if a considerable time (as a night) had intervened l)e-

twcen message and answer, it would probably have been mentioned. Yet the passage is not satisfactory; we do
not expect to be informed hero that David's messengers ceased when they had said their say, or sat down to
rest; we should rather look for some intimation of cJuirlish bearing on Nab.al's part, which, however, cannot well
be found (even by clianging our word) in the present form of the Heb. text.

—

Tr.]
13 [Ver. 10. Wellh. inserts the Art. before 'j;, yet Heb. (perhaps the conversational language particularly)

allowed latitude in this respect.- Tr,]
1* fVer. 12. So Heb., Chald., Sept. and Erdmann (gleich); the J is omitted by Svr., Arab, and Vulg. which last

Eng. A. V. probably follows.—Tr.]
16 jVer. U. Or, " flew on them." See the Exposition. Chald. and Syr " was disgusted with them" (from rip

or Oip>-TR.]

16
I Ver. 17. The rendering of the Syr. is strange :

" he was with the shepherds." Is this a copyist's erroneous
repetition of tlie end of tho preceding Verse ?
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corn and an hundred clusters of raisins and two hundred cakes of figs and laid theia

19 on [ins. the] asses, And she [om. she] said unto her servants [young men], Go on
before me; behold, I come after you. But [And] she told not her husband Nabal.

20 And it was so, as she rode [And she was ridiug] on the ass that she came down by
[and descending into] the covert of the hill [mountain], and behold, David and his

21 men came down [were coming down] against her, and she met them. Now [And]

David had said, Surely in vain have I kept all that this fellow hath in the wilder-

ness, so that nothing was missed" of all that pertained unto hira, and he haih re-

22 quited me evil for good. So and more also do God unto the enemies of [om- the

enemies of^^] David if I leave of all that pertain to him by the morning light'^ any
that pisseth against the wall [any male].

23 And when Abigitilsaw David, she hasted, and lighted off the ass, and fell before

24 David on her face, and bowed herself to the ground,'^*' And fell at his feet,"' and

said, Upon me, my lord, upon me let this iniquity be [On me, even me, my lord, be

the sin], and let thine handmaid, I pray thee, speak in thine audience, and hear the

25 words of thine handmaid. Let not my lord, I pray thee [om. thee], regard this

man of Belial [this bad man], even [om. even] Nabal. For, as his name is, so is he

;

Nabal is his name and folly^^ is with him. But I, thine handmaid, saw not the

26 young men of my lord whom thou didst send. Now, therefore [And now], my lord,

as the Lord [Jehovah] liveth and as thy soul liveth, seeing [om. seeing] the Lord
[Jehovah] hath wifchholden thee from coming to shed blood [into blood-guiltiness]

and from^^ avenging [saving] thyself with thine own hand. [ins. And] now, let

27 thine enemies and they that seek evil to my lord be as Nabal. And now, this bless-

ing which thine handmaid hath brought'* unto my lord, let it even [o?n. even] be

28 given unto the young men that follow my lord. I pray tbee, forgive [Forgive, I

f)ray thee] the trespass of thine handmaid ; for the Lord [Jehovah] will certaiul)^

make my lord a sure house, because my lord fighteth the battles of the Lord [Je-

29 hovah], and evil hath not been [shall not be] found in thee all thy days. Yet

[And] a man is risen'^ to pursue thee, and to seek thy soul [life] ; but [and] the

soul [life] of my lord shall be bound in the bundle of life with the Lord [Jehovah]

thy God, and the souls [life] of thine enemies, them [it] shall he sling out as out of

30 the middle [sling out in the pan=«] of a [the] sling. And it shall come to pass,

when the Lord [Jehovah] shall have done [shall do] to my lord according to all the

good that he hath spoken concerning thee, and shall have appointed [shall appoint]

81 thee ruler over Israel, That this shall be no grief' unto thee nor otience of heart

unto my lord, either [om. either^^] that thou hast shed blood causeless [causele^isly]

" [Ver. 21. Sepl. (" we prescribed not") and Theodotion ("we demanded not") take this wrongly as 1 plu.

Impf. (in the Coislin. it is Sing.;, where Symmaehus has Ste^wi'ijo-ec in the sense of " perished " (see Schleusner),

Vulg. pernf.—Tr.] „ , . , ^ i, ^- r i
•

i

18 [Ver. 22. The sense of the common formula requires the omission of this phrase, for the insertion ol whicli

there is no good reason here. It is not improbable, as Wellhausen sugpcests, that it was added by a copyist who
saw that in fact David had not carried out his scheme of destruction, and would thus avert the imprecation froin

his head to that of his enemies'. But such an imprecation is always to be considered as restina; onJ;wo condi-

tions : 1) if it be wrong, it must be withdrawn, and 2) if its occasion be removed, it is null and void.—Te.]

19 [Ver. 22. The word " light " (n'lN) is omitted in Sept., Syr., Vulg., and in many MSS. and Edd.
;

it was per-

haps introduced by a copyist from ver. 34.

—

Tr.]
20 [Ver. 23. We should here expect n]fIX as one MS. has it.—Tr.]

a [Ver. 24. In this description of Abigail's demeanor (vers. 23, 24) the Sj; "on" before vbi'^ and the two

prostrations are somewhat difficult. The difficulty is removed by the Sept. which omits the second "fell" (ver.

24). But here we should proljalUy maintain the harder reading, and it is likely that Abigail's anxiety and trepi-

dation made her movement somewhat elaborate and complicated.—Ti;.]

aa [Ver. 25. Aquila: d7rdppeu<ris (see Ges., Thes. on S^J), on which says Sehol. (in Schleusner): 'AxuAa? ^p/Aij-

vevtrev aTToppevCT-is /lier' avrov toO ydp koyiirixov ujroppeoi'To's Te koX cr/Sei'i'VfieVov, to ti";? a^po<Tvi'rj^ -yiveTat iraflos.

—

Te.]

23 [Ver. 26. We here expect tlie Q to be repeated before the Inf.—Ta.]

2« [Ver. 27. The fern, form (see ver. 35) is found in some MSS. and Edd., and in some is given as Qeri.—Tr.1
23 [Ver. 29. Erdmann : "should a man arise." Sept. has the Fut. The rendering of Eng. A. Y. seems to suit

the connection better.—Erdmann : "the bundle of the living," which is the same in general meaning with Eng.

^_ Y_ Te.]
28

I
Ver. 29 So the Heb., Sept. and Syr. The general meaning is clear, hut the VSS. vary in the rendering.

Chald : " As those who sling stones in a sling." Vulg. : inimicorum tuorum anima rotabitur quasi immpetu et eirculo

fundce. The Heb. is difficult, but perhaps for that reason better retained —Tr.]
,

27 [Ver. 31. Commonly now rendered " stumbling-block."—Wellh. would regard :jl as clerical repetition ot

r}h and •'pxS as courtly correction of the latter, and would omit these two words. This would give the simple

rendering : " This will not be to thee an offence and a stumbling-block " (Sept. <TKdvSa\ov), and get rid of the ap-

parently cumbrous ' to my lord." Yet here again simplifying corrections are suspicious.

—

Tr.]
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oi- [and] that my lord hatb aveuged himself [hath saved himself with his own hand].
But [And] when the Lord [Jehovah] shall have dealt [i^hall deal] well with my

. lord, then remember thine handmaid.'^'

32 And David said to Abigail, Blessed be the Lord [Jehovah] God of Israel, which
33 [who] sent thee this day to meet me; And blessed be thy advice [understanding^"],

aud blesied be thou, which [who] hast kept me this day from coming to shed blood
34 [into blood-guiltiness] aud from avenging [saving] myself with my own hand. For

[A.yd] iu very deed, as the Lord [Jehovah], God of Israel liveth, which [who] hath
kept me back from hurting thee, except thou hadst hasted and come to meet me,
surely \_om. surely] there had not been left unto Nabal by the morning-light any

35 that pisseth against the wall [any male]. So [And] David received of her hand
that which she had brought him, and said unto her. Go up in peace to thine house;

see, I have hearkened to thy voice, and have accepted thy person.

36 And Abigail came to Nabal. And behold, he held a feast iu his house like the

feast of a king ; and Nabal's heart was merry within him, for [aud] he was very
37 drunken, wherefore she told him uothiug, less or more, until the morning light. But

[And] it came to pass in the morning, when the wine was gone out of Nabal, and
[that] his wife had \_om. had] told him'' these things, that [aud] his heart died

38 within him and he became as a stone. Aud it came to pass about ten days^^ after,

39 that the Lord [Jehovah] smote Nabal that [and] he died. And when [om. when]
David heard that Nabal was dead [ins. and] he said, Blessed be the Lord [Jeho-

vah] that hath pleaded the cause of my reproach from the hand of Nabal, aud hath
kept his servant from evil, for [and] the Lord [Jehovah] hath returned the wicked-

ness of Nabal upon his own head. And David sent and communed with Abigail

40 to take her to him to wife. And when [om. when] the servants of David were come
[came] to Abigail to Carmel they [and] spake unto her saying, David sent us unto

41 thee to take thee to him to wife. And she arose and bowed herself on her face to

the earth, and said. Behold, let thy handmaid be [thy handmaid is] a servant to

42 wash the feet of the servants of my lord. And Abigail hasted and arose and rode

upon an [the] ass with five damsels of hers that*^ went after her, and she went after

the messengers of David and became his wife.

43 David also [And David] took Ahinoam of Jezreel ; and they were also both of

44 them his wives. But Saul had given [And Saul gave] Michal his daughter, Da-
vid's wife to Phalti the son of Laish, which [who] was of Gallim.

28 [Ver. 31. The " either " is translation of ), which is better stricken out
us to supply " his hand " OT) as in vers. 2G, 33).—Tu.]

The construction seems to require

Tk.]29 [Ver. 31. The Sept. adds flatly and indelicately " to do good to her.'"-

30 [Ver. 33. Thy " good sense, discretion."

—

Tk.]

31 [Ver. 37. The Aiab. VS. and some MSS. insert " all " (S'3).—Tr.]

32 [Ver. 38. Wcllh. rejects the Art. a-i the time is not defined, but the Heb. allows in such cases definiteness

of statement.

—

Te.]

33 [Ver. 42. The Partcp. has the Art., and so we render better: " the five, eic, that went." Sept. omits the Art.,

which may be a repetition from the preceding T\ ; but the Heb. gives a good sense. The Partcp. is not neces-
sarily predicate, but may be subject along with "Abigail."

—

Tr.]

EXKGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

VtT. 1. Brief account of Samuel's death.—And
Samuel died.—The narrator supposed Samuel's
death to fall in the time of the events here related.—All Israel mourned him, not merely be-

cause his career as judge and leader up to the

time of the establishment of the kingdom was
fresh in the memory of the people, but because
his political work as prophet and watcher over
the kingdom had remained to the end of pro-

found importance for the whole people, as is

clear from his relation to Saul and David on the

one hand, and his position as head of the pro-
phetic community, on the other. At his burial

the people were no doubt represented by their

elders. As to such mourning for the dead see

Gen. 1. 10.—And buried him in his house
at Ramah.—Not literally: "in his house,"

—

this ''would not have accorded (Lev. xix. 16)

with the Jewish purification laws" (Then.),

—

but in some space, court or garden (Matt, xxvii.

60) belonging to the house. Grot. :
" Sepulchres

were then usually private, see Gen. xxiii. 9 ; 1.

5." On such interments " in the house," comp.

1 Kings ii. 34 ; 2 Kings xxi. 18 ; 2 Chron. xxxiii.

20. Tradition puts the burial-place of Samuel
on the height of Mizpah, where it is yet shown.

The harmonization of this statement with our

passage by regarding Ramah as a region (Pressel,

s. V. " Ramah " in Ilerzog) is untrustworthy by
reason of the nntenableness of this geographical

and topographical supposition and the distance

of Mizpah from the city Ramah (comp. Niigels-

bach in Herz. XIII. 399). In Bamah—" for the
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prophets seem, though we infer it only from this

passage and xxviii. 3, to have shared with the

kings the right of burial within the city" (The-
nius).*

Ver. 2 sq. David's affair with the rich land-

holder and herd-owner Nabal of Maon, after he had
gone down from his hitherto abode in the high-

land of EiKjedi farther south and into the wilder-

ness of Pr/ran. The Sept. (Vat.) has il/a(j», in-

stead of Paran, and this is taken as the original

reading by Then., Ew., Bunsen, because the wil-

derness of Paran would be too far off (at least

fifteen geographical miles) from Nabal's residence

(Theaius). But this supposition is "certainly

nnnecessary " (Win. s. v. 193, Kem. 1) ; for David,

descending southward, withdrew into the north-

ernmost part of this somewhat undefined wilder-

ness, " which extended widely between the wil-

derness of Shur on the west, the present Jebel

et-Tih on the south, the Edomite territory on the

east, and the land of Canaan on the north"

(Winer).f Cler. :
" the boundaries of this desert

are not clearly defined." Comp. Keil on Num.
X. 12. Probably the wilderness of Judah no
longer afforded sustenance to David and his large

body of six hundred men (Keil). Nabal is called

a man of Maon because he dwelt in this city in

the hill-country of Judah (.Josh. xv. 55). His
business (see Ex. xxiii. 6) on the contrary was
in Carmel, where Saul had raised his monument
of victory over the Araalekites, whence also

came his wife Abigail, "the Carmelitess" (xxvii.

3). It is the present Kimnul on the elevated

plain of the highland of Judah, about a mile
north of Maon [and ten miles south-east of He-
bron.

—

Tr.]. It is thence easily understood how
Nabal, living in the mountain-city Maon, had
his herds on the high plain in Carmel. Thenius
understands mount Carmel [in the north], be-

cause a mountain is spoken of in vers. 5, 7, 8, 13,

20, 35, and because it is said that Nabal had his

possessions, his herds, on Carmel, and the moun-
tain-meadow would be specially wholesome for

the sheep and goats. But, as to height, the place

Carmel lay on a mountain-plain, which afforded

the best pasture for the herds. Moreover, the

distance of Mount Carmel from the scene of this

history [nearly one hundred miles north-west.

—

Tr.] would exclude it. Maon, Carmel, Ziph,

are named together in Josh. xv. 55. Nabal's

claim to the title of " very great," that is, rich

man, is proved by the size of his herds ("three

thousand sheep and one thousand goats").

—

Sheep-shearing was usually accompanied by fes-

tivities, as now also on great estates. While the

rich man was shearing at Carmel, David sent to

him; the protasis begins with "and it came to

pass, in the shearing " {1U2 'riM), vers. 3, 4, is

explanatory parenthesis, and the apodosis begins

with ver. 5 (Then.).J The statements of the

names, Nabal, Abigail, and the descriptions of

the persons are arranged chiastically : The vjoman

good of understanding (sensible, wise) and beauti-

* [Bib. Com. compares the death and burial of Moses,
Pent, xxxiv. 5, 6, 8.—Tr.]
t [So Mr. Hayman in Smith's Bib. Did., Art. " Paran,"

who suggests that the skirts of the great wilderness
mav have passed (without well-fixed dividing lines)

und?r different names, Zin, Maon, e^c—Tr.]
% !"( 'n this eonstriietioa see " Text, and Gram.." where

a different view is taken.—Tu.]

20

ful of form—the man, on the contrary, liard,

churlish of disposition and wicked in conduct.

As to tlie last word of the verse, the Kethib of

text (''S'?^) " according to his heart " would

mean " following only the desire of his mind "

(Maur.), that is, self-willed—which is, however,
"linguistically impossible" (Buns.j. The Qeri

or marginal reading {^3n3), "found also in some

manuscripts and printed editions in the text"
(Then.), is, with Targum and Vulgate, certainly

preferable :
" he was of the family of Caleb."

The two former statements sufliciently character-

ize his disposition ; a third would be out of keep-
ing with the simplicity of the description. On
the other hand, the statement of his origin ac-

cords with his importance as a man " great " by
his riches, and it is introduced as something new
by the words "and he" (i<ini), which would not

suit the continuation of the moral jiortraiture.

Caleb had received for a possession the region
of Hebron, near which Maon and Carmel lay
(.Tosh. XV. 13 sq.). Comp. ch. xxx. 14: the
southland of Caleb, a region in the south of Ju-
dah. The translation of the Sept., "a doggish,

cynical man" (so Arab, and Syr.) and of Jose-

phus leading a cynical life" (from 373 a dog")

must be rejected. [So Boothroyd :
" irritable as a

dog" (Philipps.)

—

Tr.].—Ver. 4. As Nabal was
a man rich in herds, it was worth while to send
an embassy to him from some distance for the

purpose indicated in the context. The distance

would indeed be great and improbable, if with
Thenius we took Carmel to be the mountain of

that name. The stately number ten of the mes-
sengers shows the importance and solemnity of

the embassy ; .such a solemn sending would not

suit the proximit}' of "Maon," David's abode
according to the reading of the Sept. In Carmel
Nabal liad a house (vers. 35, 36). The Sept.

adds to Nabal :
" the Carmelite," taking the desig-

nation from xxx. 5, where it belongs to Abigail.

Ask in my name after his peace, give him
friendly greeting. Comp. Ex. xviii. 7.—Ver. 6.

Here the content and form of the greeting is ex-

actly prescribed. First, the general wish : ""n/.

[Eng. A. v.: " to him that liveth (in prosperity")].

The translation "to my brothers" ('nx'?, Vulg.),

is impo.ssible by reason of the following ''thou ;"

it could only be " my brother" = ''friend," but it

is an arbitrary conjecture. Some take the word

en) as adjective ["living," so Eng. A. V.

—

Tr.].

Clericus joins it to the preceding " say " and ren-

ders: " to the living (say), if ye find him alive,"

S. Schniid : "and thus shall ye say : to the living

(that is, the living God) I commend thee." But
the first (Clericus) is superfluous, since in sending

the messengers, David assumed that Nabal still

lived; the latter (Schmid) is untenable because

of the arbitrariness of the reference to God. Bott-

cher connects it with the " say," and takes the

Sing. ('H) in the sense of "man" (as one pos-

sessing vigorous life), adducing the use of the

Pin. (D^'n) and the Collective-form (iT'n) in the

sense of "peop/?," as in xviii. 18; Num. xxxv.

3 ; 2 Sam. xxiii. 13. The meaning would then
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be :
" Say to the living one," that is, to the man.

But the Sing, is never used in this sense. Against
De Wette's earlier rendering :

" say to the weU-

living" [so Philippson and Eng. A. V.

—

Tr.] is

the tact that the simple word will not bear this

meaning [the addition of "well" or "in pros-

perity" is unwarranted.

—

Tk.]. The Sept. has

"tor this year" (fif wpn?asin Gen. xviii. 10, 14),

that is, mayest thou with thy liouse be in peace

till the return of this happy day—a " tolerably

far-fetched idea," impossible as a translation of

tlie text, and a mere makeshift to avoid the diffi-

culty.— It is better (considering the difficulties) to

take the word as Sul)st. = "life." It is objected

tiiat only the PIu. is so used ; but the Sing, is

found not only in the formula of swearing " by
the life of thy soul, of Jehovah," but also in Lev.

XXV. 36 in the .signification " life." The phrase

Cn 7)j however, can then mean neither " for a long

time, for many years "
(Vulg. according to an-

other reading, and Jos.), nor "for the life, tiie

whole lifetime, forever " (Cliakl., D. Kimchi,
Dathe) ; the expression does not allow these ren-

derings, which introduce a foreign idea (long),

unless we change the following letter (i) into the

suffix (^) and read "for thy life." But, instead

of this bold and unsuppoi'ted conjecture, it is bet-

ter to take life (De Wette : zmnleben " unto life")

as =: " fortune, prosperity," and to regard the ex-

pression as a popular form of congratulation, not

found in the literary language; Luther: "suc-

cess" {(jliick auf)! Maurcr: "to life, that is,

may it turn out well ; may thy affairs be fortu-

nate" [so Rashi, and apparently Talmud Bab.,

Berakoth fol. 55, 2.

—

Tr.]. We cannot admit
s>ich a congratulation is superfluous by reason of

what follows (Then.), for the threefold special
" i)eace " on Nabal, his house and his possessions

is the unfolding of the general Avish, the latter is

the prelude, the former the triple chord. It may
be freely rendered "thou shalt live" or "live

thou long!" [Bib. Com. prefers to attach the fol-

lowing letter (1) as suffix and render: "and ye
ehall say thus about his life," which seems forced

and unsatisfactory, though it accounts for the 1,

which in its present position is disturbing. Ca-

hen : ainsi pour la vie I "thus for life!" which is

obscure. Wellhausen sees nothing better than
" to my brother." In support of the rendering

wliich Erdmann adopts Gesenius cites the Arabic
formula: "may God grant thee life !" The phrase

cannot be said to have received a satisfactory ex-

planation .

—

Tr. ]

Vcr. 17 sq. After the instruction to greet comes
the direction how to i)resent his earnest request to

Nabal. Now^ I have heard that thou hast
shearers.—These words correspond precisely to

the real life, and can only be rightly understood
when we recollect ihat tiie regularly recurring

sheepshearing wa.s one of the greatest events in

the housekeeping of such an establishment. In

accordance with the urgency of his request, which
is due to liis pressing need of sustenance for his

men, David's introduction is very circtnnstanlial

and is based on a captatio benevolentia? ; he re-

minds Nabal of the pecbceful association of his men
with Nabal's herdsmen during liis stay in tlie

wilderness {" thy herdsmen were ivithus"), of the

forbearance exercised by his warriors towards the

unarmed herdsmen ("we did not injure them"

—^jp^DH as in Judg. xviii. 7 ; on the form see

Ges. § 53, 3 Rem. 6), and of the honorable disin-

terestedness with whicli his people had refrained
from appropriating the property of others ("no-
thing was missing to them"). The last words
may refer, however, to the protection aflbrded the
herdsmen by David's people against the predatory
incursions of the neighboring desert-tribes; for

such protection against thieving attacks (whicli

came especially from the south) is expressly af-

firmed in vers. 16, 21. "Thus, even in his out-
lawry, David showed himself the protector of his-

people'' (Keil). Apart, therefore, from eastern
custom, according to whicli such a request would
seem no ways strange, David had a certain right
to ask a gift from Nabal's superfluity ; he had in-

directly no small share in tiie festal joy of Nabal
and his house ;

'"' without some part of the super-
fluity of the inhabitants whom he protected, he
could not have maintained himself with his

army" (Ewald). And this must modify Stiihe-

lin's remark (p. 19), that " this narrative shows
that David blackmailed even his own country-
men, regarding himself, like an Arab sheikh, as
lord of the desert where he lived." For tlie rest

Robinson remarks II. 429 [Am. ed. I., 498—Tr.]
in reference to the permanence of customs in the

East :
" On such a festive occasion near a town or

village, even in our own day an Arab Sheikh of

the neighboring desert would hardly fail to put
in a word, either in person or by message ; and
his message, both in form and substance, would
be only the transcript of that of David."—In a
" good day," that is, a festive, happy day ; sheep-

shearing was conducted like a festival (comp.Gen.
xxxviii. 12; 2 Sam. xiii- 23), when feasts were
held, strangers entertained, and portions given to

the poor. Give what thy hand finds, that

is, as much as thou canst, to thy servants and
thy son David, an expression of deepest reve-

rence and devotion, and of the piety of the younger
man towards the older, in order that he might
share in his imternal goodwill.—Ver. 9. The mes-
sengers executed their commission, making the

request in David's name. And they sat down,

so we must translate the Heb. word (-inyi), not

"they waited modestly for an answer" (Buns.),

not "they were silent" (Vulg., Grot., DeWelte).
That they sat down is not a superfluous remark,

but serves to complete the description, which is

true to the reality in the smallest details. Formal
sitting down is part of oriental custom in such

visits ; it is not necessary, therefore, to refer to

their need of rest, though, after so long a journey,

they need not have been weakly persons (Then.),

to require rest. Thenius' change of text so that

this shall read "and he arose" (Dj^'l after Sept.

aveTrijSf^ae "he sprang up") is improbable.

Ver. 10 sq. TIic insulting answer witli which
Nabal contemptuously rebuffed David s amliassa-

dors. Who is David ? Who is the son of
Jesse ?—He knew him well ; all the more in-

suiting is this answer, whose meaning is: wluitdo

I care for David? wliat have I to (lo with him?
There are many servants nowadays that
break a^way every one from his master.

—

(The Art. stands here with Partcp., not with
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Sub.st., 'n 2"T3^, because the former alone is to

be dislinctlJ defined (Maurer)).—To his imper-

tinent question Nabal adds a 7-ude insult to David's

servants, wliom he characterizes as good-for-no-

thing runaways, and also to David himself, to

whose relation to Saul he maliciously alludes.

—

Ver. 11. Nabal speaks out his mean, niggardly

mind ("'0'?p'^ Perf. with 1 consec, here express-

ing future time, Gcs. | 12G, 6, Kera. 1). The
whole sentence is to be taken as a question:

Shall I take ? The bread and water represents

the necessary sustenance of life. The flesh stands

for luxuries beyond mere necessaries. Instead of
" water " the Sept. has '' wine " in accordance with
its arbitrary way of getting rid of difficulties.

In the excitement of his avaricious soul, Nabal
declares that he will give David and his men
neither necessaries of life nor what he had killed

for the feasting of his shearers.

—

[Bib. Com,.:

The mention of water indicates a country where
water was scarce. Josh. xv. 19. Or, " bread and
water" may="meat and drink."

—

Tr.]—Ver.

12. The report of tliis contemptuous and insult-

ing rebuff".—Ver. 13. David determines to take

bloody revenge for the insult and hostile recep-

tion. Nabal's wicked response to his friendly

and modest overture excites his anger. The fol-

lowing narrative shows that he herein sinned

before God, but also how God's wonderful provi-

dence saved him from the factual completion of

his sin.

Vers. 14-22. Abigail, Nabal^s wife, goes to David.

—Vers. 14-17. One of Nabal's servants informs
Abigail of what has occurred; he relates Nabal's
bearing towards David's greeting (ver. 14), de-

scribes the friendly protection they had had from
David's people (vers. 15, 16), asks Abigail's

counsel and help in resjject to the danger that

threatened her husband and his Avhole household,
and excuses himself for applying to her by refer-

ring to Nabal's bad character and inaccessibility

to well-meant representations and requests.

Ver. 14. A lad of the lads.—The word "lad"

C^'^A), which is wanting in Sept. and Vulg.

[which render, as Eng. A. V., " one of the lads."—Tr.], is indeed a rounding of the phrase, but
is not, for this reason, and because these transla-

tions have properly declined to transfer the

phrase literally, to be regarded as the error of a

copyist (Then.). "];i3 [lit. "to bless."—Tr.]=
"to congratulate, greet," comp. xiii. 10.

—

And
he drove over them, that is, as above de-

scribed, with insulting, angry ico)-(?s.-—[Eng. A.
V. "railed on them," better "flew on them."—

-

Tr.] See on xiv. 32, xv. 19.*—Ver. 15 is theconfir-

mation of the words of ver. 8 :
" ask thy young

* Instead of tJT^'l Thenius proposes to read £3p'1 bo-
-T- Itt_

cause several VSS. so render, Sept. e^iKXivcv an-' avriov.

Sym. aTrecrrpat^i), \u\^. avcrsatus at cos; but this is un-
safe, for 1) to the phrase :

" he wap"disp;iistod with tlicm,"
we must th'^n reive the sense: "he treated them with
contempt " (Tlien.l, wliieh the substituted verb does not
permit, and 2^ it is tolerably clear that these VSS. read
wron'^lv [3^1 from HUJ in the transitive sense: "to turn
on^'s self"^ ' thrust out of the way." Job xxiv. 4; comp.
Am. ii. 7, "lead aside," 2 Sam. iii. 27, "repulse," Psalm
xxvii. 9.

men, and they will tell thee." The testimony of

these youths to the friendly and helpful conduct
of David's men agrees exactly with what David
told his messengers to say, ver. 7. On the phrase:
" all the days of our walking with them

"

('T\ ^0]-72), Eng. A. v.: "conversant with

them"), it is to be remarked, that sometimes,
as here, substantives of time, place or manner
stand in construct relation to a whole . sentence

(Ew., ^ 28G, 3, 1).—The words: "while we were
in the field" (Vulg., Syr., Arab.: "in the wil-

derness"), are not to be connected with the fol-

lowing (Sept., Syr., Then.), making "they were
a wall to us" [ver. 10] the apodosis, because

then in the words: ''as long as we were with
them keeping the flocks," there would be a
second indication of time in the same sentence

(comp. Zech. ii. 5).—Ver. Iti. A wall, that is, a
powerful protection against the wild beasts and
the attacks of robbers from the Arabian desert.

—

Ver. 17. "Is determined" i'^'^^), "is a thing

settled," as in xx. 9. It is not necessary on ac-

count of the "and he" e^-ini), which refers not

to David, but to Nabal, to insert with the Sept.

"thou" (m) after "consider" ('«"!), as Thenius

insists, for such a contrast is not demanded.
Nabal is described as a "bad man" [so sJiould

Eng. A. V. read instead of "son of Belial."

—

Tr.], see on i. 16; xxx. 22; 2 Sam. ii. 12; 1

Kings xxi. 10. " So that one cannot speak

"

("1^^9=="^^0Qi speaking"), or "he is too wicked

for one to be able to speak to him." This is the

confidential expression of the estimation in which
Nabal was held by his household and servants,

comp. ver. 3.

Ver. 18 sq. To avert the impending danger,

Abigail, on the representation and at the request

of the faithful .servant, sets out to go to David
without her husband's knowledge, with a rich

present of various articles of food. They carried

two lumdred loaves of bread, two skins, not jars

(De Wette), five prepared sheep, of parched corn

(;p, xvii. 17=by-meat) five sealis^one and

two-thirds ephahs (Then.). Sept. has five cphahs
instead of five seahs, tliinking the latter too little

for so many people [theseah about one and a half

pecks, ephali=about four and a half pecks.

—

Tr.] ; but it would not be too little as entremets.

Vv"e need not, therefore, with Ewald read five

hundred seahs.— [Abigail's present was intended

not to supply David's array, but to show her
good-will.

—

Tr.] ; one hundred cakes of dried

grapes ('3^), two hundred cakes of pressed figs

(OT).—-Ver. 19. Her journey is described in the

minutest particulars; she sends the servants on
before with the present, herself following, riding

on an ass, in order the better to superintend the

movement.—Ver. 20. Her meeting with David.
In the covert, a hidden place in the mountain.
It was " probably a depression between two peaks
of a mountain" (Keil), so that David's march,
in the main upward, was here downward, and he
encountered Abigail's train, which was also

moving downward.—[Wellhausen's objection to

this explanation as topographically taking too

much for granted, seems unfounded, and there is
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no need for taking the verb {^y_^) in the general

sense of "pursuing one's way."

—

Tk.]—Vers. 21,

22. A parenthetical exphuiation of David's feel-

ing and motive in making tliis movement. "lOX

=" had said."

—

Only to deception [Eng. A.

V. "surely in vain "], that is, only to be deceived

in my just expectations, have I kept, etc. (comp.

ver. 16), so that nothing was missed, he is

indebted to me for the undiminished possession

of his herds. David liad a right to expect grate-

ful requital from Nabal, instead of which Nabal

returned him evil for good.—Ver. 22. Oath of

vengeance. In this formula ["God do so to me
and more also," etc.'], the divine punishment is

commonly invoked on the swearer :
" God punish

me if," etc. (comp. xiv. 44; xx. 13). In some
cases it is invoked on the person addressed, as in

iii. 17.—[But there it is for failure in the person

addressed, and, in general, the curse is invoked

on the person failing to do something mentioned.
—Tr.]—But here the curse is directed against

persons not present ; the sense is : God shall

punisli David's enemies, if I take not this ven-

geance on them ; so surely as God will not let

this evil go unpunished, will I, etc. Instead of

''enemies" C5'.''5*7)
Then, reads, after Syr. and

Arab.: ''his servant" (1"15>l7); but these versions

have evidently substituted this reading to avoid

the difficulty of the text.—[In spite of the sup-

port of \\\\g. and Chald. (and indirectly of Syr.

and Arab.), the word "enemies" must be omitted

with Sept., being here meaningless and disturb-

ing, and the curse must be considered as invoked

on David's own head. Erdmann's defence of the

text is for-fetched and unavailing. See "Text,

and Gram."

—

Tr.]—Mingentem ad panctem, that

is, "every male." Biihr on 1 Kings xiy. 10:

"The expression may have been taken originally

from dogs, and it is certainly not an honorable

designation of the male sex, being used every-

where (1 Kings xvi. 11; xxi. 21; 2 Kings ix. 8)

of those who are cast out and exterminated."

—

[See Ges., Tlies. s. v. yp, where the authorities

are quoted, and decision given for the meaning
"male person," and not "mean, insignificant

male."

—

Tr.]—David swears to root out Nabal
and all the males of his house in revenge for the

insult to his person, which ho regards as a sin

against the Lord in whose service he is.— [There

is not the least evidence that David so regarded,

or liad a right so to regard Nabal's fault; he

acted under a weak, human impulse of unwortliy

revenge, from which he was estopped by God's

mercy.

—

Tr.]

Vers. 23-31. Abic/aH's address to David.—Ver.

23 sq. In the most circumstantial manner Jive

things are first mentioned as to Abigail's conduct

on meeting David, before the narrative comes to

her words, which in their form and content con-

firm what is said in ver. 3 of her understanding.

Her mode of doing reverence to David is based

on her conviction that he is the divinely chosen
future king of Israel, comp. ver. 30. This con-

viction had spread not only in the king's house
(Saul included), liut also among the peo])le.'

—

On me, me, my lord, be the blame ('JX ^2

see Ges., ^ 121, 3). At the outset she gives the

matter such a turn that David has to deal with
her only, and is obliged to put Nabal out of sight.

At the outset she assuredly opposes to David's

vengeance the contradictory statement, that, on
the one hand (ver. 25), she did not see David's

servants and knew nothing of Nabal's contemptu-

ous behaviour, and, on the other hand, she takes

all the blame on herself. "Think not," she says,

" of the bad man, Nabal ; for he is what his name

signifies: foolishness is his companion {"^'^X'! with

him)." Here, as often happens, foolishness ap-

pears connected with wickedness and ungodliness.

"Consider me alone as the guilty person with

whom thou hast to do." She does not, iiowever,

ask for pardon and forbearance ; this she does not

do till ver. 28 ; till then she urges what may turn

David away from his revenge ; from there on she

points out to him the blessing he will receive from
the Lord if he grants her request. Vers. 26, 27.

She begins with "and now" each of the three

sentences with which she introduces the petition,

and seeks to secure David's favor for it. First,

indicating the highest point of view in which, as

a God-fearing woman, she regards this meeting

with the vengeful David, she affirms tliat God
has thus restrained liim from committing a griev-

ous sin. {'^P.^, is not here the superfluous on. of

indirect discourse, but is (Then.) dependent on

the double ""n-) So true as—so true is it—the

Lord hath kept thee from coming into blood-
guiltiness and saving thyself. David would
have brought the crime of blood on himself, and
with his own hand against God's will and com-
mand have procured help for himself.— Then she

says: May all thy enemies be as Nabal,
such fools as he; that is, thou standest under

God's protection and guidance, so that all who as

thine enemies will, like Nabal, do thee evil, shall

like him become fools, and fall under God's pun-

ishment. Seb. Schmid: " whosoever does good to

his enemies, and takes not vengeance on them,

him will God Himself avenge, as it is said, Ven-
geance is mine, I will repay." Tliirdly, she says,

ver. 27: And now, this present . . . blessing

(DDIH) =r gift of blessing, xxx. 26 ; Gen. xxxiii.

11. it is a delicate feature of her wise and skil-

ful procedure that she offers the present, with

which she designs to make good her husband's

neglect by dispensing what he ought to have
oflered, not to David himself, but to his men.

On the: in the retinue of my lord com}}. Ex.

xi. 8; .Indg. iv. 10 (Keil).—Ver. 28. Forgive
the trespass of thy handmaid.—With this

brief word, which rests on that other: "on me be

the blame," she now makes her request for for-

giveness and sparing. The following words to

ver. 31 inclusive contain the promise of the divine

blessing which, by fulfilling this recjucst, David

Avill receive instead of the curse that would follow

revenge. Her personal aflair serves her as occa-

sion to speak to David of the future of his house

and his life, and, indeed, she belongs to the pro-

phetic women who, like Hannah, filled with the

Spirit of the Lord, share in the theocratic inspira-

tion and in the prophetic outlook into the future

development of the theocracy. She says to David"

that the Lord would not leave the fulfilment of

lier request unrequited: 1) For the Lord will

make my lord a sure house. Since she is
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s ^re of David's call to the kingship of Israel, she

means by " sure house" permanent kingly rule in

his house. Comp. the divine promise, 2 Sam. vii.

8 sq. [Bib.-Com. compares Rahab's faith and
Ibresight, Josh. xi. 9-18, and cites Abigail as an
illustration of how faith and reason may concur
now in leading men to Christ. " In connecting

her prayer for forgiveness with the reference to

David's future reign, she is ashing for complete
pardon to be in force then."—Tr.] 2) For my
lord will fight the battles (-wars) of the
Iiord. On the expression "wars of the Lord,"

comp. xviii. 17. In the celebrated warrior, who
has fought and conquered in the name and power
of the Lord, she sees the future royal hero, who, in

the wars which the covenant-God as King of His
people will wage against their enemies, will prove
himself GocVs champion. 3 J And no evil will
be found in thee all thy days. "Evil"
(ny^) is here misfortune," not "wickedness"

TT T
(Mich., Dathe). She does not mean to say :

" Thy
hand will not be stained with wickedness, as would
be the cas3 if thou tookest revenge for this insult

;"

she says that in ver. 31. Here she predicts for

him safety and good fortune as the gift of the

Lord.—Ver. 29 attaches itself in its content to

this third affirmation. The text reads "hath

arisen" or "arises" Qp^l^Wnstcad of which we

must, with Then, and Lottch., after Tanchum,

read it as Impf. (Qp^^j : And should a man
arise .... Though she knows that Saul is per-

secuting David, she yet with delicate reserve ex-

presses lieriolf hypolhetically. In relation to

what precedes the sense is :
" Though such a mis-

fortune should come upon thee that some one
should rise against thee . . . yet it will not con-

tinue." [The text, however, as rendered in Eng.
.V. v., gives a good sense, and, as the fact was so

notorious, the more open reference to Saul's per-

secution could not be considered as an offence

against delicacy. Bib.-Com., interpreting the

sense properly, renders :
" Though a man is risen

. . . vet," etc.—Tr.] Yfhat is bound in a bundle

is safely kept. The bundle of the living

[Eng. A. V. life] with the Lord is thus the

figurative expression for those whose life is under

the protection of God's love. In contrast with

the wicked human power, which might seek after

his life, she points him to the safe preservation of

his life which is involved in the inclusion of his

person in the connnunity of the godly, whose
life—that is, their temporal-earthly life, since she

is not speaking here of the eternal life beyond, to

v.liich Keil finds here an indirect reference^''—is

jireserved inviolable in God's hand. Then the

contrast: But the life of thy enemies will

he sling out in the pan of the sling—an en-

emetic expression for the divine rejection in contrast

with gracious preservation. The "pan" of the

sling is the hollow for the reception of the mis-

sile. See Gen. xxxii. 26 [hollow of the thigh].

—

Ver. 30 is the protasis, ver. 31 the apodosis. In

the words: And when the Lord shall ap-

point thee ruler over Israel, Abigail shovrs

that she is acquainted with God's choice and

calling of David to be king of Israel. This she

had probably learned through personal acquaint-

ance witii those prophetic circles, her spiritual

affinity with which is shown by her words. Here
she looks out beyond the attacks of his enemies

to the goal of his divine calling which David has

reached. Then (ver. 31) "this will not be a
stumbling-block and vexation of heart to thee

that thou didst shed blood without cause, and
also that my lord with his own hand helped him-

self." The word "this" (j^XI) does not refer to

the request for forgiveness in ver. 28 (Keil), but

to the two following facts, namely, bloodshed and
self-help. The sense is: After obtaining the

kingdom, thou wilt not have a bad conscience in

the recollection of having shed innocent (inno-

cent, that is, in respect to such revenge) blood,

and doi>ended on thyself for help. In the words:

And when the Lord shall do good to my
lord, she briefly includes all her wishes and
hopes for David, that to her .so deeply-grounded
request for forgiveness (ver. 28) she may in con-

clusion attach the thought of future prosperity.

O'D'HI is to be taken as condition or hypotheti-

cal indication of the desired result).

Vers. 32-35. David's answer and conduct to

Abigail.— Ver. 32. Thankful acknowledgment
that the Lord had sent her to him. So, in his

whole life even in errors and faults David knovv^s

himself to be under the oversight and guidance

of tlie divine providence.—^Ver. 33. Having
given due honor to the Lord, he praises Abigail's

wisdom and her opposition to his purpose so dis-

pleasing to the Lord. He acknowledges that she

has re.itrained him from bloody revenge and

ungodly self-help, and confesses his sin and guilt

in forming such a plan.—Ver. 34. His discourse

advances rapidly to the declaration (which

strengdiens that thankful acknowledgment) that,

lint ibr her interposition, he would have_ ex-

terminated Isabal's house. ''For otherwise"

(dS^><1), Vulg. alloquin, "otherwise" [Eng. A.

V.^'in very deed"].—By the life of the

Lord, the God of Israel, who, etc., I swear
that if thou, etc., that nothing would have
remained.—The thought that the Lord had

brought her to meet him is here completed by

the parenthetic declaration: God the Lord has

here Himself interfered with my purpose,^ and

through thee prevented the execution of the

wicked deed.*—Ver. 35. David accepts the pre-

sent, and dismisses Abigail with the assurance

that her request is granted. " To accept the per-

son" (D''J£3 Xi!/J) = "to have regard to," Gen.
^ ' T T T'

xix. 21.

Vers -38. Nabal's death.—Ver. 36. Abigail

* [So Abarhanel, Targ., Talmud Shab. ir)2, 2; Chag. 12,

2; Pirk. El. 3-t ^^P!tilippson).—^:vi.'\

* j;"nnO—Inf. Const. Hiph. from
J,*;'~(.

'3 is depend-

ent on a verb of afBrmation which is to be supplied from

the conncctiuu. The repetition of the '3 is occasioned

by the parenthesis "unless thou." The strange form

'nXUn. Impf. with termination of Perf., is either a cle-

rical error for 'K^D, perhaps arisen from the following

word, in which the final 'D is preceded by X (Then.);

comp. Olsh. Gr., pp. -152, 525 ; or, according to Ew. ?191 c,

a strengthened form of 2 fem. Impf. as nnN13n, Deut.

xxxiii. IG (Keil).
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finds jS'abal in the revel of a feast.

—

Like a
king's feast, as rich and luxurions. Compare
the description of the rich man, Luke xix.
* Merry on account of it," that is, the feast. The

reference (in V />') to the feast (Maur., De W.,

Kcil), as in Prov. xxiii. 30, answers better to

Xabal's thorough self-abandonment to pleasure

than the reference to his person: ''within him"
[so Eng. A. v.] ; and this view is confirmed by
the following words: he was very drunken.
Ver. 37. Not till next morning, when the wine
was gone out of liim, that is, not by vomiting,

but by the gradual passing off of the debauch,

can Abigail tell him what has happened. The
choleric man is so affected by it that he has an

apoplectic stroke. The cause of this is neither

iiorror at his loss (Then.), for Abigail's gift to

David was insignificant, nor at the danger, hith-

erto unsuspected, which threatened him (Clcr.,

Mich.), for this could not surprise him, he must
liave contemplated its possibility when he dis-

missed David's messengers,'-'—but the violent

anger and vexation of the passionate man (always

liard and inflexible^, because his right had been
usurped, his authority as master ignored, and tlie

whole business transacted by his wife against his

will with the hated David.—His heart . . .

stone ; here we must retain tlie text ['' he be-

came a stone"], and not render with the YSS.

:

"as a stone" (Then.)., the strong hyperbole of

the text corresponding to the preceding expres-

sion: "his heart c?(cc?," and the reading of these

YSS. being obviously an explanatory cliange [so

Eng. A. V.].—Ver. 38. It is expressly said, that

Nabal's death, which did not occur till ten days

after the stroke, was a dispensation of the Lord.

As an execution by God's hand, this death is

here, though not expressly in words (as in ver.

39), yet in the connection represented as a pun-
ishment for his ungodliness.

Vers. 39-42. Abigail David's irife.—Ver. 39.

In Nabal's sudden death David recognizes God's
judgment for the insult offered him, over against

the revenge wliich he himself would have taken,

from which the Lord estopped him in order

Himself to exercise vengeance. This rests on
tlie thought that the insult offered David was
also offered to the Lord, since David was the

Lord's Anointed, and represented the Lord's

cause. The figure is of a case in law, which is

settled by the judicial decision. The "law-cause
of my reproach," that is, the reproach offered me,
on accoimt of which the Lord had to appear
against Xabal as Judge and Avenger. Connect
the "from the hand" with "pleaded" [^"'J, not

with " my reproach," and ]-ender pregnantly
[Germ, zeugmatically.

—

Tr.] : "he has conducted
my cause to a conclu-ion out of the hand," that

is, he has collected the costs from the condcmntd
person, and has settled the matter by the inilic-

tion of tlie prnpor punishment."— And the
wickedness of Nabal. The connection shows
that these are tlie words of David, not of the nar-

rator (Then.).—Ver. 40. David's formal applica-

tion for the hand of Abigail.—Ver. 41. With the

expression of the deepest devotion in gesture and

* [Not necessarily. It seems not unlikely that fright
h:ifl something to do with his seizure.

—

Tr.J

word, according to oriental custom, slie declares

herself ready to become David's wife.—Ver. 42.

She sets out with a small train, " five damsels,"

her ordinary retinue ( / niD^hn), to follow

David's servants and become his Avifc.

Vers. 43, 44. Appendix concerning David's
matrimonial and domestic relations, occasioned
by the account of his marriage with Abigail.

—

And Ahinoam David had taken from
Jezreel, that is, before his marriage with Abi-
gail (Then.) ; Jezreel is not the city in Issachar

(Josh. xix. 18), but in the hill-country of Judah
(Josh. XV. 55, 50), near Maon, Carmcl and Ziph.

" And these two a/so," where "also" (DJ) refers

to Michal, xviii. 28.—Ver. 44. Saul "had given"

{\i^^, as the "had taken" above, in Pluperf.

sense) Michal to Palti (2 Sam. iii. 18) to wife.

Gcdlim, in Benjamin, between Gibeah of Saul
and Jerusalem, Isa. x. 30.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. The universal mourning among the whole
people at Samuel's death is a sign tliat they had
preserved the deepest impressions and inllucnccs

of his reformatory work, and honored in him,

even after his withdrawal from public labors, the

great restorer of the genuine theocracy. Their
sorrow at his decease was the deeper, the more
heavily the yoke of Saul's misgovernment pressed

on them. " It was as if from the noble star, as

long as it shone in the heaven of the holy land,

though veiled by clouds, there streamed a mild,

beneficent light over all Israel. Now this star

was extinguished in Israel " (F. W. Krum-
macher).

2. Self-help by one's aim- might through revenge

is as sinful and ungodly when one knows or eup-

poses that he has suO'ered insult for the Lord's

sake, or in His service, as when one feels his own
honor violated. There is always thus a head-

strong and inip.aticnt anticipating of God's coun-

sel and work in the interest of passion, opposition

to the fundamental law, according to which God's

justice, not man's revenge, is the guardian of

moral order, and every man receives what is his

in the right time and way, according to the atti-

tude of his heart to God. By his excitable tem-

perament, which tends to overflow in passion,

David is in great dangc r of setting himself against

the supreme tribunal of divine justice, and taking

vengeance into his own liands instead of leaving

it to God. "For the first time we find him not

master of his spirit, overborne by the passion,

which is indeed a natural trait of his character.

—

He purposes to break the peace, to seize the pro-

perty of others, and to stain his hands with the

blood of peaceful, yea, kindred citizens. This

time surely he had not prayed, nor inquired of

the Lord through the 'Light and Right' [Urim
and Thummim]. If he had executed what his

wrath suggested—and it was not his doing if it

went no farther than suggestion—he would have
given the death-blow to his honor and his cause"

(F. W. Krummacher).
3. God rules and watches with such ]iaternal

special providence and care over those that hum-
bly look to His guidance that, wlicn they are in

danger through their own flesh and blood of fall-
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ing into pin, lie raises up persons to guide them
by exhortation, warning, and instruction into the
right way. He enlightens and strengthens them
by His word, so that they see in good time their

moral danger and how to avoid it, and go firmly

on, and at last praise the Lord for such gracious
preservation. " David praised God that He had
kept him from sin, and yet saved his honor.—So
well does everything at last turn-out with those

who give heed to God and their own heart. God
receives tliem when they fall, and raises them up
wiien they are cast down ; but the ungodly, who
listen to nothing and hate instruction, cool their

wrath and perish" (Roos).
—"That David, like

every human being, was not free from desire of

revenge, to which he was especially exposed from
his liveliness of feeling, is shown in 1 Sam. xxv.
But there is needed only a slight rousing of his

conscience, and he says to Abigail (vers. 31, 32)

:

* The Lord be praised who hath sent thee to meet
me to-day. And blessed be thy discourse, and
blessed be thou,' etc. And what Abigail could

do, could not the presence of the Holy One have
done, before whom he stood when he sang his

Psalm ?" (Hengst., Ps. iv., 302.)

4. Abigail belongs to the prophetic personages
of this time, and takes a prominent place among
the pious women of the Old Covenant. In con-

trast with her ungodly, doltish, hard-hearted,

thankless, avaricious, purse-pi'oud, rough, and
riotous husband, she is deeply pious, clever and
intelligent, thankful, generous, humble, of noble
disposition and fine taot, intellectual, and gifted

with pleasing and winning speech.— Solomon
says :

" By wise Avomen the house is buildod, but

a foolish woman destroys it." This word finds a

noble confirmation in Abigail as housewife in

respect to this perverse man sunk in sordid ava-

rice anil gross materialism.—" Where do we find

in all the heathen world a woman comparable
with Abigail, the daughter of the wilderness?

L'nfortunate, indeed, she is. Ah, her house, how-
ever blessed with earthly goods, is no Bethany-
cottage. With deep sorrow she must call her
rude. Mammon-serving husband a ' fool.' But
she bears with him in patient, hopeful love and
faithfulness, and doubtless often lifts holy hands
to God for him. So for him siie goes to David,
like a sacrificial lamb taking her husband's mis-

deed on herself. She holds up also to David the

grievous sin with which he would have laden
himself if he had carried out his purpose against

the man.—Indeed the truth and sincerity, the

dovelike simplicity united to sanctified wisdom,
which appears in the childlike-pious address of

the noble woman, is worthy of our liveliest admi-
ration. Who can fail to see that here already the

Spirit from above was working mightily? Is it

not almost as if in lier we heard an advanced dis-

ciple of the Go-pel speak? Has not her word :

'Thou shalt be bound in the bundle of the living

of the Lord' been long naturalized in the lan-

guage of the whole Christian congregation as a
favorite expression, and as the designation of the

most precio'is thing that man can desire on
earth?" (F. W. Kriuumacher).—"What wisdom,
what humility, what frec-heartedness, what order

we find in her words! How well she know how
to speak to David's heart! How well her wliole

discourse was suited to her position as woman ! I

know no example of eloquence that excels this.

Doubtless she had not studied eloquence in the

schools, but the Spirit of God alone made her such

an orator. God put wisdom into her heart, and
it flowed out in wise discourse" (Roos).—Abigail

appears as an organ of the Si>irit of God, the pro-

phetic spirit breathes through her words, and she

speaks to David in the manner of the prophets.

She sees clearly and declares to David with vig-

orous, heart-searching, and conscience-piercing

words, that his high-handed, revengeful purpose

is against God's law and order; she convinces him
of his deep guilt, and brings him to acknowledge
that she is God's instrument to save him from a
wicked deed which would have cast a dark sha-

dow over his future life; she announces his future

royal calling and his lofty mission therein as hero

to wage the wars of the Lord against the enemies

of God's people, earnestly exhorts him to walk
conformablv to the glory and holiness of this call-

ing, predicts under this condition the continuance

of the royal dignity in his house (comp. 2 Sam.
vii.), and promises him the rich blessings of the

favor of God. Thus in her is presented the type

of the guardian watch-oflice of prophecy in rela-

tion to the royal ofiice. Abigail could so speak

only as moved or filled by the prophetic Spirit;

and the means thereto was her personal relation

to the prophetic circles, wiiose centre Samuel was
till his death and to which all truly God-fearing

persons attached themselves. As the prophetic

community was at this time of great importance
for awakening and cherishing a new religious-

moral life in the people, it cannot be surprising

if we meet with personages, like Abigail, among
the people, filled and illuminated with the pro-

phetic Spirit.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Chap. xxv. J. DisSELHOFF : Let the rir/hteous

smite me kindlij and reprove me: 1) Even the be-

loved of the Lord, when he watches not his heart,

falls into wrath that deserves reproof; 2) The
gracious God sends His beloved ones tlie deserved

reproof through some human mouth ; 3) The way
in which any one receives reproof shows how far

he is a man after God's own heart.

Ver. 1. Remember your teachers, etc. Ileb.

xiii. 7. [The aged man is laid aside, and sinks

out of the popular view ; and when at length he
dies, people are startled as they recall how great

a man he was in his pi-imc, how great a work he
did. It is something to live so that one's death

will be truly mourned by a Avhole people. The
old, who sadly think themselves forgotten, may
find solace not only in reviewing the past, but also

in the persuasion that yet once again they will be

vividly remembered; while the younger should

strive to anticipate the feelings of that coming
time, and show respect and affection while it can

be fully enjoyed.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 2 sqq. Cramer:
Wealth, consideration, power, and good fortune,

are nothing without wisdom (Prov. xvii. 16).

Therefore we should prefer wisdom and virtue to

all temporal things; for riches and rank do not

help against folly.

—

.Sohlier: Wliat docs money
help us, wdien we make Mammon our idol, and
know only how to rake and scrape and get rich?

How well it would be if we did but once believe
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that money is not man's fortune, and that with all

riches we may yet be unfortunate people.

—

[Hall :

Even the line of faithful Caleb will afford an ill-

conditioned Nabal. Virtue is not, like unto lands,

inheritable.—TK.]—Ver. 10 sq. Berl. B.: The
fountain of his speech is avarice, and the stream
is malignity. So the rich of tlie world are often

haughty and unfriendly, and thereby show them-
selves to be true Nabals or fools, as Clirist also

named that rich iitimer.

—

Schlier : Let us not

look at Nabal, we will rather think of ourselves.

—

There is nothing that releases us from the duty
of thankfulness, let the other person be as he will.

To whomsoever you owe thanks, to him you should
also show your thanks. And such ingratitude is

doubly a wrong, when tlie fault on the other's part,

because of which you refuse the thanks, is only
an imagined fault, when you have only a wicked
grudge against him, as Nabal considered David
a seditious person, although he was the most faith-

ful subject of the king.— [Scott: When worldly
men are determined not to relieve the necessitous,

they often excuse themselves by railing; by
charging tlie vices of some poor persons upon
all; and by representing almsgiving as an en-

couragement to idleness, impertinence, and ex-

travagance: nor are the most excellent characters

any defence against such undistinguishing invec-

tives.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 1.3. Starke: Howsubjeci are

the best of God's saints to weak passions ! Ye
who are pious, recognise this fact, and diligently

call on God for the government of His Spirit

(Jer. X. 23). Schlier: If wrong is done us, we
will commit vengeance to tlie Lord, and will be
afraid of all self-revenge. He who suffers inju-

ries and commits his revenge to the Lord, is a
righteous man; but it is unmanly to give free

course to one's revenge, and to do what ilesh and
blood prompts.

—

Bp:rl. B. : David licre felt some-
tliing cjuite Inmian, and fell into sudden heat at

the affront offered him, and the contemptuous in-

gratitude of the rude arch-churl. Llis passions

started up, and most of all because Nabal had
treated liim shamefully when he liad done him no
hurt. In such a case it may well be said :

" The
wrath of man worketh not the rigliteousness of

God" (Jamcsi.20).— [Ver.l3._ Henry: "Istliis

thy voice, O David?" Can this man after God's
own lieart speak tluis unadvisedly with his lips?

.... Is this he who, but the other day, spared liim

who sought his life, and yet now will not spare

anything that belongs to liim who had only put
an afll'ront on his messengers? Lord, wliat is

man ! What need have we to pray. Lord, " lead

us not into temptation !" Ver. 18: Hexry: Tlie

passion of fools often makes those breaches in a

little time, which the wise, with all their wis-

dom, have much ado to make up again.

—

Tr.]
—Ver. 19. Starke: Silence has its time, speech
has also its time. Well for those who know how
to suit themselves thereto (Eccl. iii. 7 sq.).

Ver. 22. ]5erl. Bib.: David here completely
changes into a barbarous man, and forgets liim-

Fclf altogether. If this piir]i(»se had been carried

into execution, Saul would for the first time have
}iad a just cause for pursuing him as a distnrl)er

of the jiuldic peace.—Ver. 23 sqq. Schlier:
IMon's wrath is a frightful enemy, and works not

the righteousness of (Jod, and yet tliere is a

means of making this enemy no longer Imrtful,

namely, a friendly, loving word.—Let us espe-
cially when one falls into wrath observe well
whether we cannot perhaps quiet such wraih by
a mild, gentle word. A word spoken in season,

and with an eye to the Lord, is not in vain.

—

When we are on a bad way, the Lord comes not
in miracles and signs to bring us to good ways,
but He interposes through men. He warns us
through parents and friends and otlier connec-
tions, and their word is the Lord's word.—Ver.
27. Starke: Free and rich gifts bring bles.-^ing

with them ; therefore give, and it is given to voii

(2 Cor. ix. 5, 6).—Osiaxder: Ver. 29. Our 'life

is not in the power of our enemies, except so far
as God permits it them (Job ii. 6).—[Ver. 31.

Hexry : When we are tempted to sin, we should
consider how it will appear in the reflection.

Let us never do anything for which our own con-
science will afterward have occasion to upbraid
us.

—

Taylor : Only a woman could have man-
aged such a negotiation as this so smoothly and
successfully; but only a God-fearing woman
would have managed it so as to bring David to a.

sense of the sinfulness of the act which he had
been about to commit.—Vers. 32-35. Hall : A
good heart is easily stayed from sinning, and is

glad when it finds occasion to be crossed in ill

purposes.—Wicked vows are ill made, but worse
kept. Our tongue cannot tie us to commit sin.

Good men think themselves happy, that since

they had not the grace to deny sin, yet they had
not the opportunity to accomplish it.

—

Tr.]—
Vers. 36-38. Schlier : So true it is that sin is

ruin to the people. What multitudes think that

with avarice one can get rich, and yet avarice is

a root of all evil ; how many think by liard-

heartedness and selfishness to get on, and yet
thereby every one is only building up his own
misfortune ; what multitudes think that if they
sliould give themselves up to excesses, they would
get pleasure and enjoyment therefrom, and yet

all good-living conies only of evil.

—

[Hall: It

was no time to advise Nabal, while his reason

was drowned in a deluge of wine. A beast, or a
stone, is as capable of good counsel as a drunkard.
O that the noblest creature should so far abase
himself as for a little liquor to lose the use of

tho.se faculties whereby he is a man !

—
" O that

men should put an enemy in their mouths to

steal away their brains !"

—

Tr.]—Ver. 39 sqq.

Schlier : It is a good thing to trust in the Lord
and give ujj everything to Him. All self-revenge

in every case comes of evil ; but to contain one's

self, to suppress one's wrath, to turn over ven-

geance to the Lord, brings good fortune and
blessing.

[Vers. 2-11. yabal: 1) His advantages: a)

Of excellent family (ver. 3, comp. Josh. xiv. 6;
XV. 13); 6) Very wealthy; c) Having a wife

most remarkable not only for personal beauty

(ver. 3), but for thoughtfnlness, energy, tact and
grace. 2) His faults: a) Avaricious and stingy

in the extreme; h) Yet ostentatious of his wealth

(ver. 3G); c) A drunken sot; d) A fool; e) Rude
and insulting habitually (ver. 17). What a son
of Caleb! what a husband for Abigail! 3) His
ignoble end. Remembered for his faults, and
from his connection with the men he insulted.

[Vers. 23-31. A specimen of the soft answei- that

tunieth awayurath: 1) She takes tlie blame oa
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herself, so as to divert attention from the offender

(ver. 24). 2) She extenuates the offence, and
makes amends for it, as far as the circumstances

a hiiit (vers. 25, 27). 3) She delicately assumes
that the wrathful purpose will be abandoned
through divine intluence (ver. 2G). 4) She turns

the angry man's mind towards a future of great

and sure prosperity, througii Jehovah's blessing

(vers. 28, 29). 5) She declares that in that hap-

py time he will be glad he did not to-day incur

blood-guiltiness (vers. 30, 31). The sum of the

wliole is that she makes him forget his wrath in

thoughts of Jehovah and of the brilliant future

which .Jehovah has in reserve for him. The
result appears in vers. 32, 33.

[Vers. 32, 33. South :
" Prevention of sin is

one of the greatest mercies that God can vouch-

safe a man in this world." South a) shows the

danger that sin unpre vented may never be par-

doned, and b) argues that prevention is better

than pardon; and in the " Application," urges a)

that a higher satisfaction is to be found from a
conquered than from a conquering passion ; b)

tliat the temper with which we receive jiro-

vidential prevention of sin is a criterion of

the gracious or ungracious disposition of our
hearts; c) that we ought thankfully to acquiesce
in any providential crosses, since these mar be
the instruments of preventing grace.

—

Te.]

VIII. David, betrayed again by the Ziphites, spares Saul the second time.

Chapter XXVI. 1-25.

1 And the Ziphites came unto Saul to Gibeah, saying, Doth not David hide him-

2 self in the hill of Hachilah' tvhich tV before Jeshimon. Then [And] Saul arose

and went down to the wilderness of Ziph, having three thousand chosen men of

3 Israel with him, to seek David in the wilderness of Ziph. And Saul pitched in

the hill of Hachilah which is before Jeshimon in the way, but [and] David abode

4 in the wilderness. And he saw that Saul came after him into the wilderness, David
therefore [And David] sent out spies, and understood that Saul was come in very

5 deed.^ And David arose and came to the place where Saul had pitched. And
David beheld the place where Saul lay, and Abner, the son of Ner, the captain of

the host ; and Saul lay in the trench [wagon-rampart],* and the people pitched

round about him.

6 Then answered David [And David answered] and said to Ahimelech the Hitt-

ite and to Abishai, the son of Zeruiah, brother to Joab, saying, Who will £0 down
7 with me to Saul to the camp ? And Abishai said, I will go down with thee. So

[And] David and Abishai came to the people by night, and behold, Saul lay sleep-

ing within the trench [in the wagon-rampart], and his spear stuck in the ground

at his bolster [head],^ but [and] Abner and the people lay round about him.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 1. Here, as in xxiii. 19, there is diversity of spelling, Syr. and Arab, having " Havilah," and some MS.S.

and Edd. *' Hahjlnh ;" but the Heb. text seems preferable.—Tii.]

2 [Ver. 1. The Rel. is supplied in ver. 3 and in xxiii. 19, and is involved in the connection. For pD''l^'n Aq.

has T))s ri4>avi(Tixivri';, as if from WOW, " the desolated," and Sym. epij/xou, " the desert."—Tr.J

3 [Ver. 4. Instead of jIDJ-Sx, Evvald would read n"i;'"3 *1pJ-'7N. "into the fissure of a cave," partly after

pesition is strange, we should expect it after V'V\ while after h^^'d X3 we should look for the name of the

place to which Saul goes. The Sept. gives not onlv Jrot/iios. but also tlie jilnee from which Saul comes, ex KeiAa.

wliich throws no liiht on the sense; Vulg. and Ch.ild. support the Hel,., and Syr. and Arah. render "after him,"
" to him." On the whole there does not seem sutlioient reason for altering tlie text ; the VS3. testify that there

was something after 7^X1^, and nothing better than this offers itself.—Tr.]

* [A'er. ."i. .-Vs in xvii. 29. Here the VSS. vary greatly, some laying hold of the idea of the Heb. verb (7j^)
" round" (Aq., Svm.. (TTpoyyvX^mi. another reading of Aq. KaixTrri), others giving it as chariot (Sept. Aa^ir^i'T)*, Syin.

(o-KrjKijI and Vulg. (tentorium) thence passing to the notion of "tent," while, Syr. and Vulg. take the ordmary
meaning of the word '• way." Bib. Com. proposes (without ground) to read V'J^O, and thus bring this p.-vssage

into accordance with xxiv. '>.—Tr.]
5 i^Ver. 7. "The place at liis head," see on xix. 13. Derive from nt!7X"10.—Tr.]
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8 Then said Abisliai [Aud Abishai said] to David, God® hath [iiis. this day] de-
livered thine euemy' iuto thine hand this day [om. this day] ; now, therefore [aud
now,] let me smite him, I pray thee, with the spear even [om. even] to the earth^

9 at [om. at] once, and I will not senile him the second time. And David said to

Abishai, Destroy^ him not ; for who can stretch forth his hand against the Lord's
10 [Jehovah's] anointed, and be guiltless? David said furthermore [Aud David

said]. As the Lord [Jehovah] liveth, [ins. but] the Lord [Jehovah] shall smite
him, or his day shall come to die [aud he shall die], or he shall descend into battle

11 and perish. The Lord [Jehovah] forbid'" that I should stretch forth mine hand
against the Lord's [Jehovah's] anointed ; but, I pray thee, take thou now [and
now, take] the spear that is at his bolster [head] and the cruse of water, and let

12 us go. Aud David took ihe spear and the cruse of water from Saul's bolster

[head]," and they gat them away, and no man saw it, nor knew it, neither awaked,
for they were all asleep, because [for] a deep sleep'^ from the Lord [Jehovah] was
fallen upon them.

13 Then David went over to the other side, and stood on the top of an hill [the
14 mountain] afar off, a great space being between them. And David cried to the peo-

ple aud to Abner, the son of Ner, saying, Answerest thou not, Abner? Then
1-3 [And] Abner answered and said, Who art thou that criest to the king? And

David said to Abner, Art not thou a valiant [om. valiant]^^ man ? and who is like

to thee in Israel ? wherefore, then, hast thou not kept thy lord the king ? for there
IG came one of the people in to destroy the king thy lord. This thing is not good that

thou hast done. As the Lord [Jehovah] liveth, ye are worthy to die, because ye
have not kept [watched over] your master [lord] [ins. over] the Lord's [Jehovah's]
anointed. And now, see where the king's spear is, and the cruse^^ of water that
was at his bolster [head].

17 And Saul knew [recognized] David's voice and said. Is this thy voice, my son
18 David? Aud David said. It is my voice, my lord, O king. And he said, Where-

fore doth my lord thus [om. thus] pursue after his servant? for what have I done?
19 or [and] what evil is in mine hand? Now, therefore [And now], I pray thee, let

my lord the king hear the words of his servant. If the Lord [Jehovah] have
stirred thee up against me, let him accept an offering; but if they be [it be] the
children of men, cursed be they before the Lord [Jehovah], for they have driven
me out this day from abiding'" in the inheritance of the Lord [Jehovah], saying,

20 Go, serve other gods. Now, therefore, [And now,] let not my blood fall to the

•"' [Ver. 8. Sept. (cu'pios, Jahveh. This variation in the divine names may be error in the Sept., or it may be
from variation in mauuwcripts ; tliere is no decisive internal reason for the use of one name ratlier than the
other.

—

Tr.]
'• [Vor. 8. So tlie Qeri (Kethib is plural), which is found in the text of several MSS. and Edd.

—

Tr.]
8 [Vor. 8. The Heb. construction :

" with the spear and in the ground," is unusual ; from xvii. 11 ; xix. 10, we
siiould expect :

" with the spear in him and in the ground " (Wellh.).

—

Tr.]

" [Vor. 9. Sept.: "humble (nnii') bim not;" here inappropriate.

—

Tr.1
10 [Voi;. 11. Literally :

" be it a profane thing to me from Jeliovah," Erdmann '" on Jehovah's account," or, it

may be ''by, through Jehovah" (as in Eng. A. V.).

—

Tr.]

" [Vor. 12. The form is variously explained (Tlii'NTO), some talking it for 'IfSO; one Mem falling out (so

Erdm.ann), others from a noun ntyX'l (so Furst). In any case we have to suppose the presence of the Prep. m.
-Tr.]

1- [Vor. 12. This word (rTDT^Pj is used only a few times in the Old Testament, aud apparently of a super-
T '

:

~

natural sloop. In prose it occurs, besides hero, only in Gen. ii. 21 ; xv. 12, in both which places the sleep is su-
fiornatural. So in Job, Kliphaz (iv. i;5) and Elihu (xxxiii. 15) refer to revelations from God. and in Isa. xxix. 10
the nOITl nn is a divine judicial infliction. Even in Prov. xix. 15 the •' deep sleep," which is the result of

slothfnlnoss, is viewed, from the connection, as a part of God's moral government of men. A distinctly super-
natural sloop would, therefore, seem to be here intended. This is the general feeling of the Greek renderings
of tlie word (Sept. 0an;8os, Aq. «aTa(^opa, Sym. /capo?, Theod. cKo-Tacri!) ; Syr, Arab., Vulg., Chald., render "sleep;"

Sam. Vers, gives no^Jfl, " sleep," in Gen. xv. 12, and in ii. 21 Xpl7*3, compared bj' Uhlemann with Rabb.

nj7Dn Hiyperbolo) in sense of "ecstasy," but oomi). Talm. p'^D, "bind," hence, perhaps, "a binding sleep."
tt: - ••-

-Tn.J
'3 [\cr. 15. The Adj. is understood, though not expressed, in Ileb. as in English.—Tr.]
" [Ver. 16. On the construction see Erdmann. The fix might be regarded an emphatic sign introducing

the socond thing mentioned, which might then be in the Ace: " and as to the cruse." The Vulg. inserts a second
'• whor<!?" the Sept. omits it where the lleb. lias it—two ways of smoothing over the difficulty of the construc-
tion.

—

Tr.]
15 [Ver. 10. Literally: " from joining myself to " (Ges.). So Aq. airTecrdai, Sym. a-vvSvd^eadai, ,Sep(. ^ii? t'<TT>;pt\9at.—Tb.]
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earth before the face of the Lord [Jehovah] ; for the king of Israel is come out to

seek a flea/® as wheu [om. when] one doth hunt a [the] partridge in the moun-
tains.

'21 Then said Saul [And Saul said]," I have sinned; return, my son David; for I

will no more do thee harm, because my soul [life] was precious in thine eyes this

22 day; behold, I have played the fool, and have erred exceedingly. And David
answered and said, Behold the king's spear !^* and let one of the young men come

23 over and fetch it. [Ins. And] the Lord [Jehovali] render to every man his right-

eousness and his faithfulness; for the Lord [Jehovah] delivered thee into m?/" baud
to-day, but [and] I would not stretch forth mine hand against the Lord's [Jeho-

24 vah's] anointed. And behold as thy life was much set by this day in my eyes, so

let my life be much set by in the eyes of the Lord [Jehovah], and let him deliver

25 me out of all tribulation. Then [And] Saul said to David, Blessed be thou, my
son David; thou shalt both do great things, and also shalt surely prevail. So
David went on his way, and Saul returned to his place.

1' fVer. 20. Or, "a single flea," as in xxiv. 1''. This repetition is somewhat surprising, and the Sept. reading
'""my sQul " seems better. Tlio repetition of the plirane would enter into the question wliether wo arc to suppose
two betrayals by the Ziphites, or only two aeoounts of the same betrayal.

—

Tr.]
" [Vcr. 21. Syr., Arab, and 2 5ISS. have "Sanl said to David."—Tr.|
18 [Ver. 22. The Art. with jTjn (om. in Qeri) in stat. const, is strange, but not impossible, especially vvlicre

the defining noun is comparatively insignificant, or the defined is to be brought out more prominently, as here.

.Sec Ew.. ? 200 d, Pliilippi, '\Sfaf. Const, iin ITcb.;' p. 36 sq.—Tn.J
i» [Ver. 23. The insertion of the suffix is supported by many VSS., MSS. and EDD.—Tu.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The comparison of chap. xxvi. icith the section

icxiii. 19-24, xxiv., shows tliat the narratives

agree in three principnl points, in the treachery of

the Ziphites towards David, in the persecution

of David by Saul, and in the sparing of Saul by
David. There is be.-^ides much concerning lo-

calities, connected circumstances, conversation,

wherein an agreement cannot be denied. Ver. 1

= xxiii. 19, the coming of the Ziphites to Saul,

and their information as to David's whereabouts.

Ver. 2= xxiv. 3 [2] , Saul's march against David
"with three thousand men. Vers. 8-11 = xxiv.

5-7 [-1-6.], David's protest against laying hands
on Saul as the anointed of the Lord. Ver. 17 =
xxiv. 17 [1*5], Saul's question about tlie voice of

David. Ver. 18 == xxiv. 10-12 [9-11.], David's

nffirmation of his innocence. Ver. 20= xxiv. 15

[14] concerning the flea. Ver. 21 = xxiv. 18

[17.] Saul's penitent confession of his guilt. Ver.

23 = xxiv. 13-16 [12-15], David's appeal to

Ills innocence and to the divine justice. Ver. 25
= xxiv. 20, 21 [19, 20], Saul's invocation of

blessing.

But it does not follow necessarily from these

agreements that these narratives are two accounts

of the same event, as Ew., Then., De Wette, Bleck

(the last, however, " with some probability" only)

and others suppose. The wilderness of Ziph, and
especially the strong, protected position on the

mountain Hachilah, might well seem to David on
his return from the wilderness of Paran a suitable

abiding-place for himself and his men. That the

Ziphites, who lield with Saul, consequently again

showed him David's abode cannot, however, seem
strange. The coincidence as to the three thou-

sand men need not he regarded as showing tliat

there was only one occurrence, since according to

xiii. 2 Saul liad found a body of " three thou.sand

chosen men out of Israel "• (as they are ciiUed here

also xxvi. 2) as a standing army, with which guard

he might easily under similar circumstances have
marched a second time against David. Thenius,

indeed, afiirms that " Saul must have been a moral
monster, which he, however, evidently wai not, if

lie had deliberately and under the persuasion ofthe

same persons made a second attempt on David's

life after the latter had so magnanimously spared

his life." Against which Nilgelsbach (Ilerz. XII.,

402 sq.) rightly says: "Tliat Saul marched a se-

cond time against David is psychologically only

too easily explained, even though he was no moral
monster. His hatred to David was so deeply

rooted that it could be only temporarily suppressed

by that magnanimous deed, not extinguished."

Saul's inner life under the dominion of envy and
hate towards David, on the one hand, and of tho

various influences of the better spirit, on the other

hand, had hitherto been full of vacillations and
contradictions. Why should it seem strange if,

in the better impulses which, through David's

presence, words, and noble conduct, got suddenly

the upper hand and lasted for awhile, there fol-

lowed in all the stronger rcaclion of the evil

spirit, especially as the spur to violent procedure

against David again came from the same quarter

as before? How little David himself relied on
the permanence of Saul's good inclinations (ex-

pressed in xxiii. 19-24, xxiv.) appears from the

fact that he did not leave the wilderness, and fore-

seeing a repetition of Saul's persecution, deter-

mined to go to another land. Thenius' ov/n re-

mark on xxvii. 1 sq., that " David knew Jiow

quickly Saul could change his mind, an 1 there-

fore preferred to leave the country," conllrms the

clear statement of the preceding history as to

Saul's vacillation and moral ungodliness, which
makes a new persecution, as narrated in chap,

xxvi. psychologically and ethically easily expli-

cable. According to this remark of Thenius,

therefore, the account of this second march fit-! in

pyschologically between chaps, xxiv. and xxvii.,

wliieh sections are referred by him to the same
author. Thenius affirms that "this narrative
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[chap, xxvi.] is shown by the clramatlcform of the

action (Night—Secret entry into the ciimp

—

Spear and watcr-crusc—Ironical address to Ab-
ner), by an improhahiUtu (ver. 24), individual decla-

rations (vers. 19, 20), and in part also by the lan-

guage (vers. 6, 11, 12) to be the later, resting on
pojvdar tradition; but these particulars pertain

to those points of the narrative in which its dif-

ference from the former account (xxiii., xxiv.),

and therefore its reference to another occurrence

may be recognised, as will appear in the explana-
tion of the special points and the comparison witli

the related passages. See Keil's excellent re-

marks.
Vcr. 1. The information given by the Ziphites

concerning David supposes that lie had returned
from the wilderness of Paran into the wilderness

of Judah in consequence of his marriage with
Abigail. " In the face of [over against] the de-

sert ;" for whicli we liave in xxiii. 19 more ex-
actly "on the right;" that is, south of tlie desert.

The agreement with the words of xxiii. 19 is the
result of the narrator's desire to conform the ac-

count of tliis second occurrence to that of the first

in the points in which there was essential agree-
ment." Ver. 2. The "three thousand chosen men
of Israel " are the permanent guard whose forma-
tion is mentioned in xiii. 2.—Ver. 3 sq. Saul's

camp was near the mountain Hachilah " on the
way," that is, in a wcU-lviiown highroad passing
bv. And David abode in the wilderness

;

that is, he had witlitlrawn from the hill Hachi-
lah (where the Ziphites rei)orted him as being,

and iSaul sought first to attack him) farther into

the wilderness, and was tlien on the highland
(comp. vcr. 6: "who will go down with me?"),
while Saul was encamped on the road in the plain.

On hearing (^^-I = "^i^ learned," not " he saw")

tliat Saul had followed him into the wilderness,

he assured himself of the fact by scouts. Cer-
tainly [Eng. A. V. "in very deed," Ileb. "to
certainty"

—

Tr.], undoubtedly, corap. xxiii. 23.

[So in xxiii. 21, 25 David learns (probably by
scouts) that Saul is come into the wilderness of
Maon, south of the desert.

—

-Tr.]—Ver. 5. David
now himself goes by niglit to examine Saul's camp
and position. The Sept. and Vulg. add: "se-

cretly," an explanatory addition whicli we need

not insert in the text (=: t2V2, Thenius). lie

found Saul at the wagon-rampartf (see on xvii.

29) with Abner, his general, and tlie army camped
around liira. David was accompanied hy Ahime-
lech, the Ilittite, who is nowhere else mentioned,
and Ahishai "the son of Zoruiah," David's sister

(1 Chron. ii. IG), and brother of Joab, afterwards
one of David's captains (2 Sam. xviii. 2 ; xx. 6

;

* [We should, however, expect an indication of the
rc'pcti'ion of the orv^urvence by some sucli i)hraso as
"tiK: Ziphitps come arjain to Saul," and the aluicnco of
Bir'li indication is one of those dolioate fcaturc-s which
favor the supposition of a Rin£;le occurrence, while, on
ths oth'T hand, tho argument for two occurroncos, as
given liy Erdmann and others, cannot be eonsidcrcd a
wftak on".—Tit.]

}• [The proposal of Bib.-Coin. to read b">?0, " garment,"

and ropres'^nt Saul as sleeping in his garment, as in
xxiv. 5 [4], is an Uiifonnded conjecture, and tlie assimi-
lation of the two accounts in this way can be effected
only by a violent reconstruction of tlie narratives, the
necessity for which is a serious objection to the suppo-
sition of one occurrence.—Tu.]

xxiii. 19).—The difference in particulars between,
this narrative and that of xxiii. 19 sq. is as fol-

lows : There on Saul's approach David proceeds to

the wilderness of 3Iaon, where he is surrounded,
and only escapes capture by the invasion of the
Pliilislines, which compels Saul to withdraw,
xxiii. 2-3-28. Here, on the contrary, nothing is

said of such a Philistine invasion; Saul's camp is

on another spot; the endangered person is not Da-
vid, but Saul, whose camp David enters at niglit,

and whom David might have killed. [However,
this incident is parallel to xxiv. 3 [2] sq.

—

Tr.]
There, after Saul's return from the Philistine cam-
paign, tlie scene of the persecution is Enrjedi,

where David is hidden in a cave into which Saul
enters, xxiv. 2-4^completely difl'erent circum-
stances and situations.

Ver. 6 sq. Ahimelech, the Ilittite. This Canaan-
itish people, already settled around Hebron in
Abraham's time (Gen. xv. 23), dvv-clt, after tiie

return of the Israelites from Egypt, in the hill-

country of Judah along with the Amorites reach-
ing as far north as toward Betlicl (Judg. ii. 20),
subdued but not exterminated by the Israelites.

A portion of them had maintained a certain inde-
pendence. Comp. 1 Kings ix. 20

; x. 29 ; 2 Kings
vii. 6. In the time of Saul's reign the internal

contrast between the Israelites and the remnant
of the Canaanites may have greatly diminished,
so that a Ilittite could occupy so jirominent a po-
sition with David, and be employed by him in
his service. For, according to this narrative, he
must have held a preferred position with David,
along with Abishai (2 Sam. ii. 18; xvi. 9), who is

Iiore named. Uriah also was a Ilittite (2 Sam. xi.

3, 6 ; xxiii. 39).—They find Saul in his camp
asleep, his "spear (the sign of royal authority, in

place of the sceptre) stuck in the ground at his
liead."—Ver. 8. Thy enemy—the Sing. [Qcri]
is jDreferable [Keth. has Plu.]. Abishai speaks
merely according to the right of retaliation and
the usage of war. The sense of his words is: I

will pin him to the ground so thoroughly withwie
blow that it will not need another to kill him.
Vulg. :

" there will be no need of a second."—-Ver.

9. David rejects not the first part of Abishai's

word : "God has given thy enemy into thy hand,"
but the second :

" I will transfix him." For cer-

tainly God had given Saul into hi-i hand; but
" the divine providence thus gives David oppor-
tunity not to slay his enemy, but rather to con-

quer him by a new kindness" (Bcrl. B.) ; Da-
vid's reply to Abishai is a brief, strict pro-

hibition: Destroy him not, and the reason

for it, made more earnest and pressing by the in-

terrogative ibrni : Who stretches out his
hand against the Lord's anointed and
goes unpunished?—(HpJ = Exod. xxi. 19;

Num. V. 31). By the royal anointing Saul's per-

son was made sacred and inviolable. As anointed

he was the Lord's property. Therefore only

God's hand could touch his life. And so David
says, ver. 10, with an oath: "As God lives, his

life is in God's liand only, and far be it from me
to touch it." Translate not with De Wette: "No!
but .Jehovah will smite him, either his day will

come, ete.", but with Then, and Kcil : "Unless
the Lord smite him, etc.", the apodosis being:

"far be it from me, etc." [ver. 11]. David men-
tions three possible cases: 1) sudden death by a
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stroke (as in xxv. 38) ; 2j t-yi'-ig a natural death
" in liis day;" the dav of death, as Job xiv. G;

XV. 32 ; 3) falling- in battle. " Far be it to me
from Jehovah" (niiTOj, that is, as ia xxiv. 7, on

the part of the Lord, on the Lord's account I

Avill notsmite him.—Abi.shai is ordered to take the

spear at his liead, and the icater pitcher (not basin,

Ewald, comp. 1 Kings xvii. 12 sq.) ; tlien, says

lie, we will " cjoourtvay" pj'^).—Ver. 12. David
took, it is said (though David had ordered Abi-

shai to take), having reference to the fact that Da-
vid was the controlling head.* Their unobserved
taking of the spear and cruse and subsequent de-

parture is vividly portrayed in three expressions:

No one savr, no one observed, no one
woke.—^The narrative represents this as a, divine

arrangement by the words: for a deep sleep
from the Lord -was fallen on them, that is,

God threw them into deep sliunber, that David
might so act. Comp. xiv. 15, " the terror of God,"
Ps. Ixxvi. 7 (6) " at thy rebuke, God of Jacob,

both chariot and horse are cast into a deep sleep."

—A comparison of vers. 6-12 with xxiv. 5-8

[Eng. 4-7] shows the great dillbrence between the

two narratives in spite of the sameness of tlie

speeches of David's men " God has delivered thy

enemy into thy hand." Tliere they say :
" Do to

him as seemeth thee good," and David cuts off

the skirt of Saul's upper garment, whereupon he
says, having in mind this deed of his and his

thereby disquieted conscience : Far be it fi'om me
to lay hands on the Lord's Anointed (xxiv. 5-8

[4-7]). Here Abishai wishes to kill Saul, and
David in connection with this wish says similar

words. [The Bib. Comni. remarks that " the de-

scription in ver. 7 is quite compatible with David
and his companion's being hid in the cave." This
is true, and so far as this point is concerned we
miglit hold the two narratives to refer to the same
event. But the difficulty is the numerous impor-
tant changes which must then be made in one
narrative or both, and, it may be added, the great

carelessness which must be ascribed to the editor.

At the same time the supposition of a single in-

cident in these two narratives does not impugn
the inspiration of the Book, since we should

therein have merely the error of an editor, or pos-

sibly of a transcribei'.

—

Tk.]
Ver. 13. David went beyond to the top

of the mountain, tliat is, the mountain whence
he had previously reconnoitred Saul's camp, and
whence he had descended, ver. C.—The express

mention of " the great distance and the wide inter-

val between them " shows that David's conduct

was here the reverse of that at the former meeting
with Saul, when he followed him out of the cave

and called after him (xxiv. 9 [8]). Here the

danger seemed to David much greater than there.

—Ver. 14. (Sx = towards). David's call con-

cerned Abner especially, because it was his duty

to watch over the king's life. Vulg. : "who art

thou that criest and disquietest the king?"—Ver.

15. David's 'ironical speech.—Art thou not a

* In \"\t:'J<TD remark 1) the double Plu. ^\^ and D'-,

especially tlie stat. eonstr. form V, Ges. ? 87, 5, Rem. 1

;

Ewald, ?160 h and Anm. 2, ?211d; 2) D for 00—one D

hnving fallen out.

man ? that is, a valiant warrior,* who is to an-
swer for the protection and security of his king,

(IOC' with 7X is unusual; /^ (Then.) is proba-

bly the original reading). Then he refers to the

peril of life, in which Saul just before really was.
Sons of death are ye, ye deserve death for

your neglect of duty.—As sign thereof he shows
him tlie spear and the water-cruse. See, where
is the king's spear?—That was a clear proof
that Saul might have been slain by him who took

it away (Cler.). ('•2f~nx pregnant construction

—

supply nX"l, so Maurer, avIio refers to Judg. vi.

28). And (see after) the water cruse,
namely, see where it is (Keil)-—-Ver, 17. In the

darkness and at such a distance Saul could not

recognize David's person, but could recognize him
from his voice. My voice ! answers David to

Saul's question. As the Sept. reads simply "thy
servant," Thenius combines the two and takes as

original text " the voice of thy servant." But the

brief " my voice," is perfectly intelligible, and the

designation " servant " is involved in the added
words : My lord king.— [It may also be said in
general that the less courtly form is the more pro-

bable.—Tk.].—Ver. 18. Comp. xxiv. 10-13 [9-

12]. This question as to the cause of the perse-

cution is the affirmation of his innocence and of

tlie groundlessness of Saul's continued hostility

to him. Borl, B. :
" The way in which David ad-

dresses Saul is so humble, so gentle, and so reve-

rent, that we may sufficiently thence recognize

the character of his heart."—Ver. 19. And now,
let my lord the king hear the -words of
his servant ; by this adjuration David will in-

dicate to Saul how important he thinks his fol-

lowing words for their relation to one another

and to God, and how serious a matter it is for him
that Saul should weigh them. He supposes two
causes of Saul's hostility as possible. First : If

the Lord hath incited thee against me.—
Wrongly Clericus :

" If Jehovah incited thee, if

thou deservedly attemptedst my destruction, act-

ing in accordance with God's will, He would hear
thy prayers and take care that thou shouldst ne-

ver fall into my hands [which has not been the

case]." For, according to this tlie divine causa-

tion would be denied, while the hwnan would be
in the next clause assumed as the factual one.

[Clericus says only that the fact that Saul had
been in David's power would show that God was
not watching over him, and therefore his perse-

cuiion was not with God's approval.—Tu.] Da-
vid's word is based on the conception that God
sometimes incites men to evil. Comp. 2 Sam. xvi.

10 sq., where God is said to have commanded
Shimei to curse David, and 2 Sam. xxiv. 1, ac-

cording to which God incited David to number
the people. The idea that evil is, from one point

of view, to be referred to God as its cause, is not

a product of later times, but is early found in con-

* [Bih. Com. "This incidental testimony to Abner's
eminence as a warrior is borne out by his whole his-

tory. At the same time David's bantering tone, coupled
with ver. In, makes it probable that David considered
Aimer liis enemy; the latter's great influence with Saul
might have prevented the persecution of David. Abner
may have feared David as a rival ; his opposition to him
is shown by liis ennduet after Saul's death." Bni all

this may be explained .also by Abner's devoted loyalty

to his kinsman Saul.

—

Tk.I
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nection with tlie idea of the divine ordering of
tiic world, in which evil must serve God in order
to bring about His saving help (Gen. 1. 20 comp.
v;ith xlv. 7, S) and reveal His judicial glory (Ex.
ix. IG). David therefore suppo.-cs the case that

Saul's hatred towards him rests on the divine cau-
sality,—comp. xviii. 10; xix. 9, where the "evil
spirit from the Lord," Avhich has come upon Saul,
is said to be the cause of his hate to David. The
"divine incitement" to evil consists, according to

David's view, in the fact that Saul, sunk deep in

pin by his own fault, is further given over by God
to evil in that opportunity is given him to devel-

op in deeds the evil of his heart. [Others sup-
pose here, not so well, an immediate reference to

tlie possession of Saul by the evil spirit, which
drives him to these persecutions.

—

Te.]. The
words: Let him accept [literally, smell] an
oCoring, indicate the way by which Saul, seeing

Avhither he is come by this solf-occasioned incli-

nation to evil from God, may again come into

right relation with God. " Let him smell an of-

fering " [iiy
; the Iliph. of n'"l not = '' cause to

smell," but = " smell ;" Sept. 'oc!(*>pav&eiT], Vulg.,
odorctur, Luther, man lasse riechen). The odor
of the offering, here to be smellcd, comes from the

incense which was connected with the meat-offer-

ing (of flour and groats) and was burned (Lev.
ii. 15, 16 ; vi. 15) "for a sweet odor, a memorial
to the Lord." The smelling of this odor repre-

sents God's acceptance of the offering and the of-

ferer (Gen. viii. 21), the offering it-elf, the Min-
chah (nnj^), meat-offering, signifying not atone-

ment, but sanctification of life in devotion to the

Lord, the effect of which is God's gracious accei^t-

anco. The sense is :
" Instead of the anger, in

which God drives thee to evil, mayest thou gain
God's acceptance, by (as the outward offering with
its sweet odor signifies) giving him tby heart and
life, abstaining from evil and sanctifying thyself

to Him." David thereby also indirectly affirms

tiiat the divine Incitement to evil has its ground
in Saul's evil nature and will. Eunsen, in gene-

ral correctly: "The sense is: pray to God that

He take the temptation from thee." Grotius is

altogether wrong :
" If this anger is just, I do not

deprecate that it be appeased by my death as a
victim." [Others: Let the evil spirit from God
be driven away by an offering to God.

—

Tr.].—
The other case: But if men (have stirred thee

up), be they accursed before the Lord.—
David here refers, as in xxiv. 10 [9], to the hostile

party that calumniated him to Saul, and kindled
Saul's hatred against him. He sees no other way
of escaping these dangers than flight to a hcath.en

land. For they drive me away now ; the

emiJhasis is on the "to-day," "now" (QVPI)
;

" they have now brought it about that, to be safe,

I must flee the country" (Then.). His present
position is such that he must regard himself as

one driven out of the country. That I cannot
join myself to [Eng. xV. V., abide in] the in-

heritance of the Lord, that is, I am excluded
from aasoriation with tlie J^ord's inheritance (Bun-
Ben). The Ivord's inlicritance is the people of

God, the covenant-people. Saying, Go, serve
other gods, not that his enemies had actually

given tliis ord-.T, "but David looked to deeds ra-

ther than words" (Calvin); their enmity drove

him out as effectually as a command. David's
line of thought here is as follows: Only in the
people Israel and in the land of promise "has the
covenant-God Ilis dwelling, for thci-e are all His
revelations in respect to Israel ; only there there-
fore, in the consecrated place of His dwelling can
there bo true worship of the Lord ; outside this
holy region of God's revelation and dwelling
among His people is the domain of strange gods

;

thither driven he sees eyerywhere inducement and
temptation to " serve other gods."—This is the
ground of his wish and prayer in ver. 20: And
now, may my blood not fall to the ground
far from the presence of the Lord, that is,

may I be preserved from such a fate, namely,
driven from the place of the Lord's gracious pre-
sence and His people, to lose my life by violence
afar off in the midst of an idolatrous people. The
expression "farfrom the presence of the Lord," and
the preceding words show indeed David's longing
after the place of divine worship in the taberna-
cle, but contain nothing which necessarily points
"to a later insertion of this section" (Then.), or,

as Ewald affirms, echoes the " bitter lament of
many who in the seventh century were banished
by unrigliteous kings like Manasseh." The words
are sufficiently explained by the pain that David
felt at his fugitive life, which must now lead him
to a foreign land, where he must wander or per-
haps die far from association in divine worshij)

with the people of God and from the place of sup-

plication to God. Grotius wrongly : "in the pre-
sence of the Lord, God being witness .and hereafter

Avenger" [so Eng. A. V., and this rendering is

grammatically defensible, though here perhaps
not so appropriate as the other.— Tr.].—-For
the king of Israel is come out to seek a
single flea, comp. xxiv. 15 [14]. Here too the

"flea" sets forth wliat is insignificant in contrast

with the king of Israel. The sense is : Thou
pursuest me, Avho am as weak in respect to thee

as a flea in respect to him who kills it. It is

herein involved not only that it is not worth
Saul's while to pui-sue him (Then.), but also that

it will be only too easy for the powerful king of

Israel to conquer him, the poNverless, as one
crushes a flea. So understood, the words satis-

factorily give the reason for tlie preceding " Let
not my blood fall," which Then, wrongly calls in

question. There is no reason for substituting for

the text (" a flea") the Sept. reading "my soul"
(Then.), which, however, expresses the same
thought, "Thou seekost to kill me" as the reason

for tiie preceding. As one hunts a partridge
in the mountains; an unnecessary difficulty is

here made (Then.) by supposing that the compa-
rison (seeking a flea) is itself compared with some-
thing else (hunting a partridge), which would
certainly be unnatural and unexampled. But
there is here rather a second comparison along-

side of the first, and with the same meaning : Thou
s'rivest to destroy me, the insignificant and pow-
erless in my isolation and abandonment. The-
nius rejects the reading partridge (^!?p), on the

ground that the bird is found notin themoJin^a/ns

but in t\\Q plain, and accepts the Sept. '^ horn-owl"

(DIJDn), and further, regarding the designation of

David as an insignificant person as here out of

place, proposes to render :
" as the owl hunts on
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the mountains;" but, to say nothing of this un-
tenable supposition and of the unhearJ-of figure

of tlie owl as a " hunter," we reply simply with
Winer in reference to the "partridge on the moun-
tains:" " Partridges are usually not hunted on the
mountains, since they stay in "the field:^. . . . But
the text is not so absurd; ... a single straying

partridge on the mountains is not thought worth
hunting, since they can be found in flocks in

the plain " (Bib. B.-W. II. s. v.). (Also the Ger-
man " Bebhithn" [partridge] is derived from
''riifen" [to call]. Bmiscn.'-') But from the con-
njcdon and the words of David, who has before
lamented his enforced separation from association

witii the people of Israel, the following thought
also is expressed in this comparison, as in the
otiier : Me, isolated from God's people, far from
all association, a fugitive from thy machinations
on the mountain heights, thou seekest at all costs

to destroy, as one hunts a single fugitive partridge

on the mountains only to kill it at all costs, while
otherwise from its insignificance it would not be
hunted, since partridges are to be found in the

field in flocks.
—"This speech of David was tho-

rougldy suited to sharpen Saul's conscience and
lead him to give up his enmity, if he still had an
ear for the voice of truth" (Keil). While these

words are similar to those in xxiv. 10-16 [9-15] (as

natural from the similarity of the circumstances),

the following essential differences yet exist. There

David, in order to prove to Saul how unfounded
his illusion is (namely, that David is seeking liis

life), shows him that his life was in his (David's)

hand, that he would not touch the Lord's anointed
but spared him ; here, on the contrary, he calls

Saul to account for his ceaseless persecution, re-

presents to him that he is determined to destroy
him who, compared with the mighty king, is in-

significant, and presses him to abandon this pur-
pose.

Ver. 21. To these words of David corresponds
Avitli precision Saul's answer (ver. 21), which is

e-s?n;ia]ly diiTerent from that in xxiv. 18 [17].
With the confession : I have sinned, he joins

the request that David would return, and the pro-

mise that he would no more do him evil, and adds
as renson. ; because my life -was precious in
thy eyes this day.—[Keil tliinks that Saul is

less penitent, more harlenod here than in chap.

xxiv., and this shows the difference of the events;
bit Thenius and Bib. Comm. are right in de-

claring that Saul's expression of sorrow and re-

pentance is as decided here as in the former case.

No gooi argument can be drawn from this for

either view.

—

Tr.].—-Ver. 22. David offers to re-

turn the spear and cruse, the sign that he had
spared Saul's life.—Vers. 23, 24. These words at-

tac!i tlie-nselves immediately to that silently elo-

quent proof of his guilelessness and pure disposi-

tion. He 1) declares himself to be a "man of

rijhleoufiness and faithfulness," and assigns as proof

his sparing Saul's life. (For T3 read with all

the vss. n'S, the might easily fall out on ac-

count of the following 1 ). Thenius holds this

seli-praise of David as proof that the section xxiv.

* [The Heb. word for " partriilge," qore me.ans "the
caller," and so pcrliaps the En,i. "quail." Pictet (Orig.
Indo': europ.) thinks that re6/j«/i«=" speckled bird," anil
perdix, partridge has perhaps the same meaning.—Tr.]

18-20 [17-19], where Saul praises and blesses-
David, is the original. But wliat is this alleged
" self-praise " but the positive affirnudion of what
David says in xxiv. 12 [11] (regarded by Then,
as original) : "there is no evil in my liand and no
iniquity, and I have not sinned against thee," and
in his confident appeal to God's righteousj udgment,
vers. 13, IG [12, 15] ? All that is the content of
the idea " riyhteousness," which he here, in contrast
with Saul's unrighteousness, applies to himself.
j\.nd no more is it self-praise when he speaks of
hh faithfulness, but simply the expression of his
reverence towards the Lord's Anointed, in spite
of Saul's perfidious and injurious conduct.—The
words " the Lord gave thee into my hand " in-
clude the thought :

" Thereby did the Lord put
me to the test." This test David had stood, ex-
hibiting '' righteousness and faithfulness." And
therefore he can now 2) say in good conscience :

The Lord will requite the man (namely,
me) [Eng. A. V. better, " render to every man."—Tr.]. The explanation of this assertion is given
in ver. 24 : And behold, as thy life was
much set by this day in my eyes, so will
my life, etc., that is, the Lord will requite my
righteousness and faithfulness towards thee iii

sparing thy life «s the Lord's Anointed, by so val-
uing my life as to save it from the dangers which
thou preparest for it. It is difficult to see why
(Thenius) such an expectation of the Lord's
protection and help, founded on a good conscience,
is not genuinely Davidic, and therefore to be
esteemed not original. Yet David here says
nothing essentially difTerent from what he declares
in xxiv. 13, 16 [12, 15] of the Lord as his judge,
who will avenge him on Saul, give success to his
cause, and save him from Saul's hand. Stiihelin's

remark {Lchen David's, p. 25), tliat David liked
to praise himself like the Arabian heroes, is

thoroughly wrong ; for David everywhere gives
God the highest praise, even where, as here, he
affirms what is true of himself.

—

"All tribulation"

i'r\'\'^~l2)i all the straits which Saul would here-TT T
after, as he knew, i^repare for liim. For Saul
confesses indeed that he has done him wrong, and
will no more work evil against him; but this,

recollecting Saul's instability and that former tear-

ful promise of his [xxiv. 16], he could regard
only as the expression of a momentary better feel-

ing; behind this he saw Saul's unbroken heart,

more and more hardened, which, when this gust
of better feeling had passed over, would exhibit
its old wickedness, yea, after the quenching of
these better impulses and resolutions, must be all

the more hardened.*—Ver. 25. Saul's last word
to David :

" Blessed be thou, my son David

;

thou w^ilt both undertake and also fully
perform, does not express a changed disposition,

love instead of tlio old enmity, but the fleeting

better feeling which David's noble conduct had
induced, and which compelled him to affirm that
David would come victorious forth through the

* [Bih.-Com remarks that the sentiment here a«pribed
to David is put into Saul's mouth in xxiv. 17-10 [Heb.
lS-2(i], and that (supposing the same event related in
xxiv. and xxvi.) a parallel ease is found in Matt. xxi. 41,
and Luke xx. IB. However this does not favor the sup-
po'iition of one event, for as in the Gospels both Jesus
and His hearers may have said on the same occasion
what is reported, so here Saul may have said at one
time what David said at another.

—

Tr.]
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Lord's help out of all the straits of his persecu-

tions.—The content and character of Saul's words

in xxiv. 17-2o [Eng. lG-22] are very different

from these, though both contain Saul's confession

of wrong. But the hrst time [xxiv.] he makes

his confession with tears, with acknowledgment

of the fruitlessness of his attempts against David

-and the unavoidable transition of the kingdom to

the latter, whom he adjures them to spare his

familv. But here his inward emotion is not nearly

so strong and deep ; he affirms merely that he is

sorry for his former conduct, and will not repeat

it. "iveil is therefore right in saying that "he is

evidentlv here already much more hardened."

And David went his way, and Saul re-

turned to his place. Thus they parted for-

ever. Berl.-B. : "Their souls were not at one;

therefore they remained asunder." It is worthy

of note that it'is not said of Saul, as xxiv. 23 [22] :

" He returned to his house." This points to the

fact that he continued his persecution of David,

as also appears from the latter's iiight (hinted at

in vers. 19, 20) to the Philistines, Avhere we find

him in chap, xxvii. [It is not necessary to sup-

pose that Saul continued his pursuit of David.

David's apprehension in xxvii. 1 was a general

one, and very natural, even though Saul had re-

turned home to his " place" in Gibeah.

—

Tr.]

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. The conception "that God incites to sin" in

the Old Testament belongs to the same circle of

thought as the idea, carried over by Paul into the

New Testament, of man's hardening in sin as a

divine act. The hardening pertains only to the

inner being, to heart and disposition (which be-

comes insusceptible to the influences of the divine

word and Spirit), to the will, which persistently

sets itself against God's holy will, to the ethical

habit of the whole personality, in which irrecep-

tivity for good has become permanent in such

wise' that the capacity for free self-determination

against the evil for the good has ceased. Accord-

ing to the law of His righteous moral government
of tlie world, which punishes evil with evil, God
abandons the man who shuts himself up against

the invoking of the divine Spirit to the thereby

engendered moral condition of inward hardening,

.sin becoming a factual necessity for him. The
divine incitement to evil, on the other liand, refers

to individual acts, as is shown by vcr. 19 and the

passages above cited, 2 Sam. xvi. 10 sq. ; xxiv. 1

fiq. The divine causation, however, consists n'ot

in God's producing evil, which would be incon-

sistent with His holiness (comp. James i. 13), but

in Ilis occasioning the evil to break forth from the

hidden dcpllis of the heart and realize itself in

deeds, though this need neither presuppose nor
induce hardening, is rather intended to be the

mean and avenue to the salvation and bettering

of the sinner. Hengstenberg on Ps. li. 6 :
" Sin

pertains, indeed, to man. He may always free him-
self from it by penitence. But if he does not re-

pent, then tlie /orm.s in which sin exhibits itself

are no longer under his control, but under God's
dispensation, who determines them as pleases

Him, as accords with tlie plan of His government
of the world, for His own honor, and, so long as

He is not absolutely rejected, for the good of the

sinner. He puts the sinner in positions in which
just this or that temptation specially assails him

;

He leads the thoughts to definite objects of sinful

desire, and causes them there to remain and not
pass on to others." This divine incitement to

sin presupposes the actual free determination of
the will in respect to the sins to which the incite-

ment pertains. In this connection O. v. Gerlach
excellently remarks on ver. 19 :

" That the Lord
incites a man to sin . . , must always be the result
of a conscious, cherished sin or sinful direction
of the will, whence then come sins of deed for

punishment, and also for the possible bettering of
the man. In order to obviate this terrible punish-
ment of sin by sin, David says Saul must again
approach the Lord in an oflering which atones for

sin and restores the heart to the Lord."
2. The inheritance = possession, property is the

people of God in so far as He is their Lord, who
has made them His people by choosing them out
of the mass of the otlier nations to be the bearer and
organ of His self-revelation, and has made a cove-

nant with them. Comp. Deut. i. 29 ; iv. 20 ; ix. 26,

29 ; Ps. xxviii. 9. The complete fulfilment of this

idea of the peculiar people [= property-people]
is found in the New Testament covenant-relation
and the thence resulting association of men, who
by Christ's redemption and reconciliation have
become God's property; that is, [it is found] in

the community of the kingdom in faitli in Christ.

The greatest evil David thinks to be exclusion
from holy life-association with his God among
idolaters. The greatest good for him is to belong
to this property of God, and to this kingdom-com-
munity in the service of the living God. Therein
is typically set forth the highest good which he
who has become God's property in Christ, finds

in participation in God's kingdom and its bless-

ings.

3. There is a self-accusation which, like Saul's

confession of sin (ver. 21), is far from true repent-

ance, because it is based not on the broken heart

and the abandoned self-will, but on a transient dis-

position and superficial emotion, and in the recog-

nition of the vnpossibility of carrying out one's oivn

will over against the divine will, and there is want-

ing the earnestness of self-denial. In such a con-

dition of soul, as Saul's example shows, even these

better impulses and superficial penitences gradu-

ally cease, and the judgment of liardening recedes

with irretardable steps from repentance.

4. There is a self-assertion, as David's example
shows (vers. 23, 24), which not only, without be-

coming self-praise and self-glorification, in right-

eousness and faithfulness sets one in the true light

against unjust accusation and enmity, for the sake

of the Lord and His honor (in whose service the

man knows himself to be), but also serves to

affirm the moral worth of one's own personality,

and to maintain one's real personal honor, which
has its root in God's service. One is not therein

concerned with the affirmation of his own merits,

but with the earnest, true declaration of the posi-

tion which liis inner life, in accordance with God's

demands, and through the power of Plis Spirit,

occupies towards God in true piety. Conscious

of such relation of heart to his God, the servant

of God (as David knew himself to be over against

his unjust persecutor, Saul) in tribulation and suf-

ferings has the right to appeal to God's rigliteou*
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judgment, and with joyful confidence to look for

HiH help and salvation promised to the righteous

and innocent.

5. Among the Psabns of David it is particularly

the xvii. and xviii. in wliieli there is such clear

expression of earnest, conscious power to affirm

riijIUeousness and innocence by reason of personal

experience of ungodly enmity and divine deliver-

ance, that we must at least suppose the recollec-

tion of Saul's persecutions to l)e a concurrmg fac-

tor in them. In the title of Psalm xviii. :
" By

the servant of the Lord, by David, who spake to

the Lord the words of this Song in the day when
tlie Lord had saved him from the hand of all his

enemies a.nd from the hand of Said," the reference

to Saul accords with essential features in the con-

tent of tiie Psalm according to the points of view
above indicated, though the Psalm does not refer

exclusively to the time of Saul (see on 2 Sam.
xxii.). But it is beyond doubt that the whole con-

tent of Psalm xvii. presujtposes such a position

and such experiences as are described here in

chaps, xxiv. and xxvi. ; for individual portions

set forth the same ideas and thoughts that David
here expresses ; in vers. 1, 2, .5 is contained a si-

milar appeal, in part to his righteousness and
faithfulness, in part to God's righteous judgment,
against the unrigliteousness of His enemies

;

through the whole Psalm sounds the same tone

of firm confidence in the Lord's help and victo-

rious conduct of the course ofthe righteous against

their enemies. Here, too, the experiences of the

Sauline Period show themselves as the fruitful

soil of David's psalm-poetry.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1. Cramer: The temporal good fortune

of pious men often does not last long ; ere one ex-

pects it, the cross is again before tlieir door.

Therefore boast not thyselfof to-morrow ; for thou
knowest not what a day may bring forth. Prov.
xxvii. 1.—Vers. 2, .3. Hedinoer (from Hael) :

Good motions that fall into wicked hearts are like

some sparks that fall from the flint and steel into

wet tinder, liglitsome for the time but soon out.

Chap. xxiv. 17.

—

Berl. B. : Ah Saul, thou de-

ceivedst thyself, God is stronger than thou, and
thou wilt only be an occasion for new victories.

—

Vers. 5 sq. Schlier : Saul is in peril of his life

;

to human eyes he is lost. And who has cast him
into such peril ? Who else than himself? His
hatred, with which he anew persecuted David.
From this we should learn how constantly sin is

the ruin of men. He who does evil, always does

himself the greatest hurt.—[Ver. 8. Our best

friend becomes our worst enemy, when he would
persuade us to do wrong. Comp. Matt. xvi. 23.—Tr.].—Vers. 10, 11. Hedixger: Love and
rigliteousness in a pious man's heart is invincible.

[Vers. 9-11. Henry: David gives two reasons

why he would not destroy Saul, nor permit an-

other to do it. 1. It would be a sinful affront to

God's ordinance. Saul was the Lord's anointed

king of Israel. . . . No man could resist him and
be guiltless; the thing David feared was guilt,

and his concern respected his innocence more
than his safety. 2. It would be a sinful antici-

pation of God's providence ; God had sufficiently

showed him, in Xabal's case, that if he left it to

21

Him to do right He would do it in due time. . . .

Thus bravely does he prefer his conscience to his

interest, and trust God with the issue.

—

Tr.—
Ver. 12 stj. Osiander : Even though opportu-
nity for revenge is given us, yet we should not
avenge ourselve.?, but commit vengeance to God.—Schlier : God grant that we may all learn to

love our enemies, that we may learn to requite

evil with good ! For this is certain : hatred ex-
cites strife ; but love helps mightily to peace, and
overcomes much evil.—Ver. 14. Starke : Even
in cross and persecution one should rejoice and
be of good courage.—Ver. 20. S. Sciimid: The
feebler and more powerless the pious are under
trouble and persecution, the more they may lean
on God's support.—Ver. 21. Berl. B. : Nothing
can more soften a hard disposition than humility
and gentleness.—There is no sinner so hardened
but God sends him now and then a ray of illumi-

nation to show him all his error. But ah ! when
they are awakened by such divine movings, it is

only for some moments ; and such a movement is

scarcely past ere they fall back at once into their

former life, and forget again all that they had
promised.

—

Starke: Although the ungodly
sometimes appear as if they wished to turn and
become pious, yet they soon fall oft' again and go
on again in their ungodliness.

—

Schlier : Even
if we here and there lightly make a confession of

our faults, how is it as to a downright confession

of sin in the sight of God ? Has God's goodness
led us to repentance? Has His compassion
opened our heart ? O let us not turn the long-

suffering of God into lasciviousness.

—

Starke:
Truly penitent sinners must confess their sins, ask
forgiveness, and promise amendment, and this

not hypocritically but in all sincerity (Matt. xix.

16). ["I have sinned." Spurgeon has a sermon
(Am. Ed., Third Series) upon this confession as

made by seven different persons in the Bible.

—

Tr.].—Ver. 23. God is righteous; a believing

soul recognizes that to its consolation.—Ver. 24.

OsiAXDER : Just as God j^unishes one barbarity

through another, so He rewards benefits with be-

nefits. See. Schmid : No one is greater than he
whose soul is mucli set by in the eyes of God.

—

Ver. 25. Cramer : Horrible wickedness, to know
one thing and do anotlier, and thus knowingly
to kick against the pricks.—The ungodly must
often be their own prophets. Prov. x. 24.

—

Seb.

ScHMiD : When the enemies and persecutors of

the pious have long enough raged and striven

against the will of God, they must at last against

their will yield the victory to God and the pious.

[Taylor : So far as we know, this was the last

meeting between Saul and David ; and it is plea-

sing to think that after all that had occurred,

Saul's latest utterance to him was one of benedic-

tion ; at once a vindication of David's conduct in

the past, and a forecast of his glory in the future.

Verily, the Psalmist was speaking from his own
experience when he said, "commit thy way unto
the Lord ; trust also in Him ; and He shall l}ring

it to pass. And He shall bring forth thy righte-

ousness as the light, and thv judgment as the noon-
day."—Tr.]

[Ver. 15. "Art thou a man?" True men ex-
horted not to act unworthily of their manhood.—Tr.]

[Ver. 21. " I have played the fool." 1) la
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listening to slanderers against an innocent man
(vcr. 19, comp. xsiv. 9). 2) In opposing a man
who evidently must succeed (ver. 25). 3) In re-

sisting the known designs of Providence (xxiv.

20, comp. xxiii. 17). 4) In renewing a wrong
already confessed and temporarily forsaken (xxiv.

l<3-22). Eemark : One may confess his folly and
take no step towards becoming wiser. Tlie be-
nefit of such a confession depends upon whether
it is made in bitterness or in humility.

—

Tr.]
[Upon this chapter in general, comp. above on

chap. xxiv.

—

Tr.]

IX. David at Ziglag in the land of the Philistines.

Chapter XXVII. 1-12.

1 And David said in his heart, I shall now perish one day by the hand of
Saul ; there is nothing better^ for me than that I should speedily escape into the
land of the Philistines ; and Saul shall despair^ of me to seek me any more in any

2 coast of Israel ; so shall I escape out of his hand. And David arose and he {om.

h^] passed over with [he and] the^ six hundred men that were with him unto Ach-
3 ish,* the son of Maoch, king of Gath. And David dwelt with Achish at Gath, he

and his men; every man with his household, even [om. even] David with [and] his

two wives, Ahinoam the Jezreelitess, and Abigail the Carmelitfss,^ Nabal's wife

4 [Nabal's wife, the Carmelitess]. And it was told Saul that David was fled to Gath
;

and he sought no more again for him.

5 And David said unto Achish, If I have now found grace in thine eyes, let them
give me a place in some town in the country [in one of the country-cities], that I

may dwell there ; for why should thy servant dwell in the royal city with thee ?

6 Then [And] Achish gave him Ziklag that day ; wherefore Ziklag pertaineth unto

7 [to] the kings of Judah unto this day. And the time that David dwelt in the coun-

try of the Philistines was a full [om. full] year and four months,

8 And David and his men went up and invaded the Geshurites and the Gezrites®

and the Araalckites ; for'' those nations were of old the inhabitants of the land, as

9 thou goest to Shur, even [and] unto the land of Egypt. And David smote the

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 1. So the Vnlf;;. ; Chald. and Syr. have :

" there is nothin?;; good for me, but I will escape," which is the
rendering adopted by Ih'dnnann. Very near this is the Sept. e<iv /j-rj. It is more literally exact, but Eng. A. V.
gives the sense.—It is not necessary to read Dv5 ''3 instead of ''3.—Tn.]

2 f'^er. 1. Or, "desist from me." The idea of the word is "to give a thing up as impossible or useless."—Tn.]
8 fVor. 2. The Art. is properly inserted as in Sept.; it is reqiiired by the connection and permitted by the

Heb.—Tn.]
•* [V(.r. 2. The origin and meaning of these names are uncertain; eonjoetures maybe found in the lexicons

of Gescnias and Fiirst. Hitzig's comparison of the Sept. form 'Akxov^ with W.yxia^v's is groundless.

—

Tr.]

6 [Ver. ^^. Sept. has "wife of Nabal the Carmelite," and so Arab. ; Syr., Vulg., and Chald., are ambiguous. The
Greek t?xt is supported by xxx. 5, and 2 Sain. ii. 2, and is probably to bo preferred here.

—

Tr.]
6 [Ver. 8. SotheQeri; Kctliib is "Girzit?s," both unknown names. Sept. has merely '-Gesirites and Amalf-

kites," whence V/cllhauscn supposes the Ileb. "Geshurites" and "Gezrites" to be a duplet or doable rending (by
clerical error) of tlie same na'no, of vvhieh there are manv examples in the Sept., but very f?\v in the Ileb. As
the S?pt. mi -ht ea".ily have omitted one name accidentally or from not understanding it, "and as the other VSS.
all give throe names (Syr. and Aral), putting "Gedola" for the second) it is better to retain the Ilob. text.

—

Tr.]

' [Ver. S. On tills dimpult elau'JO see Erdmann in the Exposition. Instead of "as thou goest to," wo m.ay
rend'^r " iint'^." " unto Sliur and )>'ypt." On the text (which tlie VSS. treat variously) it maybe remarked 1) that
the Ti7v? refers to the Vll^n, and Erdmann's translation '• the land which they of old inhabited " is so-far cor-

V -: \ VTT
I .

rect; 2) the sentence requires a name of a place instead of Q7lT?, a terminus a quo to correspond to the terminus

ad qvcm. and the parenthetic rendering of Erdmann "and David invaded . . . the Amalekites— for these were the
inh.abitantT of t'l > I'lnd, wlii-'h (ihey inliabit:-!) of old—as fnr as Shur and Egypt" is against the connection
of the words, while the insertion of " they inhabited " after " which " is violent, aiid here not permissible.—If we

provisionally read Cn") (as some Grk. MSS. read and the Vat. MS. suggests), we may render: " David invaded . . .

the Amalekites, for these inhabited the land which reached from Telem to Shur and to Egypt " (so Thenius and

Wellhausen). By omitting "i:'/t< we get a simple sense :
" for these inhabited the land of old, etc." (so Syr. and

Vulg., followed by Enfr. A. V.^; but, as Th^n. remarks, what is the propriety of referring here to the antiquity of
these tribes?—Sept. (Vat.) hero lias a duplet.—Tr.]
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land, and left [saved] neither man nor woman alive, and took away \_om. away]
the® sheep and the oxen and the asses and the camels and the apparel, and returned

10 and came to Achish. And Achish said, Whither^ have ye made a road [an inroad]

to-day ? And David said, Against the south of Judah and against the s>uth (f the

11 Jerahmeelites and against the south of the Kenitts. And David saved neither man
nor woman alive to bring tidings \_ovi. tidings] to Gath, saying, lest they should tell

on us, saying, So did David, and so will 6e'° his manner all the while he dwelleth

12 in the country of the Philistines. And Achish b'^lieved [confided in] David, say-

ing, He hath made his people Israel utterly to abhor him, therefore [an'i]'he shall

be my servant forever.

8 [Ver. 9. The Articles are here proper, because the Heb., though without the Art., supposes tliat all the ani-
mals and clothing were carried off.

—

Te.]

9 [Ver. 10. Instead of Sx several MSS. of De Rossi read |N, which i.^ safer (so Eng. A. V.). The :\ISS. and

Edd. in the succeeding words waver between 7j^ and 7X (as in ver. 8).

—

Tr.J

10 [Ter. 11. Syr., Chald., Arab, and some MSS., regard this clause as the word of the narrator, not of tlie inform-
ers, and this is better, since the informers would not express an opinion as to David's future conduct. Put a full

stop after David, and render :
" And this was his custom all the while he dwelt, etc."—Te.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

V. 1. David flees to PhlUstia to Icing Achish of
Gath. That this is not the continuation of chap,

xxiv. 23 [22], but of xxvi. 25, has already been es-

tabli.shed, again.st Thcnius. In spite of Saul's re-

newed assurances that he would desist from his

hostility, David, on account of his repeatedly ex-
hibited vacillation in feeling and purpose, could
no longer remain in the land of Judah ; the event
which he hints at in xxvi. 19, which his increasefl

suflering (the explanation of which is given in

chap, xxvi.) predicts, now occurs; he is obliged

by Saul's renewed machinations (comp. ver, 4) to

leave the country, to go to Philistia.* And
David said to his heart=" thought, reflected"

—thus dramatically is David introduced, taking

counsel with Iiimself what he is to do in respect to

Saul's continued hostility. The word "now"
(nnj7) refers to his present dangerous position.

I shall now be carried off into Saul's hand
—not: "by the hand" (Keil, De W., and others).

This expression: "into the hand" {'^ T3) has

led the ancient versions to modify the proper
meaning of the verb "snatch away" into "He de-

livered" (Sept.), "fall"_ (Vulg.). [Cahen and
Philippson render "perish by the hand;" Bible

Commentary: "foil into the hand." The Niph.
is used in the sense of "perish" in 1 Sam. xii.

25 (so Erdmann) and xxvi. 10—and this sense

suits here, though the otiiers are also good.

—

Tr.]
There is nothing good for me.—That is,

here, or, if I remain here, as tlie connection sug-

gests. On account of this negation the ''2 is to be

rendered simply "hut" (Chald., Syr.), not "yea,

I will flee" (Maur., De W.), nor "is it not better

that 1 flee?" (Vulg.), nor (supplying CDN with

Sept.), "there is nothing good for me, unless"

(Thcnius).—His ground for tliis determination:
Saul will desist from me and I shall

* [The reason why David goes to Philistia rather than
to friendly Moab is perhaps partly because lie would bo
more secure with this strong military nation (beina; no
longer able with his large band, in which were many
women and chiMren, to hide or subsist in mountain-
oaves), and partly because he wisherl to be near his
country, to hpl|) his people, or to take advantage of
whatever might happen.—Ta.]

escape him is borne out by the result (ver. 4 re-

ferring expressly back to these words). [See
"Text, and Gram."—Tr.]—Ver, 2. The number
six hundred has remained unchanged—xxv. 13;
xxiii, 13; xxii, 2.

—

Achish is identical with the
Achish of xxi. 10 sq. As a man persecuted by
Achish's enemy, Saul, David might confidently

hope to be received by him. The Philistine king
Achish of 1 Ki. ii. 39 may be the same person—
though he would then have reigned about fifty

years, and must have been very old. He is the

son of Maacliah, tliis Achish the "son of Maoc.h"
probably two forms of the same pat(?rnal name.
Gath had been before conquered by the Israelites,

(1 Sam. vii. 14), but appears here and xxi. 10 sq.

as the residence of an independent king hostile to

Satil, See 1 Chr. xviii. 1, which states tliat Da-
vid afterwards conquered it. That the event here
described is a diiierent one from that in xxi. 10 sq.

has been already there shown by pointing out the
difference in the circumstances. There he is a
solitary deserter, feigning madne.ss to procure
safety, being recognized as Goliath's conqueror,
Plere he appears in princely style with all liis re-

tinue, and so gains the confidence of Achish.
Cler. : "The long enmity that Saul had shown
him had made him acceptable to the enemies of

the Hebrews and of Saul."—Ver. 3. The formal
settling of tliis emigrant colony. Each of the
warriors had a, family, as appears from the words:
With his house.—The same statement is found
in 2 Sam. ii. 3. A little ambulant kingdom.

—

His two wives.—See xxv. 42-44. [These facts

are mentioned to prepare the Avay for the narra-

tive in chap. xxx. (Bib. Com.).—Tr.]—-Ver. 4.

See ver. 1. (Read Qeri ^?\) David gained his

end by this immigration. [In Gath David seems
to have studied nuisic—see title of Ps, viii. (Ew.)
—and may liere have become acquainted with
Ittai the Gitlite, 2 Sam. xv. 19 {Bible Com.).—Tr.]

Vers. 5-7. Achish gives David Ziling as a resi-

dence.—Ver. 5. If I have found favor v/ith
thee.—This is presupposed as a fact in this re-

quest. Achish regarded David and his band as

allies against Saul, because he sought refuge with
him from Saul. He must indeed, as Ewald (III,

137) well remarks, "long since have seen his er-
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rox' as to this ptrange man, and the moi-e bitterly

he regretted it, the more disposed he would now
be to receive the distinguished leader of a consi-

derable armed band, who was so often and so

sorely persecuted by Saul." Grotius: "David's
fame and the expectation excited by him must
have been great, that a city should ha\e
been granted him for safety." Give me one
of the country-cities—David asked such a

city as j)roper(i/ ; in ver. 6 it is expressly said that

Achish gave it him for a possession. David's al-

leged reason for the request is that it was not

suitable for him, Achish's servant and subject to

remain in the capital city with his large retinue.

The words do not support the explanation (Then.)

:

**it is not fitting that I, who am as thou, ap/-ince,

should reside here with thee." The idea "to

burden thee" (Buns.) is not contained in the ex-

pression "with thee," but is involved in the situa-

tion. [David subtly suggests the expensiveness

of liis presence in Gatli ; his real motive was to be

out of the way of observation, so as to play the

part of Saul's enemy without acting against him
(Bih. Com.).—Tk.]—Yer. 6. Z;7.-/of/ pertained first

to Judah (.Josh. xv. 31), then to Simeon (Josh.

xix. 5), was afterwards taken by the Philistines,

and perhaps remained uninhabited (Keil); ac-

cording to XXX. 1 it lav far south near the Ama-
lekite border. Its position in the Negeb (South

countrv) has not yet been determined. Accord-

ing to Bitter {Ercfk. XVI. 133) it was perhaps the

present Tel el Hasy north-east of Gaza, "whence
one enjoys a wide view, westward to the sea, east-

ward to the mountains of Ileljron, northward to

the mountains of Ephraim, and southward to the

plains of Egypt." Comp. Raumer, § 225. Kno-
bel conjectures that it was south-west of Milh, in

Gasluj [Asluj], on the way to Abdeh (Bob. III.

l.')4, 862 [Am. ed. II. 201]). This would put it

much farther south. [See "Ziklag" in Smith's

Bible Dictionary. Mr. Grove does not favor this

identification.

—

Tk.] The remark that it conse-

quently became the property of the kings of Jadah
confirms the view that the words and he gave
him mean that the city was a present from Achish

to David. Though the distinction between Judah
and Israel appears already in the time of Saul and
David (xi. 8; xvii. 52; xviii. 16; 2 Sam.ii. 9sq.;

iii. 10; V. 1-5; xix. 41sq.; xx. 24), yet the phrase

"kings of Judah" indicates that the narrative

supposes the division of Israel into two kingdoms
and the existence of the kingdom of Judah [so

that this Book was composed between Solomon
and the Babylonian exile.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 7. A year

and Jour months. The lirst expression (Q"'p^)^=

"some time, a considerable time," Gen. iv. 40; 1

Sam. xxix. 3, then= "a year," Lev. xxv. 29;

Judg. xvii. 10; 1 Sam. i. 3; ii. 19, etc.*
_
This ex-

act statement of time attests the historical value

of the narrative (Then., Keil).

Vers. 8-12. David makea incursions from Ziklag

into the territory of the neighboring tribes on the

soutii border ofPalestine, rclnrni^withrichljooty, and
has the ra/jy/V/enw, ofking Achish.—Ver. 8. And he
•went up, not "he went out" (DeW., Keil) ; tiie

tribes dwelt on higher ground than Ziklag, pro-

bably on the mountain-plateau of the northern

* (Uashi and others, on iha assumed groiiml tlirit

Saul reigned only two years, render " some days '' (Plii-

lifipson).—Tu.]

portion of the wilderness of Paran. '^Invaded"
(OVD), literally "spread themselves out;" the

word is used especially of a hostile army (1

Chron. xiv. 9, 13), and so means to attack a city

or land. (Here with ^X, as xxx. 1 ; Judg. xx.

37,^" to attack towards," with '^],lit="fall on,''

as xxiii. 27 ; Judg. ix. 33, 44.)—The district of

the Geshurites (to be distinguished from the little

Aramiean kingdom of Geshur, 2 Sam. xv. 8

;

comp. 2 Sam. iii. 3 ; xiii. 37 ; xiv- 23, and from
the northern Geshurites near Ilermon on the

border of Bashan (Gilead), Deut. iii. 14; Josh,

xii. 5; xiii. 13) lay south of Philistia near the

district of the Amalekites, along with wliiH?h it is

here named.—[Comp. Josh. xiii. 2, 3.

—

Tr ]
—

The Gezrites (Qeri) or Girzites (Ketliib), a trilie

not elsewhere mentioned, who, since the scene of

David's incursions was the south of Philistia

and Palestine, must not be identified (Grot., Ew.)
with the inhabitants of Gezer (Josh. x. 33) in the

west of Eiihraim. Nor can we tliink of the Ger-

renni (2 Mac. xiii. 24), inhabitants of the city

Gerra between Rhinocoloura and Pelusium
(Cler.), since this would carry us beyond the

Arabian desert, in which the Gezrites at any rate

dwelt.— [In Smith's Bib. Diet., Art. "Gerzites,"

Mr. Grove, following Gesenius, Fiirst, Stanley,

suggests a connection between this people and
the tribe which was connected with Mount Geri-

zim in central Palestine. This is an ingenious,

though as yet unestablished conjecture.

—

Tr.]—
Here, after Saul's war of extermination against

them (xv. 7), the Amalekites had collected their

scattered remnant and established themselves.

—

The* safest rendering of the following (very dif-

ficult) clause seems to be :
" David . . . invaded

. . . . the Amalekites (for these were inhabitants

of the land, who inhabited it of old) as far as

Shur and Egypt." The second verb " inhabited "

is naturally to be supplied from the preceding

participle ["inhabitants"]. David carried his

incursions as far as Shur and the Egyptian bor-

der. That the Amalekites as nomads held this

district is involved in xv. 7, where Saul is said

to have smitten them " up to Shur, which is on
the border of Egypt." Their old seats in the

soutli of Palestine stretched into Arabia Petrsea

(Ex. xvii. 8 sq. ; comp. Num. xiii. 29). The
narrator here, in accordance with xv. 7, assumes

tins in the remark that David extended his

incursions to Shur and Egypt. Perhaps he de-

scribes them as the original inhabitants of these

regions with reference to their opposition to Israel

in the Exodus (Ex. xvii. 8 sq.), and to their

defeat by Saul (xv. 7), which, however, did not

prevent their re-collection and settlement here.
" To make military expeditions from Ziklag, at

the best mere incursions for booty, was at that

time a necessity for David and his men" (Ew.).t

* [In the Germ, this paragrapli follows the text-criti-

cism below.

—

Tk.]

t Text-criticism of latter lialf of verse 8.—n3n '3
T "

r^l^I!''' is as to its gender {iem.) const, ad sensiim, as if

n^nbtyO- pctitcs. fnmilicr, preceded. Expositors have

dealt variously with the words 1E/X, etc. (which are at-

tached to V^Nn), on account of the difficulties in them

wlui-h centre in ItyX- Thenius regards the "IfX in the
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Vcr. 9. As nomads these tribes had large herds.
—He left neither man nor woman alive

;

the reason for tiiis is given in ver. 11. He needed

the rich l)Ooty jjartly tor the support of himself

and his men, partly to retain and increase the

king's favor. It was for this latter reason that,

after liis return from liis expeditions, he went to

Gath, instead of going immediately to Ziklag, in

order to make report of his movements to Achish
and deliver him a part of the spoil.—-Ver. 10.

The verb "said," lilvC the " went up" in ver. 8,

here expresses customary, repeated acting. The
meaning is: Achish used to say: "Against

whom have ye made an incursion this time ?"*

present text as inexplicable, since it is without connec-
tions, and thinks it strange that no term, a quo accom-
panies the frrm. ad qnnn, as is nsiial (Gen. x. 19,30; Num.
xiii. 21 ; xxxiv. 8 ; Judg. xi. 33), and, supposing the error

to be in D7lJ^D, he reads D7£3D after the Sept. dTrb Te-

Aa;tt, the latterword beingtaken as miswritten for TeAa/i.

Tliis reading would certainly give a simple and natural
explanation, as Telom^Telaim (1 Sam. xv. 4) was on
the south border of Palestine (Josh. xv. 24; 1 Sam. xv.
4 sq.). not far from the Amaleltite territory, which Saul
thr'nce invaded. But to read Telem we must suppose a
clerical orrnr in the Sept.; and tlien all the other VSS.
presuppose our Hebrew text. Perhaps tlie Sept. read

wrongly Ur^Ti, and rendered it drrb TeKijj., though else-

where, as Tlienius rightly objects, this word " Elam " is

rendered liy them 'EAdu or AiAdjx. For the rest we find

^5^13 without term, a quo in Gen. xiii. 10 [where, however,

a term, a quo is implied in the " garden of Egypt."—Te.]

Resort has been had to the omission of "IDX; so the

ancient VSS. [and Eng. A. V.l and Bunsen, who trans-

lates :
" for these were of old the inhabitants of this land

as far as," etc. But it is found in all codices, and its

great difScultv makes a clerical error improbalile. The
example of the ancient VSS. is not authority for omit-
ting it, since they often smooth down or go around dif-

ficulties. Seb. Schmid takes D7lJ^D '^K'X asparenthe-

sis: "they dwelt in the land, which iras of old, as thou
goest."' But there was no need to state the antiquity >f

the Jand in itself. Keil takes Tt!?X as adverb and ^J<13

as Inf., so that the literal rendering would be: "where
of old thy coming is to Shur ;" that is, where of old one

travels to Shur up to Egypt. But ^Xi3 m such geogra-

phical and local statements is always used in thu sense
of '• as far as." Blurcover, one does not see the reason
for such a local statement here. If it means tliat of old
the road to Sliur or Egypt passed through this land, then
the term, a quo, namely, Palestine, may easily be sup-
plied from the context; but why this remark, when
there was no other road to Egypt? And the suffix does
not fit in with the " of old," because it would necessa-
rily refer to present going. It seems safest with Ewald
to regard the words from '3 to 0/1^*0 as parenthesis—
and to tnke the following as stating how far southward
David pu ;li"d his incursions. [Un this reading see
'• Text, and Gram."—Th.]

* Text-criticism.—The 7X is difficult. To take it as

particle of subjective negation, like fii7^"ye went not
out [scid nicht ausqczcjqca] to-day" (Geseniiis, Keil), is

unsatisfactory, since it cannot be supposed that Achish
expected a negative answer (Then.). [Gesen. and Keil
both take it as interrogative.—Tii.] De Wctto's render-
ing; "did ye not make an incursion to-day ?" = Abcn

Ezra's nonne irruistis f requires ^7 or SOH, for which

7X is never used. Maurer explains: nihil hodie invasis-

tisf sc. miUam in reqionem hodie invasistis! referring to
XXX. 14, where also the verb is construed first with the

Ace , and then with 7J'. But to connect sucii an accu-

satival relation with '7X is unsafe, and the difficulty

fi'om the I'onstant meaning of the latter remains. The

David's answer: Against the south of Ju-
dah and against the south of the Jerah-
meelites, comp. xxx. 129, tlic jiosterity of Jcrah-
meel, tlie first-born of Hezron ( 2 Cliron. ii. 9, 25),

and so "one of the three great families of .Judah
descended from Hezron who probably dwelt on the

southernmost border ofthe Tribe ofJudah" (Keil),

and against the south of the Kenites —
who were under the protection of .Judah (comp.
XV. 5, 6; Judg. i. 1(3), mentioned along witli .\.iua-

lek in Num. xxiv. 21, where it is said of them:
" in rocks thou hast jjut thy rest," referring to their

dwellings in the rocks and caves south of Pales-

tine, to which also their name points.*—All the

tribes mentioned here and in ver. 8 dwelt near one
another in the district bordering on the Negeb
(south country) of Judah, and stretching between
the hill country of Judah and the Arabian desert

(see Josli. XV. 21). David's expeditions were
really against the tribes named in ver. 8, who ex-

tended close into the south of Judah. It was his

interest, however, to make Achish believe that he
had made an expedition against Saul, and conse-

quently against the men of Judah. He therefore

says nothing of his incursion against the tribes

named in ver. 8, which were on friendly terms

with Achish (ver. 11), but declares that he has

marched against the south of .Judah, that is against

the Israelites tliere and the tribes under their

protection. This deception was made possible

only by the fact that those tribes dwelt so near

together that " that when the march began, no one
could tell its destination" (Then.).—Ver. 11.

Confirmation of Dayid's endeavor to deceive

Achish as to the object of liis attack. He spared
neither man nor v7oman to bring them to
Gath, thougli he was accustomed to carry thither

the richest booty. The narrator thus resumes the

statement in ver. 9 in order to add the explana-

tion :
" he did not, as was the custom in war, carry

them to Gatli, but slew them, that he might not

be betrayed by them to Achish." Contrary to the

JNIasoretic accentuation a stronger punctuation

mark is to be put after the words: saying, lest

they tell on us, saying. So did David
(Sept. Vulg., Manr., Then., Keil), since the fol-

lowing words: And so was his manner all

the -while he dwelt in the land of the
Philistines, are naturally not a part ofthe pre-

ceding speech, but are the continuation of the

narrator. JDiJiyO z= his constant, habitual con-

dud, as in vers. 8, 9.—Ver. 12 refers back to ver.

10; David's deception succeeded completely with
Achish. From David's reports (which he re-

ceived for pure coin), Achish drew two favorable

considerations: 1) "To preserve my favor and
friendship, he has made himself thoroughly hate-

ful to his people, or better (from the literal mean-

reading "TX, whither, has therefore been adopted by

some (Chald., Syr., Arab., R. Jesh., Rashi, D. Kimchi,
Bunsen, et al.). "But if a text-error must be assumed, it

is better (following the Sept. enl nVa, Vulg. im quem) to

suppose that 'O has fallen out, and instead of 7X to

read 7X (as in ver. 8), or 7J.V which latter is preferable

because of the 7^' in David's answer (Then.)= ''D~7j?_,

"against whom?" So also R. Jonah and R. Levi.

* [The name, of uncertain origin, is surmised by Ge-
sen. to mean " smith."

—

Tr.]
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ing of the Heb. "stench,") ™'i*^6himsclf "« loath-

i>i[l" (romp. xiii. 12\ and 2) completely alienated

from his people, as their enemy, he will now
be my servant forever. The word " forever"

(Dnp) refers to the present, when David already

stood in the relation of vassal and dependent to

Aeliish, who is now sure that he will always be
subject to him.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. David'g removal to Philistia, regarded in the
light of his previous divine guidance, was a self-

willed act, which liad its ground in little faith, and
jiroduced one sin after another. Though a prophet,
David had received the divine command to take
up his abode not in a foreign land, but at home,
in the land of Judali (xxii. 5). He disobeyed
this command under the conviction that there was
no escape for him from Saul but in Pliilistia.

Hitherto in important undertakings and difficult

positions he had repeatedly sought the divine

counsel and irill through God's word and through
prayer to (jod. Plere he proceeds in his own
strength, and nothing is said of his inquiring of

the Lord. He was certain of his divine calling as

the Anointed of the Lord; he knew the divine pro-

mises, which could not lie ; he had had most ex-
cellent experiences of the divine deliverance (xvii.

37) and the saving power of the Lord; and yet in

tlie difficult position produced by Saul's jtersistcnt

hate, he becomes timid and faint-hearted ; in little-

ness and weakness offaith he goes his oiim, waij.

2. But, along with God's people's experiences
of His goodness and faithfulness, there are mani-
festations of His punitive, chastening righteous-

ness, as a witness against the unbelief and disobe-

dience (and the connected unfaithfulness) wliich

are concealed behind their littleness and weakness
of faith. David was to feel painfully removal
from association with God's people (xxvi. 19) ; as

"Anointed of the Lord " he was to feel in his con-

science the punislnuent of dependence on a hea-
then king, which he had himself assumed, and
which was only externally somewhat softened by
the somewhat freer position which his residence

in Ziklag gave him
;
yet he found himself obliged

in order to preserve the king's favor, to take a
stand and maintain a conduct towards not only
Saul but also his people, whereby he would ap-

pear to the heathen to be their enemy. Further,

he saw himself forced into paths of untruthfulness
and prevarication, and with king Achish to have
recourse to trickery and lies.—F. W. Krumma-
chcr :

" Was not David again guilty of open lying
and denial of liis people? In the eyes of God

—

undoubtedly. To himself David may indeed have
attem[)ted to justify himself by saying that his

amljiguous language was only an allowable strata-

gem of war, and tliat it vas a heathen to M'hom he
veiled the truth. . . . But he will soon fiu<l out
that God weighs those who will belong to Him in

the scales of the Sanctuary, in which there is,

among others, as weight-stone, the indestructible
word : Thou shalt not bear false witness."

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

[Ver. 1. Hall : The over-long continuance of
a temptation may easily weary the best patience,

and may attain that by protraction which it could
never do by violence. David himself at last be-
gins to bend under this trial. . . . The greatest

saints upon earth are not always upon the same
pitch of spiritual strength : he that some time
said, " I will not be afraid of ten thousands," now
says, " I shall perish one day by the hand of
Saul."

—

Tr.]. Yer. 1 sq. Schliek: We sup-
pose that when one has attained to faitli, then
everything must go on straight and smooth, that

there must always be progress from faith to faith
;

and if it turns out otherwise, we suppose the whole
has been only an appearance. He who so thinks
knows neither the human heart nor human lite.

—

Starke: Even the heroic power of faith in the
servants of God alternates with human weak-
nesses.

—

Hemxger [from Hall] :
" The best

faith is but like the twilight, mixed with some de-

grees of darkness and infidelity.—Ver. 5 sq.

Sciilier: We suppose that when one comes to

be of little faith, and in weakness enters upon
wrong ways, now God's judgments would of neces-

sity follow immediately, that now the Lord's chas-

tening hand will take hold and by punishments
re-establisli the old faith. And it is true that in

a case of unbelief things often happen so. But
little-faith is not unbelief; the Lord helps the
little-faitli of His people in other ways. . . . The
Lord goes after His children with love alone

;

and when one becomes weak in faitli He first heaps
up benefits upon him, and when one loses heart,

He lets him find out what a faithful and tho-

rouglily kind God he has.—Ver. 10 sq. PIed-
ixgi:r [from Hall] : The infirmities of Gdd's
children never appear but in their extremities.

[Hall : It is hard for the best m.an to say,, how
far he will be tempted. If a man will put him-
self among Philistines, he cannot jiromise to come
forth innocent.

—

Tr.].—Berl. B. : So one sin

rises out of another ; out of mistrust towards God
comes fear of man, dissimulation and lying.

[Taylor: Mark the prolific progeny that sprang
from the one parent sin of unbelief in this dark
chapter of David's life

;
prayerlessness ; desertion

of the sphere of duty ; theft; murder; falsehood.

All these have germinated from the one innocent-

looking seed, loss of confidence in God.

—

Tr.]

[Ver. 1. A good man in a season of dejection.

He forgets past blessings and promises, ignores

present mercies, exaggerates coming evils, forms
unwise plans without consultation or prayer, and
often involves himself in great difficulties, from
which only some special providence can deliver.—Tr.]



CHAP. XXVIII. 1-2.3.

FOURTH SECTION.

Saul's Downfall in "War with the Philistines.

Chapters XXVIII.—XXXI.

I. David in the Philistine ExpeditioH against Israel. Said's Visit to the Witch of Endor.

Chapter XXVIII. 1-25.

1 And it caine to pass in those days that the Philistines gathered their armies^

together for warfare/ to fight with IsraeL And Aehish said unto David, Know
thou assuredly that thou shalt go out with me to battle [in the army]/ thou and

2 th/ men. And David said to Aehish, Surely [Therefore] thou* shalt know what
thy servant car, [will] do. And Aehish said to David, Therefore will I make thee

keeper of mine head* for ever.

3 Now [And] Samuel was dead, and all Israel had lamented him and buried him
in Ramah, even^ in his own ci y. And Saul had put away those that had familiar

4 spirits® and the wizards' out of the land. And the Philistines gathered themselves
together, and came and pitched in Shunem ; and Saul gathered all Israel together,

5 and thev pitched in Gil boa. And when Saul saw the host of the Philistines, he
6 was afraid and his heart greatly trembled. And when [om. when] Saul inquired

of the Lord [Jehovah], [ins. and] the Lord [Jehovah] answered him not, neither

by drt^ams, nor by Urim® nor by prophets.

7 Then said Saul [And Saul said] unto his servants, Seek me a woman® that hath
a familiar spirit, that I may go to her and inquire of her. And his servants said

S unto him, Behold, there is a woman that hath a familiar spirit at Endor. And
Saul disgu'sed himself, and i)ut on other raiment, and he [om. he] went, and two
men with him, and they came to the woman by night ; and he said, I pray thee,

divine unto me by the familiar spirit,^" and bring me him [him] up whom I shall

9 name unto thee. And the woman said unto him. Behold, thou knowest what Saul
hath done, how he hath cut off those that have familiar spirits and the wizards out

of the land ; wherefore, then, layest thou a snare for my life, to cause me to die.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 1. Literally "camps" (njno)- The same word in the last clause of this verse is rendered "battle

[armyl," and in ver. 19, "host [camp]."

—

Tr.]

2 [Ver. 1. Syr. adds: " to the ravine " OP J), perhaps a repeated misreading of Dnvn?- Sept. has i^eKBeiv,

apparently taking XJV as Inf. in its original meaning "go forth."

—

Tk.]

3 [Ver. 2. Sept. "now" CnPiV inst. of TMMi), which is better.—Tk.J
T - T -

* [Ver. 2. Sept.: "chief of the body-guard."—Te.]
5 [Ver. .3. The 1 is omitted in some MSS. and in Sept., Syr., Vulg. ; it may be explained as appositional or

«pexegotical; but the omission is easier.

—

Tr.
|

6 [Ver.:!. Usual!}' now rendered " necromancers." So the Chald. (r^J); Syr., Vulg. and Aq. have " magicians."

—Tr.J
f [Ver. 3. This is a literal rendering of the Heb., which means: "those who know" (Eng. wizard—from the

verb wit, "to know"), Erdmann "die klugen leute" so the Gree^. Other VSS. render "sorcerers," which is the
proper sense.—Te.]

8 [Ver. 6. The VSS. are troubled by this word. Sept. ev toi? S^Aois, Aq. ev <^(oTi<rfiot?, Sym. Sia. twv St^Kuiv, Syr.
" by fire," Vulg. per sacerdotcs. See the Exposition.

—

Te.]

9 [Ver. 7. ntyx is the ordinary form of the construct, of ntJ?X. Here the relation expressed (lit. woman of a
T •

possessor of Ob) would be simply the appositionnl. The word may possibly be an absolute form, comp. Deut.
xxi 11. Erdmann: "a woman that hath a necromantic spirit."

—

Tr.]

10 [Ver. 8. De Wette, Philippson, Erdmann render "by necromancy" (todtenheschworutig) ; but Ob is the spirit,

not the art; Cahen : par (Cesprit d') Ob.—Tk.]
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10 And Saul sware to her by the Lord [Jehovah], saying, As the Lord [Jehovah]'

11 liveth, there shall no punishment" happen'" to thee for this thing. Then said the

woman [And the woman said], Whom shall I bring up unto thee? And he said,.

Bring me up Samuel.

12 And when [om. when] the woman saw Samuel, [ins. and] she cried with a loud

voice, and the woman spake [.«aid] to Saul, saying, Why hast thou deceived me?
13 for'^ thou art Saul. And the king said unto her. Be not afraid; for lom. for]'*

what [i/i^. then] sawest [seest] thou ? And the woman said unto Saul, I saw gods

14 [see a god]'^ ascending out of the earth. And he said unto her. What form is he
of [is his form] ? And she said. An old'* man cometh up, and he is covered with

a mantle. And Saul perceived that it was Samuel, and he stooped with his face

to the ground, and bowed himself.

15 And Samuel said to Saul, Why hast thou disquieted me, to bring me up ? And
Saul answered [said], I am sore distressed ; for the Philistines make war against

me, and God is departed from me, and answereth me no more, neither by prophets

nor by dreams, therefore [and] I have called" thee that thou mayest make known
16 unto me what I shall do. Then said Samuel [And Samuel said], Wherefore, then^

dost thou ask of me, seeing the Lord [Jehovah] is departed from thee, and is be-

17 come thine enemy?'* And the Lord [Jehovah] hath done to him'* [for himself]

as he spake by me, for [and] the Lord [Jehovah] hath rent the kingdom out of

18 thine hand and given it to thy neighbor, eve)i to David. Because thou obeyedst

not the voice of the Lord [Jehovah], nor executedst his fierce wrath upon Amalek,
19 therefore hath the Lord [Jehovah] done this thing unto thee this day. Moreover

[And] the Lord [Jehovah] will also [o?n. also] deliver Israel lins. also]^ with thee

into the hand of the Philistines, and to-morrow shalt thou and thy sous be with me;
the Lord [Jehovah] also [om. also] shall [will] deliver the host [camp]^ of Israel

20 [ins. aJso] into the hand of the Philistines. Then [And] Saul fell straightway^*

all along [his full length] on the earth, and was sore afraid because of the words

of Samuel; and there was no strength in him, for he had eaten no bread all the

21 day nor all the night. And the woman came unto Saul, and saw that he was sore

troubled, and said unto him, Behold, thine handmaid hath obeyed thy voice, and
I have put my life in my hand, and have hearkened unto thy words which thou

22 spakest unto me. Now therefore [And now], I pray thee, hearken thou also unto

the voice of thine handmaid, and let me set a morsel of bread before thee, and eat,

that thou mayest have strength when thou goest on thy way. But [And] he re-

23 fused, and said, I will not eat. But [And] his servants, together with the woman,
compelled'^'^ him [his servants compelled him, and the woman also], and he hear-

" [Ver. 10. Properly " iniquity " (|ij?), then its result, '-blame " (Erdm., sc/iuW), "punishment."—Te.]

12 [Ver. 10. The Dagh. in the p, which is merely euphonic, is omitted in very many MSS.

—

Th.]

13 [Ver. 12. Lit.: "and thou art Saul," 1 explanatory=" for." But we may render: why hast thou deceived
me, and thou art Saul ? Erdmann : du bistja Saul.—Tr.]

1* fVer. 13. The "2, which is here strange, may be^"but" in rapid excited talk. Sept. "say what thou saw-
est," where "say " is an obvious insertion. Other VSS. omit the ^3 (Vulg., Syr.).

—

Tk.]

16 [Ver. 13. So De Wette, Cahen, Philippson. Sept., Syr., Arab., Vulg. have Flu., as Eng. A. V. Chald. : "the
angel of Jehovah." Erdmann has gcjst. See Exposition.

—

Tr.
)

16 [Ver. 14. Sept.: opfliov, "upright;" they probably read =1pl for |pT (Sehleusner,).—Tr.]

1' [Ver. 15. The short (Waw consec.) form of the verb is found in 2 MSS.

—

Tr.]

18 [Ver. IG. On the texUreading see the Exposition. Aq., Theod. : Kara, o-ou, Sym. afTi'^rjAos <rou.

—

Tr.1

19 [Vor. 17. Vulsr. : fucirt enim fibi Devs. So Sept. and some MSS. :
" to thee." The other VSS. are as the Heb.,,

which i.s better maintained as the liarder reading.—Tu.J

20 [Ver. 19. The Ul here is diflficult, unless we render: " both Israel and thee." Otherwise the DJ is without

explanal ion, and would seem to be repeated from the third clause. Wellhausen thinks the first and third clauses

identical, and omits the first because of the unintelligible Dl Vet the "camp" in the third clause seems to

difference it from the first, and the conjunction may be explained as above or dropped. The Heb. text is sup-

ported Vjy the VSS.—Tr.]

21 [Ver. 20. Lit. :
" hasted and fell," according to a common Heb. idiom, Ges. Gr. § 142. Sym. : raxv, Sept.

:
»cai

i<nt€v<re. In ver. 21 the Sept. renders by this same word the Heb. "7n3J, "troubled," whence Wellh. would read

the latter word, but unnecessarily, for the present text gives a good sense, and Sept. might be right here, and
wrong in ver. 21.-Tr.]

=2 rVer. 23. Instead of lyifl'l, some MSS. and EDD. have n^S'l. The former = "violently pressed on." th©

latter = " besought." TJie text, as the stronger and mors vigorous, must be maintained.

—

Te.J
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kened unto their voice ; so [and] he arose from the earth and sat upon^' the bed
24 [bench]. And the woman had a fat [fatted]-'' calf in the house ; and she hasted

and killed it, and took flour, and kneaded it, and did bake unleavened hread

25 thereof; And she brought it before Saul and before his servants, and they did eat.

Then [And] they rose up, and went away that night.

» [Ver. 23. Many MSS. and EDD. read S_j; inst of Sx, and so the ancient VSS. seem to have read. Sx is

difficult here.—Tr.]

-* [Ver. 24. Sept. fo/iids: Sym. : TTe(f>t.\oTpo<l>riiitt'iq, Others: yaXaB-qvof.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 1, 2. A neiv imr of the Pliilisfines against

the Israelites. David is required by Acliish to

join the Pliilistine army with his band and take

part in this war against his own people.—His in-

definite and evasive answer.

—

In those days,
namely, during David's stay in Philistia; giving

the ehronologieal connection with the preceding,

in order to continue the narrative of chap, xxvii.
—The Philistines gathered their army, a

general summons throughout Philistia to the ex-

treme north, where a battle was afterwards fought

in the region of Jezreel,
—

" a general war of all

the Philistine princes against Israel, in which
David, as Philistine vassal-prince, was obliged to

take part" (Ewald). "In the army" (7^}^\B2),

not "into the camp" (S. Schmid, de W.), [Eng.
A. V. freely "to battle"]. In David's answer
the "thou shalt know" answers to Achish's for-

mal "know thou" [same word in Heb.]. Thus

is explained the [emphatic] " thou " (DDX), for

which there is no need to read with Sept. and

Vulg. "now" (nri^. Then.). JdS is not p-o/ecto

(Cler.), [so Eng. A. Y. "surely""], but = " ac-

cordingly, therefore," "cum ita sit s. ita ridebis"

(Maur.). Dtivid gives not a definite, but an eva-
sive answer, comp. xxi.x. 8. By Achisli's de-

mand, made in good faitli, that he should go to

battle against his people, David must have been
thrown into a struggle of conscience, of which
Achish had no suspicion. The latter therefore

takes David's ambiguous answer, which seemed
to promise the action which he required, as a

definite declaration, and accordingly names him
confidingly " keeper of his head," captain of his

body-guard (Ew.). Here, as above, |P 7= "under

such circumstances, therefore." The rendering
"livould name thee" (Cler., Dathe) is untenable
by reason of the context, especially the "for ever."
That David actually went out with the Pliilistine

army appears from xxix. 2 sq. The narrative in

xxix. 1 sq. is the continuation of ver. 2. All be-

tween from ver. 3 is an episode, which (as ap-
pears especially from a comparison of ver. 4 with
xxix. 1) is an insertion from a separate source,

and therefore is an independent narrative, which
is not in necessary connection with the preceding
and succeeding context.

Ver. 3. Introductory statement\) ofSamucrs death,

not from a second source, but liere inserted by
tlie redactor from xxv. 1 to introduce what fol-

lows. Tlie verbs are pluperfect in sense. And
they had buried him at Ramah, namely
or, that is, in his city. The 1 [= and, namely]

is explicative, as in 2 Sam. xiii. 20; Am. iii. 11;
iv. 10 (Ges. ^ 155, 1 a). Its clmission in (Sept.,

Vulg., Syr., is explained by the difficulty that

it occasioned the translators. 2) Of Saul's expul-

sion of the witches and soothsai/ers ( long before this ).

Saul had put away, expelled the necromancers

(^\^2M<T^) and the wise men (D'J>n'ri) [wizards],

the soothsayers. On the various meanings of the

word 06 [Eng. A. V. familiar spirit] see Bottcher,

de inferis, I.,, pp. 101-108. Most moderns connect

it with oh (JIXj, '' leather bag," which is found in

the Plural in Job xxxii. 19. We cannot, how-
ever, thence render the word with the Sept. "ven-

triloquist" (i}-}ar!Tpliiv\}oc], because, as Diestel

(Herz., XVIL, 482) remarks, the representation

of soothsaying or sorcery as ventriloquism would
destroy the appearance of the supernatural, and
it cannot be shown that ventriloquists as such were
accounted sorcerers. As the word in Isa. viii. 1 9,

xxix. 4 expresses a dull, hollow, groaning sound,
" it is best to suppose a stem 31X, the softened form

of the Arab. [^^J] = " to be hollow," and Ob is

then the " hollow thing" (bag), and so "one who
speaks hollow" (Diestel ubi sup.). In conjura-

tions of the dead it is the dull, hollow, myste-

rious tone of the voice, which was personified and
represented as a mysterious being, whether as the

spirit of the departed speaking from the depth of

the earth (Isa. xxix. 9), or as the spirit dwelling

in the conjuror, man or woman (Lev. xix. 31;

XX. 6, 27 ), and, finally, the necromancers or speak-

ing soothsayers themselves were so called, as here

and 2 Kings xxiii. 24. The ''wise people"

[wizards] (D'JJ^'I''), always connected with the

Oboth or necromancers, are those that deal in

necromancy through sorcery and soothsaying;

the simple expression in our [German] popular

language, "wise woman" [so Eng. wizard—
Tr.] rests on tlie same idea of a knowledge of

what is concealed and future by mysterious means.

In his passionate zeal for the Law, urged on by

an unquiet conscience, Saul had driven the ne-

cromancers and soothsayers out of the land ( Lev.

xix. 31 ; XX. 27, comp. Deut. xviii. 10 sq.), that

he might thus sliow himself a zealous theocratic

king and win God's favor. This statement is ap-

pended to that of Samuel's death as a superscrip-

tion, as it were, to bring out the sliarp contrast

of the following narrative of Saul's conduct.

Vers. 4-25. Saul and the witch of Endor.

Ver. 4. The camp of the Philistines was in

Shtinem, Josh. xix. 18, which signifies, according

to Ges., "two resting-places" (= D'JIty
)

; accord-

ing to Eusebius it was also called Shnlem, which
is confirmed by the present name, for it is the

same place that is now called Solam or Sulem ( Rob.,
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III., 402 [Am. ed., ii., 32-4]), on the western de-

clivity of /(We Hennonr' [.Jebel Duhy], the liome

of Abishag (1 Kings i. 3), and of the woman that

often entertained Elisha, whose son he restored

to life (2 Kings iv. 8-37 ; viii. 1, 6). \_Bib.-Com.:

Tlie Philistines either advanced along the sea-

coast, and ihen entered the valley of Jezreel from

the west—the same route, only in the_ opposite

direction, as that taken by the Midianites, wlfc,

coming to the valley of Jezreel from the Jordan,

penetrated as far as (jaza ( Jiulg. vi. 4, 33)—or else

they came by the present road right through Sama-

ria," starting'from Aphek.

—

Tr.] Only about four

miles thence Saul had gathered the host of Israel,

which was encamped on Gilboa, that is, the moun-

tain range in the territory of Issachar, which tra-

verses the south-eastern part of the plain of Jezreel

from Zerin to the Jordan-valley, into which it sinks

precipitously at Bethsan. There is now there a

village called Jelbon (Rob. III. 404 [Am. ed., ii.

316] ). The two armies were therefore encamped
on the two groups of mountains that enclosed

the broad plain of Jezreel toward the east, or,

more precisely, the south-east, between which
stretched a valley-plain. From an elevation of

about twelve hundred feet Saul could see the

Philistine camp, which was only four miles dis-

tant.f

Ver. 5. The sight fills him with fear and great

dread, because he had a bad conscience towards

the Lord, and therefore could not be sure of His
help, not merely because he saw' that the Philis-

tine army was so unexpectedly numerous (Cler. ).

—Ver. 6. Yet in his anxiety he had recourse to

" inquiring of the Lord;" he wished thereby to learn

what he was to do, and also the fate of himself and

his army. But the Lord ansTw^ered him not,

the reason for which see in xv. 26, comp. xiv.

37.—The threefold DJ [also] puts in one line the

three means of inquiry of the Lord (on the repeti-

tion of DJ to connect things related or similar,

"both . . . and" in pos. sentences, "neither . . .

nor" in neg., see Ew., | 3-59): Dreams, ZTrim

(and Thummimj and Prophets-X The phrase

"inquire in" ('"3 ^^^) ^^ commonly used of in-

quiry by Urim and Thummim, with which the

two other modes are here connected. The
" -Ireams," the first means of the revelation of the

divine will, are not drenms by incubations at a

holy place ( Ew.), " to which nothing here or else-

where points" (Then.), nor the dreams of those

that receive the revelation, but the dreams of me-

diating persons, through whom the Lord was in-

quired of; these might be and were sometimes

prophets, comp. Num. xii. 6 with Jer. xxiii. 2-"),

32 and Deut. xiii. 2 sq., where the false prophets

witii their lying dreams are opposed to the true

— l)ut might also be improphetic ))ersons, as in

Jo( I iii. L Here in our passage the persons who
have revelations in dreams are distinguished from

the '^prophets." In the order of arrangements of

these three vehicles of revelation there is a pro-

* [This incorrect name comes from amisunderstand-
ina, rif Ps. Ixxxix. !:! 03).—Tr.1
t I Aocordini; to Stanley (Sin. and Pal., IX., ii. a) Saul

was stationed noarlv on the site of Gideon's camp. See
Art. "Gilboa" in Smith's Bih.-Dirt., and Haekott's note,

Amer. Ed.—Tr]
J [Bp. P.atrick notes that the same three classes are

mentioned in Iliad i. i 2.—Ta.]

gression from the less to the greater, since in the
Old Testament a subordinate position is certainly
assigned to the dream as the medium of divine
infiuence on the inner lil'e, which in sleep loses

the power of self-manifestation and sinks into a
state of the extremcst passivity.— Urim is the ab-
breviation of Urim and Thummim^ (Ex. xxviii.

30; jS'um. xxvii. 21), which, as the hyh-priestly

medium of inquiring the divine will, stands be-

tween the revealing-dreams and the prophetic testi-

mony. But since the nmrdcr of the jjriests in

N-ob the external apparatus, the Ephod with the

Urim and Tluimmim had been in David's camp,
xxii. 20 sq., xxiii. 6, xxx. 7 ; and nothing is any-
where said of another high-iiricst than Abiathar,
who had fled to David. Thenius thence concludes
that this section contradicts the narrative of chap,
xxiii., since Saul could have gotten no answer at

all through Urim and Thummim, becinise these

could have been only in one place. But this is

not certain ; after the catastrophe at Nob Saul
may well have had a new Ephod with Choshen
[Breastplate] and Urim and Thunnnim prepared
(Keil), and this is the more natural from Saul's

independent mode of procedure in matters of re-

ligious service, and the probability that in his

heated theocratic zeal he did not suffer the public
service at the tabernacle to cease after the murder
of the priests. ( It is possible also that a copy of

the Ephod with the Urim and Thummim had
been left behind when Abiathar fled.) As to the

high-priest, apart from the possibility of inquiring
by Urim and Thummim without him (it is done
apparently without a priest by Saul, xiv. 37, and
David, xxiii. 9-12), it is to be observed that in

the first years of David's government the taber-

nacle is at Gibeon with Zadok, son of Ahitub of

the line of Eleazar, as high-priest, which can be
explained only by supposing that Saul had re-

moved the tabernacle and the national worship
thither from Nob, and that there were two high-

priests, who, indeed, are frequently mentioned, 2

Sam. viii. 17; xv. 24, 29, 35; 1 Chron.xv. 11; xviii.

16. We may thence conclude that Saul chose

a high-priest from the high-priestly race of the

line of Eleazar. It is further to be remarked that

in Saul's own words, ver. 15, this inquiry by Urim
is not mentioned. In 1 Chron. x. 14 it is said

that he was slain by the Lord because he did ?joi

inquire of the Lord. The contradiction is only

apparent; he gave over the true, right inquiry, in

that, his first questioning, which was not with up-
right, humble heart, having been unanswered,

he betook himself to a necromancer, instead

of pienitently applying to God.^By the pro-

phets. Intercourse between Saul and the pro-

phets had doubtless been broken ofl' since the

beginning of Saul's persecution of David (xix.),

while it had continued between David and
the prophets, as far as circumstances permitted

(xxii. 5 sq.). But in his anxiety and despair

Saul had now again turned to them for aid.

Proof tl'.at ai)plica.tion was made to i3roj)hets not

only in great theocratical matters, but also in

personal alliiirs, is foimd in ix. 6 sq. ; 1 Kings
xiv. 1 sq. ; 2 Kings i. 3.—Saul received from

God no ans\ver more, excejtt for judgment.—

^

Ver. 7. Instead of humbling himself before God,

he turns with hardened heart and bad conscience

to the superstitious means, that the law of God
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had forbidden (Lev. xix. 31). Making accom-
plices of liis servants, he gets inforniation through

them of a necromancer. (H^J'N, appositional con-

struct, without Genitive relation, Ges. ^ 116, 5,

see Josh, xxxvii. Ii2 ; Jer. xiv. 17.) "^-1 looman

mistress of Ob," ^ " a woman who is in possession

of an Ob," that is, of a spirit (comp. Lev. xx. 27)

bv which the dead are conjured up, in order that

they may disclose the jjresent and the future.

They inform liiui of such a one who dwells at

Encior. Endor was on the northern declivity of

Little Hermon, four and three-fourths Eng. miles

south of Tabor, nine and a half miles south-east

of Nazareth, about twelve miles north of Gilboa,

ao that Little Hermon lay between; there is still

a place of the same name on the declivity of the

mountain, Jebel Duhy. Rob. IIL 1, 486 \_Am.

ed. ii. 360].^[Endor, = ''fountain of the dwell-

ing," is still marked by a spring and numerous
caves fit for the abode of witches (Thomson).
For descriptions of the circumstances of this inci-

dent see Stanley's Hist, of tlie Jewish Church, II.

30 sq., Sinai and Pal. p. 32S-334 (Eng. ed.), Por-

ter in Murray's Handbook for Syria and Pal. ii.

4355 sq., Thomson's " Land and Book," ii. 161.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 8. Saul disguised himself, namely,

by putting on otiier clothes so as not to be recognized

by his royal dress and insignia, es[)ecially as he
was treading a path forbidden by himself. At
night he went thither, in order to escape the

notice of his own people and of the enemy's posts,

which were not far off; he was accompanied by
two men to show him the way and act as guard.

A dreadful journey, a terrible night, both sym-
bols of Said's condition, lost on the way of inner

self-hardening and thorough self-darkening.

—

Saul's request: Divine for me by necroman-
cy [properly :

" by the Ob, the spirit," as in

Eng. A. v.—Tr.]. The word " divine" {QDpJ

commonly occiirs in a bad sense of the predic-

tions of false prophets, comp. Deut. xviii. 10,

14; 2 Kings vii. 17; 1 Sam. vi. 2 (in a good
.sense in Isa. iii. 2;* Prov. xvi. 10 [the subst.]).

On its meaning see Hengst., Bileam, p. 9sq. Anm.f
—Ver. 9. The woman does not recognize Saul, as is

plain from ver. 12. Her words show that Saul's or-

der for the extirpation of this superstition had been

vigorously carried out. (Thenius : 'JJ^^'C niiiy

be Sing. Col. (Bottch.), but all the VSS. and
twenty-three MvSS. supply the Plu. Q", which

may easily have fallen out through the following

|p.) — Necromancy was forbidden on pain of

death (Ex. xxii. 18; Lev. xix. 31; xx. 27;
Deut. xviii. 10, 11). The woman supposes that

the stranger is putting her to the test, in order to

kill her according to the king's law and com-

* [Not necessarily here in the good pense, more pro-
bably it and 'prophet'' are intended to describe all

classes of predictions.

—

Tr.]

t 'nop, Kethib, T)Dp, Qeri, comp. Ew. ?4n&; the O-

sound is sometimes so pressed by new endings that
it rei'edea to a foregoing vowelless consonant, and is

sometimes rep-^ated with two adjacent consonants, as

'JJnS la such cases we find the half-vowel echo 0°

in the same syllable (commonly found only with gut-

turals), generallj' with p, and in a loosely connected

syllable as here. Comp. Judg. ix. 8.

mand
; and this indicates tliat it was in this way

that the law of extermination of witches was car-
ried out. In the earliest period of the monarchy,
as fruit of Samuel's labors, we .see a worship pu-
rified from all idolatry, and an energceic zeal
against everything connected witii idolatry, in-
cluding this sort of superstition.— [This statement
is too broad ; idolatry probably existed all along
in Israel. Comp. Judg. xviii. 30, 31; 1 Sam.
xix. 13.

—

Tr.] So much the more despicable is

Saul's present action.—Ver. 10 sq. Saul swears
to her that no harm shall thereby come to her

:

"by the Lord;" "an oath which shows how
completely hardened Saul was" (Keil). Not
till he has given this oath does the woman ask :

Whom shall I bring up to thee ? which is

in two respects .significant: 1) in that the witch
thereby claims to have sovereignty, as it were,
over the whole realm of the dead, and 2) in that

these words indicate the business-like routine of
the witch in her soothsaying and conjuration,

and have precisely the tone of the modern small
dealer :

" what do you wish ? and how can I

serve you?"—Thenius supposes that the woman
thus obtained from Saul the promise that she
should not be punished for what he (already
recognized by her as the king) should hear from
her ; but this view rests on the unfounded as-

sumption that the woman had certainly known
beforehand from the servants (who had directed

Saul to her) of this visit, and must have recog-

nized the visitor, if not by his attendants, yet by
his extraordinary bodily size. From the narra-

tor's account we cannot doubt that his view wa.s

that Saul came as an unknown person to the

woman. And the woman's whole conduct, ver.

12, permits no other opinion. Ilis lieight need
not have betrayed him to her ; it was night, and
he was disguised ; his anxiety, his age and his

disguise all permit us to suppose that he was
somewhat bowed and bent. — Saul's demand:
Bring me up Samuel (and so the M'oman's
question) supposes (the word "up" involves it)

tliat the dead dwelt not in the grave, in the pit,

but (as buried) dwelt under the earth in Shcol,

that is, a large, broad space which received and

claimed (from /NI!', comp. Prov. xxvii. 20; Ps.

vi. 6 [5]) all the dead without distinction, godly

and ungodly—dwelt in a realm of the dead.

The contrast to this realm of the dead beneath

the earth is heaven above the earth, where dwells

the Lord with the host of angels. The supersti-

tion in question consisted in the fact that it was
believed that by conjuration the dead were com-

pelled to rise from the depth of Sheol to the surJ;

face of the earth, and answer questions put to

them. It seems from Ex. xxii. 18 ; Lev. xx. 27,

that women often practiced this necromancy, to

which fact Winer conjectures the P\'m. Plu. form

Oboth to refer ( W.-B. II. 626,_ A. 4 ). The usual

operations or formulas of conjuration, which the

woman no doubt employed after the above busi-

ness-conversation, are not specially mentioned by
the narrator, lioing irrelevant and of purely tech-

nical significance, but belong between vers. 11

and 12. Bottcher conjectures, but unnecessarily

and without ground, tliat a verse lias here fallen

out, ^Vhich mentioned the necromantic apparatus,

and stated that the woman went out into a court
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or garden. Sncii a supplement is not at all

needed for the understanding of the affair. In
support of tins view Bdtteher adduces the words

:

" and the woman came " of vcr. 21, and tlie ne-

cessity of a large space for tlie exhibition of a
gigantic figure; to which Thenius rightly replies

that we need not regard the figure indicated by
the "Elohim" [God, ver. 13] as a gigantic one,

and tliat nothing is said in the account of exhi-
biting it. — Ver. 12. " She saw" {i^'^.P^l), not:

"she acted as if she saw" (Then.). Render:
When the -woman sa^w Samuel, she cried
with a loud voice.—According to this the
cause of her outcry was tlie sight of the apjiari-

tion of Samuel. The following words : And
the -wroman said to Saul, Why hast thou
deceived me, for thou art Saul? indicate

that the woman at the same time recognized Saul
in the Unknown ; this discovery naturally re-

minded her of her danger as violator of the king's

prohibition. She thinks herself deceived, tricked

and given over to death. There is hardly any
doubt, therefore, that this sudden perception of

her danger, together with Samuel's apparition,

was tlie cause of the terror wliich was expressed
in her outcry. How she came to recognize the

king in tlie Unknown, is not indicated in the
words. Thenius, assuming that she already
knew with whom she was dealing, supposes tliat,

as she simulated fear at the alleged apparition,

slie now pretended that her sudden recognition

of Saul came througli supernatural intliience,

through Samuel indeed. But the text gives no
support to the assumption on wliich this expla-

nation rests. Ewald supposes that she burst out
into a loud cry on seeing Samuel's shade, because
it ascended with such frightfully threatening
gestures as it could have used only against its

deadly enemy, tliat is, Saul, and she thence saw
that tiie questioner must be Saul. But the words
give no reason at all to suppose that this was tlie

view of the narrator. Keil holds that the woman
had fallen into a state of clairvoyance, in which
she could recognize persons who, like Saul, were
unknown to her by face. Is there not, however,
a simpler explanation, partly psychological,

partly suggested by the context, both of her
seeing Samuel's form and recognizing Saul ? As
to the former, so much is clear from the connec-
tion, thai only the woman, not Saul, saw Samuel

;

this appears from Saul's question, vers. 13, 14:
"What :ieest thou? what is his form?" She
then describes the apparition, in order to leave
to Saul its identification with Samuel (ver. 1-4 6).

That the woman went out of the room in which
she was at first with Saul, into another, is not
said, and is not to be inferred from the words

:

"filie came to Saul." Therefore in tlie same
room she sees Samuel's apparition, and Saul does
not see it. This can be explained j)sychologically

only as by an inner vidon, the occasion for wliich
was given by Saul's request to liring up Samuel,
and tlie psychological foundation of which was
her inward excitement, in connection with lier

lively recollection of Samuel's form, which was
well known to her from his earthly life, and
stood before her mind in vividest distinctness.

So Tancliiim exi>lains it: "She saw Samuel not
with the eyes, but with the aid of the imagina-
tion, inwardly, in his well-known form." And

her recognition of Saul just at this moment would
be psychologically explained as the product of
lier inv/ard perception of Samuel (occasioned bv
Saul's request), and of her recollection of the
relation in which she knew Saul had stood to
Samuel and of the prophetic sentence of punish-
ment which Samuel had pronounced against Saul.
When now, at this moment, so full of danger for
all Israel, she saw before her the mysterious Un-
known, who was come through her to question
Samuel concerning the impending battle, and
who on a nearer view, despite his disguise, made
on her by the mysterious character of his person-
ality, the impression of an extraordinary person,
she could, by her intensified power of perception,
straightway recognize him as Saul, and must
needs then be seized with the terror of which the
account tells.—Ver. 13. Saul calms her deadly
fear.

—

Fear not, that is, concerning thy life.

—

The question: What seest thou ? supposes 1)
that he did not see what she saw; 2) that she was
with him in the same room in which the fore-

going conversation had occurred, and 3) that on
account of the manipulations usual in such con-
jurations, she was yet necessarily at some dis-

tance from him. She answers : I see Hlohim
ascending out of the earth.—The word
"Elohim" signifies here not a plurality of ap-
pearances {Gods, Sept., Vulg., Syr., Arab.—or

spiritual beings, ghosts, Tremell. — or several

devils, one of whom took the form of Samuel, S.

Schmid—or angels, Chald., Theod.), but, despite

the [Heb.] PIu. predicate {^(i^, "ascending,"

by attraction from the Plu. subst.), a single ap-
pearance, as is evident from the Sing, pronoun,
"his form," a spiritual appearance belonging to

the region of the super-terrestrial, the superhu-
man, a fear- and terror-producing spiritual ap-

pearance. The word is here employed in a
sense "for which the idea of divinity is too re-

stricted, the general, vague idea of the not-earthly,

not-human" (Hengst., Beit. II. 255). But The-
nius also rightly connects with it the idea of the
terror-inspiring from the fact that the simple

Heb. sounds alah (rivN), from which the word is

made, are the involuntary sounds of astonish-

ment and fear, referring to Gen. xxxi. 42, where
the "fear of Isaac" stands along with the " God
of Abraham."*—-Ver. 14. Saul's second question :

What is his appearance, his form? The
woman's answer gives an exacter description of

the spiritual appearance which she saw in her
visionary state : An old man cometh up,
and he is covered -with a mantle.—The

meil \>'']^P) is the talar-shaped garment [reach-

ing to the ankles.

—

Tr.], the prophet's mantle,

which Samuel wore in his life-time (xv. 27), and
in which the woman and Saul would necessarily

remember him. Still we liave no hint that Saul

saw the appearance that was visible to the

* [Whatever may be the original meaning of the stem

(hSx), the reasoning of Thenius, endor^efl by Erd-
riiann, is very unsafe. We know too little of primeval
onomatopoeia to base etymolosjies on it. The example
of Gen. XXX. 42 oannot be decisive for the original

meaning of Elohim. and, if it were, the actual historical

meaning is a question of use, not of etymology. Now
"Klohim" is elsewhere in the Old Testament used
only of " god " and "judges or kings."—Tb.]
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TToman. It is said of him only that "from this

description he recognized tlie form seen by the

woman to be Samuel, and to do him , reverence
bowed down to tlie ground."

Vers. 15-20. Conveisation of Samud and Saul.

Ver. 15. And Samuel said, that is, the woman
(Tanelinm) spoke from the place where slie was
standing in holh)w, dull tones, which Saul sup-

posed to be Samuel's, ]ierhaps in the manner of
ventriloquists, the natural result of her excited

visionary state, in whicli she identilied herself

with Samuel.

—

"Why dost thou disquiet me,
disturb me (comp. Isa. xiv. 9), to bring me up?
These words prove that the narrator assumes the
previous employment of arts of conjuration, and
exclude the supposition (left undecided by Keil,

adopted by other expositors) that Samuel's ascent

is represented as produced by miraculous power
of God. They also refute the opinion of these
expositors, that Samuel's ajiparition rose before

the woman had employed lier art, and that there-

fore there is no employment of magic means
between vers. 11 and 12. Rather the view that

there was such magic art in this place (between
vers. 11 and 12) is confirmed by these words of

Samuel: "why dost thou disquiet me?" namely,
by the woman's conjurations. Snid's answer gives

his reason for this disturbance of the dead as fol-

lows : 1 ) I am in great straits from the Philistines,

who are warring against me; 2) God has left

me, and answers me no more; 3) I wish to

know what to do, I am at a loss and uncertain
about the future. So I have had thee called*
to tell me -what I shall do.—According to the

preceding words: ^^God has left me and answers
me no more," Saul cannot regard the answer which
he asks from Samuel as God's revelation and de-

claration ; in fact there is in his words a contrast-

ing, or at least a distinction between the divine
revelation no longer granted him and the sujier-

nafural magic-gotten answer which he expects
from Samuel. And yet Samuel was the prophet
of the Lord and His organ. This is the contra-

diction to which Samuel's answer, ver. 16, refers.

The contradiction is not that Saul asks from
Samuel a divine announcement, while he yet says

there is no longer any such answer for him (Keil).

—Ver. 16. Samuel's answer: Why dost thou
ask me, since the Lord has left thee and
become thy enemy ?f That is: if the Lord

* On the r?- para.e. instead of T\~, for strengthening,

see Ew. ?228c,'a. 1.

t "yy = " enemy," occurs elsewhere only in Psalm
cxxxix. 20, a Psalm which undoubtedly contains some
Aramaic words and forms, and in Dan. iv. 16 as a Chal-
dee word—not in Psalm ix. 7 and Isa. xiv. 21, where tlie

form i.s to be otherwise explained. We might take the
word as Aramaic form of 1i*, the interchange of Heb.

^ and Aram, j? being not infrequent, like y and f in

Greek (examples in Ges. under letter _j; n. 3) ; and though

there i.s no other .\ramaic form in this section, and the
word ^y (for ^yJ appears with tliis signification mostly

T T
in poetry (Job xxxvi. 16; Lam. i. .I, 7,10), yet the pro-
phetical style (as here) is not far removed from the po-
etical, and iy might be u.sed here as well as in Num. x.

9, which is not properly poetical ; the Aramaic change
of If into j; might easily come by error in copying.

The use of ^V might be explained as a designed refer-

ence to '7-1^ in ver. 15. But the absence of "7 before

T^ y makes a dififioulty, TTTI never occurring in such a
1/ .• T T T

has left thee, why dost thou apply to me, the
Lord's instrument f

Vers. 17-19 contain the confirmation of Saul's

previous sentence of rejection and tlie announcement

of his impending fate. Ver. 17. Tlie declaration
of the fact that the Lord, according to His coun-

sel and determination (1/ Hb'J?, "hath done for

Himself" [Eng. A. V.: wrongly "to him"]), has
taken the kingdom from him and given it to Da-
vid. The Lord hath done for himself.—
Pleonastic Dative, not unmeaning= has done ac-

cording to His will, or to carry out His purpose,
"to show His truth" {Berl. Bib.). The reading

"to thee" (^S) in Sept., Vulg. and some IMSS.

cited by Thenius (Cod. Kenn. 155, 24G ; De Ptossi

305, 679, 71G [orig.]) is suspicious from its allu-

sion to XV. 26, 28, and because it seems to be an
attempt to interpret and smoothen the text, though
an original "] [thee] might easily be copied as 1

[him], and the latter so come into the traditional

text. As he spake by me.—Comp. xv. 23. It

is remarkable that while in that passage Saul's

obstinate rebellion, through which he loses the
kingdom, is equalled witli tlie gross sin of sor-

cery, here in the act of committing this supersti-

tious sin (against which he had shown such bloody
zeal), the judgment of inward self-hardening be-

ing then linished, he again hears the sentence,

and learns with terror that the complete realiza-

tion and definite fulfilment of the divine decree
of rejection is now at hand. The whole declara-

tion of ver. 17 is the factual explanation and con-

firmation of the words of ver. 16: "The Lord is

departed from thee and is become thy enemy, thy
oppressor."—Ver. IS. The reason is stated, namelv,
Saul's disobedience (as in xv. 23). "This thing"
is this strait or distress. Comp. " I am sore dis-

tressed," ver. 15. The Perf. TW^ [hath done] is

to be understood, like the preceding Perfects, of

what has happened, and is settled. This Philis-

tine distress, with its immediate results, is God's
act in complete fulfilment of the judgment against

him.—Ver. 19. Announcement of impending mis-

fortune for himself, his house and his people in
battle with the Philistines. And the Lord
•will deliver Israel also with thee, etc.—
"Will deliver" {\^]) again indicates the act of

God in accord with His holy and righteous will,

and is to be taken (with Keil) as voluntative;

with the king, on whom the judgment falls by the
Philistine, the judgment will reach the people
also, on account of the ethical and theocratical

construction without it; though, while unexampled, it

would not be ungrammatical (Maur.). We sliould ex-

pect n*lj?7- Does not this then cast suspicion on the

whole expression, especially as H'^T? in Psalm cxxxix.

20 is not assured ? It is certainly surprising and note-
worthy that Sept. : (cal yiyove ixerd. toO TrAjjtrior crou, .and

Vulg.: trnnsicrit ad (rmitlum tuuiii [in Ps. cxxxix. Sept.
rroAeis, Vulg. atfversarii—Tr.], render (comp. Syr., Ar.) as
if they read ^y) DJ? "1 = '" and is with thy neighbor,"

which Then, thence adopts as the true reading. These
translations may indeed be mere conjectural para-

phrases (Keil), or may have had in mind the 'l^'l 7 of

the following verse and the par.allel passage, xv. 28

(Maur.). It is hard to decide, tlie pros and cons being so
nearly balanced.
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Bolidarity [organic oneness] which exists between
him and them; the Lord will subject tliem to th
Philistines, And to-morro-w wilt thou and
thy sons be with me—dead, with me the

dead, in the Underworld; "with me" in tlie king-

dom of the dead, in Slieol. Hence it appears that

besides self-consciousness (which indeed was con-
ceived of as sunken into a sleep or dream-like
state), that is, besides the continued existence of
the personality after death, a union after death in

Sheol was believed in ; at the same time it hence
ap]iears that in the realm of the dead the good and
evil were not thought to be separated. Thenius
would read with tlie Sept. "thou and thy sons with
thee shall fall," on the groiuid that the Heb. text
strangely first S23eaks of tlie Israelites, then de-
scends to the Underworld, then returns to the
camp of the Israelites, while the Sept. text pre-
sents a perfectly good order: first the general, the
defeat; tlien the particular, the death of Saul and
his sons; and finally the result, the plundering of
the camp. But the arrangement is excellent in
our text, which says notliing else than what the
Sept. periphrastically expresses: "to-morrow thou
anrl thy sons will be dead," and then the Under-
world is by no means j3ut in the same line with
the Israelites and their camp, but Israel's renewed
defeat, the death of Saul and his sons, and the
complete destruction of the camp of Israel, are
mentioned as the three decisive blows in the judg-
ment which should fall on Saul.—Ver. 20. Up to
this point Saul had remained in his reverential
posture as stated in ver. 14; now under the pow-
erful impression of these words he falls suddenly
to the ground, and lies his full lenr/th on the earth.
The cause is stated to be : 1) his terror at Samuel's
words, and 2) his weakness, resulting from the
fact (of course from inward excitement), that he
had taken no food the whole (preceding) day and the

whole nic/ht.

Vers. 21-25. tSaid's entertainment by the woman.
The words "and the woman came" do not in
themselves justify the opinion (Tlien., Dieslel in
Herz. XVII. 482, etal.) that the woman had been
in another room, nor is there any liint of this else-

where in the narrative. The words of the woman
(vers. 21, 22) show a talkativeness cliaracteristic

of this class of women, and a certain liumor, par-
ticularly in the contrasting of her obedience to his
command and the obedience wliich she now re-

quires from him for his good, in the introductory
words, "and now hearken thou also." That
thou mayest have strength when thou
goest on thy way.—These words express nei-
ther apprehension, nor the fear that he would die
on her hands, and it would then go hard with her,
and her prediction would not be fulfilled (Then.)

;

tliey exliibit merely her natural sympathy with
her guest, worn out by excitement and abstinence
from food, wbich prom])(s her to offer him her
hospitality.—Ver. 23 sq. The further minute de-
scription of the proceedings of Saul and liis ser-

vant and the woman is so domestically and psv-
chologically true to life, that the historical trust-
worthiness of the narrative is put beyond all

doubt. Saul refuses to take food because he is

full of fear and terror. Tlie servants and the wo-
man force liini— lie sutlers himself to he prr-
suaded. Ti 11 now he has lain on the ground ; now

he gets up and seats himself on the divan (TiC^D

[Eng. A. V. not so well: "bed"—Tr.], "the
cushioned bench, which extends along the wall
of tlie room, still found in the East;" (Then.).
She kills a tatted calf and bakes unleavened cakes.
"She kneaded" where we need not supply'';'/,"
since the Avords describe the operation of knead-
ing. She baked it as unleavened loaves or
cakes, because she was obliged to hurry.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. The theocratic and biblical-theolojical signifi-

cance of the liistory of Saul's visit to the Witch
of Endor is to be judged and determined, first in
respect to the representation of the condition of de-
parted souls after death, tiicn as to the religious-mo-
ral facts which come under consideration from the
Old Testament standpoint of revelation and from
the theocratic point of view, and finally as regards
Saul's state of heart in respect to God and the people.

In respect to tlie state of departed soids after death
we have the representation not merely of their

continuance in personal identity, but also of a.

self-conscious existence, which is conceived of as
a condition of slumber-like rest, from whicli there
may be a rousing and raising

;
yet such a disturb-

ance is regarded as a disquieting. The abode of
the departed, in contrast with heaven as the throne
of God and the dwelling of the heavenly powers,
is thought to be a Avide space deep under tiie

earth (comp. Deut. xxxii. 22; Ps. Ixxxvi. 13;
Ixiii. 10 (9); Ezek. xxvi. 20), not the narrow
grave; for Samuel's grave was at Eamah. The
dillerencing of tlie realm of the dead from the
grave, in which the body is laid, attests the con-
tinuance of the soul when separated from the
body. Sheol, the Underworld, the Realm of the
Dead, receives all the dead without distinction

;

tliere is no separation there between Righteous
and Unrighteous (ver. 19) ; the divine law of re-

quital does not reach the Beyond. Comp. Oeliler

:

Vet. test, de rebus post mortem fiit. 1840, and the
same writer: Die Lehre dcs Alt-Test, von der Un-
sterblichkeit {H.CVZ. xxi. 4loi^q.): Botfcher: de in-

feris rebusque post mortem futuris, 184G. H. A.
Ilahn: de spe immortalitatis sub V. T. gradalim
excultw, 1846. H. Schultz : Alftestamenlliche Theo-
loqie I. 396 sq. [See also Odder : Thcoloqie des

Alt. Test., 1873, I., ^ 77 sq. (and Eng. Transl.).

Dclitzsch: Bibl. Psychologic (and Eng. Transl.).

Iliinpel : Unsterblichkeits Ichre dcs Alien Test.,

1857. Hodge's Theology III. 716 sq. Smith's.

Bib. Did. Arts. "Dead, Hell, Pit." Fairbairn's

Bib. Diet. "Hades." Ewald: Lehre der Bibel von
Gott, 1873, III., ^ 345.—Tk._]
But while now the condition of departed souls

is, as a rule, so conceived and represented, that

there is no intercourse between them and the I'p-

pcrworld, and no return from Sheol (Job vii. 9),

tliis narrative of Samuel's appearance would be
the only jiassage in the Old Testament that teaches

the contrary [if it did teach it]. And in fact the

rjarrativc means to declare that Samuel really ap-

peared (vers. 16, 20) ; as Vilmer remarks ("Vom
Abcrglauben nnd Zavberei," in the Pastorcd-iheolog.

Blafiern, 1862, p. liOl), "unless violence is done
to the text, it can be only understood as aflRrining

that the real Samuel ascended from Sheol." That
is the view of the Septuagint also in the addition
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to 1 Clir. X. 1.": "Saul inquired of the ventrilo-

quist [witch], and Samuel the propliet answered
him," and of tlie Son of Sirach xlvi. 20 (23)-
" and al^er he fell asleeji he propliesied and showed
the king his end, and out of the ground lifted up
his voice in prophecy." In contradiction with
this correct opinion is the view of tlie church-theo-
logians of the IGth and 17th centuries, derived
from tlie patristic writers,'^ namely, that by divine
ordering Saul saw under the form of Samuel a
ghost, an illusion produced by demonic, devilish

powers. TertiiUian (de anima, cap. 57) regards it

as a "rivalry of trutii by an unclean spirit;" "it

was permitted," says he, " the pythonic spirit to

represent the soul of Samuel, when Saul (after he
had inquired of God) inquired of the dead. Far
be it from us to believe tliat the soul of any saint,

much less a prophet, can be drawn forth by a de-

mon. We are taught that Satan transfigures him-
self into an angel of light, but not into a man of

light." So Ephrem Syrus.f In agreement with
this Luther says tliat it Avas "the devil's ghost,"

and Calvin that "it was not the real Samuel, but

a spectre." So Grotius :
" It is more credible that

it was a deceptive spirit, and so the woman her-

self seems plainly to indicate when she says that

gods were ascending out of the earth, thus term-

ing those spirits, one of whom had assumed Sam-
uel's form." Comp. S. Schmid (Comm.); A.
Pfeiffer, dubia vex. Cent. II. loc. 77 ; Sal. Deyling,

observ. ss. II. obs. 18; Buddseus, hisf. eccles., V. 1.

II. 24.') sq.; .J. Gerliai'd, spectrum Endorenm, Jen.

1663 [Bp. Patrick, Comm. in loco]. But the nar-

rative gives not tlie slightest support to such a

view. Neither the original narrator nor the re-

dactor [editor] had in mind (judging from the

narrative itself), an illusion produced by demonic
or diabolical power. Theodoret, rejecting the

view (suggested by the words of the narrative and
frequent with the Talmudists) that Samuel's spi-

rit was really evoked by the conjurations of the

woman—held that, before the woman employed
her arts, the appearance of Samuel was produced
by God's power, and that God's voice itself was
heard in those words against Saul. He says :

" It

is thence clear that the very God of all beings,

having fasliioned Samuel's form as He wished, ut-

tered the judgment, the witch not having been
able to do this, but God gave the decree even
through enemies" [Qucest. in Lib. Reg. ad 1 Sam.
xxviii.]. Appealing, for proof that God speaks
through enemies, to the example of Balaam and
to Ezek. xiv. 4, 7 sq. (where it is said of idolaters

"when they come to the prophet, I will answer
them after my manner"), he explicitly affirms

that the words ascribed to Samuel were a divine
utterance spoken through the mouth of the woman
who was acting against God's command. But
against this view (which is held also by Justin,

Origen, Ambrose, Augustine, and by some Rab-
bis, as R. Saadias) it is rightly remarked by D.
Kimchi, that we can then see no reason why God
should not have answered Saul before by Urim
and Thummim, by dreams or by propliets. In
fact it is fatal to this view that according to it God
is here the answerer, while it is expressly said in

ver. 6 that God answered Saul no more, and ver.

* rPiT- .Insfin Martvr (Dial, ami Triipho) holds that it

wa« roally Sairni'^l.

—

Tr.1

t [And Cyrii of Alexandria aud Jerome.

—

Tr.]

7 clearly means that for this reason Saul turnul
from God, to a sorceress. An immediate divine
miracle is assumed, which is to be brought into
union with the anti-godly attempt of the sorceress
and an open act of godlessness or God-fbrgeti"ul-
ness on the part of Saul.. Support would thus be
given to the superstitious ojnnion that departed
spirits may be sunnnoned, while the fundamental
view of the Old Testament every where is tliat a
return of the dead to the land of'^the living is not
possible, comp. 2 Sam. xii. 23; Jol) vii. 9. The
necromantic superstition, on which Saul (who, un-
worthy of a divine answer, is guilty of disobeying
the divine command, for which he had displayed
so much zeal) and the woman (who practices this
superstition as a trade) are united would, accord-
ing to the narrative, have been the occasion or the
medium of a miraculous divine act. Now it may
be said indeed that God is accustomed in the wis-
dom of His providential government so to use
man's evil purpose as to compel it to minister im-
mediately to the revelation of His power and
glory, as is sliown in the liistory of Balaam and
in the declaration of Ezek. xiv. 4, 7 sq. Bat in

such cases express reference is made also to the
divine control, comp. Gen. xv. 20; Ex. x. 27.

But here there is not the slightest allusion to an
immediate interference of God. On the contrary,
we plainly read between the lines of this narrative
that here a sin is committed ; there is no trace of
divine action. We cannot thereibre accept this

view, which is wholly without support, from a
religious-ethical as well as from a theocratic-his-

torical standpoint, however thorough and earnest
a defence it may have found, as from Daqhsel,
Bibl. hebr. accentuata, Lips, 1729, jj. 430 sq.; Berl.

Bib.; O. V. Gerlacli ; Delitzsch, Bibl. Psychol, 2
ed., p. 428sq.; Strobel, Lidh. Zeitselir., 18G7, p.
781 sq.: V. Rudoff, Die Lehre vom Menschen, 2
ed., 1863, II. 365; Hengstenberg, Abhandl. zu den
Psalm. IV., p. 324 8q.; Zcitschrift fur Protest, u.

Kirche, 1851, jj. 138 sq., Abhandl. "Die Gcschichte

dcr Zauberin zu, Endor." Comji. Oehler in Iler-

zog XXI. 414 sq.; Diichsel, Bibclwerk; Keil,

Komm. The last named remarks: "This appari-
tion was externally indeed spiritual, since Samuel
was visible only to tli,e woman, not to Saul, but

still only an apparition of Samuel's soul in Hades
in the iuivstiture of the earthly body and clothing of
the prophet in order to become visible." Keil him-
self remarks tiiat this apparition of Samuel di-

vinely summoned from Hades is a different thing
from the appearances of Moses and Elijah at the
Transfiguration of Christ (Matt, xvii.; Lu. ix.),

because the latter appeared in heavenly refulgence

and glory; this phenomenon, therefore, so often

cited in support of this view falls away as unana-
logous and irrelevant. Still less can we appeal to

the angelic appearances in human form in Gen.
xviii. and Judg. xiii., because these are superhu-
man beings. The contradictions in Keil's view
are insoluble, namely, that Samuel appeared *' in

the spiritual form of the dwellers in Hades," and
yet at the same time "in the investiture of earthly

corporeality and clothing," that Samuel's appear-
ance in spiritual Hades-form is set over against

the announcement of these angels "in Innnan form
wliich was visible to the ordinary bodily eye," as

if Samuel's apparition w'as not visible, though it

is said that the sorceress saw it and was terrified.
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According to this vietv this would be the only passage
in the Scriptures of the Old and Xnv Testaments in

which a departed sinful man is called by divine power
from the kingdom of the dead to the Upperworld.
But this would stand in contradiclion with Luke
xvi. 17 sq., whore Abraham refuses the rieii man's
request to send Lazarus to liis father's Jiouse to

preach to his living brethren. If it be urged that

the prohibition of sorcery and necromancy (Deut.
xviii. 1 ; Isa. viii. 19) does not exclude the possi-

bility of God's permitting Samuel for special rea-

sons to appear, we reply that neither from the
connection of the related procedure nor from the
words of the relator are there special grounds for

supposing such a miracle, which would be sole of
its kind. Apart from the fact that Saul had al-

ready vainly used all ordained means for learning
God's will, and might thence conclude that his

obstinate impenitence had rendered him unwor-
thy of answer, the appearance and word of Samuel
under present circumstances (if God had really

been willing to permit it) could no longer have
any religious-ethical or theocratic end ; no reli-

gious-ethical end, because the means for rousing
Saul to repentance were exhausted, for this re-

course to a necromancer showed a mind tho-

roughly alienated from God and seeking help
elsewhere, a disposition in respect to which even
such a miraculous appearance of the prophet
would be without effect, as in fact in Samuel's
words there is no exhortation to repentance, and
there is no trace afterwards of any change for the
better in Saul ;—no theocratic end, because Saul's

rejection as king had already been repeatedly an-
nounced, and the sending of Samuel would have
been superfluous for the announcement of Saul's

impending fall, which, witliout a miracle, might
have reached Saul's ear and made his heart trem-
ble. We must therefore reject both the ancient
church-view of an illusory appearance of Samuel
produced by the woman's magic art, as the me-
dium of a divine revelation, and also that of an
appearance produced immediately by divine
power without the woman's aid. Over against

these views stands that which regards the whole
procedure as a mere deception. Balthasar Becker,
4e beiovcrde Wereld [The Magic World] III. 6.

Anton van Dale, dissert, de divinationibus idolola-

iricis sub V. T. in the Treatise de origiiie et prog.

Idololatrire, p. 620 sq. Schmersahl, Natiirl. Erk-
Idrung der Gesch. Sauls mit d. Eetriigerei zu Endor,
Ilann., 1751. Koclier, Versuch einer Erkldrung
der Gesch. Sauls und d. Betrilgerin zu Endor, Gera,
1780. Hensler, Erlauter. des 1 B. Sam., p. 88 sq.,

Exeget. Handbuch IV. 251 sq. Comp. Bottcher,
de inferis, I. Ill sq., Winer II. 627, Thenius,
iJiestel in Herz. XVII. 4S2sq., Riitschi, ibid. ,s.

V. Endor, A. Kuhle, Bibl. Eschatologie, 1870.

1 Ablh., p. 65 sq. and others [Clericus in loeo'\.

Thenius' remark that "the deception is every-
where clear in the account " must be admitted
excejit as to the "everywhere," though his reason
drawn from ver. 21 [namely, that the woman had
been in another room] is not tenable. The wo-
man's conduct and words at Saul's arrival, and at

the alleged appearance of Samuel, show tliat she
made necromancy a trade and practiced the de-
ceits usual with such people. The sj)eech of
Sanmel, a long one tmder the circumstances, his

appearance in the (iharacteristic prophetic dress,

and the fact that only she (not Saul) sees the ap-
parition, leave no doubt that technical illusion
and magical deception was here employed. But
this does not })rove that there was absolutely no-
thing but a retined, conscious deception, proceed-
ing from special motives, as Thenius, for example,
supposes that she was impelled by desire of re-

venge, having perhaj^s been ill-treated during the
expelling of the sorcerers. Against such a merelv
conjectural pragmatic view, we must distinguish
and combine an objective and a subjective element
in the explanation of the event ; the former a
religious-historical, the latter a psychological. The
former, whi'^h is presupposed in the whole ac-

count, consists in the fact that necromancy, accord-
ing to the passage of the Law in which it is for-

bidden ( Lev. xix. 31 ; xx. 5, 6, 26, 27 ; Deut.
xviii. 9-14), was regarded not as a mere decep-
tion, but 1) as a heathen superstition, that is, as
a wicked dealing with evil powers, which pertain
to the domain of heathendom, out of which the
Lord has chosen His peojjle to be sanctified to
Him; and 2) as an apostasy from the living God
and a negation of the covenant-relation between
Him and His people as a heathen abomination.
That Saul and the woman undertake a wicked,
ungodly, illegal thing, is the obvious judgment
of the narrative; but there also appears here (as

in the passage of the Law) the assumption, which
was foiuided on universal belief, that in this ma-
gic art, as in the others borrowed from heathen-
dom, there was not a mere deception with magic
formulas, but a real contact and co-operation with
mysterious ungodly powers, and with a secret, spe-

cifically heathenish mode of action—though the
opinion of the older orthodox theologians as to

the operation of wicked spirits or devils here is

excluded by the narrative. Gradually came the
perception that, as the idols of the heathen are
" naught," so all heathen existence connected
with idolatry is empty and vain. (Comp. Schultz,

Alttcsf. Thcol. I. 158 sq.) The second element in

our explanation is the psychological in the woman's
state of mind and soul. Proceeding on the sup-

position of a connection with mysterious powers,

and perhaps under the excitation of narcotics, the

xromen especially (as in heathen magic) who made
necromancy a trade, might, through a fit psychi-

cal-somatical character, fall into an ecstatic, vi-

sionary state (as modern science supposes in som-
nambulic and magnetic phenomena), in which
with superstitious self-deception they had inward
perception of the things or persons inquire<I for

(the inquirers of course s6eing nothing), and ut-

tered their recollections or anticipations in dull,

suppressed tones, so that it seemed as if the utter-

ance came from other voices, particularly as if the

professedly summoned person spoke. See Tho-
luck: Die Proph. und ihre Weissagung, ^ ], "Die
Mantik \md die dort angefilhrten Thatsachen nebat

literarischen Nachweisu7jgcii.'' The seeing and
speaking of the woman of Endor must be thought
of in accordance with the nature and characteris-

tic phenomena of ancient and modern mantic
(magic), and like the visional-somnambulic states,

of which there are so many examples in our time,

es])ecially among v.'omen. What the woman in

this condition (in which she identified herself with

Samuel) said of Saul in the name of Samuel was
partly nothing but what Samuel had repeatedly
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said, partly nothing beyond the reach of natural

conjecture and inference ; for after the universally

known divine rejection of Saul, after the sad line

of experiences which showed that God had for-

saken him (he having forsaken God), and espe-

cially after the fact, which the woman learned

from Saul herself [v. 15], that in the presence of

the Philistine army he had inquired of the Lord
in vain, the fatal issue of this war could not be

doubtful. Calvin has touched the correct view

of the woman's condition when he says that "her

senses vere deceived, so that she wrongly sup-

posed that she saw Samuel," though he errs in

ascribing tliis effect to devilisli powers. Along
with the deceit whicii was necessarily connected

with this necromantic trade, we must suppose a

psychological fact (attested by the history of man-
tic [magic] and by modern science), which raises

that part of the procedure that relates to Samuel's

apparition and words out of the sphere of conscious

deception and illusive magic. It is only in this

Avay that we can explain the fact tliat the narra-

tor, according to whom the essential point is that

only the woman, not Saul, sees the apparition of

Samuel, represents it as if Samuel really appeared

and spoke.

The significance of tliis event for Saul is to be

seen not merely from the announcement of his fall

in battle, as the completion of the divine judg-

ment, but also from the attitude towards tiie living

God into which he has brought himself by his im-

penitence and self-hardening. Winer (s.r. Sanl)

takes a simple and correct view of the case wlien

he says: "It is a shame that the king, who had
expelled all soi'cerers, etc. (vers. 3, 9), must him-
jielf at last fall into the hands of a sorceress."

Saul's rejection as king was not his definite ban-

ishment from the presence of (iod. Even if the

theocratic kingship to which he had been called

had become impossible for liim and his house in

consequence of his disoliedience against God, the

king of his people, yet he individually might be

saved. But he persisted in his self-blinding, and
the sentence was complete in his personal rejec-

tion. A tool of heathenish superstition, which he
as king ought to have punished, must serve as a

means of announcing to him his sentence of death

as the conclusion of the divine judicial process, the

Lord having preserved silence, and thus already

passed sentence on him. The heathen Philistine

nation, the hereditary enemy of God's people,

constant war against whom was to be a holy state-

affair for the theocratic king, becomes the executor

of the divine decree, and carries out against him
and his house the sentence of death announced by

the necromantic impostor. Calvin: "Saul called

not on God with humility, ])rostrate mind and
penitent, believing heart, and therefore God
rightlv rejected liim, and the divine threatening

was verified in him (Ye siudl call on me, but

shall not be heard). He himself shows plainly

that he approaciied God as one in despair, because

he had no root of true faitii in iiis heart." In his

life-coui'se up to tiiis time Saul had descended

step by step deeper int(j the abyss of unbelief; lie

stands now on the last stej), about to plunge irre-

trievably into tlie depths of endless destruction.

2. There is a silence of God tliat is the dumb
reply to perverse invocation of His name, wherein

ma-.i seeks to make tlie divuie will subservient to

his own, instead of humbly bowing under the will

of God. Such a persistent silence on God's part

is the result of persistent opposition of the heart

to Him, and of the thence resulting hardening.

When man makes his own sinful will his god tiiat

he worships and his lord that he serves, he shows
the religious perversity of his soul when, like

Saul, he nevertheless calls on God and inquires

His will, in order to make this will subservient to

his selfish desire. Thus from unbelief follows ne-

cessarily superstition [Germ. : aiis unglauben folgt

aberglaube.—Tr. ]

[Gf the three schemes of explanation of this dif-

ficult passage now held—namely, that which re-

gards the atiair as a mere deception (Chandler,

Thenius), that which supposes a sort of mesmeric
clairvoyance in the woman (Keil, Erdmann), and
that which sees here a real appearance of Samuel
by divine power, the last has found most favor

among English orthodox expositors. In many
cases the exegesis is determined by dogmatic con-

siderations, as that such a real appearance of a

dead person is impossible, or not in keeping with

Scripture, or that the summoning of Samuel by a

witch is contrary to the holiness of God. Such
considerations must, however, be put aside when
our object is to discover simply what the narrator

affirms. It is clear that the writer says that Samuel
appeared and spoke (so Ewald, Erdmann). How
are we to accept this? The writer, says one class

of critics, shared the superstitions of his day, and
believed that the conjurations of the witch really

had power over the dead. Erdmann, however, is

not satisfied with this explanation, and accounts

for the narrator's affirmation that Samuel really

appeared on the ground tliat besides the element

of trickery in the woman's procedure, there was ii

reed psychological identifying of herself with the

deceased prophet, so that tlie narrator might rep-

resent her personation of him as his personal ap-

pearance. But certainly tliis explanation is hardly

satisfactory, and it is not easy to see how we can

avoid finding in the narration a distinct declara-

tion that Sanuiel actually api^eared and spoke.

The only thing in the account itself that opposes

this view is the fact that the woman only and not

Saul saw the apparition. But it is quite possible

that the apparitioa may have been in a different

room from tliat in which Saul found himself—
though this is not mentioned. Such seems to be

the plain statement of the text. The dogmatic

and other difficulties are discussed by Erdmann.
Chandler, in iiis Life of David, gives a full and

forcible presentation of the grounds for supposing

the whole affiiir to be an imposture by the wo-

man.

—

Tr.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Starke : Ver. 1 . Pious men are walls and jiil-

lars of cities and lands, Ezek. xxii. 30 ; therefore

if such men have to start away, all misfortune

starts forth too. (Gen. vii. 7 sq.). Ver. 2. Virtue

and bravery deserve to be rewarded ; but the

world is wont to promise lielievers reward, in or-

der to draw them otl' from the right way (Mattli.

iv. 9).— [Ver. 3: ScdTx: Hypocrites are fre-

quently very zealous against those crimes to wliicli

thev are not tempted at the time, or from which

they may suffer detriment ; and apostates fre-
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quently commit tliose sins, which they once were

most earnest in opposing.

—

Tr.].—Vers. 4, 5. J.

Laxge : So it goes with the ungodly, that here

already they feel in themselves a hell, when their

evil conscience awakes in them.

—

Soulier : Saul

fears before men, because he no longer feared

God ; if we see things rightly, all fear has no

other ground than lack of the fear of God.—The
fear of man has its ground in unbelief; true fear

of God makes one strong and courageous.—Ver.

6. Starke: To go to God when in distress is

good and necessary ; but it must be done without

hypocrisy, with true repentance and from the

lieart (Lsa. xxvi. 16).—If we do not hear God's

voice when it goes well with us, God can and will

refuse to hear our voice also, wlien it goes ill with

usiProv. i. 24 sq.). S. Sciimid: Ungodly men
and hypocrites care little for God and His service

in good days : but when misfortune comes, then

they wish to become pious also, and seek God's

counsel and help in every way.

—

Schlier : The
Lord gave Saul no answer. To turn to the Lord
Saul has not wished ; had he wished that, he

would also have found the Lord's grace. But

Saul had no concern about that ; he wished to

use the Lord for his own ends, he needed a disclo-

sure about his situation, and such a disclosure he

wished to force for himself without returning to

the Lord.

—

Oalvin : By this example we should

learn to draw near to (iod with all humility when
Ave wish to ask His counsel in prayer, far from all

obstinate self-will and passion ; for His arm is not

shortened that He cannot lielp those who take

refuge in Him. "Whence comes it that so often

our prayers are in vain, and our hopes deceive us ?

Our sins shut off the grace of God from us, and

our unrighteousness separates us from our God,

and fixes an immeasurable gulf between us and

God.—Ver. 7. S. Schmid: Happy is he who so

receives God's punitive silence or other signs of

His wrath, as to be led thereby to true repent-

ance; but hardened hearts take refuge, when God
is silent, in wicked men and Satan.

—

Schlier :

An example of the fact that the unbelief whicli

has lost the living God is always full of supersti-

tion instead, and thereljy is turned over not merely

to empty delusion and vain deception, but also to

tiie powers of dai-kness.—The human heart needs

something to cling to, sometliing to which it may
hold fast, a prop which its tendrils may firmly

clasp ; therefore when it leaves Him for whom it

was made, when it sinks into un]>elief, then it

clings to the power of superstition and of dark-

ness. Nothing frees horn superstition but true

faith.— [Ver. 7. Taylor: Here is the great dif-

ference between Saul in his sins, and David in

liis backslidings. From each of his Mis you hear

David come sobbing out a sorrowful confession

and appeal like that in tlie fifty-first Psalm ; in

eacli of Saul's wickednesses you see liim assuming

the attitude of sterner defiance toward the Al-

miglitv ; or if there be any sorrow in his lieart at

all,' it "is for the loss lie lias liimself sustained, or

tiie sufiering he has himself endured, and not for

the dishonor which he has done to God.

—

Tb.].—
Ver. 8. Hebinoer: So great is the power of con-

science that even tiiose wlio desire evil are ashamed

to have it known.

—

Cramer: Tiie ungodly love

darkness and shrink from tlie light (John iii. 19),

but God knows tiieir works (Prov. xvii. 16).

—

Vers. 11, 12. Hedinger [from Hall] : It is no<

rare thing to lose even our wit and judgment to-

gether with graces; how justly are the}- given to

sottishness, that have given themselves over to

sin !—Ver. 15. Schlier: We see here quite clearly

that the souls of the righteous rest in God's hand,
and no torment touches them. He who dies in

faith enters into rest in tlie Lord his God ; and
since, though the whole world come and use all

its arts of sorcery, it brings no such soul back to

the earth any more, it follows that we men have
no power over departed spirits.

—

[Scott : Many
who despise the servants of God while tliey live,

are so far convinced of their wisdom and titlelity,

that they vainly wish for their counsel and in-

struction, in distressing circumstances, after their

death. But in that blessed world to which they

are removed, they have done with fear, favor and
affection, and are become far more determined

than ever in the service and cause of God ; and
were they to appear they would denounce the

doom of impenitent sinners with more awful de-

cision than before,^—Ver. 15. Taylor: "I am
sore distressed." Oh ! the wild wail of this dark

misery ! There is a deep pathos and a weird

awesomeness in this despairing cry ; but there is

no confession of sin, no beseeching for mercy

;

nothing but the great, over-mastering ambition to

preserve himself. — Tr.].—Ver. 16. S. Schmid:
He is highly unfortunate and foolish wlio, when
God forsakes him, prefers to seek help and coun-

sel from creatures, rather than by true repentance

to make himself again a reconciled friend to God.
—Schlier : "VVilt tliou have light for all the rid-

dles and dark questions of this life, betake thy-

self to God's Word; there enough is revealed,

there is what is necessary to find evei-ything, and
what goes beyond that, comes of evil.—^"er. 18.

Schlier : God's wrath is so dreadful, that when
all has been in vain He utterly gives up the sin-

ner to His judgments, and unsparingly causes him
to learn that sin is ruin to a people.—The judg-

ment of hardening comes only when the crime of

hardening has first entered. When we shut our-

selves against the voice of God, then on the part

of God also must hardening follow, as surely as

God is a holy and righteous God, who does not

allow Himself to be trified with.—Ver. 20. Cra-
mer : The ungodly do not grow better after God's

wrath is made known, but always worse (Acts vii.

54). [Taylor: Alas for Saul ! how changed is

he now from that day when Samuel communed
with him concerning the kingdom, or when, in

the first noble assertion of his royal right, he de-

livered the men of Jabesh-Gilead Irom their

threatened destruction ! Did ever promise of so

fair a life ripen into such bitter fruit?—Tr.]

[Vers. 1, 2. One of two things David must now
do, and either will be grossly wrong, disgraceful,

and hurtful both to liimself and to others. To
this miserable alternative he had brought him-

self, by distrusting (iod and relying on deception.

It is one of the severest earthly penalties of wrong-

doing, that it often leads to the apparent necessity

of doing other and greater wrong.

[Vers. 4-20. Contrcmt between Saul and David at

thi)i crisis of their history: 1) Both are in great

distress. We see David in the camp of the Phi-

listines, seemingly compelled to fight against Is-

rael and against the anointed of Jehovah (corap.
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xxvi. 11) ; and presently we see Saul journeying

in fasting and fatigue, in peril and gloomy des-

lieration across the mountain, and entering in dis-

guise the witch's abode. Both are entirely un-

able to decide what to do or what to hope for. 2)

Each is suffering the consequences of past sin.

3) But one has utterly forsaken God, and feels

that " God is departed " from him, and now the

sad story of his disobedience comes back (vers.

17, 18), and his worst fears are confirmed (ver.

19), till at last, behold his mighty frame prone on
the earth in an agony of despair. The other has

yielded to distrust and fallen into sin, but has not

at heart abandoned the Lord ; it may have been
in no such lively exercise then as to give liim any
comfort, but sinning, sorrowing David had still

in his heart the fear of Jehovah. 4j And as a

result, the fallen king, ruinously defeated and des-
pairing, dies next day by his own hand (xxxi.)

;

while the merciful over-ruling of God's Provi-
dence extricates David from his position (xxix.)
and prepares for liim a new chastening, which
brings him to repentance and trust (xxx! 4, G-8).
Behold the difierenee between a sinning man im-
penitent, unl)elieving, proud, and a sinning man
ready to repent, clinging to faith and really hum-
ble before God. (C'omp. below on chap, xxx
" Hist, and Theol.").—Tr.]

[Vers. 21-25. Even in a sorceress, with all her
decejjtions and delusions, her wild and dreadful
life, the true woman comes out at the nuite appeal
of misery. How kindly persuasive her words

;

how prompt her hospitable labors. We take
leave of her, as she took leave of the ruined king,
with a pitying heart.

—

Tr.]

II. David's Di-vnissal from (he Philii^tine Army.

Chapter XXIX. 1-11.

1 Now [Aud] the Philistines gathered together all their armies^ to Aphek ; and
2 the Israelites pitched by a [the] fountain"^ which is in Jezreel. And the lords' of

the Philistines passed on by hundreds and by thousands, but [and] David aud his

B men passed ou in the rearward [rear] with Achish. Then said the princes^ of the
Philistines, What do these Hebrews here f And Achish said unto the princes of
the Philistines, Is not this David, the servant of Saul the \om. the] king of Israel,

which [who] hath been with me these days or these years,^ and 1 have found no
4 fault in him siuce he fell unto me unto this day? And the princes of the Philis-

tines were wroth with hira ; aud the princes of the Philistines said unto him. Make
this fellow [the manj return, that he may go again to his place which thou hast ap-
pointed him, aud let him not go down with us to battle, lest in the battle he be an
adversary® to us ; for wherewith should he reconcile himself [make himself aceept-

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 1. Lit. " camps."

—

Tr.]
2 [Ver. 1. Sept. Endor, Arab. " near the r-ity (T_J?) Jezrccl,' Syr. apparently " in In " as proper name. Eng. A.

V. is correct.

—

Tr.]
* [Ver. 2. pO sercn (rendered ' lord " in Eug. A. V. tliroughont this chapter), a word of doubtful origin, sup-

posed by some to be connected with the similnr Aramaic subst. which means "axle," magistrates being consi-
dered supports on which the state revolves. On the relations between the Aramaic and the Phoenician-Canaan-
itish dialects see Scliroder, PliOnizische Spraclir, Einl. § 11.

—

Tk.]

* [Ver. 3. The ordinary word Itt', which Eng. A. V. renders " princes" throughout this chapter.

—

Tr.]
T

5 [Ver. 3. An indefinite phrase, but not therefore suspicious. The versions have dealt variously with it.

Chald. and Vnlg. follou- tlie Heb. literally (,as Eng. A. V.), except that Vulg. has '• mulHs dicbus." Syr. "has "this
time and time and months," which is understood by some to mean "those two years and some months," but it

is more probably a rfproduction of the phrase in xxvii. '/, and =" a year and some months " (so ,4Lrab.). The
Sept. rj^epas toOto hivT^pov eros perhaps contains a duplet, as Wellh. suggests, and the text of Stier and Theile

(eclectic) gives Seu'repor eVos a-i^fj-epov "two years to-day." Sept. probably read D'Hity " two years," not, however,
• - T :

D'Jiy D'O" ni (suggested by Wellh. as basis of the Heb. and Greek texts) which would not be rendered "two
-

: T V
'

years " but " two days." It seems better, on the whole, to retain the present Heb. text, and regard Sept. aud Syr.
as free renderings.—Ti:.]

6 [Ver. 4. rieb. rcajy safrni. used in the genera! sense of" adversary" in the earlier books of the Bible, and with
' T T

the Art. as a proper name in Job and Zechariah, and without the .irt. in 1 Chr. xxi. 1. The verb. JOtJ'
" to hate.

Vie hostile to," is used only in the general sense. Fiirst refers to the curious view of Justin Martyr (Dial, cum
Tri/ph. 10;5) that Sarai'as = NC3D lynj '"'the apostate serpent."

—

Tr.J
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5 able] unto his master ? should it not be with the heads of these men ? Is not this

David, of whom they sang one to another in dances, saying, Saul slew his thou-

sands, and David his ten thousands ?

6 Then Achish called David, and said unto him, Surely [oin. surely], as the Lord

[As Jehovah] liveth, thou hast been [art] upright, and thy going out and thy coming

in with me in the host is good in my sight ; for I have not found evil in thee since

the day of thy coming unto me unto this day; nevertheless the lords favour thee

7 uot [but in the eyes of the lords thou art not good]. Wherefore [And] now re-

8 turn and o-o in peace, that thou displease not the lords of the Philistines. And
David said unto Achish, But' what have I done ? and what hast thou found in thy

servant so long as I have been with thee [from the day* when I was in thy presence]

unto this day, that I may not go fight against the enemies of my lord the king ?

9 And Achish answered and said unto David, I know^ that thou art good in my sight

as an anger° of God ; notwithstanding [but] the princes of the Philistines have said,

10 He shall not go up with us to the battle. Wherefore [And] now, rise up early in

the morning with thy master's servants that are come with thee;^' and as soon as

11 ye be up early in the morning, and have light, depart. So David and his men
rose up early to depart in the morning, to return into the land of the Philistines.

And the Philistines went up to'- Jezreel.

" [Ver. 8. '3 is here a eohortative and illative particle, and might be rendered "then" (so Erdmann), but, as

it is also adversative, the translation of Eug. A. V. is better.—Tr.1

8 [Ver. 8. DTD- Wellhansen : Either omit It^X or write the Art. before DV-—Te.]

9 [Ver. 9. Perhaps better with Thenius and Philippson: " I know it, for (or, yea) thou art, etc." This avoids

the redundancy of the translation of Eng. A. V. and Erdmann :
" I know ... in my eyes." The quia of the Vul-

jrate = " quod."

—

Tr.] ., ,

10 I Ver. 9. Erdmann: " Messenger," not so well. Sept. omits, perhaps because the phrase was considered un-

suitable intlie mouth of a heathen. For the significance of its use see ttie Exposition and Translator's note.

—

Tr.]
11 [Ver. 10. Here the Sept. inserts :

" and go ye to the place where I have appointed you, and set thou nothing

evil in thy heart, for thou art good in my sight." Thenius and Wellhausen favor this insertion on the ground

that after the "rise early" follows usually the mention of the thing done, while the Heb. text has the unneces-

sary repetition " rise eaily ... and rise early " (the " as soon as " of Eng. A. V. is not expressed in the Heb.). On
tiie other hand, we cannot well account for the omission of this clause, if it formed a part of the original text,

while the insertion might h.ive been made by a copyist (or the phrase added on the margin) to soften the repeti-

tion. We may suppose the verb here repeated because of the intervening clause, which called for a change in

the Number of the Verb.—Tr.]

V

216 '28) TinThat case, of course, the' expression ' the' Philistines went up to Jezree"l ' would be meaningless, since

they were already there. But Aphek is the same in xxi.x. 1 as in iv. 1, near Mizpeh and Ebenezer." Yet, from

Aphek near Mizpeh to Jezreel would be going down, not np. From some lower place (as near Shunem) they

would naturally advance to seize the hill Jezreel, which lay between their camp and Saul's. The fountain in Jez-

reel (ver. 1) is perhaps the grand spring at the foot of Gilboa, regarded as being in the district of Jezreel.

—

Tb.]
,

bold spring on the northwest declivity of Gilboa,

whence flows a brook through the Wady Jalud

into tlie Jordan. There the Israelitish army en-

camped opposite the Plilistine in a well-watered

spot near Jezreel. " Elsewhere also a spring gives

name to a stopping-place or border line, 2 Sam.
xvii. 17; Num. xxxiv. 11" (Bottch.).—Ver. 2.

Vivid description of the array of the Philistine

army, not at the mustering (Bunsen), but in their

movement to Aphek. In divisions of hundreds

and thousands, at the head of their divisions the

''Princes [lords] of the Philistines" marched on,

properly "marched over," that is, over the plain

of Esdraelon to Jezreel (comp. ver. 4). Plere in

the north they advanced with their whole force,

in order to bring about a decisive battle in the

plain with the Israelites, not being able to main-

tain themselves permanently in the mountains.

Their advance to Jezreel forced Saul to lead liis

whole array thither. There is no ground or ne-

cessity for supposing that thej' had occupied or

ravaged the middle portion of the country Mliere

Saul's royal residence, Gibeah lay, in order then

to carry the war into the extremely fruitful north-

ern district, and thus soon conquer all Israel (Ew.,

Gesch., III., 142), "for towards the end of hia

exegeticae and critical.

Ver. 1. Resumption of the narrative of the tear

between the Philistines and Israelites, xxviii. 1-4,

Avith an exacter description of the positions of the

two armies. Aphek—to be distinguished from the

places of the same name in Asher (Josh. xix. 80;

Judges i. 31), in Judah on the mountain (.lo-

.shua XV. i^o), and near Ebenezer (1 Samuel iv.

1
) —belonged to Issachar, and is probably the

same with the present el Afuleli near Solam=
Sunem ( v. d. Velde, il/e»?i., p. 286 ; Ew., GescL, III.,

142, A. 2). Southea.st of this Philistine rendez-

vous the Israelites were encamped " at the spring

near Jezreel," the present Zerin (Kob., III., i.

."0.')) [Am. ed., ii. .^1 9-323, where Robinson ex-

plains the identity of the names Jezreel and Zerin,

the Heb. el often' becoming in in Arabic, as Bei-

tin = Bethel; so Zerel=Zerin.—Tu.] Ain [=
"spring"] is not = Endor, as the Sept. wrongly

gives it, whence it is adopted by Euseb. in the

Onomasticon, but the present Ain Jalud* a very

* [Th.at is, "sprinc of Goliath," according to a tradi-

tion that here David killed Goliath; or "spring of

Gilend" as the ancient name ot Gilboa (A. P. Stanley in

Smith's nict. of the r.iblr. Art. JezreelK—Ta.]
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reign Saul's military strength was probably not

so great that lie could have divided it" frhea).

The Philistines having begun their march, Achish
found himself with David in the rearguard.—Ver.

o. The other leaders object to the presence of Da-
vid and his men : What do these Hebrews
here ? As it is said in ver. 11 that David re-

turned to the lantl of the Philistines, and accord-

ing to XXX. 1 they reached Ziklag after a three

days' march, the objection ofthe Philistine princes

must have been made on Israelitish soil, or near

the Palestinian border, but not at the commence-
ment of the march. From Achish's reply it ap-

pears that the princes distrusted David, suspect-

ing that he would go over to his own people and
liglit against the Philistines. Achish observes 1)

that David is servant of Saul, king of Israel, thus

alluding to his enmity with Saul, 2) that he has
already been allied with him a long time against

Saul, " these days or these years" = " a year and
a day," indelinite statement of iflie time men-
tioned in xxvii. 7: "a year and four months,"

—

and 3) that in all this time he has seen nothing
in him to awaken suspicions of treachery. From

the day of his falling (i'73 J, instead of [rather,

used alongside of

—

Tr.] 1 /3J, see Ew., | 255, d).

The vss. add " to me," according to the usual
construction of the verb, though we need not there-

fore insert "to me" (''7X) in the text (Then.),

" since it is understood from the context" (Keil).

On these grounds Achish thought himself cpiite

sure of David, comp. xxvii. 12.—Ver. 4. The
twofold designation of the Philistine leaders, here
"chiefs" [Eng. A. V. "princes"], in ver. 2,
" princes" [Eng. A. V. "lords"] comes from the
circumstantial character of the narration, not from
oversight (Then.), though the Sept. and Vulg.
omit the second name. The chiefs of the Phi-
listines did not accept Achish's explanation, but
were angry with him, and demanded of him
that he send David back to his place, which
lie (Achish) had appointed him, that is, to

Zikliu/. They said : He shall not go down
with us into the battle. " Go down" nyj
is a regular technical military expression, derived
irom the necessity in that mountainous country
of descending into the plain to fight," comji. xxvi.
10; XXX. 24. To Achish's defence of David they
reply : 1 1 he might become an adversaii/ to them
in battle, though he had hitherto been an ally

;

2) he might wish to recommend himself to his

lord, though he had up to this time ojjposed him,

—

with the heads of these men. The Hithpael
of the verl) [T'i'!i~\) indicates zealous self-activity,

"earnestly to commend one's self," or, "to seek
to make one's self acceptable" ( Ew., ? 124 a).

"These," they say, pointingto the Philistine troops.

Ky defeating a part of our force, said they, he
would try to regain Saul's favor. Herein is a
recognition of David's bravery and military abi-
lity, which they would be the less disposed to

tloubt when they recollected the defeat he had
formirly iiillicted on (roliath and the Palestine
arrny. For thev sav 3) Is this not David, of

* [This is a .'sufBeient reply to Wellhausen's remark
that "tlie narrator lierc forgets that he i.s dealing with
a Phili;:tine, who [as dwelling in a plain] would prolia-
bly use the (ippnsite expression [go np]."—Tit ]

whom they sang in dances ? &c. Comp.
xviii. 7 with xvi. 11. It is the same argument
that Acliish's servants uscil against him on his
first visit to Achish's court. Ihe Philistines'

recollection of tluit achievement is here to be the
means of rescuing David from the painful neces-
sity of going into battle with the Philistines
against his own people.

[

Ver. G. Achish is obliged to yield to the de-

!
cided demand of his comrades. He assures Da-

j

vid that his confidence in him is unshaken, that

I

he regards him as an honorable antl faithful man.

j

Achish's oath " by the life of Jchovdh " is to be
explained not by the fact that a Hebrew is here
the narrator (Tlien.), or that Achish had learned
from David to know and honor the God of Israel

(S. Schmid), but by his desire to attest more
strongly the "truth of iiis words by invoking the
God wliom David worshipped. .Vchish, how-
ever, does not .say that he had been jileased with
David in former wars (Tremell., Vatablus), but
his words refer to this campaign, he assuring him
of his confidence in contrast with the distrust of
the princes. He means to say : To me thou art

the object of undoubting trust, but the princes do
,
not wish thee to take part in the campaign. Thus

;

he excuses himself, as it were, to David for the
fact that he must now (ver. 7) bi<l him return,

that he may do nothing evil in the eyes
of the princes of the Philistines.—Ver. 8.

As Achish remains true in word and deed to his

honorable confidence in Dtivid, so David remains
true to his role (xxvii.) of di^^honorahlc prevarica-

tion to Achish ; for, when he says : that I should
not go and fight against the enemies of
my lord, the king —this "my lord, the king,"
may refer as well to Acliish as to Saul; and, for

the rest, he could not have been in earnest in say-
ing that he would fight, for he certainly would
not have fought against his own countrymen
(Then.).—Ver. 9. Achish trustingly accepts Da-
vid's words as referring to himself, and renews the
assurance of confidence in his honor. The I
know is the reply to David's assertion of his
faithfulness in the question: "What have I
done?" etc. [Translate :

'' I know it, for thou art

good," etc.—Tk.] Acliisli's testimony to David's
fidelity and honor (on the words: "yea, thou art
in my eye.s," etc. comp. (ren. xlviii. 19) rises to
the point of comparing him with an '' angel (=
messenger)* of God," see 2 Sam. xiv. 17 ; xix. 27.

1 esteem thee as highly, he would .say, as if thou
wert sent to me from God—but the princes say :

" he shall not go up with us to tlie war." The word
" go up " refers to the progress of the march from
the south upwards towards the nortli.

—

Wv. 10.

With the servants of thy lord, that is, of
Saul ; whose subjects they were. [On the text
see "Textual and Grammatical."

—

Tr.]—A"er. 11.

David returns to Philistia, to Ziklag (xxx. 1 ).

—

That David, in order to avoid a sad alternative,

himself artfully roused the opposition of the Phi-
listine princes to his participation in the cam-
paign (as Thenius thinks not impossible), is, even

* [This word is probably to be taken here in a superna-
tural sense. We need not suppose this a HeVirew idea
put into the mouth of tlie Pliilistine; the conception of
superhuman messiMi';ers of God (= our ''anaels") is so
general and natural tliat there is no difficulty in sup-
po-iing it U> be knnwn and used among the Plulistines.
-Tl! 1
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if possible, too bold a conjecture; the narrative

gives no ground for it.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. God's patience is such that the sins of the

members of His kingdom are not visited with ex-
pulsion from communion with Ilim, so long as

they, like David, direct their inner life to Him in

faith, and are willing to be guided by Him. But
such sins as we here see in David—fear of man,
unfaith, having recourse to heathen protection,

deceitful beliaviour towards the kind and hono-
rable king Acliish—God does n(jt pass by, on the

one hand, without the exhibition of His punitive
righteousness, partly punishing sin with sin, as we
here see in David from a fundamental sin (doubt
and little faith) all other sins issuing, these again
coming one irom another, partly inflicting inter-

nal anguish and external perplexities and pain-
ful experiences; but, on the other hand, he re-

strains evil consequences, and brings into play
former exhibitions of His helping might (as here
in the Philistines' recollection of David's victory
over Goliath and the army), so to order all things
according to His mercy and wisdom that the blame-
worthy evil does not lead to destruction, and sub-
serves the ends of His providential government of
the luorld.

2. Certainly David's untruthfulness is not to be
measured by Cliristian inorality (Then.), for the
mingling of the standpoints of the Old and New
Testaments by introducing tlie latter into the for-

mer, both as respects moral knowledge and ))ibli-

cal ethics, and as respects religious truth and bib-

lical dogmatics, is set aside by the difTerence of
the two Testaments in the development of the
liistory of revelation and tiie kingdom of God.
Especially in judging of individual, concrete,

ethical phenomena in the relation between
man and man, where the principle of love
is limited by national relations, we must take
into consideration the limitation of the tlieo-

cratic principle of life to the sphere of the
national life in respect to those peoples that
were outside of the theocracy. Nevertheless all

ethical phenomena in the life of the Old-Testa-
niental l)earers of the divine revelation and tlie

theocratic principle must be looked at from tlie

highest point of view, -which is given in God's
holy will itself, and judged as to their etliical

character and value by the absolute standard.
The God of absolute trutli (Num. xxiii. 19; 2
Sam. XV. 29) demands truth from his "saints"
(comp. Ex. XX. 6 with xix. (J and Prov. vi. 10-19;
Deut. xix. 11). To the God of truth and faith-

fulness (Ps. xl. 10-12 [9-11]) the lips must not
speak falsehood (Ps. xxxiv. lo [13]), as David
himself declares. Apart, however, from the
stand-point of revelation, David's conduct to

Achish is condenmed from tlie stand-point of
natural-human inorality l)y the unsuspecting
faithfulness and honor of the' heathen king.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1, 2. S. Sciimid : The sins of the princes
of the people put weapons into the hands of the

enemies of God and the (.'hurcli.— Ver. 3 sq.

[.ScoiT : "Wliile presumptuous f^iimcrs are given
up to the etiecls of their own counsels and driven
headlong to destruction, the sins of the upright
are repented of antl pardoned ; and the Lord
takes care both of iheir peace and reputation.—

•

Tr.]—Hedikuer (from Hall): O the wisdom
and goodness of our God, that can raise up an
adversary to deliver us out of those evils which
our friends cannot !

—

Schlier : When the Lord
thinks on us, He comes at the right time with
His blessing also. Pie has ways, even where we
know no further expedient, and can give counsel
and help where we might already despair.—Ver.
4. ScHLiER : God's children ai-e not jieople that

have no failings and \\'eaknesses any more. But
on account of such failings God does not yet cast

ofl' His children. Even if we sin, He does not

yet at once give us up; He chastens us, l)ut He
does not cast us oil".— [Ver. (i. Scott: When
worldly people have no evil thing to say of us,

but will bear testimony to our uprightness, we
need desire no more from them : and tliis we
sliould aim to acquire by prudence, meekness
and a blameless life. But their jiattering com-
mendations are almost always purchased by im-
proper compliances, or some measure of decep-
tion, and commonly may cover us with confusion.
—^Tr.] — Ver. 7. Cramer: God guides His
saints wonderfully (Ps. iv. 4 [3]), and holds

them back from sins which if they were given up
to themselves, they would conmiit, acting against

their own conscience, and rescues them from
great peril also, into which they would other-

wise have fallen through their thoughtless pro-

jects.

—

Hedinger [from Hall] : One degree
of dissimulation draws on another ; those which
have once given way to a faulty course cannot

easily either stop or turn Ijaek.— [Henry: No
one knows how strong the temi)tation is to com-
l)liment and dissemble, which they are in that

attend great men, and how hard it is to avoid it.

-

—

Tr.]— What v.holesome effects are produced under

God's guidance by that intercourse ivhich in the

world is indispensably necessctry between those who
ha:ve part in God's kingdom and those v:ho stand

aloof from it? 1) For those who stand aloof from

the kingdom of God: a) that they involuntarily

give honor to the living God ; b) that they

recognize in those who belong to His kingdom
the power of a higher divine character, and are

compelled to bow before that power (ver. 9) ; e)

that in themselves the remains of the divine

image again come forward, and they tind plea-

sure in that which is ethically good and beauti-

ful. 2) For those who have part in God's king-

dom themselves : a) Xht^ consoling perception that

even they who stand aloof from God's kingdom
have to serve as instruments for the fultilimnt of

the divine purposes and designs of salvation

(Prov. xvi. 7
)

; b) the wonderjvl cnnfrniution of

the truth that all things must work together for

good to them that love God (Rom. viii. 27), and

c) humbling self-knovlcdge in respect to their own
sins and faults, in view of the morally noble be-

haviour of those who stand aloof from the king-

dom of God, while they themselves are wanting

therein.
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III. David's Victory over the AmaleJcites who destroyed Ziklarj.

Chapter XXX. 1-31.

1 And it came to pass, when David and his Mieu were come' to Ziklag on the third

day, that the Amalekites had iuvaded the south^ and Ziklag, aud smitteu Ziklag

2 and burned it with fire ; Aud had taken the women captives [captive the women]
that were therein [ins. both small and great] ;' ihey slew^ not any either great or

small [om. either great or small], but carried them away [oif] and went on their

S way.* So [And] David and his men came to the city, and behold, it was burned
with fire, and their wives and their sons and their daughters were taken captives.

4 Then [And] David and the people that were with him lifted up their voice aud
5 wept, until they had no more power to weep. And David's two wives were taken

captives, Ahinoam the Jezreelitess, and Abigail the wife of Nabal the Carmelite.*

6 And David was greatly distressed [was in a great strait],' for the people spake of

stoning him, because the soul of all the people was grieved [bitter], every man for

his sous and his daughters ; but David encouraged [strengthened] himself in the

Lord [Jehovah] his God.
7 And David said to Abiathar the priest, Ahimelech's son, I pray thee, bring me

hither [om. hither] the ephod.^ And Abiathar brought thither [om. thither] the

S ephod to David. And David inquired at the Lord [of Jehovah], saying, Shall I

pursue^ after this troop? shall I overtake them? And he answered him. Pursue!

for thou shalt surely overtake them and without fail recover all [for thou shalt

9 overtake and deliver]. So [And] David went, he and the six hundred men that

were with him, and came to the brook Besor, where those that were left behind

10 stayed. ^° But [And] David pursued, he and four hundred men ; for [and] two
hundred abode behind, which were so faint that they could not go over the brook
Besor."

11 And they found an Egyptian in the field, and brought''' him to David, and gave

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 1. Some MSS. have X'33, fiiul in the better eodices the Inf. is written fiill.y Xi3.—Tr.]

2 [Ver. 1. Vulg. and Arab, read :
" the south of Ziklag," but negeh is probably here a proper name, the " South-

<;onntry;" this may acoount for the absence of tlie Art.

—

Te.]
3 [Ver. 2. The order of words in Eng. A. V. here is opposed to the accents and to the svntax. The reading

of the Heb. text, however, is harsh; we do not expect the descriptive phrase: "both small and great" to be
applied to "women," and therefore the reading of the Sept.: "the women and all that was in it" (comp. ver. 19)
commends itself as better. Dr. Erdmann. however, rejects it.

—

Tr.]
• [Ver. 2. "And slew no one," as in Ohald., Vulg. and some MSS., is much easier. Syr. and Arab, strangely

•omit the negative, and read: "they slew the men."

—

Tr.]
= [Ver. 2. Erdmann writes the passage from "and the Amalekites" in ver. 1 to the end of ver. 2 as a paren-

thesis, which is allowable, but not necessary.

—

Tr.]
6 [Ver. o. Some M.SS. of Kennicott and be Rossi have " the Carmelitess," referring to Abigail. See note on

xxvii. .3.—Te.]
' [Ver. 6. That is. " was in difficulty and danger," an idea not now so well expressed bj' the word " distress."

For "grieved" or "bitter" the Bib. Com. suggests "exasperated," which conveys the sense with precision.
-Tr.1

8 [Ver. 7. This word is commonly .and properly transferred, not translated (so Sept., Vulg., Syr.. Chald.) ; Sym.,
however, renders it by tTTuj/on't, Aq. hy intvSviJia, and Arab, by a descriptive phrase: "the breast-plate by which
thou inquirest."

—

Tr.|
* [Ver. 8. As this is a principal, not a subordinate question, Wellh. would insert the Interrog. n before this

verb.—Tk.]
10 [Ver. 9. Tt seems impossible to do anything with this plirase. That something stood here in an early

form of the te.xt is shown by the Sept. and other VSS. ; but these words give no sense: they cannot be prolepti-

•cal, as Erdmann explains them, for the word D'^mj supposes a division already made. The Syr. abandons the
• T

text, and explains : ".and David left two hundred men." The Vulg. reading: "and certain tired ones stayed"
(preferred by Then., and rejected by Erdmann), is easy; but the statement is here unnecessary and out of place.
It is more satisfactory to suppose that the plirase was early introduced into the text bj' clerical repetition from
the following verse.

—

Tr.]
" [Ver. 10. Wellh. suggests that the two halves of this verse have changed places; but this is unnecessary,

for, though the second half would fit on to ver. 9. the present order is quite in accordance with Heb. form of
Qarratioii! in which the explanation is often made to follow the principal statement.

—

Tb.]
'2 Ver. 11. Some MSS., and Sept. and Ar. read: "took him and brought him."

—

Te.]
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12 him bread, and he did eat, and they made him drink water. And they gave him
a piece of a cake of figs, and two clusters [cakes] of raisins; and when he had
eaten, his spirit'^ came again to him

;
for he had eaten no bread, nor drunk any

13 water, three days and three nights. And Uavid said unto him, To whom belongest

thou ? and whence art thou ? And he said, I am a young man of Egypt, '^ servant
to an Amalekite ; and my master left me because three days agone'^ I fell sick.

14 We made an invasion upon the south of the Cherethites, and upon the coast [on
the region] which belongeth to Judah, and upon the south of Caleb, and we burned

15 Ziklag with fire. And David said to him, Canst [Wilt] thou bring me down to
this company [troop] ?'^ And he said. Swear unto me by God that thou wilt nei-

ther kill me nor deliver me into the hands of my master and I will bring thee down
16 to this company [troop]. And when he had [And he] brought him down, [ins.

and] behold, they were spread abroad upon all the earth [over the whole land],

eating and drinking and dancing [revelling]", because of all the great spoil which
they had taken out of the land of the Philistines and out of the land of Judah.

17 And David smote them from the twilight even [om. even] unto the evening of the

next day,'^ and there escaped not a man of them, eave four hundred young men,
18 which rode upon camels and fled. And David recovered [rescued] all that the
19 Amalekites had carried away; and David rescued his two wives. And there was

nothing lacking to them, neither small nor great, neither sons nor daughters, nei-

ther [nor] spoil, nor anything that they had taken to them ; David recovered all.

20 And David took all the flocks and herds, [ ; ] which they drove before those other

cattle [they drove before him this flock],-" and said. This is David's spoil.

21 And David came to the two hundred men, which were so faint that they could
not follow David, whom they* had made also [om. also] to abide at the brook
Besor. And they went forth to meet David and to meet the people that were with

22 him ; and when David came near to the people, he saluted them. Then answered
all the wicked men and men of Belial [all the wicked and worthless men], of those

that went with David, and said. Because they went not with us, we will not give
ihQm. ought [aught] of the spoil that we have recovered, save to every man his-

23 wife and his children, that they may lead them mmy and depart. Then said David
[And David said]. Ye shall not do so, my brethren, with that which the Lord
[Jehovah] hath given us, who hath preserved us, and delivered the company

24 [troop] that came against us into our hand. For [And] who will hearken unto
you in this matter? but [for] as his part is that goeth down to the battle, so shall

25 his part be that tarrieth by the stuff*; they shall part alike. And it was so [it

came to pass] from that day forward, that he made it a statute and an ordinance
26 for''' Israel unto this day. And when [om. when] David came to Ziklag, he [andj

13 [Ver. 12. n-Tl, not tlie tiephesh, the "breath of life," Ijiit the breath considered as vigorous and truly alive,,

somewliat as in Eng. the word "spirit" has come to mean "courageous vigor and alertness."

—

Tr.]

1* [Ver. 13. Sept; has against connection and accents: "the young man of Egypt said, I am servant," etc.

Tk.]
'* [Ver. 1.3. Literally :

" to-day three," that is, as Chald. gives it, " to-day these three days," and some MSS.
have "three days." Vulg. nudiusertius.—TR.]

18 [Ver. 1.5. Sept. transfers TeSSovp; in other Greek VSS. we find cnJo-Tpe/x/ua and Ad^os. and also cufwi'o? (per-
haps, as Schleusner suggests, from the Chald. inX).—Tr.J

1' ["^'er. 16. Properly "keeping festival."—Tr.]
i& [Ver. 17. Erdmann renders: "towards the next day" Cafter Luther), which is doubtful. Eng. A. V. is sup-

pr rted by Vulg.. Chald., Sept. Chald., however, instead of using the same word as the Heb., has." the day which
was after it," and the Syr. has a similar form " in their rear," as if they read nnX, which does not suggest any
good emendation. As the Heb. word stand.s, the D- niay be regarded as pron<jni. suffix, "to their morrow"

(redundant), or as adverbial ending. Wellhausen emends the text and reads DOinn'?, which would suit the

Iftters of the present word, but does not particularly commend itself—Tn.]

»» [Ver. 20. So Erdmann renders, reading (with Vulg. and Then.) VJij'^ instead of 'J3'7. The sen.se will be

still better if wo further read in the beginning of the verse: "And they took," instead of "And David took."
The taking and driving seem to be the work of the same person (as Wellh. remarks), and it would be appropri-
ate tor David's men rather than for himself to set aside his spoil. This change would require very little altera-
tion of the lettering. As for the words : "this flock," they seem unnecessary (Wellh. would reject them as cleri-
cal explanation), yet do not interfere materially with the 'sense.-Tr.1

^ [Ver. 21. The Sing. " he" is found in some MSS., and in Sept., Syr., Arab., Vulg., Chald., and is better.—At

the end of the verse instead of D.t'n-r\X, the VSS. and some MSS. have Sx.—Tk.J

« [Ver. 25. There is a cood deal of aiithority (about fortv MSS., several jsrinted Edd., and the Vulg.) for read-
ing "in Israel," which is better.—Tk.I
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sent of the spoil unto the elders of Judah, even to \_oni. even to] his friends, saying,

27 Behold a i)resent lor you of the spoil of the enemies of the Lord [Jehovah] : To
them which were in Bethel, and to them which were in south Ramoth [in Rumotti-

28 negeb], and to them which were in Jattir, And to them which were in Aroer, aud
29 to them which were in Siphmoth, and to them which were in Eshtemoa, And to

them which were in Rachal, and to them which were in the cities of the Jerah-

30 meelites, and to them which were in the cities of the Kenites, And to them which
were in Hormah, and to them which were in Chor-"-ashan, and to them which were

31 in Athach, And to them which were in Hebron, and to all the places where David
himself and his men were wont to haunt [which David frequented, he aud his

men].

22 [Ver. 30. " Bor " is found in Sept., Syr., Vulg. and a number of E(i

and Wellhausen.—Tu.]

and MSS., and i.*; preferred by De Rossi

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 1-6. Description of the calamity inflicted

by the Amalekites, who plundered and burned
Ziklag, the grief of David and his men at their

loss, the danger to which he was exposed from tlie

exasperated people who threw the blame on him,

and his strengthening in the Lord.—The construc-

tion of the four first verses is as follows: the pro-

tasis extends through the three first verses, but

with two parentheses, the first extending from
" and the Araalekite," in ver. 1 to the end of ver.

2, the second including all of ver. 3 after the word
"behold;" the apodosis is ver. 4.—On the third

day, namely, after his departure from Achish.

The Amalekites had used David's absence and the

defenceless condition of Ziklag to revenge them-
selves for liis invasion of their territory (xxvii.

8). The south and Ziklag, the general term
preceding the particular. Tiie Negeb is tlie south-

country, so called by the Israelites as being the

southern part of Palestine or Judah, while it was
north of the Amalekite territory. According to

ver. 13 they had plundered Ziklag three days be-

fore David's return. In verse 2 only the women
are said to have been carried away ; the children,

mentioned in vers. 3, 6, are omitted liere for bre-

vity's sake. Tlie Sept.'s addition to the text of

the words " and all " is unnecessary ( against The-
nius).* So the words "nor woman" after "man"
are an explanatory insertion of the Sept. It is

expressly remarked that the women were not slain,

because tliey intended to make slaves of them and
the children [in contrast with David's conduct,

xxvii. 11.

—

Tr.]. The iivo wives of David, Ahi-
noam and Abigail, are especially named, xxv. 42

sq., xxvii. 3. The great sorrow that they all,

David and his men, expressed with tears and cries,

corresponds with the great peril that threatened

David, the people charging their misfortune on
him and thinking of stoning him.—The soul
of all the people was bitter, they were deeply

agitated. But he strengthened himself in
the Lord his God, he had recourse to Him in

order (ver. 7 sq.) to inquire of him by the
ephod, as he had done, xxiii. 9. His strength-

ening in the Lord consisted in the fact that, being

as-sured through his inquiry of the Lord's assist-

ance, he straightway set out with his embittered

men to recover the spoil from the Amalekites.

* [On this reading see " Textual and Grammatical."
-Tk.]

Vers. 7-10. David's arrangements to secure his

end : 1 ) the religious preparation, verses 7, 8 ; he
first assured himself of the Lord's will that he
should pursue the enemy, and of His promise that

he should be successful,—on the words " bring me
the ephod," which indicate that the ephod was
exclusively the property of the high-priest,* comp.
Hengst., Beit. [Contributions, ete.] 3, G7 sq.,—2)
his military disposition of his men, vers. 9, 10. The
six hundred men appear here as belbre. They
are divided into two parts, four hundred pursue
the enemy, two hundred remain behind, when
they have reached the brook JBesor. [But this ar-

rangement was not at first intended by David ; it

was a necessity forced on him by the exhaustion
of the two hundred.

—

Tr.]. The brook Besor is

probably the present Wady el Sheria, which be-

gins in the hill-country of Judah and flows in a
south-westerly direction south of Gaza into the
sea. See Raumcr, Pal. p. 52. [Rob. thought it

the Wady Ar arah, and Grove and Porter think
it yet unidentified.

—

Tr.].—At this brook and in

its valley—both must be considered here, because

the staying behind of some of David's men, after-

wards referred to their exhaustion, supposes an
insurmountable difficulty in the ground—" the

rest" (D'"inijri ver. 9) remained in a position

adapted to the protection of the baggage which
was left here (see ver. 24). The narrator here
anticipates what is told in ver. 10 ; it is a jirolep-

tical expression, arising from the vivacious de-

scription of David's rapid march with four hun-
dred men, and there is no need to change the text

into the Vulg. lassi "wearied" (= D")1J3n), as

Tlien. proposes, especially as the ancient VSS.
had it and explained it by periphrases (Keil).f

The verb ("^JS) = " to be weary" in Syr., occurs

only here and in ver. 21. Weariness was the

reason of their remaining behind. At the same
time they served to guard the baggage (ver. 24).

Vers. 11-16 a. David gets information of the

Amalekites from an Egyptian straggler. Ver. 11.

Aud they found an Egyptian ; from the prox-

imity of Egypt tlie Amalekites had Egyptians as

slaves (comp. ver. 13). And they took, that

is, brought him to David, a pregnant expression

in keeping witli the rapidity of the action. The
insertion of the Sept. "and they brought him," is

clearly an exjilanatory reading (against Then.).

* [The inquiry was probably conducted by the high-
priest, in a way unknown to us, but more probably the
answer came through the priest's mouth.

—

Tr.J

t [See " Te.'ct. and tiram.—Tb.]
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"Bread" (QD^) = food ; they gave him to eat

unci to drink ;" the general statement stands first.

Ver. 12. The sort of food which they gave him.

( )n the " fig-cakes " see on xxv. 18. His spirit

returned to him, he revived ; Iiaving been

left behind sick, and having been three days and

three nights without food, he had lain exhausted

on the field.*— \\n-. l-> s(j. The Egyptian's an-

swer. To whom belongest thou ? that is, as

slave, for as such he was recognized by his exte-

rior. '-Whence art thou?" (Tip 'H. the '?< re-

mains unchanged, the HT? changes according to

the relations of the sentence. F]w. § .326 a).—" We
invatled ;" the verb here only stands with the Ac-

cus., ttsually with a Prep. (3' /X, 7j?, see ver. 16).

— The t^r>^t fjeorjraphlcal stafeinenf [ver. 14] : On
the south of the Cherethites.f a Philistine

tribe dwelling in the south and on the sea (see

ver. 16), which came originally, as the name in-

<licates, from the island of Crete. See in Steph.

Bvzant. s.v. Gaza, the tradition that the Cretans

under Minos made an expedition against the

neighboring coast ofGaza. Reasons for the view

that Caphtor, the home of the Philistines (who
were not indigenous to Canaan, but immigrants,

Dent. ii. 23 ; Amos ix. 7 ), is identical with Crete,

may be seen in Bertheau zur Oesch. d. Israel., p.

186-200. Comp. Ewald Gesch. [Hist, of Israel]

I. 336. Against tliis view see Starke's Gaza, p.

'66 sq., 99 sq., Dunker's Gesch. d. Alterthums I.,

,339 A. [See also Vaihinger's Article " Philis-

ter,'^ and Miiller's Art. "Kanaan" in Herzog's

Jl.-E., and Miiller's more recent book " Die Se-

miten," in which he wrongly makes tiie Philis-

tines Japhethites. The whole question is obscure,

but there is some ground for holding that the Phi-

listines first passed from the neighborhood of the

Persian Gulf into Lower Egypt (Gen. x. 14,

"whence came the Philistines"), thence through
Crete to Canaan, to which country they have given

the name Palestine. This would explain the

Piuenician-Canaanitish type of their language.

—

Tr.].J:— Tlie m-ond statement: On -what per-

tained to Judah, the southern regions of Ju-
dali, forming the eastern portion of the Negeb or

Southland, which stretched across from the Me-
diterranean to the Dead Sea. Tlie third state-

ment: On the south of Caleb.

—

Caleb, one of

the twelve spies, as reward for his faithfulness and
believing courage, he alone witii .loshua, daring,

and advising the people, to enter tiie land (Num.
xiii. 6, 30 : xiv. 6 sq.), was, with .Joshua, alone

considered worthy to tread the land of promise
;

the city of Hebron and its environs was given to

him and his posterity as a lasting possession.

Wlivn tiie city of Hebron was afterwards assigned

to tlie priests, the race of Caleb yet retained all

tiie adjacent fields and villages (.losh. xxi. 11 sq.).

Tiiough it belonged to the tril)e-territory of .Tu-

dali, the district of Caleb is regarded as a distinct

region ; it formed the eastern part of the Negeb

* [Wordsworth (Cmnw. in loco.), sees in this a type of
Christ's mercy to the outeast. The two prooedures are
both examples of Iciniiness, but there is no typical rela-

tion ))etwoen them.

—

TrJ
+ Tnsn = D'n"l3, E/.ek. xxv. 10; Zoph. ii. G. used

as synonymous with the Philistines.

t j David's boilyiinard (2 Sam. viii. 18) wa.s probably
composed of IMulistines.—Tii.J

as far as the Dead Sea, comp. xxv. 3. Tlie three
regions, which the Auialekites invaded, are named
from West to Ivist. \Vc lienee see that the plun-
dering expedition of the Amalekites extended
over the wliole South-country, and was not in-

tended for Ziklag ulone.— \''er. 15. David's ques-
tion: Wilt thou bring me down to this
troop? supposes the xVmalekites had marched
sovUiiward, and dwelt there south of .Judah and
Pliilistia. The Egyptian assures himself by an
oatii (by "Eluiiim," not by ".Jehovah "1, from
David that he will not kill him, " because in-

formers and guides, after having been used, were
often so disposed of" (Thenius), and that he
would not deliver him up to his master,
because the latter woujd have killed him for his

service to David.—Ver. 1(1 a assumes tluit David
gave him the oath. He brought him down.
—It is unnecessary (witli Sept. and Tlien.) to in-

sert "thither." Though the slave was left be-

hind sick, he yet knew the direction which " this

troop" had taken.

Vers. 16 6-20. David surjirises the Amalekites
and recovers the booty. Ver. 16 b. After "be-
hold" we ought perhaps to supjjose "they" (HOn)

fallen out (so Then, after Sept.). The narrative

gives a lively description of the Amalekite troop,

scattered over the ground (so David found them),
revelling after their successful foray, and "cele-

brating a feast because of all the great spoil."—Ver.
17. Thus abandoned to jollity David suri)rises

them. The statement : from the twilight to
the evening is under.stood by some to mean from
the «io/-«/(ir/-twiliglit, by otliers to mean from the

et'e7im(/-twilight, the Heb. word C^t^.J) being used

in both senses, for example, in the former in Job
vii. 4. In favor of the viorning-twilight is 1 ) that

David could only have surprised the revelling

Amalekites by a night-march ; and 2) the coun-

ter-limit :
" to the evening." Luther: '' from morn-

ing to evening." The succeeding word (DHinrD;)
^ ° ° T T T:t| :

means not " on the following day," but (because

of tiie Prep.) "towards the next day" (Luth.)

According to the former rendering the fight would
have lasted two whole days, which is improbable.

According to the latter it lasted (as agrees with

the circumstances) only one day, from morning to

evening, when according to Heb. reckoning the

following day began. The suffix (D-), which the

ancient VSS., except Syr. and Arab.,* do not ex-

press, is perhaps an adverbial endingf (Maurer,

Ges., Then., Keil). That David had to fight the

Amalekites a whole day .sliows that after the first

surprise in the twilight tiiey made obstinate re-

sistance. [Instead of " the next day," Bib.-Com.

proposes to read "to wipe them out" (DDIPIO;),

and similarly Wellhausen. The present text is

difficult. The addition " towards the morrow "

(Erdmann) is unnecessary, and the }ihrase itself

is strange, thougii sustained I)y the ancient ver-

sions. No expiauatiou yet proposed is satisfac-

tory.

—

Tr.].— \'er. 18 s(j. Statement of David's

complete success ; he recovered all the goods and
persons that the Amalekites had carried away.

—Ver. 20. All the sheep and oxen David

* The.y, however, rt'ud DTT'^nXO-

t .\s ill D-DV, DJn.
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"took away, namely, fmni tlie Amalckites, not

merel what tliev had taken from him, but other

i-ieh hooty in cattle. " That Hock " (N^HH nAp-pH)

[Euu-. A. V. wrongly "those other cattle"] is not

the liock that belonged to David, and was now
reeoverL'd l)y him IVom the Amalekites. So some
oxpositoi's take it, exiilaining it that David caused

the flocks captured irora the Amalekites to be

driven before the rest which belonged to him, with
the cry :

" this is the spoil of David ;" but there

is no previous special mention of stolen cattle

which would justify such a retrospective designa-

tion : "before'that ( David's) flock." "That flock,"

in such a demonstrative or retrospective sense,

can only be the previously-mentioned cattle cap-

tured from the enemy [ver. 19]. Nor can we
render with De Wette "they marched," properly
" they led," that is, led the train of women and
children; for the verb (Ji^J), as Thenius properly

remarks in opposition, "never (even Gen. xxxi.

18 ; Ex. iii. 1 ; Isa. xi. 1(> ; Ps. Ixxx. 2 (1) Song
of Songs viii. 2) means Icdd except in so far as the

leader is at the same time the driver (so vers. 2,

22 ; 2 Sam. vi. 3), and never means draw forward,

lead on." Taking tiie verb in the sense of

"driving," there is, however, no object to the

verb in the Heb. text ("JS/) ; the "women and

children" cannot be the object, since only cattle

lias been spoken of. We must therefore (with

Then, after Vulg.) make a slight change in the

text (read 1"'J37) and render: "they (the drivers)

drove (or, one drove) before him," that is, before

David (who stood of course at the head of the

troop) this jlorl:, namely, that which had been cap-

tured from the Amalekites, to which the outcry
" this is David's spoil " answers very well.*

Vers. 21-25. David's return with the recovered
]n-operty and the booty to the two hundred men
who were left behind, and the adjustment of a
strife which was made by some wicked men of his

band in regard to the division of the booty with

them.—Ver. 21. PoIIotw David, more precise

statement of what is said in ver. 10, that they

could not go over the brook Besor for weariness.

The Sing. " he niade to abide" (found in all an-

cient VSS. except Chald., and in 5 MSS. of De
Eossi) instead of the Plu. is preferable (Then.),

not only because it pertained to David to permit
them to stay behind, but also because he is men-
tioned immediately Ijefore and after. David, who
had left the tired two hundred to guard the bag-

gage, now gives them friendly greeting as they

come joyfully to meet him. On the phrase "he
saluted them," lit., " asked after their peace," see

XXV. 5 ; Judg. xviii. 15.—Ver. 22. But in this

joyful meeting a discordant note was introduced

by certain " wicked and worthless persons " of the

band, who had marched with David against the

enemy and fought them. The translation of the

Sept. "the men of war" is obviously an expla-

nation, and does not require (Then.) a correspond-

ing change in the Heb. text (HnnSon 'I^fJX). The

Sing. " with me " refers to the individual man
who speaks in the name of the rest [Eng. A. V.,

ad sensum "with us."

—

Tr.]. Because they
went not, because they did not share the dan-

* [On this rending see " Text, and Gram."—Tk.J

ger, they shall not share the spoil, but each ono
nuist content himself with his wife and children.

The "every one " (I-'"*') is not dependent on "wo

will give" [as Eng. A. V. has it], so as to read,
" we will give them nothing, except to eivry nuui

his wife, etc.", but the proper translation is ( The-
nius j : "but every one his wife and children,

these let them lead away, etc.", because the " every

one" (E^'N) is too for from the "to them" (DhS

to be governed l)v the preposition "to."—Ver.

23. In a gentle and friendly way David repels

their demand. By the address " my brethren " he

speaks to their hearts, and at the same time al-

ludes to the fraternal association in which they

all stand with one another, so that they that re-

mained behind uuist receive their share l)y fra-

ternal division. Do not so, my brethren, by
that which the Lord has given us.—nx is

not Prep. = "with that wdiicli" (De Wette), but

the sign of the Ace. [= " in respect to that which"
freely rendered "with" as in P^ng. A. V.

—

Tk.].

Ewald, taking it as Ace, renders the phrase as an
ejaculatory oath " by that which...!" {Gr.,

'i

329 «), and so as an exclamation :
" think on that

which." In favor of this translation, instead of

the usual ''m respect to that which" is partly the

interpunction (a strong pause at the word "my
brethren," '^X), as even Then, admits, partly the

excited feeling with which David speaks notwith-

standing his friendly and gentle tone, so that this

rendering cannot be rejected (Then.) as "less na-

tural."* Translate "for he has guarded us, etc."

(the 1 in "iOi^^l as ca«sa/).—Ver. 24. And who
will hearken to you in this word ; we must
here beyond doubt render " word" ("1^"') and not

" thing " [as in Eng. A. V.] because of the refe-

rence to the " word " so emphatically spoken by
the men. "For" ['3 Eng. A. V. "but"] refers

to the negation involved in the question, the rea-

son for which is given in the following words

;

according to the sense, therefore, it = "but" or
" rather." The Sept. inserts by way of explana-

tion the words :
" they are not inferior to us,

wherefore," but there is no ground for inserting

this into the Heb. text (against Then.). As is

the part ... so be the part . . . These words
are explained by the brief declaration : together
shall they share, which ordains the procedure,

corresponding to that ridci—David repels the op-

position with two arguments, 1) a divine, drawn
from the so manifestly experienced goodness of the

Lord, pointing «) to the gift bestowed on them in

this booty; b) to the protection vouchsafed them;
c) to the t'/ctori/ granted them; 2) a purely /(»//(«»,

in which a) he aflirms that no one will support

* [This rendering will hardly commend itself. An
oath would nattir.ally he hy what God " lias done for ns."

or liv His ' nii'i-ey towards us,"_ not hy what He "'has
given us." Sept. has " after Otl/X 'TriX) the Lord has

given us," and Cahen " after what the Eternal has given
us." The ordinary rendering seems most satisfae-

tory.—Ti!.]
t Ou 3H~2 see Ew. § 860, 2 a ; the second -3 is here

also more sharply connected by the Waw. Cons., Josh,

xiv. 11 ; Dan. xi. 29.—Instead of K. TIIH we must of

course read TiTI. [The Keth. may be the old form

ni;n-TR.]
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them in their demand, since they were '' wicked
and worthless peo}>le," b) inproofoftliis he points

out the equality of soldiers in position and merit,

whether they take part in battle, or act as guards
of ba,irgage in reserve, and thence c) declares the

demand of human justice " every one his own,"
every one shall share in that wliicli has lallen to

all together. An admirable speech, which set

forth most fitly everything essential, and com-
pletely settled the dispute. [See in Patrick's

Comm. in loco, a citation from Polybius on the an-

cient rule of partition in war, and the procedure
of Publius Scipio, like David's, given in Polyb.

X., XVI. 5 (Bib. Comm. i.—Tr.].—Ver. 25. So it

•was from that day forward.—David's decision

ruled from thenceforth. " lie made it,'' the

Suljj. is David, not indetinite " oftemade it" (Sept.,

Yulg., Chald.). [A similar law in Xumb. xxxi.

27, only there the division is between the soldiery

and those that stayed at home, the former having
the advantage. David's rule was perhaps a spe-

cial application of the general principle ; it was
in force in the time of the Maccabees (2 Mace. viii.

28, 30). See Bp. Patrick's further illustrations.

—The translation " upwards," referring back to

Abraham, (Jen. xiv. 23, 24 (Kashi cited by Gill),

is })lainly wrong.-

—

-Te.]

Vers. 26-31. The dividing out of the booty

—

Yer. 26. David retained enough of the booty in

the division among his own men, to send consi-

derable presents to the elders of Judah, his
friends.—The territory of tlie tribe of Judah had
been the scene of his wanderings during his per-

secution by Saul ; see tiie express reference to this

in ver. 31. Here only his kingdom could and
was to come to historical realization through the

adhesion to him of the elders of .Judah and through
them of the whole people. Because they were his

"friends," therefore he sent them presents from the

spoil taken from .Judah's old hereditary enemies;

he did not send them gifts to make them his

friends. [Probably for both reasons.

—

Tr.]. It

is besides probable that many localities in Judah
had been plundered by the Amalekites in this

foray. V. W. Krummacher : "This was already

a royal act in vivid anticipation of his impending
accession to the throne. Already the crown of

Israel was unmistakably though diudy visible

above his head." David's point of view in send-

ing these gifts is declared expressly to be the re-

ligious-thi'ocratic in his accomi>anyiiig words:
Behold a gift of blessing for you of the
spoil of the enemies of the Lord.—" Bless-

ing" (HDIS) = "gift" which comes from God

(see XXV. 27). The enemies, from whom the

hooty was taken, he calls enemies of Jehovah, be-

cause they were enemies of God's people and so

of God's cause and kingdom in Israel, yea, of God
Himself, who as covenant-God identified Him-
self with J lis people. Israel's conflict against its

enemies was a "conflict of the Lord," seeonxvii.

47. The l)0Oty taken in battle from the Amale-
kites by the Lord's help was therefore a gift of

(iod and thus a "bkssinr/," in which all Judah,
M-here was the factual foundation for David's king-

dom, was to share through its eiders and in all

its separate localities. It must, therefore, have
been a very rirh booty, as we might also infer

from the long duration of the battle.—The term
Judah embraces all the territory of tliat tribe, to-

gether with certain after-mentioned cities of Si-
incon scattered on the south bonier of Judah, as
in .Josh. XV. 21 sq. some cities of Simeon are
mentioned among the cities of Judah.—Ver. 27.
Bethel cannot (according to ver. 31) be the city in
Benjamin (now Beitiu); tlie Sept. Vat. hasi>'a(7/(-

sour, which Then, would adopt into the text as
Beth-zur, the name of a city in the hill-country of
Judah between -Jerusalem and Hebron (Josh.'xv.

58; 2 Chron. xi. 7), which, however, is unde-
sirable from the great difference between the syl-

lables el and zur. It is probably the same place
which is called Kesil in Josh. xv. 30, identical

with the Simeonite town called in Josh. xix. 4
Bethul and mentiorjed in 1 Chron. iv. 30 between
Tolad and Hormah under the name Bethuel ; ac-
cording to Knobel = Elusa or el Khalasa, now a
large ruin about twelve miles south of Beersheba,
comp. Rob. I. 333 sq. [Am. Ed. I. 201, 202], Fay
[in Lange's Bihlework'\ and Keil on Josh. xv. 30,
V. Raumer, ISO.^ Bamoth-Ne(/eb, so called, in dis-

tinction from other cities of the same name, as ly-

ing in the "south-country" belonging to Simeon,
Josh. xix. 8. [" Shimei the Ramathite ( 1 Chr.
xxvii. 27), who was over David's vineyards, was
evidently a native of this Ramah" {Bib. Comm.).—Tr.].—Jattir, probably the present ^1^?//-, Rob.
II. 422 [Am. Ed. 1. 494," II. 204], a priestly city.

Josh. XV. 48 ; xxi. 14 ; 1 Chron. vi. 42, in the
southern part of the hill-country of Judah, in

Eusebius' time
(
Onom. s. v. Jether) a large place

inhabited by Christians, twenty Roman miles
from Eleutheropolis, called in Seetzen, R. III., S.

6, Ater.—Ver. 28. Aroer, 1 Chron. xi. 44, in Ju-
dah, now a city with colossal ruins of foundation-

walls in AVady Ar'ary, about six miles south-east

of Beershel)a and eight miles south of Hebron,
Bob. III. 180 [Am. Ed. II. 199].—Siphvwth, not
identified, not = Shepham on the north-border of
Canaan, Num. xxxiv. 10, 11, the places here men-
tioned being all in the south (see ver. 31), accord-
ing to Keil, "j)erliaps found in Zebdi the iSiphmite

in 1 Chron. xxvii. 27." [Bib. Comm. in loco, re-

marks on the number of cases in which David's
officials are the comjianions of his youth.

—

Tr.].—E^htemon, now the large village Senitta, accord-

ing to Schubert 2225 feet above the level of the
sea, on the south-western part of the hill-counti"v

of .Judah, Bob. II. 422, III. 191 [Am. Ed. 1.494,
II. 204, 205], with numerous remains of walls,

once a priestly city (Josh. xv. 50; xxi. 14).

—

Yer. 29. Rachal, unknown. Instead of this the
Sept. has live different names : (ied, Kinuith, Sa-

phek, Themath, Karmel, wltich Tlienius would
insert in tlie text, supposing that they might easily

have fallen out through the repetition of the

phrase " to tliem which " {"^P^j])- But only two

of these names (Gad and Karmel) are found else-

where, and Then, is obliged therefore to suppose
changes in the original Greek forms* in order to

get known names. But besides the complicated
character of these changes, the conjecture is op-

posed by the fact that Gath, as a Philistine city,

* He says: We must very prob.ably read Tiyp (Josh.

XV. 22) for nO'p, p£3X (Josh. w. 53) for D^D, and per-

liaps njon (Josh. XV.' 57) for nO'H- So liuns. and Ew.,
T :

•

except that instead of HOT! the latter reads 710^

(Josh. XV. 52).
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cannot according to vcr. 2S come into considera-

tion here. And so the conjecture that Rachul is

a corruption of Karuiel is untenable.—Tiie cities

of the Jerahmeelites and the Kenites were in the

south of Judali (xxvii. 10).—Ver. 30. iiorma/i, in

Judah, also in the Xegeb or south-country (Josh.

XV. 30), assigned to the Siiueonites according to

Josh. xix. 4, called by the Canaanites Zephath
(Judg. i. 17), situated on the southern declivity

of the mountains of the Amalekites or the Arao-

rites, now called Sepata [the pass es-Sufa, Rob.
ii. 181,

—

Tr.], a ruin on the western declivity of

the elevated plateau Eakhma, five miles south

of Khalasa (Elusa), see Ritter 14, 1085 [Smith's

Bib. Diet., Art. Hormah ; see .Tosh. xii. 14.—
Tr.]. Comp. Xum. xiv. 45; xxi. 3, the latter

as to the meaning of the name : banning, ban-

place.

—

Chor-ashan Y>rohahly^Ashan* (.Josh. xv.

42), according to Josh. xix. 7 a city of Simeon
(1 Chron. iv. 32).

—

Afhach, only here, otherwise

imknown ; Then, conjectures the reading to be
Ether ("li7!i!.)> a Simeonite city (Josh. xix. 7

;

XV. 43), which is possible from the similarity of

the third letters [], 1]. In ver. 30 the Sept." has

.Tarmuth for Hormah, and inserts two additional

names, Eeer-sheba (.Josh. xv. 28; xix. 2) and
Xombe, for which Then, refers to the Nuba
visited by Tobler.—Ver. 31. Hebron, fourteen

miles south of .Jerusalem, a primeval city (Gen.
xxiii. 17 ; Xum. xiii. 22), in a deep and narrow
valley in the hill-country of .Judah, now el Kha-
lil, that is, Friend of God, so called with reference

to Abraham's residence there.—And to all

places, etc.—David showed himself grateful to

all who befriended and adhered to him as a fugi-

tive, and bound them still closer to him.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. It is a wonderful providence of <iod in the

development of the parallel-running fates of Saul
and David that, just before the catastrophe which
overwhelmed Saul and his house and kingdom,
the ways of both men seem to sink into the depths
of misfortune, and lose themselves without a

trace, Saul's way in battle with the Philistines,

David's in hostilities with the Amalekites. And
so the nation Israel, already divided in fact be-

tween Saul and David, seems to be carried along
to destruction with its two heads, and given up
beyond salvation to its two mightiest hereditary

foes. And on both sides God's punitive justice

is seen controlling human sin, for not only Saul,

on whose head God's final judgment of wrath
descends, is guilty, David's strait also is tlie

result of his sin. This consisted 1 ) in his sinful

weakness of faith and despair, which led him to

have recourse to Israel's enemy, instead of re-

maining trustfully in Judah according to the

Lord's direction (xxii. 5) ; 2) in his untruthful-

ness and prevarication, which led him to join the

eneraj' against his own people, the Amalekites
meantime, while he was marching north, plun-

dering his possessions iu tlie south, and 3) in his

extremely cruel and bloody foray against tlie

Amalekites (xxvii.), for which he bad received

no commission from the Lord, by which their

* TA priestlv citv, 1 Chron. vi. « (Eag. \. V. vi. 59).

-Tr.1

vengeance was kindled against him. All this

teaches us, as we look at David and at Saul, that

sin is destruction. And yet, notwithstanding

this similarity in suffering, which appears, on
the one hand, as a divine punishment, and, on
the other hand, in sin as cause of destruction,

there is here completed to the eye that can
recognize God's ways, iu a summary and eporli-

making manner that most important contrast,

whose history runs through the whole develop-

ment of the kingdom of God in the Old Covenant
and in the New. Saul's way vanishes in the
darkness of an unfortunate battle with the old

enemy of tlie nation, into whose hand God gives

him and the peoi)le, and his life ends in despair

;

the sentence of rejection is executed. David's
way emerges from the gloom, he returns as vic-

tor over the foe, dispenses presents with princely

munificence, his kingdom flourishes in the south
over the whole territory of the mighty tribe of

.Judah, whose power southward against the tribes

of which Amalek was the most dangerous in its

enmity, and westward against the powerful Phi-
listines, was the protection and guard of all Israel.

While's Saul's star sinks in the north, the star of

David rises in the south, and there begins the

long line of fulfillments of the prophecy concern-

ing the Star that should come out of Jacob
(Num. xxiv. 17). While in tlae north Israel,

involved in Saul's destruction and the divine

judgment passed against him, lies prostrate be-

fore the Philistines, David's victory frees the

south from the enemy, and in .Judah the founda-

tion of the new kingdom of the future is laid by
the heroic achievement of David and his men,
and by his noble and winning behaviour. This
great contrast in the fates of Saul and David is,

however, founded in the contrast in their posture

of heart to the Lord : Saul has lost sight of God,
hardened himself against Him in pride, self-will

and hate to David, lost ethical ability to repent,

and in his time of need applied to anti-godly

powers and deceitful human counsel. David, on
the contrary, shows us his heart, as it bows in

sorrow before Him (ver. 4) under the painful,

but not undeserved strokes of God's hand (vers.

5, 6), but in the bitterest experiences, when his

own men turn against him, does not yield to de-

spair, but looks to the Lord for strength. And
so he receives the consolatory revelation of God's

will and promise of divine help, and experiences

the Lord's saving and blessing power. From
these gloomy paths David comes forth as -a man
after God's own heart, to whom has come the

experience that God gives grace to the humble
and causes the upright to succeed.

2. 27(6 strenfjtheninf/ of the inner life in. the Lord

ill time of need (as David here found) consists iu

the undoubtful exi)erience and knowledge of

what is well-i)lea-<iug to God through enlighten-

ment from above, iu fulfilling it with pious con-

fidence and hope in llis help through the conso-

lations of His word, and in the permeation of

one's own will by the sanctifying might of the

divine will, which lifts up the sunken courage,

and makes the crushed or depressed will to

mount to l)old resolution ami energetic action.

Such a strengthening attests itself particularly iu

the casting of all care on Him, and in In-ave

struggle against all the powers of flesh and blon;!,
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Avhich oppress and take captive tlie inner life.

Tlie condition of such an inspiriting and strengtli-

ening of tlie inner life of the member of Ood's
kingdom is his open-heartedness and receptivity

for the divine vital powers, which are at the dis-

posal of every one who will appropriate them,
and constant intercourse with the Lord in un-
changeable association of life with him founded
on thorough humble devotion to him, -without

which neither can man be God's property, nor
Ood man's ; all this being involved in the words:
" David strengthened himself in tlie Lord his

God."

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Yer. 1. Schlier: What else were the Ama-
lekites than the Lord's rods of chastening, to

chasten David for all his improprieties in the

land of the Philistines? For whom the Lord
loveth He chasteneth, and with His children He
is always sti'ictest.

—

Berl. Bib. : God does not

leave His people long in sin, but soon raps them
over the knuckles when they go oft' on their own
ways, in order that they may come into the track

Hgain.—S. ScHMiD : When we go out of the

liouse we should heartily pray, for we know not

in what manner we shall return.—Ver. 2. Starke :

That is God's custom in dealing with His people;

before He exalts them, He humbles them first.

Prov. XV. 33; 1 Sam. ii. 7.

—

Cramer: God still

cares for His own, and lays on them no more
trouble than they can bear (1 Cor. x. 13), and
also restrains their enemies from making their

cross heavier by a hair.—Vers. 3-5. Berl. Bib. :

David w^as guided in a way so universal, that

one cannot experience nor even know anytliing

which wa.s not to lie found in him. And those

who shall read attentively what is said of David,
Avill therein certainly meet witli their own con-

dition
;
and this the more exactly, in proportion

as they have gone further and become more con-

formed to Jesus Christ.—[Ver. 4. Henry : It is

no disparagement to the boldest and bravest

spirits to lament the calamities of relations and
friends.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 6 s(;[q. Soulier : David
was strong in the Lord and in tlie power of His
might, for in prayer he had won over again the

Lord liis God and gained His gracious promise.—[Taylor: As sometimes the partially intoxi-

cated man will be sobered in a moment by the

occurrence of some terrible calamity, so David,
who had been living all these months under the

narcotic influence of sin, was by the violence

of the Amalekites and the threatened mutiny
of his own men roused to his nobler self, and
Jie "strengthened himself in the Lord his

God."

—

Tr.]—Berlenb. Bible : He strengthens

liimsclf in God through an increased composure
and through the union of his will with the will

of God, as himself doing or j)eriiiilting all tliis.^—
lloos: David saw no means before him of reco-

vering his wives, children and property and tliose

of his followers. But he strengtliened liimsclf in

failli in the omniscience, wisdom and almightiness

of (fod, and obtained througli the Liglit and
Bight [Urim and Thummim] good instruction

from God. Now as David did, so siiould the; be-

lieving seed of Aliraliam in every need. We
Bhould not give w;i\' Id ghjonn- unIx lief but

strengthen ourselves in our God. We slioukl
and may do this all the more because the heart
of God is in Christ Jesus or revealed to us vet
more clearly than to I^avid.—Ver. 8. Berl. Bi-
ble : If it was a duty under the Old Testament,
in an enterprise pertaining to war, thus to tm-n
first to God before resolving on anything, that

yet the spirit of the Old Testament carried
along with it, and did not absolutely Ibrhid, how
much more among Christians under the New Tes-
tament should nothing of the sort be done witli-

out tlie divine consent, witliout first duly consult-

ing thereupon with Christ and His Spirit. [Tay-
lor : Very suggestive is this contrast. " David
said, I shall one day perish by the hand of Saul

;

tliere is nothing better for me than tliat I should
speedily escape to the land of the I'hilistines."

"David strengthened himself in the Lord his

God, and said unto Abiathar, Bring hither the
ephod." On the one hand despair, leading to

prayerlessness and self-will ; on the other, faith,

leading to prayer and eager willinghood to sub-
mittotheguidanceof Jehovali.-TR.].—Vers. 'J, 10,

Hedixger : Lie hopes in vain for consolation

from God, who will not make use of God's coun-
sel.—S. SciiMiD : As man acts towards God so

God acts towards man (Levit. xxvi. 27, 28).

—

Schlier : As David humbled himself before God,
God also acknowledged him again and took him
up.—W^e men cannot enough humble ourselves

before the Lord, but neither can we have enough
confidence in the Lord.—Ver. 11. HEDiNGr:R
[from Hall] : Worldly wisdom teacheth us to

sow small courtesies where we may reap large

harvests of recompense.—Verses 13, 14 [from

Hall] : Wonderful is the providence of God,
even over those that are not in the nearest bonds
His own.—Ver. 16 [from Hall] : Destruction is

never nearer than when security has chased away
fear. The world passes away with its lust ; well

for liim who is on his guard and seeks in time

what promotes his peace.—Ver. 17. Cramer:
God blesses thepossessionsof the pious and causes

all to go well with them (Ps. i. 3, 4j.—Vers. 18,

19. God gives more than we could have desired

and hoped for from Him.

—

Soulier : Only for

children of God Avho in trying times seek the

Lord does it liold good, that when the need is

highest God's help is also nighe.st. We will ne-

ver forget that a few days after David's own peo-

ple were aliout to stone liiiii on the ruins of Zik-

lag, the royal crown Avas laid at his feet.— [Ver.

24. This i)rinci]ile will apply to soldiers and non-

combatants, ministers and their wives, missionaries

and those at home who sustain them.—Ver. 26.

How delightful when the prompting of gratitude

for the past coincides with tlie dictate of policy

for the future.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 3-8. Right hehaviour before God in need,

and ajigiiish : 1 ) These men do not pretend to

stoical indifference, but let their grief have fret-

course, as the Lord has brought it on them (ver.

4) ; 2) They bow loiv in, hnmilil!/ under the hand

of God, renouncing all self-help, and seeing hu-

man support vanish before their eyes (ver. 6 «) ;

3) They lift themselves cheer/idhf uj) again in power

and strength, procured from the Lord (ver. 6&-8).

Vers. 6-20. The Lord w 7//.s people'.^ mightg roel:

of defence aga.in.^t the Oj)po.<rr.'< (ifhi.-< /.-iiu/d'nn : 1) He
gives them his eoiui^cl npim llieir inrjiiiry when ia
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etraits ; 2) He fills them witli his power for the

conflict enjoined upon tliem ; 3) He leads them
according to hisp*-o»)('.se.s- to glorious victory ; 4) He
causes tliem to come forth from the conflict with
a rich blessing.

The Lord's help in. great need : 1) Ih u<hom is it

given? a) To him who betakes himself to the
Lord with prayerful inquiry (ver. 7) ; h) To him
wlio humbly gives himself up to the Lord's gui-

dance; a) in obedience to His coniinandmenf ; ji)

in trust upon His promises (ver. 8). 2) How does

the Lord render His help!' a] Through His word
—answering the inquiries addressed to Him in
need—putting an end to uncertainty by its deci-

sion — banishing all anxiety and despondency
from the heart of consoling promises (ver. 8) ; 6)

Through His deed—in often quite unexpectedly
pointing out the riglit ways and means that lead to

the end (vers. 11-1(5)—in often wonderfully ren-
dering his assistance amid threatening perils (ver.

17 sq.)—and in causing a rich gain to be obtained
from the most trying times of need.

The subjects of God's kingdom in conflict tcith the

world: 1) They enter into tlie conflict, strength-
ened in the strength of the Lord ; 2) They conquer
in the conflict, under the guidance and support
of the Lord ; 3) They come out of the conflict,

crowned with the ricli blessing of the Lord.

[Ver. 11. The forsaken slave : 1 ) Even the mean-
est may not be neglected with impunity. 2) Even

the poorest may richly reward liis benefactors.
3) Even the weakest may be the means of accom-
plishing great results (David's recovering posses-
sions and family, regaining the devotion of his fol-
lowers, and reviving tlie friendship of his tribes-
men, thus smoothing his way to the throne). 4)
Even the lowliest is cared for by Providence, aiul
liis fortunes linked with the highest, in the pro-
vidential network of societv.

[Vers. 1-26. Betwrning' Home— Two Pictures.
I._ The sorrowful return. 1) He liad left home
without seeking the Lord's gui(huice—apijarentlv
to light against tlie Lord's people—uncertain and
unhappy. 2) He liad returned, because dis-
trusted, and sent away in dishonor. 3) He found
his home in aslies, and his family carried cap-
tive. 4) His personal wretchedness was enhanced
by the natural wrath of his followers. II. The
subsequent joyful return. 1) He leaves with ex-
plicit Divine direction and promise—to fight na-
tional as well as private enemies—hopeful and
happy. 2) He returns victorious and honored.
3) He has regained greater wealth than he liad
lost. 4) His personal joy is increased by the pri-
vilege of sending gifts to his friends. And now
what unites the two pictures ; His sorrowful re-

turn led liim to deep penitence, revived faitli

(ver. 6) and hinnble prayer (ver. 8) ; and from
tliese resulted the joyful return. Sore afflictions,

when rightly borne, often open the way to life's

sweetest joy.

—

Tr.]

IV. Death and Burial of Saul and his Sons.

Chapter XXXI. 1-13. [Comp. 1 Chron. X.]

1 Now [And] the Philistines fought* against Israel, and the men of Israel fled

2 from before the Philistines and fell down slain^ in mount Gilboa. And the Philis-
tines followed hard^ upon Saul and upon his sons ; and the Philistines slew Jona-

3 than and Abinadab and Melchishua,* Saul's sons. And the battle \vent sore
against Saul and the archers^ hit him, and he was sore wounded [sore afraid] of

4 the archers. Then said Saul [And Saul said] unto his armour-bearer, Draw thy
sword and thrust me through therewith, lest these uncircumcised come and thrust

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 1. The Partop. is found also in the Syr. and Chald. (" the Phil, were breaking out in war"). The paral-

lel passage, 1 Chr. x. 1, has the Perf.. which Wellh. prefers here on the ground that the statement is too impor-
tant to he made in the form of an adjectival sentence; but the principal thought in the mind of the writer was
Saul's death, not the fact of the haltle.—Tr.]

2 LVer. 1. Erdmann : "And there fell down slain men," which is so far better, as the Eng. A. V. .seems to rep-
resent all the men of Jsrael as falling down slain. But this general, indefinite phrase, would not be strange in
HeVj.

—

Tr.J
' "

3 [Ver. 2. On the form of the verb Comission of the i in the Hiph. Impf.) see Ew. § 232) c 2. Ges. g 5.3, 3, Rem 4
Green ? 94 c. The other examples of this shortening (which is regular in Aramaic) are 1 Sam. xiv. 22; Jerem. i.x.

< [Ver. 2. Sept. writes these names Aminadab and Melchisa. which are misreadings of the text. The differ-
ence of pronunciation in the second name (e instead of our masoretic a) is to be noticed.—Tr.]

5 [Ver. 3. Fully: "The archers (or, throwers), men with the bow," in which the D'^JN (omitte.l in 1 Chr. x.

3) makes a grammatical difficulty. But. as its harshness will account for its omission in Chron., and we could
not well account for its presence here by clerical error, it is better to retain it as a phrase explanatory of D'-lin
which Chron. also explams by the word " bow "=" throwers with the bow."—Wellh. conjectures tluit f^^<^':l is not

tonnected with H"'", but = n">rO and means any "caster," coming to the Hebrews from the Plioeniciuns —Tb ITT T -:- '
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me throuo-h® and abuse me. But his armour-bearer would not, for he was sore

5 afraid, llierefore [And] Saul took a [the] sword aud fell upon it. And when

his armour-bearer saw that Saul was dead, he fell likewise [he also fell] upon his

0) sword and died with him. So Saul died, and his three sous and his armour-bearer

7 and'' all his men that same day together. Aud when the men of Israel that were

on the other side of [beyond]* the valley [plain] and they that were on the other

side [beyond] Jordan saw that the meu of Israel fled, and that Saul and his sons

were dead, they forsook the cities and fled ; and the Philistines came and dwelt in

8 Aud it came to pass on the morrow, when the Philistines came to strip the slain,

'i) that they found Saul and his three sons fallen in Mount Gilboa. And they cut off

his head and stripped off his armour, and sent' into the land of the Philistines round

about, to publish it in the house [houses]^" of their idols and among the people.

10 And they put his armour in the house of Ashtaroth, and they fastened" his body

to the wall of Bethshau.^'^

1

1

And when [^om. when] the inhabitants of Jabesh-Gilead heard of that which the

12 Philistines had done to Saul, All [And all] the valiant mea arose, and went all

night, and took the body of Saul, and the bodies of his sons from the well of Beth-

13 shan,'and came to Jabesh and burnt them there. And they took their bones and

buried them under a tree [the tamarisk] at Jabesh, and fasted seven days.

6 rvpr 4 The verb " thrust hhrough " is not found in 1 Chr. x. 4, and Wellh. proposes to omit it here because

s«p1 ponlfi not in anv case hope to esc'ape this fate at the hands of the enemy. But Saul aslis only that he may

not be «^alnbv the enemy. Bertheau's view that the word is here a copyist's erroneous repetition of the pre-

"eding^'XMirough" is replied to by Thenius if Sam had only feared capture, we should have had m the

text besides the " come " some such word as " seize."—Tb.]

7 [Ver. 6. Instead of DJ several MSS. and one Targum. MS. (De Rossi) read D_J1 "and also all his men."

The substitution of " all his house " in 1 Chr. x. 6, for " all his men " does not warrant us in changing this text.

Our pi rase is not to he considered as a " slight exaggeration," nor as foreign to our author as, namely a weak-

ening of the tragic impression made by the simple truth), but as a general phrase = his whole army, not unusual

among historical writers.—Tr.] ,,,,•,
8 rVer 7 Instead of" on the other side " or "beyond," Erdmann renders " on the side of, which conveys

the sense hererthough it is not a literal rendering. The word 13j; means " beyond" (so Gesen. against Furst)

and describes either side of a river according to the position of the speaker or writer ;
thus it may in some in-

stance-f- the countrv on the side of a river or plain. As it apparently here describes the western side of the

Jordan Umi|ht seem that the narator lived east of the river (kb. Com.); but this is not necessary, as the phrase

"^^
'^ill Twhftht'fh!f^^U^7e!.lS'^^^^ ease the Qal would be the appropriate form of the verb) or

the head and armour (as the Piel of the text would indicate) is doubtful.-TR.]

10 [Ver. 9. There ia no reason why we should assimilate the texts of .Samuel and Chronicles here, reading r\K

<Chr.) for n'3 (Sam.). Some MSS., however, give the latter reading in 1 Chr. x. 9, no doubt from the disposition

to assimilate.—Tr.] .
, . „ . ,„ ., ,a-

11 [Ver 10 The Chald. has "suspended" Zlli = Heb. it>n, which is found in 2 Sam. xxi. 12; the difference

in the wording is not unnatural, and we need not read here i;,tpn (from ;;p' " impale ") instead of ?;rpr} (Well-

hausen).—Tr.]
12 rVer 10 On the sunnosition that this verse and 1 Chr. x. 10 are both parts of a longer statement various

attempts have>?eeniLdeTre-est^^^^^^^ the original complete text. Ewald (Gesch. Ill 152 Rem.) inserts m our

fers^after-^slSui" the words: "and his skull in the house of Dagon," the Chronicler then inserting U'pH

from the last clause. The difficulty in this attempt is not so much to account for the 1j;pn in Chron. (WellU.),

as to account for the omission of the clause in Sam. Why not state that Saul's skull was hung up in the temple

of Dagon? Wellhaiisen's view that the " body" (n'li)and " skull " (nHjS:) refer to the same fact is in itself not

improbable ; one account might use the general word "body;' t^e other n.igl.tmenM^^^^^
M?f^uSihf/that

thf. '• sk-nll '' In th-it eise the " Beth-Dagon " must be identified with the v\all ot Beth^han oy supposing tnai

t ctemneofDxgo wasinV however, is an improbable supposition, and. there remams the

view that the two^rxtTwere no originally identical, but that the two accounts vary by mentioning different cir-

cumslLnL^^tnThegen^ra?foc"\v/l^
nal text-Observe that instead of the nj;U of Samuel, Chron. has n31J, perhap.s in obedience to a change in gooa

asage.

—

Tr.]

Philistines," etc., ''the men of Israel fled," etc.

Driven from tlie iilace tlie men of Israel took re-

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
^^^^^ ^^ j^^^^ji^j Oillma (see xxviii. 4), and were

Vers. 1-7. The battle lost. Death of Saul and thither followed by the Phi li.^tines and slain. [Or,

his som.-Yev. 1 is connected with xxix. 1 (comp. less probably, the motintain itself may have been

xxviii. 1, 4 sq.). The partcp. "were fi-hting" the scene of battle.-TR.]-\ er. 2. bept. renders

[s., the Heb.] presnpp(.ses the account given in "the Philistines press closely on, come np with

xxviii. 1, 4 and xxix. 1 of the preparations for (^ovvaKTovai) ;" it does not, however, thence follow

the battle, arid thence forms an adjectival sentence
j. q,^j ^^j. p^^^ ^-^^^ S, for

which IS to be understood thus :" When now the lU'ii' luey j ca i -<* \ | /
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the Hipli. with Ace. (so 1 Chron. x. 2 it is used
with the Prep, "after," comp. 1 Sam. xiv. 22;
•Judg. XX. 45), also means "to hang closely at one's

feet, overtake him" (comp. .Tudg. xviii. 22).

—

On the three sons of Saul see on xiv. 49.—Ver. 3.

" The battle went sore to (7N) Saul." It is un-

necessary to read "against" (/J^) instead of

"to," since the phrase describes the movement
of the battle "towards" Saul; the battle was
sore "towards" Saul, after his three sons had
fallen. [Vulg. :

" the whole weight of the battle

turned against [or towards] Saul."

—

Tr.] The
iirchers especially harassed him. Men •with
the bow is in apposition with "shooters"
ia")10). Render: They hit him (taken abso-

lutely), not "hit liim with the bow," the verb not

being elsewhere so used.* And he w^as sore

afraid (from *7'n or 7in), not, as vSept. and Vulg.,

"was sore wounded," this signification for the

verb /^Tl (= H^n) "being not proved" (Keil).

[The signification "wounded" would be permis-
sible but for the masoretic pointing and the fol-

lowing Prep.

—

Tr.] He " trembled, was fright-

ened" at the archers, because, the battle going
hard against him, he saw no way of escaping
them, or of resisting the enemy's superior force,

especially as, since the death of his sons, he was
alone with his armor-bearer. And even if we
suppose that it was not despairing fear tliat he felt

(which, however, after the scene at Endor, might
well get control of him, notwithstanding his old

heroism of character), but only failure of resources

(Thenius), yet his fear and trembling at the shame
that threatened him (ver. 4) may be easily ex-

plained. Thenius thinks that his request to his

armor-bearer to kill him is intelligible only on
the supposition that he was badly wounded, and
so unfit for resistance, and properly also for self-

<le.struction. But, as he finally killed himself, he
could not have been too l)adly wounded for this.

It is quite in keeping with Saul's condition of

soul (abandoned to despair) that, at the mere pos-

sibility of being slain by the Philistines he sought

death at the hands of his attendant. Clearly in

favor of this view, and against tlie other, is Saul's

address to his armor-bearer: Draw thy sword
and pierce me therew^ith, lest these un-
circumcised come and pierce me and
abuse me. Saul had a strong consciousness of

the sacredncss of his person as tlie Anointed of

the Lord, and must therefore have held it a great

shame to be slain by the idolatrous, unclean hea-

then. The armor-bearer w^ould not, for he
was sore afraid

; he had, indeed, to defend the

king's life, and was responsible for its preserva-

tion. And Saul took the sword and fell

on it; that is, having set the hilt on the ground,

he threw the weight of his body on the point, and
thus killed himself. The scene is clearly and
vividly portrayed with a few admirable strokes.

[For the meaning of the contrary account 2 Sam.
i. 10 see notes on that |)assage.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 5.

The armor-bearer's fear, here again brought for-

ward, was based, no doubt, on the above-named
consideration ; he was answerable for the king's

person, and might also be apprehensive that he

* [See " Text, and Grammat."—Te.]
23

would be regarded as his murderer. He followed
his lord's example, and slew himself. At the
same time also all his men were slain. ]

Chron. x. 6 has " all his house" instead of "all his

men." Certainly Abner, who was no doubt in

the battle, had not fallen, 2 Sam. xi. 8 (Then.),
but that is not inconsistent with the statement,
since he, as Saul's General (xiv. 50 sq.) belonged,
strictly speaking, neither to the "house" nor to

the " men," by which term we must understand
tlie soldiers who were near the king's person, his

body-guard, as it were.—A'^er. 7. A distinction is

here made between the " men of Israel" who were
non-combatants and dwelt east of the field of bat-

tle, and the " men of Israel " who formed the
army. The former are described as those who
dwelt " on the side of the plain and on the side

of the Jordan."* The "plain" ia the lowland
between mount Gilboa on the south and little

Hermon on the north, the continuation of the

plain of .Tezreel, into which the battle passed, so

that the Israelites fled to mount Gilboa and were
there slain. The Jordan with its western bank-
terrain formed the border. Those who, from the

station of the narrator ( which we must take with
Keil to be the battle-field in the plain of Jezreel)

dwelt beyond, that is, opposite him on the moun-
tain-terrain lieside the plain and in the Jordan-
flats, fled from their abodes when they saw the

total defeat of the Israelitish army in the plain.

They left the cities ; Sept., Vulg., Syr., Chron.
read " their cities," a correct interpretation, but

not proof of a different original text here (Then.).

And the Philistines came and dwelt in
them, not immediately, before the occurrence of

what is next related (Then, against Bertliean),

but from now on they took possession of the dis-

trict with all its cities, settled themselves on the

whole north and thence seized the rest of the coun-

try, .so that they held tiie whole land except Perea
on the east [beyond Jordan] and Judah in the

sou til.

Vers. 8-10. The Philistines' cruel and abusive

treatment of the corpses of Saul and his three .sons.

—Ver. 8. After the anticipatory ethnographic
statement in ver. 7 the narrative returns to the

field of battle. And it came to pass on the
morrow.—On the day after the battle, which
had therefore probably lasted till evening, the

darkness preventing plundering. On mount
Gilboa they found Saul and his sons fallen

(comp. ver. 1), the Israelitish army, and with it

Saul and his sons, having fallen back thither from
the plain before the victorious Philistines.—Ver.
9. Comp. 1 Chron. X. 9: "And they stripped him
and took his head and his armor and sent "

Here it reads : And they cut off his head and
stripped off his armor.

—

The And they sent
is not to he connected with the ''to pnblisli it

"

(Then.), as if tlie Philistines had "beforehand"
published the victor_y around, meantime retaining

Saul's head and armor, in order to carry them in

* [See "Text, anil Gramm." where Erdmann's trans-
lation :

" on till' side of tlie plain and on the .side of Jor-
dan " is accepted as conveyinsr the sense. But the or-
dinary renderiner "beyond .Jordan " may be retained
(as in Enec. k. V.) by supposing that the panic was so
treat as to extend to the other side of the river, and
tliat the Pliili.stine.s temporarily occupied the transjor-
danic cities. Similarly the people 'beyond the plain"
were panic-struck and fled.—Tr.]
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triumph on their return, but according to the con-

trast we must supplv "liead and armor,"' wliicli

they sent around to announce the good
news to their idol-temples—that is, to the

priests serving in the temples

—

and to the peo-
ple.—Saul's head and armor were the signs of

victory for priests and people. Instead of " idol-

temples"* Chron. and Sept. have "idols" in ac-

cordance with the idea that the power of their

idols was manifested in this victory.—Yer. 10.

The Ashtaroth-housesf are identical with these

idol-temples. Instead of "Ashtaroth" Chron. has

''their gods" [the general for tlie particular

—

Tr.]. And they fastened his body to the
•wall of Bethshan.—The Chronicler has : "And
they fastened his head on the temple of Dagon ;"

that is, he omits the statement about the corpse

and adds this about the head. According to ver.

12 the Philistines act in tiie same way with the

corpses of Saul's sons. Our narrator, being occu-

pied from this point of view chiefly with Saul's

fate, was concerned to relate first what was done
with Saul's body. As Bethshan (the present Bei-

san, Rob. III., L, 408 [Am. ed. II. 320, 328, 354;
III. 326-332]), according to this, was in the hands
of the Philistines (so ver. 7), they held the coun-
try as far as the Jordan [Bethshan is four miles

west of the Jordan and twelve miles south of the

sea of Galilee

—

Tr.]. The corpses were fastened

on without the heads, the latter, with tlie armor, !

being fixed on the temples as trophies of victory.

Vers. 11-13. Tlie iniennent of the corpses by the

inhabitants of Jabesh-Gilead.

""Ver. 11. When the Jabeshites heard what the

Philistines had done to Saul, they thought of

what Saul had once done for them (ch. xi.)

—

[Bib. Com. : a touching and rare example of

national gratitude.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 12. They went
the whole night and took ( under cover of

iiarkness) the corpses from the wall and
brought them to Jabesh-Gilead and burnt
them.—The bodies were burned (a practice pe-

culiar to heathendom, allowed in Israel only in

the case of the worst criminals. Lev. xx.)| in-

ptead of being buried, as was usual, not because

the Jabeshites feared further insult to the corpses

if the Philistines should take their city (Then.
[Philipps.]), but probably because their mutila-

tion rendered them unfit for ordinary burial.

The CItaldee, in contradiction with the text, un-

derstands the "burning" to refer to the solemn
burning of spices, which was afterwards customary
at the burial of kings.—Ver. 13. They took
their bones and buried them; only the

flesh, therefore, was burned, perhaps because it

hud already putrefied. They buried the bones
under the tamarisk at Jabesh ; the Chroni-
cler: "under the oaA: at Jabesh." The Art. in-

dicates a well-known tree. The Chronicler,

omitting the " night-march," does not mention
the taking of the bodies from the wall, as he had
not mentioned their being fastened there, and

* The sing, n'3 with a phi. subst. in plu. sense as in
Ex. vi. 14.

+ [This is thought by tlie Bib. Comm. to be the famous
temple of Venus at Askelon.

—

Tr.]

X [Other Eupposcfl eases of biirning of corpses are
Amos vi. 10; 2 ('hr. xvi. 14; Jer. xxxiv. 5, of which the
two last, lK)wever, refer to spiee-burnings, and the first

m:iy ho rendered "his unole and his kinsman," or the
••remation may express the extreme suffering and reli-

gious declension of tlie nation.—Tu.]

also omits the burning of the corpses "because it

was contrary to the prevailing custom" (Then.),
not because he could not reconcile it with the
burial of the bones (Keil). With grateful re-

membrance of Saul's rescue of Jabesh, a public
mourning with a seven days' fast was made for
him. David afterwards caused the bones to be
interred in Saul's family burial place at Zelah in
Benjamin (2 Sam. xxi. 11-14).

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. The deepest and the real ground of Saul's

last dark act of self-destruction is not the extre-

mity of the moment nor fear of insult from the
enemy (Wuttcke, Eth. II. 171), though his words,

make this the immediate occasion of his suicide,

but the decay of his inner life, which we have
traced step by step, through unchecked self-will

and unbending pride towards the living God,
and through the complete severance of his heart

from God. The straitened and disgraceful posi-

tion to which the PhilLstines had brought him,
whence there was no escape with life, was the

result of his persistent, stubborn disobedience to

God, and of the inward judicial infliction of self-

hardening. As self-willed lord of his life, un-
bending, haughty controller of his fate over
against God, he will put an end to his life ; this

is the end of the insoluble contradiction in which
he had placed himself towards the holy and just

God ; this is the act of completed despair, in

which God's judgment is exhausted, and he him-
self must be its instrument.

2. In consequence of Saul's misgovernment
and his last unfortunate war with the Philistines,

the kingdom of Israel had become disorganized.

The latter part of his reign was a time of disinte-

gration of the people, which had lost its proper

unity under the theocratic king, and fallen inta

a disorganized condition like that of the Period

of the Judges. A glimpse into this state of con-

fusion is given us not merely by the indication

in the First Book of Samuel of the support that

David found during his persecution by Saul, but

also by the additional statements in First Chro-

nicles'of the adhesion of fighting men to him and
his cause. 1) 1 Chron. xii. 8-18 mentions not

merely men of Judah, but also Gadites and Beii-

jamiiiites, who came to him in the wilderness of

Judah, comjj. 1 Sam. xxii.-xxiv. 2) 1 Chron.

xii. 1-7 relates the coming of the brave Benjami-

niks while David was in Ziklag, 1 Sam. xxvii.

1-7. 3) 1 Chron. xii. 19-22 tells of the Manas-
sites who joined him after his return to Ziklag

before Saul's last battle with the Philistines, 1

Sam. xxix. 3 sq. Thus David had an army in

Ziklag (comp. 1 Chron. xii. 21), composed of

fighting men from various tribes, who liad gra-

dually gathered around him, with which he was

able immediately after Saul's death to establish

(first in Judah, in Hebron) the theocratic king-

dom that had been delivered to him by divine

calling and choice (comp. 2 Sam. ii. 1-1 1)_.

—

Ewald: "The city became in iact the foundation

of David's whole kingdom."

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1. O.siander: For the sake of an ungodly

ruler sometimes a whole people or land is pun-
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ished.

—

Starke: They who share the sin are
justly made to share the punisliraent also. Even
God's people do not always carry ofi' the victory,

and their sins are commonly to blame for it.

—

Ver. 2. Cramer : In common punishments pious
people must often sutler along with the ungodly
(Ezek. xxi. 3 ; Eccl. ix. 2). But let no one take
offence at this, let him rather believe that to them
tiiat love God, even such things must work toge-

ther for good (Rom. viii. 28).

—

[Henry: Jona-
than falls witli the rest. 1. God would hereby
complete the judgment that was to be executed
upon Saul's house. 2. He would hereby make
David's way to the crown clear and open. Jona-
than himself would have cheerfully resigned all

his title and interest to him ; but his friends

would probably have been zealous for the right

line of succession. 3. God would hereby show
us that the difference between good and bad is to

be made in the other world, not in this.

—

Tr.]—
TtJEB. Bible : God bears long with sinners,

especially the revengeful ; but at last His judg-
ments break in so that they can no longer be
kept back.—Ver. 3. Berl. Bib. : Saul's death is

a mournful picture of the dreadful death of a
soul that forsakes the tranquillity and the way
of God, in which through the goodness of God it

had been led, and falls from one sin into another.

—From what the Scriptures relate of Saul it can
be seen how in souls that have swerved from the

riglit path one sin is wont always to follow upon
another.— Ver. 4. Hedinger [from Hall] :

Wicked men care more for the shame of the

world than the danger of their souls (Judg. ix.

54).—Schlier: So ends the man who formerly
began well. How frightful it is to die in one's

sins, to depart impenitent, to go uncalled before

the judgment-seat of God ! How terrible it is to

have nothing to show but a wasted time of grace

!

— [Hall: Evil examples, especially of the great,

never escaped imitation ; the armor-bearer of

Saul follows his master, and dares do that to him-
self which to his king lie durst not.

—

Tr.]—Ver.
6. Cramer : When God's wrath blazes out,

there is no ceasing. And it is a fearful thing to

fall into the hands of the living God (Heb. x.

31).—S. Schmid: The judgments of God, which
befall the pious and the ungodly alike, are rather

to be wondered at than curiously investigated.

—

ScHLiER : A fearful end is only the conclusion
of a foregoing life ; sin begins little and invisible,

hardening goes on step by step. Sin is a fright-

ful power : tirst man commits sin, and when he
has long continued to commit it, he is at length
unable to cease from it, and the end is that he no
longer wishes to cease from it. Think of Saul's

end and learn in time to be wise.—Ver. 7. Berl.
Bib. : So finely has Saul presided over the king-
dom of Israel through his perverse ways, that
even so many cities have been lost. O how there
does arise even in temporal things nothing but
injury through perverse ways, especially those
of the shepherds and leaders of the people!

—

Starke: When God designs to punisli His peo-
ple. He takes away their courage, so that even at

a rustling leaf tliey fear and flee (Lev. xxvi. 36).—Cramer : No one sits too high for God ; He
can easily cast down even the mighty to the
ground (Luke i. 52; Ezek. xxi. 6; Sir.x. 5).

—

[Vers. 9, 10. Henry : Thus did they ascribe the
honor of their victory, not, as they ought to have
done, to the real justice of the true God, but to

the imaginary power of their false gods ; and by
this respect paid to pretended deities, shame those

who give not the praise of their achievements to

the living God.—Tr.]
[Ver. 4. Suicide, as illustrated by the case of

'

Saul: I. Causes: 1) Not merely accumulated
misfortunes, but long-continued wrong-doing; 2)

Cowardly fear of suffering (ver. 3), even in a
man formerly brave ; 3) Caring more for disgrace

than for sin ; 4) Abandonment of trust in God,
as to this life and the future life. II. Effects:

1) Others led by the example into the same folly

and sin (ver. 5) ; 2) Personal dishonor not really

prevented (vers. 4, 9, 10); 3) A crowning and
lasting reproach to the man's memory.

[Vers. 11-13. The exploit of the men of Jabesh-

Oilead: 1) It was a brave deed; 2) A patriotic

deed; 3) A grateful deed (chap, xi.) ; 4) But
the bravery, patriotism and gratitude had been
better shown before Saul's death by helping him
(which they do not appear to have done).

Honors after death make poor amends for ne-

glect and unfaithfulness during life; 5) And care

of the poor remains could avail little for the

man's reputation in this world, and nothing for

his repose in eternity.

—

Tr.]
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THIRD PART. DAVID.

2 Samuel.

FIRST DIVISION: DAVID'S RULE OVER JUDAH ALONE TILL HE
BECOMES KING OVER ALL ISRAEL.

Chapters I.—V. 5.

FIRST SECTION.
David after Saul's Death.

Chap. I. 1-25.

1. The News of the Death. Vers. 1-16.

1 Now [And] it came to pass^ after the death of Saul, when David was returned

from the slaughter of the Amalekites,* and David had abode [that David abode]

two days in Ziklag [in Ziklag two days]. It came even [And it came] to pass on
the third day that, behold, a man came out of [from] the camp from^ Saul with

his clothes'* rent and earth upon his head ; and so it was loni. so it was] when he

3 came to David, that lorn, that] he fell to the earth and did obeisance. And David
said unto him, From whence comest^ thou ? And he said unto him, Out of [From]
the camp of Israel am I escaped. And David said unto him. How went the® matter ?

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 1. Cahen and Wordsworth regard this phrase as connecting the Second Book with the first; but it

seems to be nothing more than the ordinary formula of historical narrative, referring to 1 Sam. xxxi. So begins
ch. ii. of 2 Sam. There is no trace here of a division of '"Samuel" into two Books.

—

T'r.]

« [Ver. 1. Some MSS. and EDD. read 'pSo^n, the usual form. Whether the present Heb. text (with the

Art.) is impossible (Wellh.) may be considered doubtful. A final Yod may, however, have fallen out from simi-

larity to the following Waw.

—

Tr.J

3 [Ver. 2. Thenius thinks tliat the Sept. reading: "from the people of (Dj.'0) Saul" suits the connection as

well as the Heb.; against which Wellhausen remarks that the Greek reading contradicts ver. 6, from which it

appears that the Amalekite did not belong to the army. This reason of Wellh. does not seem decisive (for in

ver. 3 he seems to sav, that he had been in the army); but the Heb. phrase is more natural than the Greek.—Tr.]
* [Ver. 2. V1J3, the word for civilian dress, not military vestment (10) as in 1 Sam. \v. 12; Judg. iii. 16

TT :

~

(Bih. Com.). This would so far make against the supposition that he was a soldier.

—

Tr.]

6 [Ver. 3. The Impf. (NljJ^) may represent the action as incomplete, = whence art thou now engaged in
T

coming?—Tr.]
« [Ver. 4. Sept. : What is this affair? that is, What is the matter? = ")3in nt~nO (Wellh.), which is not as

T T - V -

good as the Heb. text. Svr. : "what is the affair?"

—

Tr.]

359
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4 I pray thee, tell me. And he answered [said], That [om. that]' the people are fled

from the battle, and many of the people also** are fiallen and dead, and Saul and
5 Jonathan his sou are dead also.® And David said unto the young man that told

6 him, How knowest thou that Saul and Jonathan his son be dead* ? And the young
man that told him said. As [ohi. as] I happened by chance upon Mount Gilboa,

[ins. and] behold, Saul leaned upon his spear, and lo, the chariots and [ins. the]

7 horsemen'" followed hard after him. And when [ovi. when] he looked behind him
[or turned round], he [and] saw me, and called unto me. And I answered [said],,

8 Here am I. And he said unto me. Who art thou ? And I answered [said to]

9 him, I am an Amalekite. He [And he] said unto me again [o7n. again], Stand I

pray thee, upon" me, and slay me, for anguish is come upon me [the cramp'^ hath.

10 seized on me], because [for] my life is yet whole in me. So [And] I stood upon
him and slew him, because I was sure that he could not live after that he was
fallen ; and I took the crown [diadem"] that was upon his head and the bracelet

11 that was on his arm, and have brought them hither unto my lord. Then David
took hold on his clothes and rent them, and likewise all the men that were with

12 him; And they mourned and wept and fasted until [ins. the] even for Saul and
for Jonathan his son and for the people of the Lord [Jehovah^^] and for the house

13 of Israel, because they were fallen by the sword. And David said unto the young
man that told him, Whence art thou? And he answered [said], I am the son of a

14 stranger,'^ an Amalekite. And David said unto him. How wast thou not afraid to

15 stretch forth thine hand to destroy the Lord's [Jehovah's] anointed? And David
called one of the young men, and said, Go near a7id fall upon him [Approach,

16 fall on him]. And he smote him that he died. And David said unto him.
Thy blood^® be upon thy head, for thy mouth hath testified against thee, saying,

I have slain the Lord's [Jehovah's] anointed.

' [Ver. 4. The IK^X here = oti, introducing a remark as oratio indirecta (Then, and Erdmanu : = " namely "),

and we might render: and he said, that the people were fled and . . . fallen, etc. (so Philippson); but "that"
with orat. directa (as in Eng. A. V.) is not Eng. idiom.

—

Tr.]

8 [Ver. 4. This " also . . . also " la not a very good rendering of the Heb. DJ • • DJ, since it does not clearly

bring out the collocation and climax in the two clauses. On the other hand Erdmann's rendering: "not only
are many of the people dead. Ijut also Saul and Junatlian are dead," makes a sharper contrast than the Heb.
expresses. Perhaps the sense would be more exactly given by translating: "the people fled, and moreover
many are dead, and moreover Saul," etc.—Tr.J

9 [Ver. 5. Lit.: that Saul is dead, and Jonathan his son? The .Syr. has: "David said to the young man. Tell

me how died Saul and .Jonathan his son ?" a reading which seems to have nothing for it. The repetition of the
descriptive phrase: "that told him" = "his informant," is in accordance with the ancient manner of writing;
compare the standing epithets of the Homeric gods and heroes.

—

Tr.]

10 [Ver. 6. Lit.: "possessors of horses," where the last word (^T3) is the charger or war-horse as distin-
T T t

guished from the ordinary horse (D'D)- The Chald. translates the first word
('7J,'3)

"army," which is a loose

and inaccurate rendering. AVellhausen, regarding the Heb. phrase as a strange one, has an ingenious sup-

position that there was originally to this D''B'*13 of the text a correction flK'p * 71'3, " possessors of bows,"
• TT vlv -:~

of which the first word got into the text here, and the second iJWp) into ver. 18, to the vexation of interpreters.

Our phrase, though it occurs here only, is perhaps possible, but the ''7_y3 is probably an early insertion. —Tr.J

II |Ver. y. T^ lOJ?. Instead of "stand upon" = "stand against," some fGesen., Philippson, Cahen, Erd-

mann) render " stand by," = "come near, approach." The objection to this latter rendering is that the verb
means always " stand " "or " make a stand," as in the passages cited by Cahen, Dan. xii. 1, Michael stands by (on
behalf of j the people, Estli. viii. 11, the .Jews make a stand for their'lives. Here we should expect a verb of
motion :

" come near and slay me," as in Jer. vii. 10; xvii. 9. It is better, therefore, to adopt the sense of rising

up, standing against, or to use the phrase "stand on" made familiar bv the English Authorized Version.
—Tk.]

12 [Ver. 9. So Aq. Co (ninyK-riip) and probably Syr. (Xj'l^i*, rendered badly in Walton's Polyg. caligines. Castellus

gives vcrtiqo, and J. 1). Midiailis spaamus), and so most moderns. See Gesenius, Thesaur. s. i'.—The last clause

of the ver.sc is literally :
" for all yet is my life in me," whic'h is given by Saul as the reason why the young man

should slay him.

—

Tr.]
!' r^'er. 10. So Sym. and Theod. .\quila has a(/)6pio-ju,a from the ground-meaning of the stem 1IJ, "to set

apart." perhaps regarding the diadem as that which especially characterizes and sets apart a king (Schleusner).

—

Wellh. thinks that the Art. is necessary to nii'i'X-—Tr.]

1* [Ver. 12. Sept. :
" for the people of Judah an(i for the house of Israel," tlie other VSS. as the Heb. Wellh.

thinks " people of .Tudah " the true text-reading, but supposes that this mav be a corruption of " people of Jah-
veh," and that it called forth the addition "hou.se of Israel." But, on the other hand, the Sept. reading looks
like an attempt to smooth aw.ay a supposed difficulty, and the Heb. text gives a clear and deeply theocratic sense,
which is well brought out by Then, and Erdmann. The Synopsis Critieorum and Wellh. are wrong in saying
that "people of Jahveh" and "house of Israel" are identical expressions.—Tr.]

16 [Ver. 1.3. Or: "an Amalekite stranger." Aq. ttpoo-jjAutou, and so Gill.

—

Tr.J
16 [Ver. IG. The te.xt lias the Plu., the Sing, is found in many MSS. (De Rossi) and in Qeri, apparently as if the

Plu. alone meant "blood-guiltiness." But in the Heb. of O. T. both Sing, and Plu. are used in both senses, of
" blood " and of " blood-guilt iness," see Lev. xvii. 4 for the latter sense in the Sing. The Sing, in the VSS. decides
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2. David's Elegy. Vers. 17-27.

17 And David lamented with this lamentation over Saul and over Jonathan his

18 son, (Also he bade them teach the children of Judah The use of the bow ;'^ behold,

it is written in the book of Jasher. ) [Om. parenthesis-sign, render: And he com-
manded that the children of Judah should be taught this song of " The Bow ;"

behold, etc.:']

19 The beauty'^ of Israel is slain upon thy high places [heights] !

How are the mighty fallen

!

20 Tell it not in Gath,

Publish it not in the streets of Askelon,

Lest the daughters of the Philistines rejoice,

Lest the daughters of the uncircumcised triumph.

21 Ye mountains of Gilboa, let there be no dew, neither let there be rain upon you [be

neither dew nor rain on you],

Nor fields of offerings

;

For there the shield of the mighty is vilely cast away,^®

[For there was cast away the shield of the heroes].

The shield of Saul as though he had not been anointed [unanointed]™ with oil.

22 From the blood of the slain,

From the faf ^ of the mighty [of heroes]

The bow of Jonathan turned not back,

And the sword of Saul returned not empty.

23 Saul and Jonathan were lovely and pleasant" in their lives.

And in their death they were not divided.

They wei-e swifter than eagles

!

They were stronger than lions

!

24 Ye daughters of Israel, weep over'*^ Saul,

AVho clothed you in scarlet with other delights.

Who put on ornaments of gold upon your apparel.

25 How are the mighty fallen in the midst of the battle!

O Jonathan, thou wast slain in thine high places [on thy heights].^*

I am distressed for thee, my brother Jonathan.

nothing for the Heb. text, beeause elsewhere (as Gen. iv. 10) the Heb. Phi. = "blood" is given by the Sing, in
Syr. and Chald. Wellh. thinks that this Qeri may have been determined by the use in I Kings ii. 33, 37.—After
'• saying" Sept. has on of oraf. indirccta as in ver. 4. and De Rossi mentions that one MS. in his possession here
lias '3, which is perhaps a copyist's imitation of later usage.

—

Tr.J

1" [Ver. IS. So Targ., Rashi and Gill. The discussion in the Exposition.—Tr.]

18 [Ver. 19. Some take the H as Interrog., and render: Is the beauty of Israel slain? etc.: but the interroga-
tive form does not so well suit the connection. Litliers regard " Israel " as Vocative, on account of the following
"thy," which otherwise would have no antecedent; against this (otherwise most n:itiiral) rendering is, as Erd-
maiin remarks, the hardness of the first word: The beaut}-. O Israel, is slain, ei'c. Bib. C'o;«. therefore translates:
Thy beauty, O Israel ; but it is questionable whether the "thy" can lawfully be supplied. The rendering: "O
beauty of Israel slain, ' ete., is harsh, because we should expect -'thou art slain." Perhaps the second of the
above translations is the preferable.

—

Tr.|

" [Ver. 21. Erdmann and others render "defiled," against which see fies., Thes. .s-. r.—Tr.]
20 [Ver. 21. The Chald., and perhaps Syr., refers the anointing to Saul instead of to his shield. Eng. A. V. fol-

lows Vulg., which is undoubtedly wrong.—In some MSS. and printed EDD. n^tJ^O is written instead of TTti'O,
- T - • T

and this is the more usual form; but in this poetical passage the less usual form is not unnatural. Instead of

''73, " not," some MSS. have ''^2 = "implement:" "the shield of Saul, armor anointed with oil," an improbable

and unsupported reading.

—

Tr.]

21 [Ver. 22. The reading ^Tfl, " sword," found in some MSS., is perhaps a mere textual error (found in no

VS.), or perhaps a correction for dignity.

—

Tr.]
22 [Ver. 23. These Adjectives have the Art. in the Heb., whence Then and Erdmann render: "Saul and .Jona-

than, the lovely and pleasant, in life and in death they were not divided." Eng. A. V. is supported by all the
ancient VSS. and by most modern commentators.

—

Tk.]

23 [Ver 2-1. SjT instead of Sx in some MSS. ; but the change is unnecessary since IX = " in respect to, for.'-

—In DDiysSD some codices substitute the fem. suffix p, as in the last word of the verse; it is probable, how-

ever, that the masc. form was used (especially in poetry) for both genders.

—

Tr.]

2* [Ver. 25. Coislin.: fts 0dvaTov crpov/oiaTio-flr/s, "thoix wast wounded unto death," a weak reading in compari-
son with the Heb. text.—Tr.]
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Very pleasant hast thou been unto me,

Thy love to me was wonderful, passing the love of women.

How are the mighty fallen,

And the weapons of war perished

!

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

I. Vers. 1-16. The neivs of SauFs death, and

David''s reception of it.

Ver. 1 f?q. This narrative is closely connected

with that of David's return to Ziklag and Saul's

death in chaps, xxx. and xxxi. of the First Book.

The words: " and it came to pass after the death

of Saul," attach themselves immediately to 1

Sam. xxxi., thus continuing the narrative after

the account there given of his death. The words

:

"and David was returned from the slaughter of

the Amalekites," resume the narrative in ch.

xxx., and connect themselves especially with

vers. 17, 26.—The grammatical apodosis begins

with "and abode" (^tJ'.'l), though according to

the sense and the connection ver. 2 foi-ms the

Jadmd apodosis. The narrator desires to make
an exact chronological statement for the follow-

ing account, to bring out prominently that the

news of Saul's death was closely connected with

the events related in chs. xxx., xxxi. The pre-

cise statement that " after David had stayed two

days in Ziklag, the messenger came on the third

day with the news of Saul's death," indicates, on

the one hand, that the narrative is drawn from

exact, minute original sources, and, on the other,

that David's return from the battle with the

Amalekites happened about the same time as the

battle of Gilboa.

Ver. 2. And behold, a man came, accord-

ing to ver. 6 a youth ; he had belonged to the

Israelitish army as a combatant.— [See the doubt

as to this fact' in "Text, and Gram."

—

Tr.]—
"From with Saul" (D^p) = "from the neigh-

liorhood of Saul," comp. vers. 3, 4. The rent

garment and the earth on the head are signs of

grief. See 1 Sam. iv. 12. His "falling down"
recognizes David as future king. See xiv. 4;

xix. 18; 1 Kings xviii. 7.

Ver. 3. " Escaped," as all the people had fled

from the battle, according to ver. 4.

Ver. 4. Baind's question: " How was the affair,

that happened?" is at the same time the ex-

pression of dismay at the news of the flight. The
onnwer is introduced by a Conj. ("1?^^, Eng. A. \ .

"that"), here = our ''namely;" comp. iv. 10;

1 Sam. XV. 20 ('3 is .sometimes used). Threestate-

ments follow one on another in the rapid, curt

account of the informant, who, in keeping with

David's word "tell me," is repeatedly termed
" the voiing man that told him," vers. ">, 6, K!:

1) "the people are fled from the battle," the

whole army broken up in flight; 2) "Many of

the people are fallen and dead."* This is not in

opposition with 1 Sam. xxxi. 6 :
" and all his

men," because the latter refers to the men imme-
diately around Saul; 3) "And also Saul and

Jonathan his son are dead." "VVe may render:
" not only many of the people, . . . but also Saul
and Jonathan are dead." The climax in the

three statements is obvious. To David's question
(ver. 5), which refers only to the last statement
respecting Saul and Jonathan, the messenger
replies (vers. 6-10) with a full account of Saul's

death.

Ver. 6. I happened by chance, that is, in

the press of battle, and in the flight, which took
the direction towards Mount Gilboa, see 1 Sam.
xxxi. 1.

—

Behold, Saul leaned on his spear.
This does not mean (Bunsen) that Saul was lying

on the ground, " propping his weary head with
the nervously-clutched spear ;" no support for

this view is found in vers. 9, 10, for the " after

he was fallen" in ver. 10 does not refer to his fall

to the ground. Nor is it to be understood (Cler.

and others) of the attempt to kill himself (ac-

cording to 1 Sam. xxxi. 4). We must rather

suppose that Saul was leaning on his spear (which
wa.s flxed in the earth, 1 Sam. xxvi. 7) in order

to hold himself up, being perfectly exhausted.

While he was standing there, " lo, the chariots

(that is, the chariot-warriors) and the horsemen
followed hard on him," came so near that they

must soon have reached him, see Judg. xx. 42.

Death or captivity stared him in the face. It is

not probable that "chariots and horsemen" fol-

lowed the flying Israelites on the mountains;
according to 1 Sam. xxxi. 4 the pursuers were
the archers. Cler. justly :

" This seems to be the

beginning of the young man's falsehoods."

Ver. 7. And he turned round, which could

not be said of him, if he had been lying on the

ground.*—Ver. 8. The marginal reading " I

said " [so Eng. A. V.] is to be preferred to the

text "he said," which seems to have come from
the '• he said " in the beginning of the following

verse (Then.).— [Some take the Heb. 3 pars,

to be oratio obliqua ; but this is not probable.—
Tr.]—Ver. 9. For the cramp has seized me.
So we must render this subst., "cramp" as a

twisting of the l)ody (from a stem meaning "to
weave, interwork, work together"), not "death-

agony" (Vidg.), not the "cuirass" or other part

of the armor (S. Schmid), nor "vertigo or faint-

ing" (Gesen., De Wette), to which the following:

"all my life is yet in me" does not suit. In
consecpience of his excitements and exertions,

Saul found liiniself in a bodily condition in which

he could not defend himself against the onpress-

ing enemy. The "because" (the second '3)

gives a further reason for the request to slay him,

since Saul feared that iu his defenceless condition

he would sufler tiie indignity of falling alive into

tlie Pliilistines' hands.f— [Para/j/MYise of ver. 9:

* On the adverb, use of the Inf. Abs. (n3"in) see

Ew., ? 280 c —On J . . . DJ, see 1 Sam. xvii. 36 and Ew.

2 359, 1.

* [The Heb.
(f3'1)

means '-turned his face, looked

round," whic-hi seems possible for a man lying on the
ground, half-raised on a spear.

—

Tr.]

t This insertion of nij? between Sd as nnmen regens

and tlie iiomen rr.ctum occurs in a few other eases, Job
xxvii. :!. See Ges., i lU, .3 R. 1.
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Kill me, for tiie enemy will soon be on me, I am
too l);ully wounded to defend myself, yet, not

being mortally wounded, I shall be taken alive.—Tr.]— Ver. 10. The Amalekite says, that he
slew Saul in accordance with his request, because

he saw he " would not live after his fall," could

not survive his fall. The ''fall"* does not mean
"apostasy from God" (O. v. Gerlach), for, apart

from the impossibility of tiie Amalekite's using

such an expression, we should expect some coi*-

responding additional phrase ; nor " falling after

a severe, but not mortal wound," inflicted by
himself (Cler., Schmid e< oi.), for this view pre-

supposes a wrong conception of the " leaning on
his spear," the account in 1 Sam. xxxi. -4 being
mixed up with this account. The " fall " here
means "defeat;" see Prov. xxiv. 16.—He took

from his head his golden dindcm (not " crown,"
I'J), the emblem of the royal dignity. The
" bracelet or arm-band " was worn not only by
women, but also by men, see Num. xxxi. 50.

So the army-commanders are adorned on the

Assyrian monuments (Layard's Nineveh), and the

kings on the Egyptian. The Amalekite brings

from Saul's corpse the symbols of the royal dig-

nity in order to confirm his words, and thus se-

cure the favor of David, whom he looked on as

king, and gain a ricli reward.—The narrative of

the Amalekite contradicts 1 Sam. xxxi. 3,

where Saul kills himself with his own sword.

The explanation of this difTerence by the assump-
tion of two different original accounts of >Saul's

death (Gramberg, Relitjionsid. II. 89, and Ewald)
is totally baseless (Then.). Winer [R.-W. II.

392) : "In any other than a biblical writer, tliis

difference would certainly not be regarded as

proof of the composition of the Book from two
narrations." Equally untenable is the attcnqit

at harmonizing the two (.Joseph., Ant. 6, 1-1, 7,

some Rabbis, and especially S. Schmid) by say-

ing that Saul had only wounded himself severely

by tailing on his sword, and received the death-
stroke from the Amalekite ; this contradicts the

statement in 1 Sara. xxxi. 1.—A careful compa-
rison of the Amalekite's account with the other
shows that, although his statement about Israel's

defeat and the enemy's pressing on Saul was true,

he lied in saying that he killed Saul, in order to

gain favor and a royal reward from David ; so

Theod., Brenz, Calov., Serar., Sankt., Cler., Mich.,
Winer, Then., Keil.—[A. Clarke, Kitto, Bib.

Com., Philippson reject the Amalekite's story as

a fabrication ; Patrick and Gill seem to think it

in general true, tliough distorted here and there

;

Wordsworth defends it (appealing to Josephus),
taking it to be supplementary to the other—if it

were not true, he asks, why did the Amalekite
not deny it, when he saw that he was to be put to

death for it? To this it may be replied, that no
time was given him, or perhaps he did deny it,

and his denial was disregarded. As for the dia-

dem and bracelet, he might easily have picked
them up before the Philistines came to strip the
slain. His account of Saul's death cannot well

be harmonized with that of 1 Sam. xxxi., and
then he had an obvious motive for his story.—Tr.]

Ver. 11 sq. "Weeping and mourning aloud"

On the irreg. form (iSbJ) see Ew., g 255 d.

and rending the garments on the lireast were
signs of grief and sorrow for the dead. See Gen.
XXX vii. 34, 35; 1. ]; 2 Sam. iii. 32, 34; .Judg.

xi. 35.—The whole body of soldiers took part in

David's deep grief. The Sept. adds at the end :

"rent their clothes" as explanatory of the terse

Heb. text. The numerous signs of sorrow here
mentioned, rending the garments, mourning,
weeping, fasting ("till evening") exhibit the
greatness of David's sincere grief The order of

mention of the objects of the lamentation is the
inverse of that in ver. 4: Saul, Jonathan, the
people. His grief for »S'«((/ shows his heart to be
free from bitterness, revenge and malignant joy;
he mourns the fall of the anointed of the Lord.
His heart must have been filled with deep sorrow
for the death of Jonathan, whom he had not seen
since the incident recorded in 1 Sam. xxiii. 18.

He laments over the slain and scattered people

for the misery and ignominy that had befallen

them through defeat by the imcircumcised hea-
then. He calls them "the people of the Lord"
with special reference to their position as a peo-
ple chosen by the Lord from all nations, thus
His special property by a holy covenant, whose
wars against foreign nations, out of whom he had
separated them, are the Lord's tvars, comp. 1 Sam.
XXV. 28. The house of Israel denotes the people
as a unit, with reference to their common descent.

The people of the Lord was in this battle aban-
doned by the Lord ; the house of Israel as a whole
and in all its parts was cast down.—[On the al-

leged difficuky in the text of the latter part of

this verse see " Text, and Gram."

—

Tr.]
Ver. 13 sq. To David's question concerning

his origin the young man answers that " he is the

son of an Amalekite stranfjer," that is, of an
Amalekite who had settled in Israel.*—Ver. 14.

From the same reverence for the sacred life of

Saul that he showed before in the words :
" I

will not lay my hand on my lord, for he is the

Lord's anointed" (1 Sara. xxiv. 11), springs

David's indignant question to the Amalekite:
How vrast thou not afraid to stretch forth
thy hand against the Lord's anointed ?—
Comp. 1 Sam. xxxi. 4 where the armor-bearer

"fears" to do such a thing. This question sup-

poses that the young man, as a foreigner at home
in Israel and living under its law, might very

well know what a crime he conmiitted in laying

his hand on the king's person, even at the king's

request. The question shows beyond doubt that

David took his account to be true, and his indig-

nation at the crime shows ho\\r far he was from
any sort of revenge against the (in his eyes) sa-

cred person of Saul.—Ver. 15. David causes the

Amalekite to be straightway slain for his self-

avowed crime. He slays hira not merely that,

after the Amalekite has confessed the regicide,

he (David) may not be supposed to countenance

such a crime, and especially not Saul's murder
(Thenius), but he punishes him for his crime
against the person of the anointed of the Lord,

and that on the ground of his right as the king
now chosen and appointed by the Lord. It was
a theocratie, not a political act, as Clericus thinks
(" it is to be attributed to political reasons"), and
so Thenius and other moderns.—Ver. 16. While

* [For .Jewish traditions and fables on this wliole his-

tory see Patfiek, Gill, Pliilippson.—Tr.]
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the preparations for the execution of the judg-

ment are going on, David pronounces the formal

sentence of capital punishment : Thy blood* be
on thy head.—"Thou hast brougiit this bloody

punisliinent on tlivself, having confessed thy

crime.'' — For thy mouth hath testified

against thee.—The ground of the sentence of

death was the statement of tlie Amalekite him-

self; he affirmed tliat the ornaments he brought

were taken from the body of Saul, designing thus

to prove tiiat Saul had been killed by his hand,

antl hoping to receive a rich reward. See ch. iv.

10.—Theodoret remarks that it was becoming

that the "Prophet and King" should be asto-

nished at this deed, but not blame it.—[It was so

obvious and dreadful a crime that he could only

express astonishment at it.—Tr.]—What David
himself with holy horror had refused to do,

namely, to lay hands on Saul's sacred person,

this nnirderer'(so it seemed to him) had done.

—

[The Commentators refer to the fact that the law

requiring two witnesses in a death-sentence was

here set aside from the peculiarity of the circum-

stances. There is no trace of special an^er and

haste because of the nationality of the supposed

regicide; but the execution may without diffi-

culty be regarded as having a political character

—not that David, looking ito his own accession to

tlie throne, wished to ward off such attempts

against himself, or to curry favor with Saul's

friends, but that, regarding himself as in fact the

highest political authority in tlie land, he dis-

pensed punishment for a notorious and shocking

political crime. It can hardly be suspected

(Philippson) from the Avords: "thy mouth hath

witnessed against thee," that " David saw through

the Amalekite." Against the allegation that

David-'s conduct here was hypocritical, Chandler

cites the cases of Alexander weeping over Darius,

Scipio over Carthage, ('issar over Pompey, and

Augustus over Antony.

—

Tr.]

II. Dnrid's elegy. Vers. 17-27.

Ver. 17. And David sang this lament.—
That David was the author of this elegy is proved

by this history, as well as by the vigor of the

song and its harmony Avith David's situation and

feeling. For the general defeat of Israel David

and his men expressed their sorrow as is al)ove

related. Here follows the voice of mourning

from David's heart especially over Saul and

Jonatlian, the deaths of both of whom must
powerfully have moved him, though for different

reasons.

Ver. 18. Two notices are prefixed to the Song:

one as to its destination; the other as to its murce.

As resjiects its destination it is said :
" and he said

(commanded) to teach it to the children of Ju-

dali," they were to learn and practice it (comp.

Deut. xxxi. 19; Ps. Ix. 1), probably that they

might sing it in their military practice with the

bow (Grot., Delitzsch in Herz. XII. 280). For

Pi'dp is best understood (from ver. 22) as the

title : Song of the Bow.— [Eng. A. V. improperly

supplies :
" tiie use of."

—

Tr.]—With all its notes

of sorrow tlie whole Song has a warlike ground-

* Read the Plu. of Dl as in the Kethib [Germ, has

Qori, wronRly], since this alone is used in the sense of
"l)loo(l-f:uiltiness." [This is incorrect; see ••Text, and
Gram.'"—Tb.]

tone, celebrating Saul and Jonathan as warriors,
and "the bow was a principal weapon of the
times, and used especially by Saul's tribesmen,

the Benjaminites, with great success, see 1 Chron.
viii. 40; xii. 2; 2 Chron. xiv. 7; xvii. 17"
(Keil). Bottcher connects "bow" with "chil-
dren of Jiidah" and renders: "to teach the

archers of Judali ;" but against this restriction to

Judah, Tlienius rightly remarks that David's
purpose doubtless was that the whole people
should preserve a faithful remembrance of Saul
and .Jonathan. Instead of "bow" (Pi\yp). Then,

and Ew. substitute adverbial accusatives, liie

former " healfully" (^?^p., Isa. x.xi. 7), the lat-

ter "exactly" [OVp). Against this see the admi-

rable remarks of Bottcher.— [Bottcher points out

that Thenius' " heedfully " applies to hearing,

and does not suit here, and that Ewald's conjec-

tured word means "truth," not "correctness,"

and further requires (if he write rit^p) the sub-

stitution of the late Aramaic n (in this word)
for the Heb. £0- To regarding "Bow" as the
title of the Song Bottcher objects that this ought
in that case to be its first word ; or, if the men-
tion of the bow in ver. 22 justifies this title (as

the second Sura of the Koran is called "The
Cow " from the incidental story of Moses' cow
in it), the word should at least have the Art.,

and we should indeed expect "the song of the

bow." On the other hand we may refer to such
titles as those of Ps. xxii., Ivi., xlv., Ix. (Kitto).

A new suggestion is made by Bib. Com., that

there was in the Book of Jashar a collection of

poems, in which special mention was made of

the bow (2 Sam. i. 19-27; 1 Sam. ii. 1-10; Num.
xxi. 27-30; Lam. ii. ; Lam. iii.; Gen. xlix.

;

Deut. xxxii.
;
perhaps Deut. xxxiii., etc.), that

this collection was known as Kasheth (the bow),

and that the author of 2 Sam. transferred this

dirge from the Book of Jashar to his own pages

with its title as follows: "For the children of Israel

to learn by heart. Kashethfrom the Book of Jashar;"

the "and he said" must then be regarded as

introducing the Song, the title being a parenthe-

ses. The objection to this rendering is the posi-

tion of the "and he said," which it is hard to

attach to the dirge, and the way in which the

Book of Jashar is referred to, which does not

suit a title like those in the Psalms.—So far no
satisfactory translation has been given from the

existing text, nor any satisfactory emendation

suggested. The rendering of Erduuuin is adopted

as offering the fewest (lifficulties.

—

Tr.] — The
source whence the author drew this Song was "the

Bookofthe Upright" (Sing.), or if thesubst. (Jash-

ar ) be taken as collective, of the vpriyht ones ( Vulg.

liber justorum). ("omp. Josh. x. 13. It was in

existence before the Books of Joshua and Samuel,

and contained (judging from the two extracts

here and in Joshua) a collection of Songs on

specially remarkable events of the Israelite his-

tory, together witli celebration of the prominent

pious men, whose names were connected with

tliese events (see Bleek, Introd.) ; Maurcr : '' songs

in praise of worthy Israelites."—[On tiie Book
of Jashar or Tlie Upriglit, the various o|)inions

as to its origin and character (including Donald-

son's fanciful and unsound book), the two Rabbi-

nical works of tliis name, the anonymous work
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of 1625 (an English translation of which was
pnblished in New York in 1840 Ijy M. M. Noah

;

it ahomads in fabk's, and was ai:)pai'ently the

work of a Spanish .Jew), and the "clumsy for-

gery" which appeared in England in 1751 under
the'name of the "Book of .Jasher" (reprinted in

1827 and in 1833)—see Art. "Book of Jasher"
in Smith's Bib. Diet., and GiU's Commentary in

loco and on Josh. x. 13. Patrick holds the opi-

nion that it was a book concerning the right art

of making war (.Jasher=right), and quotes Vic-

torinus Strigelius, who says that it was " an ec-

clesiastical history like those of Eusebius and
Theodoret." The author has been surmised to

be Gad or Nathan, inasmuch as no extract is

given from the work later than the death of Saul.

Dr. Erdmann states in the text the substance of

what we know about it.

—

Tb.]

Ver. 19. The glory of Israel on thy
heights slain !—This lament is the superscrip-

tion of the whole song ; herein David addresses

"the people of the Lord, the house of Israel"

( ver. 12). " Israel " cannot be taken as Vocative,

"O Israel" (Buns., Keil, et al. [Kitto, Stanley,

Bib. Co»i.]), because then the expression "the
glory" would stand too isolated and undefined,

especially at the beginning of the song; we must
therefore suppose it to be defined by the follow-

ing word.— \^Bib. Com., to avoid this difficulty,

renders: "thy glory;" Chandler, Philippson and
Calien: "O glory of Israel," which is easier as

supplying an antecedent for the " thy heights ;"

but perhaps less suitable in the connection, where
we should not so naturally expect a mere excla-

mation, and where the subst. verb could not with
this translation be supplied. Still it is a quite

possible rendering, and deserves consideration.

—

Tr.]—Some render the opening word Cp^Hj
"Gazelle" (De Wette, et al. [Kitto, Stanley]),
and Ewald then refers this to .Jonathan, who, he
says (Thenius: "a high-handed way, in truth,

of dealing with history"), was generally known
among the warriors as "the Gazelle;" but this,

apart from the absence in the song of any com-
parison with the gazelle, or any allusion to its

swiftness and agility, is untenable simply because
the song speaks throughout not of one hero (Jona-
than), but of two (Saul and Jonathan). As the
composition has the ring of a hero-song in honor
of these two, who were in fact the hero-glory of
Israel, we mnst render the word "glory, orna-
ment." The "heights," on which these the
" ornament of Israel" were slain, are the moun-
tains of Gilboa, on which David looks as the
scene of the tragic end of the two greatest heroes
of Israel. At tlie outset of his song he laments
the heavy loss which Israel suffered in noble
hero-power. This sorrowful lament is still more
definitely expressed in the following words

:

'' How are the heroes fallen !" Thrice it appears
as the ground-tone of the whole song. Here at
tiie beginning it introduces the lament for the
two strong /leroc.s, Said and .Jonathan (vers. 20-24),
which forms the greater part of the song ; in ver.

25 it is the basis for the lament over Jonathan
alone, the deeply loved frienrl. At the close (ver.

27) it sounds out the third time, strengthened by
a parallel exclamation, that the whole song as a
iiero-elegy may not merely " die away in a last

sigh," but close with an exclamation aloud of
deepest grief over the loss of these great heroes.

Ver. 20. The two Philistine cities Gath and
Askelon, as the most prominent, are named in

the language of poetry, for the whole land, which
they represent (Gath very near, Askelon at a dis-

tance on the sea). The singer will not have Is-

rael's great calamity known among the heathen
[he dill not know that the Philistines had posses-

sion of the bodies of Saul and his sons.

—

Tr.],
for they are the " uncircumcised," the enemies
of Jehovah and of His people. The latter's

shame is already great enough in being overcome
and trodden down by the uncii'curacised nation

;

may it not be increased by Philistine songs of
triumph over vanquished Israel.

—

Tell it not
in Gath, so Mic. i. 10. " The rejoicing of the

daughters of the Philistines" refers to the connuon
oriental custom of the celebration by the women
and virgins with songs and dances of the heroic
deeds and triumphal return of the men (see 1

Sam. xviii. 6).— David's expression: "Tell it

not," etc., must be conceived and understood
throughout according to its poetical significance

:

he wishes that Philistia may not learn of this

defeat, that Israel may be spared the shame of

becoming the object of the Philistines' scornful

joy over victory. In fact the defeat of Israel

could not possibly remain unknown; news of it

had already gone through the whole land (1

Sam. xxxi. 9 sq.). It would be in contradiction

with the poetical type to suppose (as Sack does i

that David's words are an exhortation to the men
assembled about him on Philistine soil [at Zik-

lag], that they themselves at least should not

announce the sad news to the enemy. Nor is

ver. 21 to be taken as a real imprecation against

Nature (Then.), but as a poetical image.—Ver.

21. Over against the exultant Joy of victory of

Israel's enemies, which he would gladly be spared,

David sets the attitude of mourning, in which he
would behold the mountains of Gilboa, the scene

of his heroes' death-struggle: ye mountains
in Gilboa, poetical for the usual prose-form :

"mountains of Gilboa" (ver. 6; 1 Sam. xxxi. 1),

the Preposition further defining the Stat. Const.

(see on this construction Ew. ^ 289 b, Ges. § 116,

1).—[Others suppose, not so well, that Gilboa is

here named as a tract of country.

—

Tr.]—Ba
there neither dew nor rain on you !—May
you lack that which makes yon green and fruit-

ful, and dispenses fresh life. Waste and desert

they were to lie, that their death might present

forever a picture of the dreadful end of those that

were slain there, and so Nature might, as it were,

mourn for them.

—

And fields of first-fruits

(be not on you).* The fields from which were

taken the firstlings (as best), were the most fruit-

ful. The expression therefore means: may these

places be destitute ( not only of fructifying dew
and rain, but also) of the products of a fruitful

soil, may there be here no fruitful fields whence
might be gathered offerings of first-fruits. This
is a poetical elaboration of the thought ex-

pressed in the figure of the dew and rain, and is

* As» ^"XV is Sing, (the Plu. i.s n'ni'), a'l explanations

based on the Phi. are wrong. H'S^'in is nsed of the
T ;

hrinsine; of first-friiits. Num. xv. to sq. ; 2 Chron. xxxi.

lu [but also of other otferings.—Tu.J
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by no means "meaningless" (Then.). There is

fto need for changing tlie text, as Thenius, for

example, after TliLodotion would read: "ye
foresti and mountains of death."* Equally unte-

nable is Bottcher's conjecture {Ae/irenk'se, p. 24,

and JVc'/e Aehrenl, p. 139): "on the fields of

.Jarmuth,"t especially as "the name of the city

in question [.Jarmuth] is doubtful, and its loca-

tion nwir (xilljoa arbitrary" (Then.). The trans-

lation "lofty fields" (caiapi editi, Cler., Maur. ) is

opi>osed to the usual meaning of the Heb. word
m"\01"1J1\ is here without special significance,

and requires too much to be supplied in order to

connect it with the preceding: ''and on you, ye
lofty fields," come neither dew nor rain.

—

For
there is defiled the shield of the heroes,
defiled with dust and blood, not "cast away"
(V^ulg.).—[Eng. A. v.: "vilely cast away," com-
l)ining, not badly, the two shades of meaning of

the word.—Tr.]—The shield of Saul is spe-

cially mentioned as the military emblem of the

leader of the army. — Not anointed with oil.

This is not an explanation of the words "defiled

is Saul's shield," as the Vulg. has it: "the shield

of Saul, as if it were not anointed with oil," nor
a reference to Saul : "as if he were not anointed,"

1 Sam. X. 1 sq. (J. H. Michaelis, S. Scliraid,

D:ithe, et at. [Eng. A. V.]), the "as if" and the
refc'rence to the royal anointing being both
wrongly introduced ; but it expresses the fact

that the shield is not "anointed with oil," as was

usually done to the metallic shield {\^P), in order

to clean and polish it when it Avas stained with
blood and defiled by dirt and rust (see the de-

scription in Isa. xxi. 5). In the individualizing
poetical language the defiled and uncleansed
shields denote the unfitness for war and the help-

lessness of the glory of Israel lying powerless in

dust and blood. If the shield of Israel lack its

ornament and grace, so maj'st thou also, O field

of slaughter, lack thine, mourn thou waste and
dreary! Let Nature respond to the shame and
wretchedness of the people.—Ver. 22 celebrates

the bravery of the two heroes, which impelled
them ever onward to victory, that thus the con-
trast to their sad end may come out more promi-
nently. To .lonathan is assigned the bow (comp.
1 Sain, xviii. 4; xx. 20), to Saul the sword.

They thus represent the weapon-power (" Wehr
'II nd IFfi/fen "J) of the whole people. The sword,
and in a sort the arrow, drinks the blood and de-
vours the flesh. Tiiis frequent poetical concep-
tion (ii. 26; Dent, xxxii. 42; Isai. i. 20; xxxiv.
0; .ler. ii .30; xlvi. 10) mingles in the words:
Saul's sword returned not empty [Jona-
than's bow turned not back]; these heroes were
accustomed to gain complete victory, to overthrow
and destroy all opjjosing power (comp. 1 Sam.
xiv. 15).— Ver. 2.3. The singer sets forth how the
two met di-ath not only together, but also in a
deej), cordial union of war-comradeship. They
were "beloved" and "lovely, amiable," the lat-

* mo "^ni ""^V" [which is "unhebraio, and the
V T • T ; • T

;

first word imgraminatical " (Wellh.).

—

Tr.].

t [A phrase from Lnthor's f;imons liyinn (Rinr fisfr
fc«ro) = '• shield and weapon." F(;r a'translation' sec
Carlyle's Miscellanies.—Tit.

J

ter quality being the cause of the former ; impor-
tant data for the characterization of the two men,
both adjectives being referred to each. Comp.
the corresponding description of Saul in 1 Sam.
ix. 2 sq. and x. 24. David here looks at hiiu
only in the light of his God-given noble endow-
ments and (plalities, and praises them, turning^
his glance away (in view of his death) from the
time during which the "evil spirit" had dark-
ened and destroyed his nobility, and not think-
ing of the persecutions he himself had sutiered.

—

In life and in death—not divided.*—On
the one hand David here bears witness to the
cordial love that Saul felt for his son, traces of
which we find in 1 Sam. xix. 6; xx. 2, though
according to 1 Sam. xx. 30 .sq. the evil sjtirit in
him burned in hot anger even against Jonathan.
On the other hand David here praises the filial

love of Jonathan, in which he remained true to

his father in spite of the latter's hatred and perse-

cution of his friend, not permitting his friendship

to diminish his filial piety. Equal in noble
qualities of heart, bound together in life and
death in cordial personal association, they had
also the noblest heroic qualities in common :

each was distinquished for vdcjle-like swiftness and
agility (Isa. xl. 31; Dent, xxviii. 49; Jer. iv. 13;
Lam. iv. 19; Hab. i. 8), for lion-like courage and
strength (xvii. 10; Judg. xiv. 18; Prov. xxx. 30).

How sorrowful, then, the loss!—Ver. 24. Saul's

gracious free-handedness in dividing out the booty

of ivar. Scarlet-red, purple or crimson ("Jt^

Ex. XXV. 4; Judg. v. .30; Prov. xxxi. 21).

—

With delights = in an amiable manner [or
the "with" may^ "and;" in scarlet and (other)

delights.—Tr.].— To this costly clothing for

women he added golden ornaments, brought along
in the spoil of war. As the men are to mourn
for the hero, so the women for the gracious king,

who out of the booty of his l^attles has bestowe(l

on them costly adornment.—[The poetical power
of this appeal to the women of Israel, beautiful

in itself, is heightened when we recollect tiuit

these women liad once sung the war-praises of
Saul, and were therefore the admirei's of his

prowess as well as the grateful recipients of his

bounty. Womanly tenderness is to mourn the
fallen hero, whom in his life womanly enthusiasm
had celebrated.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 25, 26. The special lamentation for Jona-

than. Ver. 25. The first part is a repetition of

the lament.ation in ver. 19 b with the addition :

in the midst of the battle. Then follows

first the lamentation over the fact of his death

:

Jonathan on thy heights slain, comp. ver.

19 a. David mentions liim alone, in order to

Itemoan what he had lost in /i/w, the dearly-loved
friend. His union of heart with ]\\i^ friend difier-

ences this lament sharply from the foregoing over
Jiim and Said as heroes.—I am distressed, etc.,

thus standing first indicates that David's heart
was deeply moved, and utterly given up to grief.

My brother—the expression of the cordial bro-

therly love that united them.

—

Very pleasant
•wast thou to me must be imderstood as setting

forth tile deep impression that .Jonathan made
on him by his Axilhful, absorbing love. On this

account, and because of the exi)ression: "I am

Miu the translation see "Te;ct. aii'l (•nau
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distressed," the "thy love" can only = "thy

love to me," not "my love to thee" (Bunsen).
" David mourns for him not because he himself

loved him, but because he has lost him" (Then.).

'More wonderful, extraordinary"* than the
love of women, the love that women bear

—

tiius he sets forth the deep devotion of .Jonathan's

love, like that which is peculiar to women, and

is the basis of the completest loving union be-

tween man and woman. Theodoret: ''As they

that are married are made one flesh by their

union, so they that love one another perfectly are

made one in soul by tlieir disposition of mind."

In these words David has not only reared to

Jonathan a monument of friendship, but also

borne testimony to that liighest ideal of friend-

ship (realized in him), which in the Old Testa-

ment was possible only on the basis of a common
covenant of heart with the living (xod.

Ver. 27. The climacteric expression of sorrow

after this declaration of highest loss in Jonathan's

love: How are the heroes fallen! At this

culmination of grief the lament again sounds the

key-note of the whole, and returns in conclusion

to its chief object, the sorrow for the hero-glory

of Israel destroyed in Sawl and Jonathan. For
the concluding "words : The weapons of war
are perished, refer not to materials of war
(Vulg., De Wette, Bottclier, al). This would be

a psychologically inconceivable transition, in

sharpest contrast witli the lofty tone of tlie Song,

from the deepest, tenderest, innermost sorrow of

heart for what the singer and all Israel had lost

in these two heroes, to a lament which, as The-
nius admirably says, a Napoleon might have
made, but not a David. The " weapons of war"
are the heroes considered as instruments of battle

and war; comp. Isa. xiii. 5; Acts ix. lo {aKEvo^}.

[The exquisite beauty of this Ode has been noted

by all commentators. The artistic skill with

which its successive thoughts are introduced is

equal to the beauty and passionate tenderness of

the thoughts themselves. The lament over Is-

rael's glory slain—the picture of exulting foes

—

the imprecation on the spot of ground that wit-

nessed and, as it were, permitted the misfortune

—the praise of the military exploits of the heroes,

their oneness, their strength—the appeal to the

women— the picture of Jonathan's deep and
faithful love—these are all exquisitely expressed

and connected ; the ode has unity, and yet, short

as it is, has wonderful variety.—It is to be ob-

served that the divine name does not occur in

the song, nor does it contain any theocratic or

religious thought. There is no reference to

Jehovah's wrath, no prayer for .Jehovah's inter-

position, no expression of resignation to the di-

vine will. Whatever David may have thought
of these things, he here says nothing about them.
The elegy, therefore (though noble in feeling), is

not religious ; it is a national song, as the title

seems to indicate, and is here chronicled by the

historian as the speech of Jotham (Judg. ix.) or

that of TertuUus (Acts xxiv. ) is recorded—

a

gem of ancient Hebrew poetry, not only pleasing

as poetry, but instructive in the light that it

• The form HOxSp J as if from a verb H ^h [with

K for K]. Ges., §\5,'21 a, Ew. §194, /j.

throws on the personages and events of the time.—Tr.]

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. David's noble, kingly disposition is liere

splendidly attested in tiie temptation that the

announcement of Saul's death brought him.
Suddenly he sees himself freed from the persistent

murderous persecutions of Saul, and tlie way
open for his accession to the long-promised royal

power and honor ; how easily might his heart

have abandoned itself, if not to malicious joy, at

any rate to joy at God's righteous judgment on
his enemy, and the restoration of quiet in his life

and peace in his land ! How human and natural

it would seem if he expressed satisfaction at Saul's

end and its results for himself! Instead of this

we see in David's words and conduct in the pre-

sence of this terrible catastroijhe the noblest and
purest unselfishness, and concern only for the sa-

cred interests of Israel as the people of the Lord.

Looking altogether away from himself and his

royal calling, he immerses himself with his men
in mourning for the national calamity, for the

downfall of tlie army of the Lord, for the viola-

tion done to the Lord's honor in the defeat of

His people. He shows deep, true sorrow for

Saul's deatli, looking away from all that Saul

had done to him, and taking note only of what
he was for Israel in his royal calling as Anointed
of the Lord. Further, he without envy celebrates

him as the glory of Israel in the elegy, which
contemplates Saul only as military hero, but as

such from tiie theocratic point of view in his

quality of leader of the people and army of the

Lord. As he acted theocratically with perfect

justice in slaying in holy anger the Amalekite as

the murderer of tiie Lord's anointed, giving no
room in his heart to revenge, so he stands on the

summit of the theocratic view, when in his elegy he
celebrates Saul as the national hero and consecrated

leader of Israel, being wholly free from bitterness

and anger at the suflering that Saul had so long

inflicted on him. All selfish feeling vanishes, in

the presence of the slaughtered people and the

slain king, in the general theocratic concern for

Israel and in the consciousness of the Lord's con-

trol over His people with the army and its lead-

ers. "David's lament over Saul and .Jonathan

is the consecration of completion that is poured

out over the attestation of his royal disposition"

(Baunigarten). It is "a monument of his noble

nnrevengeful spirit. He who can so speak of the

enemy who has for years sought his life and in-

flicted on his soul wounds that never heal, can

certainlv not be charged with revenge" (Hengst.,

Ps. iv. 298 sq.).

2. While he thus exhibits a noble, high-liearted

disposition, David also presents an example of

true love of enemies, being not merely free from all

feeling of revenge in the heart, making no com-

plaint or accusation concerning the wrong done

him, uttering no word of Jog over the judgment
that has befallen his enemy, but mourning his

fall as that of a friend, avenging in holy anger

the insult offered to God in his person, and dwell-

ing with just recognition and praise on the good

with which God has endowed him.

3. As David did, so must every servant of God
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keep the good and righteous cause for which he

tights and sutlers (whether it l)e merely personal,

or also a matter of God's kingdom) tree and pure

from the self-seeking that mingles therewith un-

der the pretence of furthering and completing it,

that he may not set himself at variance with

God's holy "will, whose wise direction prepares

right ways for it, nor with the ends of his king-

dom which can never be furthered by sinful

means. He who employs the sin of the world

lor a cause good and holy in itself, so as to make
himself partaker of this sin, treads the path of

falsehood and destruction, and desecrates the

name and the aims of the kingdom of God.

4. Sincere love of enemies has its root in a heart

purified from seltishness and in fellowship with

the living God, which seeks not its own, but

looks only to God's love and honor. For God's

sake the truly God-fearing man loves his enemy.

And so love to enemies shows itself in such main
features as are here described : in the putting

away of all revengeful feeling, in the refraining

from a strictly justifiable condemnation in view

of God's completed judgment, in silence of heart

and mouth before God and man as to the evil

that the enemy has done, in covering the sin

that the Lord "has visited or will visit, in recog-

nizing what was good and praise-worthy in the

tnemy, and what he was and what he accom-

plished by God's will and endowment for his

kingdom, in praising the name of God for all

Avhereby the Lord even in the person and life of

tlie ene'my has maintained His honor and exhi-

bited His merciful and long-sufiering love.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Wonderful is God's management in the life of

His people. When through the entanglement

of their life with the world their anxieties and

afflictions have risen highest, the Lord suddenly

causes things to take a turn that puts an end to

all need and conflict, and introduces a thorough-

going help that brings all temptations and trials

of faith to a wholesome conclusion.—To those

who are distinguished in the kingdom of God :is

specially called and favored instruments of His

grace, falsehood and hypocrisy draw near most

pressingly and corruptingly in the guise of humi-

lity and self-abasement.—-Children of God should

not betake themselves to the ways of unrighteous-

ness and self-will, in order to attain the goal set

up for them ; they can reach this only through

decided rejection of the means offered and com-

mended to them by the tempting world.—The
God-fearing man sees in the misfortune that

strikes his enemy the judicial righteousness of

God, and accordingly lets no feeling of revenge

or of rejoicing at injury to others gain a place in

his heart, and is livimbly silent when the Lord

speaks. Rather does he mourn over the fall of

his opponent, and over the damage that has

been done not only to the opponent, but to the

common good cause.—Love to an enemy is right-

eous in that it recognizes the good in an opponent

without envy and without reserve, and thank-

fully recognizes what God has done in his case

according to His own goodness and mercy.

—

Even amid the most painful experiences we
should be cpiick to discern the stamp of divine

nobility in an immortal human soul—When we
behold God's hand righteously smiting men from
whom as our persecutors and foes we have had to

sutler for the sake of God's cause and kingdom,
we should keep our eyes open against the sin
which wishes to anticipate God's will and assail

the life of our opposers : we should by word and
deed testify in holy wrath against conduct so
offensive to God.

Ver. 1 sq. ScHLiER: God the Lord has for

every one of us also fixed His aim, and though it

be no royal crown that is destined for us, yet about
us all God has long ago formed His special plan.

The way to reach this end is the way of duty, the

way of quiet, faithful obedience to God's will.

In such a way we come to the goal. Think of

David, to whom the crown was promised, and
who in order to obtain it did absolutely nothing
else than his duty, and how beautifully did

David reach the goal! without his asking, the

crown was laid at his feet.—Ver. 2. Cramer:
Hypocrites turn their cloak according to the

wind, and worship the rising more than the set-

ting sun; but He who deals hypocritically with

his neighbor prepares a net for his own feet

(Prov. xxix. 5).—Ver. 3. Osi.vnder: Those
who wish to deceive other people mix truth and
falsehood together, in order that they may sell

one along with the other, like good and bad
wares (Ja. iii. 10-12).

[Ver. 10. Hall: Worldly minds think no
man can be of any other than their own diet;

and because they find the respects of self-love,

and private profit, so strongly prevailing with

themselves, they cannot conceive how these

should be capable of a repulse from others.

—

Henry: David had been long waiting for the

crown, and now it is brought him by an Amalek-
ite. See how God can serve His own purpose of

kindness to His people, even by designing men,

who aim at nothing but to set up themselves.
—Tr.]

Vers. 11, 12. For him who has the Holy Spirit

it is not impossible to love his enemies.

—

Schlier :

Who among us has such a persecutor as David
had in Saul ? What we have in the wor,st case

is one or another opposer, who injures us or hurts

our feelings. And yet how full we are of hate!

and even if we do our opposer no evil, how glad

we are when evil befalls him ! Of this we will

be ashamed, we will learn better the love of ene-

mies. We are Christians, and as Christians have

double cause to follow Him who for us, His ene-

mies, gave up His life.—F. W. Kri/mmacher :

O how it should shame us, already in the days

of the Old Testament to meet with a love of ene-

mies such as here manifests itself in David, while

it must with sincerity, truth and candor be con-

fessed that among us, though we know_ the reve-

lation of love to sinners in Christ, it belongs,

alas! to the rarest jiearls.—Ver. 16. It was in-

dignation at such an outrage when David caiised

the regicide to be slain, and such indignation

proceeded from fear of God, and at such a mo-

ment there was nothing like calculating prudence

to be found in David. ' But in truth tlie fear of

the Lord is always at the same time true pru-

dence.—[David's course in this matter was the

best policy for him; but we have no right to con-

clude from that fact that he was led to it by con-
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^iderations of policy. He had himself shown, on

an occasion of great temptation (1 Sam. xxiv. 6),

that reverence for the Lord's anointed of which
hfi here speaks. The fact that " honesty is the

best policy" will not of itself alone make a man
honest; but neither does it prevent a man's being

lionest, or give us a right to suspect a good man's

motives.

—

Tr.]
Ver. 17. S. Schmid: When a man dies, it is

for the first time seen how people have been dis-

posed towards him during his life.—Ver. 20.

Krummacher: The word :
" Tell it not in Gath,"

etc., has since become a proverb in believing cir-

cles. It is often heard when one of their num-
ber has not guarded his feet, and has somewhere
.given offence. Would that this call were but

more faithfully lived up to than is for the most

part the case ! Would that the honor of the

.spiritual Zion lay everywhere as near the heart

of the children of the kingdom as to David's

heart that of the earthly Zion ! But how often

it happens that they are even zealous to uncover

the nakedness of their brethren, and by this

renewal of Ham's offence become traitors in the

Church which Christ has purchased with His
blood. They thus make themselves partakers in

the guilt of calumniating the gospel, in that they

•open the way for it by tlieir perhaps thoroughly
malicious tale-telling.

—

Schlier: Do but let us

once learn to love our fellow-man, not for the

:sake of what he is or deserves, but for the Lord's

sake who demands it of us ; then shall we, even
when we suffer injustice, for all that not be want-
ing in love, but shall understand the blessed art

of showing love even where we find no love

!

How it ought to shaine us though that David,
after long banishment and tribulation, feels

notliing at the death of Saul but mourning and
lamentation.—Where office and calling does not

otlierwise demand, we should be silent as to the

«vil done by a dead man, especially when it was
a prince or a king; love should cover all that,

should find no joy in saying much of the faults

of others. But it should be to us a rightful con-

cern and a holy joy to bring to light the good

that another has done.—[" De mortuls nil nisi

bonum."—Tr.]
[Ver. '2'i. How could David sincerely speak

thus? There came back to him now the recol-

lection of those bright days when he dwelt peace-
fully as Saul's son and Jonathan's brother, and
his heart melted into tenderness as he recalled

the amiable traits which not only his dear friend

Jonathan, but even Saul in his better moments,
had manifested. Eulogies over the dead often

seem insincere or exaggerated to those who know
not the memories awakened.—Ver. 26. To say,

as is sometimes done, that the Scriptures speak
of the love of Christ as " passing the love of

women," is utterly unwarrantable "accommoda-
tion"—Tr.]

[Vers. 1-16. A cunning schemer failing and
perishing ; 1) Amid bloodshed and mortal agony
he coolly lays a deep scheme to promote his own
interest. 2) He makes a cunning mixture of

truth and falsehood (David could not know, and
we cannot tell, just how much of it was true)—as

deep schemers usually do. 3) Pie calculates on
the narrow selfishness of human nature—com-
monly a very safe basis of calculation. 4) He is

foiled by encountering such generosit}^ loyalty

and justice as lie lias not been used to and did

not look for (vers. 11-15). The shrewdest sche-

mers sometimes mistake their man. 5) His
plan issues in benefit to another, but only ruin to

himself. In tliis world which so abounds in sel-

fish schemers and teni] iters there is yet a grace

that can sustain and a Providence that overrules.
—Tr.]

[Vers. 19-27: Henry: The excellent spirit

which David here shows: 1) Very generous to

his enemy, Saul ; «) conceals his fault.s, b) praises

what is worthy. 2) Very grateful to .Jonathan,

his sworn friend; a) nothing more delightful in

this world than a true friend, b) notiiing more
distressful than the loss ofsuch a friend. 3 ) Deeply
concerned for the honor of God (ver. 20). 4)

Deeply concerned for the public welfare. The
beauty of Israel slain (ver. 19), the mighty fallea

(vers. 19, 25, 27).—Tr.]

SECOND SECTION.
Chap. IL 1—HI. 6.

I. David anointed King ore? Judah—diuells in Hebron. Chap. ii. 1-7.

And it came to pass after this, that David inquired of the Lord [Jehovah], say-

ing, Shall I go up into any [one] of the cities of Judah ? And the Lord [Jehovah]

said unto him, Go up. And David said, Whither shall I go up? And he said,

Unto Hebron. So [And] David went up thither, and his two wives also, Ahinoam
the Jezreelitess and Abigail, Nabal's wife [the wife of Nabal] the Carmelite.'

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 2. On the fem. form (JT'^OID) here given in some MSS. .see notes on 1 .Sam. .xxvii.

24
XXX. 5.—Tk.]
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3 And his^ men that were with him did David bring up, every man with his house-

4 hold ; and they dwelt in the cities of Hebron. And the men of Judah came, and
there they anointed David king over the house of Judah.

And they told David, saying, That the men of Jabesh-Gilead were they^ that

5 buried Saul. And David sent messengers unto the men of Jabesh-Gilead, and
said unto thera, Blessed be ye of the Lord [Jehovah] that ye have showed this

6 kindness unto your lord, eveii [ow. even] unto Saul, and have buried him. And
now, the Lord [Jehovah] show [do] kindness and truth unto you ; and I also will

7 [om. will]* requite [do] you this kindness, because ye have done this thing. There-

fore [And] now, let your hands be strengthened [strong], and be ye valiant; for

your master [lord] Saul is dead, and also [ins. me] the house of Judah have [have

the house, eie] anointed me lorn, me] king over them.

II. Ishbosheth\<i anti-godly Elevation to the Throne of all Israel through Abner, and the consequent long

Contest between the Home of Saul and the House of David. Chap. ii. 8—iii. 6.

8 But [And] Abner, the son of Ner, captain of Saul's host, took Ishbosheth the

9 son of Said, and brought him over to Mahanaim, And made him king over [for]^

Gilead and over [for] the Ashurites and over [for] Jezreel, and over Ephraim and

10 over Benjamin and over all Israel. Ishbosheth, Saul's sou, was forty years old

when he began to reign over Israel, and reigned two years ; buL^ the house of Judak
11 followed David.'' And the time that David was king in Hebron over the house of

12 Judah was seven years and six months. And Abner the son of Ner, and the ser-

13 vants of Ishbosheth the son of Saul went out from Mahanaim to Gibeon. And
Joab the son of Zeruiah and the servants of David went out; and [ms. they] met

together* by the pool of Gibeon; and they sat down, the one [these] on the one

14 side of the pool, and the other [those] on the other side of the pool. And Abner

« [Ver. 3. Sept. reads "the men," which better accords with Greek and Eng. idiom (Erdmann so has it in the

Exposition), but hardly calls I'or a change in tlie Heb. text. Further on Sept. omits the verb -did bring up,"

thus attaching the noun '• men" to the verb of the preceding verse. Tbe Syr. also has difliculty with this sen-

tence, making the Hiphil into Qal, and inserting "and David" at the beginning of the verse, so as to read: -'and

David and his men were with him; and David went up and the men of his house, and they abode in Hebron.

"

These readings seem to substantiate the Heb. text, only they had nSi'l instead of X\1^V\, which the Sept. then
° T T

:

T v: V

omitted as superfluous. The Heb. Hiphil is preferable because it introduces a new statement, while the Syr.

merely repeats.

—

Tr.J
2 fVer. 4. So Erdmann, Philippson, Maurer; but Wellhausen declares it to be an impossible construction in

prose. If not impossible, it is unusual and hard, and the simple rendering of the Syr. and Vulg.: '-the men of

Jabesh-Gilead buried Saul," commends itself, except that, as this is probably the answer to a question :
" who

buried Saul ?" we should expect the subject " the men of Jabesh-Gilead " to be put as the principal and essential

part of the answer. The true form of the sentence is not apparent.—Te.]

* [Ver. 6. The Fut. rendering is found in Sept., Sym., Vulg., and the idea "requite" in the two last; but the

context (with the present text) points to the Pres., and it is better to render the Heb. verb (nt^j/') uniformly.

Against Thenius Wellhbusen insists that the nt^^JJ'X cannot be rendered as Pres. (this would require Tl't^j;),

and, since the Fut. does not accord with the r\XTn, lie would for the latter substitute nnr), and render: "I

will do vou good because (= in place that) ye have done," etc. (so the Vulg.), which certainly gives a more appro-

priate sense, though the rendering of Thenius (and Erdmann) is nut impossible.—Tu.J

5 [Ver. 9. The literal rendering of the Prep. (^X) is here (with Erdmann) in these three cases retained, in

contrast with the following Sj?, "over," because an error of text does not here seem probable, in spite of the

fact that ancient and modern translators (without exception, as far as I know) neglect the differenee. Erdmann
attempts in the Exposition to point out the ditlerence of meaning between the two Prepositions m the connec-

tion.—Instead of "Ashurites" many read "Geshurites."—TIjc last word of the verse rjS^ presents an example

ofaSpers.masc. suffix (ri) usually considered to be archaic fori; tlie fem. pointing (hS^) ^^ould be possible,

if "Israel" were considered in its national unity, or as a land.—Tr.]

6 [Ver. 10. "nx == " only, however," but the rendering " only " would here be ambiguous.—Tu.J

' [Ver. 10. Vers. 10 and 11 are variously handled. Erdmann inclines to follow Thenius in regarding 10 6 and
11 as parenthesis, Wellhausen r.-irards 10 a and 11 as interpolations, coniu'ctiug l(i b with ver. 12. 1 he difficulties

in the tigures do not prove nni;eiininenoss of the text, since these may lie corrupted by <'opyists, and the sum-

mary chronological statements are natural and in accordance with the manner ot our Book. 1 lie better view is

that" the Redactor has inserted as summary statement in his narrative either vers. 10, 11, or 10 a, 11. Ihe objec-

tion to Thr>nius' view (which conne.'ts 10 a with 12) is that 10 a is clearly the ordinary formula lor the lengtn ol

a king's reign and his age at his accession, and therefore an independent sentence. See the remarks on 1 fcam.

xiii. 1.

—

Tr.J

» [Ver. 13. The use of the Ace. suffix and also the adv. nn;^ i'^ ivniurkable, since either (as expressing the

idea of cncurrcMcel would .seem to exclude the other. Wc^sh,.uld .'xpeet either simply: "they met them at

the pool," or - tlu-y met at the pool together." The present text may have arisen trom the combination ot thw

two constructions.

—

Tb.]
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i^akl to Joab, Let the young men now [om. now] arise and play before us. And
15 Joab said, L3t iliein ari-e. Then there arose aui went over by number twelve of

Benjamui, whick [who] ])ertained^ to Ishhosheth, the sou of Saul and twelve of
16 tha servants of David. And they caught every one his fellow by the head, and

fhrust'° his sword into his tellow's side, so they fell [and fell] down dead together
;

wherefore [and] that place was called Helkath-hazzurim," which is in Gibeon.
17 And there was a very sore battle that day, and Abner was beaten, and the men of

Israel, before the servants of David.

18 And there were three sous of Zeruiah there, Joab and Abishai and Asahel ; and
19 Asahel was as light of foot as a wild roe [gazelle]. And Asahel pursued 'after

Abner, and in going he turned not [he turned not to go] to the right hand nor to

20 the left from following Abner. Then [And] Abner looked behind him and said,

21 Art thou Asahel? And he answered [said], I am. And Abner said to him, Turn
thee aside to thy right hand or to thy left, and lay thee hold on one of the young
men, and take thee his armor. But Asahel would not turn aside from following

22 of [om of] him. And Abner said again to Asahel, Turn thee aside from following
me ; wherefore should I smite thee to the ground ? how then should I hold up

23 my fjxce to Joab thy brother? Howbeit [And] he refused to turn aside; where-
f)re [and] Abner with the hinder end of the spear smote him under the fifth rib

[in the abdomen],'^ that [and] the spear came out behind him, and he fell down
there and died in the same place [on the spot] ; and it came to pass that as many
as came to the place where Asahel fell down and died stood still.

24 Joal) also [And Joab] and Abishai pursued after Abner ; and the sun went
down when they were come [and they came] to the hill of Ammah, that lieth be-

25 fore Giah'^ by the way of the wilderness of Gibeon. And the children of Benjamin
gathered themselves together after Abner, and became one troop, and stood on the

26 top of an hill. Then [And] Abner called to Joab and said. Shall the sword de-
vour forever? knowest thou not that it will be bitterness in the latter end? how
long shall it be then, ere thou bid the people return from following their brethren ?

27 And Joab said, As God liveth, unless thou hadst spoken, surely [om. surely] then'*

28 in the morning the people had gone up every one from following his brother. So
[And] Joab blew a trumpet, and all the people stood still, and pursued after

29 Israel no more, neither fought they any more. And Abner and his men walked
all that night through the plain, and passed over Jordan, and went through all

30 [_ins. the] Bithron, and they [o7n. they] came to Mahanaim. And Joab returned

9 [Ver. 15. The 1 is either appositional, = " namely," or it indicates that Ishbosheth had otlier soldiers be-
sides Benjaminites.

—

Tr.]
10 [Ver 16. Some insert (after Sept.) the word "liand" ()~\^) after the first verb and read: "they laid every

man his hand on the head of his fellow, and his sword into his fellow's side," on whidi see Erdmnnn. Bottcher

adopts this reading, only he puts the Aramaic form (wliieh he supposes to be popular) TX instead of the Heb.
T, in order to account for its falling out after ty'X- This supposition of an Aramaic reading is somewhat forced,

and the Heb. is intelligible without the insertion of the word " hand," which is found in no other ancient version.
-Tr.]

" [Ver. 16. This word of douVjtful meaning is properly left untranslated in Eng. A. V. The various proposed
renderings are discussed by Erdmann.

—

Tr.J

12 [Ver. 23. tirpH- Not one of the ancient VSS. renders this word " fifth rib," Sept. " loins " (i//da), Syr. " breast,"

Chald. " side of the loins," Vulg " ingiien ;" among moderns only C.ahen maintains it, after Rashi and the Talmud
(Sfinhedrtn i9, n). Gesenius and Fiirst connect the word with a root (fouml in Arabic), meaning "to be fat or
.strong."—Tr.]

" [Ver. 2-1. To the reading of the verse Wellhau.sen objects : 1) that a ivai/ is stated to be the goal of the pur-
suit ; 2) that the pursuit, starting from Gibeon (ver. 16), nevertheless ends on the wai/ to Gibeon ; 3) that the name
Giali is unknown and suspicious. He therefore substitutes 'J, "ravine," for r\'X supposing that the scribe de-

signed to locate the hill .\mmah appropriately by a valley; but as the combination "valley of the way" thus
obtained gives no sense, he finally throws out the 'J and reads :

" opposite the way of the wilderness " (remark-

ing very justly that roads in Palestine, being unchangeable, answered as well as rivers for topographical defini-
tion). Here this generally acute critic has made flifficulties for himself. For 1) the pursuit ends not on a road,
Viut at a hill on a certain road : 2) the pursuit is not said not to have reached Gibeon, but to have reached a point
on the road to the wilderness of Gi.beon, which may have been of considerable extent; 3) as to Giah, many other-
wise unknown names occur once in the Old Test.aiiient. It is not necessary to suppose that the hill of ver. 25 is
identical with Ammah in ver. 24, or to change the nnX into HDN or something else.

—

Tr.]

'• [Ver. 27. Literally: "at that time from the morning." The second '3, rendered in Eng. A. V. "surely,"

is better taken as repetition of the first, the Conj. introducing the clause, = that, and usually omitted in Eng-
lish.—Tr.]
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from following Abner ; and when [ovi. when] he had [om. had] gathered all the
people together, [ins. and] there lacked of David's servants nineteen men and Asa-

81 hel. But [And] the servants of David had smitten of Benjamin and of Abnei's
32 men, so that^^ three hundred and three-score men died. And they took up Asahel

and buried him in the sepulchre of his father which was in Bethlehem.'® And
Joab and his men went all night, and they lorn, they] came to Hebron at break
of day.

Chap. III. 1 Now [And] there was long war between the house of Saul and the
house of David; but [and] David waxed stronger and stronger, and the house of,

2 Saul waxed weaker and weaker. And unto David were sons born^' in Hebron

;

3 and his first-born was Amnou, of Ahinoam the Jezreelitess; And his second, Chi-
leab, of Abigail, the wife of Nabal the Carmelite; and the third, Absalom the son

4 of Maacah the daughter of Talmai king of Geshur ; And the fourth, Adonijah the
5 son ofPlaggith ; and the fifth, Shephatiah the son of Abital ; And the sixth, Ith-

ream, by Eglah David's wife. These were born to David in Hebron. And it

came to pass, while there was war between the house of Saul and the house of
David, that Abner made himself strong for the house of Saul.

If- [Ver. 31. The text liere is corrupt; but it is not easy to restore it. The Chald. follows the Heb. word by
word; the Vulg. inserts the Rel. Pron. : "tliree hundred and sixty who also died;" the .Syr. omits the verb
" died " in ver. 31, and inserts it (Sing.) at the end of ver. 30. Literally the Heb. reads :

" smote of Benjamin, etc.,

three hundred and sixty men, tliey died." Not only is the syntax irripossible, but also the addition of the state-
ment that the smitten men died is unusual, being involved in the word "smite " (according to the Heb. usage).
The simplest course would be to omit the word " died," and read " smote .... three hundred and sixty men."
Perhaps a marginal explanation has here gotten into the text (Wellh.).

—

Tr.]

" [Ver. 32. Some MSS. insert 3 before DPS nO—Tb.]

1' [Ver. 2. Kethib is Pual, Qeri Niphal. For an example of the latter see xiv. 27. The text-form may be Perf.

Pual, n^.'l ; but some prefer to regard it as Impf., nb'T for HT'I, as the Pual Partcp. occurs without the pre-

formative D-—Tr.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

I. Ch. ii. 1-7. David's elevation to the throne of
Judah, and his residence in Hebron,—Ver. 1. The
inquiry of the Lord was made through Urim and
Thummiui, conip. 1 Sam. xxiii. 2, 10 sq.; xxx.

7, 8 sq. TJie high-priest Ahiathar witli tlie

Ephod was with David, 1 Sam. xxii. 30 ; xxiii.

6. At this decisive turning-point of his unquiet

life he wished to know the Avill of the Lord.

The "after this" refers to all that is narrated in

ch. i. and 1 Sam. xxxi. The motive for inqui-

ring of the Lord is thereby at tlie same time in-

dicated. He saw that tlie promise of the king-

dom was now to be fulfilled to him. As he could

no longer remain in the land of the Philistines,

but must return to his coimtrv, and as the north-

ern part of the land was lield by the Philistines,

the return to the territory of his own tribe was
most natural ; for there, where he had a long

time found refuge (1 Sam. xxii. 5), he might
count on a large following (1 Sam. xxx. 26 sq.)

and hrm sujiport and protection against the re-

mains of Saul's army under Abner. To the /?/•.'</

question he receives from the Lord tlie definite

answer that he is to return to -Judah. To the

second question : "Whither?" the answer is: ^' To
Hebron" This city, situated in a valley (Gen.
xxxvii. 14) in tbe most mountainous, and there-

fore the safest part of .Judah, lield to l)e a holy
place from tlie recollections of the Patriarchal

time, one of tlie |)rin(;ipal places in the Tribe of

.Judah, an ancient royal city and a priestly city

(.Josh. xii. 10; xxi. H), must now have had for

iJavid a very special importance, v.hich appeared

all the clearer from the divine decision and in

respect to his future life became indubitable;

here now was to be fulfilled the old Patriarchal

promise (Gen. xlix. 8 sq.), the establishment of

the theocratic kingdom in the Tribe of Judah.
Ver. 2 sq. In accordance with the will and

direction of his God he went thither with his

whole family. But also the men that were
\with him (comp. 1 Sam. xxvii. 2). he led thi-

ther into tiie cities of Hebron, that is, the places

that belonged to the district of Hebron ;*

every man with his house, a complete and
permanent colonization of David's entire follow-

ing took jjlace, the foundation of David's royal

authority, which was established with its seat in

Hebron. For it is forthwith declared in ver. 4 a

that the '^mcn of Judah," that is, the elders as

the representatives of the Tribe anointed him
king over the house (the tribe) of Judah. See ch.

V. 3, where the elders of all Israel come to make
him king over the whole nation. The first

anointment received from Samuel (1 Sam. xvi.)

denoted the divine consecration to the royal

ofSce; this second one, performed by the Elders

of .Judah, was the public solemn installation of

David (based on that anointment) into this office.

*
I
On Hebron (twenty miles south of Jerusalem) see

the books of travel and Bible-dictionaries. Stanley has
given in his "History of the Jewish Church," Vol. I.,

App. II., an interesting account of the visit of the Prince
of Wales thither in 18152. Bib. Com. calls attention to

the unusual phrase "cities of Hebron," as if Hebron
were the name of a district, the common designation
of dependent towns being "villages" or "daughters"
(.losh. XV. .30 ; Num. xxi. 25). No doubt the name of the
citv Hebron attached itself to the surrounding district.

-i-K.]
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Comp. Saul's first anointment by Samuel (1 Sam.
X. 1) and his subsequent public inauguration as

king bv the Elders, 1 Sam. x. 24; xi. 15.—So
two anointments of Solomon are described, 1

Chron. xxiii. 1 sq. ; xxix. 22. The anointing of

David was perhaps hastened because Abner's

purpose (ver. 8 sq.) was already known. [On
the motives of the Tribe of Judali in making
David their king see Chandler's " Life of David,"

Bk. II., ch. 30.—Tr.]
Vers. 4 6-7. David's first act as king. The

message to the Jabeshites with thanks for their

burial of Saul and the announcement of his

anointing as king.—And they told David,
saying (Luther: And when it was told David
that) the men of Jabesh are they that
buried Saul. (The form) of this sentence

would certainly be somewhat " hard and ill-con-

structed" (Then.), but for the obvious pre-suppo-

sition that David, having heard of and deeply
lamented Saul's death on the battle-lield, inquired

whether the body of the "Anointed of the Lord"
had been rescued from the hands of the uncircum-
eised and buried in the sacred soil of his native

land. S. Schmid well remarks of this explana-
tion (which Tremeilius has) tliat "it accords

with David's piety." It is thus natural to sup-

pose tliat David, now by God's providence king
in Saul's stead, in consequence of the afflicting

news that liad wrung from him such a lament,

purposes to give a becoming royal burial to tlie

man whose person liad always been sacred to him,
and whose heroic greatness and virtues lie had so

passionately celebrated. Tiiere is therefore no
need for the bold emendation of Thenius (after

Vulg. and Sept.), who would read simply: "it
was told David that the men of Jabesh buried
Saul."*—On the burial by the faithful and grate-

ful Jabeshites of the bodies of Saul and his sons
brought away from Bethshean, see 1 Sam. xxxi.
11 sq.—Ver. .5. The message to the Jabeshites
was couched in tlie tone of royal authority. It

conveys I) a grateful invocation of blessing for the
noble deed of love that they have wrought on
Saul by burying liim; the phrase "your lord"
indicates that they had herein acted as became
their relation to Saul as their king and lord.

—

Ver. 6. And now the Lord do to you
kindness and truth.—This is the expansion
of the wish of blessing in ver. 5. The first noun

("'.Pn)) favor, kindness is not merely pardoning

grace (Keil), but in general the gracious love

that God shows His people on the ground of

His covenant with them. The second (HON),

truth is the trustworthiness and attestation of
all His promises. David wislies them all exhi-
bitions oi tlie love and faithfulness of the Lord
for the faithful love which tiiey showed king
Saul even in his death.—And I also do you
this good, because ye have done this

* Sept. has "Ityx (= quod) aftf-r ioxS, and the latter

is omitted by Vulg.; Thenius hence supposes that

I'DN'7 got into the text by mistake (through careless

looking) for TI^X, and that the latter, being added by

way of supplement in the margin, thence got into the
wrong place in the text. [See "Text, and Gram."—Tr.j

thing; the good that he does them is not merely
this wish for the divine blessing (Keil), or there-

with a gift of honor (Bunsen), but this Jionorable

royal embassy with expression of thanks antl

invocation of blessing. The rendering :
" And I

also wish to show you sueh kindness" (S. Sclimid,

Clericus, De Wette) gives no appropriate sense,

whether the comparison be referred to God's
goodness or to the deed of the Jabeshites. The-
nius excellently: "greeting you with blessing by
my ambassadors."—[Eng. A. V., Patrick and
Philippson give the incorrect future renilering.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 7 adds 2) encouragement and exhorta-

tion: let your hands be strong means not:
be consoled! but: "be o( strong courage." And
be sons of pow^er [valiant], that is, show your-
selves brave men and unappalled. [The phrase
means in general "men of force," the context
showing whether the force intended is moral,

intellectual or physical. The word ( /"H) is used

of Ruth (Ruth iii. 11) and of the "virtuous wo-
man" in Prov. xxxi. lU, and elsewhere of war-
like valor and of wealth. Bib. Com.: tlie oppo-
site of "men of virtue" are "men of Belial,"

that is, men of no force of character.

—

Tr.]—The
ground [^2) of this exhortation is at the same

time the explanation of its importance for the
interests of David as anointed king. In the rea-

son assigned he shows them not directly, but
indirectly that he has been made king of Judah,
their king Saul being dead. But his exhortation

to valor and courage is intelligible only on the

supposition that he gives them to understand
that for them also he has taken Saul's place as

king, and that they must valiantly espouse and
defend his cause against his enemies, the party
of Saul under the lead of Abner. It is not clear

whether or not Ishboshetli had at this time been
already set up as king by Abner. But from ver.

9 (which states that Gilead was one of the dis-

tricts gained by Abner for Ishbosheth) it is evi-

dent that David, seeing Abner's movement thir

tlier (comp. 1 Sam. xxvi. 7), must have been
concerned to secure to himself the capital city

[Jabesh] of this province (Joseph., Ant. VI. o,

1). Whetlier he succeeded in this is questiona-

ble. His demand that it should recognize him
as king was justly founded on his divine call to be

king over the whole people in Saul's stead, comp.
iii. 9. 10. So certainly along with sincere grati-

tude "there was policy in this emba.ssy" (Then.),

but it was a thoroughly justifiable theocratic

policy.

II. Chap. ii. 8— iii. 6. Ishbosheth's aniigodlg ele-

vation to the throne of Israel by Abner and the thence

resulting war.—Ver. 8. On Abner see 1 Sam. xiv.

50.

—

tie had taken Ishbosheth the son of
Saul, and brought him over to Mahanaim,
that is, across the Jordan. Ishbosheth had pro-

bably taken part in the unfortunate battle of

Gilboa, and as he survived, Abner his uncle

saved him together with the force under his com-
mand in the flight across the .Jordan (1 Sam.
xxxi. 7), in order to keep the kingdom in the

house of Saul. This retreat across the Jordan
passed from Bethshean or Mount Gilboa south-

east into Gilead, where not the city Jabesh (as

we might expect from the foregoing), but 2Iaha-

naiwi (that i.«, "two camps," Gen. xxxii. 2) be-
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came the abode of Ishbosheth. In the division

of tlie hmd this phiee was assigne<l to the Tribe
ofOad, and hiy on tlie border between it and tbe

halt-tribe of Manasseli (Josh. xiii. '26, 30) on the

Jabbok [the present Wady Zerqa] . It was after-

wards given to the Levites, Josh xxi. 38. At a

later period David found i-efuge there in his flight

from Absalom, xvii. 24.

—

Ishbosheth according to

1 Cliron. viii. 33; ix. 39, was Saul's fourth son,

while in 1 Sam. xiv. 49 only three are named,
who also fell with him in the battle, 1 Sam. xxxi.

2. But in Chronicles he is called Eshbanl, that

is, "Fire of Baal" [or "man of Baal."

—

Tr.].

For the name of tlie god Baal in Hos. ix. 10;

Jer. iii. 24, is put as equivalent bo-'^heth [shame]
in order to indicate the reproach and shame of

idol-worship (comp. Isa. xlii. 17; xlv. 16). So
for Gideon's surname .Jerubliaal (.Judg. vi. 32;
viii. 35) we find Jerubbesheth (2 Sam. xi. 21).

Similarly the name Eskbaal was changed into

Ishbosheth=" man of shame or disgrace." Ewald's
supposition that bosheth was originally used in a

good sense="revei'ence, awe," is without foun-

dation, and is in opposition to the fact that the

word occurs only in a bad sense. It is therefore

u natural conjecture that the change of Eslibaal

to Ishbosheth had reference to the shame and
disgrace that befell Saul's house in the person
of tiiis his last son, Ps. xxxv. 26 being thus ful-

filled.— [It seems more probable that the name
Baal = lord was in early times given to the (xod

of Israel, and proper names were formed from it,

as Eshbaal or Ishbaal = man of the lord ; after-

wards when the worship of the false Baal was
introduced into Israel, the change above-described

was made. Possibly this change was made by
later editors and scribes, and the original form
was retained in the Book of Chronicles because

this book was less read than the prophetic histo-

rical books.

—

Tr.]—That Ishbosheth was a weak,
characterless tool in the hand of Abner for the

maintenance of the interests of the fallen royal

house is already intimated in the words: And
Abner took Ishbosheth and carried him over.—Ma-
hanaim was fitted by its position to be a refuge

for Ishbosheth and the remains of the defeated

army.—Ver. 9. And made him king, as being
in his view the legitimate heir to Saul's royal

throne. Then follows the statement of the dis-

tricts over which Abner extended Ishbosheth's

authority : he made him king for Gilead, in

which was the centi-al jioint of his dominion,
Mahanaim, whence consequently the territory of

the two and a lialf east-jordanic tribes in the first

place, which in contrast with the west-jordanic

Canaan (.Josh. xxii. 9, 13, 15, 32; Judg. v. 17;
XX. 1) is put as equivalent to Gilead, was claimed
for Ishbosheth. The change of prepositions,

three times "to, for" (/>?), and three times

"over" {'ii), is neglected by all the versions,

which take the first as equivalent to the second.

The difierence, however, is to be retained; see

Ew., I 217 i and c. The former, as sign of move-
ment "to" [occurring in the Hebrew text with

Gilead, the Ashurites and Jezreel], indicates

those regions over which Abner gradually ex-

tended Ishbosheth's authority, being obligeil to

wrest them from the Philistines by continued

wars ; for it cannot be doubted that the Philis-

tines followed the flying Israelites across the Jor-
dan, and that after the battle of Gilboa the dis-

tricts of the Ashurites and Jezreel remained
securely in tiieir possession. It is obvious that
the "Ashurites" here cannot be the .Vrabian
tribe of Asshurim in Gen. xxv. 3 (Maur.) nor
the Assyrians. The Chald. has "over the tribe

of Asher;" but, apart from the in that case
strange insertion of the xVrticle (Then.), this ex-
planation does not accord with the position of
the other districts here mentioned, according to

wiiicli the territory of Asher uuist have embraced
also that of Zebulon and Naphtali, which is not
supposable. According to the view of Bachienne
cited by Keil the reference is to the city Asher
(.Josh. xvii. 7) with its territory, since this city

lay south-east of Jezreel, and Abner might well
from Gilead have first subjected this region to

Ishbosheth. But in that case (Keil) no reason
appears why the name of the inhabitants (Ashur-
ites) is given instead of that of the citv ( Asher 1,

and the mention of a city among districts is im-
probable. The best way out of the difficulty is

to adopt the reading " Geshurites " found in

Vulg., Svr. and Ar., and approved bv Then.,
Winer [E. W. I. 414) and Ewald. This mis-
reading might easily have gotten into the text.

This Geshur cannot, however, be the district

whose inhabitants, "Geshurim"="bridgemen,"
appear in the south of Palestine in connection
with Philistia (Josh. xiii. 2j, and are mentioned
along with Girzites and Amalekites (1 Sam.
xxvii. 8); nor can it be the little kingdom of
Geshur which belonged to Syria (xv. 8), and
there formed an inilependent State (iii. 3; xiii.

37; xiv. 23). From this latter is to be distin-

guished (against Keil) a district of the same name
which (Deut. iii. 14sq. ; .Josh. xii. 5 sq.) with
the region of the Maachathites on the west formed
the border of the kingdom of Bashan and at the
same time touched Gilead. But the Maachathites
dwelt on the southwestern declivity of Hermon,
at the sources of the .Jordan (so Jerome). We
shall therefore have to look for the Geshurites

(whose district is named also in Josh. xiii. 11

along with both Gilead and Hermon) togetiier

with the Maachathites south of Hermon in the

upper Jordan-region on both sides of the river.

That this district is to be distinguished from the

independent ''kingdom" of Geshur iu Syria is

clear also from Josh. xiii. 13: " the children of

Israel drove not out the Geshurites and the

Maachathites, and Geshur and Maachath liave

dwelt among Israel to this day," whence it ap-

])ears that it l)eIonged to the Israelitish territory.

The name Geshur (Bridgeland) it doubtless re-

ceived from the numerous crossings that con-

nected the two banks of the Jordan (Winer, The-
nius).

—

And for Jezreel—this district called

after the city of the same name, the scene of the

great battle in which Israel succumbed to the

Philistines, was the great fruitful plain {ro /uya
TTfJ/or, 1 Mac. xii. 49; Jos., Ant. XV. 1, 22 v.s.)

whose recovery must have particularly occupied
Abner.—To these three great regions, which are

mentioned in geographical order, are added,

going from north to south (with the preposition

/!*_, "over"), the tribe-territories of Ephraim

and Benjamin.—He made him king over
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Sphraim and Benjamin, these tribes, wliich

lial not yet been conquered by the Philistines,

liol'ling no doubt to the House of Saul.

—

And
over all (the rest of) Israel, that is, over all

tliat country wliich afterwards formed the king-

•tioui of Israel (Tlien.).

Vers. 10, 11. Duration of Ishboshefh's reign over
Israel and of David's in Hebron.

—

Forty years
old was Ishbosheth when he became
king over Israel.—Tiie words: over Israel con-

nect themselves with and take up the closing

words of ver. 9: "and over all Israel." The fol-

lowing : and he reigned tw^o years, might
therefore be understood of his reign over all

Israel excluding .ludah, the words "over Israel"

being naturally supplied from the context. Ab-
ner, in fact, on account of the wars necessary to

I'onquer from the Philistines at least the three

regions mentioned in ver. 9, could only gradually

establish Ishbosheth's royal authority, and coulil

not make hira king over all Israel till after the

clearing of those districts. It may well be sup-

posed that this reconquering process took five

and a half years. This explanation (Ewald,
Bunsen, Keil) sets aside the seeming discrepancy

that arises when we compare the statements

that Islibosheth was king two years, and tliat

David reigned in Hebron over Judah seven years

and six months ; and it yet remains beyond
doubt that Ishbosheth's elevation to the throne
was nearly synchronous with David's anointment
as king over Judah, and his murder (ch. iv.), up
to which lie was king, with the anointing of

David as king over all Israel. Ishbosheth occu-
pied tlie throne as long as David was king over
-Judah ; but lie was only two years king over Israel,

which he could really become only after the gra-

tlual expulsion of the Philistines. However,
instead of this explanation the reading of The-
nius (which, it must be confessed, does some vio-

lence to the syntax) commends itself as better:

he takes the passage from " but the house of Ju-
dah " to the end of ver. 11 as parenthesis, and
renders: and when he had. reigned tiro years (only
the house of Judali followed David, and the time
that David was king in Hebron over the house
of Judah was seven years and six montlis), then

icent Old Abner, etc. The harmonistic attempt of
S. Schmid, VAer. and others who hold that David
reigned two years over Judah till the murder of
I.shbosheth and then further five and a half years
over Israel in Hebron till the conquest of Jerusa-
lem, is in direct contradiction with the words
(ver. 11) : David reigned over Judah seven
years and six months. Equally untenable
is the view that the two years of Ishbosheth's
reign were the time of quiet till the outbreak of
the war with David, during which Abner played
the chief part (Grotius)—for Islibosheth was king
till liis murder after Abner's death.— [Wellhausen
connects ver. 10 b with ver. 9, and throws out 10
<i as chronologically wrong, and ver. 11 as inter-

rupting the narrative. It seems probable that 10
n and 11 are parenthetical chronological state-

ments; but they are not on that account to be
rejected ; they may be regarded as explanatory
insertion-* by the editor of tiie book. As to the
chronology, there is no objection to be made to

ver. 11, which is well supported (1 Kings ii. 11),
and the two years of ver. 10 is reasonably ex-

plained by Ewald as above stated by Erdmann,
or if the numeral be incorrect, this merely leaves
doubtful the duration of Ishbosheth's reign (as
Saul's in 1 Sam. xiii. 1 ), and does not invalidate
the clause. Exception is, however, speciallv
taken to Ishbosheth's age as here given, fortv.

Tiie context, it is said, represents him as a youth
or child, and moreover, as probal)lv Saul's vonng-
est son, he must have been several years voun^cr
tlian .Jonathan, wiio was tiie oldest son, and
Jonathan seems to have been nearly of the same
age witli David, about thirty, when he died. To
this it may Ije answered that Ishbosheth need not
have been much younger than Jonatiian (espe-
cially if Saul had more tlian one wife), tliat

•Jonathan may liave been twelve years older than
David without bar to their friendshii), that .Jona-
than may easily at tlie age of forty-two have left

just one infant child (2 Sam. iv. 4), and tliat

Saul might have been a husband and a fatlier at
tlie age of twenty-one, and, dying a stout warrior
at the age of sixty-three, have left a son of forty-

two. There is no difficulty in these suppositions
single or combined. But if the number forty be
incori-ect, this does not affect tlie genuineness of
tlie clause. The editor thought it well to insert

here these chronological statements at the begin-
ning of the narrative of the war between the
house of Saul and the house of David. It is

quite possible, but by no means certain, that the
numerals have been lost or corrupted bv copyists.

See " Text, and Gram."—Tr.J
Ver. 12 sq. From ver. 12 on is related how

Abner, after actually establishing Ishbosheth as
king over Israel, begins the conflict against David
in order to subject .Judah also to Ishbosheth.
He could not have undertaken this war, if he
had not finished the war against tlie Phili.stines

for the establishment of Ishbosheth's authority
over Israel, so that he knew that he was secure on
that side. It is to be noted that David had at no
time and in no way planned or begun hostilities

against Ishbosheth. Ratlier he was forced into

war by the latter through Abner. From Maha-
naim, wli ere Ishbosheth's headquarters liad liith-

erto been, Abner advanced with his army against
David to Oibeon (the present Jib in the western
part of Benjamin, five miles north of Jerusalem)
in order thence to march southward on Hebron
to attack David.

—

[Bib. Corn.: To go out is a
technical phrase for going out to war.

—

Tr.]
Ver. 13. Though David liad no hostile designs

against Ishbosheth, he was yet fully prepared
against such a foreseen attack.—[Some hold less

well that war was already going on between the
two princes.

—

Tr.]—To Isiibosheth's army under
Abner he opposed a force under Joab. Joab, tiie

son of David's sister Zeruiah (1 Chron. ii. 16),
had no doubt already, as his brother Abishai
(who was with David during his persecution, as

David's family also, 1 Sam. xxii., came to him
for protection against Saul), had a military train-

ing with his uncle, and taken a prominent posi-

tion among his warriors ; else he would not now
appear as the chief leader of David's forces. In
the roll of heroes in ch. xxiii. 8 sq. his name is

not given, probably because he already then
stood above them all as General, as we mav con-
jecture from xxiii. IS, 2-1 (Vaihinger in Herzog
VI. 712). As General-iu-chief he appears in
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the official lists, viii. 16; xx. 13.- -The two ar-

luies met at the pool of Gibeon, David liavinghas-

tened to anticipate Abner's attack on the territory

of Jndah, and to cari'v the war into Ishbosheth's

territory. The pool' of Gibeon is the ''great

water" mentioned in Jer. xli. 12; there is still

in Jib (the ancient Gibeon) in a cave a copious

spring [forming a large reservoir], and not far

beneath [on the side of the hill] theremains of

an open tank which Robinson (II. 353 ,sq. [Am.

ed. 455 and ii. 256] ) saw, one hundred and twenty

feet long and one hundred feet wide, about equal

to the pool of Hebron. Comp. Tobler,_ Topogra-

phie von Jerusalem II. 515 sq. [and Sraitli's Bib.

Diet., Art. Gibeon.—Tr.]. The armies encamped

at this pool opposite one another, the one on
this side, the other on that side.

Vers. 14-16. To avoid a bloody civil war and

perhai)s also to escape personal conflict with his

near friend (ver. 2Z) Joab, Abner proposes to

Joab to decide the contest by a duel between

individual warriors ("young men," 0^"?^^^., comp.

ver. 21) put up on both sides. This word "play"

(P^P) ii^ used of children in the street (Zech.

viii. 5), of beasts in the sea (Ps. civ. 26), and so

here of warlike play, = to wrestle, but not to

denote a game of arms for entertainment (Ew.),

but a serious battle-play to decide the matter for

both armies (comp. 1 Sam. xvii.) as the result

(ver. 16) shows.—Joab accepts the proposal im-

mediately, a sign that it was agreeable to him.

Twelve warriors from each side, the number pro-

bably derived from the number of the Tribes,

meet in single combat on one side of the pool.

The " went over " is to be understood of one party

only, while the preceding arose refers to both.

—

[The "went over" refers from the wording to

both parties; probably they met at some interme-

diate point.—Tr.]—And they seized every
man the head of his fellow, that is, they

rushed on one another, in order by the stunning

seizure of the head the more quickly and thorough-

ly to finish the struggle. It is not necegsary ( Tlien.

and PjW. after Sept. ) to supply " his hand " after

"man" ("they thrust each his hand on the head
of his opponent") in order to get a verb for "his

sword" [Eng. A. V. inserts "tiirust"] ;
there is

no need to repeat the verb " seized," for we may
without forcing render: and his (every one's)

Bw^ord in the side of his opponent! The
rapidity with which, at the same time with the

seizure of the head, the sword entered the adver-

sary's side is vividly set forth by the absence of

the verb, it being logically necessary to supply

merely the word "was."

—

And they fell toge-
ther. —This result shows the embittered feeling

of tiie young men, but also their military skill

and training. — [Bp. Patrick understands that

only the twelve Bcnjaniinites were slain; but it

was dearly a nuitual slaughter, the twenty-four

fell dead. Bib. Com. cites the strikingly similar

combat of the Iloratii and the Curiatii ; as the

Aiban Mettius there urged the desirableness of

avoiding bloodshed because the two people had
in the Etruscans a common powerful enemy, so

might Abner have here urgeil the same argument
in reference to the Philistines (Livy I. 25).—The
hair was often worn long in those days; but it

was a custom also to cut the hair (and sometimes

the beard) before going into battle, that the ene-
my might not have a hold thereby.—These single
combats still occur among the Arabians.

—

Tr.]—
The place (of combat) was called (by the
people in consequence of this result).

—

Field of

knives (or edges) (D'T^n ^p!p^)- The nar-

rative indicates that this name was connected
immediately with what was peculiar in the
occurrence, namely, the mutual synchronous
slaughter by the edge of the sword, so that tliey

fell down together. To this corresponds the
meaning of "'^V, "knife, edge" (comp. Eng..

knife), which is found also in Ps. Ixxxix. 44, and
is established from the groimd-idea of the Arabic
stem by Fleischer in Delitzsch's Comm. on the Pss.

in loco (2 vols., 1859-60). Thenius after the
Sept. {tuv €Trii3ov?Mv, "the plotters") renders

field of adversaries {drdngerfeld, C^^H Tl) ; but

this does not answer to the characteristic fact that

occasioned the name, which was not the mutual
attack, but the mutual slaughter with swords.
Thenius' objection to the rendering: "field of

edges"—that it would apply to every place ot"

combat—holds rather against his own translation,

Ewald's rendering :
" field of the artful" (C"!^)

unwarrantably introduces the notion of " artifice"

into the affiiir, and changes the Heb. text, which
is supported by all the versions. Vulg. : ager
robustorum, Aq., Syra. : K?J/po^ riiv arspeMr, "field
of the strong," a rendering derived from the sig-

nification "rock" (which also belongs to the Heb.
word), as if the rock-like firmness of the comba-
tants (which, however, is not specially mentioned
in the narrative) were here indicated.—[Bishop
Patrick follows the Vulg. in the translation of
this natue, Syr., Philippsou, Bib. Com. (which,
however, also suggests " field of sides," Q'^^fV

give it as Erdmann. Cliald. has " possession ot"

the slain."

—

Tr.]
Vers. 17-25. In consequence of the undecisive

result of the single combat, a general and fierce battle

between the two armies, which issues in the de-

feat and flight of Abner. To the bitterness of

the bloody duel answers the violence of the general
conflict that arose the same day, which is de-
scribed as ''very sore" (ver. 17). Its result, in

allusion to the single combat, which had not

proved decisive, is straightway given : Abner
and his army were becden.— In vers. 18-23 we
have a very vivid and interesting description of

a special battle-scene or rather pursuit. In this

scene the three nephews of David come forward,

Joab, .Vbishai (comp. 1 Sam. xxvi. 6 with 2 Sam.
xvi. 9; xviii. 2; xxi. 17; xxiii. 18) and Asahel,.

who are expressly described as sons of Zeruiah
(as Joab in ver. 13) in order to indicate the pro-

minent part taken in this battle by the family of

David. Ver. 18. Asahel, distinguished for agility

and swiftness, and therefore compared to a "ga-
zelle in the field" [Eng. A. V.: wild roe], see

Prov. vi. 5.—Ver. 19- He pursues Abner in

order by conquering the General to strike the

decisive blow that must end the battle.—He
turned not to the right hand nor to the
left from following Abner, pressed hard and
straigiit on him.—Ver. 20. Asahel was doubtless-

alreaily known to Abner, comp. ver. 22. Abner's

speaking supposes that Asahel had almost over-

taken him, and might now infer from his silence
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that he would surrender himself prisoner.—Ver.

21. Abner's address to Asaliel is based on the

supposition that the latter is anxious only for the

glory of making a prisoner and for booty.

—

Take his armor,* that is, after having slain

him.—[Sucii y,-M the custom ; see Homer for

example.

—

Tr.] — Ver. 22. Abner speaks again,

since Asahel will not desist from the pursuit.

He gives as reason for his exliortation that he

wishes to spare Asahel's life, and not, by slaying

him, make a deadly enemy of his brother Joab,

with whom, therefore, he must previously have
stood in friendly relations (Thenius). "From
regard and former friendship to Joab, he was
iniwilling to kill the young hero" (Keil), [who
was also "probably but a stripling and no fit

antagonist for so great a warrior" (Bih.-Com.).—

-

Tr.]—How should I lift up my face ? that

is, present mj/xclf with a good conscience before

him. [Bp. Patrick not so well: "because Joab
was a fierce man, and would study revenge."

—

Tr.]—Ver. 23. Asahel, however, did not desist

from pressing on Abner, who, not wisliing to kill

him, was compelled to defend himself, and so,

not with the front part of the spear, which was
designed for war, but with the hinder part, which
was stuck into tlie ground (1 Sam. xxvi. 7), and
therefore no doubt was furnished with a sharp
edge (perhaps of metal) smote him in the
abdomen so that it came out behind in his

back, and he fell dead on the spot. It hence
appears that Asahel pressed violently on Abner,
who was defending himself Avith the point of the

spear, which must have been very sharj). In
proof that there was a lower metallic point to

spears, Bottcher cites Horn. II. vi. 213; x. 153;
xiii. 443; Herod, vii. 41.—[On the translation

"abdomen" instead of "fifth rib," see "Text.
and Gram."-

—

^Tr.] This place, too, where Asa-
hel fell, received importance among the people
from the general raaurning over the young hero.

This is pathetically and vividly described by the

single expression :
" Every one that came to the

place stood still," comp. xx. 12.—Ver. 24. The
pursuit continues with all tlie more violence.

The two brothers Joab and Abishni follow Abner
till the evening. At the same time the locality

(now unknown) wliere the pursuit ended, "the
hill Aramah in front of Giah on the road to the
wilderness of Gibeon," is stated with precision

;

an evidence of the exactness of the narrative.

The wilderness of Gibeon lay east of Gibeon in

the tribe of Benjamin.—Ver. 2-3. The "children

of Benjamin," as the nearest tribesmen, who must
have been most interested for the kingdom of

Ishbosheth. They gathered tliemselves to-
gether from the dispersion ])roduced by flight

into one body after Abner on a hill, "that is,

to protect Abner, and from this more favorable

position to defend themselves.

—

[Bib.-Com.: Ab-
ner's skill and courage in rallying his followers

to a strong position in spite of so crushing a de-

* IHi/n, not exuvice, "spoil" [so margin of Eng. A.

V. and Bib.-Coiii.—TR.], from J^bn, "to strip off," since
~ T

then the ^;uffix wonld he meaningless, but Armor from

V/n. ' to gird '' (^from y^'H. "Ii.>ins"), Niph. : "to arm
' - T "

' T T

one's self for battle,"' Num. xxxii. 21, 27. 29 sq. ; Josh.
vi. 7 sq.; Isa. xv. 4: eomp. with Jer. xlviii. 41.—Sept.:
va.voir\ia, avTOv.

feat. On the text of vers. 24, 25, see " Text, and
Gram."—Tr.]

Vers. 26-28. On Abner^s appeal to Joab the

conflict is straightway stopped, and the pursuit-

on Joab's part ceases. A truce is concluded.

Abner's first word: Shall the sword devour
forever ? expresses decided aversion to thi,s

bloody combat. The second question: Knov?-
est thou not that it w^ill be bitterness at
last ? points not to outward destruction, but to

the empoisoning and brutalizing (the necessary

result at last of such a war) of the feeling that

the members of a people, and especially God's
covenant-people, ought to cherish towards one
another. Just at this moment the bitterness had
reached its highest point, and the result of the

continuation of the war would necessarily have
been bitter and sullen despair on the part of the

Benjaminites anil an increase of military fury in the

army of Judali. ^"ulg. ;
'' Dost thou not know how

dangerous is <lesperation ?" The third question is a
pressing demand to .Joab to suspend hostilities im-

mediately and agree to a truce. Joab answers

Abner with an oath, in which he partly charges

him with the blame of the day's bloody struggle,

partly affirms his own perfect willingness to cease

hostilities without following up his victory. The

first '3= "surely" {imo), the mark of emphatic

asseveration in an oath, Ew. ? 3306/ comp. 1 Sam.
xiv. 44; XX. 3; Gen. xxii. 16 sq.; 1 Ki. i. 29 sq.;

ii. 23 sq., where, as here, it follows real oaths and
introduces their contents. [This first "surely" is

not in the lOng. A. V.—Tr.] If thou hadst
not said this, surely then. — The second

"surely" ('3), strengthened by "then" (•>«) as

elsewhere by "now" (Hn;^), Num. xxii. 29; Gen.

xliii. 10; 1 Sam. xiv. 30, takes up the first in or-

der to bring out more expressly and strongly what

would then have happened. \^\\^t Abner said is

his proposition for the single combat (ver. 14),

which resulted in tliis obstinate battle. Yea
verily, then had the people gone up—that

is, returned (Niph. of hS;? in reflexive sense

"get up," Ew. ? 123 b). There would then have

been no fraternal war. Thenius (after Syr. and

Ar.) explains: If thou hadst not (now) spoken

(about a truce ), then surely in the morning, ( name-
Iv to-morrow) would the people have been led back.

But 1) The "to-morrow" is not in the Hebrew,

and 2) Joab's answer would then amount to no-

thing, as it was then evening, and a return on the

neH morning was a matter of course. To our in-

terpretation Tlienius objects that Abner's proposal

of a duel was meant for good, and the two armies

had originally marched out with intention to

fight; hilt this objection is of no force against that

interpretation, wliich follows the original word

for word, for Joab means to say simply: if thou

hadst not by that challenge given the signal for

the battle, wliich, as a matter of fixct, continued

the whole day, then early in the morning one side

would have retreated before the other, and the

battle would not have occurred. Joab herein as-

sumes that Abner, with the disposition which he

has just expressed, would have avoided the battle

if he had not excited it by his well-meant arrange-

ment of the duel, and in his whole address and

his bearing to Abner it may be seen that he
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(Joab) would not have made the attack, and that

liis march against Abner was simply to protect

tiie territory of Judah. We must read between
the lines: but for thine unfortunate word, which
has had such results, we twoshould have avoided
the battle. Here is to be noted what is indicated

in ver. 12 as to the personal relation of Abner to

Joab, and how afterwards (chap, iii.) Abner
passed from "the House of Saul" to David's side.

[Vulg., Lightfoot, Patrick, Philippson agree with
Erdmann in the interpretation of this clause

—

Bib. C'omni. with Thenius. A common explana-
tion is: even if thou hadst not spoken (for a truce),

the pursuit would have ceased to-morrow morn-
ing. This answer would not (as Erdmann de-

clares) be meaningless, for it was by no means
otherwise certain that the battle would not Iiave

been continued the next day. Moreover the
phrase "from the morning" might be understood
of the following morning. Two facts seem to fa-

vor this latter interpretation: 1) the phrase
''from after their brethren," repeated by Joab
lifter Abner, would naturally have the same mean-
ing in both cases, ''desist from pursuit;" 2) the
form in which .Joab couches his answer, that is,

an oath, better refers to something which lay in

Ills power, not the non-occurrence of a battle that

day, but the cessation of the battle going on. .Joab

would then say (agreeably to the context): I did
not design to continue the battle, but, if you had
said nothing, my purpose was to withdraw my
troops in the morning—the context showing (as

in Ex. xxix. 34) that the following morning was
meant.

—

Tr.] Ver. 28. Joab strair/htivay causes

the trumpet to sound the signal "IJalt! Arms at

rest!" The army halts, the pursuit is discon-

tinued, the battle is ended.
Vers. 29-32. The wifhdraival of both arm les from

the scene of battle, and the loss on both sides.—Ver. 29. Abner and his men marched through
the Arabah* (that is, the valley or plain of the
Jordan) from the south northward, having
marched from the battle-field first directly east-

Avard towards Jericho. The distance from the
entrance into the Jordan-plain (to reach which
point, how'jver (vers. 3, 4), cost them some liours)

lip to the point where they crossed the Jordan to

go to Mahanaim, was so great that it took them at

least the whole niyht to pass through the Arabah.
Tiiey marched "the whole night," not from fear

of pursuit (for the pursuit was discontinued and
a truce concluded ), but probably to avoid the heat
of the day. After crossing the .Jordan they tra-

versed "alltheBithron." The word "all" forbids

us to understand here a city— it is therefore not
Bethoron (Aq., Vulg.), apart from the fact that

this lay in the opposite direction north-west of
IJiljcon—l)ut it must mean a district beyoml the
Jordan, probably a mountain-gorge or a ])lain on
the .Jabbok between the Jordan and Malianaiiu,
wliicli lay on tlie .Jabbok. Tiiese specilic geogra-
phical statements also about Abner's return-march
sliow the historical exactness and value of the nar-
rative.—Ver. 30. At the same time Joab began
ills return-march " from after Abner (who was with-
drawing)," as it is vividly described. Not till the

* [On the Arabah (whioh is in general the deep gorge
of the .Jordan, extending from the sea of Kiniioroth
<Gennesarct) to the Gulf of AkaUuhl. see Smith's Bible
J)ict. s.v. and Stanley's Sinai ami Palestine, 481.—Tu.

J

whole force was assembled for the retuin was a
muster held in order to learn the loss. Only nine-
teen men and Asahel were missing from IJavid's
army. [Among these nineteen some reckon the
twelve that fell iu the single combat.

—

Tb.]—
Ver. 31. The 13enjaminite loss, on the other hand,
was much greater, "3G0 men dead," as might
easily be determined by counting the slain. Joab
had in his army only veteran "servants of David,"
tried by many severe battles and privations, while
Abner led into the battle the remains of the army
that was beaten by the Philistines at Gilboa, who
moreover in previous battles with that people
"miglit have been still more weakened and dis-

couraged" (Keil). The disproportion in the
losses "'may, however, have been due also in part
to the character of the ground." comp. ver. 25
(Then.). [On the apparently corrupt text of this

verse see "Text, and Gramm."—Tr.]—Ver. 31.

Asahel is buried on the march back in the burial-
place of his fatlier at Bethlehem, which lay only
a little to the left of the direct road to Hebron.
"They went the whole night thence," and came
at break of day to Hebron. ( jibeon is distant from
Hebron about 2(3 miles; tliey might therefore
have gone from Gibeon to Hebron in one night,
even if they stopped on the way to bury Asahel,
which need not have taken much time (against
Then.). [However, the text says only that they
went all night from Bethlehem to Hebron, fifteen

miles. They had previously marched from near
Gibeon to Bethlehem, after having attended to

the duties incident to the close of a battle.

—

Tr.]

Chap. iii. 1-6. Further general and sumiriary

account of the long duration of the conflict between the

hoioses of David and. Saul and their different for-
tunes.—Ver. 1. And the vrar V7as protracted
between the house of Saul and the house
of David.—The former stands first because the
attack came from it. From the account of the
particular incident at Gibeon, where the contest

assumed the form of open war, which was sud-
denly ended by the two generals, the narrator
turns to the summary description of the condition

in which the two houses from now on found them-
selves in respect to the contest, notwithstanding the
discontinuance of external war. While this long-

continued struggle lasted, outward hostilities were
not renewed [at least there were no pitched bat-

tles

—

Tr.], Ishbosheth lacking courage and en-

ergy therefor. Aimer, as his bearing (chap, ii.) to-

wards .Joab showed, having no special interest in

continuing the bloody strife, and l^avid, as before,

so now holding back from attack, since, though
he had power and courage to maintain his claims,

he yet hoped to gain his promised royal authority

over Israel, not by his own military power, but
only by tiie interposition of the Lord. Further is

related the fortune of tlw two housi-s during the long
contest.* David grew stronger and strong-
er.f—David's advance in strength means, how-

1 ever, not the increase of his family (Keil), but of

* ^ ^n with Vlj. or Adj. (1 Sam. ii. 26) indicating pro-

1 gressi\(^ increase, ties. §131, 3, Rem. 3.

t
t pin is not= pin "strong" (Bottcher on Ex. xix.

I "T I TT
19), but Partcp. or ViTbal Adj. = '• strengthening" (neu-

. ter), as ^''J < I '^ain. ii. 26}.
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his adJierents, of the number of those that recog-

nized him as king over all Israel, and came for-

ward as supporters of his authority over the whole
countrv, as is fully and clearly narrated in 1 Chr.

xii. "23 sq. On the other hand the house of
Saul grew -weaker and weaker in conside-

ration and power. The reason of this was Ish-

bosheth's incapacity for royal rule and Abner's
jifterwards related defection from the house of

Saul. During the time of struggle he was the

only ]>erson that sought still to maintain this

house (ver. 6), and it rapidly sank and disap-

peared when he went over lo David. Ver. 1 and
ver. () are therefore connected ; ver. 1, according
to this view, not only continues the preceding
<'hapter (Then.), but at the same time begins a
new section (vers. 1-6) which forms a transition to

the narrative from ver. 7 on, in which is related

Jiow David's elevation to the throne of all Israel

\vas prepared by the sinking and disappearance
of tlie house of Saul inider his last son.

—

Thestate-

mcnt (vers. 2-5) concerning David^a family during
his residence in Hebron, and the sons there born
to him certainly interrupts the progress of the

narrative (Then.); for it is not to be connected
with ver. 1 as being a factual proof of the strength-

ening of David's bouse (Keil). But it is quite in

place here, since it is in keeping with the habit

[of the biblical writers] of inserting at the begin-
ning or at a turning-point of the history of the
reign of each king, information al)out his house
;ind family. Comp. 1 Sam. xiv. 49-51 ; 2 Sam.
V. 13 sq.; 1 Ki. iii. 1; xiv. 21; xv. 2, 9. The
same list of the sons born in Hebron, with the
names of their mothers, is found in 1 Chr. iii. 1-

3. The two first are the sons of the two wives
Ahinoam and Abigail (1 Sam.xxv. 42sq.), whom
he brought with Jiim to Hebron. On Amnon see

chap. xiii. The Prep, "to" (so the Heb. 7) in

these cases, where a corresponding noun is to be
supplied, expresses immediate belonging [pro-

perty], as "a song of (/) David;" so here ''son

to (ov of, Germ, von) Ahinoam," comp. Ewald,
^ 292 a.— Ver. 3. The second son is called Chileab,

in Chron. Daniel; he had perhajis two names
(Keil ). [The name (Chileab is suspected by Well-
liausen to be a collateral form of Caleb (see the
two in the Heb.), while Bib. Comm. thinks it a
copyist's erroneous transcription of the first letters

of the following word. The Midrash derives it

from DX 7173= "exactly his father," the name
indicating his likeness to David against those who
«aid that he was the son of Nabal. Similarly the
name Daniel, "God has judged me," is said to re-

fer to God's judgment on Kabal. These are all

conjectures, and the relation of the two names is

involved in obscurity.

—

Tr.] The </(irrf, Absalom
(called in 1 Ki. xv. 2 Abishalom), son of Maa-
chah, daughter of king Talmai of Geshur. This
was a small independent kingdom in Syria. See
XV. 8, comp. ii. 9. Perhaps this marriage of Da-
vid with a foreign un-Israelitish princess had a
political ground. Comp. 1 Ki. iii. 1, Solomon's
marriage with a daughter of Pharaoh. The origin
of the three wives, Hagr/ith. Abifnl. and Eglah,
whose sons were Adonijnh, Shcphatiah, and Ith-

rea/?i, is not given. The last is strangely described
in an especial way as "David's wife." Bertheau

(on 1 Chr. iii. 3) holds that tiie unknown and un-
described Eglah is so called for the sake of a fuller

conclusion ; but Thenius justly remarks against
this reason that Haggith and Abital also are other-

wise wholly unknown. Thenius' suggestion that
Michal originally stood in tlie text is opposed by
the fact that with the exception of the Cod. Vat.,

which has Aigal, the correctness of the text-read-

ing is supported by all the witnesses. Probably
this in it.self superfluous addition is made in order
to give a fuller conclusion by this epithet whicli
suits each of the six women (Berth., Keil). [On
this reading see "Text, and Gramm.

—

Tr.]—
Ver. 6 resumes ver. 1 in relation to the continnance

of the conflict between the two houses, and the
statement: Abner showed himself strong
(=a strong supjjort) for the house of Saul,
concludes tlie period during which the house of
Saul was able through Abner to maintain itself

against the house of David. In contrast therewith
follows now the narrative of the events which, in

consequence of Abner's ceasing to work for it,

tlirounh Ishbosheth's unwise conduct, farther and
farther depressed the house of Saul ; comp. ver. 1 b.

So vers. 1-6 form the bridge to the following his-

tory (from ver. 7 on).

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. David's personality, bearing and doing after

Saul's death, and the consequent turn of his life

towards the fulfilment of his call to the theocratic

kingdom, show in all points, as here detailed in

the prophetic narrative, absolutely free, trustful

and humble dependence on the will of God, as it

has up to this time shown itself as the foundation
of David's life-development, and a determination
of conductsolely by the carefully sought, distinctly

apprehended and clearly recognized divine deci-

sion, as it had before been obtained by him at

many important and difficult moments (1 Sam.
xix. 19; xxii.5; xxiii. 2, 4, 10, 16; xxx. 8). That
this was accomplished here also through the Urim
and Thummim is not doubtful ; for the high-priest

with the ephod was with him, while nothing is

said of a prophet in his retinue, apart from the
ftict that the expression " he inquired of the Lord"
cannot be applied to a prophet; it cannot, there-

fore, be supposed that David received a declaration
from a prophet.

2. David's pathway from Ziklag to Hebron, till

he gained the crown of Jndah, and thence passed
to that of Israel, is the way of the Lord. For 1 )

he asks concerning the will of the Lord, which
ivay he sjiall go (ver. 1), humbly subjecting his

will to that of the Lord, in his heart relying firmly
on the Lord's decision, which could be only for

his good, and seeking by repetition of his question
to obtain a clear and secure knowledge of the way
he is to go. 2) He goes the way appointed him
by the Lord (vers. 2, 3) in unconditional obedience

towards His command, in the faithful discharge of
his duties towards all about him, who had hitherto
shared all sufferings with him, and in joyous re-

liance on the further help of the Lord. 3) He
finds in this way appointed by the Lord after the
cross the crown, and mounts up from lowliness to

glory (ver. 4). 4) He pauses on this way,
which has led him to royal honor, in order quietly
to wait in patience till the Lord direct him to go
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farwanl to tlio final goal, the kingdom over all Is-

rael, and in order to unfold the noble roijal virtues

in \vhieh he proves him-^elf the Anointed of the

Lord (vers. 5-7). o) He advances on thr same

way according to the Lord's tlirection to ward off

tlie attack of the adversary (vers. 8-13), to bloody

OTir, into which he is drawn against his will {vers.

14-'28i, to splendid victory over his opponents

(vers. 25-32), and to the attainment of increasing

power and glory in respect to tlie sinking house of

Saul.
, ^

3. Grace CP^) 'i"<l Truth (i^P?^) are the fun-

damental attributes of God, which set forth His

relation to the people of Israel as the covenant-

people; grace is the special exhibition of His love,

by which He 1) chooses the people, 2) establishes

the covenant with them, and 3) in this covenant-

relation imparts favor and salvation ; truth is God's

love unchangeable and continuing over against

the people's sin, love that 1 ) does not suffer the

choice of free grace to fall, 2) maintains the cove-

nant, and 3) fulfils uncurtailed the promises

that correspond to the covenant-relation. Comp.

Ex. xxxiv. 6; Ps. xxv. 10.

4. Every human work well-pleasing to Ood, wrought

out of genuine love and truth, is a reflection of God's

love and truth, of which the heart has had experi-

ence, an offering brought to the Lord, the impulsion

to which has come from this inwardly experienced

love and truth, an object of God's love and truth which

repays ivith blessing and salvation, and of men's ho-

norinq recognition in respect to its ethical value.

5. Invocation of the Lord's blessing (ver. 5) pre-

supposes the presence of the conditions under which

alone this blessing can subsist.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1 sq. Faith's inquiry of the Lord. 1) Whereon

it is founded; a) Upon an entire looking away
from human prudence and wisdom ;

b) Upon un-

conditional trust in the divine love and faithful-

ness, and c) Upon previous experiences of His
gracious help. 2) What sort of answer it finds ;

a ) A certain decision, which puts an end to all

doubt ; 6) A definite direction which way to go
;

c) A sa/e security that this way leads to the goal.

Vers. 1-4 a. From Ziklag to Hebron—the way

of humilityfrom the depths to the heights. 1) After

humble subjection to sore trials, which the Lord

had imposed ("after this," ver. 1). 2) After

liumble imiuiry of the Lord's will as to the way
he must furtlier go. 3) In humble submission to

be directed and guided by the Lord in the way ap-

pointed for him. 4) In humlile and patient ex-

peetiUion of the fulfilment of His promises.

lite vny offaith through cross to crown. 1) How
it is surely /ow/ui (ver. il), a) inquired /oc of tlie

Lord; b)'pointed out by the Lord. 2) How it is

confidently pursued, a) under the guidance of tlie

Lord's Jiand ; b) in communion with those united

in the Lord (vers. 2, 3). 3) How it is joyfully

completed, a) at the goal set up by the Lord; b)

under the direction of faithful human love, the

instrument of the Lord's love (ver. 4).

Vers. 46-7. Faithful lore to our neighbor in time

of need. 1) How it is in a noble and unselfish

manner shown and attested amid the misfortune of

our neighbor (ver. 4 6). 2) How it is 6/es.sf.fi by

God in the manifestation of His grace and the at-

testation of His faithfulness (vers. 5, 6). 3) How
it is honored by men through thankful recognition

and righteous requital (ver. (3). 4) How it is ^.r-

alted in itself to a stout heart and to great joif

(ver. 7).

[Ver. 6. "And now the Lord do kindness
(grace) and truth unto you." See points for the

homiletical discussion of this text in " Hist, and
Tlieol." No. 3.—Vers. 1-13. See outline of a ser-

mon in '' Hist, and Theol." No. 2.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 8-32. God'sJudgment in war: I. How tlie

divine decision /a//,s ; 1) Against him who has
begun the war unrighteously, a) to fight out a pre-

tended right ; 6) to extend an assumed power and
dominion ; e) in conscious resistance to God'.s

right and command. 2) For him who has been
innocently drawn into it, «) to repel injustice; 6)

to defend His righteous cause ; f) to uphold God's
command and righteousness. II. How men should

submit to this divine decision : 1 ) The conquered

have to bow in humility under God's hand, and
to abandon the war, a) in order to avoid further

bloodshed ; 6) to ward oft' further mischief; c) to

preserve the people from spiritually and morally
running wild. 2) The conquerors mut^t, a) in the

course of victory and lionor stop immediately with
self-denial wlien the Lord commands it ; 6) give

the conquered the hand of peace Avhen they ask

a cessation of hostilities on the ground of the di-

vine decision which has been reached, and c) tes-

tify to the readiness for peace which they have
felt, and against the unrighteousness which has
constrained them to the conflict.

Chap. iii. 1-G. By justice divine are decided All

conflicts that men have divided. \) What conies

from God, alone can last ; 2) What stands against

God, soon is past.*

Ver. 1. Cramer: When the righteous are op-

pressed and have stood the test, God leads them
by a right way that they may go to a city of ha-

bitation, Ps. cvii. 7 ; so let us wait patiently for

the right time, Heb. ii. 3; Ps. Iv. 22. Osiaxder:
A Christian should never undertake anything

without good forethought and eflbrt to learn

God's will from His word, and should often seek

to strengthen his faith therefrom, Ps. cxix. 105.

—Berl. B. : David rests not in all the illumina-

tions and promises he has before received, but

only in the will of God, and looks to the divine

nod and glance, the truest and only guide for

tranquilly trusting souls. Thereby the soul re-

mains free in all things from selfishness and vain

joy. [Hp:nry: He doubted not of success, yet

he uses proper means, both divine and human.
Assurance of hope in God's promise will be so f;ir

from slackening, that it will quicken pious en-

deavors. —Tr.].— Ver. 3. Cramer: Faithful

friends, proven in time of need, are a great trea-

sure. Starke: When God gives us i)rosperity,

we should cause this also to be shared by those

who have shared with us in distress. [Hall :

Tlius doth our heavenly leader, whom David pre-

figured, take us to reigii with Him who have suf-

fered with Him.— Tr.].—Ver. 4. Osiander :

The hearts of subjects are in God's hand, and God
can incline them so that they must love their

rulers. What God has promised is sure to come

at last. After enduring sufferings thou slialt re-

* iTliis rlivrnin.n in propositions .ind divisions is a
sonicwliat cii'niniOM prac-tiee in Gormany.—Tu.]
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ceive the crown of life, 2 Tim. iv. 8.— S. Schmid :

Praiseworthy deeds always get their ])raise and
their reward even among men, aUhough they are

not performed to tiiat end, but from love to righ-

teousness.— Ver. 6. Cramer: By gentleness and
friendliness rulers may easily win the hearts of

their subjects, and also quiet much contention,

Judg. viii. 2. — V^er. 7. J. Laxge : Kings derive

their kingly majesty immediately from God, but

;ilso mediately from their subjects. — F. W.
Krummaciier : People gained here the convic-

tion that this man, unmoved by the lower affec-

tions of revenge and malice, knew how to forgive

and to forget, and that all the wrong and injustice

he had experienced had not been able to darken
for him in his predecessor the dignity and sacred-

iiess of an Anointed of the Lord. Besides, this

conduct of David's made on the people the de-

cided impression that they might expect of him
a humane rule, since he would reckon even the

most trifling and insignificant prai-seworthy thing
that might happen anywliere in the land to be
worthy of grateful recognition and consideration.

Vers. 8, 9. Cramer: The wliole life of pious
men is and remains a continual school of the cross.

In them holds good the saying: Must not man be
always in strife on earth? Job vii. 1. [So Lu-
ther. Similarly Conant: Has not man a term
of warfare on the earth?

—

Tr.].— S. Schmid:
Carnal prudence and pride is never willing to

submit itself to Gtod's will, but will always oppose
itself, Exod. v. 2.=^Ver. 10. Schlier : He wore
the crown that had been promised him, but the

cross also did not yet cease for him. Still he must
persevere and wait till the whole kingdom fell to

him, still he must now also bear patiently what-
ever new burden was allotted to him.

—

Berl B. :

When he came into possesssion of his kingdom,
even yet he remained quiet awhile, without con-
sidering how he might increase it, because he cast

all this care upon Divine Providence. He thus
shames the behaviour of those spiritual men, who
when they recognize that God wishes to do some-
thing through them, are constantly making at-

tempts and all sorts of beginnings to see whether
they may perhaps achieve the work, and are ne-
ver willing in patience and self-forgetfulness to

wait on God, until God Himself performs His
will. The hour must come itself, and so it must
simply be waited for.

Ver. 12. Starke: A Christian must not let his
courage sink because when lie has gained a vic-

tory in a good cause, unexpectedly new obstacles
and hindrances are found.

—

Schlier: When a
king takes the sword in an ambitious spirit, and
wishes only to subjugate other jieoples in order to
extend his dominion, that is an unrighteous war,
and woe to all the princes who in base ambition set

at stake the blood of their people !—A bad prince,
who wilfully conjures up war upon his land. But
also shame upon the prince who would not lielp

liis people when wrong is done them. A right-

eous war is a royal duty, from which no prince
can venture to withdraw, even if it were fraternal
war! It may have come hard enougli to David
to take up arms against his. brothers, and yet he
could not do otherwise. God the Lord had Him-
.self given the arms into his hand.—Vers. 13-32.
Cramer : Bloodthirsty warriors count men's blood
as water, and have their pastime in it, but to God

that is an abomination. Schlier : In such times
there is only one consolation, namely, that the
Lord sits as ruler, and that we sliould" accept the
war, if there is one, from the hand of the sujjreme
Lord of war, that we should not regard wliat princes
and kings of the earth do and design, but see in war
the chastening rod of divine wrath, which visits
the sins of the peoples even through the horrors
of war.—Vers. IS, 19. Cramer: Letnoonerelv
on the powers of his body, for the race is not to
the swift, Eccl. ix. 11.—Ver. 23. Lange: Bravery
is certainly very far <lifierent from foolhardy te-
merity. [Hall : Many a one miscarries in tlie

rash prosecution of a good quarrel, when the abet-
tors of the worst part go away with victorv. Heat
of zeal, sometimes in the indiscreet pursuit of a
just adversary, proves mortal to the agent, preju-
dicial to the service. Hexry: See here (1) How
often death comes upon us l)y ways that we least
suspect. Who woidd fear the hand of a flving
enemy, or the butt end of a .spear? (2) Flow we
are often betrayed by the accomplishments we are
proud of. Asahel's swiftness, which he presumed
so much upon, did him no kindne.s.s, but forwarded
his fate.—Tr.]

Ver. 24 sq. Schlier : The bloodslied was at an
end, the horrors of fraternal war were over, the
victory had been won by David, who had begun
tiie war in tlie name of the Lord, and now from
tiie Lord had also received the victory. For of
this we should be certain : victory comes from the
Lord. As surely as the Lord our God is no dead
but a living God—as surely as He sits in govern-
ment and orders everything as the Almighty God,
so surely must it also be true that victory comes
from the' Lord, Ps. xx. 8.—Vers. 24-26. Cramer:
A wretched wisdom when one grows prudent onlv
with losses. Therefore in the beginning think
of the end. [Henry: See here (1) How easy it

is for men to use reason when it makes for tliem,

who would not use it if it made against them !

(2) How the issue of things alters men's minds !

The same things which looked pleasant in the
morning, at night looked dismal.

—

Tr.].— \'^er.

27. It is an honor to a man to stay out of conten-
tion; but they who love it are altogether fools,

Prov. XX. 3.—A'er. 28. Starke : Even he who
has been injured by another should show him.self

ready to be reconciled to the other if he desires

forgiveness, Matt. v. 5.—Vers. 30, 31. Cramer:
Prosperity should be used reverently and with mo-
deration, lest we ffy too high.—God punishes in
war the sins of both parties.—Ch. iii. 1 sq. Roos

:

What is not devised, done, collected and set up in
God's name, has no permanence. God in His
holy wrath is the fire that consumes such a thing,

however specious it seems; on the contrary, what
He wills and approves, is through His good plea-
sure obtained, advanced and made strong.

[Ver. 11. David at Hebron: 1) His choosing
the place by divine direction (ver. 1). And we
can see that it was a fit place. The city of Abra-
ham, Caleb and the Levites—a city of refuge—the
principal town in David's tribe, and somewhat
remote from Saul's trilie—and David had taken
pains to conciliate its inhabitants (1 Sam. xxx.
31 ). Divine directions are seen to coincide M-ith

true human wisdom, wherever we sufficiently un-
derstand tlie facts. 2) His "apprenticeship to
monarchy." Through several previous years he
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liad been in a conri^e of providential preparation

for reigning ; and now he begins to reign on a

small scale. He has occasion to learn a) from
,

tJie apparent failure of wild schemes (ver. 5 sqq.),
{

/)) from open hostility, long continued (ver. 12

sqcj. ; iii. 1 ), c) from the base cruelty of his trusted i

commander (iii. 27). Amid all tiiese he grew in
j

popularity and strength (iii. 1, 36). The lessons

he learned were especially, to be prudent (ver. 5

sqq.; iii. 28), and to be patient (ver. 11; iii. 1).

.Si H.U founding a femily, (iii. 2-o). a) To have

."Otis l)orn to him is the joy of any man, especially
]

(if a monarch, b) But here polyc/ami/ was already i

])aving the way to sore family dissension, c) And
j

tliree of these sons born at Hebron, Amnon, Ab-
j

salora, Adonijah, were destined to bring wretch-
j

edness and shame on their father and his house, I

and ruin on themselves. O the mingled hopes
and fears witJi wliich a father must look on liin

little children !—Tr.]
[^1 Sunday school address. Vers. 18-28. The

rash yoang prince. 1) He had a shining gift, ver.

18. (In ancient warfare, more were often slain

in the pursuit than the battle ; and so swiftness

of foot was important to a warrior). 2) He was
ambitious—pursuing the distinguished general of

the enemy. 3 ) Pie had decision and perseverance
—turning not to the right or left, and yielding to.

persuasion. 4) He fancied himself superior to

an old man—a common ami natural, but grave-

fault in the young. (The old man at lengtii killed

him with ease, in mere self-defense), o) He was
slain as the penalty of self-confidence and rash-

ness—besetting sins of many gifted youth.—Tu.]

III. Abners quarrel u'ith Ishbosheth, defection from (he House of Saul and t)-ansition to David.

Chapter III. 7-21.

7 And Saul had a concubine whose name was Rizpah, the daughter of Aiah. and
Ishbosheth^ said to Abner, Wherefore hast thou gone in unto ray father's concubine ?'^

8 Then was Abner [And Abner was] very wroth for the words of Ishbosheth, and
said, Am I a dog's head which against Judah^ [a dog's head on Judah's side ?] [ins.

I] do show kindness this day [to-day] unto the house of Saul thy father, to his bre-

thren and to his friends, and have not delivered thee into the hand of David, that

9 [and] thou chargest me to-day with a fault concerning this [the] woman ? [ ! ] So
do God to Abner and more also except, as the Lord [Jehovah] hath sworn to Da-

10 vid, even so I do to him, To translate the kingdom from the house of Saul, and to

.set up the throne of David over Israel and over Judah, from Dan even to Beersheba.

11 And he could not answer Abner a word again, because he feared him.

12 And Abner gent messengers to David on his behalf [or in his stead*], saying.

Whose is the land ?^ saying also [om. also], Make thy league [covenant] with me.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
' Vor. 7. The lacking subjeot " Ishboshetli " is supplied in 5 MSS., some printed EDD.. and all the VSS. except

Chald. : but this shows only that they regarded this name as the proper subject, not that it was originally in the
text. Whether it stood originally in our Heb., or we have here a fragment of a fuller narrative in which the sub-
ieet of tlie verb was indicated by the context, cannot now he determined.—Before " to his brethren,'' in ver. 8,

the copula ''and" is inserted inail VSS. except. Chald., and in some MSS.—Tu.]

2 (Ver. 7. In tJ^jS'D the quiescent .lod instead of dagh. forte (as is frequent in Chald.). The origin of the

word is unknown; comp. f'hald. ND''J /£3 "vigorous beast," perhaps "one that has reached years of puberty,"
T • :

~

(Levy"': Vnit eomp. Arab, fallins and vflud.—Tr.J
3 [Ver. 8. This rendering of Eng.' A. V., taken from the Vulg., cannot be well gotten from the Heb. ; the trans-

iation in brackets is the one now generally adopted.—Instead of T)'!?OH (for ^"IXyD^) " delivered," Syr. has UlU
and Sept. has TjuTo/iidAjjora = 'noSi*/n (Tlien.).—The change of Prep, afternOH (Dj/ ami Sn) is to be noted.—Sym-

m.achus renders " dog's head " by xui-oice'c^aAo? " dog-headed."-Tr.]
• [Ver. 12. innr>, Qeri Vririj^- Two general renderings of this phrase are found in the .Ancient VSS. :

-'in

his place'" (Sym.: " instead of him." Vulg., pro se rfirsn/cf, Chald., " from his place," Syr. omits it) and "on the
spot" (Sept. napaxpriixa, followed by Erdmann). The former be.«t accords with the usage, and gives a good
sense.

—

Tr.]
6 [Ver. 12. The difficulties in tliis text are l)the double irsXz "saying;" 2) the absence of the Art. before

1»nX " land :" 3) the obsciu-ity of this question. The Heb. text is supported by the VSS., except that the second

'^OkS is omitted in Syr., Arab., ami in a f.^w MSS., and (he sec -nd in Sept.. and the Sept. text of the qucs;iMn i-<

corrupt (tlie Vat. Sept. shows an imperfect triplet : .\bner sent messengers to David ei? SaiXdix ov rji' napaxpriua,
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and behold, my hand shall be with thee to bring about [to turn] all Israel unto

13 thee. And he® said, Well; I will make a league [covenant] with thee; but one
thing I require of thee, that is, Thou shalt not see m}'- face except' thou tirst' [om.

14 first] bring Michal, Saul's daughter, when thou comest to see my face. And David
sent messengers to Ishbosheth, Saul's sou, saying, Deliver [Give] me^ my wife Mi-

15 chal, which [whom] I espoused to me for an hundred foresliins of the Philistines.

And Ishbosheth sent and took her from her husband, even from Phaltiel the sou of

16 Laish.® And her husband went with her along weeping behind her to Bahurim.
Then said Abner [And Abner said] unto him. Go, return. And he returned.

17 And Abner had communication with the ehlers of Israel, saying, Ye sought for

18 David in times past'" to be king over you ; Now, then, do it ; lor the Lord [Jeho-

vah] hath spoken of'^ David, saying. By the hand of my servant David I wilP-

save my people Israel out of the hand of the Philistines and out of the hand of all

19 their enemies. And Abner also^^ spake in the ears of Benjamin ; and Abner went
also'^ to speak in the ears of David in Hebron all that seemed good to Israel and
that seemed good \_om. that seemed good] to the whole house of Benjamin. So [And]

20 Abner came to'* David to Hebron and twenty men with him. And David made
21 Abner and the men that were with him a feast. And Abner said unto David, I

will arise and go, and will gather all Israel unto my lord the king, that they'* nnay

make a league [covenant] with thee, and that thou mayest reign over all that thine

heart desireth. And David sent Abner away, and he went in peace.

IV. Murder of Abner by Joab. Vers. 22-39.

22 And behold the servants of David and Joab came from persuing a troop [came
from an expedition'®], and brought in a great spoil with them. But [And] Abner
was not with David in Hebron, for he had sent him away and he was gone in peace.

23 When Joab and all the host that was with liim were come, they told Joab, saying,

Abner the son of Ner came to the king, and he hath sent him away, and he is gone
24 in peace. Then Joab came to the king and said. What hast thou done? behold,

Abner came unto thee; why is it that thou hast sent him away, and he is quite \_om.

in which 0aika.fi. seems to be corrupted out of "07 innH. °^ V" i^ f"r °^ V')''- "'Idle napaxprina is tran.slation of"

'jnnp)- It appears that the question and the second ION? were not understood ; C'hald. : saying, I swear to him

who made the land, saying—Syr. : what is the land ?—The best course seems to be to omit the second "iON '. and

seek a meaning in the question.

—

Tb.]
•J [Ver. 13. Some VSS. and MSS. have "David," which is merelj' the expression of tlie obvious subject.

—

Tr.]
" [Ver. 13. As the Heb. stands it can only be rendered " except on condition of tliy bringing," (so Bib. Com.

and substantially Erdmann); Bottcher's suggested readings 'J37 '"before" (adv.) and 'JS? "before me," are

dropped by himself as unnatural here. He and Wellhausen see a duplet in this text (DX O and 'JiJ'^), which is

not improbable, but not necessary. If, in that case, the latter be adopted, the Inf. of the text is retained ; if the
former, the Perf. must be read.

—

Tr.]

8 [Ver. 14. There is no need of inserting this Dat. in the Heb. text, since it is easily supplied from the con-

text, and its omission is in accordance with Heb. usage. But in ver. 15 the suffix must be written niy^N " her
T

husband."

—

Tr.]
9 [Ver. 15. Such is the form in the Qeri or margin; the Kethib or text has Lush, which perhaps means the

same thing " lion." Apparently by inversion the Sept. writes the name Selle.—Tk.]
10 [Ver. 17. Literally, " both yesterday and the day before."

—

Tr.]

11 [Ver. 18. 7N—so Sept., Syr., Arab., Keil, Cahen; but Vulg., Philippson, Erdmann "to David." Thenius

would read 7_y " concerning " (as the context requires) on the ground that IX cannot so be rendered ; but see

Jer. xxii. 18.—Tr.]

12 [Ver. 18. The text has the Inf., which after "10X some would render " Jehovah said to save " = " said that

He would save," but this is hard on account of the intervening lOX 7. and the Inipf is now generally read with

many MSS. and printed EDD., and all the Ancient VSS.—Tr.]
13 [Ver. 19. The DJ '"also" qualifies not the succeeding word "Abner," but ihc preceding "spoke," "went"

(Wellh.-).-Tr.]
1* [Ver. 20. The Heb. has no Prep, here, employing the .\cc. of the point reached; but some MSS. and EDD.

insert 3, and so all VSS. except Chald., which has '7.—Tr.]

15 [Ver. 21. The Sept. has the first person, " I will make a covenant with him," which is against the .syntax of
the context

—

Tr.]
16 [Ver. 22. Lit. " from the troop (or predatorj' band)," so the VSS. except Aquila, who has " Geddur " ("ilj>

which he renders /xovo^ajfou or ev^iovov. The Heb. expression is somewhat hard and obscure, but may have been
a technical one.—The Heb. Perfects are here from the connection properly rendered by Eng. Plups. " had sent,"
'• was gone."

—

Tk.]
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25 quite"] gone ? Thou knowest Abner the son of Ner^* that he came to deceive thee,

and to know thy going out and thy coming in, and to know all that thou doest.
*26 And when [ovi. when] Joab was come out [went out] from David he [and] sent

messengers after Abner, which [who] brought him again from the well of Sirah
;

but David knew it not.

27 And when Abner was returned to Hebron, Joab took him aside in [to the middle
of] the gate to speak with him quietly, and smote him there under the fifth rib

28 [in'* the abdomen] that he died, for the blood of Asahel his brother. And afterward
when David heard it [when David afterward heard it], he said, I and my kingdom
are guiltless before the Lord [Jehovah] for ever from the blood of Abner the son

29 of Ner ; Let it rest [be hurled] on the head of Joab and on all his father's house,

and let there not fail from the house of Joab one that hath an issue, or that is a
leper, or that leaneth on a stafi* [crutch^"], or that falleth on [by] the sword, or that

30 lacketh bread. So'^^ Joab and Abishai his brother slew Abner because he had slain

their brother Asahel at Gibeon in the battle.

31 And David said to Joab and to all the people that were with him. Rend your
clothes and gird you with sackcloth, and mourn before Abner. And king David

32 himself \_om. himself] followed the bier. And they buried Abner in Hebron ; and
the king lifted up his voice and wept at the grave of Abner, and all the people

33 wept. And the king lamented over Abner and said,

Died Abner [Must Abner die] as a fooP^ [or villain] dieth ?

34 Thy hands were not bound
Nor thy feet put into fetters.

As a man falleth before wicked men
So fellest thou.

35 And all the people wept again over him. And when [om. when] all the people

came to cause David to eat ^^ meat [bread] while it was yet day [wis. and] David
sware, saying, So do God to me and more also, if I taste bread or aught else till the

36 sun be down. And all the people took notice of it, and it pleased them ; as*^ what-

37 soever the king did pleased all the people. For [And] all the people and all Israel

38 understood that day that it was not of the king to slay Abner the son of Ner. And
the king said unto his servants. Know ye not that there is a prince and a great man

39 fallen this day in Israel? And I am this day weak, though anointed king, and
these men the sons of Zeruiah be too hard for me ; the Lord [Jehovah] shall [om.

shall] reward the doer of evil [wickedness] according to his wickedness.

" fVer. 24. The Inf. Abs., the force of which cannot be exactly given in English. Perhaps the Sept. " in

peace " here was designed as a rendering of this Inf., though it is not improbable that it is merely a repetition

from the two preceding verses ; it is therefore not to he inserted in the Heb. text (against Wellh.).

—

Tr.]
18 [Ver. 25. The phrase " the son of Ner " is omitted by Syr. and Ar., and its points are omitted in one MS.

(224 Kenn.l—why, is not clear.—Tlie Sept. rendering: "dost thou not know the wickedness of Abner ?" is a weak-
ening of the original; the Syr. also lias the neg.-interrog. form, and renders very well "that he came to flatter

tlieo."—Tr.] L" [Ver. 27. The Prep, is omitted in the text, but some MSS. insert 7N, and so the VSS., according to the Heb.

usage.

—

Tr.]
20 [Ver. 29. Bottcher and Erdmann (with Vulg. .and Syr.) render :

" one that holds a distaff," that is, an effemi-

nate man (Prov. xxxi. i9). See the Exposition.

—

Tr.]
21 [Ver. 30, Erdmann renders: "but .loab and Abishai had slain Abner," as if the purpose of tl\e verse were

to give the reason for the murder. Wellhausen holds the verse to be an interpolation on the ground that it adds
nothing except the inclusion of Abishai in the guilt in order to justify David's curse on Joab's family. It seems
l>etter, however, to regard the verse not merely as giving the reason for the murder (which is given in verse 27),

nor as superfluous, but as a concluding summing up of the incident, as is so common in Heb. narration.—Tr.]

22 [Ver. 33. Sept. : " Will Abner die according to the death of Nabal ?" taking SdJ (fool) as a proper name. So

in ver. 34 it has ov npo<Triyayev cis Na/3aA, misunderstanding the 7li3J3 of the Heb., which it read 7^J3.—Tr.]

23 [Ver. 35. De Rossi cites a reading in some M.SS. nnDnS " tomake a feast " (2 Kings vi. 23), which Kimchi

said was written but not read, perhaps a clerical error.

—

Tr.]

2<[Ver. 36. ^33. Wellhausen objects that this 3 cannot be rendered as a conjunction (as in Eng. A. V.), and

therefore prefers the Sept., which omits the 3. Syr. accords with Sept., and Chald and Syr. insert "and " before

^yy2- The reading of Greek and Syr. ("and good in their eyes was all that the king did, and good in the eyes

of all the people"), however, contains a weak repetition, and something like the Heb. text is required by the

connection.

—

Tr.]



CHAP. 111. 7—IV. 39.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

III. Ch. iii. 7-21. Abner quarrels with Ishbo-

sheth, and goes over to David.—Vers. 7, 8. The

falling out. Ite occasion was Abner's taking

Saul's concubine, Rizpah,* the daughter of Aiah.

The Harem was part of the property of the

reigning house, and therefore fell to the successor,

•comp. xii. 8. Taking possession of it was a poli-

tical act, and signified actual entrance on royal

rights, comp. xvi. 21, and of this act Abner was
guilty. Supply from the connection Ishbosheth

(comp. my father and ver. 8) as subject of the

verb said. His question :
" Why," etc., might

be taken as the expression of suspicion that Abner
was thus seeking the throne, for in the ancient

Orient claim to the harem was claim to the

throne, so especially with the Persian, comp.
Herod. 3, 68 ; .Justin. 10, 2. But, if Ishbosheth
really had such a suspicion, Abner's conduct
gives no ground for such a view ; his act seems
rather the outflow of passionate self-will and pre-

sumptuous contempt towards Ishbosheth. If he
had really wished to seize the throne of Israel for

himself, his conduct towards David (ver. 9 sq.)

•would be inexplicable. His answer in ver. 8

shows how loose his relation to Ishbosheth and
concern for his cause already was. "Dog's head,"

as in our language also, is the expression for

something perfectly despicable. The words

:

" which is to Judah," omitted by Sept., are not
to be connected with the preceding (Clericus:

thinkest thou that I am worth no more to the

Tribe of Judah than a dog's head ? Syr. : Am I

the head of the dogs of Judah ? Ewald : Am I

then a Judahite dog's head?—such an adjectival

periphrasis would he very strange)—nor in sense

to be connected with the following ( Vulg. : who
ngainst Judah to-day show kindness; De Wette:
who in respect to Judah now show kindness), but
to be rendered simply as tliey stand :

" who is for

Judah, pertains to, holds with Judah" (Buns.).

Abner is angered by the insult he thinks shown
liira by Ishbosheth's reproachful question. The
sense of his reply is : that Ishl)osheth treats him
as a despicable man, who takes no interest in

him, as one who belongs to his opponents, the
party of the Tribe of Judah, whereas he 1) is

showing only kindness to the whole house of
Saul, and 2) especially has not delivered him,
Ishbosheth, into the hand of David. By addu-
cing these his services to the royal hotise Abner
repels the reproach based on his appropriation
of the concubine.f His words express the ex-
tremest contempt towards his king, and the
strongest consciousness of services, to which the
house of Saul and Ishbosheth owed everything.
The "to-day" is significant; even "now" he
occupies this position towards Saul's house;
comp. the " made himself strong, was a strong
helper" in ver. 6. The contrast to this comes
out sharply in what follows. There follows—

Vers. 9-11, the sudden complete breach with
the house of Saul and the solemn oath in respect
to the house of David. This is the culmination
of what is said in ver. 1 of David's advance in

* [See xxi. 8-11 and Gen. xxxvi. 24.—Tr.1
t Litis supposed by some that Aimer did not marry

Rizpah, but used her as a harlot.—Ta.J

25

strength over against the house of Saul. (On the
simple '3 in oaths see on ii. 27; 1 Sam. iii. 17.)

The history does not show a formal divine oath,

such as Abner here refers to. But the divine
choice of David to be king, his anointment per-
formed by Samuel at the divine command (

1

Sam. XV. 28, 29; xvi. 1-12), and the therewith
conjoined divine declaration which Samuel de-
clares to be inviolable (1 Sam. xv. 29) because
based on Clod's truthfulness (comp. Num. xxiii.

19)—all this had in fact the significance and
weight of a divine oath. Abner's words presup-
pose that acquaintance with the promises given
to David was, through the prophetic circles,

widely extended. Abigail is an example of such
acquaintance among the people ( 1 Sam. xxv. 28-
31).—So will I do to him; Abner does not
consider himself (as Cler. thinks) as the Loi'd's

instrument for fulfilling his declaration to David,
which he in fnct was not. He merely says, that

he will now make David king, as had been pro-

mised him by divine oath. The remark of Cler.

that " military men do not sufficiently weigh
what they say " does not apply here ; for in Ab-
ner's words there is the distinct consciousness

that over against the divine promise concerning
David the cause of Saul and Ishbosheth is a lost

one, but at the same time also the mortified am-
bition that thinks its services not sufficiently

recognized, and tlie overweening pride of a vigo-

rous and energetic man who thinks that he can
of himself make history. In spite of his refer-

ence to a divine declaration, his conduct is any-

thing but theocratic, is rather throughout auto-

cratic, comp. ii. 8, 9 :
" he took Ishbosheth, and

made him king." How far his previous energetic,

autocratic activity for Saul's house was connected

with ambitious, high-reaching plans for himself,

is uncertain. In any case, however, so much is

true: 1) that he knew David's divine call to be

Saul's successor, and therefore stood in conscious

opposition to the known will of God, and thus in

conflict with himself, and 2) that it was only after

his defeat in the battle witli Joab (which he him-
self began, ii. 12 sq. ) and his gradually confirmed

recognition of the fact that Ishbosheth was wholly

unfit for the kingly rule and its maintenance in

the house of Saul, and in truth the personal in-

sult now offered him by Ishbosheth—that he
suddenly decided to bi-eak with the house of Saul

and go over to David. How far ambition herein

influenced him along witli political insight, we
cannot tell ; but it is not probable that he showed
so much energy in gaining over all Israel to

David, as is afterwards related, without hope of

a high and influential position with David.

—

With the words :
" to translate the kingdom from

Saul," comp. Samuel's word, 1 Sam. xv. 28.

—

From Dan to Beershetaa, as in Judg. xx. 1
;

1 Sam. iii. 20.

—

\_Bib. Com. thinks it probable

that Abner had before this begun to incline

towards David, .so that Ishbosheth had some
ground for the taunt :

" which belongeth to Ju-

dah," and this made it all the more slinging to

Abner.—Tr.]—Ver. 11. And lie f Ishbosheth)

could not answer, because he feared him.
This characterizes Ishbosheth sufficiently for the

explanation of the whole situation. Having with

an effort plucked up courage to ask that reproach-

ful question, he here shows the greatest feebleness,
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cowardice and timidity towards Aimer. This also

contributes to tlie explanation of what is said in

ver. 1 concerning the house of Saul.

Vers. 12-21. Abner's covenant with David.—
Ver. 12. The threat against Ishbosheth is straight-

way carried out by sending an embassy to David.
innr\ is not "in iiis place" {\u\g. pro se, Cler.,

De Wette, Keil [Eng. A. V.: "on his behalf"]),

which would be sui)erfluous and unmeaning
(Buns.), but, in keeping with Abner's passionate

excitement in ver. 9,
'' on the spot, immediately,"

Trapaxpfjua (Sept., Chald.), as in ii. 23, where
Keil also adopts this meaning, though he here

declares that there is no ground for it.—[On this

Avhole passage see "Text, and Gram."

—

Tr.]—
The first "saying" (iON/) can be taken here

only in the usual sense as introduction of direct

discourse, not as = "to say" in reference to the

messengers. And the second "saying" is also

so to be taken, and not as = " that is to say

"

(Buns., Then.), since it introduces another direct

discour.se of Abner: "Make a covenant," which
cannot except by forcing be regarded as an expla-

nation of the question :
'' to whom belongs the

land ?•' rather the demand contained in it, as a

consequence of the silent answer to this qtiestion,

is, on account of its importance as the chief thing

in the commission of the ambassadors, naturally

appended by means of a repeated "saying."

The saying: To whom belongs (or whose
is) the land? does not relate to David, as if^
" to whom does it belong but to thee ?" This

interpretation, that the land properly belonged to

David by virtue of his anointment (Vat., S.

Schmid, Ew. [Patrick, Bib. Com.']), would agree

indeed with Abner's acknowledgment in ver. 9,

but not with the following words : Make a
covenant with me to turn all Israel to

thee, which rather indicate that Abner means to

say: "</(e land belongs to me" (Sanct., Thenius
[Scott, Philipps] ). This is quite in keeping

with his proud, haughty nature, as hitherto ma-
nifested in his words and conduct, and also with

the facts of the case, since in fact the whole land

except Judah was still subject to Saul's house,

that is, to him (Abner) as Dictator. Because he

still as influential ruler controlled the greatest

part of the land, he could 1) demand of David,

as one standing on the same plane with him, to

make a covenant with him, and 2) give liim the

])romise (the product not only of strong self-con-

sciousness, but also of extensive power) :
" mtj

hand is with thee to turn all Israel to thee." Ob-
viously there is here not merely implicitly in-

volved as answer to the above question, the

declaration: "the land is his whom I, tlie leader

of the army, shall favor" (Cler.), but also the

expectation" that, after the fulfillment of this pro-

ini.se, David would assign him the highest posi-

tion in the army and in the nation next to him-
self. Abner's proud and haughty words hardly

jieruiit )is to doubt that he was lilled with such

tliought.s.—Ver. 13. David replies with a eo)idi-

tion, namely, the restoration of Jm unfe Michal.*—
* nXOn ("is elsewhere after ''Jp'?) like the Perf.,

instead oi" the usual 'X'DH (Kx. xxiii. 30; Lev. xxiii. 14

gq.; Deut. iv. 28). " J £3^ here — " before." Ew., ? 2.38 d,

J 337 c.

Thou shalt not see my face before ( =
except) thou bring Michal, rfc—Certainly
we should have the opposite of David's meaning
(Then.) if we rendered :

" Thou shalt not see my
face except before thou bring Michal." But, if

we retain the text ('Jp/), this explanation is

unnecessary, rather it quite answers to the origi-

nal signification of the word to render literally :

" except //(. the face of thy bringing Michal ....
in thy coming to see my face," that is, thou shalt
not see my face except by at the same time bring-
ing me Michal when thou comest to see my face ;,

thy coming to me to see my face shall not occur
except in the presence of this fact, namely, that
thou ( = unless, before thou) bring Michal. It

is therefore unnecessary either to omit the Prep.

C^rrl) after the Sept., and change the following:

Inf. into a Perf.,= "unle.ss thou bring" (Then.),

or to omit the "but" (DN '3) = "thou shalt not

see my face before thy bringing ( = before thou
bring)" (Bottcher).— Ver. 14 presupposes the

acceptance of this condition by Abner. In realiza-

tion of what Abner had threatened him with,
Ishbosheth finds himself compelled to fulfil David's
condition himself, and that immediately by Ah-
7ier's own hand, to whom was assigned the duty
of bringing, and who really did bring Michal to

David (vers. 15, 16). To this end David sends a
formal embassy to Ishbosheth, in order legcdly to

demand and receive Michal back, she having
been illegally taken by Saul and given to another
man (1 Sam. xxv. 44). Seb. Schmid: "that it

might be manifest that he had acted legally

towards Phaltiel before his king, and taken her
back, not carried her ofi" by force from a husband."
Whom I espoused to me, that is, purchased
as bride, married.—For a hundred foreskins,
comp. 1 Sam. xviii. 27, where two hundred is

the number given. David thus justifies liis

claim that Michal lawfully belongs to him, .since

he had lawfully won her as his wife. Be-
sides this right to Michal, which he was now for

the first time in position successfully to assert, he
was led to a reunion with her partly hy love

("she loved him," 1 Sara, xviii. 27 ; xix. 11 sq.),

partly by a political motive; as king he could not

in the presence of the people leave Michal in a

relation into which she had been forced against

her will,* and he wished the people to see from
his relation to Saul as son-in-law that he was free

from hatred towards the latter.—Ver. 15. And
Ishbosheth sent, that is, to Gallim, where
Phaltiel, the present husband of Michal, tlwelt,

1 Sam. xxv. 44, and sent Abner himself (ver. 16).

Her husband cannot part with her without sor-

row. [The Jewish tradition represents Phaltiel

as the guardian merely, not the husband of Mi-
chal—a view that the text does not permit.

—

Tr.]— Ver. 16. A touching scene, briefly but

vividly sketched. Tbe faithful husband follows

his wife weei)ing to Bahiirim, where Abner, who
therefore had himself brought Michal from Gal-

lim, ordered him to return. Bahurim, the home
of Shimei (xix. 17 ; 1 Kings ii. 8), a village near

Jerusalem (Jos., ^1?!^ 7, 9-7) north-east, on the

road between the Mount of Olives and the Jordan

* [Whether she was divorced from David does not
appear.

—

Tk.J
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(Gilgal), not far t'roiu or in the plain of the Jor-

dan icomp. xvi. 1, 5; xvii. 18j.

Vei'rt. 17-19. Abner's preparatory negotiations

with tlie Eklers of Israel and especially of Benja-

min, and liis report tiiereon to David.—Ver. 17.

Before Abner carried out David's condition (the

restoration of Michal), he liad a conversation

nyrs '^ I3"l) ivlth the Elders of Israel, that is,

the Northern Tribes with the exception of Ben-
jamin.—Both yesterday and the day be.
fore ( = in times past) ye desired [ = sought]

David to be your king—a striking testimony

to the fact that outside of .Judah also there liad

been a favorable sentiment towards David, against

which Abner had energetically established and
hitherto maintained Ishbosheth's authority. The
existence of this favorable feeling towards David
in the Northern Tribes is confirmed by 1 Chron.
xii.—Ver. 18. Now, then, do it, tliat is, fulfil

your desire, recognize hiiu as your king. As
j-efi.so?i for this demand Abner refers to a " i/'o/-rf

of Jehorali,'" which indeed in the furin here given :

i vsrill save my people Israel, is never ex-

pressly mentioned as spoken "to David" (so the

Vulg.) ; but it is to be regarded as the word ap-

plied in the prophetic tradition ( which Abner, ver.

9, is well acquainted with) to David, with which
Said (1 Sam. ix. 16) received this divine com-
mission, which in its completeness could only
now be fulfilled by David.-—Ver. 19. The special

elaborate and pressing negotiations with Benja-
min were necessary not only because this tribe

liad enjoyed many advantages from the royal

house of Saul, 1 Sam. xxii. 7 (Then.), but in

general because, though numerically the smallest

tribe, it had hitherto had the honor of furnishing
the reigning family; it was necessary to over-

come the tribal ambition and tlie tribe-interest,

to which Saul appealed, 1 Sam. xxii. Tlie " cdso

. . . also" (DJ^DJ), which denotes mutualness

(Ew., ^ 352 a), points out the close connection
and relation between the negotiations carried on
with Benjamin as the tribe most important for

David, and the earnest conversation that Abner
therefn-e had with David (" in the ears of David "

j

at Hebron. He " went," namely, after these
double negotiations, in order to bring Michal to

David.—All that seemed good, that i.s, not
their demands and conditions (De Wette, Then.,
Buns.), which does not accord with the context
or lie in the words, but (since the negotiations
referred to the recognition of David's divine right
to the kingdom over all Israel, ver. 10) the wil-

lingness to recognize him as king, the recognition
of his royal authority.— [Patrick observes that
David so effectually attached the Benjaminites to
him that, though they had been Saul's clo-sest

adherents, they became David's warm friends,

and never afterwards left him. However, comp.
2 Sam. XX.—Tr.]— \'er. 20. The twenty men,
who accompanied Abner to David and for whom
he prepared a feast, appeared " as representatives
of all Israel, in order by their presence to confirm
Abner's overtures " (Keil).— [Patrick : The feast

was not merely an entertainment, but of the na-
ture of a league. Bih.-Com. : " It is remarkable

* In.stead of the Inf. j.'-'tyin read with all VSS. and

many MSS. the Impf. J^ty'lN.

that not a word should be said about the meeting
of David and Michal."—Tk.]—Ver. 21. The
same quickness with which Abner carried out his
resolution to go over to David (ver. 12) fulfilled

the required condition (ver. 16), pressed the pre-

liminary negotiations (ver. 17 sq.) in order to

inform David about them, he now shows in the
further proceedings, that he may institute as soon
as possible the solemn installation of David as

king of Israel under formal conclusion of a cove-

nant between king and people. The gradation
in his following words: I v^^ill arise and will
go and w^ill assemble all Israel to my lord,

is characteristic, of the rapidity, excitedness and
energy that we everywhere remark in Abner.
He now for the first time calls David " liis lord."

He will "assemble the whole nation {i. e. in its

elders and other representatives) to tlie solemn
covenanting." This last was not to consist in

the establishment of a constitution after the na-
ture of a "constitutional monarchy" (Then.),

which is wholly foreign to the theocratic king-
dom, but the words : that they may make a
covenant with thee mean: they are to vow
to obey thee as the king given them by the Lord,
thou promising to govern them as the theocratic

king, through whom as His instrument the Lord
Himself will rule over His people.—And that
thou mayest be king over all that thy
heart desireth, that is, not: "in a way or un-
der conditions that thou canst accept" (Then.),
but he is to rule as he desires ; it does not, how-
ever, mean: " as thy soul desires " (Clericus), or

"according to thy pleasure" (Dathe), because
the conception of the theocratic rule excluded all

arbitrariness from it, but "over all, according to

wdiich is the desire of thy soul," tiiat is, accord-

ing to the Lord's will and appointment, over the

whole people and land. David had indicated

the desire of his heart in his message to the

Jabeshites. Abner was dismissed by David as

his king who was in accord with his purpose.

That lie was now looked on by David and his

adherents as thoroughly a friend, and received
no harm from any Ijody, is indicated by the con-
cluding words: And he went in peace.

IV. Vers. 22-39. Murder of Abner bif Joab and
hiji solemn interment by David.—Ver. 22. Instead

of the Sing, "came," referring to Joab as leader

of the troop, Sept., Syr., Ar. render: " they came."
"From the tiX)op" came Joab with the servants

of David, who had undertaken an expedition for

booty. Whither, is not said, but probably outside

the Israelitish territory near the tribe of Judah.
In the incomplete organization of David's court,

such expeditions were necessary for the support
of the large army. "Abner was no longer with
David ;" probably he had purposely chosen the
time when .Joab, with the army, was absent, to

carry out his plan. "He had gone in peace" is

repeated from ver. 21 in contrast with the ho.stility

afterwards shown him by Joab, when (ver. 23) on
his return he learns that Abner had meantime
been with David and had been dismissed in peace.

[For the correction of the rendering of this verse
in Eng. A. V. see "Text, and Gramm."

—

Tr.]—
Ver. 24. .Joab's reproach of David that he had
sent Abner away—so that "he was now quite

gone" (^I'^n ^S;v Ew. § 280 6)— supposes that
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Abner had only come with evil and hostile pur-

pose. [Joab, of course, was afraid that he would
be superseded by Abner, if the latter entered Da-
vid's service. He was younger and less renowned
than Abner.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 25. Joab gives a reason

for his charnje of unwisdom against David in

sending Abner away in peace: Thou knowest
(or, as a question, knowest thou?) Abner, that

In a quick, pa.ssionate speech, for the truth

of whicli he appeals at the outset to David's know-
ledge of Abner's character (against Thenius' re-

mark :
" had David fcnnwn what .Joab here say.s, he

would have acted difierently"), he makes a three-

fold charge against Abner, with the intent of

thereby branding him as spy and traitor. He de-

clares that Abner came 1) to trick him out of his

most secret thoughts. The verb (HnD) means "to

be open" (Ps. xx. 19), Piel "to make open, per-

suade, get one's secrets from him" (.Judg. xiv. 15;

xvi. 5) ; so here; 2) to learn David's outgoing and
incoming, that is, all his present undertakings, his

whole action and course of life ( comp. Deut. xxviii.

6 ; Ps. cxxi. 8) ; 3) all that he, will do, all his plans for

the future.—Ver. 26. Without David's knowledge

(whether expressly in David's name, falsely used
by liim, is not stated) he sends messengers and
brings Abner back, making him believe, no doubt,

that David had something further to say to him.
The pit (or cistern) of Sirah, to which Ab-
ner had gotten when he was turned back, accord-

ing to Jos. Ant. 7, 1, 5, distant twenty stadia [=
nearly two and a half English miles] from He-
bron, is now unknown ; the name is perhaps to be

derived from a verb ("^'0) meaning "to turn in"
(Thenius), and denotes an inn or caravanserai.

[According to others, so-called as surrounded with
thorns, Sirim, O^yO (Pliilippson).

—

Tr.]—Ver.

27. [Bib. Conim.: Abner's conduct bespeaks his

entire reliance on David's good faith.

—

Tr.] Af-

ter Abner's return to Hebron, Joab met him in

the gate of the city, and turned him " aside to the

middle of the gate, in order to speak with him
quietly." Clericus: "made him turn aside, took
him apart" (the Hipliil iltSil is transitive as in

Job xxiv. 4; Numb. xxii. 23). Joab could not

speak with him in the way where people were go-

ing out and coming in. He had therefore to take

him aside to the places in the gate-space, where,

according to the oriental custom, men used to

meet for private or public conversations and con-

sultations. To the middle of the gate.—
Joab drew Abner to the middle of the inner gate-

space (which was no doubt roofed) between the

places of exit and entrance, because it was not so

light there, and one could better escape the notice

of the passers-by, who, however, were probably
not very numerous. Bunsen renders well :

" made
liim turn aside (from the way) near the middle
of the gate." For Joab wished, as lie made Ab-
ner believe, to talk with him "in quiet, undis-

turbed, in private" (wtyS). There he stabbed

him in the abdomen (tJ'pnri, comp. ii. 23) [not

"under the fifth ril)," as in Eng. A.V.—Tr.].
For the blood of Asahel his brother see ii.

23; that is, to avenge or punish the death of his

brother. According to tliis it was an act of re-

venge for Idoodshed. Rut Abner had not wilfully

slain Asahel, but in self-defence, when the latter

pressed on him, ii. 22 sq. But blood-vengeance
was appointed only for intentional killing, and he
was protected by law from it, who had killed a
man unintentionally (Deut. iv. 41 sq.; Josh. xx.
1-9). Joab's deed was a murder, like that which

'

he afterwards committed on Amasa, xx. 11. He
thereby cast false suspicion on David (comp. ver.

37), whose friendly relation to Abner he yet must
have known, .since David no doubt informed him
in their conversation ( vers. 24, 25) of Abner's true
position. The avenging of blood was a mere pre-

text ; the real ground of Joab's deed was envy and
ambition, as Josephus already rightly holds. He
feared that Abner would take a higher position in

the new kingdom than himself—especially would
cut him out of the rank of general-in chief of the
whole army. Grotius: "an equal and rival in

military glory galled him."

Ver. 28 sq. What David said of this crime.
And when David afterwards heard of it.

—The word "afterwards" (as the " David knew
it not" in ver. 26) certifies that David had no
share in .Joab's deed. David 1) declares his inno-

cence of this murder. He distinguishes between
himself personally and "his kingdom," that is, his

royal house, his " hereditary successors on the

throne" (Thenius), who no more than himself
could be visited with divine punishment therefor.

Comp. 1 Ivi. ii. 31-33. On the other hand, he
affirms 2) that the righteous punishment of God
in requital of this crime must fall both on the

person and on the house (the posterity) of .Joab.

Let the blood of Abner turn, roll, plunge on
the head.—This strong expression, instead of

the ordinary "let it come," answers to the enor-

mity of the crime and the energy of David's
righteous anger. ''And let there not fail," lite-

rally "not be cut off, separated, exterminated "

(DTD]), so that it no longer exist, comp. Josh. ix.

23. One that hath an issue (31), one that

jiines away miserably with seminal or mucous
flow,—comp. Leviticus xv. 2sci., and a leper,

see Leviticus xiii. 1-46, and one that holds

the distaff.—The word iX?.?.) means in Heb.,

Talm., Arab, only "distaff," never "staff" (Bott-

cher), comp. Prov. xxxi. 19. Usually indeed the

phrase is rendered after the Sept. [Kparuv aKvrd-

^Jji') "one that holds a staff;" that is, a cripple,

lame, or blind (the last by Aquila). But against

tliis it is to be said with Bottcher that, apart from

the fact that the word cannot be shown to mean
"staff," the phrase "one that holds a staff" does

not necessarily denote a cripple, since the staffwas
held by "rulers and men of eminence (Judg. v.

14; Gen. xxxviii. 18; Numb. xxi. 18), old men
(Zech. viii. 4), travellers (Luke vi. 3), shepherds

(1 Sam. xvii. 40; Mic. vii. 14), and where a

cripple is described with a staff, the expression

is quite different (P>x. xxi. 19)." It is therefore

better (with Bottcher) to take this as a contrast to

the next described unfortunate strong warrior who
" foils by the sword "=the weakly " spindle-holder,

unfit for war." " The Greeks also had their ' Her-

cules with the distaff' as a type of unmanly fee-

bleness, and for a warrior like Joab there could

be no worse wish than that there might be a dvi-

<a/-holder among his descendants" (Bottcher).

So also Vulg., Schulz, Maurer (after Prov. xxxi.
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19). [In spite of this forcible and strikin_^ argu-
ment of Bottcher (which is also adopted by The-
nius) it seems better to take the signiiieation

"crutch," chiefly because the other terms of im-
precation in this verse are all literal, and tiie term
''distafF-liolder" would be figurative. The ren-

dering "crutch" or "staff" is adopted by Gese-
nius, Ewald, Philippson, Bible Commentary, and
otliers, and may be given without violence to the
Hebrew word, though in the one other passage in

the Old Testament in which it occurs it means
"distafi'."

—

Tk.] And that lacks bread.—
The indication of bitter poverty. These exclama-
tions of David express no feeling of revenge (as

indeed he undertakes no revenge or punishment
against Joab and his house), but commit to the

holy and righteous God the inevitable punishment
of sucli a violation of the divine command. They
are not "genuinely Jewish" (Thenins), but genu-
inely theocratic, as the expression of the clear, en-

ergetic consciousness of God's punitive justice

which maintains the laws of the moral government
of the world and the foundations of the kingdom
of God, and which here he wishes niay exhibit it-

pelf on Joab's house in a fourfold manner: in mi-
serable, levitically unclean sicknesses, in despicable
iveukness and crippling, in violent death, and in

bitter poverty. As to Joab's violent end, comp. 1

Ki. ii. 28-34, especially vers. 31-33, and as re-

spects the curse on his house, see Ex. xx. 5. [The
ancient Jewish writers regarded this imprecation
of David's as sinful. The text passes no opinion
on it, but from the religious-theocratic point of
view of the time, it would seem even necessary
that the wrath of God should be specially and
sharply invoked on so high-handed a crime, espe-

cially as David was not able to call the criminal
to legal account.

—

Tr.] Ver. 30. Supplementary
remark of the narrator, who 1) confirms the fact

that tlie slaying ofAsahel by Abner was the ground
(pretext) for the murder of the latter just related,

and 2) adds the important statement tliat .Joab's

act was not merely persomd, but also a family-act.

•

''Juab and Abishai slew Abner." Abishai's part
in the affair is not related. Litarally: ''threw
themselves on him," the verb being used with
Dat. instead of Accus., Isaiah xxii. 13 (Bottcher,
Then.).

Vers. 31-39. David's mourning for Abner. Ver.
31. David said to Joab (as him who by his murder-
ous act was chiefly and terribl_r interested) and to

all the people that were "with him" (those about
him), not merely to the "courtiers" (Thenius):
Rend your garments, etc.—He ordered a pub-
lic mourning with all the usual ceremonies (rending
garments, putting on sackcloth, that is, rough
mourning garments of hairclotii, and lamentations
for the dead). We must distinguish tuv principal
acts: 1) The mourning not over, for, in honor of ( Ew.

^217/) Abner, but "before" him ('J?'?), in the

presence of his corpse
; 2) the burial, ver. 31 b sq.:

And the king David followed the bier.*
The word "king" is put emphatically first to in-

dicate the ofHcial cliaracter that he as king gave
to these obsequies, in order to show his personal

* [The bier (nt90) was a bed-like structure, ciften
T •

magnificent. So Herod's, Jos. Bell. Jutl I. 23. 9. S.h-
more in Comms. of Pat. and Pliilipps.—Tr.]

I

deep sorrow for the death of Abner which con-
cerned the whole people, and to stifle at the out-

! set any suspicion that he had a share in it. His
''tears at the grave" showed the genuineness of his
grief to the people who shared in his trouble and
wept with him. His elegy (vers. 33. 34) is the ex-
pression of the deepest sorrow over Abner's inno-
cent and shameful death. In reference to his guilt-

lessness he exclaims: Must Abner die as a

worthless fellow dies?—as a nabal (^33), a

fool; where this term is used of immoralitv and
crime, these, like denial ofGod and godlessness ( Ps.
xiv. 1 ), are regarded under the point of view of
foolishness; nabal always denotes hollowness,
emptiness, insipidity (see Moll [in Lange's Bible-
Work'] on Psalm xiv. 1). and signifles therefore
somewhat more precisely "good-for nauglit."
[The sentence maybe paraphrased: is this the
fate that the noble Abner was to meet, to die like
a worthless fool ? alas that he found so inglorious
a death.

—

Tr.] But he was nuirdered in shame-
ful wise also: Thy hands were not bound
and thy feet not put into fetters—with free
hands, witli which he might have defended him-
self; witii free feet, with which he might have
escaped from overpowering force; without suspect-
ing evil, he was attacked and murdered as a de-
fenceless man, who yet might have defended him-

.self. (De Wette (against the ^i) wrongly ren-
ders: Thy hands were never bound, thy feet never

put into fetters. ) Only dislionorable, wicked men
could so act. This lament of David increased the
grief of the people, so that "they wept still more
over Abner."—Ver. 35. David's grief is strong-
est and most enduring—he refrains entirely frojii

food. Fasting often occurs as a sign of sorrow

—

see i. 12. All the people (that is, as many as

were present) came to cause David to eat
bread—tluit is, not to give him to eat ( De Wette),
as chap. xiii. 5 (an impossible conception in re-

spect to "all the people"), but to demand of him
to take food. Josephus: '-his friends tried to

force him to take nourishment." It was the cus-

tom for mourners to fast immediately after the
death of their friends, whereupon their relatives

and friends exerted themselves to comfort them,
and persuaded them to strengthen tliemselves with
food and drink, comp. xii. 16, 17, 20; Jer. xvi.

Perhaps the people here acted in accordance with
this custom; but tiieir demand may also be re-

ferred to the mourning meal that followed the
burial. But David refuses witli an oath ;* up to

evening he will eat nothing. The expression of
grief here reaches its culmination.—Ver. 36. The
people took notice of it—namely, of his deep
sorrow, and estimated this expression of his mourn-
ing as corresponding to the intensity of his grief.

It pleased them, asf all that the king did
pleased all the people.—Thus he was not only
freed from suspicion of share in the murder of
Abner (ver. 37). but won the love and confidence
of the people.—Ver. 38. An echo of the elegy:
Know ye not that there is a prince and a

* DX is as.severative partiele=" if," tliat is, " surely

not ;" '3 iTitroduces the oath.

+ hD3- [On this see '-Text, and Gramm."—Tk.]
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great man fallen this day in Israel?—Not:
"great pvince" (Thenius, after Sept., omitting the

copula), since the distinction between thep>-in.ce^^

"army-leader" and the great man is perfectly ap-

propriate. Abner was a "prince" by his distin-

guished military ability, which (as this exclama-
tion intimates) David might have employed for

all Israel ; he was a "great man" by reason of his

lofty qualities of character and virtues, his power
of action, his courage, the honorable self-conquest

he exhibited in turning from his previous false

course of opposition to David, the obedience that

he yielded to the will of God, and the zealous de-

sire he showed to serve by deeds the true king of

Israel. On account of his natural nolde endow-
ments and these moral* qualities, Abner rightly

seems to David to be a great man in Israel, not

merely, therefore, in the incorrect sense in which
the term has been applied to a Napoleon.—Ver.

39. The usual explanation: "but I am still weak
and these men are too strong for mc;" that

is, as a weak young king I feel unable to bring a

man like Joab to justice ; I must therefore confine

myself to an imprecation, and leave the punish-

ment to God (.los., Thcod., Brent., Tremell., S.

Schmid, Clericus, De Wette, Keil [Patrick] ), is

wholly untenable ; for David could not and durst

not so exi:ircss himself. It would have been very

univise to acknowledge his fear and weakness in

respect to Joab and Abishai ; nor would it have
been true ; for he who had conquered Abner, by
whose side stood 600 heroes, in whose grief over

Abner's murder all the people shared, no doubt

liad power to punish this crime ; such a self-ex-

culpation based on confession of weakness does not

at all agree with the courage and fearlessness that

form a fundamental trait of David's character.

—

Against Ewald's explanation: "I indeed now live

in palaces and am crowned king, and yet the sons

of Zeruiah are out of my reach," it is to be re-

marked with Thenius that the word "W [Eng. A.

v.: "weak, tender"]) for whose meaning "well-

living" he cites Isa. xlvii. 1; Deut. xxviii. o4-

56, is used in those passages in a bad sense='/('//-

catus [luxurious, effeminate], and that the other

adj. (D'K/p) cannot mean "out of reach;" and

there is the further objection to this rendering that

David had as yet no very splendid position, and
his dwelling proudly in royal palaces is out of the

question. Against Bunscn's rendering: "hard,

out of my reach" (Ex. xlviii. 25), Thenius rightly

remarks that hard and out of reach are two dif-

ferent conceptions, and that the former can be used

only of tilings, not oi persons. Bottcher translates

:

"And I am to-day easy, and am crowned king, but

these men—are too rough for me," and finds in

the "easy" ("^T) a double contrast, on the one

liand betAveen David's present comfortable circum-
stances and Abner's sad deatli, and on the other

iiand between the e«.«3/ disposition (natural in easy

circmustatices) inclined to pardon (as was lawful

and right for the king), and the rnurih deed of the

sons of Zeruiah. But 1 1
" we cannot suppose such

a double meaning in the declaration" (Thenius),

* [Of these moral qualitie.i nothing is said in the nar-
r.itive. Abnor maii have posses-sed them, but we know
nothing about it. Our author's picture is tlie creation
of liis own imagination.

—

Tr.]

and 2) the hi^^tory is in conflict with this supposi-
tion of royal well-living on the part of David, who
with his men must have depended chiefly for their

living on the booty taken in their incursions.

Thenius alters the text* after the Sept. and trans-

lates :
" know ye not that . . . and that I am to-day

weak and am raised to the position of the king.

Those men . . . are harder than I. Jehovah re-

ward," etc. But the text of the Sept in the first

third of the verse is too confused f to allow an
emendation of the Hebrew to be based on it. Nor
could David yet have said: "I am raised to the

position of the king." Holding to tlie text, we
might rather adopt Thenius' explanation, accord-
ing to M'hich David, over against Abner's great-

ness and importance for all Israel (which he had
just affirmed), sets his own present situation, in

which this distinguished man would have been
of the greatest value to him, so that the sense

would be: "How well in my situation could I

have used such a man as Abner, I who have just

been set on the throne! What these men have
done I could not have done! (comp. xvi. 10).

But God will judge!" Yet in this explanation
also a confession of veakness would be the

chief point, which in David's present situation is

altogether improbable. David was actually not

"set on the throne" in respect to all Israel; that

does not take place till ver. 1. The little word
"just" is piu in. Before the whole people David
has avowed the deepest, sincerest grief of heart ibr

Abner by declaring that he would continue his

fasting till the sun went down. Then follows in

vers. .16, 37 the parenthetical double statement of

the impression that his conduct made on the

•people: they approved his feeling, and were firndy

convinced that he had no part in the murder. It

is then further related in ver. 38 ( which connects

itself with ver. 3-5) how David expressed to the

narrower circle of " his servants" ( that is, his im-

mediate royal retinue) his grief at the loss that

lie and Israel had sullered by Abner's death. In
ver. 39 follows iuunediately the avowal of his dis-

positioH of minil, that he as king showed himself

soft and weak, while those men showed themselves

so hard. The contrast of "soft" and "hard"
(here evidently intended) is thus fully preserved

in respect not to the political situation, but to

mental constitution. The meaning of David's

words would thus be: Wontler not that I so give

myself up to grief. You know what a great man
we and all Israel have lost. I am then soft and
weak, I, an anointed king, while these men, the

sons of Zeruiah, are in disposition harder than I.

They (at least Joab) were obliged indeed to take

part in the ceremony of n:ourning (ver. 31
)

; their

hard, inflexible mind, wlience })roeceded the evil

deed, showed itself in their nuen and deportment

at the ceremony. This gave David occasion to

contrast his weakness, his absorption in griefwith

their hardness, a contrast that is sharpened by

his comparing them with himself as king. The

* He reads o'jXI to connect with the preceding 01

(<ai oTi e7<i) and rinn Dp!io i'l'^'n iu-tead of nit^oi
.

- - It "vv - T

f- <rvyycfri<; for ^^—probably corrupted from duflei'TJ?

(Bottcher)—and KadecrTaiJ.dfo<; uirb 0a<Tu\eu>^ alongside of

Kadtar. eis Pa<riA.ea.
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concluding words : The Lord will reward ....

are the natural expression of the feelings and

thoughts that filled David's soul when he looked

at tiieir hardness and inflexible defiance (comp.

ver. 29 J.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. " The house of Saul grew weaker and weak-

er," chap. iii. 1. This is the theme of the fol-

lowing narrative of Ishbosheth's kingdom under
Abner's lead and guidance. In the first place,

tiie heir to Saul's throne appears as a very weak
man, unfit to rule, witliout character or will, who
is merely an object of Abner's mighty, unlimited

activity, aird never (except for a moment in the

affair of the concubine) attempts to take the posi-

/tion of subject [that is, independent agent] in

respect to Abner. While David undertakes
nothing of his own will and strength in order to

overtiirow tlie dynasty of Saul and gain the pro-

mised kingdom over all Israel, ]iatiently waiting
for the fulfilment of the promise given him, this

fulfilment is already introduced by the fall of
Saul's house through its own weakness, and by
its loss of the royal throne through the incapacity
of its representative for the royal office, with the

co-operation at last of Abner, who was still its

only support. Ishbosheth appears as a will-less,

weak mock-king in degrading dependence on the
miglity, vigorous, heroic nature of Abner. When
the latter, in reply to the charge made against
him of high-handed and reckless proceeding
against the royal house, breaks forth into anger,
discarding all reverence for his njyal master and
openly announcing his defection to David, Ish-
bosheth has nothing to answer, because he fears

Abner. Indeed in his utter helplessness Ishbo-
sheth seems to have entertained the thought of
sharing the royal dignity with David, being per-
haps ready to cede to him the greater part of the
power. At least he became Abner's passive tool
so far as to lend his hand to the fulfilment of the
condition on which David was willing to yield to
Iiis proposals, namely, the restoration of Michal.
•"The Scripture presents in him a living example
of how the .sacredly held right of legitimate in-

heritance has no root when it is not ennobled by
a vigorous personality. When the divine calling
is lacking, no legitimate pretensions help" (P.
Cassel, Herz. s. v.).

2. " David grew stronger and stronger." This
second statement also in iii. 1 is in respect to
David the title of this section. While David
bears himself patiently and humbly in respect to

his royal interests, the spirit of the people, under
the misrule of Ishbosheth, turns to him more
and more in the desire that he may be king over
the remaining tribes also (ver. 17). Even the
bearer and support of Saul's kingdom, the mighty
Abner, inclines secretly to him on the ground of
his ever clearer consciousness and conviction that
it is .Jehovah's will that the kingdom of Israel
should depart from the house of Saul and pass
over to David ; till his rupture with Ishbosheth
leads to his open transition to David's side.
Abner had indeed, against his better convictions,
maintained his partisan position against David
and continued his hostile efforts against him, and
it was only after the overthrow of his hitherto

unlimited power and the violence done to his

self-esteem and ambition, that lie came to the
conclusion to abandon his position as David's
opponent ; and certainly ambitious plans and
views for his position in tlie new kingdom were
not wanting in his transition to David and iiis

energetic elfbrts for David. But all this could
give David no ground to rej-.ect Al>ner's oiler;

rather he was under obligation to employ tliis

unsought change in Abner's mind and position

(which entered into his life as a factor permitted
by the Lord) for the end (fixed not by himself,

but by the Lord) of his kingdom over all Israel,

the kingdom of Saul falling to pieces of itself,

when the Dictator, who had furnished its outward
support, left it. Abner's defection from Ishbo-

sheth and effort to gain from the whole 2)eople

the recognition of David's authority was an im-
portant preliminary step thereto. But further,

by a wonderful providence of God, Abner's
shameful murder by the envious, ambitious Joab
was to lead to this result, namely, that, after the

Elders of the people had already shown them-
selves willing to recognize his authority over all

Israel, the whole people gave him their love and
confidence; ''all that he did pleased tiiem

"

(ver. 3(3).

3. The realization of the plans and aims of the

wisdom of God in the development of David up to

his ascension of the royal throne in Israel is

secured by the co-operation of human efforts and
acts (like Abner's and JoalVs), which have their

ground not in zeal for the cause of the kingdom
of God, but in selfish ends and motives of the

self-seeking, sinful heart. Human sin must sub-

serve the purposes of God's government and
kingdom.—The absolute freedom of control in

the things of His kingdom takes the activity of

human freedom into its dispensations, and weaves
them into the fast closed web of divine arrange-

ments and acts, in which they fulfil the plans of

divine wisdom.—.1. Hetz {Oeschicht. Davids I.

3U9) remarks on ver. 18: "Here also it is to be

noted how, merely by preparing circumstances,

the free actions of men have been forced to accord

with divine declarations, of which fact this theoc-

racy gives so many examples."

4. David's words concerning Joab and his house

are no more the expression of revenge than the

orders that he gives to Solomon in his last

words (1 Kings ii. o sr|.) respecting the punish-

ment of Joab for this bloody crime (against

Dunker, Oesch. des Alterth. I. 386) ; but they

express his moral horror at this evil deed, and at

the same time the everlasting law of God's re(j>ii-

ting justice, which reaches not merely the person,

but also the posterity (Ex. xx. 5) of the offender.

David (though, as theocratic king, he had the

right to do it) does not himself execute the de-

served act of divine righteousness on Joab, not,

as the common view is, because he felt himself

too weak in his royal office, but because he wished

to avoid the appearance of personal revenge,

especially now when Abner had just done him
such great services. He therefore committed to

the Lord the requital and expiation of this crime,

ver. 39. This could be accomplished, however,

onlv through a human instrument. The com-

mission to this end he accordingly gave to his

son Solomon (1 Kings ii. 5 sq.), who, not as his
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pon, as a private person, but as his successor on
the tJirone and as theocratic king, had therein an
official duty to fullil. For " in tlie kingdom of

God, in which ruled the law of earthly requital,

such a crime might not go unpunished" (O. v.

Gerlach).

5. In David's ethical conduct in this important
episode also, which immediately precedes his

ascension of the promised throne, we see indivi-

dual prefigurations ofhis humble obedience to the

Lord, without whose will he will take no step in

life. Under the strongest temptations to arbitra-

riness and violence, which were the rule with the

ancient oriental princes, he maintains strict self-

control, exhibits uniform circumspection, a wis-

dom and discretion cognizant of God's ways, and
does not permit anger at the deed of horror that

had been done under his eyes to lead him to im-
mediate, bloody punisJiment. We must guard
against exaggerated demands on the morality of

the Old Testament men of God, that we may not
unfairly judge them by an improper standard,

and that we may not pervert the truth of the

divine development of revelation by confounding
the stand-points of the Old and New Testaments.

David's invocation of divine punishment on Joab
(ver. 29) (wherein, indeed, we must distinguish

between the eternal truth of the divine justice

and tiie sinful element of subjective passion) is

held by some to be unjustifiable from the Chris-

tian point of view. To this it is to be replied

once for all, that David belongs to the Old Testa-

ment, not the New Testament economy, stands

on the stand-point of the Law, not of the Gospel,

and tlierefore is not to be ethically judged ac-

cording to the New Testament stand-point.

[Dr. Erdmann's remarks on David's moral
motives are determined in part by his interpreta-

tion of ver. 39, about which there is mucli room
for doubt. It may be merely a confession of

political weakness that he here makes privately

to his friends, in which case his self-control is

simply political sagacity. David had high moral
and spiritual qualities ; at the same time we
must guard against the determination to find the
loftiest theocratic motives in every act of his life.

Dr. Erdraann holds that in ver. 39 David affirms

his own softness of nature as reason for his deep
grief over Abner, in contrast with the hardness
of Joab. The objection to this is that it does not

explain sufficiently why David immediately ap-
pends an appeal to God for the punishment of

the doer of evil. Further, the reason assigned

by our autlior for David's failure to punish Joab
(namely, his desire to avoid the appearance of

revenge) seems unsatisfactory ; nobody would
have accused him of personal vengeance. To
the usual interpretation Dr. Erdmann objects

that a confession of political weakness on David's
part would have been unwise and untrue. But,
what more natural than that he should make
such a statement to a select body of friends ; and
tliat it was not true, we are not warranted in say-

ing, since we do not know Joab's power and po-
sition. The words of the Hel). may refer to poli-

tical relations, and such a statement would accord
with the wliole history. It nnist be allowed,
liowever, that the words" are ob.scure.

—

Tr.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 7 sq. The designs that God has with
His chosen ones for the furtherance of His king-
dom often have the way smoothed for them
tiirough liuman sins.—Single wicked deeds, pro-
ceeding from momentary passionate excitement,
do often in God's government give occasion for
changes having important consequences.—Divi-
sion among the opposers of God's kingdom must
subserve the furtherance of His aims, and on the
contrary, discord among those who. on a like

ground of faith, wish to live and labor for the-

same tasks in the kingdom of God must help the-

wicked one and further his aims.—Ver. 12 sqq.

When an opposer of God's word honestly turns,

we should without reluctance give him liie liand,

without undertaking to pass judgment on the
motives that are hidden in his heart.

Ver. 13. Where the honor of God and His
holy ordinances are concerned, a man should
guard his rights, and demand reparation of a
right that has been impaired.— Ver. 17 sq..

He who has left the ways of unrighteousness,,

upon which for a long time he had consciously"

or unconsciously gone, and returned to the way
of truth and righteousness, will exhibit the sin-

cerity of his change by a so much the more ear-

nest striving to restore the damage done by his

previous conduct, and to carry into execution the
previously hindered aims of divine wisdom and
love.

Ver. 23 sq. That there is a kingdom of evil is

proven by the fact that a man's turning from evil

to good, which pleases God and is a joy to the
angels, commonly excites bitterness and hate in

wicked men, who see their aims and plans thereby
interfered with, and awakens an envy and jea-

lousy that does not shrink from the most
wicked deeds.

Ver, 28 sq. The honor of one's good name is

too precious a possession to let even the suspicion

cleave to it of participation in other men's
guilt. Manly honor demands that in every way,,

by word and deed and behaviour, one should set

forth his innocence when the circumstances and
relations give occasion to untrue and unjust accu-

sations.

Ver. 33 sq. In lamenting the loss of great men
who were prominent in advancing the kingdom
of God, we not merely render to them the honor
they deserve, but also praise God who gave them.
— Ver. 36. Tliat king will be most honored and
loved by his people who walks in the ways of

G(jd, and by a noble disposition, magnanimity
and hearty goodness himself awakens the nobler

feelings of his people.—Ver. 39. In patience and
humiiity must we refer to God the Lord the

rigliteous requital for wicked transgression of

His holy commandments. Indifierence tliereto

makes one a partaker of like guilt.—[Comp.
aljove at close of " Hist, and Theol."—Tr.]
On ver. 8. Schlier : How many stand toge-

ther and seein the most inseparable friends, s&

long as each hopes to gain his end ;
but only let

this aim remove to a distance, only let it become
manifest that a selfish or ambitious desire is not
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going to be fulfilled, and how .«oon is all rent in

twain ! For tliere is nothing that really unites

men but the fear of God. No friendship is per-

manent and progressive that is not rooted in the

fear of Uod.— [Vers. 9, 10. Scott: While men
go on in their sins apparently u-tthoiU concern, they

are often conscious that they are fighting again.st

God.

—

Tr.]—On ver. 16. F. W. Krummacher :

It appears from this occurrence that, amid the

wilderness of ruined domestic relations by which
Israel was then overgrown, there was yet here

and there to be found the flower of a true and
inward love and fidelity. This bloomed in

David's house also, but not unstunted, and he
has not remained untouched by the curse which
God had laid upon the aliomination of polygamy
in Israel.—On ver. 21. " When a man's ways
please .Jehovah, he maketh even his enemies to

be at peace with him." Prov. xvi. 7.

[Ver. 27. Henry: In this, 1. It is certain

that the Lord was righteous. Abner had against

the convictions of his conscience opposed David,

and had now deserted Ishbosheth, under pretence

of regard to God and Israel, but really from
pride and revenge. 2. It is as certain that Joab
was unrighteous. (1) Even the pretence for

what he did was very unjust. (2) The real

cause was jealousy of a rival. (3) He did it

treacherously, under pretence of speaking peace-

ably to Abner, Deut. xxvii. 24. (4) He knew that

Abner was now actually in David's service.

—

Tr.]
[Robinson : Ver. 33. Are we all, in our .seve-

ral stations, grieved for the wickedness which we
are compelled to witness, and which we cannot
prevent or remedy ?— Ver. 39. Tliose who possess

the highest authority cannot do all they would.

We should compassionate rather than envy their

situation.

—

Henry: Ver. 38. When he could
not call him a saint and a good man, he said

nothing of that ; but what was true he gave him
the praise of, that he was " a prince and a great

man."—Ver. 39. This is a diminution, (1} To
David's greatness ; he is anointed king, and yet

is kept in awe by his own subjects. (2) To
David's goodness; he ought to have done his

duty, and trusted God with the issue. Fiat justi-

tia, mat ccelum.—Taylor : Had he put Joab to

death, public opinion would have sustained him
in the execution of justice ; and even if it had

not, he would have had the inward witness that

he was doing his duty to the state. For a magis-
trate to be weak, is to be wicked. . . . () wliat

suffering—may I not even say what sin ?—David
might have saved himself from, if he had only
thus early rid himself of the tyrannic and over-
bearing presence of .Joab !

—

Wordsworth : He
would have probably prevented other murders,
such as that of Ishbosheth and of Amasa ; an(l

he would have been spared the sorrow of giving
on his death-bed the warrant of execution against

Joab, to be put in effect by Solomon. " Impunity
invites to greater crimes." " He is cruel to the
innocent who spai'es the guilty."

—

Tr.]
[Vers. 15, 16. We pity a man who weeps in

helpless and apparently innocent suffering. But
consider a little, and it may appear that this is

only the consequence of a wrong action he com-
mitted long ago (1 Sam. xxv. 44). Our pity is

not thereby destroyed ; but its character is greatly

changed.—Vers. 17, 18. How gracefully rulers

can yield to the popular wish when they conclude
that it is their own interest to do so. And how
zealous some men will suddenly become to carry

out Ood's own will when their own places have
been so changed as to coincide therewith !

—

Hall: Nothing is more odious than to make
religion a stalking-horse to policy.

—

Tr.]
[Ver. 25. An ambitious and unscrupulous man

is quick to discern, and ready to distort, the sel-

fish aims of others. "Set a thief to catch a

rogue." And one who acts from impure motives
exposes himself to be accused of grossly wicked
designs which he has not at all entertained.

—

Vers. 27, 30. O mad ambition, that pleads fra-

ternal love and sacred duty to the dead as an
excuse for the foul deed that removes a rival I

(The principle of blood-revenge did not apply,

for Asahel was killed in war ; and if it had ap-

plied, Hebron was a city of refuge.)—Vers. 33,

34. The bitterest fruit that even civil war can
bear is assassination, a thing to awaken liorror in

every noble mind.

—

Tr.]
[Ver. 38. Abner, the soldier turned politician.—

Or a sermon might be made on the general

career and character of Abner. See 1 Chron. ix.

.36; 1 Sam. xiv. 51; xvii. 57; xxvi. 3-14; 2
Sam. ii. and iii., and the notes ; and comp. iy. 1.
—Tb.]
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THIRD SECTION.

David becomes Sole Ruler over Israel.

Chapter IV. 1—V. 5.

I. Murder of Ishboshcth. Chap. IV. 1-8.

1 And when \om. when] Saul's son^ heard that Abner was dead in Hebron, [ins.

and] his hands were [became] feeble, and all the Israelites [Israel] were troubled.

2 And Saul's son had two men that were captains of bauds. The name of the one
was Baanah and the name of the other Rachab, the sous of Kimmon a Beerothite,

3 of the children of Benjamin ; for^ Beeroth also was reckoned to Benjamin. And
the Eeerothites fled to Gittauu, and were [have been] sojourners there until this

4 day. And' Jonathan, Saul's son, had a son that was lame of his feet. He was
five years old when the tidings came of Saul aud Jonathan out of Jezreel, and his

nurse took him up and fled ; and it came to pass, as she made haste to flee, that

5 he fell and became lame. And his name was Mephibosheth. And the sons of

Rimmon the Beerothite, Rechab and Baanah, went, aud came about the heat of

the day to the house of Ishbos^heth, who lay on a bed at noon [and he was taking
6 his midday-rest].* Aud they came thither' into the midst of the house, as though

they would have fetched [fetching] wheat; and they smote him under the fifth rib

7 [in the abdomen] ; and Rechab and Baanah his brother escaped.''' For when they
[And they] came into the house, {_lns. aud] he lay on his bed in his bed-chamber,
and they smote him and slew him and beheaded him, aud took his head, aud gat

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
' [Vcr. 1. Sept. (.Tebopthe) anri Syr. (Ashboshnl) prefix the name ' Ishbosheth," and Sept. also in the begin-

nine of ver. 2. Wellhausen thinks the omi.ssion due to the same feeling that led to the change of Eshbaal (or
I-shbaal) to Ishbosheth, namely, repulsion to a bad (idolatrous) name. But the omission may naturally be ex-
plained as a breviloquence of ihe narrator, the context clearly fi.xing the reference to Ishbosheth; similarly the
Sept. inserts in this verse after Abner the words " son of Ner." Comp. 1 Sam. xxii. 7, S, 9, 12, 13.

—

Tr.]

2 [Ver. 2. The brackets of Eng. A. V. may just as well be omitted, since the Heb. regards this statement as
part of the narrative, and ver. 4 is as much a parenthesis as ver. 3.—.\q. improperly makes these men eu^wvoi ^
'1 '"^tJ'.—The notice vers. 2 6, 3, is an archaeological or historical remark of the editor, not necessarily a "mar-
ginal remark " ( Wellh.) that has gotten into the text.

—

Tr.
|

3 \\'tf. 4. This verse is an explanatorj' historical remark ; see the Exposition. It is " too peculiar for a gloss
"'

(Wellh.).—"Made haste" is not strong enough for I3n. which contains the notion of "terror," Sym. 6opv^€ltT0ai,
- T

Erdmann: .sfe siVA vn de?- rrnr/.s^ 6fl«7/e, Chald.. Syr.. Cahen, Philippson as Eng. A. V.—The name Mephibosheth is

written by Sept. Memphibosthe, by other Greek VSS. Memphibaal. For the first part of the name no satisfactory
etymology has been found, and it is not improbably a corruption of Merib in Meribbaal, 1 Chron. ix. 40.—Ta.]

* [Ver. .'5. Lit.: "sleeping the sleep of noon" (example of cognate Ace.).— Instead of "about" we may render
"at (or, in) the heat of the day."—Tr.]

^ [Ver. G. n^n, "hither," which Norzius (cited by De Rossi) declares to be the true reading. Some MS8.
T •*

and printed Edd., together with Sept., Syr., Chald., read 71371. " behold." (So the Chald. text of P. dc Lagarde

;

but others have the masc. pron. iTSn, "they.")— Instead of Ijlfl 1_J',
some MSS. and EDD. have "liri'Sx.

—Tr.

8 [Vcr. 6. Two points are to he noted in the criticism of the difficult text of vers. G, 7 : 1) the seeming repeti-
tion of the masorctic text, double account of the nuirder; 2) the <iivergence of the Sept. in ver. G especially from
the Ilcb. The Vulg. agrees with Sept. in vcr. G rr ; the Chald. and Syr. substantiate (with slight variations) the
masoretic text.—The view taken of the text will depend largely on the decision of the first point.—Some hold
the repetition in the Heb. of ver. G and ver. 7 to be unmeaning,' and therefore adopt the Sept., out of which they
endeavor to explain the MSS. text as a corruption (Evv., Bottch., Then., Wellh., who all differ somewhat in their
restorations of the original text). Others regard the repetition as a characteristic of Heb. historical narration,
nnd fake the Sept. in ver. G as a corruption or an explanatory paraphrase (Keil [who cites KonigsfcMJ. Philipps.,

¥.Ti\ma.nn. nih.-('<,,ii.). .\ middle view seems preferable : the repetition seems unnecessary: but flu' corruption
-of the Sept. text into the masoretic is improbable. It is therefore more natural to suppose that the Hob. contains
Iwo diftercnt accounts of the same fact put together by the editor, and that the Sept. either represents a diffe-

rent text or is a corruption of the masoretic—The following are some of the restorations attempted. Thenius:
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8 them away through the plain all night. And they brought the head of Ishbosheth

unto David to Hebron/ and said to the king, Behold ihe head of Ishbosheth the

sou of 8aul thine enemy, which [who] sought thy life; and the Lord [Jehovah]

hath avenged my lord the king this day of Saul and of his seed.

II. Punishment of hhboshetKs Murderers by David. Vers. 9-12.

9 And David answered Rechab and Baanah his brother, the sons of Rimmon the

Beerothite, and said unto them, As the Loid [Jehovah] liveth, who hath redeemed

10 my soul out of all adversity. When one [He« who] told me, saying, Behold Saul

is dead, thinking to have brought good tidings—I took hold of him and slew him

in Ziklag, who thought that I would have given [in Ziklag, to give him^] a reward

11 for his tidings; How much more when wicked men have slain a righteous person

in his own house upon his bed ? shall I not therefore now [and now, shall I not]

r quire his blood of your hand, and take you away [destroy you] from the earth?'"

12 And David commanded his [the] young men, and they slew them and cut off their

hands and their feet, and hanged them up over [at]'^ the pool in Hebron. But

[And] they took the head of Ishbosheth and buried it iu the sepulchre of Abner

in Hebron,

III. David anointed Kiwi over Israel. C"li. V. 1-5.

1 Then came all the tribes of Israel [And all . . . came] to David unto Hebron,

2 and spake,'' saying, Behold, we are thy bone and thy flesh. Also in time past,

when Saul was king over us, thou wast he that leddest [led]" out and broughtest

[brought] in Israel ; and the Lord [Jehovah] said to thee. Thou shalt feed my
8 people Israel, and thou shalt be a lorn, a] captain over Israel. So [And] all

the elders of Israel came to the king to Hebron, and king David made a league

[covenant] with them m Hebron before the Lord [Jehovah], and they anointed

4 David king over Israel. David was thirty years old when he began to reign, aiKP'

5 he reigned forty years. In Hebron he reigned over Judah seven years and six

months, and in Jerusalem he reigned thirty and three years over all Israel and

Judah.

^dSdj VPN mrni :33ni ;t^'ni um D'tan ntap'? n;3ri nS^ nn'ps r\ir\), "and behow the female

overseer of Uio door of the house wa/sathering wheat, and nodded [shimbercd] and slept.^^ And Rechab and

Baanali his brother (came) unperceived (into the house)." But tlie Greeli has " cleansing, not gathering

wheat, and it is not easy to construct the masoretic text out of this. BBttcher: T\''2T\ 'Ijiri T\'\'p,'}^'i^ H^HI

njl 3D"(1 nOTIJI Xin nOJI D'tpn nnpS, and behold, the portress (was) within the house to cleanse

wheat.^uid sireliad slumbered and slept ; jind Rechab and Baanah had slipped through.'' He introduces a verb

nnp, " to purify," from the Arabic, and does not account for the Heb. :
" smote him in the underbody. —iswald

adopts Thenius' reading except that he puts hy_ -|^J< for the Heb. Ij; ^X3, and instead of Dpb writes SpD-

Wellhausen: 'H nSpb jTan r\'^]!Yd r\irW, -'and'hehold, the portress'^of the house was stoning wheat,"

•where the SpD makes a difficulty.— If the suggestion made above be adopted, we may take the masoretic text

as the original (though a blending of two contemporary accounts), and then with the help of these emendations

«xplain the emergence of the Sept. text from it.—Tit.]

' [Ver. 8. Ace. of limit. Three MSS. prefix the prep. 3, "iu."—Tb.]

8 [Ver. 10. Partep. as preposed absolute Nominative.—Tr.]
» [Ver. 1". Lit.: "who (or. which) for my giving to him [the reward of

J
tidings." Hence three renderings

1) "which (namclv. the slaving bin.) was to give him;" 2) "to whom I should have given; 3) who tliought

that 1 would have given him." The first is s?mplest and strongest (so Bottch. Cahen, Philipps., Keil, Erdrnann).

The second is that of the Sept. and Vulg. The third is adopted by.Chald. and Eng. A. \
.

ihe Syr. has (m the

simplifying style it so often adopts) : " instead of giving him."-nniy3, •' good tidings, here stands foi reward

of good tidings."

—

Tr.)
10 [Ver. 11. Or: " from the land " (Bottcher, Erdrnann), a more distinctively Israelitish conception.-TR.]

" [Ver. 12. "7;; iu the sen.se of '^on, at" (em with Dat.).-TR.]

12 [Ch. V. 1. Lit".: "said, saying." at which repetition offence has been '=^k^.?;
j;!,^^t,>'^PXon^''xfftnV'ii^^ine Heb. (though rare), comp. Ex. xv. 1 : 2 Sam. xx. 18.-The first word i-- omitted in 1 Chron. xi. 1 and in the

Vulg.; the second by two MSS., Sept., Syr., Ar. After :|-ipX'l ^""'"^ ^^^" ^"P*" ^^'''' '^''' '"''''" "*° '"'"''

—Tr.]

" [Ver. 2. Eng. A. V. is here ungrammatical. The sentence would now '"^^e naturaMy r^

that leddest "-Remove the final H from r^ry^ry. and prefix it (as Art.) to the following woid, as the masoretic

note suggests. Comp. 1 Chron. xi. 2—Tr.]
" [Ver. 4. The " and" is found iu several MSS. and VSS., a natural interpolation.—Tk.]
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EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

I. Chap. IV. 1-8. Murder of Ishbosheth,

Ver. 1. In consequence of tlie news of Abner's
murder, Isliboslieth's liands became " slack," the
opposite of the "strong" ipl^) comp. ii. 7; xvi.

21—that is, he completely lost heart. And all

Istacl was troubled, because people knew Ish-

bosheth's incapacity, and tliat Abner alone liad

been the prop of his kingdom (iii. 6). [Things
were generally in an unsettled state. Patrick :

By Abner's death the treaty with David was
broken off, or there was nobody to manage it like

Abner ; Plato observes :
" when any calamity is

about to befall a city, God is wont to take away
(the) excellent men out of tliat city."

—

Tr.].—
Ver. 2. The son of Saul had* "two band-
leaders, Baanah and Rechab, sons of Rim-
mon.—Xotewortby is the designation "son of
Saul " for Ishboshetli, who is never called " the
Anointed of the Lord."—The two " band-leaders "

in Ishbosheth's service were no doubt bold, ad-
venturous men. The part that they play, as

well as Abner's conduct, suggests the supposition
that tlie firm military organization that Saul
had called into being had relaxed, and a disinte-

gration of the army into separate bodies under
adventurers and partisans was inmiinent, if it had
not already occurred. Of the sons of Benja-
min ; for Beeroth also w^as reckoned tof
Benjamin.

—

Beeroth, according to Roh. II. 345
sq. [Am. Ed. i. 451-453, ii. 262] and Later
Bibl. Researches 190 [Am. Ed. III. 289], tlie

present village Bireh, seven miles north of Jeru-
salem in an unfruitfid and stony region on a moun-
tain, with old foundations, not far from Gibeon on
the western border of Benjamin. Comp. Josh,
ix. 17 ; xviii. 25. As from its border-position, it

might easily be reckoned to another tribe, it is

here expressly mentioned as belonging to Benja-
min, that there might be no doubt tliat these mur-
derers were really Benjaminites, fellow-tribesmen
of Saul's son.—Ver. 3. An explanatory statement
about Beerotli with reference to the time of the
narrator, when that Beeroth was no longer in ex-
istence. Not: " they had fled " (for at the time
of Ishbosheth's murder Beeroth no longer existed),

but :
" they fled to Gittaim." They dwelt there

as strangers (Q'7^) not proteges (against Ewald,

Then.). Neither the reason for their flight, nor
the po.-ition of this place is known to us. In Neh.
xi. 33 a (Jittaim is mentioned among the places
inhabited by Benjaminites after the Exile. If
tlint is the same with our Gittaim, we yet cannot
certainly conclude that it belonged to Benjamin
before the Exile; the contrary rather is probable.
Th'j word "strangers" ])()intsto the fact that the
iiigitive Beerothites dwelt there among non-Isra-
elites. It was perha])s one of the places on the
border of Benjamin belonging to the non-Israel-
ijish Amoritic Gibeonites. [Patrick and Phi-
lilipson suggest that Beeroth was abandoned l)y

its inhai>itants at the time of the Philistine inva-

* l* is necessary to supply b (but not n^2~^''ith)

L T I v
+ 7j.' = ' on to," " to."

sion, 1 Sam. xxxi. 7. Bib.-Com. (supposing the
Beerothites to be Gibeonites) conjectures that the
flight was occasioned by Saul's attack, 2 Sam. xxi.
1, 2, and that the act of Baanah and Rechab was
one of vengeance.— But we know nothing cer-

tainly about it.—Gittaim has been supposed to be
the Philistine Gath (Then, and others) or (Tath-

Rimmon, .Josh. xix. 45 ; xxi. 24(Welih.).

—

Tr.].— \ei\ 4. A historical remark in respect to the-

then condition of Saul's house. Its only re{)re-

sentative besides Ishbosheth was Jonathan's son
Mephlbosheth, five years old at the time of the ca-
tastrophe at Jezreel, lame in both feet, helpless
therefore, and neither a support to Ishbosheth nor
fit to succeed liim on the throne. In view of this

the narrator here inserts this statement in order
to make clear liow, on the murder of Ishbosheth
related below, the kingdom of Saul's house was
necessarily extinguished. For further notices of

Mephlbosheth see ix., xvi. 1 sq. ; xix. 25 f-i[. In-

stead of this name we find (parallel with Eshbaal
for Ishbosheth—see on ii. 8) in 1 Chron. viii. 34;
ix. 40, Meribbaal =" oj)\)onent, conqtieror of

Baal," and Mephlbosheth" also perhaj^s means
"exterminator of Baal." [This statement about
Mephlbosheth also prepares the way for the sub-

sequent notices of him.

—

Tr.].—Ver. 5.
'' In the

heat of the day " the murderers came to Maha-
naiiii where Ishbosheth dwelt, see ii. 8. He lay
on the midday-bed, that is, in a quiet, remote,
cool spot of the house. They chose this time of

midday-rest as favorable to their purpose.—Ver.
6. "And hither. "t The phrase '' fetching wheat

"

explains how tliey could penetrate " into the viidst

of the house," where Ishbosheth was lying; they
came as persons that wished or were dirtcttd to

fetcli wheat. The Particp. is sometimes put for

the Impf. as our Fut., as Ex. x. 8, "who are they
that are going?" (= that purpose going), and so

in narration does the duty of the Pret., as Gen.
xix. 14, ''marrying his daughter" (= who were
to or wished to marry). Ewald, ^ 335 b. They
came not as " purchasers of wheat" (Buns.), but

as band-leaders, to get wheat for the sujqiort of

their men, "corn [grain] to divide out to their

soldiers, which was kept in the middle of Ishbo-

sheth's house" (Clcr-). We need not sujipose

that this was merely a pretext; rather their en-

trance into the midst of the iiouse is the more
easily explained when we suppose that this was
a usual practice in accordance with their military

position, and that they had done it before. Thus
without attracting attention they could slay Ish-

bosheth, and quickly make their escape.—The
Sept., departing completely from the Masoretic

text, here reads: "and behold, the portress of

the house was cleansing wheat and had ftillen

asleep and slumbered
;
and Rechab and Baonah,.

the brothers, escaped (or, slipped by)." Thcnius'

restoration of the original text after the Sept. i.s

rejected by Bottcher as " frightfully far" from the

masoretic text, while Thenius disapproves Bott-

cher's reading (which Ewald with some modifi-

* nt:;3 for Sya and '30 fi-om HXiJ "scatter" (only
• ; T T

nijjli.. Dc-nt. xxxii. 26, Sept. iiao-Trepu) auTous, and soAr.,
Chald.)

t It is unnecessary (with Ges. ?121. ti, Rem. 1) to take
niil as Pron. fern, for masc. : we may render " hither '*

T *•

(Maur.), or point nilD "behold."
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cations adopts) us more circumstantial than his

-own. If the origmal text accorded with these

conjectures, it is not easy to see how the present

masoretic text (which ditiers from it so much)
came from it, while it is easy to suppose that the

Sept. (according to its custom), tried by an inter-

pretation to explain partly how the two murder-

ers could get into the house unopposed, partly the

strange repetition of the account in ver. 7. The
Vulg. (which, through the Itala on which it is

based, is dependent on the Sept. ) has the corres-

ponding insertion :
" and the portress of the house

cleansing wheat fell asleep," while in the rest of

the verse it follows the masoretic text against the

Sept. All the other ancient versions follow the

Heb. According to the latter there is certainly a

tautology in vers. 6, 7, the entrance into the house

and the murder being twice mentioned. But in

the first place, it is to be observed that in the at-

tempted restorations of the original text the phrase
" came into the house" remains in ver. 5 and ver.

7. But we must further bear in mind a peculia-

rity of Heb. narration (referred to by Konigsfeld,

Annot. ad jwst. lihr. Sam., and Keil), by which a

previously-mentioned fact is rej^eated in order to

a-rld something new. So in iii. 22, 23 the coming
of Joab, and in v. 1, 3 the coming of the Tribes
is twice mentioned. Here the "coming" of ver.

5 is more fully described in ver. 6, and the " slay-

ing " of ver. 6 is defined in ver. 7 as beheading,

and this makes the transition to the account in

ver. 8, that the murderers brought the head of

Ishbosheth to David, having during the night tra-

versed the Arabah or plain of the Jordan. Comp.
ii. 29.—Ver. 8. To the king.—Notice that Da-
vid is always here so termed, while in respect to

Ishbosheth" the title is avoided. Behold the
head of thy enemy, -who sought thy life.—
The better to justify their deed, and to gain favor

j!nd reward from I)avid, the risen star, they stig-

matize Ishbosheth as one that sought after Da-
vid's life, thinking perhaps that the recollection

of Saul's persecution and Abner's hostility would
give the color of truth to their false assertion.

[Others hold less well that Saul is the enemy here
meant.

—

Tr.]. Nothing is said in the history of

attempts on David's life by Ishbosheth, and Da-
vid's designation of him as a " righteous man,"
who was guilty of no evil deed stamps that asser-

tion as a lie. They have the effrontery indeed to

represent their crime as an act or judgment of
God, the better to commend themselves to David,
though they had connnitted the murder of their

own accord without any commission at all.

II. Vers. 9-12. Punishment of Ishbosheth' s mur-
derers by David-

Ver. 9. The words: Who hath redeemed
my soul out of all adversity—are therefore
not a ctinhrmation of the murderers' assertion

about Ishbosheth, but contain the thought " that
David is not obliged to free liimself by crime from
his enemies" (Keil).—Ver. 10. He "who told
me . . thinking himself a messenger of
good—a recapitulation of tlie history of tlie Ama-
lekite (ch. i.), here put in the absolute construc-
tion, and the words and I seized him follow as
principal assertion, instead of: " if I seized and
.slew him who told me" (ch. i. lo). "In order
to give him a reward for his tidings," that is, to

inflict on him the punishment he deserved.* [See
" Text, and Gram." The last clause of this verse
is of the nature of biting irony—David gave the
man a reward, and it was death.

—

Tr.].—Ver.
II. " How nuich more !" ^'^ *]!<) the apodosis

to the protasis in ver. 10. The words: wicked
men ... on his bed are (as in ver. 10) pro-

posed in absolute construction, instead of: " how
much more shall I require his blood from your
hand, ye wicked men!" The "wicked men"
stands in sharp contrast with the " righteous
man.'' David characterizes Ishboshetli as a
'' righteous man," that is. as one who had never
done anything wicked (so Josephus). This judg-
ment accords with the character given of Ishbo-
shetli in chaps, ii., iii. (he was a "good man,"
without falsehood and blameless), and is at the
same time a decidetl refutation of the charge by
which the murderers think to palliate their crime.
" David declares that Ishbosheth was blameless,

having done nothing to occasion this end " (Cas-

sel). With the phrase " and now " David brings
his speech to a close, pronouncing sentence of
death, by the same royal authority as in i. 14, 15.

The form of the thought is a progression from the
less to the greater : If I executed in Ziklag him
who avowed having killed at his own request on
the battle-field my adversary Saul, under whose
persecutions the Lord delivered me from all ad-

versity, how much more must I demand at your
hands the blood of this righteous man whom ye
nuirderously slew in his liouse on his bed. On the
phrase " require blood," see Gen. ix. 5, according
to which God Himself is the avenger of blood,

comp. Ps. ix. 13. David recognizes himself as

king in God's service and His instrument, when
he causes these criminals to be slain in expiation

of intentional homicide. Comp. Num. xxxv. 31.—" Take away, destroy ;" the verb ("l.i^3) is used

of extermination by death, for example, in Deut.

xiii. 6 ("))
; not " from the earth," but "from the

land" (]*,"^8<), since according to the law (Num.

xxxv. 33), the murderer lost his abode in the land

of promise.—Ver. 12. The order for execution is

given and carried out. It is specially severe in

two points: the dismemberment of the corpses by
cutting off hands and feet, the deepest indignity,

and the hanging vp of the mutilated corpses at

the pool in Hebron, a place where many persons

came and went; this was for a public testimony

to David's righteous severity against such evil-

doers, as well as his innocence of the murder, and
for a terrible example, comp. Deut. xxi. 21, 22.

[Hands and feet were cut oft" becau.se these were
the offending members (Abarb. in Philipp.son).

This sort of punishment has alwavs been common
in the East.—Tr.].— David had " Ishbosheth's

head " buried in "Abner's sepulchre in Hebron "

on account of the relation that had existed be-

tween the two men.

III. Vers. 1-5. David anointed, king over all Israel.

Ver. 1. These incidents (the murder of Abner
and that of Ishbosheth), which made a deep im-

pression on the whole people, taken in connectioii

with the growing inclination to David in all Is-

* The initial '2) introduces the discourse. The ^IJ/X

in the hxst clause = on (E\v. g 338 b) introducing tho
following words.
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r;vel, necessarily favored and hastened the attain-

luent of the end after which Abner had striven in

liis negotiations witli the ekiers (iii. 17, 18). Tlie

tenor of the history leads us to hold with Ewald
tliat the recognition of David as king (jver all Is-

rael occurred immediately after Jshbosheth's

deatli, against Stilhelin, wJio thinks that there

was an interval of several years after his death,

during which the tribes gradually came over to

David. [Hex-e tlie Book of Chronicles again falls

in with our liistory (1 Chron. xi.), and runs pa-

rallel with it in general (though with many dif-

ierences) to the end of David's life. The ditier-

ences will be noticed as they present themselves.
—Tr.].—Thus, then, appear at Hebron "all the

tribes of Israel," that is, the elders (ver. .3) of all

the tribes except Ju<lah. The elders give three

reasons (arranged in order of importance) for

raising David to the throne over the whole na-

tion : 1 ) Behold, v^e are thy bone and thy
flesh.—This expression denotes blood-relation-

sliip in the family, Oen. xxix. 14; Judg. ix. 2;

it here refers to their common descent from one
ancestor: "we are thy kinsmen by blood," in

view of which the enmity between us nuist cease.

—Ver. 2. 2) Before, when Saul reigned
over us, it was thou that leddest Israel
out and in—the same thing is said ol' Joshua in

Num. xxvii. 17. The expression " lead out and
in'" does not refer to the affairs of Israel (Keil),

but the people itself (
" Israel " ), and " the whole

people" indeed. This is expressly affirmed in

1 Sam. xviii. 16 in the words :
" And all Israel

and Judah loved David, because he went out and
in l^efore them," and that this " going out and in"
is to be imdei'stood of military leadership is clear

from ver. 5, ver. 13, and from the Mdiole connec-

tion. The bond of fellowship and love, which
liad bound him to them (even under Saul) as

leailer in their military undertakings, is the se-

cond ground of their proposal.— 3) Their last

and strongest grounrl is the inintediate call by the

vord of the Lord to be shepherd and prince over Is-

rael. And the Lord said to thee ; on the

word "feed" (n>'"i) see Ps. Ixxviii. 70-72, and
^ TT '

on "prince" [captain] see 1 Sam. xxv. 30. No
such word of the Lord, spoken innnediately to

David, is ever mentioned. The declaration of

the elders is to be exjilained as Abigail's in 1

Sam. xxv. 30, and Abner's in 2 Sam. iii. 9, 18

[that is, as belonging to the circle of prophetic

tliought.

—

Tr.]. It is perhaps based on theivord

of the Lord to Sanuiel, 1 Sam. xvi. 1, 2, by which
David was ciiosen to be king over Israel, conip.

with 1 Sam. xv. 28.—The first and third grounds

answer exactly to the precept in Dent. xvii. 15 :

" Thou shalt make liim king over thee whom the

Lord thy God shall choose; out of the midst of thy

brethren shalt thou make a king over thee." [Pa-

trick: Ver. 1. They were not overcome by the

.arms, but by the piety and justice of David, to

acknowledge him their king.—Ver. 2. This is the

first time we find a governor described in Scrip-

ture as pastor of the people; afterwards the name
is much used by the prophets, particidarly Ezek.

xxxiv. 23 and many other places. Whence our

Lord Christ is called " the good Shei)herd " and

"the great Shepherd."— Evil riders are called
" roaring lions, inmgry bears, and devouring

wolves," etc., Ez. xix. 2.—Comp. the Homeric
epithet -'vuFve^ /.awi', and the emblematic animals
in Dante's Inferno. Bk. I.—Tr.].— Ver. 3. And
the elders . . came to Hebron—resumption
of the wonls of \cr. 1 with exacter definition <jf

tiie expressi<iu "tribes" by the mentitni of their

representatives " the elders," for the purpose of

further detailing the solenm covenantimj of David
with the people and his anointing as king of Is-

rael. And king David made a covenant
with them before the Lord.—Comp. iii. 21,.

" that they may make a covenant with thee." In
this word of Abner is given one side of the cove-
nant, namely, tln^ obligating of the people to obey
him as the king given them by the Lord ; here
the other side is given, namely, David prt)mises in

this covenant, in accordance with his divine choice
and call to the throne, to rule the people accord-
ing to the will of the Lord. Notice the expres-
sion of the Heb. "made to them a covenant"'

(.^ i^'^3), which does not permit us to regard this

as a mere bargain, wherein both parties have
equal rights and authority" (ffihler, Ilerz. ^'1IL
11). The relation of both parties to ^Ae Lord is;

indicated by the expression " before.^' The view
that an agreement was here entered info of the na-

ture of a modern constitution''' (Then.), does not

accord with the relation that the theocratic-

principle of the Davidic kingdom established

between king and people in their common obli-

gation to the Lord, the true king of His })coi)le.

And they anointed David king over Is-

rael—to which the Chronicler adds (1 Chr. xi.

3): "according to the word of the Lord by Sa-

muel," an explanatory addition referring to the

Lord's command to Samuel to anoint David king
over Israel, 1 Sam. xvi. 1,12. David's anointing

by Samuel (1 Sam. xvi.) is now confirmed by the

anointing of the people, they having expressly

and solemnly recognized his divine call to be king
of Israel (1 Sam. xv. 28), made by Samuel and
witnessed by Samuel's anointing. The Chi'oni-

cler, deriving his information from precise ac-

counts, declares that there was a large attendance

of military men from the whole nation at this

royal festival (1 Chr. xii. 23-40).—-Vers. 4, 5. The
statement in ii. 11 is here resumed, and we have
stated, 1) Diivid's age (30 years) at liis accession

to the throne; 2) the whole time of his reign (40

years), and 3) the time of his reign over Israel

(33 years). See on ii. 11. Tliese statements of

time are given in 1 Chr. xxix. 27 at the close of

David's reign. [Bib. Com. : The age of David
(30 years) shows that the events narrated from 1

Sam. xiii. to the end of the book did not occupy
above 10 years—four years in Saul's service, four

years of wandering, one year and four months
among the Philistines, and a few months after

Saul's death.—Tr.]

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. In the section chap. iv.— v. o we have the

completed fulfilment of the statement made in

* IThpi-e was prob.ably gradually ostat)lislie(l between
kinji .111(1 poopic sonic rccoicnitioii of mutual rights and
duties—an unwritten, or possibly in part a written law.

This would not be out of harmony with the theoeratie
coneeijtion of the Kovernnient. "Philippson points ont
some apparent iiidieations (as 1 Kings xii.) of !Ueh a
law.—Tii.j
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iii. 1 concerning the theocratically contrasted for-

tunes of Saul's house and David, up to the culmi-

nation of the latter's rise and the uttermost point

of the former's depression. The spiritual weak-
ness, moral slackness and personal insignificance

of Saul's heir on the throne, the unfaithfulness,

ambition, selfishness, rude violence and dissolu-

tion of all discipline and order about the royal

court, the increasing favor of the people to David
and the entire absence of prospect for the physical

maintenance of the kingdom in Saul's house,

whose last scion was a cripple—all this co-ope-

rated to bring about the fall of this kingdom be-

fore the eyes of the people and the fulfilment of

tlie divine judgment on Saul's house, without Da-
vid's doing the slightest thing to produce the

catastrophe or staining his hands with Islibo-

sheth's blood, liolding, as he did, to what he had
sworn to Saul, 1 Sam. xxiv. 22, 23. Amid the af-

fecting events that introduce the final fall of

Saul's house, and the severe temptations with
which he is beset to make a compact with sin, or

at least to come in contact with crime in order to

gain his end, David holds, as from the beginning,
firm and unsliaken to his stand-point of humble
obedience to and complete dependence on the will

and leading of the Lord, knowing himself to be
in person and life and in his destination for the

throne of Israel solely in the hand of God. The
anger with which he repels self-commending
crime [iv. 8-11], appealing to the guidance of his

God who had brought him through all adversity,

is at the same time a positive witness to his de-

termination to take all furtiier steps also up to

tlie attainment of his promised dominion only at

the hand of his God, and to guard against all

tainting of his divine mission by sin and crime.
" His way to the throne had hitherto been always
the way of obedience to God's will ; it was ever
the way of the fear of God and of conscientiotis

fulfilment of duty, and witli such crimes he had
never had anything to do. How could he now
defile himself with them ! Tiie execution of these

two murderers was a testimony to all the people,

what ways David went and wislied further to go,

and that whoever would avail anything with this

king, must tread solely the path of godly fear and
duty " (Schlier).

2. Ishbosheth's violent end is not to be regarded
as a natural step in the fall of Saul's house, or as

a necessary consequence thereof, but as a revela-

tion of the divine justice against his guilt in per-

mitting himself (by his good-nature and moral
weakness) to be misused by liis ambitious and
high-aiming general Abner, to be made a rival

king and seduced into hostile undertakings against

David (ii. 12). Such an end must Ishbosheth's
kingdom according to the divine justice have had,
since it was founded on opposition to God's will.

3. And so, in respect to God's judgments on
men's sins, the God-fearing man, like David, with
all his holy anger against evil, which is a reflec-

tion of God's holy anger, and with all his obliga-

tory energy of punitive justice, must yet exhibit
recognition of the good that exists in his neigh-
bor who is smitten by the judgment of God, and
especially clierish gentleness and forbearance
where personal wrong has been done him.

4. The covenant, which David made with the

people on his accession to tiie throne, is not to

be tltought of as a contract between two parties,

wlio by negotiations and mutual concessions pro-

duce a constitutional relation, in which their wu-
tmd riglits and duties are to be considered and
carried out.—This would be directly contradic-

tive of tlie fundamental idea of Israel's constitu-

tion, namely, that the God of the fathers, who
had chosen the people, separated them to be His
people, redeemed tliem from thebondage of Egypt,

and made a law-covenant with them at Sinai, was
tiieir l-ing, and that they owed Him obedience as

their ruler according to tlie demands of His law.

People and God-given king had to obey the Lord
as their proper, true king ; there is no con-

trasting of king and people, but both have to

render unconditional obedience to the invisible

God as their Lord and Kuler. vSee 1 Sam. xii.

20-25. Tlie conviction that David was called iin~

mediately by the Lord to be king of Israel had
spread from Samuel and the prophets throughout

the nation, and announced itself expressly in the

formal and solemn recognition of David as king

in accordance with the demand in Deut. xvii. 15:
" Thou shall set as king over thee him whom the

Lord thy God sliall clioose." This recognition

of the divine call precedes the covenanting and
the anointing. On the basis, now, of this recog-

nized fact, the covenanting could include nothing

but what followed necessarily from the principle

of the theocratic kingdom, to govern the people

in the name of the Lord, and according to the

law that the invisible King of the peojile had

given. David i)i'omised, in accordance with Dt.

xvii. 19, 20, faithfully to perform the law given

by the Lord for him as well as for the people, and

not merely a constitutional law agreed on between

him and the people ; and the people promised to

obey the Lord their God in His royal govern-

ment, and to be subject to David as God-appointed

instrument of the theocracy. [While this state-

ment of thejoint subordination of king and people

to the divine law is perfectly just, so tlmt there

could not be in Israel a political constitution, po-

litical progress, or free institutions according to

modern conceptions, we may still stippose that in

carrying out the details of the government there

came to be recognized certain principles (subor-

dinate to the central principle) which controlled

the customary action of sovereign and people, and

were of the nature of Common Law or a Consti-

tution.

—

Tk.].

5. Tlie eMahlii^hment of David on the throne of

Israel as an act of God (completed by the people,

in the knowledge and recognition of God's will,

by the anointment as an act of choice .
and ho-

mage) restored externally and internally on the

old deep tlieocratic basis, the unitu of the people

introduced by Samuel, which was gradually weak-

ened under Saul's government, and after his death

destroyed by the division of the nation into two

parts and the establishment of two kingdoms, so

that a recurrence of the disintegration of the Pe-

riod of the Judges was imminent. The perfect

unity of all the tribes shows itself at David's an-

ointment in Ileln-on, 1) in the avowal of ibe

hlood-relationship of the wliole people with David

through their common descent from one ancestor
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—in contrast with the nations that were corpo-

rally foreign to them (comp. Dent. xvii. 15); 2)

in the rewignition of David's services to the whole
nation even in Saul's time as military leader

against foreign nations, and of the bond of love

and contidence that consequentl}'^ bound the

whole people to him ; 3) in the declaration that

David was called by the Lord Himself to be king
over all Israel (comp. Dent. xvii. 15), and 4) in

the covenant that the two, king and people,

make with one another before the Lord as their

King, on the basis of the law-covenant that God
liad made with Plis people (comp. Deut. xvii. 19,

20, with 1 Sam. xii. 20 sq., and Ex. xix., xx.)

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1 sq. Cnrsed is the man that trustefh in man,
and maketh flesh his arm, 1) Because of the frailty

•of all flesh and of all human supports, with which
fall the hopes based on them. 2) Because of the

faithlessnt'xs of men, in whom blind confidence is

placed instead of putting all confidence in the

faithfulness of the Lord. 3 ) Because of the danger

of ruin of body and soul, to which one thereby

exposes himself.—Ver. 8. How evil seeks deceitfully

to clothe itself with the appearance of good, 1) by
falsehood, in alleging something evil in others as

a pretext to make itself appear right and good
;

2) by hypocrisy, in representing itself as in har-

mony with God''s Word and will ; 8) by the pre-

tence of having promoted the interest of another.

Vers. 8-12. How the children of God should guard,

against the poioer of evil which presses upon them. 1)

By repulsing every service of evil that is to their

advantage, and pointing to the Lord who alone is

their help. 2) By avoiding all participation in

others' guilt. 3) By energetically testifying, in

word and deed, against evil.

Chap. V. 3. What kingdom is in trtdh a kingdom

by the grace of God? That which, 1) is based on
the solid ground of the word and will of God ; 2)

conducts its government only in the name and ser-

vice of the living God, fulfilling its office of shep-

herd and leader, and 3) strives after the welfare

of the people only in the covenant of love and obe-

dience towards the holy and gracious God.
Ver. 1. Stakke: Let no one trust in men,Jer.

xvii. 5 ; for they are notliing, Psa. Ixii. 10 [9],

and when they fall, all hope falls, too, Psa. cxlvi.

3, 4.—S. SciiMiD : At last the will of God does

come to pass, and His promises go on to their ful-

filment, Rom. iv. 21 ; Ileb. ii. 3.

[Ver. 2. Scott : Wretched indeed are they who
are engaged in undeilakings in which none can
serve them without opposing the known will of

God \ The more exalted their station, the greater

is their danger ; for the very men in whom they
repose their chief confidence are destitute of prin-

cii)le, serve them only for gain, and will betray

or nnirder them when their mercenary schemes
re(piire it.

—

Tr.].—Vers. 2, 3. Berl,. B. : A true

king is nothing else than the shepherd of the
people, vii. 7; Psa. Ixxviii. 71, 72. Accordingly
God made David a shepherd of men, as Peter a
fisher of men.—Ver. 3. Starke: God causes His
own people, whom He wislies to exalt, first to

come under the cross awliile, Prov. xiii. 12.—S.

ScnMlD : Kings and princes must know that they
stand under God, according to whose will and

direction they havetojudge themselves.

—

Wuert.
B. : Although (iod does not cause that which He
has promised the pious, to come to them immedi-
ately, yet He does at least give it to them, and in-
deed the longer He delays the more glorious it

becomes. So let men patiently wait for the right
time.

Ver. 4. Osiaxder: What often seems most
hurtful to us, nnist often be most helpful to us.

—

WuERT. B. : When God with His grace turns
away from a man or a whole race, there is then
no more prosperity, but all gradually goes down.— Ver. 8. Cramer: Ungodly men boast of their
trickery and villainy, and imagine they will
thereby gain praise, and glory in their sin.—Berl.
B. : They wish, as it were, to spread the name of
God and His Providence as a mantle over their

knavery, as bad boys are wont to do.

—

[Words-
worth : It has been often so in the history of the
world and of the Church, where zeal for God is

sometimes a color for worldly ambition, and an
occasion for deeds of cruelty and treachery.

—

Tr.].—Schlier : Where is there a human heart that
knows nothing of selfishness? O do let us recog-
nize such an enemy in ourselves, and humble our-
selves therefor, do let us all our days fight against
the enemy with real earnestness ! Either thou
slayest selfishness or it slays thee, and plunges
thee into sin and shame, and thereby into ruin
and damnation. It was selfishness that made
these two Benjaminites become murderers of their
king.— [Ver. 8. Scott: Many are conscious that

they should be pleased with villainy, provided it

conduced greatly to their profit : thus they are led

confidently to conclude that others will be so too;
and as numbers are rewarded for villainous ac-

tions, they expect the same.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 9-11. To hate and avoid sin is to be pru-

dent, to keep out of sneaking ways is to build
one's fortune, and to put away fi'om us even en-

ticing offers that are not in accordance with
duty and the fear of God is to be sensible for

time and eternity.— Ver. 9. Cramer: True
Christians should commit and commend all their

affairs to God, who judges righteously; He can
and will make all well, 1 Pet. ii. 23 ; Ps. xxxvii.
5.—Ver. 10. Cramer : God-fearing rulers should
not bring territory and people to them through
treachery, assassination, unfaithfulness, apostasy
from known truth, hypocrisy and such like vil-

lainous tricks ;
for to be pious and true will alone

protect the king, and his throne is established by
righteousness, Prov. xx. 28.

[Ver. 11. Henry: Charity teaches us to make
the best, not only of our friends but of our ene-

mies, and to think those may be righteous per-

sons who yet in some instances do us wrong.

—

Chaj). V. 1. Wordsworth : And thus God over-

ruled evil for good, and brought good out of evil.

He made the crimes of Abner, Joab, and of the

two Beerothites to be subservient to the exaltation

of David, and the establishment of his kingdom
over all Israel. Thus God will make all the sins

of evil men to be one day ministerial to the ex-

tension and final settlement of tli£ universal do-

minion of Christ.

—

Tr.]
[Ver. 1. When the sudden death of one man

completely disheartens a whole people, it shows
that he was a great man, but also that the people

wei-e already in an evil condition. And this man
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\vlio seemed the prop of everything, may have
long been in fact delaying some grand Providen-
tial destiny.

—

Tr.]
[Ver. 4. Sunday-school address, The little lame

prince. His lameness was produced under very
s id circumstances, was itself a sad calamity, and
s.'emed to cut him off from a great career. Yet
it afterwards preserved his life, and brought him
wealth and lionor (ch. ix.). Let us not conclude
that the afflicted or unfortunate have no future.

Let us remember how often Providence turns ca-

lamity into blessing.

—

Tb.]
[Vers. 5-12. Sunday-school address, The assas-

sins. Describe them walking rapidly all night
along the plain of the Jordan, bearing the slain

Icing's head. 1) Their foul deed, vers. 6, 7, 11.

2) Their false pretences, ver. 8. 3) Their de-

seryed and terrible fate, ver. 12. Eeflections:

The sacredness of liuman life— trickery often
fails—it is a shame to claim Gotl's .sanction for
wickedness— men becoming immortal by their
crimes alone.

—

Tr.]
[Ver. 9. Memory ofpast deliverances by the Lord.

1) Inspiring gratitude. 2j Kestraining from sin.

3) Cheering with hope. (Each may be richly
illustrated by David's circum.stances when he ut-
tered the text).

—

Tr.]
[Chap. y. 4. How has David reached the throne?

1) By aspiring to it only because divinely ap-
pointed. 2) By deserving it a) in what he did;
b) in what lie refused to do. 3) By waiting for
it,_ a) continuing patient through a long course of
trials; 6) using all lawful means in his power to
gain it (e. g., ii. 5 ; iii. 20, 36) ; c) preparing for
it, consciously and unconsciously, learning how
to rule men, and to overcome difficulties.

—

Tr.]

SECOND DIVISION.

DAVID KING OVER ALL ISRAEL.

Chap. V. G—XIV. 2o.

FIRST SECTION.
David's reign at its culmination and greatest splendor.

Chapter V. 6—X. 19.

I. ITS GLORIOUS ESTABLISHMENT AND CONFIRMATION.

Chapter V. 6—VI. 23.

-A..—WITHOUT: 1) BY THE VICTOEY OVER THE JEBUSITES AND THE CONQUEST
OF THE CITADEL OF ZION, IN CONSEQUENCE OF WHICH JERUSALEM BE-COMES THE CAPITAL CITY OF THE KINGDOM. Vers. 6-16. 2) BY TWO VIC-
TORIES OVER THE PHILISTINES. Vers. 17-25.

I. The victory over the Jebmites and the conquest of the citadel of Zion. Vers. 6-16.

6 And the king^ and his men went to Jerusalem unto the Jebusites, the inhabitants
of the hmd. Which [And they] spake unto David, saying, Except* thou take away
the blind and the lame, thou shall not come in hither; thinking [saying], David

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

• q' ^'^^r"- I°'**'^H°Cl}''"?.l^^®'^"^"^avid"inseveralMSS., inSept., and in iChr. xi. 4, and "king David"in .byr.. Ar.; we can feel the differences that these readinccs make in the tone of the narrative, but it is hardlypossible to decide which of them is original.—Tr
]

i-ii^iui.v

; [y^'".;*'- Eng. A. y. has here unnecessarily inverted the clauses: read: "thou shalt not come in hither ex-cept, (tc. r so bym., Chald., Syr., \ ulg., pointing -lyDn as Inf. But others point it Perf. plu. -p'OH and render

:

'• t!iou shalt not come in hither, but (DK "2) the blind and the lame will k?ep thee away" (Sep't..'fiien., Bottch.,

Wfllh., Bib.-Com., Erdmann and others), which rendering (making "the blind and the lame" the subject of thesentence) I hilippson declares to be unnecessary and ungraniinatical. The sentence presents serious grammati-
cal ftitticalties: on tlie one hand the DX "3 requires a finite verb after it (when a noun follows it, it is always as

5'^^*?;'-' «f aP''e':^i'n? verb, wliieh the Inf. cannot here he), on the other hand the verb should here be Impf.<Flnlippson s difficulty is not serious). The difficulty might be removed by prefixing 3 to the Infin. (so Symm.,

26
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7 cannot [shall not] come in hitlier. Nevertheless [And] David took the stronghold
8 of Zion; the same is the city of David. And David said on that day, Whosuever*

getteth up to the gutter, and smiteth the Jebusites, and the lame and the blind that
are hated of David's soul, he shall be chief and captain. Wherefore they said [say]^

9 The blind and the lame shall not come into the house. Bo [And] David dwelt in

the fort [stronghold], and called it the city of David. And David built* round
10 about from Millo and inward. And David went on and grew great [David kept

growing greater and greater], and the Lord God [Jehovah the God] of hosts was
with him.

11 And Hiram king of Tyre sent messengers to David, and cedar trees and carpen-
12 ters and masons; and they built David an house. And David perceived that the

Lord [Jfchovah] had established him king over Israel, and that he had exalted* his

kingdom for his people Israel's sake.

13 And David took him more concubines and wives out of Jerusalem, after he was
14 come from Hebron ; and there were yet sons and daughters born to David. And

these be [are] the names of those that were born unto him in Jerusalem : Shammuah
15 [Shammua] and Shobab and Nathan and Solomon, Ibhar also [And Ibhar] and
16 Elishua and Nepheg and Japhia, And Elishama and Eliada and Eliphalet.

2. David's two victories over tne Philistines. Vers. 17-25.

17 But when [And] the Philistines heard that they had anointed David king over
Israel, [ins. and] all the Philistines came up to seek David ; and David heard of

18 it, and went down^ to ihe hold. The Philistines also [And the Philistines] came and
19 spread themselves in the valley of Rephaim. And David enquired of the Lord [Je-

hovah], saying, Shall I go up to the Philistines? wilt thou deliver them into mine
hand? And the Lord [Jehovah] said unto David, Go up; fori will doubtless

20 [certainly] deliver the Philistines into thine hand. And David came to Baal-pera-

zim,' and David smote them there, and said, The Lord [Jehovah] hath broken forth

upon [broken asunder] mine enemies before me as the breach of waters. Therefore

21 he called the name of that place Baal-perazim. And there they left [they left

there] their images,* and David and his men burned them [took them away].

22 And the Philistines came up yet again, and spread themselves in the valley of
23 Rephaim. And when [o??i. when] David enquired of the Lord [Jehovah], [;ins. and]

Ctald.), or by reading Perf. 2 sing. masc. p'T'Dn (so Syr., Vulg. perhaps).—Wellhausen thinks the suVjjoined ex-
T • V:

planaticn ('-saying, David shall not, «fe.") unnecessary (the meaning being clear enough), and therefore hardly
original, perhaps a marginal gloss; but it is not merely a repetiiion, since it puts absolutely what was before put
as conditional.

—

Tr.]

» fVer. 8. In this sentence there are three points of difhculty : 1) ilie construction of J»J"1, whether it is to be

joined to the preceding protasis, or regarded as beginning the apodosis, that is, whether the whole sentence is

to be taken as protasis, the apodosis being omitted (so Then., Philippson. Cohen, Eng. A. V., which supplies the
apodosis from 1 Chr. xi. 6), or as containing protasis and apodosis (so Bottch., Ew., Erdmaun). 2) The pointing

and construction of IXJ^, and 3) the meaning of I'iJi'. For the discussion see the Exposition.—Tr.]

< [Ver. 9. Read after Sept. nj3''1 "built it" (so Wellh.).-From "Millo" Aq. hasaTro wArjpuJ/iaTos, Sym. airb npoSe-

/ioTos (Jerome says that Sym. and Theod. had adimpletionem), Sept. anb t^9 a/cpas.—Tr.J

6 [Ver. 12. XIJ/J Piel 3 sing, masc; 1 Chr. xiv. 2 ilNt^J, Niph. 3 sing. fem. According to Wellh. the linal n
in Chr. represents the first in the following word in Sam. Which reading is original can hardly be deter-

mined.

—

Tr.]

8 [Ver. 17. 1 Chr. xiv. 8: "And went out before them (= against them^V" The Chr. omits the details of the
movement, but this does not show that he could not reconcile the "went down" of Sam. with the preceding
(against Wellh.). Nor is there any good reason why the same narrator should not apply the same word (j'ni]fp

" hold ") to two different places in consecutive paragraphs. It is a common noun, and moreover the use in ver.

9 is defined in ver. 7 by the phrase " of Zion."

—

Tr.]

' [Ver. 20. Baal-perazim = " possessor (^ place, margin of Eng. A. V. plain) of lireaches." Sept. ek tCiu indvio

iiaKondv = 7|"30, etc. .\q. 6x<oi' SiaKond^. The point of the comparison seems to be not the dividing of waters

(Sept. ui? SioKon-TCTai iiSara. Vulg., .iicut divicliintur aquas), but the violent rending asunder by a torrent of wa-
ter—Tr.]

8 [Ver. 21. Aq. ra Stan-oSij/uiaTn. Sym. TO. yAuTTTa, Sept. tou? Seoiis.—Instead of " took them away," Eng. A. V. has
taken the text nf i Clir. xiv. 12 "burned them," supposing perhaps that this was the true explanation of our text.

The meaning here rather is that David carried off the images, either to destroy them, or to bear them in triumph.
The margin of Eng. A. V. has " took them away."—Tb.J
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he said, Thou shalt not go up ; hut [pm. but] fetch a compass behind^ them, and

24 come upon them over agaiust the mulberry-trees [baca-trees]. And let it be, when

thou hearest the sound of a going in the tops of the mulberry-trees [baca-trees],

that then thou shalt bestir thyself; for then shall [will] the Lord [Jehovab] go out

25 before thee to smite the host of the Philistines. And David did so, as the Lord

[Jehovah] had eommaoded him, and smote the Philistines from Geba until thou

come to Gazer [Gezer].

9 [Ver. 23. Instead of DiT'^nX'bx some MSS. and EDD. and Syr.. Ar. liave Dri'int^rD, which does not change

tlie sense. In a few MSS. the Prep, is omitted, as in 1 Clir. xiv. 14. T
('hr. is obvious, perhaps in tlie hitter an attempt at greater clearness

not necessary to supply anything here after "go up" (D^^n), since the word implie.s

' ditference lietween the texts in Sam. and
tlic meaning is the same in botli. It is

:roing to meet."—Tb.|

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

I. Vers. G-16. Victor}/ over the Jebiisitcs, conquest

of the citadel of Zion, and dxinc/ of Jerusalem as the

capital.—In keeping with the reminder of the eld-

ers that he had before led the people out and in

to battle and victory, David now proceeds with-

out delay to fulfil" tlie warlike duties that de-

volved on him as king of Israel against the exter-

nal enemies of the kingdom ; for a principal con-

dition of the establishment of internal unity and

of the vigorous theocratic development of the na-

tional life was the purging of tlie land from the

still powerful remains of the Canaanitish peoples.

Vers. 6-10. See the parallel 1 Chron. xi. 4-9.

The two accounts agree substantially ; being taken

from a common source, they complement and con-

firm one another in particular statements, of which
each has some peculiar to itself [In respect to

these differences it is important to remember that

in general "Samuel" is more biographical and
annalistic, "Chronicles" more historiographical.

—TR.]-Ver. 6. And the king and his men
went—that is, according to the Chronicler, the

Israelitisii warriors who gathered around him
from "all Israel," and were now united with his

former soldiers—to Jerusalem against the
Jebusites.—This undertaking followed imme-
diately on the anointing in Hebron, as is evident

I'rom tiie statement (ver. o) that David's reign in

Jerusalem was co-extensive with his reign over
all Israel (Keil). After the word "Jerusalem,"
instead of "unto the Jebusites . . . saying," " Chro-
nicles" has: "that is Jebus, and there (are) the

Jebusites, the inhabitants of the land, and the in-

habitants of Jebus said to David." Which of the
two forms is nearer to the original account in the

common source nm.st remain undetermined. [Well-
hausen remarks that "the original author would
not have written 'Jerusalem, that is, Jebus,' but
more naturally 'Jebus, that is, .Jerusalem;' the
Chron. inserts this statement in order to explain
the transition from Jerusalem to the .Jebusites

—

and this leads to the further remark that the .Je-

busites were dwelling in the land" According
to this, the author of Chronicles (who wrote after

the Exile) introduces this historical explanation
as necessary for his time.

—

Tr.] The Jebusites*

* Heb. "Jebusite" ('D3')i poetically individualizing

Sing, for Plu. "Inhabitant" OC^'V). the proper, abori-
ginal people. [The Sing, is not poetic, but colleotive;
see its use in Gen. x. 16; xv. 21; Numb. xiii. 29: Judg.
xix. 11—the name of the tribe as an individual.

—

Tr.J So
tlie verb -irOX"! is Sing.

belonged to the great Canaanitish race (Gen. x.

6), who dwelt, when the Israelites took possession

of Palestine, in the mountain-district of Judah by
the Hittites and Amorites (comp. Numb. xiii. 30;
Josh. xi. 3), especially at the place afterwards
called Jerusalem, and under kings. Josh. x. 1, 23.

Neither Joshua (Jo.sh. xv. 8, 63; xviii. 28), who
conquered the Jebusites along with other Canaan-
itish tribes in a battle (Josh. xi. 3.sq.), nor the
children of Judah, who only got possession of the

lower city (Judg. i. 8; com]!. Jos. Ant. V. 2, 2),

nor the Benjaminites, to whom the city had been
assigned (Josh, xviii. 28), could conquer ths strong

citadel of .Jebus on Moimt Zion, which was the

centre of their dwellings spread out "in the land,"

that is, around Jerusalem (.Judg. i. 21 ; xix. 11 sq.).

In tlie time of the Judges Jebus is still called "a
strange city, in which are someof the children of

Israel" (Judg. xix. 12). But as long as this point

was unconquered, the possession of southern and
middle Palestine was unassured; and so David's

first act was the siege and capture of the citadel.

Relying on its hitherto invincible strength, they

declared that David could not get into it; but
the blind and the lame repel thee—that is,

if only blind and lame defend it, thou canst not

take the citadel,* "saying" (=namely, the Jebu-
sites meant to say), "David will not come in hi-

ther." Some liave su})posed (after Josephus) that

the Jebusites had really in deri^ion of David put

lame and blind men on the wall, trusting to the

strength of their citadel ; an expression that is

by no means so strange (Then.) as that which re-

gards the blind and lame as the idol-images of the

.Jebusites, which they had placed on their walls

for protection, and had so called in order to scofl^

at the Israelites, who (Psalm cxv. 4sq. et al.) de-

scribed heathen idols as "blind and lame" (Cler.,

lentil., Wasse [de crycis et clandis Jebusceorum, Witt.,

1721] ). Would the .Jebu,='ites have used such ex-

pressions of their gods?t This saying of the Je-

* DN ''3 after a negation =" but," Ew. ?35fia. The

T^'On is not Inf., but Perf., expressing a complete ac-

tion.
' The Sins, is used because it precedes the subject

(Keil, Ew. i*
119(7). Put we may with Then, point it as

Plu. IT'Dil (comp. (ien. i. 28; 'isa. liii. 3, 4, where also

:i has fallen out). *iDxS = " namely." [On the gram-

matical difficulties here see "Text, and Gramm." The
sense, however, is tolerably plain.—Tu.

J

t [./Recording to the Midrash (Targ. and Pirke Ele.a-

zar 36) the images of tlie blind Isaac and the lame Jacob
are here meant, ,\braham having agreed with the Jebu-
sites (Gen. xxiii.) not to lay claim to their city. See
Patr. and Philipps.—Tr.]
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busites is not found in " Chronicles." [Omitted

in Chron. perhaps as being obscure, or else as un-

necessary to tlie general sense, " Chronicles "_ avoid-

ing details that do not bear on its main aim, the

history of the development of the theocratic cul-

tus.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 7 it is brietly remarked that in

spite of this braggart reliance of the Jebusites on

the impregnability of their fortress, David took it.

This old Jebusite city and fortress lay on the high-

est of the hills or mountains that surrounded

Jerusalem, "Mount" Zion {'1 Ki. xix. 31; Isaiah

iv. 5; xxix. 8; Ps. xlviii. 3), which stretched out

in the south and south-west of the city, mount
Ophel and Moriah on the east (more precisely

north-east) lying opposite, separated from it by a

precipitous ravine. See more in Winer s. v. [and

in the Bible Dictionaries and books of travel;

Philippson has a good description of Jerusalem in

his Comm. on this passage. It is not yet possible

liowever to restore with precision the Jerusalem

of David's time.—Tr.] The name "Zion" pro-

bably="the dry mountain" (from rr^ "to be

dry"). [See Ps. Ixxviii. 17 ; cv. 41 ; Isa. xxv. 5,

where the root occurs. Some take the name to

mean "sunny" (Ges.), others "lofty" (Abarb. in

Philippson).' The rock-formation on which the

city stands is limestone.

—

Tr.] Tlie explanatory

addition, " city of David," anticipates what is

narrated in ver. 9. From this mountain, where

David built (whence arose the city of David, that

is, the Upper City) and resided, the city extended

itself northward and eastward. [The name '' City

of David" was sometimes given afterwards to Je-

rusalem, Isa. xxix. 1; and see 1 Ki. xi. 43; xv.

8 for its use as burial-place of the kings.

—

Tr.]—
Ver. 8. " David had said," the sense requiring the

PIup. (Then.)—an appended incident of the cap-

ture in connection with the derisive words of the

Jebusites. We must undoubtedly assume a refer-

ence to those words in the treatment of the follow-

ing difficult and variously explained .saying of

David. The "blind and lame" are the Jebusites

themselves, so called by David in answer to their

scornful words. We must further suppose that

the assailants had a difficult task before them, and
were all the more embittered by the derisive re-

marks of the Jebusites, as David's words indicate.

In the attempt to explain tliis obscure passage, the

principal point is the meaning of the expression

ba-zinnor, li5^3 [Eng. A.V.: "to the gutter"].

Zinnor occurs elsewhere only Ps. xlii. 8, where
the meaning assigned by several expositors (mostly

with regard to our passage), "conduit, canal,"

Iocs not suit at all, but the connection (in which
the Psalmist speaks of the roaring of violently

swelling and plunging waves) indicates the signi-

fication to be that adopted (after Sept. Kara'ppaKTai]

by Keil, IVIoU, Delitzsch, and others, ^'cataract,

waterfall." Ewald accordingly translates :
" Every

one who conquers the Jebusites, let him cast down
the precipice both tlie lame," etc.; and this of all

the attempts at explanation is the simplest in sense

and construction, suiting tlio locality also, since

Mount Zion had steep declivities on the east, soiith

and west, which, with the ojjposite-lyiug heights,

formed deep gorges. Yet it is better with Keil to

keep more strictly to the signification of the word
according to Ps. xlii. 8, and to take it as meaning
not with Ewald the precipitous declivity of the

rock that produces the waterfall, but the water-
fall itself We are therefore not to think of an
aqueduct, by cutting oil wliich the capture of the
citadel was decided (Stahelin), nor water pipes for
carrying off the rain from the height (Vatab.,
Cler.), nor gutters (Luther), nor a subterranean
passage (Joseph.). But there is nothing opposed
to the supposition of a waterfall on one of the de-
clivities. At present the south-east part of the
ridge, which slopes somewiiat toward the north-
west (the ridge running from south to north) is

still the point where appear the only springs in
Jerusalem, at the foot of the declivity (comp. E.
Hoffiuann, Das gelobte land, 1871, p. 116 sq.).

There is the pool of Siloah in the valley Tyro-
pcieon [cheesemongers' valley], on the border of
Zion and Moriah, which receives its water from
a lofty-lying basin hewn out of the rocky side of
Zion,* into which it flows from springs that break
forth higher up. Might not this be conjecturally

the precipice spoken of in our passage, if the
question of locality (a precise answer to which is

impossible) is to be raised? But in another place
also, for example, on the west, where is found the

lower pool under the highest part of the north-

western corner of Zion, there might be waterfalls

which in the precipitous descent of the rocky de-

clivity plunged into a gorge. According to this

view, David gives strict orders that when the Je-
busites are overcome in the fortress, where the

space was relatively limited, their slain should be
thrown into the waterfall. He calls them "the
lame and the blind," taking up their own words,

with reference, perhaps, at the same time, to the

expression "every one that smiteth," etc; the

fallen and slain in the battle (regarded as a vic-

tory) are to be cast down f the precipice, that the

citadel may be free and habitable for the Israel-

ites. The next clause may be rendered "they
hate," or " who hate," pointing the verb as 3 plu.

Perf.; the absence of the Eel. Pron. (Keil) is not

a decisive objection to this rendering; comp. Ges.

1 123, 3; Ew. ? 332, 333 b. But tiie connection

and warlike tone make the marginal pointing

(Pass. Partcp.) also appropriate: "who are liated

of David's soul," that is, hated by David in his
" soul." Both of these admissible renderings

point to the fact that the Israelites had to main-
tain a furious, embittered combat with this enemy
who so confidently and scornfully boasted of his

strong fortress, and they were directed to make
short work of it with the "blind and lame" in the

assault, and clear the ground of the enemy
straightway. Therefore they say : Blind and
lame will not come into the house.—That
is, one holds no intercourse with disagreeable,

hateful people like the Jebusites; or, with refer-

ence to the crippled condition of lame and blind

persons, the sense is: "will not get home," like

those blind and lame plunged into the precipice

and unable to get back. J "Into the house."

Some (Buns., Then.) understand by this the tem-

ple, and a'^sume (with reference to Acts iii. 2;

John ix. 1; viii. 59) an old law, forbidding the

blind and the lame to enter the temple, which law

* [Instead of "Zion" we shouM here read ''Moriah."

See Art. Siloam in Smith's Bib. Dirt.—Tn.\

t The verb is to bo pointed as Hiph. ^y " east down."

+[Or because they are poor defenders (Philippson).
—Tr.]
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the narrator derives from this incident; but this

view is wiiolly without support. This exphina-

lion [Erdmann's explanation of the whole pas-

sage] avoids the difficulty that ensues wlien Da-

vid's address is taken as protasis merely, and the

apodosis supplied [as in Eng. A. V., Philippson].

Against Thenius' rendering: "he who smites the

Jebusites (paves tlie way to the capture of the

citv, in that he first) reaches the battUments and

the lame and the blind—him David's soul envies"

apart from its unwarranted changes of text*—it

is rightly remarked by Bottcher that its tone is

too modern : one cannot well think of David as

showing envy at such a military exploit (unfortu-

nately not open to him), in order to inflame the

ardor of his warriors. Bottcher translates : "he
who smites the Jebusites shall attain the staff,"

that is, become captain; against which it is to be

remarked with Thenius that he has not succeeded

in showing [Zeitschr. d. morgenl. OescllschaJ't, 1857,

p. 541 sq.) that zinnor means "captain's staff,"

and that, according to the unrestrictincj phrase

"ecery one that smites," David would have had a

good many staffs of tiie sort to bestow ; and for the

same reason the remark of tiie Chronicler ( 1 Clir.

xi. 6, which omits our ver. 8) that "David an-

nounced that whoever first smote the Jebusites

should be chief and captain, and Joab won this

prize," is not to be taken as an exhibition of the

sense of our passage (against Bottcher). Maurer
changes the textf and translates: "He who has

smitten the Jebusites and reached the canal, let

him slay those blind and lame," to which the ob-

jection is the tautology in protasis and apodosis.

Maurer's other rendering
:
J " whoever shall slay

the Jebusites and reach with tlie sword either the

lame or the blind, him will David's soul liate"

[that is, as Maurer explains, David forbids his

men to slay the Jebusites with the sword, in order
that these boasters might die a shameful death.

—

Tr.], contains, as Thenius rightly remarks, a
contradicfio in adjecto, " and David would, accord-

ing to this, have desired something impossible."

Joab, having led the stormers in the attack, was
named by David " heml and prince" that is, ele-

vated to tlie rank of general-in-chief of the whole
army of Israel, which, according to ii. 13, he
could not yet have been. [The decisive objection

to Erdmann's rendering: "let him cast into the

waterfall tlie blind," etc., is that the verb (.^JJ)

whether in Qal or in Hiphil, cannot be so trans-

lated. In Qal it means only "to reach, touch,
strike," the object reached being usually intro-

duced by 3 ; in Hiph. it means " to cause to touch,

to join, to raze," usually followed by /X, l^l, "'Jl

or ">. In the passages most favorable to Erd-
mann's rendering, such as Ezek. xiii. 14; Isaiah
xxvi. 5, the object introduced by the Pre]), is that
to which something is Ijrought "(corresponding to
the signification "touch" of the verb), not that

* He changes 113X3 into r\'1J33. and Miyj into IN^n

= " envies him."

t He reads r\3' instead of nxV

+ Following; Sept. ei- 7rapafi(i)i5t (Hesych. = ev iitaxaipa)

he reads "1?V3 for 1132f3, referring to Psalm Ixxxix.

44 Din -\iy.

into which it is cast. Similarly, for reasons de-
rived from the construction of the verb, we must
reject the interpretation of Bib. Com.: " whoso-
ever will smite the .Jebusites, let him reach both
the lame and the blind, who are the hated of Da-
vid's soul, by the water-course, and he shall be chief,"

which, moreover, hardly renders the ] in the first

r\X1 (it must here= "and," though it might as an

emendation of text be omitted). The natural

conception of the passage would lead us to take
zinnor as the object reached (so Eng. A. V., Phi-
lipp.son, Calien), but it is very difficult in that

case to find a satisfactory meaning for this word,
or to construe the following words. Wellhausen
would take it to mean some part of the body, a
blow on which or violent grasping of which pro-

duces death, and Hitzig suggested the ear, otliers

the throat (zinnor being supposed to mean a
"tube") ; but the absolute form of the word (" let

him seize the throat") is opposed to this render-

ing, and tlie construction of the follow'ing words
presents a difficulty, even if we suppose the i1!?5 to

be used as equivalent to 3. Taking zinnor (as

seems safest) to mean "channel, canal," the whole
context and tone suggests that "the blind and the
lame" is the object of the verb "smile," or some
similar verb, and it is not unlikely that the in-

version of the Eng. A. V. (though an impossible

translation of the present text) gives the general

sense. The supplying of an apodosis is harsh, but

we have here only a choice of difficulties. No
defensible translation of the passage has yet been
jiroposed, and it is natural to conjecture that the

text is corrupt, though its restoration is now per-

haps impossible.

—

Tr.]
Ver. 9. Two things are here said: 1) David

took up his abode in the conquered Jebusite cita-

del, which with its buildings formed the Upper
City, and called it the City of David. Chron.

:

"therefore it is called the city of David." He
made it the royal residence (which was equivalent

to making Jerusalem the ca]iital), on account of

its remarkable strength, through which alone the

Jebusites had been able to hold it so long, and on
account of its very favorable position on the border
between Judah and Benjamin, almost in the cen-

tre of the land. 2) The building up of this city.

And David built round about from the
Millo and inward.— The Def. A-rt. Ijcfore

" Millo" shows that this work was already in ex-

istence at the time of the capture, having been
founded by the Jebusites. From the connection

tlie Millo must have belonged to the citadel on
Zion and have formed a piart of the fortification.

This alone w-ould set aside the explanation of the

word (founded on the etymology = "a filling

out") as =" out tilling embankment," an earth-

ivall, which ran aslant through the Wady and
connected !Mount Zion with tiie opposite lying

temple-mountain (Kraft's Toporj., p. 94, Scliultz,

Jerus. SO, Ewald and otiiers)—apart from the fact

that that connection is sjiown by tlie latest inves-

tigations to have been not an earth wall, but a
bridge resting on arches (Tobler, Dritte Wande-
rnnq, p. 223 sq.). But a comparison of Judg. ix.

6, 20, 46-49, puts it beyond doubt that Millo is

the castle proper of the citadel or fortification=
Bastion, a strong fortified tower or separate forti-

fication which is called ''hou.se" in Judg. ix. 6,
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20 ; 2 Kings xii. 21. The fort designed to protect

the citadel and Upper City on Zion, lay no doubt
at the point most expo.sed to hostile attack, that

is, the northwest end of Zion, where the castle

still stands. " From the MiUo out " David built
" around and inward," that is, while Millo formed
the most advanced fortification, he built in con-

nection with it and out from it on Zion, 1) ^'round-

about " the city and citadel for further fortifica-

tion, as was necessary especially on the north tow-

ards tlie Lower City, where an attack could be

most easily made, and 2) "inward," so that the

Upper City (City of David or of Zionj was ex-

tended by houses and defensive edifices, and more
and more covered the mountain. The Chronicler

(1 Chr. xi. 8) expresses substantially the same
thing :

" from one surrounding to the other," that

is, the whole space between the fortifications which
were built around. As it is here clearly only

buildings designed to fortify and extend the city

071 Zio7i tliat are .spoken of, Josephus has misun-

derstood this passage when he relates {Ant. 7, 3,

2) that David surrounded the Lower City and the

citadel with a wall, and vmited them into one.

Comp. Winer, .s. v. and Arnold in Herzog, s. v.

"Zion" (XVIir. 623 sq.). On the extension of

the Millo and the other fortifications by vSolomon

see 1 Kings ix. 15, 24; xi. 27. [See also 2 Chr.

xxxii. 5.—Bib. Com. refers to Lewin's '' Siege of

Jerusalem." p. 256 sq., where it is argued from
the etymology and the mentions in the Bible that

the great platform, called the Haram esh-Sherif

(1500 by 900 feet) was itself Millo, and Mr. Lewin
thinks that Solomon's Palace (Beth-Millo, .so

called from abutting on Millo) was built on a ter-

race immediately belong and to the south of the

Temple-area.—Patrick: ''Some take Millo to be

the low place between the fort and the city, which
was now 'filled' with people."—On the "Palace
of Solomon" see '' Recovery of Jerusalem" (Am.
Ed.) pj). 84, 91, 222, '249, and see also the remarks

on the Ilaram esh-Sherif—Tu.]. According to

1 Chr. xi. 9, " Joab renewed tlie rest of the city,"

that is, he restored at David's command what was
destroyed in the capture. He thus seems as '' chief

and captain " to have been charged also with other

than military affiiirs.— Ver. 10. General state-

ment of the continuous advance and growth of David
in power and consideration. Ob.«erve, 1) how this

is referred to the highest source, not merely to

God's assistance, but to the fact that God was with

him, and 2) how God is in this connection called

the God of Hosts.

Vers. 11-16. David's house. Building of a royal

residence, iind extension of his /crnuV//. Comp. 1

Chr. xiv. 1-7.

—

And Hiram, king of Tyre,
sent messengers unto David.—This name
is written variously, Ileb. Hiram or Ilurani

(D"^!in 2 Chr. ii. 2), Pha?nician Hirom (1 Kings

V. 24, 32), Sept. Xcipn/i (Cheiram), Joseph., Eiram
and Eirom. That this king Hiram, who was in

friendly connection with David, is the same Hiram
tliat was Solomon's friend and ally, and his help-

er in building the Temple and palace, is clear

not only from 2 Chron. ii. 2 :
" as thou hast done

to David my father, (so do to me also"), but also

from 1 Kings V. 15: "Hiram had always been

David's friend." We can neither suppose there-

fore, with Ewald, that this king Hiram is the

grandfather of Solomon's friend of the same name
nor with Thenius tliat his (our Hiram's) father is

here meant, whose name according to Menander
of Ephesus (in Joseph, cont. Ap. I. 18) was Abi-
baal, whether this be considered a surname to the
proper name Hiram, or it be held that the two
persons are here confounded. The occasion to
this hypothesis has been given by the difi'erence

that exists between the Biblical chronological
statements and those of Josephus after Menander.
The latter relates (Jos. itbi swp.) that Hiram suc-
ceeded his father Abibaal, and that he died in the
thirty-fourth year of his reign and the fifty third
of his life. With this is to be connected the state-

ment of Josephus {td>i sup. and Ant. 8, 3, 1) that
Solomon began the temple in the twelfth year of
Hiram. Now, according to 1 Kings ix. 10 sq.,

Hiram was still living after twenty years of Solo-
mon's reign, counting from the beginning of the
Temple-building (and therefore twenty-four years
of his reign in all) had elapsed, namely seven
years for the building of the Temple (1 Kings vi.

38, and thirteen years for the building of the pa-

lace (vii. 1). On comparing these statements of

the Bible and Josephus, it appears that Hiram
reigned at the most eight years contemporane-
ously with David, and that therefore David 6e(/«fi

his palace in about the seventh year before his

death, that is, in the sixty-third year of his life,

and that his determination to build a temple to

the Lord (which was after the completion of his

palace, 2 Sam. vii. 2) was not made till the last

year.s of his life. Both these conclusions, how-
ever, are incompatible with our passage and with

ch. vii. ; for the position of these two narratives

in the coimection of the history leaves no doubt
that both things belonged to David's prime of

manhood. It has indeed been declared, in order

to set aside the discrepancy, that the Books of

Sanniel narrate events not so much in chronolo-

gical order as in the connection of things, and
that here the building of the palace which oc-

curred much later, is related in connection with

other buildings (Movers, PAfJ^/t. II. 1, 147 sq.,

Kiitschi in Herzog. s. v. Hiram, Stiihelin, spez.

Einl. 107). And in fact it must be admitted that

David's palace-building, which must have taken

time, and supposes a corresponding period of rest

and peace, probably did not (as might appear
from the narrative) follow immediately on the

conquest of Zion, /w/ore the Philistine war (ver.

17) which broke out as soon as the Philistines

heard of David's anointment as king over Israel,

but after this war. " The historian has rather

attached to the conquest of Zion and its choice as

David's residence not only what David gradually

did to strengthen and beautify the new capital,

but also the account of his wives and the cliildren

that were born to him in Jerusalem " (Keil). But
though in detached instances a tojiical rather than

a chronological arrangement of the material is to

be recognized, it is nevertheless not probable in

it.-ielf that David would have deferred the build-

ing of a royal palace till the last ]iart of his life;

ancUurther, this, as Winer rightly ob.'^erves, would
not accord with ch. xi. 2, where the palace whence
David sees Bathsheba is called the "kincfs palace,"

which is to be understood, not of the simple house

that David took as his dwelling-place on Mount
Zion immediately after its capture, but of the
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place that he had had built for himself there.

Coinp. vii. 1, 2. And if the affair with Bathsheba
occurred when David was an old man, wiiicli is

in itself highly improbable, Solomon, who was
born a couple of years later, would have been a
little child when he ascended the throne. If Da-
vid had not resolved on the building of the Tem-
ple till in advanced life, or towards the close of his

life, we could not harmonize this fact with 1 Sam.
vii. 12, and 1 Chr. xxii. 9, according to which
Solomon was not yet born when David received

the divine promise there mentioned. If therefore

the account of the palace-building is in this place

chronologically anticipatory, the building is ne-

vertheless not to be put towards the end of Da-
vid's reign. We are therefore forced to assume
.a longer reign for king Hiram, and to suppose in-

accuracies in the chronological statements of Jo-
aephus, as has been shown to be true in the peri-

oJs of reign of the succeeding Tyrian kings, even
when he refers to Menander. See more in Movers
(ubi supra) and Keil on tliis verse.—[On Tyre
^ee Movers and Arts, in Bib. Did.—Tr.]

It is not said that the object of this embassy, as

in Solomon's case (1 Kings ix. 15), was to con-

gratulate David on his accession to the throne
(Then.), and thi,s is improbable from the length

of time (presupposed in his purpose to build)

that must have elapsed since his accession. We
should rather infer from the sending of cedar wood
and workmen along with the messengers, that

David had previously put himself in connection
with Hiram, partly to maintain a good under-
standing with a powerful neighbor, partly and
especially to obtain the help of this king (who
was renowned for his magnificent edifices, ,J/oi'.

II. 1, 190 sq.) in his building plans.—The eastern

part of Lebanon ( Antilibanus), which belonged to

Israel, produced only firs, pines and cypresses

tRob. Pal. III. 723)*; the northwestern part,

wliich alone was covered with cedar- forests, and
furnished the best cedar for building, belonged to

Phoenicia. On account of its strength, durability,

beauty and fragrance, the cedar-wood was much
used for costly building and wainscoting.—
Through Tyrian workmen David began the splen-

did structures of cedar in Jerusalem, which hail

so increased in .Jeremiah's time that he could ex-
claim to the city: "Thou dwellest on Lebanon
and makestthynestin the cedars" [Jer. xxii. 2o].

Ver. 12. And David perceived, namelv,
from his success externally against Israel's ene-

mies and in the connection with the friendly king
of Tyre, and internally in the establishment of

unity in Israel and in tiie execution of his plans,

that the Lord had established him king
over Israel ; tlie " eMablished" (in contrast with
the previous divine choice of David as king and
the fate of Saul's kingdom) refers to the divine,

providences^ through which, as David clearly saw,
•all doubt as to the permanence of his kingdom
was ended, and it immovably established. And
that he had exalted his kingdom (Chron :

''and that his kingdom was exalted on high" [I.

xiv. 2] ) for his people Israel's sake, that is,

* fSee Am. Ed. of Rob. in. HI, 48.3. 4S9, 401, .547, .548 and
420 ; also II. 4.37, 488, and for the cedars II. 4!t:!, III. .588-

.593; see al<o .\rtiole.si in the Bible Dictionaries and later
book.s of travel, as Thomson's Land and Book, I p. 292-
:i97.—Tr]

not for the sake of the blessing that rested on his

})eople Israel (Bunsen), nor simply because lie

had chosen them (Then.), but because he wislied

to rule them as A /.s (chosen) people through Da-
vid's kingdom, glorify himself in them and make
them a great and mighty people according to his
covenant-faithfulness.

Vers. 13-16. Account of the f/rowfh of David's
hoase and family, appended to the summary state-

ment concerning the establishment of his kingdom
and his palace-building. Concubines and
wives.—David follows the custom of eastern
princes, and gathers a numerous liarem. See the
law against this, Deut. xvii. 17. The "concu-
bines " are mentioned first in order to bring out
prominently the extension of tiic harem, as an es-

sential part of oriental court-state, and as a svm-
bol of royal power. The omission of the "con-
cubines" in 1 Chr. xiv. 3 is not to be regarded as
intentional (against Then.), for David's concu-
bines are mentioned in 1 Chr. iii. 9.

—
" From Je-

rusalem "
(f?) is not =:" elsewhere than in

•Jerusalem," which view (Keil) cannot be based
on the following words, " after he came from He-
bron," but (because of this very chronological
statement) = "from, that is, out of Jerusalem,"
substantially agreeing with Chron. : "in Jerusa-
lem." After changing his residence from Hebron
to Jerusalem, David took concubines and wives
in the latter place also.—Tiie statement : sons
and daughters were born to him shows
clearly that, in all these summary accounts con-
cerning family and building, a greater space of
time tiian at the beginning of his reign is assumed

;

and this statement is here put proleptically not
only before the following notice of the Philistine

wars, but also before the narrative concerning
Bathsheba. For among the sons of David (given
in 1 Chr. xiv. 5-7, and also in iii. 5-8) occur here
first the names of the four sons of Bathsheba:
Shammua, Shobab, Nathan and Solomon. For
Shainmua Chron. (I. iii. 5) has Shimea, and for

Elishua it has (ver. 6) Elishnma, a clerical error
from the following Elishama. After Elishua, 1

Chr. iii. 6, and xiv. 6 sq. liave the two names
Eliphalet (or Elpalet) and Nogah. This last is

not to be taken as miswriting of Nepheg (Mov.).
Thenius suppo.ses that the latter (jS'ogah) has
fallen out of our text by oversight, and that the
former (Eliphalet) got into the text of Chron. by
mistake from the following verse (ver. 16), that

David had, tlierefore, only eight sons, not nine (as

in 1 Chr. iii. 8) born in .Jerusalem.—Keil thinks

that the names of these two sons are omitted in

our passage because they died early, and the late-

born Eliphalet (whose name stands last) received

the name of his dead brother ; but the question is

involved in doubt. According to the former view
David had in all eighteen sons, according to the

latter nineteen, of whom six were born in Hebron
(2 Sam. iii. 2 sq.). lastead of Eliada 1 Chron.
xiv. 7 has Beeliada, another form of the name,
with Baal [= lord] instead of El [= God]. No
daughter is named (see ver. 13), because daugh-
ters are in general not considered in genealogical

lists. The only daughter that appears by name
in the following history is Tamar, chap. xiii. 1.

[Patrick : Kimchi says that Sam. gives the sons

of the wives only, Chron., those of wives and con-
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cubines, which does not agree with 1 Chron. iii. 9.

— It was looked ou as a piece of political wisdom in

princes to endeavor to have many children, that by-

matching them into many potent families they

mifrht Strengthen thei r interest and authority.-TR.]

il. Vers. 17-25. David's victories over the Phi-

lidine.% 1 Chr. xiv. 8-17.—Ver. 17. And when
the Philistines heard that they had an-

ointed David king over Israel—this was the

occasion of the war. From David's elevation to

the throne of all Israel and the consequent unifi-

cation of the people, the Philistines feared (and

did their best to prevent) such increase in his

power as would endanger their power and foot-

hold not only in Palestine [Israel], but also in

their own land. Hence, according to the narra-

tive, their attack followed on the receipt of intelli-

gence of luA anointment, which must have come on
them as a surprise. Ewald conjectures (but it is

a mere conjecture, and unnecessary) that the oc-

casion of the war was David's withholding the

tribute that he had paid the Philistines while

he was in Hebron.

—

And all the Philistines
marched up, namely, from the lowlands of Ju-

dah which they held, or from their own land

against the Israelitish army (with which David
had attacked the Jebusites) which was on the

7no(i/itaui-plateau of Judah. As this Jebusite war
followed immediately on David's anointment
(comp. vers. 3, 6), and the gathering of all the

Philistines was not the affair of a moment, it is

for this reason alone an untenable view that these

two victories " probably belonged in the interval

between the second anointment at Hebron and
the capture of Zion" (Keil). But the following

words : And when David heard of it, he
inarched dovrn to the hold, are decisive, for

the reference (as the context shows) is here to

Mount Zion, which is mentioned just before (vers.

7, 9) ; and this is proved also by the Def. Art.,

which (from the context) cannot refer to some
other stronghold in Judah resorted to by David
in Saul's time (so Keil, who cites xxiii. 14), but

points to the citadel of Zion which is here twice

named with emphasis as the centre of David's po-

sition. The expression " he went down to the hold "

is not against this view ; for, though the citadel

of Zion was so high that one ascended to it from

all sides, yet Its plateau was by no means a hori-

zontal plain, but was made up of higher and
lower parts, and David of course made his resi-

dence on the highest and safest part, the most

favorable position for a military outlook, while

the fortifications most protective against the ene-

my (enlarged by him, ver. 9) must certainly

have lain on the relatively lower north-ivestern

side (in accordance with their design), and with

this agrees the fact that the Philistines ad-

vanced to the attack from the ^wst. David, ac-

cordini^ly, on hearing of the approach of the

I'hiiistines, went down from his residence to the

fortifications on Zion, in order to make at this

rendezvous and sally-point of his army the ne-

cessary preparations whetlier for defence (Maur.)

or for attack. Maurer :
'' David was not yet cer-

tain whether to defend himself at the walls, or

to advance to meet the enemy," comp. ver. 19.

There is no need, therefore, to change the text*

* n""!f3 insteiul of m^lVD-

(Syr., Mich., Dathe) to "siege" (besiegers), the-

narrative giving no hint of a siege. It is by no
means sure (Then.) from xxiii. 13, 14, that the
hold here referred to is the cave of Adullam

;

for, even if the incident here related was an epi-
sode in this Philistine war, it may verv well
have occurred after David had left the citadel to

march against the Philistines, while they were
encamped in the valley of Rephaim. [Still, the
impression made on us is that David went down
into the plain against the Philistines ; thus in
ver. 20 he does not go down, but comes to Baal-
perazim, as if he were already in the plain.

Perhaps the editor has here inserted a separate
narrative of this war, so that the "hold" here
may be different from the "hold" in ver. 9.

Adullam was a strong place, and was fortified by
Kehoboam (2 Chron. xi. 7). If we take the nar-
rative in xxiii. 13-17 to belong to the time of
this war, it would show that David was at one
time hard pressed ; but this cannot be determined
with certainty.

—

Tr.] — The phrase: "to seek

David," cannot prove that David had at this

time not yet taken up his residence on Zion
(Keil), but only that the aim of the Philistines

was to get possession of the person of David so
dangerous to them.—Ver. 18. The strategical po-
sition of the Philistines. Instead of our text-word
"spread themselves," 1 Chron. xiv. 9 has "made
an inroad" (£Di!'D). The ralley of Rephaim, ac-

cording to Josh. XV. 8, was a fruitful plain,*

nearly three miles long by two wide, separated
from the valley of Ben-hinnom (south and south-
west of Jerusalem) by a ridge, and large enough
to hold a large army in camp; it was named
after the old Canaanitish giant-tribe, the Rephaim:
(Gen. xiv. 5). Comp. Bob. I. 365 [Am. Ed. I.

219, 469], Tobl., Top. Jerus. II. 401 sq., and 5-

Wand. 202, Winer II. 822, Thenius in Kaufler's

Stud. II. 137 sq. [For various opinions see Kit-
to, Porter, Bonar, Fiirst.

—

Tr.] The Philistines

had probably advanced from the west by way of
Bethshemesh (comp. 1 Sam. vi. 9).

Ver. 19. David inquires of the Lord (comp. ii.

1; 1 Sam. xxiii. 2), 1) whether he shall march
out against the Philistines, and 2) whether he
shall get the victory over them. The expression
"shall I go up?" is explained by the fact that

David has led his army down from Mount Zion,^

the defence of which he had first to keep in view.

He now advances to the attack from his position

in the plain, which lay lower than the PhilLs-

tines, perhaps near the cave of Adullam (Then.),

after having inquired of the Lord and received

an affirmative answer. He no doubt made a^

sudden impetuous attack, as is clear from the

meaning of the name " Baal-perazim," the place

where he " smote " the Philistines. He said,,

namely (referring the victory to the Lord ac-

cording to the Lord's answer, ver. 19): "The
Lord hath broken asunder (or through) my ene-

mies before me as the breach of waters," that is,,

as a violent torrent makes a rift or breach. All
other explanations, that make the point of

comparison the division of the water-mass itself,

depart from the conception of the expression, and
weaken the force of the image. The place where

*
p*3J.'.

comp. Isa. xvii. 5. [See Stanley's "Sinai and,

Pfi/./'App. ?1—TR-J
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the battle was fought was thus called, from the

way that David won it, Wafer-breach, " Bruch-

hausen, Brechendorf" (Keil) [Breach-ham, Break-

thorpe—the lieb. name =: "possessor of breach-

es."*

—

Tb.]. It cannot have been far from_ the

Valley of Rephaim. In Isa. xxviii. 21 it is

called" (with allusion to this battle) "mount"
Perazim. Tliis fills out the topograpliical de-

scription of the place, and in exact accordance

with the name " water-breach." As a torrent

plunging from the mountain rends asunder every-

tliing before it, so David rushed with his army
suddenly and unexpectedly on the Philistines,

from a gorge opening into the valley of Rephaim,
burst through and scattered them with impetuous

and irresistible power. Perhaps he marched
northward around the position of the Philistines,

and attacked them from the rocky height (the

border of tiie valley of Hinnom), that bounds
the valley of Rephaim on the nortli, comp. Josh.

XV. 8.—Ver. 21. And there they left their
images behind, which they were doubtless

accustomed to carry with them to war, in order

to make the victory more certain.f Clericus:
" as if they would feel the lielp of the gods more
present, if they liad their statues along. Perhaps
they imitated the Hebrews, who sometimes car-

ried the ark of God into camp." Their abandon-

ment of their sacred images confirms the supposi-

tion (founded on the name of the scene of battle)

that David made a sudden attack. Cliron. has

(by way of explanation) "gods" instead of ''im-

ages." According to our passage David took

them away as spoil; according to Chron., they

were at David's command burned with fire. It

cannot be determined whether this text of Chron.

is an addition from another source (Movers), or

taken fi'om the same source as our text (Keil), or

an explanatory remark of the Chronicler him-
self according to Deut. vii. 5, 25, where tlie burn-

ing of heathen idols is prescribed. Thus the

disgrace of the Philistine capture of the Ark
was wiped out.

Vers. 22-25. Second invasion by the Philis-

tines and victory over them.—Ver. 22. Their
approach is described (as ver. 17) by the phrase:

came up. They had therefore fled as far as the

lowland on the west, but, as David had not pur-

sued them, soon assembled again. They advance

(as ver. 18) to the valley of Rephaim. Chron.

(ver. 13) has simply: "in the valley," Rephaim
being understood from tlie context, and in fact

supplied by Sept., Syr. and Aralj. [Joseph.,

Ant. 7, 4, 1 :
" let no one suppose that the Philis-

tines brought a small force against the Hebrews

;

all Syria and Phrenicia and many other warlike

nations fought witli them ;
only thus could they

march against the Hebrews after tlieir frequent

defeats." But this assertion is unsupported and

not necessary to explain the recui)eration of the

powerful Philistines. Josephus was anxious to

magnify the prowess of his own nation.

—

Tr.]—
Ver. 23. David again inquires of the Lord [Jos.

:

through the high-priest J. The words: "thou
shalt not go up," suppose the question (as in ver.

* [Or. pcis^iljly 'Moril ( = God) of breaehe.'!." Comp.
Gen. xxii. M anil xvi. l:i (El-roi).—Tr.]

t [So the Edomitcs. 2 Chron. xxv. 14. The heathen
idols were carried off with impunity—not so the Ark of
God (Pat.).—Te.]

19): shall I go up? The negative answer : "^o-

not up" refers to the height, up to which David
had gone in the first battle, in order thence to

fall on the Phili.stines ; for this time they had
doubtless guarded against a surprise on that side.

If their front was now in that direction, the addi-

tion of the Sept.: "to meet them," and Vulg.

;

" against them ( = in front)," may be regarded

as a correct explanation ; but there is no neces-

sity, as Then, supposes, for supplementing the

Heb. text with this expression (
D^^^p^).

—

Make a detour to their rear.—Chron. :
" go

not up beliind tltem,* but turn from tliom, and

come on them." David was to fall on their i-ear

opposite the " baea-trees." These (mentioned only

here and 1 Cin-on. xiv. 14) are not pear-trees

(Sept., Vulg., Aq., Rosenmiiller, Bibl. Pfianzen-

reich, p. 249) or mulberry-trees (.Jewish exposi-

tors, Luth. [Eng. A. V.]), but shrub-like baca-

trees, wliich grow especially about Mecca (called

Baca by the Arabs), similar to the balsam-shrub,

from whicii they differ only in liaving longer

leaves and larger round fruit (according to Abul-

fadli in Cek. Hierob. I. 338 sq. ; comp. Niebuhr,

Beschreibuny, 339, Faber in Harmer's Beobacht.

liber d. Orient, I. 400, and Burckhardt Reise in

Syrien, etc., 977, who found a baca-valley near

Sinai). See Winer I. s. v. The name is proba-

bly derived from a verb meaning "to weep"
( XD3 = r\D2 ), becau.se when the leaves are broken

or cut off, a tear-like sap exudes. Comp. the
" valley of Baca " = " valley of weeping, tear-

dale" "[Ps. Ixxxiv. 6].— [For further opinions

and details see Smith's Bib. Did., Art. Mulberry-

tree.

—

Tr.]—The connection and the local pre-

suppositions of the narrative put it beyond doubt

that these baca-trees stood somewhere in the val-

ley of Repliaim.—Ver. 24.t And when thou
hearest the sound of a going. ^ . . . The

sound produced by luiman steps (1 Kings xiv._ 0;

2 Kings vi. 32), liere the sound of an advancing

army, Is (as in Gen. iii. 8) employed as the sym-

bol of the approacli of the Lord—in the tops

of the baca-trees, they, namely, being moved

by a strong wind [Jos.: "while no wind was

blowing."—Tr.] ; the sound thus producedwoukl

indicate the advance of the Lord with His invisi-

ble hosts ; it was to be tlie sign that He Himself

would march before the army of Israel with His

victorious might, comp. 1 Kings xix. 11 sq. So

Jacob (Gen. xxxii. 2, 3) and Elisha (2 Kiiigs vi.

17) behold in vision the guardian hosts of God.

Then be sharp, tliat is, rush quickly to the

attack [bestir thyself] ! Chron. weaker and

probably not original: "go out to battle." Tlie

qround: For then will the Lord go out

before thee, etc., he should know by the above

sign tluit the time appointed by the Lord for a

sharp attack and for the revelation of His_ help-

ing power was come. [The sound of going in

the trees seems here represented by the narrative

as supernatural, not produced by wind.—Instead

of "in the tops," etc., Patrick renders: "in the

beginnings," etc- (Neh. iii. 10), that is, at the

* [" After tliem "' = " to meet them."---Te.]

t -ri'i for rrni, ew., i :u5 h.

• • T T ;

X 'The word signifies a majestie, stately tread or
stepping, often used of God. Ps. Ixviii. 7.—Ta.]
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entrance of the place where the trees stood, " for

men do not walk on the tops of trees, and God
intended to make a sound as if a vast number of

men were mareliing." There is no need, how-
ever, of this (lifli 'lilt translation, if the sound be

taken as a supernatural sis,ni.

—

Tr.]—Yer. 25.

Exact carryins? out of the divine directions, and
bestowal of the promised divine aid.

—

David
smote the Philistines from Geba as far as
the region of Gezer.—The direction of the

battle and lliglit is tk^termined by the position of

Gezer to be from south-east to north-west, whatever

the position of Geba be held to be. Geser or Gaser

(1 Chron. xiv. 1(3), Gazer and Gazera (Sept.), af-

terwards Gazara (2 Mac. x. 32; Jos. Ant. 8, 6, 1)

or Gadara (Joseph. Ant. 5, 1, 22; 12, 7, 14) and
Gadaris (Strabo XVI. 759)—an old Canaanitish

royal city (Josh. xii. 12), belonging to the tribe

of Ephraim, who did not drive the Canaanites

out of it (Josh. xvi. 9, 10; Judg. i. 29), in the

south of Ephraim (whose border passed from
Lower Bath-horon over Gezer to the sea north

of .Joppa), nortli-west of Beth-horon on the western

declivity of Mount Ephraim, where the latter

sank into the Philistine jjlain (Plain of Sharon).

•Solomon fortified it, along with other important

military positions (1 Kings ix. 15-17), inasmuch
as it formed a strong defence towards the south

jagalnst the Philistines; for "from this point an
army might penetrate into the country and reach

the capital fir more easily than over the moun-
tains of Judali" (see Then, and Bilhr in loco).

It is noteworthy that this place plays an impor-
tant part as fortress in the Maccabean time also,

and that the route taken by Judas Maccabreus
from Emmaus to Gazer (1 Mac- iv. 15) and from
Adasa to Gazer (1 Mac. vii. 45) is the same as

this, namely, the north-westerly. Comp. v. Rau-
mer, p. 191, and his map. For the Gehn, from
which David pursued the Philistines, is not :=

Gibeon (according to the inexact reading of

Chron., which constantly changes the Gibeah of

First Sanmel into Gibeon, Stiihelin, Leben Davich

38), which is adopted by Movers, Then., Keil,

Dllchsel—nor = Gibeah, whether Gibeah in Ju-
dali (Josh. XV. 57), 8-10 miles south-west of

Jerusalem (Bertheau, Stiihelin), or Gibeah of

Samuel (Cler., Budd., O. v. Gerlach), neither of

which could here come into consideration as a

military position— Init it is the place known from
1 Sam. xiii. 15-23 as the camping-ground of

Saul and Jonathan, on the southern border of

the Wady-es-Suweinit, opposite Michmash (now
Mukhmas) which is on tlie northern border of

the Wady, where Rob. found a place Jel)a (with

ruins) still existing. Comp. Isa. x. 29. See
Rol)., Bibliotheaa Sacra, 1844, p. 598, and v.

Uaumer, 196, Furrer, Wanderunr/en, 212-217, Fay
[in Lunge's Bihlework] on Josh, xviii. 24. The
battle therefore passed from the valley of Re-
phaim on the west of Jerusalem about nine miles

northward to the plateau of Geba, where the

Philistines vainly tried to make a stand, and,

having t!ie deej> gorge of Miciimash before them,
took a north-westerly direction towards Beth-
horon and (jezer. Here the pursuit ceased, be-

cause the Philistines were driven into the plain,

iind no danger coidd be ai)i)reiiended from them.
According to Joseph. {Ant. 7, 4. 1) Gazer was
then their extreme northern limit. On the great

extension of their power northward comp. Stark,
Gaza, 170.—[Gibeon (instead of Geba) is liere

preferred by many critics, because Gibeon lies

more nearly on the road from Rephaim to Gezer;
but the pursuit may easily have gone lirst north
to Geba and then west to Gezer, as Erdmann
points out. It is not to be expected, however,
that we can settle with absolute certainty these
minute geographical points.—The phrase: "till

thou come to Gezer," does not necessarily mean

:

"up to Gezer," but, like the similar expression:
"as thou goest," may = "on the way to." See
on 1 Sam. xxvii. 8.

—

Tr.]

In reference to the chronological relation of
the account here, vers. 17-25, and that in 1 Chr.
xiv. 8-17 it is to be remarked that the two differ,

in that the former puts these victories without
further statement in the beginning of David's
government over all Israel, the latter in the in-

terval between the unsuccessful and the successful

attempts to remove the Ark. " Whether this

exacter statement of time is correct cannot be
determined with certainty" (Stiihelin, ubi sup.,

p. 37).

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. In his first royal deed of arms David, by
a victory over the last Canaanites of any power
that were left, completed the conquest of the land
for the Lord's covenant-people, and thus con-

cluded the military work that was first entrusted

by divine command to Joshua (Josh. i. 1-9), but

had been completed neither by him, nor by the

Judges, nor by Saul. The result of this first

exploit against the Jebusites was the firm estab-

lishment of the royal rule in tlie strongest posi-

tion and in the centre of the land.

2. In David's person and government the Cove-
nant-God, the King of His people, takes His
royal seat on Mount Zioa, and the city that

David builds thei-e is (with old Jerusalem under
Zion) called, as being the theocratic dwelling-

place and holy city of God, the " city of the great

King" (Matt. v. 35). In the historical books
the " City of David" (ver. 9) always has the nar-

rower signification of the old Upper City or

David's city, being used only in poetry of the

whole city (Isa. xxii. 9; comp. xxxi. 1) while

according to 1 Kings viii. 2: 2 Chronicles vi.

2 ; 1 Chronicles xv. 1, 29 ; it is distinctly

differenced from Jerusalem as a whole.

So " Zion " in the historical books means
originally only Mount Zion, on which the city

of David lay, but is used by Poets and Prophets

for Jerusalem in general, in allusion to its cha-

racter as God's royal dwelling-place and throne

(see Arnold, "Zion" in Ilcrzog XVIII., Ilupfeld

in Zeitschr. d. deidsch. moryenl. r/es. XV., p. 224,

Rem. 67). From the time of David's making his

residence on Mount Zion dates in the theocratic

language of the Old Covenant the terminology

of God's royal dwelling and enthronement in the

midst of His people on His regnal seat, " Mount
Zion." See Ps. iii. 5 [4]: "He hears me from

His holy mountain." Ps. ix. 12 [11] :_
"Sing ye

to the Lord, who is enthroned on Zion." Ps. xv.

1; xxiv. 3; Isa. viii. 18; Joel iv. 16, 21, and

other passages. ''Zion" is the royal seat of the

future Anointed of the Lord, of whom David
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-with his theocratical kingdom is the type, and

concerning whom the promir^e in ch. vii. comes

to him, tlie fultilhuent of wliich is the matter of

the prophetic dechiraticm in Ps. ii., Ixxxix., ex.

Mount Zion i.s the geographical-historical symhol

of the dominion of the Messiah to be sent by God
to His people, and of the extension of the Mes-

sianic kingdom of God from this as centre.

Hengstenberg on Ps. ii. 6 :
'' Zion, the holy

mountain of the Lord, is the fitting seat for His

king ; for as after David's time it was the centre

of Israel, so is it destined to become some day
the centre of the world, for from Zion goes forth

the law and the word of the Lord from Jerusa-

lem" (Isa. ii. 3).

3. The military stamp of the first part of Davi<rs

reign is tlie pre-indication of the military cha-

racter of the whole of it. That the theocracy in

Israel may be developed, he purges the land of

the remains of the heatlien, extends the borders

of Israel, and secures for the people the posses-

sion of the land and the maintenance of their

boundaries by mighty victories over all their

enemies. In the Psalms of David we hear the

echo of this warlike and victorious theocracy.

They are mostly songs of confiict and victory in

praise of the (iod who saved His people from
their enemies. Ps. ix. may serve as an example
of them all, much of it corresponding with David's

experiences in these first wars and victories,

though it cannot be said that it was composed
witii special reference thereto.

•4. Several prominent features chm-acferistic of

the prophetical-theocratical historior/raphy appear in

this section ( which embraces the elevation of David
to the throne of Israel, his wars against internal

.and external enemies): 1) the relation between
king and people is described as essentially a

covenant befoi-e the Lord (ver. 3); 2) it is de-

clared to be the task and calling of the theocratic

Jcing to be shepherd and captain of the people
(ver. 2); 3) the reference of all the king's suc-

"Cesses to the highest and last source, the God of

Sabaoth, who was with him, whereby all his own
human merit is excluded (ver. 10); 4) the con-

ception of all these events whereby David's king-

<lom was confirmed and recognized even by the

powerful heathen king of Tyre, through whose
friendly relations with David it was exalted and
honored at home and abroad, as ordinations of

God, the object of which was to establish David's
kingdom as a divine institution, and give him
the assurance that he was confirmed by the Lord
immediately as king over Israel (ver. 12) ; 5) the

repeated exhibition of David's humble subjection

of his will to the will of God, which he seeks and
asks after, that he may have a sure path in what
he is to do, which path the divine answer shows
him (vers. 19, 23); and 6) the express declara-

tion of David's unconditional arJive obedience to

the Lord's will, which is revealed to him in a
definite Yes and No (ver. 25).

5. All the powers and goods of the world which
have their origin in the might and goodness of

God, are employed by Him also for the ends of

His wisdom in the government of His kingdom
of grace (which is founded on His positive self-

revelation) and of His ])eople. The help of the

heathen king in David's Zion-buildings (and .so

in Solomon's Temple) sets forth the great truth

that all the art and treasures of the lower, natural

world are to be subservient to the higiier world,

wiiich has entered humanity tlirough the king-

dom of God, and to contribute to the glorification

of the name of God. BiLhr on 1 Kings v. 15-32

:

"Israel was destined not to foster the arts, l)ut to

be the bearer of divine revelation, and to secure

for all nations the knowledge of the one living

and holy God ; thereto had God chosen this peo-

ple out of all i)eoples, and therewith is closely con-

nected its manner of life and occupation, yea, its

whole development and history. To the attain-

ment of this its destiny the other nations had to

contribute with the special gifts and powers which
had been lent them. Israel, in spite of faults

and errors, stood as high above the Phoenicians

in the knowledge of the truth, as they above
Israel in technic and artistic performances (comp.
Duncker, Gesch. u. Alterth., p. 317-320); distin-

guished as was Phoenicia for arts and industries,

its religion was nevertheless tlie most perverted

and its cultus the rudest (Duncker, ubi sup.,

155 sq.)."

HOMILETIOAL AXD PRACTICAL.

Vers. 6-9. The stronghold* on Mount Zion: 1)

How it is gained: a) by holy tvar against the

enemies of God's kingdom; 6) by holy victory,

which God vouchsafes. 2) How it in maintained

:

a) in defiance of God's enemies, and 6) as a reli-

ance for God's friends.

Vers. 10-12. The true kingdom by the grace of

God : 1 ) It is firmly founded through the Lord's

power; 2) It grows and prospers under the

Lord's blessing; 3) It renders subservient to it-

self the Lord's enemies; 4) It serves the Lord in

the Lord's people.—Ver. 12. The true salutary

relation between government and people rests on

two things : 1 ) That the people recognize the

authorities as set over them by God's grace, and
honor them. 2) That the authorities regard

themselves as constituted by God only for the

people's welfare, and fulfil their calling to that

end.

Vers. 17-25. The war-counsel from on high: 1)

How it is inquired after—by looking above. 2

)

How it is imparted—by the voice from above.

3) Hovf it is carried out—by help from above.

—

Victori/ comes from the Lord : 1 ) When it is be-

forehand humbly asked for according to the

Lord' A will and word; 2) When the battle is un-

dertaken in the Lord's name and for His cause;

3) When it is fought with obedient observation

of the Lord's directions and guidance.

The Lord will go out before thee (ver. 24) : 1) A
word of consolation in sore distress; 2) A word of

encouragement amid inward conflict; 3) A word

of exhortation to unconditional obedience of faith
;

4) A word of assurance of the victory which the

Lord gives.

The rustling of the Lord's approaching help in

the tops of the trees (ver. 24): 1) Dost thou wait

for it at His bidding? 2) Dost thou hear it with

the right heed? 3) Dost thou understand it in

the right sense? 4) Dost thou follow it without

delav?

* rThere is here an allusion to Luther's famous hymn,
Ein"'fc^t: Buiri Ut uiucr Outt.—Tr.]
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Vers. 6-9. Krummacher: David dwells now
in Mount Zion, the crown of the land, and from

here on begins the history of Jerusalem, which

as the history of a city has not its like in gran-

deur, in change of fortunes, and in importance

for the whole world.—Now exalted to iieaven,

now cast down to liell, thrice destroyed to the

foundations and always rising again from the

ruins, now given up to the heathen, plundered,

covered witli shame, and then again crowned

with the highest honors, the city stands on its

seven hills amid the cities of the earth as a high

.seven-branched candlestick, from which shines

forth into tlie world both the consuming flame of

God's holiness and justice, and the mild and
blessed light of the divine long-sufiering, love,

compassion and covenant-faithfulness.—Ver. 6 sq.

S. Schmid: In that which God has commanded,
we must not look to what others have done be-

fore us, but to God's command (1 Sam. xv. 22,

23).

—

Soulier : The Lord, who delivered Jeru-

salem's stronghold into David's hand, still lives

to-day, and will, so far as it is good for us, always
lielp us still in every time of need, and well is it

for all them that trust in Him.
Ver. 10. [Henry: Those that liave the Lord

of liosts for them need not fear what hosts of men
or devils can do against them. Those who grow
great must ascribe it to the presence of God with
them, and give Him the glory of it.

—

Tr.]—
Berl. Bible: The world thinks little of it when
it is said, God bewitli a man. Butit is assuredly

no trifle, it is the greatest of all things, for one
to have with him the God of all the hosts of

heaven and earth.

—

Krummacher: O blessed

is the man on whose heart nothing so jiresses as

this, that in all his doings he may be with God
and God with him.— Ver. 11. Cramer: A glo-

rious testimony that even the heathen will serve
Christ.

—

Starke: God knows how to incline

towards pious rulers the minds of neighboring
princes and kings, so that they may show them
all friendly good-will (Prov. xxi. 1).—Ver. 12.

J. Laxge: Great lords exist for the sake of their

subjects, not these for their sake: O that the fact

might be recognized!— [Vers. 13-16. Scott:
Alas! even good men are apt to grow secure and
self-indulgent in prosperity, and to sanction by
their example those abuses which they should
oppose or repress; and all our returns for the

Lord's mercies are deeply tinged with ingratitude.—Tr.]
Ver. 17. ScHLiER : Then might David clearly

enough see that there is appointed to man no
true resting-time upon earth. David's life was
a warfare, and from one strife it went on into
another, and when he thought to liave found rest,

tiien battle and strife began anew. Our life upon
earth is not yet the resting-time; what awaits us
is strife and warfare.

—

Cramer: The pious never
cease to encounter opposition ; therefore whoever
wishes to be jnous, let him ])repare for this

(Luke xiv. 28).

—

Krijmmaciieii: The old ene-
my of Israel stood again in arms ujton the plain,
(xod the Lord knows liow to mingle always with
the encouragements which He gives His friends
so much also of the humbling as suffices to secure
them against the danger of losing their equilib-
rium.

Ver. 19 scjq. Sciimkr: Whatev-r we under-

take then, we must look to the Lord in beginning
it, and it should be to us a matter of earnest con-
cern that we may really have the Lord's word
and will on our side.—So long as we have a good
cause, we too may comfort ourselves with the
help of the Lord; but what does it help if we
pray and have a bad cause, or use God's word,
and yet do not walk in the Lord's ways! (iod's-

word and prayer make no bad cause" gooil, but
help only when we undertake a good, God-plea-
sing work. And there is one more thing wc
must not overlook if we wish really to have the
Lord's lielp, namely, that we must be acting only
and entirely ibr the Lord's cause and honor.
How did it stand, properly speaking, between
Israel and the Philistines ? On the one side was
the Lord, and on the other the idols; there was
the Lord's people, and here an idolatrous or hea-
then people. So the conflict was the cause of
the Lord; the Lord's name and kingdom was in

question ; David's defeat would have been the
Lord's defeat; a victory for David was the Lord's
victory.

Ver. 20. Berl. Bible: David will not agree
that the honor of the victory which he has gained
by the help of God's goodness shall be ascribed

to him, but rather to God.

—

Cramer: Believers
when they have been rescued from di.stress should
heartily thank God for it, and recognize that the
victorv comes from Him; for He tights for His
Cliurch (P,s. 1. 15; cxv. 1).—Ver. 21. Berl.
Bib.: Men do not commonly let their idols gO'

imtil they have been smitten by God, and do not
quite let them go even then.

Vers. 23-25. Krummacher: It rustles in tlie

tops of the baca-tree.s, as if an invisible host were
pa.ssing over them. We know what this meant
for him. Nothing less than wiiat was once meant
for Jacob by his dream of the heavenly ladder,

for Moses by the burning bush that was not con-

sumed, for Elijah by the still, small voice on
Horeb, and for Saul by the light which shone
roiuid him from heaven. The Lord was near

and would go out for him.

—

Berl. Bible: God
Himself gives to those who tranquilly trust ia
Him to know His will, and also places them in

a position to be able to carry it out.

—

Krumma-
cher: The word of the Lord: "As soon as thou

siialt hear the rustling in the tops . . . bestir

thyself," applies figuratively to us also in our
spiritual conflict with the t'hildren of unbelief in

the world. There too it comes to nothing that

one should make war with his own prowess and
merely in the human equipment of reason and
science. Success can only be reckoned on when
the conflict is waged amid the blowing of the

Holy Spirit's breath and with the immediate
gracious presence of the Lord and of the truth of

His word.

—

[Henry: But observe, though God
prorai.sed to go before them and smite the Piiilis-

tines, yet David, when lie heard the soiuid of

this going, must bestir himself, and be ready to

pursue tiie victory. God's grace must quicken

our endeavors. Phil. ii. 12, 13. —Tr.]
[Vers. 6, 7. Men are prone to rely on strong

fortifications, so as to feel no fear of successful

attack, and no need of help from God. So at a

later period the men of the southern kingdom
were at ease in this same Zion, and those of the

northern kingdom trusted in the moimtain of
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Samaria, which was also a very strong place, and
neither .Judah nor Israel felt that their help came
from Jehovah (Amos vi. 1-8). The same i)rin-

ciple applies as to all reliance on mere human
agencies, without recognizing our dependence on
God ; for example, on religious societies and boards,

eloquent preachers, active pastors, famous revi-

valists, beautiful houses of worship, etc.—Tk.]

[Ver. 12. A r/ood man in great prosperity. 1

)

He ascribes it all to the Lord. 2) He regards it

as given him for the benefit of his fellow-men.

{This is the text of Maurice's Sermon on "David
the King," see '^ Prophetti and Kimjs of the Old

Testament."—Tr.]
[Ver. 17 sqq. The Philistines could conquer

Saul, who had been forsaken by God for his dis-

obedience ; but they only stimulate David to ful-

fil his divine calling (iii. 18 j, and to seek divine
guidance (ver. 19).

—

Tr.]
[Ver. 24. In like manner, wlien we perceive

signs of the Spirit's sjjecial presence among us,

we should bestir our-selves to secure the blessed
results.

—

Tr.]

[C'hai). V. King David's first years of sunshine.

After struggling through so many years of dark-
ness, he now gains 1 ) a new crown, vers. 1-3

;

2) a new capital, vers. G-9; 3) a new palace,

ver. 11; 4) new victories over the old enemy,
vers. 17-25; and in them all, 5) new proofs of
Jehovah's favor, vers. 2, 10, 22, 19, 24.—Tr.]

III. Solemn transfer of the Ark to Mount Zion and establishment of regular divine service.

Chapter VI. 1-23.

1 Again David [And David agaiu^] gathered together all the chosen men of

12 Israel, thirty thousand. And David arose and went with all the people that were
with him from Baale of Judah, to bring up from thence the ark of God, whose
name is called by the name of the Lord of hosts that dwelleth between the cheru-

bims [which is called by the name of Jehovah of hosts who sitteth on the cheru-

3 bira].^ And they set [transported] the ark of God upon a new cart, and brought
it out of the house of Abinadab that was in Gibeah [on the hill] ; and Uzzah and

4 Ahio, the sons of Abinadab, drave [led] the new cart. And they brought it out
of the house of Abinadab which was at Gibeah [on the hill] \_om. And . . . Gibeah]'

5 accompanying [with] the ark of God, and Ahio went before the ark. And David
and all the house of Israel played before the Lord [Jehovah] on all manner of

instruments made of firwood [with all their might, with songs]* even [and] on harps
[lyi-es] and on psalteries and on timbrels and on cornets [sistra] and on cymbals.

6 And when they came to Nachon's^ threshing-floor, Uzzah put forth his hand to

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 1. Wellhausen supposes that '^^p oame from llie misunderstanding of flD% as if tlie verb were from

MD'. whieli regularly takes '^^^ (eomp. 1 Sam. xviii. 29); but see the explanation in the Exposition.—Tb.]
2 [Ver. 2. So substantially Cahen, Wellhausen, Bib. Cum. ; Philippson repeats the word " name," and Erdmann

renders: "where (DC) is invoked the name of the Lord of hosts, who is enthroned on the clierubim over it."—
T

;

It is clear, however, that V/V is the complement of the Rel. TtyX. and the second DE? is better omitted with
T T V -:

Sept.. Vulg., Chald., Arab., and one MS. of Kennicolt. As to the number of words between the Rel. and its com-
plement, such a massing up of dependent phrases is unusual, but not impossible; and tlie sentence may have

been originally simpler (as Wellh. suggests) Vlp " Dty pj "^VK and the appositional phrase afterwards

added.—Tr.]
3 [Ver. 4. This clause is omitted by Erdmann (so Sept.). But it is doubtful whether the whole verse had not

better be omitted (as in 1 Chron. xiii.), for it adds nothing to the preceding. In that case the last clause might
be regarded as a marginal explanation which early got into the text.—Thenius thinks that the incorrect repeti-
tion of the first clause has occasioned the dropping out of the words: "and Uzzah went," before the words:
"with the ark of God," and Wellh. adds that it has also occasioned the change of the appellative VnX, "his

brother," into the proper name, VnX- " Ahio."

—

Tr.]

< [Ver. 5. This is the reading in 1 Chron. xiii. 8. Sept. : TJ-* 'S33-—Tr.]

' [Ver. fi. Aq. 6W9 aXtovo's eToi/u.r)?, and so substantially Bottcher and Erdmann :
" to a ready (fixed) threshing-

floor;" but this is less probable than the rendering of Eng. A. V. as a proper name. It is no objection to this
that this word does not occur elsewhere as a proper name. The form in Chr. rn"3 is thought by Wellh. to be

the same as the last syll-ible of this : = r^^2 = p3: but this is improbalile.—Tr.]
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7 the ark of God aud took liold of it, for the oxen shook it. And the auger of the
Lord [Jehovah] was kindled against Uzzah, and God smote him there for hi^

8 error;® and there he died [he died there] by the ark of God. And David was dis-

pleased because the Lord [Jehovah] had made a breach upon Uswah ; and he
9 called the name of the [that] place' Perez-uzzah to this day. And David was

afraid of the Lord [Jehovah] that day, and said, How shall the ark of the Lord
10 [Jehovah] come to me? 80 David would not remove the ark of the Lord [Jeho-

vah] unto him into^ the city of David, but David carried it aside into the house of

11 Obed-edom the Gittite. And the ark of the Lord [Jehovah] continued in the

house of Obed-edom the Gittite three months; and the Lord [Jehovah] blessed

Obed-edom^ and all his household.

12 And it was told king David, saying. The Lord [Jehovah] hath blessed the house
of Obed-edom and all that pertaineth unto him, because of the ark of God. So
[And] David went and brought up the ark of God from the house of Obed-edom

13 into the city of David with gladness. Aud^" it was so [it came to pass] that whea
they that bare the ark of the Lord [Jehovah] had gone six paces, he sacrificed

14 oxen and fatlings. And David danced before the Lord [Jehovah] with all his

15 might ; and David was girded with a linen ephod. So [And] David and all the

house of Israel brought up the ark" of the Lord [Jehovah] with shouting and
with the [o7». the] sound of the [om. the] trumpet.

16 And as the ark of the Lord [Jehovah] came into the city of David, Michal,
Saul's daughter, looked through a [the] window, and saw king David leaping and

17 dancing before the Lord [Jehovah] ; and she despised him in her heart. And
they brought in the ark of the Lord [Jehovah] and set it in his [its] place in the

midst of the tabernacle that David had pitched for it ; and David offered burut-

18 offerings'" and peace-offerings'^ before the Lord [Jehovah]. And as soon as David
had made [And David made] an end of offering [i/;.s. the] burnt-offerings and
[ins. the] peace-offerings, [_lm. and] he blessed the people in the uame'^ of the

19 Lord [Jehovah] of hosts. And he dealt among [dealt out to] all the people, even

among [to] the whole multitude of Israel, as well to the women as \^ins. to the]

men, to every one a cake of bread and a good [oy/i. good] piece ofjiesh^* and a flagou

of wine [a raisin-cake] ; so [and] all the people departed every one to his house.

20 And David returned to bless his household. And Miehal, the daughter of Saul,

came out to meet David, and said, How glorious was \_o)n. was] the king of Israel

[m.s'. made himself] to-day, who uncovered himself to-day in the eyes of the hand-

maids of his servants, as one of the vain fellows shamelessly'^ uucovereth himself!

* [Ver. 7. 7D'n~7i*, -ill obscuro phrase. Ewald : "unexpectedly" (e.omp. Dan. viii. 25; .lob xv. 21); some

Greek VSS. give i-rrX tjj TrpoTrereta. eVl t^ cKvoia; Erdniann and others as Eng. A. V., which is a donbtful meanina:,
and besiilos the sutiix woukl tlien be required. Our phrase miglit l)e a fragment of tlie plirase in Chron.:

nSty "lu'X 7>' (so liib. Com. and others). Chald. as Eng. A. V.; Vulg. super temcritate (so margin of Eng. A. V.).

-Tr.J
' iVer. 8. Some MSS. have D1p*3n Dty-—Tk.]

* [Vcr. 10. S_j*, " on," since tlie city was on a liill (Ijut many MSS. have 7X)-—jT3 indicates tlie point reached

>iy motion, the Prep, being omitted, as is frequent.

—

Tr.J

^ [Ver. 11. Some MSS. have "the lionse of Obed-edom," and otliers add " the Gittite."

—

Tk.1

1" [V('r. i'i. Here and elsewhere ,\quihi renders JHN by yXuia-aoKonoi'. Sept. lias ev op-yaroi? rjp/iioo-Aiei'ot! for

f>*~'^J)3 in ver. 14 (see ver. 5'i. It is difficult to see liow it gets its translation :
" and there were with him seven

choruses bearing the ark," unless it takes DHJ^V (steps) concretely as = '• persons going or maiching;" what
• T :

follows : (cot 9uiJ.a fi6<Txoi Kok apvt^. is also strange.

—

Tb.]

" [Vcr. 15. Some MSS.: "ark of the covenant of Jehovah."

—

Tr.]

12 [Ver. 17. Without the Art. since tiie number is not given, and the statement is indefinite ; but in the fol-

lowing verse, since tiie nouns arc then defined by previous mention, tlie Art. is used.

—

Tk.]

'3 [Ver. 18. Dli'i-—Sym. : SlO. toO ocd/naTo?, .Xq. iv ora^an.

—

Tb.]

1* [Ver. 19. Erdmann: "a nneasure (of wine)," Aq., Sym. a/jLvpirriv (perhaps i/xuAiTrji' I'rom ifivXos = " fine

meal"), obscure, Sept. exap'Tli', perhaps = 13I!;N, Vulg. (tn.^otiiraui biibiiUv cariiu iinrim, "
-.i ro.ast of ox-flesh."

-Tr.]
15 [Ver. 20. This adverb in Eng. A. V. is intended to express the force of the second Inf. hi re ;

the construc-

tion is noticed l)v Erdmann. Supposing the second Inf. to be genuine and intensive, the niianiug wouhl be :

'•really, thoroughly uncovers," to which Eng. A. \. corresponds substantially.—Tit.]
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21 And David said unto Michal, It was [om. it was] before the Lord [Jehovah] which

[who] chose uie before thy father and before all his house, to appoint me ruler

[prince] over the people of the Lord [Jehovah], over Israel—therefore will I pla\^

22 [yea, I have played] before the Lord [Jehovah]. And I will yet be more [be yet

more] vile than thus, and will be base in mine own sight; and of the maid-servauts

23 which [whom] thou hast spoken of, of them shall I be had in honor. Therefore

[And] Michal the daughter of Saul had no child'* unto the day of her death.

16 rVer. 23. Keth. lS\ Qeri ih}, written in Gen. xi. 30 1^71, wliicli is the older form. Bottclier: "This is
TT

one of the few examples of the retention by the punctuators of an archaism in the older book, and its correction

in tlie later."—Tk.]

posing, no doubt, tliat tlie ivhole military force of

all Israel was here assembled, a supposition that

is excluded l)y the phrase "chosen men." [Tlie

consultation of David with the leaders in 1 Chr.

xiii., and tiie assembling of " all Israel" (that is,

probably, tiirough its representatives) is not in-

consistent with the statement here. The Chroni-

cler brings out prominently details of organiza-

tion, especially religious, " Samuel " gives the

simplest historical narration.

—

Tb.]

Vers. 2-10. David's march to fetch the ark frotn

Kirjath-jearim. — Ver. 2. And David went
with ail the people that were with him.

—

Tiiese are not tlie above-named thirty tliousand

cliosen warriors, but, besides them, the represen-

tatives of the whole nation gathered to the festi-

val, as described in 1 Chr. xiii. 1-16, where no-

thing is said of a military body, while here in our

passage the preliminary conference with tlie heads

of families is passed over, and only a summary
statement made in reference to the accompaniment

of the ark by the people. Tlie expression "from

Baale " is strange, since nothing has before been

said of David's going thither. But we cannot

make the Prep, (j?) = " to " (Dathe), nor regard

the phrase as definitive of the preceding "all the

people," as do tiie ancient VSS. (SepL " of the

rulers of Judah," Vulg. " of the men of Judah,"

and so Luther "of the citizens of Judah")—the

latter view is untenable because the designation

of place presupposed in the expression " from

thence " would then be wanting. From what fol-

lows '' Baale-Judah " can be nothing but the place

Kirjath-jearim (comp. 1 Chr. xiii. 6) whither the

ark was carried according to 1 Sam. vi. 21 ; vii.

1, = Kirjath-baal, Josh. xv. CO; xviii. 14; Baa-
lah, Josl'i. XV. 9 ; 1 Chr. xiii. 6. This original

Canaanitish name continued along with the Isra-

elitish. See Josh, xviii. 14, " Kirjath-baal, that is,

Kirjath-jearim, the cUy of the children of Judah;"

to tiiisi last name answers here Bnale-Judah,

whereby this oity is distinguished from others of

like name, Baal or Baalah in Simeon (.losh. xix.

8 ; 1 Chr. iv. 33) and in Dan (Josh. xix. 44). It

lay on the border between Judah and Benjamin,

westward on the border of the latter tribe and

about eiglit miles west of Jerusalem [identified by

Rob. witli the modern Kuryet el-Enab or Abu
Gosh, on the road from .Terusalem to Jaffa.—Tii.].

—Since, now, the Prep, "from" cannot well be

taken (with Keil) to be an ancient clerical error,

we may either suppose that the writer here gives

a very condensed narrative, not mentioning Da-

vid's march to Baalah, because he took it for

granted in relating what was to him the chief

matter, the bringing of the ark thence (Kim-

chi, Maurer), or, if such a condensation seems too

EXEGETICAI. AND CRITICAL.

[Parallel with 2 Sam. vi. is 1 Chr. xiii., xv.,

xvi.—Te.]

Ver. 1. Assembbj of all the chosen men in Israel.—" David assembled."" Thenius renders :
" and

David increased again all the chosen men ;" but

against this is that nothing has been before said

of thewitmiersof thearmy (as the "again" would
then imply), and that such a completely isolated

statement of the augmentation of the standing

army would be very strange, [and further this

rendering would not agree Avith the expression
" all the chosen men."

—

Tr.].—Tlie ancient VSS.
all have :

" assembled."—The expression "all the

chosen men" can be understood (as in Judg. xvi.

34 ; XX. 15 ; 1 Sam. xxiv. 3) only of the military

men chosen expressly for service of war, not of a

chosen body identical (according to 1 Clir. xiii.

1-5) with the captains of tliousands, etc., that is,

with the representation of the nation in stocks and
families (Keil), for the term "chosen" nin3)

could not be so employed. And for this reason

the word " again " cannot refer to the non-mi-

litary assembly of the Elders in v. 1, 3, against

which further is, that David did not convoke
that body, while it is here said that "David
again gathered," and that that assembly lay

too far back of the two gatlierings of the mili-

tary population for the Philistine wars described

just before [ch. v.]. Rather tlie "again" refers

to tills latter assemblage of the military men, which
is obviously presupposed in the immediately pre-

ceding narrative. Thus ver. 1 l)y the " again "

and the " all the chosen men " connects itself im-

mediately with what precedes, while it introduces

what follows : for why should David not have
brought up the ark with an array of thirty thou-

sand men (against Thenius) ? The exhibition of

such military pomp accorded perfectly with tlie

importance of tlie ark for the whole peojile, whose
elite in these "hearts of oak" [Germ, kernel- or

core-warriors] (Ew. Gr. \ 290 c) the more appro-

priately took the first place in the solemn proces-

sion, since it was their victory over the Pliilis-

tines that made the transference of the ark pos-

sible. Besides, amilitary escort might be necessary

to guard against a new attack of the enemy.—-We
learn from this " that David already in a certain

sort maintained a standing army " (Tiien.).—The
Sept. has seventy instead of tliirty thousand, sup-

* "lO'V for nOS' =^DX'(asinlSam.xv. 6; Mie. iv.6,

Ps. oiv. 21). comp. Ew. ?'i39 6, Ges. § 68, Rem. 2; it is

Impf. of HDX [not of nO'' "to increase "j.
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haril, we must suppose a lacuna in the text. The-
niii>< thinks it prol)able that it originally read "to
Kirjath-jearim of the citizens of J iidah," = "chil-

dren of J ndah," Josh, xviii. 14''il D"l;?' nnp)

and the two first words except the last letter ( )

have fallen out. This, as explaining how the

Prep. (|?) came into the text, seems better than

the conjecture of Lud. Capell. {Crit. Sac. I. 9, §

S), who supplies the words of 1 Chr. xiii. 6 " to

Baalah, to Kirjath-jearim, which is to Judah," or

that of Bertheau (and Ewald) " Baalah, it (N'n),

is K., which is to Judah." [It seems a dif&culty

in the way of Thenius' ingenious restoration that

the word /P^ in the sense of " citizen, inhabitant

"

is found only with names of cities, not of coun-
tries. This, if correct, will also set aside Well-
liausen's explanation of the Prep. (Ji?j, that it

arose from a misunderstanding of /.P^, which

Avas taken ^ " citizens or inhabitants." Perhaps

the is clerical error for ^, the two letters being
not very unlike in their ancient forms.

—

Tr.].
To bring up thence the ark of God.—The
rest of the verse is descriptive of the "ark of God,"
but opinions vary as to the exact sense. The ren-

dering (connecting "^tJ'N with T" /J'): "on which

(ark) the name, the name of Jehovah ... is

called" (Keil) or "called on" (De Wette), has
against it that " there is no example of so many
words between the Eel. and its complement

"

(Then.), and the strangeness of this repetition of

tlie " name" [which is written twice in the Heb.—Tr.]. The translation :
" which (ark) is called

the name" (Kimchi, and also Bunsen: which is

called by name [whose name is called] . • . ), is

nntenable because the ark itself is never so called;

equally insufficient is Keil's explanation of his

translation :
" over which the name of Jehovah is

named," that is, above which Jehovah reveals

His glory, for the verb " is called or named " must
be referred not to Jehovah, but to the human
naming of Jehovah's name. Also to Ewald's
view, who refers the Relative to "God," and
translates "He was named with the name" {Ch\

5 284 c) the twice-recurring " name" is an objec-

tion. It is better, therefore, to render (with Cler.,

I^Iaur., Then., Berth.) : "where the name of the

Lord of hosts ... is invoked" (reading Di^ for

Dt?'). Usually indeed the verb " call " is followed

?jy the Prep. 3 (in, on) when it means " invoke,"

b)it it is found without this Prep., Ps. xcix. 6,

and Lam. iii. 55 ; and though there was no invo-

cation of the Lord's name at tlie ark itself (since

none was permitted to approach it), yet the place
where it stood was doubtless a jilace of divine wor-
.shi]).* "Who is enthroned on the Cherubim,"
that is, is present with His ruling power in the
midst of His people; the expression is never used
except in relation to the ark ; see on 1 Sara. iv. 4.

" Who is enthroned on the Cherubim above it\

* The Dtr^-niyx refers back to the DtJ^O. So in 1

Clir. xiii. 6 this invocatiou is mentioned, if we read Dti'

for UV at the end.

t Vlp belongs to 3^/', but there is no need to supply
T T

"^nX in reference to " Clierubim " (Then.).

(the ark)." [On the text of this verse see " Text,
and Gram.

—

Tr.].—Ver. 3 sq. ''Set it on the
cart."^ A " new cart " must be taken, because
the sacred vessel was not permitted to come in
contact with anything already desecrated by com-
mon use, comp. 1 Sam. vi. 7. "And brought it

out;" according to the above translation ("set")
there is no need of rendering this verb as Pluperf.
"had brought" (Then.).—Carrying the ark on a
cart was contrary to the legal requirement (Num.
vii. 9), according to which it was always to be
home by the Levites. " The Hebrews here pro-
bably imitated a Phoenician or Philistine custom.
The Phoenicians, namely, seem to have had sa-

cred carts, on which they carried about their
gods (Miinter, Rdirj. dcr Karthager, p. 120), and
the oxen were sacred to Baal (p. 15)." (Stiihl.,

David p. 39). See 1 Sam. vi. 7. Out of the
house of Abinadab on the hill, comp. 1 Sam.
vii. 1 sq. According to this passage Abinadab's
son Eleazar was entrusted with the oversight of
the ark; here we find ^^Uzza and Ahio" men-
tioned as Abinadab's sons, and as driving the cart

in charge of the ark. The ark had been about
seventy years in Abinadab's house, twenty years
up to the victory of Elbenezer (1 Sam. vii. 1 sq.),

forty years under Samuel and Saul, and about ten
years under David. Thus the statement that

Uzza and Ahio led the ark may (as Keil remarks)
be explained without difficulty. " Either these
two sons were born about or after the time that

the ark was deposited in his house, or the word
' sons ' is used in the wider sense of ' grandsons,'
as is often the case" (Keil).

—

Text-criticism of ver.

4. By the mistake of a transcriber, whose eye

wandered at the words 'n-flX D'jrij back to 'V~^^.

riE'in, the words from HH to nj?3J13 were re-
T T -:' T :

•
-

peated, and are to be omitted. Only thus is the
omission of the Art. in the second nn to be ex-

plained. [That is, omit the '' new " at the close

of ver. 3, and in ver. 4 omit the first clause end-
ing with " Gibeah." Some read ver. 4 thus

:

" and Uzza went witli the ark of God, and Ahio
(or, his brother) went 'before the ark," which
gives a good sense. The whole verse is omitted

in Chron. See "Text, and Gram."—Tr.]
Ver. 5. Whilst Ahio went before the ark, and

Uzza went alongside it (ver. 6)—perhaps in ver.

4 the words "and Uzza went" have fallen out

before " with the ark of God " (De Wette, Then.,

Buns.)—the whole procession, David at the head,

moves forward with music, song and dance. The
vyhole house of Israel, see vers. 1, 2. Before
the Lord, whose presence was symbolized by the

ark itself. "Sporting," that is, p/aymo (see Judg.
xvi. 25) and dancing (see ver. 14). The Heb.

word (pHK', pnV) is the general expression for

dancing in its connection with vocal and instru-

mental music, 1 Sam. xviii. 7; xxi. 11; 1 Chr.

xiii. 8; xv. 29; Jer. xxx. 19; xxxi. 4; Prov.

viii. 30 sq.—The words of the Heb. text " with

all manner of cyp]-ess-woods " make no sense; for

what signifies the mention of the material, of

which the instruments were afterwards made ?

The Sept. and Vulg. (i:v 6pynvoi<: yp/noafihoK;

" with fitted instruments," in omnibus lignis fa-

y3'^T\ as 2 Kings xxiii. 30; comp. 2 Kings xiii. lU.
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<b7-efacfifi " with all manufactured woods ") presup-

pose indeed thit* reading ; but the Sept. has also

another reading " with might and with songs," to

which answer the corresponding words in Chron.

(ver. 8) :
'' with all their might and with songs."

[This reading of Chron. is now generally adopted

here, though not by the Jewish expositors Phi-

lippson and Cahen, who retain the text of " Sa-

muel."

—

Tr.] With the expression "with all

might " comp. ver. 14: "and David danced with

all (his) might." On the connection oi song with

festive dance and instrumental music see on 1

Sam. xviii. 6, 7. The timlirel (tahret, liand-drum
^IJI) or Aduffe [Arab, and Pers. dufl'or difF, Span,

adufe] was used by the virgins to give the time

in dancing.-—The meruma [incorrectly '' cornet"

in Eng. A. V.] is an instrument that gave forth

a melodious tone when shaken to musical time
(from J^'J "to siuike"), the sistrum {ae^arpov) of

the ancients.—" Cymbals," smaller or larger me-
tal-plates, which when struck together gave a

clear sound.* Chron. has " trumpets " in place

of '' sistra ;" the two accounts are doubtless mu-
tually complementary (Keil). [On these instru-

ments see the Bib. -Diets.—Tr.]
Ver. 6. And when they came to a fixed

threshing-floor.—Nachon (ji^J) is not to be

taken (with many expositors [and Eng. A. V.])
as a proper name, since it never so occurs ; nor is

it =" threshing-floor of the blow" (HDJ Mov.,

Keil), for the word is always found as a Pass.

Partcp. (Niph.), and cannot be derived from tlie

Qal [simple Active] of the verb "smite" (HDJ),

which never occurs ; besides, in that case, as

Bottcher rightly remarks, "the name would not

be connected with Perez (ver. 8)." Nachon (from

|0) = " a fixed threshing-floor, which did not

change its place like the summer floor (Dan. ii.

^5), and therefore probablv had a roof and a
stock of fodder" (Bottch.). 'Chron. has "thresh-

ing-floor of destruction "
( Kidon, pT^ = T^ Job

xxi. 10, destruction, properly blow, plaga = Ar.
caid), a designation that probably has its origin

in the succeeding narrative. Later the name Pe-
rez-uzza came into use instead of these appellations.

It is not necessary to insert in the Heb. the words

"his liand" (IT) after the verb "put forth," for

the verb is found alone in Ps. xxii. 17; for ex-
ample, comp. with Ps. xviii. 17

; Obad. 13. [Bib.-

Com. : the word reach is so used in Eng. without
a following hand.—Tr.]. Uzza reached out
to the ark of God and took hold of it,

namely, to keep it from falling over or down
;

for the oxen shook, jostled it (^0:^1:^), ac-

cording to the usual signification of the verb,

—

not " ran away" (Ges. Dietr. ), or "had gotten
loose" (De Wette), nor "had thrown it down"
(Bottch., Tlien.), since according to the narrative
Uzza wished to save it from falling by laying hold
of it. Ewald :

" they jostled the ark so that it

seemed about to foil oft'." [The Ace Pron., not
expressed in the Heb., is easily supplied from the
connection.—-Tr.]

Ver. 7. " God smote him for the error." [Erd-

* Instead of our D'S^f^V Chron. has DTlSvO,

Ps. cl. 5.

27

mann thus agrees in this translation with Eng.
A. v., Abarb., Philipps., Keil, Chald. ; the diffi-

culty is stated in " Text, and Gram." Some ren-
der "for his rashness," some "unawares," and
others adopt the reading in 1 Chr. xiii. 10. Con-
sult Kennicott's " Dissertation," p. 45G, Levy's

Chald. Diet. s. v. '')^, Wellhausen's " Text Sa-

muelis."—Tr.]. The error consisted in touching
the ark, which, as the symbol of God's presence
(1 Sam. iv. 7), none could look at (Num. iv. 20;
1 Sam.vi. 19), much less lav hold of, without pe-
ril of life. For transportation, therefore,. it was
first covered up by the Levites to whom it wa.s
committed (especially the Kohatliites, Num. vii.

9), and that with faces covered (Num. iv. 15, 20),
and carried on staves whicii constantly projected
(Ex. XXV. 14, 15).—Instead of this brief statement
of the offence, Chron. has the descriptive peri-
phrasis :

" because he had jiut out liis hand to the
ark." wliich is followed by Syr. and Arab. A
suddenly fatal apoplectic stroke was the natural
means of tlie manifestation of the divine anger at

Uzza's violation of tlie majesty of the holy God
symbolized in tlie ark of the covenant.—Ver. 8.

"And David was angry that the Lord had made
a breach (or inflicted a stroke) on L^zza;" not
"was amazed (confounded)," for the verb is al-

ways used of anger, the angry person being intro-

duced with the Prep. 7 [= to], 2 Sam. xix. 43;

1 Sam. XV. 11; Gen.' xviii. 30, 32; xxxi. 36.

The cause of his auger or angry excitement is not
the deed of Uzza, but the deed of God, the slay-

ing of Uzza, in so far as he was obliged to look on
himself as the cause of this i)unishmcnt tlirough
his non-observance of the legal prescription con-
cerning the transportation of the ark ; for the ark
was to be borne, not ridden, and touching it was
forbidden on pain of death (Num. iv. 15). "To
this day " this name liad continued the only one
in use in commemoration of this occurrence, [that
is, up ti the writer's time, whicli was at some con-
siderable remove from tlie event referred to.

—

Tr.].—Ver. 9. While David is aiigry at this

justly-incurred misfortune, his heart is filled with
fear of the Lord. How shall the ark of the
Lord come to me ?—This question indicates

the ground and object of David's fear of the Lord

;

in view of what had happened on the touching
of the ark, lie feels himself guilty before the Lord
and unworthy of His presence ; he fears to be si-

milarly stricken, if he now bring the ark to him
into Zion.—Ver. 10. The procession was broken
up, and the effort to bring the ark to Zion aban-
doned; he carried it aside into the house
of Obed-edom the Gittite.

—

Obed-edom, a Le-
vite of the stock of the Korahites, which was a

branch of the family of Koliath (Ex. vi. 16, 18,

21), a "son of Jeduthun" (1 Chr. xvi. 3S), ap-
pears afterwards as a porter in Jerusalem, and
also acts as musician in the transference of the

ark (1 Chr. xv. 18, 21, 24 ; xvi. 5). He is called

"Gittite" not from a former protracted residence

in the Philistine city Gatli (Vatabl.), but from
Gath-Eimmon, the Levitical city in Dan. (Cler.),

Josh. xxi. 24; xix. 45, where he was no doubt
born. Since he was of the Korahites, who were
porters during the march through the wilderness,

we can the more readily understand how the ark
was corried to him. [If Jeduthun is the same as
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Ethan (comp. 1 Clir. xv. 17, 19 with xvi. 41, 42;

XXV. 1,3, a ; 2Clir. xxxv. 15) then Obed-edom,

the son of Jediithun, was a Merarite. There may,

however, have been i^everal of the name. 1 Chr.

XXV. 15 is supposed bv some to establish the iden-

titv ofourObed-edom with the Jeduthunite, though

this cannot be said to be certain. If the two are

the same, it is suggested tliat, " though a Merarite

by birth, marriage with a Kohathite woukl ac-

count for his dwelling in a Kohathite city." The
question can hardly be certainly decided. His

name is peculiar, apparently = " serving (ser-

vant of ) Edora." It is suggested (Wellh.) that

Edom is here the name of a god, to which the ob-

jection is that there is no trace elsewhere of such

a deity, the name occurring only as a gentilic one,

and in connection with Esau. It having been

shown by Erdmann that the man Obed-edom was

a Levite, it may be surmised either that he was

a foreigner adopted by marriage into the tribe of

Levi, or, more probably, that he, or some ances-

tor of his, had once been in servitude to the Edom-
ites.—See Bib.-Com. in loco.—Tr.]

Vers. 11-19. [1 Chron. xiii. 14; xv., xvi.].

Transference of the Ark from the hoK.te of Obrd-edom

to the City ofDavid.—Yev. 11 sq. Three montli3
the Ark remained in the house of Obed-
edom.—After the words " with the house of

Obed-edom," Chron. has "in its house," ''in order

to maintain the dignity of the sacred vessel"

(Then.). The blessing on Obed-edom's house and
possessions (comp. Jos. Ant. 7, 4, 2)* " for the ark

of God's sake," that is, by reason of God's gi-a-

cious presence in His majesty and glory, forms

the contrast to that other revelation of God's an-

ger [against Uzza] and to David's fear of misfor-

tune and destruction from the presence of the ark,

and now becomes the occasion of David's resolu-

tion to bring the ark to himself to Mount Zion.

After the words (ver. 12): "because of the ark

of God" the Vulg. has: "and David said, I will

go and bring back the ark with blessing into my
house," which is an explanation of what precedes

in reference to Obed-edom's experience of bless-

ing, as motive for bringing back the ark. [Well-
hausen :

" This addition in the Vulgate of 1590,

which pragmatically connects the two facts which
in the masoretic texts are merely collocated, does

not belong to .lerome—see Vercellone in loco. It

is found also in several Greek MSS. Against

Thenius."

—

Tr.]. Chron. (xv. 1) connects this

narrative with the preceding (the palace-building,

xiv. 1 sq.) by the remark that David, while build-

ing houses in .lernsalem, prepared a place for the

ark of God and pitched a tent for it. And Da-
vid w^ent and brought up the ark of God
from the house of Obed-edom (which was
not necessarily near Perez-Uzza, but lay perhaps
on tlie outskirts of the Lower City) into the
city of David " with gladness," in glad proces-

sion, with festive joy, comp. Gen. xxxi. 27 ;
Neh,

xii. 4.3.—Ver. 1.3. Since hearers of the ark are

sj)oken of, it appears that David now observed the

prescription of the Law. In 1 Chr. xxv. 2 sq.

David declares tliat no one should bear the ark

but the Lcvites, because they were thereto chosen

by God. The former procedure is thus expressly

* [Jcsephns says fhut probably without extra-biblical

authority) that <')berl-pdom, from having been poor, be-

«ame rich, and that people observed it.

—

Tr.]

recognized as illegal (comp. Num. i. 40; iv. 15;
vi. 9; X. 17). In Chron. we then lind (vers. 2-
13) the king's consultation with the priests and
Levites about the legal performance of the solemn,
act of bringing up the ark, and (ver. 14 sq.) Da-^
vid's further regulations concerning the singing
and instrumental music in the procession.

—

And
when the bearers of the ark of the Lord
had made six steps, he sacrificed (caused to
be sacrificed) an ox and a fat calf.—De Wette
renders wrongly :

" And it came to pass, as often
as they went six steps, he sacrificed ;" the Heb.
would not allow this rendering (it must then be
T\TC\ . . . n^ini, Bottch.), and what a monstrous

representation : such an offering every six steps

!

The meaning is that David, having arranged and
started the procession, introduced and consecrated

it with a sacrifice. " It was a thank-offering for

the happy beginning and a petition for the pros-

perous continuation of the undertaking" (Bottch.).

The halt after six steps is therefore not a " sur-

prising fact" (Then.), nor need we suppose that

the bearers stood " a long time " with the ark on
their shoulders. The offering of seven bullocks

and seven rams, which according to Chron. (xv.

26) was made by the Levites, was not the same
with this, but a concluding thank-offering for the

happy completion of the imdertaking with the
Lord's help (comp. ver. 25). [So also Patrick

and Keil regard the sacrifice in 1 Chr. xv. 26
;

but it seems clear from the context that the same
offering is here intended as in our passage, for

the solemnity is not completed till ver. 28. It is

no objection to this that David is the offerer in

the one and the Levites in the otlier (Pair.), for

David may have used the Levites as sacrificers

(as Erdmann intimates); nor does the apparent
difference in the animals make a serious difficulty,

for the terms in " Samuel " may be collective, see

Gen. xxxii. 6 (so Eng. A. V.), Chron. simply
supplying the exact numbers, the special term
'' bullock " of Chron. may be included under the

general "oxen" of "Samuel," and the "rams"
under the somewhat indefinite " failings" (so

Sept. and Vulg.). Or, if it be difficult to take the

second word (^'^O) as collective, we may suppose

a difference in the figures in the two accounts,

such as is not infrequent.

—

Tr.].—Ver. 14. And
David danced Twith all his might before
the Lord —The verb (Pilp. of "^^-3, only here

and ver. 16) = '' to hop, spring, dance in a half

circle," comp. the similar word for "camels, dro-

medaries" (nilD"'3). Dances on festive occa-

sions, as in thanksgiving for deliverances 'Ex.

XV. 20), for victory ( Judg. xi. 34 ; xxi. 19 ; 1 Sam.
xviii. 6) were commonly performed by women
alone. The expression 'Urith all his wight" sets

forth the high degree of David's joyfid excite-

ment, com]), ver. 5. " Before the Lord," that is,

before the ark of the covenant as the symbol of

the presence of the Lord as the king of His peo-

ple.

—

Girded with a (white) linen ephod.—
As elsewhere the white ejjhod was worn only by

priests as a sign of their priestly character ( 1 Sam.
xxii. 18), there was a special significance in Da
vid's wearing the prms^/y dress now ; it lay, how-
ever, not in a desire on his part to represent himself,

in honor of the Lord as head of the priestly people

of Israel, but j)artly in the general priestly cha-
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racter that the kingly office of David and Solomon
still continued to maintain at the head of the peo-

ple, partly in David's priestly procedure in tliis

festivity ; he, as it were, performed the functions

of a ijriest (Thenius), not merely in blessing the

people ( ver. 18), but also in conducting the whole
procession and arranging the sacrifice. While the

Chronicler gives elaborate information respecting

the dress of David and the Levites, our narrator

here confines himself to the statement that David
was clothed with the Avhite ephod. On the other

hand, David's dancing is omitted by the Chroni-

cler, not because it offended him from a jariestly

point of view (for he alludes to it in ver. 29, and
mentions it xiii. 8 in agreement with 2 Sam. vi.

5), but because he here wished to bring out with

special prominence the ritualistic side of the cere-

mony, for which the priestly dress was important.

(See Keil in loco.) [It is suggested by some (see

Bib. Comm.) that the first clause of 1 Chr. xv. 27,
" and David was clothed with a robe of fine linen,"

is merely another form (possibly a corruption) of

the text of "Samuel," "and David danced witli

all his miglit," especially as this same ver. 27 men-
tions the linen-ei>hod also. The Heb. letters in

the two clauses are sufficiently alike to permit one
to be derived from the other, and the context in

Chron. is not against such a supposition. But it

is impossible to say whether the one text is to be

derived from the other, or, under such a supposi-

tion, which is the original. — Tr.]—Ver. 15.

Comp. 1 Chr. xv. 28, where the names of the se-

veral instruments are given. Here we have
briefly with shouting and sound of trum-
pet.—The Chron. draws full accounts from the

common source, our author gives a summary
statement. [On religious dances among the

ICgyptians, Greeks, and Romans, see Wilkinson's

Ancient Egyptians, Smith's Dirt, of Greek and Ro-
man Ant., Avts.Clionis and Salta.tio, and comp. Art.

Dance in Smith's Bib. Diet.—Tr.]
\"er. 16. Michal* is expressly called Saul's

daughter, not thereby to characterize her as lacking
in true-hearted piety (Keil), but to distinguish her
in comparison with David's other wives, as high-

est in position. She looked through the
window—that is, holds herself aloof from the

procession,! and criticises David's conduct (as her
remark proves) with a cold heart which had no
part in his and the people's joyous inspiration.

When she saw the king leaping and
dancing (Chronicl.: dancing [= leaping] and
playing), she despisedj him in her heart—
<lespised him on account of his presumed degi'a-

dation of himself, to the shame of liis royal dignity

(ver. 20).—Ver. 17. The tent tliat David pitched

for the ark being merely a covering on poles with-

out a firm structui'e of boards, could have been

* rrni, as in 1 Sam. xvii. 48 and often in later books,
T T :

for "il'l (comp. Ew. § 34.5b)
—"because there is no pro-

gress in the action, but we have merelj' the mention of
an aiJditional incident" (Keil).

t [Bat prob.ably it was not expected tliat she and other
members of the household (women) should take part in
the procession (\er. 20).

—

Tr.J

X (3ni with 7, as verbs of inclination and hate often

have the prepositional construction (love to. Lev. xix.
IS; hate or contempt towards, Proverbs xvii. 5); Ewald,
§ 282 c.

only temporary, since David had the purpose to

build a permanent sanctuary, a "house" to the

Lord (eliap. vii.). Set it in its place in the
midst of the tent.— Tiiat is, in the space

marked otf according to tlie taliernacle which still

stood in (xibeon, in the Holy of Holies The
burnt-offerings and thank-offerings that David now
ottered referred to this provisional sanctuary, and
served to consecrate it. Of course he mafle the

sacrifices not in his own person, but through the

priests.—\'er. 18. The offerings being ended, he
blessed the people in the name of the Lord
of Sabaoth.—The blessing was not the Aarcjnic

(Numb. vi. 22 sq.), which pertained only to the

high-priest, but (like Solomon's, 1 Ki. viii. 55) a
concluding benedictory address to the whole peo-

ple. "The name of the Lord of Sabaoth" is the

essential being of (lod, as it was exhibited in the

fulness of all His revelations to His people. The
benedictions find their fulfilment only in this self-

revelation of God to His people as their source,

which is at the same time the pledge for the ful-

filment.—Ver. 19. The entertainment of the peo-

ple. Each one, men and women, received a

"bread-cake" (nSn= ->3Ii, 1 Chron. xvi. 3), a

round cake, such as v,^as baked for sacrificial meals,

comp. Ex. xxix. 23 with Lev. viii. 24 sq. Eshpar
[Eng. A. v.: good jiiece of flesh] occurs only here,

is not:= " piece of Jl,esh,"
''' but probably to be de-

rived from a verb "to measure" (Aeth. "^QV, De
Dieu, Gesenius, Rodiger, De W^ette), and = a

"measure of wine," which wouhl not be too Jiard a

suppletion [would not l)e supplying or under-

standing too mucli] (Thenius). The third term

[Eng. A. v.: flagon of wine] meaim raisin-cake, or

a mass of dried grapes pressed into a cake (Ges.),

comp. Song of Songs ii. 5; PIos. iii. 1.

—

There-
upon the people returned home.—In like

manner David, having finished the offering and
the entertainment, returned to his house to
bless it (ver. 20a)—that is, to invoke on his

house the blessings he had pronounced on the

people, and (having finished this sacred act) to

place it under the protection and blessing of tlie

Lord, of who.se presence in his house the ark

standing near in the tent was the symbol. The
close of verse 19 and the beginning of verse 20
are given at the end of the narrative, 1 Chron.

xvi. 43.

Vers. 20-23. Michalh pride and David's humi-

lity.—Ver. 20. And Michal came to meet
David.—The words here added by the Sept.:

"and greeted him" are an insertion, which there

is no ground for putting into the Hebrew text.

How glorious did the king of Israel make
himself to-day!—Tliis 1)itterly ironical address

with which David, returning joyfully to ble.ss his

house, is received by Michal, is the outburst of

her wicked /re/(ttf/ (ver. 16). Who uncovered
himself to-day in the eyes of the hand-
maids of his servants.—That is: exposed, de-

graded himself, obviously alluding to the fact that

David had exchanged the royal robes proper to

such an occasion for tlie light, comparatively short

sacerdotal dre.ss. She blames him not so much
for dancing as that in such a procession and in

such attire, forgetting his royal dignity, he min-

* It is not (with most Rabbis) to be derived from
Va and 13.
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gled with the common people and put himself on
a level with them. As one of the vain fel-

lows uncovers* himself.—"Worthless, bad

fellows" (p'7.) as Judg. ix. 4; xi. 3; Prov. xii.

11; Vulg.: "buffoons" (.scwrrts), Sept.: "dancers"
(opxoviie.vuv), which is an explanation instead of

a translation. Observe the twofold delinition of the

degradation: "in the eyes of the maids of his ser-

vants^' over against the reference to ih.e king of

Israel.

Ver. 21. David's answer.—Before the Lord
vwho chose me and I have played
before the Lord.—We have here an anacolou-

thon, the long Eel. clause "who chose . . . Israel"

breaking the connection, which is then restored

by "and [or yea] I have played," the phrase
" before the Lord" (which stands at the beginning)

being resumed. [On this verse see the English

translation and "Text, and Gram."—Tr.] After

the words "before Jehovah" Sept. inserts "I will

dance; blessed be the Lord," and after "and I

have played" [which it renders "I will play"]

has "and I will dance," in order thus to relieve

the anacolouthon, and to introduce the "dancing,"

which (though the object of Michal's blame) is

strangely omitted [in the Heb.] in David's reply.

In answer to Michal's cutting irony, which re-

gards David's conduct merely from the point of

view of its accordance with the dignity of " the

king of Israel," and characterizes it as common
and low, he affirms two things: 1) that in his pro-

cedure he had an eye only to the glory of God, and

that it must therefore not be condemned as com-

mon and low, but rather recognized as holy and

well-pleasing to God; and 2) tiiat he received his

kingdom and his position as king of Israel through

the Lord's choice and command. He had therefore

acted not counter to, but in accordance with this

royal dignity,' in that he gave the honor to the

Lord, who had raised him from lowliness to this

height. The expression ''before the Lord" de-

rives a very strong emphasis from its position at

the beginning and at the end, and, thus repeated,

indicates the holiest and highest point of view

whence (in opposition to Michal's profane utter-

ance) his procedure in this festival is to be judged

and estimated. Before thy father and before

his w^hole house says David, in order to repel

the charge that he had thus lowered the royal

dignity which had passed to him from Saul and

his house, thus pointing also to the cause of the

rejection of Saul and his house, namely, such

haughtiness and pride as the "daugliter of Saul"

had here exhibited.—Ver. 22. "And I will be yet

more vile." Instead of this Sept. has the non-

sensical rendering: "and I will still thus uncover

myself" (hS:) ! The less reason then for changing

* niSj; niSjn3. The explanation of this abnormal

combination—.according to Ew. §240 f—is "that since

according to the sense only the second form must be in

the Inf. Abs., both now with slight change of form ap-

pear in the Inf. Const., because the whole sentence by
reason of the Prep. 3 follows the train of the Inf. Const."

Maurer: fl'lSjJ is Inf. .\bs. (for ilbjj, in order to make

paronomasia with the preceding nivjri)- Thenius and

Olshausen (Gr. p. 600) fexplain niSjJ as error of copyist

from the preceding word.

the Heb. "in my eyes" into the Sept. "in thy
eyes." Certainly David did not lower himself in

his own eyes, that is, in liis own judgment, by his

playing and dancing (as Thenius, contrary to the
text-reading, remarks)—not in the sen.se of Mi-
chal's charge; yet he did lower or humble him-
self in his own eyes in the sense that he ex-

presses in ver. 21, where he describes his conduct
as a self-abasement before the presence of the Lord.

"In comparison with this" (that is, with this

abasement before the Lord) he continues: And I

vyili be held (= become) yet more vile
(Xiph.= Qal. as Gen. xvi. 4) in my eyes.

—

That is, in my own judgment will humble myself
yet more than to-day. The expression "in ray

eyes" cannot be explained as= I will suffer still

greater contempt from men than what I have just

experienced." And ^Arith the maids, ofwhom
thou hast spoken, w^ith them will I be held
in honor.—Ewald's explanation: "shoukl I

seek honor from them? no, that is not at all ne-

cessary" falls to the ground, since Michal's as-

sertion that he had gotten himself honor was not

serious, but ironical. Thenius: "of the maids
shall I be held in lionor" [so Eng. A. V.]—that

is, they, the simple souls, will know better than
thou how to estimate my humility, and this will

compensate me for thy foolish contempt. But
this latter is an interjiolated thought, which would
be farthest from David's soul at this moment of

extreme humility before the Lord, and would sa-

vor of Michal's ideas about human honor. The
''honored" liere (obviously contrasted with Mi-
chal's "honored, made glorious," ver. 20) refers

(as is clear from the throughout recurring words,

"before the Lord") to the honor ra the sight of the

Lord, which will be given those who humble
themselves before the Lord. David, having op-

posed to Michal's "in the eyes of the maids" his

"in the presence of the Lord," places himself "be-

fore the Lord" on the same level with the maids,

expressing by the repeated "v;ith" his fellowship

and equality with these humble folk, and point-

ing to the lionor which he with them would have

before the Lord, because he humbly showed due

honor to the Lord. [The objection to this inter-

pretation is that we should then expect David to

say "I will (or shall) be honored by Jehovah,"

that is, tlie subject or agent of the honoring must
be expressed, ami is given in the text only by the

word "maids." Tiie Hebrew Prep, may mean
"among" or ''before" (apud), and thus permits

the translation of Eng. A. V., Patr., Then., Phi-

lippson. Besides, in reply to Michal's sneer about

the maids, it is a natural and sharp rejoinder on

David's part to accept tliis honor which she re-

gards as beneath contempt.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 23. Mi-

chal's cliildlessness is specially mentioned as a

punishment of her pride. This was the deepest

humiliation for an oriental woman. [For a vivid

description of the scenes of this chapter see Stan-

ley's Jewish Church, Second Series, p. 89-98, Lect.

23 (Am. Ed.).—Tr.]

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. It was not till David had taken Jerusaleni

from the Jebusites, made Zion his capital and

secured it by his victories from Philistine attacks,

and thus for a short time at least secured peace,
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that he could proceed to the holy work that he
completed in bringing the ark to Zion, and that

was of great importance for the religious life of

the nation. This act fuid its root in David's truly

pioutJ feeling, was tlie living expression of his gra-

titude to the Lord for His favor, and aimed at the

elevation and concentration of the religious life

of Israel. It needed a new elevation, since under
.^aul it had partly at least sunk dowVi from the

height to which Samuel had brought it, and fallen

into a somewhat brutalized condition. The royal

house itself, wliose influence on the people was so

great, had more and more lost living piety ; the

spirit of pride reigned in it, as Michal (who was
herein very like her father) plainly shows here

in her bearing towards David ; it is a significant

fact that in her father's house she has an idol-

image. The religious-moral life of the nation fell

of necessity into more and more thorough disso-

lution, the longer Saul's persecutions of David
continued and the external unity established by
Samuel was destroyed by the wars between Saul
and David, and by partisan oppositions. When,
now, David by establishing his theocratic king-

dom over all Israel had restored the external (na-

tional and governmental) unity, he made an im-
portant step further, by the act recorded in this

chapter, towards elevating and sanctifying tlije

inner life of his people ; he laid the deepest foun-

dation for their internal unify by again concen-

trating their religious life on its centre and source,

namely, the dwelling of God in the midst of His
people, symbolically set forth in the ark. " In
Saul's time it [the ark] liad not been sought af-

ter "
( 1 Clir. xiii. 3) ; the centre of divine service

that it indicated had been lost. Now David
gathers the representatives of the whole nation

around him, in order at the head of the nation

solemnly to restore to the centre of the national

life the long-vanished sanctuary, and to renew the

religious unifying of the people, especially in re-

gard to divine service, about the kernel and star

of the innermost life. By the transference of the

ark to Zion .Jerusalem, representing the national

and jiolitical unity, becomes now the centre of reli-

gion and divine service for the national life. The
account in Chron. supplements our history in re-

gard to the part taken by the priests, tlie divine
service and the ordination of the sacred service

before the ark (chs. xiii., xv., xvi.). With this

was connected the restoration of the unity and
arrangement of the priestly service and of the du-
ties of divine service. This unity indeed does
not yet reach a complete external representation.

There continue to be two holy places ; the ark re-

mains apart from the old tabernacle, which abode
with the altar of burnl-oflering at Gihcon, where
also the offerings still went on ( 1 C'lir. xvi. 39

;

comp. 1 Kingsiii.4). Tliere the high-priest Za-
dok officiates, the son of Ahitub, of the family of

Eleazar, who performs the legal regular sacrifi-

cial service at the tabernacle (Lev. xvii. 3). But
beside him we find a second liigh-priest in that

Abiathar (of the famil)'^ of Ithamar), who escaped
from Nob to David (1 Sam. xxii. 20), had re-

mained with him, and now resided with the sanc-

tuary on Zion (comp. 1 Kings ii. 26) ; so the two
are named together in xx. i!5

; 1 Chr. xviii. 1(5.

This double high-j)riestship, which had arisen from
the separation of the tabernacle and the ark, was

the reason why David permitted this separation

to continue, and did not remove the Mosaic ta-

bernacle also to Mount Zion, since he could re-

move neither the one high-priest nor the other
from his oflice. We see also two sacred tents, be-

sides the old one at Gibeon a new one pitclied by
David over the ark. While the sacrificial ser-

vice is still continued in Gibeon according to the

Law (1 Chr. xvi. 40; comp. 1 Kings iii. 4 ), a
sacred service is established by David at the ark
also ; ibid. ver. 37 sq.—But in spite of this still

continuing external dualism, there was after the

institution of the sacred service on Zion an inter-

nal unity (through the establishment of regular

divine service) such as did not exist before. The
tent whicli is pitched on Zion, is provisional, and
points like the old tent, which in the march
through the wilderness and in the time of the

Judges was the symbol of a provisional arrange-

ment, to a central sanctuary to be erected, the found-

ing of which David hasin mind, but cannot yet exe-

cute (ch. vii.). But in this provisional, personal

state of the religious life which in its two jirinci-

pal seats is unified, purified and arranged, the

sanctuary in Jerusalem steps into the central point

of the religious consciousness both for David and
for the whole people, while the sanctuary in Gi-
beon retires into the background, as is especially

evident from the fact that the tabernacle is never
mentioned in the Psalms. Comp. Hengst. Gesch.

d. B. Gottes [Hist, of the kingdom of God] II.,

p. 122 sq.

2. The significance of this narrative (of tlie

transference of the ark to Jerusalem and David's
conduct therein) for the apprehension and repre-

sentation of tlie theocratic royal office in his person,

is first to l^e considered on the one side in rela-

tion to God, and on the other side in relation to

the people. The content of his consciousness as

king is simply this one thought of the dependence

of his kingdom for its dominion on the royal rule

and miglit of the covenant- God, whose choice and
command has appointed him king over Israel (ver.

21), that he is the instrument by which God car-

ries on His government of His people. From
this point of view the bringing back of the ark is

an act of reverence and gratitude to the Lord, whose
name, symbolically set forth in this sanctuary, is

honored and praised by David at the head of the

whole people as the sum of all his revelations to

them. But also by the establishment of this token

oi the presence of the Lord in the midst of His
people and of His royal divelling and enthronement

in Ji'iR possession, on Mount Zion, which David has
prepared for his own residence, the idea of the

indivisible unity of the human kingship and the

kingly rule of God in His people is brought out.

There is enthroned the king of glory, Ps. xxiv.

7-10; the king's throne is the throne of God, Ps.

xlv. 7 [6] ; Jerusalem is the city of the Great
King, Ps. xlviii. 3 [2] ; Zion is Jehovah's dwell-

ing, Ps. ix. 12 [11]; Ixxiv. 2; Ixxvi. 3 [2];
thence proceed all manifestations of God's royal

might and glory, Ps. xx. 3 [2] ; ex. 2.—But also

in relation to the people David represents the

theocratic kingship in the light of its ideal signi-

fication. He assembles the whole people about the

sanctuary as the throne of Jehovah ; he will make
them a people truly united under the dominion
of God, moving with their whole life around Je-
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horah as centre, sliowing their kinsGod the high-

est lionor and serving Him alone ( Ps. xxiv. 1-10).

In contrast with every other oriental kingly oiiice

Daviil shows in his eondnct the popular character

of the theoeratie kingship. He does not soar at

an unattainable and nnapproachable distance ami
lieight above the fieople, but ''makes himself

one " with them, mingles immediately with them,

is accessible to all, and does not scorn fellowship

with the lowest and meanest, because he knows
that in the presence of tlie Lord he is not con-

nected but religions-morally on the same level with

the whole people and every individual one of

these (vers. 21, 22). David, as theocratic king,

whose government is to be the organ and repre-

sentative of Jehovah's rule over His jaeople, is

conscious that he is mediator between the Lord
and His covenant- people, and acts accordingly:

on the one liand lie "represents the whole people"

before the Lord and leads them to Him, at their

head and in their stead brings burnt-offerings and
thank-offerings, and appears uith them " before the

presence of the Lord" (ver. 21) to restore at the

ark the legally ordained divine service—on the

other hand he represents the Lord beforeHispeople,

declaring His "name " to them, and praying and
obtaining His "blessing" for them.—Herein, as

appears most clearly in this history, David not

only stands in closest connection with the bearers

of the prophetic office, but we see in him also the

kingly office in closest association with the priestly,

while Saul, in opposition to both these offices,

allowed his kingly rule to assume more and more
an antitheocratic character. But still farther: as

David, as representative and instrument of God's

royal rule over the people of His possession [pe-

culiar people = his private property

—

Tk.], pos-

sesses the prophetic spirit, whereby Jehovah's word
designed for the people is on his tongue (xxiii.

2), so also, like Samuel representing the people

before God, he combines in his person tlie priestly

character with the kinglij and the prophetic, and in

this festival in his priestly dress and procedure

brings out and represents the idea, that the theo-

cratic kingship, as a representation of the people

before the Lord is to be a priest-kingship. [As
David is never said to have performed the dis-

tinctively priestly work of sacrifice (committing
this, as Erdmann him.self says in the Exposition,

to the priests), and as the representation of the

people before God, and mediation between them
and Him is a general pious work, jierformed often

by prophets and others (Abraham, Moses, Joshua,
Samuel, Josiah, Nehemiah), it is not easy to see

why on this ground alone a priestly character

should be assigned to Jiim. In one sense the

whole people were priests (Ex. xix. 6), a great

fipiritual idea being thus guarded against the per-

verting tendencies of outward ritual, and so Da-
vid was in the high spiritual sense a priest, as every
Christian now is; but in the narrower sense an
Israelitish priest made atonement for sin by blood,

and none but sons of Aaron could perform this

service, as now human priesthood is abolished,

and the priestly work is done by Christ alone.

—

Til.].—But also tlie religious-moral rhnracter and
the disposition of the theocratic king is here set

forth typically in the presence of the whole ]ieo-

})le ; he precedes them in showing the Ijord His
due lionor in word and deed ; he shows himself

to be the faithful and conscionlious overseer,

leader and arranger of the divine service; he
shows hini-^elf to be deeply penetrated with the

feeling that he owes his royal oifiee solely to the
free undeserved grace of the Lord, and exhibits

a deep humility, wishing to be noihing but the ser-

vant of the Lord in fellowship with his servants

and maids. [See Translator's note to Erdmann's
exposition of ver. 22.

—

Tr.].—This humble dispo-

sition of David in the presence of his God forms
the sharpest contrast to the haughtiness and. pride

of his wife Michal, "who knew nothing of the

impulse of divine love" (Theodoret).

3. God's blessing is an outflow of His name ; it

can only be mediately obtained by man for man,
when it is drawn from this eternal, inexhaustible

source. The Lord dispenses His blessing to house

and family, people and State, only on the condi-

tion that His gracious presence is desired and pre-

served (ver. 11), and honor given to His name in

mind, word and deed, as here by David and all

the people. When men devote their heart and
all their life as a sacrifice to the Lord, and conse-

crate themselves to Him, in reward therefor He
sends on them streams of blessing.

4. The following are the references in the Psalms

to the important event of the transference of the

Ark. Ps. xxiv. was no doubt composed by David
to celebrate .lehovali's entrance into the sanctuary

on Mount Zion, with direct reference to the inci-

dents narrated in 2 Sam. vi. Jehovah, the king

of glory, conies to make His dwelling on Mount
Zion amid His people.

He is celebrated as the king of the whole world

(vers. 1, 10); on this foundation of the majesty

of the Creator and Lord of all things rests the

view of His royal glory, the revelation of which
is unfolded in and for Israel. The praise of

Jehovah as the strong hero in war, the Lord of

Sabaoth, points to David's Philistine wars (2

Sam. vi. 1, 15). The primeval doors, which are

to lift themselves up that the king may hold his

entry, are the gates of the old fortress of Zion.

The'exhortation to the doors to raise and widen

themselves assumes that this is the first entrance

of the ark, and excludes the view that the Psalni

was composed on its return from war. AVhile

vers. 7-10 describe the arrival and solemn entry

of "the King of glory" with the outward pre-

paration for His worthy reception and for His

entrance into the place prepared for him, vers.

1-6 refer to the ascension oi the people to Mount
Zion and to the moral requirements made of those

who will be in truth the people of God. who desire

and seek after Him. Only the pure in thought,

word and deed are His people and may appi-oacli

Him. With unholy mind and unclean hand

Uzza seized the .sacred vessel ; to this (2 Sam. vi.

fi sq.) refer the words of the Ps. v. 3-(J. The

blessing of "Jehovali the God of salvation"

(ver. 5) recalls 2 Sam. vi. 11, 18. The words

:

" the generation of them that inquire after Him
and .see/t His face," form a contrast to 1 Cliron.

xiii. :>: "Let us liring up the ark of God
;
for in

Saul's time we sought it not."—The history of

the entry is here regarded according to its higher

moral-religious significance for the people of the

Lord. " It was needful at the very beginning of

the new relation to establish its essential charac-

ter and fix it in the people's consciousness, to
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f'lrnish a counter-weight or equipoise to the ex-

ternal pomp with which the ark was brought in

;

to point out that true (not simply external) fel-

lowship with a God like this one, the lord of the

whole earth, and a share in His blessings, is to

be obtained only in the one way of true righteous-

ness ; to point to the serious nature of the de-

mands rtiade on the sulyects, that results from

the glory of the entering king" (Hengstenb. on
Ps. xxiv.).

With reference to the establishment of the

sanctuary on Mount Zion, and in essential har-

mony with the first didactic-ethical part of Ps.

xxiv., David sang Ps. xv. also, as is clear from
the question to the Lord in ver. 1 :

" Who may
be guest in thy tent, who may dwell on thy holy

inountain?'' and from the portraiture of the moral

character cf God's house-companions, though we
cannot establish with certainty particular refer-

ences which Hitzig here finds to the history in 2

Sam. vi. 12 sq. (see Moll [Lange's Bible-Work'\

on Ps. XV.).

Whether Ps. Ixviii. (as most ancient exposi-

tors, Stier and v. HofTm. hold), especially vers.

16, 17 (Ew.), is to be referred to 2 Sam. vi., is

doubtful ; more probably it is connected with the

return of the ark from the wars and victories

whose termination is given in 2 Sam. xii. 31.

Ps. Ixxviii. in vers. 56-72 presents the histori-

<?al pre-xuppnnitionf< of this fixing of the seat of the

royal glory, which lie far back in the history of

Israel's sin and defection from the Lord to strange

gods. The Lord punished Israel for their apos-

tasy by forsaking His dwelling in Shiloh, giving
the sanctuary into the hands of enemies, etc.

But tlie Lord again had mercy, and arose in His
might to cast down the enemy ; He chose Judah
that He might in it on Zion establish His
<lominion and build high His sanctuary. From
hence He ruled as the king of His people through
His servant David whom he iiad chosen to feed

His people, as once he fed the flock, whence He
called him.

Ps. ci., " the Prince's psalm " or ruler's mirror
fLuth.), was not indeed composed by David on
the occasion of Uzza's misfortune and the deposi-
tion of the ark in the house of Obed-edom (Ham-
mond, Ven., Dathe, Muntinghe, De W., Del.);

for, from the connection of thought, the question:
''AVhen comest thou to me" (ver. 2)? cannot be
referred to the words of 2 Sam. vi. 8: "liow shall

the ark of .Tehovali come to me?" and the desig-

nation of Jerusalem (ver 8) as ''the city of the
Lord " does not suit, since .Jerusalem was so

called in consequence of the establishment of the
ark on Zion, and an anticipation of this designa-
tion (Del.) is not supposable. But this appella-
tion, the "city of the Lord," taken together with
the repeated expression "within the house" and
with the prominent mention of personal, domes-
tic, social and national duties and virtues, fiivors

the view that some time after this event, which
was an epfx'h-making one for his and the nation's
religious-moral life, David wrote this Psalm with
reference to the blessings that he therein re-

ceived from God and the obligations tlicrein

imposed on him. The "citi/ of Jehovah," which
has received this name and the honor involved
in it through the Lord's choice of it as a dwell-
ing-place, " is to set forth not only in its divine

service [ritually], but also ethically the charac-
ter of liuliness" (Moll), Isa. xxxv. 8; lii. 1;
Nah. ii. 1, as the king "within his house," which
is founded and built on Mount Zion as the seat

of the theocratic kingly dominion, himself valfcs

in uprightness of heart, suffers no other house-
companions but those who with him serve the
Lord in righteousness (ver. 3i, truth (ver. 4)
and humility (ver. 5), and so conducts his yovern-
ment, that in the nation and land he looks on
those only as his true servants and his compa-
nions in the kingdom of God who walk in the
ways of iaitlifulness and honesty. Ewald :

" We
are introduced into the very core of all the great
king's thought and eiibrt at this time by Ps. ci.,

which cannot have been composed till* at least
after this removal of the sanctuary, when .Jerusa-
lem had already for some time been the 'city of
Jehovah,' and according to its whole content
probably falls in these first years. Here is freely
poured forth a heavenly-clear stream of the
])urest kingly thoughts and purposes. . . . How
David, having before wished to become a right-
eous king, faithful to the true God, was now in
tl>e 'city of Jehovah' much more joyfully and
decidedly resolved to become one, comes out
most beautifully from the words of this Song."

5. The establishment of the ark on Zion was
the beginning of the reformation and reorganiza-
tion of the divine service, which was raised by
David from the disintegration and lawlessness
into which it had fallen under Saul, to an artisti-

cally beautiful form. He organized the priests

and Levites, dividing them into twenty-four
classes for weekly service. With his own musi-
cal endowments was intimately connected his
zealous care for the organization of tlie sacred
music, to which, with the aid of the three great
masters, Asapli, Heman and .Teduthun, he gave
a new impulse, and for the culture and further
development of which, along with the four thou-
sand Levites who were charged with tlie execu-
tion of the sacred music, there was formed a.

select chorus out of the families of the three mas-
ters. And with this was connected the develop-
ment of sacred poetry in psalm-composition, of
which David himself was the creator.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 2. [Hall: The tumults of war aflTorded

no opportunity of this service ; only peace is a
friend to religion ; neither is peace ever our
friend, Init when it is a servant of piety.-'

—

Tr.]
Fr. Arndt: Truly to be praised and felicitated

is every land tliat is ruled by a pious king; there
mercy and truth meet together, righteousness and
peace kiss each other : and the proverb is pi-oven

* [The followine; sper'irnpn of allegorizins: on ver. 1 is

given as a oiiriosity: "The thirty thonsaml rhosen
(elect) are shown by the number to'h.'ive been perfected
in faith, worlvs and hope. For three refers to the
Trinity, and thus denotes faith ; t'li refers to the Deca-
logue, and denotes works ; thousand, the greatest of
numbers, the perfect number, denotes the hope of
eternal life, than which there is nothing higher.
Therefore multiply three liy ten, lest faith without
works be dead. Likewise multiply thirtv by a thou-
sand, in order that faith, which works through love,
may not hope for reward elsewhere than in heaven."
This precious morsel is found in BnbriDii^ Mniir>i>i (ninth
century), and also in an anonymous work of the seventh
century, printed with the works oi Eucherius.—lis..}
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true : As the king, so the people ! But also to

be felicitated is every king himself, who does not
forget that over him there reigns a yet greater
king, the King of all kings, to whose grace he
owes his royal power, who alone secures him his

tlirone, and wiio will one day bring him to ac-

count for what he does and what he leaves un-
done.

Vers. 3-7. Starke: He who wishes to rejoice

let him rejoice in tlie Lord.

—

[Hall,: O happy
Israel, that had a God to rejoice in, that had this

occasion of rejoicing in their God, and an heart
that embraced this occasion I

—

Tr.]—As a burn-
ing coal kindles the next, so may the good ex-
ample of pious rulers attract the subjects to follow

them, 2 Cor. ix. 2.—Even that which is done
with a good intention does not always please
God, vii. 5 ; Lev. x. 1 ; Prov. xiv. 12.

—

Osiax-
DER: Even pious people err when they depart,

though it be but a little, from the express word
of God.

—

[Hall: God's businesses must be done
after His own forms, which if we do with the
best intentions alter, we presume.— Words-
worth : All religious reformations which are

wrought by men are blemished with human in-

firmities.

—

Tr.]—ScHLiER : How could such a
festal joy, which knew nothing of holy fear, how-
ever well-meant, prove acceptable to God ? It is

not enough that we mean well, and have pious
thoughts ; we must also, in what we do, hold fast

to God's word and commandment, and in all our
joy in the Lord must not allow ourselves to for-

get that we have to do witli a holy God.—Dis-
SELHOFF : Where God sees one that wishes to

flee to the shelter of His word. He so trains him
up that he learns to bow unconditionally to the
authority of that word, and no longer mingles
God's word and man's word.—F. W. Krumma-
CHER : This interruption of the briglit jubilee-

festival was for every one a new warning that
God's kindness never goes alone, but always
under the guidance of His holiness, . . . that we
dangerously overstep the limits of becoming mo-
desty wlienever we mount up to the delusion that
it depends on us to rescue tlie ark as soon as ever
the car of the Church whereby it is borne ap-
pears, through the negligence and unfaithfulness
of tiiose who are appointed for its direction, to be
rolling into the abyss.—O. v. Gerlach : Uzzah
is a type of all those who with humanly good
intentions, but in an unsanctified spirit, take it

upon themselves to rescue the cause of God,
which they think is in peril.

^'er. 9. OsiAXDER: When many have sinned,
God commonly punishes one or two of the lead-
ers, in order tliat the others may remember tlieir

sin and beg forgiveness.—F. W. Krummacher :

Tiiough the Lord may for a time change His
countenance, yet witli His own people He always
means faithfulness, and after the storm always
makes tlie sun come u|) ajrain in his time.
However painfully He may chastise, His word of
promise always stands: Can a woman forget her
child?" etc.

Ver. ] 1
. Fr. Arndt : Where the sign of the

Lord's presence, the means of grace, is, tliere the
Lord's presence and gracious working is not
wanting, and where this enters there is indeed
blessing upon blessing, as in Obed-edom's
house.—Soulier : What blessed people we then

first become when we receive God's word into
our houses, and let this word of God be our
heart's joy and delight. The blessing of the
Lord dwells where God's word dwells.

[Ver. 12. Scott: When pious men who have
been betrayed into unwarrantable conduct have
hjad time for self-examination, searching the-

Scriptures and prayer, they will discover and
confess their mistakes, and be reduced to a better

temper; they will justify God in His corrections;
they will be convinced that safety and comfort
consist, not in absenting themselves from His
ordinances, or in declining dangerous services,

but in attending to their duty in a proper spirit

and manner ; they will profit by their own errors.—Tr.]
Ver. 14. Disselhoff: David was full of joy

because he perceived that entire submission of
heart to God's revealed will makes one truly free

and blessed.

—

Berl. B. : The joy of a soul is un-
speakably great, which finds again in itself the
pure and holy God, whom before it feared to re-

ceive.—F. W. Krummacher: David gave ex-
pression to that which swelled in his bosom, even
in corresponding gestures and a rhythmical move-
ment.—The idea of that which the world of to-

day is wont to associate with the word dance, is

here to be kept quite at a distance. Dancing was^

in Israel a form of divine service, in which often

—as in the case of Miriam and her companions
after tlie passage of the Bed Sea—the highest and
holiest inspiration found expression.

—

Starke :.

It is accordingly a shameful misuse to justify

voluptuous dancing by David's example. — S.

ScHMiD : What is undertaken in God's service

must be done with all the heart and with all the

powers, in order that everybody may see that

one is in real earnest.—Ver. 15. Schlier: So-

we have here a popular festival, and indeed a
right joyous popular festival full of festal jubila-

tion, and the occasion of the festive joy is nothing
else than the ark, the sanctuary of the Lord.
The law of the Lord makes a whole people, with

their king in the lead, joyous and jubilant.

—

How nuich do worldly festivals amount to, and
how little do Christian festivals ! what a jubilee

in the one case, and how little true festal joy in

the other !—Our fairest and most delightful popu-
lar festivals ought to be our Christian festivals.

Ver. 16. Starke: Divine and heavenly things

are to worldly hearts only folly ; they cannot

know them, for they are spiritually discerned, 1

Cor. ii. 14.—F. W. Krummacher: Even at the

present day, alas ! there is still no lack of people

like Michal. In the pure fire of the Spirit from

on high these persons also see only a morbid

fanaticism ; in the most animated and vigorous

expression of hallowed exaltation of .soul, a

hypocritical display. . . . The life from and in

God remains a mystery to every one until through

the Spirit of God Himself it "is unsealed to his

experience.

Ver. 20. [Henry: We have no reason to

think that this of which Michal accused him was

true in fact ; David no doubt observed decorum,

and governed his zeal with discretion; but it is

common for those that reproach religion thus to

put false colors upon it, and lay it under the

most odious characters.—TR.]—Tiiere is never

wanting to pious enthusiasm the moment when
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it again gives place to the accustomed quieter

and more equable state of mind. David did not

always come home in so exalted a frame as on

that festal day. But lamentable is the case of

him who does not at all understand the eagle-

fiiglit by which souls devoted to God, in times

of especial visitations of grace, are carried up
above all the enclosures of their wonted every-

day life, and transported into a condition in

which in feeling and word they " soar above the

heights of earth."

—

Berl. Bib.: After the soul

has lost all its own greatness and all the joy

drawn from itself, it has no other joy or greatness

than the joy and greatness of God. Men filled

with mere carnal pnulence cannot bear such a

condition. They condemn it and depise those

who are so happy in possessing it, yea they cliide

it still, as here Michal reproaches David and
passes carnal sentence on that which is spiritual.

Yer. 21 sqq. Disselhoff : A heart that with
all the forces of its being clings so closely, so

joyously, to God's revelation, or rather grows
into it, draws fix)m it all nourishment and re-

ceives from it all light, such a heart bears as a

precious fruit that unfeigned, immovable humi-
lity, whose heart-refreshing image this history

sets before our eyes.—He who walks in such
humility before God and men, his eye is not
blinded by the sunlight of good days, his heart

and head do not become dizzy on the heights of

jirosperity. He stands firm, whether God leads

him into the gloomy valley, or a step higher, or

upon the summit. But such humility is horn
only of aijsolute submission under God's law and
testimony.— [Scott: We should esteem such
reproaches honorable, and determine to become
still more vile in the eyes of ungodly revilers, by
abounding in those services which they despise.

—RoBixsoN : We are warned from the examples
of ancient saints to expect opposition and con-
tempt, as far as we discover any real fervor in

the service of God. Nor should we wonder if on
such an occasion " a man's foes be tliey of his

own household."

—

Tr.]—S. Schmid : It is better

to be exalted by Ciod with the lowly than to be
Innnbled by God with the proud. Matt, xxiii. 12.

Cramer: Honor with God .should be more
hiuhlv esteemed than honor with men. John
xii. 43.

Ver. 23. Fr. Arndt : If we look back once
more, we see: All are blessed of God, David,
Obed-edom, the rejoicing people ; Michal alone
has remained unblessed. Her lack of blessing
was the ])enalty and the curse of her pride.

—

[Hall: David came to bless his house (ver. 20)

;

Michal brings a curse upon herself.

—

Tr.]

[Chai^. vi. Eabanits Maiirus : In this history
we see humility approved, pride condemned and
rashness punished.

—

Tr.]

Chaps, vi. and vii. Disselhofp: The blessed
secret of standing firm in days of exaltation and
undistui-bed (piiet. Belonging to it are : 1

)

Humble, imconditional subjection to the testimony
of (Jod; 2) Faithful, genuine, zealous icork for

the honor of the Lord and of liis kingdom ; 3)

Grateful stillness when the Lord rejects our work
for Him, and wishes to work in our own hearts.

[Vers. 6, 7. The fate of Uzzah: 1) Its occasion

—neglect of a known commandment of God
(Num. vii. 9; ver. 13). 2) Its immediate cause
—irreverence (Num. iv. 15). 3j Its general les-

sons for us ; for example, even an apparently
little thing may be a great sin ; an action may
seem necessary, and yet be wrong; good inten-

tions do not excuse disobedience ; we must not

expect to help God's work by measures which
God forbids.

—

Tr.]
[Ver. 8. ,1 man displeased with God; thinking

himself wiser, more kind, more just than God.
Really perhaps vexed that his grand solemnity
was interrupted, his rejoicing people disappointed,
his prestige damaged, his enemies encouraged.
Often wiien men comj^lain of Providence on
" high moral " grounds, they are in fact mainly
influenced by some .secret personal feeling.

—

Now highly elated with spiritual pride, at once
thankful and self-complacent, and presently de-

jected, irritated and disposed to give up altoge-

ther (ver. 9). When any promising religious

enterprise of which we have ha'd the lead is dis-

astrously internqited, we are tempted to find fault

with Providence.

—

Tr.]
[Ver. lU. Obed-edom and the ark. Israel had

long slighted the ark ; Uzzah had been slain for

making too free with it ; David had shrunk from it

in mere superstitious fear and resentment ; Obed-
edom receives it gladly, deals with it in the pre-

scribed way, and is rewarded by a rich blessing.

8o as to religion in general. Some neglect, and
greatly lo.se ; some profane, and are ruined

;

some misunderstand, and pervert into supersti-

tious fear; but those who truly welcome and
observe it according to its real nature are richly

blessed themselves, and may by their example
induce others to .seek it likewise (ver. 12).—Tr.]

[Ver. 12. The "city of David" now becoming
the "city of .Jehovah" (Ps. ci. 8). 1) How it

had been conquered ; 2) How it was consecrated
;

3) How it was to be prospered.— Worthy purposes

of a God-fearing ruler. King David's 'devout

programme when now established as theocratic

sovereign (Ps. ci.). 1) As to his personal cha-

racter and conduct (Ps. ci. 2) ; 2) As to puni.sh-

ment and prevention of evil-doing (lb., vers. 3-5,

7, 8) ; 3) As to encouragement of good men [lb.,

ver. 6). (Comp. above, "Llist. and TheoL," No.
4, latter part.)—Tr.]

[Vers. 12-18. Sermon on Ps. xxiv., as written

for this occasion. Comp. Ps. xv. (See above,

"Hist, and TheoL," No. 4.)—Ver. 20. He that

had "blessed the people" (ver. 18) returns to
" bless his household." Piety in public and in

private—public worship and family worsliip.—

A

good man, after public religious duties, returns

joyous, thankful and loving to his liome—and
meets scolding and ridicule.—Vers. 16, 20-22.

Religious enthusiasm, and those who contemn
and ridicule it.—Vers. 16-23. Sermon on the

history of Michal. (Comp. Henry on this pas-

sage.)

—

Tr.]
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II. The divine consecration of the Davidic kingdom by the promise of the imperishable kingly

dominion of the Davidic house.

Chap. VII. 1-29.

1. David's purpose to build the Lord a liouse, and the divine promise that the Lord will

build him a house. Vers. 1-1(3.

1 And it came to pass, when the king sat in his house, and the Lord [Jehovah]
2 had given him rest' round about from all his enemies, That the king said unto Na-

than the prophet, See now, I dwell in an house of eedar, but [and] the ark of God
o dwelleth within curtains [the curtain]."' And Nathan said to the king, Go,^ do all

4 that is in thine heart [All, etc., go do], for the Lord [Jehovah] is with thee. And
it came to pass that night, that the word of the Lord [Jehovah] came unto Nathan,*

-5 saving. Go and tell [say to] my servant, [i^is. to] David, Thus saith the Lord [Je-

6 hovah], Shalt* thou build me a house for me to dwell in ? Whereas [For] I have

not dwelt in any [a] house since the time that I brought up^ the children of Israel

7 cut of Egypt even to this day, but have walked' in a tent and in a tabernacle. In

all the places^ wherein I have walked with all the children of Israel, spake I a word
with any of the tribes' of Israel, whom I commanded to feed my people Israel, say-

8 iug. Why build ye not me an house of cedar ? Now, therefore, so [And now, thus]

shalt thou say unto my servant, [ins. to] David, Thus saith the Lord [Jehovah]

of hosts, I took'" thee from the sheepcote [pasture], from following the sheep, to be

9 ruler over my people, over Israel ; And I was with thee whithersoever thou went-

est, and have cut off all thine enemies out of thy sight [from before thee], and have

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 1. Sept. KaTtKArjpoi'Oju.rjo-e " caused to possess," reading 7n J for PI? J.

—

Tr.]

* [Ver. 2. Sept. " tent " (7riX}i others Seppews " curtain of skins." Vulg. lias the plural here, as in 1 Chron.

3vii. 1. The difference is not important.

—

Tk.J

3 [Ver. 3. This word (^"7) is wanting in a few MSS. and in Syr. and Ar. ; it is of the nature of an expletive.—Tb.]

* [Ver. 4. " Nathan the prophet " in Syr., Ar., and in 5 MSS., a natural scripfio plena.—Tr.]
5 jVel-. 5. Philippson: wilt thou [wishe.st thou to] build?; Cahen : is it thou that wisliest? Sept. and Syr.:

tliou shalt not build. Chald. has : a liouse for my presence [ShekinahJ to dwell in. We may render either
'• shall or ' will."—In the first clause some MSS. and EDD., and all the ancient VSS. except Chald. omit the se-

cond "to,'' probably to ease the construction (as in Eng. A. V.); so also in ver. 8.

—

Te.]

« [Ver. 6. Thenius, citing the ancient VSS. (especially Sept., Syr., Chald.), would read the Perf. TlSj-'H instead

-of the Inf. 'ri'?_J'n, and would then supply "Itj/N; but the masoretic pointing is at least as suitable as that of the

VS.S.. and these last may easily be a free translation of onr text.

—

Tr.]
'•

f
Vi'r. 0. Lit.: '-have been walking," "have been a perambulator."

—

Tr.]
«

I Ver. 7. So Sept., Vulg., Chald., Ew., Then., Philippson, Cahen. De Wette and Erdmann have less well "in
the whole time."—Tr.]

9 [Ver. 7. This reading is discussed in the exposition.

—

Tr.]
!•> [Ver. 8. In this address to David (vers. S-16) the sequence of verb-forms (in respect to time) presents some

difTicultv. The passage begins with a Perf. (past time), which is followed in regular sequence by Waw with
Im(>fs. tin we reach the last verb in ver. 9, where the form changes to Waw with Perf., followed by similar forma
in apparently future sequence up to the Athnach in ver. 11; in the last clause of this verse we find Waw with
Pert., where the time is present. The remaining portion (vers. 12-16) is clearly future. The difficulty concerns
the renilering of the verbs in vers. 8-11. Here it is to be observed that the change of form in ver. 9 after the Ath-

iiacli is somewhat strange if the past time is to be maintained, and on the other hand, for future time we should
"Xiiect the Impf. ; it seems better, therefore, to take it as present (as in ver. 11). But in ver. 10. 11 a the time is

moie naturally fixed as future by the Impfs. that there occur, and the introductory Waw with Perf. ('^lpt^'1)

may V>e explained by supposing that the preceding 'H't^^' " I make," extends into the future, so that according

to the law of sequence it would he followed by Perfs. Thus, then, we should render in the past from 8 6 to P a,

make 9 b a transitional present, 10 and 11 a future, and 11 6 present.—This is nearly the order of the Sept.
;

it va-

ries oiilv in9 ^ where the Greek has the Aorist (so Vulg.V Philippson and Bib.-Voin. render throughout m the

past, except in 11 h where the former has, ami the latter permits the present. So Udttcher, Then., Cahen. 1 he

rendering here given is nearly tlint of Eng. A. V. and Wellhausen.—According to the one view God has given His
people rest, and will now make David a house: .according to the other He has cut off David's enemies, and will

give him rest and make him a house.—The past form in ver.l "had given him rest" is the strongest argument
for a past rendering in ver. 11, and therefore throughout; but this is not conclusive, since the "rest ' in the latter

<;ase may be completer than in the former.—Tu.j
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made thee a great" name like unto the name of the great men that are in the eartli.

10 Moreover [And] I will appoint a place for my people Israel and will plant them,

that they may dwell in a place of their own [and they shall dwell in their own

place], and move no more [and no more be disturbed], neither shall the children

11 of wickedne.^s afflict them anv more, as beforetime, And as since the time that I

commanded judges to be over my people Israel,^' [.] and have caused [And I will

cause] thee to rest from all thine enemies, also [and] the Lord [Jehovah] telleth

thee that he [Jehovah]'^ will make thee an house.

12 And^* [om. and] when [When] thy days be fulfilled, and thou shalt sleep with

thy fathers, I will set up thy seed after thee, which shall proceed out of thy bowels,'^

13 and I will establish his kmgdom. He shall build an house for my name, and I will

stablish the throne of his kingdom forever. I will be his lather, and he shall be

14 my son. If he commit iniquity, I will chasten him with the rod of men and w^th

15 the stripes of the children of men. But my mercy shall not depart'^ away from

16 him, as I took it from Saul whom I put away [ins. from] before thee. And thy

house and thy kingdom shall be established [stable] forever before thee ;" thy

throne shall be established forever.

2. David's prayer as answer to this divine promise. Vers. 17-29.

17 According to all these words and according to ail this vision, so did Nathan

18 speak unto David. Then went king David in [And king David went in] and .sat

before the Lord [Jehovah], and he said, Who am I, O Lord God [O lord Jeho-

J9 vah]^ and what is my house, that thou hast brought me hitherto? And this was

yet a small thing in thy sight, O Lord God [O lord Jehovah], but thou hast spoken

also of thy servant's house for a great while to come. And is this the manner of

20 man, O Lord God? [And this is the law of man/» O lord Jehovah]. And what

can [shall] David say more unto thee? for thou, Lord God [om. Lord God],know-

21 e.st thy servant [ins. lord Jehovah]. For thy word's"" sake, and according to thine

own heart hast thou done all these great things, to make thy servant know ^/tem.

22 Wherefore thou art great, O Lord God [Jehovah God] ;
for there is none like thee,

neither is there any [and there is no] God beside thee, according to'' all that we

23 have heard with our ears. And" what one nation in the earth is like thy people,

even [om. even] like Israel, whom God went to redeem for a people to himself, and

to make him a name, and to do for you [them] great things and terrible, for thy

land [owi. for thy land. ins. to drive out] before thy people, which thou redeemedst

" [Ver. 9. The adj. i.s omitted in 1 Clir. xvii. 8, and in Sept.. wliioh is hetter.—Tr.]
12

I
Ver. n The fir.«t clause of ver. 11 is now (as the oonneetion requires) senei-ally taken as the conclusion

of ver. 10, with a full stop after " Israel " (but Philippson connects it witli the following
:
" and since the time . .

.

I have caused thee, e/c"). Instead of r|S 'hn'jni Ewald (followed by Wellh.) reads iS 'HI "and I will cause

them risrael] to rest," on the ground tliat here (from ver. 10) it is Israel that is spoken of. This reading would

remove the above-mentioned objection to the future rendering, but cannot be regarded as more than a conjec-

ture, since in such a discourse the .-haniie of reference (as in the last clause of ver. 11) vvould not be strange.-l r.J

13 rVer. 11. The proper name ".Jehovah" is here inserted probably for clearness.—Tr.]
^ . , ,,

" [Ver. 12. There is no connective in the text, but 1 Chr. xvii. 11 and Sept., pretix n^PIl ' and it sliall come to

pass." which, according to Wellh., has here fallen out by reason of the preceding niTT-—Te.] j • ,

15 rVer. 12. The divergences of the text of Chron. from ours are obvious. The former is briefer and .simpler,

and confines itself to the expression of the divine blessing, omitting (as unessential) the minatory clause in

16 iver. 15. Instead of the Qal we find Ilipli. " I will not remove " in 1 Chr. xvii. 13, Sept.. Vulg., Syr., Ar., which

form De Rossi thinks is supported bv some IM.SS., which have 1 sing. Qal Iin)if. (I^IDN);, it is scareely^possihle to

decide between the two readings.—So in the latter clause of this ver-e Sept. has KaB<^<: aneaTr^a-a. a<fy mv a.TT^<Tpaa.

U 7Tpo,T^irov iJLov '-as I rcmovcdit from those whom I removed from before me," and Chron.: "as I took it trom

him tliat was before thee." Here from the connection the " thee " <if the Heb. seems preferable to the me ot

Sept. : as between '-Samuel " and "Chron." the gener.al presumption is that the latter conden.ses .and abbreviates

an originally longer text. The " Saul " may >>e msertion for clearness of reterence, and the ditferenee m the two

texts may be connected with the repetition of the verb 'tSvOT} (which in Eng. X. \ . is here given by the two words

" took " and " put away "). It is perhaps better to suppose that the two editors (of "Samuel " and " Chron.") have

wrought the original material each in his own wav.

—

Tr.]
, . t^ tj • t t" [Ver. 16. Some MSS. and Sept. and Svr. read "before me," which is preferred by De Kossi.— 1r.|

13 [Ver. 18. In Heb. : Adonai .Jahveh. Where this combination occurs, the Masontes call the second name
Elohim (instead of the ordinary Adonai); the Chald. ha'; .Tahvoh Elohim, Syr. Lord God, Sept. Kuptos fiov KvpLOi

and Vulg. Doniiiiiis Dcits. whence Eng. A. V. Lord God.

—

Tr.]
IS [\er. 19. For discussion of the text of this clause see Exposition and ^otes.— Ir.|

2-1 [Ver. 21. It is to be noted that, whereas Sept. here has " for thy servant's sake las 1 Chn xvu. 19). it omita

this clause in the parallel passage in Chron. ; this may point to a correction of the rest hy the Crreek translators

(Wellh. takes a similar view, holding the Sept. "according to thy heart thou hast done to be taken trom Chr.).

The context seems to favor the reading in Chron.

—

Tr.J . ^
21

I
Ver 22. In some good MSS. and EDD. " in all." which i< preferred by De Rossi —1 r. .

22 [Ver. 2.!. The text of this verse can hardly be satisfactorily restored, even atter introducing the changes
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24 to thee from Egypt, from the [om. from thf] nations and their gods ? For [And

J

thou hast confirmed to thyself thy people Israel to be a people unto thee forever,

iiud thou, Lord [Jehovah], art become their God.
25 And now, O Lord [Jehovah] God, the word that thou hast spoken concerning-

thy servant and concerning his house, establish it [ovi. it] forever, and do as thou
26 hast said. And let thy name be magnified forever, saying, The Lord [Jehovah]

of hosts is the [om. the] God over Israel ; and let the house of thy servant David
27 be established before thee. For thou, O Lord [Jehovah] of hosts. God of Israel,

hast revealed to thy servant, saying, I will build thee an house; therefore hath thy
28 Fervant found in his heart to pray this prayer unto thee. And now, O Lord God,

[lord Jehovah], thou art that \^om. that] God, and thy words be true [are''^ truth",

29 and thou hast promised [spoken] this goodness unto th}^ servant ; Therefore [And]
now, let it please thee to bless the house of thy servant that it may continue forever

before thee ; for thou, O Lord God [lord Jehovah], hast spoken il, and with thy
blessing let [shall] the house of thy servant be blessed forever.

suggested by the Chronicles-text Cas given in the brackets). There seems to be a mingling of two forms of asser-
tion, in one of vvliieli Israel is compared with a heathen nation and .Jehovah witli a false god, while in the. other
the comparison expresses only wliat .Tehovali had done for Israel. To the first form, perhaps, belongs the Sept.
phrase "what other nation," and the Plu. verb "went" in "Samuel," and to the second belong the plirases "for
you," " for thy land," "redeemedst from Egypt." As regards the testimony of the ancient versions, the Vulg..
renders our Heb. text (as Eng. A. V.), except tliat it has at the end " nation " instead of " nations" (because elo-
him has the Sing, suffix); the Cliald. gives the Heb. paraphrastieally : and who is as thy people, as Israel, a peo-
ple one, chosen . . . whom men sent from Jehovah went to redeem . . . till they came to the land of thy presence

which thou gavest to them," etc. ; Syr. " on the earth aforetime •' ('330 HV"^'^^)' Sept. has "other nation" (in-

stead of " one nation "), " as God led them " (O 7n instead of 0751), " to drive oitt (as in Chron.) . . . nations and

tents " (D/TlX for DTl^X). Instead of " for you," Vulg. and Chald. have " for them ;" our text here is defended

by Bottcher and Erdmann, but even if such change of conception is possible for David, it is harsh and is perhaps
better omitted in a translation.—See furtlier in the Exposition.

—

Tr.]
23 [Ver. 28. The fut. rendering is given by Sept., Syr., \'ulg., but the Pres. is better (with Then, and Erd-

mann), because the whole clause is a decLaration of what God is essentially. Philippson has less well :
" and thy

words will be (werden, ' become,') truth, since thou hast spoken."—Tb.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. DavicVs purpose (o build the Lord a house,

and tlie divine prohibition with the promise th.it

tlie Lord will build him a house. Vers. 1-16
(1 Chron. xvii).

Vers. 1-3. David's resolution to build the Lord
a house is approved by the prophet Nathan. Comp.
1 Chron. xvii. 1, 2.

Ver. 1. And when the king dwelt in his
house (comp. ver. 11). Wh.at follows oeeurred
n(jt only after David had built his roy.al palace,

btit also after he, having secured external quiet,

had taken up his permanent abode therein. The
starting-point of David's words in ver. 2 (like

that of the narrative) is the "iiouse" in which
he dwelt. [Philippson: Abarbanel refers to

Dout. xii. 9, 10 sq.,* supposing that David
thouglit the condition there laid down to have
now re;!("iied a fulfilment.

—

Tk.] — And the
Lord had given him rest round about
from all his enemies.—According to tliese

words the following narrative cannot be put
(iironologically immediately nfter the Philistine
w;ir related in ch. v., which view the position of
this section after ch. vi. might seem to favor.

Decisive against this is the phrase: "round about
from, all his enemies," and ver. 9 :

" [ have cut off
all_ thy enemies before thee." The temporary
quiet that David gained by that double victory
o^'er the Philistines he used to bring the ark to

Zion ; but he soon found himself involved in

* [To this .loscphns perhaps ariudes when he says
(.•^»^7, 4, 4) that Moses predicted the building of the
temple.—Tu.]

new wars begun by Israel's enemies round abouty

first by the Philistines, according to the narra-

tion in ch. viii. Not till he had crushed all

Israel's pressing enemies could he wish to carry

out his determination to build a house for the

Lord. On account of its factual connection with
the account of the ark the history of this deter-

mination is attached to ch. vi., the narrative

throughout, indeed, not apiiearing to be strictly

chronological, but bearing the impres.s of a group-

ing of the several sections according to certain

principal points of view. (In chs. viii.-xii. the

external wai's, in xiii-xx. the internal difficul-

ties, and in xxi. sq. detached occurrences in

David's life are brought together without chro-

nological sequence.) But it is not to be assumed
that " our narrative is to be put in the last part

of David's life" (Then.), since, according to ver.

11, he had still other wars to carry on against

the enemies of Israel, for which reason precisely,

and because he had to be on his guard without,

the peaceful work of temple-building coidd not

be executed (as Solomon also expressly affirms,

1 Kings V. 17) ; and since the promise in ver. Hi

refers to the seed, that ivill yet proceed from his

body. The time of the words :
" when the Lord

had given him rest" (wanting in Chron.), is to

be jiut alter that of the wars in ch. viii., whereby
David secured his throne against " enemies rotnid

about," without being able thus to exclude fur-

ther wars ; his resolution to build a temple can

be referred only to a temi)orary rest after his

first victorious contests against all his enemies.

—

[Comp. the language in xxii. 1 and .Josh, xxiii.

1.— Tk.] — Ver. 2. David communicated this
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'resolution to the prophet Nathan, wlio, according

iu tliis, stood in a confidential rehition to hiiu as

counsellor, and this is confirmed not only by
Nathan's reproof after the sin with Bathsheba,

but also by the fact (xii. 25') that Solomon's edu-

cation was committed to him, and he with

David's approval anointed Solomon as successor

to his father while the latter was still living (1

Kings i. 34). [On Nathan see Erdmann's Intro-

duction and the Bible-Dictionaries.

—

Tr.] —
David states to Nathan as the ground of his reso-

lution the contrast that he dwelt in a palace of

cedar, while the ark of God stood within the cur-

iains, that is, simply in a tent (vi. 15). The

word here used (nj.'''"i'n) means in Ex. xxvi. 2

sq. the inner cover composed of several curtains,

that was spread over the board-structure of the

tabernacle. Tlie Plu. is used in Isa. liv. 2 as =
" tent," and in Song of Songs i. 5 ; Jer. iv. 20 as

= " tents." The ''within " refers to the drapery
formed by the curtains; Chron. has "under cur-

tains." David's words express the pious, humble
disposition in whicii his purpose was founded.

The utterance of the purpose itself is not added to

tills statement of its ground, but is presupposed in

Xafhan's approval [ver. 3]. All that is in thy
heart, that is, in this connection, what thou hast

resolved on, comp. 1 Sam. xiv. 7; 2 Kings x. 30.

For the Lord is vT-ith thee, where the preceding
^' do" is based on the Lord's leading, under which
David, as theocratic king, stands. Nathan cha-

racterizes David's purpose as one well-pleasing

to the Lord. J. H. Michaelis :
" out of his own

mind, not by divine revelation."

Vers. 4-16. The divine revelation to Nathan for
David and his house.

a. Vers. 4-7. Not David is to build the Lord a

house.—Ver. 4. In that night, following the
<lay on which David held the above conversation
with Natlian, came the "word of the Lord to
Nathan. Nothing is said here of a divine
revelation througii a dream (comp. Num. xii. 6;
1 Kings iii. 5), or through a vision and the hear-

iiifj of a voice (comp. 1 Sam. iii, 5, 10, 15), but
the word of the Lord is described as having come
to Nathan by night; that is, it is related that he
received a divine revelation in the form and
through the medium of the word, he receiving its

content with the inner ear of the Spirit as a di-

vine decision respecting that wiiich was stirring

his heart. Comp. Isa. xxi. 10. By the conver-
sation held with David during the day Nathan's
.soul with all its thoughts and feelings was con-
centrated on David's great and holy purpose

;

this was the psychological basis for tlie divine

inspiration tliat forms the content of tlie following
revelation, and not in inner contradiction with,

but in distinction from his answer to David,
informs him that the purposed temple-building
is to be executed according to the Lord's will not

by David, but by iiis seed.—Ver. 5. Nathan re-

ceives the divine revelation that he may oflicially

impart it to David.— Shouldest [or, shalt]

thou build me a house to dwell in ?—The
(juestion has a negative signilicance = thou
shouldest [shalt] not. Chron., interpreting tlie

meaning, has: "not thou." Certainly Nathan's
assent to David's thought that a house ought to

be built for the Lord is not therebv set aside

;

but it is true that the opinion that David himself
is to be the builder is corrected into this other,

that this resolution is to be first carried out by
his seed. Hengstenberg's interpretation, there-

fore, that David is to build the house not jierson-

ally, but in his seed [Christol., Eng. tr. I. 126],
is forced and in contradiction both with his word
and with Solomon's interpretation (1 Kings viii.

15-21).—Ver. 6. The reason for the no. It is

logically obvious that this reason must stand in

some relation to the sense in whicli the " shalt

thou ?" is spoken. Not thou shalt build me a

house, for: 1) "I have not dwelt in a house from
the day when I brought up the children of Israel

out of Egypt to this day." During this whole
period, while the people had yet no secure, lirm,

unendangered dwelling-place, the symbol of the

Lord's presence and dwelling amid His people

could also have no permanent abode. But I

was a wanderer in tent and dw^elling-
place, that is, as the people was in constant

movement and unquiet, so my abode was of ne-

cessity a movable tent, wandering from place to

place ; the allusion is to the necessary frequent

change of place of the sanctuary, first in the wil-

derness, and then during the unquiet movements
hither and thither in the land itself (Gilgal, Shi-

loh. Nob, Gibeon). Comp. 1 Chron. xvii. 5:
" and I was from tent to tent and from dwelling
to dwelling." Tliere is no sufficient ground for

distinguishing "tent" and "dwelling" as tent-

frame and tent-co(vr (Then.) ; rather the "dwell-
ing" is to be taken witii Keil as explicative: in

a tent, which was my dwelling.—[The word
mishkan, rendered in Eng. A. V. " tabernacle,"

sometimes moans the whole structure built by
Moses, as in Ex. xxxv. 11, where it includes the

boards, the tent {ohel, the goatskin-curtain) and
the covering {mikseh, the curtains of ram-skins
and seal-skins). Elsewhere (as in Ex. xl. 18) it

denotes tlie board-structure with the inner cur-

tains of blue, purple and scarlet ; and again it is

used (Ex. xxvi. 6) apparently for the inner cur-

tains alone. It seems clear that technically the

ohel or tent signified the outer cloth of goal-skin,

and the mikseh or covering the two protecting

heavy cloths of ram-skin and seal skin, the

niishkan proper denoting the rest of the structure;

but it is not so probable that the technical dis-

tinction is introduced here; the interpretation

of Keil seems better. Still, taking the somewhat
different reading in Chron., we may suppose that

each of the terms ohel and mishkan is put for the

whole structure of whicli they formed a part, a
variation of terms for the sake of filling out the

conception, the former rather suggesting the

wilderness, the latter the land of Canaan.

—

Tr.]
—Ver. 7. 2. To tlie statement that the Lord had
hitlierto had no fixed dwelling, but had dwelt only
ill a movable tent, is appended a second, that in all

this time He had never given command to build

Him a fixed abode.—In all w^herein I walked,
that is, in my whole walk, during the whole time
that I walked among all the children of Israel.

These words are to be taken not with the pre-

ceding (ver. G), which form the adversative defi-

nition of the immediately jireceding declaration,

liut with the following, and correspond in context

with the statciiient of time in ver. 6: "from the

day ... to this dav.'' The "walking" denotes
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the self-witness of the divine presence, might and
help in theAvhole historical development of Israel

up to this time. Spake I a vyord with any
one of the tribes of Israel ?— Instead of
"tribes" ('02'^) Chron. has "judges" CQDV),
which is adopted by Ewald, Bertheau, Thenius,
Bunsen, after ver. 11. But the "judges" are
there mentioned in a totally different connection
of thought; and if this were the original word, it

would be impossible to explain the origination
and general unquestioned acceptance of tiie diffi-

cult "tribes." The reading of the text "tribes" is

to be retained with Maurer, Bcittcher, Keil, Heng-
stenberg. Maurer correctly remarks: "those
tribes are to be understood that before the time
of David attained the supremacy, as Ephraim,
Dan, Benjamin. Bottcher gives a complete list

of the tribes that successively attained the head-
ship through the Judges chosen from them.
[Abarbanel (quoted by Philipps.) renders "scep-
tres"= "judges," but this is not admissil^le. On
the text see "Text, and Gramm."

—

Tk.] The
"feeding" (a figure derived from the shepherd,

wlio goes before the flock, leads it to pasture and
})rotects it) denotes the guidance and defence of
the whole people, to which one tribe was called,

and which it accoinplisiied through the judge that

represented it. The Chronicler had only the line

of judges in mind; his alteration is a collateral

text tliat serves very well to explain tlie main
text. "Why build ye not me a house of ce-
dar ? *—That is, a permanent and costly sanctuary,

worthy of my glory. Comp. 1 Kings viii. 16,

where Solomon, with reference to these words,
cites as tlie Lord's word: "I chose no city among
all the tribes of Israel to huild me a house." Ps.

IxxvJii. 67 is in like manner elucidatory of this

passage; for there the choice of David as prince,

and of Zion as the place of the sanctuary, is rep-

resented as if it were the choice of the tribe of Ju-
ilah after the rejection of Ephraim. [Synopsis

Criticonrm: In this discourse of God some things

are omitted that are afterwards represented as

liaving been said here, as in 1 Kings viii. 16, 18,

25; 1 Chron. xxii. 8, 9; xxviii. 6; it is Scriptural

usage not always to report the whole of a dis-

course, but sometimes to give a brief summary.

—

Tr.] Thus in vers. 6, 7, looking at the wliole

past of tlie people, one side of the reason for tlie

"shalt thou?" in ver. 5 is given: From the begin-

ning of the history till now a permanent dwelling
for the Lord, instead of the moving tent, had
neither aelimlh/ existed (because not possible under
the circumstances), nor been divinehj commanded.
[There is no reproof to David in this.—Tu.]

h. Vers. 8-11. The other side of tlie reason lies

in tlie liistory of the I.,ord's dealings witli David,
whlcli point to the fact that the Lord will buihl

Jjnvid a house before a house can be built to the
Lord.—Ver. 8. The Lord's yinx< manifestation of

favor to him was his elev(dion from the lowliness of
the shr%\crd-life to the office and dignity of prince
over Israel. "From the shcei)fold" (Hl^) see Ps.

Ixxviii. 70. [Better: "from the pasture." The
word means "habitation," which in reference to

* \Rib. Comin.: The cedar of Ijohaiion is a totally dif-

feront tree fron whatwc inipropoily call Mrpiniai'odar
(Junipcrus Virriininna). It is a I'lo.se-jrniincil, light-'-n-

lorod, yellowish wood, with darker knots and viiiis.

-Ttt.J

flock means, not where they spend t!ie night
(which is, as Thenius say.s, i^^l^), but where they

feed (see Isa. Ixv. 10, where Eng. A. V. has im-
properly "fold" ), and this suits the context of our
passage.

—

Tr.] To this was added the continuous
revelation of His gracious presence: ^\•r. 9.

—

I was with thee in all thy going.— Tliese
two facts, the elevation of David to lie king and
his constant attendance [by God] in all his walk,,
answer to the elevation of Israel to be his people,,
and the Lord's walking with them (vers. 6, 7)^
The wars hitherto waged form the tlnrd stadium:
I have cut off all thy enemies before thee.
•—These wars, however, were the wars ot the
Lord, waged by Him as king of his people (1 Sam.
XXV. 28). On this plane of the Lord's exhibition
of power in wars and victories over enemies rises

tJie glory of the great name that the Lord has made
for him in the sight of the nations rou)id about
(comp. Psalm cxxxii. 17, 18; 1 Chr. xiv. 17).

—

Ver. 10. These gradually advancing manifesta-
tions of the Lord's favor to David look to the
ivell-being of the people of Israel: 1) He thereby
prepared a place for them [Erdmann renders: "I
prepared a place," etc.; see " Text, and Gram." *—Tr.]

;
that is, by subduing their enemies made

room for a safe, unendangered expansion in the
promised land; 2) Planted them—that is, on the

soil thus cleansed and made safe He estal>lished

a firm, deep-rooted national life; 3) They dwell iw
their [oirn~\ place, their life-power unfolds itself

within tlie limits secured them by the Lord ; 4)
They shall no longer be affrighted' by restless ene-
mies. In these words the discourse turns to the
future of the people. The sense is: after all tiiese

manifestations of favor in the past up to this time,

the Lord will for the future assure His people a
position and an existence, wherein they shall no-

more experience the affliction and oiDpressiou tliat

they sutiered from godless nations. The "asbe-
foretime" refers to the beginning of the people's

history in Egypt. The words in ver. 11 from
"and as since" to "Israel" belong with the ''be-

foretime" as chronological datum, and depend on
the "as" in ver. In. And from the time
when I ordained Judges over my people
Israel.—That is, not merely during the period
of tlie Judges, but on from the time when the
judges began to lead the people, since the Prep,
"from" [Eng. A. v.: "since"] gives only the ter-

niinns a quo, and consequently the period of tlie

continuous oppression of the people by surround-
ing nations in the time after the judges till now is

not excluded. This glance at the history of Is-

rael's affliction and oppression from tiie beginning
on answers to the glance at the Lord's presence
and walk with them during their long period of

wandering. All this the Lord has done to the
])eople through His servant David (comp. Psalm
Ixxxix. 22-24). The usual connection of these

words with the following: "and from the time
that have I caused thee to rest" (so still

Hengst. nbi sup. [p. 130]) is untenable—because:

1) we thus have the impossible statement that

(iod gave David rest from the beginning of tlie

j^eriod of the Judges on, and 2) tlie jieriod of the

Judges was any thing but a time of quiet. And

* 'Tlie sroncrnl sense is not ehanged by this slight
(lilii-miiT 111' tr;;n'-lati in.—Tn.l
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I give thee rest from all thy enemies.—
Tlie verl) (Pert', with Waw consec.) is to be un-

derstood of the future, :is is usual witli tliis form
when, as here, a future precedes. " In the quiet

jirogress of the discourse the Future liere passes

over into quiet description " (Ges. ?126, 6). It is

also here to be considered that the Perf. refers to

Future in asseverations and assurances. To take

the verb in a Perfect sense [= 1 have given rest],

the narrative concerning the past in ver. 9 being

thereby resumed ( De Wette, Thenius [Bible Com-
mentary, Philippson]), is inadmissible, because

the discourse has already in the preceding words
turned to the future, and such a retrogressive re-

petition, considering the rapid advance elsewhere
in all these words, would be intolerable. David's
present rest (ver. 1) was only a temporary one

—

for the hostile nations were ever seeking opportu-
nity to assault Israel. Although David's wars and
victories hitherto had so far tirmly established

Israel that the former times of " terror and dis-

tress" could not return, yet his reign was a con-

stant war with the hostile nations around, in or-

der to maintain the security that had been won,
and to ward otf the freshly inpressing enemies.

To this continuing unquiet refers the first promise
of the Lord to David :

" I will give thee rest from
all thy enemies." The Chron. has (ver. 10):

"and I subdue all thy enemies, and tell it thee,

and a house will the Lord build thee."* The
second declaration is introduced by the words: "the
Lord announces to thee" (not, has announced),
" causes to be announced." Thereby the promise
itself: The Lord will build thee a house is

raised to its supereminent importance above all

the preceding words. In it culminates the gra-

dually rising line of the Lord's exhibitions of fa-

vor to David, and through him to the people.

The "house" is the royal authority in Israel,

which is assured and established for his family.

According to these words (vers. 5-7 and 8-11)
there are two principal grounds for the Lord's
negative answer to David's determination to build
him a house: 1) as the Lord could have no fixed

dwelling-place amid His people, so long as they
were wandering out of Canaan, and in Canaan
were constantly disquieted by enemies and driven
hither and thither, so also David's rule, in spite

of victories over enemies, was still too much dis-

quieted by external enemies that had to be
fought, he being especially called thereby to se-

cure to the people a settled permanent existence
for the future. Hence now also the dwelling-
place of the Lord amid His people can have no
other form than that of the tent, the symbol of Is-

rael's wandering, which was to be ended and
quieted first by David's battles and victories.

2) David had indeed declared that he wished to

perform something for the Lord in the building
of a house, but this human plan should and could
not reach fulfilment except and before the Lord
had completed His manifestations of favor to Da-
vid and carried out His plan, which looked to

confirming the royal authority for his house and
family forever, and thereby assuring the well-be-

ing of the people. What the Lord had hitherto
done for David, and through him for Israel, was
only the beginning of this confirmation of his

* [The sense is the same as in Samuel.

—

Tk.]

kingdom; it was by its assured connection for all
the future with David's posterity that the firu)
foundation was first laid, on which could be car-
ried oiit the work of temple-building as the sign
of the immovably founded kingdom of peace and
of the tjieocracrj' that was to exhibit itself in un-
disturbecTquIet in Israel. The meaning of the
divine prohibition, therefore, is tliis: Thou canst
not build me a house, for I must first build thee
a house, before the building of a house for me is

possible. This second principal ground is con-
nected immediately with the first ; for the promise
could not be fulfilled, unless by the establishment
of external peace the condition for the confirma-
tion of David's house was given. The first groun<l
is more precisely defined in 1 Chron. xxii^ 7-13;
xxviii. 3 sq. by the statement that David was not
permitted to build the temple on account of his
wars: "because thou art a man of war and hast
shed blood." With this agrees .Solomon's word
to Hiram, I Kings v. .3: "My father coiild not
build a house to the name of tlie Lord for the wars
that were about him." "•

c. Vers. 12-16. Tlie wider expansion and exacfer
definition of the promise: "I will build thee a
house." Ver. 12 starts from the end of David's
life; after his death the promise will be fulfilled.
I will set up thy seed after thee.—The
"setup" (D'pn) denotes not the "awakening"
or bringing into existence, but the elevating the
seed to royal rule and power. The "seed" is 7inf

tlie whole posterity, as is clear from the explana-
tory words in 1 Chron. xvii. 11: "thy seed that
shall be of thy sons," nor merely a single indivi-
dual, but a selection from the posteritv, which
will be appointed by God's favor to succeed Da-
vid on the tlirone. Which shall proceed
(come) out of thy body.—Theseed here spoken
of was still in the future when this promise was
made to David. We are not, with Thenius, to

change "will proceed" (NV.;) to "has proceeded"

('^^'.^)j as if Solomon were then already born.

And I will establish his kingdom.—On the
setting up and elevation to the royal dignity follows
its confirmation to David's posterity, which has
been called to be Ijearexofjhe tlieocratical royal
office. This promise was fulfilled iiTnielRrst place
in Solomon, who also expresses his consciousness
of this fact in 1 Kings viii. 20

; comp. 1 Kings ii.

12.—Ver. 13. He, this thy seed, will build a
house for my name.—The name stands for God
liimself, so far as He reveals Himself to His peo-
ple as covenant-God and makes Himself known
in His loftiness and holiness. "To build a house
for His name" signifies therefore not simply "in
His honor, or as a place to call on Him," but
"to establish a fixed place, which should be the
sign and pledge of His abode in Israel." To the
shorter formuhi: "To the (or, for the) name of
the Lord" (comp. 1 Kings viii. 17-20, 48; iii.

2 ; V. 17, 19 ; 1 Chron. xxii. 7, 19 ; xxviii. 3) an-
swers the longer: "tiiat my name may be there,
my name shall be there" (1 Kings viii. 16 29-
comp. 2 Chron. vi. 5; 2 Kings xxiii. 27), or,
"that my name may dwell there" (Deut. xii. 11

;

xiv. 23; xvi. 11; xxvi. 2; Neh. i. 9j, or, "that

* [See the thought here well brought out in Keil on
" Samuel," Eug. U: \>. 344 sq.— Tii.]
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I may put inv name there" (1 Ki. ix. 3; 2 Ki.

xxi. 7). And I will stablish the throne of

his kingdom forever.—The ruyal dominion

will not only be one established in David's house,

but also one endurlnrj forever, never to be severed

from this house. It is not here the everlasting

dominion of one king that is spoken of, but it is

said: with the seed of David the kingdom shall

remain forever ( = everlastingly). The everlast-

ing stay' of the kingdom in the house of David is

promised. Comp. ver. 25, where David so under-

stands this divine promise. Comp. Ps. Ixxxix.

80 ; Ixxii. 5, 7, 17.—Ver. 14. I will be to him
a father, and he shall be to me a son.—The
relation oifatherhood and soufihip will exist between

the eovenant-God of Israel and the seed of David.

This denotes in the first place the relation of the

most cordial mutual love, which attests its endu-

ring character by fidelity, and demonstrates its ex-

istence towards the Lord by active obedience.^ But

besides this ethical significance of the relation of

David's seed as "son" to God as "its father"

(indicated by the Prep, "to"), we must, from the

connection, note 1 ) the oric/in or descent of the

.son from the father ; the seed of David, entrusted

with everlasting kingly dignity, has as such his

origin in the will of God, owes his kingdom to

the divine choice and call, comp. Ps. ii. 7 ; Ixxxix.

27,28. 2) In the designations "father and son"

is indicated community of possession; the seed, as

son, receives the dominion from the father as

heir, and, as this dominion is an everlasting one,

he will, as son and lieir, reign forever in possession

of the kingdom. The father's kingdom is an un-

limited one, embracing the whole world; so in

the idea of sonship there lies, along with ererlast-

ingness, the idea of all-embracinr/ world-dominion,

on which the son lawfully enters. Comp. Psalm
Ixxxix. 26-30 ; ii. 7-9. Whom, if he commits
iniquity—that is, not liypothetically, " in case

he sin," but actually, when he sins (as cannot fail

to happen); the seed, David's posterity here

spoken of is not exempted from the sin that clings

to all men

—

I will chasten with the rod of
men and w^ith the stripes of the children
of men.*—That is, with such punishments as

men suifer for their sins. David's seed will be

free neither from sin nor from its human punish-

ment. "Grace is not to release David and the

Davidic line from this universal human lot, is

not to be for them a charter lo sin" (Hengst.).

Comp. Baur: Gcsch. d. altt. Weissag. [Hist, of O.

T. Prophecy] I. 392 sq. Such chastisement will

not be set aside by the cordial relation of David's

seed as son to the Lord as father, but will rather

follow David: The father will punish the .son for

his sins. The elevation of the latter to such glory

above all the children of men is not to be a reason

for making him an exception in respect to pun-
ishabU'ness, but in this regard he will be equalled

with all men beibre (rod's righteousness. Cleri-

cus, against the connection, explains the "rod of

* The Rel. sentence begun with 'ItJ'X is broken off.

tho Inf. mn), a^ indication of cause, acting as protasis

and tlio Pcrf. with W.aw cons, as apodosis in a future
.«en.sc, giving tlic result of the sinning. Ges. gl26, 6d,

Rem. I. Then, strikes o\U the second 1 (as a mis-eo^y
of the fir.'it), and connects tlie Rel. with the suffix in

rnnin.

men" to mean: "moderate punishments, such as
parents usually inflict." Wholly wrong is the
rendering: "whom if any one ofiend, or,"against
wliom if any one sin," comp. Ptieificr, Bubia
Vexata, V. 2, /. 84, p. 390; Russ, De promissione
Davidica soli Messice vindicatu, Jen., 1713. In
Ps. Ixxxix. 31-33 we have the further elucida-
tion :

" If his sons forsake my law and walk not
in my judgments I will'visit them with the
rod of their sin and with the stripes of their ini-

quity." Chron. omits this declaration in order to

bring out the more strongly the following thought
that the divine favor will, in spite of sin, remain
with David's .seed (Hengst. ubi sup. [p. 13o]).

—

Yer. 15. But my favor shall not depart
from him.— It is presupjiosed tliat in his sinning
lie remains faithful to the Lord, not departing
from Him, and that the chastisement leads him
to repentance (comp. 1 Chron. xxviii. 9; Psalm
cxxxii. 12). This is clear from the following
words: as I took it from Saul •whom I put
away before thee.—Comp. 1 Sam. xv. 23. 26,
28. " Before thee," before thy face ; Saul and his

kingdom had to disappear before David, who,
with his kingdom took their place, and with
whose seed the kingdom will remain forever in
spite of the sins that shall be found in the indivi-

duals of his posterity, "his sons" (Ps. Ixxxix.
31). '' The contrast is that between the punish-
ment of sin in individuals and the favor that re-

mains permanently with the family, whereby the
divine promise becomes an unconditioned one"
(Hengst.).—Ver. 16. And thy house and thy
kingdom shall be permanent, as the result

of the permanent favor and grace assured to Da-
vid's seed (comp. Ps. Ixxxix. 29, 38; Isa. Iv. 3
\_"snre mercies of David," same word as is here
rendered "established" in Eng. A. V.

—

Tr.]), and
as the lasting fulfilment of the promise in verse

12: " I will raise up, lift up thy seed." The word
"before thee" is arbitrarily changed by Sept. and
Syr. into "before me." Bottcher explains: "in
thy conception" (comparing vii. 26, 29; 1 Kings
viii. 50), and adds: "the reference is to the out-

look of the living, not to a conscious participation

still granted to the dead." O. v. Gerlach: "Da-
vid, as ancestor and beginner of the line of kings,

is conceived of as he who passes all his successors

before him in vision." Thy throne w^ill be
firm forever.—This answers to the words in

ver. 12: "antl I will confirm his kingdom," as

the continuous effect of this promise. In the

^'forever" (here twice given and resumed from
ver. 13) in the promise of the everlasting kingdom
connected with the house of David, the prophecy

culminates. On the "firm" [|''^J, Eng. A. V.:

"established," different from the word so rendered
in tlie former part of this verse, which = " sure,"

"faithful."

—

Tr.], comp. Mic. iv. 1, and on the

"forever" comp. Ps. Ixxii. 17; Ixxxix. 37; xlv.

7; ex. 4; cxxxii. 11, 12. Comp. Jno. xii. 34.

2. DavidJs prayer.—Vers. 17-29.

Ver. 17. Conclusion of the preceding section

and introduction to tiie following. According
to all these w^ords and according to all

this vision.—The words, as the content of God's
revelation to Nathan, are distinguished from the

vision as indication of its/o(7/i and mode. To sup-

pose a dream here (Thenius) because the revela-
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tion occurred at nif/ht (ver. 4) is inadmissible

—

since nothing is said of a dream ; for the vimoii

( JVin =: pin ) is every where distinguished from

the revelation by dream (Keil) ; and in Isa. xxix.

7 the word " dream " is exjiressly added in order

to indicate a "vision" that occurred in a dream.

Our word signifies the view, vision, as the result

of the looking or gazing of the prophets (who are

called D'tn, gazers, seers) with the inner sense,

whether in a waking state or in a dream. In the

former case the " vision " may denote either col-

lectively a number of divine revelations, taken as

a whole (so Isa. i. 1; Obad. 1; Nah. i. 1), or, a

single revelation, as here (so Ezek. vii. 26; Dan.
viii. 1, 2, 15, 17). But it is not the vision or view
in itself that forms the essence and substance of

the prophetic revelation, but rather the "word"
or the "words" of the Lord, which as medium
of the Spirit of God come to the prophetic spirit

;

the vision is the psychical form under which the

revelation takes place. David's ansirer to the Lord
falls into three parts: Thanks for the exceeding
abundant favor shown him and his house now in

.^Ais revelation (vers. 18-21), Praise to the Lord
for the great things He has done for His people in

the past (vers. 22-24), and Prayer for the fulfil-

ment of the promise in the future (vers. 25-29).

a. Vers. 18-21. David's thanksgiving for the

Lord's gracious manifestation in the great promise

now received.—The words " David went in . . . be-

fore Jehovah " indicate the powerful impression
that Nathan's communication made on David's
soul; the divine revelation received compels him
to betake himself to the sanctuary '' into the pre-

sence " of the Lord, where he " remained "
(3^'.l

tarried [Eng. A. V. sat]) sunk in contemplation

and prayer. It cannot be inferred from Ex. xvii.

12 that David is to be thought of here as sitting ;

for Moses there sat from weariness after long

prayer. The verb (3^' usually "sit") is often

used in the general sense :
" remain, tarry."

[Bib. Comm. correctly points out that, even if the

verb be rendered "sat," it is not necessary to sup-

pose that David prayed sitting. He may have
risen to pray after meditation. Yet sitting inider

such circumstances would be a respectful attitude,

and elsewhere we have no proof in the Scriptures

of a customary attitude in prayer; that Solomon
(1 Kings viii. 22) and Ezra and tlie Levitcs (Neh.
viii. 4 ; ix. 4) stood was due to the peculiar cir-

cumstances. It is not stated in wliat place David
offered his prayer ; it may liave been in his own
house or in some part of the tabernacle.*

—

Tr.]—
The content of this thanksgiving-prayer is like a

clear glass, wherein we see into the innermost
depths of David's heart. His soul, wholly taken
up with the divine revelation and promise, ex-
presses itself in the following utterances, which
follow one another quickly in accordance with the
internal excitement of feeling : 1 ) The humbh con-
fession of unworthiness in respect to all manifes-
tations of favor hitherto made to him and his

house. Who am I, Lord Jehovah, and what
is my house?—The words answer exactly to
Jacob's words in Gen. xxxii. 10 as the expression

* [On David's posture see notes of Patrick and Gill in
loco.—Tr.]

28

of the deepest humility and feeling of nothingness
over against the greatness and glory of God. So
in Ps. viii. 5 ; cxliv. 3 there is the contrast be-
tween the divine loftiness and htuuan lowliness
and nothingness. That thou hast brought
me hitherto.—David reviews all the past lead-
ings of God's grace, in respect to which, as mani-
festations of the divine favor and love, he so feels
his unworthiness and nothingness, and at the same
time indirectly declares that he has hitherto sub-
mitted himself to the Lord's guidance. 2) David,
with like humility, thanks the Lord for this pre-
sent supereminent manifestation of His favor in the

promise relating to fhefutvre of his house.—Yer. 19.

He gives the liveliest expression to his humble
and joyfully excited feeling of the greatness and
glory of God in the repetition of the preceding ad-
dress, "Lord Jehovah" (ver. 18), and (comparing
the abundant fullness of grace in this present reve-
lation with \\\Q former exhibitions of grace, which
culminate in it) in the first sentence of this verse
(from tlie beginning to "great while to come").
Prom the far future [Eng. A. V.: "for a great
while to come"], that is, of my house; the pro-
mise refers to favors in the far future for his house.
The sense is: if, looking at former undeserved fa-

vors, I must bow low with the feeling of nnwor-
thiness, much more in view of the promises made
out of free grace to my house for the far future.

The last sentence of this verse ('DlNn niljl r\iiU\
, V TTT - J

IS as enigmatic as the parallel passage, 1 Chron.

xvii. 17 (nSj"3n mxn iin^ 'jr\'x"i:i). t^^t the

outset it must be assumed as certain that this word
torah [Eng. A. Y.: manner] never= " manner,
custom, mode of acting" (pn, £33typ). There-

fore the explanation (in itself very agreeable and
easy): "and this (hast thou spoke^n) after the
manner of men, thou actest with me, that stand
so infinitely below thee, in human manner,—that
is, in such friendly manner as men use with one
another" (Grt)tius, Gesenius, Winer, Maurer,
Thenius, and De Wette: "such is the manner of
men")_ is as untenable as Luther's translation:
"this is the manner of a man who is God the
Lord," which besides rests on the conception of
this passage as directly Messianic (pointing to the
incarnation of God in Christ), and incorrectly
takes "Lord Jehovah," which here as before and
after is an address, as explanatory apposition to
" man." For the same reason the explanation of
Clericus and others is to be rejected: "in human
fashion—that is, thou hast cared for me and my
family as men do for their children and grand-
children, looking out for their future," especialh'
as it assigns to David's words tlie very trivial
thought of caring for a family for the future.
Ebrard ( Herz. VI. 609) characterizes this expres-
sion, "the law of man, of the Lord Jehovah," as
a word of "presageful bewilderment," and finds
the explanation in 1 Chron. xvii. 17, where he
renders: "Thou hast looked on me like the form
of man, who is God, Jehovah above;" David,
says Ebrard, saw that he himself was contem-
plated, but at the same time so that Jehovah ap-
peared to him here as a man, who was also God
and enthroned on high, recognizing the fact that
the final point of the promised posterity was Je-
hovah Himself, but Jehovah as man and God.
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So already S. Schmidt, -who (after Chron.) inserts

"'as" before toro/i, taking this last= " condition,

state" ("''J^) : "O Jeliovah God, Thou hast looked

on me Thou Avho, in the humble condition

and infirm state of wretched, afflicted man, art in

all things made like man." Apart from the in-

correct, direct Messianic interpretation, all these

and similar expositions take torah in a sense that

it never has. It means regularly law. Hence
Dathe and Schultz render: "such is a law for

men'"—that is, so should my enemies act when
they think to hurl my descendants from the throne.

So Bunsen : ''This ( Thy promise ) is an indication

(law) for men—that is. Thou wilt make Thy will

authoritative even among men." But this expla-

nation requires too much to be supplied in order

that the words may be understood. The same
thing is true of the rendering of Hengstenberg—
Avhich Keil adopts: "The law of man, the law that

is to regulate the conduct of men (comp. the expres-

sion Lev. vi. 2 (9), the law of the burnt-ofiering;

xiv. 2, the law of the leper; xii. 7, the law of the

woman that lias borne a child ), is the law of love

to one's neigiibor, Levit. xix. 18 ; Mic. vi. 8

;

* this,' namely, the Lord's conduct to him in his

love and faithfulness, answers to the law by which
men are to be governed in tlieir conduct to one

another ; when God the Lord so graciously and
lovingly condescends to act towards poor mortals

according to this law that holds among men, it

must fill us with adoring wonder. To this an-

sAvers the parallel passage in Chron. : and thou

sawest me ( visitedst me, dealedst Avith nie) after

the law of man ("lir\ = rnifl), that is, the law of

love to one's neighbor, thou height (!) Jehovah
God." Against this view is to be remarked 1)

that it requires too much to be understood in con-

nection Avith "this" and " laAV," 2) that God's

acting according to the laAV of love (given by
Himself ) cannot be thus represented as in contrast

with His greatness and glory, as if He stood

above the conduct that men (according to this

law) are to foUoAV, and should therefore be Avorthy

of the greater admiration if He condescended to

such conduct.—As torah originally signifies teacA-

inf), instruction, both divine (Job xxii. 22; Ps.

xix. 8) and human (Prov. i. 8; iii. 1; iv. 2;
A'ii. 2; xxviii. 7, 9), it is possible to render:

"and this is a (divine) instruction for (poor, ab-

ject) man, to whom Thou so condescendest, O
Lord God," or, to paraphrase with Bunsen

:

" Thou instnictest me (makest disclosures to me)
as one man another ; so great is thy condescen-

sion." But tins rendering, contrary to David's

tone of feeling ttirougiiont this Avhole section, lays

all the stress on a formal thing, namely, the fact

that God condescends to speak to him, to make
ilisclosures to him, while it must be the content

of tiie Lord's words about tlie future of his house

tliat moves him to luimble thanksgiving and
j)raise. Not the fact that tlie Lord condescends

to him with His word of revelation (Avhich He
has often done before), but «;/(«^ He has r\ovf spoken

to him is tlie cause of his lunnble thanksgiving.

—Eor the explanation of this obscure passage it

is further lo be considered tliat these Avords, ut-

tered abruptly and in lapidary style, are from the

connection evidently to be taken 1) as the ex-

pression of a joyfully excited heart, and 2) as the

exclamation of humble astonishment at the great-

ness and glory of the grace of God in the promise
given to his house, in contrast with human low-
liness, as is indicated by the word " man " over
against the address " Lord Jehovah." The con-
tent of the promise to David's house for the future,
to which David has just referred as the highest
evidence of the divine favor, and to which the
"this" must beyond doubt be referred, is the di-
vine determination that the kingdom is to be one
proper to his house and forever connected Avith it,

and is thus to have an everlasting duration. This
is the divine torah or prescription, which is to
hold for a weak, insignificant man and his seed,
for poor human creatures. In the exclamation
"this," David looks in astonishment and adora-
tion at the glory and the everlastingness (imperish-
ableness) that is promised his house. This king-
dom is indeed the kingtlom of God Himself, and
since it is promised his house forever, divine dig-

nity and divine possession is thus for the farthest

future ascribed to this house by that " word of the

Lord ;" the " Lord Jehovah," towards Aviiom Da-
vid already feels so humbled and lowly by reason
of His former manifestations of love and favor,

noAV condescends to attach His kingdom in Israel,

His everlasting divine dominion forever to his

house, to his posterity, that is, to insignificant

children of men, by such a law, which is contained,

in that ivord of promise. Similarly O. v. Gerlach :

" This is an expression of wondering admiration
of the gracious condescension of God. Such a.

law Thou establishest for a man and his house,

namely, that Thou promisest it everlasting dura-

tion." Comp. Bunsen :
" Of so grand a promise

hast Thou, O Eternal One, thought a mortal man
Avorthy." \_Eng. A. V., adopting the interroga-

tive form with negative force, apparently takes

the meaning of this sentence to be :
" it is not

thus that men act towards one another, but Thy
Avays, O Lord, are above men's ways." Against
this is that the word torah does not mean " man-
ner" (so Erdmann above), and that the sentence

thus stands in no relation as to sense with the

parallel passage, 1 Chr. xvii. 17.—Other inter-

pretations (see Poole's Synopsis) take ^X as the

proper name Adam, and explain :
" as Adam's'

posterity rule the world, so shall mine rule Is-

rael," or :
" as Thou madest a coA^enant with

Adam and his posterity, so Avith me and mine ;"

but the proper name Adam occurs noAvhere else

in the Davidic period, and this interpretation

does not suit the context, especially the sense of

unworthiness expressed by David.—This word
again is taken iis="a great man" (so Bib.-

(%m. and Abarbanel), or as ^ " a mean m:in,"

neither of Avhich senses it can have by itself. We
cannot therefore explain :

" Thou dealest with me
as is becoming (to deal with) a great man," or:

"this is the hiAV (or prerogatiA-e) of a great man,'

to fovind dynasties that are to last into the_ far

future" {Bib. Comm.), Avhich interpretations

(though agreeing somewhat Avith 1 Chr. xvii. 17)

do not accord with the humility that character-

izes the Avhole passage. Chandler's rendering:
" this is according to the constitution of men,"

namely, that the crown should be hereditary

(God graciously making it hereditary in David's

liimilv), issomcAvhat far-fetched and unsuitable to

David's line of thought. The early English com-
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raenta'.ors generally interpret the passage as di-

rectly Messianic ; but the context does not permit
this-—If our tc-xt be retained, the sentence must
be rendered :

'' and this is the law of man," that

is, the promise given is the prescription made for

the government of man, who, in comparison with
God, is so low, so unwortJiy of such honor ; and
Dr. Erdmann's exijlanation is the most satisfac-

tory. But regard must be had to 1 Chr. xvii. 17,

in wliich it is evidently intended to give the same
thought as is given here, and whicli, as it now
stands, is to be rendered :

" Thou regardest me
according to the line of men on high." It is dif-

licult to bring these two declarations into har-

mony. Moreover, the two texts have enough
similarity and difference to suggest that one has
been altered from the other, or that both are cor-

ruptions of the original text. The ancient ver-

sions give little or no aid in determining text or

meaning ; they mostly either render literally, or

give paraphrases that cannot be gotten from the

existing Hebrew, and that offer no fruitful sug-

gestion. It is noticeable, however, that the Chald.
in " Samuel " has :

" and this is a vision of men,"
while the Sept. in ''Chronicles" renders: "Thou
regardedst me as a vision of man," and these

translations favor the causative form of the verb
in Chron. (Hiph. 'J^^^Oj, or else a reading 'NT

" vision" instead of m'ln or "liri.—Ewahl (after

Chron.) reads the Samuel text: linj 'JDNIHI

nSjroS Dnxn "and Thou hast made me look onT^:- : TTT
the line of men upwards," that is, into the future;

and Wellhausen changes niin (and IIP) into

rmn "Thou hast made me see generations."

—

Since none of the proposed amendments of the
text are quite satisfactory (for it is not clear how
our present text originated), we must be content

to know the general idea of the passage (which
does not essentially vary in the renderings of

Erdmann, Ewald and Wellhausen), namely, that

David here continues his humble acknowledgment
of the divine favor.

—

Tr.]
Ver. 20. David here affirms 3) the inexpreasi-

bleness and exceeding abimchince of the divine favor
bestowed on him, and the consequent impossibility

of setting forth in words the thankfulness tliat he
feels in his heart. And what shall David
say more to thee ?—Language fails ; silence

is here the most eloquent thanks. And thou
knowest thy servant, Lord Jehovah.—As
in ver. 19 the exclamation " Lord Jehovah !"

formed a sharp contrast to the " man," so it does
here to " thy servant," answering to the humble
consciousness of the endless distance between him
and his God, with which, however, is connected
the childlike consciousness of immediate cordial

community with God : for, as he often elsewhere
appeals to God, who knows the heart, for conso-
lation and justification against man, so he does
here in respect to his thankful heart, since he is

sure of having the testimonv of the Omniscient
for him (see Ps. xl. (!, 10 [o,"9]).—Ver. 21. For
thy words sake and after thy heart hast
thou done all these great things to make
them known to thy servant; the concrete
" great deeds "* is here meant, not the abstract

* This is the only meaning of nSnjl (H^nj). [But

see 1 Chr. xxix. 11 ; Esth. i. 4.—Tr.]^ " ^ '

'

"greatness," see Ps. Ixxi. 21"; cxlv. 3. The word
"this" [Eng. A. V. "these"] shows that the
great things here referred to are the splendid
promises that the Lord announced through Na-
than to Him, his servant. Looking, now, at all

the great tilings that the Lord has done for biai

in this revelation, David declares 4) the super-

natural, supcrliuman eternal ground and origin of
these new great manifestations of favor (which
exceed all preceding ones) in " the word" and in

'Hhe heart" of God, that is, in His free gracious

icill, which is independent of all human merit.

For Thy vrOld's sake. Chron. v. 19: "for thy
servant's sake," that is, because Thou hast chosen
and called me to be king of Israel. " Eor D;ivid
does not boast before God that his own merit had
gained him these things" (Cler.). According to

tills point of view "the ivord" is perhaps that

word of choice and destination given in 1 Sam.
xvi. 12 ("the Lord said. Arise, anoint him, for

this is he "), as Hengst. supposes. It is possibly,

however, the old prophecy concerning the Tribe
of Judah in Gen. xlix. 10; "for that David re-

cognized the connection between the promise
given him through Nathan and the prophecy of

Gen. xlix. 10, is shown by 1 Chr. xxviii.4, where
he represents liis choice to be king as the result

of the choice of .Judah to be prince " (Keil ). [It

does not appear from this passage in Chron. that

David means more than that the tribe of Judah
had been now selected in his person a-s the royal
tribe.

—

Tr.]. "And according to thy heart," that

is, according to the love and grace by which thy
heart is filled, from thy loving will.* Clericus :

" Erom the spontaneous motion of thy mind, with-

out external incitement." Comp. Ex. xxxiv. 6;
Ps. ciii. 8. Over against " God's heart " as the

source of the great favor received David sets his

/(e«r< as filled Avith humble thanks therefor; but
his word of thanks must stand dumb before the
clear Yea and Amen and the earlier trarc/s ofpro-

mise of God, the Yea and Amen of which is this

exhibition of favor. In thus deriving it from
(lod's faithfulness to His promise, and from His
lieart-love, he adds the positive thought to the
negative "who am I?" of ver. IS, and so leads

the conclusion of this thanksgiving back to its

beginning. [" To make thy servant know," or, as

in Chron. (v. 19) "to make known all (these)

great things." God not only in His sovereign
mercy determined great things for David, hut
further for his consolation and strengtheningmade
them known to him through His prophet.

—

Tr.]
b. Vers. 22-24. Praise of the Lord's greatness^

and incomparable glory as manifested by this highest

exhibition of faror, in accord with the great deeds
whereby in times of old He made Himself known to

His people as their God.—Ver. 22. Therefore,
because Thou hast done so great things for me, on
the ground of this experience of Thine abounding
favor, thou art great, Lord God ; comp. ver.
26: " and Thy na^ne vfill he great," not: " consi-

dered grea,t" (Luth.), nor: " 6e Thy name praised
by me" (v. Gerl., Then.), but it is an assertion
of greatness manifested objectively in facts. The
factual confession ''great is the Lord" (comp. Ps.

XXXV. 27 ; xl. 17 (16) is precisely praise to God.

* [Note that the word " heart" in the usage of the O.
T means the whole inner nature, including intelleet^
affections and will.

—

Tr.]
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—Now follows the r/round for this praise of the

Lord's greatness : For there is none like thee

this declares God'i< inco}np<V(dilencMs. Comp.

Ex. XV. 11 '' who is like thee, tic. f Dent. iii. 24.

And there is not a God beside thee, decla-

ration of God's «/a?ie/ie.s,s and exclnsiveness, comp.

Deut. iv. 35; 1 Sam. ii. 2. According to all

that we have heard with our ears ;* David

here passes from the contemplation of the greatness,

incomparableness and soleness, wherein the Lord

lias declared Himself to him in ih.e present, to the

praise of God in the review of the great deeds

whereby in the past He has revealed Himself to

His people as such a God. " In Ps. xl. 6 David

rises, just as here, from his personal experience

to the whole line of God's glorious manifestations

in the history of His people" (Hengst.).—Ver.

23. And what nation is as thy people, as

Israel any [nation] on earth? The initial

" and," according to the sense, gives the foctual

ground of what precedes. We cannot render

:

"ivhere is, as Israel, a nation, etc." (De W. [and

Luther] )t, nor "for whose sake God went, etc.",

{ Hengst.), but must translate :
" what nation . . .

whom God, etc." ElohimX here stands with a

plural verb—as often elsewhere where heathen

idol- worship is referred to, as in Ex. xxxii. 4, 8,

where ^fo^.m is used of the golden calf ("these

are thv gods, that brought thee out of Egypt"),

comp.Deut. iv. 7 ; 1 Kings xii. 29, while, as name
of the God of Israel, it has a singular verb or

other complement—because the thought is here

intended to be expressed that there is no nation

but Israel that had been redeemed by its deity or

its idols by such a deed as that by which the true

God had redeemed Israel to be His people. It is

therefore unnecessary to change the verb into the

singular, reading "brought" (TV'''^) [W'''^] in-

stead of "went" (•1^'?n). In consequence of

God's great deeds Israel is a people sole of its kind,

to be compared with no other, comp. Deut. iv. 7
;

xxxiii. 29. By His great deed, the deliverance

out of Egypt, lie has proved Himself to His peo-

ple to be' the only God, besides whom there is no

God, and with whom no other is to be compared

(Ex. XV. 11-13; Deut. iv. 34). Whom God
went (put Himself in motion) to purchase to

himself (redeem) for a people ; the deliver-

ance from Egypt was the suigeneric, incompa-

rable deed of the incomparable, sole God, whereby

He made Israel an independent nation and gained

them out of all nations as His own possession.

And to make himself a name ; that deed of

redemption is the factual historical proof that He
is the true God, who has not His equal, and the

God of Israel in the fulness of His might and of

the revelation of His grace, and this fulness it is

* [This phrase probably refers to the oral tradition by
which Israel's history was handed down from father to

son.—Tr.]
, ^ ,

t 'O is not = " where " (De W.), but is to be connected

withnn]K 'U (fomp. .Iiidg. xxi. 8; Deut. iii. 24). See

Ew. I 325'a; "what one people, what people ever [what-

ever people] . . .
?"—"IK/N is to be connected with il'ni) 7

&-« accus. of the object. [On the text see "Text, and
Gram mat."

—

Tb.]

I [The Hfb. word clohim is in form plural, but is the

usual word for God.—Tr.]

that makes His name. In this His name ( wherebv
Israel only knows and names Him as the Goil
that led them out of Egypt) He is contrasted with
the vain idols of the heathen nations as the one
true God (Josh. xxiv. 17; Judg. ii. 1, 12; vi.

13).—And to do for you great things and
terrible. The ''fdr von" refers not to "gods"
(Elohim), butto "people;" but it is not necessary
to change the text to ''for them" (after the Vul-
gate), because, David's soul being filled and ex-
cited with the thought of his people, in the course
of his prayer his words turn .suddenly in increasing
vividness from reference to the people naturally
and immediately to the people itself, and " since

also 1 Chr. xvii. basin its 'for thee' this easily

explicable leap to an address to the thing spoken
of" (Botlch.). [But the address to the people is

much harder than the address to God, and it

seems better to read " for them."

—

Tr.].—On the
other hand, the "for thy land" gives no good
sense without forcing, and Chron. has instead of

this " to drive out" (ver. 21). It is therefore

better (with the Sept. rov eK[3a?iElv ae) to suppose

a clerical error, and (taking 'jK'T!^/ as the true

text) to render : (namely) that thou drovest
out before thy people.—The frightful, ter-

rible things are the great deeds of the Lord in

connection with the destruction of the heathen
nations. On this idea comp. Ex. xv. 11; Deut.

X. 21. The fundamental i)assage respecting the

expulsion of foreign nations is Ex. xxiii. 27-33,

where this verb " drive out" (tJ'"l-l) is repeatedly

used. Which thou redeemedst to thee
from Egypt.—This fundamental deed of the

God of Israel is expressly mentioned in this pa-

renthetical sentence, because the right of property

that He thereby had in His people cho.sen out of

the nations, necessarily led to His maintaining
and defending them against the heathen nations,

and the destruction of the Egyptians in this deed

was the prelude to God's for Israel "great " but

for the hostile Canaanites " terrible deeds,"

whereby He placed Israel in position to drive

their enemies out of the land. The heathen
and their gods : the.se words depend on the

verb " drovest out." Keil (who retains the " for

thy land," rejecting the alteration according to

Chron. ) takes these words as apposition to '' from
Egypt" and supplies the prep, "from" before

them [so Eng. A. V. and Philippson.

—

Tr.].—
But this construction is inadmissible, because the

Plur. "nations" does not accord with the Sing.
" Egypt." After the deliverance from Egypt
David will celebrate the expulsion of the heathen

from Canaan as a great deed of God. The Sing,

suffix [Heb. "nations and its gods"] gives no
sense after the Plu.- noun ; to take it distributively,

as Keil does (" the gods of each of these heathen

nations"), is too hard; we must therefore read

the Plu. suffix "their gods."—Ver. 24. The re-

sult of God's mighty deeds stated in ver. 23.

And thou hast confirmed to thyself thy
people Israel, comp. ver. 10; it is God's act

whereby in the conquered land the people were

led to the tirm establishment of their dwellings,

their possessions, and their whole life. The
thought does not go back to the time of Mose.s,

but advances from the foregoing fact of the sub-

jection and expulsion of " the heathen nationa
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and tlieir gods " to the establishment of the people

in Canaim. To be a people to thee forever.

The design of God's gracious benefits was : 1) Is-

rael teas to belouff to Him alone as His property ;*

through God's mighty deeds the long-since exe-

cuted choice of the people as His property is ever

anew confirmed, and their obligation, to belong to

and serve Him alone as people, ever repeated.

2) "Forever" they were to belong to Him as

His people. This appointment of the people to

be everlaj^ting is remarkable ; there shall never
cease to be such a people of possession on the

ground of such gracious manifestations and saving

acts of the Lord. To this idea of the everlasting

continuance of a people of God, (
—"all nations

are finally mergeil in this people, the divine Is-

rael, the congregation of Jesus Christ," O. v. Ger-
lach), answers the promise of the everlasting con-

tinuance of the throne of David, which gave him
occasion thus to praise God for His deeds, whereby
He has established and prejiared Israel for Him-
self as His people forever. And thou, Lord,
art become their God, as Israel has become
Thy people. This His relation to His people as

their God has been established by all His reve-

lations and deeds; for He has thei-eby testified

tiiat He is their God and given Himself to them
as their own. The people on their part have
contributed nothing thereto. The Lord's free

grace in its great and glorious manifestation is

the source and origin of this covenant-association,

wherein God is His people's God and the people
their God's jjeople. [Bib. Com. here refers well

to Gen, xvii. 7, 8 ; Ex. vi. 7.—Tr.]
c. \'e]'s. 2-5-29. David's prayer for the fulfilment

of the promise, attached to his thanksgiving for the

past, his glance passing from the splendor of the

present (to wliicii the promise has led him) to the

future.—Ver. 25. David here distinguishes be-

tween the two applications of the promise, to him
jiersonally andj-to his Iiouse : that thou hast
spoken concerning thy servant and con-
cerning his house ;

" establish it forever," as

indeed it has promised the everlasting continuance

of the house and of the kingdom. Let thy word
become deed.—Ver. 20. Design or consequence
of the fulfilment: that thy name may be-
come great forever.—David has in eye, as the
highest end of the fulfilment, not tlie honor of
liis house, not the glory of the people, but solely

the honor of the Lord. Saying, the Lord of
Sabaoth is God over Israel, tliat is, " the
almighty God, who rules heaven and earth, is the
defender and protector of Israel, His people ; He
attests Him.self as their God by protecting the
royal house on wiiich depends Israel's welfare"
(liengst.). And the house of thy servant
David will be established before thee.—
Tile petition here assumes the form of confident
liope. This expression of definite expectation by
reason of its boldness needs basing on a surefoun-

* [This is the phrase fourd in Ex. .xix. 5 " ye shall be
to me a possession or property "' (Eng. A. V." " peculiar
treasure"), in Dt. vii. 6 -a people of possession" (Eng.
A. V. " Special people "i, and in Mai. iii. 17 they shall be
to me, in the day that I make, '• a possession." The He-

brew word (hSjD) is rendered by the Sept. n-eptoiij-to?

and n-epiTToiijcris, which have thus passed into tlie N. 'I'.

in this sense of "property, possession," as Tit. ii. 14 "a
pef'uliar people" = "a people that is God's property,"
and 1 Pet. ii. 9.

—

Tk.1

dation, as is done in ver. 27, where it returns to
the form of confident petition. For this reason
the initial particle in ver. 27 {"2) is to be ren-

dered ^'for" (with Luth.,Buns., De W.. Ileng.st.)

as giving the ground of what precedes, and not to

be connected with the following " therefore " :

" 6ecaM.se thou . . . /Acve/bre has " (Bottch., Then.).
The foi-mer rendering accords with the liveline.ss

of feeling witii which David prays ; the latter

gives a construction too sluggish lor his feeling.

For thou. Lord of Sabaoth, hast unco-
vered the ear of thy servant, that is, hast
revealed to him through thy word (com]j. 1 Sam.
ix. 15), saying, a house vrill I build thee.—
David goes back to this fundamental promise, be-

cause in it are contained all the manifestations of
favor that are promised to his family for the fu-

ture. It is on the firm basis of this word, wherein
the Lord acknowledged him and condescended to

him, that David founded that confident petition:
Therefore has thy servant found his heart,
that is, found courage [Eng. A. V. "found in \\m
heart"]. Heart = courage. Gen. xlii. 28: 1

Sam. xvii. 32; Ps. xl. 13 [12] and often else-

where.—In ver. 28 and ver. 29 follows the con-
clusion and the completion of the petition; its

ground on the subjective side of confidence and
courage ( which is exhibited in vers. 25, 20) having
been given by appeal to the divine promise ( ver.

27), the content (not yet expressed) of that which
completes the petition, is based on the truth of the
Lord's word [that is, he first (ver. 28) appeals to

God's trutli and then (ver. 29) sets forth his pe-
tition in final form.

—

Tr.]. And now, Lord
Jehovah, thou art God,* and thy w^ords
are truth, not :

" inay thy words be trutli," [nor,
"will be truth."—Tr.].' The following words
of the verse are to betaken as protasis (Thenius)

:

And thou spakest this goodness to thy
servant, wherein the content of the promises is

briefiy condensed and recapitulated.—Ver. 29.

The "and now" i-esumes the " and now" of ver.
28: And now begin (not: let it please thee)
to bless (Sept., Vulg.) the house of thy ser-
vant that it may continue forever before
thee

; the everlasting continuance of the house
dej^ends on the blessing of the Lord ; the begin-

ning in the blessing that .secures the everlasting
continuance is related to the "forever.''' [Erd-
mann here follows Thenius in rendering " begin "

instead of " let it please thee " as Eng. A. V.

;

the Plebrew word properly means " to set one's
self to do a thing with free determination of
will," and the rendering of the Septuagint and
Vulgate " begin " is only a very general one
and not very correct. We cannot easily find

a better rendering than that of Eng. A. V., which
is the usual one ; other possible translations are

:

'' make up thy mind, set thyself to, take in hand."—Tr.] For thou, Lord Jehovah, hast
spoken

;
these words represent the content of

ver. 28 as the divine ground of the desired fulfil-

* X^n here stands for the 2d person (as the 3d pers.
pron. is often used for the verb "to be"): "Thou art;
(jrod," comp. Ps. xliv. 5[4J; Zeph. ii. 12; Ew g297 6. [The
"that God" of Eng. A. V. is incorrect, and Dr. Erd-
mann's rendering is right ; but it is not true tiiat the
:i pers. pron. is ever used for the 2 pers. or for the sub-
stantive verb; the literal translation here is "thou art
He (namely) God," the copula being omitted as often
in Heb.—Tr.]
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mcnt of tlie promise, since in them is given the

security for the confident hope that is expressed in

the conchuUng word: And from [or, with] thy
blessing will the house of thy servant be
blessed forever. Instead of "thou wiU bless,"

it reads: "from thy bk'ssing" as the source of all

blessings " will the house of thy servant " to which
thou hast promised everlasting existence " be

blessed forever," which is the condition of ever-

lasting continuance. David's prayer is completed

bv ihe expression of confident hope, and goes over

into prophecy. [Tiiis future rendering of the

last clause gives a richer sense and one more ap-

propriate in the connection (God has spoken and

it will be so) than the optative form of Eng. A. V.

So substantially 1 Chr. xvii. 27.

—

Tb.].

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. Ilistoricallij the divine revelation and promise

that came to David through Nathan, concerning

the theocratic-messianic kingdom that was forever

connected witli his seed, presupposes the previous de-

velopment of the idea of the theocratic kingdom.
Comp. pp. 68sqq., lliGsqq. [Hist, and Theol. to 1

Sam. viii.]. In this development (which advances

from tiiegcneral to the jtarticular, from thepromise
of salvation for all nations to be realized through
the ivliole nation descended from Abraham) the pro-

mise that assigns to the house and J'auuly of David
the position of bearer and mediator of the Mes-
.sianic blessing is based on the prophecy which,

out of the seed of Abraham as represented by the

twelve sons of Jacob and the corresponding tribes,

designates the tribe of Judah as the bearer of a

royal dominion that embraces and brings peace to

all the nations of the earth (Gen. xlix. 10).
" While up to this time the tribe only had been

designated in Avhich an imperishable dominion
was to be established, and out of which at last the

Saviour was to come, under David the designation

of the family also was added" (Hengst. Christol.

[Eng. tr., p. 123]). The recdly existing theocratic

kingdom, as exhibited in David's government,
approximated very nearly to the ideal signiHcance

of the kingdom over Israel ; that is, to being God's
dominion over His people through the human
organ chosen by Him, who was in humility and
obedience unconditionally to subject his own will

to the divine will. On the basis of this fact the

j)rophecy of a future seed of David, that should,

in the possession of an everlasting royal dominion,
stand in closest community with God as His son,

could take shape, as here in Nathan's word. In
contrast with the kingdom of Saul, which came
into sharj) ojjposition to the idea of the absolute

divine dominion in Israel, and consequently into

])ernianent conflict with the otlier theocratic in-

slitutums (the Prophetic office and the Priest-

hood ), there appeared, througli the rule of David,
the man after God's own heai-t (1 Sara. xiii. 14),

on the one hand, the idea of the theocracy, in such
manner that David regarded himself only as the

"servant of the Lord," and wished to be nothing
but the humble, obedient instrument of the divine

government over the people, and on the other hand,

the royal office was elevated to the jiosition of

l)elng tiie controlling and centralizing jmint of all

the theocratic main elements of the national life.

This, then, was tlue basis of the further develop-

ment of the Messianic idea, the wav for which was

paved by Nathan's word to David, wherein the
idea of the theocratic kingdom, which reached its

highest point in David, was most intimately con-
nected with David's royal house.

2. The historical character of Nathan's jjrophecv
shows itself in the hrst place in it^ factual occasion.

Tiiis lies in the relative contrast in the plans of
human and divine wisdoni. David's plan, after suIj-

duing his enemies, to build a temple to the Lord's
honor in the midst of His people, together with
Natiian's agreement thereto, corresponds tho-
roughly with the theocratic disposition of the two
men, and with their recognition of the Lord's rela-
tion to His peojile as the people of His possession,
and of the people's character as a priestly king-
dom. But according to God's thmight, tlie right

time for this was not yet come ; for the execution
of this plan (which is not in itself rejected) the
divine wisdom demands 1) that the present con-
dition of the people should cease, for (despite

David's victories) they were still surrounded by
threatening heathen nations, had not found sure
and permanent rest, and so God's sanctuary must
still be a wandering tent; 2) that David's house
and the kingdom therewith connected should be
completely, forever and hnally established as basis

for the unfolding of the divine dominion [theocra-

cy] over the people of Israel and the other na-
tions, as this dominion was to be exhibited in

God's enthroned dwelling in the permanent house
[temple]. Nathan is made acquainted with these
thoughts and ways of God's wisdom through a
divine revelation, in consequence of which he
now in his divine-prophetic word does not indeed
prineipially [fundamentally or essentially] reject

the plan to build a temple to the Lord, but still

announces the Lord's will that the execution of
this plan is to be reserved for the seed of David.
The view that the prophet's restraining word de-
clares that Jehovah needs in general no stately

house (Diestel, Jahrh. f. deutsche Theol., 1863, p.
559) finds no support in the text, which says
nothing more in ver. 5 than that David should
•not build; and the assertion (ubi sup.) that the
jirohibition is in no way based on grounds derived
from the special situation is obviously opposed to

the statement of reasons in vers. 6-11, wherein
Israel's wanderings are connected with the still

continuing unre.st and insecurity of David's time
(the enemies being yet not definitively .subdued),

and the thought is clearly enough expressed that
the temple cannot yet be built because quiet is

still to be seciu'cd against enemies. There is,

therefore, no ground for referring (Diestel) the
prohibition of the temi)le-l)uilding to an ancient
strict opinion [against such building] ; nothing
of this sort can be meant here, since the .symboli-

cal concej)tion of God's dwelling in space amid
His people in a permanent temple is no more op-
posed to the strict concei>tion of the being [es-

sence] of God than that of His dwelling in a
movable tent. And so also there is no sufficient

ground for assigning this prohibition to some one
else than Nathan, to Gad, for example. Kather
the section vers. 4-lG is in accord both with the
historical situation that it presuppo.ses and to

which it refers, and with itself.—From another
side the concrete* reference to Solomon's birth

* [Ttmt is, the specific reference, the idea being
clothed in a person.

—

Tr.]
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•and the teraple-building to be completed by him
lias been adduced against the purely historical

^haracter of the words of Nathan and David ; it

is affirmed to be clear—from this reference, and

from a comparison between it and the ideal pic-

ture of the kingdom contained iu the words, and
by comparing tiie brief and very peculiar " last

words of David," especially 2 Sam. xxiii. 5—that

we have here a later post-Solomonic remodelling

of the original promise, and that this original pro-

jnise, which was of a more general form, was at a

later time more distinctly stated according to

events that had meantime occurred (G. Baur, ubi

sup., p. 394, 403). Against which, however, is to

be remarked 1) that those .s/jecia? designations are

by no means so concretely set forth ; there is

nothing but a general statement of the raising up
of the seed after David and of a building of the

temple by this seed; 2) Solomon's discourse in

1 Kings v. 5 presupposes that Nathan's words
contained precisely this statement. Thenius also

opposes this supposition of an ex post facto remo-
<lelling of these prophetic words, remarking (p.

176, 2d ed.): " For the rest there is no ground to

.suppose with De Wette that Natlian's prophecy
was not composed till after Solomon; Ps. Ixxxix.
(vers. 4. 5, 20-38 [3, 4, 19-37], especially ver. 20

[19]), Ps. cxxxii. 11, 12, and Isa. Iv. 3 attest its

historical truth, and rightly understood it as Mes-
sianic also."—To this must be added that David's
prayer (vers. 18-29) which in its peculiar indi-

viduality bears the marks of genuineness or ori-

ginality, presupposes the whole content of Na-
than's words as here reported, especially the re-

ference to the future and to the everlasting con-
tinuance of David's house (comp. vers. 19, 25. 26,

27, 29); and .so also his Ps. xviii. (cli. xxii.l,

especially the close, and his last word (xxiii.

3. The chief points in the content of this pro-

phecy, which is introduced by the word: "Not
tliou shalt build for the Lord a house, but the Lord
will Iniild thee a house," ai-e the following ( in order
of mention): 1) God promises David a seed
destined and called to he the bearer of the theocratical

kingdom. It is true, tlie promise relates to David's
house in general (vers. 11, 16, 19, 25, 26, 27, 29).

But the house is not identical with the seed., to

Avhom refer the declarations that form the gist of
the prophecy. This seed is not the whole pos-

terity, but a, selection from it; comp. ver. 12: "I
will raise up thy seed after thee" with 1 Clir.

xvii. 11, according to which the seed is to be of
the sons of David; nor is it restricted to a single

person, but signifies the posterity selected and ap-
pointed by God, which is to be bearer for ail fu-

ture time of the theocratic kingdom. 2) For this

seed chosen by God's free grace, wherein is repre-

sented the house that the Lord builds for David,
the kingdom is firmly estcdjlished ; the securely esta-

blished royal authority ivill be attached, to the house of
David (ver. 12). 3) To the Davidic kingdom, the
bearer of which is David's seed, an everlasting du-
ration is promised; the reference is not to the
everlasting rule of a single king, but to the end-
less continuance of the kingdom of David's seed.

Like the ))romised kingdom, the house of David
also has a perpetual duration (vers. 13. 16). 4)

God promises to be the Father of David's seed,

and pledges it such an intimate relation to Him-

self tliat it shall be His son. As God is the Fatlier

of the people of Israel by the fact that He has
chosen them as His people by free grace, made
them His people by redemption, led tliera by His
paternal love, obligated them to obedience, and
sanctified them to be the people of His possession,

so He is the Father of the everlasting royal seed- of
David by the fact that He has chosen it for His king-

ly house in Israel, and made and formed it to be

bearer of His everlasting dommion over His peo-

ple, and it is His son by love of most intimate fel-

lowsliip with God, and by the ])uinble obedience
wherein it thoroughly subjects its will to the di-

vine will. " As all Israelites are sons of Jehovah
(Dent. xiv. 1), so must the king be in special

measure, but only as the head of the chosen peo-

ple of God" (Diestel, M^i' sup. 5o9]. 5) On the

ground of this relation of fatlier and son the favor

of God ivill abide unchanged with the seed of Da-
vid, that is, the theocratic king. He will, indeed,

be punished for the sins into which he falls; but

these chastisements will never rwich the point of

rejection, as iiappened in Saul's case; the sins of

David's seed will, for the sake of the promise given
to David, never set aside the divine counsel.

—

" The word of the prophet Nathan and the thanks-

giving of David mark the culmination of the Da-
vidic history" (Baumgarten).

4. The significance of the prophecy for the Mes-
sianic expectation of salvation. The direct Messianic

reference to Christ (Tertull. ac? Marc. iii. 20; Lac-
tant. divin. instit. 4, 13; August. rf<? civ. Dei, 17, 8;

Rupert von Dentz, Beza, S. Schmid, Calov, Pfeif-

fer, Buddeus, and other old theologians [Patrick

(in part), A. Clarke]) stands (apart from the \n\-

historical view of the nature of Messianic pro-

phecy that lies at its foundation) in contradic-

tion with the sinning of David's seed (vers. 14,

15), whereby a purely human and sinful posterity

is designated, and with the temple-building (ver.

13), which can only be understood of earthly work.

[Some attempt to set aside these objections to a

direct Messianic interpretation by suggesting that

the sin in the case of Christ is the sin He bore for

men, as in Isa. liii. (Gill), or by rendering ver. 14
" even in his suffering for iniquity I shall chasten

him," etc. (A. Clarke), and by regarding the house

built by Christ as a spiritual one; but this transla-

tion of the Heb. is not admissible, and the spi-

ritualizing in the other case is harsh and contrary

to the plain meaning of the text. Such a pro-

phecy must be treated as that of the " Servant of

Jehovah " in Isaiah and as the Parable of the Pro-

digal Son; the main spiritual idea must he deter-

mined, and its fulfilment looked for in the Mes-
siah, without attempting to transfer all the details

into the sphere of permanent spiritual history.

—

Tr.]—^The limitation of the prophecy to Solomon

and his immediate posterity (Rabbinical writers,

Grotius) is opposed to the "everlasting" duration

that is promised the Davidic kingdom, and that

cannot be weakened into a designation of a long

period of time (comp. Ps. Ixxxix. 30 [29]). [The
phrase ''forever" (the Eng. rendering of several

ditFerent but substantially equivalent phrases in

Heb.) sometimes indicates a limited period of

time (as in 1 Sam. i. 22), where the limitation is

determined by the nature of the case or by state-

ments in the context; liere the absence of any
special limiting statements, taken in connection
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with the general tone of the promises to Israel in
the Old Test., leads us to tlie conclusion that an
rinlimited duration is intended to be expressed.

—

Tr.]—The interpretation that refers the words in

part immediately and directly to Christ, in part to

Solomon and his nearest posterity is found already
in Theodoret (2 Re^. ijmest. 21 ), who explains vers.

12, 13 a, 14 b, 15 of David's immediate bodily
descendants, but vers. 13 b, 14 a, 16 of Clirist. So
also Brenz :

" he does not wholly exclude Solo-
mon, yet refers principally to Christ." Similarly
Sack (Apolo(jet. 243 sq.) says that tlie seed of vers.

12 and 13 is to be understood of the Messiah, but
the content of vers. 14, lo of the earlier scions of
the Davidic house, from whom, notwithstanding
their sins, the kingdom is never or at least not
soon to be withdrawn. But this sujiposition of a
double reference is as much opposed by the unity
and continuity of the prophet's thoughts and views
(as traced in the Exposition) as the related sup-
position (based on the presupposition of a double
sense in the Scripture) according to which Na-
than's word refers in the literal sense to Solomon,
in the mystical sense to Christ (Glass, philol.
sacra, p. 272). [We must distinguish between
tills mechanical view of a double sense in Scrip-
tui-e and the view that assigns to certain persons
and things a typical-prophetical position in tlie de-
velopment of the plan of salvation.—Tr.]

In the first place it must be determined in what
respect we are to suppose a factual fnlfilment of
this promise in David's own lifetime, and then in
his posterity. David himself, iii 1 Chr. xxii. 9 scj.,

refers them first to Solomon, applying to liim the
words: " he will be to me a son "and I will be to
him a father, and I will establish the law of his
kingdom over Israel for ever." David does the
same in 1 Chr. xxviii. 2 sq., both times with tlie

exhortation faitlifuUy to observe the commantl-
ments and judgments of God, and by obedience to
the Lord's will to live worthy of his liigli calling
in order that the promise might be fulfilled. So
also Solomon applies tlie promise to himself, 1

Kings v. 5; 2 Chr. vi. 7 sq.; 1 Kings viii. 17-20.
In 1 Kings ix. 4, 5 God confirms to him the
power given to David, assuring him that if he
would walk before His face as David did, and
faithfully keep His commandments. He would
establish tlie throne of his dominion forever, in
accordance with His promise to David :

" there
shalt not fail thee a man from the throne of Is-

rael"— Punishment for his defection from the
living God was visited on Solomon bv tlie sepa-
ration of tiie Ten Tribes under Jeroboam ; but
tlie jiromise that His favor should yet not be
withdrawn from David's house is also fulfilled,

tlie kingdom " for David's sake" and "that Da-
vi(l, the servant of the Lord, might always have
a light before liim in .Jerusalem, which Jle had
chosen to put His name there," remaining to the
(seed of David, which for this sin " is to lie afflicted,
but not forever." The humbling of David's seed
was to be only temporarv, and the promise of the
everlasting kingdom was to be fulfilled not in
Jeroboam's house, but in David's, 1 Kings xi.
31-39. Abijah, the son of Rehoboam, walked in
the sins of his father, and his lieart was not Avhollv
with the Lord; Imt for David's sake the Lord lii's

God gave Rehohoam a light in Jerusalem, in that
he raised up his son after him and let Jerusalem

stand, because David had done Avhat was right im
the sight of the Lord (1 Kings xv. 4, 5). Jeho-
ram did that which was evil in the eyes of the
Lord ; but tiie Lord would not destroy Judah for
David his servant's sake, as He had promised to
give him a light in liis sons alway (2 Kings viii..

18, 19). " While prophecy announces the down-
fall of one dynasty after another of the Ten Tribes,
it also indeed threatens individual apostate kings
in Judah with the divinejudgment, but never ques-
tions the continuance of the right of David's family
to the throne. David's crown may be taken away

;

but there will come one to whom it belongs, Ezek.
xxi. 32 [27]" ((Ehler, Herz. IX. 412). The
promise is tiius referred to all David's descen-
dants that were called to the throne from Solo-
mon on (comp. Ps. Ixxxix. 20-50; cxxxii. 10,

11) in accordance with the word of David in 2
Sam. vii. 25, Avherein he speaks of the promise
of an everlasting kingdom as one that is given
forever to his house.—Nathan's prophecy has
thus in the first place a fundainental sigmficanee

for the development of the kingdom of God and
the salvation therein unfolded, in so far as from
now on for all time the kingdom of Israel with its

theocratic calling to realize God's dominion in

the life of His people, and to fulfil the ends of

His kingdom, towers far above the Prophetic-

Office (as the organ of the revelation and an-

nouncement of God's will to His people), and
above the High-priesthood (as expiatory media-
tion between the sinful people and the holy God).
All hopes and expectations of the future salvation

under the theocracy that is realizing itself in the

people attach themselves to the idea of the theocra-

tic kingdom, which is the representative and
manifestation of the kingdom of God itself and
therefore everlasting, as also the people of Crod

themselves have received the promise of ever-

la.sting duration (Deut. xi. 21). But this king-

dom is exclusively the Davidic; with the seed

of David (so far as this seed is chosen and ap-

pointed for it) it goes forth as everlasting bearer

of the favors and blessings of God, of which the

people partake on the ground of the covenant

that God has concluded with David (Isa.lv. 3).

" Things may indeed be affirmed of every king-

that sits on David's throne that are true in the

first instance not of him personally, but of the

kingdom tiiat he represents (comp. p:issages like

Ps. xxi. 5, 7; Ixi. 7). But, impelled Ijy the

Spirit, the sacred poesy produces a kingly form
that far transcends what tiie present sliows, and

exhibits the Davidic and Solomonic kingdom in

its archetypal completeness" (Oehler, Herz. IX.

412). The idea of the theocratic Davidic king-

dom of everlasting duration, and with the stamp
of sonship assumes from this prophecy a concrete

form in the ideal of a theocratic king who pro-

ceeds from the seed of David. This latter is

called in Ps. ii. 7, 12, "the son of God" abso-

lutely; in Ps. ex. 1 dcL-lared to be the ruler that

shares with God His vntimitcd might and power

over heaven and earth, and even David's lord

;

in Ps. Ixxii. evcrlai^ting dominion lo the ends of

the earth is ascribed to him, and in Ps. xlv. 2

the name " Elohim, God," itself is given him.

In David's prophetic word in 2 Sam. xxiii. this

ideal takes the form of a righteous mler, who
introduces a glorious future, in Ps. ii., ex., that
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of a I'irtorioii)^ prince who as son and lieir of God
in uneonquei-able power extends his dominion by
vigorous battles over the whole earth, and brings

His foes to his feet, and in Ps. Ixxii. that of a

powerful prince, who conducts His government
in divine righteousness, dispenses weal and bless-

ing to tiie wretched, stretches out His kingdom
of peace and its blessings over all princes and
nations of the earth and receives their homage.

—

[More correctly, these passages refer first to a

present earthly monarch looked on as representing

the ideal king, and their assertions, partially true

of the finite earthly king, are to be realized in

one that shall be identical with the ideal.

—

Tr.]
Further the promise given to David is the foun-

dation of all Messianic prophecies and hopes in

the prophets concerning the completion of the

kingdom of God, its revelations of grace and its

blessings of salvation, comp. Oeliler ubi siq). 413.

The idea of the everlasting victorious and peace-

ful theocracy that embraces not only Israel, but
all the nations of the earth, and the ideal of the

tlieocratic king, proceeding from David's house
and seed, and standing in the exclusive relation

to God of sou, who introduces and exercises this

dominion [the theocracy], finds its full reality in

the Messiah, Jesus Ciirist, th.e Son of God and
Son of David, who is anointed without measure
with the Holy Ghost and by the complete in-

dwelling of God in His person exhibits Himself
as the personal principle of the kingdom of God.
The view that the descent of C'lu-ist from the
Davidic race does not belong to the e.ssential con-
tent of the fulfilment of the idea of the Old Tes-
tament-kingdom (G. Baur, 407) is refuted by the
constant declarations of the propliets concerning
the Davidic descent of the great king, as well as

by the universal Jewish conception of the Mes-
siah as the sou of David (Matt. xxii. 42 sq.),

both of which rest on tliis fundamental prophecy.

Jesus Himself accepts the name of " Son of
David" without protest; Paul (Rom. i. 3), the
Epistle to the Hebrews (vii. 14), and the Apoca-
lyp.se (v. 5; xxii. IG) declare Hnn to be a
descendant of David. "How deep this promise
penetrated David's soul is shown l)y his thanks-
giving prayer in 2 Sam. vii. IS .sq. The Messiah
is not therein spoken of in the first instance ; it

relates to the ideal person of the Davidic race

;

but its final fulfilment in the Messiah is already
contained indirectly in its own content, since tlie

everlastingness of a merely human kingdom is

inconceivable; this became clearer to David the
more he compared this promise with the Mes-
sianic idea that had come down from the fathers;

it finally reached full certainty in his mind
through the furtlier inward disclosures that at-

tached tliemselves to this fundamental promise
which occupied David day and nigiit" (Heng.st.,

Gesch. d. Reich, Gott. unter d. Alt. Bundes, 1871,
II. 2, 124 [Hengstenberg's Hist, of the Kingdom
of God under the Old Covenant]).

5. The prayer of David after the reception of
the Lord's promise of favor (vers. 18-29) bears
testimony to the unexpected, joyfully surprising
revelation that was made to him, and mirrors
his childlike humility,fervid devotion and unshaka-
ble confidence towards his God. To this prayer
which proceeds from a joyfully shocked and
deeply moved heart, applies (so far as is possible

from the Old Testament stand-point) what Ber-
nard of Clairvaux says of true prayer :

" If the.

way to God's throne is to stand free and open tO'

our prayer, and it is there to find ready accept-

ance and hearing, it must proceed from an hum-
ble, fervid and trusting heart. Humility teaches
us the necessity of prayer, fervor gives it flight

and endurance, trust provides it with an unmova-
ble foundation." The humility of the praying
servant of God expresses itself in the declaration
of its own littleness and unworthiness : 1 ) in
view of the many manifestations of favor, through
whicli the lyord has brought him in the past up-
to this point (ver. 18) ; 2) In view of the great
promises for the future that He has given him.
out of free grace (ver. 19); and 3) In view of
tlie paternal kindness, wherein He has conde-
scended to him in this present revelation of love
(vers. 20, 21). "All without merit or worthi-
ness of mine" (Luther).—A further special ex-
hibition of Immility is the occurrence of the
word "servant" three times in vers. 18-21 and
seven times in vers. 25-29. " This thanksgiving
confirms anew the fact that the only foundation
on wliicli the true godliness and everlastingness
of the kingdom can rest is the purity and holi-

ness of an humble heart, and therefore the hearty
and living humility of David's thanksgiving;
may give us the .strongest assurance that here is

really enthroned the culmination of all royal
rule" (Baumgarten).—In the prayer humility
is combined with childlike fervor and sincerity,

wherewith : 1) God's poivet and glory, as revealed
in His previous gracious deeds for His people, is

praised and celebrated (vers. 22, 23); 2) God's
love, wherein He acknowledges Himself to be
His people's God and Lord, is declared (ver. 24);
and 3) God's name is invoked from the depths of
a heart full of the consciousness of His gracious
presence. (''The name Jehovah occurs twelve
times, and is ten times addressed. In the address
the simple Jeliovah occurs once, Adonai Jehovah
six times, Jehovah Elohim twice, and Jehovah
Sabaoth once. The address Adonai Jehovah is

found at the beginning and at the end. The
third division first takes up the divine names of

tlie second, and then returns at the close to that

of the first." Hengst., tibi sup., 158.)-[Compare
the use of divine names in the parallel pa.ssage

in 1 Chron. xvii.

—

Tr.]). With humility and
fervor is combined hearty ^rK.S'i 1) in the prayer
for the fulfilment of the gracious promise; 2) in

the appeal to the truthfulness of God's word; and
3) in the confident hope of God's blessing (vers.

25-29).

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-11. "The Lord is with thee" (ver. 3).

I. How the Lord owns Himself as thine : 1 ) In
battle and victory over all thy enemies ; 2) In
the quietness and peace of thy heart; 3) In the
bles.sing of thy house; 4) In the instructions of

His word. II. How thou shouldst consequently
place thyself with i-espect to the Lord: 1) In
joyful willingness to jirove thy gratitude to Him

;

2) In humble obedience of faith to His will

when it rejects thy thoughts; 3) In humbly let-

ting thy house be built for thee by Him, and let-

ting Him give to thee before thou wilt give to-
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Him; and 4) In awaiting with childlike confi-

dence His blessing tor the future.

Giving and Taking in the relation of man to

God: 1; "A man can receive nothing, except it

be </U'CH him from heaven;" but 2) A man can

also give nothing to God the Lord, except it be

first given him by the Lord.
"/ was tvith thee ichithersoever thou irentest"

(ver. 9): 1) How far this divine testimony has

been confirmed in the guidance of thy whole course

of life; 2 1 How its truth should qualify thee to

know His ways in the guidance of liis people,

and in the history of His kingdom; 3) What ob-

ligation is thereby laid on thee in relation to thy

God.
Ters. 12-lG. The fulfilment of the great and gra-

cious proniise of God to David, in Christ the Son of

I)((vid: 1 ) In ills person, He is not merely David's

seetl ^ seed of the uwnan = Abraham's seed, but

also God's Son; 2) In His office, He is King over

the kingdom of God, King of all kings; 3) In His
possession of power, He has an everlasting king-

dom, to Him is given all power in lieaven and
on earth; 4) In His work. He builds for the name
of God tlie Father a house, a spiritual temple in

humanity, out of living stones (comp. John ii. 19).

[Vers. 1(3, 17. Robert Hall: The advantages

of Civil Government contrasted with the blessings of

the Spiritual Kingdom of Jesus Christ ( Works, Am.
Ed.. III., 444) : 1) As to security, and the sense of

security. 2) Liberty. 3) Plenty. 4) A tendency

to improvement in social institutions. 5 ) Stability.

-Tr.]
\ ers. 18-24. TTie greatness of the manifestations

of God's grace: 1) They infinitely surpass the

desert and worthiness of sinful men (Who am I?

e^c), ver. 18; 2) They fill all times, from the re-

motest ])ast into the farthest future (vers. 18,

19); 3) They are high-exalted above all human
thonglits and words, which cannot comprehend
and express them (ver. 20); 4) They are deep-

grounded in God's word and heart (ver. 21).

Vers. 22-24. The right praise of God on the part

^f His people: 1) Looking to that which He is to

them, as their incomparably gracious God, and
exclusively their own; 2) Looking to that which
He as tlieir God has done in them in the wonders
of His redeeming might and love; and 3) Look-
ing to that for wliich He lias made them His
peopk', and prepared tliem for Himself.

Vers. 25-29. The right prayer and supplication

of living faith: 1) It grounds itself firmly in the

word of (iod's promise (ver. 25); 2) It aims at

nothing but the lionor of God's 7!«me (ver. 20);

3) It springs from a heart which is moved by
CJod's promise (ver. 27); 4) It appeals to God's
faitlifulness and truth; o) It receives the fulness

of God's promised blessinq.

[Vers. 18-29. Henry: David's Prayer: 1)

He Rjieaks very huml)ly of himself, and his own
merits (ver. 18). 2) He speaks very highly and
honorably of God's favors to him (vers. 18-20).

3) He ascribes all to the free grace of God (ver.

21). 4) He adores the greatness and glory of

God (ver. 22). 5) He expresses a great esteem

for tlic Israel of God (vers. 23, 24). 5) He con-

cludes with humble petitions to God (vers. 27-

29).—Tr.]
Vers. 1-4. [Hen'ry: When God in Hisprovi-

<lence gives us rest, and finds us little to do of

worldly business, we must do so nnich the more for

God and our souls. How difierent were the thoughts
of David, wlien he sat in his palace, from Nebu-
chadnezzar's, when lie walked in his, Dan. iv. 29, 30.—Tr.]—J. Lange: It is not enough to have a good
design in a matter, but one must also have a particu-

lar assurance as to whether tliis or that is according
to God's gracious will.

—

Schlier: Alas for ns, if

the Scriptures were nothing more than human,
well-meant thoughts of lioly men of God ; who
could then rely on them? who could live and die

on them? But well for us that we have a word
of God, a word out of God's own mouth, which
God's Spirit has given us.—Vers. 4, 5. WuERT.
Bible: God is much more desirous of giving to

us tlian of receiving from us.—S. Schj[ID : God
demands not so much splendid outward service,

but rather an inner and honest service of the

heart, Isa. iv. 24.

—

Schlier: The true house of

God is His people ; there would He make His
abode in the hearts of His own. A human heart

that opens itself to God is a temple more pleasing

to Him than the stateliest structure of gold and
marble, and a church that really has the Lord
dwelling in its midst is in the sight of God more
precious than the noblest showy building which
sets all the world a wondering.

Vers. 8-11. We always indeed imagine that we
must first give something to the Lord, and that

if we hav^e not been beforehand with Him, the

Lord will not bless us; and yet what is all that we
do, if the Lord has not first taken hold of us?

—

We must first experience the Lord's blessings in

ourselves, and then first can we do any thing for

Him in return.—Vers. 12-16. Starke: Christ's

kingdom is a firmly established kingdom; even
the gates of hell cannot prevail against it (Matt.

xvi. 18).—Christ is the right architect of the spi-

ritual house of Ciod; and through Him alone can

we become temples and abodes of the living God
(1 Cor. vi. 16; 1 Pet. ii. 5). — Schlier: The
true and living house of God, which He lias built,

is the church of the Lord which He has bought
with His blood and gathered by His Spirit.

Ver. 17. S. Schmid: A faithful servant of God
speaks according to the direction of God's word

—

takes nothing therefrom, and adds nothing there-

to (Dent. xii. 32). — Ver. 18. Cramer: "That is

the true complexion of the saints: the more they
are exalted by God and favored with gifts and
goods, the more they humble themselves and
count themselves unwortliv thereof (Gen. xviii.

27; xxxii. 10; Luke i. 48).— Vers. 20, 21. Osi-

axder: When a devout man's heart is stirred up
by the Holy Spirit to gratitude towards God, it

can often not find words enough to utter its hearty

love, and to exalt God high enough over all

(Luke i. 46 sq. I.

—

Starke: In praying we must
not merely recognize and acknowledge our un-

worthiness, but also praise God's grace and com-
passion (Luke i. 4S-50).—Vers. 17-21. Schlier:
(iod's goodness sliould awaken us to a recognition

of our sins, it should bring us down on our knees,

it should make us little and wortiiless. The more
God the Lord does us good, so much the more
should we humble ourselves; and the higher He
places us, so much the more should we recognize

our unworthiness; and wlien He lifts us up from
the dust to the height and blesses us with the full-

ness of His blessing, then fir.st should we Ix-
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come tliorouglily little and worthless in our own
eyes.

Ver. 22. Cramer: God demands of us not only

the faith of the heart, but also the confession of

our lips (Rom. x. 10).—Ver. 23. S. Schmid: 2s^ot

their own deeds make a people great, but the

works of God which lie does among such a peo-

ple. Blessed is tluit people whose God is the

Lord; but this Ijlessedness comes from the mere
compassion of God.—Vers. 22-24. Schlier: It

is a great gain when, through God's benefits, we
learn to recognize the benefactor, and let ourselves

be drawn by God's goodness to the Lord Himself.
God's goodness should make us little and worth-

less, and bow us down on our knees, but God's
goodness should also msike the Lord in our esti-

mation ever greater, worthier and nobler.—Vers.

25, 26. Cramer: Althougli we have God's fair

and rich promises before us, and have once found
grace, yet we should always continue to seek
confirmation and increase tliereof (1 Kings viii.

25, 26).

Ver. 28 sqq. Berl. Bible : The greatest act in

praying is the persevering supplication of faitli

for the performance of God's Idcssed purpose; to

hold fast the everlasting truth made known to us,

and as if seeking payment of a debt to remind,
urge, press, knock, beat the door. — Starke:
Every blessing in lieavcnly good things is de-
rived from the gracious pleasure of God (Eph.
i. 3).

[Ver. 2. It seems natural and appropriate that
our houses of worship should be not less substan-
tial and elegant than our dwelling-houses.—Ver.
3. The Lord's having evidently ''been with us"
does not prove that He approves all we have
done; still less that He will approve all we feel

inclined to do.—It may be perfectly proper that
a, thing should be done, and yet not proper that

we should undertake to do it.—Our wisest friends

may give us wrong counsel, in hastily taking for

granted that what seems to them good will seem
good to the Lord.—In denying us the gratification

of some pious wish, God may design accomplish-
ing it in a way that He sees to be better ; and He
may conunend and reward the wish He does not
gratify. ("Thou didst well that it was in thine
heart," 1 Kings viii. 18).—A sermon on Nat/tan,
chap. vii. 1-17 and xii. 1-14.

[^'^er. 9. Fame.—"And have made thee a great
name," etc I. Fame is a gift of God's Provi-
dence—hence to be enjoyed with humility. II.

Fame is one of God's noblest gifts—hence may be
desired and earnestly sought, if righteously. IIL
Fame, like all other gifts, has weighty responsi-
bilities—hence to be used for the good of men and
the glory of God.—Ver. 14. "lunll be hisfather, and
he sIhiH be my .so«." This true— 1) of Solomon
and other descendants of David who were kings
of Judah; 2) of Christ, " the son of David," Heb.

j

i. 5; 3) Of every one who is a believer in Christ,

I and thus a child of God, 1 John iii. 1; v. 1.

[Vers. 18-21. A model of devout than/:sf/i:n»g:

I. Over what he rejoices. 1) Over great bless-

ings received in the past, ver. 18. 2) Over yet

greater blessings promised in the future, ver. 19.

II. In what spirit he regards these favors. 1 ) As
utterly untleserved by himself, vers. 18, 20. 2)
As the gift of God's sovereign grace, ver. 21 ; Matt,

xi. 26.—Ver. 22. The greatness of Israel's God
argued from the wonders of Israel's history. Comp.
vers. 23, 24.—Tr.]

[Ver. 27. Promise and Prayer. 1) Tlie jiro-

mise does not prevent prayer. 2) The promise
authorizes prayer that would otherwise be pre-

sumptuous. 3) The promise gives assurance of
success in prayer. Comp. vers. 28, 29.

—

Tr.]

m. The splendid development of David's royal rule without and ivithin.

Chapters VIII.—X.

1. Without by wars and victories over Israel's external enemies. Chap. VIII. 1-14.

1 And after this it came to pass that David smote the Philistines and subdued
[humbled] them ; and David took Metheg-Ammah^ out of the hand of the Phi-
listines.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 1. We leave this obsoure word untranslated. Erdmann renders it "the bridle of the mother," but the

Heb. riJ3X never means mother ; so Philippson :
" the bridle of the metropolis (capital city)." The ancient VSS.

T —

are discordant and unsatisfactory: Chald. has " the fastening of the Ammah," Vulg. "the bridle of tribute," Syr.
and Arab, render a proper name Ramath-Gamah (which .some translate "the height of the rush "), Aquila gives
" the bridle of the aqueduct " or (according to another edition) " the bridle of the ell," Symmaehus " tiie autho-

rity of tribute," while the Sept. reading rr)v atjxapi.a-ij.ivTii' suggests that their text contained the stem IJ?1J or

lyin. These renderings show the perplexity of the translator."!; the Rabbinical translation "stream or aque-
duct " (so perhaps Chald.) is improbable, ami the rendering '• tribute " equally witliout authority (= D^Sil). while

the reading in Chron. "Gath and her daughters" is an explanation, not a translation, if it be not a ditTerent form
of the same original text. In this uncertainty it seems better to leave the words untranslated, as in Eng. A. V.
Perhaps we have here a proper name, possiVilV a corruption of the text of Chronicles.

—

Tr.]
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2 And he smote JVIoab and measured them with a line, casting them down to
[making them lie down on] the ground ; even with two lines measured he [and
he measured two lines] to put to deaih and with [oin. with] one'' fud line to keej)

alive. And so [o»i. so] the Moabites became David's servants and bt ought [bring-

ing] gifts.

3 David smote also [And David smote] Hadadezer" the son of Rehob, king of Zo-

bah, as he went to recover his border at [to make an attack at*] the river Euph-
4 rates.* And David took from him a thousand chariots^ and seven hundred horse-

men and twenty thousand footmen ; and David houghed all the chariot horses, but

reserved of them /or an hundred chariots.

5 And when the Syrians' of Damascus came to succour Hadadezer king of Zubali^

6 David slew of the Syrians two and twenty thousand men. Then [And] David
put garrisons in Syria of Damascus, aud the Syrians became servants to David and
Ijrought [bringing] gifts. And the Lord [Jehovah] preserved David whitherso-

7 ever he went. And David took the shields^ of gold that were on the servants of

8 Hadadezer, and brought them to Jerusalem. And from Betah^ and from Berothai,

cities of Hadadezer, king David took exceeding much brass [copper].

9 When [And] Toi king of Hamath heard that David had smitten all the host of

10 Hadadezer, Then [And] Toi .sent Joram'" his sou unto king David, to salute him
and to bless [congratulate] him, because he had fought against Hadadezer and
smitten him ; for Jiadadezer had wars with Toi ; and Joram brought with him [and

in his hand were] vessels of silver and vessels of gold and vessels of bra^s [cofiper].

11 Which [These] also king David did dedicate unto the Lord [Jehovah] with the

silver and gold that he had dedicated of all [ins. the] nations which he subdued,

12 Of Syria" and of Moab aud of the children of Ammon and of the Philistines and
of Amalek and of the spoil of Hadadezer son of Rehob, king of Zobah.

13 And David gat him a name when he returned from smiting of [om. of] the Sy-

14 rians'^ in the valley of salt, beinr/ [om. being] eighteen thousand men. And he put

garrisons in Edom ; throughout all Edom put he garrisons, and all they of [om.

ihey of] Edom became David's servants. And the Lord [Jehovah] preserved

David whithersoever he went.

- [Ver. 2. Sept. has " two lines to kill .and two to save," and Vulg. gives one line to each division (and so the-

Syr. in Walton's Polyglot, followed by .\rab., but Lee's Syr. text agrees with the Heb.); these are changes from
desire for symmetry.—Tii.]

3 [Ver. 3. Erdmann and manv others prefer this form Hadadczrr to the form in Chron., Hndrxrczer (which is

found in all the ancient VSS. except Chald.. and in many good Heb. MSS. and EDD.) on tlie ground that Hadad
is the name of a Syrian sun-god and occurs in many other proper names ; but Sehi'ader (Die KeiUnschriftcn und
das A. T.. p. 101) says th.at the name of the Syriaa'king in 1 Kings xx. 1 is not Benhadad, but Ben-hadar, which
the Assyrian writes Binhidri; Sehrader translates the name ("the god) Bin is exalted." If this be correct, the-

reading here is probably Hadarezer, as in Chron.

—

Tr.]
* [Ver. 3. Our text is here to be preferred to that of Chron. (xviii. 3). Erdm.aun renders "to re-est.ablish lii?

power," nearly as Eng. A. V. But the phrase here used always meaus " to turn one's hand " either literally (as I

Sam. xiv. 27) or figuratively, and either from (JO) a thing (Ez. xviii. 17) or to or against a thing (7K in Ex. iv. 7

bj,' in Am. i. 8); here, as not the enemy against whom, but the place in which the effort is made is meant the

prep. " in " (3) is used ; he went to '• put his hand, direct his attack " in or at the river.—Tu.]

6 [Ver. 3.' The word " Euphrates," not in the text, is supplied bv the Masorites in the inargin, and is found in

manv MSS. and EDD. ; its insertion in the Heb. is unnecessarv. since " the river " means the Euptirates.— 1 r.|

6 [Ver. 4. The Heb. here reads :
" 1700 horsemen and 2ii,(i(io footmen ;" Eng. A. V. divides the first number and

introduces " chariots " in order to account for their mention at th.- end of the verse (after 1 Chr. xviii. 4); Erd-

Jiiaim adopts the whole of the reading of fhron. "loiio chariots, 70U0 horsemen, and 20,000 footmen " iso also Sept.

and Then.). But Wellhausen oVijects to this that the 22"^ at the end is nsed in a general sense, including the

horses of the " horsemen,"—in.asmuch as after all the 23~^ only are houghed, there rem.tin only Hut D^T ;-«]lia-

riot-horses" and not also the " riding-horses." Still, as the author may here have chosen to leave out the n< ing-

liorses altogether, this objection would not be decisive ; but it is in favor of our text th.at, wliile not impossitjle, it

is not so easy as that of Chron.—Tu.]
' [Ver. 5. Syr. and .\rab. read badly " Edom and Damascus."

—

Tr.]

* [Ver. 7. The versions render this word (toSty ) variouslv, apparently guessing at its meaning from the con-

nection. As Then ins points out. the etymology (from a verb meaning " to be hard or strong ") and some ot the

passages wliere it occurs (as Jer. !i. 11) favor the meaning " armour ;" the rendering " shield ' is now more com-
monly adopteil.—Tr.]

" [Ver. 8. The probability seems to be in favor of the reading "Tehah."—TR.]
19 [Ver. 10. The better reading is probably Hadoram (as in Chron.), with which compare the Uadar-ezer

abo"e.—Tr.]
" [Ver. 12. Some MSS. and Sept.. Svr., Arab, read "Edom." a change of one letter only in the Hebrew, ana

this better suits the connection, where this name is followed bv Moab, etc.. Zobah appearing at. the end.— 1 R.J

12 [Ver. 13. As Svria w.as not near the vallev of s.alt, this text is manifestly corrupt. We may either reajt

"Edom" for "Syria" (so Sept. and Chron.) or insert tlie clause "and smote Edom ' alter 'Syrians (so i^iu-

mann). The former course is the simpler, and avoids the difficulty of accountim; for the omission ol any reier-

ence to Syria in Chronicles. The Heb. words for Syria (DIN) and Edom (mX) differ very slightly.— 1 r.J
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EXEGETICAL AXD CRITICAL.

A general surrey is here given of David's vmis

and victories witli the aid of tlie Lord (vers. 6, 14),

without its being indicated, however (as is above

observed), by tiie word " after this " that the wars

here detailed were chronologically attached to the

events of chap, vii., or that the.se wars were chro-

nologically related to one another as the sequence

of mention might seem to show. The ])hrase

"after this" is the general formula of transition

and connection, which introduces David's wars

grouped according to the factual point of view,

and works them into the broad frame of the theo-

cratic history. See a similar loose, not strictly

chronological connection by this formula in x. 1
;

xiii. 1. The parallel section in 1 Cliron. is chap,

xviii.

Ver. 1. The subjection of the Phillstincf!. David
not only defeated them in a battle, but also sub-

jected tiiem to his authority. He took out of their

hand "the bridle of the mother" (H^xn jno

metheg ha ammtth). The Chronicler has for this

""Gath and her daughters," which words are to

be accepted in explanation of our expression in-

stead of giving place to vague conjectures. Am-
mah (niJX, feminine formation from DX)= ''mo-

ther-city ;" so the capital city of a country is often

called in Arabic and Phoenician, comp. Gesen.
Thesaurus, p. 112, and our word "metropolis;"

and the cities dependent on the capital city are

called "daughters," comp. .Josh. xv. 45, 47.

Among the five chief cities of the Philistines (1

Sara. vi. 10, 17), Gath in Saul's time already, as

seat of a king who appears at the head of the Phi-
listine princes (1 Sam. xxvii. 2 ; xxix. 2 sq.), had
attained the rank of a capital of Philistia, whence
the bridle ofdominion was extended over the other

cities and the whole people. [Tliese notices do
not seem sufficient in themselves to show a hege-
mony for Gath.

—

Tr.] The "bridle of the mother^'

—that is, according to Chron., the power and au-

thority over Pliilistia concentrated in the metro-
polis, Gath, the mother with tlie "daughters," or

Philistine cities over which Gatii exercised au-

thority—David took possession of, lie subjugated

Pliilistia, and made it tributary, as the nations

afterwards mentioned. The king of Gath men-
tioned in 1 Kings ii. 39 belonged also to the tri-

butary kings, subject to Solomon, this side of the
Euphrates, as far as Gaza (1 Kings v. 1, 4). So
Gesenius, De Wette, Keil. Of other explanations

of our phrase some do not accord with the mean-
ing of the words, e.

fj.,
Schnltens, Mich., Ewald

render ''a/'?n-bridle," but amtimh does not mean
" arm," and Grotius gives daustra mo7i.ti.s AmmcB—"the fortress of Mount Amraah,"—but metheg
cannot mean " fortress." Some do not agree with
the actual condition of things, e. r/., Bertheau ex-
plains, "he wrested from the Philistines the cZo-

minion that they had hitherto exercised over Is-

rael," but this does not agree with David's do-
minion over Israel ; and Bottcher takes ammah
—(DS j—as meaning one that goes before and leads,

* [On this phrase see "Text, and Gramm." For va-
rious e.xplanations see Poole'd Synopsis and Bochart's
Hkroz. II. p. 2:i5.—Tr.J

and then in the abstract sense of leading, guidance,
"the bridle of guidance,"—but "this would suit

only if the setting aside of a hegemony were here
spoken of" (Then.). Looking at the words of
Chron., the Sept. {r//v n4(jf)i(y/ihi?/p:z="the sepa-
rated, marked off") and 1 Sam. vii. 13, 14, The-
nius conjectures that the text lias arisen by error
of copyists from an original text, which contained
a description (that cannot now be made out I of the
boundary-district, which David then forever
wrested from the Philistines. In the essence of
the thing, this explanation agrees with that above
given.

Ver. 2. The subjurjntiou nf the Moabites.— On the
former friendly relation between the king of Moab
and David, see 1 Sam. xxii. 3, 4. The cause of
Moab's enmity against him is unknown. Perhaps
meantime another king had come to the throne
than he with whom David sought refuge and with
his parents found hospitality. Probably in this
war occurred what is mentioned in 1 Chron. xi.

22 of Benaiah, one of David's heroes, that lie slew
two of the king of Moab's sons. The severe pun-
ishment inflicted on the arms-bearing Moabites
(they were compelled to lie in a row on the
ground, two-thirds were measured with a line for

death, and one-third for life) points to some very
grave offence on their part. They thenceforward
became David's servants, that is, w^re subject to

him and paid him tribute. [Patrick : Now was
fulfilled the propliecv of Balaam, Numb. xxiv.
17.—Tr.]

Vers. 3, 4. Subjugation of Hadadezer, king of
Zobah.—And David smote Hadadezer.—In-

stead of this name we have "Iladarezer" in x.

1(>, 19, and in Chron.; so also Sept., Vulg., Syr.,

Arab., Josephus. But as Hadad was tlie name
of the sun-god of the Syrians, and frequently oc-

curs in Syrian proper names (see Movers, Pham.
I. 196 sq.), Hadadezer,= " whose help God is,"

mu.st be taken as the original reading. [For a
different view see "Text, and Gramm."—Tr.]
The district of Zobah was a part of Syria (x. 6, 16
and Psalm Ix. 2, where it is called ^?-a»i-Zobah),
bordering on Syria, beyond the Euphrates in Me-
sopotamia, whence Hadadezer brought Arameans
to his help across the Euphrates. Its position is

more exactly described in ver. .5 (it was near the
territory of the _Dama.sc(t.? Syrians) and ver. 9 and
2 Chron. viii. 3 (it touched Hamatli on the north,
at the Orontes). It must therefore be put north-
east of Damascus and south of Hamath, between
the Orontes and the Euphrates. Comp. Winer,
P.-B. II. 738. It seems to have reached so far

south that the Ammonites could get help from it

against Israel, x. 6; 1 Chron. xix. 6. As Zobah
was doubtless the capital city of the country, it is

probably (Grot., Ew.) to be identified with the
city Sabe (Ptol. v. 19) which lay on the same pa-
rallel with Damascus and eastward towards the
Euphrates.* "We must therefore look for Zobah
to the east of the transjordauic Israelitish territory

and beyond its northern border, and its king must
have ruled over a great part of the desert between
Palestine and the Euphrates, and consequently
over the southern part of Syria" (Stiihelin, Lehen
Davids, p. 51). But on what occasion and under
what circumstances was David involved in a war

* [See Art. Zobcih in Smith's Bib. Dic(.—T\i.']
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wiUi this distant kin9;doiii? The answer to this

question will appear in tlie course of the follow-

ing exposition. As he went to re-establish

his pow^er at the river ( Euphrates). [Lit.

"as he went to put forth his hand"= to make an

effort or attaek. See " Text, ami Grauun." against

Erdmann's rendering.—Tr.] The question is

Avhether Hadadezer or David is subject here.

The Ileh. T [hand] =: power, dominion. The

Iniin. (^'l^n) means not (o stretch out, extend (De
^ T

Wette), but to draw hack, re-establish a dominion,

Avhich consequently existed before. Taking Ha-
dadezer as subject, and looking to 1 Sam. xi v. 47,

where it is said that S<iid fought successfully

against Zobah, it has been explained to mean that

Hadadezer now attempted to regain the territory

then lost (Maurer, Bunsen, Ewald, Keil). But
can we suppose that Hadadezer waited so long af-

ter Saul's death? Rather it is to be presumed
tliat he had long ago re-established his power.

In favor of taking David as subject, it may be said

that the whole sentence would then have the same
snl^ject, which is most natural according to the

tenor of the narrative, and that David must have
tl'U called on to restore Israel's power up to the

Kiph rates wliich had been lost since Saul's time.

But (vjainst this undoubtedly is the word "/h's

power" (Ti'
)

; for David had not yet occupied the

land on the Euphrates. We are therefore obliged

TO take Hadadezer as subject, wIkj had attempted

to restore his shattered power on tiie Euphrates
when David conquered him in this war and made
him his vassal. How his power was shattered

will appear hereafter. Chron. has " to establish "

(^J'SfH), which agrees with the above explanation

—and so the Sept. i:-/.a7?/an.i. [=establish] . Which
was the original reading cannot be determined.

[The phrase in Sam. is a common one; that in

Cliron. (in the Ileb.) is difficult and improbable.—Tr.] Against the rendering of Grot, and C'ler.:

"as he (David) went to force back his (Hadade-
zer's) power towards the Euphrates" is the prep,

"in, at" (3) before "rivei'," and the change of

persons in this subordinate sentence (Thenius).

[.Vdopting the rendering suggested above, the re-

ference may very well be to David as the subject:

I >avld going to make an attack at the Euphrates,

was naturally opposed by the powerful Hadade-
zer; otherwise it is difficult to see how Hadade-
zer's .attack in this region could have brought him
in contact with David.—Tr.] The Masora adds

"Euphrates" after "river" [so Eng. A. V.],—
which, however, is not necessary, since the word
"the river" ("in^ri) of itself means the Eu-

j)hrateH.'^ How important it must have been for

David to rest his power on this side on the Eu-
phrates is obvious. Ver. 4. And David took
(jirisonersi from him 1700 horsemen and
20.000 footmen.—Chron. has 7000 iiorsemen

and 1 ()()() cliariots. Here, tlierefore, tiie word
"chariot" lias fallen out, and the sign for seven
thousand (jl l)een changed to that for seven hun-
dred (p. The text of Ciiron. is the correct one;
" for to 20,000 footmen in the plains of Syria 7000
horsemen is evidently better proportioned than

* [As in Ps. Ixxii. K: " from the river to tlip, ends of tlie

oartli" (sontli of lOuypt), ami ."O I M;if. vii. 8. .\s tlie

JJahar is the KiipiiraU-s, so tlie Yeor is the Nile.

—

Tb.J

1700"(Thenius). The 1000 chariots also accords?-

with the connection, " because afterward David is
said to have houghed the chariot-horses" (Cler.).
And David lamed all the riding animals.
—The word (13.37.) means riding-animals in ge-

neral, not merely chariot-horses (so Isa. xxi. 7).
'These David made useless and harmless by cut-
ting the sinews of their hind feet CPi^'.—comp.
Judg. xi. 6, 9). It was a matter of importance to
David to render useless not the chariots, but the
horses. [He reserved a Imndred hor.ses not for
war, but for a triumph or a guard ; whether or
not this reservation was illegal and ungodly is not
said.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 5-8. The conquest of Aram-Damascus {the

Syrians of Damascus). Ver. 5. Aram-Damas-
cus—that is, the Aramjeans whose capital was
Damascus (Cliron. Darmesek, Sara. Dammesek)—
east of the Antilibanon range, on the Chrysorrhoas^
(Pharpar) river, and on the great caravan-route
from Central Asia to Western Asia. These Sy-
rians of Damascus came as allies to the help of
Hadadezer, attacking David from the north, but
suffered a severe defeat, as appears from the fact

that they lost 22,000 men. [See Josephus' refer-

ence here to the account of Nicolaus of Damascus
(Ant. 7, o, 2), who mentions a Syrian king Hadad
beaten at the Euphrates by David (Then.).

—

Tr.]
—Ver. 6. To hold them in su])jection he placed
jiosts, garrisons in their territory, comp. 1 Sam. x.

5; xiii. 3. "He made them subject and tributarif

to him." [Some render "officers" instead of
"garrisons," but hardly so well.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 7.

"Shields" (t^St!^), not "armour," comp. 2 Kings

xi. 10, Gesen., Thes. and Lex. by Dietrich. The
(/olden shields of Hadadezer's servants (that is, his

immediate guard) David sent as booty to Jerusa-

lem. The Sept. here has the additional statement r

"And Susakim [Shishak] king of Egypt took
them away when he went up against .Jerusalem in

the days of Roboara, son of Solomon," of which
there is no trace in any other version or in Chron.,

and which there is no good reason for introducing
into our text (against Thenius), since, by com-
paring 1 Chron. xviii. 8 (where the use made of

the copper is mentioned), and 1 Kings xiv. 25-

27, it is clear how a translator or copyist from in-

exact observation of these passages might have
been led to make such an addition to the text as

marginal note or explanation. [Keii also points

out that the shields carried off by Shishak were
not these cai)tured by David, but those made by
Solomon.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 8. And from Hadade-
zer's cities Betah and Berothai took king
David very much copper.— It is not possible

to determine certainly the position of these cities.

But it may be conjectured that Berothai (comj).

Ezek. xlvii. 16), for which Chron. has Kun, is

identical either with Barathena, near Sabe (Ptol.

Geog. 5, 19, 5; so Ewald), or with the present

Bcrah south-east of Damascus (Thenius), or with

Ih'rtha on the eastern hank of the Euphrates (

=

Birtha, Ptol. Gvog. 5, 19, 3), not to be confounded

I

with Birtha, on the Tigris (Ptol. Geog. 5, 18, 9).

The old Pluenician Berytus on the Mediterranean
Sea (= Beirut) is out of the question, since the

territory of the king of Zobaii could certainly not

have reached so far. "Tiie name may be derived

as well from berosh [cypress], in Syrian beroth, as
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from beer [a well] " (Thenius). See Winer s. c.

{Bib. Comm.: Can the Wady Barada be the mo-
dern representative of the name?

—

Tr.] Instead

of Betah Chron. has Tibhath, to which answer the

Metebak of the Sept. and the Tcbuh of the Syriac

—so that Ave may suppose " from Tebah" (^iC^D^

to be the original reading (Then., Keil). This is

favored by the Tebah of (xen. xxii. 24 (which
points to this region), the name of a son of Na-
hor, and also of a place that now stands north of

Damascus and Tadmor, between Tadmor and
Aleppo (Biisching, Erdbeschreib. XI., I., 544).

The booty of these cities consisted of a large quan-
tity of copper. Chronicles (either, as Movers
supposes, taking it from another source, or using

more completely the same source as the author
of SamuelJ adds in respect to the use of the booty

:

" Therefrom Solomon made the copper sea and the

pillars and the coppern vessels." The Sept. adds
these words here after "very much brass" with
the insertion " and the wash-basins." But thei'e

is no reason with Thenius to alter our text ac-

cordingly, since the effort of the Sept. to explain
and fill out from other material is evident here,

as in ver. 7. [On copper in Canaan see Deut.
viii. 9. Some centuries before this copper was
carried in quantities from Syria to Egypt \_Bib.

Com.).—Tr.]—The loss of the Syrians in these
battles was forty-two thousand men (corap. vers.

4 and o). This number agrees with the state-

ment of the loss in x. 18 = forty thousand men.
From this alone it is clear that the Aramaean
war that is minutely related in ch. x. is the same
a.-5 that here spoken of. It is to be further noted
that the war against the Aramaeans here related
ends with their complete subjection (vers. 6 and
9). Against the view that ch. x. narrates a
second Arama?an war, wherein the subjugated
Aramaeans revolt when David becomes involved
in war with the Ammonites, and help them
against him, is the fact that in ch. x. nothing is

said of such a revolt, the Syrians appearing as
wholly independent of David and hiring their
aid to the Ammonites (x. 6). Before the Ara-
maeans could unite with these latter, Joab de-
feated them under Hadadezer ; the latter called
the Aramaeans from beyond the Euplirates to his
help in order to regain his power on the Euphra-
tes, which was lost by that defeat, and thev were
now also defeated by David (x. 13-18).' This
explains our ver. 3: "as he (Hadadezer) went to
re-establish his power at the river Phratli

"

(Luther). In the general view of David's wars
in ch. viii. this Aranii^an war is briefly related
according to its issue under David's lead. In
ch. X. the Ammonitish war ( here merely alluded
to, ver. 12) is minutely related on account of the
history of Uriah therewith connected ; and as
this war led to that with the Aramaeans, the lat-

ter also, after the summary statement of it in ch.

viii., is fully narrated in ch. x. " The war with
Amnion, whose development could not be under-
stood without the Syrian, is more elaborately
narrated (in ch. x.) for a special reason only,
namely, for the sake of Uriah's history, an<l is

for this reason no doubt merely mentioned in the
general view of all the great wars (viii. 12), since
otherwise its issue at least would necessarily have
been described as fully as that of the Moabite
war" (Ewald, Gesch. [Hist, of Israel] III. 205).

Comp. Keil's C'('»(//i.,[Eng. Tr., p. 358 sq.]—Ac-
cording to 1 Chron. xviii. 3 David's decisive vic-

tory over the Aranmeans was gained at HnmatI',

that is, Epiphania on the Orontes, a colony of

the Canaanites (Gen. x. 18), at the foot of Her-
mon, therefore on the western boundary of the
district of Zobah, and on the northernmost border
of Palestine, still one of tlie greatest cities (->f

Turkish Asia, retaining its old name ; according

to 2 Sam. x. 17 the victory was gained at Helani,

an unknown place ; but this difterence is insigni-

ficant, and may be removed by supposing either

tliat Helam was near Haraath (Keil), or that the

decisive combats occurred at both places at thtj

same time.*

Vers. 9, 10. Kinr/ Toi of Hamath seeks a friendly
(dliance with David in conxeqiience of the I'ttfers

riefnry over the hiiifj of Zobah and his allies.—For
Toi Chron. has Toil. When Toi heard that
David had smitten all the host of Hada-
dezer (David's victory was therefore a decisive

one), he sent his son Joram (better Hado-
ram) to David. Chron., instead of Joram,
has Hadoram, Joseph. Adoram, and Sept. Jed-

douruni ; Hadoram (according to Mich., from
Hador, the name of a Syrian deity, but see also

Gen. X. 27 ; 1 Chron. i. 21, where it is the name
of an Arabian tribe) is to be regarded as the ori-

ginal reading, instead of the Heb. name .Joram,

wliich doubtless got into the text from similarity

of sound by error of copying or of hearing [or, it

is a Hebraization of a foi'eign name, as often hap-

pens.

—

Tr.]. The embassy was 1) to f/reet David
in Toi's name, properly, to ask after his welfare,

comp. Gen. xliii. 27, and 2) to 6fe.s him, that i.s,

to congratulate him on his victory over Hailade-

zer. The reason for this congratulation is given

in the words: "for a man of wars of Toi was-

Hadadezer," that is, Hadadezer carried on con-

stant wars witii Toi ; Aq. and Sym. have " wa-
ging war" (TTo^e^wr). On the phrase: "man of

wars " = one whose call and business is warring,

comp. 1 Chron. xxviii. 3 ; Isa. xlii. 13. Since

Ilamath and Zobah bordered on one another, Toi
was in constant danger or being entirely despoiled

of his authority by Hadadezer, 'on whom he was
perhaps in some degree dependent. Hence liis.

congratulation of David as the expression oi joy

over the victory that freed him from a dangerous

enemy, and of the wish to enter into a relation of

friendship and alliance with the powerful victor,

to which end he sent rieh presents consisting of

vessels of silver, of fpld, and of copper. [For the

forms of ancient ( 'haldean and Assyrian vessels

see Eawlinson, Ancient Monarchies I. 91, 386.
—Tr.]

Vers. 11, 12. David co7isecrates to the Lord all

the booty of e/otd and silver taken from the conquered

nations. David's wars were wars of the Lord,

in whose name he fought against the enemies of

the chosen people, and led the people to victory.

Therefore the booty belonged actually to the

Lord. David affirmed this by separating it from
profane use (this is the primary meaning of

" dedicated," ^'''"Ipn), and setting it apart for the

Lord, that is, either in general he put it into the

treasury of tlie sanctuarv, or he determined that

it should be used in making sacred vessels for the

* [See notes on 2 Sam. x. 16.—Tk.]
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temple that was to be built. Instead of the second

'' dedicated" (t^^'IpH) Chron. has "took" (Nti'J),

which gives the same sense.—Ver. 12. From
Aram [-Syria] and from Moab and from
the children of Aramon and from the Phi-
listines and from Amalek and from the
spoil of Hadadezer. Instead of Aram Cliron.

has Edom, and omits the words referring to Ha-
dadezer, that is, makes no mention at all of the

wars against Aram. But as in this enumeration
of all David's wars (as it obviously is) Aram
could not, as it seems, be properly omitted, it

miglit appear probal)le that we should read Aram
in Chron. instead of Edom, especially as the vic-

tory over Edom is not mentioned till afterwards.

It might, however, be also supposed that "Aram"
was omitted [in Chron.] because the booty taken
from the Arama?ans has just been spoken of, and
the further mention of booty from other nations

was attached immediately to that statement. On
the other hand it is not necessary (with Keil) to

suppose a gap in our text after "Aram," that is

to be filled with " from Edom." It may be sup-
posed that, as the Chronicler did not mention
Aram because he had spoken of it just before, so

our narrator did not include Edom because he
intended to speak of the victory over the Edomites
immediately afterwards. [On tliis reading see
" Text, and Gram." As Edom is geographically
connected with Moab and Amnion, and as the
spoil of the Syrian Hadadezer is mentioned at the
•end of the verse, it seems better (with Bib. Com.)
to read Edom for ^4yn?H; though the Aram of our
text might refer to the Syrians of Damascus (so

Gill).—Tr.]

Vers. 1.3, 14. Conquest of Edom. Comp. 1 Chr.
xviii. 12, 13, where it is said that Abishai, the
son of Zeruiah, smote the Edomites in the valley of
salt, eighteen thousand men, and the statements in

Ps. Ix. 2 [superscription] and 1 Kings xi. 15,

which vary from this in minor points.—Ver. 13.

And David made himself a name. Against
the rendering " he set up a monument" is the fact

that such a statement could not have been made
here without reference to the Lord and indication
of the place, and that it is wholly irreconcilable

with David's disposition that he should here set

up a monument to himself. The proper transla-

tion is: "made liimself a name" (comp. Gen. xi.

4, xxi. 1) gained renown (so the Vulg. ), Chap.vii.

9, " 1 liave made thee a great name," etc., is not in

contradiction with this, for it points out the divine

causality in David's glorious military career as

•contrasted witli its human side.—Tlie glory of his

name was exalted still more by another splendid
achievement. As he returned from the bat-
tle against Aram, literally, from smiting Aram.
The connection alone naturally suggests tliat the
Aranifpan wars related above are here meant.
But our text affirms David made liimself a name
by a new victory over Aram in the valley of salt.

Tlie text is here obviously incomplete. Tlie
words " in the valley of salt"" cannot be connected
with what here precedes, since a battle M'ith the
Aramaeans in this valley, wliich lay on tiie an-
cient border of Judah and j:dom in the Edomite
territory south of the Dead Sea, is out of the ques-
tion. Before these words we must insert '"und he

smote Edom," wliich may easily have fallen out

in copying through the similarity of Edom and
Aram (DHX and D1X). Sept: "lie smote Idu-
mea." [Or, we may read Edom instead of Aram
(Syria), comp. 1 Chr. xviii. 12, and see "Text,
and Gram."

—

Tr.] David's wars in the north
against the Aramteans and Ammonites had le<l

the Edomites to fancy that they might easily gel

possession of tlie southern part of the Israelitish

territoi-y. When David had ended those wars,

he returned (the word "returned" does not refer

to Joab (Ew.)—.see below). Whether he re-

turned on the east or west of the Jordan and the

Dead Sea is uncertain. The battle with the

Edomites was then fought in the salt valley, the

same place where Amaziah afterwards conquered
the Edomites (2 Kings xiv. 7). The Edomites
lost eighteen thousand men ; so also Chron. But
in Chron. the battle is fought not by David him-
self, but by Abishai, the son of Zeruiah, and in 1

Kings xi. 15 and in Ps. Ix. 2 [superscription] by
Joab. There are here no real contradictions,

since in different reports (for ex., in the last Ger-

man-French war) the same battles are referred to

different leaders, in one to the Fieldmarshal, in

another to his subordinate Generals, in still ano-

ther to the Generalissimo himself. Abishai, who
in the Syrian-Ammonitish war commanded a di-

vision of David's army under Joab, was the con-

queror of the Edomites, while Joab was General-

in-chief, and David had control of the whole
military operation. Micliaelis: " David as king,

Joab as chief commander, and Abishai, who was
sent forward by his brother, and overthrew the

enemy." Only incapacity to conceive such affairs

in tlieir reality and manifoldness can find a dis-

crepancy here. For the re.st it is to be noted that

the Chronicler, though he names Abishai as leader

in this victory, was at tlie same time thinking of

David as the conqueror (in acconl with our pas-

sage), since he adds : "And tiie Lord helped David
in all his imdertakings." The difti^rence in num-
bers also (here and in Chron. eighteen thousand,

in Ps. Ix. twelve thousand) is unimportant; there

is no need to suppose an error of copyist in the last

passage (Ew.) to explain it. It receives a sim-

ple explanation from the various statements about

the battle in different authorities. In the last

German-French war the reports of the numbers
of killed or prisoners often differed by thousands.

How much more might such differences arise at

a time when so exact countings were not provided

for. [Bp. Patrick suggests that Abishai began

the fight and slew six thousand, and then Joab,

advancing witli his reserve, slew twelve tiiousanii

more (.so Ps. Ix). It is impossible to give a cer-

tain explanation of the difference.

—

Tr.] David
put garrisons in all Edom (not in Chron I.

Thenius suppo.ses the reason of the special em-

phatic statement here (comp. ver. 6), that no part

of Ivlom was left witliout a garrison, to be that

tills was not the case in former caiiqiaigns against

Edom (see for ex. 1 Sam. xiv. 47). But the ex-

planation lies rather in tlie numerous mountains,

caves and gorges of the country, which made a

complete garrisoning necessary.—Thus had David
overthrown the huge column of nations tiiat were

dangerous to Israel from nortli to south, and on

its ruins founded his dominion.
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HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. In all his wars and victories over Israel's ene-

mies David, as theocratic king, was only the in-

strument of the Lord, who Himself waged these

wars for His people. Therefore in his royal mili-

tary calling David knows himself also only as ser-

vant of the Lord, to whom, as the true Commander,
he consecrates and dedicates the booty gained.

And the prophetical narrative can say nothing
higher of David than that he performed these

splendid deeds of arms through the help of the Lord
(vers. 6, 14). But in these victories orer the ene-

mies of God's people was fulfilled the Lord's pro-

mise (vii. 10, 11), trusting in which David could

advance to battle prepared for icar and certain of

victory.

2. David's royal calling was to be fulfilled

chiefly in wars and victories over Israel's ene-

mies, in order that the kingdom of God in Israel

anight attain its unhindered, theocratic-national

full development of form. But from this histori-

cal basis is subsequently developed the idea of the

theocratic kingdom as a mighty and powerful one
that victoriously combats the enemies of the

theocracy, and makes them subservient to tlie

divine might and jjower. On this is then built

up the Messianic prophecy of the future king,

who in divine might and glory will complete the

kingdom of God by the thorough conquest of all

its enemies, establish God's universal dominion
in the people of God redeemed from tlie world-
powers, and dispense God's blessing under His
protection and pastoral fidelity. Comjiare espe-

cially Ps. ii., Ixxii., ex., which in their historical

foundation and fundamental ideas are unintelli-

gible without the history of David's wars and vic-

tories (ch. viii.) that lays the foundation both for

the Messianic prophecy and for the promise in

ch. vii.

3. Under the guidance of Ps. Ix.—which refers

to the impending new war with the Edomito ( af-

ter the glorious conclusion of the Syrian-Ammo-
nite war) and to Israel's new danger from their

inroad (Delitzsch, Moll), not to the situation af-

ter the victory over Edom in the Salt-valley

(Hengst.l—it is possible to follow the ups and
downs of David's thoughts under the experiences
of this time and afterwards in his recollection of

its trials and God's gracious manifestations, and
to exhibit the truths therein contained that hold
good for God's kingdom in all times. After the

days of miglity manifestations of divine help there

have come for God's people times of great distress

within and without, not, however, by chance, by
a necessary natural process or In' unavertable fate,

hut immediately from the Lord. The deep pow-
erful feeling of the absolute dependence of all hu-
man life on the Lord permits no lament over ca-

lamity, without accompanying declaration that

the Lord has sent it according to His unsearch-
able counsel, and without giving Him the glory
by the confession :

" This hatli the Lord done !"

So David's lament in vers. 3-5 [1-3] is such a
declaration and confession of the Lord's omnipo-
tent power in the infliction of severe sufttrings

and great dangers on His people. " O God, tliou

hast cast us oflj tliou hast scattered us, made tlie

land tremble and broken it, hast made thy people

29

see hard things, etc."—But with such lament and
confession is connected in the pious heart the

living remembrance of God's former manifestations

of favor in His promises, as the banner that is

raised by tlie Lord for them that fear Him.
Thereby has the Lord Himselfgiven His assailed

ones the right to remind Him of His promises, and
so the lament changes into the prayer: Help, an-

swer us! (vers. (3, 7 [4, 5]). Praying faith hears

the divine answer in the might-displaying word
of the living Ood ("God hatli spoken in His ho-

liness") wherein He announces Himself as the

unlimited Owner and Lord of His land and peo
pie, and as tlie victorious opponent and sovereign

of their enemies. These are the two fundamental
truths that the history of God's kingdom every-

where affirms and confirms: the Lord acknow
ledges His people (as His possession) with His
jiromises and their fulfilment ; and the enemies
of God's kingdom and people will not be able to

elude His power, but must submit to it (vers. 8-

10 [6-8]). But in how sharj) contradiction of

such divine promises is the actual condition of

God's people in the world ? " Hast thou not cast

us off?" Dost thou not go forth with our hosts?

(vers. 11, 12 [9, 10]). [The translation of the

Eng. A. V. is also possible, and gives the same
general sense.

—

Tr.]. The above lament is re-

peated in such a question, Avhicli arises from the

involuntary comparison of the present straitened

condition of God's kingdom and people with the

majestic declaration of God that promises victory

and dominion over all enemies. This sharp dis-

sonance must penetrate deep into the heart of

God's servant when he sees with e(pial vividness

and clearness both the rich promises of God and
the needs and straits of God's kingdom. But it

is resolved into all the more pressing entreaty and
prayer for the divine help and into the twofold

confident avowal and confession : 1) In God ice

shall show our ])ower, that is, carry ofl' the vic-

tory, and 2) God the Lord, who is in His people,

will through them destrov the power of the enemv
(vers. 13, 14 [11, 12]). *The Psalm ceases with

the same twofold ground-tone that sounds tnrough

2 Sam. viii. David made himself a name by his

victories over his enemies, and the Lord helped

him whithersoever he went.

Nearly related to Ps. Ix. is Ps. xliv.,* which
similarly presupposes tlie affliction of God's peo-

ple and the danger of their conquest and disper-

sion by the hostile neighboring nations. Through
the Lord's help to the fathers when the land was
taken possession of (vers. 2-4 [1-3]) is awakened
and sustained /n(V/( that the same God, as king of

His people, will now also grant His people vic-

tory over their enemies (vers. 5-8 [4-7]), so that

they shall forever thank Him as they have hith-

erto boasted of Him (ver. 9 [8]). But in contra-

diction of this tradition of divine help in the

olden time and of this confidence is the present

overthroiv av.d distress of the people (vers. 10-17

[9-16] ) which is felt all the more deeply in view
of the people's faithfulness to the covenant, as the

* [The permanent and deep nalainity jiortrayed in this

Psalm makes it extremely dittieult, if not quite mipos-
sible tn refer it to the tiiiie of David. There is great

room for doubt also as to the Davidic origin of Ps. Ix.

See the Comms. of Delitzsch and Perovvne on Psalrn*
for discussions of this point.

—

Tk.]
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omniscient God knows (vers. 18-22 [17-21]). But
the consciousness of undeserved sufferings and af-

flictions leads to the prqfounder conviction that

such sufferings, inflicted by the Lord, must be

endured for the Lord's sake, since the enmity
towards the Lord's people is directed against the
Lord Himself (ver. 23 [22]). Therewith, how-
ever, is connected also the hope of God's people,
as expressed in their prayer tliat the Lord would
arise from His inactivity and espouse His peo-
ple's cause. Tlie ground of this hope and prayer
lies in their need of help and in the free grace of
God. Ps. xliv., being thus similar to Ps. Ix. in

its course of thouglit and its historical presuppo-
sitions, most probably belongs to the time of af-

fliction expressly designated in Ps. Ix., when the
Edomites sorely pressed Israel ; comp. Am. i. 6.

The frightful castigation that .Joab inflicted on
them (1 Kings xi. lo) intimates the greatness of

the suffering that they iiad prepared for Israel,

and thus serves indirectly to confirm the histori-

cal circumstances presupposed in these two
Psalms.—In Ps. cviii. we find a repetition of Ps.

Ix. 7-14 [5-12]) loosely combined with another
Psalm-fragment Ivii. 8-12 [7-11]).

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

War is right and a duty before Ood, when the

object is 1) To guard God's law and order against

hostile power; 2) To preserve gifts and goods
granted by God ; 3) To fulfil tasks assigned by
God ; 4) To carry out the clearly recognized
plans of God's wisdom.

Ver. 1. ScHLiER: We see here . . . how it

still is at the present day with wars in the world,

what righteous and unrighteous wars properly
are, but also what wars always ought to be.

—

Ver. 2. TuEB. Bible : To jiious kings God gives

victory and glory. Prov. xx. 28.

—

Osiaxder :

That is the most glorious victory and the most
fortunate government, when the conquered ene-

mies do not hate the conqueror, but hold him in

honor and render him willing obedience.— Vers.

3, 4. O.SIANDER: If the mightiest foes could not

subdue David, so too no human power will ex-

tirpate the kingdom of Christ.—S. Schmid:
.Vgainst God and those who triist in God no
human might avails (Prov. xxix. 25). When
the kingdom of God is the object of attack, the

imgodly are somewhat united and help each
other, while at other times they are against each
otiier (Luke xxiii. 12; Acts iv. 27).—Ver. 6.

Cramer: The heathen also must bring gold and
gifts (Isa. Ix. 6), and willingly ofler to him in

holy attire.

Vers. 9-14. A beautiful emblem of the fact

that many among the heathen also shall willingly

turn to Christ.

—

Starke : God's promises, though
it be late, are yet truly and surely fulfilled (Gen.
XXV. 23).* If God gives to us, we should also

• [" The mills of God grind late the fine flour," say

give to Him again. But we give to Him again
when we do good to His children and servants.

—

Sciilier: How well it would be if all rulers

and warlike heroes never had their eye on them-
selves, but always and only on the honor of the
Lord, if all happened to the Lord's honor alone,,

if all honor were given only to the Lord, if all

booty were spent oidy for the service of the Lord
and never for display and pride.

[Ver. 2. David is at the present day often

charged with great cruelty for slaying so many
of the Moabites; but to most of his contempora-
ries, friend and foe, it probably seemed a hazard-
ous leniency to spare a full third. The Asiatic

rulers have always inclined to what we should
regard as extreme severity in punishment ; but
no man has ever been able to rule long in Asia
without such punishments, at least to the extent

of making examples, as David did here and in

xii. 31. Is there not danger in the Christendom
of to-day that we shall go to the opposite ex-
treme, that mercy to criminals will be carried so

far as to become cruelty to society?—Ver. 3.

Only once, and for a brief season, did the chil-

dren of Abraham possess the whole region pro-

mised to him. Gen. xv. 18. During all the cen-

turies it was theirs by right through God's gift

;

but it was not theirs by possession through their

own fault. In like manner, how .seldom does

national or individual life and character reach

u}) to the height of its heaven-permitted possibi-

lities.

—

Tr.]

[Vers. 6, 14. I. How trying a life David was
leading, in its exertions, hardships, perils. 11.

How blessed a life amid it all, since the Lord
])reserved him whithersoever he went !—Vers.

10, 11. It is the lot of many who wish to be

greatly useful that they can but gather materials

and devise plans, leaving it for others to build

and rejoice. Men forget the former class, but

(iod does not. We speak only of Solomon's
Temple ; but in the eye of God it was David's
Temple too. Does one long for a different task,

and feel tempted to repine? That which God
assigns will be best for us, if we waste not life in

dreaming of some other lot, but faithfully stand

where He puts us.

—

Tr.]

[Vers. 1-14. Lessonsfrom David's years of war-

fare. 1) A i)ious man may have many enemies.

2) A pious man may be required to spend much
of his life in war. 3) A pious man may be com-
pelled to inflict severe punishments (ver. 2).

4) A pious man, even though not always pros-

pered or preserved (vers. 6, 14) is always guided

and blessed. 5) A pious man will rejoice to

consecrate the richest results of his struggles and
toils unto God (vers. 10, 11).—Tr.]

the .Jewish Sibylline Oracles ; or as a late Greek writer

has it, "The mills of the gods grind late, but grind

fine."—Tfi.]



CHAPS. VIII. 1")—IX. 1.3. 4.31

2. David's Intei'nal Government : Organization of tlie Administration of the Kingdom (VIII. 15-

18) and Magnanimous Exhibition of Roval Favor to the Sunken House of Saul.—Mephibo-
sheth. Chapter IX. 1-13.

(I. The Administration of the Kingdom and David's Officers. Chap. VIII. 15-18.

15 And David reigned over all Israel, and David executed judgment and justice

16 unto all his people. And Joab the son of Zeruiah was over the host; and Jeho-

17 shaphat the son of Ahilud was recorder; And Zadok the son of Ahitub and Ahi-

melech the son of Abiathar [Abiathar the son of Ahimelech]^ were the priests

;

18 and Seraiah'^ was the [om. the] scribe; And Benaiah the son of Jehoiada was over^

both [om. both] the Cherethites and the Pelethites ; and David's sons were chief

rulers.*

b. David's Magnanimiti/ toward Mephiboshcth, Jonathan's Son. Ciiap. IX. 1-13.

' 1 And David said, Is there yet any that is left of the house of Saul, that I may
2 show him kindness for Jonathan's sake? And there was of the house of Saul a

servant whose name was Ziba. And when they had called [And they called] him
unto David [tns, and] the king said unto him, Art thou Ziba? And he said, Thy

3 servant is he. And the king said, Is there not yet any of the house of Saul that I

may show the kindness of God unto him ? And Ziba said unto the king, Jonathan
hath yet a son [There is yet a son of Jonathan] ivhich is \_om. which is] lame on

4 [in] his feet. And the king said unto him. Where is he? And Ziba said unto

the king. Behold he is in the house of Machir, the son of Ammiel in Lodebar.
5 Then [And] king David sent and fetched him out of the hous^^ of Machir, the

6 sou of Ammiel, from Lodebar. Now when [And] Mephibosheth^ the sou of Jona-
than the son of Saul was come [came] unto David he fell [and fell] on his face

and did reverence. And David said, Mephiboshcth. And he answered [said],

7 Behold thy servant ! And David said unto him, Fear not, for I will surely shew
[show] thee kindness for Jonathan thy father's sake, and will restore thee all the

8 land of Saul thy father, and thou shalt eat bread at my table continually. And
he bowed himself and said, What is thy servant, that thou shouldest look upon
such a dead dog as I am f

9 Then [And] the king called to Ziba Saul's servant and said unto him, I have

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 [Ver. 17. The supposition that our text has here inverted the names seems to be justified by the whole
history, which shows no otlier priest in David's time by the side of Zadok but Abiathar, the son of Ahimeleoh.
Some, liowever (Bp. Patrick, Wordsworth), suppose that the chief-priest Abiathar is not here named, but the
two subordinate priests are given. Tliis is possible, but not probable, because we liave here a list of tiie chief
otfloers of David. With our Heb. text are 1 Chron. xviii. IC; 1 Chron. xxiv. 3, 6, Sept., Vulg., Chald., while Syr.
and Arab, have the inversion here proposed. Erdmann unnecessarily supposes a historical error in the text.

—

Lit, :
" were priests," the Art. Vjeing omitted because they were the only priests (high-priests), as above " record-

er " and below " scribe."

—

Tr.]

2 [Ver. 17. It seems impossible to decide certainly between tliis form of the name and those of Chi on. (Shav-
sha), 2 Sam. xx. 25 (Slieya and Sheva) and 1 Kings iv. 3 (^Shisha).

—

Te.]

3 [Ver. 18. The Prep. " over"
(7J,»)

is here properly supplied by Eng. A. V., which, liowever, incorrectly ren-

ders the following 1 (which is to be rejected) by "both."

—

Tr.]

* [Ver. 18. So Chron.; others render :
" counsellors." For the renderings of the verb (tn^) in the ancient

versions and lexicons, see Gesen., Thes. s. v. Gesenius himself holds that all other meanings of the word are
derived from the notion of "priest;" but while the railical meaning must be held to be obscure, the connection
of the use of the noun undoubtedly favors the lendering of Eng. A. V. here, and in 2 Sam. xx. 23-26 and 1 Kings
iv. 2-6. The verb in Isa. Ixi. 10 also presents difficulty.

—

Tr.]

'^ [Ver. 6. On the form of this name, in wliich the last element was originally Baal, and the reason for the
change see on 2 Sam. iv. 4.

—

Tk.]
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10 given unto thy master's son all that pertained to Saul and to all his house. Thou
therefore [And thou] and thy sons and thy servants shall till the land for him,
and thou shalt bring in the fruits that thy master's son may have food [bring thy
master's son food]* to eat ; but [and] Mephibosheth thy master's son shall eat

bread alway at my table. Now [And] Ziba had fifteen sons and twenty servants.

11 Then said Ziba [And Ziba said] unto the king, According to all that my lord the
king hath commanded his servant so shall thy servant do. As for Mephibosheth,

12 said the king,'' he shall eat at my table as one of the king's sons. And Mephibo-
sheth had a young son whose name was Micha. And all that dwelt in the house

13 of Ziba were servants unto Mephibosheth. »So [And] Mephibosheth dwelt in Jeru-
salem ; for he did eat continually at the king's table ; and [ins. he] was lame on
[in] both his feet.

6 [Ver. 10. So all the ancient VSS. except Cliald. ; the PITl of the Heb. is therefore to be omitted as destroy-
TT

ing the syntax, since there is now no object for the verb "bring" (Eng. A. A', inserts "the fruits"). Further,
some Greek VSS. cited in Montfaucon's ed. of <!)rigen's Hexap/a read : "and thou shalt bring bread to the house

(n'3 instead of |3) of thy lord," and tliis reading has also been proposed by Botteher (independently, it would

seem, as he does not mention the Greek) and approved by Thenius. The external evidence is distinctly against
this reading (it is found only in some anonymous Greek versions), but the internal evidence strongly favors it:

for, as Botteher remarks, the following clause, affirming that Mephibosheth will eat at the royal table, would
naturally contrast him with some other person or persons in this clause. The pas.sage would then read thus:
"thou and thy sons and thy servants shall till the land for him, and thou shalt bring food to the household of

thy master, and they shall eat; and Mephibosheth [himself J shall eat at my table." We might then put !|73K

for i73N, but it is not necessary, since JT3 (house) maj' take a verb in the Sing. The change of j"\'3 to p in

copying would be ea.sy, especially as the phrase: "son of thy master," is found near, and the error, if it be an

error, must liave come in very early.—On the other hand our present Heb. text
(J3)

is favored by the similar

phrase elsewhere used in this narrative, and the contrast above referred to, while natural, cannot be said to be
absolutely necessary. Botteher's emendation may therefore be said to be highly probable, but not absolutely
certain.

—

Tr.]

' [Ver. 11. This phrase is supplied by Eng. A. T. on the supposition that these are the words of David, and so
Bp. Patrick. Erdmann and others refer the words to Ziba. But it is not probable that David would here repeat
his former declaration after Ziba hail assented to everything; and in Ziba's mouth the words are inappropriate,
whether he means his own table (Philippson), or quotes the king's phrase :

" my table" (Erdmann). It is better
to regard the phrase as the statement of the narrator. Bib. Com., taking it so, retains the present text and ren-
ders: "so Mephibosheth ate at my talile," etc., regarding David himself as the narrator, which, however, is hard
and unexampled. Following Sept. and Syr. we might read .

" and Mephibosheth ate (= was eating) at the king's

table," etc. The word king ("17071) may have fallen out through error of eye on account of its occurrence at

the end of the verse, or the "my table" may have been repeated from ver. 11. To this emendation it is not a
sufficient objection that the same phrase would thus bo employed by the narrator in ver. i:i ; for in ver. 11 it

describes the conclusion of the immediate arrangement made by the king, while in ver. 13 it concludes the
whole account of Mephibosheth's position and circumstances, as for a similar reason the statement about his
lameness is repeated in ver. 13.

—

Tr.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

a. Chap. viii. 15-18. The internal admini'itra-

tion of the kingdom. Alongside of David's mili-

tary activity without is here placed the new sum-
mary view of the offices and their incumbents,
wliereby a unitary administration, embracing all

the internal aflfairs of. the kingdom was car-

ried on.

Ver. 15. To David's wars, which gained him
safety from enemies and dominion over Israel is

here attached a general characterization of his

government in its inward nature. He Avas ex-
ecuting, that is, striving in all things tlioroughly
to establish judgment and justice in the
whole nation. — According to tiiis jwint of

view he ordereil and administered the affiiirs

of the kingdom tlirongh the following offices, the
names of the incumbents of wliich are given.

—

Ver. 16. 1 ) Joab -was over the host, iiad the
supreme C(mimand of the army, was Minister of
war and Chief Marslial in one. See ii. 18. 2)
Jehoshaphat son of Ahilud (Ahilud was a
well-known man) was Mazkir (T3I0), that is, not

the recorder and preserver of the most important

events of the kingdom, as Vulg. (a commentariis)

and Sept. (t--i row i'-onvT/fidTuv [keeper of the

records] ) understand it, but the referee in all in-

ternal aH'airs and highest representative counsel-

lor, the Chancellor, who at the same time sug-

gested and drew up the royal decrees and saw to

their proper publication and registration in the

State-archives. Comj). (Ehler in Herzofj. VIII.

15. [For further mention of this office see 1 Ki.

iv. 3; 2 Ki. xviii. 18, 37 ; 2 Chr. xxxiv. 8. It is

evident that the office was a very important one;

and from the etymology (the word = one who
calls to remembrance) it seems not unlikely that

it included the recording of important events. It

would thus sufficiently differ from that of Sopher
(Scril)e or Secretary), which would be more per-

sonal and political. Gesenius and others refer to

the Roman Magister memorift' and the Persian

Waka iV»»'/.s (imperial historiographer). In the

absence of any English term exactly representing

the Hebrew, the '' recorder" of Eng. A. V. nuiy

be retained.—Tr.].—Ver. 17. Zadok the son
of Ahitub and Ahimelech the son of Abi-
athar wexe priests (= liigii-j)riests). Zadok
here appears for the first time ;

he therefore did

not become high-priest till after David's accession
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to the throne. Through Iiis father, Ahitub, he
was a descendant of Aaron's son Eleazar { 1 Chr.

V. 29 compared with 34 and 1 Chr. vi. 35-37);
Ahimelecli on the contrary descended through
Ahiathar from Ithamar, Aaron'.s younger son, 1

Chr. xxiv. 3, 6. The '' Abinielecli " in 1 Chron.
xviii. 16 is an error of copyist, since we have
" Ahlmelech " also in 1 Chron. xxiv. 3, 6. Else-

where, however, the two high-priests in David's
time are given as Zadok and Abiafhar [xv. 24,

'.ir>; xvii. 15; xix. 12; xx. 25), and according to

1 Sam. xxii. 20, Al)iathar was a aon oi Ahime-
lech. Movers, Tlienius, Ewald, hence suppose an
inversion of names here, so that we should read:

Abiathar, son of Ahimelecli. But in that case

we should have to suppose a similar inversion, so

far as regards the cliange of Aliimelech to Abi-
atiiar in 1 Chron. xxiv. 3, 6, 31, passages quite

independent of ours, where Aiiimelech, as son of

Abiathar appears as high-priest of Ithamar's line

alongside of Zadok, who is of Eleazar's line. In-

stead of this violent procedure Bertheau (on 1

Ciiron. xviii. 16), Gililer, Keil, and others, sug-

gest that Abiathar, son of Aiiimelecli, had a son
of the same name as his grandfather, and that he,

for some reason unknown to us, acted as high-
priest along witli liis fatiier wiio was still living

at the beginning of Solomon's reign (1 Kings ii.

27). That he might have had sucli a son of j^ro-

per age is to be presumed from 1 Sam. xiv. 3.

According to xv. 27; xvii. 17, 20, Abiathar Iiad

a younger son Jonathan, who afterwards joined
Adonijah against Solomon [1 Kings i. 42], while
,\himelech is mentioned neitiicr tliere nor here,

perhaps because he was no longer alive. But this

suggestion is open to grave doubts, not merely
because an Ahimelecli son of Abiathar appears
nowhere but here and in the passages cited from
Chron., but especially because elsewliere Zadok
and Abiathar appear as the acting priests [=liigh-
jnuL'sts] under David. Tliere remains the sup-
jiosition of a historical error

(
instead of an error

<if ropi/lst) in the authority used liere and in 1 Chr.
xxiv. 3, 6, 31, the author of the original account
liaving reversed the order of tlie names. [This
supposition of Erdmann's seems the most impro-
l)able of all here cited ; error in such a point can
liardly be supposed in the author of " Samuel,"
with 1 Sam. xxii. and the rest of the history be-
iore him. An error in copying easily perpetu-
ates itself, though we cannot always explain how
it arose, and how it comes to reappear in certain

) daces and not in others.—Still less probable is

tiie opinion of Geiger ( Urschrift, p. 21) and Well-
hausen tiiat there are here traces of a systematic
attempt to exalt the line of Eleazar (Zadokites)

at the expense of the house of Ithamar ; that an
''Aliitub" should occur several times is not
strange or suspicious, and the whole tone of the
liistory is quiet and natural, sliowing no signs of
distortion and tendentious manipulation. There
seems to be no sound objection to supposing an
inversion of these names liere by a scribe's error.

See " Text, and Gram."

—

Tr.].—Zadok acted as

liigh-priest in Gibeon (1 Chron. xvi. S9 ; comp.
1 Kings iii. 4) at the Sanctuary, tlie other in Je-
rusalem.— 4) Seraiah was scribe (Sopher),

State Secretary, not a military muster-officer, for

this is designated by anotiier word ("'pS), see

xxiv. 2, 4, 9. Comp.'cEhler [Herz. VIII. 15) and

Keil. [So in 2 Kings xxv. 19 a cei'tain military

officer is termed "the scribe (.sopherj, the cap-

tain of the army, wlio levied the people," or, per-

haps (as in margin of Eng. A. V.) "the scribe

of the captain of tlie army." It is possible that

the Sopher combined civil and militaiy duties

;

it has also been supposed (though there is no
proof of it) tiiat tliere were two officers called vSo-

pher, one civil and military (as here), tlie other

ecclesiastical.

—

Tr.].—Tlie name of this man in

1 Chron. xviii. 16 is Sharsha, in 2 Sam. xx. 25
Sheya [Eng. A. V. has the marginal (Q,erij Slievfi]

and in 1 Kings iv. 3 (where the same person is

meant) Shisha. According to this, Sheya* seems
to be a shortened form of Shisha = Shavsha, and
the latter, along with Seraiah, a second name of

the same person. Possibly, however, the difier-

ence came from scribal error or indistinctness of

letters, whichever was the original form.—Ver.
18. 5) Beuaiah the son of Jehoiada (a

mighty warrior ofKabzeel, xxiii. 20-23) was
over the Cherethites and the Pelethites
(we are to read " over" instead of the unintelli-

gible masoretic "and," as in the parallel passage
in Chron.). These two names designate the »-o!/ai

body-guard attached to the king's court and per-

son (Jos. Ant. 7, 5, 4 G(jf/aTo6b'AaK£c). The name
Cherethite is to be derived from a verb (i~*^3\

meaning ''to cut down, destroy," it having been
the duty of royal guards in the East to execute
the death-sentence ; so did Benaiah in 1 Kings

ii. 25. Pelethites, from a verb (i"*'^3), "to hasten,

flee," means "runners," the men of the body-
guard having had to carry the royal orders
swiftly to distant places. Comp. 2 Chron. xxx.
6. In the parallel passage 2 Sam. xx. 23 instead

oi Kerethi [Cherethi] stands Kari (from 10, "to
dig"), and in 2 Kings xi. 4, 19, for tlie whole
phrase stands :

" the Kari and the runners;" that

is, Pelethites = runners. So Gesen. (Thes. s. v.),

Then, (here and on 1 Kings i. 38; 2 Kings xi.

12) and Keil (here and on Chron.). The words
are adjectives (formed by ') with .substantival

meaning, designating offices, properly "execu-

tioners and runners" (as the 'E^'/iy in xxiii. 8

[p]ng. A. V. "captains"]). Comp. Ew., § 177,

164.—Opposed to this explanation is another,

first advanced by Lakenmacher (obsen'. philolog.

II. 11 seq.l, and then defended by Ew., Berth.,

Mov., Hitzig, Starke, Riitschi and others, namely,
that the Kerethi = ('retes or Carians C"^^), and
the Pelethi = Philistines, since the latter are

called Kerethi in 1 Sam. xxx. 14; Zeph. ii. 5;
Ezek. xxv. 16. But in tlie first passage the
name designates not the Philistines in general,

but a branch of the Pliilistine people settled in

the southwest of Philistia, and in the two pro-

phetic passages the name " Philistines " stands

along with this name (Kerethi), which charac-

terizes them as murderers, exterminators. Fur-
ther, the view that Pelethi is corrupted from Phi-

listines ('j?/? from CritiZ/S) is to be rejected as

" wholly without foundation " (so Keil after

* X't:? shortened from HV'lif = Niyity, the latter,
T :

along with S<"^tJ', a second name of the same person.
TT ;
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Gesen. :
" who can endure such a contraction in

a Shfmitic language?"). If Keretlii and IVlethi

both mean Philistines, the application of two
synonymous words to the royal body-guard is as

strange as if one should combine " Englishmen
and Britons, Italians and Welshmen"* (Gesen.).

Against this view, moreover, is the later desig-

nation " Kari and runners," whence Peletlii =
runners. Besides, the conjecture that the Philis-

tines immigrated from Crete rests on the in<lefi-

nite statements of Tacitus {Hi.'if. o, 1, 2): "they
.say that the .Jews lied from the island of Crete,

and settled in the extreme parts of Libya," and
of Stephanus of Byzantium (s. v. Tai^d

) that this

city [GazaJ was once called Minoa after Minos
king of Crete, to which are opposed Dent. ii. 2o

;

Am. ix. 7, which state that the Philistines came
from Caphtor. See Keil, Comm. 26H A. 1 [Eng.

transl., p. 308 Note]. Further, as Thenius re-

marks, " it is altogther improbable that the pa-

triotic David, so faithful to the service of the one

true God, should have surrounded himself with a

foreir/n mid heathen bodyguard," to which Keil

{ubi supra) admirably adds against Hitzig

:

" Least of all would David have chosen his body-

guard out of the Philistines, the hereditary ene-

mies of Israel."— [The ancient versions throw

little light on these words. Sept. and Vulg.

transfer them; Syriac has "nobles and rustics

(Lond. Polj'g. soldiers)," Chald. "archers and
slingers."—There are strong reasons for holding

them to be not appellatives (as Ges. and Erdm.)
but gentile nouns: 1) the grammatical form of

the words (Krethi, Plethi) points to this; the ter-

mination i is used in Heb. to form patronymics

and gentilics, and besides to form nouns only from

other nouns (sub. or adj.) or adverbs, that is, in

general it forms denominative nouns; it cannot,

then, be liere well referred to verbal roots, as Ge-

senius and others wish, but must form a denomi-

native, which here cannot well be anything but a

gentilic noun ; the shaliahi of 2 Sam. xxiii. 8, cited

by Erdmann, being a denominative, does not favor

his view; 2) in 1 Sam. xxx. 14 one of these words,

Krethi, actually denotes a Philistine tribe, or a

tribe dwelling near Philistia; this establishes the

fact that it was the name of a tribe, while of any

other use there is no established trace in the Bible

;

for so also it is used in Ezek. xxv. 16 and Zeph. ii.

5, where there is no reason to hold that anything

else than the gentilic sense is meant, Ezekiel

simply making a play on the name, as is very

common in the prophetic writings; 3) add to this

that if these words were appellatives signifying

"executioners and ruimers," it is not easy to see

why the common Ilel). words for these offices

were not employed, and why our words appear
only in David's time (Riietschi).—These rea.sons

seem almost decisive for regarding these as pro-

per names (without saying anything of their ori-

gin and signification).—The objections urged
against this view by Keil and Erdmann seem in-

sufficient to set it aside: «) the objection from
synonymous names rests on the assumption that

both words must be takt'U as = I'hilistines ; l)ut,

as Erdmann himself remarks, the Krethi are only

a tribe living in or near the Phili.stine territory,

* [The word wcl.sh means " foreign," .ind the Germans
applied thn name to Italian.?, as the Saxons did to the
C^mry.—Tb.J

and the Plethi may be anotlier difil-rent tribe or
family possibly not Philisiines at all; b) it is

tiiought that the later phra-;e " tlie kari and the
runners" (2 Kings xi. 4, 19) establishes the fact

tiuit plethi = " runners," and that one of our
words being an apiJellative, the other also must
be appellative; but that the common Hel). word
for "runners or footmen" should be used in Atlui-

liah's time (as in Saul's, 1 Sam. xxii. 17, and of
Absalom and Adonijali ) cannot {irove that David
dill not have a special body of guards with a spe-

cial gentilic name, even supposing the phrase in

1 Kings xi. to be parallel with ours, which is by
no means certain; if tlie Plethi were runners, it

does not follow that the word itself means " run-
ners ;" nor is it clear whether the Kari (Eng.
A. V. incorrectly " captains") are the same with
the Krethi (in 2 Sam. xx. 23 the text has Kari,
the margin Krethi), rather the word is another
2:)roper name (Carians or some other) ; c) David's
patriotism and piety would be no bar to his taking

a body-guard from neighboring tribes, among
whom he had probably passed a part of his time
of exile, and had many friends (compare Uriah,

Ittai, and other foreigners), nor were such men
necessarily heathen because they were foreigners,

many foreigners having attached themselves to

the religion of Israel.—As to the origin of the

names Krethi and Plethi there is much uncer-

tainly. The first is identified with Cretan by
those that think Caphtor (Gen. x. 14, Deut. ii.

23) to be Crete, but against this Ebers has brought
strong reasons {jEgypt. I. 130 sq. ); however, in-

dependently of any reference to Caphtor, a tribe

may have come from Crete and settletl on the

Mediterranean shore. The connection of Kari
with Carian, while not improbable in itself, is yet

unproved. The identification of the second name
Plethi with Plishti or Philistine (by the falling

out of the s letter) is hard and improbable; Bp.

Patrick thinks it likely that the name designated

an Israelitish family, and refers to the Eeubenite

Peleth, Num. xvi. 1, and the Judahite of the same
name, 1 Chr. ii. 33; Abarbanel (cited and ap-

proved by Philippson) regards both words as

names of Israelitish families. At present we
nuist be content to remain in ignorance of the ori-

gin of the names.—Tr.]* (1) And David's
sons -were confidential counsellors. As
Movers {Blbl. Chron. 302 sq.) has shown, the word
eohen [usually = priest] does not here mean
"domestic chaplains, palace priests, nnlevitical

spiritual advisers" (Gesen., De Wette. Winer,

Maurer, and others), but "confidential counsel-

lor," according to 1 Kings iv. 5, where the same
term applied to Sabud, son of Nathan [Eng. A. ^'.

"principal officer"] is explained by the phrase
" the king's friend." [This phrase is not neces-

sai-ilv an explanation oi the term cohen, but may
be simply another descriptive epithet.— Tr.].

The periphrastic expression in 1 Chr. xviii. 17

"the first [chief] :it the liand (side) of tiie king"
jioiuts to the .same signification. According to

Kimchi the verb (jnj) means "to serve in an

office of dignity;" according to Grotius, "to do

* [Bottchcr omits these two wonls, and (after the

Sept.), renders " Benaiah was <'ounsellor," introdueiiiK

rj»'V instead of "Krethi and Pelethi;" but this view

has little in its favor.—Tr.]
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service, whence the participle in reference to God
means a prie»t, in reference to the king a minis-

ter." [This seems to be the most probable state-

ment from the examples in ihe Old Test., the ren-

dering of Sept., Syr. and Cliald. here, and the

opinion of the Taliiiiid (Bab., Nedarim 62 a) and

the rabbinical '.vriters. The fullest discussions

lire by J. D. Miciiaelis, Sii-ppleui. in Lex. Hch.,

and Gesenius, Thc-i. .s. v. Our data are jiardlv

sufficient to enable us to speak witli cei-tainty of

tlie original meaning of the word.

—

Tr.]

The list of officers (vers. 16-18) is here ap-

pended to the statistical-historical account of Da-
vid's wars in order to conclude the history of

David's royal rule at its culmination with a glance

iit the internal administration of the kingdom.
It can no more be conclusively decided from this

that the Editor here incorporates into his account

a [different] history of David (Thenius) than in

the similar passage, 1 Sam. xiv. It is a list of

the high officers of state that stood by him in the

internal administration of the kingdom at the

moment when he had secured it against " the ene-

mies roundabout," and extended it by victoi'ies

over them, and could now undisturbed give atten-

tion to its internal strengthening and organiza-

tion. The list in xx. 23-26, on the contrary,

gives the list of officers as it stood in his last days

after the internal shocks that his government had
.sustained.

b. Ch. ix. David' H viagnanimons conduct towards

Mephibosheth. As Mephibosheth wa^ five years

old at Saul's death (iv. 4), and now had a young
f5on (v. 12), what is here related cannot be put
immediately after David's removal to Jerusalem
or Ishbosheth's murder (ch. iv.) (as Then, would
do on account of David's words, " is there left any
of Saul's house?" which might indeed have been
spoken with reference to that murder), but be-

longs to a later period, when David had secured
his kingdom within and raised it to its zenith by
external wars. These words indicate that David
after long wars was had now found a time of quiet

to attend to internal affairs, among the most im-
portant of which must have been the fulfilment

of his covenant of friendship with Jonathan. The
narrative shows how he fulfilled Jonathan's re-

quest (1 Sam. XX. 15), and his own answering
promise with royal grace and magnanimity.

Ver. 1. David's (juestion: la it so that there
is yet any one left to* Saul's house ? pre-

supposes that he had made inquiry and gotten
information thereof, and now wished to assure

himself of what he had heard. He liad perhaj^s

some time before accidentally heard of the con-
cealed abode of the unfortunate last scion of Saul's

house in a remote place (ver. 5). The words:
That I may show him kindness for Jona-
than's sake refer to Jonathan's words, 1 Sara.

XX. 14, 15 ("show me the mercy of the Lord,"
etc.).j—Ver. 2. A former servant of Saul, Ziba,

gives exacter information of the person and
the place. [Kltto in Daibj Bib. III. thinks it im-
probable that David knew any thing of the exist-

ence of a son of Jonathan, or that he would recog-

* The Dat. is not periphrasis of ihe Gen. (Keil), nor
to be ciianged into " from ^?0), the lioii^e " (Then.), but

indieates "appertainment to."

t fOn this speeeli of .Jonatliau see the corrected Eng.
trunshvtion and translator's notes.

—

Tr.]

nize him under Iiis altered name (Meiiliiboshetli

instead of Meribbaal) ; Ziba was probably known
to some of David's officers and hunted up by them.
—Tr.] In David's question to him (ver. 3i; Is

there no one, etc., that I may sho^/V him
the mercy of God ? the term mercy or kindness

(ver. ll is more exactly defined as a kindness such
as Gotl Himself shows ; and this agrees again with
Jonathan's mention (1 Sam. xx. 14) of the
" kindness of God," which he begs David to show
to him and his house. [Others miderstand it of

kindness in God, out of reverence for God, for

God's sake (Keil), or take the expression as

merely a superlative one= very great kindne.ss

(Patrick), others combine these three views, and
this is I letter; kindness shown from an indwelling
in God will be pure and great kindness such as

God shows.

—

Tr.] According to Ziba's informa-
tion [vers. 3, 4] Jonathan's lame son is in
Lodebar in the house of Machir the son

of Ammiel. — Lodebar C^T 17, in xvii. 27

'^y^ X?) was therefore across the Jordan near

Mahanaim and Rabbath-Ammon, perhaps Lid-

bir,* Josh. xiii. 26. According to this account

Machir was a respected and propertied man, who
had taken charge of Mephibosheth after Jona-
than's death. [See chap. xvii. 27-29.

—

Tr.]

Vers. 6-8. Meetiwj of David and Mephibosheth.

—Mcphiljosheth does reverence to David as his

king with such tokens of fear that David is obliged

to encourage him: Fear not.— It was oriental

custom that rulers, and especially those of a
new dynasty, should slay all the relations of

a predecessor. David relieves him of this fear

by declaring: 1) that he would show him kind-

ness for his fatlier Jonathan's sake; 2) would re-

store to him all Saul's land—that is, his private

e.state at Gibeali (comp. 1 Sam. ix.), which had
passed into the possession either of David or of

remote kinsmen of Saul (Mephibosheth had
therefore hitherto been a poor man, dependent on
others), and 3) would take him during his life

into his house and to his table. Thou shalt eat
bread at my table continually.—Mephibo-
sheth, overwhelmed by this exhibition of royal

grace, testifies his gratitude hj gestures ("bowed
himself") and by words wherein he confesses

himself unworthy of such great goodness. Tlie

comparison of the dead dog indicates what is low-

est and most desjjicable, comp. 1 Sam. xxiv. 15.

[Grove (Art. "Mephibosheth" in Smith's i?('6/e

Dictionary) : These early misfortunes [loss of pa-

rents, lameness, poverty] threw a shade over his

whole life, and his personal deformity seems to

have exercised a depressing and depreciatory in-

fluence on his character.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 9-13. Mephibosheth put in possession of

Saulh estate and admitted to David's house and ta-

ble.—David's transaction with Ziba suggests that

the latter resided at Gibeah, on the land of Saul's

family, and stood in some relation to the family,

perhaps that of steward. David 1) informs him.

that he has restored to Mephibosheth all the pro-

perty of Saul and of his house. I have given
thein to thy master" a son—.soft here=/7ra«c/-

so ft, as above (ver.7] father^=grandfather ; 2) a)m-

missions him (ver. 10) to cultivate the land for

* [Tliis word "317 is variously read and understood;
Eng. A. V. Debir.—Tr.]
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him, entrusts liim with the management and coil-

trol of the property. The "'bring" is to be under-

stood of "' storing into the barns or also oi delieery

at Jeru>ak^iu " (Thenius), the latter according to

Josepluis and Ewakl, 'i oOo e. That the son of
thy master may have bread and eat it refers

not to Mephiboslicth's son (Micha ver. 12j, as has

been sup}iosed in order to avoid the apparent con-

tradiction of David's statement thatMephibosheth
is to eat at his table ; there is really no contradic-

tion, since this last statement merely means that

Mei>lubosheth himself ia to have ths honor of daily

eating at David's table, while these words relate

to the general support of tlie liouse and family of

tiie so highly honored son of David's friend. [On
the text see "Text, and <xramni."

—

Tk.] The
statement : Ziba had 15 sons and 20 servants
serves to explain the commission: Cultivate the
land thou and thy sons and thy servants
and to siiow that Ziba was in condition witli his

family and servants to manage so large an estate.

"Something considerable could therefore be made
for Mepiiibosheth" (Thenius). Ver. 11 in its

two parts—Ziba's declaration that he would per-

form David's command, and the statement of Me-
phiboslieth eating at David's table—corresjionds

to tlie two parts of ver. 10. Tlie words : And
Mephibosheth eats at my table as one of
the king's sons cannot be taken as David's

(Clericus, De AVette [Eng. A. V.]), since David
would then have said the same thing three times,

and there would in general be no reason for such

a reply to Ziba's words. Tliey are ratber to be

regarded as spoken by Zib(i—not, liowever, as a

rejoinder in the sense: "If he will live with me,
he will be treated as a king's son" (Grotius), but

as a repetition of David's word, attached to the

''as my lord ha^i commanded " (ver. 10) with the

expression of joyful astonishment and the conse-

quent addition: "as one of the king's sons!"

Ziba, in affirming that all that the king has or-

dered sliall be done, repeats in reference to Me-
phibosheth his verba ipi^istiima. This explanation

may be preferred to the assumption of a wrong
reading liere, namely, "my table," for "David's

table," Sept. (Thenius, Keil), or "thy tables"

(= thy table, Bottcherj, partly because the text

is not to be altered without pressing necessity,

partly because in that case the statement that Me-
pliisbosheth ate at David's table would be repeated

immediately afterwards (in ver. 13). [For ano-

ther view of the text see "Text, and Gramm."
—Tr.]

Vor. 12. [Mephiboslieth was about 13 years old

when David lixed his abode in Jerusalem; liow

old lie was now would depend on the chronologi-

cal position of chap, ix., wiiich cannot be fixed

with certainty. The Ileb. word ({i3p) here ren-

<lered "young" is indefinite as to age ; for Micha's
descendants see 1 Chron. viii. 34 sq.; ix. 40 sq.

—

Tr.] "Tlie honse of Ziba were servants; Vulg.
"served." Thenius, in view of ver. 10, would

read the Particp. serving (D"13i'). In any case,

the constant servitude of Ziba's whole household

to Mephibosbeth is indicated, while the latter as

lord of the land dwelt at Jerusalem as companion
of David's family in the hou.se and at the table.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. The picture of David's royal power and glory
in contrast with the poor, crippled son of Jona-
than, the last scion of Saul's fallen house, comes
out in greater splendor, the deeper the latter hum-
bles himself before him and trusts himself to his
favor. In his noble conduct to Mephibosheth.
David demonstrates the friendship that he had
sworn to Jonathan.

2. The truly pious and God-fearing man not
only shows " kindness of God " in so far as God's
kindness impels him to show such merciful love
as God doeti, whereby he proves himself in truth
a child of God, but it is the merciful love of God
Himself that dwells in his heart and works there-

from; for he that lives in fellowshiji with God
receives into his heart through tlie Holy Ghost
the love that is in God, and lives and moves in
this love.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

[Chap. viii. 15-18. Taylor: In the minds of
most readers of the Bible the name of David, king
of Israel, is associated mainly with military prow-
ess, poetic genius, and personal piety ; and only
on the rarest occasions do we hear any reference

made to his administrative ability. Yet in this

last quality he was at least as remarkable as in

any one of the others ; and great injustice is done to

him if we leave out of view the eminent services

which he rendered to his country by the exercise

of his governmental and organizing faculties. . . .

More than Charlemagne did for Europe, or Alfred
for England, David accomplished for the tribes

of Israel.—Tr.]
Ciiap. ix. How true, compassionate love of one's

neighbor should be exhibited, is shown by Da-
vid's conduct towards Mephibosheth. 1) This
love does not suffer the neighbor's need to come
to it, but searches out and goes after the need; 2)

It does not sufier itself to be determined by selfish

aims, but does its duty in faithfulness and im-
pelled by God's mercy for God's sake; 3) It brings

to the neighbor's heart, M'lien filled with trembling
anxiety and fear, consolation and peace by the

words, "Fear not;" 4) It lifts up the neighbor
from his wretchedness and want, by restoring tO'

iiim what he liad lost without fault, and by making-
him sliare in the enjoyment of its own blessings,

assigned it by God.
IIow a man after God's heart, amid experiences

of divine goodness and faithfulness, should show
the mercy of God towards his fellow-man: 1) By
faithfully discharging the duties oi' friendship; 2)

In case there has been enmity, by requiting evil

with good ; 3) By rendering to one on Avliom God's
counsel has inflicted misfortune, the words and
deeds of humble and heliiful love.

The exercise of merciful love is an evidence
that one has himself experienced the divine
mercy; for this mercy is, 1) Its source, 2) Its mo-
tive, 3) Its example.—"The mercy of God is that

which is shown in God and for God's sake, Luke
vi. 30." (Berl. Bible.)

Ver. 1. Starke: To poor children whose pa-
rents have deserved well of us we should do good
in return. Wuert. Bib. : When harm has beea
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done one, and his enemy is no longer present, he
should not avenge liiiuself on his posterity, but

should forget the wrong, and, if possible, should

do good to the children and posterity of the man
who wronged him (Matt. v. 44).

—

[Henry: Da-
vid had too long forgotten liis obligations to Jona-
than, but now, at length, they are brouglit to liis

mind. It is good sometimes to bethink ourselves

whether tliere be any promises or engagements
that we have neglected to make good ; better do
it late than never. Scott : Those who liave much
in their power should sedulously inquire after op-

portunities of doing good ; for frequently the most
deserving objects of our compassion are concealed
by modesty and patient resignation.

—

Tr.]—Vers.

2, 3. S. Schmid: All our good works, even works
of mercy, must be done for God's sake.

—

Starke:
Our mercy should be ordered according to God's
mercy.

Ver. 5. Starke: A Christian should not only
love in word, but also in deed and in truth (1

John iii. 18).—Ver. 6, 7. Cramer : Treat orphans
as a father, and thou shalt be as a son of the Most
High (Ecclus. iv. 10).— Wuert. Bible: When

j

parents are pious, their children after tlieir death
!
enjoy the fruit of it (Exod. xx. 6; Ps. cxii. 1, 2).

j

— Ver. 7. Berl. Bible: Believers should ear-
i nestly take care to show all possible loving service

I

to the children of those whom they have loved in

j

the Lord, since we can tlien do" nothing better
tlian to remind such children of tlieir parents'
grace, that they may follow them in faith and
piety.—ScHLiER: Still is it a good thing for chil-
dren if they have God-fearing parents, and still

for long years may children enjoy the good their
parents have done. The piety of parents is worth
more than much money and "goods.

—

[Cowpek:

My boast is not that I deduce my birth
From loins entlironed, and rulers of the earth

;

But higher far my proud pretensions rise—
The :sou of parents passed into the slcies.—Tr.]

Ver. 9. Hall: There is no more certain way
to glory and advancement than a lowly dejection
of ourselves. Vers. 11, 12. Osiander: Stewards,
should serve their lord not with eve-service, but-
with all fidelity (Eph. vi. 6; Col. iii. 22).

IV. The Ammonite-Syrian War.

Chapter X, 1-19.

1 And it came to pass after this that the king^ of the children of Amnion died„
2 and Hanun his son reigned in his stead. Then said David [And David said], I

will show kindness unto Hanun the son of Nahash, as his father showed kindness
unto me. And David sent to comfort him by the hand of his servants for his
father. And David's servants came into the land of the children of Ammon.

3 And the princes of the children of Ammon said unto Hanun their lord, Thinkest-^
thou that David doth honour thy father that he hath sent comforters unto thee ?

hath not David rather [o7n. rather] sent his servants unto thee to search the city^

4 and to spy it out and to overthrow it? Wherefore [And] Hanun took David's
servants, and shaved off the one half of their beards, and cut off their garments in

5 the middle even [om. even] to their buttocks and sent them away. When [And]
they told it unto David* [ms. and] he sent to meet them, because [for] the men
were greatly ashamed ; and the king said, Tarry at Jericho until your beards be
grown, and then return.

6 And when [om, when] the children of Ammon saw that they stank [that they
had made themselves loathsome*] before David [ins. and], the children of Amraoii
sent and hired the Syrians of Beth-rehob and the Syrians of Zobah, twenty thou-

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver.l. The reason for the omission of the king's name here (in the Heb. and all the VSS.) is not obviou* -

yet there is no good ground lor supplying it. The Arab. vers, omits the name of the son also in this verse
» [Ver. 3. Lit.: " is David an honorer of thv father in thy eyes, that?" etc.
3 Ver. 3. Some MSS. and edd. of the Heb., and the Arab, have " land " instead of " city," which as being; the

easier rendering, is here less probable.
* [V>i-. .). Chron. has: '• and they went and told David concerning the men," which is an expansion for the

sake of clearness ^
s [Ver. 6 Syr. Arab.. Vulg., Sym. and Chald. render: " that they had injured David." which does not point to

a diherent text, but i« an explanation. Instead of in3 Sept. read (as in tlie Heb. of Chron. i nn DV which is.
rendered by them "the people of David" (D>*i.

-'> .
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sand footmeo, aud of king Maacah [and the king of Maacab] a thousand men, and
7 of Ish-tob [and the mea of Tob], twelve thousand men. And when [om. when]
David heard of it, he [and] sent Joab and all the host of [o7n. of], the mighty men.

8 And the children of Aminon came out aud put the battle in array at the entering

in [the doorway] of the gate ; and the Syrians of Zoba and of Rehob and Ish-tob

9 [the men of Tob] and Maacah were by themselves in the field, Wh»^n [And] Joab
saw that the front of the battle was against him before and behind [im. and], he

chose of all the choice men of Israel, aud put them^ in array against the Syrians
;

10 And the rest of the people he delivered into the hand of Abishai his brother that

11 he might put [and put] them in array against the children of Ammou. And he

said, If the Syrians be too strong for me, then thou shalt help me, but [and] if the

children of Ammon be too strong for thee, then I will come and [to] help thee.

12 Be of good courage, and let us play the men [Be strong, ami let us show ourselves

strong'] for our people and for the cities of our God; aud the Lord [Jehovah will]

13 do® that which seemeth him good. And Joab drew nigh, and the people that were

14 with him, unto the battle against the Syrians, and they fled before him. And when
\_om. when] the children of Ammon saw that the Syrians were fled, then fled they

also [and they fled] before Abishai, and entered into the city. So [And] Joab
returned from the children of Ammon and came to Jerusalem.

15 And when [om. when] the Syrians saw that they were smitten before Israel [ins.

16 and], they gathered themselves together. And Hadarezer^ sent and brought out

the Syrians that were beyond the river; and they came to Helam,'° and Shobaeh

17 the captain of the host of Hadarezer tvent before them [was at their head]. And
when [om. when] it was told David [ins. and], he gathered all Israel together and

passed over [ins. the] Jordan and came to Helam. And the Syrians set them-

18 selves in array against David and fought with him. And the Syrians fled

before Israel, and David slew the men of seven hundred chariots of the Syrians and
forty thousand horsemen [of the S. seven hundred chariot-men and four thousand

horsemen], and smote Shobaeh the captain of their host who [so that he] died there.

19 And when [om. when] all the kings that were servants to Hadarezer saw that they

were smitten before Israel [rns. and], they made peace" with Israel and served them.

So [And] the Syrians feared to help the children of Ammon any more.

6 [Vtr. 9. Philippson renders: "put himself," and so below (ver. 10) "he put himself." but this seems less

natural than the usual translation.—Tn.]
' [Ver. 12. It is better here to preserve the identity of the Heb. word rendered " strong," which is used in

several places in the context.

—

Tr.]
8 (Ver.l2. The form here is future, notoptative (Vulg.), though it is possible that the final H is repeated from

the following word.

—

Tr.]
9 [Ver. If). Here also there is wavering in tlic Ileb. JISS. as to the spelling of this name, some MSS. and edd.

having •' Hadadezer ;" see on x. 3.—Tr.1
i« [Ver. 16. For tlie chsfussion of this reading see the Exposition. So on ver. 18.—Tr.]
11 [Ver. 19. Sept. i-cndcis ' fled to " (i^vTo/i.oAr/o-ai'), a free translation ; so probably Vulg. As to the addition in

the Vulg. (see Exposition i ISnttcher would put it at the beginning of ver. 18. It is perhaps better to regard it as a
marginal remark made on some copy of the Vulg., though it is not easy to account for the number given, fifty-

eight thousand. Its absence from the other versions justifies us in excluding it from the text.—Tr.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Compare the parallel narrative in 1 Chron. xix.
—Wts. 1-5. The cause of the irar with the Am-
moniteit. This war, having been only mentioned

viii. 12, is here, together with the Syrian

till ver. 2 ; this Nahash is the same as he of 1

Sam. xi. 1. [As this was probably about forty

years after the events narrated in 1 Sam. xi., it

is possible, certainly, that the two kings Nahash
may be the same ; but it is neither certain nor
very probable, considering the usual length of

royal reigns.

—

Tk.] — \'er. 'J. What kindness

wars (K'casioned by it (given fully in eh. viii.), i Nahash had shown David is unknown. Perhaps

<liscribt'd in its wliole course, because of its close
j

he had sent congratulations on his accessionto

connection with the history of Uriah and his
|

the throne. At all events his relations with

wife, which became for David the fatal point at David were friendly, while with Saul his rela-

which his kingdom turni'd from glory to down-
|

tions were hostile.* For his defeat at Jabesh see

fall.—Ver. 1. And it came to pass after this.
]

1 Sam. xi.—[Some refer to 2 Sani. xvii. 25 as

<)u tliis loose, general lonnula of connection see
\

possibly indicating a family-alliance between

viii. 1. The king of the children of Am- [
David and Xaliash.

—

Tr.] David accordingly

men died.—His name (which is inserted in .sent an embassy of condolence to i/rt««/i the son

Chron.* by way of explanation) is not mentioned

* [The Oermrm here has incorrectly "the Septua-
^int," instead of ' Chronicles."—Tu.j

of Nahash.—Ver. 3. After the death of Nahash,

* [Bp. Patrick suggests that he was friendly to David
because hostile to .Saul.—Tb.J
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who was in friendly connection with David, the

Ammonite princes, jealous no doul>t of the mighty

^^rowth of the kingdom of Israel, introduce a new
era bv counselling his successor to adopt a hostile

policy that would be a challenge to war.—Is

David in chine eyes an honorer of thy
father (which question involves a negation)?

Tiie question itself contains a slight reproach

against the king, that he allowed himself to be

<leceived by David's conduct. They express to

him the suspicion that David sent this ostensibly

consolatory embassy merely for the purpose of

spying out and then destroying the " city," that

is, Kabbah (1 Sam. xi. 1), the capital-city of the

country. Eabbah was a strongly fortified place

(comp. ver. 14), the internal examination of

which was certainly important for an enemy
purposing to besiege it.—Ver, 4. The king,

treating the ambassadors as spies, subjected them
to the indignity of shaving off the half (that is,

one side) of their beards. This is the grossest

insult that can be offered an Oriental ; for the

beard is the sign of the free man's dignity and
liis finest adornment. Isa. vii. 20; I. 6.* See

Lakemacher, Obserr. X. 145 sq., Arvieux, Nach-
richt. III. 173, Nielmhr, Beschreib. v. Arab., 317,

and farther in Winer, s. v. Bart.— [Keil, Phi-

lippson and others quote modern instances.

Many Orientals would rather die than lose their

beards, and the Turks used to regard beardless

Europeans as runaway slaves. A war like this

occurred in Persia in 1764.

—

Tr.] Ilanun be-

sides cut off the long outer garments of the am-
bassadors to the buttocks. f The Israelites,

except the priests, wore no breeches. vSo much
the grosser, therefore, was the insult.—Ver. 5.

After hearing of the double insult offered his

ambassadors, David directs them not to return,

but to stay at Jericho and wait for their beards

to grow.
Vers. 6-14. IsraeFs successful war against the

Syrians, whom the Ammonites had hired (vers.

6-13), and against the Ammonites, who after the

flight of their allies, likewise took to flight (ver.

14).—Ver. 6. The Ammonites desired war with

Israel. They knew that by their treatment of

the ambassadors of David they had made them-
.selves stinking, that is, hateful to him (1 Sam.
xiii. 4), and hired as allies: 1) the Syrians of

Beth-Rehob ; comp. ver. %,% where we have sim-

ply the name Rehob. This Kehob is the name
of the Syrian district, whose capital-city was
Beth-Rehob. This is hardly to be sought where
Robinson {Neiie bibl. Forschuny., p. 488 [Am. ed.

III. 371, 372]) conjecturally locates it, namely,
in the ruins of the fortress Hunin, southwest of

the Tell el Kadi (the old Laish-Dan), the north-

ern boundary of Palestine, since in that case the

capital-city of this Aramaean region would have
lain within the land of Israel (Keil) ; it is better

located [twenty-five Eng. miles] north-east of

* [Lev. xix. 27; Deut. xiv. 1 are nnt in point liere

;

they refer not to ordinary shavinsi, Imt to idolatrous
clipping of the hair. Comp. the Nazarite-vow.

—

Tr.]

t For T\TW = nates Chron. has the euphemistic

7\V\i/ii'3 = step, that is, the part of the body where
TT : '

stepping is made possible, since the leg.s there begin.

X [The Oerm. has ch. viii., where the name Rehob is

used of a king (vers. 3, 12), but not of a district.

—

Tr.]

Damascus, on the site of the present Ruhaibeh
(Kremer, Dam., p. V.)2, Ritter XVII. 1472, Sta-

helin, 56), unless, ibllowing the reading in Chron.
(Xaharaim for Beth-Rehob), we prefer the Beho-
both of the river, that is, of the Euphrates (Gen.
xxxvi. 37), where there is now (near the junction
of the Chaboras and the Euphrates) a place
called Er-rahabeh or Bahabeh (Rosenm., Alterfh.

II. 2, 270 sq. ; Ritter XV. 128), where this city

may have been situated. Keil's argument against

tliis view, namely, that the sway of the king of

Zobah (ver. 16) extended beyond the Euphrates
into Mesopotamia, and hence this "Rehoboth on
the river" cannot well have been the capital-city

of a particular Aramaean kingdom, is not of force,

partly because this sway is by no means certainly

proved, partly because it is not made out that it

embraced the vhole territory between the two
rivers. [See Arts. Rehob and Rehoboth in Smith's

Bib. i)/c^—Tu.]—2) The Syrians of Zobah, see

viii. 3. .')) The king of Maachah (in Chron.
Aram-Maaehah), bordering on Geshur, according

to Josh. xii. 5 on the northern border of Bashan,
on the south-western declivity of Hernion (comp.
Ononi, ]\I«,Y«'i''), on the border of the Israelitish

trans-jordanic territory ( Deut. iii. 14), especially

of Reuben and Gad (Josh. xiii. 11). 4) Not
Istob (as in the VSS., Josei)h., Ew., § 273 6), but

the men of Tob, since there was a region of this

name near the Ammonite territory, to which
Jephthah fled (Judg. xi. 5). Its location cannot

be fixed with certainty. Ewald : the Thauba
(9ar;ia) of Ptol. 5, 19, which, however, must be

sought for in desert Arabia. Knobei : the pre-

sent Tubneh, about twenty-four Eng. miles south

of Damascus, comp. Tubion (Toi',3wr,* Tovl^lv),

1 Mace. V. 13; 2 Mace. xii. 17. Stiihelin : the

present village Taibeh, mentioned by Ritter XV.
891, 922, and placed north of Tibneh in Wetz-
stein's map of Hauran. Chron. gives exacter

information : Ilanun sent one thousand talents

of silver to hire from Aram-Naharaim, Aram-
Maachah and Zobah chariots and horsemen.

For this large sum (over two million dollars)

the Ammonites, according to Chron., hired him
thirty-two thousand chariots and horsemenf
/2D2, comp. viii. 4j and the king of Maachah

with his people. Chron. states that the hired

auxiliaries encamped at Medeba (comp. Josh,

xiii. 9, 16, with Num. xxi. 30), the present Mt^-

daba, four Eng. miles south-east of Heshbon,

between the Arnon and the .Jabbok opposite

Jericho, in the territory of Reuben ; it afterwards

came into the possession of jNIoab, Isa. xv. 2.

—

[It is mentioned in the inscription of the Moabite

king Mesha as having been captured by Omri,

and recaptured by Mesha.—Tr.] Tlie ruins,

situated on a hill, are a mile in circuit. See

Raumer, 264. As it was in a plain (Josh. xiii.

16), not more than eight miles southwest of Rab-
bah, the strong Ammonitish capital-city, it was a

suitable rendezvous for the hired auxiliaries and
a good position for the defence of Rabbah against

a siege. The auxiliaries of Tob are not men-
tioned in Chron. The two accounts [Sam. and
Chron.] agree in the number of the auxiliaries.

* [In 1 Mace. v. 13 T
-Te.1

t [The word in f'liron. incans
i!() < not iuchi'li' lioi->.'nicii.— Tn

chendorf writes Tm^\ov, Tobion.

eliariots" only, and
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According to Chron. the Ammonites hired thirty-

two thousand men [Chron. says " chariots."

—

Tb.] and the troops of Maachah ; Sam. gives

one tliousand from Maachah, two thousand from
Zobah, and twelve thousand from Tob. But as

to the composition of tlie auxiliary troops, the

two accounts ditii?r ; according to the Ciironicler

there were " chariots and horsemen," according

to our passage "footmen," while yet according to

viii. 4 and 1 Chron. xviii. 4 the king of Zobali

fought against David with " chariots and horse-

men." Keil : ''Here, then, there are copyists'

errors in both texts. For the Syrian troops con-

sisted neither of infantry alone, nor of chariots

and horsemen alone, but of iniantry, cavalry and
war-chariots, as is evident not only from viii. 4

;

1 Chron. xviii. 4, but also from the close of our
narrative.—The Syrians fought in both battles

with all three arms, so that David twice defeated

chariots, cavalry and infantry."

Ver. 7. Against these hostile troops David
sends his general Joab and the " whole host, the

mighty men." Not " the whole host of the ivar-

riors" (De Wette), but "Gibborim" [mighty
men] is in apposition with "the whole host."

The mention of the whole army excludes the sup-

position of a select body, " a foundation of the

Israelitish army" (Bunsen), especially as the

Gibborim are never distinguished from the

whole army (Bertheau on 1 Chron. xix. 8).

There is therefore no ground for supplying
"and" before "the mighty men" (Theniusj.

[Eng. A. V. incorrectly inserts " of."

—

Tr.]

Ver. 8. And the Ammonites came out,

that is, from their capital city, where they had
gathered within the protecting fortiti cations. This
appears from the following vvords: and put
themselves in battle-array before the
gate of the city, that is, Rabbah (so in Chron.
'' before the city"). The position of the Syrian
auxiliaries " in. the field," that is, on the broad
plain of Medeba, is clearly distinguished from
that of the Ammonites before the city (for de-

fence or attack), so that the statement of the po-

sition of Joab's army (ver. 9) is clear. It is not

said: "And when Joab saw that the battfe was
against him" (De Wette), but: "that the face

(front) of the battle was against him, in front and
in rear." He could be attacked on botli sides, by
the Ammonites in rear, by the Syrians in front.

He therefore so makes his dispositions as to select

some from all the chosen* vxen in Israel. This cho-

sen body Joab sets against the Syrians, their po-

.sition in the open field making their attack

sharper (perhaps, also, they were the more nu-

merous), while the Ammonites stood in reserve

to cover their stronghold Rabbah.—The rest of

the army (ver. 10) he placed under tlic command
of his i)rother Abishai against the Ammonites, in

order that he might be covered in rear in his at-

tack on the Syrians, and miglit have support, if

iie needed it.—To this refers liis agreement with
Aiiishai in ver. 11. Either was to come to the

help of the other, if there was danger of being
overpowered by the enemy. It hence appears

* Chron. has the Sing. (11713), which is a more com-
T

mon designation of tlie army than the Pin. The 3
(" in ") before " Israel " is to be retained (against the
VSS. and some MSS.;. '

that the Israelites were not to make an assault on
both sides at the same time, but Joab intended
iiivt to attack and defeat the Syrians, while Abi-
shai was to cover his rear. A sinnUtaneous
attack might, however, be made by tlie two ar-

mies between which Joab and Abishai stood. Tlie
point here, therefore, was quickly and stoutly to

carry through a bold stroke.—This is the refer^

ence in Joab's words to Abishai in ver. 12, of
which Thenius finely remarks :

" This is a war-
like exhortation, the briefest indeed, but the full-

est of meaning." Be stout, strong—this applies
to Abishai personally and indicates stout temper

of mind—and let us show ourselves stout—
this refers to warlike action; for our people
and the cities of our God—with these words
he points out the prize for which they w^ere con-
tending. The weal and freedom of the whole
Israelitish people was at stake. " The cities of oiir

God;" these words mean either the cities of Is-

rael in general, which as representatives of the
whole land are called the cities of God, because
they are with the whole land God's property and
possession ( Keil), or those cities in which the wor-
ship of the living God was established for the
whole people, whose conquest by the enemy would
have resulted in the overthrow of the worship of

Jehovah and the establishment of the heathen
worship of idols. [Others suppose, not so well,

that the reference here is to Medeba and other

cities now threatened by the enemy, though still

in the hands of the Israelites.

—

Tr']. The Lord
wrill do Twhat is good in his eyes; these

words express trust in Ood combined with uncon-
ditional submission. Alongside of the faithfulness

(to be shown by bravery and firmness), that was
to do its duty in this situation so dangerous for

the people and for Jehovah, is put the hidden
u-ill of God in respect to wiiat will happen, and
unconditional submission to His counsel and deed.

The sense is well expressed by Clericus :
" If it

should seem good to God to give our enemies the

victory, we must actpuesce in His will ; meantime
let us go bravely into battle."— Ver. 13. Quickly
and vigorously the attack is made on the Suritms

—they fee. Grotius: "as often happens with

those that tight for pay alone without respect to

the cause." [So Bp. Patrick.

—

Tr.]. "Inasmuch
as for them, casually assembled, there would be

neither glory in victory nor shame in Hight,"

Tacit. Ilist. il. 12. [Perhaps Joab first attacked

the Syrians not solely because tliey were merce-
naries and in the open field, but also because they

were better disciplined and therefore more to be

feared than the Ammonites.—Tr.]. — Ver. 14.

This rout of the allied force occasioned the lliglit

of the Ammonites also, who threw themselves into

their capital city. A.fter this brilliant exploit Joab
brought the campaign to an end anti returned to

Jerusalem, probably because (see xi. 1) the ad-

vanced season was unfavorable to carrying through

the siege of Rahbali [or also, because the Syrians

Avere not sufhciently broken, or because he had
not the materials for a siege {Bib. Com.).—Tr.]

Vers. 15-19. Secand b(dtle with the Syriajis and
their complete defeat under Hadarezer.—Ver. 15.

The groimd of the Syrians for again collecting

their forces was shame at having been defeated by
the Israelites, and care for their safety against a
presumable campaign of David. Among the Sy-
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Tians king Iladarezer of Zobah (viii. 3) appears

as the most ])owerful prince and David's most

liostile opponent. Here and in Chron. he is al-

ways called Hadarezer, in chap. viii. Hadadezer.

The Syrians (reassembled after their rout) are

reinforced by the Syrian troops that Ilailarezer

(ver. 16) called to his help '" from beyond tlie

river," that is, from Mesopotamia. These Meso-
potamians levie 1 by liim were, therefore, under
his jurisdiction (comp. ver. 19). <S7(o6ac/i, Ilada-

rezer's field-marshal, led tliese troops, but was
also general-in-chief of the whole Syrian army
(ver. 18). And came to Helam.—The He-
l»rew might also be translated: "and their army
came " (Then., Bottcher). But the remark would
be somewhat superfluous and excessively dragging

in this militarily lively and curt account. As
there is no such remark in Chron., and as in ver.

17 the phrase '' he came to Helamah," designates

the place where David met the Syrians, the word
is to be taken (with the ancient YSS.) as the name
of a. place, our word here being merely ^i shorter

form of that in ver. 17 (dVpi = DxSn). The
place has not yet been identified. [Instead of the

second Helam Chron. has " to them." If we
adopt this text and render "their army" in ver.

It), the account will read: Hadarezer brought the

Syrians, and their army came and Shobach before

them . . . and David passed over Jordan and
came to them, and the Syrians, etc. It is not easy

to decide between the texts of Sam. and Chron.

;

the difficulty of identifying Helam may be an ar-

gument for both.

—

Tr.].—Ver. 17. Helam is de-

signated as the place across the Jordan whither
David brought his army and fought the Syrians.

Chron. has "he came on them" (the Aramseans)
—either a scribal error, or an intentional omis-
sion of the name of the place because it was too

little known. The name Ilclnni'''' is thought by Ew.,
Bott. and Then, to point to the Alamato on the Eu-
phrates (Ptol. 5, 15, 25). But the Syrians would
hardly have fallen back before David as far as the

Euphrates to receive his attack there with the river

in their rear. As this is the same battle that (ac-

cording to 1 Chron. xviii. 3) was fought at Hamuth
(comp. viii. 4), and the statement "came to He-
lam" here follows immediately after the remark
that David crossed the Jordan, Helam must be lo-

cated across the Jordan, not on the Euphrates, but
farther west near Hamath. Here the whole Israel-

itish and Syrian armies stood opposed to one ano-
ther in battle. [Why David took command in per-

son is not stated; probably on account of the im-
portance ofthe campaign, hardly from any dissatis-

faction with Joab. Some account must be taken
of David's military sjjirit.

—

Tb.]—Ver. 18. Da-
vid' » splendid victory. The Syrians partly took to

flight, partly were cut to pieces by the Israelites.

The completeness of the victory is farther espe-

cially brought out by mentioning first (ver. 18)
the large number of the slain : seven hundred
chariot-soldiers and forty thousand horsemen
(Chron. gives seven thousandf chariot-men and

* n?3X7n, " Heb. name of ;i Syrian city, dual-form
T T •*

from ^'n (two armies). witJi tlie H- local " (Bottcher).

f [This numlier is almost incredibly large, and the
text of Sam. is to be preferred.

—

Tk.]

forty thousand footmen). With this the state-

ments in viii. 4 and 1 Chron. xviii. 4, 5 (one
thousand seven hundred horsemen, or one thou-
sand chariot-men and seven thousand horsemen,
and twenty thousand footmen of Aram-Zobah,
and twenty-two thousand men of Aram-Damas-
cus) agree "as well as can be expected in the
well-known corruption of numbers, so that there
is scarcely a doubt that the number of fallen Ara-
ma?ans is the same in both accounts (chaps, viii.

and X.), and that our chapter relates circumstan-
tially the same war, the result only of which is

given in ch. viii. and 1 Chr. xviii." (Keil). It is

then furtiier stated that David so smote the general
that he died; that is, he died on the field of
wounds received in battle.—Ver. 19. The result

of this defeat: 1) "all the vassal-princes" that

had followed Hadarezer's summons to war against

David, made peace with Israel when they saw
that they were beaten. The addition (after the
first "Israel") in the Vulg. : "they feared, and
there fled fifty-eight thousand in the presence
of Israel," does not warrant us in introducing it

into the text (with Thenius), and finding therein
the statement of the number of those that were
"slain in flight;" for such a numerical statement
does not suit the tenor of the narrative, which
here intends only a general remark on the recog-

nition of their complete defeat by the Syrians, .so

that we should least expect such a statement here
about merely a fiart of the defeated army—apart
from the fact that the word "smitten" (ver. 19)

includes all the slain, not merely those that fell

in flight; 2) the Syrian princes and peoples be-

came tributary to Israel, and rendered the Am-
monites no more aid against the Israelites.

—

Nothing is here said of the wars with Damascus
and Edom, to which Joab turned in the south
(cli. viii.), while David was gaining his victories

in the north, because the narrative is here occu-

pied with the fortunes of Rabbah only because

of their connection with those of Uriah (Ewald).

HISTORICAL AXD THEOLOGICAL.

1. One injustice produces another, and drags

men on irretardably to destruction by the result-

ing chain of sins and injustices. The king of

Ammon with sinful levity lends his ear to the

liars and calumniators that surround him; thence

comes the most outrageous insolence towards Da-
vid's ambassadors, and the most abusive insult to

the whole people of Israel; on this follows the

hasty preparation and provocation of a wholly
unjust, wicked war; therein the princes are forced

to take part, and so to stake their land and peo-

ple. The end is complete destruction.

2. This great danger, prepared for David by
his enemies, was made through the divine control

to conduce to the magnifying of his name, and to

his ascent to the highest point of royal glory.

The bold insolence of the enemies of God's people

and kingdom must serve not only to bring about

more wonderfully the revelation of the Lord's

power in subduing enemies and helping friends,

but also to manifest more splendidly the glorv

and might of Plis kingdom in the battles into

which it is forced by enemies.

3. .loab's word to Abishai is a prelude to the

Lord's word to Peter: "Strengthen thv brethren."
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Heroic bravery in the war (it exhorts) is to be

(•nml)ined 1 ) with tlie rccocinifion of those most
sarred possessions and ends for whicli the struggle

is to be made,—thereby it is consecrated,—and
2) with humble, trustful snhmission to the will of

the io/y/—thereby it is preserved from temerity

and presumptuousness. The war is a just and
holy one, undertaken for the defence of the pos-

sessions received from God, to guard the honor
of God, and in the name of God.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 12. Bravery in battling for the higheM ob-

jrcls: 1) It is rooted in fidelity to God and to our
brethren the people of God; 2) It is proven by de-

votion of body and soul and the whole life to the

aims of the kingdom of God; 3) It is sanetified by
unconditional submission to the purposes and
tloings of the uill of God.

" Tlie Lord do that whieh seemeth him good :" 1)

A confession of humljle submission to God's will,

in ])resence of the greatest perils referring every-

thing to Him; 2) A testimony borne by childlike

and strong reliance on the Lord's help, whicli is

confidently expected in the cause of His people

and His kingdom; 3) The expression of a devout

frame of mind, which is the basis of all genuine

fiddity in fulfilling the duties of one's calling, and
esj)ecially of all true bravery in fighting against

the enemies of God's kingdom.

Vers. 1 sqq. Cramer: Nothing worthier can
be devised than to requite thanks with thanks.

Prov. xvii. 13.

—

See. Sciimid: When God will

chastise a people, He withdraws from them good
and sensible rulers; and woe to the land whose
king is a child (Eccl. x. IG).—Ver. 3. See.
Schmid: Calumny is a diabolical vice, since

imder a}>pearance of prudence and truth it calls

forth the greatest misfortunes.

—

Starke: To put
an evil construction upon good is the best art of

the ungodly.—[Hall: Carnal men are wont to

measure another's foot by their own last; their

own falsehood makes them unjustly suspicious of

others It is hard for a wicked heart to

think well of any other; because it can think
none better than itself, and knows itself evil. The
freer a man is from vice himself, the more cha-

ritable he uses to be unto others.

—

Tr.]

Ver. 0,. Cramer: That is the way with an evil

conscience; it iiees betbre it is hunted (Jol) xv.

20).—.1. Lange: When a man knows that he has
<lcserved punishment, and yet is luuvilling to ac-

knowledge his guilt, he is sure to heap upon him-
self more and more guilt.

—

[Hall : It is one of

the mad principles of wickedness, that it is a

weakness to relent, and rather to die than yield.

Even ill cause.*, once undertaken, must be upheld.

although with blood ; whereas the gracious heart,
finding his own mistaking, doth not only remit
of an ungrounded displeasure, but studies to be
revenged of itself, and to give satisfaction to the
oiiended.—Tr.]

Ver. 12. Starke: A Christian must indeed
show all diligence in his calling and station, but
must look to God for whatever progress he wishes
to make (1 Cor. iii. 6).—[Hall: The tongue of
a commander fights more than his hand- A good
leader must, out of his own abundance, put life

and spirits into all others: if a lion lead shee}>
into the field, there is hope of victory. . . . All
valor is cowardice to that which is built upon re-

ligion.

—

Hp^^try: "God and our country" was
the word. . . . When we make conscience of do-
ing our duty, we may with the greatest satisfac-

tion leave the event with God ; not thinking that
our valor bids Him to prosper us, but that still

Pie may do as He pleases, yet hoping for His salva-
tion in His own Avay and time—Tr.]. Vers. 13
sq. OsLAi^DER : Those who rely on man and do
not trust God, come to shame (Psa. xxv. 3).

—

[Henry : Joab provided for the worst, and put
the case that the Syrians or Ammonites might
prove too strong for him (ver. 11) ; but he proved
too strong for them both. We do not hintler our
successes by preparing for disappointment.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 15-19. Schlier: He who does evil will

also reap a harvest of evil ; and he who helps in
evil will certainly also get a poor reward from it.

As the seed, so the harvest.—The Lord has every-
thing in His hand, then He has the insolence of
enemies in His hand and makes all work well.

He can check and subdue even the greatest inso-

lence, and convert it into a blessing for His
l^eople.

[Vers. 3, 1. They Avho are tempted to oflPer

gross insults had always better look before they
leap.—Ver. 5. " Tarry at Jericho" etc. 1) We
nuist beware of casting pearls before swine (ver.

2. The Amhionites must have been known to

David as a cruel and barbarous people). 2) No-
thing is so offensive as a wanton insult, in return
for respect and kindness. 3) The gravest men
are sensitive to ridicule of their personal appear-
ance. 4) All persons of noble nature are con-
siderate of the feelings of others. 5) Time heals
many ills.—-Ver. 12. .Joab was a selfish, unscru-
l^ulous, imprincipled man ; yet in entering upon
a perilous battle he talks piously. So do almost
all generals and civil rulers in any great emer-
gency ; not only because they know tliat the peo-

])le feel their dependence on God, but because in

the hour of trial they feel it themselves. Sucli

language under such circunistancesdoes not clearly

prove one to be devout, or to be hypocritical ; it

expresses a feeling which may be genuine, though
transient and superficial.

—

Tr.]
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SECOND SECTION.

The beglooming of Davids royal rule by the sins of himself and his house, and
the thence resulting misfortunes.

Chaps. XI.—XVIII.

I. Internal shatteriwj of David's ride by the grievous sins of himself and his house.

. Chaps. XI.—XIV.

1. David's deep fall during the war against Rabbatli-Ammon. Chap. xi. 1-27.

1 And it came to pass, after the year was expired, at the time wheu kings^ go forth

to battle, that David sent Joab and his servants with him, and all Israel; and they

destroyed the children of Ammon, and besieged Rabbah. But [And] David tar-

2 ried still at [abode in] Jerusalem. And it came to pass in an eveningtide, that

David arose from off his bed and walked upon the roof of the king's house ; and
from the roof he saw a woman washing herself, and the woman was very beautiful

3 to look upon. And David sent and enquired after the woman. And one said, Is

4 not this Bath-sheba, the daughter of Eliam, the wife of Uriah the Hittite ? And
David sent messengers and took her, and she came in unto him, and he lay with

her f for [and] she was purified from her uucleanness, and she returned unto her

5 house. And the woman conceived, and sent and told David, and said, I am with

child.

6 And David sent to Joab, saying, Send me Uriah the Hittite. And Joab sent

7 Uriah^ to David. And when Uriah was come [And Uriah came] unto him,^ \_ms.

and] David demanded [asked] of him [om. of him] how Joab did, and how the peo-

8 pie did, and how the war prospered. And David said to Uriah, Go down to thy

house, and wash thy feet. And Uriah departed [went] out of the king's house,

9 and there followed him a mess^ of meat Ifood^ from the king. But [And] Uriah

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 1. So the Qeri (margin). Bottoher and Hitzig retain tlio Ketliib "messengers," the former under-

standing it of ambassadors, tlie latter of watchers to observe the new moon (comp. Jer. xxxi. 6) ; but these views
are not probable ; it is not likely that a time of the year would be defined by an act that was performed twelve
times a year, and it is unlikely that ambassadors were sent out at a special time of the year. Tliough tlie Ke-

thibh (D'JDNbo) may be the harder, and so far the preferable form, general considerations strongly favor the
Qeri.—Bottcher's theory is that there existed two recensions of the liistory, one made by priests (which he
marks PR.), the other by laymen (LR), of which the former is here followed by " Chronicles " (making Joib act
independently, and softening the "Ammonites" into the "land of Ammon"), and the latter by "Samuel" (em-
pliasizing the king's activity, etc.). Rather we should say that the author of " Samuel " selected his material from
& prophetical point of view, the author of "Chronicles" from a Levitical point of view.

—

Tk.]

a [Ver. 4. Wellhausen rightly observes that the Athnaeh should be under nSJJ^, and the purification will then
T

be subsequent and not previous (as in the following " for " of Eng. A. V.) to the time of JStJ?'!-

—

Tr.]

3 [Ver. 6. After " Uriah " one MS. of De Rossi, Syr., Chald., insert " the Hittite," an instance of the tendency

to assimilation.—The omission of the "iOJ^S (" saying") makes no difficulty here (so also in xix. 15) ; it is easily

supplied in thought, and is inserted by Sept., Vulg., Arab, (as in Eng. A. V.). Bottehcr thinks tliat the omission
belongs to the curt priest-text, the insertion to the lay-text.

—

Tr.]

4 [Ver. 7. Some BISS. of Kennieott and De Rossi, and Syr., Arab., Vulg., read " to David," an illustration of the
disposition of copyists and translators to make the text clearer by stating the person or thing explicitly rathei-

than trust to the frequently indefinite Pronoun. In general, the preference is in such cases to be given to tlie

less explicit.

—

Tb.J

5 [Ver. 8. "Or, a portion, gift," literally "something lifted up" (Sept. apo-is). Vulg. and Chald. render /oor? and
meal, Syr. and Arab. gift. Some anonymous Greek VSS. (in Montfaueon's Hex.) have a strange rendering : onicria

avroiu Trapeo-TTjKOTioi' tcu Pa(7i\el " after those that stood by the king " (reading Tiav for o.uTtii'), as if Uriah were pre-
ceded by royal officers, from whom David may have learned (ver. 10^ that Uriah did not go home. Schleusner

suggests that they read H'^C'O (minister) instead of PXt^O.

—

Tr.]
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slept at the door of the king's house with all* the servants 'of bis lord, and went not
10 down to his house. And when they had told [And they told] David, saying, Uriah

went not down to his house, [i?is. and] David said unto Uriah, Camest thou not from
thy journey ^ [Art thou not come from a journey?] why then \_om. then] didst thou

11 not go down unto thine house? And Uriah said unto David, The ark, and Israel,

and Judah abide in tents [booths] ; and my lord Joab and the servants of my lord

are encamped in the open fields [field] ; shall I then [and shall I] go into mine
house to eat and to drink and to lie with my wife? as thou livest^ and as thy soul

12 liveth, I will not do this thing. And David said to Uriah, Tarry here to-day also,

and to-morrow I will let thee depart. So [And] Uriah abode in Jerusalem that

13 day and the morrow. And when David had [And David] called him \_ins. and]
he did eat and drink before him, and he made him drunk ; and at even he went
out to lie on his bed with the servants of his lord, but [and] went not down to his

house.

14 And it came to pass in the morning that David vyrote a letter to Joab, and sent

15 it by the hand of Uriah. And he WKote in the letter, saying, Set^ ye Uriah in the

forefront of the hottest battle, and retire ye from him, that he may be smitten and
16 die. And it came to pass, when Joab observed the city, that he assigned Uriah
17 unto a place where he knew that valiant men were. And the men of the city went

out and fought with Joab ; and there fell some of the people of the servants of Da-
18 vid ; and Uriah the Hittite died also. Then [And] Joab sent and told David all

19 the things concerning the war ; And charged the messenger, saying, When thou

hast made an end of telling the matters of [all the things concerning] the war unto

20 the king, And^ if so be that the king's wrath arise, and he say unto thee, Wherefore
approached ye so nigh unto the city when ye did fight [to fight] ? Knew ye not

21 that they would shoot from the wall? Who smote Abimelech the son of Jerubbe-

sheth^°? did not a woman cast a piece of a millstone upon him from the wall, that

he died in Thebez? why went ye nigh the wall ? then say thou. Thy servant Uriah
the Hittite is dead also.

22 So [And] the messenger went, and came and showed David all that Joab had
23 sent him for. And the messenger said unto David, Surely [o7n. surely] the men

prevailed against us, and came out unto us into the field, and we were upon them

6 [Ver. 9. Thp omission of the word "all" in Sept. and Arab. (Vulg. has cum aliisservis) has simplieity in its

lavor; it would be natural to insert here a descriptive word.

—

Tb.]

^ [Ver. 11. The Heb. text is here supported by all the versions except Sept., which has : ttms ; ^rj 17 ^vxri <rov,
" how ? as thy soul liveth," that is, it read TH " how ?" (see Dan. x. 17) instead of fj'TI- On account of the seem-

ing tautology of the Heb., Thenius and Bottelier adopt the reading of the Sept. (in which, however, the hoivf is

intolerable', while Wellhausen would read DliT 'PI '' by the life of Jahveh," or strike out the second clause

:

"by the life of thy soul." But this double asseveration may easily be understood as the repetition of an excited
soldier.—Tr.]

8 [Ver. 15. or?-" Sept. htrayaye "bring in" = XSn, but the Sing, here does not agree with the following Plu.

Dr\2p (so AVellhausen).—Tb.]

s [Ver. 20. The Sept. repeats in ver. 22 the whole of the speech (with one or two verbal alterations) that Joab
puts into David's mouth in vers. 20, 21. On the other hand the Heb. text says nothing of David's anger, nor of
any such speech, when the messenger reports to him (ver. 23 sq.). Bottcher. therefore, rejecting the " monstrous
repetition " of the Sept., holds that the speech in question belongs (with an introductory " and David was wroth
with Joab") at the end of ver. 22, that it was afterwards inserted after ver. 19, because it seemed necessary there,

tiie Sept. translating from a te.xt that contained tlic ni.iution, while the masoretic text dropped the second
speecti as cumbersome. So also (as to the form <if liie tcx( 1 substantially Thenius. who omits ver. 21 as far as the
second "wall." The latter, however, thinks the allcuc'l omission in the Heb. (at the end of ver. 22) to have been
purposely made by the transcriber, in order to conceal his recognized error of insertion in vers. 21, 22; Wellh.,
on the contrary, holds that the omission was for brevity's sake simply.—Joab's speech, as it stands in the Heb.,
certainly shows a very lively anticipation of David's view of the case : but Bottcher is wrong in saying that such
anticipation is impossible, for Joab of cnuisc puis it only as a supposition, and Abimeleeh's case would naturally
occur to him. There is no need on tliis .iiconnt merely to sup]>iiso that David actually got angry, or cited Abi-
meleeh's history; Joab's lively anticipation diHS not lonically involve David's conformity to it. But. if David did
show anger, there is still no necessity i'or supposing that lie iiientione<l Abimelech, and his objection to approach-
ing the wall mii:ht easily have been taken for granted and fimitted.—Then, it is after all more probable that the
Sept. should make so natural an insertion than that tlie Heb. text should omit it. We, therefore, with Erdmann,
retain the masoretic text.

—

Tr.J
'

10 [Ver. 21. Sept. Jerubhnnl, the original form of the name ; but probably Jerubbesheth (so Bottcher) is the cor-

rect text-reading here, this form having become common in the time of" the author of our Book. The Sept.-

translator went back to the original form. This does not offer support to Bottcher's hypothesis of the two recen-
sions of our text (priestly and laic).—The Sept. also calls Jerubbaal the son of iVcr, which Thenius thinks is for

Zer. the last syllable of .\biezer (see Judg. vi. 11). It may, however, be worthy of notice that the Syriac has
'• Aldmelech the son of Nedubbeel " (for i\'(;?ubbeel), 'sub.stituting the Syr. n of the 3 sing.-masc. Impf. for tha
Heb. Yod; and there may be some connection between this and the Sept.-form.

—

Tr.]
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24 even lorn, even] unto the entering [doorway] of the gate. And the shooters shot

from off the wall upon thy servants ; and some of the king's servants be dead [died],

25 and thy servant Uriah the Hittite is dead also. Then [And] David said unto the

messenger, Thus shalt thou say unto Joab, Let not this thing displease thee, for the

sword devoureth one as well as another ; make thy battle more [om. more] strong

against the city and overthrow it. And encourage thou him. And when [o/u.

when] the wife of Uriah heard that Uriah her husband was dead, [ins. and] she

mourned for her husband. And when [om. when] the mourning was past [over],

\_ms. and] David sent and fetched her to his house, and she became his wife, and

bare him a son. But [And] the thing that David had done displeased the Lord

[Jehovah].

26

27

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. The siege of Rabbah. Comp. 1 Chron.

:x:x. 1. And it came to pass at the return
of the year—that is, at the setting in of spring*

in the month of Abib (Nisan), with which the

new year began. Joseplius: "as the Spring set

in." [Comp. our March from the god of war. Mars,

the beginning of the old Roman year.

—

Tr.] The
term, a quo referred to in this chronological state-

ment is the time (x, 13, 14) when Joab, having
<lriven the Aramjeans off, and the Ammonites
iiaving retired before Abishai into their capital

-city, had returned to Jerusalem on accotmt of the

rain in winter, which made it unwise to begin a

siege. At the time vvhen kings go forth.—
Instead of the " messengers " of the Heb. text, read

"kings" (Qeri), as in all the versions and in

Chronicles. A reference to the embassy of chap.

X. 2, after all the intervening events, would here

be completely out of place. The "kings" here,

however, are not the hostile kings (chap, x.) thtit

came out against David (Maurer)—against wiiich

is the preceding chronological statement, and tlie

absence of any reference to the jjast events re-

corded in chap. x.—but the Israelitish kings. On
the return of the season favorable to military ope-

rations, when the kings of Israel were accustomed
to go forth to their wars, David advanced to the

siege of Rabbah, which he had deferred the year
before on account of the unfavorable season.

[Joab had no doubt taken precautions to guard
against hostile movements of the enemy.

—

Tr.]
And David sent Joab and his servants
with him and all Israel—tliat is, tl)e military

chieftains from about his person and his court

(comp. ver. 9) and the whole army, inchiding

soldiers and officers. The "servants" are not the

war-servants proper in distinction from a militia

serving only in time of war (Midi.)—an entirely

arbitrary distinction—nor the "officers" in dis-

tinction from "all Israel" as the <(/•»/((/ (Tlienius).

And they destroyed the children of Am-
mon.—Chron. : "the land of the cliildren of Am-
nion." But the verb is elsewhere used (as in 1

Sam. xxvi. 15) of persons in reference to the land
inhabited by them. It is unnecessary to regard
"land" as more correctly used liere in contrast

with the capital city (Thenius), because it was
usual, while some strong point was attacked to

* [Some interpret :
" when tlie summer set in." Abar-

banel :
" when the sun returned to tlie same point."

Perliaps the phrase is a general one :
" when the year

liad rolled round, and the time came for kings to go
forth."'—Tr.)

30

ravage the land far and near by incursion-parties;

so 1 Sam. xiii. IG, 17. [Our text, as the harder,

is to be preferred; Chron. has introduced a natu-

ral explanation.

—

Tr.] And they besieged
Rabbah= " Rabbath of the children of Am-
nion,"—that is, the great city of the Ammonites.
See Josh. xiii. 25; Deut. iii. 11 ; the present ruins

of Rabbat-Amman on the Xahr-Amman (the up-

per Jabbok), perfectly desert and uninhabited.

Polybius: Rabbatiiamana. But David re-

mained in Jerusalem [the impending war with

the Ammonites alone not being of sufficient im-

portance to require his presence

—

Tr.]—expla-

natory transition to the episode of David's adul-

tery.

Vers. 2-5. David's adultery with Bathsheba.—
This section and the following one are wanting in

Chronicles. Towards the evening [Heb.: in

the evening

—

Tr.]—when the noon-rest was over,

and the cooler part of the day had come. [In

later times the evening (^^J.') began at three

o'clock in the afternoon ; it was the time when
it was getting darker, when the sun was declining,

and after sunset till dark.—Tr.] David was
walking (for pleasure) on the roof of the
king's house, which was built on the edge of

Mount Zion, so that one could thence look imme-
diately down into the courts of the Lower City,

where" Uriali's house was,* comp. ver. 8. The
woman that David saw was in the act of bathing

(the Heb. uses the participle) in the uncovered

court of her house, where, in accordance with ge-

neral Eastern custom, there was a well. [Or, in

her chamber, the casements being open (Patrick).

In either case, the place was private, visible only

from a neighboring roof; and in the East people

refrain from looking down from a roof into neigh-

bors' courts (Philippson) ; so that it is on this

ground an unfounded suggestion that Bathsheba

was purposely bathing in an exposed place in or-

der to attract the king's gaze.—Tr.]—Ver. 3. In-

flamed with sensual desire, David makes inquiry

about the woman whose beauty had attracted him.

"And one said ( Vulg. : nunticdum ei est), Is it not,

etc.f" That is, "It is, etc." (the negative question

is often used in lively discourse). Tliis form of

expression supposes tliat the object or person men-
tioned was somehow already otherwise known.

—

Instead of " Bathsheba, daughter of Eliam," 1

Chron. iii. 5 has "Batlisheba, daughter of Am-
miel." The form Bathsheba [

= " daughter of the

* [It is not necessary to suppose that David's siesta

and evening-walk show that he had become inert and
luxurious. It was the liahit of the times, and he seems
to have begun his walk with no evil de'sign.

—

Te.]
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oath," not "daughter of Sheba") is, according to

1 Ki. i. 11, 15 and other phices, to be regarded as

the usual, and so as the original and correct, one.

The difficulty of explaining it makes it impossi-

ble to adduce the meaning in favor of the origi-

nality and correctness of the form Bathshua

(Thenius), which may easily have come from the

other by a copyist's change of a single letter (
3

into 1 ). According to Ewald (^ 273 d ), Eliam and

Ammiei are different forms of the same name by

an arbitrary inversion of the component parts*

[From 2 Sam. xxiii. 34, where Eliam is called the

son of Ahithophel, it is supposed by some that

Bathsheba was the grand-daughter of Ahithophel,

and that this explains the latter's adherence to

Absalom. So Jerome, Chandler, p. 407, Note, and

Blunt, Undesigned Coincidences, p. 143 sq. (Am.
ed.). The supposition seems not improbable.

—

Tb.] Uriah was a Hittife. He belonged (xxiii.

39) to David's Gibborim [Heroes]. TheHittites

already in Palestine in Abraham's time (Gen. xv.

20) dwelt near Hebron (Gen. xxiii. 7 sqq.), after-

wards near Bethel (Judg. i. 24 sqq.); Solomon
reduced the remnant of them to servitude (1 Ki.

ix. 20).—Yer. 4. Short but very vivid narrative

of the sinful deed committed by David in spite

of his learning that Bathsheba was a married wo-

man. That David used force or artifice to get

possession of the "innocent" woman (Mich.) is

not indicated in the expression: "and he took

her." The narrative leads us to infer that Bath-

sheba came and submitted herself to David with-

out opposition. This undoubtedly proves her

participation in the guilt, though we are not to

assume that her bathing there was "purposed," in

order to be seen (Thenius). She was moved
doubtless by vanity and ambition in not venturing

to refuse the demand of David the fcing. Her
purification (which was according to the Law, Lev.

XV. 18) was performed while she was yet in the

king's palace. [Eng. A. V., Philippson and others

not so well make the purification precede her

coming to the palace, putting a full stop after the

word "uncleanness."— Tr.]—Ver. 5. Adultery

was, according to Lev. xx. 10, punishal)le M'ith

death. Her message to David had in view the

avoidance of the consequences of this sin (Keil).

Vers. 0-13. David's efibi'ts to conceal the adul-

tery frustrated by Uriah.—Ver. 6. There is no
evidence that Uriah was the armor-bearer of Joab
(Josephus). He had a command in the army, as

is clear from what follows, especially from the

questions in ver. 7, which could be answered only

bv one whose position gave him a wide and exact

knowledge of the condition of the war. David
brought him to .Jerusalem in order that, as Bath-

shcba's husband, he might hereafter pass for the

father of the child begotten in adultery. The
(jueslions addressed to liim were intended to con-

ceal from him as far as possible the purpose for

which he was called, and to make the impression

that he was summoned to render a military re-

port. Washing the feet is the symbol at the same
time of rest and refreshment. ^Vfter David has

<lismissed him to his home, he sends him literally

" something taken up" what tlie man of rank sets

before his guest from his own table (Gen. xliii.

34), and then anypresent (Am. v. 11 ; Esth. ii. 18).

Here it was probably a dish of honor, which
Uriah was to enjoy at home.—Ver. 9. Uriah,
however, did not act according to David's will and
expectation, but remained in the king's palace
"at or in the door," and spent the night there,

in the guard-room (1 Kings xiv. 27,28), with the
royal court-officials or the body-guard. It is pos-

sible that he did this merely out of zeal of service
(comp. ver. 11) ; but also his suspicions may have
been already aroused, and he may have heard
something of the affair with Bathsheba.—Ver.
10 sq. [Perhaps David had sent to find out whe-
ther Uriah went home, or the servants that car-

ried the present may have informed him.

—

Tr.]
There is a certain tone of displeasure in David's
words already, though his question was a natural
one, since Uriah's conduct (as indicated in the
question ) nuisl have been strange. Uriah's answer
[ver. 11] is an explanation and justification of his

not going home, together with a solemn assevera-

tion ; whereby he conceals his real ground of ac-

tion, his unwillingness to meet the king's wish.
According to his statement, the Ark had been
carried along into the field,*—for the war was a
war of the Lord. When it, the sign of God's pre-

sence, and all Israel, God'- host, were in tents, and
.Joab and the king'sofficers were lying on the bare
ground, how could he take his pleasure in his

house? By thy life and by the life of thy
soul is not a tautology, but a strengthening of the

oath by repetition of the tliought, the expression

combining the general and the special. [See the

text examined in " Text, and Gram." The phrase
" Israel and Jndah " probably indicates an author-

ship for our Book after the division of the king-

dom
;
yet not certainly, since there was foundation

for the distinction of the two parts in the fact that

Judah alone at first adhered to David. See Erd-
mann's Introduction, ^6.

—

Tb.]—Ver. 12sqq. This
attempt failing, David tries to gain his end by

,

keeping Uriah a day longer. He invited him to

his table, and made him drunk, in order thus

more certainly to secure his passing the following

night with his wife. That night, however, Uriah
again slept at the palace-door. A factual irony

!

David sees his plan wholly frustrated, and is now
driven by his sin-entangled, sin-darkened heart to

add murder to adultery. [A chronological diffi-

culty is made here unnecessarily by some critics

:

it is said that the invitation of ver. 13 was given
on the "morrow," and this last word is joined to

ver. 13 so as to read :
" Uriah abode in Jerusalem

that day. And on the morrow David called him,"
etc. In that case Uriah (lid not depart on the

morrow, as David promised (ver. 12), since he
slept in Jerusalem that night (ver. 13), but the

day after the morrow (ver. 14). The difficulty is

removed by supix)sing (as is quite possible) the

invitation of ver. 13 to have been given on the

*
fThat is, the names are composed of ow= people,

and cl= Gnd. Elinm = God of the people; Ammiei =
people of God. For ot lier views see the lexicons of Ge-
benius and Fiirst.—Tb.J

* [Comp. 1 Sam. iv. 4. The ark was taken along as an
encourasinf? sii;n of the divine prescnoo and favor^pro-
hahly not to inquire of God (against Patrick and Bible

CommX Sneh inquiry was mad<' tliroiigh the high-
priest's ephod. Ill .Josh. vii. 6 (the only case of inquiry
at the ark mentioned) Joslma had a spet^ial divitie reve-
lation, as Moses used to liave. On 1 Sam. xiv. 18 see the
disens.iioii of the text in iom. On a rabbinical view that
there were two arks, one containing the ephod, see Phi-

lippsou in loco.—Tb.J
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"thatdiiy" of ver. Ti; tlien tlic "inorrow" ofver.

] 2 will he identical with the "morning" ofver.

14. The "calling" in ver. 13 dots not necessarily

require a more definite statement of time than is

suggested in ver. 12.

—

Tr.]

Vers. 14-27. The letter concerning Uriah.

Uriah's death. BatJislieba David's wife.—Ver.

14sqq. Uriah himself must bear the letter that

decrees his deatii. A new artifice of David's that

makes murder its minister. Uriah was to he

placed in the hottest, most dangerous part of tlie

liattle, wliere a retreat woukl not be strange, and
lie, David well knew, as a brave soldier (one of

the (iibborim or Heroes) would not so easily re-

treat. No reason is assigned [in the letter] for

this command, which .Toab could not misunder-

stand. He had simply to carry out the royal in-

structions, and so he did (ver. IG-sqq.). And it

came to pass -when Joab ^vatched the city

(such is the literal rendering of the Heb. IID^).

" We must understand by this a procedure difTer-

cnt from the usual siege, a nearer apj^roach, which
challenged the warriors in the city to a sally"

(Bunsen) [comp. .Judg. i. 24, where the participle

of the same Hebrew verb is rendered "spies" in

Eng. A. v., properly "the observing (i.e., be-

sieging) force."

—

Tr.]. Joab knew the place

where the enemy's best warriors would fight in

the sally. There he put Uriah, whose bravery he
knew, without needing to say to the soldiers

:

"leave him in the hu'ch" (Michaelis, Bunsen),
since he could foresee that this would hapjien from
the dangerousness of the post. In becoming the
instrument of David's murderous artifice, Joab
needed not to know the ground of the order. As
obedient servant of the king he carried it out the
more unhesitatingly, inasmuch as it was an order
of the commander of the army in relation to a sol-

dier, who might have committed some grave of-

fence against him, and whose seemingly accidental

<leath might be desired by him for special reasons.

—Ver. 18 sq. Joab's message.—From the account
of the message it is obvious that the messenger
knew nothing of the crafty plot against Uriah's
life. It is an elaborate report by Joab of the near
approach of a part of the besieging force to the
wall of the city, leading to a sally by tlw enemy,
wherein a number of the Israelites fell. To this

circumstantial account the report of Uriah's fall

(the only part of it now interesting to David) was
to be added in a supplementary way at the end,
Joab takes it for granted that the king will exhi-
bit anger (pretended or real) at this useless spill-

ing of blood. Abimelech the son of Jerub-
besheth— {. e., (lideon, Judg. vi. o2."''' His death
by a mill-stone is related Judg. ix. 53. [Bible
Coiinnentary here remarks that " this reference to

Judg. ix. 53 indicates the existence in David's
time of the national annals of that period in an
accessible form, and the king's habit of reading or
having read to him the history of his country."
But Joab's reference to Abimelech shows merely
that the facts were known (possibly by tradition),

not certainly that national annals existed (though
it is not improbable that there were written ac-

counts of such events). It is hardly probable

* [There written JerubbaaL On the cliange of name
see on 2 Sam. ii. 8 ; ix. 6—and ou tlie Sept. reading see
" Text, and Gramm." on this verse.—Tb.]

that our Book of .Judges existed at this time.

—

Tu.]—Say, Thy .servant Uriah the Hittite
is dead also.—Tliis the messenger was in any
case to say last, as an appendix to his report, " as
if Uriah, of his own accord, or even against Joab's
will, had pressed forward with his men, and so

was chargeable with his own deatli and that of the
others that had fallen" (Keil). Joab is evidently
concerned to conceal the wicked deed from the
messenger, and at the same time to let David
know that it is 'accomplished.

\er. 22 sq. David's reception of the messenger.—
The me.ss<age is delivered exactly iu accordance
with Joab's instructions.* Between vers. 22 and
23 the Sept. has an insertion [Sept. reads : and
David's anger was kindled against Joab, and he
said to the messenger. Why did ye approach to

the city, etc., inserting nearly through ver. 21.

—

Tr.] This Thenius adoi>ts on the ground that

neither David's presumed displeasure, nor any
expression of it on the rejjort of the messenger is

mentioned. But this is unnecessary. Either the

"kindling" of David's anger, supposed possible

by Joab, did not take place—or, if it did, there

was no need to relate it at length ; it was taken
for granted, and the narration gives only the

words of the messenger in reply to David's com-
ment on the rash afl'air, in order to explain and
justify it. [The text here is discussed in "Text,
and Gramm." and the present Heb. reading de-

fended.— Tr.]
Ver. 23.t The enemy supposed that with their

superiority of numbers here they could make a
successful sally. This sally led to a hot fight,

wherein the Israelites pressed near to the wall

within shot of the archers, and thus many were
killed. The messenger thereibre reports a sally

of the besieged, which occasioned this dangerous
ajjproach to the wall.J—Ver. 25. David's answer
is, as it were, an extenuation of the matter, and
of such nature that the messenger cannot suppose

a reference to any thing more than this bloody

military affair. Let not this thing be evil in
thy eyes; so and so devours the sv^ord.g
— I)avid's words seemingly express the ([uiet and
equanimity of a commander who does not permit

* rn^ with two Accus.; to send a person with a thing
-T

—commission him, 1 Ki. xiv. 6; Isa. Iv. 11.

•f-
'3 = at the time that, when, frequently so used in

Ex. xxi. (in distinotion from the conditional DN), or eo

quod = because, fully '3 ^y " for this reason because,"

comp. Isa. i. 29, 30; Job xxxviii. 20. [Or = on, that, in-

troducing substantive clause (as frequently in N. T.).

Thenius unnecessarily objects to this '3 as " referring

to nothing."

—

Tr.]

X The X in INi' and D'J^^ID [ver. 24J is an Aramaic
form.

? The intrans. J^T with the sign of the Ace. HX (as

elsewhere the Pass. Verb is found with the Ace.) accord-
ing to the sense, the active meaning coming forward
against the intrans. and pass. Evv, g277d. [The HX
here introduces the Ace. of general limitation.

—

Tr.]

The sense is: Look not evilly on this thing. Comp. 1

Sam. XX. 13; Josh. xxii. 17; Neh. ix. On nm no
see Ew. § 105 b. The first time o is put for e, a slight pho-
netic change easily occurring in such correlative

phrases (Judg. xviil. 4; 1 Ivings xiv. 5).
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himself to be disturbed by siicli bad news. Thus
he conceals his excitement over the success of his

plot. He orders the siege of Kabbah to be pressed

and the city to be destroyed. The messenger is

dismissed with tliis answer to Joab, with the fur-

ther instruction: strengthen liim, encourage him.

Xeitlier the isolated position of tliese words, nor

David's encouraging the tieldcommander by a

messenger, m;d<es this expression a strange one
(Thenius); for we need not suppose the "viessen-

ger" so far below "his general" in rank as to

make sucli an exhortation in the king's message
necessarily unbecoming. The "messenger" was
certainly not a common soldier, but doubtless a
high officer who, as his words show, had know-
ledge of the whole conduct of the war before Eab-
bah. The Sept., Syriac and Arabic translate: get

possession of it, namely, the city, comp. 1 Kings
xvi. 22. These words would then form the con-

clusion of the message. [Comp. also Jer. xx. 7.

But this sense of the verb cannot be established

from the biblical usage. It means to press on one
(.Jerem. xx. 7), to prevail against (of persons, 1

Kings xvi. 22), but apparently not to conquer a

city. Another objection to this rendering is that

it would introduce an anti-climax: "destroy it

and prevail against it." On the otiier hand, the

signification encouraqe is well established, Deut. i.

38 ; Isa. xli. 7.—Tr.]
Vers. 26, 27. Bathsheba David's wife. The

usual mourning lasted seven days (comp. 1 Sam.
xxxi. lo). Bathsheba was probably taken to

wife by David immediately after the expiration

of this time of mourning. If the mourning-time
of widows was no longer than the ordinary mourn-
ing, then the interval between the adultery and
the marriage was doubtless short enough to allow

Bathsheba's child (begotten in that adultery) to

appear to be begotten in wedlock. The concluding

words of the narration: But the thing that
David had done displeased the Lord* con-

tain the moral decision from the theocratical point

of view, and are, as it were, the superscription to

the following history of the divine judgments
that fell on David and his house on account of

this sin.

[For mention of other times of mourning, see

Gen. 1. 10; Deut. xxxiv. 8; 1 Sam. xxxi. 13; 2

Sam. xiv. 2. In particular cases .special feeling

would lead to an extension of the ordinary mourn-
ing-period.

—

Tr.]

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. The history of David's fall from the height

of his communion with God as "a man after

God's own heart" into the deepest depth of sin

and crime contains a serious and warning lesson

concerning the poircr of sin even over those who
are under the guidiuice of God's will and word,

when they give place in a single point of tlieir

inner life to the yet unoccupied .sinful lust therein

hidden, and fail in faithfulness in the struggle

against their own evil hearts, and in self-denial.

* [A. Clarke refers to tlie similar inciclcnt in Bellero
phon's life

:

FpaJtat iv nii'aKi, tttvktm du^o</>0dpa ttoAAol.

(II. VI. 168, 169).—T«.]

[It is obvious, and yet often overlooked by assail-

ants of the morality of the Old Testament, that
the liistory, in chronicling this sin of the "man
after God's own heart," does not endorse, but dis-

tinctly condemns it. It admits that such a man
could connnit such a sin, and afterwards enjoy the
favor of (rod; but only on the condition that the
real bent of his soul, turned aside for awhile under
temptation, was towards God and holiness.

—

Tr.]
2. The inscrutable development of many indi-

vidual sins from one hidden root proceeds accord-
ing to an inner natural law: the human will, by
detaching the heart from the living God, surren-

ders itself to the power of sinful lust, and the lat-

ter through the removal of the moral forces that

had hitherto held it down and controlled the outer

and inner life, gets unrestrained dominion. When
the life is at the highest point of communion with
the living God, pride slips in and leads to an all

the deeper fall. The enjoyment of experiences
of divine favor and of the fruits of struggle for

the kingdom of God, leaves the door of the heart

open to fleshly security. Temporary rest from
work and fight, though not in itself insidious,

leads to moral indolence, to spiritual sloth, to

carelessness and unfaithfulness in office and call-

ing. Wicked lust, excited from without at a hid-

den jwint of the inner life, no longer finds limi-

tations in thoughts on the solemn divine command
and prohibition : Thou shalt and thou shalt not,

in the warning and exhorting voice of conscience,

in the restraints and hindrances of divine provi-

dence, in laithful performance of duty and labor

in one's calling, wiiereby the kindled fire might
again be smothered. The "evil conscience" that

follows the satisfaction of evil lust leads on the

beaten, slippery and precipitous path to lying

and deception, in order to conceal the sin from
men. From the soil of the heart poisoned by one

sin, from perversion from God of feeling and will

in one liidden point of the heart, comes one sin

after another ; and not only does the fruitfulness

and frightfulness of sinful lust show itself in its

production of an unl)roken series of wicked
thoughts and desires, but "the curse of the evil.

deed" is made complete in that " it must continue

to produce evil."

3. It is a sign of the irresistible power of con-

science, and an involuntary self-condemnation,

when a man seeks in every way to conceal his sin

from men, but to extenuate and justify it before

God ; and on the other hand unwillingness to

make confession has its deepest ground in the

pride of the human heart, which increases in pro-

portion as the man becomes involved in sin, and
the evil in him develops itself from the slightest

beginnings into a power that exercises dominion
over the whole inner life. " Whosoever com-
mits sin, he is the servant of sin" [.John viii. 14,

comp, Rom. vi.

—

Tr.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

[Hall: With what unwillingness, with what
fear, do I still look upon the miscarriage of the

man after (iod's own heart! O holy prophet,

who can promise himself always to stand, when
he sees thee tallen, and maimed with the fall I

Let i)rofane eyes behold thee contentedly, as a

pattern, as an excuse for sinning ; I shall never
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look upon thee but through tears, as a woful spec-

tacle of human intirmity.

—

Tr.]
Ver. 1. Schlier: If God has granted us some

special good fortune we will never be pulled up,

but will rather become little and lowly, and the

liigher we rise the more will we humble ourselves.

An humble man always finds grace and blessing,

but pride always goes before a fall.

Ver. 2. DiSs^ELHOFP : Idle hours bring forth

idle tlioughts, and idle thoughts are nothing but

dry kindling wood, that waits only for a spark to be
suddenly ablaze.—All have had the painful expe-
rience that our sins often have their roots in indo-

lence and unfaithfulness in our calling. As long

as we walk and work in our office, we are encom-
passed with a wall. As soon as we fall out of our
office, we fall away from our fortunes and become
a prey to the enemy.— [Hall: There can be no
safety to that soul, where the senses are let loo.se.

He can never keep his covenant with God, that

make.s not a covenant with his eyes. It is an idle

presumption to think the outward man may be
free, while the inward is safe.

—

Taylor : Here,
then, in the moral weakness which constant pros-

perity had created, in the opportunity which idle-

ness afforded to temptation, and in the blunted
sensibility which polygamy had superinduced,

we see how David was so easily overcome.

—

Chryso-STOM : Youth is sometimes wiser and bet-

ter than age. David the youth smote down the

barbarian, and showed all pliilosophy (wisdom
and piety), and when he grew older, then he
sinned.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 2-4. Schlier : Let us watch and pray

;

we may well need it. What shall become of us

if a feeling of security arises in us? How sliall

we get through with a pure body and heart if we
are filled with self-conceit ? Let us also carefully

avoid idleness; labor is a medicine against .sin.

—

.J. LanCtE: One sin brings forth another, and one
act of imfaitlifulness to conscience draws another
after it. .James i. 15.

—

Starke: Loneliness affords

the most convenient time for the temptations of
Satan (Matt. iv. 1 sq.).—S. Schmid: The quieter
and securer men are in things bodily, the more
perilous is it for them in things spiritual.

—

Dls-
SELHOFF : If the not fully slain ungodly impulses
in the man after God's own heart grew up so

quickly and to such strength when lie deviated a
finger's breadth from the way of tlie Lord—and
the Lord allowed him to go—how will it be with
the untamed lusts in our hearts? If such a .story

does not give one a view of the unfathomable
depths of sin and of its power, lie will never learn
what sin is.

—

Starke: Rulers sin in leading their

subjects into sin, for they are not lords over God's
command (Acts v. 29; Matt. xxii. 21 1.

—

[Hall:
Had Bathsheba been mindful of her matrimonial
iidelity, perhaps David had been soon checked
in his inordinate desire; her facility furthers tlie

sin. It is no excuse to say, I was tempted, though
by the great, though by the holy and learned.

Let the mover be never so glorious, if he stir

us to evil, he must l)e entertained with de-
fiance.

—

Tr.]—Schlier: Human customs are
ciirefuUy observed, and God's command is trodden
under foot. People attend to outward forms and
usages, and live on consoled thereby in their

^ins.— [Henry: The aggravations of David's sin.

(1) His age, at least fifty years. (2; He had

many wives and concubines—tliis is in-istcd on,
chap. xii. 8. (3) Uriah was one of his "wor-
thies," a man of honor and virtue, now jeoparding
life in his service. (4) David was a king, whom
God had intrusted with the sword of justice, and
he made himself a pattern, when he should have
been a terror, to evil-doers.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 6-9. Cramer: When sin has once lodged

itself it becomes fruitful, and bears other sins
(James ii. 10).—[Hall: It is rare and hard to
commit a single ,sin.—Tr.]—See. Schmid : Tlie
most cunning devices are often, through the spe-
cial Providence of God, made a laughing-stock
by the simplest simplicity.— Osiander: Al-
though the ungodly seek out all manner of cun-
ning inventions to cloak their sins, yet it does not
succeed; for God knows how, in a wonderful
manner, to bring even secret sins to light (Matt.
X. 20).

—

Schlier: When we have sinned, how
often we trouble ourselves to hide our sins from
the world, but how little do we think of God's
eye and God's judgment ! How contented we are
if only we stand free from censure before men,
and can throw the blame upon others

!

Vers. 14 sqq. Osiander : So great is the devil's

cunning and wickedness that when once he has
brought a man to fell, he drives liim on to more and
greater sins.

—

Disselhoff : As the poisonous
seed, laid in the bosom of the earth, comes up and
brings fruit a hundredfold, as one root branches
into a hundred new ones, spreads with rapid
growth through the whole field and sends up
everywhere the wild shoots, not otherwise is it

with the sin which a man hides in his heart. In-
wardly it strikes its roots deeper, broader, might-
ier; outwardly it brings superabundant fruit. It

blinds the eyes, stops the ears, petrifies the feeling,

deadens the conscience. It bursts all tender bonds,
it dulls and benumbs to all else that one held dear
and holy on earth. Holy fear vanishes, the reins

are cast off from the heart, and mean, hateful,

foul traits of character, which one had reckoned
impossible, reveal themselves in mournful naked-
ness.

—

Schlier: Sin takes a man captive, so that

from one he hurls himself into another, so that

sin becomes wantonness and crime, yea, even abo-
mination. He who consents to sin, knows where
the corruption begins, but who will undertake to

say where it ends ? And what is most fearful is

the blindness into which sin casts the man, so

that his eyes are liolden, that he no longer knows
what he is doing, no longer sees througli the sim-

plest things that were once known and familiar
to him, but with eyes open rushes into ruin.

[Taylor : It may be asked, how can you ac-

count for such enormous iniquity in such a man
as we have seen that David was? .... There
are some men in whom everything is on a large

scale. When their good nature is uppermost,
they overtop all others in holiness; but if, unhap-
pily, they should be thrown of!" their guard, and
the old man should gain the mastery, some dread-
ful wickedness may be expected. This is all the
more likely to be the case if the quality of inten-

sity be added to their greatness; for a m;in with
such a temperament is never anything by half.

. . . . A man of David's nature ought to be more
peculiarly on his guard than other men: The ex-

press train, dashing along at furious speed, will

do more mischief if it runs off" than the slow-going
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horse-car in the city streets. Every one under-

stands tliat ; but every one demands, in conse-

<liience, that the driver of the one shall be propor-

lionutely more watchful than that of the other.

\V ith such a nature as David had, and knew that he
Jmd, he ought to have been supremely tm his guard,

while again the privileges which he had received

from God rendered it both easy and practicable

for him to be vigilant.

—

Kixgsley: vSuch terrible

crimes are not committed Ijy men in a right state

of mind. Nemo repentefuittui-pissuaus. He who
commits adultery, ti'eachery and murder, must
have been long tampering, at least in heart, with

all these. Had not David been playing upon
the edge of sin, into sin he would not have fallen.

He may have been quite unconscious of bad habits

of mind; but they must liave been there, growing
in secret. The tyrannous self-will, which is too

often developed by long success and command
;

the unscrupulous craft, which is too often deve-

loped by long adversity, and the necessity of

sustaining one's self in a difficult position, ....
and that fearful moral weakness which comes
from long indulgence of the passions. . . . On
David's own theory, that he was an utterly weak
person without the help of Ood, the act is per-

fectly like David. It is what David would natu-

turaily do, when he had left hold of God. Had
he left hold of God in the wilderness, he would
have become a mere robber-chieftain. He does

leave hold of God in his palace on Zion, and he

becomes a mere Eastern despot.

—

Tr.]

J. DissELHOFF : The fall of the man after

God's own heart: 1) What brouglit the beloved

of God to so deep a fall? 2) He who once gives

himself up to sin becomes its slave, and is driven

ever deeper and deeper by its might.

[Hall: O God, Thou hadst never suffered so

dear a favorite of Thine to fall .«o fearfully, if

Thou hadst not meant to make him a universal

example to mankind, of not presuming, of not

despairing. How can we presume of not sin-

ning, or despair for sinning, when we find so

great a saint thus fallen, thus risen!

—

Tr.]

[Ver. 1. This entire campaign, with the siege

of a capital and slaying of thousands, interests us

now only as the occasion of David's series of

great sins. And in truth the striking excellen-

cies or faults of one great and good man. when
permanently recoriled and widely read, become
more important to the welfare of the human race

than the overthrow of cities or kingdoms.—^'er.

2 sqq. "What a series ! A lascivious look (Matt.

v. 28), actual adultery, pitiful and then base at-

tempts at concealment, and Ihially a treacherous

mui'der. How little David imagined, in the

moment of lustful looking, that he was taking
the first step in such a course of frightful wicked-

ness !—^^ers. 14, 15. Here is the darkest moment
of this terrible story. Few scenes in all the sad

history of our race are so disgraceful to human
nature and so utterly disheartening to the be-

holder, as when David, the Psalmist and King,
with such a hisloiy. such experiences, such pro-

mises, sat writing this letter.—Ver. 16 It is

often hard tv find helpers to virtue, but always
easy to find helpers in vice and crime.—Ver. 17.

Uriah the Hittite—immortal by liis wrongs !

—

Ver. 25. Alas ! often do men hide wicked de-

signs, and satisfaction at successful jilotting,

under the common-places of resignation to tiie

inevitable, of submission to the conditions of

existence.—Ver. 27. So he seemed to have com-

passed his ends and efi'ectually concealed his

crime by a still baser crime. But his conscience

slept uneasily its poisoned sleep, and Jehovah
was displeased !

—

Tr.]
[Vers. 2-27. David's frif/htfid fall. ^) The

inspired writings (unlike most biogra[)hics) nar-

rate without reserve the faults of gootl men. 2)

This story serves as an encouragement to sin, or

as a solemn warning against sin, according to the

spirit of him that reads it. We should discipline

ourselves to take a right and wholesome view of

other men's faults. 3) One sin leads to another;

and attempts at concealment often involve one in

greater difficulty, and temjit him to additional

wrong. When a good man has been betrayed

into crime, h^t him luunbly confess it, and cut

short the series. 4) If David fell, let him that

thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall (1

Cor. X. 12). CiiRYSOsTOM : The narrow way
has precipices on both sides. Let us walk it

awake and watchful. For we are not more exact

than David, who by a moment's neglect was pre-

cipitated into the very gulf of sin.

—

Tr.J

2. Nathan's Exhortation to Eepentance. David's Kepentance.

Punishment of the Ammonites.
Conquest of Kabbah and

Chap. XII. 1-31.

1 And' the Lord [Jehovah] sent Nathan unto David. And he came unto him,

and said unto him. There were two men in one city, the one rich and the other

2, 3 poor.' The rich man had exceeding many flocks and herds. But [And] the

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 1. See Josophns' dressing up of the narr.-itive of this oliapter (A»t. 7. 7. 3-5). His additions are proba-

bly in part his own invention, and in part (as Bottcher remark,'^) taken from late glosses, from vvliK'h also tne

Vnlg. and Chald. may have drawn. In a lew cases glosses of this sort seem to have found then' way uito our

^
9 \\eT 1 hn-\, inste.ad of the usual U?"'. is found onlv in Sam. and Prov. :

the X is always thrown out by

the Maaorites (Qeri) in the former book (omitted from the te.\t in twenty-two MSS. ol Kennieott), never in tne
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poor" man had notliiug save one little ewe kmb, whicii he had bought and nou-

rished up; and it grew up together with him luul with hi.s children; it did eat of

his own meat [food], and drank of his own cup, ; nd lay in his bosom, and was

4 unto him as a daughter. And there came a traveller unto the rich man, and he

spared to take of his own flouk and of his own herd to dress for tlie wayfaring man
tliat was come unto him ; but [and] took the poor man's lamb, and dressed it tin-

5 the man that was come to him. And David's auger was greatly kindled against

the man, and he said unto Nathan, As the Lord [Jehovah] liveth, the mm\ that

6 hath done this thing shall surely die ; And he shall restore the lamb fourfold,

because he did this thing and because he had no i)ity.

7 And Nathan said to David, Thou art the man. Thus saith the Li)rd [Jehovah]

God of Israel, I anointed thee king over Israel, and I delivered thee out of the

8 hand of Saul ; And I gave thee thy master's house,* and thy master's wives into

thy bosom, and gave thee the house* of Israel and of Judah ; and if that had been

too little, I would moreover [further] have given unto thee such and such things.

9 Wherefore hast thou despised the commandment of the Lord [Jehovah], to do evil

in his* sight? thou hast killed Uriah the Hittite with the sword, and hast taken

his wife to be thy wife, and hast slain him with the sword of the children of Am-
10 mon. Now,^ therefore [And now] the sword shall never depart from thine house

;

because thou hast despised me, and hast taken the wife of Uriah the Hittite to be

11 thy wife. Thus saith the Lord [Jehovah], Behold, I will raise up evil against

thee out of thine own house, and I will take thy wives before thine eyes, and give

them unto thy neighbor,^ and he shall lie with thy wives in the light of this sun.

12 For thou didst it secretly; but I will do this thing befoi'e all Israel and before the

sun.

13 And David said unto Nathan, I have sinned against the Lord [Jehovah]. And

latter. It may be only a scriptio plena, or it may be from a verb \ifii'\ collateral to jyn (eomp. tyN^i " poverty,"

Prov. vi. 11). In either case it seems to have been thought by the Masorites unfit for a prose-text. The stem is

not found in Aramaic.

—

Tr.]

3 [Ver. 3. Some MSS. here write tJ^XI, see above.—Instead of r\'Jl723 we find in the Pentateuch nt^^I) and

(by transposition) T\2ii!2 (as 3jyD for jy3J); Botteher suggests that the slenderer vowel (i) gives here a dimi-

nutive sense, Vjut this is doubtful.—The Imperfects 7DXn, nntyn and 332?^ here express customary action.

Instead of ri23 some MSS. have n^S-—Te.]

* [Ver. 8. Syr. J^J3, doubtless a clerical error. The Arab, follows the Syriac—Tr.J

i* [Ver. 9. Some MSS. and the Vulg. read :
" in my eyes," which is approved by Norzins and De Rossi. Ano-

ther reading is: in the eyes of Jehovah (some MSS., Syr., .Irab.).—In the latter part of the verse the repetition

of the statement that David slew Uriah has given offence to some critics, who take it to be meaningless: and
Syr. omits the clause :

" Uriah the Hittite thou hast slain with the sword," and transposes the two following.

Bottclier therefore conjectures for the first phrase 3iX3 n'tSn, "thou didst ambush Uriah," to which Thenius

objects that the 3"^n of the following verse requires the same word here in the text, and that the two clauses

are not identical in statement, but the second is descriptive and explanatory. The Bib.-Com. suggests that the
last clause of this verse should be appended to ver. 10, where it seems required, whereby the repetition in ver.

9 would be avoided. On the other hand the absence of logical symmetry favors the present Heb. reading (as

-making it harder), while there is yet in it a certain rhetorical force ; the speaker presses home in ver. 9 the
charge of murder, and in ver. 10 thinks it sufficient to state tlie one fact (the marrying Bathsheba) that repre-
sents the whole crime.

—

Te.J

6 [Ver. 10. Wellhausen regards vers. 10-12 as an interpolation, because no reference is made to the punish-
ments announced in them, either in the " thou shalt not ilie " of ver. 13 or in ver. 14 : and it is true ver. 13 attaches
itself easily to ver. 9. Gram berg also (in Thenius) says that no pardon would really have been granted David,
if Nathan had spoken vers. 11, 12. To this latter Thenius properly replies, that pardon (being conditioned on a
state of soul) does not necessarily involve a setting aside of the natural effects of sin. So also as to Wellhausen's
criticism, Nathan's course of thought may be thus represented : he sets forth David's sin (ver. 9), denounces
against his house the everlasting vengeance of the sword (ver. 10). and an open requital of his crime on him per-
sonally (vers. 11, 12); thorcupiin David confesses his sin, anticipating tlie worst consequences for himself, and
Nathan replies that (notwithstanding what had just been said) death should not now be visited on him; yet that
he might not be without immediate punishment, his child should die. Thus the cootrast between the punish-,
ment of vers. 10-12 and that of vers. 13, 14, will lie in the immediateness or remoteness. For the rest, it is not
necessary to suppose that this scene occurred in a minute, even though we should not (with Ewald) assume a
•considerable interval of time in the middle of ver. 13 (at the Pisqa).

—

Tr.]

" [Ver. 11. The Yod in T^i is to be regarded as radical (though some MSS. omit it) and the word as singu-

lar.—Tr.]

8 [Ver. 13. The masorctie note here is: "Pisqa (division) in the middle of the verse." This doubtless indi-
cates that a pause was felt to be desirable between D.avid's solemn confession of sin and Nathan's announcement
of pardon ; but whether it is also intended to indicate an interval of time must remain undetermined.

—

Tr.J
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Nathan said unto David, The Lord [Jehovah] also hath put away thy sin ; thou
14 shalt not die. Howbeit, because by this deed thou hast given great occasion to-

the enemies^ of the Lord [Jehovah] to blaspheme, the child also that is born unto>

15 thee shall surely die. And Nathan departed [went] unto his house.

And the Lord [Jehovah] struck the child that Uriah's wife bare unto David,
16 and it was very sick. David therefore [And David] besought God for the child ;

17 and David fasted, and went in and lay all night upon the earth [ground]. And
the elders of his house arose and went to him, to raise him up from the earth

18 [ground] ; but he would not, neither did he eat bread with them. And it came to

pass on the seventh day, that the child died. And the servants of David feared
to tell him that the child was dead ; for they said. Behold, while the child was yet
alive, we spake unto him, and he would not hearken unto our voice ; how will he
then vex himself, if we tell him that the child is dead ? [and how shall we say to

19 him. The child is dead ? he will then act badly.] But when David [And David]
saw that his servants whispered, [ins. and] David perceived that the child was

20 dead; therefore [and] David said unto his servants. Is the child dead? And they
said, He is dead. Then [And] David arose from the earth [ground], and washed
and anointed himself, and changed his apparel, and came into the house of the
Lord [Jehovah] and worshipped ; then he [and] came to his own house, and whea
he required [and asked], [;ins. and] they set bread before him, and he did eat.

21 Then said his servants [And his servants said] unto him. What thing is this that
thou hast done ? thou didst fast and weep for the child xvhile it xvas alive ; but

22 [and] when the child was dead, thou didst rise and eat bread. And he said,.

While the child was yet alive, I fasted and wept ; for I said, Who can tell whether
23 God will be gracious to me, that the child may [shall] live? But now he is dead^

wherefore should I fast? can I bring him back again? I shall go to him, but he
24 shall not return to me. And David comforted Bathsheba his wife, and went in

unto her, and lay with her ; and she bare a son, and he called his name Solomon

;

25 and the Lord [Jehovah] loved him. And he sent by the hand of Nathan the
prophet; and he called his name Jedidiah, because of the Lord [Jehovah].

26 And Joab fought against Rabbah of the children of Ammon, and took the royal
27 city. And Joab sent messengers to David, and said, I have fought against Rab-
28 bah, and have taken the city of waters. Now, therefore [And now] gather the

rest of the people together, and encamp against the city and take it, lest I take
29 the city, and it be called after my name. And David gathered all the people
30 together, and went to Rabbah, and fought against it and took it. And he took

their king's crown from oif his head, the weight whereof [and its weight] was a
talent of gold wnth the [and] precious stones; and it was set on David's head.

31 And he brought forth the spoil of the city in great abundance. And he brought
forth the people that were therein, and put'" them under saws and under harrows
[threshing-sledges] of iron and under axes of iron, and made them pass through
the brick-kiln ;^^ and thus he did unto all the cities of the children of Ammou. So
[And] David and all the people returned unto Jerusalem.

" [Ver. 14. So all versions and MSS. Gelger thinks that this is a ease similar to 1 Sam. xxv. 22, where the
"enemies" is inserted to avoid an irreverent or injurious expression. But in tliat passage (see the discussion
there in " Text, and Gram.") the word "enemies " is obviously out of place, while here it suits ver.y well; and
the possil)ility (jf tlie causative sense of tlie Piel must be omitted. Yet if the Heb. text be retained, we must
supjiiisu some publicity given to David's crime; and the reading: "thou hast despised Jehovah," would agree
Well with tlie context.

—

Tr.J
10 'Ver. .31. Chron. (xx. :i) has Tiy'l, "he sawed," which is adopted by Erdmann. Bih.-Covi., and most critics.^

The Heb. phrase here is unusual and hard, and the reading of Chron. has against it only that the verb 6fi iced does
not agree well with the instruments of threshing and cutting. Therefore a general sense, cut, has been assigned
to the verb, which, however, is doubtful. It is held by some that our Heb. text means only that David put his
prisoners to work with saws, etc.; but the words will hardly bear this interpretation. Chald. has "sawed""
(1D0), and so the Vulg. (pr(;bably a para^jhrase).—Tr.]

''
LY*'''-

^'- Ki'dmann: "made them enter their Moloch," retaining the Kethib, as he explains in his exposi-
tion. Eng. A. V. adopts the Qeri, which seems the better reading.

—

Tk.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Vers. 1-] 2. Nathan' H exhortation to repentance.

—Ver. 1. And the Lord sent.—Nathan received
his commission to David as prophet; as tlie Sepiua-

gint., Syr., Arab, and some MSS., rightly indi-

cate by the addition of the explanatory phrase
"the prophet" [after "Nathan"]. After the

words " said unto him " the Vidgate adds " give
me your ojiinion " {rexponde mihi judicium), a
gloss, probably occasioned by the fact that Na^
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than'a discourse begins iminediately with a paral-

lel.--—David is caught betbrchand in the cleverly

spread net of the prophet's parable.—Ver. 3. The
poor man had " nothing at all " but one lamb,

'\vhich he " kept alive," supported, reared. It was

not a pet-lanib (Keil), since the man had abso-

Ifitjly no other possession in cattle. As a poor

man he had the means of buying only one little

lamb, which he was now raising, and which he

loved the more as it was his only property. [Bib.-

Com. : All these circumstances are exquisitely

contrived to heighten the pity and indignation of

the hearer.

—

Tr.].—Ver. 4.t [The three desig-

nations " traveller," " wayfarer," " the man that

came to him," are rhetorical variations and mean
the same thing substantially, though the last is

obviously specially appropriate in its place. Some
of the rabbis and the fathers (quoted with appa-

rent approval by Wordsworth) make the three

names set forth lust in its different stages of

growth, as a passer-by, as a guest, as a permanent
inmate; of course this allegorizing is out of place

here.

—

Te.].— Vers, o sqq. Nathan so told his

story that David must needs believe it referred to

a deed of violence to be immediately punished,

not supposing at all that it concerned him.

J

Hence his violent indignation. The fourfold

compensation for a stolen sheep was a legal pro-

vision, Ex. xxi. 37. The sevenfold of the Sept. is

to be explained by the fact that the number seven

was so common among the Hebrews. Comp.
Prov. vi. 31. [The Chald. says fortyfold, either

by clerical error, or in a mere spirit of exaggera-

tion. This variation may suggest the uncertainty

of Bottcher's view, that the Heb. text here has
the priestly recension (according to the law in

Exodus) and the Greek the laic recension. Xor
is there any ground for the assertion of Thenius
(and Wellhausen) that David was certainly here

not thinking of the law in Exodus, and that the

Greek text is the original. Though the Book of

Exodus in its present shape may not have existed

in David's time, there is no reason why this law
should not have been known.

—

Tr.].-—Ver. 7.

Thou art the man.^The farther David was
from thinking of a reference to himself, the greater

the force with which this word must have struck

him. The account here given of the firmness and
wisdom with which Nathan approached the king

* [It is doubtful whether this phrase belongs to the
Vulgate text. It is not found in our present printed
odi'ion. nor in the Codex Amiatinus ; and the expres-
sion is not Hebrew but Latin (Wellhausen).—Josephus'
language " lie asked him to tell hini what he thought "

(Ant. 7, 7. 3j is a natural introduotion in Josephus' ex-
pansive manner, and does not neeessarily suggest a
corresponding phrase in his Greek text.

—

Te.]

t V'Vh, anarthrous, defined by the Article with the

following adjective. See Ewald, ? 29.3 a.

X [Especially as ho murder is introduced into the para-
ble. No doubt it was part of Kathan's plan, as Dr. Erd-
mann s^iggests, to conceal the immediate reference from
David. He therefore does not minutely imitate the eir-
cumstanees of David's crime, and the interpretation of
the parable must simply take the central thought and
apply it. Here was a man that wronged his neighbor
by depriving him of valuable property; the wrong is

heightened ijy the fact that the aggressor has much and
the sutferer little. Such an aggressor was David. Far-
ther than this it is not projjer to carry the interpreta-
tion of particulars. Abarbanel's explanation (given by
Patrick; is too minute.

—

Tr.]

is "inimitably admirable" (Ewald). The Sept..

and Vulg. [not the conunon \'uig. text,—Tu.],

have :
" thou art the man that has done this," a.

mere explanatory addition. Thus saith the
Lord the God of Israel.—The following words^
as far as ver. 9, bring out most clearly tlie <jrrat-

ness of David's guilt in various points: 1 ) from the
point of view of his royal office; his crime is most
sharply opposed^ to his divine iiiduetion thereinto

;

2j his deliverance from Saul was a gracious act

of God, for which he has here shown himself in

the highest degree ungrateful; 3) David might
unblamed have taken his predecessor's wives
(Thenius); this is the only meaning to be at-

tached to the words :
" I gave thee tliy master's

house, and thy master's wives into thy bosom."
[Bp. Patrick and others give the later Jewish un-
derstanding of the law or custom : the king and
no other person fell heir to the property and ha-

rem of his predecessor, but it did not follow that

he actually married the inmates of the harem

;

they might be merely a part of his establishment.

If it was a son that succeeded his father, he
treated these women with reverence ; if no blood-

relationship existed between the two kings, the

successor might actually take the women as his

wives (Philippson). As to the morality of the

act, it was a natural result of a polygamous sys-

tem, and morally in the same category with it

;

and polygamy was allowed by the Mosaic Law.

—

Tr.]. According to 1 Sam. xiv. 50 Saul had only
one wife, and according to 2 Sam. iii. 7 only one

concubine who fell into Abner's hands. 4) Da-
vid, as king, had control of all Israel (1 Sam. viii.

16), and might have increased his establishment

from their daughters, without committing this

crime. And I have given thee the house
of Israel; instead of "house" Syr. and Arab,
read "daughters," for which change, according to

the above explanation, there is no need. 5) Da-
vid despised, transgressed the "word," that is,

the law of God by slaying Uriah. The Heb. text

has: "inAis eyes," the margin: "in ??iy eyes ;"

the difference is insignificant."' This crime is

heightened, however, by the fact that he commit-
ted the murder hy " the sword of the children of
Amnion." With this added statement and the

use of the stronger word '' murder" [Eng. A. V.
slain] instead of " slay," the fact already men-
tioned is repeated, in order that the culmination

of the iniquity, the using the enemies of God's
people as its instrument, may come forth more
sharply.

Vers. 10-12. Threat of punishment, David's mis-

deed being again characterized as a factual contempt

of the Lord. Instead of: " Thou hast despised

the word of the Lord," it is here said :
" Thou

hast despised Me." For in His word the Lord
Himself reveals Himself. For this reason, be-

cause David is guilty of despising the Lord, 1

)

'' thesivord shall not depart from his house forever,"

that is, as long as the house or posterity of David
shall last. From the seed of this evil deed of Da-
vid sprang the poisonous fruit of the evil deeds
of his sons and the consequent domestic and fra-

ternal war. The bloody sword appears in the mur-

* [In Hahn's ed. of the Heb. Bib. both text and mar-
gin have ' his eyes " (with a mere orthographic differ-

ence); but in some other edd. (see De Kossi) the Qeri
or margin is as Dr. Erdmann states.

—

Tr.]
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der of the incestuous Aninon by Absalom (xiii.

2S, :2;)), ill tlie death of the rebel Absalom {xiii.,

xiv.), and in the execution of Adonijah (1 Kings

ii. 24 25). Thereby is Uriah's murder punished
;

2) David is threatened with disgrace through the

disgrace of his wives. To thy neighbor ....

in "the sight of the sun—befoie all Israel.

For the fulfilment by Absalom, see xvi. 22, and

comp. 1 Kings ii. 2;]"sq., where Adonijah asks for

Abishag the Shunammite. [On the text in vers.

9, 10 see "Text, and Gram."—Tr.]
Vers. 13-23. DavUrs penitent confession and pun-

ishment by the death of the child of Bafhshcba.—\\'r.

13. I have sinned against the Lord.—This

frank, short, honest confession of sin was made not

some time after this discourse of Nathan, but im-

UK-diately as its direct result. The power of the

l>rophetic word laid hold of the depths of his

heart and conscience ; the divine truth, which

inexorably laid bare his sin, put an end to all

self-deceptian and all anxious effort to cover up
and palliate liis transgression of the divine word.

He confesses his sin as a sin against the Lord, to

show that he clearly recognizes it to be, what it

essentially is, a contradiction of God's holy will.

Nathan's answer is the announcement of the

L(n-d's grace 1 ) in forgiving the sin : The Lord
will cause [or, has caused

—

Tr.] thy sin to

pass over, that is, it is not to remain before

him, but to vanish, be forgiven; 2) in remitting

the deserved punishment : Thou shalt not die !

—As adulterer and homicide David had deserved

death ; but this just punishment was not executed,

because he honestly repented and did not harden

his heart against the Lord. [Probably the civil

law in such a case could not have been enforced

against an absolute king by human authority
;

but God could have found means to execute it.

Clearly it is physical death that is here meant,

not the death of the soul (against Wordsworth
and Bib.-Com.).—In the Mosaic code there is no

provision against such a marriage as that of Da-

vid and liathsheba; on general moral grounds it

would have been pronounced wrong. Yet there

were also reasons why the marriage should take

place, and (!od Himself solves the ethical ques-

tion by the month of His prophet, not increasing

the evil by sundering the marriage tie, but so

ciiastising the sinners that one of them at least

must have remembered the lesson to the end of

Ids life.—According to the later Jewish law the

marriage was illegal ; and some Jewish writers

have tried hard to clear David of the charge of

adultery. See Patrick's Conmi., 2 Sam. xi. 27

jind 4.—Tr.].—Tliis is not inconsistent with the

threat of punishment in ver. 14, the fulfilment of

which is specially founded on the provocation to

blaspiiemv given to the heathen. Only be-
cause thou hast made the enemies of the
Lord to despise* (him). The enemies of the

people of Israel were also enemies of the Lord
and of tlie king of this people. Towards the hea-

then Israel's duty was, by obedience to God's

word and commands, to set forth the theocracy

and liring it to honor and recognition. Trans-

gression of God's command by the king lumself

jnust lead the heathen to heap shamfe and re-

* VNJ Pic'l I'lf- Al>s. ; the i for assonance with the fol-

lowing Perfect, Ew. g 210 c.

proach on Israel and its God ; and there must
tiierefore be expiation by punishment. David
and Eathsheba must lose their adulterously be-

gotten child, and this should be a sign to the
Lord's enemies of the severe justice of the God of
Israel. " The child also, etc. ;'' the statement ia

introduced by the word also as in keejjing with
what precedes (DJ, not hoicbeit, but also).—Ver.

lo. The Lord smote the child.—The fulfil-

ment followed immediately on the prediction.

The sickness is represented as a punishment in-

flicted by God ; therefore is added : which the
wife of Uriah had borne to David.— [It wa.s,

then, apparently not till after the birth of the
child that Nathan came to David ; the latter had
remained many months seemingly unconscious of

his sin. — Tr.].—Ver. 10. David acknowledges
the punishing hand of the Lord. He goes away
to a retired spot, to collect himself and pour out

his heart before God. The phrase "went in'' re-

fers to his going not to the Sanctuary (to which
he does not go till ver. 20), but to a quiet room in

his house, where he could be alone; Vulg. : in-

f/ressus seorsuvi ["he went in apart "].—Ver. 17.

The elders of his house are its oldest and most
trusted servants. Comp. Gtn. xxiv. 2 ; 1. 7. So
Clerieus. Whether David's uncles and oldest

brothers are thereby meant (Ewald) must remain
undecided.—Ver. 18. The elders hesitate to tell

David of the death of thecluld, lest he be plunged
into deeper grief, or do himself a harm. Vulg.:
" how much more will he afflict himself?" [Da-
vid's afiection for this child is remarkable. He
was a " great lover of his children " (Patrick) and
perhaps specially attached to this one by reason

of his love for its mother.—Tr.].— Ver. 19sqq.

David's conduct is the opposite of what the ser-

vants expected. The solution of their perijlexity

lay in the fact that David had hitherto prayed
for the child's life, but now bowed humbly beneath

(rod's hand, and thus gains strength jo;*//w% to

bear the burden laid on him. David's ttco courses

of conduct in immediate juxtaposition have one

connnon source within him ; namely, humble,

unconditional devotion of heart to the will of the

Lord. After "and he asked" [ver. 20] "bread"
is omitted, because it is mentioned immediately

afterwards. The shorter phrase is obviously ori-

ginal ; the addition of the Sept. :
" bread to eat,"

is an interpretation.—Ver. 21. Render; ''thou

didst fast and weep for ("113^3) the child, while

it vet lived" [= for the child living—Tr.] ; so

Vulg., Cler., Ew. 'i
341 b [Sept., Eng. A. V.]

;

not " while the child lived " (Ges., De Wette,

Maur., Keil [Chald., Syr., Luther]), since as con-

junction the word denotes only either the ground

or the end.*— Ver. 22. See on vers. 19 sqq. Da-

* [Sept., chanpina; the accents, lias :
" wliat is this that

tliou liastdone for the child? while it yet lived thou
liidst fast, r/c," and this is adopted hy Thenins (after

llitziiii, and declared hv Wellhausen to be the only pos-

sible construction of tlie words. The latter, however,
])oints out tbi' two dilticnlties ui this construction, that

we do not expect any i|ualifyin.c phrase after - thou hast

done," and that the cuituess and isolation of the Tl !•=

hard. He therefore reads ni_J»3 (as in ver. 22) " while

the child was 5'et alive " instead of ni3j'D. for which,

savs Hottcher, there is no need. The construction of

Enjr. A. v.. thontih not withont its difficulties, may be
vet;nned. thou.ifb WelllKUiscn's su^^jrestion commends
itself as more natural and grauunatical.—Ta.J
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-vid had continued to hope that the Lord would

liear his prayer* and spare the child.— Ver. 23.

The continued existence of the child's soul in

.Shcol is here assumed, and the hope of reunion

with it expressed. " Nothing is said, indeed, of

conscious existence, but this must have been sup-

posed, in order to find consolation and repose in

goin.c; to the dead" (Bottch., de infcris, ^. 109 sq.).

Vers. 24, 25. Birth of Solomon. David com-
forted Bathsheba, because he himself had re-

ceived comfort. Till' Sept. prefixes "she con-

ceived " to t)ur approi)riately curt text '" she bare

a son." And he called his name Solomon.f
Solomon's birth is mentioned here because of its

factual connection with what precedes. The name
Solomon, like the similar names in Lev. xxiv. 11

;

Num. xxxiv. 27; 1 Chr. xxvi. 25 sq., was ''an

old and common one ... it is therefore wholly
without foundation to say that Solomon first re-

ceived this name from the ' peace ' of his time "

{Ew., Gesch. [Hist, of Israel] III. p. 228, Eem.
1). It is probable, indeed, that Solomon's birth

occurred just after the conquest of Rabbali rela-

ted below; for, as Bathsheba's first son was con-

ceived during the siege, this siege, if Solomon was
born before its termination, would have lasted

about two years [Cler., Thenius]. Nevertheless
the name Solomon is to be exidained not from
the peace gained by the Ammonite war, but (after

1 Chr. xxii. 9) from the wish tiiat peace might
be allotted him as a gift of (rod, in contrast with
the continual wars of his father's life. And the
Lord loved him.—Here instead of David, the

Lord appears as subject ; and so in the verb
"sent" [ver. 25] the Lord is subject, not David,
.since the latter had ali'cady given the name Solo-
mon. Ewald renders: '' he (David) asked through
Nathan from the oracle a loftier name for his

new-born son ;" but this rests on the inappropri-
ate conception of the w^ords " .leiiovah loved him "

as referring to the maintenance of this child's life

[in contrast with the dead child

—

Tr.], apart from
tlie fact that the subject " .Jehovah " is again ar-

bitrarily changed. This last consideration is also

against the rendering :
" and he ( David ) gave

Jiim into tlie hand of Nathan the prophet (to bring
up)," where the Piel of the verb would be re-

quired. The expression in the text (Qal with

Tr' [to send by the hand of]) means to give a

commission (comp. Ex. iv. 13). Jehovah sent
Nathan to David with tlie commission to give the
-child the name Jedidiah. Nathan is expressly
called prophet, because he appeared in divine
commission as .such. This was the factual oppo-
site of the former message [ver. 1], God's decla-
ration tiiat He had bestowed Pli.s grace and mercy
on David and his child. The subject of the verb
" called " is Nathan. ''On account of Jehovah,"
that is, becau.se Jehovah loved iiim, as the name

* Kethib 'jpn' Impf. Qal, Qeri 'Jini Perf. with Waw
conseoutive.

t [Solomon, in Heb. .S'Aetow.o?). = " peaceful." Other
names from the same .«tem are Shalmai (Ezr. ii. 46. mar-
Kin), Shelomi (Num. xxxiv. 27). Shelumiel (Numb. i. 6).

Shelemiali (I Chr. xxvi. 14), Shelomith (Lev. xxiv. 11 ; 2
Chr. xi. 201. Sept. and Vulg. write Salomon, and New
Test. (Greek) Solomon, which our translators have
adopted (Blh.-Com.'). The Arabic form is Suleiman, Syr.
Sheleimun. The final n comes from the attempt of the
.Sept. to give the name a Greek appearance, or, it may
iTeally have taken this form in Egypt.—Tk.]

signified (= " beloved of Jehovah," Germ. Gott-

lieh.y^ While Solomon was the name given him
,

by his parents, by whicli he was to be called, Jedi-

diah, as the high name given him by the prophet,

denoted the Lortl's love and faiihfuhiess bestowed

on him whose light was to illumine his whole
life. [Biittcher, Thenias and Wellhausen insist

on rendering ver. 25 :
" and he committed him to

the care of Nathan," etc., which agrees, says The-
nius, with the general opinion (of which, how-
ever, there is not a w<n-d in the Bible) that Na-
than was Solomon's tutor. This is also the view
of Vietorinus Strigelius quoted by Patrick, and is

certainly more in keeping with the context tliau

the other. If the view of Eng. A. V. and Erd-
mann be correct we should expect some addi-

tional explanatory phrase ; unless the next sen-

tence is such a complementary phrase, in which
case the subject of "called" must be the same as

that of " sent," namely Jehovah. But, as Erd-
mann himself points out, the subject of " called

"

is not .Jehovah, but either Nathan or David. For
this reason it seems better to take David also as

sidjject of " sent" or delivered." I^avid commit-
ted him (reading the Piel) to Nathan, and Na-
than gave him his higher name. Comp. similar

second names in the histories of Abraham and
Sarah, Jacob and Simon Peter.—Then, remarks
of this whole narrative that its exact fidelity to

nature and touching simplicity, when we recollect

that the scenes jiassed in the interior of the pa-

lace, show that it must have been communicated
by a contemporary.—Tr.]

Vers. 26-31. Conquest of Rabbahand cruel pun-
ishment of the Ammonites. Comp. 1 Chr. xx. 1-3.

—^'er. 26 sqq. The narrative returns to xi. 1.

From the connection the " city of the kingdom,"!
the capital of the kingdom, is the whole city, not

merely tiie water-town (ver. 27) "excluding the

acropolis" (Keil). Joab, as commanding gene-

ral, conducting the siege, conquered the whole

city ; and this result is here summarily stated in

advance. [But this .statement does not read like

an anticipative summary ; the capture of ver. 29

seems to be diiferent from that of ver. 26.—Tr.].

—Ver. 27 sq. Detailed account of tlie afiiiir, es-

pecially how Joali, after taking the water-city,

summoned tlie king, who had remained in Jeru-

salem (xi. 1), in order that the remaining higher

part of the city might be taken under his direc-

tion to the honor of the royal name. And so it

happened, though it was none the less true (ver.

26) that Joab was the real conqueror. Vulg.:
" lest, the city being taken by me, the victory

should be ascribed to my name." Luther: "that

I may not have the name of it."—To judge from

the ruins of Ammon (comp. Ritttr XV., p. 1145

sq.) the capital-city of the Ammonites lay on both

banks of tiie Upper Jabbok, in a narrow valley,

on the north side of which on an eminence was

the citadel C the city" ver. 28) towering above

* [The first part of the name .Jedidiah means the same
as David. Comp. Amadeus.—Tk.]

t [There is a disposition to assimilate the two desig-

nations in veis. 20 and 27, city of the kingdom and city

of water. In ver. 27 Syr.. .\rab., Chald., and some Heb.
MSS. read .as in ver." 26, and Wellhausen proposes to

read ver. 26 as ver. 27. Certainly if .Joab had already

caotured the whole city, there would be no room for

David's capture (ver. 29). and so Keil's explanation must
be adopted if we retain the Heb. teivt.—Tk.J
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the whole lower city ("the water city'). This

citadel was not takeii by .Joal) till David came,

in order that the completion of the conquest might

appear as the deed of the king himself. See Curt.

G, G (quoted by Grotius) : "he (Craterus), after

everything was" prepared, awaited the coming of

the king (Alexander), yielding to him, as was

proper, the honor of the capture of the city."

—

[Eng. A. V. has: "and it be called after my
nanie." As there seems to be no example of a

conquered city's being called after the name of

tlie conqueror, it may be better to render (with

Erdmann and others) : "and my name be called

I or honored) upon (in respect to) it." However,

the ordinary meaning of the i)hrase is as in Eng.

A. Y.—.Joab's conduct here is either that of a

devoted servant, wishing to give his master honor

or shield Inni from popular disfavor (on account

of the aflair of Bathsheba), or that of an adroit

courtier, who will not run the risk of exciting his

king's envv bvtoo much success (see 1 8ara. xviii.

()-Si.—Tr.].— Ver. 29. All the people, the

soldiers that had remained at home ; the be-

sieffinff force had to be strengthened in order to

conquer the strong Upper City.—Ver. 30. When
the citadel was taken, the king of the Ammonites
was either killed or captured. David took the

crmm from his head, and set it on his own, in or-

der to represent himself as lord of the Ammonite
kingdom. The kikkar [talent] was 3000 shekels

(comp. Winer, s. v. Gewichte) ; the weight of the

ovown was 83^ [Dresden] poinids [= about 100

English pounds, for the silver talent, which was
probably the current unit of weight ; the gold-

talent weighed twice as much.

—

Tr.]. This heavy

crown of gold and precious stones might liave

been worn during the short time of coronation by

a strong man like David. In many places now
weights scarcely le.ss heavy are borne on the head

even by women. We need not, therefore, sup-

pose that the weight is here accidentally exagge-

rated (Keil), nor that the crown was supported

on the throne above the head (Clericus). [Some
would understand that the value, and not the

weight of the crown is here given ; but the text-

word can mean nothing but " Aveight." The
Sept. has: " he took the crown of Molchom their

king from his head." This reading Molkom or

Miikom instead of " their king" is adojjted by
fk'igcr (p. 30()), who sees in our Hebrew text an

illustration of the tendency to get rid of the names
of idol deities. As our text stands the suffix

"their" is strange, since tlie Ammonites are not

mentioned immediately before (Wellh.), and m'c

might also expect hei'e the mention of the Am-
monite king by name {Bib.-Comm.). We may
therefore rendef :

" he took Malcom's (Moloch's)

crown from his head."

—

Tr.].— Ver. 31. The
crui'l ])unishments inflicted tjy David on the Am-
monites were probably the same that they were
accustomed to inflict on the Israelites or other
nations in war. For their cruelties see 1 Sam.
xi. 2 and Am. i. 8. As they did, so it was done
to them. Instead of "he ))ut them under saws,

eirj^ we must read :
" he cut iIu'tu with saws, etc.''

as in Chron. and the Targum ("111^ instead of
DVi^)

; our present text can only be rendered:
" lie put tlieni into saws," etc., a phrase that can-

not be applied to the saw. Corap. Heb. xi. 37,

and Sueton. Caligula 27 : "he cut them in two

with the saw." And with cutting instru-
ments [Eng. A. \'. axes] of iron. Instead of
this 1 Chr. xx. 3 has " sav/s " a second time, a
clerical error* for "axes" [Eng. A. V. coirects
the error, and renders "axes."

—

Tr.].—In the
next clause the Qeri, Sept. and Vulg. [and Eng.
A. v.] read :

" made them pass through the brick-
kiln,"! that is, burned them in brick-kilns ( Keil).
But the text is to be retained with Kimchi, whose
explanation is essentially correct : "he passed them
througii 3Iak'lian, i. c, the place where the Ammo-
nites burned their sons to their idol." Instead of /««/-

kan (from ^^O^ Moloch) we may with Bott. pro-

nounce the word m Ukon=m ilknm.X Both denote the-

image oi Moloch (comp. 1 Kings xi. 5, 33). In the

burning image human sacrifices were ottered to Mo-
loch, and ''to cause to pass through (or, through
the fire) to Moloch " is the usual phrase for this

idol-service^ (see Lev. xviii. 21; 2 Kings xxiii..

10; Jer. xxxii. 35; Ezek. xx. 31^). ''The de-

sign was to inflict a striking punishment on
idolatry, and in so far the war was a holy one"
(Then.). The milder explanation of the pun-

ishment as consisting in the imposition of severe

labors, cutting wood, burning bricks, etc. (Danz
and others) is inconsistent with the words of the

text. However, the text does not require us to

suppose that all the inhabitants of Kabbah were
thus treated; it was probably only (he soldiers

that were in the Upper City ["and so he did to

all the cities of the Ammonites."

—

Tr.].

By this .\mmonite war (probably the last that

he waged ) David had extended and strengthened

his kingdom toward the M'hole east. By all his

wars (Chron. viii. sqq.) the boiuidaries of his.

kingdom were so far extended that it was secure

against heathen nations. But this splendor of

outward power and dominion stood in sharp con-

trast with the inward disintegration of the royal

house and of the whole people through David's

sin.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. David's fo«r//^/o?i of soul in the time from

his fall to his repentance may be understood

from the fact that it needed such a strong imjiulse

as Nathan's discourse to bring him to rejjcntance,

while on the other hand the word of confession

followed immediately on the discourse. This

latter indicates tiiat his conscience had accused

him of sin ; but frank confession had been some-

how hindered, till the hindrance was set aside

by Nathan's word. The confession was preceded

* n'njo f<^r nnno.

t \2h'0 instoailofKetliib p")0.

J Bdttcher : The Kethilj no(Hls no change, for |3 /P
is a Hebraized form of DJ'?^. tlio ending om being

augmentative.

a r.\.s Dr. Erdmann remarks, the standing formula i.s

"to pass through ^< Moloeli." and the llel). text eannct.

be .^o rendered; it i.s '-in" nialkon. It is a tnrther

objeetion to this view tliat tlie phrase was n.«ed di.s-

tiiietlv of the worship "f Molo(di. and would hardly be

used "of an act of punishment. But if the (jeri be

adopted, the phras(> is still hard, beeause of the prepo-

sitiim: "lie niiule them pass through in the kiln," the

usual phrase omitting the preposition. No satistaetory

translation of the words has yet been ottered.— i E.J
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by a silence, which did not proceed from a con-

trite lieart, but concealed an uniiuiet conscience

and distracted Iieart. Tlienius rightly says:
" Ps«^«i xxxii. describes what David felt before

he was led to confession of sin by Nathan's ad-

dress." The expression (vers. 3, 4): ''for I

kept silence ; my bones wasted away in my cry-

ing all the day ; for day and night thy hand was
heavy upon me," sets forth how his silence was
accompanied b}' consuming anguish of body and
.soul, wherein he felt in his conscience the op-

pressive burden of (iod's punitive righteousness,

without being thereby moved to confession of

.sin. " We see plainly from Psalm xxxii. what
bitter inwai-d struggles he endured before he
yielded to the divine chastisement and grew
.strong enough to confess his sins openly before

God" (Ewald). These inward conflicts were
produced by two factors: (1) the constant "wight
of God's hand on him "—the accusing, condemning
voice of conscience, the inward completion of

the divine judgment
; (2) his impenitent, uncon-

trite heart (which was the came of his silence),

which wished to " maintain its rights " by self-

excuse and self-justification against the inevitable

divine judgment (comp. Ps. li. 6). This was
" the guile in his spirit" (ver. 2), which was the

ground of his silence (''for," ver. 3). He was
not upright in heart (ver. 11), so that he did not
honestly confess his sins, but concealed^ them
{comp. ver. 5). Thus Psalm xxxii. fills out our
picture of David's condition and conduct after

his sin and after Nathan's piercing punitory dis-

course. Against the reference of this Psalm to

the crime of David against Bathsheba it has been
alleged (De Wette, Stier, Clauss, Hitzig) that in

it the confession comes from inward pain of con-
.science, while in 2 Sam. xii. it is occasioned by
Nathan's discourse. The two facts, however, are
not mutually exclusive, but nuitually comple-
mentary. Nathan's discourse is not the ground,

but the occasion of David's confession. See
Hengstenberg on Ps. xxxii. for the particular

points in which the Psalm and the history corres-

pond to one another.

2. The deceit of the impenitent heart consists

in its seeking to excuse and justify itself despite

the condemnation of conscience, while it yet

obtains no relief from the feeling of guilt, rather
brings about a sharper reaction of conscience,

and increases the pains that come from the con-

flict of mutually accusing and excusing thoughts.
.Sin is not gotten rid of by failure to acknow-
ledge it; it rests all the more heavily on
the conscience, and the closer the mouth that

ought to confess is shut, the clearer soimds out
the accusing, judging voice of conscience. " The
roots of this deceit (which appears immediately
tifter the Fall of man) are pride, lack of trust in

<Tod, and love of sin. Many are thereby kept
ultogether from confession of sin, in Pelagian
self-blinding take delight in their wretchedness,

and think themselves most excellent. In others

are seen the beginnings of true confession ; but
they do not obtain the goal, because guile pre-

vents them from acknowledging the whole ex-

tent of their harm. And even tliey that have
really come into a gracious state, greatly embit-

ter by guile the blessing of the forgiveness, that

they have attained through sincerity. What

especially exposes them to this temptation is

their strict view of sin and of its Condemnable-
ness belbre God and the consciousness of the

grace received from God and of their situation.

Nature struggles vigorously against the deep
humiliation which (especially for them) recogni-

tion and confession of sin carries with it. It is

therefore necessary that they lay deeply to heart

David's word (vers. 1, 2), spoken out of painful

experience of the misery of guile : happy is he
whose transgression is removed, e<c." (Hengst.).

But it is a (piality of the deceit of the impenitent
heart to apply God's word, the mirror of sin,

to others rather than to itself, and thus to

put away self-examination and self-knowledge in

its light.

3. The grace of God does not sufi'er man to go
on unwarned in the path of sin, but leads him to

recognition and confession of sin, and to an hum-
ble bowing under the mighty hand that must
smite him for his sin. The divine grace herein

employs human imtruments like Nathan; and
the ouly effective means in this case of bringing

men to confession is the ivord of God, which 1

)

shows them sin in its true form, in unadorned
full reality, in all its baseness and shockingness

(comp. vers. 1-6); 2) points out the fulness of

the divine benefits that should have kept them
from sin, in the presence of which sin appears as

sheer ingratitude (vers. 7, 8); 3) presses home
the demands of God's holy will in His ivord and
law (ver. 9); and 4) exhibits the inevitable results

of sin as the sign of the divine retributive right-

eousness, imder which man must bow.—When a

man quietly opens his heart, as David did, to

this ministry of grace (that leads to penitence),

then appears its purposed worki)ig : 1 ) deep, peni-

tent recognition of sin, not merely as an offence

against man, but as enmity "against the Lord
Himself," so that there is an end to the blindness

aljout the nature of sin, founded on self-love ; 2)

sincere, frank confession, of sin a.s an offence against

the holy God, so that now ceases the inward con-

flict of opposing accusations and excuses, of a
condemning conscience and a pride fomided on
self-justifying self-love. Open confession of sin

was a legal part of the sin-ofl^ering. Lev. v. 5;
xvi. 21 ; Num. v. 7.

—
" I have sinned against the

Lord. The words are very few, as with the

publican in Luke xviii. 13. But just that is a

good sign of a truly broken heart; here is no
excusing, no shrouding, no belittling of sin ; no
hiding-place is sought; no pretext used, no hu-

man weakness pleaded" (Berl. Bib.) ; S) personcd

experience of the comfort of the forgiveness of sin,

granted to the sinner of God's IVee grace, he
having done nothing to deserve it. " The Lord
also hath taken away thy sin" (ver. 13). From
this experience conies confidence and certainty

of the grace received ; 4) humble, quiet submission

to the suffering inflicted by the Lord as the con.se-

ciuence of sin, which is to be i'or the chastisement,

purification and trying of the penitent and be-

lieving heart (vei's. 14-23), and ')) renewed
enjoyment of the friendliness and goodness of the

divine love (vers. 24, 2-3).

4. As Ps. xxxii. exhibits the frame of mintl

out of which David came to sincere jienitence.

so Ps. li. (as the title indicates) is the echo of the

personal experience of God's grace, which alone is
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tlie source of tlie forgiveness of sin and blottinj;

out of guilt (vers. 3. 4 [Eng. 1, 2]), under the
condition of penitent confession of personal trans-

gression against the Lord deeply founded in
inborn sinfulness (vers o-S [o-6J), and of hum-
I'le .s7/2)/)/(ca^/o/i for grace (vers. 9-11 [7-9]) and
renewal (vers. 12-1-4 [10-12]} out of a broken
and contrite heart (vers. 15-21 [13-19]). On
tlie correspondence of the chief features of this

Psalni with the history see Hengstenberg's and
Hupfeld's commentaries thereon.— [If Ps. li. was
written or composed on this occasion, then the
two last verses must probably be regarded as a
later addition (the sentiment is similar to that
of liii. 7 (6); Ixxix. 9, and other passages).
For the rest, the spiritual teaching of tJiis Psalm
and Ps. xxxii. is entirely independent of their

liistorical origin.

—

Tr.]

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

God does not leave men in their sins to go
their own way unwarned and unchastised, bu.t

sends Plis messengers after them to call them to

rcp.ntance.— Tlie word of God that would call

the sinner to repentance reminds him on the one
hand of the fulness of tlie divine manifestations
of grace and the manifold gifts of God's goodness,
in order to shame the sinner for his ingratitude
and disobedience; on the other hand it points
him to the earnestness of God's holiness and
righteousness in His commands. To this end it

often clothes itself in image and similitude, in
order either to Avork in the man reeejitivity for

the indwelling power that awakens to repentance,
if tlie man vill give heed, or so far as this is not
tlie case, so mucli the more to harden the inner
man, comp. Matt. xiii. 10-16.

The right sort of awakening preaching consists
in immediate direct application of tlie word of
(iod to individual hearts, so that after holding
up the mirror of God's law, it is always said:
TIiou art the man ! Men are always, according
to their natural disposition, inclined to look not
at their own sins, but at the sins of others, to

judge and pass sentence on them. Such looking
away from one's self to the sins in the world
around often tinds its occasion and temptation in
jireaching upon the universal sinfulness of man-
kind and in testimonies against the sins of the
times or of a whole people ; if these testimonies
are to be effectual for awakening in the hearers a
true repentance, they must have their point in
tiie word : Tliou art the man !—As clearly as the
sins of others, should we see and recognize our
own sins; as inexorably and strictly as we judge
and pass sentence upon others, sliould we enter
into judgment with ourselves. But this is done
only when we let the word :

" Thou art the man,"
press into our hearts.

The humble confession: "I have sinned against
the Lord," roots itself in the penitent recognition
of guilt, and has as a consequence the assurance of
forgiveness of all sins, not as something thereby de-
served and won l)ut as a gift of the free grace of
dot], which grace immediately answers the honest
and penitent confession of giiilt by acquitting of
guilt ; tlie sinnei-'s unreserved confession is fol-

lowed by unconditional divine absolution.
Resale of the man fallen into .^in. 1) The com-

passionate God stretches out to liim the roceiviug-
liand (Nathan's mission and reproof i. 2) Tht*
fallen one seizes this hand, and by. its help lifts

himself up in humility of heart aiid honest con-
fession of guilt.

—

Repentance and grace : 1 ) How
repentance is a work of grace, or how grace leads
to repentance, and 2) How the experience of
grace in the consolation of forgiveness is condi-
tioned on repentance, or how repentance leads tt)

grace.

—

The right sort of aimkening preachimi is

that which 1) In view of the fulness of God's
goodness reveals the sinner's ingratitude, 2) In
view of the earnestness of God's commands re-
veals the sinner's disobedience, and 3) Puts an
end to all self-justilication and excuses by the
earnestness of the word : Thou art the man!

True Repentance: 1) Wherein it conskts. In
l»enitent recognition and coniession of sin as of
enmity against the holy God ("I have sinned
against the Lord"). 2) How it is attained. In
the ways along which the sinner is led by seek-
ing, pursuing and preventing grace. 3) Whither
it leads. To the consolation of the forgiveness of
all sins, to an humble yielding to the chastening
hand of God under the sufferings which necessa-
rily follow from sin, and to new experiences of
God's love in the joy which, after suflerings pa-
tiently borne, is granted by Him.—The painful
consequences of sin are for the penitent man a
means of grace. 1 ) In (>rder to prove and try his

faith and confidence in God's fatherly love. 2)
To chasten and instruct in righteousness, accord-
ing to the holy will of God. 3) To purge from
still clinging sinfulness. 4) To establish in a state

of grace.

Vers. 1-4. Starke : God does not always keep
silent to the sins of the ungodly, but at the proper
time sets them before their eyes, Ps. 1. 21.—Dis-

SELHOFF : That is always God's way, first to

speak to the sinner in similitudes, in dark say-

ings, in works and deeds. Dumb preachers, and
yet calling so loud! For those similitudes in

which the Lord speaks to us contain no unintelli-

gible speech, these trumpets give no uncertain

sound.

—

Cramer : In the office of reproof one
must not be too mild, nor yet too sharp, but must
so manage tliat what is said shall be penetrating,

shall smite the heart, shall stir and shame the

conscience.

—

[Hall : He that hates sin so much
the more as the offender is more dear to him, will

let David feel the bruise of his fall. If God's best

children have lieen sometimes suttere<l to sleep in

a sin, at last He hath awakened them in a fright.

—Nathan the prophet is sent to the prophet Da-
vid. Let no man think himself too good to learn

;

teachers themselves may be taught that, in their

own particular, which, in a generality, they have
often taught others : it is not only ignorance that

is to be removed, but misaff'ection.—There is no
one thing wherein is more use of wisdom, than

tlie due contriving of a reprehension.

—

Tr.]

Vers. 5. sq. ScHlJER : We see well the wrong
that others do, even if it is only a trifling mote,

and liow little we care for our own failings, how
little we mark our liipses even when it is great

beams that we bear in ourselves.

—

[Hall: How
severe justicers we can be to our very own crimes

in others.—Tr.]—Wilt thou judge, then judge

thyself, and wilt thou be strict, then before all be

strict against thvself, and wilt thou be indulgent,
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then before all be indulgent towards others, but

towards thyself be strict and unindulgent.

Vers. 7 sqq. [Hall: The life of doctrine

(teaching) is in the application. We may take

pleasure to hear men speak in the clouds—we ne-

ver take profit till we find a ])i-opriety in the ex-

hortation or reproof. There was not more cunning
in the parable than cunning in the application

:

" Thou art the man."

—

Tr.].—Disselhoff : He
who is used by God to call out to another, "Thou
art the man," often does not himself know that he
has performed Nathan's service. The Lord sends

His word like arrows ; so many are struck, in the

preaching of the divine word, exactly as if the

woixl had been aimed at their iieart alone. It is

aimed at them too, only not by men, but by God
Himself.—S. Schmid : Every sin is despising

God.

—

Ckamer : Despising the divine word is the

evil fountain of all sins (Proverbs xxix. 18).

—

Starke : With whatever one sins, with that he
is also commonly punished.

—

S('Hlip;r: He who
insults the word of the Lord, even this word will

crush him to atoms, and he who sins against the
commandment of God, even this commandment
which he has de.spised will become to him a con-

suming fire. He who jiractises injustice and vio-

lence shall in his time himself also experience in-

justice and violence, and he who commits adul-

tery will in his own honor become conscious of
God's judgment.

—

Crajier : God punishes sin

with sin, not that He has pleasure in sin, or that

He works it or works with it, but that as a strict

Judge, He pronounces sentence and inflicts and
permits the evil.

Ver. 13 sq. Schlier: He who openly and un-
reservedly acknowledges himselfgui Ity has thereby
inwardly cut liimself loose from sin, and broken
with it in his heart.— Disselhoff: "I have
sinned against the Lord." There is in the Bible
no confession so unconditional, no expression of
repentance so short, but also none so thoroughly
true. So long as sin reigns upon the earth, all

penitent sinners will with this confession cast

themselves down before God, into this confession
will they pour out their hearts, this confession

will become ever more openly, deeply, truly and
movingly their prayer, and they will know how
to say nothing else. [Hall: It was but a short
word, but passionate; and such as came from the
bottom of a contrite heart. The greatest griefs

are not most verbal. Saul confessed his sin more
largely, less efTectually. God cares not for phrases,
but for afTections. David had sworn, in a zeal of
justice, that the rich oppressor, for but taking his

poor neighbor's lamb, shall die the death ; God,
by Nathan, is more favorable to David than to

take him at his word, "Thou shalt not die."

Comp. Prov. xxviii. 13.—Tr.]—Cramer: God
forgives the sin out of grace, and remits also the
eternal jjunishment ; but He reserves the cross

and the chastisement, not for satisfaction, but in

order to continu.al remembrance of sin and exer-
cise in piety, and as a terror to others.

—

Starke
[from Hall] : So long as He smites us not as an
angry Judge, we may endure to smart from Him
as a loving Father (Heb. xii. 6-9).

Ver. 15 sq. J. Lanc4E: God visits the parents
in the children, whether graciously or in wrath.—Schlier : There is a distinction between pun-

ishment of sin and the outward consequences of
sin, which may follow even for him who has for-

giveness, only that all this is no longer a punish-
ment of sin, but a gracious, fatherly visitation of

the faithful God, who chastens His people even
when He loves them, yea, even because of His
love and compassion chastens them, that they may
not anew fall into sin.

—

Dl«selhoff: Grace is

free, wliolly unconditioned. But yet he to whom
grace is shown must remain under the cJiastening

rod of the almighty and holy God.

—

Schlier:
How should severe sickness in the house be a
proof of divine ftivor? If God the Lord had let

every thing at once go on for David according to-

his desire and will, who knows how soon lie wotdd
perhaps again have felt secure and liave forgotten

the Lord who had forgiven his sins? but now that

the Lord chastens him, how he learns to pray and
weep, how he humbles himself, how he holds all

the more faithfully to the Lord and to His
word

!

Ver. 17 .sqq. Osiaxder: Even dear children

of God are not always heard, when they pray for

temporal gifts and obtain, not what they desire,

but what is profitable for them (1 John v. 14).

—

[Hall : Till we know the determinations of the
Almighty, it is free for us to strive in our pray-
ers, to strive with Him, not against Him; when
once we know tlieni, it is our duty to sit down in

a silent contentation.

—

Tr.]—Disselhoff: This
is the triumph of grace! It transforms the inevi-

table consequences of sin and horrors ofdamnation
into a 2)urifying fire, hot indeed, but rich in bless-

ing, in which the objects of grace receive the image
and stamp of their Redeemer. [Scott: Those
who are ignorant of the divine life cannot com-
prehend the reasons of a believer's conduct in hi»

varied experiences; they mistake deep humility

and fervent prayer for an impatience and an in-

ordinate love to created objects; acquiescence in

the Lord's will, and cheerful gratitude under
sharp trials, will be deemed indifference and apa-

thy, etc.—Ver. "i;!. Wesley (Sermon CXXXII.)

:

Profuse sorrowing for the dead is unprofitable and
sinful ; and the text aflbrds a consideration which
ought to prevent this sorrow.

—

Tr.]

Ver. 24 sqq. Cr.\mer: God's promise is the

cause of His love towards us, not our merit and
worthiness (1 Johniv. lU).

—

Schlier: When we
have allowed the Lord's chastening to promote

our welfare and peace, and are holding still be-

fore the Lord, even if we see around us nothing

but .suffering and trouble, then the Lord takes us

up again and blesses us and gives us twofold for

all the hardness we have had to endure. The
Lord blesses much more willingly than He chas-

tens. His fatherly hands had much rather open in

beneficence than in affliction.

Disselhoff: The trintnph of grace in all its

glory. It unfolds itself in three steps: 1) Not
the fallen one looks up to God, but God's prevent-

ing grace in every way lets itself down to him, in

order to awaken his conscience. 2) He who lets

himself be awakened and openly and uncondi-

tionally confesses, receives full and unconditional

pardon. 3) The pardoned man must remain un-

der the sharp chastening rod of the Compassion-

ate One, in order that he may learn more and
more to know the depths of sin as well as of grace.
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[Carlyle:* David, the Hebrew king, had
!

fallen into sins enough ; blackest crimes ; there
|

was no want of sins. And thereupon unbelievers

sneer and ask, " Is this your man according to

God's heart?" The sneer, I must say, seems to

me but a shallow one. What are faults? what
are the outward details of a life, if the inner se-

cret of it—the remorse, temptations, true, often-

ballled, never-ending struggle of it—be forgotten ?

The deadliest sin were the supercilious conscious-

ness of no sin. David's life and history, as writ-

ten for us in those Psalms of his, I consider to be

the truest emblem ever given of a man's moral
jjrogress and warfare here below. All earnest

souls will ever discern in it the faithful struggle

of an earnest human soul toward what is good and
best. Struggle often baffled—sore baffled—driven

as into entire wreck, yet a struggle never ended;

ev'er with tears, repentance, true, unconquerable
purpose begun anew.

—

Tr.]

Chrysostom :t David the prophet, whose king-

dom was in Palestine and temporary, but whose
words as a prophet are for the ends of the earth

and immortal, fell into adultery and murder—the

prophet in adultery, the pearl in the mire. But
he did not yet know that he had sinned ; so stu-

pefied was he. God sends to liim Nathan ; tlie

prophet comes to the prophet—just as in the case

of physicians, when a physician is sick he needs
another physician. Nathan does not at the very
door begin to rebuke and upbraid him—that

would have made him hardened and shameless.

.. . . And the king said, " I have sinned against

the Lord." He did not say, Why, who art thou
that reprovest me ? and who sent thee to speak
boldly? and how hast thou dared to do this? . . .

But precisely in this is that noble man most ad-

mirable, that having fallen into the very depths
of wickedness, he did not despair nor fling him-
self prostrate so as to receive from the devil a mor-
tal blow, but quickly and with great vehemence
^ave a more mortal blow than he received. . . .

This history was written not that thou mightest

gaze at one who fell, but that thou mightest ad-

mire one who rose again ; that thou mightest

learn, whenever thou hast fallen, how to rise

again. For just as physicians select the most
grievous diseases and record them in the books,

explaining the method of healing them, in order

* " Hero-Worship." Quoted more fully by Taylor,

t Collected and abridged from a number of passing
.allusions.

that by exercise in the greater they may easilv

overcome the lesser diseases, .so also God has
brought forward the greatest sins in order that
they also who commit little oflPences may through
those great examples find the task of correction
to be easy.

—

Tr.]

[Ver. 1. David keeping silence. Comp. Psalm
xxxii. 3, 4. See above, " Hist, and Theol.,'' No.
1.—Vers. 5, 6. Not only may a guilty man judge
severely the crimes of others, but his easy con-
sciousness of guilt may even create an ill-humor
that will dispose him to all the greater severity.

—Ver. 7. " Thou art the man." One might pic-

ture an ungrateful son, a spendthrift, a suicide,

etc., and charge each, as to spiritual relations and
life, upon the hearer.

—

Tr.]

[Vers. 1-14. A pattern, in reproving. It is al-

ways difficult to reprove with good results, and
here the difficulties were peculiarly great. An
Oriental king—who has committed a series of

enormous crimes, has tried to cover them up, is

now moody and irritable. See now the course
pursued by the prophet. 1) He approaches the

offender in private. 2) He uses an affecting ;ja-

ralh'l case to awaken the sense of justice, without
ai'ousing suspicion of his design—thus inducing
the king to feel, and to express himself very
strongly. 3) He suddenly and emphatically ap-

plies the story, and pours upon the wrong-doer
the recital of his crimes. 4) He gladly welcomes
confession and penitence, and at once turns from
rebuke to comfort.—Ver. 14. " Cheat occasion to

the enemies of the Lord to blaspheme." 1) Only the

enemies of the Lord would blaspheme, upon what-
soever occasion. 2) Though the faidts of good
men are not the cause of blasphemy, it is a great

evil to give occasion for it. (a) The enemies may
thus partially delude themselves, (b) They will

be sure to mislead others. 3) Though there be
occasion, yet the comments of God's enemies are

blasphemous. E. g. («) When they infer that God
does not hate sin. (6) That God's service makes
men no better than they would otherwise be.

-Tr.]
[Vers. 15-23. The death of David's child. 1)

The mortal illness of a babe, always so distressing

to parents, and in this case having peculiarly

distressing conditions. 2) David's persevering

prayer, notwithstanding the prophet's i^rediction.

8) His submission, as soon as he knew the child

was dead. 4) His confidence of being reunited

with the child hereafter.

—

Tr.]
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3. Breaking up of David's house and family by the crimes of his sons Amnon and Absalom.

Chapter XIII. 1-39.

a, Ainnon's incest iviih Tamar. Vers. 1-21.

1 And it came to pass after this that Absalom the son of David had a fair sister,

2 whose name was Tamar ; and Amnon the son of David loved her. And Amnon
was so vexed [troubled]^ that he fell sick for his sister Tamar ; for she was a virgin,

3 and Amnon thought it hard for him to do anything to her. But [And] Amnon
had a friend whose name was Jonadab'^ the son of Shimeah David's brother ; and

4 Jonadab was a very subtil man. And he said unto him, Why art thou, being the
king's son, lean from day to day [Why art thou so lean, O son of the king, morn-
ing by morning]? wilt thou not tell me? And Amnon said unto him, I love Ta-

5 mar my brother Absalom's sister. And Jonadab said unto him. Lay thee down on
thy bed, and make [feign] thyself sick ; and when thy father cometh to see thee,

say unto him, I pray thee, let my sister Tamar come, and give me meat [food^ to

eat], and dress [prepare] the meat [food^] in my sight, that I may see it and eat it

€ at her hand. So [And] Amnon lay down and made [feigned] himself sick. And
when the king was come [And the king came] to see him, [ms. and] Amnon said

unto the king, I pray thee, let Tamar my sister come, and make me a couple of

7 cakes in my sight, that I may eat at her hand. Then [And] David sent home to

Tamar [sent to Tamar to the house], saying, Go now [I pray thee] to thy brother
8 Amnon's house, and dress [prepare] him meat [the food]. So [And] Tamar went

to her brother Amnon's house, and he was laid down; and she took flour [the

9 dough] and kneaded it, and made cakes in his sight, and did bake the cakes. And
she took a [the] pan,* and poured them out before him ; but [and] he refused to

eat. And Amnon said, Have out all men from me. And they went out every man
10 from him. And Amnon said unto Tamar, Bring the meat [food] into the chamber,

that I may eat of [at] thine hand. And Tamar took the cakes which she had
11 made, and brought them into the chamber to Amnon her brother. And when she

had brought [And she handed] them unto him to eat, [iyis. and] he took hold of
12 her, and said unto her. Come lie with me my sister. And she answered [said to]

him, Nay, my brother, do not force [humble] me, for no such thing ought to be

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 2. Impf. Qal. of T^f, impersonal construction.—The J^TI in this verse is written XIH in one MS. of

- T
Kennicott, which is perhaps an illustration of the fact that this archaic form was not confined to the Pentateuch.

—Wellhausen suggests that the Athnach would better stand under ironX-

—

Te.]

- [Yer. 3. The -nsime Jonadab fabhreviated from Jehonadab) means "Jahveh has freely given," as Jonathan
means " Jahveh has given ;"' but there is uo ground for supposing that the two names (here"and xxi. 21) represeni,
the same person (Josephus).

—

Tr.]

3 [Ver. 5. Two different words are used for "food," the first the ordinary expression (DnS), the second a

rarer word (n""l!l), rendered jSpi/xi by the Sept. The word H^'dS "cake" is discussed by Erdmann in the
Exposition.

—

Te.]

*
I
Ver. 9. nityD, an obscure word. It is nearly identical in form with the Chaldee Xn"1DD "pan," which is

the rendering in the Targum of the Heb. ri^TID " pan," and is by some (Cahen) regarded as the Chald. word itself

here used instead of the ordinary Heb. word, which is, however, improbable in the Book of Samuel. But while
Ch.ald. and Sept. (and Josephus) render it " pan," Syr. and Vulg. regarded it as designating the food that had 'oeen

prepared : Vulg. quod coxerat, Syr. " cakes," and such a meaning would better suit the connection. But no satis-

factory etymology has been proposed for it. Geiger's explan.ation (Urschrift, p. 382)^ that it is for rT^XSJ'D (from

*^X!i') " unbaked leavened dough " is not in keeping with the statement in ver. 8 that the dough had been baked.

The meaning of the word must be left undetermined.—Tb.]
31
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13 done in Israel ; do not thou this folly. And I, whither shall I cause my shame to

go [shall I carry my reproach] ? and as for thee, th(ju shalt be as one of the fools

in Israel. Now, therefore, I pray thee, speak [And now, speak, I pray thee] unto
14 the king ; for he will not withhold me from thee. Howbeit [And] he would not

hearken unto her voice, but, being stronger than she, forced her [and he was stronger

15 than she, and humbled her], and lay with her.^ Then [And] Amuon hated her

exceedingly [with a very great hate] ; so that the hatred wherewith he hated her
was greater than the love wherewith he had loved her. And Amnonsaid unto her,

16 Arise, be gone. And she said unto him, There® is no cause ; this evil in sending

me away is greater than the other that thou didst unto me. But [And] he would
1

7

not hearken unto her. Then [And] he called his servant [young man] that minis-

tered^ unto him, and said. Put now [ye] this woman out from me, and bolt the door
18 after her. And she had a garment of divers colours [a long-sleeved garment^] upon

her ; for with such robes were the king's daughters that were virgins apparelled.

19 Then [And] his servant brought her out, and bolted the door after her. AndTa-
mar put ashes on her head, and I'ent her garment of divers colours [the long-sleeved

garment] that was on her, and laid her hand on her head, and went on crying

20 \_ms. as she went]. And Absalom her brother said unto her, Hath Amnon thy bro-

ther been with thee? but hold now thy peace, my sister [and now, my sister, hold

thy peace]; he is thy brother; regard not this thing. So [And] Tamar remained
21 desolate in her brother Absalom's house. But^ when [And] king David heard of

all these things, [ins. and] he was very wroth.

b. Amnon imirdered by Absalom. Vers. 22-33.

22 And Absalom spake unto his brother Amnon neither good nor bad ; for Absa-
23 lorn hated Amnon because he had forced [humbled] his sister Tamar. And it came

6 [Ver. 14. The PinX, pointed in the text as Aceus., may be read TM^H " with her," for which several MSS.
T *

read HDJ^ ; hut the Aecus. is allowable (later usage, according to Wellhausen).

—

Tr.]
T *

6 [Ver. 16. The translation of Eng. A. V. is impossible in the present form of the Hebrew text; the text, in-

deed, gives no sense at all, and must be regarded as corrupt. Dr. Erdmann (changing 75< into 7X and regard-

ing the sentence as interrupted) renders :
" on account ot this evil, which is greater than the other, eic." but

such a rendering of r\1iX~7K is without authority, and does not fit well with the context. Philippson also,

throwing forward the beginning of Tamar's speech, translates :
" and she said to him respecting the evil deed.

Greater is this than the other, etc.," which is intolerably flat. We should naturally regard the 7X as introducing^

a protest, as in ver. 12 ; and, changing the rmX into TIX, we obtain the sense (by transposing the Adjective

nSnj) : " nay, my brother, this evil is greater than the otlier, etc.," which is nearly what the Vat. Sept. (in verse

15) and some other Greek versions (in Montfaucon's Hexapla) give : " nay, my brother, for the last evil is greater

than the first, etc.'" These Greek versions apparently had Hjtl'Xin instead of r\j<Tn, so that their text read :

lU/X ny^X"tnn mnxn nj,nn nS'lJ "J 'nX Sx. The " this "^ of our Hebrew text is supported by the Syr.
•.*-: T • T •* V V ~ T T T T T :

• • T -
,. j

"why doest thou me this grievous evil, e/c?" and by the Sept. in ver. 16, which seems, however, to be altered

into conformity with the Heb.—Or, following ver. 12 more exactly, we may write: nK''J?r\~7X TIX 7X "nay, my

brother, do not this evil which is greater, etc. ;" the text above-given is simpler and more in accordance with the

ancient versions.—Some MSS. and printed editions have jp instead of 7X (according to the constant usage with

r\'i'lii in the O. T.), and this reading is adopted by the Bib -Com., which renders : "and she spake with him on
account of this great wrong in sending me away, greater than the other, etc." supposing that the writer has here
blended Tamar's words with his own narrative (so Cahen). But (not to insist that the rendering '-spake with
him " is impossible) such a blending is improV)able, and the phrase " on account of" in general is not in keeping
with the context. Furst takes the word as a substantive, and renders :

" let there be no occasion of this evil, etc."

which is without support in the usage of the O. T., and is besides very tame.—Tr.]

' [Ver. 17. Sept. " the overseer of his house ;" the word is omitted in one IMS. of Kennieott, and in one of Pin-

ner's (T)ienius).—Tn.]

8 [Vcr. 18. So Sept. and other Greek versions, Vulg. and Chaldee (Syr. and Arab, omit the verse). The Greek

renderings are (capn-wTos and icrrpaYaAuTos.—The D'S'J^D (Eng. A. V. " robes") is somewhat difficult, and various

unsatisfactory alterations of the word have been proposed (Wellh. : so the king's daughters . . . were apparelled

of old, dSiJ?D). The sentence sounds strange :
" she had on a long-sleeved tunic, for so the unmarried prin-

cesses wore over-mantles ;" but nothing better has been proposed. Bottcher regards it as a gloss.

—

Tb.]

9 [Vers. 21, 22. The proposed changes of Bottcher and Thenius are criticised by Erdmann.—Tr.]
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to pass after two full 5''ears [about" two years], that Absalom had sheep-hearers iu

24 Baal-hezer, which is beside Ephraiin ; and Absalom invited all the king's sons. And
Absalom came to the king, and said, Behold, now, thy servant hath sheepshcarers

;

25 Ipt the king, I beseech thee, and his servants go with thy sejvant. And the king
said unto Absalom, Nay, my son, let us not all now [ow. now] go, lest we be charge-
able unto thee [burdensome to thee]. And he pressed him ; howbeit [and] he would

26 not go, but [and he] blessed him. Then said Absalom [And Absalom said]. If not,

I pray thee let my brother Amnon go with us. And the king said unto him, Why
27 should he go with thee? But [And] Absalom pressed him, that [and] he let Am-
28 non and all the king's sons go with him. Now Absalom had commanded [And

Absalom commanded] his servants, saying, Mark ye now when Amuon's heart is

merry with wine, and when I say unto you. Smite Amnon, then kill him, fear not

;

29 have not I commanded you ? be courageous and be valiant. And the servants of
Absalom did unto Amnon as Absalom had [om. had] commanded. Then [And]

30 all the king's sons arose, and every man gat him upon his mule and fled. And it

came to pass, while" they were in the way, that tidings came to David, saying, Ab-
31 salom hath slain all the king's sons, and there is not one of them left. Thea [And]

the king arose, and tare his garments, and lay on the earth ; and all his servants

stood by with their clothes rent. And Jonadab, the son of Shimeah, David's bro-
32 tlier, answei-ed and said, Let not my lord suppose [say] that they have slain all the

young men the king's sons ; for Amnon only is dead ; for by the appointment of
Absalom this hath been determined from the day that he forced [humbled] his sis-

33 ter Tamar. Now therefore [And now] let not my lord the king take the thing to

his heart, to think that [saying], All the king's sons are dead ; for Amnon only is

dead.
c. Absalom's flight. Vers. 34-39.

34 Bnt [And]^^ Absalom fled. And the young man that kept the watch lifted up
bis eyes and looked, and behold, there came much people b^ the way of the hill-

35 side behind''^ him. And Jonadab said unto the king, Behold, the king's sons come
;

36 as thy servant said, so it is. And it came to pass, as soon as he had made an end
of speaking, that behold the king's sons came, and lifted up their voice and wept

;

37 and the king also and all his servants w^ept very sore. But [And]" Absalom fled

and went to Talmai the son of Ammihud, king of Geshur. And David mourned
38 for his sou every day. So [And]i'' Absalom fled, and went to Geshur, and was
39 there three years. And the soul o/king David longed to go forth unto Absalom;

for he was comforted concerning Amnon, seeing he was dead.

1" [Ver. 23. Literally : " unto two years days," a common mode of expression in Heb. (see Lex. s. v. ^~\r\ m^)
the general designation of time being defined more precisely by the addition of the simplest unit " day'."—Tr.]

" [Ver. 30. Absolute construction, corresponding to the Abl. Absol. in Latin. Lit. : " and it came to pass, they
on the way, and the news came, etc."—Tr.]

12 [Ver. 3i. Erdmann (after Thenius) renders: "from the West," referring to Ex. iii. 1 compared with Isa. ix.
11 ; Job xxiii. 8, in none of which passages, however, has the word a suffix as liere ; and the present Heb. form is
suspicious because the anartlirous ^IT (way), as construct, would naturally require a substantive after it. More-

over, the Sept., Syr. and Vnlg. here show important deviations from the Heb. The Syr. omits this word (V"inN),
the Vulg. renders it with devium, and the Sept. (adding to our text) has :

" and behold, much people were coming
ill the way behind him on the side of the mountain on the declivity (iv rrj' Kara/Sao-et), and the watchman came
:ind told the king and said, I have seen men on the way of Oronen on the side (/xepous) of the mountain." As to
tliis addition it is hard to say whether it belongs to the original text, or is an explanatory insertion; it fills out
the narrative very naturally, but this is itself a suspicious fact, and the words spoken by the watchman might
<ertainly be a variant translation of the same Heb. as lies at the basis of the statement in ver. 34 (in the HebreV).
However this may be (Thenius, Bottcher and Wellhausen accept the addition), the Oronen of the Sept. points to
Horon or Horonaim, a well-known place on the neighboring mountain, and the phrase -'on the declivity" is thus
' xplained as referring to the declivitous side of the hill (and so the Vulg. devium, Heb. Tl'lD). We thus reach

twe rendering "by the way of Horonaim (Beth-horon) on the side of the mountain," which is syntactically and
geographically satisfactory; and need suppose only that D'J^n iia« l^een altered in the masbretic text into

V">nN. The addition in the Sept. may be a marginal explanation (it is not found in the Vulg.), and its first clause
may be altered into conformity with the existing Hel). text ; the eu rrf KaTa;8ao-et may Ijelong to the original form
(Vulg. devium), and the " on the side of the mountain " may be an explanation of this original or marginal. At
any rate the change of VIPN to D''Jin is altogether yjrobable.—Tk.]

13 [Ver. 38. The repetition ofthe statement that Absalom fled is striking, and the narrative vers. 36-38 is not clear
and natural in arrangement. We should rather expect 37 h (in which no subject is expressed) to follow 36, and 38
makes 37 a unnecessary. So tlie first clause of 3-4 seems out of place. But, while it is hard to justify the present
arrangement on logical grounds, tlie unnecessary repetitions may result from the fact that we have the outline
of an originally longer narrative wherein these repeated statements would not be out of place. The order of the
masoretic text is sustained by the versions. In ver. .37 after Geshur (TeScrovp) Sept. adds eis yfiv xaMMaX"^. which
Thenius accepts as representing an original Heb. "land of Maacah " (Bottcher: land of his mother Maacah), and
Wellh. rejects because of the Art. (^a = H) and because of the absence of the word " mother."—Tk.J
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EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 1-21. Am)wn\-<criine.^' Vcr. 1. sqq. And
it came to pass after this—general chronolo-

gical statement, referring what follows to tiie time

after the Ammonite war. Tamar and Absalom
were the children of Maacali, daughter of Talraai

king of Geshnr, whom David liad married after

lie ascended the throne at Hebron (iii. 3). Am-
non was David's oldest son ; his mother was the

Jezreelitess Ahinoam (iii. 2). The apodosis be-

gins with the words: ''and Amnon was so trou-

bled" (ver. 2), while ver. 1 from and Absalom
to the end is explanatory parenthesis.—Ver. 2.

Literally : it ivas strait to Amnon unto becoming

sick, that is, he was sore troubled, so that he fell

sick. Not :
" feigned himself sick" (Luther), for

he does not feign till vers. 5, 6 (where the word
is properly so rendered). [Ewald (quoted by
Thenius) remarks that Amnon's character and
conduct were doubtless affected by the fact that

he was the first-born son, and of a mother appa-

rently not of the noblest birth.

—

Tr.] We have
a picture here of the consuming fire of passionate

love, which could not be satisfied, because Tamar
•was a virgin and it seemed to him impos-
sible to do anything to her, tliat is, her maid-

enly reserve and her inaccessibility [in the harem
or women's apartment] or other difiiculties

thwarted his designs.—Vers. 3 sq. By his wicked,

crafty cousin Jonadab, the son of his uncle Shi-

meah (another son of whom, Jonathan, is men-
tioned xxi. 21) Amnon is not only strengthened

in his sinful desire, but is shown a way whereby
he may attain his end by guile and violence. He
becomes "lean," an appearance all the more
striking in a "king's son," in whose case there

was no reason for it. From morning to morn-
ing—his aspect was more wretched in the morn-
ing after nights made sleepless by torturing pas-

sion. [Thenius: a finely chosen point in the de-

scription of his malady, from which also it appears

that Jonadab was, if not a house-mate, at least his

daily companion. Bib. Com.: he mentions the

morning because it was his custom to come to Am-
non every morning to his levee.

—

Tb.] This

wretched appearance of his favored the advice to

feign himself sick (ver. 5). To see thee, "see-

ing" used for visiting the sick (I's. xli. 7 (6) ; 2

Kings viii. 29). Jonadab's counsel takes for

granted that the father will not refuse the sick

son such a request. From the whole account we
see that the king's children dwelt in difierent

households. " Probably each wife with her chil-

dren dwelt in a separate part of the royal palace"

(Keil), and further the grown sons, as appears

from vers. 7 and 20, liad each his separate house.

'A couple of cakes ;" some solid, distinctly shaped

preparation is here meant, since there were "two"
of them. AVhether it received its name from its

hmrf-V\kc shai)e, or its heart-strengthening power
(Keil), [the word is lehibah, and the Heb. for

"licart" is /e6], or because it was made from

rolled dough,! is left undecided, Tamar was pro-

* [From this point to xxiii. 7 (and cIl xi. except ver.

I) is omitted in Chron., it not entering into the design
of that Book to reconl the merely individual history of
David, but only lii.s tlieoeratic and ritual acts.

—

Tr.]

t Bottcher: from .\rab. 33^, Chald. ^13*7, Heb. Tvh-

bably fameil for her skilful cooking. [In tlie

East such skill is not unusual, even in women of
high rank.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 8 sqq. " She took a imn [ver. 9], so Chald.

and Sept. [On the word rendered "pan" see
" Text, and Gram. ;" it seems more probable that

it is a name for some preparation of food

—

Tr.]

"Baked" [ver. 8] ; the Heb. word (bty3) is used
for roasting or baking, see Ex. xii. 9 comp. with
2 Chr. XXXV. 13. Amnon's refvsal to eat must
have conveyed the impression that he was very
sick, and the exclusion of all persons from the
room might be easily explained by the fact that

he was weakened by his illness. He was as clever
an actor as Jonadab a crafty counsellor.—Vers.
12 sqq. Tamar's noble conduct in rejecting this

wicked proposal is a confirmation of what is said

in ver. 2 of the hindrances in Amnon's way.
Such things are not done in Israel, it is

against the law and custom of the people of God
(as contrasted witli the heathen). Comp. Lev.
XX. 17 with vers. 7 and 26. Tamar repels the
wickedness from the highest moral point of view,

which is deteimined by the theocratic-national

position and significance of Israel. The word

" folly" (H/DJ) is here used of unchastity as in

xxxiv. 7. [The same sense is given sub-

stantially by the rendering of Eng. A. V. :
" not

so should it be done in Israel" (as Philippson).

—Keil remarks that the expression recalls Gen.
xxxiv. 7 (where it is a commentary on She-

chem's conduct to Dinah), tlie words being the

same ; and Bib. Com. adds that Tamar probably

knew the passage in Genesis, and wished to profit

by it. But, as this passage is a remark of the

Editor of the Pentateuch (as the phrase ''in Is-

rael" shows), and it is doubtful whether the Pen-
tateuch in its present shape existed in David's

time, the resemblance between the two passages

must be otherwise explained. The phrase in

question may have been a common one, or the

Editor of Genesis may have taken it from our

narrative, as a remark appropriate in his narra-

tive.

—

Tr.]—Next to the honor of Israel as the

people sanctifying itself to the Lord, she adduces

her own honor and Amnon's (ver. 13) ; both, she

would say, will suflcr irreparable shame. Fur-

ther, in order more certainly to hold him ofl', she

urges him to ask her in marriage of the king, who
would not deny his request. Tliis would be in

opposition to the law. Lev. xviii. 9; xx. 17; Deut.

xxvii. 22, whereby sexual connections between

brothers and sisters (those having only one parent

in common are especially mentioned) are strictly

forbidden. In order to harmonize this apparent

contradiction Thenius thinks it not impossible

that the prohibitions in Lev. xviii. 7-18
; xx. 19-

21 ; Deut. xxvii. 20, 22 referred first to the main-

tenance of moral purity in family-life, and that

they did not wholly forbid real marriages be-

tween brothers and sisters (having only one pa-

rent in common), particulrirly where there was

special inclination. But tliis view cannot be well

made to accord with the absoluteness of the pro-

liibition and the sharjiness of the threat of punish-

ment. The strict prohilntion of sexual connec-

tion in general must luive applied to marriage

alsf). It must be .supposed either that the law was

not strictly carried out, or that Tamar, knowing
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the law very well, wished to keep back the pas-

pionate advances of Aninon. So Josephus [7, 8,

1] : "this she said, wisliins; to escape his passion

for tlie present," and C'lericus :
" that she might

elude him in every way possible, lest, if all hope
of marriage were denied, the man sliould be the

jnore incited to violence."*

Ver. 15. On tlie satisfaction of sexual desire

follows hate towards its object and instrument; "a
})sychological trait," remarks Thenius, " that

vouches for the truth of the narrative."—Ver. 16.

Tamar's reply is not to be rendered (Vulg., Lu-
ther) :

" the evil is greater than the other," for

the Heb. requires :
" this great (greater) evil."

Nor can we (with Thenius) alter the Heb. text

after the Sept. : "nay, my brother ("'nK~7N), for

the evil is greater,"t etc-, which is obviously a
change to avoid difficulty, and the consequent
change of text is too violent. The renderings

:

" give no occasion of this greater evil '' (Cler.,

Ge.s.), and: "but not this greater evil than the
other !" (De Wette) do not accord with the word-

ing of the Heb. Bottcher, by two changes ('^ for

^^, and insertion of HO), gets the sense: "where-

fore this great evil, greater than ...?"; on which
Thenius rightly remarks that it is difficult to see

why the narrator shoukl hav^e put this unintelligi-

ble phrase into the mouth of the unfortunate woman

rather than the .simple "why?" (^'^O or D^S).—

It certainly seems better (if anything is to be
added) to insert the word ''let there be" or "be
thou" {"^^), so that it shall read: "become not

the cause of this great evil, which is greater than
. . . ," (Maur., Dietrich in Ges. Lex. s. v. miN);
but this expression also : "become not the cause"
is not simple and natural enough in the mouth
of the excited Tamar. It is better to suppose an

unfinished sentence and render (changing ^X into

~7X): On account of this greater evil . , .

she is interrupted by Amnon, and cannot finish
her address. This is clear from v<^lmt imme-
diately follows: But he would not hear her,
and said to his servant. Put her out from
me ; he

_
ordered

_
her to be put out before she

ronld finish. This expulsion was a still "greater
ovil" than the other violence done her, both for
lier, because it would create the impression that
•<he had done something shamefitl, and for him
since he thus added wrong to wrong. [On this
reading see "Text, and Gram.," where reasons
ara given for adopting substantially the text of
tlie Sept.: "nay, my brother, for this evil is

greater," etc. The objection to Dr. Erdmann's
rendering is the same that he has himself urged
against another: it is too formal, too little in
keeping with the excited state in which we should
.suppose Tamar to be. A similar objection applies

* [Bp. Patrick mentions an I'nnfonnderl) Jewish opi-
nion tliat Tamar was horn of Maaeah wliile the latter
was a captive (Deut. xxi. 10 sqq.), that is, before she be-
came a proselyte and David's wife, and that Tamar was
therefore legally not Amtion's sister.—Pro>iahly both
the explanations suggested above by Erdmann are cor-
rect; the Levitical code was hardly observed \vith striet>-
nes>i at this time.—Tk.)
t [Thenius here writes fieydkri ij KaxCa, but Tischen-

dorf has /jLei^av.—Tr.]

to the translation given in the Bib. Com.—Tr.]
Ver. 17. [Amnon orders Tamar to be expelled.^

This order and conduct must have led the servant
to suppose that she had done something shame-
fid.— [Bib. Com.: The brutality of Amnon needs
no comment.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 18. [Tamar is expelled.]

She had on a garment with long sleeves (D'D3);

the usual undergarment covered only the ujiper
arm, while this covered the whole arm. and took
the place of the armless mcil [outer garment or
robe.] Translate: thus -were the king's
daughters, the virgins, clothed with robes;
such long-sleeved mantles distinguished the prin-
cesses.—Ver. 19. Her indication of grief at the
shame done her. The hands clasped above the
head or laid on the head, are a sign of grief at the
shame that has come on the head as the bearer of
one's personal honor. Comp..Jer.ii. 37. [Ver. 18 6
would seem to connect itself more naturally with
ver. 17, and ver. 18 a with ver. 19. It may be, as
Keil says, that her royal dress is mentioned to bring
out more clearly the harshness of her treatment,
since the servant must have recognized the dress.

The word "robes" in ver. 18 is discussed in
" Text, and Gram. ;" the sentence would perhaps
be helped by omitting the word.

—

Bib. Com. sug-
gests that Tamar took the ashes that she put on
her liead from the very place wdiere she had
cooked the food for Amnon.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 20.

[Absalom cares for his sister.} Instead of " Am-
non" the Heb. has Aminon, a diminutive, ex-
pressive of scorn and contempt.* Absalom's
question shows that a suspicion of Amnon natu-
rally suggested itself to him : Has Aminon
thy brother been with thee ? euphemism
for Amnon's deed. Absalom, with his careless
exhortation : lay not this thing to heart,
is a sad comforter. [More probably, under this

care'less exterior he concealed a deep purpose to

avenge the crime, which he at this moment had
neither words nor inclination to discuss. He
seems not to have failed in his duty to his sister.—Tr.]—And Tamar abode in his house as
a desolated woman

; literally, "and as deso-
lated," not "as solitary."—Ver. 21. [David's
anger.'} After the words: "and he was very
wroth," the Sept. adds :

" and he grieved not the
spirit of Amnon his son, because he loved him,
because he was his first-born." But this addition
gives too circumstantial and full a reason why
David contented himself with being angry and
did not punish Amnon; we cannot alter the
Heb. text to accord with it (as Then, and E^-ald
do). David's failure to inflict on Amnon the
legal penalty of death [Lev. xx. 17] was a sign
of weakness, and led to Absalom's revenge and
his rebellion against his father. — Ver. 22.

[Absalom's hatred of Amnmi.}—From bad to
good, neither bad nor good (Gen. xxiv. 50), he
talked not at all with him because he hated him.
—There is no need with Bottcher to transpose
vers. 21 and 22. Verse 20 having described

* [So Bottcher and Thenius, after the analogy of the
Arabic, in which a diminutive is formed by inserting a
letter (Yod) after the second radical; but the diminu-
tive form is doubtful here, partly because the ancient
versions (Araliic included) except Chaldee do not here
fnUow the Heb., but give the form Amnon; the reading
here m.ay be a clerical error (so Wellhausen and Bib.-
Com.).—Tr.]
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Absalom's procedure (in connection with Am-
non's crime) and ver. 21 the king's, ver. 22 be-

gins ii new section, in wliich is first stated the

deepest ground of Absalom's conduct towards

Amnon afterwards related, namely, his hate

towards him. The present order of verses there-

fore presents the thoroughly well-arranged pro-

gress in the narrative, which Tlienius thinks can

be attained only by a transposition.

b. Vers. 22-33. Amnon's murder by Absalom.—
Ver. 22 is closely connected with ver. 23 sq.,

giving the ground of Absalom's fratricide, though

two years elapse before the act of vengeance is

executed. According to verse 23 Aljsaiom had

an estate in Banlhazor near Ephraim. Probably

also the other sons of the king had such landed

possessions. A joyhil festival was connected with

sheepshearing (comp. 1 Sam. xxv. 2, 8), as is not

seldom tlie case also in Germany. Baal-hazor is

more exactly described as being near Ephraim.

This cannot mean near the ^rifce-territory of

Ephraim; the Prep, ''near" (D>') shows that a

ciVy called Epliraim is meant (2 Chron. xiii. 19

Qeri, comp. Josh. xv. 9; John xi. 54; Joseph.,

bell. Jud. 4, 9. 9, according to Eusebius eight

miles north of Jerusalem). Thenius: "probably

Tell Asur south of Shiloh; see Kiiuffer, Stud. II.

145."*—Ver. 25. He blessed him, i. e. wished

him well (^?3 as in 1 Sam. xxv. 14).—Ver. 26.

''If thou goest not," literally: "and not;" so

Sept. and Vulg. But Thenius renders: "O that

Amnon might go with us" (taking X? = ^7,

Ew., I 358 b). The king, unwilling to go him-

self,! is also unwilling for Amnon to go, as the

que"Stion: "why should he go with thee?" shows.

For he could not be ignorant of Aljsalom's hatred

to Amnon. [Thenius: ''let Amnon, the first-

born [and heir-apparent] go along with us (me
and the other princes) as thy representative."—

Thus David found it hard to deny Absalom's
request without giving as a reason what he was
unwilling to say.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 27. [David con-

sents.'] David here also shows himself weak in

jnelding to Absalom's request.—As our narrator

is only concerned to tell how the fratricide was
accomplished, he omits mention of tlie meal that

Absalom prepared, especially as this w.as indi-

rectly given in vers. 23, 24. The addition of

the Sept. :
'' and Absalom prepared a repast like

the repast of a king," is to be regarded, there-

fore, as a mere explanatory insertion. J—Ver. 28

* Bottcher: "The name D'''13X is probably from
CIDJ,' or |'^3J»." Thenius: "If the irilie Ephraim

were meant, it would read :
' which pertains to ' (7 "IB'X)

(comp. 1 Sam. xvii. 1 ; 1 Chron. xiii. 6), not ' near' CDJ?),

'y\\\\£. jvTfn Ephrfiim, and see Oen. xxxv. 4 and e>iperinU>i

Josii. vii. 2."'—[Mr. Grove, in Smith's Bih. Diet., thinks
that throe different places are meant in John xi. 54; 2

Sam. xviii. 6 ami 2 Chron. xiii. 19, and does not identify
our Ephraim with any of them; there is, he says, no
clew to its situation.—Tk.]

t [Kitto (Dni. Bih. III.) remarks that David's reason in
ver. 25 is the first intimation in history of the ruinous
expense of royal visits, and mentions the ease of the
Hoghton family in Lancashire, said to have been ruined
by a visit from King James I.—Tii.]

t [Thenius (followed by Wellh.) accepts this addition
as a part of the original text because of its naturalness,
holding the reason for its omission from the Ileb. to be

.sqq. [27(6 murder.] As David had weakly left

Amnon's crime unpunished, Absalom held it his

duty to take vengeance on Aumon and maintain
his sister's honor. This feeling does not, how-
ever, exclude the motive of selfish ambition in

Absalom ; by the death of Amnon he would be
one step nearer to the succession to the throne

;

there may, indeed, have been another brother,

Chileab, older than he (iii. 3), but probably (to

judge from Absalom's conduct, xv. 1-6) he was
no longer alive. Absalom's ambition, which
afterwards led him into rebellion, probably wel-
comed this pretext for putting Amnon, the heir

to the throne, out of the way. Comp. Winer.
B.- W. I. 14.— Ver. 29. [Ftiyht of the princes.']

"Every man on his mule." Mule breeding is

forbidden in Lev. xix. 19. [Yet mules were
frequently used by persons of distinction, Absa-
lom (2 Sam. xviii. 9), David and Solomon (1

Kings i. 33; x. 25), and were probably intro-

duced by commerce or war. Our passage con-

tains the first mention of them ; afterwards they
seem to have become common (1 Kings xviii. 5;

Zech. xiv. 15; Ezra ii. 66). Ewald thinks that

the law in Lev. does not forbid breeding them

;

certainly it does not absolutely forbid owning
them. See Art. Maulthier in Herzog.

—

Tr.]—
Ver. 30. Tidings came, namely, by the ser-

vants, who had come on in advance of the princes.

The exaggeration in their report is psychologi-

cally easily explained by the circumstances.

—

Ver. 31. [The kinfs grief] Tb.e king's servants

stood still, immovable (D'32fJj, comp. Num.

xxii. 32 sq. ; Deut. v. 20. It need not be inferred

from the phrase: And all his servants stood
before him •with garments rent, that the

courtiers preceded the king in the rending of the

garments (Bottcher), since this rending on their

part would naturally follow on the king's, and
did not require special mention.— [Sept.: "and
all his servants that were standing about him
reiit their garments," which represents an easy

and natural Hebrew; but there is not sufficient

ground for altering the Ileb. text to accord with

it.

—

Tr.1«—Ver. 32 sqq. Jonadab, who had coun-

selled Amnon to counuit his crime, now corrects

the false report [sharp-sightedly seeing how the

thing must be.

—

Tr.], and gives a reason ibr his

assertion that Amnon alone was dead:* for on
Absalom's mouth was it laid (it lay) from
the day ; that is, one could infer from his words

that he intended this (De Wette), or, better:

" one could see it in him ; for the movements of

the soul are seen (next to the look) most clearly

about the mouth" (Thenius). The subject of

the verb "was" [Eng. A. Y.this], namely, the

murder of Amnon, or hatred to Amnon, natu-

rally suggests itself, and the omission is in ac-

cordance with Jonadab's excited, hurried speech.

His purpose was set, determined (nrj-ti"), comp.

the similar ending of the two ohiuses C^SrDH, here and

in vor. 27). But Erdmann's argument against this elu-

cidatory statement is just and entitled to considera-

tion.—Tr.]
* [Some VSS. and EDD. have "my lord the king,"

instead of " my lord;" and some read "3, " for," instead

of DX "3, "but." In such particles the text is uncer-

tain.—Tr.1
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Ex. xxi. 13; his determination to do the deed

lay on his mouth, was decidedly and clearly

stamped in the features about his mouth. Vulg.

:

''in hatred," instead of "in the month;" Aq.,

"Sym. : "in wrath" (they read 'SX instead of

"3).* [If our Hebrew text is retained, the ren-

dering of Eng. A. Y. is in accordance with the

general u«age of the words :
'' according to the

commandment of Absalom it was determined
from the day," etc., where the difficulty is to say

w'hat was determined and to whom the command-
ment was given. On the other hand, it is not
jjrobabie (as Erdmann's rendering asserts) that

Absalom openly showed his purpose to kill his

brother; in that case the latter would have been
warned. The general meaning, however, is clear,

that Absalom had made up his mind two years
before to kill Amnon.

—

Tr.]
c Vers. 34-39. Absalom's flight.—Ver. 34.

And Absalom fled. There is no ground for

attaching these words to Jonadab's speech, ver.
'33 (Mich., Dathe), since the latter could not have
known of Absalom's flight, and it is not a mere
-surmise about it that is expressed, but the fact.

From ver. 29 on two lines of nari-ation must be
<Ii#tinguished. The one, starting with the flight

of David's sons (ver. 29), gives the rumor, the

fact affirmed by Jonadab and its impression on
David, up to ver. 33; the other, pointing back
to ver. 29, begins with Absalom's flight (synchro-

nous with that of the princes), and proceeds to

tell of the arrival of the other sons after Absa-
lom's flight. The sentence :

" And Absalom
iled," certainly breaks the connection, since the

.next sentence (" the watchman lifted up his

•eyes") is closely connected with ver. 33. But
the words are not taken from ver. 37, as has been
assumed ; the object of this interruption is to

l»ring forward the important event that preceded
the arrival of the sons of David, so that on the
one hand Absalom's flight and absence from the
royal court, on the other hand the presence of
his brothers and their complaint to their father

are the subject-matter of the narration, which
closes v^ith the goal of Absalom's flight and
David's conduct in respect to Absalom and the
"death of x^mnon.—Ver. 34. The young man,
the vyatchman, who was looking out for the
persons returning from the festival. Much
people, a crowd of people made up of the nu-
merous retinue of the sons of David. '' From
the way behind him," that is, " according to well-

known iisus loquendi (see Ex. iii. 1 comp. with
Isa. ix. 11; Job xxiii. 8) simply from the west"

* [The common Vulg. text has " in the month (in ore)

of Absalom." The Syr.: "it was fixed (nO^K/) in the
purpose of Absalom," confiims the Heb. as a free ren-
dering, while the Chald. : "treachery (waylaying) was
in the heart of Absalom," seems to take the nO'K'
'("laid") as a substantive ( = Pirsi, Theuius). Hence

Ewald would read it nODtl' [an unknown word] =
" look of revenge," and Wellhausen takes our word
(from the Arab, root ^ sinister fait) as a substantive =
"sinister expression." A substantive as subject would
TiMturally be expected here, but the proposed emenda-
tions are hardly satisfactory. Following the Chald. we
•might read: "on the heart of Absalom was laid this
thing," etc., which (by in.serting the words " this thing ")
would correspond with the following clause. But this
conjecture is not sutficiently supported by external
-authority.—-Tb.J

(Thenius), since in front means geographically
the East. "From the side of the mountain,"
probably IMount Zion. The princes came not
from the north, but from the west, because the
return by this route was easier and quicker.

—

Ver. 35. Jonadab confirms his previous asser-

tion.—Ver. 3(). Repetition of the mourning of

ver. 31, only deeper.—Ver. 37. The narrative
returns to Absalom, resuming the statement of
his flight (from ver. 34) ; this repetition is occa-
sioned by the preceding remark: "the king's
sons came." The sense is: '"except Absalom,
who had fled." On Talmai see iii. 3. Absa-
lom's stav with him lasted three years. [Ou the
text of vers. 34-38 see " Text, and Gram." The
conclusion there reached is that the order in our
present text cannot be defended, there being no
visible reason for the repetitions, and the omis-
sion of the subject (David) in 37 b being impos-
sible if that clause were in its proper position,

but that our present text may be the abridgement
of a longer narrative, in which the repetitions

were not out of place, and the omission of subject

not improper.

—

Tr.]
Ver. 39. And David the king* held

back from going forth against Absalom,
for he had consoled himself for Amnon,
that he was dead.—The construction being
impersonal [it restrained=David was restrained],

no subject is to be supplied, as '' grief restrained "

(Maurer), or: "Absalom's flight to Geshur and
his abode there restrained" (Keil) ; for the rea-

son of his not going out after Absalom lay in his

tone of feeling, as indicated in the words: ''for

he had consoled himself." This was his ground
of action, not sorrow for Absalom's flight, and
this accords with the capacity for rapid change
of his sanguine temperament ; his hot anger soon
sank into quiet. Comp- ver. 21 and xii. 20-24.

The rendering: "And David longed to go forth

to Absalom" (Chald , the Rabbis, De VV. in the

Remarks) supposes the insertion of the word soul

(^3J) after the verb (so Eng. A. V.] But (apart

from the hardness of this insertion) there are two
objections to this rendering, namely, that David
could have sent for Absalom, if he wanted him,
and that, so far from feeling any love-longing

towards Absalom, David was permanently set

against him, as appears from the fact that, after

* " David the king," instead of the usual (Sept.,

Vulg.) "kina; David" (comp. Ges., §_ 113, Rem.). [Some
take the in here, on account of its unusual position

(but see 1 Sam. xviii. 6), to be a corruption of some
other word meaning grief, soul, or the like.

—

Tr.J—
b^ni from hSd = xSd, "to prevent" (Maur., Keil),

"these two verbs often interchanging." As the 3 pers.

masc. is often impersonal [17 IVI], so sometimes the

3 pers. fem. (1 Sam. xxx. 6 ; Ps. 1. 3 ; comp. Ges., § 137, 2).

bum therefore here = " and it hindered him." [To

this impersonal construction there are two syntactical

objections: 1) the sulistantive idea of the verb is active

instead of neuter, and in any ease we should expect
the object HH) to be introduced by a preposition ; 2)

the Inf. after X/JD is properly introduced by JO instead

of ^7 as here. Maurer renders :
" it restrained him,"

i. e. grief; others: "David restrained [his servants],"

which the form of the verb (fem.j does not permit
—Tr.J
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Joab had gotten liim back, it was two years before

the king would see liim (xiv. 24, 28). Ewald*
renders :

" David's anger ceased to express itself

about Absalom." But the verb {i<V*) cannot be

so translated, and the insertion [of the word angerl

is arbiti-arv and violent. Bottcher's* translation:

"and David left off going." etc., supposes that he
had begun to go, and was stopped by obstacles,

which is nowhere intimated. The same objection

lies to Thenius'* rendering: "he desisted from
going out" (after having begun), time having
softened his grief; but nothing is said of this in

the connection. [The impersonal construction

(of Erdmann and others) cannot be maintained
here, and the Heb. text in its present sliape gives

no sense. We must either adopt the rendering

of Eng. A. V- supplying the word soul, or (after

Ewald) supply some such word as anger. Da-
vid's feeling towards Absalom liere indicated is

apparently a kindly one, since it is probably what
Joab is said in xiv. 1 to perceive, and in this hit-

ter verse it is a kindly feeling (Dr. Erdmann
takes a dilferent view). The sense, then, seems

to be as follows : David longed to recall Absalom,
but political and judicial reasons deterred him

;

Joab perceives this, and helps the king out of the

difficulties that his sense of justice threw in the

way of the exhibition of his love for his exiled

son.

—

Tr.]

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. " The sins of the fathers are visited on the

children." The truth of this moral law is illus-

trated in the history of David's family. The di-

vine threat uttered by Nathan (xii. 7-12) begins

here to be fulfilled in the disintegration of Da-
vid's family-life. As he destroyed the honor and
happiness of Uriah's house, so his first-born son
brings shame on his; as he committed murder, so

the sword dooms his child. One sin led to ano-

ther; the bitter spring of sin grew in time to a
river of destruction that flowed over the whole
land, and even endangered David's throne and
life (Baumgarten).

2. The fratricide Absalom is a transgressor of

God's command, infringing by his self-avenging

the divine arrangement whereby sin and sinner

meet with their judgment. On the other hand,
God controls Absalom's crime, and by it punishes
Amnon's crime. Absalom is God's instrument,

though not himself less guilty. The Lord uses

men's sins according to His pleasure ; human un-
righteousness must serve the ends of His righte-

ousness.

?>. Right family-discipline consists in enforcing
God's holy laws in the control of children, and
carelessness in this causes sin to grow quietly, till

the evil bursts suddenly forth and destroys the
happiness of the household. But when evil makes
its a[)pearance God's law requires strict chastise-

ment, wherein David failed towards both Amnon
and Absalom. This neglect, usually the result of
weak affection (and in David's case induced also
by the recollection of his own sin), leads to still

greater sins and crimes in the family.

* Ewald: DiSc/DX-Su r\XxS HIT nOH hDFW, Bott-
T : - "^ •• T • T : V •• -

Cher: nnS lDr\); Thenius: SniTI-
t: •• - ^ :v-

4. These dreadful experiences of David and his.

sons are intended to lead him to purity, humility
and sanctification. " He that thinks all this a
sign of God's wrath and disfavor knows little of
what it means to have forgiveness of sins. David
confessed his sins, and so found favor with the
Lord his God. But how wholesome for him was
the Lord's chastisement now, liow he needed con-
stant self-humbling, and what better for this end
than these bitter experiences of his family?
Whom the Lord loves He chastens" (Schlier).
" Forgiveness of sin usually merely converts-
punishment into paternal chastisement, the rod
of anger into the smiting of love. Externally
the consequences of sin remain the same, only
their internal character is changed. Otherwise
forgiveness of sin might too easily lead to wilful-
ness" (Hengstenb. Gesch. d. Beiches Oottes [Hist,,

of the Kingdom of God], H. 127).

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1. Osiander: Even though God forgives
the sin, nevertheless He lays upon the sinner a
cross, that he may be more heedful, and his neigh-
bor may be deterred from sin (Num. xiv. 20-23)>
—Ver. 2. Starke : Where the parents live in

sin, the children commonly follow after (1 Kings^
XV. 1-3).

—

[Henry: Godly parents have often

been afflicted with wicked children
;
grace does

not run in the blood, but corruption does. We
do not find that David's children imitated him in

his devotion; but his false steps they trod in, and
in those did much worse, and repented not.

—

Wordsworth : He was forgiven by God, but
they came to a miserable end.

—

Scott : So de-

praved is the human heart, that even natural
affection may degenerate into licentiousness ; and
the intercourse even between near relations should
be conducted with caution and prudence, that no^

opportunity may be given to those who are dis-

posed to commit iniquity.

—

Tr.]—Osiander::
The more one thinks about an unchaste love, the
greater it becomes.

Vers. 3-5. Cramer: Lust punishes itself, con-

sumes the marrow in the bones, shorten.* life, and
ruins one's good name (Ecclus. xxiii. 22).—J.

Lange: One man is another's angel, a good an-

gel for warning, and so for seduction an evil an-

gel.—[Hall: Had Jonadab been a true friend, he
ha<l bent all the forces of his dissuasion against

the wicked motions of that sinful lust ; had showed
the prince of Israel how much those lewd desires

provoked God, and blemished himself, and had
lent his hand to strangle them in their first con-

ception. There cannot be a more wortliy im-
provement of friendship, than in a fervent oppo-
sition to the sins of them whom we profess tO'

love.—Tr.]
Ver. 10- Starke: The ungodly are ashamed

only before men, not before God (Ecclus. xxiii..

25 sq.).

—

See. Sciimid: He who wishes to guard
against sinning with others, should not follow

them where he may be constrained to sin.

—

Hedinger: Unrighteous works always seek tO'

remain concealed (Prov. vii. 18-20).—Vers. 15-

17. Starke [from Hall] : Inordinate lust never
ends but in discontent Brutish Amnon, it

was thyself whom thou shouldst have hated for

tliis villainy, not thine innocent sister. O how
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many brothers of Amnon there are even to-day.

—

[Scott : It cannot reasonably be expected that

those who make no scruple of debauching the per-

sons of those for whom they pretend affection, will

feel any remorse at deserting them with cruelty

and disdain, at exposing them to shame and con-

tempt, or at leaving them to all the horrors of

penury and prostitution. Let none ever expect
better treatment from those who are capable of

attempting to seduce them.

—

Tr.]
Ver. 21. WuERT. B. : While parents should

love their children, yet they must not spare them
when they have done evil, but bring them to due
punishment, that they may not have to be pun-
ished by God or by the executioner ( 1 Sam. ii.

29).

—

[Hall: The better-natured and more gra-

cious a man is, the more subject he is to the dan-
ger of an over-remissness, and the excess of favor

and mercy.

—

Wordsworth : David was wroth,

but did not punish his son Amnon ; being con-

scious of the sin which he had himself commit-
ted, and by which he had tempted his children to

sin. And because the king did not execute jus-

tice, therefore Absalom, Tamar's brother, takes
the law into his own hands, and murders his bro-

ther Amnon. Thus one sin leads to another by
an almost endless chain of consequences.

—

Tr.]—J. L.4.NGE : It is very important that persons in

authority, teachers and fathers of families should
lead such a life that in punishing others they may
not have to fear reproach, and thereby be re-

strained.—ScHLiER : What is to become of a
house, in which father and mother, in the con-

sciousness of their own faults, no longer venture
to do their duty?

Vers. 28 sq. Schlier : The Lord our God has
everything in His hand ; He uses even the sin of

men according to His will. He punishes one-
transgressor tlirougli another, He chastens one
wrong-doer througli the wrong-doing of another.
The Lord's mighty liand comes into the common
course of the world, and the execution of His judg-
ments goes on right through the midst of the un-
righteousness of men.—Always does that remain
true which is written : Be not deceived, God is

not mocked
; sin remains always and everywhere

the ruin of peoples.—Vers. 36 sq. Osiaxber :

By new attacks and afflictions God brings to His
people's mind their before committed sins, in order
that they may tlie more earnestly go forward in a
penitent life.

—

Cramer : Next to experience of
the wrath of God there is no sorer pain under
heaven, than when parents come to have such
heart-sorrow in their children as to doubt of their

souls' salvation, xviii. 33.

[Amyion. (This might be addressed to an as-
sembly of men alone.) 1) An improper love. 2)
Brooding over a sinful attachment till unhappy
(ver. 2). 3) In cherishing a sinful desire, one
meets temptation to indulge it (vers. 3-5). 4)
Lnmanly deception and unnatural crime (vers.

6-14). 5). Sinful love sooner or later turning to

hate and disgust (vers. 15-18). 6) Licentiousnes,s

often leads to other crimes and great calamities
(vers. 28, 29).

—

A miserable father. 1) He has
been obliged to leave unpunished a disgraceful

crime in his house (ver. 21). 2) This has given
excuse to a headstrong and ambitious son to mur-
der his brother. 3) Rumor, accepted by his fears,

has greatly magnified the calamity (ver. 30). 4)
He knows these terrible events to be deserved
chastisements for his own former misconduct (xii.

10, llj.—Tr.]

[. David's Weakness toivards Joab and Absalom. Absalom's Return and Reconciliation ivith David
through Joab's Intercession.

Chap. XIV. 1-33.

1 Now [And] Joab the son of Zeruiah perceived that the king's heart was toward'
2 Absalom. And Joab sent to Tekoah and fetched thence a wise woman, and said

unto her, I pray thee feign thyself to be a mourner,^ and put on now lorn, now^]
mourning-apparel, and anoint not thyself with oil, but [and] be as a woman that

3 had [has] a long time mourned for the dead ; And come to the king, and speak
on this manner unto him. So [And] Joab put the words in her mouth.

4 And when {om. when] the woman of Tekoah spake [came*] to the king, she
[and] fell on her face to the ground and did obeisance, and said. Help O King,

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 1. Erdmann renders: "against." and eives his reasons tlierefor in the Exposition. The versions

generally and most commentators favor the rendermg of Eng. A. V. The translation of this preposition depends
on the view taken of the V)hole connection, on which see the notes on ch. xiii. 39.

—

Tr.]

2 [Ver. 2. The Hithpael in the so-called hypocritical sense, a derivation from the reflexive or reflexive-de-
clarative sense. See Conant's Gesen., ? 54. Ewald. Grr., § 124 a.—Te.]

3 [Ver. 2. The Eng. "now" is sometimes a proper rendering of the Heb. cohortative particle XJ (rendered.

just before by " I pray thee "), but would here have too much the effect of an adverb of time.—Tr.]
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5 And the king said unto her, What aileth thee? And she answered [saidj, I am
indeed [In truth, I am] a widow woman. And mine husband is dead [died]*

;

6 And thy handmaid had two sons, and they two strove together in the field, and
there was none to part them, but [and] the one smote® the other and slew him.

7 And behold, the whole family is risen [rose] against thine handmaid, and they
\_om. they] said. Deliver him that smote his brother, that we may [and we will]

kill him for the life of his brother whom he slew ; and we [they'] will destroy the

heir also, and so they shall quench [and quench] my coal which is left, and shall

[will] not [or in order not to] leave to my husband neither \_om. neither] name nor
8 remainder upon the earth. And the king said unto the woman, Go to thy house,

9 and I will give charge concerning thee. And the woman of Tekoah said unto the

kiog. My lord, O king, the iniquity be on me and on my father's house, and the
10 king and his throne be guiltless. And the king said. Whosoever saith aiu/ht unto
11 thee, bring him to me, and he shall not touch thee any more. Then said she

[And she said], I pray thee. Jet the king remember the Lord [Jehovah] thy God,
that thou wouldest not suffer the revengers of blood to destroy any more, lest they
destroy my son [that the avenger of blood multiply not destruction, and that they

destroy not my son^]. And he said, As the Lord [Jehovah] liveth, there shall not

12 one hair of thy son fall to the earth. Then [And] the woman said, Let thine

handmaid, I pray thee, speak one [a] word unto my lord the king. And he said,

13 Say on. And the woman said, Wherefore, then, [And why] hast thou thought
such a thing against" the people of God ? for the king doth speak^" this thing as

one which [that] is faulty, in that the king doth not fetch home again [bring back]

14 his banished. For" we must needs die, and are as water spilt on the ground, which
cannot be gathered up again; neither doth God respect mi?/ person [and God lakes

not away the life], yet doth he devise means [and thinketh thoughts] that his

* rVer. 4. The reading "came" CX^J^V °^: ^^ ^^ '^^^ MS. of Kennicott, '^7111) is now generally adopted, and

i? required by the sense. Bruns ("in De Rossi) thinks that the date of the introduction of the corrupt reading
(lOXni) may be fixed in this way: The correct reading is found in all tlie ancient versions (not excepting the
€hald., the text of which in t!ie London Polyglot is corrupt here, and should be finXI); but David Kiniehi had
the present reading (lONm) before him, while Cod. 164 has {<3m, whence it may be concluded that the cor-

ruption in question came lietwcon A. D. lioo (date of Cod. 154) and 1190 (date of Kimchi's commentary). This is

a very interesting fact fiT < lid Testament text-criticism, if it be true, for it then shows that our text exhibits
very recent changes. It depends on the assumption that all codices in the beginning of the twelfth century had
the same reading; but it is possible that Cod. 154 and Kimchi's Cod. had different genealogies.—Tit.]

5 [Ver. 5. The rendering :
" I am a widow, and my husband is dead," presents a useless tautology ; Bottcher

tlierefore suggests a relative force for the 1: "inasmuch as my husband is dead;" but it niay be better (with
Thenius) to connect this latter clause with the following verse: "and my husband died and I had two sons,"
that is, when my husband died, 1 was left with two sons.—Tr.]

[Ver. 6. For ij'T^ read T1. The suffix is hardly allowable here; the text-form may have been originally

plural, so written because the two brothers formed the subject in the mind of the writer.

—

Tr.]

" [Ver. 7. So Syr. and .'^rab. It is more probable that this is the expression of the woman than that she
should put it into'the mouth of the kinsfolk fagainst Erdmann and Wellhausen). A H may easily have passed
into a J. Bottcher proposes to read : "we will kill, etc., and destroy {TD^}); even (DJH) the heir will they

destroy," etc.. which puts the expression about the heir into the woman's mouth, l:>ut seems unnecessarily
involved.—Tr.]

8 [Ver. 11. The Inf (nD"in) has for its subject the Goel,nnd not "the king" as in Eng. A. V. The word goel

also is Sing., while in the succeeding clause the indef. Plu. construction is used, so that it might be rendered:
"and that my sou be not destroyed."

—

Tk.]

9 [V.T. 1.3. Instead of "against," Thenius renders the Prep. (S;') by "in respect to," on the ground that

Davi<l had expressed no thought contrary to the well-being of God's people. But the woman covertly refers to

his pr(K-odnre towards Absalom as something against the people of God.

—

Tr.
|

w [Ver 13. The 13^0 is better understood as a participle, either as Hithpael with assimilation of fl (as in

Num. vii. 89: Ezek. ii. 2; xliii. 6) or as Piel (as Bottcher insists) with dagesh forte emphatic (as in Isa. lii. 5; 2

Chron. xxxvi. IG). Only in this way can the U^H2 ("as a faulty man") be easily construed, for, if the above

form he taken as Infin. ("from the king's speaking this word") we should more naturally_ expect X?n after

Di;/N3; or possibly we might render (with the Sept.): "from the speaking (o-Td/naTos) of the kmg this thing is as

IX fault," where Qtyx is read instead of DtJ/t^.—Tr.]

" rVer. 14. B6ttcher: "when we die it il as (with) water," ctr. The "needs" of Eng A. V. represents tlie

Infinitive Absolute (emphatic),—The difficulty in this verse lies parllv in the translation of the second halt, partly

in the relation of thought between the two h.-ilves. The thought of our text is: "The king has declaieu nmi-
srlf faulty, in that he <ines not restore his banished. We die and pass awav: God does not take life, Imt devices

means not to banisli his f.anished." Here, the expression: " tn Kanish one already banished,' is lianl, inn may
be perhaps unrlerstood in the pregnant sense of keeping banished the banished. So the representation ol (Toa

as thinking thou..dits or .Icvising means to gain an end is somewhat rudelv anthropomorphic, but is not vvnoiij

-out of keeping with the times and with tlip terse and nb«eure address of the wise woman, fhen, the reierenee

to human mortality r.aUusion to Amnon, Absalom or David?') is to quicken tlie king to haste or to mercy, ann tne

•exhortation is enforced by a reference to the divine mercifulness.—Various alterations have been proposea to
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15 banished be not expelled [banished] from him. Now therefore [And now] that^*

I am come to speak of this thing unto my lord the king, it is because the people

have made me afraid ; and thy handmaid said, I will now speak unto the king
;

16 it may be that the king will perform the request of his handmaid. For the king

will hear, to deliver his handmaid out of the hand of the man that ivoidd}^ destroy

17 me and my son together out of the inheritance of God. Then [And] thine hand-

maid said, The word of my lord the king shall now be comfortable [May the word,

etc., be for rest^*] ; for as an angel of God, so is my lord ihe king to discern [hear]

good and bad ; therefore the Lord thy God will be [and may Jehovah thy God be]

with thee.

18 Then [And] the king answered and said unto the woman, Hide not from me, I

pray t^iee, the thing that I shall ask thee. And the woman said, Let my lord th«

19 king now [om. now] speak. And the king said, Is not lom. not] the hand of Joab

with thee in all this? And the woman answered and said. As thy soul liveth, my
lord the king, none can turn to the right hand or to the left from aught that my
lord the king hath spoken ; for thy servant Joab, he bade me, and he put all these

2C words in the mouth of thine handmaid; To fetch about this form of speech [To

change the face of the thing] hath thy servant Joab done this thing ; and my lord

is wise, according to the wisdom of an angel of God, to know all things that are in

the earth.

21 And the king said unto Joab, Behold, now, I^^ have done this thing
;
go, there-

22 fore [and go], bring the young man Absalom again [back]. And Joab fell to the

ground on his face, and bowed himself, and thanked [blessed] the king ; and Joab

said, To-day thy servant knoweth that I have found grace in thy sight, my lord

23 [the] king, in that the king hath fulfilled the request of his^*^ servant. So [And]

24 Joab arose and went to Geshur, and brought Absalom to Jerusalem. And the

king said. Let him turn to his own house, and let him not see mj face. So [And]

Absalom returned [turned] to his own house, and saw not the king's face.

25 But [And] in all Israel there was none to be so much praised as Absalom for

his beauty; from the sole of his foot even to the crown of his head there was no

26 blemish in him. And when he polled his head (for [and] it was at every year's

end [from time to time] that he polled it, because [for] the hear was heavy on him,

get rid of supposed difficulties. Ewald (<7csr/i. Jsr?. III. 236) changes 2VT\) to Td')r\ and renders: "God takes

not awav the soul of one that thinks not to leave in banishment one hanished by Himself." Here the " devisins;"'

and the'" banishing "are transferred to the man; but the resultant thought (that God will not slay a merciful

man) is not specially striliing or appropriate. Wellhausen (reading 2p^ for 2E/n) translates :
" We must die,

• cfc. and when God takes away a soul, does He give it back?" in which the second clause simply repeats the

thoiiLtht of the first. The attempts at nltoration are all unsatisfactory, and the ancient versions help little or

nnthins. Sept. : and God will take lif . .v.'U ^l. 'vising to thrust from Plim an outcast ; Theodotion : as water, etc.,

and the soul hopes not in it; Svr. : Gud t:ik.-< nut awav the soul, but deviseth means that no one may wander
from Him ('or, perish through Him). The Vulsi-. is a tolerably literal rendering of the Heb.—Houbigant (m Chan-
dler) proposed to insert vers. 15-17 in ver. 11 after the word '-son;" but there is no ground for this change nor
advantage in it. There seems nothing better th.an to retain the present text.

—

Tk.]

12 [Ver. 15. The word "that" ("li^/N) is omitted in several MSS. and printed EDD., and in Syr., Arab., Vulg.,

perhaps because it seemed superfluous (Sept. o).—Patrick : though the people make me afraid. Philippson

:

when r came, etr.. the people made me afraid. Better (if the niyX I'e retained) as Eng. A. V.— In the last clause

one MS. of De Rossi has yojy (hear) instead of HCy' (do), correction for the sake of propriety of expression.

-Te.] .

13 [Ver. 16. Something has here fallen out of the Heb. text, perhaps 'dpTpT} (Bottcher). Vulg. takes the

word t!?'5<n as collective (demanu omnhmi qui vo'ehant). Syriac (as not infrequently) gives a condensed render-
ins: '•

I will speak to the king; perhaps he will deliver his handmaid from the hand of men, that they destroy
not me and my son," etc. Yet the diffuse language of the Heb. is more in keeping with the character of a glib-

tongued woman assumed by the speaker.

—

Tr.]

1* [Ver. 17. Syriac: "the word of my lord the king shall be sure, and shall be an offering (nnjD)," misun-

derstanding the text.—AVellhausen reads at the beginnina:: "and the woman said" (after the Sept.), as the eom-
mnn formula introducing tlie conclusion of a long discourse. This is rendered somewh.at probable by the
voluntative form of the following sentence; but this form is not decisive for a change of (est.

—

Tr.]

15 [Ver. 21. So the Kethib (text). Qeri (margin) has second person: "thou hast done," on whicji De Rossi
says that many of his MSS. and printed EDD. have not this Qeri ; and he quotes R. Jacob Chayj'im and Norzi,
the former of whom says that not more than one MS. in a thousand has this Qeri, and the Latter that it is not
found in the correctest'Spanish MSS. The ancient VSS. also follow the Kethib, for which, therefore, the external
jxnthority is complete, liottoher, however, defends the Qeri on the ground that it better suits the initial: "be-
hold, now," and that a change from it to th<^ Kethib is more easily explicable than the converse. But. a,s the
text gives a good sense, these considerations (even if they were unquestionable) cannot avail against the exter-

Tia! evidence.

—

Tr.]
16 [Ver. 22. Kethib (his) in all the VSS. except Vulg.

; Qeri (thv) in Vulg., and some MSS. and EDD. The text

1^ properly retained by Erdmann and Eng. A. V.—Tk.]
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therefore [aud] he polled it), he weighed the hair of his head at two hundred she-

27 kels after the king's weight. And unto Absalom there were born three sons, and
one daughter, whose name was Tamar ; she was a woman of a fair countenance.

28 So [And] Absalom dwelt two full [om. full] years in Jerusalem, and saw not the

29 king's face. Therefore [And] Absalom sent lor Joab, to have sent [to send] him
to the king ; but [and] he would not come to him ; and when [om. when] he sent

30 again the second time, [I'ns. and] he would not come. Therefore [And] he said

unto his servants, See, Joab's field is near [beside] mine, and he hath barley there
;

31 go and set it on fire. And Absalom's servants set the field on fire. Then [And]
Joab arose and came to Absalom unto his house, and said unto him, Whereibre

32 have thy servants set my field on fire ? Aud Absalom answered [said to] Joab,
Behold, I sent unto thee, saying, Come hither, that I may send thee to the king,

to say, Wherefore am I come from Geshur ? it had been good for me to have bee^i-

there still [better for me that I were still there]. Now therefore [And now] let

me see [I will see] the king's face, and if there be any iniquity in me, let him kill

33 me. So [And] Joab came to the king, and told him. And when he had called

for [And he called] Absalom, [ins. and] he came to the king, and bowed himself
on his face to the ground before the king ; and the king kissed Absalom.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 1-24. Joah by a stratagem procures Absa-
lom's return to Jerusalem without punishment.—Ver.

1. Though David's soul was comforted for Amnon's
death, and he had consequently desisted from the

pursuit of Absalom, his anger at the lattei''s frat-

ricide had nevertheless not disappeared. This
supposition is psychologically necessary, since

otherwise David would appear as an extremely
weak man ; and it is supported by the fact that he
would not see Absalom for two years after his re-

turn [ver. 28]. For this reason tlie latter clause

of this verse is to be explained as indicating not

David's returning inclination to Absalom (as

Vulg., Sept., Syr., Arab. [Eng. A. Y.], Joseph.,

Cleric, and most modern expositors), but his en-

during disinclination towards him. [Erdmann
renders: "Joab perceived that the king's heart

w-as against Absalom."

—

Tr.] It might have been
supposed from the discontinuance of the pursuit

tliat David's heart had turned to him; but Joab,

who had exact knowledge of court-afiairs, observed

that the king's heart was against him. How the

word "perceived" is contrary to this view (Maur.,

Then.) does not appear, since it contains the sim-

ple statement that David was still hostilely dis-

posed towards Absalom. And "in the only otiier

place where this construction (without substantive

verb) occurs, Dan. xi. 28, the Frep. means against"

(Keil). [The Prep. (7^') is often nsed, however,
in the general sense of " towards," sometimes
with favorable meaning, and the absence of the
subst. verb is not important. The whole connec-
tion (somewhat disguised by the division of chap-
ters) seems to favor the rendering of Eng. A. V.
In the last verse of the preceding chapter David's
heart goes forth towards Absalom (see annotations
on that verse), and here Joab is said to perceive
it, so that he devises a scheme to remove the
king's judicial objections to recalling Absalom.
Tlie understanding of the narrative, however, is

not affijcted l)y the rendering of the Prep. In
either case Joab appears as a shrewd man. Pos-
sibly he wa.s influenced by a genuine feeling of

kindness towards David and Absalom ; it is more

likely perhaps that he wished to ingratiate him-
self with them and the people (Patrick). A. P.
Stanley (in Smith's Bib. Diet.): "Joab combines
with the ruder qualities of the soldier something
of a more statesmanlike character, which brings
him more nearly to a level with his youthful un-
cle, and unquestionably gives him the second
place in the whole history of David's reign."

Wordsworth :
" Joab is the impersonation of

worldly policy, and temporal ambition practising

on the weakness of princes for its self-interests."

Bib. Comm.: "fie ever appeai-s wily and politic

and unscrupulous."

—

Tr.]—Ver. 2. Tekoah, now
Tekua, about five [Eng.] miles south of Bethle-

hem, the native place of the proph.?t Amos. See
Robins. II. 406 [Am. ed. I. 486 sq.; and see Dr.

Hackett's Art. in Am. ed. of Smith's Bib- Diet.—
Tk.]. As Bethlehem was Joab's native place, it

is not strange that he was acquainted with Tekoah.
He knew this "«'/se woman" as one fitted by lier

readiness of speech, boldness, shrewdness, and
adroitness, to act the part he wanted.* That it

cost Joab so great pains to gain his end is evidence

moreover against the supposition that David's

heart was already turned to Absalom.-Ver. 4. "And
the woman came,"f etc.; for so we must read in-

stead of the first "said" [Eng. A. V.: "spake"]
of the Hebrew text. Bottcher supposes that here

by similar ending (liomteoteleuton) two lines have
fallen out, in which is given the answer of the wo-
man before she goes to the king; btit there is no
sign in any ancient version of such an omission.

—Ver. o. Here begins the lively, flowing narra-

tion of the feigned misfortune. Though Joab had
'•put the words into the woman's mouth," yet

considerable readiness was required in order ta

bring them out so skilfully in her assumed cha-

racter, and to make such an impression on the

* [Afcordina; to the Talmud (Menachoth. 85, 2) there

were important oil-plantations near Tekoah, and the
women there were noted for their shrewdness (Philipp-

son).—Tn.]

t The error in the Heb. text may easily be aeeonnted
for V)y supposing; th.at in tlie manuscript to be copied ther

xbrM [came] stood immediately over the following.

lONHI [saidj (Thenius).
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king as to lead him to the desired definite resohi-

tion. [Read: I am a widow. And ray liusband

died, and I had two sons, etc.—Tr.]—Ver. 6. The
fratricide. "And he smote him, the one the

other," a pleonasm arising from the circumstantial-

ness .and liveliness of tlie narration.* [A slight

change in the text will give tlie reading: "one
smote the other," as in Eng. A. V.

—

Tr.]—Yer.
7. The demand for the survivor. "And we will de-

stroy the heir also." Instead of this, Michaelis,

Dathe and Thenius propose to read (after Syr. and
Arab.) : "and they will destroy," ete.f But these

authorities [the version's] are not sufficient to

warrant this emendation. Thenius urges that if

the woman had put these words also into the mouth
of the kinsmen, she would have represented them
as diabolically wicked ; but it does not follow that

it is really so bad, simply because she expi^esses

her opinion of what tiiey wish to do. These words
["we will destroy the heir"] are added to the
preceding "we will kill him" (to indicate the pur-

pose of the kinsmen) by reason of the second
thought that characterizes the blood-revenge

—

namely, that, while they kill kivi for blood-vengeance,

they wish at the same time to destroy the surviving
heir. The woman's purpose is not only to bring-

out the design of the kinsmen in their blood-

avenging as harshly as possible, but also, with re-

ference to David's hostile feeling to Absalom, to

emphasize the point that the latter is the heir to

David's throne, and to save him as such from his

father's anger. [Wellhausen: " The woman does
not really intend to rej^resent the unavoidable re-

sult [killing the heir'\ as the purpose [of the kins-

men], but is carried on by the connection of the
discourse; not till she has uttered tlie word does
she correct herself." Yet the third person seems
more natural here, especially as the whole thing
is feigned, and the woman had carefully prepared
her words beforehand.

—

Tr.] So that they
quench.—The power of the discourse lies in tlie

fact that they are represented as already doing
what their words show to be their jjurpose. ''My
coal," the burning coal (^wrrvpoc) with which fire

is kindled. "In order not to set (permit, grant)
to my husband name and remainder (posterity) ."J
{The law in the case is given in Numb. xxxv. 18,

19. Blood-revenge was no doubt an ancient pre-
Mosaic custom. The whole family was against
the fratricide. "This indicates that all the king's
sons and the whole court were against Absalom,
and that the knowledge of this was what hindered
David I'rom yielding to his affection and recalling

him" {Bib.'Comm.).—Tr.]—Yer. 8. I will give
charge concerning thee in thy behalf. Da-
vid grants her request and protects her son be-

cause, as the homicide was committed in the heat

* There is no reason for changing l^'" to !|3' (Ewald,

i .!52 a ; Then.), since the suffix 1 with verbs n'7. though
infrequent, is not unexampled; nor does tlie Plu. suit
here (Keil).—[By reading T we avoid the intolerable re-

petition of the Hebrew text, and the Inappropriateness
of the plural.—Tk.]

t n'Ot:?' [or n'Ou'n] instead of the text-word

T • :
-

t [Bishop Patrick points out how cleverly the woman's
story was put, so as essentially to include Absalom's
case, while yet it was different enough from it to avoid
rousing the king's suspicions at the outset.—Tk.]

of conflict, a purposed murder was out of the
question.—Yer. 9. On me be the iniquity.

—

That is, if it be wrong not to carry out the blood-
avenging. The woman is not yet satisfied with
the somewhat indefinite statement of the king that
he would fulfil her request. She proceeds to work
on him still further.—Yer. 10. She gains the end
that she had in her remark in ver. 9, namely, to

bring the king to say definitely that no one should
further molest her or demand her son for blood-
vengeance.—Yer. 11. Third stage of the woman's
address. She wishes to bring the king to sioear

before God, and that not in the "character of a
talkative woman " (Thenius), but rather to gain
her end as surely as possible, and to bind the king
by his own words to reconciliation with Absalom.
"That the avenger of blood (cause) no more de-
struction" (DeWette); literally: "let tlie king
remember the Lord thy God from the avenger's
increasing* to destroy;" that is, "so that the
avenger shall not more destroy "—the jihrase " let

him interpose " being understood (Thenius). The
woman brings the king to the point of assuring
her son's safety by an oath. [Patrick: "Others
think she only prays him to remember how mer-
ciful and gracious God is, and liad been to him-
self, even in pardoning the murder of Uriah"

—

not so well.

—

Tr.]
Yer. 12. Transition in the woman's discourse to

a reference to David's relation to Absalom by the
request to be jjermitted to say something farther.

["The woman proceeds cautiously and hence ob-
scurely" (J5i6. Comm.).—Tr.]—Ver. 13. "Why
dost thou contrive (think, proceed) thus against
the people of God ?" The "thus" refers to the
following words :

" that the king does not bring
back his banished." She goes on as if she now
advanced to a second object of her coming ; in

reality, however, she now comes to the principal
matter, though sure of success from what the king
(led on by her skilful talk) had granted her.
" Now she is to make the application to the king's

own case, and this is hard, because she cannot
speak openly and boldly like a prophet, but only
slightly, and, as it were, in passing, yet must
make the allusion to Absalom intelligible" (Ew-
ald). The woman intimates that David's hosti-

lity towards Absalom is directed "against the peo-

ple of God," since the people would suffer in the
suffering of the heir, who would some time be-

come their king. Having thus softly represented
his conduct as blameworthy from the point of view
oi the people {among whom there was certainly a party

for Absalom, as appears from the following his-

tory), she proceeds to entrap him in his own
words (spoken in reference to her feigned case) for

Absalom's advantage. And by the king's
speaking f this word (that is, ver. 11, the oath
that her son's blood-guilt should not be avenged)
he is as one in fault (against God's people as

against Absalom), in that the king brings

* Instead of the Kethib jT^IH read Qeri ri3~in—an

unusual form of the Infin. Absolute. Comp. Ew. §240<.'.

[Or, ni3'^n Inf. Con.struct may Be read.—Tb.]

f Instead of 13np [Inf. with |D], Vulg., Chald., Syr.

read the Participle "^3TD, which does not change the

sense. [So Eng. A. V. See " Textual and Grammati-
cal.''

—

Tk.I
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not back his banished. ^—He must show his'

son the mildness he has shown hers. And, as for
' Aijsalom there was only the question of punish-

ment for a liomicide, not of release from the de-

mand of the avenger, the woman, having gained

o-race for her son, might the more surely expect

it for Absalom. She calls Absalom his banished

because the latter, though he had banished him-

self h\ flight, had not since received permission

to return. Dathe ["why resolvest thou thus in a

cause pertaining to God's people?"] and Thenius

["whv Ihinkest thou thus in relation to God's

people?" {ihj subjects)'] refer the question to^ Da-

vid's protection of the woman and her son, while,

according to his own words, he ai)pears as blame-

worthy towards Absalom ; but the meaning of the

Heb. ("7>2= agfiin^t) and the connection do not

permit this. [Bishop Patrick remarks that the

woman's reasoning here was weak, her son's case

being verv dilferent from Absalom's, but the king,

inferring "that the people were well disposed to-

wards Alisalom, concluded to overlook the differ-

ences, without saying any thing to her of the de-

fects of her argument. Probably the king was

glad of an excuse to recall Absalom. Though an

absolute monarch, he had to attend to the wishes

of the people, who liked the young prince, and

would be offended if he were kept in banishment.

]l seems less likelv that there is a reference in the

words " people of God " to Absalom's deprivation

of religious privileges [Bib. Covim.), though the

phrase is intended to include Absalom.—Tr.]—
"S'er. 14. The reasons that should determine David

to fortjiveness : 1) for we must die, and are

like water poured out on the ground that

is not gathered again.—Tlienius refers these

v.-.irds to Amnon's death, with the meaning: "he
had to die some time, and all you can do against

the murderer will not bring him to life ;" but the

connection shows that the woman is referring not

to Amnon, but to Absalom, as the "banished

one," her meaning being : "Absalom (like all

men) may die in banishment, and, as the dead

(like poured out water) do not return, it would

then repent thee not to have recalled liim ; take

liim back before it is too late." Possibly, how-

ever, the reference is to David himself, a warning

that he may .soon die, and must, therefore, not

delay to be "reconciled to Absalom. [The sense

seems to be: "As life is fleeting and_ perishable,

let not these enmities engage your mind, but put

away unkindness and forgive your son." Ac-

cording to any of these explanations, the woman's
argument is false, since it leaves the justice of the

case out of view ; but see the quotation from Phi-

lili]ison lielow at the end of this verse.

—

Tr.] 2)

And God takes not away a soul, but
thinks thoughts not to banish a banished
one.—An argument from God's procedure to-

v.'ards the .sinner. He does not take away the

soul [life] of one that is banished, condemned for

sin, so as thus to banish him forever, but "thinks

thoughts not to bani.sh him;" such mercy show to

thy banished son. These words must have
brought to David's recollection God's mercy to-

wards him banished from f iod's presence as adul-

terer and murderer. [Philippson: "This is one
of the noblest and profoundest declarations of the

Scripture : God, who has determined us to death,

nevertheless does not deprive us of life, of per-

sonality (ti'pJ ), but has the holy purpose to receive

again the banished, the sinful." This explanation
makes the first half of the verse merely introduc-
tory to the thought in the second, merely a rela-

tive sentence containing an affirmation about
God; this is not so probable as the view that

makes the first half a separate argument. Patrick
sees here a reference to the cities of refuge, for

which, however, the language is too general. The
argument (appeal to the divine mercy) is power-
ful, though false ; the human judge cannot set

aside the demands of justice, though God may
pardon the sinner. The woman's view of death
is a general one, neither denying nor' affirming a
future state: her statement is simply that the dead
do not return to earthly life. It is therefore inad-

missible to press her simile, and represent it as

meaning that, as the spilt water passes in vapor
to the clouds and returns as rain to the earth, so

human life is to return in the raised body. This
may be an allowable simile now, but it is not the

teaching of this pa.ssage.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 15. The
wise woman skilfid'y turns David's thoughts
again to her own affair, in order to remove the

suspicion that she came merely to plead for Ab-
salom ; she is content to have lorlged a sharp thorn
in David's heart. And now^ that I am come.
—A natural mode of return to her first subject.

Her design is to append a further explanation of

her boldness in troubling the king with such a
personal affair. The occasion of her coming is,

she says, that the people [her kinsfolk] frightened

her by demanding her son, so that she had to ap-

peal to the king. This, therefore, is not a mere
repetition of what she has already said (Thenius).

—Ver. 16 expresses 1) joyful assurance that her
request will be heard, and 2) the evil from which
the king will save her and her son, " destruction

from the inheritance of God;" the cutting off* of

posterity by slaying the heir is so dreadful in her

eyes, because it is excision from the people be-

longing to the Lord. Comp. 1 Sam. xxvi. 19;
Deut. xxxii. 9.—Ver. 17. Further, she says, the

king's word was to be to her for rest—that is, for

herself. "The king hears (judges) as" the an-
gel of God— the angel that God sends to impart

Plis manifestations of grace to His people, the co-

venant-angel, the mediator of grace for the pecu-

liar people [the people that is God's private pro-

perty]. [Kather the woman here praises the

king's wi.sdom as being like that of one of the

higher intelligences (so Achish speaks of David
in 1 Sam. xxix. 9), a proof that the Israelites were

then familiar with the idea of angels. Her praise

is here skilfully introduced to mollify him; she

does not mention Absalom's name, but leaves the

king to reflect on what such a high character re-

quires of him.—Tr.] To hear the good and
the evil.—This aflirms two things: 1) in every

case brought before him the king will impartially

and justly hear both sides, the good and the bad,

A'tdg.: " immoved by benediction or maledic-

* There is jio neeil to write (with Thenius) typ^^n

before TDi:/nS (after Sept. .ind Vulg.l, since TTH "'C'K

f'thc man ihnf was, had in mind, to destroy") is natu-

rally supplied (Oosen. ?132, ?. Rem. 1). [On this eonip.
" Te.xt. and Gramm." Eng. A. V. supplies " tlial would."

-Tk.]
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tion;" 2) He helps tlie oppressed. And the
Lord thy God be -with thee! (not "there-

fore be" (De Wette)) ; with this blessing she con-

cludes, touchino: the king's heart in its innermost
relation to his God and Lord. [Patrick :

" There
is a great deal of artifice in all this. For to pre-

sume upon the kindness of another, and to expect

gracious answers from their noble qualities, is

very moving ; men being very loath to defeat

those who think so highly of them, according to

that saying of Avi^tolle ' {Bhet. 2,4,19): 'We
love those that admire us.'

"

—

-Tr.]—Vers. 18 sq.

From the cleverly pat discourse of the woman the

king perceives that there is something else in

hand than her private affair ; and surmising at

tlie same time that she is only the instrument of

another, he thinks of -Joab from the confidential

relation in which the latter stood to Absalom.
" Is the hand of Joab with thee in all this ?" The
woman frankly answers in the affirmative [in the
form of a compliment to the king's sagacity] :

There is nothing on the right or the left

of* what the king says, he always says the riglit

;

"you always hit the nail on the head" (Thenius).

Joab, she says, arranged this to turn the face
(form) of the thing [not "fetch about this

form of speech," as in Eng. A. V.

—

Tr.] These
Avords do not refer to the clothing of the request

for Absalom in this story about her sons, as if she
meant: "that I should turn the thing so" (Lu-
ther), or "to disguise the thing in a skilful way"
(Keil), or "to set before thee a figurative dis-

course" (Vatablus), or "that I should transfer to

myself and my sons what pertains to the king and
his sons" (Clericus), but the thing is Absalom's
relation to his father. In order to change this re-

lation in its present unhappy /or??i, that is, to bring
about a reconciliation, has Joab done this, sent me
to thee with the words I have spoken. The wo-
man concludes (looking back to her comparison
of David to the "angel of God" in ver. 17) witli

the words: My lord (the king) is wise ac-
cording to the v/isdom of the angel of
God—anxious by this appeal to the king's wis-

dom to secure a favorable decision for Absalom.
[Here again render: "an angel of God," as in

ver. 17. "To know all things tliat are in the
earth," better, perhaps: "in tlie land," all the af-

fairs of the land of Israel. The mingling of flat-

tery and boldness in the woman's discourse is

skilful and striking.

—

Tr.]

Vers. 21-23. Joab's requestftdfilled by permitting
Absalom to return to -Jerusalem. Behold, I
have done this thing (according to thy word).
—The margin has (through misapprehension) :

"thou hast done;" but the text is to be retained.

The Perfect is used because the thing is an
accomplished fact = I have fulfilled thy request.
Go and bring Absalom back.—These words
refer merely to the execution of what had been
already determined and accomplislied.—Ver. 22.

.Joab thanks and blesses David for granting his

request. To judge from his words here, he had
often before made this request, but hitherto in
vain. Read :

" his servant," as in the text, against
the marginal reading: "thy servant." Joab
himself brings Absalom back to .Jerusalem.—Ver.

* tyx is later softer form for t^', Mie. vi. 10 ; Ew. ? 50 c.

24. Absalom's pardon, however, was not a fiill

one ; it consisted only in the permission to return
to .Jerusalem. He remained banished from tlie

royal court. My face shall he not see, says
David. This was no real pardon. David'.s anger
still continued. It is a natural surmise that tliis

was because Absalom showed no repentance and
did not ask for forgiveness

; there is not the sligiit-

est hint of his doing so. Let him turn to his
own house.—These words suggest that Absalom
was not merely banished from court, but also con-

fined to his own house. Otherwise (as Thenius
points out) he would not have been obliged to

send for Joab (ver. 28 comp. with ver. 31.) [Da-
vid's banishing Absalom from court was just and
wise, since his crime deserved punishment, and it

was right that the people should know the king's
abhorrence of the crime (Patrick). Perhaps this

half-forgiveness was an impolitic measure (Keil),

since it may have merely vexed and embittered
Absalom. It is not necessary to suppose that the
king was angry with him; his conduct may have
been determined by his regard for law and justice

while his heart desired conrplete reconciliation.

Bib. Comm. suggests that Bathsheba's influence

may have been exerted to keep Absalom in dis-

grace for the sake of Solomon.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 25-33. Absalom's person and family.—By

defiant obstinacy he .secures his recall to court
through Joab's mediation.—Vers. 25sqq. Absa-
lom's beauty.—He was the handsomest man in Is-

rael. Literally: "and as Absalom there was not
a handsome man in all Israel to praise much."
There was no spot, no bodily blemish in him.
From year to year* he polled or cut his hair.

The weight of the polled hair here given, 200 she-

kels, is certainly too great, being about six pounds,
if the royal shekel = the sacred shekel ; and if it

be taken as ^= one half the sacred shekel, the

weight is still too great. There is no doubt an
error of text here. Perhaps we should read 20
instead of 200 {2 may have passed into 1) ; "for

20 shekels ( = 9 or 10 ounces) would suppose a
very heavy, but not incredibly heavy, head of

hair" (Thenius). [Others read four shekels

—

(T instead of "1). But as all the ancient versions

(except the anonymous vers, quoted in Montfau-

con's Hex. as giving " one hundred ") agree with

the Hebrew, any such change of letters must liave

been made early, when probably not the present

square characters, but the old Phenician were in

use; so that we must go to them to discover pos-

sible changes of this sort.—There is doubt as to

what i^articular weight is meant by the " king's

shekel." It cannot be the Babylonian shekel,

says Thenius, for this would point to a postexilian

origin for this i)assage, which is impossible. The
king, says Wellhausen, is the Persian Great
King, and this verse betrays a postexilian origin.

Nothing more definite can be said than that the

king's shekel is probably a different weight from,

the sacred shekel, and probably less than that.

Kitto mentions reading of a lady's hair that

weighed more than four pounds, and, if the two
hundred sliekels is not more than this, it is a pos-

sible weight. It is evidently intended to repre-

sent the hair as extraordinarily heavy and strong,

* D'O"''? D'O' == D'0'1 DTD' ["from time to time"].

-Tr.]."
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in order to explain xviii. 9. The ancients were
accustomed to bestow much care on the hair, see

Jos. Ant. 8, 7, 3, and Bp. Patriclv in loco.—Tr.].

—Ver. 27. Absalom's children. Only one is men-
tioned by name, a daughter Tamar, probably

called after Absalom's unfortunate sister. The
sons (contrary to custom) are not named, jiroba-

bly because they died young. This would explain

Absalom's erecting a monument (xviii. IS) to

perpetuate his name. Concerning Tamar the

Sept. adds :
" and she becomes the wife of Ro-

boam the son of Solomon and bears him Abia."

Now 1 Kings xv. 2 certainly describes the wife

of Rehoboam and mother of Abijali as a daughter
of Absalom, but calls her Maacah. The Sept. has

here (as elsewhere) evidently introduced an ex-

planation from that passage, confounding, how-
ever, Tamar with another later-born daughter of

Absalom, who was Relioboam's wife. Thenius
remarks :

" Rehoboam's wife is certainly a grand-

daughter of Absalom (daughter of his daughter Ta-

mar) named after her great-grandmother Maacah
(iii. 3);" where "perhaps" ought to stand in-

stead of " certainly."—Ver. 28 sqq. As Absalom
Avas not permitted for two years to enter the king's

presence, and Joab declined to visit him though

twice sent for (evidently because he did not wish to

have any thing more to do with the matter since

the king's displeasure continued), it is clear that

ver. 1 cannot be rendered : "tlie king's heart was

toward him." [David's conduct may be explained

by supposing that, while his heart was with Ab-
salom, his regard for justice led him to punish his

crime by keeping him at a distance.

—

Tr.].—Ver.

30. Joab's " piece, parcel," that is, field (as we
also use the word). Sept. has: " the portion in

the field of Joab," but there is no reason to change

the Heb. text accordingly.—The Heb. text reads

:

" I will set it on fire ;" but all the versions adopt

the marginal reading :
" set it on fire."* The

phrase "" ai my hand " = '' alongside of my
ground, beside me." This confirms the view that

Absalom occupied himself with tilling the soil

even in Jerusalem. That Absalom fired Joab's

barley because he knew it would bring Joab to

him ( Keil) is not probable. It was rather an act

of angry revenge in keeping with Absalom's
haughty and i)assionate nature. In ver. 30 Sept.

and Vulg. add :
" and the servants of Joab came

to him with garments rent, and said : Absalom's

servants have set the field on fire." It is possible

that these words belonged to the original text,

and fell away by similar ending, two consecutive

sentences ending witli the word "fire" (Then.).

But the narrative is perfectly clear without this

addition.—Ver. 31. Joab came to Absalom's
house, because tiie latter was sluit up, a prisoner,

as it were, in his own house.—Ver. 32. The mes-

sage sent by Absalom through Joab to his father

contains ij ^ reproach: why am I come from
Geshur? (= why didst thou send for me) if I

am not permitted to appear before thee? 2) A
rcp)(4('a^i'o?i of the indulgence shown him in the

permission granted liim to return hume : it were
better for me that I w^ere still there; 3)

a. selj-willed demand: and now I will see the
king's face, and 4) a defiant challenge: if there

* n^n'Sm (ordinary Hiph. of Hi". 2 pers. plu.) instead
T -: - T

of n'jl'yim CHipU. uofiordlng to V''3, 1 pers. sing.).

be iniquity in me, let him kill me.—These
words mean neither: " if the king can and mag
not forgive me," (Thenius), nor: "if he remem-
ber my iniquity'' (Vulg.). Absalom rather de-

fiantly challenges his father to proceed with strict

justice, // he has done wrong ; this, however,
(from the tone of his speech) he does not allow,

but relies on the rights he thinks he has against

his father, who had been too indulgent to Amnon,
having also the support of a considerable party,

who would the more approve his act of bloody
vengeance, because David had let Amnon go un-
punished. Absalom gives no sign of repentance

;

there is rather a savage defiance in his words, and,

instead of confessing his guilt, he challenges his

father to kill him, //' he is guilty, that is, he de-

nies his guilt. David has already shown weak-
ness in permitting Absalom to return without
penitent confession ; and by this halfway-proce-

dure (letting him return, yet banishing him from
his presence two years) had given occasion to the

defiance and bitterness that appears in these

words. He is now guilty of a still greater weak-
ness in receiving Absalom into favor when he

shows the very opposite of penitence.—Ver. 33.

The words : he bowed himself on his face
to the ground by no means show penitence

with humble request for forgiveness, but merely
exhibit the usual homage paid to the king. Da-
vid was soon to taste the bitter fruits of all this

faulty weakness towards Absalom.

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. David, weakly yielding to ungodly influence

on his mind (the woman of Tekoa), on his will

(Joab) and on his feeling (Absalom), sinned

against the Lord in failing to punish Absalom
(as he had foiled to punish Amnon) for his crime,

and in receiving him into favor, on his return,

without penitence. As God does not forgive sin,

without confession and prayer for pardon, so men
must ob.serv^e this law in "their relations to one

another. This is demanded both by truth and by

justice, neither of which may be set aside by ex-

piating and pardoning love.

2. He who in unholy, weak love confounds the

disposition to forgive one's neighbor with the act

of forgiveness itself, ami pardons when the condi-

tion is not complied witli, sius not only against

God's holy ordination of love, but also against his

neighbor,"since the hard, impenitent lieart is the

more hardened by such weak love, and led into

further evil, as Absalom's example shows.
_

3. Moral weakness makes one unforesighted

and unwise, and often leads to the destruction of

the moral ordinances of life, on which rests tlie

welfare of private and public life. David, by his

weakness towards Absalom, became guilty of the

further dissolution of the theocratic rule of life

in his house and in his kingdom ; the breaking

up of the royal family thereby produced was the

cause and the starting-point of the breaking up

of the theocratic kingdom by Absalom's revolt.

IIOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-3. Cramer: The children of the world

are wiser in their generation than the children of

light, Luke xvi. 8. Wuekt. B. : The greatest
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rogues have commonly the best patrons, who take

interest in them and try to help them through.

—

[Hall: Good eyes see light through the smallest

chink. The wit of Joab hath soon discerned Da-
vid's renewed affection, and knows how to serve

him in that which he would, and would not, ac-

complish.

—

Tr.]

Vers. 4-11. Starke: To represent something
wisely is also a gift of God; for thereby much
good is accomplished and much evil hindered,

Prov. xviii. 15.— [Hall: We love ourselves

better than others, but we see others better than
ourselves : whoso would perfectly know his own
case, let him view it in another's person. Para-
bles sped well with David: one drew him to re-

pent of his own sin, another to remit Absalom's
punishment.

—

Tr.]—Schlier: Foresight is pro-

fitable in all things, and doubly so when others

wish to accomplish something with us. There
are cases where certainly the first impression is

the most correct, but as a rule it is better not to

jield to the first momentary impression, but to

prove everything. Had David first proved and
inquired into the matter which with cunning and
deceit was brought before him, he would not have
given assurance with an oath.

Vers. ISsqq. SciiLlER: If thou hast something
against a person, forget not how soon thy adver-
sary may die, how soon thou thyself also mayst
perhaps have to pass away, and besides think of

what God does to us, how rich is His mercy
towards us.—Vers. 21 sqq. Cramer : It is easily

done, to let loose an outrageous offender and a
murderer, but not so easily is it excused before

God : for thereby blood-guiltiness is brought on
the land, and other great misfortunes caused,

Ezek. vii. 23.—J. Lange : Wilful sinners also are

not permitted, so long as they continue impeni-
tent, to come into blessed communion with God,
although instead of the well-deserved punishment
tliey enjoy God's long-suffering.

—

Schlier : If

thou wilt pardon, do it wholly, take out of thy
heart everything thou hast against another per-

son, forget also the injustice done thee, and make
it thy concern again to show the other a whole
and full heart.

Ver. 25. Starke : Ungodly men often receive •

from God the fairest gifts, 1 Sam. ix. 2; xvii-

4.

—

Schlier: A fair body is also a gift of God,
but what does all physical beauty help, if there
does not also dwell therein a fair soul? A de-

formed and ugly man who has beauty of soul is

worth more in the sight of God. The Lord looks
at the heart.—Ver. 30. Lange : Friendship that
has self-interest for its ground, does not commonly
last long.—Ver. 33. Schlier: David is propi-
tiated, but it does not occur to him to work for a
thorough reconciliation in Absalom's heart also

;

he brings to meet his son the old, full love; but
he does not observe whether his son is in condi-
tion really to receive such love.—Chastisement
without love is an outrage, no father is at liberty

to plague or torture his child ; but a love that can-
not chastise is no love, and reaps a poor reward.
A child that does not at the proper time feel the
father's rod, becomes at last a rod for his father.

[Vers. 1-20. The wise uvman of Tekoah. Her
previous reputation for worldly wisdom, known
to Joab. Her skilful employment, at Joab's in-

stance, of a parallel case, yet not too obviously
similar. I. Observe the motives to which she ap-
peals. Knowing David's character, she makes
good motives most prominent. 1) His course
impolitic and unpopular (ver. 13). 2) We are
all mortal, and enmities .should not be perpetual.

3) God is forgiving (ver. 14). 4) Siiejlatters him,
a) as impartial (ver. 17), 6) as knowing everything
(ver. 20). II. Contrast this address with that of
Nathan, eh. xii. In certain respects similar; but

1 ) One sent by Joab, the other by the Lord. 2) One
designing and unscrupulous, the other sincere. 3)

One mingling bad motives, the other employing
only the good. 4) One flattering, the other hum-
bling. 5) One giving the king an excuse for

what he wishes to do, the other arousing him to

what he ouc/ht to do. 6) One bringing ujaon Da-
vid great temporal trouble, the other great spi-

ritual blessing.—Ver. 14. Two great reasons for

forbearance and forgiveness. 1 ) Both we and those
who have wronged us must die, and so our enmi-
ties should not be undying. 2) Ood forbears, and
is disposed to forgive.

—

Tr.]

[Ver. 25. Causes which spoiled the character of
Absalom. 1) The personal gift of extraordinary
per.sonal beautv. 2) Great power of bending
others to his will (ver. 30; xiii. 28; xv. 6). 3)
A doting father, weak through consciousness of
his own great and well-known sins (ver. 1). 4)
A good excuse for indulging revenge and selfish

ambition (xiii. 22-29). 5) Resentment at what
seemed neglect by his father and by .Joab (vers.

28, 29). 6) Success in reckless and defiant mea-
sures (vers. 30-33). 7) Apprehension that the son
of Bathsheba (xii. 24, 25) might supplant him as
heir to the throne.

—

Tr.]

32
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II. External Shattering of the Royal Authority till its Loss.

Chapters XV.—XVIII.

1, Absalom's revolt and David's flight. Chap. XV. 1—XVI. 14.

1 And it came to pass after this that Absalom prepared him chariots [a chariot}

2 and horses, and fifty men to run before him. And Absalom rose up early, and
stood beside the way of the gate; and it was so, that when any man that had a

controversy came to the king for judgment [and it came to pass that, every man
that had a cause to come to the king for judgment], then [om. then] Absalom called

unto him, and said. Of what city art thou? And he said, Thy servant is of one of

3 the tribes of Israel \_or, of such and such a tribe of Israel]. And Absa-
lom said unto him. See, thy matters are good and right ; but there is no man de-

4 puted of the king to hear thee. Absalom said moreover [And Absalom said]. Oh
that I were made judge in the land, that every man Avhich [who] hath any suit or

cause [cause or controversy] might come unto me, and I would do him justice I

5 And it was so [And it came to pa'^s] that when any man came nigh to him [om. to

him] to do him obeisance, he put forth his hand, and took him,^ and kissed him.

6 And on this manner did Absalom to all Israel that came to the king for judgment •

so [and] Absalom stole the hearts of the men of Israel.

7 And it came to pass after forty [four^] years, that Absalom said unto the king, I

pray thee, let me go and pay my vow, which I have vowed unto the Lord [Jeho-

8 vah], in Hebron. For thy servant vowed a vow while I abode at Geshur in Sy-

ria, saying, If the Lord [Jehovah] shall bring me again indeed' to Jerusalem, then

9 I will serve the Lord [Jehovah]. And the king said unto him, Go in peace. So
10 [And] he arose and went to Hebron. But [And] Absalom sent spies \_or, emissa-

ries] throughout all the tribes of Israel, saying, As soon as ye hear* the sound of

11 the trumpet, then ye shall say, Absalom reigneth in Hebron. And with Absalom
went two hundred men out of Jerusalem, that were called ; and they went in their

12 simplicity, and they knew not anything. And Absalom sent for* Ahithophel the

Gilonite, David's counsellor, from his city, even from Giloh, while he offered sacri-

fices. And the conspiracy was strong ; for the people increased continually with

Absalom.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 [Ver. 5. This is tlie only place in the O. T. where the verb p'lnn is followed by 7 with the object taken

hold of (though it is sometimes followed by 7_J» and by the simple noun), and here 29 MSS. and 2 printed EDD.

have 3. Perhaps this 7 was imitated from, or by error of copyist arose from tlie following 7.

—

Tb.J

2 [Ver. 7. Though the true reading is here unknown, the reading " four " instead of " forty " has been adopted
in the revised transl.ation because it seems at any rate much more nearly correct than the Hob. text. The read-
inc " forty " is found in Sept. and other Greek VSS., Chald., Vulg., Cod. A. (Amiatinus); "four" in Syr., Arab ,

Vulg., Cod., B. C. D. E. F. K.Veronensis, Josephus.—Tr.]

3 [Ver. 8. The Kethib or text is Hiph. Impf. (TU'), the Qeri or marginal reading OW) is Qal Impf. (Dlty')

or Qal Inf. Absolute (31K?'). The text is maintained by Botteher and Erdmann as a repetition of the finite verb

for emphasis; but this, if possible here, is certainly less probable than the Inf. Absol. construction (favored by

Sept., Syr., Chald.); write Hiph. Inf. 2^T\ (Thenius, Wellhausen, Bib.- Com.).—Tr.]

* [Ver. 10. A few MSS. and EDD. have 2. as prefix instead of 3 ; here impossible.

—

Tk.]

6 [Ver. 12. The present Heb. text (nbK''1)> whether it be pointed as Qal or as Piel, cannot be so rendered, but

means "and he sent," which gives no sense. Only Chald. renders the Heb. literally ; the other versions insert 7

or 7X (" to ") after the verb, Vulg. acccrsivit (so Eng. A. V.). Others (as Botteher, Thenius) insert N3'1 :
" and he

"T"
Bent and brought Ahithophel;" Wellhausen suggests: " and he sent to Ahithophel and he came (NJl'l), Some
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13 Aud there came a messenger to David, saying. The hearts of the men of Israel

14 are aft-r Absalom. And David said unto all his servants that were with him at

Jerusalem, Arise, aud let us flee; for we shall not e&e escape from Absalom; make
speed to depart, lest he overtake us suddenly, and bring evil upon us, and smite

15 the city with the edge® of the sword. And the king's servants said unto the king.

Behold, thy servants are ready to do whatsoever my lord the king shall appoint

16 [choose]. And the king went forth, and all his household after him. And the

king left ten women which were \om. women which were] concubines to keep the

17 house. And'' the king went forth, and all the people after him, and tarried [halted]

18 in a place that was far off [in Beth-hammarhak, or, at the far house]. And all his

servants passed on beside him, and all the Cherethites and all the Pelethites, aud
all the Gittites, six hundred men, which [who] came after him from Gath passed

on before the king.

19 Then said the king [And the king said] to Ittai the Gittite, Wherefore goest thou
also with us ? Return to thy place,® and abide with the king ; for thou art a

20 stranger, and also an exile. Whereas thou earnest but yesterday [Yesterday thou
camest], should I this day [and to-day shall I] make thee go up and down with us?

\om. ?], seeing I go whither I may [ins. ?] Return thou, and take back thy bre-

such change seems necessary in order to make sense of the passage.—The following phrase also: "as he was
sacrificing " is obscure, as it "does not appear what his saerifieing has to do with the matter. Cod. Amiatinns of
the Vulg. reads :

" and when he sacrificed (was sacrificing), the conspiracy became strong," thus connecting the
srrowth of the conspiracy with the sacrifice, and so Bottcher: "when the man was come to Absalom to Hebron,
;i« he was sacrificing, etc.,'"' while Wellhausen would omit the phrase. But there is no sufltieient ground for
changing the text here, not even for adopting the slight change of the Vulg., which Thenius prefers, rendering:
" and by his sacrificing the confederation (TtJ/p) was made firm," that is, under the solemn excitement of the

offering the conspirators were brought to swear fidelity to Absalom. But the meaning of the Heb. rather is that
the conspiracy grew strong by accession of numbers. If we retain the text, we shall have to understand that
Ahithophel was brought away as he was discharging a solemn duty, that is, summoned in haste to join the con-
.spiraey, where success depended on rapid movement, or that he was summoned to join Absalom as the latter

wa« sacrificing (so Chandler, £i6.-Cow.). Patrick says : "after he had sacrificed," but tlie words do not permit
this.—Tr.]

6 [Ver. 14. '£37 ^ " to (according to) the mouth," or at " the mouth."—Ta.]

7 [Ver. 17. The Sept. here varies somewhat from the Heb., and various changes of the latter have been sug-
gested. The Sept. translation, however, in its present form contains a duplet; two different renderings of 17 h

and 18 are combined, and these two in general confirm the Heb. text. The first Sept. rendering (vers. 17, 18) is

:

"and the king went forth and all his servants" (Heb. "all the people," but some MBS. agree with the Greek, and
<^'hald. has " all his household ") on foot (properly " at his feet, after him "), and stood in the far house. And all

his servants passed by at his hand and air the Cherethites and all the Pelethites and all the Gittites the six hun-
dred men that came after him from Gath and going before the face of the king," which varies from the Heb. in

one word only, putting "servants" (t. €.. body-guard) instead of "people." The second Sept. rendering: (begin-
ning with 17 h and in.serted in the above af'er the word " Pelethites ") is : "and stood at the olive-tree in the wil-

derness " ("131371 ri'TS instead of pni^H 1^2 " far houtie "), and all the people (Heb. "servants") went by at

his side (hand) and all those about him (this is possibly a general rendering of " Cherethites and Pelethites," who
formed a body-guard) and all the stout men and all the warriors (perhaps a double rendering of D'TISJ " heroes,"

which they read instead of UT\1 "Gittites") six hundred men, and were at his hand," after which the phrase

" Cherethites and Pelethites " is repeated by error of copyist. From a comparison of the Heb. and Greek texts
Bottcher proposes to read " at the olive-tree in the wilderness " (ver. 17) instead of " at \ he far house ;" to which
Tlienius replies that this is impossible, since David had not then passed over the Kidron. Tlienins himself
would adopt the "mighty men" (D'^UJ) suggested by the Sept. instead of the "Gittites" of the Hebrew; this

emendation is a very natural one, but the fact of David's having a band of foreign warriors is not so strange and
improbable as to call for correction; the other versions here support the Heb. In ver. 17 Wellhausen prefers
the "servants" of the Sept. to the "people" of the Heb., as indicating that David's body-guard stood with him
while the army passed on: and this reading, which is supported by some MSS. and EDD., and by the Chald. (see

above) is probable ; so in ver. 18 Sept. has "people " instead of " servants." Wellhausen thinks also that some
plirase introducing Ittai is necessary at the end of ver. 18, and that there are traces in the Heb. text of some such
orieinal passage; as, the statement that the six hundred men came "after him" from Gath, which was not true
of this march.' Ver. 18 might then read : "and all the people passed on by him, and all the Cherethites and all

the Pelethites and all the heroes (Gibborim). six hundred men. and Ittai also the Gittite, who not long before had
come from Gath to Jerusalem, passed on before the king." While this would ease the text and explain the cir-

iMimstances, it seems too violent a change to make without more external support, especially as abrupt introduc-
tion of personages well-known at the tirne is not contrary to the usage of our narrative.

—

Tr.]
8 [Ver. 19. Eng. A. V. here gives the only possible translation (which is also that of Pagninus) of the Heb. text

in its present form. Pagninus :
" Return (and abide with the king, for thou art a stranger and an exile) to thy

place." Bib.-Com. : " Return and abide with the king (for thou art, etc.) at thy place." But this parenthesis is

very hard, and it would seem better either to remove the " to thy place " and put it after " return " (in the Heb.),

a change that is without external support, or to read "from" (|p) instead of "to" (1), and render : "and an exile

art thou from thv place " (so one MS., several printed EDD., and Sept., Syr., Aral)., Vulg.). Cjihen follows the
Chald.: "for thou art a stranger, and also if thou wilt migrate, go to thy place," which differs from Eng. A. V.

only in in.«erting the word "go" instead of transposing the phrase "to thy place." Philippson :
"thou art an

exile for thy place," which gives no good sense.—Bottcher and Thenius object to the supposed satirical tone of

the remark: "abide with the king ;" the former would read "in the city (T;»3) of the king," which is an im-

probable phrase, the latter .simply "in the citv." The Syr. and Arab, also seem to have felt a diflaeulty here

;

Syr. :
" desist from the king," Aiab. : "go not forth with the king." The Heb. text is preferable.—Tk.]
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21 thren ; mercy and truth be with thee. And Ittai answered the king and said, As
the Lord [Jehovah] liveth, and as my lord the king liveth, surely in what place

my lord the king shall be, whether in [for] death or [i)is. for] life, even there also

22 will [there will] thy servant be. And David said to Ittai, Go, and pass over.^ And
Ittai the Gittite passed over, and all his men, and all the little ones that were with

him.

23 And all the country [land] wept with a loud voice,^" and all the people passed

over ; the king also himself [and the king] passed over the brook Kedron, and all tJie

24 people passed over, toward the way of the wilderness. And lo Zadok also and all the

Levites ivere [om. were] with him, bearing the ark of the covenant of God ;" and they

set down the ark of God ; and Abiathar went up, until all the people had done pass-

25 ing out of the city. And the king said unto Zadok, Carry back the ark of God into

[to] the city. If I shall find favour in the eyes of the Lord [Jehovah], he will

26 bring me again, and show me both it and his habitation. But [And] if he thus say,

I have no delight in thee; behold, here ami, let him do to me as seemeth good unto

27 him. The king said also [And the king said] unto Zadok the priest, Art not [om.

not] thou a seer?'" return into [to] the city in peace, and your twosons with you,

28 Ahimaaz thy son, and Jonathan the son of Abiathar. See, I will tarry in the

plain [by the fords'^] of the wilderness, until there come word from you to certify

29 me. Zadok therefore [And Zadok] and Abiathar carried the ark of God again to

Jerusalem ; and they tarried" there.

80 And David went up by the ascent of mount Olivet, and wept as he went up, and
had his head covered, and he went barefoot ; and all the people that was with him
covered every man his head, and they went up, weeping as they went up.

31 And one told David, saying, Ahithophel is among the conspirators with Absa-
lom. And David said, Lord [am. O Lord], I pray thee, turn [Turn, I pray thee]

32 the counsel of Ahithophel into foolishness [ms. O Jehovah]. And it came to pass

that, when David was come to the top of the mount, where he worshipped God
[where God was worshipped'^], behold Hushai the Archite [Arkite] came to meet

• [Ver. 22. Sept. :
" Come and pass over with me. And Ittai the Gittite passed over, and the liing and all his

men, etc.," which Thenius adopts, but Botteher and Wellhausen remark that it entirely misrepresents the scene,
where the troops are passing in review before the king, and it is impossible to suppose that his " little ones "

were with him ; the king liiraself does not pass over the brook till ver. 23.

—

Tb.]

1" [Ver. 23 Instead of 7lp " voice " some Heb. MSS., vSyr., Arab., have 'J3 " weeping," an unnecessary change.

Some MSS. and EDD. omit the difficult flN at the end of the verse, but Botteher changes it to HT " olive " in ac-

cordance with his untenable correction in ver. 17 (and so Thenius and some anonymous Greek versions).—Well-

hausen omits the first Dj;?!/!!, changes "^dj; into TrDJ? and 'Jj)? into ViD*?, and renders: "and all the land

wept with a loud voice and passed over ; and the king stood in the brook Kidron, and all the people passed over
in his presence the way of the wilderness." The first correction is unnecessary, since the Heb. text (omitting
PX) gives a good sense; the second correction, which represents the king as standing in the brook while the

people passed, is not probable; the third gets rid of the superfluous repetition of the statement that the people
passed over, but has the disadvantage of representing the bystanders (" all the land "; as passing over, which
there is no reason to suppose they did.

—

Tk.]
11 [Ver. 24. The Sept. insertion here, aTrb BaiOdp, a corruption apparently of 'ApidBap, has suggested various

changes of the text. Probably our text is here defective, and Abiathar was perhaps uuiri' prominent in the orisji-

nal ; but there is no ground lor Wellhausen's remark that we have here a post-exilian attempt to eliminate Abia-
thar from the narrative in the interests of the Zadokites.

—

Tr.]
12 fVer. 27. The present Heb., with the masoretic pointing can onljj be rendered: "art thou a seer?" Erd-

mann, clianging the pointing (H into T\): "Thou seer!" To this Thenius objects that "prophet" and "seer"
~: T

are two different things, and that there is no propriety in here calling Zadok by the latter name; he himself
writes : nji3n " turn back," which, however, does not account for the text-reading. The simplest emendation is

that of Wellhausen, who writes: Ij/X"in trl^ri ''to Zadok the high-priest." To this the objection is that the
T I • -

phrase occurs only in late books. Kings. .Tor., p]zra, Chron., and this is not satisfactorily removed by Wellhau-
sen's remark that "the expression comes from the redactor," since this would be the oiily instance in which a
late (postexilian ?) redactor has used the expression. The reading HNT or ^N1 would be supported by the same

word .at the beginning of ver. 28, a,* well as by Sept. The Syr. omits the word.—Tr.]
1'^ fVcr. 28. So (with Kethib) Erdmann, Botteher. Thenius, Wellhausen, Keil. Cahenand Wordsworth: "pas-

sages of the wilderness " (leading to the river).—Tr.]
'•• [Ver. 29. Sept.: "It abode there," preferred by Well h., tint nnsupjiorti'd by other versions, and not de-

cidedly better than the Heb.

—

Tr.J
If" [Ver. 32. Or, " where it was the custom to worship God," an indication that public worship of God was

maintained also el.sewhere than tit the Tabernacle.—Hushai is here called simply "the Arkite," butintheSep-
tuagint "the Arkite, the friend of David " (apxieraipos = Apxi fTalpo^). see ver. '/!. This is probably an addition
of the Sept.. as Botteher remarks.—The wonl rendered "coat" in Eng. A. V. is the Kuttimeth or tunic (x<.rmv),
but we do not know its exact shape and size ; it seems to have been shorter than the meil, which was the outer
garment or robe.

—

Tr.J
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83 him with his coat [garment] rent, and earth upon his head. Unto whom David
said [And David said to him]. If thou passest on with me, then shalt thou be a

34 burden unto me ; But'® if thou return to the city, and say unto Absalom, I will be
thy servant, O king ; as [om. as] I have been thy father's servant hitherto, so will

I now also [and now I will] be thy servant ; then mayest thou for me defeat the
35 counsel of Ahithophel. And hast thou not there with thee Zadok and Abiathar the

priests ? therefore [and] it shall be that [om. it shall be that] what thing soever
thou shalt hear Qut of the king's house, thou shalt tell it [om. it] to Zadok and

36 Abiathar the priests. Behold, they have there with them their two sons, Ahimaaz
Zadok's so/i, and Jonathaa Abiathar's son; and by them ye shall send unto me

37 everything that ye can [om. can] hear. So [And] Hushai David's friend came
into [to] the city, and Absalom came^' into [to] Jerusalem.

Cha.p. XVI. 1. And when [am. when] David was a little past the top of the hill,

[ins. and] behold, Ziba the servant of Mephibosheth met him, with a couple of
asses saddled, and upon them two hundred loaves of bread, and an hundred bunches
[cakes] of raisins, and an hundred of summer-fruits [cakes of figs], and a bottle

2 [skin] of wine. And the king said unto Ziba, What meanest thou by these? And
Ziba said. The asses be [are] for the king's household to ride on, and the bread and
summer-fruit [ngs] for the young men to eat, and the wine that [for] such as be
[are] faint in the wilderness may [to] drink. And the king said, And where is

3 thy master's son ? And Ziba said unto the king, Behold, he abideth at Jerusalem

;

for he said, To-day shall the house of Israel restore me the kingdom of my father.

4 Then said the king [And the king said] to Ziba, Behold, thine are all that per-

tained unto [is all that belonged to] Mephibosheth. And Ziba said, I humbly be-

seech thee [I bow down] that [om. that] ; I may [may I] find grace in thy sight,

my lord O king.

5 And when [om. when] king David came to Bahurira, [ins. and] behold, thence
came out a man of the family of the house of Saul, whose [and his] name was Shi-

6 mei, the sou of Gera ; became forth, and cursed still as he came. And he cast

stones at David, and at all the servants of king David; and all the people and all

7 the mighty men were on his right hand and on his left. And thus said Shimei
when he cursed. Come out, come out, thou bloody man, and thou man of Belial

8 [wicked man]. The Lord [Jehovah] hath returned upon thee all the blood of the

house of Saul, in whose stead thou hast reigned, and the Lord [Jehovah] hath de-

livered the kingdom into the hand of Absalom thy son ; and behold, thou art taken

9 in thy mischief [thou art in thy calamity'^], because thou art a bloody man. Then
said Abishai the sou of Zeruiah [And Abishai, etc., said] unto the king. Why should
.this dead dog curse my lord the king? let me go over, I pray thee, and take off

10 his head. And the king said, What have I to do with you, ye sons of Zeruiah ? so''

i« [Ver. 34. The present form of the Pept. reads : "and if thou return to the city and say to Absalom. Thy bre-
thren are p.assed over, and the king behind me has passed over, thy father; and now I am thy servant, O king,
suffer me to live : thy father's servant was I tlien and lately, and now I am thy servant; and tliou shalt discoii-
oert for me the counsel of Ahithophel." Ewald would adopt the words "thy brethren, etc." as a statement that
I>avid and his other sons had gone on while Hushai went to Jerusalem. But Thenius and Wellhausen properly
remark tliat the Sept. text here contains a duplet ; the sentence "thy brethren, etc " is simply a misreading of
the Heb. words " thy servant am I, etc." The phrase " suffer me to live " (which Wellh. calls " too spaniel-like ") is

t!ie rendering of ri'nX (instead of the text riTIX); and Botteher remarks that the " and lately " (koX dpri'ios) is an

addition of the Sept. without support in the Heb.—The frequency of the 1 ("and") in this verse is remarliable,

and is imitated only by the Chald. .
" I indeed was thy father's servant, and now I indeed am thy servant." a

form of address intended to convey tiie eagerness of the speaker.

—

Tb.]

17 [Ver. 37. The Impf Xi3'. Ewald (Gr. ? 34:6 h): "the Impf. in simple narrations, where we should perhaps
T

expect the Perf., indicates something synchronous or continuous." Here, " when Absalom was on the point of

entering Jerusalem."

—

Tr.]

18 [Chap. XVI. Ver. 8. Margin of Eng. A. V. : "behold thee in thy evil." Vulg. :
" thy evils press thee." An-

onymous Greek: "and he showed me thy evil " (misreading, IJH for Hiirii. The context shows that HJ/'T is

here " calamity" rather than "mischief"

—

Tr.]

19 [Ver. 10. Eng. A. V. here follows the Qeri. Erdmann, Maurer, Wellhausen, Thenius, Philippson and

others retain the Kethib and render the '3 variously; Maurer: "when;" De Rossi : "for;" Philippson : "yea;"
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let him curae, because [for] the Lord [.Lliovah] hath said unto him, Cur<e David;

[,] who shall then say [aud who shall say], Wherefore hast thou done [doe?tthou]

11 so? Aud David said to Abishai and to all his servants, Behold, my soi, which
[who] came forth of my bowels, seeketh my life, [ins. and] h<>w much more now
may this Benjamite do it [how much more now the Benjamiuite] ? let him alone, and

12 let him curse ; for the Lord [Jehovah] hath bidden him. It may be that the Lord
[Jehovah] will look on mine affliction, and that the Lord [Jehovah] will requite

13 me good for his cursing this day. And as [om. as] David and his men went by
[on] the way, [ins. and] Shimei went along on the hill's side over against him,

14 and cursed as he went, and threw stones at him, and cast dust. And the king aud
all the people that were with him came weary [or, came to Ajepbim] aud refreshed

themselves there.

Cahen :
" if." The apodosis may be begun with *^0X mri" ''D1 or with "'0^ ; in the first case render :

" when he

curses, Jahveh has bidden him, etc. ;" in the second ease :
" when he curses, and when Jahveh has bidden him,

who will say?" Sept. and Vulg. (from ver. 11): " let him alone."—Bottcher renders :
" if ('3), he curses the mouth

of .Jahveh (niTT ^£3. that is, Jahveh Himself) has ordered it." This reading was suggested to him, he says, by
r«-i

the fact, that, reading in the twilight, he mistook the "'3 for '£) ; but it has little in its favor.—Tr.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 1-12. Absalom's insurrection.— Ver. 1.

"After this." The word here used (|3 ';^nX!3

corap. iii. 28) shows that what is here related

follows immeclinfehj* on tlie event narrated in xiv.

28-33. Absalom provides himself a state-chnriot

with its appurtenances [fifty runners or footmen]
in order thus to assume a royal appearance and
to attract the wondering attention of the people to

himself. Comp. the similar procedure of Adoni-
jah, 1 Kings i. 5.—Ver. 2 sq. Vivid description

of his condescending behaviour (in contrast with
his pompous appearance) to gain the favor of the
people in connection with their law-matters. [He
" rose up early " in order to shovy his zeal and
get opportunities; and such legal business is usu-
ally attended to very early in the East ; Malcolm
(quoted by Philippson) says that Oriental minis-
ters hold their levees at an hour when Western
people of quality are not yet up.

—

Tr.]. The
*' gate " here referred to is the gate of the royal

palace, whither those came that sought the deci

sion of the king in law-matters. " For judgment,"
that is, for legal decision. The '' hearer" is the
judicial officer whose duty it was first to hear and
understand the people's matters, and then lay them
before the king, an auscultator. For just decision
everything depends on careful hearing and un-
derstanding. But there is no hearer for thee
on the part of the king.—Absalom guards
indeed against accusing tlie king himself of injus-

tice; but he excites in the minds of the people
distrust of the king's whole judicial practice by
saying that there was no regular judicial process
for a good and just cause. Perhaps neglect and
partiality had crept in, so that Al)salom could find

some handle for his charges, and avail himself of

* [This remark is made also by Thenius and Keil. but
it is donlitfiil whetlier thp idea of immediatoness is con-
tainorl in t]u\ adverb itself, that is, especially in the pre-
fi.x |0. Tliis i)refix (=" from ") cannot in itself convey

the idea, and the meaning of the adverb must be deter-
mined by usatre; but it occurs too seldom in the O. T.
(only three times 2 Sam. iii. 28; xv. 1; 2 Chron. xxxii.
23) to permit us to draw the conclusion stated by The-
nius.

—

Tr.]

an already existing dissatisfoction. In the words

:

See, thy matters are good and right, he
gives (in order to win favor) a judicial decision

before thorough investigation has been made. Thy
just cause, says he, is not investigated; else thou
would'st not lack a favorable decision. [Absalom
shows himself master of the art of political in-

triguing—he flatters the people and brings charges

against the rulers. Perhaps his insinuations were
directed in part against the princes his brothers,

possibly against Solomon (Patrick), whose age,

however, at this time we do not know, or whether
it had been intimated that he was heir to the

throne.

—

Tr.].—Ver. 4. "O that I were made
judge," literally: "who will make me judge !"

(Ges. ? 136, l).' "That to me [lit. ''on me"],
might come every man." The " to me " is put
first for the sake of emphasis ; Absalom contrasts

himself as just judge with the state of things un-

der his father. '}[, (''on me") stands for 7X

("to me"), or, the sentence is to be explained
with Thenius from the collective idea "all men"

(t^'X^/jn): "In imagination Absalom sees the

litigants assembled around him ;" comp. Ex. xviii.

13; Judg. iii. 19; 1 Sam. xxii. 6. The phrase
" on me " is not to be explained from the sitting

of the judge and tlie people standing around above

him. [The plirase " come on me " is like Eng-
lish " press on," "lean on," and implies probaljly

that Absalom would bear their burdens, or else,

the proposition here = " at, near, with" (apud).
—Tr.].—I would do him justice.—Absalom
here presumes on the people's litigiousness and
their confidence in the justice each man of his

own cause, and, having l^rougiit his father's judi-

cial procedure into discredit with them, ])romises

to do every man justice. Vulg. :
" I sliould judge

justly."—Ver. 5 sq. [Absalom's affability^. He
magnanimously puts aside the honor gained by
these arts, and attaches the people to him by a
pretended fraternization with every man. The
result of these preparations for the purposed in-

surrection: Absalom stole the hearts of the

men of Israel.—The phrase (^'7 ^l^) may also-

mean "to deceive the heart," as in Gen. xxxi. 2(>^
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but the connection shows that the meaning here

is " to steal the heart." [Sept. very well : "made
liis own the heart," uhoivo/elTo ; Vulg. : solicitabat

corda.—Tr.]. He turned the hearts of the peo-

ple by guile from his father to himself. [Patrick:

a most vile piece of flattery (ver. 5), yet accept-

able to the people. So Plato (Rep. Lib. viii.),

•describes those as doing that would get possession

of the government; and see Aristotle Pol. V. 4.

Absalom's beautiful person no doubt attracted the

people, as well as his condescending familiarity

-of manner.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 7-12. The conspiracy set on foot.—Ver. 7.

'The statement of time: At the end of forty
years, is certainly wrong according to the con-

nection. An immediate sequence of events being

indicated in ver. 1 [see on ver. 1 and translator's

note], the phrase " at the end of" can only point

to a previous occurrence in Absalom's life— not,

however, to his return from Geshur, which is not

important enough in tlie narrative t9 serve as

reckoning-point [terminus a quo) for a new series

of events, but rather to his reconciliation with

David (xiv. 33). But Absalom's procedure here

<kscribed (vers. 1-6) up to his insurrection can-

not have lasted forty years ; and further, such a

space of time cannot be fitted into the history of

David and Absalom, tiiongli this would be allow-

able only in case there were here indicated some
chronological-historical point of support, as it has

teen attempted to find, for example, in Absalom's

age at this time or in the duration of David's

reign. According to these conjectures Absalom's
conspiracy must have occurred in the last days
•of David's reign, and this would be wholly unliis-

torical. The reading of Codd. 70 and 90 (Kenni-

oott) "forty clays" is a violent attempt to remove
the difficulty, and only introduces another diffi-

culty, since forty days is too short a time after

Absalom's reconciliation with his father for all

his preparations here described. We must read

^'four years" with Syr., Arab., Vulg. [but Codex
Amiatinus has " forty "—Tr.], Josephus, Theo-
doret (Capellus, Grotius, Ewald, Thenius, Keil
and others [i?i6.-CW.] ).* [Others, (as Ussher,

Patrick, Calien, Philippson) retain the number
*' forty," and reckon it in various ways, some from
the beginning of David's reign ( Abarbanel), some
from David's anointment by Samuel (Ussher and
others), some from the people's demand for a king
(Seder 01am); but the objection to all these is

'(as Erdmann above suggests) that there is no hint

in the text of so remote a terminus a quo as any
of them ; the time is evidently reckoned from
some near event. Though the number four is

more probable than /or/;/, it is after all only a con-

jecture, though a well-supported one ; the chro-

nology must here be regarded as uncertain.

—

Tr.].

—Ver. 8. Absalom's "vow" and "serving the

Lord" is to be understood of the offering of a sa-

crifice. He wished to sacrifice in Hebron, osten-

* According to Ewald and Bottcher onr text arose

from the fact that njK/ D'l'^^N [arbnini shaiiah, forty
TT • T :

-

years] occurs much more frequently than D'Jti/ J.'S'^X
• T ~

:
—

\arba shanini. four years], and the terminations a and
im were confounded by the careless hearing of the
scriVie. The numbers from 2 to 10 usually take the plu-

ral after them ; but there are exceptions, as 2 Ki. xxii.

1. Comp. Ges. 1 120.2.

sibly, no doubt, because it was his birth-place,

but really because (his father having there as-

sumed the crown) he considered it a peculiarly
suitable place for his being proclaimed king. Pie
chose this jjlace, not because there was dissatin-

fiiction at the removal of the royal residence to

.Jerusalem (Thenius and Keil, following the "Ex-
egetical Manual"), but because he could there
count on a numerous following from the tribe of
Judah.* [We have here an example of sacrifi-

cial feasting not in connection with the Taber-
nacle (as in David's history 1 Sam. xx. 6), an in-

dication that the strict law of Leviticus (Lev.
xvii. 3, 4 ; comp. Deut. xii. 18, 14) was not in

practical operation; else David would have ob-
jected to sacrificing in Hebron.

—

Tr.].—Ver. 9.

David permits himself to be deceived by the pre-
tence of a thank-offering in Hebron, which Absa-
lom might liave oft'ered as well, or better, in Je-
rusalem. Ewald remarks :

" that David observed
nothing of all this till the startling news reached
him tliat the heart of Israel was turned to Absa-
lom, cannot be reckoned to his disadvantage, since
so ancient and simple a kingdom had nothing
like our modern state-police; it is rather a mark
of the noble-minded security that we elsewhere
see in him, that he gives so free scope to his be-

loved son, who might be regarded as first-born

and heir-apparent, and whose quiet nature cer-

tainly even greatly pleased him."—Ver. 10. "'Ab-

salom sent." The verb is not Pluperfect but Im-
perfect, since the sending out of emissaries might
be synchronous with the journey to Hebron,
where Ab.'^alom's accomplices had gotten every-
thing in readiness for proclaiming him king, else

he could not have said: As soon as ye hear the
sound of the trumpet,! ^^^.V, Absalom is become
king in Hebron. Absalom sent emissaries
into all the tribes of Israel, to find out pub-
lic opinion and prepare for his attempt through-
out the whole kingdom at the same time, he having
already gotten the favor of the people by the arts

above-related, and thrown his net over them. The
emissaries had only to spread the net wider and
deeper, and then at the signal to draw it in and
catch the people.—Ver. 11. The two hundred men
that accompanied him were not " poor, dependent
people," which would certainly have excited sur-

prise, but courtiers such as ususually accompa-
nied kings and kings' sons on their journeys with-

out causing remark. That these men might be
perfectly at their ease, under the impression that

they were going to a sacrificial feast at Hebron,
and that the real purpose might the better be con-

cealed from David, nothing was said to them of

Absalom's design ; they knew " nothing at all

"

of the matter. Taken by surprise in Hebron by
the sudden proclamation of Absalom as king, they
must have appeared to the people at Jerusalem
and elsewhere as part of the royal retinue. \_Bib.-

Gom. points out the extreme secrecy of the afi'air

as explaining David's ignorance of it, and also

Absalom's taste for large entertainments.

—

Tr.].
A^er. 12. Ahithophel appears as Absalom's secret

* yVJ^ is not Infin., but Impf. Hiph., used for empha-
• T

sis instead of the Tnfin. ;
" if he really bring me back."

Comp. Bottcher. [On this see " Text, and Gram.

—

Tk.]

t [Cahen :
" .4s it was impossible to hear one trumpet

all over the land, we must suppose that there were
various stations where the signal was repeated."

—

Te.]
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counsellor in the contriving of the conspiracy, and
so as traitor to David, whose counsellor he was.

His native cify Giloh was near and south of He-
bron (Josh. XV. 51, 54). The text reads literally :

" He sent Ahithophel from his city," that is, he
caused him to come. Either this expression is to be
regarded as a pregnantone=" he sent and brought

"

(Keil), or we must change the vowel-points.*
Why Ahithophel abandoned David is not said

;

probably from dissatisfaction and ambition. [Pat-
rick :

" And it is supposed by the Jews that Ahi-
thophel was incensed against David for abusing
Bathsheba, whom they take to have been his
grand-daughter, she being the daughter of Eliam
(xi. 3), and Eliam being the son of Ahithophel
(xxiii. 34)."—vSo Blunt, Coincidences, Part II. (ix.)—Tr.]—No doubt he had been slyly working at

Giloh, and had prepared everything for proclaim-
ing Absalom. The conspiracy grew rapidly, and
the people came to Absalom in constantly in-

creasing numbers. It is noticeable that it is in

the tribe of Judah that this defection from David
is consummated. The elements of this so asto-

nishingly successful insurrection ofAbsalom wei-e

David's grievous sins, his weakness towards Am-
non and Joab, the lacks of the royal government
and the consequent dissatisfaction among the
people. [The expression :

" while he offered

bloody offerings" is difficult. If the subject be
Ahithophel, it does not appear why his offering

should be mentioned ; or if, as is more probable,
the subject is Absalom, the reason for his sending
for Ahithophel while he was offering is not clear

;

we should rather have expected the latter to be
present at the beginning of the solemn sacrifice

that was to pledge the conspirators. As the text
stands, it cannot be rendered :

" he sent for Ahitho-
phel to be present when he offered," nor :

" and
while he sacrificed, the conspiracy grew strong,"

though something like one of these renderings
seems to be the meaning. The text is discussed
in " Text, and Gram."—Grotius refers to the'sirai-

lar procedure of Civilis (pledging conspirators at

a feast), Tacit., Hist. IV. 14.—Tr.]
Ch. XV. 13—xvi. 14. DavirV s flight before Absa-

lom.^—Ver. 13. Literally: "the messenger;" ac-
cording to our usage: "a messenger," the Heb.
employing the Def. Art to express the class indi-
vidualized in the person in question. Comp. Ges.

§ 109, 3, Rem. 1 6, c—" The heart of the men of
Israel is after Absalom"— "to be after one"
means " to attach one's self to him, embrace his
cause." ('om)i. ii. 10; 1 Sam. xii. 14.—Ver. 14.
Up ! let us flee. David's immediate flight is

to be explained (according to the reason that he
himself here gives) by the fact that seized not
with momentary fear (Thenius), but doubtless
with sudden terror at the unexpected revolution,
he yet sees that the fulfilment of Nathan's pro-
phecy of approaching "misfortune" (xii. 10, 11)
is now beginning, that the punishment caimot be
warded offj and that to stay in Jerusalem will
only occasion a storming of the city with much
bloodshed, which he wishes to avoid. "Against

* So as to road HW^1_ [Piel] for nSl^"'! [Qal]. [But

this does not help. See "Text, and Gram."—Tr.]
t [Ewald romarlcs that a completer history is given of

this day than of any other day in the Bible-narrative—
a day crowded with events.

—

Te.]

an insurrection so vigorous, and yet so thoroughly
groimdless and unintelligible, the best defence
was to withdraw quietly and try to gain time; the
first fright happily gotten over, sober thought
would soon return in many places" (Ewald).
[How far Jerusalem was now in condition tO'

stand a siege (Zion was probably fortified), or
whether David had a well-organized standings

army, and how much of the army Absalom car-

ried off, we do not know ; David's forces seem not
to have received any important addition after he-

left the city. Two reasons for leaving Jerusalem
would be: to spare the city the horrors of a siege,,

and to gain the advantage of his military skill

and of the discipline of his tried warriors in the
open country.

—

Tr.]—[Ver. 15. David's servants

(soldiers) declare themselves ready to obey his

commands—a comfortable foithfulness in the midst
of general defection.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 16. The king's

household went "after him" (V7j"23), comp.

.Tudg. iv. 10, 15, not: "on foot" (Michaelis).

The king left ten concubines to keep the
house. It appears from xix. 6 [Eng. A. V. 5],

that other concubines went along with him.

—

Ver. 17. "All the people," all persons attached to

the court, including the numerous body of ser-

vants= " the whole household" (ver. 16). They
halted at "the farthest (or far) house" [Eng. A.
v.: "a place that was far ofi'"] on the road to

Mount Olivet, but this side the Kidron. So the

German phrase "the last cent" {derletzte Heller)

used as a proper name to designate a farm lying

at the extremity of a region. Probably this de-

signation had already become a proper name
among the people. [Bib. Com. :

" very likely a

fort guarding the passage of the Kidron." Others

write: Beth-merhak.— Tr.] —Ver. 18. David
having halted here with his immediate retinue (of

his household), caused first all his servants tO'

pass by at his side (''"''"^i^), then his body guard

and six hundred Gittites (who had followed him
from Gath) to pass before him, so that the latter-

formed the vanguard. On the " Cherethites and
Pelethites" comp. viii. 18. As the "six hundred

men that followed him from Gath" are called " cdl

the Gittites," they must be those six hundred faith-

ful companions-in-arms that gathered about Da-

vid during Saul's persecution (1 Sam. xxii. 2;:

xxiii. 13; xxv. 13), went with him to Gath (1

Sam. xxvii. 2sq.) and settled with him in Ziklag^

(1 Sam. xxvii. 8; xxix. 2; xxx. 1, 9). Thence-

they marched with him to Hebron (ii. 3) and Je-

rusalem (v. 6). They are the same that are called
" (Tibborim " [heroes, mighty men] in xvi. 6, and
appear as his military escort. Comp. xx. 7;.

xxiii. 8 sqq., where the Gibborim seem to be iden-

tical with these. "They very probably formed,

from the time that David went to reside at Jeru-

salem, a special body, known as ' the Gibborirn,'

kept always in full number (hence here also, six

hundred)," living in barracks at Jerusalem (see

Appendix to the Books of Kings, ^7). employed
only in the most important undertakings (x. 7;;

XX. 7, 9) the Old Guard, as it were, who here also

will protect the retreat of their lord with their

stout, faithfnl bodies" (Thenius). They are here

called "the Gittites" because they were so called

by the people, as having followed David "front

Gath on" (Keil). There is no necessity for read-
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ing Gibborim instead of Gittites (Thenius), espe-

cially as all the versions have the latter. [This
reading is discussed in " Text, and Gram."
Some hold these ''Gittites" to be foreigners (Phi-
listines) that had entered David's service, as we
know many foreigners did ; and this is probable,

if we retain the present text. But that the Gibbo-
rim were called " Gittites" (Keil ) is not probable,

and as there is no account of such a body of Phi-
listines having followed David from Gath (that is,

when he lived there), there is strong reason for

reading Gibborim instead of Gittites.—Tr.]—Ver.
19. Itiai was a Philistine of Gath, " who had
lately with other bold Philistine warriors come
over to David, and, having probably had a good
position in his native city, was also assigned a
high place by David" (Ewald). According to

ver. 22 his wife and cliildren were with him. He
was given command of one-third of the army
(xviii. 2), and stood along with Joab and Abishai
as an able general. It need not surprise us that

a foreigner should occupy sucli a military posi-

tion ; comp. xi. 3, Uriah the Hittite. David ad-
vises this faithful follower not to go with him,
but to remain "with the king" at Jerusalem.
This phrase cannot mean : with him that is or
will be king, according to God's will, whether it

be David or Absalom (Keil, and so Seb. Schmidt:
"it is not your business to decide this contest

:

wait quietly, see whom God chooses and serve

him" J, but it must be referred definitely to Absa-
lom, who in David's eyes is now king de facto.

Ewald : David gave him the friendly advice to

stay in Jerusalem with the neiv king. David thus
neither recognizes Absalom as rightful king
(Bottch.), nor ironically so calls him = "with
him who is acting as if he were king" (Clericus).

In this usurpation of the throne David recognizes

and submits to a divine dispensation, and so calls

Absalom king.—The reason for his counsel to

Ittai: "For thou art a stranger and more-
over an emigrant (exile) in thy place.
" Stranger " = not an Israelite; "emigrant or

exile " (H /J) = one not in his native land. The

last jihrase may be rendered :
" foi'* thy jjlace,"

or '' in respect to thy place," or may be taken to

express a state of quiet (comp. Ges. ^ 154, 3 e). The
meaning is :

" as a foreigner, thou needst not care

who is king, or join either side ; stay where thou
art." The reading of Sept., Vulg., Syr., Arab.

:

"thou hast come /rom thy place," does not warrant
ns in changing the preposition '' to " of the Heb.
into " from ;" for, if the latter were the original

text, it is hard to see how the present difficult

reading came. [The passage reads literally

:

" Return, and abide with the king, for thou art

a stranger and also an exile to thy place." Eng.
A. V. transposes the last phrase, or supposes a
parenthesis :

'' return to thy place and abide,"

etc. (and so Kimchi), and Bib.-Com..: "Return
and dwell with the king (for thou art a foreigner

and thou art an exile) at thy place" {i. e. Jeru-
salem). Erdmann in his translation of the chap-
ter (prefixed to the Exposition) gives: "for thou
art a stranger and moreover a man that has been
carried away from his place," but here renders it

quite differently :
" for thou art a stranger and

an exile in thy place," that is, remaining quietlv
in thy place (Jerusalem, thy adopted home).
Philippson :

'' thou art a stranger, etc, in respect
to thy place" (Gath, thy native place). The
parenthesis of Eng. A. V. is improbable, and
Erdmann's rendering in the Exposition is impos-
sible

; we must adopt Philippson's, or change the
Prep, and read " from," as Erdmann in his trans-

lation. See the discussion in '' Text, and Gram."—Tr.]—Whether Ittai came with his family
(ver. 22) and his kinsfolk (ver. 20) to Jerusalem
as hostage (Thenius), or loent over to David with
other warriors (Ewald), cannot be determined, as

nothing is said thereon. But as he was a man
in high position and a distinguished military
leader, and as David broke the Philistines' su-

premacy in the last war with them (viii. 1), it is

probable (ver. 20: "thou camest ye.Uerday")
that this victory of David's was the occasion of

his coming to Jerusalem.—Ver. 20. The sense

is: "Siiall 1 drag* thee, a stranger lately come,
and an exile, into my unquiet and precarious
life?" Since I go 'whither I go, without
certain aim, "whither the way leads me" (Mau-
rer). Comp. 1 Sam. xxiii. 13.—David wishes
Ittai {he favor and ihe faithfulness of God. From
this and from Ittai's saying :

" as the Lord lives,"

it is probable that Ittai with his whole house had
already become a believer in the God of Israel.

[From this expression we cannot infer anything
as to Ittai's religious position, much less as to

that of his family. Any foreigner might believe

in Jehovah as a deity and swear by His name
(so Achish, 1 Sam. xxix. 6) without giving up
his own gods. On general grounds it is not im-
probable that Ittai accepted the God of Israel;

but we have no information as to any special

religious depth or conversion in his history.

—

1 Tr.] It is doubtful whether we should render:

I

" carry thy brethren back with thee in grace and
truth" (Maurer), or take the latter part sepa-

rately :
" with thee be grace and truth," that is,

God's (Keil) ; the accents favor the first, the con-

nection of thought the second. Sept. and Vulg.
have: "and the Lord will do with thee grace

and truth," to which Vulg. adds :
" because thou

hast shown grace and faithfulness," whence The-
nius (with Ew. and Bottch. for the Sept. reading)

will correspondingly change the Heb. text.f

But the words of Sept. and Vulg. seem to be an
interpreting paraphrase, with the similar words
in ii. 5, 6, in mind. The text without this addi-

tion gives a good sense :
" lead thy brethren

back ; with thee be grace and faithfulness."

Ver. 21. Ittai's answer expresses unconditional

devotion and fidelitv for life and death.J—Ver.

nOlpO*?, the 7 as Dat, commod.

* Instead of the Kethib '"|_;»!|JX [Qal] read the Qeri

ni"J}<. Hiph. of y>,}, "to waver, wander." [Bottcher

thinks the Qeri an old Qal with the force of Hiphil..

—Tr.1

t '1J1 '1?;,' ntyj;"' mrri, so Then., Bottcher and

Ew. after Sept. ; nONI "lOn n'K^J' '3, so Thenius [to.

V •.":•. V .* T • T

which latter Bottcher objects, and calls it a mediev.al

^loss. MartianfBUs e.xplains that Jerome in this addi-

tion gives what he thought was contained in David's

wish.—Tr.1
. ,

X The Kethib DX '3 = "surely," is to be retained:

against the Qeri ^3. Comp. Gen. xl. 1 ; Job xlii. S
;
'Ew...
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22. Davkl accepts Ittai's vow of fidelity. The
latter with liis whole family (\vife_ and children,

^£0, comp. Ex. xii. 37) remains in the line of

march.—Ver. 23. Description of the deep and

loud lamentation of all the faithful people over

the misfortune of their kini?. " All the land" =:

all the inhabitants who poured out with the pro-

cession; "all the people" = David's courtiers

and servants, were "passing by," namely, in

front of these crowds of people standing on the

wav-side. The procession marched eastward

over the brook Kedron, it being David's

aim to reach the wilderness of Judah [that is,

between Jerusalem and Jericho]. The Kedron,

filled with water only in the winter or rainy sea-

son, was in the valley of Jehoshaphat, east of

Jerusalem, between the city and Mount Olivet.

David passed " in the direction of the way "* to

the wilderness, the northern part of the wilder-

ness of Judah.

Vers. 24-29. The priests sent bach with the ark

to Jerusalem.—Ver. 24. Zadok (of the branch of

Eleazar) with the priests took the ark from its

place (ch. vi.), brought it out to David, and set

it down where he halted (after passing the Kid-

ron) on the declivity of the mount of Olives, "to

give the people that were yet coming on time to

join the procession" (Keil). On the other hand
Abiathar (of the line of Eli [branch of Ithamar]

)

had remained in the city "till the people had all

passed over from the city." He went y/p, that is,

of course, to the summit of Mount Olivet, where

the ark was set down ; the rendering :
" he sacri-

ficed" (Schultz, Bottcher), is impossible, since

the verb (hS;^) never has this meaning except

in connection with the substantive " burnt-offer-

ing" (n 'i;?) [or some other offering, Isa. Ivii. 6.

—Tr.], or without reference to it in the connec-

tion ; in the passages cited by Bottcher, 1 Sam.

ii. 28; 2 Sam. xxiv. 22; 1 Kings iii. 15, the

context points to offering. Thenius proposes to

read : " and Abiathar ivaited,"f for which there

is no necessity, as the text in the connection (in

respect to the locality) gives a good sense.

—

[Bottcher: "And Zadok, etc., bearing the ark,

etc., of God, and Abiathar the son of Ahimelech

at the head of all the Levites, and they set down
the ark of Ood, and Abiathar offered sacrifices

until," etc., an improbable reading, in which the

inserted clause is suggested by the Sept. a-o [3ni-

&ap = Abiathar. Wellhausen acutely suggests

that the words: "and Abiathar went up (or,

offered sacrifices)/' are in the wrong place; the

text reads :
" they set down the ark till all the

people," etc. It is hard to get any good sense

from the present text, or to explain what part

Aljiathar took in the proceedings. Some think

he staid in the city till the ark was set down

;

others (contrary to the text) that he preceded the

ark, which was not set down till he stopped.

2 35C 6. The second '3 = " yea !" or is a simple particle

of introduction = on ["thartr"].

* 'STSn-nN :]"n 'J3-S;'.—[0ntiie text see "Text,

imd Gram."—Tu.]

t /P'l [from 7in ; Bottcher rejects the form as un-

supported (in Gen. viii. 10 Qeri he reads Piel).—Tb.].

Probably Abiathar ought to be somehow con-

nected with Zadok in the bearing of the ark (see

the plural "your" in ver. 27), and perhaps in

sacrificing; but we have not the means of satis-

factorily restoring the text.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 25 sqq.

The ark sent back. David declares that he does

not need this sign of God's gracious presence and
protection. His reason for this is expressed in

the words [ver. 26] :
" if I find favor," etc.,

wherein in contrast with the visible sign of God's
presence he emphasizes His spiritual nearness,

on which everything depends, and gives himself
unconditionally up to the will of the Lord, whom
he knows to be present, whose hand he sees in

these events, according to the announcement
made him by Nathan. He resigns himself to

God in the proper sense of the word for " favor

or disfavor." David speaks only to Zadok, who
here (as in in ver. 24) appears as the officiating

high-priest at the head of the Levites. [But

from 1 Kings ii. 35 it seems that Abiathar was
the superior {Bib.-Com., Biihr on "Kings''
(Lange's Bible-work), Patrick). It is not impro-
bable that some mention of Abiathar has here

fallen out of the text (see ver. 29) ; though it

may be that in the distribution of duties the care

of the ark fell to Zadok. The two priests are

throughout this narrative repressnted as equallv

faithful to David.—Tr.]— Ver. 27 sqq. [The
king says to Zadok : Return to the city, and I

will await word from you at the fords.] The
word nx^n [Eng. A. V. seer"] presents great dif-

ficulties if we adopt the interrogative pointing,

and render: "Seest thou not?" (Grot.), where the

insertion of the negative is unwarranted, or

:

"Seest thou?" (De Wette), or: " Under-standest

thou?" namely, what I have just said (Bottcher),

which renderings are partly too heavy, partly

superfluous. [These translations take the word
as Participle. Eng. A. V- takes it as a substan-

tive, and unwarrantably inserts a negative, leav-

ing out which, the rendering: ''art thou a seer?"

is grammatically possible, but not suitable to the

circumstances.

—

Tr.] Instead of the Interroga-

tive particle (H) we must read the Article (H),

and render: "Thou seer," that is, thou prophet,

"since a high-priest might certainly bear this

higher, yet archaic name" (Ewald). The high-

priest might well be called a seer, because he

received divine revelations through the Urim
and Thummim. David's reason for so naming
him here is found in his words in ver. 25 sqq.

Zadok is to return to Jeru.salem and learn God's

will through events, and through him Davidis
to learn whether the Lord will again take him
into fiivor and restore him to Jerusalem

;
that is,

Zadok was to act as seer for him.—[This inter-

pretation is hardly conveyed by the words.
_
Za-

dok was to act as observer, as reporter or inter-

mediary between Hushai and David, and in fact

does so" act. But he performs none of the func-

tions of the official Roeh or Seer, and it is not

easy to see whv he should be so called. Usage

forbids us to take the word in its literal sense:

" seeer " = ob.server. Welliiausen's reading :

"high-priest" (U/X^) belongs to a later time, and

that" of the Sept. "see!" (HN"!) seems to offer

fewer difficulties than any other.

—

Tr.]—Ahi-

maaz and Jonathan the sous of the two high-
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priests are to be the messengers to bring news
from Jerusalem ; comp. ver. 28 and ver. 36.

—

In ver. 28 we retain (from xvii. 6 comp. with
xix. 19) the Kethib or text: "the fords of the
wilderness" (instead of the Qeri "plains"* [so

Eng. A. V.]' 2 Kings xxv. 5), the point where
one passed from tlie wilderness over the Jordan.
Thither ( to the west side of the Jordan) David
had to repair in order to escape any threatening

danger by crossing the river at one of the several

fords in the vicinity ; and there he would await

information from Jerusalem. Comp. the Jordan-
fords, Josh. ii. 7; Judg. iii. 28.—Ver. 29. The

^ ^
ark is carried back to Jerusalem, and the two

!
a surplice, with°sleeves, worn couVmonlV bv men

high priests remain there. of rank and position (Patrick).—Tk.I—Ver. 33
Vers. 30-37. Continuation of the flight on the I .srj.—David, however, suggests to Hu'shai to "re-

road to the wilderness of Judah over the Mount turn to Jerusalem. If thou pass on with me
of Olives.—Ver. 30. David went up the height thou wilt be a burden to me whv it is not
of the olive trees, that is. Mount Olivet [Eng. ~"'^ t^.^ ^ ^ ., . , .

. ,.'

A. v.: the ascent (or acclivity) of Mount Olivet].

Deep and loud mourning of David and all the

existed in various places in Palestine.—i7((.sAai
was a trusied, proved couns«llor of the king, as
appears from the duties assigned him (ver. 33
sq.). That he was in close friendship with the
king is shown by his repeated designation as
^'David's friend," ver. 37; xvi. 16; 1 Chr. xxvii.
33.— r/(e Arkite, from the citv Erek in Ephraim,
on Its .south border near Atharoth (Josh. xvi. 2).
Hushai came to meet David, had consequentlv
preceded him in the Hight [or else, had been out
ot the city]. The " torn garment and the earth
on the head " betoken his grief, comp. 1 Sam. iv.
12. [According to Braun this garment was like

foithful people that accompanied him. "Cover-
ing tlie liead" is the symbol of the mind sorrow-
fully sunk in itself, whollv withdrawn from the
outer world. Comp. Esth. vi. 12; Ezek. xxiv. 17.

Of David it is said besides that he went " bare-
foot," "as a penitent" (Ewald), or: "to manifest
his humiliation in the sight of God" (Thenius).

—Ver. 31. " It was told David,"f he learned from
Jerusalem, that the crafty Ahithophel (see on
ver. 12) was "among the conspirators" with Ab-
salom. He replies only by a brief ejaculation,

said. Ewald thinks it was because he was not
used to war; but the matter in hand now was not
war, but flight. Clericus supposes that he was a
talented and prudent man, but not a warrior, and
.so Keil. Thenius :

" thou wouldst thus increase
my cares." Probably David thinks that Hushai
wouhl impede his flight, either because he was
old, or because, as the king's intimate friend and
confidential counsellor he would require special
care. By entering Absalom's service, he thinks,
Hushai may foil Ahithophel's plans (ver. 34),
and through the priests' .sons keep him informed
of the state of affairs in Jerusalem. Hushai is to
;iy to Absalom : Thy servant, O king, I will

_ ,
ing to the policv

prepared by the arrival oi Hushai, the old, faith- practiced in those days, and indeed in all aoes.
ful friend of David, see xvii. 1 sq.—David came I Whicli Procopius Oazseus approves so far as to
to the top, that is, of Mount Olivet, its highest
point, whither David had come after ascending
from the height below on the declivity (comp.
Ter. 24 with ver. 30) ; for there only can have
teen the place where men w^ere w^ont to
worship. By some (Sept., Vulg., Ew.) [Eng.
A. V.]) "David" is taken as the subject of the
verb " worshipped;" but then an Infin. with Prep.

'"to" (7) must have been employed, or a Pers.

Pron. (X=in) inserted before the verb (Bottch.).
This place on the top of Mount Olivet, therefore,

was one of the Bamoth or higii places, which still

* r^n:3jt^' instead of niiji;,'.

t Instead ofTjn read (after Sept., Vuls;., Chald., Cod.

IKenn. 254) with Thenius Ijri, or with Ewald (? 1.31 d)

Tyry (an unusual Hophal-form). TJH with Accus. of

the person informed (instead of the usual 7) occurs,

indeed, in some passages (Job xxxi. 37; xxvi. 4; Ezek.
xliii. 10); but the rendering :

" David announced" (Mich.,
Sehulz, Gesen.), as if David had known it before, and
had only kept silence out of consideration for his
friends, gives no sense appropriate to the connection,
since the next sentence: ".A.nd David said," etc., neces-
sarily presupposes that information has just been re-
ceived. Nor do other constructions, such as the sup-
plying a TJD [informant] (Maurer), or the change of

"*m to nnS taking the verb impersonally: "one told

David " (Keil [Eng. A. V.]), or the change of ini to ^111

•witli impersonal construction of the verb: "and on the
way one announced" (Bottch.), commend themselves,
fcecause of their arbitrariness and violent character.

say that " a lie told for a good end is equiva
to truth." But I dare not justify sucii doct:

lent

rine

say that

to

Patrick).~TR.]— [ Vers. 35"; 36. Zadok and Abia
tliar and their sons are to participate in the stra-
tagem of Hushai, and their moral position in the
matter is_ perhaps the .same as his and David's.
Bp. Patrick's judgment above cited is hardly too
.severe. This was not an ordinary stratagem;
these men, Zadok and the rest, were not simply
spies, but we can avoid calling them traitors only
by supposing that the priests were not recognized
as adherents of Absalom, but as indifferent non-
combatants, or as friends of David.

—

Tr.]—Ver.
37. Hushai returned to Jerusalem at the same
tjmef that Absalom entered the city. The addi-
tion of the Vulg.: "and Ahithophel with him"
was occasioned, no doubt, by xvi. 15 (Thenius).

_
xvi. 1-14. Two disturbing experiences in David's

flight continued from the summit of the Mount
of Olives.— 1) Vers. 1-4. Meeting with Ziha, and
the latter's calumny against Mephibosheth.—Ver.
1. When David was a little past the top [of
Olivet], the point where he met Hushai (xv. 32).
On Ziba, Mephibosheth's servant, see ix. 2 sq.
He came to meet David, Jiad therefore gone on in
advance of the army (as Hushai did) in order
more easily to secure David's attention after the

* The apodosis is both times introduced by 'JX1,

comp. Ew. ^ 348 a.

t On synchronousness expressed by 1 with following

Impf. (here NO') see Ew. I 346 h.
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first disorder wafi over. On two saddled asses he

brings a quantity of food, two hundred loaves of

bread, one hundred cakes of raisins or dried

grapes, one luindretl cakes of fruit [probably fig-

cakes] (TTohWai, comp. the Sept. in Jer. xl. 10, 12)

and a skin of wine.—Ver. 2. Ziba states his pur-

pose in bringing this food.* [Plis gift was par-

ticularly thoughtful and seasonable.

—

Tr.]—His

real wish was to gain the king's favor and grati-

tude, he being slirewd enough to see that David

would come out victor over his son.—Ver. 3. Da-

vid asks: " where is the son (Mephibosheth) of

thy lord (Jonathan)?" ; to which he replies with

the calumny, tliat Mephibosheth had stayed in

Jerusalem, hoping to regain the kingdom of his

iather (Jonathan), who, if he had outlived Saul,

would have been king. That the helpless cripple

had designs on the throne, was an evident lie.

But David might now believe it, partly because

the present excitement prevented quiet considera-

tion and opened his mind to such an insinuation,

partly because he feared the Sauline party, dissa-

tisfied with his government, might use the confu-

sion produced by Absalom's insurrection to restore

.Saul's dynasty under the name of the last scion

of his house. The aim of Ziba in this calumny
( xix. 25 sqq. proves it undoubtedly to have been

such
I
was to get possession of the estate committed

to him for Mephibosheth's benefit (ix. 7 sq.),

corap. xix. 27-29. The manner of Ziba's trick

was this (xix. 26): Mephibosheth, learning of

David's flight, had ordered asses saddled for him-
self and his servants, in order to repair to the

king in token of his faithful attachment ; Ziba

had taken the asses together with the presents in-

tended by Mephibosheth for the king, come to the

latter, and left the helpless Mephibosheth in the

lurch. He was therefore not only an arrant liar

and calumniator, but also an impudent thief and
traitor.!—Ver. 4. Another example of David's

credulity and haste. He believes Ziba without

investigation, and bestows on him all his mas-
ter's property. The impudent swindler replies

to this grace with two words : 1 ) I bow my-
self, that is, I manifest my most humble and
devoted thanks; 2) may I find favor in the
eyes of my lord, the king. I commend my-
self to your further good-will, comp. 1 Sam. i.

13. David, in the excitement of momeniary
misfortune, is here guilty of a double wrong, first

in treating the faithful Mephibosheth as a traitor,

and then in royally rewarding the false and slan-

derous Ziba.

2) Vevs^. 5-14. Shimei e^trses Dnrid. The flight

reaches Bahurini, on the position of which place

see on iii. IG, Tlienius in loco and KiiufFer's bibl.

Slu'l. II. 154.— [It was between Mount Olivet

and tlie .Jordan, but the exact site is unknown.

—

Tr.]—Shimei w^as of the race of Saul's
house.— [See tlie lists in Gen. xlvi. 21 ; 1 Chr.

viii. 1 sqq. Some identify him (but doubtfully)

witii the Cush of the title of Ps. vii.

—

Tr.] This

* For Kethib DD/n?! (an obvious clerical error)

read OnSnV [Some MS8. and edd. have this Qeri in

the te.'ct.

—

'ru.l

t ['• It is impossible to say whether Mephibosheth
was quite guiltless or not. If Ps. cxvi. was composed
after the quelling of .\bsalom's rebellion, ver. 11 may
contain David's confession of a hasty judgment in ihe
matter" (Bib. Com.)—Tn.]

explains his rage against David, which he here

vents in curses and revilings and in throwing
stones at him and his followers. [Such virulence

is to this day exhibited in the East towards fallen

greatness. Josephus states {Ant. 7, 9, 7) that

Bahuriui lay ofl' the main road, which agrees

verv well with the account of Shimei's behaviour

(Smith's Bib.-Did., Art. Eahurim).—Tr.]—Ver.
7 sqq. Out, out, namely, out of the kingdom
and the land. He calls David " thou bloody

man " probably because he ascribed to him the

murder of Ishbosheth and Abner (iii. 27sqq. ;,

iv. 6 sqq.), of which he was wholly guiltless.

[Others, less probably, think also of Saul and
Jonathan, and even of Uriah.

—

Tr.] The mis-

fortune [Eng. A. V. not so well "mischief"]

that Absalom's insurrection had brought on him
he regards as a punishment from God, because

he had become king in Saul's stead. This shows-

how embittered Saul's kindred were over David's

elevation to the throne, and how, therefore, Ziba's

slander against Mephibosheth found readier ac-

ceptance with David. [Shimei is here so far

devout and religious that he ascribes the present

state of things wholly to Jehovah, the God of

Israel; but he ignores Samuel's sentence of re

jection (1 Sam. xv.), and otherwise shows a bad
spirit.

—

Tr.] — Ver. 9. [Abishai wishes to kill

Shimei.'l On Abishai compare ii. 23 sq.; iii. 30.

The ''dead dog" is the expression of the ex-

tremest vileness and badness, comp. ix. 8. Abi-

shai appears here as in chaps, ii., iii. [and 1

Sam. xxvi. 8] violent and revengeful. He wishes

to make Shimei atone for his reviling with his

head.—Ver. 10. [David restrains Abishai.]—
Ye sons of Zeruiah. ,Joab is here joined with

his brother (as in ii. 23), being probably of the

same opinion with him. " Wliat is there to me
and to you?" (comp. John ii. 4, rl s/iol Knl anl

;

Josh. xxii. 24; 1 Kings xvii. 18; for the thought

comp. Luke ix. 52-56), that is, what have I in

common wiih you? [Eng. A. V.: what have I

to do with you?]. David decidedly repels Abi-

shai's suggestion, saying: I have here no feeling

in common with you; we are different persons;

I will have nothing to do with you in such self-

help and revenge. He bases this strict prohibition

on the admonition that Shimei's cursing is by dis-

pensation of God. The marginal reading: "so
let him curse, for the Lord'' [so Eng. A. V.],

and the insertion of Sept. and Vulg. : "and let

him alone" (following the "let him alone" of

ver. 11) after "sons of Zeruiah," are explanations

owing their origin to the difficulty that the text

presented when the first particle ('3) was taken

as causal ( =: '' for " or " because "
), the second

('31) being then very harsh. Eender both parti-

cles by "when," and begin the apodosis with

"and who" CP^)- Maurer: "when he curses;

and when Jehovah has said to him. Curse David,,

who then shall say," e/c*—Ver. 11 sq. David

here combines Shimei's cursing and Absalom's

revolt under the point of view of tlie divine per-

mission and causation ; and the fresh reference

to this divine cause shows how deeply in his

pious heart David feels in tliis misfortune alsa

the blows of God's chastening hand. " The

• [On the teit see " Text, and Gram."—Tr.]
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repetition of the : And he said, is not superflu-

ous, for tlie discourse is addressed to more persons

than before" (Thenius). How much more
the Benjamite, that is, the member of Saul's

tribe, wlio hate me. It is not surprising that

such a one reviles me, when my own son seeks

my life. David thus shows that from a purely

human point of view there was no ground for the

course proposed by Abishai.—Ver. 12. '' Per-

haps the Lord will look on my iniquity." In-

stead of this CPIJ^.) the Qeri or margin has "my
eye" C^'Ji^), that is, the Lord will perhaps look

on "my tears," the Masorites [ancient Jewish

editors of the Heb. text] not being able to com-

prehend how David, guiltless in' respect to this

reviling, could acknowledge himself guilty. We
are not, however, to change the text to " my
affliction" C^}!^, Then., Ew. [Eng. A. V.]), but

to retain the idea of guilt, since David deeply

feels that he has offended, not, indeed, in the

matter mentioned by Shimei, but against the

Lord. God's "looking on His iniquity" can

then be only a gracious and merciful looking.
" Perhaps the Lord will requite me good for the

curse that has come on me this day," since I

patiently bear it as a chastisement of His hand.

Ketain the text " my curse " = the curse that has

befallen me, against the Qeri "his curse" [Eng.
A. v.], that is, Shimei's. [It seems more in

accordance with the thought here to read '' my
affliction" instead of "my iniquity;" see "Text,
and Gram." David's humility is seen in his

''perhaps;" he will not be sure of the divine

blessing (Patrick). His feeling towards Shimei
here seems to be controlled by an overpower-
ing sense of God's chastising providence. He
does not exonerate his reviler, but feels that

at this moment it is not his business to asssert

his right, but only to bow under God's hand.
The misfortune that has befallen him is so terri-

ble that he thinks Shimei's addition to it only
natural. Afterwards (xix. 23) under the gene-
rous impulses of victory, he pardons him, but
finally (1 Kings ii. 8, 9) hands him over to Solo-

mon's vengeance. Whatever his feeling in this

last act, it is clear that now his humble sense of
God's chastisement has driven all self-assertion

and revenge from his heart.

—

Tr.].—Ver. 1.3. Shi-
mei's rage is increased, it would seem, by David's
quiet behaviour ; he runs along the side of the
acclivity (by which the road passed) opposite him,
cursing and throwing stones at David and his
followers.—Ver. 14. David's arrival in "4/i?jo^'''w"

[Eng. A. V. :
" weary "]. A place of this name,

indeed, is not known; but that is no ground
against its existence. If the word be rendered
" weary," no place is named to which they came,
as the word " there " indicates. This place was
certainly not Bahurim [ver. 5], forxvii. 18 shows
that David's rest-place was beyond Bahurim tow-
ards the Jordan, the priests' sons having hidden
at Bahurim, and then gone on farther towards
David. \^Bib. Com. suggests that Ajephim was a
caravansary, for which the meaning of the word
(weary) would be appropriate.

—

Tr.].—The ex-
act statement of the localities of David's flight

[and, indeed, of the whole history of the day of
flight

—

Tr.] is remarkable; comp. xv. 17, 23, 30,

32; xvi. ], 5, 13, 14.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. The starting-point of the shattering of the

theocratic kingdom till its very existence was
threatened is found in the disruption of David'.s
house and family by the crimes of his two oldest
sons. From the royal household itself comes the
seducer of the people to conspiracy and insurrec-
tion against the divinely ordained government of
David. From the morally corrupt soil of tlie

royal court, whose highest officials break faith

and rise against the kingly government, springs
the evil spirit (the confederate of that seducer)
that drags the people into revolution. But the
success of Absalom and his accomplice shows that
in the nation itself there was already dissension
with the Davidic government and a process of
disintegration that co-operated with Absalom's
act of insurrection

; if there had not been wide-
spread dissatisfaction at defects and wrongs in
administration of justice, Absalom's treacherous
conduct could not have had so great and iramedi-
-<>.te results. If the bonds of fidelity ami obedience,

which before held the people to David, had not
been sorely loosened, Absalom could not have
straightway turned " the heart of the men of Is-

rael " from him. And it is David's own tribe,

Judah, whence the rebellion proceeds and is car-

ried on. Absalom's general-inchief is Amasa, a
near kinsman of Joab and David ; his counsellor
is Ahithophel of Giloh in Judah ; and the insur-

rection begins at Hebron, the old capital of the
tribe. " There must, therefore, have been dissa-

tisfaction in David's own tribe. Indeed this tribe

murmurs and holds back after Absalom is slain,

and the other tribes submit. The hereditary tribe

jealousy and the old opposition between .Judah
and the others, are not extinct" (Ew. Hist. III.,

p. 239). The first impulse to the insurrection

was given in Judah, and in Judah its effects are

longest to be seen.

If we inquire, indeed, concerning the innermost

grounds and causes of the insurrection and the na-
tional disintegration, we nuist first and chiefly

note the treachery of Absalom and his accomplice,

which was combined with hypocrisy and with kind-
ness offered as a bribe, and, on the other hand, the

fickleness and unfaithfulness of the peoj^le. The
ambition of Absalom and his associates used all

means to befool the people and win their favor.

And during time o^' peace the God-fearing sense

that saw in David the Anointed of the Lord, the

God-chosen king, had been lost by a great part of

the people. Perhaps, also, David had erred in

the government of the nation and State as of his

house, and was partly to blame for the popular dis-

satisfaction. All these ethical factors combined
to produce the present disintegration.—But, over

against this manifold human guilt, David, looking

at his present misfortune from the highest point

of view, the theocratic, recognizes in it a divine

punishment (comp. xii. 10, 11), beneath Avhich he-

humbly bows. Such a recognition is contained in

hiii flight without attempt to withstand the insur-

rection. He goes his way a fugitive in tears, bow-
ing humbly and quietly beneath God's hand.
" JTie Lord hath commanded him"—this is the

expression of his submission to God. This is the

source of his humble tranquillity, as he pursues
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liis fugitive way, of his childlike submission to

God's will C' let Him do to me us seemeth Him
good") and of the gentle patience with which he

takes men's wickedness without return in word or

deed, and bears it as a dis[)ensation of God. But
in all this there shows itself at the same time the

/"/•((// of this sorrowful experience : it proves to

iiim a i-e:i\ visitation ; he turns anew to his God
with humble obedience and childlike trust ; ha-

ving obtained forgiveness of sins, he makes these

sufferings as a paternal chastisement minister to

t!ie puritication and sanctiiication of his lieartaud

mind. " Only through new wrestling with the

divine grace, only through humble submission to

Jehovah's righteous chastisement can he succeed

in passing safely through this valley of death-

shade."

2. Penitent humility shows itself in the truly

pious in patient endurance of ills that they must
recognize as the consequence of their own guilt

and accept as a chastisement and means of puri-

fication, as well as in the rejection of the self-

willed efforts of others to ward off the evil or take

vengeance on its originators.

.3. To tliis period is to be referred (with most
expositors) the origin of Psalm xli. and Iv. Both
Psalms have, as Delitzsch rightly observes, "the
most marked historical, individual physiognomy ;"

they are mourning Psalms, picturing the hosti-

lity and falseness of numerous adversaries of the

singer, and especially lamenting the fixithlessness

of a trusted friend and counsellor, with whom his

numerous enemies are combined. The statement

in 2 Sam. xvi. 23 shows how near Ahithophel
stood to David as friend and counsellor, and how
much importance the latter attached to his counsel.

According to Ps. xli. a long sickness of the Psalm-
ist is the occasion for his enemies to employ all

their false and treacherous arts against him. In
the midst of this suffering he implores the divine

mercy and help, recognizing and bearing the suf-

fering as chastisement for sin, yet affirms his con-

viction of God's favor towards him as His servant,

tlie uprightness of his heart, his firm confidence

in the saving grace of the Lord, who will not let

his enemies triumph over him, and (without ex-

pressing any revengeful desires, Hupfeld), holds

in view the just requital that will overtake his

enemies, " to which he, as a just king, was
pledged " (Moll). In Ps. Iv. the abruptness of

the words, the excited haste of the discourse and
the anguished tone of the Pnalmist indicate a
worsened situation, the extreme danger from the

insurrection, which had now flamed openly out.

By the hostility of his opponents lie is brought to

uttermost distress (vers. 2-6 [Eng. A. V. 1-5]).

He wishes for the wings of a dove, to find a refuge
in the ivilderncss (7-9 [6-8]), while in the city

imd on its walls are violence and deceit (10-12
9-11] ), and a formerly trusted friend and cojn^xt-

r(/'*n joins his enemies (13-15 [12-14]), who are
united with the hypocritical and faithless man
(21, 22 [20, 21]). On these enemies he invokes
destruction as divine punishment for their insur-

rection against the Lord's Anointed, and for their

wickedness from which they do not turn (16-20
[15-19]). In tiiis extreme need (corresponding
exactly to tlie situation at the beginning of
Absalom's rebellion I the Psalmist exhorts his

own soul to bear patiently the burden of suffering

sent by the Lord, or rather, to cast it on Him,
and expresses the firm hope and confidence, that
the Lord will deliver the rigliteous hy punish-
ing evil-doers, concluding with the energetic

exclamation of unconditional trust in God :

—

" But I, 1 trust in Thc-e!"—These traits of humble
submission to God's v/ill and confident hope in His
help answer precisely to David's frame or mind aij

given in history. [The correctness of the fore-

going historical explanation of these two Psalms
is very doubtful. Ps. xli. was written while the

author was still on a bed of sickness (ver. 11 [10] ),

as David certainly was not when he heard of

AhithopheJ's treachery. The alleged connection
between the two Psalms as portraying the rise and
full bursting-forth of the rebellion is impossible;

for David did not hear of it till it was consum-
mated. As to Ps. Iv., its writer seems to be in the
city (vers. 9-12 [8-11]), nor does the history say
anything of such intimate relations between Da-
vid and Ahithophel as are indicated in ver. 15

[14] ; it was Hushai that was David's friend.—
Of course the religious value of these Psalms is

not affected by our ignorance of their date and
authorship.—'Tr.]

4. This event of David's history is of typical

significance for the sufferings of Jesus in connec-
tion with the betrayal of Judas Iscariot, of which
Jesus (John xiii. 18) says, referring to Ps. xli. 10

[9] (" he that eateth bread with me hath lifted up
his heel against me") that it happened "that the
Scripture might be fulfilled." The Old Testa-
ment prediction of the betrayal, assumed in John
xvii. 12 and Acts i. 16 must be found (according
to our Lord's reference to Ps. xli. 10 [9]) in the
treachery of Ahithophel, and the fate of Judas in
his fate. [This view of typical significance falls

of course with the failure to establish the connec-
tion of Ps. xli. with this history. Our Lord's re-

ference in John xiii. 18 is not necessarily more
than a verv general one. Acts i. 16 refers (see

ver. 20) to'Pss. cix. 8 and Ixix. 26 [25]. Since
David suffered for his own sins, and had probably
grievously wronged Ahithophel (see note on 2
8am. XV. 12) it is hardly allowable to make him
herein typify Christ, and to regard Ahithophel as

the forerunner of .Judas.

—

Tr.] — Further, the
separate incidents of David's flight are .strikingly

parallel to the Lord's way over the same path when
He was betrayed by Judas. Though David suf-

fered for his many sins, he had yet through peni-

tence already obtained forgiveness of sins. Thus
he was the righteous sufferer, who could appeal
to God for the purity of his heart and the holi-

ness of his cause. And for this reason he may be
regarded as a type of Christ, as indeed Christ

Himself by His reference to the passage in Ps. xli.

establishes this typical connection.

5. It is noteworthy, how this break-down in

David's theocratic government by his own f\iult,

through family-insurrection and jiopular defection,

led to its restoration and confirmation. "We
may say: just as David falls away from Jehovah,
to be more firmly bound to him, so Israel turns

away from David, to be (as the close of the history

shows) more devotedly attached to him. The
prelude to this first clearing-up of the relations

between king and people is given in the conduct
of the faithful band who stand firmly by David in

the general defection " (Baumgarten). God's in-
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struments for buildingup His kingdom often sorely

injure it by tlieir sins, but receive therefor the deep-
est liuniiliations through God's righteous chastise-

ments, and nuist to tlieir shame admit that He
does not for their sin give His cause over to ruin,

but raises it tlie more gloriously up from the fall

occasioned by this sin—yea, uses them again as

instruments to tliis end, in so far as they go not
their own way in imi:)enitent self-will (as Saul
did), but (like David) with broken and grace-
filled hearts go the Lord's way and give them-
selves up wholly to His will.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Proof of the complete resignation to tlie painful

leadings of the Lord occasioned by one's own fall,

1 ) In humbly holding still under the strokes of

God's hand, 2) In patiently enduring the suffer-

ings inflicted by bad men, 3) In quietly awaiting
the Lord's decision, whether He will exercise His
grace or His justice towards us, and 4) In wisely

using the means which please God for overcoming
the evil, while decidedly rejecting tempting coun-
sels that are against God's will.

[Taylor : Civil war is always a terrible cala-

mity ; bui when the standard of rebellion is raised

by a son against his father, we have about the
most painful form of strife of which this earth can
be the scene That he whom we have fon-

dled in our arms and nestled in our bosom, and
whose first lisping utterances have been in the
attempt to call us father, should live to be at

deadh' feud with us, and to attempt our destruc-

tion—this is misery indeed. " How sharper than
a serpent's tooth it is to have a thankless child."—Tr.]

Fr. Arndt : In the manner in which David
bears this deserved sufiering, he appears to us
again as the man after God's own heart, in whom
faith purified and sti-engthened by repentance had
brought forth quite extraordinary steadfastness,

fidelity and virtue-power, and revealed itself in a
glory and elevation which throughout shines be-

fore us a picture worthy of imitation. This faith

developed itself namely: Ij as obedience, 2) as

resignation, 3) as prayer.

Chap. XV- 1-6. Starke : When one winks at

gross evil-doers too much, they become all the
worse. That is the way with rude and wanton
sinners ; the more God attracts them by His good-
ness to repentance, the more they misuse it to

greater and more numerous sins (Rom. ii. 4, 5).

—

Berl. B. : Even the proofs of grace which so

greatly humble the souls that draw near to God
with simplicity and uprightness, make hypocrites
to be full of pride.

—

Schlier: Ambition plunges
from one sin into anotlier ; by ambition no one
comes to anything riglit.

—

[Henry: Those are
good indeed that are good in tlieir own place, not
that pretend how good they will be in other peo-
ple's places Those are commonly most
ambitious of preferment, that are least fit for it

;

the best-qualified are the most modest and self-

difiident.

—

Hali, : No music can be so sweet, to

the ears of the unstable multitude, as to hear well
of themselves, ill of their governors.— Scott:
For such is human nature, that these arts and at-

tainments go much further in gaining the favor
of the multitude, than wisdom and justice, truth

and piety, or the most important and long-ccn-
tinued services. This is the old hackneyed wav
for men, destitute of conscience or h()nor,'to wind
tliemselves into important stations

; and yet it is
as nuicli practiced, and as little suspected, as if it
were quite a new discovery.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 7-12. Schlier : How ofti^n it happens

that piety is for us an outAvard thing, just as we
put on a garment, and inwardly we are strangers
to the matter.—Absalom's rebellion was the Lord's
chastening Even when we have (ound for-
giveness, we must yet always feel the Lord's
mighty hand; and this hand often lies quite
heavily ujion us.— [Ver. 11. Hall: How many
thousands are tlnis ignorantly misled into the
train of error ; their simplicitV is as wortliy of
pity, as their misguidance of indignation. Those
that will sutler themselves to be carried with sem-
blances of truth and faithfulness, must needs be
as far from safety as innocence.— Tr.]

Vers. 13 sqq. Starke: The dear name of God
and religion must always be to ungodly men a
cloak for their wickedness.—S. Schmid : How
unfaithful the human lieart is towards God, ap-
pears also from the uniaithful behaviour of men
towards their greatest bcnelactors.— Berl. B. :

David Mould rather be regarded as a timid man,
than resist God. He regarded Absakm as an
executor of God's righteousness ; accordingly he
yields only to God, not to Absalom.— Gne" can
scarcely imagine the manifold inventions of which
God's strict love makes use, to crucify the con-
verted souls that have once given tliemselvts up
thereto. It leaves nothing in tlum that is not
overturned and annihilated. Before Thee, O Lord,
all mountains must be made low and all vallevs
exalted.— Starke: God makes even severe
temjitatioils endurable for His people (1 Cor. x.

13).-— F. W. Krummacher: This unexpected
meeting (with Ittai) immediately before the gates
of the city appeared to the royal fugitive almost
like a friendly greeting of liis God, and dropped
the first soothing balsam-drops into the painful
wounds of his deeply lacerated heart.

—

Schlier:
Here we have an example of what true fidelity is,

and how beautiful it is to remain faithful to one's
king and lord. Fidelity becomes a man, and
doubly becomes a Christian.

Ver. 25 sq. Cramer: Everything that opposes
tliee, endure it, and be patient in every sort of
trouble (Ecclu£. ii. 4). For patience is the best
way to win.—J. Lange: Well for him who has
so believing and open an eye tliat he can see
through everything to God.

Ver. 30. Schlier : How instructive is this pic-
ture of David ; how humble and yet at the same
time how spiritual is Israel's king! Who can
fail to see that David on the Mount of Olives goes
up truly bowed and contrite, with an humbled
and thoroughly softened heart ? But David knew
that the Lord cannot reject an humbled and bro-
ken heart. Therefore in all his humiliation he
is not hopeless.

—

Osiander: The more i)atiently

and humbly we submit ourselves to the cross, the
sooner we are released from it.

—

Berl. B. : The
too great strength which one supposes himself to

possess, causes self-conceit ; weakness, on the con-
trary, makes a man very little and lowly.-Schlier:
Whence conies all despair, whence all little-faith ?

Is it not because we still hold ourselves too good?
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And ;i tliorouglily softened heart learns also more
and more to take courage and be comforted, and
believes ever more firmly that the Lord is kind

to the humble.
Ver. 31. Osiander: The cunning and secret

assaults of our enemies and tliose of the Gospel

we can best bear up against and destroy through

fervent pra.yei to God.—Even sliort prayers are

mighty, ifthey only proceed from faith.

—

Starke:
God can take the wise in their craftiness (Job v.

13 ; 1 Cor. iii. 19). Wiien wickedness is armed
witii cunning and power, none but God can ovei--

come it.—Even when the need is greatest, God
causes His grace to be seen, and creates means
whereby the misfortune is a little softened.^

Schlier: Here we see what David, who had be-

fore put all in the Lord's hand, did in order really

to obtain the Lord's help. First of all David
prayed. But after he has prayed he does not lay

his hands in his bosom, but he does what he can

to get help.—It is wrong to think we might man-
age the tiling witliout prayer ; but it is not less

wrong if we think that prayer alone does it, and
are disposed then not to do our duty also.

Chap. xvi. 1-4. [Scott : Selfish men often affect

to appear generous in giving away the property

of others for their own advantage, and are great

adepts in address and insinuation. Flatterers are

generally backbiters ; for it is as easy to them to

forge slanders of the absent, as to pretend affec-

tion and respect for the present.

—

Tr.].—Berl.
B. : Shameful as was this slander to David against

the innocent Mephibosheth by the false earner of

thanks and eye-servant, in like manner inex-

cusable is the credulity and forgetfiilness of Da-
vid towards his faithful friend, Jonathan, in that

he is here so swift to give a decree against his

son, and does not once investigate the accusation

against him, bitt condemns him unheard, con-

trary to his own practical knowledge.

—

Cramer :

It is wrong to give a decision at once upon the

allegations of one side, and to believe one party's

account. Persons in authority should guard
against this (Prov. xiv. 15). [" Audi alteram

partem."—Tr.]
Vers. 5-14. Starke: Judgment begins at the

house of God (1 Pet. iv. 17). Who need wonder
then if Christ and all holy men of God have been

the world's execration and off-scourings ? —
Schlier: It is always wrong to scorn and revile

an enemy ; and doubly wrong when it is done to

an unfortunate, whose sorrow without this might
almost l)reak his heart-

—

Starke: Pious men
should not murmur when they are chastened by
the Lord, but should rather remember their sins,

and recognize that after God's strict judgment
they would well have deserved something more
(Mic. vii. 9).—Even in righteous zeal one must
take good account of the time ; for an untimely
zeal, although righteous, amounts to nothing.

—

Schlier : The Lord controls even the sin of men,
and where something evil has been devised in

one's heart, God takes even the evil into His ser-

vice, and docs not suffer it to do wluxt the man
wishes, but God does with it what He wishes.
Therefore Davitl bows, not indeed to that insolent

man, but he bows to the Lord. He thinks of his

sin ; he confesses himself guilty and accepts even
the injustice that is done him as a wholesome
medicine. [Hall: Every word of Shimei was

a slander. He that took Saul's spear from liis

head, and repented to have but cut the lap of his

garment, is reproached as a man of blood. Tlie

man after God's own heart is branded for a man
of Belial. He that was sent for out of the fields

to be anointed, is taxed for an usurper ; if Da-
vid's hands were stained with blood, yet not of

Saul's house. ... It is not possible that eminent
persons should be free from imputations ; inno-

cence can no uaore protect them than power.—Tr.]
Ver. 9. Berl. B. : It is a strong sign of pride

to take offence at everything.

—

Cramer: With-
out God's jjermission nothing evil can befall the

pious (Acts xviii. 10).

—

Berl. B. : Almost all

men commit the fault of looking to those who
persecute them, instead of fixing their eyes only

on God and His holy command. And this causes

all the great sufferings that are experienced in

such a case, the bitterness and the aversion that

are felt for persecutors. David also did indeed

commit precisely this fault, when Nabal refused

him bread, on which account he also repented

afterwards. But as he has now gone fiirther,

everything comes to him as a command of God,
and his eye discerns God's direction in every-

thing. Therefore he .^uftered patiently, without

growing indignant.—David is here above mea-
sure edifying in his behaviour, and beautifully

teaches us in what way we should bear every sort

of cross, and in all oppression, injustice and dis-

tress should bow and humble ourselves, not be-

fore man but before God from whom everything

comes. There is nothing that amid all injustice

and sufferings from men more quiets our mind
and gives it peace than this consideration, that

nothing befalls us through the wickedness of men
without God's holy and wise government.

—

[Mau-
rice : To have his people's heart stolen from him,

to have his child for his enemy, to be deserted by
his counsellors, to lose his kingdom, to be mocked
and cursed,—this was rough discipline surely.

But he had desired it ; he had said deliberately,
" Make me a clean heart, and renew a right spirit

within me." And that blessing,—if it was granted

him in part at once, if he rose up from that very

prayer a freed man with a free spirit,—yet was to

be realized through his whole life and to be se-

cured by methods which he certainly would not

have devised or chosen for himself.—Ver. 11.

Hall: Even while David laments the rebellion

of his son, he gains by it, and makes that the ar-

gument of his patience, which was the exercise of

it. The wickedness of an Absalom may rob liis

father of comfort, but shall help to add to his

father's goodness. It is the advantage of great

crosses, tluit they swallow up the less.

—

Tr.]

Ver. 12. Cramer: It is a great consolation in

suffering, to have a good conscience (Ps. vii. 4; 1

Pet. iii. 16).—Ostander: If we patiently leave

vengeance to God, we move Him to cover us with

blessings in place of the evil we have sufleretl.

—

Starke : P^ven in the midst of the cross we should

not allow our hope and trust in God to sink (Heb.

X. 35; Rom. v. 3-5).—Berl. B. : David suffers

the evil with a gentle, quiet and humble spirit,

and hopes that for this evil God will send him
good. And this hope did not deceive him.—Ver.

13. David acted like one who does not turn at the

barking of a dog, and thereby gives you this les-
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son : If you know well what you have inwardly

within vourself, you will not care what men say

outwardly about you.

—

Schlier : We should re-

ceive as from the Lord's hand the wrongs that

assail us, and if men insult and revile us we
should not look at men but at the Lord, who rules

and guides every thing.-fWoRDSWORTH : S. Gre-

gory observes that David was thus brought to a

deeper sense of his own sins, and was exercised

in true repentance, and so found cause to be

thankful for these indignities, which made him
nearer and dearer to God. It was a wise saying

of S. Chrysostom that "no man is ever really

hurt by any one but himself." And even the

heathen poet could bless heaven for injuries, and
.say, " It is a most wretched fortune to have no
enemy."— Hall : In good dispositions, injury

unanswered grows wearied of itself, and dies in a

voluntary remorse; but evil natures grow pre-

sumptuous upon forbearance.

—

Tr.]

[xv. 6. Stealiru/ the peoples hearts. 1) The
king—his weak negligence in not preventing, nor

even perceiving all this. Men in responsible

positions should be always on their guard. 2)

The demagogue ; a) his ostentation (ver. 1), 6) his

painstaking (vers. 2, 6), c) his flatteries (vers. 3,

5), d) his lavish promises (ver. 4). 3) The peo-

ple—their folly in being duped by transparent

arts—the net spread in their very sight, and they
go in (Prov. i. 17).

—

Tr.]
[Vers. 7, 8. To make pretended devoutness a

cloak for wicked designs, is one of the most hei-

nous sins a man can possibly commit.—Vers. 19-
21. David and Ittai—unselfish generosity, and
unselfish fidelity.—Vers. 25, 26. Sending back
the ark. a) David does not suppose the presence

of the ark to be a necessary condition of God's
presence. Contrast 1 Sam. iv. 4, 5. h) He does

not despair of God's favor, c) He is resigned to

God's will. Comp. 1 Sam. iii. 18.

—

Tr.]

[xvi. 5-13. David and Shimei: 1) The baseness

of seizing a time of calamity to revile. And en-

couraged by finding it unpunished (ver. 13).

Comp. xix. 19, 20. 2) The false accusations. As
to "the house of Saul," David had been neither

a) bloody, nor b) wicked in general. He was in-

deed "in his calamity" because of his sin.s, but
they were not what Shimei charged. Revilers of

the unfortunate often accuse falsely. 3) David's
devout patience under gross insult. Represses
the resentment of his nephew, a) This insult is

a trifle compared with Absalom's course. 6) Da-
vid accepts the reviling as a punishment from
Jehovah, c) He has hope that Jehovah may yet

requite him for it (^comp. xv. 25).

—

Tr.]

2. Absalom in Jerusalem. His Evil Deed through Ahithophel's Evil Counsel.

Latter against David thwarted by Hushai's Counsel.

Chap. XVI. 15—XVII. 23.

The Designs of the

15 And Absalom and all the people the men of IsraeP came to Jerusalem, and
16 Ahithophel with him. And it came to pass, when Hushai the Archite [Arkite]

David's friend^ was come unto Absalom, that Hu.shai said unto. Absalom, God
17 save [Long live] the king, God save [Long live] the king. And Absalom said to

Hushai, Is this thy kindness to thy friend ? why wentest thou not with thy friend ?

18 And Hushai said unto Absalom, Nay f but whom the Lord [Jehovah] and this

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 15. Tliis phrase, in which the "all the people" is put in apposition with ''men of Israel" (not: ''all

the people of tlie men of Israel," as Erdmann renders), is peculiar, and is variously changed by the versions:
Sept.: "all the men of Israel ;" Syr., Arab. : "all the people that were with him, and all Israel:" Vulg. : "all his

people." Sept. and Vulg. may have omitted half the expression for simplicity (and they retain different halves),

j,nd the Heb. text itself may be a duplet, arisen from a marginal explanation. Thenius: "Instead of these

words (SxitJ'" ty'JO MS. Cantab. 1 has IJ^J^ "^K'X {added by Syr. and Arab.), which came from the fact that in

some MS. that was copied, the words '{£;' 'J{ (men of Israel) stood w/icier the I'J^X 1K?X (that were with him) of

the preceding verse (Kennieott, siiji. rat. text. Hr.b., 449)."

—

Tr.]

- rVer. 16. Sept. : opxteraipo? (as above xv. 32) = 'Apx' eTaipos.—Hushai's address to Absalom is literally :

'• live

the king ! live the king !" given once only in Sept. and Arabic—Tr.]
3 fVer. 18. Thenius and Erdmann render: "Not (i. e. I go not with David), because," etc. But it is not likely

that Hushai would make his negation with one word, and usage establishes the sense of the phrase given in

Eng. A. V. :
" nay, but," or, " nay, for," see Ges. Lex. s. v. xb 2.—The Kethib X7 in this verse is approved by

De Rossi against the Qeri 17, which seems to be adopted by all the versions, even by Syriac and .\rab., which

make the sentence interrogative. The Kethib (H/) would be interrogative, and would require a prepositiou
liefore TU^X-—Ta-]

83'"
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people and all the men of Israel choose, his will I be, and with him will I abide,.

19 And again [in the second place], whom should I serve? nhould I not serve in the

presence of his son ?* as I have served in thy father's presence, so will I be in thy
presence.

20 Then said Absalom [And Absalom said] to Ahithophel, Give [ins. ye] counsel

21 among you \om. among you*] what we shall do. And Ahithophel said unto Ab-
salom, Go in unto thy father's conculjiues, which [whom] he hath left to keep the

house ; and all Israel shall hear that thou art abhorred of [art become loathsome

to®] thy father, then [and] shall [om. shall] the hands of all that are with thee

22 \_ins. shall] be strong. So [And] they spread Absalom a tent upon the top of the

house [on the roof], and Absalom went in unto his father's concubines in the sight

23 of all Israel. And the counsel of Ahithophel, which he counselled in those days,,

was as if a man had inquired at the oracle [of the word] of God ; so was all the

counsel of Ahithophel both with David and with Absalom.

Ch. XVII. 1. Moreover [And] Ahithophel said unto Absalom, Let'' me now
choose out twelve thousand men, and I will arise and pursue after David this night ;

2 And I will come upon him while he is weary and weak-handed, and will make
him afraid, and all the people that are with him shall flee, and I will smite the

3 king only ; And I will bring back all the people unto thee ; the man whom thou

4 seekest is as if all returned f so [om. so] all the people shall be in peace. And
5 the saying pleased Absalom well [om. well], and all the elders of Israel. Then

said Absalom [And Absalom said]. Call now Hushai the Archite [Arkite] also,

6 and let us hear likewise [om. likewise] what he \^ins. too] saith. And when Hu-
shai was come [And Hushai came] to Absalom, [ins. and] Absalom spake [said]

unto him, saying, Ahithophel hath spoken after this manner; shall we do after his

saying? if not,' [after his saying, or not?]® speak thou.

7 And Hushai said unto Absalom, The counsel that Ahithophel hath given is not

8 good at this time [hath given this time^° is not good]. For, said Hushai [and

Hushai said]. Thou knowest thy father and his men, that they be [are] mighty

men, and [ins. that] they be [are] chafed in their minds, as a bear robbed of her

whelps in the field ;" and thy father is a man of war, and will not lodge with the

9 people. Behold, he is hid now in some pit [in one of the ravines] or in some othe?'

place [in one of the places'^] ; and it will come to pass, when some of them be

* [Ver. 19. Arab. :
" And 'tis not my business to be forever the servant of one man ;" Syr. :

" whose servant I

shall be is not in my power." Instead of 1J3 f'vr. had ''T' (^'X), which Arab, read as "iriN-—Tr.]

5 [Ver. 20. Thiii Dativus conMnodi (Ojh) cannot be liere given well in English. The phrase: "give ye you
counsel," is awkward, and in '"give you counsel" the pronoun would be understood as Nominative.—Tr.]

6 [Ver. 21. The verb means: "to be in bad odor." The r\X is the Prep, "with," Dot the sign of the Accus.,

as Sept. and Vulg. take it. Chald paraphra.ses : "that then art stirred up against thy father." Syr. and Arab,

explain :
" that thou hast gone in to the concubines of thy father." Josephus interprets :

" the people will be-

lieve that a reeoneil?ation with thy father is impossible."

—

Tr.J

' [Ver. 1. Or: " I will now choose .... and will arise." Sept. and Vulg. : "I'will now choose me." Arab.:
" choose thou . . . and let them go forth to seek David."

—

Tr.]
8 (Ver. 3. So Erdmann. Cahen, Wordsworth, Bib.-Com. Various other renderings are discussed by Erdmann

in the Exposition. In addition to what he says it may be mentioned that Chald. renders nearly (as to the sense)

as Eng. A. V. :
" thev will all return when the"man that thou seekest is killed," = "as the return of all is lth»

killing of J
the man," etc. (so Cahen). Syr.: "as if all the men that thou seekest returned," as if reading

E/'Xn~S3; .so Philippson: "at the return of all the men thou seekest." The translations proposed all either do

violence to the text, or fail to suit the connection and give a good sense, or require a bold insertion (as of the
phrase :

" the killing of" in ('hald. and Eng. A. V.).

—

Tr.]
9 [Ver. 6. Eng. A. V. renders according to the accents, and so Erdmann ; but it is better (with Vulg., Cahen,

Wellhauaen) to take the sentence as a double question. Sept. inserts 1 (ei fie /uij), which may easily have fallen

out Tfrom the preceding 1), and is almost necessary for the rendering of Eng. A. V. It is found in some MSS.

and EDD.—Instead of the more usual xS, we here have J'X,
literally :

" is there not" = "is our doing (accord-

ing to Ahithophel's counsel) not?"—Tr.J
10 fVer. 7. DJ.'£5, the numeral, not the simple substantive " time" (HJ,')- Sept. : to aTraf toCto; Vulg.: hac vice;

Cahen: ceftefois: Erdmann: riirses Mn/.—T-n.]
n [Ver. 8. Sept. here inserts : Ka'i ui<; v^ rpaxela iv

have nnX. and Wellhausen remarks that the two numerals here seem to have changed places.—Tb.]
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overthrown [falP'*] at the first, that whosoever heareth it will say, There is a
10 slaughter among the people that follow Absalom. And he also that is valiant,

whose heart is as the heart of a lion, shall utterly melt ; for all Israel knoweth that

thy father is a mighty man, and they which be [that are] with him are valiant

11 men. Therefore [But] I counsel" that all Israel be generally gathered unto thee
from Dan even [om. even] to Beersheba, as the sand that is by the sea for multi-

12 tude, and that thou go to battle in thine own person. So shall we [And we shall]

come upon him ia someplace [in one of the places] where he shall be found, and
we will light upon him as the dew falieth on the ground,'* and of him and of all

13 the men that are with him there shall not be left so much as one. Moreover
[And] if he be gotten into a city, then shall all Israel bring'" ropes to that city, and
we will draw it into the river [brook], until there be not one small stone found

14 there. And Absalom and all the men of Israel said, The counsel of Hashai the

Archite [Arkite] is better than the counsel of Ahithophel. For the Lord had
appointed [And Jehovah appointed] to defeat the good counsel of Ahithophel, to

the intent that the Lord [Jehovah] might bring evil upon'' Absalom.
15 Then said Hushai [And Hushai said] unto Zadok and to Abiathar the priests,

Thus and thus did Ahithophel counsel Absalom and the elders of Israel, and thus

16 and thus have I counselled. Now, therefore [And now], send quickly and tell

David, saying, Lodge not this night in the plains [at the fords"*] of the wilderness,

but speedily \_om. speedily] pass over, lest the king be swallowed up and all the

17 people that are with him. Now [And] Jonathan and Ahimaaz stayed by [were

stationed at] En-rogel, for they might not be seen to come into the city ; and a

wench [the maid-servant] went and told them, and they went and told king David
[And Jonathan and Ahimaaz were stationed at En-rogel, and the maid-servant

came and told them, and they were to go and tell king David ; for they might not

18 be seen, etc}^^']. Nevertheless [And] a lad saw them and told Absalom ; but

[and] they went both of them away [^07n. away] quickly, and came to a man's

house in Bahurim, which [and he] had a well in his court, whither [and thither]

19 they went down. And the woman took and spread a [the] covering over the wells

mouth, and spread ground corn thereon ; and the thing was not known [nothing

13 fVer. 9. Or: "when he falls on them at the first" (so Erdmann and Sept.], and some would therefore sup-

ply the personal suffix t to the Infinitive ; but the present text permits either rendering, and that of Eng. A. V.
seems to agree better with the context.

—

Tr.J

1* [Ver. 11. Sept.: " Thus I counsel," on oiirw? o-uAi^ouA.euwi' eyuj a-vve^ov^eva-a = T\'!iy Vy liD ''2, preferred

by Wellhausen, on the ground that the similar words might easily have fallen out. 'J'lie fullness of the expres-
sion would also be in Hushai's manner.—Some MSS. read : "as the sand on the shore {r^2W) of the sea," an
expansion of the original.—B6ttcher"s objection to the last word in this verse, 3Tp! " battle," is that it elsewhere

occurs only in poetry (Ps., Job, Eccles., Zech.), and he proposes IB^pS, "in their midst." This reading is

strongly supported by the fact that all the versions have it (Chald. :
" at the head of them all "), and is in itself

more congruous with the general context; against it is Ilusliai's inclination to use pompous and unusual
words.

—

Tr.]
15 [Ver. 12. " On the face of the ground ' in some MSS. and EDD., a scribal expansion, as in the preceding

verse.—Tr.]
16 [Ver. 13. Vulg., Thenius, Philippson, Erdmann render: "all Israel shall lay ropes at (= about) that city,"

on the ground that pulling a city stone by stone into tlie brook by ropes was an unheard-of and impossible thing
(Bp. Patrick also suggests the same dilficulty;. But Hushai seems purposely to put his proposal in the most
reclvlessly exaggerated form, as an appeal to Absalom's vanity, and says expressly that the city will be drawn

into the brook. This meaning will be gotten if we render the Hiphil (-IN'ti^n): "lay to, apply to," and the text

shows a double Accusative. The Hiphil may also mean :
" cause to bring." 'Wellhausen remarks that we should

here expect ID'tiTi, which is, however, according to the above view, not necessary.

—

Tr.J

17 [Ver. 14. Literally: "to," hn- All the versions and some MSS. and Edd. have
7J,»,

"upon."—The Pisqa in

this verse is wanting in some MSS. ; its effect is merely partially to isolate and bring out in relief the succeeding
solemn statement.

—

Tr.]

18 [Ver. 16. Eng. A. V. again adopts the Qeri, which is found in many MSS. and EDD. (De Rossi) and in all

the versions. Kethib is here preferred as in xv. 28, which see.—The " speedily" of Eng. A. V. is meant as trans-

lation of the Infinitive Absolute, but introduces too ditferent a substantive idea from that of the verb {'\2p);

the sense is rather: "actually pass over." The rendering: " lest the king be swallowed up" (so Philippson,
AVellhausen) seems to he the best; the phrase is discussed by Erdmann, who adopts the translation: "lest it

(transit over the river) be swallowed up (= snatched away)."-^TR.]
19 [Ver. 17. Eng. A V. here inverts.the order of the Heb , in order to avoid the contradiction of making the

statement: '"they might not be seen to enter the city," follow the statement that they "had gone to tell the

king" (rendering the verb ^3^7' as Aorist). Erdmann says that this last statement is anticipatory. But the
Imperfect is here better taken in the future sense: "and the3'- were to go and tell," which avoids the somewhat
hard anticipation. Philippson renders not substantially differently :

" the maid told them that they were to go,"

etc.—Ta.]
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20 was perceived]. And when [om. when] Absalom's servants came to the woman to

the house, they [and] said, Whera is Ahimaaz and Jonathan? And the woman
said imto them, They be [are] gone over the brook'" of water. And when they
had [And they] sought and could [did] not find them, they [and] returned to

Jerusalem.

21 Aud it came to pass, after they were departed, that they came up out of the well,
and went and told king David, and said unto David, Arise and pass quickly over

22 the water, for thus hath Ahithophel counselled against you. Then [And] David
arose, and all the people that were with him, and they passed over Jordan ; by the
morning-light there lacked not one of them that was not gone over Jordan.

23 And when [om. when] Ahithophel saw that his counsel was not followed [m.?,

and] he saddled his ass, and arose and gat him home [and went] to his house, to

his city, and put his household in order, and hanged himself, and died, and was
buried in the sepulchre of his father.

2" [Ver. 20. The word 70'0 is as yet unexplained. Rashi says that its meaning can only be inferred from
the context. Sept.: fn/cpdi/, " little " (perhaps from similarity of sound); Chald. takes the phrase as meaning
"the Jordan." Syriac renders : '"hence," as if it were ri3~?7D or rl30 ; ."^rab. omits it; Vulg. : "having tasted

a little water," after the Sept. J. D. Michael is and Gesenius compare Avah. makil, "a dry pit," mimkal, "a pit

containing water," but this does not agree with the form of the Heb. word. Others assume a root Sd' (Purst

takes this stem to mean "contain," whence our word = " water-ditch "). Wellhausen would drop '73'0 from
the text, or supply some such word as T^T :

" the way of the water."—Te.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Chap. xvi. 15-2.3. Absalom in Jerusalem. He
is greeted by Hiishai. Ahithophel counsels an evil

deed.—Ver. 15. And Absalom, comp. xv. 12,
to which this narration attaclies itself, the account
of David'.'5 flight (xv. 13—xvi. 14) being inter-

posed.—And all the people of the men of
Israel [literally : all the people, the men of Is-

rael.—Tr.]. Thenius: ''Very significant: The
old malcontents (ii. 8, 9)."—Ver. 16. Hushai,
comp. XV. 32. He was to be the instrument for
bringing to naught the designs of Ahithophel (xv.

31).—Ver. 17. That David's trusted friend and
counsellor should come to him with the greeting:
" may the king live," must have astonished Ab-
salom. But instead of expressing this feeling, he
answers (in his double question) with a scornful
fling (as his nature was) at Hushai's friendly re-

lation to David. [Patrick : Absalom did not re-

flect that one might have said to him :
" Is this

thy duty to_ thy father?"— Tr.].—Ver. 18 sqq.
Hushai in his answer assumes the role of crafty
dissimulation, suggested by David (xv. 34). His
first word is the answer to Absalom's question

:

*' why wentest thou not with thy friend ?" It is

therefore not to be rendered: "Nay, but" (De
Wette,_ [Eng. A. V.]), but: "Not (i.e., I went
not with David), because, etc." Vulg.: nequa-
quam quia. [The rendering of Eng. A. V. here
seems more natural and appropriate. See " Text,
and Oram."

—

Tk.]. Whom the Lord has
chosen, that is, as the event has shown : I follow
him who is king bv God's choice. As I served
before thy father [so will 1 be before tliee, ver.

19], i. e., it is self-evident that, my service with
the fatlier having ceased by God's will, I must
attach myself to the son. By the clever use of
this double argument, the divine and the human,
he ea.sily imposes on the inconsiderate Absalom
the delusion that he means honestly. [Hu.shai's
two reasons: 1) the voice of the "people is the

voice of God (Patrick) ; 2) former fidelity to the
father is ground and pledge of present fidelity to

the son.

—

Tr.].—Ver. 20. Brief statement of a
council held by Absalom with Ahithophel and
other counsellors (so the plural: " Give ye") on
the means of announcing and securing his usur-

pation. The Dativus commodi (D^
') gives the

sense :
'' it is your aflfair to counsel me " [liter-

ally :
'' give ye you counsel," Eng. A.V. wrongly

:

"among you."

—

Tr.].—Ver. 21. Ahithophel's
counsel was that he should publicly take to him-
self his father's concubines (XV. 16) ; this would
indicate definite dethronement of the father, and
complete assumption of royal authority. Comp.
iii. 7; xii. 8. All Israel will hear,' e/c.—Ahi-
thophel's purpose is, 1 ) to make the breach be-

tween Absalom and his father irreparable, and
2) to infuse energy into Absalom's followers, and
confirm their defection from David.—Cornelius

a Lapide: '' That they may know that thy hatred

against thy tiither is implacable, and so all hope
and fear of reconciliation may be cut off, and they
strengthened in thy conspiracy." So also Ahi-
thophel hopeil to secure his own position \_i. e.,

he feared that, if a reconciliation were effected, he
would be sacrificed.

—

Tr.]. Absalom's deed was
the grossest insult to his father (comp. Gen. xlix.

4), and made reconciliation impossible. [Here
again Ahithophel was perhaps avenging the

wrong done to Bathsheba. So Blunt.

—

Tr.].—
Ver. 22. They spread the tent; the Article [so

the original, but it may properly be omitted in

an English translation, because the definiteness

is not obvious

—

Tr.] indicates that it was the tent

designed for the roof, used by the king and his

family for protection against sun, wind and rain.

Thenius :
" the expression : the tent is an evidence

that the author is relating events of his time." On
the roof, the .same where David's look at Bath-
sheba led him into the path of sin, whose evil re-

sults for him are comjjleted in this deed of Absa-
lom. Thus is Nathan's threat (xii. 11) fulfilled ;
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as he sinned against Uriah's house, so is he pun-
ished in his own liouse.—Ver. 23. Explanatory
remark attached to ver. 22. The immediate exe-

cution of Ahithophel's counsel is explained by
the fact that it liad ahnost the weight of a divine
oracle with both David and Absalom. It is thus

intimated that they both put too much confidence
in this bad man, the bitter fruit whereof David is

now reaping. In 1 Chron. xxvii. 33 he is ex-

pressly called the king's counsellor.* To in-

quire of God's word = to inquire of God.
Comp. Judg. i. 1; xviii. 5; xx. 18, 23, 27; 1

Sam. X. 22 ; xiv. 37 ; xxii. 10, 13 ; xxiii. 2 [comp.
Gen. XXV. 22, where, however, the verb is dif-

ferent.—Tr.]
Chap. xvii. 1-23. Defeat of AhifJiophel' s counsel

tliTOiKjh Hushai's, and suicide of Ahitliophel.

Vers. 1-4. AhithopheVs counsel against David:
To surprise him by night and kill him. Against
the opinion of the older expositors that Ahitho-
phel wished to avenge the wrongs of his grand-
dawghter Bathsheba, is 1) that this relationship

is not proved, for, though Ahithophel had a son
named Eliam (xxiii. 34), it is not shown that this

man is the same with Eliam, the father of Bath-
sheba ( xi. 3); 2) granting, however, that Ahi-
thophel was Bathsheba's grandfather, it is hard
to see how an ambitious man, like him, should
have sought revenge, when he saw his grand-
daughter raised to the highest lionors of the realm.

—His advice is to fall on David quickly, that same
night, with a chosen body of 12,000 men, and get

possession of his person. Absalom having pub-
licly and solemnly mounted the throne, there was
needed a securing of his usurped power against

David and his followers. "This night" is the
night that followed David's flight and Absalom's
entrance into Jerusalem. In favor of this is ver.

10, and also ver. 2 compared with xvi. 14 ; for

David's exhaustion, on which Ahithophel counted,

could only come from the haste and exertion of

the day's flight. The sudden night-attack with
superior force (the march required was only about
four geographical miles) was to throw David's
followers into panic and flight, and, while they
were thus scattered, Ahithophel was to kill the

king "alone," that is, while he was alone (Tl^/*

He reckons on the king's weariness ; in the phrase
"weakhanded" the "hand" is the symbol of
strength, comp. Isa. viii. 11.—Ver. 3. And I
will bring back all the people to thee, that
is, all the people now gathered around David.
Ahithophel regards Absalom's government as the
only lawful one, to which those fugitives must
submit ; their flight is in his eyes an act of insub-
oriination, from which they are to be brought
hack.—In the following difficult phrase [Eng. A.
^^ and Erdtuann :

" the man thou seekest is as if

all returned"] the first question is whether we
shall (with Tlienius) adopt the reading of the

Septuagint: as the bride returns to her husband;
only the life of one man thou seel-esf, (and all the
people will be uninjured" ). But, apart from the

* " And the counsel of Ahithophel . . . d.iys
"'—the con-

f-truction is interrupted, and eompletes' itself in the
?3 . . . T2?X3. Qeri and all versions supply ty'N after

7X1;'"; but. if one is not disposed to accept this as ne-

ces.^ary (Keil), the verb may be taken impersonally.

fact that no other ancient version has a trace of
such a text, why may not the translation of the
Sept. come (as Keil supposes) from a wrong read-
ing of our Hebrew ?* For the rest, Bottcher
(against Thenius) rightly objects that we cannot
speak of the " husband " of a bride ;

" where and
when," he a'^ks, further, " was the bride brought
back to her husband ?" Bottcher himself ren-
ders: ''as her ^cooer leads back the bride, etc."

[where "wooer" is the person sent to propose for
the bride, as Eliezer for Eebecca, Gen. xxiv —
Tb.]

;
against which is the fact that the word he

proposes (t^H'*) is never found in this sense of

"wooer," and also the unsuitableness of the ad-
verb "back." The rendering: "if all return,

[only] the man that thou .seekest [will be killed] "

(Mich., Schultz) is to be rejected on account of
the aposiopesis and consequent supplements. S.

Schmid and Clericus translate :
" when all the

men that thou seekest return, all the people will
be at peace " [so Philippson and Luther] ; but
this contradicts the connection, according to which
the word " seekest " can only refer to David, and

the word " man " (S^'J^) must be in the Singular

referring to him. Maurer proposes two render-
ings, one :

" then I will bring back to thee all the
people, as if the man that tliou seekest brought
back all," where the understanding of the Qal

(2^U) as causative, though possible (Num. x. 36;
Ps. Ixxxv. [4] ; Mic. ii. 18), is here improbable,
as he says, since two forms [Qal and Hiphil]
having the same meaning would not stand so near
together ; the other :

" then I will bring back to

thee all the people, as if all returned, would the

man return (^-liy^) whom thou seekest" (i. e., as if

David, the man that thou seekest should be
brought back with all his men) is to be rejected,

(with Thenius) as unintelligible. The translation

of the Vulgate: "and I will bring back all the

people, as one man is accustomed to return (for

one man thou .seekest") gives no clear sense.

Ahithophel's words are to be taken strictly ac-

cording to their connection with the preceding
ver. 2, where he sets the one man, David over
against cdl the people with him, and announces it

as his plan to kill him alone, so as then to bring
back all the people (ver. 3) that had gone out with
him. That is, the one man that thou seekest is

equivalent to the return of the whole people.

Peter Martyr (Vermigli): "one, says he, will

perish, the multitude will be spared." Dathe:
'' it is the same as if all returned, when he that

thou seekest is killed" [so nearly Chald.]. De
Wette :

" the man that thou seekest is equivalent

to the return of all." Bunsen :
" the return of all

that have not yet joined thee, depends on the re-

moval of David ; his fell brings peace to the whole

* K^'N Tyhyr\ for 'i^'XH Vi)n [with interpolation of
T T

" only the life of one man " (Keil). The Sept. text was •

K'p3D nnx inx tr\s* tsii ^nx T\v'vh nSun 2W2-
r— : T- T *.* • v.' '- T * : T

J
:

It is suggested that the three words following 717311
T

may have fallen out, because the eye of the scribe

passed to the following i^'X, to which the H in H/D
was then prefixed, and the nnX made into TtyX- This
is possible, but the sense of the Sept. rendering is doubt-
ful —Tb.J
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nation."—Literally :
" the whole people \yill be

peace," = " in peace," adverbial use, as in xx.

9 ; 1 Sam. xxv. 6.—Ver. 4. " The saying was

ri£;ht in the eyes of Absalom, etc." pleased him
(xix. 6; xviii. 20, 26; 1 Kings ix. 12; Jerem.

xviii. 4, etc.).

Vers. 5-14. Hushni's counsel ajainst Ahithophel.

—Ver. 5. Tliough Ahitliophel's counsel liad been

generally approved, Absalom sends for Hushai in

order tohear his opinion. There is no need to

read the Plural "call ye" (Sept., Vulg., Syr.,

Then.) instead of the Sing, "call thou" (of the

Heb.), since Absalom, as king, might give such a

command even to Ahithopliel, instead of to the

servants. As he had accorded full confidence to

Hushai (xvi. 18, 19), he wished at this decisive

moment to hear his advice also.*—^Vers. 6, 7. Hu-
shai, being asked, pronounces Ahithophel's coun-

sel "not good" [" Not good is the counsel that

Ahithophel counsels this time," that is, his former

advice was good (xvi. 21), but not this.

—

Tr.].—
Ver. 8 sq. Hushai gives his advice in elaborate

and skilful style. Against Ahithophel's opinion

that David was "exhausted" (ver. 2), he first af-

firms the contrary, observing that Absalom knew
his father and his men' to be valiant heroes, and

that they were embittered in spirit, as a bear robbed

of her whelps {com^. Judg. xviii. 25; Prov. xvii.

12 ; Hos. xiii. 8). So he would not stay at night

with the people, where he might be surprised.

Bottcher and Thenius render: "and lets not the

people lodge for the night " ({'V as unusual Hi-

phil) ; but there is no ground for this, [it does

not agree with ver. 9 (Keil)].—Ver. 9 sqq._ De-

scription of how David, as a genuine military

man, v/ould be on his guard during the night,

and, at the approach of Absalom's troops, would
rush forth from his cavernsf and strong positions,

fall on the enemy's advanced guard and defeat

the wiiole body. '" In the falling on them," where

from the connection David is the subject,=" when
he falls on them." [Eng. A. V. : "in the falling

among tliem," = when some of them fall. See

"Text, and Gramm."—Tr.]. The "them "re-
fers from the context to Absalom's men, and it is

unnecessary to read " the people " (^i^^ Dathe).

" In the beginning," since David would begin the

fight by falling on the approaching enemy. [Or,

according to Eng. A. V., the fall of some of Ab-
salom's soldiers at the beginning of tlie battle

would create a panic and flight, there being gen-

eral fear of the military skill and prowess of Da-

vid and his generals. Bib.-Com.: " It is likely

that Absalom was not a man of courage, and Hu-
shai, knowing this, adroitly magnified the terror

of the prowess of David and his men."

—

Tr.].—
And the hearer hears and says, etc.—picture

of tiie spread of a report of defeat by those that

are first attacked.—Ver. 10. Though the hearer

be lion-hearted, he will melt in fear, because it is

known in all Israel what heroes David and his

men are. Tliis explains how the report of an at-

tack by David would lead to a general everthrow.

• The Wn-DJ strengthens the suffix in ViJ. Ewald,

?311a.

t D'nnD, natural hiding-places, r\1J31pD, artificially

strong positions ; in these David would pass the night.

To Ahithophel's proposal to surprise David Hu-
shai replies that on the contrary David would
surprise them.—Ver. 11. Thereiore his counsel

is that Absalom should summon a great force froui

all Israel, and lead it against David in person.

Properly: '^ but* [ov, rather) 1 counsel." It is

unnecessary to read "in their midst" (Sept., Vul-
gate, Arab., riienius) instead of "into battle,"

since a change in the Hebrew from tlie latter to

the former would be easy.— Ver. 12 sq. Hushai
explains to Absalom how he could with so great

an army easily annihilate David's band. " We
shall come unto him in onef of the places." The
next sentence is rendered in two ways: either:
" so we on him," that is, so we fall on him (A'ulg.

:

irruemtis super eum), spread over him, as the dew
falls on the earth ;J or, " we lig-at^ on him " [so

Eng. A. v.], as the phrase is used of an encamp-
ing army (Isa. vii. 2, 19), and of a lighting swarm
of flies or locusts (Isa. vii. 19 ; Ex. x. 14), and

elsewhere (with /J.^ "on ") in the sense of "light-

ing" (xxi. 10; Gen. viii. 4; Ex. x. 14; Nu. xi;

25, 26); not: "we encamp against him" (De
Wette). The second translation ["we light on
him"] answers better to the figure of the deu\

whicii falls quietly and unperceived on the earth

at night, with which (as before with the sand on
*he sea) Hushai compares Absalom's army, set-

tling quietly in its overwhelming power on Da-
vid. On the other hand the emphatic " we " at

the beginning of the sentence [as in the first trans-

lation] is without ground, and does not corres-

pond to the verb " we come " in the preceding

clause ; while to this latter properly corresponds

the verb ''we light" (as indeed all the ancient

versions have a verb in this place). Bottcher

further remarks that this form of the Heb. Pers.

Pron. is everywhere else used in a depreciatory

sense: "we insignificant, very poor pennons," which
would here be against the connection. Bottcher,

however, would read " locust "|| instead of "dew,"
and render :

" and sink (rush) on him, as a swarm
of locusts fixlls on the earth ;" but this is too re-

mote a conjecture (having no support in any an-

cient version or in any rendering), and unneces-

sary besides, since the figure of the deu\ together

with that of the sand, fitly sets forth the swift and
quiet settling of the huge host on the enemy. And
with this accords perfectly the statement of the

success of the attack :
" not even one will be left."

—Ver. 13. Hushai, assuming that the imagination

of his hearers would be carried from one conception

to the other, here passes in a wordy discourse, skil-

fully adapted to gain his end, to the supposition

(which would appear natural to a military man)

* So '3 after a negation, expressed or understood,

Ges. i 155, 1, e—T Ji3 = " thy person, tliyself," the Plu.
' '.* T

noun here aoeompanied by a Plu. Particip.—Instead of

2~^p3 Theuius would read D31p3-

^t The fern, numeral though the subst. is found as

fem. in Gen. xviii. 24; Job xx. 9l is probably (since the

masc. is used in ver. 9) to be regarded as scribal error

for inasc. (Maurer).

t Taking :|jn3 = " we," as in Gen. xlii. 11 ; Ex. xvi. 7,

8 ; Num. xxxii. 82 ; Lam. iii. 42.

i 1jn J as 1 plu. Perf. Qal of n^l J, Sept {napeti^aKovixei'),

Syr., Arab.

II ^'Dn or ^Dn for SiSH.
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that David, defeated as above described, sliould
^' concentrate to tlie rear," and throw himself into a
strong city. Then all Israel set ropes to this
Oity. Vulgate: "all Israel put ropes around
that city." Hushai is not speaking of ropes

thrown over the walls by which the latter are

thrown into the ditch (Michaelis, Dathe, Nie-
aueyer), for nothing is said of a ditch and ivalls

;

.but in his exaggerated mode of expression, which
lie forces to a hyperbolical climax (all intended

for momentary effect), he shows how easily even
then David could be captured, all Israel laying

ropes ab(^ut the city and dragging it into the

neighboring brook or river. We are not here

with Ewald to understand a city-fosse (^ilJ), ''for

the fosse was dose by the city" (Then.), but the

brook or river on which the city is built, " be-

•cause fortified cities are almost always on the de-

clivities of brooks or rivers" (Then. ). " Till not
even a small stone be found," so the ancient ver-

;sions;* conip. Am. ix. 9: "a little grain."—The
meaning is : " Your powerful army will easily

'destroy the fortified place, where David may seek
refuge, and leave not one stone on anotlier." Cor-
nelius a Lapide :

" we will collect so great a force

that we shall be able to put ropes around the city

i{so to speak), and drag it down to ruin."—Ver.
14. To this advice of Hushai Absalom gives the
preference over Ahithophel's. The boldness and
Iiighflown extravagance of Hushai's words ac-

•corded with Absalom's character and with his

wish to secure his throne in brilliant fashion by
overpowering the force opposed to him. Cleri-

cus :
" The counsel seemed good, and at the same

time was full of a certain boastfulness, that pleased
the young man." The statement about the
bravery of David and his men was true; the de-
ceit in Hushai's counsel was only the advice to

make a levy of all Israel. Absalom deluded
himself with the belief that this could be easily

raised, not considering that only the discontented
part of the people formed the kernel of the insur-

rection, that no small portion still remained true
to David, and that another part, now for the mo-
ment fallen away, would return after the first fit

of revolution had passed. For this reason it was
an important consideration (to which Hushai
:slyly had regard) that David gained time while
Absalom was preparing to summon all Israel.

p. Martyr ;
" to what does Hushai look in this

counsel? to delay; delay, he knows, makes for

David's cause."

—

And the Lord had ap-
pointed. In all this the narrator sees a divine
appointment or ordination, the aim of which was
thus to bring on Absalom the evil (that was deter-

mined on). The verb (H^^) is used in the signi-

fication " appoint, ordain," also in Ps. Ixviii. 29
[28] ; cxi. 9; Lam. i. 17; Isa. xlv. 12 ; the object
of the verb is apparent from the connection.
Ahithophel's counsel is called good, because it

was to Absalom's interest to attack David im-
mediately.

Vers. 15-22. Hushai promptly seyids word to Da-
vid.—V^er. 15. He first informs the two high-
priests, Zadok and Abiathar, of the council that

* "iny = l^y.—On the masc. ir\N referring to tlie fem.

T'_;' seeEw. J 174, 6 a.

was held. Comp. xv. 27, 28. [Bib. Com.: "It
is remarkable how persistently Zadok is named
first."— Patrick: "Herein Hu"shai betraved Ab-
salom's counsels."—Tr.]—Ver. 16. He directs
them to send information to David as speedily as
possible by their sons, and to convey his advice
concerning his next movement. Grotius :

" Da-
vid's plan, above mentioned (xv. 35, 36), suc-
ceeded well." Lodge not to-night at the
fords of the wilderness (xv. 28), that is, stav
not this side the Jordan, but cross over. The
necessity of the passage of the Jordan for David's
safety is shown by the following (variously un-
derstood) words: That it (namelv, the transit)
be not swallowed up (defeated", rendered im-
possible) to the king and to all the people
that are with him. So (with Bottcher) the
sentence is best understood from the connection
and from Davi<l's dangerous situation, the noun
''crossing over" [transit] being taken as the sub-
ject of the verb (113;' inunediately preceding).
It was important that David should get away
from this side the Jordan, where the masses were
to be called out against him, and meantime, sinoe
a hasty expedition might be sent against him,
when it was found that he was on the west side
(especially if Absalom should change his mind
and adopt Ahithophel's coun.sel), he must pass
immediately to the east side, where he might
hope to find many followers, as actually hap-
pened. To the jihrase "that it be not swallowed
up" other interpretations are given: that of
Maurer and D> Wette : " lest destruction be pre-
pared for the king" is untenable because the
meaning of the verb ("swallowed up") makes the
introduction of such a verbal subject ["destruc-
tipn"] impossible; that of Gesenius: "that the
king be not swallowed up" [so Eng. A. V.] is

equally untenable, because then the text should
have "the king" as Nominative [in the Heb. it

is preceded by the Prep, "to"—Tr.]. Of Ewald's
rendering (Gram. 295 c) : "that it (misfortune)
be not swallowed by the king," that is, that the
king may not have to suffer it, Bottcher rightly
says: "a very unnatural rendering, with a very
remote verbal subject, for which the verb would
at least better be Feminine." [It seems allowa-
ble here to take the verb as impersonal, and ren-
der (with Eng. A. v., Ges., Philippson, Cahen)

:

" lest it be swallowed (destroyed) to the king," i. e.,

lest the king be destroyed. So all the ancient ver-
sions* understood it. The construction adopted
by Erdmann requires a somewhat difficult supply
of a subject to the verb.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 17. "And
Jonathan and Ahiniaaz were standing" [^ were
stationed], where the Participle "were standing"
expresses their readiness to go as messengers to

David at any moment, according to the arrange-
ment in XV. 28, 36. To this end they were sta-

tioned outside the city at the Fuller's Fountain
[Enrogel] for the purpose of receiving informa-
tion. En-rogel (comp. Josh. xv. 7; 1 Kings i. 9)
is the " present very deep and abundant Fountain
of Job, Bir Eyub ( Von Raumer, p. 307J, or of
Nehemiah, soutli of Jerusalem where the vallies

* [Sept. CAlex.): "lest one swallow up the king;"
Vulg.: '-lest the king be swallowed up;" Syr.: "lest
thou perish;" Chald. : "lest profit be gotten from the
king," i. «., lest he be betrayed (Walton's Polyg. ineor-
reotly: "lest the king perish").

—

Tr.]
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of Kidron and Hinnom meet, Rob. II. 138 sqq.

[Am. ed. I. 331-333] ; Tobler, Top. II. 50 &qq."

( Knobel). [See in Smith's Bible-Dictionary, Art.
" En-rogel," Bonar's argument for identifying

En-rogel with the "Fountain of the Virgin," and
Dr. Wolcott's reply (Am. ed.) in favor of Bir
Eyub.—Tr.]—The maid, not ''« maid," since

the Article [of the Heb.] denotes the particular

maidservant belonging to tlie high-priest's house.

And they went, an anticipatory remark, the

narrator desiring to mention immediately the

chief fact, namely, that they carried the informa-

tion to David. [See "Text, and Gram.," where
the inversion of Eng. A. V. is pointed out, and a

slightly different translation proposed.— Tr.]
For they could not let themselves be seen
to come into the city—appended explanation
of the fact that they were outside the city, and
tlie maid-servant had to go to them. Her going
out to the spring would not seem strange, while
their entrance and return would have excited

suspicion, since it was known (xv. 25 sqq.) that

they were on David's side.—From ver. 18 it seems
that Absalom closely watched them: A lad saw
them and told Absalom. Seeing that they

were observed, and expecting to be followed, they

hastened off in order to get the start of their pur-

suers, and then to hide somewhere. They went
to Bahurim, where Shiniei met David (xvi. 5),

•whose counterpart is the man in whose house the

two young men found refuge. It is again a wo-
man (the man's wife) whose presence of mind and
cunning did David's cause a great service. The
messengers descended into the empty well in the

court.—Ver. 19. And she spread the cover-
ing, which (as the Art. shows) was at hand, or

was designed for the well (Thenius), over the
V7ell, and spread thereon the grain-corns
(Prov. xxvii. 22) with which (so the Art. indi-

cates) she was occupied. Vulg. (explanatory

rendering) : "as if she were drying barley-groats."

—Ver. 20. Absalom's servants come in pursuit,

are misdirected by the woman, find nothing and
return to Jerusalem.* [Patrick :

" It seems to

have been a common opinion in those days that

these ofKcious lies for the safety of innocent per-

•sons had no hurt in them."

—

Tr.]—Ver. 21 sq.

The messengers hastened to David, who, in con-

sequence of the information they brought, crossed

the river immediately, so that by the morning
light not even a man more was on the west side.

The situation of affairs was now favorable to Da-
vid's cause.

Ver. 23. Ahithophel betakes himself to his

city, leaves Absalom's court, that is, out of cha-

grin at the rejection of his counsel, anger at the

frustration of his ambitious plans, and also from
fear of the fetal results that David's victory would
have for him, the contriver and furtherer of the

insurrection. A self-murdcrf from baffled ambi-
tion and despair. Not only is David's prayer
(xv. 31) answered, but Ahithophel falls under
God's judgment for his unfaithfulness and
treachery.

* D'?3n 7D"0 a an. Acy. = a small brook in the vi-

cinity. [See " Text, anrl Gram."—Tb.]
t (There is an old opinion (see Patrick in loco) that

Ahithophel dierl rf quinsy brought on by violent pas-
sions, grief, chaerin. hatred, and 'l"hen. ((,'omm. in loco)
mentions that the same view (as to the disease; is main-

HISTORIUAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. Absalom's insurrection and the establishment

of a new kingdom with public dishonoring of the
royal house, is the completion of the judgment on
David's deep fall and weakness towards his sons'

crimes, the purpose of which was to purify him;

(after penitential self-hutniliation on his part), and
to subject him to the test of faith, without which
he could not rise by God's hand from this deep'

abasement. On the other hand, the success of the

godless rebel shows a lack of a true theocratic

feeling in the mass of the people, who, in aban-

doning God's government, were guilty of opposi-

tion to the government of God. At the same time
in Absalom's conduct (adopted through Ahitho-
phel's evil counsel) is exhibited the general truth

that God permits evil to work out its own conse-

quences, and the wicked to entangle themselves in

their own snares, that He may reveal His justice

and holiness in the self-condemnation and self-

destruction of the power of evil, and thus lead the

Avandering and apostate, when they will hear His-

voice, to reflection and conversion, as happened
here to the people, after the wickedness of Absa-
lom and Ahithophel had completely worked it-

self out.

2. The divine justice is anew revealed in and
on the house of David through Absaloin's publicly

committed crime. The answer to the question,

why God brought on David's house this deed of

shame of His own son, is given in the Lord's word
through Nathan (xii. 11, 12). The sins of the fa-

thers are visited not only on the children, but

through them. "Absalom's deed was another chas-

tisement for David from the Lord, not, indeed, a
sign of the divine anger, but a wholesome paternal

discipline, that was meant for his good. In such
earnest does God deal with His children, even
after He has taken them into favor" (Schlier).

3. Absalom's rejection of Ahithophel's good
counsel for Hushai's destructive coinisel sets forth

the truth that evil punishes itself by itself, and
especially pride and vanity blind man, so that he
errs in the choice of means for his sinful ends, and
secures not only their frustration, but also his own
destruction. But this occurs in the course of the

moral government of the world, under the guidance

of the divine justice and wisdom, which takes hu-

man sin, blindness and foolishness into its plans

as a factor, in order to frustrate its wicked aims
and to eflect its own holy aims.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Chap. xvi. 15. Schlier: Poor, deluded fool,,

that strives after popular favor, and when he has

found it, consoles himself therewith. There is-

nothing more changeable than popular favor—no-

thing more transitory than what is called public

opinion.—Vers. 16-19. Cramer: Remain faith-

ful to thy friend in his poverty, that thou mayest

again enjoy thyself with him when it goes well

with him (Ecclus. xxii. 28, 29).—The saints of

God do many a thing with good intentions,^ and
yet we are not on that account to take part in it

tained by Stenber (1741). In Dryden's "Absalom and
Ahithophel " the latter personage represents the Eart
of Shaftesbury.—Te.]
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all. Meantime God lets it happen, and knows
how thereby to carry out His work (Isa. xxviii.

21, 29).—ScHLiER : What we say should be true,

not merely that it shall corttain no lie, but also

that it be free from all double meaning. In the

times of the Old Testament, God the Lord could
overlook such double-meaning; with us, in the
times of the New Testament, that is no longer the
case, but it holds always and every where that the
Lord will make the upright prosper.— Ver. 20 sq.

Hedixger: Worldly wisdom and spiritual gifts

do not always dwell under one roof.—S. Schmid:
He must be extremely ungodly who can openly
do that of which nature has a horror even in pri-

vate.

—

Schlier: David certainly thought anew
upon his old sins^ was ashamed and humbled
himself, and in his son's sin again recognized his

own sin, and anew repented before the Lord.
Chap. xvii. 1-4. Cramer: God blinds the un-

godly, and confounds them through giddiness, so

that they can neither see nor know what in human
wise is wholesome and good for them ; for He puts
to shame the wisdom of the wise (Isa. xxix. 14;
Job xii. 17).

—

[Taylor: This plan was worthy
of Ahithophel's reputation. If it had been ener-

getically followed, it would have been completely
successful, and would have changed the entire co-

lor and complexion of Jewish history.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 5-14. Large talking and grand schemes

are a means whereby young and inexperienced
persons are often deceived (1 Kings xii. 10).

—

The Lord ensnares the ungodly in their cunning,
so that they are deceived by that very thing on
wiiich they most relied.—S. Schmid: If God does
not open and rule the eyes of the mind, even the
most sensible men are blind (Psalm cxix. 18).

—

Starke: God does not leave Plis enemies to ma-
nage as they will, but appoints them a limit, how
far they shall go. When they take liold most
shrewdlv, vet God goes another road (Ps. xxxiii.

10; Isa.' viii. 10; Job v. 12).—[Hall: First, to

sweeten his opposition, Hushai yields the praise
of wisdom to his adversary in all other counsels,

that he may have leave to deny it in this ; his

very contradiction in the present insinuates a ge-
neral allowance. Then he suggests certain appa-
rent truths concerning David's valor and skill to

give countenance to the inferences of his impro-
babilities. Lastly, he cunningly feeds the proud
humor of Absalom, in magnifying the power and
extent of his commands, and ends in the glorious

boasts of his fore-promised victory. As it is with
faces, so with counsel ; that is fair that pleaseth.—Tr.]— Soulier: A good cause always goes the
way of truth, and does not need scoffing and self-

important words, but goes on soberly and simply.
Absalom gave heed to Hushai's bad counsel, be-

cause Ilushai knew how by means of his vanity
to bring him to a fall.—The Lord is with us and
lets nothing happen to us; He also knows how to

turn the wickedness of our enemies into a blessing

to us. And if all the world is hostile and perse-

cutes us, the Lord takes in hand even our perse-
cutors, and does with them as He pleases.

Vers. 15-22. Schlier: Let us recognize the
Lord's hand in the things of common life also, but
let us always honor His hand and thankfully ac-
cept what it gives. Circumstances are God's mes-
sengers, and well for him who in these circum-
stances recognizes and honors the hand of his-

Lord. It was God's hand that through all these
littlenesses and casualties caused the news of Ahi-
thophel's counsel to come safe to David.

Ver. 23. Cramer : Ungodly men fall into the
pit which thev make for others (Psa. vii. 16 [15] ;

ix. 16 [15]; "Prov. xxvi. 27). [Hall: What a
mixture do we find hereof wisdom and madness!
Ahithophel will needs hang himself; there is

madness: he will yet set his house in order; there
is an act of wisdom How preposterous
are the cares of idle worldlings, that prefer all

other things to themselves, and while they look
at what they have in their coffers, forget what they
have in their breasts.

—

Taylor: This is the first

recorded case of deliberate suicide. And the
feelings which led to it. and which we can easily

analyze, were very similar to those which have
impelled many in our own times to commit the-

same awful iniquity. Chief pmong them was
wounded pride. Then, besides this, there was the
conviction that Absalom's cause was now hope-
lessly ruined .... Perhaps also there was a min-
gling of remorse with those other emotions of

pride. He had left a master who loved and va-

lued him, and had transferred his services to one
who, as he now discovered, had not the wisdom
to appreciate his worth, but preferred the gaudy
glitter of empty i-hetoric to the substantial wisdom
of unadorned speech. This contrast, thus forced

upon him, might awaken his conscience to the

value of the friendship which he had forfeited

when he turned against David, until remorse and
shame overwhelmed him.

—

Tr.]
[Chap. xvii. 5. It was not unwise in Absalom

to .«eek the advice of another experienced coun-

sellor also (Prov. xxiv. 6) ; his fault was that he
did not know which advice to follow, and was?

misled by high-sounding and flattering words.

In choosing counsellors, and in judging of their

counsel, lies great part of the wisdom of life.

—

Boldness is often true prudence ; and '' delays are

dangerous."— Ver. 14. Hushai's treacherous craft

and Absalom's silly vanity are overruled to the

accomiilishraent of the Lord's purpose. Few
things are so consoling as the frequency with
which we perceive how God brings good out of

evil ; and doubtless this is often true v.'here we do
not yet perceive it (Ps. Ixxvi. 10; Is. xiii. 7).

—

Ver. 23. Ahithophel 1 ) A model of worldly wisdom
(xvi. 23). Excellence of his advice to Absalom
(xvi. 21 ; xvii. 1-3). 2) An example of worldly
wisdohi failing because it ignores God (ver. 14;

Ps. xiv. 1). 3) A suicide; a) probable causes;;

b) folly and guilt.—Tr.]
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3. The Civil War.

Chapters XVII. 24 - XVIII. 33 [XIX. 1].

a. David at Mahaiw,iin. Chap. XVII. 24-29.

"24 Then [And] David came to Mahanaim. And Absalom passed over Jordan,
25 he and all the men of Israel with him. And Absalom made Amasa captain of the

host instead of Joab, which [and] Amasa was a man's son/ whose name was Ithra,

an Israelite [the Ishmaelite], that went in to Abigail the daughter of Nahash, sis-

'26 ter to Zeruiah, Joab's mother. So [And] Israel and Absalom pitched in the land

27 of Gilead. And it came to pass, when David was come to Mahanaim, that Shobi
the son of Nahash of Rabbah of the children of Ammon, and Machir the son of

28 Ammiel of Lo-debar, and Barzillai the Gileadite of Rogelira, Brought^ beds, and
basons, and earthen vessels, and wheat, and barley, and flour, and parched corn,

!29 and beans, and lentiles, and parched ^jit^se [00x11], And honey, and butter [curds],

and sheep, and cheese of kine, for David, and for the people that were with him, to

eat ; for they said, The people is [gof] hungry, and weary, and thirsty in the wil-

derness.

h. The battle in the forest of Ephraim. Chap. XVIII. 1-8.

1 And David numbered [mustered] the people that were with him, and set cap-

2 tains of thousands and captains of hundreds over them. And David sent forth

[gave^] a third part of the people under [into^] the hand of Joab, and a third part

under [into] the hand of Abishai the son of Zeruiah, Joab's brother, and a third

part under [into] the hand of Ittai the Gittite. And the king said unto the people,

3 I will surely [om. surely] go forth with you myself also. But [And] the people

answered [said], Thou shalt not go forth ; for if we flee away, they will not care

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 25. Probably we should read: " the son of a stranger (foreigner)" CIJJ K^'X, or ^J ti^'N)- Instead

•
: T

-of " Israelite " editors now generally read: "Ishmaelite" (1 Chr. ii. 17). The old Jevvish view is that Ithra or Ji-

thra or Jether (another name for Jesse) was an Israelite by birth, but had lived long among the Ishmaelites, or
was an Ishmaelite by birth and an Israelite by religion (a proselyte), and that the phrase '• son of a man" = '• a
man of distinction" (so Philippson) ; but this is less probable than that our text is corrupt. Wordsworth sup-
poses that the name ' Israelite " may be used in distinction from' Judahite.'to show that Jithra did not belong to
the tribe of .ludah ; but Cahen remarks that this designation ( Israelite) seems not to have come into use till after
the division of the kingdom.—Wellhausen thinks that " daughter of Nahash " is for " son of Nahash," and is an
insertion from ver. 27. a not improV)able supposition ; the statement would then be :

" Amasa was the son of a
foreigner named Jethra the Ishmaelite, wiio went in unto Abigail, sister to Zeruiah, Joab's mother." Abigail and
Zeruiah would then be full sisters to David, and Amasa illegitimate son of Abigail, and cousin of Joab.—The read-
ing of Sept. and Vulg. : "Jezreelite" is less probable than the '-Ishmaelite" of 1 Chr. ii. 17, because our text in-

dicates (hy the maimed phrase :
" son of a man '") that Jethra was a non-Israelite. The Arabic reading is notice-

able :
" and Absalom made liis lance-bearer in place of Ahithophel, a man named Amsa, son of a rich man named

Jether."

—

Tb.]

2 [Ver. 28. The verb does not occur in the Heb. till ver. 29, whence it is proposed to insert (with the versions)

a verb or participle (D'N'^O) at the beginning of ver. 28. The verb in ver. 29 may be retained, and would, indeed,

serve to govern the nouns in ver. 28, but for the phrase "for the people to eat," since the things mentioned in
that verse are not all eatables. The difficulty, however, still exists if (with Erdmann) we supply the copula be-
fore the " brought " of ver. 29; wo may then "say that the word "eat" is Used of the principal part of the things
brought (in which case it will not be absolutely necessary to supply the verb at the beginning of ver. 28), or, we

may suppose that the articles last mentioned (ver. 29, together with the 'Sp " parched corn " at end of verse 28,

the repetition of which would thus )>e explained) were brought ready for immediate eating, the others (ver. 28) as
a store of provisions.—The word "corn " is retained in its proper sense = '"grain," though liable to be misunder-
stood by American readers for maize.—Tr.]

3 [Ver. 29. The people were not at Mahanaim, and had gotten hungry (hiring the mnrch through the wilder-
ness.

—

Tr.J

* [Ver. 2. The verb does not mean "sent forth," nor had the army yet begun its march (ver. C): the phrase

T3 n /ty means either :
" to send by the hand of some one." or :

" to give over to some one," here the latter.

—

The adverb "surely" is too strong for the signification of the Infinitive .\bsolute.—Tu.]
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for [pay attention to^] us ; neither [and] if half of us die, will they care for us [they

will not pay attention to us] ; but now thou [for thou*] art worth ten thousand of

4 us ; therefore [and] now it is better that thou succour us out of the city. And the

king said uuto them, What seemeth you best I will do. And the king stood by the

gate-side, and all the people came out [went forth] by hundreds and by thousands.

5 And the king commanded Joab and Abishai and Ittai, eaying. Deal gently for my
sake with the young man, even with [ohi. even with] Absalom. And all the people

6 heard when the king gave all the captains charge concerning Absalom. So [And]
the people went out into the field against Israel ; and the battle was [or, took place]

7 in the wood of Ephraim. Where [And] the people of Israel were slain [smitten

there] before the servants of David, and there was there^ a great slaughter that day
8 of twenty thousand men. For [And] the battle was there scattered over the face

of all the country ; and the wood devoured more people that day than the sword
devoured.

c. Absalom murdered by Joab. Vers. 9-18.

9 And Absalom met'' the servants of David. And Absalom rode [was riding] upon
a [the] mule, and the mule went under the thick boughs of a [the] great oak [tere-

binth], and his head caught hold of the oak [terebinth], and he was taken up be-

tween the heaven and the earth, and the mule that was under him went away
10 [passed on]. And a certain man saw it, and told Joab, and said. Behold, I saw

Absalom hanged in an oak [the terebinth]. And Joab said unto the man that told

11 him. And behold, thou sawest him, and why didst thou not smite him there to the

ground ? and I would have given thee ten shekels [pieces'] of silver, and a girdle.

12 And the man said unto Joab, Though® I should receive a thousand shekels [pieces']

of silver in mine hand, yet would I not put forth ray hand against the king's son
;

for in our hearing the king charged thee and Abishai and Ittai, saying, Beware
13 that none touch the young man Absalom. Otherwise* I should have wrought false-

hood against mine own life ; for there is no matter hid from the king, and thou thy-

14 self wouldest have set thyself against vie. Then said Joab [And Joab said], I may'

5 [Ver. .3. Literally: "set heart on us."

—

TMMi "thou" instead of T\pi}? ''now" is read by Sept., Vulg., Sym.,

rand hy one or two MSS.^Syr. has "now;" its text here (followed by Arab.) is b.idly maimed.—Instead of " out 6f
•the city " Sept., an anonymous Greek version and Vulg., have ' in the cit}%" which is perhaps merely an explana-

•tory rendering. The absence of the Art. in *?'_J,'TD creates a difficulty. Bih.-Com., taking Tj,'0 as Hiph. participle

• of "1!|_J\
proposes to render :

" that thou be to us a stirrer-up in helping us," ). e., that thou help us by stirring us
up. But tlio construction here does not favor this rendering ; the verb (Hiphil) is followed by the Ace. of the

person or thing roused, and frequently by 7J^
(" against ") with the person against whom it is roused ; the Infln.

here .ilso would from the construction rather have for its subject the roused than the rouser. It is better to sup-

ply the Art. T'^TIO. or else to read Tj/a—Kethib TT^^S for "TT;^n'7 Hiph. Infin.
;

Q,ei-i "IIT^'S Qal.—Tr.]

6 [V(-r. 7. Omitted by Sept. as unnecessary. The first "there " in this verse is retained in Sept. (not omitted,
.as Wellh. says).

—

Tr.]

^ [Ver. 9. W^ellhausen: "from the connection with '^37 ['in the presence of] and from ver. 10 it appears

that the text Xlp'l is incorrect; read perhaps Nl^l f'and Absalom feared']." But the construction is sup-
•• It- t -

ported by Deut. xxii. 6 (Bib.-Com.), and the statement of ver. 10 is properly explained by this statement that .Ab-

salom in liis flight " met," accidentally came across some of David's men.

—

Tr.]

8 [Ver. V>. Read the Qeri V") or xS (= N^7).—" Though I should weigh (7pi*) into (upon) my hand;" instead

of the .\ct. Particip. Wellhausen reads'the Pass. /^Ipti?: "though there were weighed into my hand," but the

man might easily conceive of the weighing as done by himself.

—

Tk.]

9 [Ver. 13. Eng. A. V. here follows the Qeri ("my life," Kethib "his life"). The whole verse is difficult in

text and meaning. The line of thought seems to favor the marginal reading "II!/£3J3 "against his life; but it is

then difficult to see whether the man presents two reasons for not killing .\bsalom : 1 ) his regard for the king's
command (ver. 12), 2) his fear of the consequences to himself (ver. 13). or only the former. Moreover whether
the last phrase in the verse is to be rendered "thou wilt have to stand before him" (to give aeeount, or testi-

mony), or " thou wilt stand (appear) against me " is uncertain ; the latter is more probable. In the first part of
our verse the Sept. had a different text from the Heb. : "guard me the young man Absalom, not to do wrong
against his life." which would simplify the man's address. We may adopt the reading (jltty^J^'D instead of

^rT'ii'i'^iN), or keep tlie Heb. text and render :
" or if I acted falsely against his life, then nothing is concealed

from the king, and thou wouldest take stand against me."

—

Tr.]
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not tarry thus with thee. And he took three darts'" iii his haud, and thrust them

through [into] the heart of Absalom, while he was }et aiive in the midst of the

15 oak [terebinth]. And ten young men that bare Joab's armour compassed about

16 and smote Absalom, and slew him. And Joab blew the trumpet, and the j)eople

17 returned from pursuing after Israel, for Joab held back" the people. And'" they

took Absalom, and cast him into a [the] great pit in the wood, and laid a very great

IS heap of stones upon him ; and all Israel fled, every one to his tent. Now [And]

Absalom in his lifetime had taken and reared up for himself a [the] pillar,'^ which

is in the king's dale ; for he said, I have no son to keep my name in remembrance;

and he called the pillar after his own name, and it is called unto this day, Absa-

lom's place [monument].

d. The fid ill r/s of joy and grief. David's lament over Absalom. Vers. 19-3.3 [XIX. 1].

19 Then said Ahimaaz, the son of Zadok [And Ahiraaaz the son of Zadok said].

Let me now run, and bear the king tidings how [om. how] that the Lord [Jeho-

20 vah] hath avenged [delivered] him of [from] his enemies. And Joab said unto

him. Thou shalt not bear tidings this day, but thou shalt bear tidings another day;

21 but this day thou shalt bear no tidings, because'* the king's son is dead. Then said

Joab to Cushi [And Joab said to the Cushite], Go, tell the king what thou hast

22 seen. And Cushi [the Cashite] bowed himself unto Joab and ran. Then said

Ahimaaz the son of Zadok [And Ahimaaz the son of Zadok said] yet again to Joab,

But, however, let me, I pray thee, also run after Cushi [the Cushite] And Joab

said, Wherefore wilt thou "^run, my son, seeing that thou hast no tidings ready.'*

23 But howsoever, said Ae,'* let me run. And he said unto him, Eun. Then [AndJ

Ahimaaz ran by the way of the plain, and overran Cushi [the Cushite].

21 And David sat [was sitting] between the two gates ; and the watchman went up

to the roof over [of] the gate unto the wall, and lifted up his eyes, and looked

25 [saw], and behold a man running alone. And tiie watchman cried [called] and

told the king. And the king said, If he be alone, there is tidings in his mouth.

10 [Ver. 14. The word (03t-') "'^t " 'l-ii't." bi^t " staff," and is contrasted with tlie word "spear" (jTjn) in 2

Sam. xxiii. 21. Either, thenj we must suppose Joab to have used an uncommon weapon (Erdmann) cr we must

change the text. Erdmann states the objections to Thenius' proposed reading D'n7ty, and it would be hard to

account for an alteration of D'^'ifl or nifi'Dn into D'tDDtr.—Instead of: " in the heart qSd) of the terebinth "

Thenius proposes to read after Syr. and Vulg. :
" hung in C^Sjl) the terebinth," for which there seems no neces-

sity ; tlie renderings of these two versions are merely interpretations.—Tb. J

n [Ver. 16. Sept., Vula:., Thenius, Keil, Erdmann render: " Joab wished to spare the people," but the render-

in" of Ens'. A. V. seems better because the idea of " wish " is not contained in the Hebrew, and the plirase •' the

people " in connection with Joab more naturally refers to David's army.—Tr.J
12 [Ver. 17. Wellhausen objects to the order of vers. 14-17, because it represents Absalom, already half-dead

from hanging', as .^urviviug Joab's stabbing with the staves or darts, and finally meeting his death from the young
men He would make the last word of ver. la and ver. 16 follow ver. 14, and then insert vers. 15, 17. so as to read :

" 14, Joab took three darts, etc m the terebinth, and killed him, 16 and blew the trumpet, and held back the

people. 15 and ten young men compassed about Absalom, 17 and took him, etc." Though this is ingenious, it is

nut required by the text. Joab's wounds did not kill Aljsalom, and the zealous armor-bearers finished him ; thea

Joab called in his soldiers, and they (indef. subject = Passive) took Absalom and cast him into the pit.—Tk.J

13 [Ver. 18. This word has the sign of determination (r\H), and yet is not followed by a determinative noun
;

whence Wellhausen would supply mti?X (in place of following IK'X), and render: " took the pillar of the Aslie-

rah [idol-image] in the king's dale and set it up." But (apart from the fact that HIJ^X does not occur after a con-

struct P3i'0, in 1 Kings xiv. 23 ; xvii. 10 the two words are used co-ordinately) this is an example of a word de-

ti-rmined by a relative clause, as in Gen. xl. 3. See Ew. ? 277 d, 2), and Ges. ? 116.—At the end of the verse T =
" monument," a diflferent word from that rendered " pillar."—Tr.]

n [Ver. 20. Eng. A. V. here adopts the Qeri \3-h]? :
" for the king's son is dead." Syr. and Chald., omitting

the JD, render: "thou wilt not announce except that the king's son is dead," which, however, the preisent Heb.

will not bear.—?3-Sj^ usually means "therefore," but here = "because" (= |2l-7^' '3)-—Tr.]

15 [Ver. 22. Eng. A. V. takes DIjS = " to thee," and HN^O Qal. Act. Partieip. fem..of X2fn, = " finding, ready :"

Erdmann renders the Partieip. "reward-finding," Philippson : "profitable;" Wellhausen takes it as Hopli. of

NV (nX:fpi = "brought out, paid out" (Gen. xxxviii. 25) ; Bib.-Com.: " sutticing," which eommemis itself as ap-

].ropriate.-^.\ecording to Bottcher, it is only when the pronoun is emphatic that we can render T\j~) " to thee ;'*

and here it is better = " go thou " (= " and if thou go "). But the pronoun may be emphatic here.—Tr.]

i« [Ver. 23. Insert "»0X""1 at the beginning of the verse.—Tr.]
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26 And he came apace and drew near [he came nearer and nearer]. And the watch-
man saw another man running ; and the watchman called unto the porter," and
said, Behokl, another [om. another, //<.•<. a] man running alone. And the kinp-said,

27 He also bringetli tidings. And the watchman said, Methinketh the running of
the foremost is like the running of Ahimaaz the son of Zadok. And the king said,

28 He is a good man, and cometh with good tidings. And Ahimaaz called, and said
unto the king. All is well [Peace !] And he fell down to the earth upon his face be-
fore the king, and said, Blessed be the Lord [Jehovah] thy God, which hath de-

29 livered up the men that lifted up their hand against my lord the king. And the
king said, Is the young man Absalom safe? And Ahimaaz answered [said] When
Joab sent the king's servant and me [om. the king's servant and me^^] thy servant,

80 I saw a great tumult, but I knew not what it was. And the king said' unto him
[om. unto him], Turn aside, and stand here. And he turned aside and stood still.

31 And behold, Cushi [the Cushite] came ; and Cushi [the Cushite] said. Tidings, my
lord the king, for the Lord [Let my lord the king receive the tidings that Jehovah]
hath avenged [delivered] thee this day of [from] all them that rose up against

32 thee. And the king said unto Cushi [the Cushite], Is the young man Absalom
safe? And Cushi answered [the Cushite said], The enemies of my lord the king,
and all that rise against thee to do thee hurt [for evil] be as that [the] young man

33 is [om. is]. [Heb. xix. 1]. And the king was much moved, and went up to the
chamber over the gate, and wept ; and as he went, thus he said, O my son Absalom,
my son, my son Absalom! would God [O that] I had died for thee, O Absalom,
my son, my son

" [Ver. 26. Instead of '^];p " porter " Erdmann, Then., Botteher, Wellhausen (after Sept. and Syr.) read "l_j'ty

" gate," which, however, is not neees.sary, and this statement is not in conflict with ver. 25, where the watclinniu
seems to speak directly to the king.—After the second t»/'X Thenius and Wellhausen (Sept., Vulg., Syr.) insert

inx "another;" but Botteher properly remarks that this would naturally be inserted by the versions (so Eng.

A. V. inserts it) from the preceding part of the verse, while its omission could not so well be accounted for.—Tr.]

18 [Ver. 29. Erdmann renders as Eng. A. V., but the construction, as it stands, is awkward and improbable.

The simplest procedure seems to be that of Wellhausen, to omit IiSdH 13j^-r\N (though it is not easy to account

for its insertion). Some (so S».-Co?».) prefer the Vulg. rendering, 'on which see Erdmann in the Exposition.
Related questions, such as the person of "the Cushite," will there be referred to.—Tk.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

a. Ch. xvii. 24-29. David at 3Iahanaim..

\er. 24. To Mahanaim, east of tlie Jordan
(which he had crossed in tlie niglit, passing
through the Jordan-valley, ver. 22), probably a
fortilied place, north of the Jabbok, suitable for a
rendezvous for gathering an army, whence it was
chosen by Abner as Ishbosheth's capital-city.

See on ii. 8. [A well-provisioned country,
friendly to David (Bib.-Com.).—Tr.] — Absa-
lom's passage over tlie Jordan took place when
he had had time to gather ( according to Hushai's
counsel) "all the men of Israel," that is, all the
military force of the country (comp. ver. 11 sq.).

Ver. 25. Whether Amasa, appointed by Absa-
lom captain in place of Joab (who remained
faithful to David), is the same with the Amasai
of 1 Chron. xii. 17, 18 (Ewald, Bertheau), must
be left undetermined. ''If this conjecture were
correct, the man. so cordially received by David
(1 Chron. xii. 17), would have committed grave
wrong in attaching himself to Absalom " (Then.).
Elsewhere the phrase "son of a man (or woman)"
is defined Ijy a following appositional word or
genitive (Botteher) ; but here the defining phrase
is introduced by "and" [''and his name was
Itlira"], so that we have the independent asser-

tion: "son of a man," which is meaningless.
Perhaps the text originally had :

'' whose name
was" (top* "It^N), and the relative pronoun has

fallen out (from the following "^ti'N). Botteher
conjectures that "foreigner" ("^jJ stood after

" man," comp. i. 13 [it would then read : ''Amasa
was the son of a foreigner, and his name was
Ithra."

—

Tr.]. — With this would agree that
Ithra was an Ishnaelite, for so we must here read
instead of " Israelite," after 1 Chron. ii. 17, where
Jether is shortened form of Ithra (Sept.: "the
Jezreelite," Josh. xix. 18, so David's wife Ahi-
noam, 1 Sam. xxviii. 3). The designation of
Ithra as an "Israelite" would be superfluous;
but the statement that he was an '' Ishmaelite "

serves to illustrate the fact that Amasa was an
illegitimate son of Abigail. If Nahash be taken
as a man's name, and the word "sister" in appo-
sition Avith Abigail, then Zeruiah and Abigail
are daughters of David's mother by her first mar-
riage with Nahash, step-daughters of Jesse, and
on this side .step-sisters of David (so the older
expositors, Michaelisand Schultz). But Nahash
may, with Movers and Tiienius (who refers to 1

Chron. iv. 12, where it is the name of a city), be
taken as a woman's name, here a .<?eco)ul wile of
Jesse. In this case also the two, Zeruiah and
Abigail, would be David's step sisters. Clericus
supposes Nahash to be another name, or a sur-
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jiame of Jesse; Capellus would read "Jesse"

instead of " Nahash " (after a variant of the

Sept.) ; Bottcher puts " sister" in apposition with
" Nahash," Avhicli he regards as a woman's name.

[It is an old Jewish view that Nahash is another

name of Jesse. For many persons, says Kimclii,

had two names, and this" (Nahash) signifies "a
serpent." From whence it is that when Isaiah

(xiv. 29) saith: "out of the serpent's root (or,

the root of Nahash) sliall come forth a cockatrice

or hasilisk," the Chaldee paraphrase expounds it,

" out of the root of Jesse shall come forth the

]\Iessiah ;" who was typitied hy the brazen ser-

pent in the wilderness (Patrick). This would be

baseless allegorizing, even if Nahash were proved

to be another name of Jesse, which is not proba-

ble. The omission of the name Nahash in 1

Chron. ii. 16 is against the view that it belongs

to a daughter of Jesse ; more probably it is the

name of the otherwise unknown father of Abigail.

See "Text, and Gram."—Tr.]—Ver. 26. Absa-

lom pitched his camp in Gilead. Nothing is

said of a siege (Ewald) of Mahanaim. Against

this view is the fact that David, as appears from

what follows, here got supplies of men and provi-

sions, formed an army, and organized it in three

divisions, which required time. It is hence evi-

dent that David was able to establish himself

strongly at Mahanaim without being attacked by

Absalom's army.—Vers. 27-29. Bavid receives

reinforcements and provisions. Shobi, the son of

Nahash, from Kabbah, the capital of the Ammo-
nites; this last statement "guards against the

possible error that Shobi was a brother of Abi-

gail" (Thenius). Rabbah, on the lower Jabbok
(xii. 20-31), belonged to David's empire, and now
remained true to him. Shobi, if not an Israelite,

was perhaps a son of the deceased Ammonite
king Nahash and brother of the Hanun (x. 1

sqq.) conquered hy David (Keil), or a member
of the royal house of Amnion favored by David

(Ewald). [Shobi was hardly tributary king of

Amnion [Bih.-Com.], else he would have_ been

called king.

—

Tr.]—Machir, son of Ammiel of

Lodebar, who had received Jonathan's lame son

Mephibosheth into his house (ix. 4).—Barzillai,

a Gileadite of Eogelim, an otherwise unknown
place, mentioned besides here only in xix. 32.

The Sept. (alone among the ancient versions)

inserts " ten " before " beds " and l)efore ''basons
;"

but this does not agree with tlie connection, since

the articles mentioned were brought by several

persons for "the people" (ver. 29), and therefore

certainly in considerable quantities. Ten would

have been too few for David's "court and army"
(Ew.); the insertion of this number in the Sept.

was perhaj)S suggested by 1 Sam. xvii. 17, 18.

"Whether they were "fine mattress-beds" (Ew.)

nuist be left undecided. " Basons," metallic ves-

sels for preparing food,

comp. 1 Sara. xvii. 17.

"Parched food" C^p)^

As not only corn-grains.

but also pulse-beans were roasted (Bochart, Hier.

II. 582, Harmar, Beobacht. I. 255 sq.), the second

word may refer to pulse, of which, as well as of

corn, two kinds are named ; and therefore the

omission of the second ('"'P) as an error (Sept.,

Syr., Arab.) is unnecessary [Eng. A. V. retains

it, and renders: "parched pulse"]. The last

term in the list ("^P3 i^i^V) is variously trans-

lated ; Vulg.: ''fat calves;" Tlieod.: "sucking
calves;" Cliald., Syr., Rabbin.: "cheese of kine

(cows)" [so Eng. A. V.]. The last sense agrees

better with the preceding words [Eng. A. V. incor-

rectly :
" butter "] ; the first sense accords with the

" sheep" (small cattle). Sept. transfers the Heb.
word: " saplioth of oxen." The meaning of the

Heb. phrase is doul)tful. The verb in this sentence

(" brought" j slantls strangely and unnaturally after

the long list of articles ; it is therefore better, with

Sept., Vulg., Syr., Arab., to supply a verb-form

(partcp.) at the beginning of ver. 28, and then to-

insert "and" before the verb in ver. 29: '-tliey

brought beds, etc., and gave them to David."

[Eng. A. V. simply transfers tlie verb to the-

beginning of ver. 28. On the reading see "Text,

and Gram." Patrick calls attention to the food

of the times (only one sort of meat) as indicated

by the list in vers. 28, 29, and Bib.-Com. remarks
that God's care for David was evident in the

kindness of these people.

—

Tk.]
b. XVIII. 1-8. The battle in the forest of

Ephraim.
Vers. 1, 2. David organizes his armii, and dis-

poses it for battle.—Ver. 1 sq. 1) The musterincr

of the whole body of people with David, which
had been constantly growing by reinforcements-

from the country east of the Jordan ; 2) the divi-

sion into smaller bodies of hundreds and thousands;

3) the organization of the wliole army in threes

grand divisions under Joab, Abishai and Ittai the

Gittite, comp. xv. 29. He " gave them into the

hand " (Vulg.), that is, put them under the com-
mand of Joab and the others [Eng. A. V. not so

well: "sent forth under the hand"].—Vers. 3,

4. David's attitude /« respect to the impending battle.

1) David's declaration that he would himself go
into the fight; 2) the declaration of the people ihiit

they were unwilling to this, since the point was
to secure his safety for the benefit of the whole
people in the battle. " Thou* art as we ten

thousand," that is, equal to ten thousand of us.

David was to remain behind with a reserve-corps,

in order in case of need to come to their lielp

from the city, whence it may be inferred that

Mahanaim was a strong place, where a stand

might be made. The king agreed to this pru-

dent proposition.! and stood at tlie gate-side,

while the army filed out before him.—Ver. 5.

David's ordci respecting Absalom- He said to the

generals : Deal gently with the young man
Absalom.— [Heb. has the dalivus commodi:
" deal me gently ;" Eng. A. V. :

" deal gently for

my sake," a fair rendering.

—

Tr.] The peo-
ple heard it, that is, from bystanders, who
spread it abroad.— [The text rather says that the

people heard the king give the order ; the fact is

mentioned to explain the answer of the man to

Joab in ver. 12 ; notice the phrase :
'' in our

hearing" there.

—

Tr.] The brief exclamation

of David accords with the vividly portrayed

scene and with his feeling when he saw his army
going forth against his son.—Vers. 6-8. The bat-

tle. " The people went out against Israel," that

* Read nPX instoail of nn>' (obviously an error

from following nr>J7)-

t (He was prolial)ly will ins; not to liave to go in persor

against Absalom (Bib.-Coni.).—Tk.J
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is, David's army made the attack. The battle was
in the wood cf Ephraim. This name can be

understood only of the forest covering the moun-
tains of Ephraim, which, when the Israelites en-

tered Canaan, stretched over the whole mountain
(Josh. xvii. 15-18: *'go up into the forest,—

a

mountain .shall be thine, for it is forest), and was
still extensive in later times ; see 1 Sam. xiv.

22-26, where it is said that the children of Israel

fir.st hid from the Philistines in mount Ephraim
(that is, in the mountain-gorges and in caves),

and then that all the people came into the forest.

We are thus pointed to the wooded heights in

the tribe of Ephraim, not far west of the Jordan.

Further, Ahimaaz (ver. 23) traverses the Jordan-
valley in order to cai-ry the news to David at

Mahanaim. " Ahimaaz could not have gone this

Avay if the battle had been on the east of the Jor-

dan, and he wished to take a short route " (Keil).

Ewald admits that the name " forest of Ephraim"
seems certainly to point to the west of the river,

but yet puts it on the east, because David's army
returned after the victory to Mahanaim, " while,

if the battle had occurred on tiie west side, it

would obviously have been much better to stay

on that side and take possession of Jerusalem."

To this it need not be replied witii Vaihinger
(Herzog, Art. Ephraim) that ''David wislied to

avoid further shedding of blood, and prudence
and clemency dictated a return to Mahanaim ;"

rather it must be urged that Absalom's defeat

had put an end to the insurrection (ver. 17, and
xix. 9), his followers were corapk-tely broken up,

and tlierefore an immediate occupation of Jeru-
salem was unnecessary. But besides, the battle

was a severe one, as appears from the fact that

of Absalom's army (which fought very bravely)

twenty thousand men fell, and David's army was
not in condition after the fight to make a long
and rapid march to Jerusalem. Moreover, even
in that case it would have been necessary for the

reserve with David to join the victorious army;
this junction effected (by crossing the Jordan),

the whole army marched to Jerusalem under the

lead of the king. Thenius holds that the forest

of Ephraim was east of the Jordan, on the ground
that nothing is said of Absalom's re-crossing the

river (according to xvii. 28 he encamped in

Gilead, east of the river), that, if he liad re-

crossed, David (who stood only on the defensive)

would have awaited another attack on his present

position [Mahanaim], and tliat the expectation

of help from the city [ver. 3] presupposes that

the battle occurred near Mahanaim, to which it

is to be replied that ver. 6 shows that David did
not act merely on tlie defensive (he marched
against Absalom), and that David's unexpected
attack on Absalom's army (which could not

spread out in the relatively narrow space between
Maiianaim and the Jordan) may well have forced

its passage across the river, so that the decisive

conflict occurred in the wooded hill-region of the

tribe of Ephraim. The fact that David stayed

behind with one division in Mahanaim, and sent

the three generals with their divisions against

Absalom, shows clearly that he acted on tlie

offensive. The proposed " help from the city
"

was only for the case that the attack was not

successful, and cannot be urged in support
of the view that the battle was near Maha-

naim. The narrator here relates only the
final and decisive conflict, it not being his:'

purpose to describe the previous actions by which
Absalom's army was forced across the Jordan.
Tii'at the messengers (vers. 19-27) had then to re-

cross tlie Jordan in order to reach David makes
no difficulty, since the river could easily be crossed

by the fords. From the eastern edge of the wooded
Mount Ephraim the messengers could reach Ma-
hanaim by rapid travel in about two hours. The
assumption by some expositors of a "Forest of

Ephraim " east of the Jordan, presumedly so called

from the defeat of the Ephraimites by the Gilead-
ites (Judg. xii. 1-5) is a mere conjecture untena-
ble against the demonstrated geographical-histo-

rical significance of the name. [Another conjec-

ture is that the '' wood of Ephraim " was so called

from the place Ephraim where Absalom had
sheep-shearers (2 Sam. xiii. 23) ; but this has
nothing in its favor, since, if the forest is to be
put west of the river, the region in the tribe of
Ephraim is the most natural here. Most exposi-

tors hold (against Erdmann) that the battle must
have been near Mahanaim and on the east of the

river, since the centre of action seems to be Ma-
hanaim, and nothing is said of Joab's crossing

the river. But in the absence of all information
about a " forest of Ephraim " east of the Jordan,
the question must be regarded as unsettled. Mr.
Grove suggests (Smith's Bib.-Dict., Art. Wood
of Ephraim) that the forest may have been called

after this battle, from the prominent part taken
in it by the powerful tribe of Ephraim on Absa-
lom's side ; but this is not prol table.—If the battle

were on tiie east of the river Ahimaaz might still

have found a quicker way to Mahanaim through
the Jordan-valley; while, if it were on the west,

it would seem necessary that the Cushite also

should pass through this valley, and it is inti-

mated that he did not go that way.

—

Tr.]—Ver.
8. Further description of the defeat of Absalom'.s

army. The defeat was terrible because the fight

spread* wide over the woody mountain-terrain,

and more of Absalom's men perished in the
gorges of the mountain than by the sword. "The
forest of Epliraim lay no doubt in the northeast-

ern part of the tribe-territory, towards the Jordan
and Succoth" (Vaihinger), where there were
deep, narrow gorges and steep declivities towards
the Jordan. [It is commonly supposed that Ab-
salom's army was far larger than David's; but

we know notliing of their numbers. Twenty
thousand slain is a great loss, yet not improbable
under the circumstances.—The victory may be
accounted for by the superior organization of Da-
vid's troops and the superior generalship of his

army-leaders. As to Amasa see xx. 4-6.

—

Tr.]
c. Vers. 9-18. Absalom murdered by Joab.—

Ver. 9. In tiie tumult of the battle Absalom got

into the neighborhood of " David's servants.'-'

The verbf is to be taken as strictly reflexive : "he
came upon, found himself" in a position, where-

he saw himself already captured or slain. H 3

* Read the Qeri fllfllJJ, "scattered," Niph. Particip.

fem. [of njj], instead of the Kethib H^^;*}! "dispersal"

[Ges. reads ini'33, " vvas scattered."—Tr.]

t Xip' = n"l'p\ Niphal. [See -'Text, and Gram."
••It- •.•It—Tk.I
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therefore entered a thicket, on the mule which
he rode as royal prince (hence tlie Art. : " the

mule"), in order to escape. His head, however,
caught in (literally: ''made itself fast in") the

boughs of a terebinth, not merely from his large

growth of hair, but doubtless also because the

head was jammed in between the branches in con-

sequence of the entanglement of the long hair

;

thus he was " se^" that is, hung [Eng. A. V. :

" was taken up "] between heaven and earth, since

the mule went away from under him. [Bib.-

Com.: ''It would seem that the two things that

his vain-glory boasted in, the roj'al mule and the

magnificent head of hair, both contributed to his

untimely death."

—

Tr.]—Ver. 10. Only one of

David's men saw it and reported it to Joab as

commander-in-chief. [Tiie text does not say that

*'only one man" saw it, but that "a man" saw
it; others may have seen it, but this man re-

ported it.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 11. Joab's desire of re-

venge prevents him from regarding David's com-
mand given to the whole army (ver. 5). He, the

highest commander, forgets himself in disobe-

dience so far as to chide his subordinate for not

killing Absalom, and tell him of tiie reward he
had thus lost. This accords precisely with the

rude passionateness, violence and Inirbarity of

Joab's character, as before described.

—

It was
my affair richly therefor to reward thee with ten
silver pieces (= about seven dollars*) andwith
a girdle (comp. Ezek. xxiii. 15), as a valuable
and essential part of military dress.—Ver. 12. The
man's reply. And thought I should -weigh
in (or, on) my hand a thousand shekels [or

pieces], that is, if they were already given to me,
I would not do such a deed. He refers to the

command of the king: Beware, whoeverJ it

be [=all of you], of (touching) the young man.
Maurer: "whoever (of you shall come on him").
[So Eng. A. v.: ''beware that none touch"].
Most of the ancient versions and some [Heb.]
MSS. read: "beware me of touching," ete., where
me is Dativus commodi; but this is to be rejected

as a conjecture to avoid a difficult construction,

and suggested probably by the similar piirase in

ver. 5 [Eng. A. V. : "for my sake"]. David's
command was to all, not merely to the generals

(ver. 5), and to the common soldiers, one of whom
here shows himself nobler-minded and more obe-

dient than his commander.—Ver. 13. The ini-

tial word "or" (IX) indicates a contrasted asser-

tion.—The preference is to be given to the text
'' his life" over tlie marginal reading "my Hie."

The latter is j'ound in the Sept.: "and how shall

I do wrong against my life?", and the Vulg. :
" if

I had boldly acted against my life," and Ewald

:

" if I had lied (acted deceitfully) against my con-
science." Against Ewald Tlienius says that the
natural course of thougiit here is that the man

* [This snm would be equivalent to one hundred dol-
lars nt the present day.—On th(! viirioiis kinds of ancient
girdles (a neces.sary article of dress for men and wo-
men), ineliiding that of the hijih-priest, and on the eus-
totn of pre.sentinR them as gifts (still found in Persia),
see Art. Girdle in Smith's Bib.-Dict.—Tk.]

• t Read Qori n. with most ancient versions.

X On this eonstruction of "0 with aposiopesis see Ex.

xxiv. U; Judg. vii. ?,, and l>elow, vers. 22, 33. Ewald, §

104 il, n. ''T for 'rj is conjecture.

should first state the act itself, and then its conse-
quences for liituself. Or, had I dealt deceit-
fully against his life, wrouglit falsehood by
killing him, inasmuch as I should thus have acted
against the express prohibition of tlie king. The
words "and nothing is hid from the king" form
a parenthesis; the apodosis begins with "and
thou." And thou w^ouldest have stood
against me, that is, have ajjpeared against me
before tlie king as accuser. For this expression
comp. Ps. cix. 6; Zech. iii. 1. [On other expla-
nations of this difficult verse see " Text, and
Gram." The man's reply seeins to be: " In the
first place, I have too much respect ibr the king's

command to lift my hand against his son for any
reward ; and in the next place, the reward would
avail me nothing, for the kin^ would find out
what I had done and punish me, and you yourself
would be witness against me," wherein he say.s

plainly that he does not trust Joab. That the
latter does not resent the answer by violence is

perhaps to be ascribed to his consciousness of

being in the wrong.—Eng. A. V. follows the mar-
ginal reading, which also gives a good sense, as

does the reading of the Sept. ;
" the king charged

thee, etc., saying. Beware of doing tlie young man
harm, and nothing will be hid from the king,"
etc.—Tr.]—Ver. 14. Joab's answer betrays his

vengeful, rudely passionate nature: I -will not
tarry thus with thee, that is, lose time in my-
self doing what is necessary. He took three
staffs; such is the meaning of the word (Oyd),

and not "spear, dart, spit" (comp. xxiii. 21), as

Sept. and Vulg. [and Eng. A. V.] give it. The-
nius therefore changes the text ; but the word he

proposes C^'JP,) is used (as Keil remarks) in the

older Hebrew only as = "missile" (.Job xxxiii.

IS; xxvi. 12; Joel ii. 8), and not till postexilian

times in the general sense of "weapon" (2 Clir.

xxiii. 10; xxxii. 5; Neh. iv. 11); and moreover
no change is necessary, since our text-word signi-

fies such sharp wooden staffs as Joab could find

in the hard terebinth-wood ; and this view is sup-

ported by the fact that he had to use three wea-
pons, while one spear-thrust would have been
sufficient.—The words :

" and he was still alive,"

etc., are connected with the preceding, not with
the succeeding context; in the latter case they

would be introduced by a Conjunction or other

Particle. Joab thrust "tlirough the heart of the

still living prince" (Ewald). The hanging in

the tree did not immediately produce death,

though it would have done so finally.
—''In the

heart of the terebinth" (Ex. xv. 8) = "in the

midst of the terebinth," agreeing with the descrip-

tion in ver. 9. This expression Bottcher would

unnecessarily change to: "in the thicket (3^*) of

the terebinth."—Ver. 15. After Joab's tlirust in

the heart, Absalom is killed by ten of Joab's

young men, probably at his command.— [Thus
neither the lianging nor the thrusts in the heart

jiroduccd death. Tiiis, if surprising, is by no
means impossible. On Wellhauscn's unnecessary

re-disposition of the text (putting ver. IG before

ver. 15) see "Text, and Gram."

—

Tr.]—Ver. 16.

By Absalom's deatii the end of the battle was se-

cured, and .Joab therefore called the people oS
from further pursuit. The motive for his bar-

barous slaying of Absalom was not private revenge
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'(Kurtz in TIerzog), but revenge for the honor of

the ejected king, and the conviction that only his

death could put an end to the unhappy civil war.

He stopped the pursuit, however, because he wished

to spare the people, that is, Absalom's people. A
piece of clemency alongside of his barbarity

!

[The rendering of Eng. A. V. is lietter :
'' he held

back the people" from pursuit. The phrase "the

people" here naturally refers to David's (and

Joab's) people.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 17. Absalom cast

aside. And they thre'w over it a very great
heap of stones, a sign of embittered feeling

against a dead man. [In his translation Erdmann
lias :

" over him."

—

Tr.] The great heap of stones

over the pit (the Art. denotes the well-knoivn pit

into which Absalom's corpse was thrown) was to

be a monument of shame for his crime ;* comp.
Josh. vii. 26 (Achan), viii. 29 (the king of Ai).

All Israel had fled, every man to his tent,

that is, all of Absalom's army (gathered from all

Israel) that survived the defeat ; this also con-

firms the view that the battle took place on the

west of the Jordan. [But they would have fled

to their homes, no matter where the battle was
fought.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 18. In sharp contrast with

this mention of the monument of shame stands

the following account of the monument that the

-vain and ambitious Absalom had set up in his

own honor during his lifetime. The word " took "

[Eng. A, V. "had taken"] (Num. xvi. 1; 1

Kings xi. 37) is pleonastic, as is common in cir-

cumstantial and vivid narration : [" took and
reared"= " reared "]. But it may be understood

as= " took for himself," not pleonastic (Bottcher).

The form of the pillar (probably of stone) cannot

be determined. In the king's dale, the valley

of the Kidron, two stadia east of Jerusalem (.los.

Ant. 7, 10, 3) ; it took its name from the event

described in Gen. xiv. 17, and was in later times

called also the valley of Jehoshaphat. The " Ab-
salom's pillar" of ecclesiastical tradition, shown
even in the Middle Ages, and to-day called " Ab-
.salom's grave," a pyramidal pointed monument
about forty feet high,t cannot in its present form
be the work of Absalom. See Thenius' excellent

argument against the view of Winer and Ewald,

that the "king's dale" was north of Jerusalem,

perhaps (according as the Salem in Gen. xiv. 18

is understood) not far from Salem, a northern

city on the Jordan.

—

I have no son, comp. xiv.

27; his three sons there mentioned must have
afterwards died. " It is called to this day Absa-

lovi'sHand" ( 1 Sam. xv. 12), a monument recalling

his memory like an uplifted hand. This monu-
ment of honor (whether it was "adorned with a

splendid inscription of his name" (Ew.) must be

left to the imagination) he had himself erected

during his life; that monument of shame in the

wood of Ephraim was set up by others after his

terrible death. A significant contrast!

(/. Vers. 19-32. The tidinfjs of joy arid grief.

David's lament over Absalom..

Ver. 19. Ahimaaz, the son of Zadok, who with

Jonathan (xvii. 15 sq.) had brought to David the

* [The custom .still exists, in respect to robbers, for

example. See Thomson, Land and Book, II. 234.

—

Tr.]

t See an exact description of it in Titus Tohler's Si-

Inahquelle und der (Elberg (1852). p. 267 sqq. [Its base is

surrounded bv Ionic pillars ; it is doubtful whether it is

a tomb. See Robinson I. 350.—Tr.J

34

information concerning Absalom's design, and had
remained with the army. He wishes to bear to

the king the tidings that the Lord has judged
the king [ = done him justice] from the hand
of his enemies—the theocratic conception of an
immediate divine interposition.—Ver. 20. Joab
refuses the request. His reason is :

" because* the
king s son is dead." He .says: Thou art not a
messenger to-day [Eng". A. V.: " thou .shalt

not bear tidings this day"], becau.se he knew that
David, notwithstanding the victory, would be
deeply moved by the news of Absalom's death.
He did not wish to expose Ahimaaz to the king's
anger, and therefore refused to let him carry the
tidings.—Ver. 21. He rather committed this task
to the Cushite, the Ethiopian slave, whom he had
at hand for all sorts of work. The name is gen-
tilic, not the proper name of an Israelite (Sept.,

Vulg. [Eng. A.V.]). After the manner of a
slave, he cast himself down before Joab. Gro-
tius: "he sent an Ethiopian, thinking it small
damage if he received hurt from the king."—Ver.
22 sqq. A remarkably vivid description of the
lively conversation between Joab and Ahimaaz.
The latter says: "but happen what mayf [Eng.
A. v.: "however"], let me run;" he thought
more of the victory than of the death. Joab still

refuses, but gives an exacter reason than before.
" Why wilt thou run ? if thou go, the message
is not a reivard-bi-inc/incj one," J not such a one as

will bring thee profit (Bottcher). Luther: "thou
wilt not carry a good message." Thenius alters

the text after the Sept., and renders: "there is to

thee no message leading to profit." But accord-
ing to the explanation given above, there is no
need for such insertion and alteration. [Eng. A.
v.: "thou hast no tidings ready," but the signifi-

cation "ready" is not easily gotten from the
Hebrew word. Better: "thou hast no tidings

sufficient" {Bib. Com.); that is, the Cushite has
already carried the news ; or, " thou hast no pro-
fitable tidings," none that can do any body good.
The Syr. is as Erdmann's rendering, the Vulg. as

Luther's. See " Text, and Gramm."

—

Tr.]—
Ver. 23. In the quick and lively account of the

* Read the Qeri \2~1l\ '3 (the |3 has evidently

fallen out by reason of the following
J3);

it = " be-

cause" (Gen. xviii. 5 ; xix. 8), see'res. gl55, 2rf. Maurer

[so Syr., Chald.,] retains the Kethib (^y '3) and

renders: "for concerning the king's son as dead (thoii

wouldest have to carry tidings)." But 1) this addition
[of a sentence to the constructionj is suspicious, and 2)

if PiO [" dead "J belonged to " the king's son " as .Adjec-

tive, it must have the Article.

t no "(TV Comp. Ew. §104if; quidquid id est.

t nNi'b n"l!i'3-r'N riD^l noS is here permissive
T : I • T : T :

Imperative (Bottcher, Thenius) :
" go thou " = "and if

thou go" (as run, Ps. viii. 2 [1]). It can be taken (with

Preposition) as Pronoun = ^7 (Gen. x.xvii. 37) only

where it is conditioned by the v^ord-tone (Bottcher), as
Num. xxii. 33; 1 Sam. i. 2ti ; Psalm cxli. 8. Here, how-

ever, rx, not T\J~I (fis = thee), has the tone, for the mes-
I • T :

.
.

sage was profitable for nobod?/. Thenius: flX^flD J,'V3/.

Hiph. Particp. of X^'. But the word is Act. Qal. Pur-

ticp. of NYO, " to come upon "=" that comes on (.finds)

"

an end or a reward.
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conversation, tlie phrase " and he said " (easily

supplied by tlie reader) is omitted, as in 1 Sam. i.

20. The repetition of the "and be it as it may"
shows Ahimaaz's ardent desire to carry the tidings

to David. He went " by the way of the plain," *

the Jordan valley (Gen! xiii. 10-12; xix. 17, 25,

29; Deut. xxxiv. 3 ; 1 Ki. vii. 47). As "way"
has here a local meaning, it cannot be explained

as indicating a particular manner of running

(Ewald :
" he ran in the manner of the Kikkar

(plain-) running"). [Erdmann supposes this

statement to support the view that the battle was
fought on tlie west of the river ; but it has already

been pointed out (see note on ver. 6) that it is

here intimated that the Cushite did not go by the

way of the Jordan-valley, which he must have
done if he had come from the west to the east

side. [Bib. Com. also calls attention to this fact

in note on ver. 23.) Assuming that the scene of

battle was on the east, the paths of Ahimaaz and
the Cushite cannot be described with exactness

;

but if it Avas south-west of Mahanaim and near the

river, the Cushite may have struck in over the

hills, while Ahimaaz took the more level north-

ward route along the river, and then passed in to

Mahanaim (so Patrick). See Bib. Comm. in loco.—Tr.] Vers. 24-27. That the two runners are

seen by the watchman confirms the view that they

both came through the Jordan-valley, and so

could be seen afar off coming one after the other.

The Cushite is seen in the same direction as Ahi-
maaz, and therefore they could not have come
different ways (Thenius).—Ver. 24. David sat

between the two gates (that is, in the space

between the outer and tlie inner gate) waiting for

tidings. The watchman went up to the
roof of the gate on the wall.—That is, the

outer gate connected with the city-wall.—Ver. 25.

[The watchman reports to the king the approach
of a runner.] Tlie king said : If he be alone,
there is good tidings f in his mouth.—He
has been despatched as a messenger. If the re-

sult was bad, several would come as fugitives.

—

Ver. 2G. The watchman, seeing another man run-

ning, called out to the gate;X "for here, at the

farthest possible distance from the outer gate, the

king must have taken his position, if he wished
also to see the watchman on the flat roof" (The-
nius). He also, said the king, brings good
tidings—namely, since he comes alone.—Ver.
27. The watchman recognizes Aiiimaaz, probably

by the swiftness of his running. The king said.

He is a good man, whom Joab would not have
chosen as the messenger of evil.

* 133 with or without |T1TI-
T •

I
••

:
—

t [Tlie word (rT^tyS) sometimes means good tidings,
T :

sometimes bad tidings, sometimes simply tidings ; the
meaning in any particular ease must be decided by the
eontext. Here either "tidings" or "good tidings"
would give a proper sense.

—

Te.]

X Read l^'jy "gate" instead oflj/ty "porter." [This

change of the text (after Sept., Vulg., Syr.) seems hardly
ne(!essary. The watchman may have called to the por-
ter, and the porter to the king. The expression "called
to (or, towards) the gate" is certainly possible and in-
telligible, but still strange and unexampled. The fact
that the porter is not said to speak to the king makes
some difficulty, but not enough to call for a change of
text.—Ta.l

Vers. 28-32. The double message. — Ahimaaz
called out: Hail! [or, Peace! Eng. A. V. giving
the sense: All is well!

—

Tk.] The brief excla-
mation corresponds to the haste of the runner, and
gives David assurance of victory. It was under-
stood, as a matter of course, that Ahimaaz would
report on this point first. "The Lord hath shut

vp (the ground-meaning of the Verb is to be re-

tained) thy enemies;" that is, the Lord has set

bounds to thy enemies in their revolt, lias sur-

rounded and embraced them with His power, s&
that they can no longer stir. So Sept. and Vulg.
Comp. 1 Sam. xvii. 46 ; xxiv. 19 ; xxvi. 8 ; Am.
i. 6,9; Ps. xxxi. 9 [8].—Ver. 29. To David's
question concerning Absalom, Ahimaaz answers
evasively. I saw, says he, the great tumult.^

—He describes it from personal observation

—

hence the Article. In the first part of Ahimaaz's
answer, Vulg., Luther and Michaelis render:

"when the king's servant, Joab, sent me, tliy ser-

vant;" but "the king's servant" is not the sub-

ject of the verbal form (Infin.), and besides the
copula {"and thy servant") renders this transla-

tion impossible, unless the text be altered and the
copula omitted. "The king's servant" is the

Cushite, while Ahimaaz calls himself "thy ser-

vant." The subject of the sentence, Joab, stands

(as sometimes occurs in such Infinitive-construc-

tions) after the object (so Josh. xiv. 11; Isa. v.

24 ; xxix. 23 ; xx. 1 ; Ezra ix, 8 ; Ps. Ivi. 1 [ti-

tle] ; 2 Chron.xii. 1. Comp. Ges. § 133, 3 Eeni).

[Dr. Erdmann renders here as Eng. A. V. Per-
haps a better text would be :

" when Joab sent thy
servant;" it is not likely that Ahimaaz would call

the Cushite "the king's servant," or mention him
at all. See "Text, and Gramm."—TR.] Ahi-
maaz is unwilling to give the sad news ; but he
not only keeps back the truth, but makes the false

impression tiiat Absalom's fate was not decided

when Joab sent him ofl".—Ver. 30. Meantime the

Cushite has arrived. At David's command Ahi-
maaz stepped to one side (literally: "turned
about"). The Cushite speaks in completely theo-

cratic style: " The Lord hath done thee justice on
thy enemies."—Ver. 32 sq. He answers the ques-

tion about Absalom indirectly, yet so as not only

clearly to make known his death, but also to ex-

press condemnation of his hostile attempt against

his fatlier and king. Tlie Cushite refers to God's

punitive justice in Absalom's destruction—a fact

that David in this moment of heart-rending grief

loses sight of.—Ver. 33 [Heb. xix. 1]. "And the

king was shaken " * [Eng. A. V. :
" was much

moved"]. David's behaviour is so vividlj' and
touchingly portrayed as only an eye-witness could

do it. Augustine (cont. Gaud. 11. 14) : ''Absa-

lom afflicted his father more by his death than

by his life."

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGKJAL.

1. The religious-moral character oi David's dis-

position of heart is clearly expressed in the Psalms

* Vulg. : contristatus est, " was grieved." [Erdmann

gives the Sept. rendering of this word (TJI'1) as eSaKpv-

(rev (wept\ which he rightly characterizes as weak ; but

though this word is given in the text of Stier and
Tbeile's I'olyglot (an eclectic te.xt), both the V.atican

and the .Mexandrian texts have the strong and appro,

priate rendering, erapix^ii, "violently perturbed."—Tc.j
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pertaining to this gloomy time, through which the

cxpLriences of the royal singer have become the

tommon possession of the theocratic community,

and tlie source of comfort and strength to innu-

merable pious hearts. While Pss. xli. and Iv.

belong to the time of the development of Absa-

lom's insurrection, Pss. Hi. and iv. are to be re-

ferred to the time immediately after David' s flight ;

for the particulars see Ewald, llengstenljerg, De-
litzseh, and Moll [in Lange's i'/Wc-lFo/l-]. In-

deed, the time of day that gives coloring to each

Psalm may be determined. They are not, how-
ever, both evening-songs, as Hengstenberg holds,

who refers them to the evening of the day of

flight; but Ps. Hi. is a morning -so7ir/ (.J. H. Mich.,

Ew., Del., Moll), written a^'ter that dreadful day
and the following night in which Ahithophel
would have surprised' him, and only Ps. iv. is to

be regarded as an evening-song, whether written

the day of the flight or the next day. " There is

indeed," says Moll on Ps. iii., " no special note of

time, and the absence of such note is felt by many
expositors to be a difficulty. But they fail to con-

sider that we have here a specifically lyrical-reli-

gious effusion, which is not the expression of the

feelings of an anxious fiither (as 2 Sam. xvi. 11),
but sets forth the complaint and the confidence

of faith of a commander and king (hard-pressed

indeed, but cheerful in prayer) in such terse sen-

tences and vigorous words that the reader hears
tlie royal singer sigh, cry, weep from the bottom
of his heart." The first strophe of Ps. iii. (the

title of which is: "Psalm of David when he fled

from Absalom his son"), vers. 2, 3 [1, 2] describes

his distress by reason of his numerous enemies,
who revile him for his trust in God. In the sec-

ond strophe, vers. 4, 5 [3, 4] he indicates his

ground, of hope, namely, that God, who has lifted

up his head, will help and hear him. In the
third strophe, vers. 6, 7 [5, 6] he expresses his

confidence offaith, based on the experience of the
Lord's protection during the j^ast night, to which
this morning bears testimony. The fourth strophe,

vers. 8, 9 [7, 8] contains a prayer for deliverance
and blessing, growing out of his confidence offaith

and his ground of hope.—Ps. iv., as an evening-song,

is a cry of the sorely-pressed singer to "his refuge

of righteousness," the creator and possessor of right-

eousness, the judge of unrighteousness, the pro-

tector and restorer of persecuted righteousness.

Ver. 2 [1] contains (witli a reference to already
experienced help) a prayer that God would hear
him, vers. 9 [8], the confident conviction of its ful-

filment. " The pillars of the bridge (vers. 3-8

)

between distress and deliverance, prayer and con-
fidence, are: 1) God's choice of the singer, and
the enemies' opposition to the divine decision ; 2)

the singer's sincere piety (vers. 4 [3]), the hypo-
critical and external religiosity of the enemies
(see the words of ver. 6 [5] :

' offer the sacrifices

of righteousness
') ; 3) the singer's living trust in

God, vers. 7, 8 [6, 7], while the enemies trust in
human helps ; comp. the ' trust in the Lord,

'

ver. 6 [5] (Hengstenberg). To these two Psalms
we must add Ps. Ixiii. on account of its direct re-

ference to David's stay as fugitive west of the .Jor-

dan. The title :
" Psalm of David when he was

in the wilderness of Judah " is confirmed by the
agreement of the expressions, "thirsting in a drv
land, without water," with 2 Sam. xvi. 2, 14;

xvii. 29, compared with xv. 23, 28 ; xvii. 16.

The mention of the sanctuary, ver. 3 [2] and the
royal office, ver. 12 [11] forces us to refer it to the
flight from Absalom, not to the Sauline persecu-
tion. The singer, " pining in the wilderness," de-
sires that God may be as near to him (ver. 2 [1]

)

as He formerly was in the sanctuary, of which he
is now, alas! deprived (ver. 3 [2] j. His highest

good and only comfort is God's grace, which is

"better than life," and his communion yvith God
(vers. 2-4 [1-3] ), wherein he now even in suffer-

ing rejoices (vers. 7-9 [6-8]), having also the
joj'ful hope for the future that the Lord will bless

him (vers. 5, 6 [4,5]) and judge his enemies
(vers. 10, 11 [9, 10]), both of these being com-
bined in ver. 12 [11] :

" But the king will rejoice

in God; every one that sweareth by Him (God)
shall glory ; for the mouth of them that speak
lies shall be stopped." To the time of distress,

when he was on the east of the Jordan, belong P.?.«.

Ixi. and /.*/('. Ps. Ixi. expresses first the i-orrowful

feeling of liomelessness, and removal from the

sanctuary, whence the psalmist is banislied to the

"end of the earth" (ver. 3 [2]). All the more
earnestly does he jyray from afar (vers. 2-5 [1-4] )

for deliverance from the evil, which he likens to a

steep rock, and which he cannot escape without

God's guidance (ver. 3 [2]), appealing to God's
former acts of help (ver. 4 [3]), and begging for

protection in the "tabernacle" (ver. 5 [4]). In
vers. 6-9 [5-8] he states the ground of his confi-

dent prayer, referring to the prophetic word that

assures him an everlasting dominion, himself af-

firming this dominion (on the ground of 2 Sam.
vii., especially ver. 29), and closing with joyous
thanksgiving for the mercy and truth that would
defend him. In Ps. Ixii. David first affirms his

trust in God, and the truth that rest and salvation

are in Him alone (vers. 2, 3 [1, 2]). The wick-

edness of his enemies, who wish to deprive him
of his God -given dignity and of his life, drives him
to God (vers. 4, 5 [3, 4]). He calls on his soul to

seek God only (6-8 [5-7]), and invites all to trust

Him (ver. 9 [8] ), warning against trust in all else

(10, 11 [9, 10]), and giving in conclusion as the

ground of all this God's mighty power and love.

Vers. 5, 6 [4, 5], referring to attempts of enemies

against his dignity and life, touch Pss. iii. and iv.,

and point to the time of Absalom. Ewald : "From
ver. 5 [4] the enemies seem to be slanderous fel-

low-citizens, who, relying on a newly-established

power, attempt to cast the psalmist down to the

ground and destroy him, because they cannot bear

his spiritual superiority." Closely allied with

this Psalm is Ps. xxxix., which is therefore pro-

perly referred by several commentators (for ex-

ample, Delitzsch) to the Absalomic time. David
first declares that in the presence of the ungodly

he was submissively silent, in order that he might
avoid sin (vers. 2, 3 a [1, 2 a]). Yet he gave ut-

terance to his burning grief (3 b, 4 [2 b, 3]), and

prays to be taught how brief is the measure of his

days (5, 6 [4, 5]). The nothingness of human
things foi'bids trust in them, therefore he will imit

on the Lord alone (7, 8 [6, 7] ). On this is founded

next the prayer to be delivered from transgres-

sion, and from the reproach of the ungodly (9

[8]). He will not complain, indeed ("for thou,

thou hast done it "), but he prays for deliverance,

lest he be destroyed (10-12 [9-11]). Since he is
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only a sojourner and pilgrim, he prays that help

may be given him before he departs.—To this

time belong also Ps. xlii. and xliii., which toge-

ther form a whole. The Psalmist is east of the

Jordan (xlii. 7 [6]), and sorrowfully recalls the

time when at the head of the rejoicing multitude

(comp. 2 Sam. vi. 14) he went to the house of the

Lord (ver. 5 [4]), lamenting the present desola-

tion of the sanctuary by the enemy, who mock at

liim as one forsaken by God, in a land tar from
auv holy place. With this is combined desire

and hope of sharing in the service of the sanctu-

ary. In both Psalms the enemies are described

as internal as in the Ab^aloraic psalms. Comp.
Ps. xliii. 1 :

" Judge me, O Ood, and plead my
cause against a people without love [i. e., ' un-

godly'

—

Tr.] ; deliver me from the deceitful and
unjust man." Thrice in the same words (xlii. 6

[oj, 12 [11], xliii. 5) the Psalmist bids his un-

quiet soul '' hope in God." Not from the soul of

David, indeed (Hengst., Thol.), but from his own
soul does the Korahite psalmist [the title ascribes

the song to the Sons of Korah] utter his lamenta-

tions and hopes ; but the tones of the song are the

same as those of the Davidic psalms of this time.

—

Further, Ps. xxiii., xxvi.—xxviii. owe their origin

to the outward and inward experiences of the

royal singer at this time (Del., Moll). In all of

them the psalmist is far from the sanctuary, and
longs to worship God in His house ; in all there

is the sharp contrast between the oppression of

enemies, and trust in God. The refreshing aid

of friends, narrated in 2 Sam. xvii. 27 sq., he ex-

tols in Ps. o-xiii. as the kindness of God, his good
shepherd ; here we recognize the tones of Pss. iii.

7 [6] ; iv. 8 [7] ; Ixiii.—-The enemies, described

in Ps. xxvi. are identical in character with the

abettors of the insurrection of Absalom. The
psalmist appeals to his righteous life, and to the

tribunal of God, and prays not to be carried off

with sinners, from whom he has ever been sepa-

rate, and by reason of his love for the sanctuary

will still be separate ; confidently he looks for help

from the Lord, and restoration to the sanctuary.

—While this Psalm closes in joyful hope, Ps.

xxvii. begins with the expression of happy confi-

dence in God, affirms the hope of victory over

enemies, and vows a thank-ofiering for deliver-

ance to the Lord in Ilia sanctuary.

—

Ps. xxviii. (in

many respects similar to Ps. xxvii.) is a passion-

ate cry in the midst of danger for requital on ene-

mies, and for deliverance for the Lord's Anointed

and for His people. It closes with :
" the Lord is

the saving strength of His AnoiiiUyl. O help thy

people and bless thy heritage, and feed them and
bear them up forever."*

2. In these psalms are contained the following

truths, valid for all times and relations of the

kingdom of God, especially for times of depres-

sion and convulsion. The Lord permits such
times to come to purify His people, and by sifting

to determine wb.o are for Him and who against

Him, and for both these classes tliey contain les-

sons. The former [God's people] are, as David,

* [It is oloar that the internal proofs here adduced by
the author of the origination of these Psa'.ms (especially
xxiii., xxvi.—xxviii., xlii., xliii.) in the insurrection oif

,M).salom are of a very general nature, and cannot be
considered as a demonstration. The lessons drawn from
thorn, however, are not the less valid from the uncer-
tainty of the authorship.—Tb.]

I

1) in humble penitence to confess that their own
sins have helped to bring distress on God's jdng-
dom ; 2) to learn, for the strengthening of tlieir

foith, that not human power and wisdom, but
God's, conduct and further the affairs of His king-
dom ; 3 ) to see, for their consolation, that no hu-
man power shall long hinder, or even destroy this

kingdom, and 4) to recall, for their joy, God's
deeds in the past, which He has not performctl in

vain, and His sure p;-o)?i('ses, which will not be left

unfulfilled.—On the other hand, the enemies of
God's kingdom are to reflect that they are only
instruments in His hand for chastising His house,
that their anti-godly work has its limits in the
will and command of the Almighty God, and that

they can escape His wrath only by humbly bow-
ing under His hand and giving Him the honor.

3. The faithfidness of hmncm lore, strengthening
in need and cheering in misfortime, is not only
the copy, but also the means and instrument of the

faithfulness of the divine love, granted to those tiuit

bow humbly beneath God's hand, and wholly
trust Him.

4. In the contest for the holy cause of the kinr/dom

of God all those that are called to defend it, must
thoroughly combine all the forces that willingly

offer themselves, in order to overcome the power
of evil. But, with all bravery and all anger
against evil, the servant of God must guard
against sinful fleshly anger, and bring God's mer-
ciful love as near as possible to the authors of the

evil, in order to afford them the opportunity and
means of conversion, and to save them from de-

struction. While their evil cause falls under the

divine judgment, through human hands, the human
hand is not arbitrarily and self-led to be laid on
their perso?is, but to commend them to God, wlie-

ther they may not be brought to repentance by
His long-suflering, by the failure of their wicked
undertakings and the exhibition therein given of

God's punitive justice.

5. He who (as Joab), self-determined, angry,

merely executing strict justice, anticipating God's
judgment, sits in judgment on his neighbor and
executes judgment on him, himself falls under
the divine judgment. Comp. 1 Ki. ii. 28-34.

(5. David's lament over Absalom, as a father's

lament over his lost son, was not in itself in con-

flict with his theocratic calling, with all his force,

to restore the kingdom of God, on the ground of

God's promises to him, against his son, even at

the cost of his destruction. Peter ^Martyr :
" in

his heart two feelings met, grief for his son and
joy in the divine judgment, so that he could say :

just art thou, O Lord, thy judgment is right. But
these feelings of joy and grief, being contrary to

one another, could not have place together in his

mind." It is psychologically perfectly natural

and ethically unexceptionable to feel //)•;>/" at the

judicial destruction of a human life and soul near

and dear to us, as David here for Absalom, and
at the same time to give place to anrjcr at the un-

authorized intrusion of a violent human hand into

the course of divine judgment on a lost man, whose
soul, might else have been saved. But one may
easily sin (as David did) in such justifiable sor-

row and anger, by weakly yielding to passionate

excitement, and holding merely to tiie human,
so that the eye of the spirit loses sight of tlic

earnestness of the divine justice, which permits
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iinnnthorizcd human intrusion into its plans, in

order thus to complete itself, and to secure its

ends over all human thoughts and weakly human
feelings. Kurtz (Hcrz. III. 304): "Absalom's
sin and shame had two sides : there Avas in it the

curse that David's sin brought on David's house
(2 Sam. xii. 10), the misdeed of the fathers, that

is visited on the children (Ex. xx. 5),—and not

less Absalom's own wickedness and recklessness,

which made him the bearer of the famil^'-curse.

David looks at Absalom's deed not on the latter

side, but on i\\e former (for his own guilt seems to

him so great, that he looks little at Absalom's)
;

hence his deep, boundless coriipassion for his mis-
guided son."—This king's path Avas full of tears.

He Avept Avhen he parted from Jonathan and went
into banishment; he wept Avhen Saul and Jona-
than perished ; he wept over the death of the son
of Bathsheba begotten in adultery ; he wept over
the murder of his son Amnon lay Absalom; he
Avept Avhen, a dethroned fugitive, he ascended the
Mount of Olives; he mentions the tears that he
so often shed on his lonesome bed ; he Aveeps most
violently and longest OA'er Absalom's terrible end,
since he saAV herein the culmination of God's
judgments on his house, which he had incurred
by his sin. Augustine: " Xot in his life does he
Aveep for him, but Avhen he is dead, because all

hope of salvation for him Avas then cut off." But
liis unrestrained tears, his immoderate yrief, as the
folloAving narrative shows, obscured his view of
the divine judgment, that of necessity came upon
Absalom on account of his men reckless wicked-

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Chap. xvii. 24—xviii. 8. The proof of r/enuine

fidelity ill troubled times: 1) By AA-illing gifts of
iove to relieve bodily need ; 2) By swift help in
battle against an evil foe; 3) By ofi'ering our
OAvn person to save the dear life of our friend

;

and 4) By tenderly showing forbearance towards
lus wounded heart in the conflict against the
author of his distress.

—

God ivonderfully helps His
people in battling for the interests of His kingdom :

1) By awakening and revealing liidden and
faithful love, Avhich consoles and refreshes (xvii.

24-29) ; 2) By collecting brave soldiers, who
shrink not from taking part in the battle (xviii.

1-4); 3) By securing glorious victory even
against the apparently superior foe (vers. 5-8).

XVIII. 5-16. Divine righteousness and human
compassion towards the adversaries of God's kingdom:
1) Divine righteousness in executing its judgment
upon Avickedness and the Avicked goes its OAvn
Avay, independently of the feelings of human
compassion for their purification and rectification.

Yet 2) Human compassion is not excluded by
thinking of the earnestness of the divine right-

eousness
;
but as a daughter of the divine com-

passion, Avhen engaged in delivering a iiuman
life i'rom eternal ruin, it has a right to ask tliat it

may glory against judgment, so far as in the
counsel of God patience and long-suffering is still

resolved on.

Vers. 9-18. Heaven-unde oppnsites that cannot be

reconciled: 1) God's s^tnct righteou.vicss, ^'hen the
measure of His holy Avrath is full, and human
compassion, when the measure of the divine pa-

tience and long-suffering is full ; 2) Rude exercise

of poiver, Avhich in self-will and recklessness de-
stroys a human life, and tender conscientiousness,

which fears to strive against God by attempts
upon a human life ; 3) The honor, which man in
his pride prepares for himself before the Avorld,

and the shame, with which God punishes such
pride.

_
Vers. 19-33. Sweet and bitter in the leadings and

dispensations of God: 1) From one source— the
Lord's wise counsel; 2) For one and the same hu-
man heart—in order to humble and exalt it ; 3) To
a like end—the Lord's glory.

Fr. Arndt : David's victory over Absalom—hoAV
it is 1) prepared, 2) gained, and 3) croAvned.

Chap. vii. 27-29. Schlier: Inthefidelity ofmen
David was to recognize the fidelity of the Lord

;

he was to take courage from the fact that the Lord,
Avho is such a friend, and in the midst of his
wretchedness has cared for him, will also care for
him still further, and help him out of all his
wretchedness. Precisely thus, at the present day
also, the Lord our God deals A\-ith His children.
He leads us into trouble, it is true, but in the
midst of trouble He sends us refreshing again.

—

Starke: So God knows hoAv to refresh His peo-
ple in time of need, even through strangers, from
Avhom nothing Avould have been expected (Psalm
xxxiv. 11 [10]; xxxvii. 19).— S. Schmid: A
righteous cause finds everywhere its supporters
and defenders.

Chap, xviii. 1 sqq. Fr. Arndt: O when a man
first leaches the point that he is lord of his pain,
that no longer sorrow rules over him, but he rules
over his sorrow, that thoughtfulness, quiet and
peace returns into his heart, tiien he is again in a
good Avay, no more brought to a stand but in pro-
gress, and a door is opened for all help and deli-

verance.

—

Osiander: Though we ought to trust

God, yet Ave ought in so doing to neglect nothing
that we have and can fitly use to turn aAvay the
evil.

—

[Henry: It is no piece of wisdom to be
stiff' in our resolutions, but to be Avilling to hear
reason, even from our inferiors, and to be over-
ruled by their advice, when it appears to be for

our own good. Whether the people's prudence
had an eye to it or no, God's providence Avisely

ordered it that David should not be in the field

of battle ; for then his tenderness had certainly
interposed to save Absalom's life, whom God had
determined to destroy.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 4-8 : Schlier : Easy gained, easy lost.

Absalom's example shoAvs that. And to-day also,

in great as in small things, hoAV can it be other-
wise than according to the saying. Easy gained,
easy lost. But another thing Ave also clearly see
from this history : If God is left, we are not for-

saken. David held fast to his God, even Avhen
the Avorld stormed in upon him from all sides.

Let us hold fast to the Lord, let us perseveringly
wait for Plis help. To us also He will at the
right time assuredly send help.—[Henry: Ab-
salom and David each did his utmost, and
showed what he could do ; how bad it is possible
for a child to be to the best of fathers, and hoAV
good it is possible for a father to be to the worst
of children

;
as if it were designed to be a resem-

blance of man's Avickedness toAvards God, and
God's mercy toward man, of Avhich it is hard to

say Avhicli is more amazing.

—

Tr.]
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Ver. 9. Starke: God punishes the disobedi-

ence of children to their parents very severely

(Prov. XXX. 17; xx. 20; Deut. xxvii. 16).—Osi-

ANDER : Those who are patiiid up with the gifts

that God has granted them, and misuse them for

the ends of arrogance and luxury, are often

brought by these very gifts to ruin.—S. Schmid :

A man whom the divine vengeance is pursuing
does not escape.—Vers. 14 sqq. S. Schmid : He
must be a very bad man wlio is not attracted to

what is good by the good example of his subordi-

nates.—Ver. 17 sq. Cramer : As the death of the

saints is precious (Psa. cxvi. 15), so on the con-

trary the death of the ungodly is little esteemed
and horrible (Psa. xxxiv. 22).

—

Starke: As the

memory of the just is blessed (Prov. x. 7), so the

memory of the ungodly abides in dishonor and
shame.

Vers. 19 sq. Starke: .Joy is always the begin-
ning of sorrow, and good and evil fortunes are in

this world always mingled.

—

Hedinger [from
Hall] : O how welcome deserve those messengers
to be that bring us the glad tidings of salvation,

that assure us of the foil of all spiritual enemies,
and tell us of nothing but victories, and crowns,
and kingdoms.—Ver. 28. Starke: When one
has obtained a victory, he should ascril)e it to

God Himself, and not to human powers (2 Chron.
XXV. 8).

Ver. 29. Schlier : David knows well how to

bring his duty as ruler into harmony with his

duty to his family; for he has a kingly heart full

of kingly thoughts, and yet has also a faithful fa-

therly heart, full of love and compassion, and who
should not be glad to learn from such a man ?

We recognize the upright man in the fidelity he
shows to both his calling and his kinsmen, and
he who little esteems the one or tlie other does not
rightly do his duty. [It is not necessary to main-
tain that David did just right in the matter. Cer-

tainly he sometimes erred very greatly ; and in

this case his parental fondness seems to have over-

balanced his sense of duty as a king.

—

Tr.]—
Vers. 42 sq. S. Schmid: Pious parents are justly

more anxious for their dissolute children than for

the pious and obedient, because they are nearer to

ruin.—Berl. Bible: God is the true and onlv
source of all parental love and all the compassion
which parents maintain even towards their un-
godly Absaloms.

—

[Taylor: But the worst in-

gredient in this cup of anguish would be, I tliink,

the consciousness in David's heart that if he had
himself been all he ought to have been, his son
might not thus have perished David
now professes, and I believe with truth, to desire
that he had died for Absalom ; but that was a vain
wish. He ought to have lived more for Absalom.
He ought, by his own character, to have taught
him to love holiness, or, at all events, he ought to

have seen that tliere was nothing in his own con-
duct to encourage his son in wickedness, or to

provoke him to wrath; and then, though Absa-
lom had made sliipwreck, he might have had the
consolation that he had done his utmost to prevent
such a catastrophe.

—

Tr.]

[Ver. 14. The death of Absalom: 1) He has
missed his golden opportunity. (He slighted

Ahithophel's counsel, and now David has organ-
ized a strong army.) 2) He has fought desper-
ately, but in vain (ver. 6). 3) The very objects

of his vanity have occasioned his ignominy ( riding

the royal mule, his long hair). 4) His fother's

often abused fondness continues to the end, but no
longer avails him (xiii. 39; xviii. 5, 11-15, 33 1.

5) His splendid gifts and reckless ambition have
brought him only ruin, and destined him to im-
mortal infamy (vers. 17, 18).

—

Tr.]

[Ver. 33. David mourning over Absalom: 1)
Wherein it was right, a) Parental love is inde-

structible, b) Absalom was not wholly bad, and
his faults had been aggravated by tlie misconduct
of others, c) David v/as conscious that all this

was a chastening required by his own sins. 2)

Wherein it was v:rong. a) In tliat it excluded
gratitude to his faithful and brave followers (xix.

Isqq.). 6) In preventing attention to the press-

ing duties of his position (xix. 7). c) In causing
him to overlook the fact that as long as Absalom
lived, the kingdom could have no peace, d) In so

far as it was not tcnpered by submission to the
will of Jehovah.

—

Tr.]
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THIRD SECTION.

The Restoration of David's Royal Aucnority, which -was now Endangered by Dis-
sension between Judah and Israel and by the Insurrection of Sheba.

Chapteks XIX.—XX.

I. The Way opened for the Restoration of David's Kingdom by JoaVs Reproof of his Immoderate Grief

for Absalom. Chap. XIX. 1-8 [Heb. 2-9].

1 And it was told Joab, Behold, the king weepeth and mourneth for Absalom.
2 And the victory [deliverance]' that day was turned into mourning unto all the

people ; for the people heard say that day how [om. how, ins. : ] The king was [is]

3 grieved for his son. And the people gat them by stealth that day into the city, as

4 people being ashamed steal away when they flee in battle. But [And] the king

covered^ his face, and the king cried with a loud voice, O my son Absalom, O
5 Absalom, my son, my son ! And Joab came into the house to the king, and said,

Thou hast shamed this day the faces of all thy servants, which [who] this day have
saved thy life, and the lives of thy sous and of thy daughters, and the lives of thy

wives, and the lives of thy concubines, in that thou lovest thine enemies, and hatest

•6 thy friends. For thou hast declared this day that thou regardest neither [not]

princes nor [and] servants ; for this day I perceive that, iP Absalom had lived

7 and all we had died this day, then it had pleased thee well. Now, therefore [And
now], arise, go forth, and speak comfortably unto thy servants ; for I swear by the

Lord [Jehovah], if* thou go not forth, there will not tarry one with thee this

night ; and^ that will be worse unto thee than all the evil that befel [hath befallen]

8 thee from thy youth until now. Then [And] the king arose, and sat in the gate.

And they told unto all the people, saying. Behold, the king doth sit in the gate

;

and all the people came before the king, \_Transfer the rest of this verse to the next

verse.^}

II. David prepares for his Return by Negotiations with the Men of Judah. Vers. 9-14 [Heb. 10-15].

9 For [And] Israel had fled, every man to his tent. And all the people were at

strife throughout all the tribes of Israel, saying, The king saved us out of the

hand of our enemies, and he delivered us out of the hand of the Philistines ; and

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL,
1 [Ver. 2. T\^'C}r\, properly " salvation, deliverance," not the idea of a conquering of enemies, but of being

t\ :

saved from them.—Te.
]

s [Ver. 4. Instead of OxS, Wellhausen would write DN"? as if from £3-n (1 Sam. xxi. 10).—Tk.]
- T T

' [Ver. 6. Conditional sentence, in which condition and consequence are represented as non-existent; the

protasis with xS ( = lS) and Adjective (or Participle), the apodosis with the Perfect. The action is stated in

the simplest forrh : "if Absalom is living, it is right," it being otherwise understood that Absalom is not living.—Tr.]
»

I

Ver. 7. Conditional sentence, in which both members are undetermined, put as mere possibilities. The

protasis is in the form of simple assertion (^J'X DX), the apodosis has the Imperf. (J'T) with future sense.

-Tr.]
6 [Ver. 7. Sept.: "and know thou that," etc., reading probably rp n^»T for :|"7 H^n ; but it had the latter

reading also.—Instead of np^'~ni' some VSS., EDD. and MSS. have T\i^y-~\^^, which would not, however,

tilter the translation. The 1 in this case merely carries on the sequence of time up to the limit, and is not to be
rendered " even " (as if emphatic), as Eng. A. V. often does.

—

Tk.]

6 [Ver. 8. So Thenius, Wellhausen, Bib.-Com., Erdmann.—Te.J
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10 now he is fled out of the land for [frona'j Absalom. And Absalom, whom we
anointed over us, is dead in battle. Now, therefore [And now], why speak ye not.

a word of bringing the king back® ?

11 And king David sent to Zadok and to Abiathar the priests, saying, Speak uutO'

the elders of Judah, saying, Why are ye [will ye be] the last to bring the king

back to his house ? seeing the speech of all Israel is come to the king even [om.

12 even] to his house.* Ye are my brethren, }e are my bones [bone] and my flesh,'

wherefore, then are ye [and why will ye be] the last to bring back the king ?

13 And say ye to Amasa, Art thou not of [om. of] my bone and of [pm. of] ray flesh?

God do so to me and more also, if thou be not captain of the host before me con-

14 tinually in the room [instead] of Joab. And he bowed [inclined] the heart of all

the men of Judah even [om. even] as the the heart of one man ; so that [and] they

sent this word unto the king. Return thou, and all thy servants.

III. David's Passage over the Jordan under the Escort of the Men of Judah, with TJiree Incidents^

Vers. 15-40 a [Heb. 16-41 o].

1. Pardoning of Shimei. Vers. 15-23 [Heb. 16-24],

15 So [And] the king returned, and came to lins. the] Jordan. And Judah came
to Gilgal. to go^ to meet the king, to conduct the king over [i7is. the] Jordan.

16 And'" Shimei, the son of Gera, a [the] Benjamite [Benjaminite], which was of

17 Bahurim, hasted and came down with the men of Judah to meet king David, And
there were [om. there were] a thousand men of Benjamin with him, and Ziba the

servant of the house of Saul, and his fifteen sons and his twenty servants with him

;

18 and they went over [ins. the] Jordan before the king. And there went over a.

ferry-boat [And the ferry-boat went over] to carry over the king's household, and

to do what he thought good. And Shimei the son of Gera fell down before the

19 king as he was come over [ins. the] Jordan ; And said unto the king. Let not my
lord impute iniquity unto me, neither do thou remember [and remember not] that

which thy servant did perversely the day that my lord the king went out of Jeru-

20 salem, that the king should take it to his heart. For thy servant doth know that

I have sinned ; therefore [and] behold, I am come the first this day of all the

f [Ver. 9. S|'0 is rendered by Gesenius : "from on," as conveying the notion that David had been a burden

on Absalom ; but it also sometimes = " from the presence of," as in Gen. xvii. 22. There is not snflfif^ient ground,,

therefore, for Bottcher's remark that the plirase is not Hebrew, and should at least be 'JSDi or for regardmg

the S^'O as the remnant of an original IJIdSoSDI, " and from his kingdom " (Sept.), wiiich may be merely .-*

marginal explanation. Syr. :
" come now, let us'flee from the land from after Absalom," reading n^33.—Tr.]

8 [Vers. 10, 11. The expression: "to his house," at the end of ver. 11 is here inappropriate; for the talk

among the people had certainly not come to the king's house (i. e. dwelling, as the context shows); it was per-

haps repeated from the previous clause after the 'nSTSn. Moreover this last clause seems to be better put at the-

end of ver. 10; it sounds more like the statement of the narrator than like a part of the king's speech to Judah.

In ver. 10 it may have fallen out by similar ending, two successive clauses there ending in
IJ7Dn. See Erd-

mann's remarks in the Exposition.

—

Tk.]

s [Ver. 15. Instead of n^HS some ancient EDD. and IMSS. have I^''\'}\ " to descend ;" but the weight of

authority is on the side of tiie text.—The Hiph. Inf. with Prep, is in this verse written T3J'n7, in ver. 18 (Heb.

19) ^'P;_'.'2--Tn.]

10 [Ver. 16 sqq. Wellha-'sen regards the statement about Ziba as a sort of parenthesis (ver. 18 b being con-

nected with ver. 16), and makes some changes in the text : he omits the 1 before ^7^, and at the beginning-

of ver. 18(Heb. 19) read.a n::_J' (so Vulg. ; Syr. )'^2p), instead of TT13J?. The account would then read: "And

Shimei, etc., came to meet David, and one thousand Benjaminites with him. And Ziba, etc., pressed (^n/V) to-

the Jordan before the king, and crossed (03^') the ford, etc. And Shimei fell down," ete. The reading of Vulg.

at beginning of ver. 18: "and they crossed the ford," commends itself as appropriate, for we should not expect

the statement about the ferry-boat to be inserted in the middle of the account of Sheba. But there seems to be

no good ground for omitting the 1 before ?nSv and thus confining thi.s action to Ziba and his party. Shimei

f with whom Zihawasimav have managed the arrangements for the transportation of the king's household-
Zilia may have assisted ; i,ut it is not necessary to suppose that it was out ofgratitude for this service that David
made tlie decision in ver. 29 (Heb. 30).

—

Te.]
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21 house of Joseph to ^o [come] down to meet my lord the king. But [And] Abi-

shai the sou of Zeruiah answered, aud said, Shall uot Shimei be put to death for

22 this, because he cursed the Lord's [Jehovah's] anointed ? And David said What
have I to do with you, ye sons of Zeruiah [ins. ?] that ye should [for ye will] this

day be adversaries unto me? [om. ?] shall there any man be put to death this day

23 in Israel ? for do I not know that I am this day king over Israel ? Therefore-

[Aud] the king said unto Shimei, Thou shalt not die. And the king sware unto

him.

2. Mephibosheth's Apology. Vers. 24-30 [Heb. 25-31].

24 And Mephibosheth the son of Saul came down to meet the king, and had neither

dressed his feet," nor trimmed his beard, nor washed his clothes, from the day the

25 king departed until the day he came again in peace. And it came to pass, when
he was come to [better from] Jerusalem to meet the king, that the king said unto

26 him, Wherefore wentest thou not with me, Mephibosheth ? And he answered

[said]. My lord, O king, my servant deceived me; for thy servant said, I will sad-

dle me an [the] ass, that I may [and] ride thereon, and go to''^ the king, because

thy servant is lame. And he hath slandered thy servant unto my lord the king.

27 But my lord the king is as an angel of God ; do, therefore, what is good in thine

28 eyes. For, all of ray father's house were but dead men before my lord the king

;

yet didst thou [and thou didst] set thy servant among them that did eat at thine

own table ; what right, therefore, [and what right] have I yet to cry any more
29 unto the king? And the king said unto him, Why speakest thou any more of thy

30 matter? I have said [I say]. Thou and Ziba divide the land. And Mephibosheth
said unto the king, Yea, let him take all [Let him also take all] forasmuch

as [after] my lord the king is come again [om. again] in peace unto his own
house.

3. Barzillai's Greeting and Blessing. Vers. 31-40 a [Heb. 32-41 a].

31 And Barzillai the Gileadite came down from Rogelim, and went over [ins. the],

32 Jordan with the king, to conduct him over [ins. the] Jordan.^' Now [And] Bar-

zillai was a very aged man, even [om. even] fourscore years old ; and he had pro-

vided the king of sustenance while he lay^* at Mahanaim ; for he was a very great

33 man. And the king said unto Barzillai, Come thou over with me, and I will feed

34 thee with me iu Jerusalem. And Barzillai said uuto the king. How long have I

to live [How many are the days of the years of my life] that I should go up with

35 the king to Jerusalem? I am this day fourscore years old; and [om. and] can I

discern between good and evil ? can thy servant taste what I eat or [and] what I

drink? can I hear any more the voice of singing men and singing women? where-

fore then [and why] should thy servant be yet a burden unto my lord the king?

36 Thy servant will go a little way over [ins. the] Jordan'* with the king ; and why
37 should the king recompense it me with such a reward [do me this favor^*] ? Let

" [Ver. 24. The two verbs in the Sept. ieepdneva-f and <hwxi<raTo may be two renderings of the same Heb..
wiird (Wellh.). As Wellhausen remarks, to express both verbs, the Heb. would use the expression: "lie did not
dress the nails C}'\3'^) of his hands and of his feet," which hardly stood in our text.—Other points in the ac-

count of Mephibosheth are referred to by Erdmann in the Exposition.—Tu.]

'^- [Ver. 2G. Instead of HX some very good EDD. and MSS. have 7^5, which is a more natural reading, but is

unsupported by ancient versions.

—

Tr.]

13 [Ver. 31. The nx is omitted in some EDD. and MSS.; others have the Qeri.—Tk.]

i< [Ver. 32. \"\3'tJ?3. The ancient versions and a few Ileb. MSS. have the Infin. in^K^a, which is the usual

construction. Another reading given by De Rossi from some MSS. is in^'K'S, " in his old age," which lie
T "

:

thinljs gives a good sense, but which will hardly commend itself,

—

Tr.]

15 [Ver. 36. Wellhausen unnecessarily regards the words "the Jordan" as an addition to the text, on the'
ground that the expression :

" I will go alittle way over the Jordan." is inappropri.ate. and that it was clearly not
Barzillai's purpose to cross the river. But he may well have desired to do the king the honor of escorting him^
across the boundary-line, the river, while he would not attach himself to tlie court by entering Jerusalem.

—

Tr.]

16 [Ver. 36. The verb 70 J means in general: "to perform an act towards one," whether of good or of evil.

The context here indicates that it is a favor that is done: but the idea of reward, which is not properly contained,
in the word, is here better omitted in the courtly speech of Barzillai.

—

Tr.]
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thy servant, I pray thee, turn back again [return], that I may die in mine own
city and be buried loin, and be buried] by the grave of my tather and of my
mother. But behold thy servant Chimham, let him go over [let thy servant Chim-

ham go over] with my lord the king; and do to him what shall seem good unto

38 thee. And the king answered [said], Chimham shall go over with me, and I will

do to him that which shall seem good unto thee ; and whatsoever thou shalt require

of me, that will I do for thee. And all the people went over [ins. the] Jordan.

39 And when the king was come over, the king kissed Barzillai, and blessed him
;

40 and he returned unto his own place. Then [And] the king went on to Gilgal,

and Chimham went on with him.

1'
[ Ver. 40. The Heb. has '• Chimhan," which Bottch (thoiish with scarcely any .s^round) regards as a Judaized

form of the native name "Chimham." There may have been different pronunciations of proper names (there

are signs of this elsewhere in the Old Testament), or this ditferent writing may be a scribal inadvertence (the

difference is not retained in the ancient versions), proper names being especially liable to corruption.—Tr.J

EXEGETICAI., AND CRITICAL,

I. Vers. 1 -8. David's immoderate grieffor Absa-

.lom stopped, by Joab's earnest representations.—Ver.

1. And it was told Joab, comp. xviii. 33.

The purpose of the informant, it .'leems, was to ex-

plain to Joab and the array why the king did not

corae forth to greet his returning victorious war-

riors. [Joab had apparently just returned from

the field of battle.—Tr.].—Vers. 2, 3. Touching
description of the impression made on the people

by David's violent grief, and their quiet and re-

pressed behaviour. The deliverance that was
acliievcd by the victory changed into mourning
for the whole people.—The news spread every-

where ("the people heard that it was said"):
" Tlie king mourns for his son." But these men's

hearty participation in the sorrow of the beloved king,

for whom they had perilled their lives, soon

changed to gloomy dissatisfaction at the fact that

the king, absorbed in his private grief, did not

deign to bestow a look on them. The description

of the manner in which the troops, thus dissatis-

fied, returned to the city, is psychologically very

fine. They stole away to enter the city, i. e.,

not: avoided entering the city (Vulgate, Luther,

Mich., Niemeyer), but, instead of entering in mili-

tary order as a victorious host, scattered and en-

tered indiviilually or in small groups, unobserved,
as people steal in that have disgraced
themselves by fleeing in battle, as disgraced

fugitives. Mourning, tlierefore, instead of joy of

victory, seeming shame instead of honor.—Ver.
4. Continued violent grief of David, who, over-

mastered by his feelings, forgets what he owes not

only to tiie army, but also to his people and his

royal position. "Certainly the army, which had
perilled goods and life to win the fugitive king
back liis kingdom, is very much concerned at his

immoderate aiHiction, and Joab, wlio was doubt-
less conscious of having acted with a proper ap-
prehension of the public situation, takes the liberty

by an earnest word to remind the king of his go-
vernmental duty" (Raumgarten). [The king
covered hisjare, a sign of extreme grief or shame

;

comp. Isa. liii. 3 :
" lie was as one hiding his face

from us." He cried, ivith a loud voice, according
to the open and violent mode of expressing grief
common in the East (and so also the heroes of the
Iliad); there are striking illustrations of this in
the Arabian Nights.—Tu.].— Vers. 5-7. Joab's

representations to David, and first, accusatory re-

proof (veva. 5, 6), which is only partially just ( ver.

5). David had certainly, contrary to his duty as

king and commander-in-chief of the army, done
what Joab reproaches him with in the words

:

Thou hast to-day shamed the faces of all

thy servants,^ " Thou hast destroyed the hopes

(thy army's of praise, thy nearest friends' oijoy")

(Thenius). It behooved the king to give the vic-

torious army a reception in keeping with the vic-

tory. Who have saved thy life and the
life of all thine, for this they put their lives at

stake. [If Absalom had conquered, David and
his whole household would probably have been

slain, such being the Oriental custom.

—

Tr.].—
But .Joab's reproof goes on to what is partially

tmtrue, ver. 6 : in that thou lovest them that
hate thee, etc. This was true, certainly, for Ab-
salom, who was his father's enemy, was now the

object of his father's love ; but it was a bitter un-

truth when Joab added : and hatest them that
love thee ; David had not deserved such a mis-

ajjprehension of his heart and disposition, though

his conduct had given occasion to it. That lead-

ers and servants are not for thee, that is,

not: that they are nothing (worth nothing) to

thee (De Wette, Keil), but: are for thee a.s if they

do not exist; Vulg. : ''because thou carest not

for thy leaders." I perceive to day that, if*

Absalom lived, and we were all dead to-

day, then.—As Absalom, if he had conquered,

would certainly have slain with his father all his

household also (ver. 5), so, says Joab, if Absalom
had lived (as David in his lamentation desired)

and he himself (Joab) had been slain in his place,

David's whole army would have shared in his

destruction. Joab dissects David's words of la-

mentation with inexorable cruelty, and draws

thence with his intellectual acuteness and the

grim bitterness of his rude nature consequences

that are seemingly logical, yet lay far from Da-

vid's nature, though his conduct looked like what

he was reproached with.—Happily, .Joab's speech

—which bears the stamp of military rudeness, dis-

appointed ambition, cruei hard-heartedness and

bitter resentment, and finds its justification only

in the fact that it set aside David's weak grief—

softens in the following words (ver. 7), wherein

he earnestly presses good, counsel on David, and

* Instead of x'"? read xS = ^S.
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thus deserves well of him and the people. Arise,
go forcli, leiir thyself from the grief in which thou
art lost. Speak to the heart of thy servants
( Homer's KuruO'vLua [comp. Eng. encourage! ). in
friendly fashion, satisty and refresh their minds

;

so the V'ulg. (comp. Gen. xxxiv. 3 ; 1. 21 and many
other passages). The meaning is not :

" speak of
their lieart," i. e., their courage :^ praise them
for their bravery (Jos.), which is against the usual
signitieation of the words. I svvear, if thou go
not forth . . . Joab does not threaten that he will

lead the army away [.Josephus], but he describes

the indubitable result of the dissatisfaction in the

army : it will not stay. Thus he points out what
conseciuences David's behaviour will have for his

throne. Worse than all the evil, ,Joab rightly

says, tiiat would be ; for by abandonment to grief

he would give up the kingdom that God had a

second time bestowed on him. Clericus :
" He

intimates that the troops would abandon David,
Avho, from silly weakness and foolish love of Ab-
salom, acted as if he were angry with the victori-

ous army, and elect another king."— \'er. 8. The
effect of Joab's sharp words was that David shook
oft his grief, and seated himself in the gate.* The
news goes (piickly through the people. All the
people came before the king, who, in ac-

cordance with Joab's counsel, expressed to them
his thanks and his kind feeling. Thus was the

danger to David's throne from the spirit of disin-

tegration (which, as the succeeding history shows,
continued after the victory) set aside by Joab's
.sharp and bitter word, which David took pa-

tiently, because he was obliged to acknowledge
its justnes.s.

II. Vers. 9-14. Negotiations for Daind's return.

The last part of ver. 8 must be combined with
ver. 9 into one sentence: And V7hen Israel had
fled, every man to his tent (comp. xix. 19)
all the people strove together in all the
tribes of Israel.—It is the other tribes, excepting

-Judah, that are meant. Among them, after their

terrible defeat, the revolutionary excitement had
«oon passed away, and by this victory, whereby
the land was saved from grievous misfortune,

men's minds were turned to David, as they re-

called his heroic deeds at home and abroad. All
the people strove together, reproaching one
another with delay in bringing back the king.
Why do ye keep quiet about bringing
back the king ?—The people are reassembled
after their dispersion ; their representatives con-
sult together zealously about the restoration to

the tlirone, to which they had raised the insurgent
Absalom by the act of anointing. They reproach
one another for doing nothing to restore the king.

In their hearts, therefore, they feel the grievous
wroiig they have done an anointed of the Lord,
as is sliown indirectly by their words, in which
David's great deeds and tlie misfortunes of the
terrible time just past are mentioned ; and now
they prepare for the deed of solemnly going to

meet David, whereby they will declare that

their hearts have returned to him in the old love

and fidelity.—In ver. 9 after the word "land,"
the Sept. adds: "and from his kingdom and,"
meant doubtless as an explanatory statement.

—

* [TliP ftate was the place of assoinhlv and hnsiiies?.
See Ruth iv. 1, 2; 2 Kings vii. 2 ; Job xxL-c. 7.—Tr.]

At the end of ver. 10 [Heb. 11] the Sept., Vulg.
(some MSS.) and Syriac have: "and the word of
all Israel came to the king," which occurs in the
Heb. at the end of ver. 11 [Heb. 12], and is

there repeated by the versions [except Syr.

—

Tr.]
only the "to his house" is not added in ver. 10.

If these words belonged at the end of ver. 10, they
would assign the motive of David's message in
ver. 11 (Then., Bottch., Ew.); but we must hold
(with Keil) that the difficulty that was found in

them in ver. 11 (as an explanatory sentence)
occasioned their insertion in ver. 10 as the ground
of David's message in ver. 11.*—Ver. 11. David
sent, not " the two high-priests Zadok and Abia-
thar to the elders" (Ewald), but a message to

these two priests, who had remained in Jerusa-
lem (xv. 27), to say to the elders: Why ^vill ye
be the last to bring the king back to his
house ? The rest of the verse declares that
David's message was occasioned by information
of the procedures in the other tribes.*—Ver. 12.

My brethren are ye, my bone and my
flesh are ye, that is, my nearest kindred, and
the sharers of my name. The backwardness of

Judah in the movement to restore David is ex-
plained by the fact that the insurrection started

in Judah, and Absalom was first recognized as

king in Jerusalem. Cornelius a Lapide :
" Con-

scious tiiat they had offended David, and fearing

Absalom's garrison in Zion, they did not dare to

recall him."—Ver. 13. David sends to Aniasa,

Absalom's general (xvii. 2-5), referring to their

relationship (1 Chr. ii. 16, 17), and promises him
with solemn oath the chief command of the army
in place of Joab. Ewald well says that this " was
not only a wise and politic act, but strictly con-

sidered no injustice to Joab, who, long notorious

by his military roughness, had now shown such
disobedience to the royal command in the case of

Absalom, as could not be pardoned without off'ence

to the king's dignity."—Ver. 14. And he in-

clined, that is, David (who is the subject in the

preceding verse), not Amasa or one of the priests.

It is conjectured bvThenius, and regarded ascer-

tain by Bottcher, that a passage has fallen out be-

fore ver. 14, because otherwise there is no mention
of the carrying out of David's instructions and
the effect of the promise to Amasa, whereby the

change in Judah was produced ; but such an in-

sertion is not indicated in any of the ancient ver-

sions, and is not required by the connection.

—

After telling what David did in order to rouse his

own tribe in consequence of the information re-

ceived from the other tribes, the narrative states

briefly that his wise procedure was crowned with
complete success. He turned to him the heart
of all the men of Judah as that of one
man. With one accord they answered that they

awaited his return, a'nd made arrangements to

bring him solemnly l)ack. ["David was saga-

cious enough to see that to go back to his own
people by force had its dangers, and that to wait

long for a universal invitation had equal dangers.

His own tribe ought to be foremost in welcoming
him home, but they had rebelled with Absalom.
He resolved at once to reas-sure them of his favor,

and .... even to make some concession to them.

* (See "Text, and Gram." In any case the words:
'• to his house " at the end of ver. 11 (Heb. 12) seem out
of p'.aue.—Tr.]
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.... This master-stroke of policy and of magna-
nimity was successful. The hearts of the people

melted as one heart. It was the ol<l David of

Engedi and Ziklag. They sent a prompt invita-

tion to him" (Knox, David, the Kiiuj, pp.377,
378).—Througiiout this narrative the tribal feel-

ing, which never wholly disappeared, is apparent;

see ver. 12; xx. 4; xvi. 8.

—

Tr.]

III. Vers. 15-40. David's return over the Jor-

dan under the escort of the men of Judah. Ver. 15.

The king returned, namely, from Mahanaiin
witli his army and all his retinue, and came to
the Jordan, comp. xvii. 22 ; what a contrast to his

situation when he went over the Jordan as a fu-

gitive ! On the other side Judah came to Gil-

gal, which (lying west of the .Jordan-valley, be-

low Jericho) was the rendezvous for the men that

were solemnly to conduct David across the river

from his position on the eastern bank. Thus is

clearly given the scen£ of the following three in-

cidents of the transit.

1. Vers. 16-24. Shimei's meeting with David,

and his pardon.

Ver. 16. Shiniei—of Bahurim, comp. xvi. 5 sq.,

1 Kings ii. 8 sq.
—"came down" from the moun-

tainous table-land into the .Jordan-valley, having
joined tlie men of Judah as they advanced to

Gilgal to meet the king.—Ver. 17. The thou-
sand Benjaminites with him (who had,

therefore, joined the procession of the Judahites)

show the consideration he enjoyed in the tribe of

Benjamin, and testified that a change had taken

place in tlie former hostile feeling in this tribe

towards David (comp. ver. 21). He brought this

large band in order to do greater honor to the

king (S. Schmid). Among the Benjaminites,

Ziba (wlio, at David's flight, had acted a part so

injurious to Mephibosheth) is specially men-
tioned, because he, with Shimei, represented the

former adherents of Saul's house. He came with
his fifteen sons and twenty servants probably with

a bad conscience, in order to ward off betimes

the effect of Mephibosheth's counter-statements.

For Sliimei and Ziba, with their attendants, show
themselves very quick and eager to come to the

king, who was still on the eastern bank of the

river; not: ''they went over" (Then. [Eng. A.
V.]), nor: "came prosperously to" (S. Schmid),
but: " they went quickly (pressed)* over the Jor-

dan," just as they had hastened down into the

valley: and they did this in the presence of
the king,! who, they meant, should learn their

zeal from their haste.—^Ver. 18. Meantime, the

ferry-boat, appointed to carry over the king's

household, was in motion. While this was going
on, Shimei fell down before the king, as he
(Shimei) was come over the Jordan; the
prostration was synclironnust with the comple-
tion of the transit. David 'cannot be the subject

* nSy, " to go over a thing," with Si', Sx and Ace;
"T <- ..

Sept.: K<iTev9vvau cttI Tov ''lopSdv-riv ; Vulg. : et irrumpentes
Jordanciu fransierunt.

+ [Other.-* render :
" to meet the king;" more exactly:

"into the pre.acnce of the king."'—Tr.|
+ Thi.-i is shown by the 3 in 'n^i'S.—[The phrase

:

: : t:

"in his crossing over" means '-flnring the general fact
of crossing." and may very well here apply to David.
While the crossing was going on (the statements of
time are quite geiu-ral and loose) Shimei fell down, etc.

For remark.s on the arranuement of these verses (15-19)
see " Text, and Gram."

—

Tr.]

[of the verb "was come over"], as Keil and
Bunsen suppose, for then, either it must read

:

" as he was purposing to go over," which is gram-
matically inadmissilde, or: "when he had gone
over," which would not be according to the fact,

since the king was still on the left [eastern] bank,
and did not cross till after these incidents, comp.
vers. 40, 41.—Ver. 19. The iniquity for which
Shimei asks pardon is his curse (xvi. 5 sq.) ; he
begs the king not to remember it, to forgive and
forget, not to take it into his heart and keej) it

there (the translation of Keil and De Wette:
"that the king should take note of it" is too

weak); not to make it the object of memory anil

thought.—Ver. 20. The ground of his request,,

namely, the confession: I acknowledge my
sin, and the substantial proof of his penitence:
I am come the first of the house of Jo-
seph. Bottcher and Thenius, from the reading:

of the Sept. :
" of all Israel and of the house of

.Joseph," adopt '' of all the house of Israel" as the
true text, regarding the "Joseph" as the inser-

tion of a later hand, in the time of the divided
kingdom, when Israel and Judah were distin-

guished from one another. But not only do we
find (Keil) in Solomon's time the '' house of Jo-
seph" used as equivalent to the "ten tribes"

(1 Kings xi. 28), but in Ps. Ixxviii. 67, 68^

(which belongs to David's time) we have the
contrast between the tent of Joseph and the tribe

of Ephraim on the one side (as rejected by God),
and the tribe of Judah on the other (as chosen
by God). ''The designation of the tribes op-
posed to Judah by the name of the principal

tribe Joseph (Josh. xvi. 1 ) is as old as the jeal-

ousy of these tribes towards Judah, which did

not begin with the division of the kingdom, but

was only thereby permanently confirmed "
( Keil).

[As Shimei was a Benjaminite, it would seem
tliat the "house of Joseph" here is equivalent to

"Israel" (the ten tribes). It is commonly sup-
posed that this designation points to the time of

the divided kingdom, and thus so far fixes the
date of authorship of this passage (unless Bott-

cher's emendation of text, above-stated, be adopt-

ed). Erdmann's examples do not show that the

designation was in use earlier than the division

of the kingdom ; for the Book of Kings belongs

to the time of the Exile, and Ps. Ixxviii. was
probably written after Solomon's time (comp. the

tone of ver. 1). Still it is quite possible tliat,

with the old tribal feeling coming down from the
time of the Judges (when there was probably a
double hegemony of Judah and Ephraim), Shi-

mei may have used this phrase, which, therefore,

cannot be held to be perfectly decisive of the date

of authorsiiip. Bible-Commentary suggests that he
employed it in order to exculpate his own tribe by
intimating that it was drawn away by the pre-

ponderating influence of the great house ofJoseph.

Tr.] Whether Shimei's request for forgiveness was
a sign of sincere repentance, must be left undeter-

mined ; it may be doubted, when one reflects on
his precipitation in seeking to be ihc first to do
homage to David, and on the fact that his some-

what passionate cry for mercy coincided exactly

with the happy turn in David's fortunes. Cer-

tainly he desired, now that David had regained

power, to secure his forfeited life and avoid pun-

ishment.—Ver. 21. Abishai storms out against Shi-
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Tiici fas in xvi. 0), doubting the genuineness of

liis penitence, and demands his dcatli.— \'er. '2.2.

David refuses, as in xvi. 10 sq. Thougli Abishai
(in Joab's name also, for David addresses the
' sons of Zeruiah " ) riglitly characterizes Shimei's
ofienoe as cursing the " Lord's Anointed," for

which lie deserved death (Ex. xxii. 27 ; Lev.
xxiv. 14 sq. ; 2 Kings xxi. 10), David will this

day not employ the rigor of the law. "Ye will be
to me an adrersuri/," literally, a satan (so Numb,
xxii. 22, comp. Matt. xvi. 23), not a " peace de-

stroyer" (Bunsen), or " tempter" (Ewald). He
says :

" you will be a hindrance to me in the way
ofjoy that I go to-day." Clericus :

" to injure

me by your ill-timed severity." He lays stress on
the to-day. "Should any one be put to death to-

day in Isi'ael ? for, do I not know that to-day I am
become king over Israel?" David will show
mercy, not because he is now become king and has
the right to pardon, but because he sees in his res-

toration to his kingdom a proof of restoration to

the divine favor, and by showing favor to Sliimei

as liis right will fulfil the o6/i(7a<('o?i of gratitude to

the Lord.—Ver. 23. David's oath to spare Shi-

mei shows that his mercy was occasioned by his

present experience of the divine mercy. But his

injunction to Solomon (1 Kings ii. 8sq.) to punish
Sliimei for his reviling contradicts this promise.
This contradiction is not removed by saying that

Shiinei was not promised immunity in the follow-

ing reign (Lless), nor by the observation that he
was a dangerous man capable of repeating under
Solomon what he had done under David. David
now pardoned Sliimei, chiefly, no doubt, for poli-

tical reasons, in order not to disturb the favorable
feeling of the people, especially of Benjamin.*

2. Vers. 24-30. MephiboshetKs apology.—Ver.
24. Comp. ix. 6. He "came down" from Jeru-
salem to the Jordan. His feet and his beard
tie had not made ; the word make [= " dress"]
(Dent. xxi. 12) is so used in German also [comp.
similar use of do in English.

—

Tr.]. The addi-
tion of the Sept. :

" nor cut his nails," is merely
explanatory (Bunsen), and is not to be put into

the text. He had not washed his feet or dressed
his beardf—thus he had mourned for David ; in

these signs of deep grief comp. Ezek. xxiv. 17.

This was a sign of his sincere, faithful attachment
to the house of David, not a sign (Buns., Ewald)
that his hopes had not been fulfilled in connection
with the new government [Absalom's].—Ver. 25.

As now^ Jerusalem came;}: to meet the
king.—Jermalem here stands for its inhabitants
or their representatives ; this is often the case,

and the expression here cannot be called " strange."

The rendering of the Arabic :
" and when he came

from Jerusalem " introduces a reiictition, Mephi-
l)osheth's coming having been already stated [ver.

* fDavirt's charge to Solomon (I Kings ii. 8, 9) is de-
fended as the act of a prudent ruler, or as that of a right-
eous theocratic judge ; but on neither ground can it

be s^een why he should break his promise. Perhap.«, if

we knew the circumstances more fully, there would be
some explanation ; at present we can only say that Da-
vid's conduct was wrong, like many other acts of his.

-Tr.1
t [Literally his "lipbeard," moustache (and perhaps

the beard at the lower lip), Sept. (iuo-raKa, Chald. "lip-
beard."—Tr.)

I N3- masc, referring to the inhabitants. On this

gender ad scnsum see Ew. § 318 a.

24] ; it is therefore the less warrantable (with
Thenius) to change the text on the sole authority
of this version. The translation :

" when Mephi-
bosheth came to .Jerusalem to meet the king

"

(Sept., Luther, Michaelis, Maur.) contradicts the
" came down " of ver. 24, and the whole connec-
tion from which it appears that during this con-
versation David was still at the Jordan. [This
rendering of Erdmann's is improbable, 1) because
it has already been stated that Juduh had come to

meet the king (ver. 1")), and 2) because it does
not appear why the coming of the Jerusalemites
should be the occasion of David's addressing Me-
phibosheth.—The rendering " to Jerusalem " (as

in Eng. A. V.) would change the scene abruptly
and without connection. It is easier to read
" from Jerusalem," which makes good .sense, and
agrees with the context. It is not a mere repeti-

tion .of the "came down" of ver. 24, since the fact

is here added that iie came from Jerusalem. It

may be, however, that, while he set out and came
down to meet the king, the meeting did not actu-

ally occur till the latter had advanced on his march
asfaras Jerusalem.-TR.]-David'squestion : "Why
wentest thou not -with me ? presupposes the

impression made on him by Ziba's words (xvi. 3),

and also contains a reproof.—Ver. 26. Mejjhibo-
fiheth's answer : my servant deceived me,
injured me by lies, deceived me (Bottcher) ; this ia

the common meaning of the word (Gen. xxix. 25;
Jo.sh. ix. 22; 1 Sam. xix. 17 ; xxviii. 12; 1 Clir.

xii. 17). The ground of this assertion: For thy
servant (=1) said (not "thought," as most ex-
positors render, for it appears from what ibllows

that Mephibosheth had given an order that Ziba
did not execute), I •will have the ass saddled
and ride thereon and go to the king.—Cer-

tainly the lame prince could not have thought of

going himself to saddle the ass, an objection that

Thenius urges against the text as he renders it:

'' and I thought, I will saddle me the ass." He
then adopts the text of the ancient versions (ex-

cept Chaldee) :
" Thy servant had said to him

:

.saddle me the ass." But this change of text is

unnecessary; the renderings of the versions are

merely explanations. How often in all languages

the expression " to do a thing " = " to have it

done" (this very verb is so used in Gen. xxii. 3)!

To refuse to translate :
" I will cuvse to be sad-

dled " is merely to make a difficulty where none
exists. The phrase: "I said: I will " character-

izes the circumstantialness of the narrative. [Ac-
cording to Mephibosheth's statement, then, Ziba,

instead of obeying his master's order, had carried

off animals and provisions, and used them in his

own interests.

—

Tr.].—Ver. 27. And he slan-
dered thy servant.—No sentence has fallen out

before these words, explaining (Bottcher) how
Mephibosheth was deceived by his servant. " It

is alreaily involved in the word ' deceived ' that

Ziba had not obeyed the order" (Thenius). Me-
phibosheth liad heard of Ziba's slander (xvi. 3),

and found it confirmed by the execution of Da-
vid's order that all the property should belong to

Ziba. David's reproachful question was a new
confirmation of what he already knew. There is

no trace here of " a confused way of defending
himself" (Bunsen); his curt, sumtnary mode of

expression is explained by his excitement and by
the situation of David who, occupied with hi.s
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transit and the solemn escort of the people, had
no time to listen to a long narrative. Mephibo-
shetirs statements were sufficient to establish his

innocence, and to show how Ziba had deceived

and slandered him.—My lord the king is as the
angel of God (comp. xiv. 17j to know what is

truth and right.—Ver. 28. Mephibosheth refers

to David's former kindness and commits to him
his fate, remarking that, though innocent, he
could not rightfully demand anything, since he
was a member of Saul's house, all of wliom were
" only dead men for the king," that is, all, him-
self included, might have been slain ; being thus

without rights, he could not complain or ash for
help against the wrong done him.

Ver. 29. And the king said to him : Why
speakest thou further of thy affairs ?—This
niertns : tliere is no need of further excuse on thy
part (Thenius), but also expresses displeasure at

Ziba, whose deception David now saw through.

Wrongly Bunsen :
" David saw through the com-

plainant [Mephibosheth], and, wishing him well,

made no further investigation." David is con-

vinced of Mephibosheth's innocence. Rut the

words : I say (= 1 decide) thou and Ziba shall
divide the land, are only a /(«(/" exculpation of

the poor, innocent man. For they do not " in any
case" (Buns.) contain the confirmation of his first

arrangement (ix. 7-10) and the retraction of his

hasty decision in xvi. 4, as if he meant to say:

Everything remains as I ordered at first (Then.).

The statement is simply : Divide the land between
you, that is, Ziba and his sons (to whom David in

xvi. 4 gives all) are now to possess a part of the

property; neither is the deci-sion of chap. xvi. 4
entirely set aside, nor that of chap. ix. 7-10,

whereby Mephibosheth was made sole possessor,

re-established. Thenius tliinks that the original

arrangement (ix. 7-10) is here restored, "insofar,

namely, as Ziba and his sons had of course lived

on the produce of the estate ;" but a servant's be-

ing maintained from the produce of the estate is a
diflerent thing from his being part-0!w«e?'. David
now sees the error of his decision in xvi. 4, and
wishes publicly to recognize Mephibosheth's in-

nocence, but not factually and expressly to ac-

knowledge his own over-haste by completely re-

voking that decision ; and so open wrong is done
Mephibosheth, who gets only a part of the estate.

David was herein probably controlled by political

considerations, being unwilling to make the re-

spectable and influential Zil)a his enemy. That
Ziba does not attempt to rebut Mephibosheth's
statements proves his own guilt and the innocence
of the latter.— Ver. 30. Hesaid to the king: Let
him take all also.—Cornelius a Lapide :

" Me-
phibosheth seems to have said this, not from de-

sire to insult David and murmur against God, but
in the bitterness of his heart." The words express,

not necessarily indeed resentment, but still Mei^hi-
bosheth's feeling that wrong had been done him ; at

the same time lie indicates tliathe is not concerned
about property, but that his lieart rather goes out
to his king, v.dio will show him again his former
kindness. Eet Ziba have all the land, I am only
glad that my lord the king is come again in peace
to his own house; as liis guest, I do not need the
land for my support. Mepliibosheth could not
moretoucliingly and unsellishly express his faith-

fulness to David. [David's feeling and motive

in this procedure are not clear. If he thought
Mephibosjieth innocent, he was unjust towards
him; if he thought the whole aliair too uncertain

to permit an absolute decision, he can hardly l)e

defended against the charge of carelessness and
precipitancy in making a decision. Perhaps he.

suspected the prince's fidelity, but thought it not

worth while to push the investigation; he was
tii'ed of intrigues and conflicts. Opinions dilier as

to Mephibosheth's innocence, but the tone of his

defence, the silence of Ziba, and the absence in the
narrative (xv.-xviii.) of any hint of defection on
his part, concur with his lameness in inclining us
to absolve him from the charge of actual or in-

tended rebellion.

—

Tr.]
3. Vers. 31-40. Barzillai^s greeting and blessing,

—Ver. 31. Barzillai (seexvii. 27) "came down"
from the high region in which Bogelim in Gilead
lay. Went "with David over the Jordan—
anticipatory statement of what did not take place
till ver. 39, after the following conversation. To
conduct him defines the statement in ver. 39;
he intended to go with him only to the other side

of the river, and then return.*—Ver. 32. And
he provided (xvii. 27-29) for the king during
his long stay, abode f in Mahanaim. He was a
''verj^ great" man, that is, rich, well thought of

(Ex. xi. 3; Lev. xix. lo).—Ver. 33. The king
said, Thou come over with me. The word " thou "

is by its position emphatic, the king being chiefly

concerned to take him along. That I may pro-
vide for thee.—The "provide" here answers to

that in ver. 32. David wisiied to requite his

kindness.—Ver. 34. With modest thanks Barzil-

lai declines the king's invitation: 1) referring to

the shortness of his remaining life. "How many
days have I to live?" my life is too short to go to

court. 2) Referring to Ids senile wea/:«e.ss, which
unfitted him for court-life. Eighty years old, he
says, he is intellectucdly too dull to be useful as a
counsellor in distinguishing between good and evil.

(For similar constructions see Lev. xxvii. 12;
Jon. iv. 11 ; 1 Ki. iii. 9; Ezek. xliv. 23; Gen. xxvi.

28; Isaiah li.x. 2).—But also his bodily senses, he
says (taste and hearing), are too weak to enjoy the

pleasures of court-life; 3) he objects that, being
such a weak old man, he would be only a burden

to the king.—Ver. 36. " For a short while," for

* This is the me.ining of p">^3-i"\X. If Ihis Kethib be

retained, HX is to be taken as sign of Aee. of space with

an exacter definition by 3. So Ges. (Thes.) : "that he

mia:ht aponmp.iny him in orossing the river; tlie words
'TI'^-pX designate tiie bai of tlie Jordan, and nX de-

notes tlie Aco. of place or space after a verb of going."
8o Maiirer: "that he might accompany him to (i. e, ri)!'

bS'ov = Tds Sia^acreis) ev to! 'lopSdvr}," and Bottcher

:

-j^X =-= " i'^ 1«od, to conduct him what (tlie piece of

way) was in the Jord.an (but not fartherV" It does not
appear li<iw tliis exphmation lead.s to tlie absurd state-

ment (Then.) that tlie octogenarian B.arzillai "wcntire
tlie Jordan alongside of the ferry-i)oat," for the 'n3~i"1X

= -'the in the Jordan," denotes the space that makes
the breadth of the Jordan. The Qcri n~r\X is adopted

>iy Thenins, who appeals to the Sept , Ch.iid. .and Arabic
(holding that the Kctli. comes from miswriting 2 tor

Hi. and renders: "to escort him the Jordan" [.\ce.];

tliis gives the same sense, but is an attempt to lighten

the certainly difficult Kethib.

t n^'ty for riD-ti'"' (Manr., Bottch . Ew. ? ir.:!. 2 ^ .
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the jjresent moment, will thy servant go over Jor-

dan with the king ; his purpose, he says, was
merely to escort tlie king across the river, as ap-

pears from the context, vers. 32, 37. The "short

while " does not refer to the time he would have
Jiad to spend at court. [The word may also he
rendered, as in Eng. A. V., "a little way."

—

Tr.]
''Why will the king requite me this requital or

kindness?" namely, v.'ilh reference to Barzillai's

maintenance of the king (ver. 32).—Ver. 87. As
the king might have commanded him to go willi

liim, he requests permis'^ion to return home. He
is done with life, and wishes to die by the grave
of his father and mother. F. W. Krummacher :

"Can any thing be more amiable than these sim-

])!e and sensible words? What a cheerful and
peaceful spirit they breathe on us !"—But in hi-;

stead he offers the king his son. Chimham (1 Kings
ii. 7), not to ask a favor for him. but to put him
into his service. The Syr., Arab, and Joseplius

add "my son" after "Chimham," which is a pro-

per explanation, but not to be adopted into tlie

text. In ver. 41 the name is written Chimhan—
comp. Jer. xli. 17. [.Jer. xli. 17 mentions a (je-

ruth or sojourning-place ofChemoliam or or Chim-
ham. Stanley {Jewish Church, II. 201) thinks
tliat this was a caravanserai (it was on the south
of Bethlehem) for travellers to Egypt, and the
same in which .Joseph and Mary found shelter

(Luke ii. 7). The connection between the names
is, however, not certain.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 38. David
receives Chimham, and promises Barzillai further

to do all that he desires. " I will do whatever
thou shalt choose [require] of (literally, upon)
me," where the rtpo7i expresses David's sense of
obligation. He does not here regard Barzillai as

a suppliant for a favor. So Clericus. Comp.
Judg. xix. 20.—Ver. 39. Not till after this con-
versation does the passage across the river take
jilace; why it must have occurred during the con-
versation (Then., Keil) does not appear from the
context ; and the space of transit was not great

enough for the length of the talk. It is not merely
"almost" (Thenius), but, from the fresh and in-

dividual touches of the picture, quite certain that

this is the account of one who himself heard tlie

conversation. And 'when the king v^-as come
over, he kissed Barzillai.—That is, took leave
of him, comp. Ruth i. 9. This shows that Bar-
zillai merely intended to accompany the king
over the Jordan, and not further.—Ver. 40. The
king went on to Gilgal, a noted place in the his-

tory of Israel, and specially fitted by its position

to be a rendezvous for large bodies of men ; comp.
Josh. iv. 19; v. 1-12; ix. 6; x. 6 ; xiv. 6; 1 Sam.
vii. 16; x. 3; xi. 14, 15; xiii. 7-9.

—

And Chim-
han went on -with him.—Ewald's remark
that " this accoimt of Barzillai is given at so great
length obviously because his son Chimham and
his family were afterwards renowned in Jerusa-

lem," impairs the inherent significance of tiiis

episode (taken in connection with xvii. 27-29) in

David's life, which displays in the most vivid and
beautiful way the unchanf/eable fidelity of this no-

ble and influential Gileadite land-owner, as a re-

presentative of the transjordanic region, and the

grateful love and devotion of the hard-proved but
now once more highly favored king, who in Bar-
zillai's love and faithfidness saw a proof of the di-

vine grace and truth.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. Right and wrong are remarkably mingled in
the conduct of David and Joab, and in the affair

between them immediately after Absalom's death.

While i\\Q father'' s. grief for the lost son was alto-

gether justifiable, the king by the immodcrate-
ness of his sorrow neglected his duty towards his

people, through whom God had given him the
victory ; by his passionate grief, also, lie disturbed
tlie clearness of his mental view, and lamed his

manly strength ; and finally, absorbed in his loss^

forgot to thank the Lord that He had avenged
the honor of His name by the restoration of the
theocratic kingdom to the well-being of the whole
people ; the whole kingdom of God in Israel, as

the bearer and instrument of which he was
chosen and called for the present and the future,

disappears for him in the gloomy depth of grief,

wlierein he had buried himself with his feelings

and thoughts.—F. W. Krummacher :
" It is a-

reproach to him that he subordinated his kingly
consciousness too much to his feelings as head of

a family. In view of the general weal, he ought
at least to have moderated his grief, given thanks
to the Lord, and made acknowledgment of the
faithful devotion of his brave soldiers." Over
against this wrong Joab is altogether right in re-

minding the king of the danger of such a course,

and reproving him with severe words. But the
savage and bitter manner in which he approaches
the king (though it was God's means of averting

a great evil from David and the nation) is to be
condemned. Plis undisciplined word became a
means of discipline to David, and the king turned
from the destructive path into which unbridled
feeling had led him.

2. David's situation after his splendid victory

was, in spite of the change of popular feeling in

Israel, a critical one, on account of the hesitation

of Judah, the most powerful tribe, and the real

historical foundation of the theocratic kingdom,
as it was founded in David. For the sins of its

bearer, God had before men's eyes permitted this

kingly structure, reared by His hand, to fall, in

oi'der to show that human sin must obstruct and
ruin His cause, but to make manifest at the same
time, that the maintenance of His kingdom is not

dependent on human power and wisdom. The
point now was the restoration of the ethical

foundations of the theocratic kingdom, which were
destroyed by the revolution first in the tribe of

Judah, where the revolution began ; this tribe

must be brought back to its faithful obedience to

David, its defection having been punished by the

divine judgment on Absalom. Kecognizing this,

David showed discretion and wisdom in his

negotiations with the elders, which had the de-

sired result. He saw through the grounds of

action of tlie other tribes, and perceived how
dangerous it might be, if his own tribe Judah,
his home and support, should be, as it were, con-

quered by the others, especially as the insurrec-

tion had found powerful aid among them. He
therefore approaclied Judah with mildness. But
he went beyond ordinary bounds in apjiointing

the general of the insurrection, ^\.masa, his com-
mander-in-chief in place of Joab, who had won
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liirn the victory. This act of political shrewd-

ness, brought hack Judali to him as one man.

Peter Martvr: "I would not altogether defend

David in this, Init I regard it as an arrangement

of divine providence, which purposed tlirough

Amasa to turn Judah to David."

8. When Shiraei meets David with confession

of his fault, Ahishai is the same hot-blooded zea-

lot for David's royal honor as in xvi. 9, and is

repulsed now, as then. He (with Joab, who was
like him in character) is a type of fleshly zeal, as

it is seen in the " Sons of Thunder," who would
call down fire from heaven on the Samaritans.

But, in contrast with the law which, regarding

reviling the king as reviling God, punishes it

with death, David, by sparing the reviler passes

out of the sphere of the Old Testament into that

of the New Testament. The decision as to

Shimei's sincerity he leaves to God, but, in view
of the Lord's pardoning mercy and goodness to

himself, is led by the Spirit of the Lord to accept

Shimei's actual confession, and pardon him.

Thus he is the type of tlie merciful love of the

New Testament kingdom of heaven in Christ,

which blots out all guilt of sin on condition of

true repentance ; and he is also the type of for-

giving love of enemies. He who has liimself re-

ceived forgiveness of sin from God, and can only

praise God's mercy as the source of all that he is

and has, will also forgive his neighbor his sins.

The antitype of the forgiving David is the king
of the New Testament kingdom of God. Matt.

xviii. 23-25. David had accorded Shimei mercy

\>Y an oath, without reservation and ivithoat limi-

tation to his own reign, as some hold against the

sev\%Q of his words. His command to Solomon
shortly before his death, to execute Shimei, is a

falling back to the strictly legal standpoint, above
which he had lifted himself here on tlie Jordan,
and can he explained on\j from the fact that David
distinguished between his own personal interest

and motive, wliich led him to jiardon Shimei,
without taking the theocratic-legal standpoint,

and the theocratic interests of the kingdom, of which
Solomon was the representative, and so held him-
self bound on theocratic-political grounds, to

•commit to his successor the execution of the legal

prescription, which he himself had passed over.

4. Half-way reparation of a hastily committed,
and afterwards recognized wrong (as in David's
conduct to Ziba and Mephiboshetli) is as great

an injustice as complete neglect. While he par-

dons the criminal Shimei, he gives the innocent
Mephibosheth only half his rights, and the other
half lie gives to the unrepentant slanderer Ziba,

witiiont a word of reproof, evidently in order to

avoid making enemies of Ziba's not uninflnential
family in Benjamin. Peter Martyr :

" David's
acts are not only unjust, but self-contradictory;

there he i)ardons a wicked man, here he op-
presses a good man. Yet, though he sins so
often, he does not abandon his fiiith ; lie is a weak
man, but holds on to God's word."—Mephibo-
shetli is an illustration of iiumility patiently bear-
ing wrong. Peter Martyr: "Mephiboshetli
thought i>erhaps, of the word of the law, that God
visits sins on children to the third and fourth gen-
eration."

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Chap. xix. 1-8. The sinfulness of unmeasured
grief. I. Wherein it consists and manifests itself.

1) As regards the Lord, in ignoring the gracious
gifis which He sends us along with and amid our
sufferings, and in frustrating His gracious design
to purity us by sutlering from all selfishness ; 2)
As regards our neighbor, in slighting and viola-

ting the duties of love that we owe him ; 3) As
regards our own heart and conscience, in reckoning
the powers of spirit and will by exhausting emo-
tion and enervating inactivity. IL How it must
be overcome: 1) Through the word of earnest ad-

monition, which gives pain ; 2) By energetically

rising up to new life and faithful discharge of the
duties of our calling; 3) By accepting the con-

solation and strength which come from above
through the Spirit of God.

Vers. 9-15. What wins for a king his people's

heart f 1) Risking his life for their welfare in

fighting against external foes; 2) Deeds of deli-

verance in the overthrow of internal foes ; 3)

Timely words of hearty, reconciling love, which
anticipates and makes advances.

Vers. 16-40. The righteousness of love, show-
ing itself in the fact tliat after the divine ordi-

nance and after the example of divine righteous-

ness it gives to every one his own: 1) As forgiving

love, pardon to the enemy who confesses his

wrong and begs forgiveness, vers. 16 sqq. ; 2) As
rebuking love, earnest admonition to the unloving
zealot, vers. 21 sq. ; 3) As self-denying love, which
makes good the wrong done to our neighbor, and
unreservedly restores him what belongs to him,
vers. 24 sqq. ; 4) As thankful love, ready every
moment to requite to our neighbor by word and
deed the benefits he has done us, vers. 31 sqq.

Barzillai the picture and example of a venerable

and pious old age: 1) Blessed of God, it devotes

the temporal goods it has received to the service

of compassionate brotherly love, far from all

avarice; 2) Honored hymen, it desires not the

vain honor of this world, far from all ambition;

3) Near the grave, it longs only for home, iar from
all disposition to find blessedness in this life ; 4)

But as long as God. grants life, even with failing

powers it still serves the Lord and His kingdom,
and in this service honors him by the devotion

even of its dearest—far from all .self-seeking.—
[Saurix has a good sermon on Barzillai and
Cliimham, as suggesting and illustrating the fiict

that court life is in certain respects proper for the

young and improper for the aged.

—

Tr.]
Fr. Arndt : Vers. 9-40. How David crotms

his triumph, and prepares for himself a new an<l

delightful future. 1) By forgiveness of the evil

that has been shown him, and 2) By thankful-

ness for the good that he had likewise received.

Vers. 1-8. When once a man has overcome
his feelings of grief and gives himself up to

fresh activity, then the struggle is soon over, the

evil is wholly concpiered, the fountain of suflTering

is thoroughly stopped, the sting of suffering

broken ; reconciled with past and present, tiicre

arises to us for the future a new life.

—

Osiander:
God often so mingles joy and sorrow together,

that the pious have in this world no complete joy,
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in order that they may the more earnestly long
after things eternal. Psa. xlii. 3 [2].

—

Schlier:
Let us never forget modesty, but always witli

genuine respect say what is necessary. Yet when
we do that, let us also freely utter the truth, and
never keep back through fear of men or men-
pleasing.—WuERT. B. : When men do wrong
and are overhasty, we should indeed reprove
them, but not unseasonably, nor with bitterness,

envy, reviling, and too great violence. Psa. cxli.

5.— S. ScHMiD : A man of sense must bear a
slight evil in order that a greater may be averted.—Schlier : How many sore and bitter experi-

ences we might spare ourselves, if we always
made it our first wisdom to let ourselves be ad-
Tised.

Vers. 9-14. [Taylor : David had been called

to the throne at first by the choice of the people,

as well as by the designation of Jehovah, and he
would not move in the direction of resuming his

regal dignity until, in some form or other, the
desire of the tribes had been indicated to him.

—

Tr.]—WuERT. Bible: Men do not commonly
recognize the good while they possess it, but only
afterwards, when they have lost it and would
like to have it again.

—

[Henry : Good services

done to the public, though they may be forgotten

for a while, yet will be remembered again when
men come to their right minds.

—

Tr.]—It is

always better to be too gentle than too sliarp ; for

a good word finds a good place, and gentleness

wins hearts. Judg. viii. 3 ; xii. 3.

—

Schlier :

Let us also remember our sins and more and
more humble ourselves, then we shall also be
mild and gentle toward friend and foe, and so re-

ceive the blessing promised to all the merciful.

—

Berl. B. : For such a God, whose goodness is as

infinite as His power, it is not so hard to win
liearts ; He knows the true secret of winning them
in the right way ; because He knows how to touch
them inwardly. Thus hast Thou, O love, inclined
the heart of all believers as if it were only one
man.

Vers. 15-23. [Taylor : In all this procedure
David was not actuated by his usual sagacity

;

and the result of his apparent preference of
Judah over the other tribes not only provoked
another rebellion after his return to .Jerusalem,

but also prepared the way for the division of the
kingdom, which took place in the days of his

grandson, Eehoboam.

—

Tr].—There is no true

forgiveness till the thought of the offences is

wholly effaced from the heart, Psa. xxv. 7.

—

Starke : By honest confession and earnest re-

pentance one may obtain mercy and forgiveness
from men, how much more from the merciful

God. James iv. 9, 19.—Schlier: God's mercy
sliould open our hearts, should make us gentle
and mild toward others; for the Lord's sake who
has forgiven us, we sliould also forgive others.

—

Berl. B. : God cannot suffer such men as under
the appearance of righteousness oppose Plis mercy.
—[Henry: David had severely revenged the
abuses done to his ambassadors "by the Ammon-
ites (xii. 31), but easily passes by the abuse done
to him.selfby an Israelite. That was an afi'ront
to Israel in general, and touched the honor of
his crown and kingdom ; this was purely personal,
and therefore (according to the usual disposition
of good men) he could tlie more easily forgive it.—Scott: Our best friends must be considered as
adversaries, when they would persuade us to act
contrary to our conscience and our duty. Matt,
xvi. 21-23.—Tr.]

Vers. 24-30. Starke : For reviling and slan-
der the first and chief occasion is given by sel-
fishness and envy.—God does not let the "truth
remain always defeated, but causes it at the pro-
per time to come to light.—Schlier : When a
man does us good, we should remember him for
it, and if s(jn)etimes wrong is done us, we will
quickly forget the wrong, but the good tliat has
befellen us we will not forget. A thankful man
is sure to come to honor, even if in the mean-
while evil times do occasionally intervene ; Avhile
ingratitude always comes to shame.— [Ver. 29.
Taylor: Every one knows that when he has
been entrapped into the doing of an ungenerous
or unjust thing, there springs up in him an irrita-

tion
_
at himself, which is apt to betray itself in

hastiness of speech and manner quite "similar to
that here manifested by David. But both the
temper and the decision were unworthy of David.—Tr.]

Vers. 31-40. Starke: Our gratitude to our
neighbor should be shown not only by uvrds, but
also by the most devoted affection of the heart,

and by actions tliemsehrs.—Berl. B. : That is an
honorable old age, which dies to the lusts and
vanities of the world, seeks peace and quiet, ear-
nestly thinks of the end and prepares for death.
—OsiANDER : If we cannot requite our benefac-
tors in their life-time for their good deeds, we
should at any i-ate make their posterity enjoy it.

[Vers. 7, 8. In a time of overwhelming cala-

mity the necessity for exertion is often a great
blessing.—^Vers. 9, 10. The safety of popular
institutions is in reaction.—A'ers. 16, 17. Among
the sore trials of high station is the necessitv of
bearing with men who are grossly unworthy,' but
manage to command influence.

—

Tr.]

35
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IV. Strife between Jiidah and Israel over bringi.ig David back. Chap. XIX. 40 6-43.

[Heb. 41 6-44.]

40 And all the people of Judah conducted^ the king \jin$. over] aud also half the
41 people of Israel ; And behold, all the men of Israel came to the king, aud said.

unto the king, Why have our brethren the men of Judah stolen thee away, and
have brought the king, aud his household, aud all David's men with him, over

42 Jordan ? And all the men of Judah answered the men of Israel, Because the
king is near of kin to us [is near to me] ; wherefore then be ye [and why art thou]
angry for this matter? have we eaten at all of the king's cost f or hath he given us

43 any gift?' And the men of Israel answered the men of Judah, and said, We [I]

have ten parts in the kiug, aud we have also more riglii in David than ye [and also

in David^ I have more than thou] ; why then did ye despise us [aud why hast thou
despised me], that our [my] advice should uot be [was not] first had in bringing
back our [my] kiug ? And the words of the meu of Judah were fiercer than the
words of the men of Israel.

V. ShehcCs insmTecfion and Israel's defection occasioned by this strife between Judah and Israel. Both
quelled by Joab after his murder of Amasa. Chap. XX. 1-22.

1 And there happened to be there a man of Belial [a wicked man], whose [and
his] name was Sheba, the son of Bichri, a Beujamite [Benjaminite]. Aud he blew
a [the] trumpet, aud said. We have no part iu David, neither have we [and we

2 have] no inheritauce in the sou of Jesse ; every man to his tents,'' O Israel. So
every man [Aud all the men] of Israel went up from after David, and followed
Sheba the son of Bichri ; but the men of Judah clave unto their king, from Jordan

3 even \_om. even] to Jerusalem. Aud David came to his house at Jerusalem ; and
the king took the ten women his concubines, whom he had left to keep the house,

and put them in ward, and fed [maiutained] them, but went not in unto them ;

so [and] they were shut up uuto the day of their death, living iu widowhood [in

lifelong widowhood^].

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 40. Bug. A. V. here adopts the Qeri, so Erdmann, Tnlg. This reading is supported by Sept., Syr.,

Arab., ChaUl., and by a number of Heb. MSS. and printed editions.—Tr.]
* [Ver. 42. Bottcher and Erdmann :

'• has anything been talten by us?" The rendering of Eng. A. V. is that
of the ancient versions, Gesen., Philippson, Cahen. In defence of it may be said that Ntyj occurs elsewhere as

Piel (1 Kings ix. 11), and that the parallelism does not absolutely demand the Infin. Absol. in the second mem-
ber. On the other hand, Bottcher's rendering of 7 as introducing the agent is strange.

—

Tb.]

3 [Ver. 43. The masoretic text is here supported by all tlie ancient Tersions except Sept., which gives "l'l^3^

wpuTOTOKo?, but this word would hardly be followed in Heb. by the comparative J0=" I am first-born over thee;"

it would be simply " I am the first-born" or, " I am older (|pT) than thou." The material argument against the

Sept. reading is given by Erdmann.—After J^HO Bottcher inserts HJ from the Sept. toOto; but (as he says) this

expression is not found elsewhere, and the frequency of the Sejit. irari toOto \v(i;ild ai-count for it here without
the supposition of a DI in the Hebrew.—Tr.j

• [Ver. 1. This verse is one of those cited among the "Corrections of the Scribes." The exact nature of the-

correction is not staled, but Tanehum states that in Chron.instead of rSnxS " to his tents " is written ITI^n'?

"to his god.q" CBuxtorf ). Geiger { Umchrift, pp. 290, 315) adopts this latter reading, and sees in it a trace of an-
<\<nt Israelitisli idolatry, to conceal which, he thinks, our t<'xt has been changed. But. as our reading is fully
s.ipportcd externally and internally, there is as little ground for this as for most other changes proposed by
Geigor.—Til.]

" [yf "• 3. Bottcher and Erdmann (retaining the masoretic pointing) : " in a widowhood during lifetime," that
]s, (iurmg tlif lifctitno of the husband, which while it avoids a repetition is somewhat violent. Tlie same sense
IS gotten hy Wcllhausen, wlio for rim (which he thinks a doubtful form) writes jirPI, and renders: "living-

widows" = widows of a living husband, which is also hard. The phrase "widowhood of life" (as in the maso-
retic pomtmgi naturally means " lifelong widowhood," and so Ewald (Gesch. III. 262) understands it :

" widow*
that could never be married again."-Tu ]
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4 Then said the king [And the king said] to Amasa, Assemble me the men of Ju-
j") dah wichin three days,** and be thou here present. So [And] Amasa went to as-

semble the men of [(nn. the men of] Judah ; but he tarried hunger than the set time
6 which he' had appointed him. And David said t) Abishai, Now shall [will] Sheba

the son of Bichri do us more harm than did Absalom ; take thou* thy lord's ser-

7 vants, and pursue after him, lest he get him fenced cities, and escape us. And
there went out after him Joab's men, and the Cherethites and the Pelethites and
all the mighty men ; and they went out of Jerusalem, to pursue after Sheba the

8 son of Bichri. When they were at the great stone which is in Gibeon, Amasa went
before them [came towards them]. And Joab's garment that he had put on was
girded unto him [And* Joab was girded with his military dress as his garment],
and upon it a girdle ivith [of] a sword fastened upon his loins in the sheath thereof

9 [its sheath], and as he'" went forth, it fell out. And Joab said to Amasa, Art thou
in health, my brother ? And Joab took Amasa by the beard with the right hand

10 to kiss him. But [And] Amasa took no heed to the sword that was in Joab's hand
;

so [and] he smote him therewith in the fifth rib [into the bell}'], and shed out his

bowels to the ground, and struck him not again ; and he died. So [And] Joab and
11 Abishai his brother pursued after Sheba the son of Bichri. And one of Joab's

men [young men] stood by him, and said, He that favoureth Joab, and he that is

for David, let him go after Joab. And Amasa wallowed in blood in the midst of
12 the highway. And when \_om. when] the man saw that all the people stood still,

\_ins. and] he removed Amasa out of the highway into the field, and cast a cloth

upon him, when he saw that every one that came by him stood still [or, because
13 every one that came on him saw and stood still]. When he was removed out of

the highway, all the people [every man] went on after Joab to pursue after Sheba
14 the son of Bichri. And he went through all the tribes of Israel unto Abel and

to Beth-maachah and all the Berites ;'' and they were gathered together, and went
also after him.

15 And they came and besieged him in Abel of Beth-maachah [Abel-beth-maa-
chah], and they cast up a bank against the city, and it stood in the trench [at the

outer wall] ; and all the people that were with Joab battered'' the wall to throw it

« [Ver. 4. Before " three days" Wellh. thinks 1 ("and ") necessary, since the ID^' is defined by this term of

days. But as Amasa is ordered to present himself immediately after assembling the troops, the time assigned to
this assembling will of course apply also to his coming, so that the insertion of '• and " is unnecessary.—Tn.]

7 [Ver. 5. As subject of the verb Sept. supplies " David," Vulg. " the king," and Syr. " king David," which seem
to be explanatory insertions, and do not call for correction of tiie simpler Heb. text (against Bottcher).

—

Tr.]
8 [Ver. 6. Instead of TMMi some MSS. and printed editions have nnV "now" (Vulg. igitur), and the ancient

versions (except Chald.) add the Daf. commodi '7 " me."—Instead of the Sing. ?jrj^ some MSS. and EDD. have

the Plural " eyes." Eng. A. V. follows the Vulg. in rendering :
" escape us." This phrase and the reading "Joab "

instead of "Abishai " are discussed in the Exposition.

—

Tk.]
9 [Ver. 8. This is the only possible translation of the Heb. text ; but the whole sentence is difRcult. The

word K;ob " garment," occurs only in poetical passages (so 2 Kings x. 22 perhaps) and in late prose (Esth.), and

the no = " garment" (especially, military dress") is construed with the verb C^37, not with Ijn, see 1 Sam.

xvii. 38, 39: Lev. vi. 3. It would be simpler to read: HO (or, I'TD) t^oS 3XV1 "and Joab was dressed in his
T -

: T :

military dress," the rest of the verse following as in the Heb., except that instead of the substantive TIJp "gir-

dle " we should read the adjective "lljn (or the fern.) " girded :" " and on it was girded a sword, etc." The first

"Mjn may have been repeated from the second. Wellhausen quotes the Itala :
" et Jnab indutiis est mandyam in-

dutoriam stiam super se et otadiiim rudentcm in vagina sua cinctiis erat ad liimbos snos " and gets a Heb. text that reads

:

" and Joab was clothed in his military dress on him, and with a sword fastened in his sheath he was girded upon

his loins," where the reference of the Y^y to 1^0*7 is not good, and the change of order in the latter part of the
verse is unnecessary —Tr.]

10 [Ver. 8. Erdrriann " and it ((('. e.. the sheathl came out, and it (the sword) fell." But this change of subject
is har.sh, and it is better to read nNV XTI :

" it (the sword) came out (of the sheath) and fell." The Eng. A. V.,

referring the coming out to Joab, makes no sense. We may see also how appropriately the word PT^J^nS " in its

sheath" stands at the end of the sentence, just before the statement that the sword fell out of the sheath.—Tr.1
" [Ver. 14. Or, "all Berim " (Philippson), as the name of a region. Sept. eri xopp', Syr. Tip "cities" (misread-

ing), Chald. Berim (a region) Vulg. electi, from TT'S " to choose " (Philippson), or = Qmn3 (Bottcher, Thenius,
T T

Wellh., Erdmann). Bib.-Com. suggests that D'"13 means " fortresses " (from n'^'3), but no such form occurs. It
T '

is better to read :
" and all the choice young men were gathered together, etc" The rendering "gathered" is

of the Qeri. which is supported by the versions, and by many MSS. and EDD. Chandler adopts as Kethib ^n/p'

" thcv were ardently excited," pursued ardentlv after him."

—

Tr.]
12 [Ver. 15. Literally :

" were razing (or, casting down) to make the wall fall," a strange expression. Hence
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16 down. Then cried a wise woman out of the city, Hear, hear ; say, I pray you, unto

17 Joab, Come npar hither, that I may speak with thee. And ^vheu he was come
[And he came] near unto her, [ins. and] the Avomau said, Art thou Joab? And
he answered [said] I am he. Then [And] she said unto him, Hear the words of

18 thine handmaid. Aud^^ he answered [said], I do hear. Then she spake [And she

said], saying. They were wont to speak in old time, saying. They shall surely [Let

19 them] ask counsel at Abel ; and so they ended the matter. I avi one of them that

are peaceable and fjiithful in Israel ; thou seekest to destroy a city and a mother

20 [a mother-city] in Israel ; why wilt thou swallow up the inheritance of the Lord

[Jehovah]? And Joab answered and said. Far be it, farba it, from me, that I

21 should swallow up or destroy. The matter is not so ; but a man of Mount Eph-

raim, Sheba the son of Bichri by name, hath lifted up his hand against the king,

even [om. even] against David ; deliver him only, and I will depart from the city.

And the woman said unto Joab, Behold, his head shall be thrown to thee over

22 [thi'ough] the wall. Then [And] the woman went unto all the people in her wis-

dom. And they cut off the head of Sheba the son of Bichri, and cast it out to Joab.

And he blew a [the] trumpet, and they retired [dispersed] from the city, every man
to his tent [tents]. And Joab returned to Jerusalem unto the king.

VI. Daridh chief officers after the restoration of his royal authority. Vers. 23-26.

23 Now [And] Joab was over all the host of Israel; and Benaiah the son of Jehoi-

24 ada was over the Cherethites and over the Pelethites ; And Adoram was over the

25 tribute; and Jehoshaphat the son of Ahilud was recorder; And Sheva was scribe
;

26 and Zadok and Abiathar were the {om. the] priests ; And Ira also the Jairite was

a chief ruler" about [to] David.

Ewald, Bottcher, Thenius and Erdmanii make the participle a denominative from JinK' "a pit," and render:

" were digging ditches to throw down the wall." But the form is elsewhere unknown (and none of the ancient

versions suggest it here), and the military practice thus described is doubtful. As the text stands the word

hardly yields a fair sense. But Chald. renders Vpi'd^T^:^ "were thinking, purposing," which agrees with the

Sept. evoova-av, and perhaps represents the Heb. D'ityrio (Wellh.); "the people were devising to throw down the

wall."—Tr.] ^ ,

13
I
Ver. 18. The Sept. is the only .ancient version that offers materi.al for alteration of the text of the woman s

speech, and this is discussed by Erdmann. Chald. paraphrases: "And she said, saying. Remember now what is

written in the book of the law to ask of the peace of a city (Walton's Polygl : to ask of a city) in the beginning,

saying, was it in this wise thv duty to ask of Abel, whether they are peaceable? We are peaceable, in fidelity

with Israel, etr. ;" on this interpretation see further in notes to the Exposition. Syr. :
" The woman said, Tliey

used to say of old time that they asked the prophets, and then they destroyed; am 1 to make satisfaction for the

sins of Israel, that thou desirest to slay the child and his mother in Israel ?" where the misreadings (CN'^DJ for

'^JX and 1_i'J for 1'j;) are obvious. These versions (and the Vulg.) confirm the Heb. text, which, with all its

ditiiculties, seems preferable to the Sept. variation adopted by Ewald and Wellhausen.—Tr.J
1* [Ver. 26. 7713 the word ordinarily rendered " priest." See on viii. 18.—Tk.J

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 41-43. Strife between Judak aiid Israel

about bringing David back.

Ver. 41 [40 b, Heb. 41 6]. The text (''1)

would be rendered :
" and as to the whole people

passage over the Jordan was completed, and
David (as appears from the connection) with his

escort had readied Gilcjal (Bun.sen), when there,

not "at the Jordan" (Then., Ew.), ''all the men
of Israel," tliat is, the body of deputized repre-

sentatives of the other tribes (Clericns) arrived

and made their complaint to David : Why have

of Judah, they had conducted," e/c. (Keil). But
i

our brethren the men of Judah stolen

this would be" a stranjre and heavy construction,
|

thee away? escorted thee over so secretly,

:ind the Qeri or margin is preferalile ["and • • •
I

without informing us of their purpose? By di-

Judah conducted," as in Eng. A. V.]. This last
|
reeling this (piestion to David, they at the same

clause is to be connected with the following verse
I

time reproached him, for " very probably it had

(Tiienius): "and when all the peoi)Ie of .Judah ,
been learned that he hud a hand in the move

liad conducted the king, and also half the people ment, see vers. 11, 12" (Then.). " .4// David\

of Israel, behold, then came all tlie men of Israel,"

etc. Besides .Judaii, /((/// tlie people of Israel also

acted as David's escort over the .Jordan. Thir

men'' are the faithful followers that had Hed with

him from Jerusalem {.xv. 17 sqq.). In all this

we see, on the one hand, the discord between the

part of Israel c(msisted tirst of the thousand Ben- ! main tlivisions of the nation, Judah and Israel,

jaminites that had come with Sliimci, and then I and on the other the eager rivalry in tiie exhibi-

()f others living ?)«;«/•%, especiallv. it is probable,
I

tion of devotion to the king, which, however,

from the east-jordanie district (IS'. Schmid). The I contained in itself the seeds of further diuorder.
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Groliiis: " an honorable contest —but, heated by
bitter words, it aflbrded opportunity to tliose that

desired revolution. ' Honorable indeed,' says

Tacitus, ' but the source of the worst things

'

(Annal. I.)."—Ver. 42. Not David, but the rep-

resentatives of the tribe of Judali answered the

reproach. Literally :
" the men of Judah an-

swered (u/ainst (Bottcher) the men of Israel,"

they met them with an answer.—There is no need
to insert (Thenius, after Sept., Syr., Arab.) '' and
said" after the word "Israel," as in ver. 43;
Bottcher remarks that the " and said " is omitted

also in 1 Sam. ix. 17 ; xx. 28.

—

Because the
king is nearer to me {not: "the king is near

to me"); the "because" is the answer to the
" why?" of ver. 41. Near = near of kin, comp.
V. 1. Why art thou angry ? there is no
ground for it. [The Singular Pronoun here used
(Eng. A. V. substitutes the Plural) perhaps refers

to the individual speaker, who represented the

nation or tribe, or the nation or tribe may be
regarded as a unit.

—

Tr.]—Have "we eaten
of the king ? To eat of the king = to be fed

by the royal bounty (Clericus). Have we en-

joyed advantages from liini ? Have you reason
to be envious of us because we have enjoyed
advantages that you were deprived of? "Whether
this is also a side-hit at the Benjaminitrs (Mich.,
Then., Buns., Keil), who enjoyed, many favors

from Saul (comp. 1 Sam. xxii. 7), must be left

undecided ; nothing of this sort is indicated in

the words or the connection. " Or, has anything
been taken by us ?" not : " has he given us any
gift?"* [so Eng. A. v., whose rendering is de-

fended in "Text, and Gram."—Tr.].—Ver. 43.

The men of Israel's answer to this hot discourse
of the .Judahites is still hotter. Over against the
latter's rjualifative relation to David ('' he is nearer
tons") they s^et the nuvic?-ical quanftfafive : Ten
parts have I in the king, and also in
David more than thou.—The "ten parts"
are the ten tribes as against the two, "Judah and
Benjamin" (Theodoret) ;

" the tribe of Benjamin
might already after the removal of the royal resi-

dence to Jerusalem have attached itself more to

Judah, as indeed it now came a thousand strong
witli .Judah, and afterwards with this tri);e formed
the Judah-kingdom, 1 Kings xii. 21" (Thenius).
Add to this that .Jerusalem was within the tribe

of Benjamin just on the border of .Judah. The
Icing belonged to the ivhole nation, and therefore
Israel, with its ten tribes, had a ten-lbld part in
and claim on the king.

—

And also in David
more than thou.—The above general state-

ment is here specialized and individualized in
respect to the person of David. The men of Is-

rael liad indeed "deserved very ill of him." But
this cannot be urged against the genuineness of
the reading: ''in David" (Then.), for the men

* H'f'Ji is not Piel, and r\HU2 Pi- Particip. ('" hath he
T • •• •

giveu us a gift?"), for the Pi. is elsewhere Xt^J. and this

construction would require X^n. Andtliough3 '3 iiU2

= " to help one with gifts " (I Kings ix. 11), our phrase
does not therefore mean "to give to one" (Bottcher).
Rather ue have liere the Perl'. Jvipli. with Alssol. Infin.

(fem., as verbs n ''7, Ewald ? 240 d), corresponding to

'7JX. literally :
" has .inythhig been as to taking taken

T
by us ?"=has any thing at all been taken by us ?

of Judah had behaved still worse, since the in-

surrection originated among them. But Israel's

claim to superiority to Judah in having ten ))arts

"also in David" ''does not refer to the fact that

the insurrection began in Judah" (O. v. Ger-
lacli), for they (Israel) had straightway joined
the rebellion. The words are to be taken simply
in closest connection with the previous numei'ical

statement in reference to the king. The sense is

:

in the kingdom of Israel you have no claim to a
nearer relation to the king, who is put there for

all the tribes, and to whom as king all the tribes

stand equally near, so that we, with our ten, have
a ten-fold claim on him. As this is true of every
king, .50 also of David. Seb. Schmid :

" David is

here considered not as of the tribe of Judah, but
as king. But now we have ten parts in the king,

therefore also in David as king, and so your argu-
ment from consanguinity is worthless." This
hair-splitting calculation and passionate assertion

of the mere numerical relation to David is psy-

chologically quite characteristic of the ill feeling

towards Judah that prevailed in Israel. Instead
of '' and also in David more than thou," Bottcher
and Thenius adopt the reading of the Sept.:

'"and I am Jjrst-born* (more) than thou." But
this reading is suspicious at the outset, because
the Sept. has also the reading of the Heb. text.

Then Thenius' explanation of the term "first-

born " from the tribes of Reuben and Simeon,
whose ancestors were born before Judah, does not

apply to the other tribes, whose stem-fathers were
born after .Judah ; and to understand the term as

meaning at the same time (Thenius) that " Israel

after Saul's death had held to his dynasty and
continued the national name," seems very far-

fetched.

—

Why hast thou despised me ?—
The men of Israel felt that they had been made
little of in that they had not been informed of

the restoration and permitted to take part in it.

In contrast with the solidarity of the revolution-

ary movement, which had united both sections,

they here emphasize the jointness of the desire

for and return to the old fealty.

—

And was not
my word the first to bring back my king?
Literally :

" and was not my word tirst to me to

bring back my king?" On Israel's ''word,"

comp. xix. 10, 11. The ''to me" is not to be
attached (Keil) against the accents (and against

the order of the words) to "bring back" [ =
"bring back to me"], but is apposition to "my
word," to emphasize the possessive pronoun
"my" (Ges., ^ 121, 3), and to bring out strongly

the thought that Israel had first spoken of and
counselled the king's restoration.

—

Judah's reply

to Israel's words was still harder, more violent,

than they. A violent war of words flamed up,

wherein Israel, as feeling itself the aggrieved
party, was led to a new, evil purpo.se, which
shaped itself into a repetition of the rebellion

just crushed. Comp. a Lapide : "This scene

paved the way to Sheba's war. Learn from this

])roud quarrel of Judah and Israel how true is

the proverb in Prov. xv. 1."

Ch. XX. 1-22. Sheba's insurrection, Israel's de-

fection, both quelled by Joab.—Ver. 1. There
wasf there, namely, in Gilgal at the assembly

* -1133 instead of 1113.

t N"lpJ "there happened," Niph. of X"lp = mp "to
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of the tribes; the word "there" indicates directly

the place, indirectly the time of the following his-

tory, so that the causal connection between it and

the' preceding scene is obvious. On the person

of Sheba, Luther remarks (probably correctly) in

his marginal notes :
" he was one of the great

rogues of the high nobility, who had a large reti-

nue among tlie people, and consideration or name,

as Catiline at Kome-"* He was a " wicked " man
(Luther: heilloser [Eng. A. V. wrongly: "son

of Belial]), comp. 1 Sam. xxv. 17, 25. _ A Ben-
jaminite, probably (to judge from his conduct)

one of the rabid Sauline party, if he were not (as

is possible) of Saul's own family—We have no
part in David.—This is said in contrast with

xix. 42, 43, and with a sharp emphasis on the

"no" ["there is not to us part in David"].

David is called the son of Jesse contemptu-

ously in contrast with Saul. " We liave nothing

in common with him, nothing to do with him,"

comp. Deut. x. 9. From his blowing the trumpet

it may be surmised that he was a military com-

mander, having control of a somewhat large body

of men.—Every man to his tents, that is,

home, as in xviii. 17 ; xix. 9. The expression is

an echo from the tent-life of the people in the

wilderness.—Ver. 2. All Israel "went up"
from David, namely, from the plain of Gilgal to

the hill-country of Ephraim. The whole repre-

sentation of Israel listens to Sheba's rebellious

signal, and follows him, which is to be explained

onlv by the anger against Judah, freshly excited

bv the quarrel over bringing the king back. The
iiien of Judah " clave to their king," crowded

close around him [rather, faithfully adhered to

him

—

Tr.] and escorted him " from the Jordan

to Jerusalem." The expression :
" from the

Jordan" does not contradict the fact that tlie as-

sembly took place in Gilgal (as Thenius holds

from this, that it took place on the Jordan) ; it is

not to be explained (with Keil against Thenius)

by the remark that the " Judahites" had already

e.scorted the king over the Jordan, but (Gilgal

being near the .Jordan) is to be taken as a general

designation, such as we often use in respect to

rivers.

Ver. 3. DavicVs return to his house at Jernscdem.

The ten concubines (xv. 16; xvi. 20 sqq.)

that he had left behind—he put in a house
of V7ard, and maintained tiiem, but remained
apart from them, f Grotius :

'' He pardoned
their fear indeed [i. e., their fault committed
through fear], but would not approach them,
since tiiey were impure for him (iiaving been ap-

proached by his son), nor let others approach
them, as they were royal concubines." They
lived in " widowhood of life," % that is, '' whereas

meet," not from Xip "to call, name" = "a noted, fa-

mous man " CI/nthf>rV
* rSo Patrick, nftnr Victorinus StrJKolius : V)Ut we know

notliins flefinitcly about it.—As Aphiali (1 Sam. ix. 1) is

the samo as Al)iah (1 Chr. vii. 8), Sheba was so far of the
same family as Saul.

—

Tr.]

+ OriwX, masc.snffi.it for fem., the general, less de-

tcrmined instead of tlie more determined, Gen. xxxi.
9 : Am. iii. -J. ; 2 Kings xiv. 13, Ew., ? 184 c. [Some MSS.
and EDD. of De Rossi have the Fern.—Tn.]

X VAl^l^, adverbial Ace. defined by r\VT\ ; one cod.

of Kennic-ott has ON3 (Bottcher). [This reading is

given by De Rossi.—Tb.J

death had entered the house, widowhood during

the lifetime of the husband." (Bottch.), comp.
Deut. xxiv. 1 sqq. ; Isa. i. 1. [So Targum, Gill,

Philippson. It may also be rendered: "in a

lifelong widowhood," i. e., as long as they lived

;

but the objection to this is, that it repeats the

statement of the preceding clause.

—

Tr.]—Ver.
4. And the king said to Amasa, Call me,
etc., namely, to follow and attack tlie insurgent

Siieba. In giving Amasa tliis commission, David's
purpose is to fultil to him his promise, xix. 14.

And do thou present thyself here, after

three days, when the men of Judah shall have
assembled, that thou mayest lead them out to

battle. Then David intended formally to ap-

point him commander-in-chief, and assign him
the more important duties. In various respects

David here acted unwisely : 1 ) in liestowing on
the late insurgent leader, Amasa an unbounded
confidence, that was soon proved to be misplaced,

vers 5, 6 ; 2) in respect to Joab who, with all

his rudeness and cruelty, had remained faithful

to David, and by his splendid victory over

Amasa, had saved the kingdom ; 3) in respect to

his faithful tribe of Judah, who must have been
offended by this preference shown for the leader

of the revolution. [On the other hand, the in-

surgent Judahites might be pleased by this honor
done their general (comp. xix. 14), and the men
of Israel affected by seeing their former general

in David's service (Patrick) ;
Amasa had proba-

bly shown liimself an efficient commander, and
Joab was not undeserving of punishment.

—

Tr. ).

—Ver. 5. He tarried * over the set time,
(three days), either because he met with distrust

and opposition among the people, and could not

so soon execute his commission, or because he
did not wish to make liaste, and nourished in his

breast traitorous designs, [or, possibly, because

of natural lack of vigor.

—

Tr.].—Ver. 6. And
David said to Abishai. Instead of " Abishai,"

Thenius (after Syr. and Josephus) would read
" Joab," since from the present text we cannot

accotmt for the appearance of Joab in ver. 8, (he

is previously not mentioned—only his jieople

mentioned in ver. 7) ; the "men of Joab" Avould

certainly not have marclied out, unless Joab had
had the supreme command. He takes the ori-

ginal reading (after the Sept.) in ver. 7 to be:
" and there marched out after him Abishai and
the men of Joab," and thinks that from this,

" Abishai " got into ver. 6 instead of " .Joab,"

while in ver. 7 the word " Abishai " fell out from

its likeness to the following word ('t^JN). Against

which Bottcher rightly says tliat the Syriac and
Jo.sephus here made an arbitrary change in the

Hebrew, and put " Joab " instead of Abishai,

because they thought (from what follows) that

the former ought to be named here. " How/'
asks Bottcher, " if Joab had originally stood in

the text, could Abishai liave been accidentally or

purposely written for it, since the two names are

very dificrent, and Abishai is not mentioned till

ver". 10?" Rather in the Sept. (Cod. Vat.) the

Abishai might have gotten from ver. 6 (beginning)

into ver. 7 (beginning) ; indeed its insertion is evi-

* Kethib "in^'l is Impf. Pi. of -\n' = "^PX, Qeri

"inn is Impf Hiph. or Qal of the .same verb; the lat-

ter is unnecessary.
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•dently due to the exception that was taken to the

omis.sioii of his name in ver. 7 while in ver. 6 he

is entrusted with tlie command. To get rid of

tlie difficulties, Buttclier proposes to read in ver.

43 :
•' And David said to Joah : behold, the three

days are past, shall we wait i'or, Aiuasaf now will

Sheba, ete.," (Sept. Val. reading
:_

''and David

.«aid to Amasa"). But this adoption of a varia-

tion of the Sept. (which clearly came from a niis-

Jinbrstanding), and the supposed omission of a

wliole line by the error of a transcriber is artifi-

cial and untrustworthy. There remains nothing

hut to retain the niasoretic text (which is con-

firmed by all the Versions' except tlie Syriac) :

*" aad David said to Abishai." Joab was still

D.ivid's official commander-in-chief, though the

latter had unwisely promised the command to

Amasa ; the sending of Amasa to collect tlie

troops was indeed occasioned by that promise

;

but Joab was not yet deprived of the command.
But David speaks to Abishai about Amasa's delay

and not. to Joab, because he wished to have notli-

ing to do with the latter on account of his crab-

foadness, and further knew that he would take

Amasa's appointment ill. David expresses the ap-

prehension: Now will Sheba . . . become
more hurtful (dangerous) than Absalom, the

xevolution will become more widespread and
powerful than before, unless we march im-
mediately against Sheba. Take thou thy
Iiord's servants, the troops with the king in

Jerusalem, the stand iiir/ army (the particular

parts of which are mentioned in ver. 7), in dis-

tinction from the levy of the people, for which
Amasa was sent. And pursue after him, for,

as Sheba had gotten a good start in these three

days, everything depended on quickly overtaking
liira. Lest he get him fenced cities,—this

lie fears has already happened (as the form of the
Hebrew verb* shows). And turn aw^ay our
«ye

; the verb (/-^ri) means "to take away"
(Gen. xxxi. 9, 16; Ps. cxix. 43; 1 Sam. xxx. 22

;

Hos. ii. 11), " lest he take away our view," de-

ceive us (Maurer)
; Vulg. ;

"and escape us'' [so

Eng. A. V.]; Gesen. and De Wette: "that he
may not escape our eye by throwing himself with
liis followers into fortified cities " (as actually
happened, ver. 15). Maurer well compares the
similar expression :

" to steal one's heart (mind),"
•i. c, to deceive him. Gen. xxxi. 20 ; 2 Sam. xv. 6.

Ewald translates :
" lest he trouble our eye," de-

riving the verb from a stemf :^ "to be shaded "

(Xeh. xiiL 19, comp. Ezek. xxxi. 3), that is, lest

lie cause us care and vexation ; so also Bunsen, and
so already the Sept. ;

" Lest he darken (shade) our
eyes." Certainly this translation gives too weak a
sense (Then.). But, with this derivation of the
verb, the meaning might still be :

" that he darken
not our sight," hiding himself from us in fortified

cities, so that our sight of his hostile preparations
is obscured, and we cannot clearly follow and
overcome him.—Bottchcr, Thenius and Keil, re-

ferring to Deut. xxxii. 10; Zech. ii. 10, where the
"" apple of the eye" is the figure of valuable pos-
session, render :

" and pluck out our eye," i. e.,

* j3 with the Pert'., in expressions "offear ofathhig

that, as is n'most cerfninJij conjectured, has already hap-
iieno.l = Mi, ^ Kings ii. IG ; x. 23 " (E\v. g 337 b).

t ^'-£11 as Hiph. of "7^^-

severely injure us ; but it is the eye, not the apple

of the eye, that is here spoken of, nor is there any-
thing here that is compared to the apple of the

eye, since the " fortified cities " could not be so

meant.—Ver. 7. "After him," that is, after

Abishai. The men of Joab=liis immediate
military followers, under iiis special control. Yet
they were not tlie less " David's servants." This
view is favored by the expression :

" Joab's peo-

ple." If tlie phrase were intended to indicate a

body of men " that Joab in this emergency had
collected at his own costs, and with whom as

volunteers he himself as volunteer intended to go
into this war" (Ewald), this fact would neces-

sarily have been mentioned in the narrative.

The Cherethites and Pelethites, the royal

body-guard (see on viii. IS), whom "the neces-

sity of the case now brought out" (Ewald). The
Gibborim [mighty men] are the six hundred
heroes, (xv. 8) who with the body-guard accom-
panied David when he fled from Absalom. These
two bodies together with the "men of Joab"
formed the only troops now at the king's disposal,

whom he calls "the servants of thy lord" (ver.

6). As the case required the greatest haste (ver.

6), he ordered Abishai to follow Sheba for the

present with those troops (Ew. ). The words " out

of Jerusalem " are added because of the local

statement that follows.—Ver. 8. When they

came to the great stone of Gibeon—which
was doubtless an isolated rock of considerable

size. Gibeon lay northwest of Jerusalem in the

motintains of Ephraim, whither Sheba (ver. 2)

had gone. Amasa came tow^ards them, lite-

rally "before their face" (De Wette). He was
(ver. 4) to have proclaimed the arriere-ban [sum-

moned the people to war] in Judah. Here he is

found in the tribe of Benjamin. As he meets the

troops advancing to the northwest, he must be

coming from the opposite direction, as we should

expect from David's order. The cause of his

delay thus was that he had gone northward from

Judah into Benjamin. C'oming thence on his

Avay to Jerusalem (ver. 4) with the troops he had
raised, he meets these others at " the great stone

in Gibeon." Here Joab, before mentioned, sud-

denly comes on the scene. As David had not

deprived him of the command, we must suppose

that he was advancing wath the permanent force

under Abishai to the field, where Amasa's re-

tarded levies were to join him. Joab regarded

himself as still commander-in-chief, and, that

Amasa might not attain this honor, he put him
out of the way (ver. 10) by murder. It is not to

be assumed that David (ver. 6) had ordered Abi-

shai to march out with Joab, and that this is not

mentioned for brevity's sake (Keil), nor that

David had given Joab the command (omitted in

this compendious account) to go along to the

field.—The minute description of .Joab's military

dress and arms is intended to make it clear how
the latter could suddenly kill Amasa without

any one's noticing his purpose. " And Joab was
girded with his military coat as his clothing,*

* ItypS "his clotliing" is descriptive addition to HiD

"his rriilitary garment," over which he had put the
sword-girdle. It is unnecessary (with Then., after Sept.

and Tulg.) to point ^•^jn '' girded " instead of 11jn
T

" girdle."
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and on it the girdle of tlie sword, which was fas-

tened on liis loins in its sheath ; and this [the

sheath] came out, and it [the sword] fell down."
The girdle is expressly mentioned in order to

k!iow how the sword did not depend from it as

usual, but, with its sheath, was thrust in and
held by it (Tlienius). " And it (referring to tlie

preceding "sheath") came out" of the girdle, as

if accidentally in consequence of a movement,
"and it (the sword) fell to the ground"; so

Maurer, Bottcher. Mich., Dathe, Schulz render

:

"he brought (Hiphil) it (the sword) out, so that
it fell" ; but this, inasmuch as it is supported by
no ancient version, is arbitrary. To render "and
he (Joab) went forth" (De Wette, Keil [Eng.
A. v., Philippson, Bib.-Coiii.]) is against the con-
nection, since it does not appear whence Joab
went forth. [A slight change in the Hebrew,
making pronoun and verb feminine (after Sept.,

and substantially Vulg. ) will give: "and it (the
sword) came out and fell down," which is much
simpler and more natural.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 9. Joab
performed this manipulation with the sword just
oefore he met Amasa, making such a movement
that the sword should fall, as it were accidentally,
to the ground, and he could take it up in his left

hand, so as with the right hand to lay hold
of Amasa's beard in friendly greeting. No sur-
prise would be felt, therefore, at his holding the
sword in his left hand, with which he had taken
it up from the ground. From the friendly ad-
dress: Art thou in health, my brother?
Amasa would all the less suspect anything evil,

since he was Joab's rival. The grasping the beard
with the right hand is not for the purpose of
kissing the beard* (Winer, Art. Bart.), but is a
caressing gesture, like an embrace, intended to

draw down the face to kiss it [so Eng. A. V., to

kiss him]. So Amasa could suspect no evil.

["Mv brother"—he was his first cousin, 1 Chr.
iii. 10, 17 (i?(6.-C'om.).—Tr.]—Ver. 10. And
Amasa took no heed to the sword that
was in Joab's (left) hand. The murder of
Amasa by Joab was, therefore, a cleverly con-
trived and malicious act, the product of jealousy
and desire of revenge. " Thus this rude soldier's

friendship and repose was merely a pretence, that
he might take his revenge at the first oppor-
tunity" (Ewald). "lie did it not the second
time," did not repeat the blow; his stroke was
mortal ! [He stabbed him in the belly (not "in
the fifth rib," as in Eng. A. V.), so that his bowels
came out.—Tr.]. With the .same violence that
he had shown in the nnn-der, Joab, with his
brother Abishai, now rushes after Sheba, witliout

bestowing a moment's notice on Amasa struggling
in the agonies of death. The words: Joab and
Abishai his brother, from the connection favor
tlie view tliat Joab had gone out at the head
(together with Abishai) of the body of troops

under Abishai,—Ver. 11. One of Joab's hench-

men remained by ( 7^?) Amasa ; no doubt at Joab's

command, in order to send Amasa's levies on to

Joab and Abishai with the cry : " He that hath
pleasure in Joab, etc."; pleasure: Joab, used to

* [Tlowovpr it is a custom in flip East to kiss the
Ijoard (d'Arvieux in Philippsonj.

—

Tr.]

victory, doubtless inspired more confidence. " And
he that is for David"—this refers to the defection
from David into which Amasa had led the peo-
ple, [and is intended to identify Joab's cause with
David's.—Tr.].— Ver. 12 sqq. How vivid and
touching the picture here of Amasa wallowing in

his blood on the road, the advancing crowd of
people slopping by him, his consequent hasty re-
moval from the road, and the throwing a cloth
over him to hide him from the sight of the passers-
by, and so to prevent their stopping, and avoid
the possible uniiworable impression for Joab and
his cause that the sight of the body would make-
on the people! [Nobody knew the cause of his

death, in the hurry there was no time to inquire,

the danger from Sheba was imminent, and so the
crowd passed on without investigating the matter.—Tr.]—Ver. 13. Only now, it is expressly stated,

do the people follow on after Joab without delay.
" Every man (or, all the men) went on." As it

is clear from the context that these are Amasa's
levies out of Israel, it is not necessary (with Then.,.

after Sept.) to insert "of Israel" after ''all the
men."—Ver. 14. "And he went through." This
refers to Joab, who now, as general-in-chief of the

army, rushed through all the tribes of Israel north-

ward from Ephraim (Manasseh, Issachar, Zebu-
Ion, Naphtali), Sheba flying before him and first

reaching a strong position in the extreme north.

[Others (Patrick, Wellhausen) think that »S7ie6a

is here the subject, and this is favored by the fact

that the "hiin" in ver. 15 (and so in ver. 14, end)
which refers to Sheba, seems to represent the same
l)erson as the subject of the verb "went through ;"

moreover this verb would naturally refer to the

person last mentioned in ver. 13.

—

Tr.] To
Abel and Beth-Maachah.—Abel, in the north
of Naphtali, very near Beth-Maachah, the twO'

being near and west of Ijon [lyyon] and Ban (1

Kings XV. 20; 2 Kings xv. 29) ; in 2 Chron. xvi.

4 it is called Ahel-mayim, from the neighboring
lake Merom on the south, or, more probably, from
the well-watered Merj Ayun, the present village

Abil el Kamh,i.e., Wheat-meadoiv. On account

of its proximity to Beth-Maachah, it is often com-
bined with this= Abel-Beth-Maacah, ver. 15; 1

Kings XV. 20; 2 Kings xv. 29; but the "and"
here connecting the two names is not for that rea-

son to be stricken out (Ewald, Thenius). By tlie

addition "Beth-Maachah" and Mayim (2 Chron..

xvi. 4) it is distinguished from several other places

of this name [Abel], which signifies ''meadow."

If the word Berim (D'"'.?.) indicates a region of

country [Eng. A. V.: Berites] it must be con-

nected with the preceding verb : and he went
through all Berim, though then the absence of

the preposition [in the Hcb., as in Eng. A. V.J,

and still more, this appended statement of place

after it has been mentioned to what point Joab

went, would be surprising. But no such region

is known in northern Palestine, nor any similar-

name of a place. We are therefore justified in

supposing a corruption of the text. A suggestion for

an emendation of the text is given by the Sept.:

"to Beth-Maachah, and all inCharri [this sug-

gests the Ileb. bachurim, "choice, chosen young

men"], and they were gathered together," etc.;

and by the Vulg. : "and all tht- rho^en vien ^vere

assembled to him." Clericus remarks that this
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looks as if they read "chosen" (D'^inDH), but

declines to express a judgment in the matter. We
must probably read:"''' ''and all kinds of arms-
bearing men" (Then., Winer, s.v., Habarlm), or:

"and all the (there residing) young men" (Ew.,

Bottch.). Bottcher thinks it probable (but with-

out sufficient ground) that we should add: "who
were in the cities." We may render then (changing

to Perfect the following verb) :
" and all the young

men were gathered together," t etc., or (keeping

the form in the text) : "and all the young men,
and (as an additional fact) they were gathered to-

gether and went also after him," ('. c, in his march
through all the tribes to Abel and Beth-Maachah.
That is, tlie young men as far as the extreme north
gathered about him; the "also" refers to the

statement in ver. 13 that " every man went on af-

ter Joab," that is, all that had assembled in

Ephraim at Gibeon [ver. 8] ; to these were added
all the young men in the other tribes. Thereby
the victory was alre•^dy decided for Joab.

Ver. losqq. Sheba besieged

.

—Sheba had found
refuge in AbelX-Beth~Maachah—a strongly forti-

fied place, which, as fortress, served by the quan-
tity of water about it, also as a protection towards
the north and east. In this city they besieged
him.—He had therefore thrown himself into it.

It cannot be gathered from the connection that

the inhabitants (who could have done nothing
against his sudden seizure of the city) took part

with Sheba against David; we may rather infer

from the procedure of the "wise woman" tliat

they were opposed to the insurgent. They thre^w
up an embankment against the city; and
it (the embankment) stood—that is, rose at [=
joined on to] the wall of the outer works of the
ibrtress, the outer wall (Sept. TTpoTeixio/jarc [the
pomeriiim, or open space without tlie wall, in

which the embankment was placed in order the
more easily to bcitter the city-walls.

—

Tr.] ). The
rest of ver. 15 is to be taken as protasis, the apo-
dosis beginning with ver. 16 : "And as all the
people, etc., tben cried a wise woman." The usual
rendering :

" as they destroyed, in order to throw
down the wall" [so Eng. A. V.] involves a con-
tradiction ; for if they destroyed, what was left to

be thrown down? and this verb (^HE/) is used

(Ezek. XX vi. 4) of the complete tearing clown of
walls (Then.). Also in ver. 20 Joab says: "Far
be it from me to destroy." It is better "with Ew-
ald and Bottcher ^ to take the Participle as a de-
nominative (from i^r\p, "a pit, ditch"), and ren-

* D"^n3-S3 (Then.) or O'IH^H-Sd (Ew.). Sept.

:

iraj/Tes €v xappi, as if "'in3~7D. [On this reading see
• T : T

further in " Text, and Gram."—Tr.]

t Instead of the Kethib IPl'^p'l we are to read the

Qeril'7np''USept.,Vulg., Chald.j. If, instead of changing

this to Perfect HnpJ, we keep the Impf. lSnp"'1, the 1

must be regarded as adding a new statement, as in Gen.
x.\ii. 24; I Sam. xxv. 27 (BottcherJ.

X On the ri- in 11*73X3 Bottcher remarks :
" where

T t-t:
the relation remains purely local (which is not the ease
in ver. 18>, the adverbial H- in innumerable cases re-

T
mains rcith the Preposition in names of cities."

g Bottcher: finC' may easily, along with its proper

der: "they dug ditches to throw down the wall,"
by undermining. Josephus: "he ordered them
to undermine tlie walls." Then cried a Tjvise

woman (comj). xiv. 2sq.; 1 Sam. xxv. 3sq.)
from the city.—This expression gives a suffi-

ciently vivid picture of the situation, and there is

no need (with Tlienius) to change the text after

Syr. and Arab. :
" down from the wall of the city,"

and Sept. :
" from the wall," where the diffi^rences

of wording show these renderings to be explanatory
local descriptions.—Ver. 18 sqq. Tlie woman's
words to Joab are variously explained. Maurer
(after Dathe: "inquiry ought first, said she, to

have been made of Abel, and then it ought to

have been decided what is to be done") renders:
" and she said : it should first have been said

:

' let the city be consulted ;' so they would have
finished the matter." So also De Wette: "one
should first have said : one must inquire in Abel,
and so the end would have been reached." But
this is too artificial an expression for the situation.

The same remark is to be made of Bottcher' .s

translation : ".\nd she said, as if she would say:
One should first, however, speak, speak, as if she
would say :

' One should ask, ask in Al^el ; and so-

the matter would be finished ;' " that is, the woman
protested against Joab's violent procedure with-
out previous negotiation. Certainly such a pro-
test is to be supposed in the woman's words. But
these are to be translated (with Thenius) simply
after the text as follows: "They used to say in

old time: let Abel be inquired of; and so they
ended (the matter)." Vulg.*: "It was said in

the old proverb : those that ask, ask in Abel

;

and so they finished." Sept. :
" It was formerly

said, They shall ask in Abel, and so they left

off." The sense is: It was formerly a prover-

bial saying: " inquire at Abel," and if the deci-

sion there made was acted on, the affair was
satisfactorily concluded; so now, the inhabitants

of Abel ought first to have been communicated
with, instead of straightway investing and be-

sieging the city; then your design respecting

Sheba would have been accomplished. It is as-

sumed and affirmed that Abel was j^roverbial for

the discretion and wisdom of its inhabitants.

This wisdom the "wise woman" illustrates fac-

tually Ijy her discour.se. It is to be noted also

that the negotiation before laying siege to a city

(and a foreign city, indeed) such as the woman
here refers to, is prescribed in the law. Dent. xx.
10 sqq., comp. Xum. xxi. 21.—Some codices of
the Sept. read: "It was formerly said, It was
asked in Abel and in Dan if they left off what the

faithful of Israel eMablished," after which Ewaldf
adopts as original text :

" Let it be asked in Abel
and in Dan, whether what the devout men of

"to make ditches;" comp. D'"1£3n, proper Hiphil of

D"?i3, and also denominative from nD"^3 = "to cleave
— T . T :

-

the hoof," and T.'DII'n, Hiph. of lyct and denom. from

131!', = "to sell grain." [On this and the proposed

rendering: "they thought (= were tryinsr) to throw
down the wall," see " Text, and Gram."

—

Tr^
* Vulg.: Scrmo. inquit. dicehatur in veteri proverbio : oof.

intcrrogant. interrogant in Ahela, ct sir. perficiebant. Sept.

:

Koi eiTre Aoyos eAaAijflrj iv TrpaJToi?, Aeydi'VaJV 'EpoJTWVTe?-
e7repwT»io"oi'(7ti' ef 'A3e'A. Ka\ oi'Tw? e^t'AtTroi'.

t Sept. ei f^4\LiTov a eSei'TO ol niaTol tou IcrparjK. Ew. i"

Hiph., have had a denominative Hiph. from nnt!/, = SxiU/"' 'J50X Oii' ~IC/X ^ISnn pn'i "73X3
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Israel formerly ordained has there gone ont of

use" [that is, if, when a new custom comes up,

-one wishes to find out wlietlier old Israelitish

usage exists anywliere, he must go to Abel and

Dan ; the implication being that Joab is violating

old custom.

—

Tr.] But Keil rightly remarks that

this addition of the Sept. (" what the devout men,"

etc.), which is critically of so little value that

Tisch. in his edition of tlie Sept. does not think it

worthy of mention, is evidently a gloss or para-

l)hrase of the last words of the verse :
'' and so they

finished" [in ctmnection with the "faithful in Is-

rael " of the next verse.

—

Tr.] [Tisch. in his Sejit.

{4th ed.) does give these words as a part of the

text of the Vatican manuscript; but they seem to

be clearly a duplet or donlile rendering.

—

Tr.]—
Ver. 19. iam of the peaceable, faithful ones
of Israel. The woman says "I" in the name
•of the city; the plural predicates ["peaceable,

faithful"]" refer to the inhabitants of the city.

Clericus :
" I am of the numbef of the peace-

able and faithful in Israel, says our city." The
meaning is : We are peaceable and faithful people,

averse to insurrection; you ougiit first to have
• communicated with us, and then the thing would
have been understood. It is herein indirectly

stated tliat the city had no thought of taking part

with Sheba, who had thrown himself into it.

"Whether this was the feeling in the city from the

beginning, or was reached only when it was
threatened with destruction by the siege, cannot

be determined. Anyhow the woman was able

cleverly to avert the threatened evil.—Bottcher

changes the text, so as to read: "people* (that

are) the peaceablest, truest in Israel thou seekest

to kill," and Ewald: "we are (or better, we are

still) peaceable, etc., and thou seekest," etc.; but

tiiere is no necessity for any change.—Thou
seekest to kill a city and mother in Israel,

that is, one of the chief cities of Israel, comp.
viii. 1. Why vrilt thou destroy the inhe-
ritance of the Lord ? The city pertained to

the people that the Lord had cliosen for His pos-

session. Comp. the discourse of the wise woman
of Tekoah, xiv. 16. [Though the Heb. text of

the woman's discourse here is harsh and obscure,

no proposed changes better it. As it stands, she

.seems to say: "Abel is proverbial for its wis-

dom. You should have entered into negotiations

witli us instead of attempting to destroy an im-
portant city in Israel." The margin of Eng. A.
V. reads: "they {)lainly spake in the beginning,
saying. Surely they will ask of Abel, and so

make an en<l," tliat is, in the l)eginning of the

siege the iniiabitants expressed the expectation
that Joab would communicate with them, and
this rendering is approved by Patrick as more
literal than the text of Eng. A. V. ; but it does
not give tlie proverb-like coloring of the ori-

ginal. Philippson mentions among other Jewish
renderings that of the Midrash wliich haggadis-
tically identifies the wise woman with Serah, the
daughter of Asher (Gen. xivi. 17), who is made
to refer in iier sharp discourse with Joab to Dent.
XX. 10, the law of sieges. Erdmann also holds
that tliis law is here alluded to; but there is no

* Bottoher: ^p2^ instead of 'DJN. Ewald: IJPJX
•or ^a^', and 1 before riPK.

intimation of this
; the woman intimates oniv

generally that it would have been conducive to

a proper understanding if Joab had comnnini-
cated with the besieged.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 20 sqq,

.Joab, imjjressed by the woman's words, declare.^^

that it is not his purpose to destroy the citv, but
only to get possession of the insurgent Slieba,

who [ver. 21] has lifted up his hand against
the king. Perhaps the woman first hvirned
from these words the real state of the case and
the guilt of Sheba. She said immediately that
his head should be thrown throurjh the uall, through
one of the openinrjs in the wall, where the be-

sieged migiit watch and shoot at the enemy, and
through which perliaps she spoke with Joab.
[Eng. A. v., wrongly: "over the wall."

—

Tr.]—
Ver. 22. She w^ent to all the people, to

report concerning lier interview with Joab—

a

self-evident fact that it was unnecessary to men-
tion in the text. After '' people " Sept. adds

:

"and spoke to the whole city," a correct explana-
tory remark, but not to be inserted in the text

(as Ew. and Then, think). Equally unnecessary
is Bottcher's alteration :

" and the woman went
info the city, and spohe to all the people." The
words of the text: She came ... in her
\visdom (i. e., with her proposition to .Joab,

which she persuaded the people to accept) are

indeed of laconic curtness ; but this quite suits

this rapid narration. By the delivery of the trai-

tor's head Joab's end was gained. He ordered
the trumpet to be sounded, as sign that the

army should retire from the siege, and set ont on
the return-march. And they dispersed from
the city, namely, the warriors that had joined

him (ver. 13). And Joab returned, with the

warriors with whom he had left Jerusalem (ver.

7), to the king, to announce to him the end of

the insurrection. " The issue of tliis occurrence,

how David received the victorious Joab, is omitted

in our present narrative ; he was doubtless now
also forbearing to a man who as a soldier was in-

dispensable to him, and who, with all his punish-

ment-deserving savagery, always meant well for

his government" (Ewald).

Vers. 23-26. Lis>t of DavicTs highest officers

after the restoration of his authority. See the

Introduction, p. 18 sq., as to the relation between
this list and that in viii. 16-18, and their position

and significance in respect to the two chief periods

of the history of David and his kingdom, of

which history they form the conclusion. [The
two lists are appropriately placed at the two be-

ginnings of David's kingdom, and the difi'erences

between them are explained by the changes

brought by time.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 23. 1) Joab, com-
mander of the whole army * of Israel,—as in viii.

16, except that the " Israel" is not inserted there.

Joab remained commander-in-chief notwithstand-

ing David's overhasty decision, xix. 3.—2) Ben-
aiah, son of Jelioiada, commander of the body-

guard, as in viii. 18. Comp. 1 Kin. ii. 25-46,

where he performed the execution ordered l)y

Solomon, and ver. 35, where lie is nam?d com-
mander-in-chief in Joab's place, and as such is

* XS'^n, Abs. instead of Const., probably " from the

error oi'a transcribor, vvlio wrote this frenuontly-ononr-

ring form before he noticed thai the word " Israel' fol-

lowed" I'lhenius).
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mentioned in the list of Solomon's state-ofBcers,

iv. 1-6. He \va.s over the Cherethites and Pele-

ihite.s. Cherethites is the marginal reading, for

which the text has the equivalent Cari* (2 Kin.

xi. 1, 19); see on viii. 18.—Ver. 24.—3) Adoram
(1 Kin. xii. 18) = Adoniram (1 Kin. iv. 6; v. 28),

iind = Hadoram (2 Chr. x. 18). He -was not

"rent-master" (Luther) [Eng. A. V., "over the

tribute"], for the word (DO) never f means "tri-

bute, tax," but overseer of the public works or

tribute-work [Germ, jrohti, manorial work], a
new office (not mentioned in viii. 16 sq.), the

nature of which is indicated in 1 Kin. v. 27 sq.

compared with 1 Kin. iv. 6. Adoram, put into

ihis office in the latter year.s of David, held it till

Kehoboam's time, 1 Kin. xii. 18. [The name
Adoram, if it be correct (Sept., Syr., Arab, have
Adoniram, Vulg. and Chald. as Heb.) must be
considered an unusual contraction of the longer
form; possibly it is an imitation (though an in-

correct one) of such names as Jehoram.—Tr.]—
4) Jehoshaphat, son of Ahilud was ''chancellor"

[Eng. A. v., less well: recorder] ; see on viii. 16.

— Ver. 25.—5) ^Sheva (or, Sheya)= -S'e/-ataA (viii.

17) was scribe or state-secretary.—6) .^ac?o^- and
vl6ta//ia/', high-priests, viii. 17.—Ver. 26.—7) Ira,

the .Jairite, confidential counsellor to David, a new
officer; in viii. 18 " sons of David" are said to

have held this office. [The word here rendered
'"counsellor" (Eng. A. V.: "chief ruler") is the
ordinary term for "priest," which rendering some
would here retain. See on viii. 18 for the dis-

cussion of the meaning.

—

Tr.] Instead of "Jair-
ite" Thenius (after Syi;.) reads " Jattirite" (of

Jattir), especially as this city Jattir in the moun-
tains of Judah (Josh. xv. 48; xxi. 14) is men-
tioned in 1 Sam. xxx. 27 among those particu-
larly friendly to David. But tiie rendering of
the Syriac is derived from xxiii. 38 on account
of the name Ira there found, which, however,
represents a different person from this. Thenius,
holding that the narrator wrote the history chajis.

xi.-xx. in David's life-time, since he here breaks
off without relating the history up to David's
ileatli, concludes from the way in which Ira is

introduced ("and also Ira," etc.) that the author
[ira] here at the close ajapends his own name;
but this latter assumption is unwarranted, even
granting the other.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. The truthfulness and ju~?!tice of the theocratic
historical narrative is shown, as everywhere in

the frank statement of the sins of God's instru-

ments, so here in the unveiled narration of
David's errors in the way whereby God brought
him back to his kingdom, and also of the un-
happy results of his overhasty measures. His
message to Judah, after he heard of Israel's pre-
parations to bring him back (xix. ii. 12) was a
mistake, since it was of such a nature as to kindle
anew the fire of jealousy between the two sec-

tions of tiie people; he thereby jjut Judah before
Israel (who had begun the movement for restora-

tion), and the result was the violent irar of words,

* '"'371, from 113 "to dig."
T ~

t [It seems to have this meaning in Esth. x. 1, but is

commonly used as Dr. Erdmann says.—Tii.J

xix. 41-43. His mistake in holding out to the
rebel Amasa tiie certain prospect of the chief
command, led to the murder of the latter by
Joab. David had made Joab the companion and
instrument of his crime against Uriah ; and this

community in crime was a collateral cause of the
retention of the latter in the highest militarv
office (XX. 23).

_
2. God the Lord, as king of His people, permits

sin to work out its extremest evil consequences,
in order to reveal His justice in the punishment
of sin by sin, and in wise ways hidden from men
to further the ends of His kingdom, by making
human sin serviceable thereto. By o?ie bad man
the greater part of the nation is seduced into in-

surrection, alter David had erred in looking too
much to his own honor at his restoration, and re-

garding flesii and blood (xix. 12), neglecting to
make the Lord's honor his highest point of view,
and to subordinate everything to it. By the
second sudden tailure of his hopes, based on the
popular favor, and his natural-fleshly relations to

the jjeople, he is to be brought again to know
that the Lord alone is his strength, his protection
and his help. The unjustly displaced Joab be-
comes a second time the saviour and restorer of
the theocratic kingdom, striding over the corpse
of the murdered ex-traitor to victory over the in-

surrection ; whence David was to learn anew,
tiiat the ways of the Lord are not our ways, and
His thoughts not our thoughts, and that He in

His wisdom and might in the ways that He
chooses and to the goal that He has fixed, per-
foi-ms things that in men's eyes, and through
men's sins are most involved and confused.

3. The greatest confusion of affairs suddenly
arises by the concatenation of various sins and
crimes, just after the certain prospect of restora-

tion to kingdom, and peace dawns on David.
Jealous quarreling divides the people into two
hostile parts. The king is powerless to extinguish
the fire of anger and hatred. An insurgent
quickly carries the greater part of the people oft"

from David. Civil war once more rages through-
out the whole nation. The army-leader ap-
pointed by the king is treacherously murdered
by the unwisely aggrieved Joab. But in this

confusion God's wisdom goes its quiet, hidden
way, and His almighty hand leads the sorely tried

king, who in this chaotic whirl, must see tiie con-
sequences of his own errors, back to complete and
triumphant royal dominion. While to men's
eyes the co-operation of many evil powers seems
to endanger tiie kingdom of God to the utmost,
and its affairs appear to be confused and dis-

turbed in the unhappiest fashion, the wonderful
working of the living God reveals itself most
gloriously in the unravelment of the worst en-
tanglements, and in the introduction of new and
unexpected triumphs for His government.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Chap. xix. 41-43. Envy and jealousy among
God's people always spring from a passionate
self-interest, which puts one's ovm honor in place
of God's honor, and often, under the pretence of
zeal for the one, makes the other the aim of all

its striving ;—tiiey produce a spiritual blinding in
which it becomes imjiossible to recognize God's
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designs in the matters of His kingdom, an cmbit-

ieriMj of hearts and minds, wlicrebv hrotherlylove

is c'lianged into hate, and a rendiiifjot' the divinely

joined bonds of union, from which follow wrang-

ling, discord and party hostility.—[Henry : If

a "ood work be done, and well done, let us not

be° displeased, nor the work disparaged, though

we had no hand in it.—Tr.].—From hearts full

of bitterness, and rancor How evil words ; tiiese

reaot upon the hearts of those who quarrel, and

nurse the flame of hate and discord.—An unlov-

ins, disposition ends in hard and injurioiis words

;

and from evil words it is but one step to evil deeds.

XX. 1. sq. The ambition of one man often pulls

down what many with united forces have_ built

up in a state, and may from one spark of discord

kindle a great fire of uproar and insurrection,

Avhereby a whole people is plunged into ruin.—

The traitorous voice that leads to uprising against

tlie divinely ordered authorities is followed by

all that will not recognize in these authorities the

ordination and action of Uod, andtliat have

tu*ied their hearts away from the living God.—
OsiANDER : God tempers with a cross the pros-

perity of His elect, in order that they may be

kept "in His fear. Rom. v. 3 sq.—Schlier :

David must learn from every new experience,

what grief and heart-pain it brings to forsake

the Lord and not fear Him. And assuredly

David did recognize in all these
_
chastisements

that again and again broke over him, not merely

the hand of men, but above all, the hand of

the Lord.—Starke: It is righteous in God to

requite, and to measure with the nieasure where-

with we have measured, Luke vi. 08. [From

Hall] : He had lift up his hand against a faith-

ful subject; now a faithless dares to lift up his

hand against him.—That is the way of the world:

now it exalts one to heaven, now casts him down

to earth ; let us not then trust in men, but in God.

Ver.3. Schlier: David well knew that nothing

more surelv and quickly brings in the Lord's

help than 'to put away what is unbecoming.

When trouble rises let us turn to the Lord, and

put awav what is an oifence in His eyes, and

cleanse lieart and house of all that is displeasing

to Him.
Ver. 4. The Lord forsakes not His peopleeven

when they make mistakes, and does not inflict on

us the penalty even when we go astray.

Ver. 6. WijERT. B. : Pious men are not always

steadfast and strong in faith, but amid assaults

and trouble often grow pusillanimoiis, often as

weak as if they had never met and withstood an

assault. Then let us diligently pray : Lord, in-

crease our faith.

Vers. 8-10. Starke : The world is full of in-

sidious courtesies and flatteries, a love-token is

the sign and the design is to betray. Ps. Iv. 22

[21].—Hepinger [from Hall]: There is no

cnmitv so dangerous, as that which comes masked

with love Thus spiritually deals the world

with our souls, it kisses us and stabs us at once :

if it did not embrace ns with one hand, it could
not murder ns with the other.

Vers. 13-15. Schlier: From this we may
learn how much a man that does his duty at the
right time can perform ; that which does most
harm is not the evil men do, but tlieir weakness
in respect to doing good.— Starke: Let the un-
godly flee where they will, and feck shelter lor
themselves and their sins, yet the divine ven-
geance pursues them, Ps. cxxxix. 7.

Vers. 16, 17. Wisdom is better and mightiei.

than all weapons. Prov. xi. 14. [Hall: Tlitre

is no reason that sex should disparage, wlure the
virtue and merit are no kss than maf-ctdine.

Surely the ?oul acknowltdgeth no sex, neither is

varied according to the onlwaid hame. How oft

have we known female luarls in the bi easts of

men, and contrarily meanly powers in the -weaker

vessels.

—

Tr.] Vers.'l8, 19 Cramer: The best

bulwark of a city is, in addition to the tii;e fer-

vice of God, to holel iast its fidelity to the autho-

rities, to study peace and avoid insurrection and
revolt; for he wlio lives in innocence lives in

safety. Prov. x. 9.—Vers. 20, 21. Wiert. B. :

Often a single tmgodly man can bring wliede cities

and churches into great distrcs-s and mislortune,

and a single pious man cm prtfeive llum. Gen.
xxxiv. 5; 1 Sam. xxii. 18. [LIiKi.Y: A great

deal of niisdiief would be prevented, if c( mend-
ing parties woulel but understand ene jinelher.

The city obstinately holds out, believing Joab
aims at its ruin; Joab furiously atlaeks it, be-

lieving all its citizens confederates with Sheba;
whereas both were mistaken; let loth tides be
undeceived, anel the matter is scon acccmnio-
dated.—Tr.]—Ver. 22. He that takes the swoid
shall perish by the sword, Matt. xxvi. 52, and he
that sets himself against the authorities deseives

lo pay the penalty with his life. Eem. xiii. 2.

When we punish the wicked we s-hould .'pare the-

innocent. Ezek. xviii. 20; Gen. xviii. 25.— Vers.
25, 26. Osiander: The counsellors of ]iinces

should be priests of righteousness, that is, fhould
administer justice anel righteous-ness.

[Vers. 1, 2. Slifha the party-leader. 1) The
times call out the man. Envy, mutual reviling^

repeated and increasing—only a leader wanted
now. 2) There is always a Avicked leader ready

when wicked deeds are to be done. 3) Violent

and reckless leaders often for a time gain a large

following (ver. 2). 4) But at last they are apt to-

be selfishly abandoned (vers. 21, 22).—Tr.]
[Vers. 16-22. 27*e peacemaker. A worthy task

for a " wise woman." 1 ) She approaches with great

courtesy (vers. 16, 17). 2) She reminds how
often wise counsel has ended strife (ver. 18). 3)

She shows what evil would follow from the pro-

posed violence (ver. 19). 4) Having obtained

concessions on one side she goes to the other,

wisely explaining, arguing, exhorting—and ends

the conflict, so tliat no innocent blood is shed

(vers. 20-22). Great is wisdom. Blessed are

the peacemakers.

—

Tr.]
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THIRD DIVISION.

ECLECTIC APPENDIX TO THE CONCLUSION OF THE HISTORY OF DAVID'S REIGN.

Chaps. XXI-XXIV.

FIRST SECTION.
Three Years' Famine on account of Saul's Crime against the Gibeonites, and Expi-

ation of the Crime.

Chap. XXL 1-14.

1 Then [And] there was a famine in the days of David three years, year after

year. And David inquired [sought the face]' of the Lord [Jehovah] ; and the

Lord answered [Jehovah said], It is for Saul and for his bloody house [for the

2 blood-guilty house'], because he slew the Gibeonites. And the king called the

Gibeonites, and said unto them ; (now [and^] the Gibeonites were not of the chil-

dren of Israel, but of the remnant of the Amorites ; and the children of Israel had
sworn unto them ; and Saul sought to slay them in his zeal to the children of Israel

3 and Judah.) Wherefore [And] David said unto the Gibeonites, ^Vhat shall I do
for you? and wherewith shall I make the atonement, that ye may bless the inheri-

4 tance of the Lord [Jehovah] ? And the Gibeonites said unto him, We* will have
no silver nor gold of Saul, nor of his house ; neither for us shalt thou kill any

5 man in Israel. And he said, What ye shall say, thai will I do for you. And they

answered [said to] the king, The man that consumed us, and that devised against

us that we should be destroyed from remaining in any of the coasts [in any region]

6 of Israel, Let seven men of his sons be delivered^ unto us, and we will hang them
up unto the Lord [Jehovah] in Gibeah of Saul, whom the Lord did choose [the

7 chosen of Jehovah*]. And the king said, I will give theyn. But [And] the king

spared Mephibosheth, the son of Jonathan, the son of Saul, because of the Lord's

[Jehovah's] oath that was between them, between David and Jonathan the son of

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 1. The phrase: "to seek the face" is simply " to go to one," wliile "to inquire of God" (DTItXD tl'IT)

is " to investigate, seek wisdom " at His hands. Tlie two verbs typ3 and tyiT are often coupled.

—

Tk.J

2 [Ver. 1. It is better to express in the translation the idea of " guilt " contained in the D'Ol- Sept. renders :

L •
^

" on ( /^') Saul and on his house (in'3) is iniquity [in death] of blood," where we ma3' omit iv OavaTto and avroi;

the D'D^n being taken as subject and rendered: " iniquitj' of blood." Bottcher, Thenius and Wellhausen

adopt this text, and render: " On Saul and on his house is blood-guiltiness." This translation avoids the hard
expression: "the house of blcod-guiltiness," where we should expect the possessive pronoun. On the other

liand the 7K = " concerning" (Eng. A. V. :
" for") is a correct expression, and the hardness of the phrase is not

unsuitable to an oracular response; the Heb. text is supported also l\v Vulg., Syr. and Chald.

—

Tr.]
3 [Ver. 2. Bottcher's view, that this parenthesis is a later insertion, may be correct, for ancient editors were

accustomed to make such insertions. But there is no necessity for regarding it as an insertion (particularly, as
a marginal gloss), because the Hebrew historical style permits such interposed remarks. Bottcher is unfortn-
nate in charging a historical error on our text in that it has "Amorites" where Josh. ix. 1 sqq. has "Hivites:"
for the name " Amorite " is sometimes a general one, given to the dwellers over a large area (see Art. Amorite
in Smith's Bib.-Dict.). On the other hand Winer thinks that instead of "Hivites" in Josh. ix. 7 should be read
" Amorite."

—

Tr.]
* [Ver. 4. Properly :

' There is not to us silver and gold with Saul and with his house, and there is not to us
a man to kill in Israel," that is. as some (Theniu«, Erdrhann): "we have no right to these things," or, according
to others (Bottcher. Bih.-Com., Eng. A. V.): "we lay no claim to them."—The Qeri "to us" is better than the Ke-
thib "to me."—Tr.]

•" [Ver. r,. The Kethib is ^iph Impf., the Qeri Hoph. Impf.—Tr.]
^ [Ver. (i. This phrase is a strange one, and various attempts liave been made to amend tlie text. Tiireo aro

mentioned by Erdmann; Wellhausen proposes another, to read -Gibeon" instead of "Gibeah," and to suppose
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8 Saul. But [And] the king took the two sons of Rizpah the daughter of Aiah,
whom she bore unto Saul, Armoni and Mephiboshetli, and the five sous of Michal
[Merab'] the daus-hter of Saul, Avhom she brought up ibr [bare to] Adriel the son

9 of Barzillai the INIeholathite ; And he [o»k he] delivered them into the hands of
the Gibeonites, and they hanged them in the hill before the Lord [Jehovah] ; and
they fell all seven together, aud were put to death in the daj^s of harvest, in the

10 first days, in the beginning of the barley-harvest.^ And Rizpah the daughter of
Aiah took sackcloth, and spread it for her upon the rock, from the beginning of
the harvest until water dropped [poui-ed] upon them out of heaven, and suffered

neither [not] the birds of the air to rest on them by day, nor the beasts of the field

1

1

by night. And it was told David what Rizpah the daughter of Aiah, the concu-
12 bine of Saul, had done. And David went and took the bones of Saul and the

bones of Jonathan his son from the men [citizens'*] of Jabesh-gilead, which [who]
had stolen them from the street [square] of Beth-shan, where the Philistines hacl

13 hanged them, when the Philistines had slain Saul in Gilboa ; And he brought up
from thence the bones of Saul and the bones of Jonathan his son ; aud they gathered

14 the hones of them that were hanged. And the bones of Saul and Jonathan his

son^" buried they in the country [land] of Benjamin in Zelah in the sepulchre of
Kish his father ; and they performed all that the king commanded. And after

that God was entreated [ = listened to entreaties] for the land.

SECOND SECTION.
Accounts of Victorious Battles against the Philistines.

Vers. 15-22.

15 Moreover [And] the Philistines had yet [om. yet] war again with Israel; and
David went down, and his servants with him, and fought against the Philistines;

16 and David waxed faint. Aud Ishbi-benob," which was of the sons of the giant,

tlio rest of the verse an insertion from the '^ "^713 of ver. 9. It is, however, impossible to say whether the
(iibeonites would think Gibeon or Gibeali the fitter place for the execution, and the most natural emendation
would seem to be to adopt the phrase of ver. 9, and read : "in Gibeah of Saul, in the mountain in the presence
of .Toliovah." The pliruse : "mountain of Jeliovah." would require us to suppose some particular mountain at
(HlH'ah (or Gibeon) dedic^ated to Jehovah, and we do not know of such a one.

—

Tr.]
'' [Ver. 8. " Michal " is ck^rical error for '• Merab," perhaps, as Bottcher suggests, from the full form 3T?D.—

The "brought up" of Eng. A. V. instead of "bare" is an unwarranted mistranslation, intended (after the Clial-
dee) to account for the name " Michal."

—

Tr.]
8 [Ver. 9. As Sept. adds the word "barley" after " hai'vest "' in ver. 10. Wellhausen would regard this last

plirase in ver. 9 as a false repetition, especially as, if any preposition is to lie supplied here, it would most natu-
rally be JO (since the preceding word ends with —bht the Qeri supplies 2), and this would not suit here.

But the phrase is so natural a one that there is no good ground for rejecting it.—Bottcher's explanation of the
Kethib Wr}-i^W as dual is accepted by Erdrnann, though the resulting sense is not clear (see Ewald, ? 269 h).

The Qeri DriiOt!?, "the seven of them "(Eng. A. V.: "all seven") .seems better.—Tn.]

• [Ver. 12. The word 7^?^ occurs in the sense of " citizen " in the Books of Joshua, Judges and Samuel only.

As it in such cases means (in the plural) "possessors of the city," it may throw light on the civil-political con-
stitution of ancient city-life. It seems not to occur in tliis sense in any other Shei'nitic language.

—

Tr.]
'0 [Ver. 14. Sept. here inserts: "and the tiones of tlie exijosed " (= impaled, hanged), a very natural insertion

(and adopted by Bottcher, Thenius and Wellliausen). but suspicious from its naturafness. Bottcher thinks tliat
the words were purposely omitted in what lie calls the "jiriestly recension" of the Book of Samuel, because
offence wa.s taken at the burial of those persons (who were slain as an expiation) along with Saul and Jonathan

;

against which Thenius remarks that the omission wouhl liave been very unwise in the face of the preceding
narrative. But the bones of the seven may have been gatliered at the same time witli tliose of Saul and Jona-
than without being interred in the same p"lace with them.—Tr.]

" [Ver. 10. The strange form of this name has suggested emendations of the text. The Syriae (followed by
its copyist the Arabic) omits it altogether, Vulg. and Chald. aie as Heb., Sept. has Jesbi. We'llhausen proposed
to read : 3 J3 Ot5''1, " and they sat down in Gob " (taking Nob as error for Gob), and to place this after the " with
him " in ver. 15; and in the HI"! fit,"! he would see the name of the giant, and perhaps some verb, as "and he

,,
"T I -T-

arnse. The sentence would then read :
" David went down and his servants with him, and they sat down [ =

took position] in Gob, and fought against tlic Pliilistincs ; and there arose [here the man's name], who was of
the sons," f^f. Similar to this is the emendation projiosed in Bih.-Com.: "And David waxed faint. So they
halted

[
== sat down

J
in Gob. And there was a man (in Gob), which was of the sons," eic; instead of changing

the David waxed faint" (as Wellhausen does), this reading supplies the phrase: "and there was a man."
1 liese are both ingenious, and to both tliere are objections. The dislocation of a phrase supposed by Wellhau-
sen IS not accounted for; and in the other reading the statement that the man was in (iob is unnatural (since lie
was not residing there, but liad come with the army), and David's weariness (which more naturally explains the
gjant s attack on him) is given merely as the reason for the armv's lialting. It is likely that the text is corrupt
(and the corruption must have been made before the Sept. tninsjation was made), the phrase :

" David was weary"
receives no explanation as it stands, and the ~\OX"l supposes another verV) l)efore it ; but a satisfactory emen-
dation has not yet been proposeii. though Wellhausen's seems the least objectionable.— Instead of the second

^'p'd'} "'i" should probably re.nd bpC? («'> perhaps Sept.).—Tb.J
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the weight of whose spear weighed [was] three hundred shekels of brasa in weight
[om. in weight], he being girded with a new sivord, thought to have slain David.

17 But [And] Abishai the son of Zeruiah succored him, and smote the Philistine and
killed him. Then the men of David sware unto him, saying. Thou shalt go no

18 more out with us to battle, that thou quench not the light of Israel. And it came
to pass after this, that there was again a battle with the Philistines at Gob ; then

19 Sibbechai the Hushathite slew Saph, wbich was of the sous of the giant. And
there was again a battle in Gob with the Philistines, where [and] Elhanan''^ the

son of Jaare-oregim [Jair], a [the] Bethlehemite, slew the brother of [om. the bro-

ther of] Goliath the Gittite, the stall' of whose spear was like a weaver's beam.
20 And there was yet a battle in Gath, where [and there] was a man of great stature,

that had on every [each] hand six finp^ers, and on every [each] foot six toes, four

21 and twenty in number; and he also was born to the giant. And when [om. when]
he defied Israel, [ins. and] Jonathan the son of Shimeah the brother of David slew

22 him. These four were born to the giant in Gath, and fell by the hand of David,,

and by the hand of his servants.

12 fVer. 19. Tlie text here is generally re.gfirded as corrnpt, the oregim being manifestly a repetition of the
last word of the verse. Whether then we are to adopt the text of 1 Clii-on. xx. 5: ''And Elliianan the son of Jair
slew L/ahmi the brother of Goliath the Gittite," or to regard the latter as a conjectural emendation of ours, or,
finally, to consider them both as corruptions of one original, it is hard to decide. Bottcher reads :

" Elhanan tlie
son of Jesse the Bethlehemite slew Goliath,'' e^f., and identifies Ellianan with David, on which see translator's
note in the Exposition. Against the reading of ''Chronicles" is the fact that it is the easier, against ours is the
improbability of the existence of two Goliaths, or of the identity of Elhanan and David. But these presupposi-
tions are all manifestly untrustworthy. See Erdmann's discussion in the Exposition, and for various other
Tiews see Poole's Synopsis.—Here and in ver. 18 some MSS. have Nob instead of Gob.—'ra.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

On the section Clis. xxi.-xxiv. and its relation

to the preceding narration, see Introduction, p.

21 sqq. [Tliough Dr. Erdmann's statement of
his view—that these chapters present six sections

arranged in elaborate symmetry, from the point
of view of theocratic historiograpliy—is very in-

genious, a comparison between these sections and
similar ones in "Chronicles" and "Judges,"
makes it at least not improbable, that they consti-

tute an appendix of materials for which no con-
venient place was found in the body of the his-

tory. This ajipendix is thus not accidental, is

truly theocratic (since it gives various sides of
David's character and life, as theocratic king),
only has not the somewhat artificial arrangement
that Dr. Erdmann proposes.

—

Tr.].
1. Ch. xxi. 1-14. The three years' famine, and

the expiation of a crime committed by Saul
against the Gibeonites.—Ver. 1. In the days
of David, an indefinite plirase, which does not
help us to fix the date of the following occur-
rence. * The mention of Meiihiboshethin ver. 7
shows that it must be subsequent to the narrative
of ch. ix., where David's first acquaintance with
the young prince is described. It is to be put
perhaps before Absalom's conspiracy (Ew.), since
Shimei's words (xvi. 7, 8) may refer to the exe-
cution here narrated, though also to the deaths
of Abner and Ishboslieth.—And David sought
the face of the Lord—by prayer he endea-
vored to learn the cause of this judgment. The
answer is given by the oracle [Urim and Thum-
mim] consulted through the high-priest: "con-
cerning Saul and the house of blood-guilt," f

* [The whole phrase rather indicates that the chro-
nological order is here not observed (Bib.-Cnm.).—Tr.]

t iSept. :
" on Saul and on his house is blood-guiiti-

ness." See " Text, and Gram."

—

Tr.)

the house on which rested blood-guiltiness; comp.
the phrases " city of blood " Ezek. xxii. 2 ; xxiv.

6,9, "man of blood" 2 Sam. xvi. 7, 8.—Be-
cause he slew the Gibeonites, a fact of

which we have no account.* Ver. 2 states only
the motive of this act of Saul.t The Gibeonites
are here termed a remnant of the Amorites. Ac-
cording to Josh. ix. 3-27 an oatli was sworn to

these " Non-Israelites " that they should not be
slain; comp. especially ver. 20. They are there

called " Ilivites," while here they are designated
by the general name "Amorites" (Ew.), under
which all the Canaanitish tribes are often em-
braced (Keil) [though in other cases the Amo-
rites are distinguished as a separate tribe from the
Hivites.

—

Tr.] And Saul sought to slay
them, that is, to exterminate them. Thenius
regards this statement as contradictory of the fact

narrated [since he would not incur blood-guilti-

ness by merely seeking to slay them], and pro-

poses to read "exterminate "J instead of " slay,";

but no contradiction exists, for, as Bottcher re-

marks, ''it is intended in the words ' in his zeal

'

only to give the motive of the attempt [and it is

not said that the attempt did not succeed.]."

Saul's zeal '' for the children of Israel and Ju-
dah"^ consisted in an attempt (in accordance
with Deut. vii. 2, 24) to cleanse the Lord's people

* [Abarbanel (in Patrick) thinks they were slain when
the priests were put to death (1 Sam. xxii.) in Nob ; but
there is no trace of this in the history.

—

Tr.]

t [The way in which this statement is introduced :

"And the Gibeonites were not Israelites," shows not so
much that the Book of Joshua was not a part of the
same work as the Books of Samuel (Bib. Com.), as that
the present Book of Joshua was not in existence when
our narrative was written.

—

Tb.I

t Dn"iDnS instead of DPSn^.

§ [The word " Judah " is perhaps a later addition after
the division of the kingdom, since the phrase ''children
of Israel" would in Saul and David's time include the
whole nation.—Tu.l
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from tlie remnant of tlie heathen, as He purified

the hind from the necromancers and soothsayers

(1 Sam. xxviii. u) according to the Law. He thus
'• nought" to exterminate the Gibeonites, but his

attempt did not succeed, as the presence of these

(Jibeonites shows. Wherewith shall I ap-
pease? namely, tlie anger of the Lord against

this deed, comp. Josh. ix. 19, 20. "So that ye

may then bless the Lord's inheritance," literally :

"bless ye." The Imperative "is a curt and
vigorous expression, indicating a certain result, a

Euture Luperative, as it were" (Ew. § 347 a).

—

Vcr. 4. Literally :
'' there is not to me * silver

and gold with Saul and with his house," that

is, I have nothing to do with it, have no right to

it, according to Numb. xxxv. 31. [They would
not take money as compensation for murder.

The custom of so compensating by money was
common in ancient times, and its existence is

.supposed in the law above quoted. See Art.

Blood, Revenger of, in Smith's Bib.-Dict.—Tr.].
And -we have no right to kill any one in
Israel, that is, it is not permitted us without

more ado to execute blood-revenge for the murder
-of our people ; their wrong, they thus intimate,

must be expiated by blood, but they cannot pro-

ceed without the consent and command of the

king.f The king's question : What say ye
then thatj I shall do for you ? assumes the

necessity of blood-expiation, and asks them to

explain themselves more distinctly, since it is

His duty thus to make expiation, and so relieve

the land of the famine. [We may also render,

as in Eng. A. V.: ''what ye say, I will do."—
Tr.].—Ver. 5. As to the man^ (Saul) that

consumed us; it appears, then, that Saul had
broken the power of this tribe by liis bath of

blood. " And who devised against us, that we
should be destroyed, || so as not to stand in all

the territory' of Israel." Comp. Josh. ix. 15,

26.—Yer. 6. The Apodosis. For the blood

wrongfully shed by Saul, blood must flow from
Lis house in return ; according to Numb. xxxv.
31, 33 homicide was to be expiated by death

[but the death of the murderer, not of his kin-

dred ; it is, however, intimated in ver. 1 that

Saul's kindred had shared in the murderous
act.

—

Tr.]. The execution was to be by hang-
ing with extended limbs, crucifixion [impaling,
so the term aravpou used for the crucifixion of

Christ.—Til.]. They demand seven men of Saul's

sons. The sacred number seven is determined
by the significance of this punishment, as work in

* The Kethib Sing, "to me " (indicating the one per-
son speaking for all) is to be preferred to the Qeri Plu.
" to ns " [as in Eng. A. V.], which is an imitation of the
following " to us."

t [According to others (Bih.-Com.) their meaning is

that it is not against the nation Israel, but against the
individual Sanl, that they cry for vengeance, which is

better.—Tu.]

J '3 is omitted before the Impcrf., as sometimes oc-

rnrs when the dependent sentence expresses a process
or obligation

; comp. I,ev. ix. 6; Ew. §336 b.

? l^'Xri is asyndetically preposed Aeeus. Absolute,

defined by " his sons '" in ver. 6. Ges. ? 145, 2.

", ?J13i!/J depends on n^T with omission of '3. It
:
~

: * T •

is unnecessary to supply the 1 consec of the Perfect,

<Then.), or to read i^JTOt^S (Ew., Bottcher).

the service of God, whereby God's wrath was' to
be appea.sed. Th^y were to be hung up to the
Lord (comp. ver. 9 '' before the Lord," Numb.
XXV. 4), in God's honor, to appease His anger,
in Gibeah of Saul, because that was tiie

home of Saul's house, on which the blood-guilt
rested. The anointed of the Lord need not
be regarded as ''' holy irony'" (Keil). Saul was
really the anointed of the Lord ; .ill the more must
there be such expiation by blood to the Lord for

his sin as the Lord's Anointed. Exception has
been taken to this designation of Saul by non-
Israelites, and various conjectures* made to set it

aside : Bottcher makes the adjective plural :
" we

will hang them as the Lord's chosen ones

"

(after the Sept.) ; Houbigant [and Dathe] : "ac-
cording to the word (oracular utterance) of the
Lord;" Then., Ew. [Bib.-Cojti.l : ''in the moun-
tain of the Lord," the place of prayer on the
mountain at Gibeah (1 Sam. x. 5); if any change
is to be made, the last conjecture is preferable,

because it demands only the dropping of a single

letter.—David declares himself ready to satisfy

this demand immediately.—Ver. 7. From the
members of Saul's house he excepts only Mephi-
bosheth on account of his oath to his father Jona-
than (ISam. xviii. 3; xx.8, 16; xxiii. 18).—Ver.
8. Members of Saul's house doomed to death

:

t^vo sons of Rizpahf, Saul's concubine (comp.
ver. 11 and iii. 7), and five sons of Merab.
The name Miclinl in our text is obviously a copy-
ist's error, for Saul's oldest daughter, given in

marriage to the Meholathite Adriel of Abel-
Meholah in Issachar, <ind named Merab, 1 Sara,

xviii. 19. The Chald. has: "the sons of Merab,
whom Michal had brought up," a baseless attempt
to retain the text reading. [This is followed by
Eng. A. V. Render: sons of Merab, whom she
bare to Adriel.—Tr.].—Ver. 9. And they
crucified them on the mountain, namely,
near Gibeah (1 Sam. x. 5) before the Lord, at

the place there devoted to the worship of God,
which was indicated by an altar. Retaining the

text J, render: " they fell sevenfold at once," that

is, ''by sevens, in the same manner" (as the Dual
denotes). [This rendering of the Kethib or

text: "by sevens" is not appropriate here, since

there was only one "seven," and it is better to

adept the Qeri or margin: "the seven of them"
(Philipp.son) or " all seven" (Eng. A. V., Cahen).
—Tr].—The execution occurred at the time of the

harvest i (Keil, Bib. Arch.lL I 118, Winer 1.340

[Smith's Bib.-Dict., Art. A(jricidture'\). This
chronological statement serves to define the fol-

lowing procedure of Rizpah (Thenius).—Ver. 10.

Touching picture of Rizpah's maternal grief.

* Bottch.: n'na; Houb. ; 1313; Then.: in3- [See

" Text, .and Gram.'"—Tr.]

t \Bih Com. suggests that, as Aiah occurs as a [mascu-
line] Horite name (in Gen. xxxvi. 24), Rizpah may have
Ijeen a foreigner, and this may have been the reason for

selecting her sons as victims.

—

Tr.]

X Kethib. : D'H^Oiy is vvith Bottcher to be retained

against the Qeri Drij,'3K7, since the Dual properly de-

notes what is repeated in equal measure according to the
number (Bottcher).

? nbnn (not Qeri with 3) is adverbial Accusative:

Ge.9. § ns,' 2.
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She took the sackcloth, a rough, hairy cloth

used in mourning (the Art. points out tliat it was

the cloth usual on such occasions) and spread
it out on the rock, for a bed for herself; she

wished to remain all the time by the corpses, in

order to protect them against beasts and birds;

it was regarded as the greatest disgrace for corpses

to be left unburied, a prey to ravenous birds and
beasts, 1 Sam. xvii. 44.—The law (Deut. xxi. 22

sq.) that the hanged were not to be left overnight

on the stake, but to be buried before the evening,

did not apply here, because the exhibition of the

executed persons as a propitiatory offering was

necessary till the appearance of the sign tliat the

plague had ceased. From the beginning of
harvest till -water poured dow^n on them
from heaven, i. e., the bodies hung till rain de-

scended on the parched land as sign that God's

anger was appeased. The text says neither that

the rain came immediately after the execution

( Josephus, Cler., Ew., Bottcher), nor that it did

not come till the usual rain-season, October (Then-

ius). [We therefore do not know how long Riz-

pah kept her watch.

—

Tk.]—Vers. 11-14. Hear-
ing* of Eizpah's touching care of the bodies,

David provided for their burial together with the

bones of Saul and Jonathan, which for this pur-

pose he caused to be brought from Jabesh in

Gilead. [He thus honored the maternal faithful-

ness and showed that he cherished no ill-will

against the house of Saul (Patrick).

—

Tr.].—
Ver. 12. [David takes jiart personally in the

matter], lie took the bones of Saul and .Jona-

tlian from the citizens of Jabesh, see 1 Sam.
xxxi. 8 sq. There it is said (ver. 10) that the

Philistines fastened the corpses on the wall of

Bethshan. This is not contradicted by the state-

ment here that the Jabeshites had stolen the

corpses [i. e., taken them away secretly) from the

square; for this "public square" (3n"l) is not the

market-place in the middle of the city, but the

open place at or before the gate (2 Chr. xxxii. 0;

Nell. viii. 1, 3, 16), where the people were accus-

tomed to assemble, and where they might see the

bodies hungf on the wall.—''When (DV3) the

Philistines had slain Saul," not " on the day
when," but "at the time," since (1 Sam. xxxi. 8

sqq. ) the hanging up of the corpses did not take

place till the day after the battle.—Ver. 14.

They buried the bones of Saul and Jona-
than ; from ver. 13 we must suppose that the

bones of the seven executed men wore also buried.

[Sept. adds: "and the bones of the hanged,"
which some critics insert in the Hebrew text

;

Dr. Erdmann thinks the insertion unnecessary,
because the fact would be taken for granted. But
it is not clear that the bones of the seven were
interred along with those of Jonathan and Saul

:

* On the constniction of "Ij'l with r\X see Ges. § 143,

1 a. [According to Gesenius the j"\X here introduces

rh<' Accusative of limitation ; according to others (not
so \\r\\) the Nominative.

—

Tr.]

t Kothib U>hn is the Heb. form (from nSn), the

(ieri D^Nvn the Aramaizing form; see Ges. § 7.5, 22; Ew.

? 252 a --Instead of Keth. 'Dn DV read Qeri '2 nr3-j/
~ T T T

the Art. being out of place before '3.

36

they may have been put into a separate sepulchre.

—Xr.]—In Zelah; the locality of this city is

unknown. Comp. Josh, xviii. 28.

2. Vers. 15-22. Individual heroic deeds in the

Philistine wars. This chronicle-like section (and

so the similar section xxiii. 8-39) is probably

taken from a writing that contained a historical-

statistical collection of David's wars and of tlie

exploits of his warriors. As the three deeds here

described (vers. 18-22) are attached in 1 Chr. xx.

4-8 to the history of the Ammonite-Syrian war

(comp. xii. 26-31), this collection may be conjec-

tured to belong to a fuller chronicle of David's

wars, to which may have belonged also the sec-

tions V. 17-25; viii. 1-14; x. 1-9; xii. 26-31, in

which the wars against the Philistines and other

nations are narrated.

a. Vers. 15-17. Exploit of Ahishai in a new
war against the Philistines. Tlie "again" cannot

possibly refer chronologically to the immediately

preceding narrative, but indicates that the follow-

ing is a fragment from a history of Philistine

wars. Comp. the "again" in v. 22.^ Probably

this fragment belongs chronologically in the eroup

v. 18-25, in favor of which is the fact that David

is here already king of all Israel, since he is

called (ver. 17) the ''light of Israel." Comp. v.

1-3.—And David was weary. A Philistine

giant essayed to take advantage of this weariness

of David," and kill him. His name was Ishbobe-

nob, not Mho at Nob (De Wette), "for neither

the fact that he was born at Nob, nor that the

incident occurred at Nob (there is no third .sup-

position) could be so expressed " (Thenius). The
name (not to be read with Vulg. [and Eng. A.

v.] Jisbibenob) perhaps means: ''the dweller on

the height" (Gesen.) ; he probably lived on a

high, inaccessible rock. [The name, which has

a strange appearance, is probably a corrupt read-

ing, but it is difficult to restore the text. See
" Text, and Gram. "—Tn,]—Who belonged to

the scions of the Rapha, one of the giant-race

of the Raphaites [Ilephaim], who formed part of

the primitive inhabitants of Canaan, comp. Gen.

xiv. 5; XV. 20; Deut. ii. 11, 20; iii. 11, 13; Josh,

xii. 4; xiii. 12. The mime the Bapha, "the giant"

designates the ancestor of this race. [Eather the

name Harapha seems here to designate simply

the father of the four giants here mentioned, since

it is said (ver. 22) that they were born to him in

Gath. On the old races of Canaan see Art.

Giants in Smith's £('6. Diet.—Tr.) The brazen

head"'' of his lance weighed three hundred she-

kels, = eight pounds, half the weiglit of Go-
liath's, 1 Sam. xvii. 7.—He was girded with
a new suit of armor—so with Bottcher we are

to take the Feminine Adjective (^l^'^^ "new")

in a collective sense ; comp. Judg. xviii. 11 ; Deut.

i. 41. [The Ileb. has: '' he was girt with a nevy-,"

to which Eng. A. V. supplies sword ; Philippson

renders as Bottcher: "he was newly armed," and
Wellhausen suggests that the word means not

"new," but some wca[)ou, not otherwise known.
—Tr.] "And he thought [= purposed] to smite

David " (Ew. I 338 a). —Ver. 17. Abishai inter-

* IJ-p = ferrum hasi(e (Vulg).
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posed, and sknv * the giant. Thereupon the men
oi" Israel swore that David should not go into bat-

tle with them. Thou shalt not quench the
light of Israel, tiiou shah not abandon thyself

to death, and so quench the light and well-being

that tiie Lord lias given Israel in thee. On the

designation of David as the light of Israel, corap.

xxii. 29 and Ps. xviii. 29 (28).

b. Ver. 18. The exploit of the Hushathite

Sibbechai. Corap. 1 Chr. xx. 4. On Sibbechai,

one of David's heroes (1 Chr. xi. 29) comp. 1

Chr. xxvii. 11, where he is mentioned as leader

of the eightli army-division. On " the Hushathi

"

as patronymic from Hushali corap. 1 Chr. iv. 4.

[The " Mebimnai " of 2 Sam. xxiii. 27 is pro-

bably (see Dr. Erdmann's note there) corruption

for "Sibbechai."

—

Tr.].—Instead of Gob, an un-

known place, the chronicler has Gezer, which
Thenius adopts here. But as Gob is mentioned
also in ver. 19 it is better to suppose (Keil) that

Gob was perhaps a small place near Gezer, the

old Canaanitish royal city (.Josh. x. 32; xii. 12).

Perhaps the name may be recognized in El Kubab
on the road from Ramleh to Yalo [Rob. III. 143,

144].—Sapn= <S'(j>y)ai of Chron., which is the

"older form" (Bottcher).

c. Ver. 19. The exploit of Elhanan. He is

called the son of Jaare-oregim. I Chr. xx. 5

has ''son of Jair" without the "Oregini." This
latter is here evidently a repetition by error from
the following line. Further, instead oi ^' Elhanan
the Bethleheniite slew Goliath," Chron. has " El-

hanan slew Lahmi the brother of Goliath." f The
question is, whether our text gives the original

reading, and Chron. has changed it (Berth.,

Bcittch., Ew., Then., the last against his former

view), or Chron. has the original and our text

has been changed (Piscator, Cler., Mich., Movers,
formerly Then., Keil). In the former case, the

clrange of text in Chron. is attributed to the diffi-

culty felt in the statement that Eliianan killed a

giant Goliath, in connection with David's combat
with Goliath (1 Sara, xvii.), it being maintained
that our text could not have originated from that

of Chron. But the supposition of a designed

falsification of text by the Chronicler is to be
rejected so long as the origination of our text

admits of explanation. If tiie above-mentioned
error [insertion of Oregini] crept into our text

even in the statement of Elhanan's descent,

this favors the conjecture that the following

words also (given correctly in Chron.) have under-

gone change. Now there is an Elhanan of Beth-

lehem, who is mentioned among David's army-
leaders, xxiii. 24 (comp. 1 Chr. xi. 26). When
the error above-mentioned liad gotten in, the

result might easily be that a transcriber tliinking

of tlie Elhanan of x.xiii. 24, would add the local

designation Befhleheinile, and, liaving in mind the

verbal agreement of the descriptions of Lahmi's
spear and Goliath's ( 1 Sara. xvii. 7 ), would change
the " brother of Goliatli " into " Goliath." Fur-

* [Patrirk would remlor: " AV>ish;u helped him, and
lie (David) slew the Pliilisline," in order to explain the
wehtion of David in ver. 22. The Heb. does not eer-
tainly decide this point, tnit more probably .^bishai is
said to be the slayer.—Tn.]

t Sam. : ri;'7J PN 'OnSn r\'3 ; Chron. : 'DpS-nX

ther, it is not probable that there were two giants

named Goliath. As for the view that vers. 19, 21

"contain the true old model of the elaborate de-

Bcription in 1 Sara. xvii. " (Then.), and that tlie

latter (notwithstanding the historical fact that

underlies it), has, it may be conjectured, borrowed

especially the giant's name from these verses ( Ew.,

Then.)—against this is that (apart from tlie men-
tion here of two giants, and the description of tiie

giant in ver. 20, which does not suit tlie Goliath

of 1 Sara, xvii.) neither in ver. 19 or ver. 21 is

David named as the victorious warrior, but two

heroes, Elhanan and Jonathan, are tiie conquerors.

[The old opinion (Chald. : "and David, son of

Jesse the veil-weaver of the sanctuary, of Beth-

lelieni, killed Goliath," and so Rashi) that El-

hanan is David, is adopted and pressed by Bott.,,

wiio renders :
" and Elhanan, son of Jesse, killed

Goliatli." After referring to the fact that a man
often had two names, he gives six reasons for his

identitication of Elhanan and David: 1) the

mention of David in ver. 22 can not, he says, be
otherwise explained.—But see note on ver. 17,

and, further, this insertion of David does not

necessarily imply more than a general sharing by
him in the exploits. 2) Two other sons of Jesse

have names containing EL—This proves nothing

for the remaining sons. 3) Persons ill-disposed

towards David call him simply "son of Jesse"
(Ben-Jesse), having forgotten his old name (El-

hanan), and avoiding his later, happier name
(David). Here that an earlier name was ibrgot-

ten is assumed without a shadow of evidence.

4) In our passage, something must have stood in

the place of the corrupt Oreyim, and what can it

have been but: "he is David" (in KIH) ?—
There is no need to suppose that anything stood

there. 5) In xxiii. 24 we find :
'' Elhanan the

son of Dodo," which, says Bottcher, is for '' El-

hanan, son of David," and this (combining 1

Chron. xi. 26) is for: "Elhanan, .son of Jesse, he
is David of Bethlehem."—But the change of

Dodo into David is unwarranted, and the rest

arbitrary. 6) The text of Chron. is corrupt, for

ours could not have come from it.—Thus Bottcher

builds his opinion on a series of arbitrary assump-
tions. As Thenius remarks, this sudden and iso-

lated change of name (from David to Elhanan)
would be in the highest degree strange and mis-

leading.—The text is difficult, and no satisfactory

account of it has been given. All that is clear is

tliat Elhanan killed a giant. See "Text, and
Gram."

—

Tr.]
d. Vers. 20, 21. The exploit of Jonathan, Da-

vid's nephew. Tiiere was again a battle with

the Philistines in Gath. According to the text*

probably: "tliere was a man of measures, exten-

sions" [Eng. A. V. : of great stature], so De Dieu,

Maiirer, Movers, Ew., I 111 a. Bei-lneau and
Thenius render : ''a man of length;" Bottcher:
" a man of strife," a quarrelsome fellow, bully.

Six fingers and six toes, an abnormity that

haa always occurred, and still occurs. Pliny

* Kethib : T'lO probably = VID, as archaic or Ara-

maic Plural (for which Chron. has Sing. mO), "exten-
T

sions;" Berth, and Then, take Qeri niO (= n"in ofIt t
Chron), "length;" Bottcher: Kethib rno = piD
" contention."
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I

(Hist. Nat. XI. 43) ment'ionii sedig it i, six-fingered

Koniiins.—Ver. 21. He was killed by Jonathan,

son of Sliimea (called Hliinieah in xiii. o, and

Shammaii in 1 8am. xvi. 9), Jesse's third son.—

[In our text he is called Sliimei, in the margin

Hhimea.

—

Tr.]
Ver. 22. Concluding remark. These four.

Literally: "as to these four (Accus.), they were

the scions of the Rapha," descendants of the race

of Rephaim at Gatii, remains of the pre-Canaan-

itish inhabitants, distinguished by their gigantic

size. See Josh. xi. 22.—The phrase :
" by the

hand of David," refers, not to his personal con-

flict with Ishbobenob, ver. 16 (Then., Keil), but

to the fact that his heroes killed these giants un-

der him as commander.

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. The blood-guilt that Saul had brought on
his hou.se by slaying the Gibeonites was pro-

duced by his perverted zeal for the purity of

God's people and for the Lord's honor; the

means he chose thereto were violation of oath

(Josh, ix.) and murder. The result of this crime
of the king oi Israel, the representative of the

people of God, was God's wrath on the land
announced in the famine. A dark shadow here
passes from Saul's time over into David's, in the

account of which the following fundamental
thoughts are interwoven. 1 ) Zeal for the Lord
and His cause must not be conjoined with sin

;

if the good end makes holy the bad means, the

bad means makes unholy and void the good end.

2) God's anger cannot fail against crime com-
mitted in ostensible zeal for the honor of His
kingdom ; in men's eyes the evil may assume the

appearance of the alleged holy end, in God's eyes

the evil impulses in the human heart are evident

;

the punishment may delay, but comes in its time
in all its severity. 3) He who sheds man's blood,

by man shall His blood be shed (Gen. ix. 5, 6),

because man is made in God's image, and murder
is therefore a crime against the holy God Him-
self. Such a crime Saul committed against the
Gibeonites, for the law of extermination did not
apply to them (Josh, ix.), and if they were not
members of God's people, they were men, made
in God's image. 4) Saul's guilt becomes also the
guilt of his house and people. The land must
expiate its king's wrong. This is rooted in the
idea of the solidarity of the people and the theo-

cratic king as representative of God's people,

whence comes solidarity of guilt between king
and people. If through the fault of an individual
member of the theocratic people, the whole theo-

cratic State is unhallowed and exposed to God's
anger, how much more must this be the result of
a sin committed by their king. [Kitto: If it be
a.sked—and it has been asked—why vengeance
was exacted ratlier for this slaughter of the Gibe-
onites, than for Saul's greater crime, the massacre
of tiie priests at Nob ?—the answer is, that the
people, and even the family of Saul, liad no svni-

patliy with or part in this latter tragedy, which
none lint an alien could be found to execute.

But both the people and Saul's family had
made themselves parties in the destruction of the

unhappy Gibeonites, by their sympathy, their

concurrence, their aid—and above all, as we must

believe, by their accepting the fruits of the crime.

Yet, altliough this be the intelligible public

ground on whicli the transaction rests, it is im-

possible to withhold our sympathy for these vic-

tims of a public crime in wnicli it is probable

that none of them had any direct part.—Tii.]

2. Hlood-venyeance was ordered in tlie Law only

in case of iidentional killing. The fundamental
law is given in Ijen. ix. 5, 6 ; the preciser state-

ments are made in Ex. xxi. 12-14
; jN^umb. xxxv.

9-34 ; Dent. xix. 1-13. The Lord is the proper
avenger of blood, Gen. ix. 5, G ; Ps. ix. 13 [IJ ;

[Kom. xii. 19J. And no other means of absolu-

tion or expiation may be substituted tor the blood

of the guilty. Numb. xxxv. 31. For the inten-

tional murderer there is no protection against

blood-vengeance, not even at the altar, £x. xxi.

14—in such case only tlie blood of the slayer can
atone. And so in consequence of this crime Saul
was exposed to blood-veiigeance according to the

divine Law.
3. According to the law, blood-vengeance was

to be executed only on the criminal himself. "The
legislation of the middle books of the Pentateuch
[Ex., Lev., Numb.] never permits the avenger
of blood to go beyond the murderer, and seize his

family" (Oehler in Herzog, II. 262). Comp. 2
Sam. xiv. 6-11. When the Gibeonites demanded
seven descendants of Saul (who was fallen under
the divine judgment) David was under no legal

obligation to yield to the demand. When now
he nevertheless yielded, and no complaint was
made against him, this points to the fact that

custom had originated a practice going beyond the

law, based on the oriental notion of tlie solidarity

of the family, and on the idea (found in the law)

of giull inherited by children from parents—and
that David acted in accordance with this practice;

the words of Deut. xxiv. 16 (comp. 2 Kings xiv.

6), as supplement to earlier legislation, may be
directed against this practice (Oehler, as above,

Kleinert on Deuteronomy, 1872, p. 133). Kurtz
(Herz. III. 305) : "David yields to their request,

and the persons delivered up are hanged. To
nnderstand this procedure, we must bear in mind
the ancient oriental ideas of the solidarity of the

family, strict retaliation and blood-vengeance,

ideas tliat, with some limitation, remained in

force in the legislation of the Old Covenant."
[David certainly did wrong, if he yielded to a
mere custom against the prescriptions of the law

;

the custom was a cruel one. Nothing is said in

tlie text, indeed, about a conflict between custom
and law; it seems strange that neither priest nor
prophet raises his voice against a public crime.

But the brevity of the account withholds the cir-

cumstances that might throw light on the inci-

dent.—Tk.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1 sq. Schlier : A famine in the land is

a sign of the divine wrath. The Lord our God
has everything in His hand, even natural pheno-
mena depend on Him ; even dew and rain come
from Him. [Hall: Justly it is presupposed by
David that there was never judgment from
God where hath not been a provocation from
men ;

therefore, when he sees the plague, he in-

quires for the sin. Never man smarted cause-
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lessly from the litind of divine justice. O that,

when we sutler, we could ask what we liave done,

and could guide our repentance to the root of our
evils.—Til. J—J. J.1ANGE: Ood does indeed put
oti His judgments; but He does not therefore an-

nul them, Exod. xxxii. 34. [Henry : Time does
not wear out the guilt of sin; nor can we build

iiopes of impunity upon the delay of judgments.
There is no statute of limitation to be pleaded
against God's demands Let parents talte

heed of sin, especially tlie sin of cruehy and op-

pression, for tiieir poor children's sake, who may
be smarting for it by the just hand of God, when
they are in their graves. Guilt and a curse are a
bad entail upon a family.

—

Tr.]
Fr. Arndt: a secret judgment of God goes

through history, and he who is spared by time is

certainly judged by eternity. That so many years
lie between the sin and the punishment, and the

expiation comes not in Saul's, but in David's
time, is only a sign of the divine patience. God
often waits long before He punishes ; He not sel-

dom makes the whole life a day of grace, and only

in the day of judgment, long, long after the guilt

was incurred, does the threatened punishment be-

gin.

—

O.siander : It often happens that God in

His righteous judgment visits a wicked man's
great sins not on him, but on His posterity.

—

Hall : Every sin hath a tongue, but that of blood

over-cries and drowns the rest, Gen. iv. 10.

—

OsiANDER : A common prayer and a common
curse have very great power ; for the sighing of

them that suffer violence pierces through the

clouds and draws divine vengeance. Ecclus.

XXXV. [xxxii.] 21-23.

—

Fr. Arndt: There are

also well-founded complaints against us, occasioned

by our behaviour, and woe to us if as secret and
frigluful accusers against us they go up before
God's throne of judgment. [Ha"ll: Little did
the Gibeonites think that (iod had so taken to
heart their wrongs, tliat for their sakes all Israel
should sutler. Even when we think not of it is

the Kighteous Judge avenging onr unrighteous
vexations.

—

-Tr.]

Vers. 6 ,sq. SciiLiER : Our time does indeed
think of the rights of the criminal; but of the
rights of those whom the criminal maltreats or
threatens, people no longer think much, and still

less do they think now-a-days of duty towards the
criminal himself.—Ver. 9. Mercy and righteous-

ness do not exclude each other. He who fears

God should exhibit both at the same time right-

eousness in mercy, and al.«o mercy in righteous-

ness.— [Vers. 10, 11. "One touch of nature makes
the whole world kin." The king is moved by the

lowly mother's devotion. The passage, vers. 1-

14, is impressively treated by Taylor.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 15 sq. IVie conflict of the uvrld-power against

God's kingdom is 1) A continual conflict, ever

again renewed ; 2) A conflict carried on with ma-
licious cunning, frightful power and mighty wea-
pons; 3) A conflict perilous to the people of God,
demanding all the power given them by the Lord
and their utmost bravery; 4) A conflict that by
God's help at last ends in the victory of His
kingdom.

[Vers. 1-3. The solidarity of human society (comp.
above, "Hist, and Theol.," No. 3). 1) As to guilt.

2) As to punishments. 3) As to expiations.

—

Ver. 14. "And after that God was entreated for

the land." Reparation of wrong-doing a condition

of being heard in grayer.—Tr.]

THIRD SECTION.
David's song of thanksgiving for the victories that the Lord gave him over his

enemies through his deeds of might.

Chapter XXII.

1 And David spake unto the Lord [Jehovah] the words of this song in the day
that the Lord (Jehovah) had delivered him out of the hand of all his enemies, and

2 out of the hand of Saul : And he said,

The Lord [Jehovah] is my rock, and my fortress, and my deliverer,

3 The God of my rock [My Rock-God], in him will [^om. will] I trust,

He is [om. he is] ray shield and the horn of my salvation, my high tower [fortress],

and my refuge,

My Saviour, thou savest me from violence.

4 I will [om. will] call on the Lord [Jehovah] who is worthy to be praised.

So shall I [And I .shall] be saved from mine enemies.

5 When [For] the waves of death compassed me,
The floods of ungodly men [streams of wickedness] made me afraid,

6 The sorrows [toil.';] of hell [Sheol] compassed me about,

The snares of death prevented [encountered] me.
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7 In my distress I called upon the Lord [Jehovah],
And cried to my God [And to my God I cried],

And lie did hear [heard] my voice out of his temple [palace],

And my cry did enter [entered^ into his ears.

8 Then [And] the earth shook and trembled.

The foundations of heaven [the heavens] moved
And shook, because he was wroth.

9 There went up a smoke out of [in] his nostrils

And fire out of his mouth devoured,

Coals were kindled by it [Red-hot coals burned from him].
10 He bowed the heavens also [And he bowed the heavens], and came down,

And darkness [cloud-darkness] was under his feet.

11 And he rode upon a cherub, and did fly,

And he was seen [And appeared] upon the wings of the wind,

12 And he made darkness pavilions round about him,
Dark waters [Gathering of waters], and [^om. and] thick clouds of the skies.

13 Through [Out of] the brightness before him
Were coals of fire kindled [Burned coals of fire].

14 The Lord [Jehovah] thundered from heaven.
And the Most High uttered his voice.

15 And he sent out arrows, and scattered them.
Lightning, and discomfited them.

16 And the channels [beds] of the sea appeared.
The foundations of the world [earth] were discovered
At the rebuking of the Lord [Jehovah],
At [By] the blast of the breath of his nostrils.

17 He sent [reached] from above [on high], he took me,
He drew me out of many [great] waters.

1

8

He delivered me from my strong enemy.
And lo7n. and] from them that hated me, for they were too strong for me.

ID They prevented [came upon] me in the day of my calamity.

But the Lord [And Jehovah] was my stay.

20 He brought me forth also [And he brought me forth] into a large place.

He delivered me, because he delighted in me.
21 The Lord [Jehovah] rewarded [rendered] me according to my righteousness,

According to the cleanness of my hands hath he recompensed me.
22 For I have kept the ways of the Lord [Jehovah],

And have not wickedly departed from my God.
23 For all his judgments were [are] before me,

And as for his statutes I did [do] not depart from them.
24 I was also [And I was] upright before [perfect towards] him,

And have kept myself from my iniquity.

25 Therefore the Lord [And Jehovah] hath recompensed me according to my
righteousness,

According to my cleanness in his eyesight.

26 With the merciful thou wilt show [showest] thyself merciful.

And lorn, and] with the upright [perfect] man thou wilt show [showest] thyself

upright [perfect].

27 With the pure thou wilt show [showest] thyself pure.

And with the froward [perverse] thou wilt show [showest] thyself unsavory
[perverse].

28 And the afflicted people thou wilt save [savest],

But [And] thine eyes are upon [against] the haughty, that thou mayest bring them

down.
29 For thou art my lamp. O Lord [Jehovah],

And the Lord [Jehovah] will lighten [lightens] my darkness.

30 For by thee I have run [I run] through a troop [troops].

By my God have I leaped over [I leap over] a wall [walls].
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31 As for God, his way is perfect

;

The word of the Lord [Jehovah] is tried [pure],

He is a buckler to all them that trust m him.

32 For who is God save the Lord [Jehovah] ?

Aud who is a rock save our God ?

33 God is my strength and power [strong fortress].

And he maketh my way perfect.

34 He maketh my feet like hinds' feet (like the hinds),

Aud setteth me upon my high places.

35 He teacheth my hands to war,

So that [And] a bow of steel is broken by mine arms [my arms bend a bow of bronze],

36 Thou hast also [And thou hast] given me the shield of thy salvation,

And thy gentleness [hearkening] iiath made me great.

37 Thou hast enlarged my steps under rae,

So that [And] my feet did not slip [my ankles did not tremble].

38 I have pursued mine enemies, and destroyed them,

And turned not again until I had consumed them.

39 And I have consumed them, and wounded [crushed] them,

That [And] they could [did] not arise,

Yea [And] they art fallen under my feet.

40 For [And] thou hast girded me with strength to battle.

Them that rose up against me hast thou subdued under me.

41 Thou hast also [And thou hast] given me the necks of mine enemies,

That I might destroy [And I destroyed] them that hate [hated] me.

42 They looked, but there was none to save [and there was no saviour].

Even [om. even] unto the Lord [Jehovah], but [and] he answered them not.

43 Then did [And] I beat them as small as the dust of the earth,

I did stamp [crushed] them as the mire of the street, and [om. and] did spread

them abroad [stamped them].

44 Thou also [And thou] hast delivered rae from the strivings of my people,

Thou hast kept me to be head of the heathen,

A people which I knew not, shall [om. shall] serve me.

45 Strangers shall submit themselves unto me [Strangers fawn on me],

As soon as they hear, they shall be [are] obedient unto me.

46 Strangers shall fade away,

Aud they shall be afraid out of their close places [strongholds].

47 The Lord [Jehovah] liveth, and blessed be my rock.

And exalted be the God of the rock of my salvation.

48 It is God [The God] that avengeth rae,

And that [om. that] briugeth down the people [peoples] under me,

49 And that [om. that] bringeth rae forth from mine enemies.

Thou also [And thou] hast lifted me up on high above them that rose up against

me [hast exalted me above ray adversaries],

Thou hast delivered me from the violent man.

50 Therefore will I give thanks unto thee, O Lord [Jehovah], among the

heathen.

And I will sing praises unto thy name.
51 He is the tower of salvation for his king,

And showeth mercy to his Anointed,

Unto [To] David and to his seed for evermore.

EXEGETIUAL AND CRITICAL.

This song of prauie and thanksgiving is (a few
deviations excepted, which will be examined in

the exposition) identical with P.^. j-riii. The
superscription is substantially the same in the two
productions. In the Psalm the opening words :

" to the precentor, bv the servant of .Tehovah, by

David," are like the" title of Ps. xxxvi.; then fol-

lows (in the form of a relative .sentence: "who
spake to Jehovah") the liistorical introduction in

the same words as in ver. 1 of our chapter (ex-

cept only that the second " hand" is given by dif-

ferent words): "And David spake to the Lord

the words of this son<'," etc. The Davidic origin
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of the soug, which is wiiversaUij recognized (except

by Olshau.-iea and Hupfeld) is thus doubly attested.

The redactor of our Books regards this as equally

indubitable as in the other sayings and poems
attributed to David, iii. 33, 3-4; v. 8; vii. 18-29;

xxiii. 1-7- The high antiquity of the song is

favored by its use in Ps. cxvi., cxliv., and tiie quo-

tation of Ver. 31 in Prov. xxx. 5, and of ver. 34

in Hab. iii. 19 ; and especially the early recogni-

tion of its Davidic origin is shown by the fact that

the autlior of the Books of Samuel found the su-

perscription, which ascribes the song to David,

already in the historical authority whence he took

the narrative (comp. Tlitzig on Psalms, I. 95sqq.).

The source, whence Ps. xviii. also with its identi-

cal historical introduction was taken into the

psalter (since it was evidently not taken from 2

-Sam. ) is doubtless one of the theocratic-prophetic

historical works, from whicii Sam. has drawn.

See the Introduction, pp. 31-35. The content also

of the song puts its genuineness beyond doubt.

The victories that God has given the singer over

internal and external enemies, so that he is now
a mighty king, the individual characteristics,

-which agree perfectly with the Davidic Psalms,

iuid especially the singer's designation of himself

hy the name David (ver. 51), compel us to regard

the latter as the author. " Certainly," says Hitzig,
'' this opinion will be derived from ver. 51. And
rightly ; for, if the song was not by David, it must
Jiave been composed in his name and into his

soul; and who could this contemporary and equal

poet be?"—On the position of the so)ig in this con-

viection midway among the sections of the con-

cluding appendix, see Introduction, pp. 21-23.

The insertion of the episodes from the Philistian

-wars (xxi. 15-22) gives the point of connection

for the introduction of this song of victory, which
David sang in triumph over his external enemies.

And the reference at the close of this song (ver.

ol) to the promise of the everlasting kingdom (2

Sara. vii. 12-16, 26, 29), which David now sees is

assured by his victories, has obviously given the

redactor the point of connection for David's last

prophetic song (xxiii. 1-7), wherein is celebrated

the imperishable dominion of his house, founded
on the covenant tliat the Lord has made with him.
Noticeable also is the bond of connection between
^he two songs in the fact that David calls himself

by name in ver. 51 and xxiii. 1 just as in vii. 20.

— The time of composition (the reference in ver. 51

to 2 Sara. vii. being unmistakable) cannot be be-

fore the date when David, on the ground of the

promise given him through Nathan, could be sure

that his dominion despite all opposition was im-
movable, and tliat the throne of Israel would re-

main forever with his house. The words of the

title :
" in the day when the Lord had saved hira

from the hand of all his enemies" agree with the

description of victories in vers. 29-46, and point

to a time when David had established his king-

dom by war, and forced heathen princes to do
homage (comp. vers. 44-49). But, as God's vic-

torious help against external enemies is celebrated

in the second part of the song, and the joyous tone

'of exultation shows that David's heart is taken

up with the gloriousness of that help, it is a fair

assumption that the song was written not after the

turmoil of Absalom's conspiracy and the succeed-

ing events (Keil), but immediately after the vic-

torious wars narrated in chaps, viii. and x. Vers.

44, 45 may without violence be referred (Hitzig)

to the fact related in viii. 9 sqq., that Toi, king
ofHamath, presented his homage to David through
his son Joi'am. So the reference to viii. 6, vvhei'e

the Syrians are said to have been conquered and
brouglit gifts, is obvious. The conviction of the
iheoeratic narrator (as expressL-d in the repeated
remark, viii. 6, 14: "the Lord helped David,
wherever he went") that David had the Lord's
special help in these wars with Syria and Edoin,

accords with the free, joyous praise of the Lord's
help in our song. 'The song was therefore very
probably produced after the victories over the
Syrians and Edomites, which were epoch-making
for tiie establislnuent and extension of David's
authority. Davitl composed it doubtless at the
glorious end of this war, looking at the same time
at Gotl's mercies to hira in the early period of the
Sauline perseciution, and the internal wars with
Saul's adherents (ii. 8-iv. 12), and making these

subject-matter of praise and thanks to the Lord.
The poet's imagination, in its contemplation of

the two principal periods of war, moves back-
wards, presenting first the external wars, which
were the nearest, and then the internal, with Saul
and his house. The designation of time '' in the

day" (i. e., at the time, as in Gen. ii. 4 and else-

where) " when the Lord had saved hira fioni the

hand of Saul," points to the moment of David's
victory over all his enemies, when he could
breathe freely and praise God.*

—

The form of
the superscription is similar to that of the super-

scriptions of the songs that are inserted in the
history in Ex. xv. 1 ; Numb. xxi. 17 ; Deut. xxxi.
30. In Ps. xviii., as here, the song is introduced
with the words :

" and he said."

Vers. 2-4. The prologue of the song. With
an unusually great number of predicates, David
out of his joyously thankful heart, praises the

Lord for His many deliverances. The numerous
designations of (xod in vers. 2, 3 are the surmnary
statement of what, as the song exhibits in detail,

the Lord has been to him in all his trials. In
ver. 4 the thankful testunony to the salvation that

God (as above designated in vers. 2, 3) has
vouchsafed him, is set forth as the theme of the

whole song. The opening words of Ps. xviii.

( ver. 2 [1] ) : "I love thee, O Lord, my strength,"

are wanting in our passage. The originality of

this introduction, which the Syriac [of 2 Sara,

xxii.] contains, and which ''carries its own justi-

fication" (Thenius), is not to be doubted ; it has
here fallen out either '' from illegible writing "

(Thenius), or through mistake. " I deeply lovef
thee ;" David's deep love to his God is the fruit

of God's manifestations of love to him. Luther

:

" Thus he declareth his deepest love, that he de-

lighteth in our Lord God ; for he feeleth that his

benefits are unspeakable, and from this exceeding

* m'ti' instead of the usual Tty ;
" from this already

T •

it appears that the historical part of the title is from an-

other source."—I'^fn introduces a relative sentence,

which is in stat. const, with DV2. Ges. J 116, 3. Comp.

Ex. vi. 28 ; Numh. iii. 1 ; Ps. cxxxviii. 3.

t Dm, elsewhere only in Piel in sense of '• pity,"
here in Qal (as often in Aramaic) in sense of '"hearty
love," for which the usual word is ^DHX.
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great delight and love it cometh that He giveth

him so many names, as in what foUoweth."

The^^e words of Ps. xviii. 2 have occasioned the

noble hvmns :* " With all my heart, O Lord, I

love Thee" iM. Schalling), and : "Thee will I

love, my strength " (J. SclielHer).—The phrase:
" mv strength "f denotes not tlie inner power of

heart received by David from God (Luther), but

( as is shown by the following names of God, which

all refer to outward help) tlie manifestations of the

mi"-ht of God amid the trials brought on him by

enemies.

—

^My rock and my fortress; the

same designation is found in Ps. xxxi. 4 [3] and

Ixxi. 3. " My rock, properly cleftj of a rock,

which gives concealment from enemies, = he

who conceals me to save me. So in Ps. xlii, 10

[9] the strong God (^.i<), is called, over against

pressing enemies, " my rock."

—

Mij fortress,^, a

place difficult of access from its heiglit and strength,

offering protection against ambush and attack, a

watclitower. The natural basis for these figures

is found in the frequent rock-clefts and steep, in-

accessible hills of Palestine. Comp. Judg. vi. 2

;

Job xxxix. 27, 28; Isa. xxxiii. 16. The his-

torical basis is furnished by David's experiences

in Saul's time, when he was often obliged to be-

take himself to clefts and hills. Comp. 1 Sam.
xxii. 5; xxiii. 14. 19 ; xxiv. 1, 23.—The meaning
of these concrete figures is indicated in the added

expression : My deliverer. Bottcher would

change the pointing and read: "My deliver-

ance ;"\\ but there is no good ground for this,

either in the occurrence of this latter word in Ps.

Iv. 9 [8] and cxliv. 2, or in the abstract expres-

sions of ver. 4 [3]. Rather the indication of the

Lord's personal, active help in tlie words saviour

and savc'it, favoi's the reading '' deliverer."—Ver.

3. God of my rock, of my house, my rock-God.

Ps. xviii. 3 [2] has :
" my strong God ( 7K), my

rock ;" these separated predicates are liere

imited into one expression. The word " rock "

(comp. stone in Gen. xlix. 24), denotes the

firmness and unshakableness of Ood's faithful-

ness, which is founded on the unchangeableness of

His being (comp. Isa. xxvi. 4 sqq.) and gives

assurance of unendangered, certain security. So
in Dent, xxxii. 4, 37 God is called the roc^- as the

God of faithfulness, whom one securely builds on
and trusts (Ps. xcii 16 [15]). Comp. ver. 47,

where the name " rock-God " again occurs.

—

In
•whom I trust (tlie construction is relative).

The "trust" as firm confidence answers to the

rock-like firmness of tlie divine faithfulness, on
which one may rely.

—

My shield, figure of

* ["ITerzlJch lieb hub irh dich o ITerr," and "Ich willdich
lieben, meine Sttirke.'']

+ 'pTn, a an. \ey.

J J,' Sp "rook-deft," aftor Arab. ^^^ "to cleave."

rSee Dolifzsch on Pss. in loco; but tliis derivation is not
'•ertain.

—

Tr.]

'i T\'^y!Sp, and so the maso. IIXD, IXS. [See Del. on

Psalms, and Fleischer's note.—Tr!]

B Bottcher: 'taSsO.—The 'S (w.-mting in Ps. xviii. 3
• T :

[21. found in Ps. cxMv. 2), is a «trent;lheninp of the suf-

fix '_. and expi'ossos deep feeling of the Lord's gracious

help to liim personally.

covering against the attacks of enemies, protec-
tion against dangers. So in Gen. xv. 1 God calls
Kimsclf Abraham's shield, and in Deiit. xxxiii.
29 He is the shield of the lielp [= the saving
shield] of Israel. The figure is frequent in the
Psalms; see iii. 4 [3] ; vii. 11 [10, Eng. A. V.

:

defence]
; xxviii. 7 ; lix. 12 [11], and elsewhere.

—And horn of my salvation, denotes God's
might and strengtli, which gives not only protec-
tion, but also help and salvation in the over-
coming of enemies. The figure refers not to tlie

horns of the altar (Hitzig, Moll), as if protection
were the only thing involved, but to the Iiorns of
beasts, in which their strength is shown in the
victorious repulse of an attack [or, in making an.

attack] (see 1 Sam. ii. 1, 10; Job xvi. 15; Ps,
Ixxv. 5, 6, 11 [4, 5, 10] ; Ixxxix. 18 [17] ; xcii..

11 [10]; cxii. 9; cxlviii. 1). The Lord is not
only protection against attacks, but also '' a trusty
shield and weapon" (" ein' gute wehr und wafle")
for victoriously combating and repelling them.
Comp. Deut. xxxiii. 29, where the God of Israel

is called the shield of their help and the sword
of their excellency. The reference of the "horn"
to a mountain peak lias small support from Isa.

V. 1, and, as the comparison with tlie strengtli of
horned beasts is so frequent, must be rejected.

—

My stronghold [Eng. A. V. : high' tower],
steep, lofty place, inaccessible and therefore safe,

see Ps. ix. 10 [9 Eng. A.V.: refuge]. And my
refuge, my Saviour, 'wrho saves me from
violence. These words are wanting in Ps.

xviii. Their insertion is not to be explained
from the desire to give rhythmical completeness
to the strophe left imperfect by the omission of
the "I love Thee, .Jehovah" (Keil), but from the

eflfort (in accordance with the position of the song
here in tlie midst of the history) to explain tlie

preceding declarations about God in respect to

the lielp actually given by Him. As a testimony
to the deliverance vouchsafed David by God as his

rock, etc., the words make tlie transition to ver. 4.

—Most modern expositors regard all these appel-

latives as in apposition with " Jehovah," putting
the latter in the vocative (so also Hitzig and
Delitzsch) ["O Jehovah, my rock . . . my
Saviour, Thousavestme from violence"]. But as

Hupfeld (on Ps. xviii. 3 [2]) rightly remarks,
this would produce too long and heavy an address.

The ''Jehovah" is therelbre (with the older ex-

positors and the ancient versions) to be taken as

subject, and the appellations as declarations

:

" Jehovah is my rock and my fortress," etc.—Ver.
4. As the praised one I call on the Lord,
or: I call on the praised one, the Lord.

The participle (7 7nD) does not mean "glorious"

(Hengst., Hiipf.), but (conformably to the fre-

quent hallelujah) = " blessed," Ps. xlviii. 2 [1] ;

xcvi. 4 ;
cxiii. 3 ; cxlv. 3, comp. 1 Chr. xvi. 25

;

nor does it mean laudandus, "praiseworthy."

[The Participles may have the force of the Lat.

Fut. Passive ; Eng. A. V. :
'' worthy to be

praised," Vulg. : laudabilem ; Sept. : acvErdv. The
Chaldee (which paraphrases largely in ver. 3)

takes it as active, and renders :
" Said David,

With praise I will pray before Jehovah." Ewald
(on Ps. xviii.) renders it :

" worthy to be jiraised."

—Tr.] It is not vocative, but Accusative, and is

put at the beginning of the sentence for the sake
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of emphasis, as in ver. 2; vii. 16; x. 7, 14, 17.

David has actually praised the Lord in the pre-

ceding predicates ; they form the content of the

prai.se. The rendering: ''Praised be Thou, I

cry, O Jehovah" (G. Banr, Olshausen) does not

accord with the following member: ''and from
my enemies I am saved." The verbs are not

(with many old expositors) to be taken as future:
" I will call, shall be saved," but as expressing

undefined past time, comp. Ps. iii. 5 [4] [or, bet-

ter as indefinite as to time, the Eng. general pre-

sent.

—

Tr.]. David prefaces his song with this

general, all-embracing declaration (based on all

his experiences of the Lord's help), of which the

sense is: "as often as (^when) I call on the

Lord, I am saved ;" and he now })roceeds to exhi-

bit its truth by the citation of his experiences.

He bases his confident appeal to the Lord for help

on His manifestations of might, wherein he recog-

nizes and praises God as his deliverer.

Vers. 5-28. First part of the description of

the divine manifestation of help, experienced by
David in the time of Saul's persecutions.

Vers. 5-7. From the description of the dangers
that pressed on him (vers. 5, 6), he proceeds to

the aiwcal that he called on the Lord for help,

and was heard (ver. 7).—Ver. 5. For breakers
of death had surrounded* me. The "for"
(lacking in Ps. xviii. 5 [4]) introduces the fol-

lowing as the ground of the declaration of ver. 4.

Instead of "breakers" the Ps, has "cords (bands),"

representing death under the image of a hunter,
comp. Ps. xci. 3. The "breakers" here corres-

pond better to the '' floods" of the next member.

" Floods of wickedness ;" the word ( /i'l7?) i^eans

properly " uselessness, worthlessness," commonly
found in an ethical sense : "wickedness," comp.
xvi. 7 ; XX. 1 ; xxiii. 6 ; 1 Sam. ii. 12 ; x.

27 ; XXV. 17, 25. It is found also in the
phvsical sense of "destruction, harm," Nah.
i. "11; Ps._ xli. 9 [8, Eng. A. V.: evil dis-

ease]. So it must be taken here also, on account
of the parallels: '' breakers of death, nets of hell,

snares of death." ''Had terrifiedf me" (sud-
denly come upon me). [Dr. Erdmann in his
translation, renders :

" floods of wickedness," but
his preceding statement requires :

" floods of de-
struction," (so Delitzsch).—Tr.]—Ver. 6. Nets
of hell [better: Sheol.J—TR.]—snares of
death. From the figure of water-waves the poet
passes to that of the hunter, under which is repre-
sented the suddenly and treacherously attacking
power of death. " Snares of death fall on me "

(DTp) comp. ver. 19; Ps. xvii. 13; Job xxx.
27.—The words of vers. 5, 6 describe not all the
dangers of David's life up to this time (Keil, Ew.,
Hupf., Thol.), but the snares and persecutions
that befell him in Saul's time. The description
of peril of life agrees only with this time, which

* nSX. not: "press, drive" (after the Arab.), but, af-

ter indubitable tradition (eomp. |3i{< " a wlieel "), " en-
' T

circle, surround," as poetic synonj'm of ^'pH, Tj^3,

:::3D (Dei. on Ps. xviii.).
- T

t ''jn^'3\ Impf. interchanging with Waw.consec. and

Impf., because it describes condition (Hupf.).
;;" [Sheol, the underworld, place of departed spirits.—Te.]

the title also expressly mentions. This view is

favored also by the relation between the two sec-

tions, vers. 5-28 and 29-46, "in the first of which
David is saved by God without effort on his part,

while in the second, he is both object and instru-

ment of die divine deliverance" (Hengst. ). In
the same direction Riehm (in Hupfeld) well i-e-

mnrks that David in the whole of the first part is

only pa.'^sive, not active (only God's hand saves

him), but in the second part on the contrary him-

self as a warrior, wards off his enemies.— Ver. 7.

Looking back at those deadly dangers, David af-

firms that he was driven by them to call on God,

and was heard by him. "^In my distress* I
called upon the Lord, and to my God I
called. Instead of " called " the Ps. has " cried,"

answering to the distress that forced such a cry

from him. And he heard my voice out
of his palace, out of God's heavenly dwelling,

as contrasted with the depth of distress on earth,

out of which he sent up to God his cry for help.

Comp. Ps. xvi. 4 :
" The Lord is in his holy

palace, the Lord's throne is in heaven." Thence

appears the Lord's help. [Eng. A. V., not so

well: "temple," for, though heaven may be re-

garded as a temple, Jehovah is here represented

as a king, enthroned in heaven and the word
''temple" would most probably be understood by
English readers of the earthly building con-

secrated to His service. The Hebrew word
means both palace and temple.—Tr.] And my
cry into his ears. The Ps., has the -fuller

vivid description :
" and my cry came betbre

him, into his ears ;" our passage has the ad-

vantage of more emphatic brevity (comp. Hengst.,

Rem.).
Vers. 8-20. Splendid poetical description of

God's help appearinf] in ansiver to his prayer, under
the image of a terrible storm accompanied by an
earthquake, the individual features being given

with vivid coloring in accordance with the

natural order of the phenomena. Comp. Tho-
luck, on Psalms, p. 91.—As the preceding descrip-

tion of distress refers not to the whole of David's

life, but only to the Sauline period, so this poeti-

cal description is not to be understood of a real

storm (as in 1 Sam. vii. ,10) that terrified the

enemy and saved David. Thenius, Ewald and
Hitzig, indeed, so understand it, and refer it to a

storm in a battle with the Syrians (2 Sam. vii. 5),

and similarly others. But, in the first place, the

connection is against this ; for the deliverance

described in vers. 17-20 is clearly none other than

the salvation from the distress pictured in vers.

5-7. Further, the figure (here poetically ela-

borated) of a terrible storm, is the standing form
of representation of God's glory and majesti/ in the

revelation of His holiness and punitive justice,

as in the fundamental passage, Ex. xix. (the leg-

islation on Sinai). So are often represented

God's fheophanies for the revelation of Ilis anger,

for the accomplishment of His judgments, for the

* "Ii*, comp. Job XV. 24. Literally: "in the distress to

me," that is, in this my distress ; for the construction
comp. Ps. Ixvi. 1-1 : cvi. 44; cvii. 6 and elsewhere. This
mode of expression is based on the common formula

'''7~"^V " it is strait to me," " lam in distress," the pre-

position being proposed here to a whole sentence, as
commonly to a noun (Hupf.).
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deliverance of His people from their enemies

and for new unfoldings of the glory of His king-

dom ; comp. hesides Ex. xix. 16-18, especially

Judg. V. 4, 5; Isa. xxix. 6; xxx. 27-30; Joel

ii. 10, 11 ; ill. 3 sq. [ii. 30, 31] ; Nah. i. 3-6
;

Ps. 1. 2, 3; Ixxvii. 17-19 [16-18]; xcvii. 2-

•5.—Certainly, "if the poet had meant by all

this to say merely :
' God even in the greatest

need, has accorded me almighty help,' the ap-

paratus would in fact be too great" (Thenius).

But the connection shows that he means to say

more ; looking at the fears and dangers of tlie

gloomy time of Saul's persecution, he will com-
prehensively set forth how the Lord visited His
vrrathful judgments on the enemy tliat so op-

pressed him, God's servant, and in him en-

dangered the cause of God's kingdom, and how
tlie Lord by His invincible might, saved him and
gave victory to his cause. '' The combination of

the figure of ver. 17 sqq., with other and general

features, suggests that it also has a general refer-

ence." (Hupfeld). So Riehm (in Hupf , p. 465)

remarks that the description has no historical

reference, but by its poetical form, holds itself

above the plane of concrete history.

Ver. 8. The earthquake is the sign of God's
approaching wrath; as the Lord descends from
His temple in heaven to judgment on earth, the

whole earth quakes before Him. There is pro-

bably in this an allusion to thunder as the voice

of the approaching wrathful God, under the

mighty peals of whicli heaven and earth shake
;

see Joel ii. 10, 11 ; iv. 16; [iii. 16]. Nah. i. 5.

Tlie effect is vividly represented in the text by
j)aronomasia* in three verbs ("the earth was
sliaking and quaking, the foundations of heaven
(juailing and shaking").—The foundations
of the heaven shake together with the earth.

The Psalm, in which only the shaking of the

earth is spoken of, has : ''the foundations of the

mountains." The mountains rising up towards

heaven are, according to the natural view, re-

garded as the foundation on which heaven rests
;

•comp. Job xxvi. 1 1, where they are called " the

jiillars of heaven." " The text of 2 Sam., repre-

sents tlie whole universe as trembling before Him,
in order to picture strongly the terribleness of the

wrath of the Almighty ; so .Joel. ii. 10, 11 ;
iv.

16 [iii. 16] ; Isa. xiii. 13." For he was wroth.
The wrath of God is here expressly stated to l^e

the cause of the trembling of heaven and earth.

—

Ver. 9. Elaboration of the preceding "he was
wroth," by the description of the approaching
ftppearance of the wrath of (iod, under the figure

of smoke and fire. Smoke rose in his nos-
tril—not: " in His anr/er " (Sept., Vulg., Stier).

but (in keeping with the parallel ''mouth") His

* 2?yj, UVI, TJ'l.—The Qeri E;yjn''1 is doubtless

•an imitation of the following ^ti'i'Jf 1 (espooially as

Jj/j»J does not elsewhere oocur in Qal), and is to be re-

jected, .since then VIX immediately afterwards would

he Maso. and Fern. Tlio tyj'JHI fKethib) is, as in the

Psalm-te.xt, to be poiiit<'d t^j'jm (forming complete

paronomasia with the ^_J,np1), unless it be preferred to

read (with several codices) K'J'Jnr^l according with the
'T :

-

^tJ?J,'jn'1. = properly "to move hither and thither"

'(Uitzig).

nose, which is considered the seat of anger (so

also in Greek and Latin writers) ; and so its

snorting (comp. ver. 16), as in the case of an angry
man, is the figure of God's anger, which, as a
heightening of the image, is compared to smoke,
as in Ps. Ixxiv. 1 ; Ixxx. 5 [4, Eng. A. V. ;

'' be
angry," literally: ''smoke"]; Dcut. xxix. 19.

And fire devoured out of his mouth.
Fire is a standing image of God's consuming anger
(comp. Dent, xxxii. 22). The smoke, as the na-
tural accompaniment of fire, denotes the uprising
and approach of God's anger. For similar figure

of smoke and fire see (besides the fundamental
passage, Ex. xix. 18), Isa. Ixv. 5. The "out of
his mouth" is parallel to "out of his nose." The
image of the mouth answers to the consuming
force of the fire of wrath. The verb "devoured"
is to betaken without an object (as "the enemy")

;

it stands absolutely (as in Ps. 1. 3), only the con-

suming power of the fire being indicated. Glow-
ing coals burned out of him ; the "glowing
coals" is parallel to the "devouring fire," add-
ing to the picture the feature of the flames that

proceed from the fire. " Out of him," that is,

out of His mouth, as a burning oven, pour the

flames of the sea of fire (comp. Gen. xv. 17).

The mouth is designated as the medium of the

revelation of anger ; because the fire of human
anger pours from the heart through the mouth
in angry words. The fire in the Lord's mouth is

symbolized "as one flaming in full glow" (Hup-
feld). There is no reference here to flashes of

lightning. " These are the later product (comp.
ver. 13) of the flame of fire and anger, that is

here just kindled" (Hengst.). But since the

representation of a rising storm (breaking out

afterwards in ver. 13 with thunder and lightning)

is carried out in the poetical conception, so in

the picture thus far the image of smoke and
flaming fire is to be referred to the rising of the

storm-cloud and the flaming of the sheet light-

ning that announces the storm (Tholuck).

Vei-s. 10-12. Now follows the poetical descrip-

tion of the appearance of the Lord from lieaven

under the figures of the thickening and gathering

clouds, on which the Lord sweeps on as on a

throne, and of the storm wind, on whose wings

He rushes.—Ver. 10. And he bowed the
heavens—a picture of the low-hanging storm-

clouds, at whose aiiproach the heaven seems to

bend down to the earth. Comp. Ps. cxliv. 5;

Isa. Ixiii. 19.—And came down, the descent

of the Lord from heaven to earth to execute judgment

on David's enemies, and deliver him. On the

indication of God's coming to judgment by His

"descent from heaven," comp. Gen. xi. 7; xviii.

21; Isa. Ixiv. 1.—And cloud-darkness un-
der His feet, /. e., He thus descended. The
dark, black cloud- ( = darkness, ver. 12) is the

svmbol of the terror that the urath of God carries

with it; see Ex- xix. 16 [Sinai] ; xx. 21 ;
Deut.

v. 19; Ps. civ. 29 (a figure of the hiding of God's

face); Nah. i. 3 ("clouds are the dust of Jiis

feet").—Ver. 11. And he rode on the che-

rub and flew.—As to the signification of the

cherub, see on 1 Sam. iv. 4. As the cherubim

on the cover of the ark (Ex. xxv. 18 sqq.;

xxxvii. 7 sqq.) are the bearers of the divine

* SS"*!^, often connected with ?JJ,'.
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majesty and glory fvi. 2; 2 Kings xix. 15; Ps.

Ixxx. 2 [1]; xcix. 1; Isa. xxxvii. 16), so here

also the cherub is the symbol of God's almighty

powiT and glory, as it appears in the creatnrely

world, and exliibits itself as the revelation of the

liighest and completest being (Winer, R.-W., s.

v., Hengst. on Ps. xviii. 11 [10]). The "rode"
1^ defined by the " tlew." The conception of

l!i/i>i(/ is harmonized witli that of ricllnr] on the

clierub (as a chariot or throne) by the wings with

which the cherul) is provided.

—

And appeared
on the wings of the wind ; this, as the pre-

ceding, .sets forth the majesty in which God ap-

pears in the creation in the elementary substratum

of the wind, to hold judgment. Comp. Isa. v.

28; Xah, i. 3: "in tempest and storm is his

way," and Ps. civ. 3, where, instead of the che-

rub, the clouds are conceived of as the veiiicle,

and the winr/s of the wind as tiie bearers of the

appearance of His glorv.—Instead of •'appeared "

P.S. xviii. 11 [10] has ''flew" (HX^). The latter

(which occurs also Deut. xxviii. 49 ; Jer. xlviii.

40; xlix. 22) carries out the figure of the innr/s

of the wind ; here, on the contrary, our " ap-

peared" is, if not an eliicidatinn (Keil, v. Leng.
),

a real statement instead of a poetical figure. But
there is no necessity for regarding it as a scribal

error (Stier, Thenius), or as a '• vague, flat and
inappropriate reading" (Hupfeld). — Ver. 12.

Development of the second half of ver. 10, as ver.

11 is of the first half And he made dark-
ness around him booths [Eng. A. V.: i)a-

vilions]. The clouds mass more closely; their

darkness grows blacker. The "darkness" is that

of the clouds of ver. 10 b. He makes the cloud-

darkness " booths, tents" for Himself. The Psalm
lias more fully: ''he made darkness his secret

place, his pavilion round about him darkness of
waters, thick clouds of the skies." On the " round
about" comp. Ps. xcvii. 2 ("clouds and dark-
ness are around him"), and on the "booths [pa-

vilions]" Job xxxvi. 29, where the clouds are
called God's tabernacle or tent.

—

Gathering of
waters, cloud-thicket is further explanation
of the " darkness" of the first clause. Instead of

"gathering* of waters" the Ps. lias "darkness of

waters" [which is here unnecessarily adopted by
Eng. A. V.

—

Tr.] ; the former is obviously more
picturesque.—Vers. 13-15. Issuing of lightriing-

jiashes out of this darkness, and bursting of the
storm amid thund:>r and lightning. Out of the
brightness before him burned coals of
fire. The expression " briglitness before him"
points back to the fire in ver. 9, the flames of
sheet-liglitning as symbol of the divine anger.
Out of this fiery brightness before him " burned
coals of fire," i. e., darted the flashes of lir/hining,

v,-liich are, as it were, the sharpening of that
flaming lire-anger into separate fiery arrows (comp.
ver. 15). The "brightness before him" is not the
doxa [glorv] of God embracing light and fire

<Hupf, Del.), because in the connection only the

fire of God's anger is spoken of, and if the singer
had here had in view the light in which God

* The our. \ey rT^iyn signifies (according to the Ara-

"bie) " gathering, aggre^ration "—DJ? properly " thicket

"

T
(comp. Ex. xix. 9).—D'pnt!? = the clouds as a connec-

ted whole (Hengst.).

dwells (Ps. civ. 2), he would necessarily have
u.sed the general term "glory" ("103, lin, c^dj"«).

The natural basis of the poetical description is

the blinding brightness of the flaming fire, which
in a storm seems to cleave the clouds and send
forth flashes of lightning.—To this refers the de-
viating text of the Psalm : "froui the brightness
before him his clouds passed away (or went to

pieces)," comp. .Job xx.x. 15.— Ver. 14. The
Lord thundered from heaven. Since light-

ning and thunder appear so close together, the

storm is very near, God's wrathful judgment
bursts on the enemy. Instead of "from heaven"'
the Ps. has "in heaven." God is here called the
Most High as "the all-controlling,unapproach-
able judge" (Del.). The "giving [uttering] his

voice" is poetical designation of thunder; see Job
xxxvii. 3; Ps. xxix. 3 sqq., comp. Ex. i.*:. 23;
Ps. xlvi. 7 [6] ; Ixviii. 34 [33] ; Ixxvii. 18.

_
The

phrase "hailstones and coals of fire" found in the

Ps. in this verse and the preceding, is wanting
here.—Ver. 15. And he sent out arrows;
the Ps. has: "his arrows." The.se are the flashes

of lightning (comp. Ixxvii. 18) into which the

foe-destroying fire of wrath concentrates and
sharpens itself. The wrathful, punishing God is

represented under the figure of a warrior armed
with bow and arrows, as in manv other passages,

Ps. vii. 1.3, 14 [12, 13]; xxxviii'. 3 [2); Job vi.

4; Deut. xxxii. 23; Lam. iii. 12, 13.

—

And scat-
tered them, that is, the enemies, comp. vers. 4,

18. The pronoun "them" does not refer to the

arrows and lightning. The first effect is the scat-

tering of the compact masses, into which the ene-

mies had thrown themselves. Lightning, and
discomfited (them). Tiie Ps. has: "and light-

nings much (innumerable)" [Eng. A. V. (with

Kimchi) "shot out lightnings"]. The verb here
is to be supplied from the preceding, as in vers.

12, 14, 42. "He discomfited" (.so Jerome); the

Ps. has: "and discomfited them," from which the

Qeri [margin] omits* the suffix "them." The
further effect of the Lord's interference is the

complete destruction of the enemy; comp. Ex.
xiv. 24; xxiii. 27; .Josh. x. 10; .Judg. iv. 15;

1 Sam. vii. 10.— ^'er. l*j. And the bedsf of the
sea became visible. The Ps. has the weaker
expression: "brooks of water." Uncovered
were the foundations of the earth,+ that is,

the liottoni of the sea, the waters being blown
away; a parallel description to the preceding.

In addition to the thunder and lightning from
above comes the storm-wind (which accompanies
the storm) and the earthquake, which has already

been jnctured (ver. 8) as an effect of God's anger.

By the rebuking of the Lord, that is, the ex-

pression of anger in the voice of the thunder (ver.

* FDr. Erdmann's text has: "the Qeri has taken the
suffix," and accordingly he writes it in parenthesis. This,
however, is an oversight ; the Kethib h.as the suffix, the
Qeri omits it.

—

Tr.]

t p'SX = stream-bed from pDX " to contain," hence

of hollow bodies, = holder, pipe, canal, channel, dale, =
aiiAds, avAuii', then brook, properlj' (like 7nj)tlie v.alley

in which it flows (Hupf.}.

t /Uri, poetic designation of the earth, Ps. Ixxxix.

12 [111; xc. 2: xciii. 1; xcvi. 10—:|'7J' by poetic license

without 1, which is to be supplied from the preceding
ver!).
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14) ; comp. Ps. civ. 7, wliere the waters of the

fhaos are affrigliteil at the rebuke of God
(
parallel

to His thunder-voice). At the snorting of

the breath of his nose, coni]). ver. 9. The
Psalm lias the second person, turning in sud-

<len address to Jeliovali : "at thij rebuke and

tliy anger." The "breakers of death" and the

"streams of evil" have, according to ver. 5

overwlielnied David. Under the image of water-

waves he has there depicted the dangers that

threatened his life. This alone would pre-

vent our supposing that we have here a mere
poetic-hyperbolical delineation of the tumult of

the waters as result of the storm, in order to fill

out the picture (Hupf.). But the following ac-

count (ver. 17) of deliverance "out of great

waters " is still more opposed to this view. In

his distress David was overwhelmed as by mighty

Avater-floods. The Lord, revealing His anger

against his enemies, saves him by laying bare the

depths of the sea in which he had sunk, and un-

covering the foundations of the earth by the

storm-wind of His wrath (so Delitzsch).
_
Thither

descending from on high the Lord seized him
and drew him forth from the waves, as is described

in the following verses. There is therefore as

little ground for the view of Hitzig, that the

waves denote the host of the enemy, and the bot-

tom the ground on which they stood and from

Avhich they were driven, as for that of Thenius,

that the assumed battle was near a large inland

sea (he conjectures the Bahr el Atebe near Da-

mascus, about as large as the sea of (iennesaret),

and that the description is thus to be taken '' al-

most literally." The interpretation of the " foun-

dations of the earth " as Sheol (Hengst., Keil) is

Avithout support in the text.

Vers. 17-20. After the description of the de-

scent of God from lieaven to save, David now
tvdces the deliverance itself, and praises the Lord
for it.—Ver. 17. " He sent forth." the word
" hand" (Ps. cxliv. 7) is to be supplied, as in vi.

; Ps. Ivii. 4 [3] = He reached out from on high,

tliat is, from heaven. In spite of the "came
down " of ver. 10, which refers to God's throne

in lieaven, the poetical view holds fast to the con-

ception of God's elevation above men. " He

drew me out of many waters." The verb (HE'O^

occurs elsewhere only in Ex. ii- 10 of Moses,

whose name is formed * from it, and w'liose deli-

verance from the waters of the Nile is here pro-

bal)ly alluded to. Luther: "he made a Moses

of nie." The "many waters" [better in Erd-

niann's transl.ation : "great waters"

—

Tr.] are

not enemies, but the deadly perils that had be-

fallen him, comp. ver. 5; Ps. xxxii. 6; Ixvi. 12;

l.xix. 2, .3 [1, 2] ; Isa. xliii. 2, where water is a

figure of great distress and danger.—Ver. 18.

rier(> David first passes from his perils to his

eKOiiicx. He delivered me from my enemy,
the Btrongf one. " Tlie song here ));isscs from

the epic to a more lyric tone, and direct discourse

takes the place of figurative" (Del.). The Sing.
'• my enemy" does not justify the supposition of

* [On tho origin and moanini; of tliP name Moses see
f'nnon Cook's Essav on Ef^vptian Words in the Penta-
teuch, in Dih.-Com.'.\. 482.—Tii.]

t TJ,', not adverbial Aec, but Adjective; comp. P.«alm

cxliiiTlO[nDit3].

an individual enemy, but from the following " my
haters" is to be taken as collective, though the

name Saul rightly stands as superscription to this

wliole picture of distress. Because they -were
stronger * than I, had overpowered me. God's
saving intei'position was necessary, since David
in his Aveakness felt himself overpowered Ijy his

enemies— extreme impotence requires divine

help.—Ver. 111. I'^lucidation of the last words of

ver. 18. They fell on \ me in the day of
my calamity. This is not a definite day, but

the time of his helplessness in the Sauline ])crse-

cution ; their purjiose was to finish him by a
sudden attack, and so self-help was impossible.

And the Lord became a stay to me.
After deliverance comes support. % Comjjare
for the thought Psalm xxiii. 4.—Verse 20.

And he brought me forth into a large

place, into a condition of freedom,^ in contrast

with narrowness, straits. The "me"|| is empha-
tic. The words: He delivered me, here in

conclusion embrace all that has been heretofore

said of the process of deliverance. Observe the

•progremon in the description up to this point

:

the dispersion and confounding of the cneinij by
the arrows of the lightninff, the driving otf of the

%mter-u'avcs and laying bare of their foundations

by the storm ; then the stretching fortli of the

hand, seizing, drawing out of the great waters,

supporting the helpless man, bringing him out

of straits into freeness, and thus completing the

deliverance.

—

For He delighted in me—the

gronnd of the Lord's deliverance, over against

the enemie.% on whom had come God's wratli and
judgment. This delight of the Lord in Him
(Ps.'xxii. 9 [8]; xli. 'l2 [ll])_is based on liis.

integrity, as is brought out in what follows.

There follows, namely.
Vers. 21-28, the exhibition of the ground of his

deliverance; it is his righteousness, according to

Avhich the Lord requited him.—Ver. 21. The
declaration and nvonxd that God in saving him
requited. \\\n\ according to his righteousness. The
verb^ [Eng. A. V. : "reward"] (comp. Ps. vii.

17 [10]) signifies to do something to a person,

whether bad or good, but with reference to his

conduct as ground, hence to reauite.—Accord-
ding to the cleanness of my hands he
recompensed me.—The hands are the instru-

ment of action, and "cleanness of hands" signi-

fies the purity of his actions from sin and unright-

eousness. Comp. ver. 25 ; Ps. vii. 5 [4] ;
xxiv.

4 ; xxvi. 6 ; Job ix. 30 ; xxii. 30. To this an-

swers purity of mind (expressed in the " upright"

* This form of comparison .ilso in Ps.alm c.xx.xi. 1

:

xxxviii. ^ [i].

t mp, see ver. ; Ps. xvii. 1.3.

[whieh
t The Psalm h.is tlio usual less poetic

reading; is found here also in some MSS. and EDD.—Tr.]

'i Dn"10 (Ps. cxviii. 5), in contrast with 1^ : so the

verb (Hiph.), Gen. xxvi. 22; Ps. iv. 2[1J; xxv. 17 ;
Prov.

xviii. IG.

II 'nx in eontra.«t with the suffix in the Psalm, and

answering to the '1 in ver. 19.

1; SnJ, in connection with dW or TUT} [so here],

or with 'npnXS .added; the Psalm has "piV^.—The

Imperfects here express in general propositions gen-

eral time, the so-called Present (Hupf.).
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of ver. 24), as source of purity of conduct. David

often thus affirms his upriglitness, for ex., xvii.

0-5. Tiie truth of this testimony to himself is

exliibited in his actual conduct as described in

vers. 22-24, where lie gives the ground {^2) for

the declaration that he is "righteous" and "his

hands clean."—[On the ethical and religious sig-

nificance of this claim to righteousness, see " His-

torical and Theological" to this chapter, para-

graph 6.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 22. He proved his right-

eousness by the affirmation : I have kept the
ways of the Lord. " Have observed, held to,"

so Job xxii. 15. "The ways of the Lord" are

the rules of human conduct given in His law,

•which David's enemies had wickedly transgressed.

—And have not wickedly departed from
my God, as he has kept God's ways, so he has

not sinned himself away from God Himself. The
phrase is literally: "to be wicked from God,"

that is, to foil away from God by wickedness.

Xot (as Grotius) : "to be wicked arjainst (|p)

God," nor is it a designation of judgment or de-

cision proceeding from God, as if the sense were:
" I have not sinned according to God's decision,

according to His judgment I am guiltless"

(Hupf.) ; comp. Job iv. 17 ; Jer. li. 5. Against

this is both the "keeping the Lord's ways" in

the first member, to which corresponds " not

departing from" the Lord, and the following

reference [ver. 23] to his aWding in God's sta-

tutes and judgments.—Ver. 23. "For* all thy

judgments are before me," that is, as a guide in

my ways.

—

And His statutes, I do not de-
part from them.f The reading of the Psalm :

" His statutes I do not put away from me," is

not elsewhere found, while oiu* text is the usual

expression for the conception. For the thought

compare the divine testimony to David, 1 Kings
xiv. 8 :

" who kept my commandments, and
walked after me with all his heart," and xv. 5

;

" David did what was right in the eyes of the

Lord, and depai'ted not from all that He com-
manded him." Comp. also David's testimony

•concerning himself, 1 Sam. xxvi. 23 sq.—Ver.
24. " And I was uprightj towards him," that is,

jtpri^rA^ tw eoM^, the " towards him " (I/) express-

ing the immediate relation to God, in contrast

with outward works, which are done for one's

own sake or for men's. The '' with him " of the

Psalm expresses still more exactly cordial com-
munion of life with God.

—

And "guarded my-
self from my iniquity, the negative side of

his moral character, of which he lias just given
the positive side :

" I guarded against committing
a, sin, and so contracting guilt." A similar hy-
pothetical expression [;'. e., if I sinned, I should
be guilty] is found in Ps. xvii. 3 (Hupfeld), and
so essentially Job xxxiii. 9: ''there is no ini-

quity in me." David declares that he constantly

* '3 = but. " The establishment of one opposite

givps the ground for the denial of the other" (Hengst.').

t n3?3D' Sing, instead of Plu.. as 2 Kings ii. 3 ; xiii. 2.

fi; X. 29, 31 after niN^SD (Hitzig, Hupfeld).—"l^lDN-xS,
— T

oomp. Dent. v. 29; .xvii. 11; xxviii. 14. The Psalm has

• T

% [D'Ol^ is more exactly :
" perfect." Comp. Job i. 1

:

• T
" perfect and upright." See ver. 26.

—

Tr.]

watches over and restrains himself; otherwise,

the assumption is, he would have fallen into

sin ; this is an indirect testimony to indwelling
sinfulness, whereby he might have been led

to sinful deed, and against which such self-

guarding was necessary. Comp. Psalm li. 7 [5],
where David exjvessly declares his consciousness

of sinfulness inborn in him, which is not llit;

case here.—The historical proots of David's de-

claration of purity are given in 1 Sam. xxiv.

xxvi. though he at this moment may not have
had all the individual I'acts in mind.— ^'ers. 22-

24 exhibit the climax : ver. 22 proof oi' upright-

ness in outward walk, ver. 23 practice of righteous-

ness in obedience to God's commands as its norm,
ver. 24, source of righteousness in a pious dispo-

sition directed towards God.—Ver. 25. Repeti-

tion of the affirmation of ver. 21 (the proof of

his "righteousness" and "cleanness of hands"
having been given in vers. 22-24) in the form of

a loc/ical conclusion: And so the Lord requited
lae, etc. Literally: " and requited me the Lord,"
where the "and," connecting this with the pre-

ceding, indicates a logical relation [the logical

relation is indicated by the progress of the dis-

course, not by the Conjunction, in Hebrew or in

Eng.

—

Tr.]. Instead of "my cleanness" the

Psalm has " the cleanness of my hands," as in

ver. 21.

Vers. 26, 27. General proposition, explaining

and supporting the word :
" the Lord requited

me" by the truth, that God deports Himself to man
as man to Him. This moral relation between God
and man is carried out in four parallel members,
" in which the divine conduct is expressed by re-

flexive verbs, formed from the adjectives express-

ing human conduct." (Keil). The Imperfects

express what is universal and necessary. The
general truth that the manifestation of God's re-

tributive righteousness is conditioned by man's
position and conduct towards God, is set forth

positively in vers. 26, 27 a in relation to the

pious, and negatively in ver. 27 b in relation to

the ungodly. Towards the pious [better : merci-

ful—Tr.], upright and clean, God shows Himself
pious [merciful], upright and pure. The adjec-

tives express qualities* of man in relation to God

;

the ''love" here expressed is not towards man,
but towards God, ("'"'p'^, P^ng. A. V. merciful), and

to such God shows Himself loving. [Rather the

adjectives express general qualities without any

* Ton "loving" towards God, so DTDn "upright"
• T .1

• T
towards God (comp. 17 in ver. 25), and 133 (Niph. Par-

TT
tieip. of T^S) p^irifinl, then "pure." = 13. com]), tlie

" T ~

"pure heart, Ps. xxiv. 4; Ixiii. 1, tlie ptu'e mind."

—

TDnnn, intlip. denom. from lOn or TDH, found only
T - :

•

.
•••. • T

here.

—

D'OJI T13J "hero of innocence, upright hero."
T

"liSJ always = " hero." 'On often as here (comp.
• T

Hupf. on Ps. XV. 4) abstract subst. = DP " uprightness."
The Ps. has "131 infrequent poetical form for 131

DOn in Hithp. is found elsewhere only Dan. xii. 10 [it

is found only in Ps. xviii. 20.— Tr.].— "inrir^ is for
T T

T^Srm. which form is found in the Psalm, "witli

Vjroaciened vowel before the tone-syllable, and besides,

euphonic doubling of tiie H as compensation for th>^

contraction and for the maintenance of tlie rhythm"
(Hnpf.j.
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Ptatenient that they refer only to God. The first

of tliese adjectives means eitlier " favored, be-

loved " or
'" merciful," and the latter sense is

more ai)propriate here.—Tii.].—Towards the

perverse thou showest thyself perverse,

tiiut is, requithig to the perverse man perverse

things as tlie consequence of iiis sin, thou seemest

to Him to be tliy.selt perverse. The ungodly

man, failing to recognize his own sin, thinks of

God as unjust and cruel towards him. Comp.

Lev. XX vi. 23, 24; '-if ye walk perversely to-

wards me; I will walk perversely towards yoii."

;Moral perversity in man produces perversity

and confusion in his knowledge of God. [The

thought here, however, is simi)ly that God does

evil to the man that does evil.

—

Tr.].—^Ver.

28 gives the ground and conlirmation of the

gencTal truth in vers. 26, 27, by pointing' to

God's actual conduct towards the two principal

cla.«ses in the people, the humble and the proud,

who represent concretely the preceding contrast

between the upright (merciful, pure) and the

])erverse. The factual relation of this verse to

the preceding is indicated in the Psalm by the

initial '' for thou," while here the simple "and "

is used, in order to avoid a too frequent recur-

rence of the causal conjunction, as ver. 29 begins

witii " for thou," and ver. 30 with " for." The
word "people"* is liere limited (by the contrast

with the "haughty" of the following clause) lo

a large comnuniity within the nation, character-

ized bv the epithet " afflicted ;" and the follow-

ing contrast shows that they are also " humble."
'• Thine eyes are against the haughty," who op-

press the "poor and afflicted ;
" whom thou bringest

down "
( the verb is to be taken as relative, Ew.

iJ 332 b, comp. Josh. ii. 11 ; iii. 12; v. 15). The

Psalm has in the second member: "lofty eyes

(elevated eye- brows, sign of haiightiness) thou

bringest down." Comp. Prov. vi. 17 ;
xxi. 4 ;

XXX. 13 ;
Ps. ci. 5.

. .

Vers. 29-46. Second part of the description

of the help that David received from the Lord,

namelv, in wars against external enemies.—

Lookuiq back at these wars, he tells how through

the L()rd's help he had overcome his enemies.

But he looks also to the present and to the

future, declaring what the Lord, after sucli aid,

."till is to him and ever will be. So in this sec-

tion occur verbs of past, present and future

times.—Ver. 29. First, lie declares wliat the Lord

(in connection with the exhibitions of grace in

ihe Sauline persecution) is for him perpetually.

The " for" attaclies this verse as the grouiid or

confirmation of tlie preceding, where David in-

cluded himself among the " afllicted people,"

the oppressed ; the Lord has helped him " the

afiiicted one" out of the aflliction brought on

liim by his enemies. All these experiences of

divine help find their reiuson or ground in the

fact that the Lord is /iw knnp. f While " light
"

is always the symljol of good fortune and well-

being (Job xviii. 5), the burning lamp denotes the

source of lasting happiness and joyful strength
;

Job, xviii. 6 ; xxi. 17 ; xxix. 3 ; Ps. cxxxii. 17
;

*
'JJ.' Di' "oppressed, afBloted people." = DHN.

D'tr'JN!^ Ps. iii. 7 [0] ; Gen. xx. 4.

t ">J
" lamp," ;is tliiit whicli burns.

comp. Lsa. xlii. 3 ; xliii. 17. The Psalm has the
unusual expression : " thou makest light my
lamp."—What the lamp is for a man in hi*
house, the source of joy and good fortune, this

the Lortl is for David : his lamp, the source of
his well-being. Tliis is the ground of David's
being called (xxi. 17) the lamp of hrael. This is

the ground of the declaration :
" the Lord is my

l!(/ht." (Ps. xxvii. 1). The co«.sef/He)(ce of this is:

The Lord enlightens my darkness. Dark-
ness is the symbol of affliction—in contrast with
light, without God, his lamp, he would liave re-

mained in wretchedness and ruin. His experi-
ences are based on the general truth : it is the
Lord who, as His lamp, makes even the darkness
light about Him. Comp. Job xxix. 3. In the
Psalm :

" The Lord, my God, makes my dark-
ness light." This general declaration, proved by
the past, is confirmed also for the luture by sett-

ing forth the foe-conquering might which he,

through the Lord's help, has shown and will

iorever be able to show.— Ver. 30. For ^with
thee I run against troops, -with my God I
leapover walls—literally : "in thee;" "David
declares that he is 'in God,' and therefore lias

such power." (Hengst. ). By "troops" David
means the hostile bands that he has attacked on,

the battle-field, and by "walls" the fortified

I)laces that he has conquered. Such power of

victory he has now also in his God. Since the

verb "run" here properly takes an Accus., it is

unnecessary to take the word in the sense " crush "'

(Ew., Olsh.).* "Punning" is represented as an
essential quality of the warrior in ver. 34 ; 1, 19,

23; ii. 18, and means (with the prep, "again.st"

or "to") hostile attack Job xv. 26; vi. 14;
Dan. viii. 6. [Eng. A. V., not .so well: "run
through.—Tr.]—Ver. 31. The word " God " is

in apposition with the: "with my God" in ver.

30 (as in vers. 33, 48), not nominative Absolute
[so Eng. A. v.], .since then the Art. [Heb. :

the God] would be unexplained: The God
whose way is blameless, that is, whose
government is perfect. This human quality of

jierfectness is transferred to God, and denotes His
trustworthiness. The word of the Lord is

purified, that is, Avithout guile, pure, true, comp.
Ps. xii. 7 [6]. God's promises do not deceive.

He is a shield to all that trust in Him.
He ofTers sure protection against all dangers.

The second and third members of this verse oc-

cur word for word also in Prov. xxx. 5. All

these aflSrmations respecting God give the ground

for the declaration in ver. 30, that he can do so

great things in and with his God.—Ver. 32. The
soleness of the Lord as such a God, is next stated

as the ground (" for") of the fact that His way
is perfect, His word pure and His protection sure.

The expression "rock" (comp. ver. 3) especially

emphasizes the quality of trustworthiness, firm-

ness as the foundation for immovable trust, and

the ground of his help and protection. Parallel

is vii. 22 ;
" for tliere is no one as thou, and

there is no God beside thee." Comp. Deut. xxxii.

* VnX vvith ,\ec. (as the following jblN), object

reaolied^bv thp motion. Ew. and Olsh. unneeessarilv

take it fVofii VV"»-—The Ps. has ^3 instead of HDS, and

1'-IX iii.-tcad of VnX-
I

•.. T .
' T
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31 ; 1 Sara. ii. 2.—Ver. 33 carries on the thought
connected with the figure of tlie "rock." The
''God " here is in opposition with the " Ood " at

the end of the preceding verse. The God who
is my strong fortress. [Eng. A. V., not so

well: "my strength and power."]. On the

"fortress" comp. Ps. xxxi. 5 [4]; xxvii. 1.

[Eng. A. v.: "strength."]. The noun "strength"
defines " my fortress," literally: " my fortress of

strength," as in Ps. Ixxi. 7*.—The Psalm has:
" who girds me witli strength," = ver. 40 a (with

omission of "to battle.").—And leads f the
perfect man on his -way. The pronoun on
" liis way " refers not to God, l)ut to the '' perfect

man," as is required by tlie '' his feet" [Eng. A.
V. : "my feet"] of the next verse. The Psalm
lias :

'' who makes my w.ay perfect." [This is the

marginal reading (Qeri) here also: " my way,"
and seems to agree better with the context, in

which tlie Psalmist is speaking of liis own ex-
periences.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 34. He makes his
feet like the hinds, that is, like hinds'

feet; Hab. iii. 18. (On this abridged form of

expression see Ges. ? 144, Rem.) Hengstenberg.

:

" In Egyptian piaintings also tlie hind is the sym-
bol of fleetness." Comp. ii. IS ; 1 Clir. xii. 8.

The Psalm: "?)i// feet" [so Eng. A. V. here,

after the margin] ; the third personal pronoun is

used here because the reference is to the " perfect

(or innocent) " man [in ver. 33 according to the
author's translation]. The siriftnet^s refers not to

fleeing (De Wette), but to the pursuit of enemies.
And on my high-places He sets me.
The "high-places" are not those of the enemy,
which he ascends as victor, and through faith de-

clares beforehand to be his own (Hengst.), but
" those of his own land, which he victoriously

holds against his enemies" (Keil). Comp. Deut.
xxxii. 13.—Ver. 3"). He instructs my hands
for war.J and my arms bend the bronze
bow. Or, perhaps (with Hupf ) :

" He instructs

my hands for war, and my arms to bend^ the
bronze bow." "The Egyptian weapons were al-

most all of bronze" (Hengst.). To bend the
bronzell bow is the sign of great strength ; the
thought expressed is : God has given him not
only skill, but also strength for victorious war.—
Ver. 36. From the figure of the how David passes

to that of the shield. As in attack, so in defence

the Lord is his strength. And thou gavest
me the shield of thy salvation, the shield

that consists in God's salvation, whereby He pro-
tects His people. Comp. Eph. vi. 17 :

" helmet
of salvation." The following words in the Psalm :

''and thy right hand supported me" are wanting
here ; they seem to have been omitted, not through

* 1^ after 'DHO- On the construction see Ewald,

§ 291 h.

t "^Jyi from nnj = nm, Prov. xii.26, '-lead," = -in'

(comp. Ges. g 72, Rem. 2).

X 7 instead of the usual double Ace. [after TsS]. nPI J

Piel Perf. of pnj "to cause to descend, press down."

The Ps. has the fern, npnj on account of the "Til'TM,
T t; • - ^ .

sing. Fern, with plu. subject of things or beasts (Ges. ?
146, ?•). Here the sing, niasc. because tlie verb precedes.'

'i nn J Piel Infin.

H [Tliis (or " copper ") is a better renderina than "trfi.s-'i
"

or '•steel;"' see Art. Brass in Smith's Bib.-Dict.—T&A

error, but for brevity's sake, as in general our
song, compared witii the Psalm, shows a preference
for curt, pregnant expression. And thy hear-
ing made me great. Hearing= favorable ac-

ceptance of a request. This "hearing"* (not

"thy lowliness," Hengst., or "thy toil," Bottch.)

answers to the " salvation " of the preceding-

clause ; he received salvation through God's
granting his petition. The Psalm has: "thy
humility, condescension" (comp. Ps. cxiii. 6; Isa.

Ivii. 15; Ixvi. 1 sq.) [Eng. A. V., following the

pointing of the Psalm, renders: "thy gentleness"

("meekness" would be a more accurate transla-

tion). Our text reads literally :
" thy answering,"

or " thy toiling, suffering," neither of which gives
a satisfactory sense in the connection. The read-
ing of the Psalm is better.

—

Tr.] — Ver. 37.

Thou enlargedst my steps underf me, gave
me free room, so that I co'.ild advance without
hindrance. Prov. iv. 12 presents the contrasted

condition of straitness and stumbling :
" when

thou goest, thy steps shall not be straitened, and
when thou runnest, thou shaltnot stumble," comp.
ver. 34. Hupfeld remarks rightly that we have
not here merely the usual contrast of narrowness
and itvV/pHcs.^= distress and deliverance (Ps. iv. 2
[1], comp. Ps. xx.xi. 9 [8] )

; the wide path (step)

is prepared by the Lord for the successful termi-

nation of the battle, especially for the unhindered
pursuit of the enemy (ver. 38). And my an-
kles wavered not (elsewhere: ^' my feet, or
steps, Ps. xxvi. 1 ; xxxvii. 31), that is, thou
gavest me the power so to go with free step.

Wavering, as opjjosed to standing linn, comes-

from weakness in the knees or ankles.

Vers. 38-43. After this preparation and equip-
ment for battle by the Lord's .strength, David de-

stroyed the power of his enemies.—Yers. 38, 39.

The act of pursuit and destruction is declared to be
/( is own act. The verbs are to be taken in the Im-
perfect signification, since it is clear from ver. 40

sqq.J that the reference is to the past. I pur-
sued my enemies and destroyed them

;

the Psalm has the weaker expression :
" overtook

them" (Ps. vii. 6 [o] comp. Ex. xv. 9). In the

Psalm there is an advnnce in the thought, here a
simple synonymous parallelism (Hengst.). Ver.
39 expresses the idea of total destruction by an
aggregation of words: "and I destroyed them
(wanting in the Psalm) and crushed them."
That they rose not; Psalm: "and they could

not rise," that is, in the hostile sense, rise to fur-

ther contest. And they fell under my feet,

= under me, vers. 40, 48 ; Ps. .xlv. 6 ; xlvii. 4 [3].

Vers. 38 and 40 present a picture not of subjection

and dominion (Hupf.), but of con(piering ene-

mies in battle by casting them down and passing

over them.—Vers. 40, 41. David declares, how-
ever, that he received the victorious might only

from the Lord, and gives Him praise therefor.

And thou didst gird me . . . and didst bow my

* niJJ?. Sept. iiTTOLKori. Olshausen conjectures '"[mTJ,',

but "unnecessarily" (Hupf.). The Psalm : i"]mjj?.

t Instead of 'jrinn the Ps. has TinD-

X Aorists followed by Perfects and Futures [thej' are
not Futures, but Acrists.

—

Tr.].—The lengthened form
DSTIX may without 1 consec. (as in Prov. vii. 7) e.x-

press past time, as is frequent in poetry, comp. ve». 12
here and in the Psalm (Bottch.).
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opponents under me ;* literally, " didst make
tliem bend the knee.''—And 'my enemies,
thou madest them turn the back to me

;

Jitei'ully, " thou gavestf them to me as neck
[nape]."—Vers. 42, 43. The enemy look in vain
to the Lord for help. They looked out to the
Lord (comp. Isa- xvii. 7, 8) ; the Psalm has: " they
cried." The enemies are not to be regarded as

Israelites, because they looked to tiie help of the

Lord (Riehm in Hupf.
)

; the lieathen also in ex-

treme need might well exjtect deliverance from
the Ood of Israel, comp. 1 Sam. v. 7 ; vi. 5 ; John
ii. 14.—And I rubbed them to pieces (pul-

verized them) as dust of the earth, comp.
Gen. xiii. 16 ; Isa. xl. 12, their power was changed
into impotence. The Psalm has :

" as dust before

the wind," combining tlie two images of the beat-

ing the enemy to dust, and scattering them as dust

is scattered by the wind, comp. Isa. xxix. 5 ; xli.

2.—As the dust of the streets I did tram-
ple j and stamp them to pieces (the Psalm:
"I emptied them out.") The stamping of the

dirt of tlie street is tlie symbol of a contemptuous
treatment and rejection of what is in itself worth-
less. Comp. Isa. X. 6 ; Zech. x. 5. The descrip-

tion of the contest against the enemies under the

guidance and help of tlie Lord is completed by
the representation of their total destruction.

Vers. 44-46. The result of tliis conflict with
enemies, namely, sovereign dominion over them, I

and their humble subjection imder his royal i

power.—Ver. 44. Thou didst deliver me out
j

of the wars of my people (or, of peoples).

Since only external wars| are spoken of in the

pi-eceding and succeeding context, it is not at all

allowable to understand internal dissensions here
(Hitz., Hengst., Del., Keil). That would break
the connection, and destroy the continuity of

advance in the description of David's relation to

external enemies up to the point of complete
dominion over them by the Lord's help.—The
'' wars of my people " are the wars that his peo-

ple had to carry on against other nations under
his lead ; as he has previously spoken of them as

his wars, so now he regards them as his people^s.

He was doubtless led to this by thinking of his

position as king and head of his people, from
which position he saw as the result of his wars
the subjection of the heathen nations to his royal

* 'Jim for •'JITXn (iis in the Ps.) Piel with K omit-

ted, as in 3T for b"lX'_ (1 Sam. xv. 5) aud ''Ji3^>5 for

-JS^XO (Job^xxxv. 11), Ew. ? 232 6.—"Dp = "'Sv D'Op,

Ps. xcii. 12 fill, pomp. ver. 49 ; Ex. xv. 7; Deut. xxxiii.
11. Even where tlie verb is found only with a Preposi-
tion, the Partifiplc has .sometimes a Genitive with it.

Ges. § l:!o„ 1. Rem.
t 7^ptr\ for nnnj (so in the Ps.), " an elsewhere im-

T - T -T
possible shortening, to be at the best excused by the
fact tliat tins verb drops its 3 in the Imp^rf." (Ew. §
wr> c). Comp. TT = nv, Judg. xix. 11.—nij; jnj, usu-

ally intrans. "to turn the back" f2 Chr. xxix. C, comp.
Josh. vii. 8, 12), here and Ex. xxiii. 27 trans. " to malie

as neck " = to put to flight. Comp. Ps. xxi. 13 [12] JTt:^

3ty " to make into a baek (shoulder)."

t DpTX. from ppT " to make thin, crush." The Ps.

:

Op^K.

2 2""^, properly "legal contest," then "contest" in

general ; a " contest of peoples " must be war.

authority.—If we take the form C^I^) as plural,"
= ''peoples," then the ''wars o^ peoples" are
wars carried on by Israel Avith foreign nations,
" wars between peoples," in contrast with the
internal conflicts, tiie fortunate conclusion of
which has been before described (Riehm in
Ilupfeld).—David embraces all the Lord's helps
in these wars in this brief exclamation, in order
to declare how, as a consequence, the Lord has
made him head over these nations. Thou didst
preserve me (.in the Psalm more siniplv: didst
make me) to be head of the heathen, pre-
served me that I should become their head.
This reading connects the previous declaration
of deliverance with the following statement of

the servitude of the nations better than that of
the Psalm, because it directs attention to David's
dangers in those wars.—^A people ( = peoples)
that I knew not serves (serve) me.—The
collective sense "peoples" (DJ7) is to be taken

here, as above, on account of the parallelism with

the plural "nations" [Eng. A. V.: heathen];
not: "people, folks" (Hupfeld). "The Verb
(Impf.) is to be rendered as Present, since the

idea of the ' head of the nations ' is developed "

(Hupf.). Comp. chap. viii.—Ver. 45. Sons of
strangeness, that is, those strange (foreign)

nations ; the " foreign " answers to the " I knew
not" of the preceding verse—fawn on me (lit.:

lief to me), they pay fawning, hypocritical hom-
age, while their heart is full of hate and rage

[Eng. A. v.: submit tome].—At the hearing
of the ear they obeyed me.—The usual ex-

planation is :
" at the mere report of me and my

victories, before my arrival, they submitted them-
selves," based on job xlii. 5, where the " hearing

of the ear" stands in contrast with the ''seeing

of the eyes ;" against which is, that David in the

immediately preceding statement of the " fawn-

ing " of the enemy, and in the above description

of their subjection presupposes his personal pre-

sence, and the reflexive (NiphalJ) verb ''obeyed"

exhibits personal obedience to a personal com-
mand. We therefore render (with Bottcher and
Hujif.) : "at the hearing of the ear ( = when
they heard the command) they showed themselves

obedient to me," comp. Lsa. xi. 3. Hengsten-

berg's passive rendering :
" who were heard to

me by the hearing of the ear," that is, of whom I

knew previously only by hearsay, is forced and

ambiguous. The two menibers of ver. 45 stand

in the P.salm in the reverse order.—Ver. 46.

Withered away, all physical strength and

moral courage left them, they became dull and

* As in Ps cxliv. 2, and "^D "strings" for Wi^ Psa.

xlv. 9 [8]. On such shortening of im to i fas the Dual

D'- to -_, Ezek. xiii. 18 'T) comp. Ges. ? 87, 1 b, Ew. ?

177 a ; Ewald regards the 'SJI here as certainly a plural.

—The Sing. DJ7 in the Psalm is not = " men, folks"

(Hupf.), but is collective, as in the last clause of this

verse, Job .xxxiv. .'iO and Isa. .xlii. 6.

t Huhpael ; tlie Ps. has Piel (and so Ps. lxvi.3; Ixxxi.

16 [15]) ; Deut. xxxiii. 29 has Niphal. [It may be consi-

dered doubtful whether the notion of hypocrisy enters

here; it is not improbably an oriental expression for

complete submission.

—

Tr.1
+ Instead of the usual t^al ;

perhaps we should pom\i

it Qal. The Niph. occurs in this sense.—The Psalm has

rm yn^i instead of 'X j;;i"3iyV
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wretched (comp. Ex. xviii. 18). In tlie next

claupe the Psalm has ''trembled" [ = came
trembling], while our passage (unless it be an

error of copyist for the Psalm-word*) has: "they

liobble (their strength being broken) out of their

enclosures (or, fortresses) ;" it is not to be ren-

dered : "they gird themselves (in order to come
forth)" (Hengst. [Phil.]), since this does not

accord with the representation here given of

voluntary subjection. The reference of the words
to " prisons and bonds," into which the strangers

are thrown as "refractory" (Bottcher) is against

the connection, which speaks only of uncondi-

tional obedience and complete subjection of ene-

mies. Rather there is supposed here the WTCtched
condition produced by a long siege ; the enemy
come out of the fastnesses, in which they have
long been cooped up, in miserable condition, in

•order to submit themselves to the victor.—[Eng.

A. V. adopts the Psalm-text: "shall be afraid,"

and so Erdmann in liis translation: ''tremble,"

and this is perhaps preferable, comp. Micah vii.

17.— In vers. 45, 46, Erdmann renders the vei'bs

Present in his translation (fawn, obey, wither,

tremble), while in the Exposition he makes them
Aorist (fawned, etc.) ; the former is better.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 47-51. Conclusion of the song. On

the ground of the deliverances he has expe-
rienced (here briefly recapitulated from the

content in a number of epitliets) David first

again p?Y(/ses God (vers. 47-49), as in the begin-

ning of the song. To this j^hrase, which looks to

the past, he adds the voiv of thanksgiving (vers. 50,

51), looking beyond Israel to the salvation to

<?ome to the heathen, and prophesying the fulfil-

ment for all time of the promises given to him,
God's Anointed, and to his seed.

Ver. 47. "Living is the Lord." So must the
phrase (" 'H) be rendered, and not optatively:

"long live Jehovah," transferring (as most mo-
dern expositors do) the usual fornnila of homage:
''long live the king" (xvi. 16; 1 Sam. x. 24; 1

Kin. i. 25, 39; 2 Kings xi. 12) to God as king of

Israel. That formula ('^^.'Sn ^T\]) relates to the

mortality of the king. Our phrase is the stand-
ing oath-formula [as the Lord liveth, by the life

of Jehovah], and always assumes life [vitality] to

be exclusively an attribute of God. Here only
the ibrraula is not an oath, but a declaration:
living is the Lord !— an exclamation in the tone
of a doxology. Comp. 1 Tim. vi. 16: "God, who
alone has immortality." God is here called living

not in contrast with the idols of the heathen (v.

Leng., Hengstenberg), to which there is no allu-

sion in the context, but in reference to the ene-
mies and dangers from which God saved him.
And so the two following exclamations are simply
declarations of the being of God as it has been
revealed in the preceding experiences of the
singer. Blessed (praised), my rock! (see

* The Psalm has the in. key. Jin (Chald. KJ^P) " to

be frightened," = TJ'I '• tremble " (in Mic. vii. 17 in the
~ T

same connection). Our passage has *1Jin> perhaps error
- T

for Jin; if it be correct, it is not "gird" (which does
not suit the connection), hut (with Hit/.., Del., Bottch.,
Then.) nfter the Aramaic, = ' halt, hobble" (Talmud.
Ijn "lame").

oV

ver. 2).—Exalted is the rock-God of my
salvation.—The P.salm has merely: "The God
of my salvation." The "cudted" is to be taken

not subjectively (exalted by the praise offi?red

Him), but objectivelv, exalted in His own majesty

and might (Ps. xlviill [10] ; xxi. 14 [13] ; Ivii.

6, 12 [5, 11]). Not: "be he exalted"* [so Eng.
A. v.] The rock-God of my salvation= the rock-

like God, who brings me salvation; comp. ver. 3.

To the three declarations oi what God is, answer, in

vers. 48, 49 the statements of God's deeds, wherein
David has learned what He is to hivi, and wherein

He has shown Himself to be the living, rock-lirm

and exalted God. Here God's deeds of deliver-

ance (as described in ver . 5-20, 29-46) are briefly

brought together. — Ver. 43. The God that
avenges me.—This shows that God lives, inas-

much as He does not leave His servant as a guilty

man in the power of the enemy, but manifests his

innocence by executing vengeance f for him. In
Ps. xciv. 1 God is '' the God of vengeance." And
subjects (lit.: makes come down) nations
under me.—The Psalm has: "drivesj [or sub-

dues] nations tmder me " (the expression is found

elsewhere only in Psalm xlvii. 4 [3]).—Ver. 49.

Who brought me forth from my enemies
(comp. ver. 20).—Psalm: "delivered me." [In

ver. 48 Dr. Enlmann renders the verbs in past

lime (gave, subdued) in his translation; the time

can be determined only from the context; here

the present seems better.

—

Tr.] And from my
adversaries thou liftedst me on high—that

is, on a rock, pregnant construction for: thou lift-

edst me np and thereby savedst me from my ene-

mies. The declaratory discourse here passes into

address. From the man of violent deeds
thou savedst me.—Instead of the unusual plu-

ral (Ps. cxl. 2, 5 [1,4]) the Ps. has the Sing,

"man [or, men] of violence." Most expo-sitora

take the phrase collectively: "men of violences"

(as Prov. iii. 31) of a whole class of enemies.

But it accords better with this conclusion and
with the whole content of the song to refer the

phrase to Saul, who is also expressly mentioned
in the superscription. In ver. 47 David declares

in general what God is to him, and how He has
announced and attested Himself to him in all

His deeds of deliverance ; then in ver. 48 he looks

at God's help against external enemies ("thou
broughtest down nations under me"), comp. vers.

29-46 ; in ver. 49 he recalls the deliverances of

the Sauline persecution. With the thought of

Saul, whose rejection by the Lord was the cause

of his enmity to the Lord's Anointed called in in

his stead, connects itself naturally in David's

mind (on the ground of the Lord's choice) tlie

thought of the salvation that God has bestowed
on him as His Anointed, and— of this he is sure

—

will also further bestow on him and his seed.

This salvation He will also proclaim among the

heathen, that they along with Israel may share

therein.

Vers. 50, 51. The "therefore" attaches the de-

claration in these verses as a consequence to the

* This would require Ql' instead of DO'.
T T

t r>1DpJ always in the plural. " To take " vengeance,

Tr)J here and iv. 8, TW^ Jndg. xi. 36 ; Ezek. xxv. 17.
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preceding summary laudation of God's deeds of

salvation. David here expresses a resolution and
a row ever to praise the Lord's name. This voiv

of thanksgiving lie so presents that he 1 ) expressly

declares his praise (by the therefore) to be a thank-

oflering due to the Lord, also his rightful fruit

from the prer'.eding experiences of his salvation.

To thy name will I sing.—The name of God
is here the concept [or representative] of all His
deeds of deliverance, whereby He has revealed

Himself as his God and his people's, as which
David has hitherto praised him. 2) David de-

clares the eitejit to which he will proclaim the

jiraise of his God: I will praise thee, O Lord,
among the nations.—The nations are not only
to be subdued by force, but are now to learn to

know the living God of Israel and His salvation

;

His praise is therefore not to be confined to the

land of Israel, but to be i^roclaimed among the
heatlien. This presumes that He is the God of the

heathen also, and that they are called to share in tlie

salvation revealed to Israel. Comp. Ps. ix. 12 [11] ;

Ivii. 10 [9] ;
xcvi. 3, 10; cv. 1 ; Isa. xii. 4. In

proof of this truth Paul (Rom. xv. 9) quotes this

passage along with Ps. cxvii. 1, and Dent, xxxii.
43.—3) As the ground of his vow David declares

the Lord's promise of good to Him, and his seed

(ver. 51). " Who makes great the salvation of
his king," literally :

" salvations;" the plural in-

dicating the manifoldness and riclmess of the
salvation. The marginal reading :

" fullness of

salvation" is a singular conjecture,* and must be
rejected ; it is obviouslv instead of the similar
form, = " tower," Ps. Ixi. 4 [3] ; Prov. xviii. 10
[Eng. A. V. also adopts this reading "tower,"
against which, however, are all the ancient ver-

sions and the best Hcb. manuscripts.

—

Tr.]. The
text, = " he wlio makes great," is to be retained.

It refers to the fullness of salvation (certainly to

be expected on the ground of the divine promises)
that tlie I;ord will bestow in ever increasing rich-

ness on His king, the theocratic ruler that He has
called and inducted, who regards himself only as

God's instrument. God's "grace [mercy] " is the

source of his " manifestations of salvation." A
threefold prophetic declaration of thefutu7'e factual

'proof of this grace to His Anointed, is here ex-
])ressed : a. David affirms that lie is sure of it for

himself ; the " to David " stands independently,
not, as Hengst. says, along with " and to his seed

"

as definition of the "to his anointed;" b. the
promised salvation will, however, be extended to

/(/,s seed also. Tlie direct reference of these words
to the promise in 2 Sam. vii. 12-10 is apparent

;

on the ground of this promise David declares the
certainty of continuance through his heirs, of the
dominion of his house ; c. the testimony of

praise culminates in the prophecy of the everlast-

irig duration of TJod's manifestations of grace and
blessing, which will be imparted to David, and
his seed according to the promise. Comp. 2
Sam. vii. 15, 16.

Ilupfeld rejects these closinj? words :
" to

David and to his seed forevermore " as a later

afhlition to the song (in so far as it is to be as-

cribed to David) on the following grounds: 1)

* 'ynjp, after njD of Ps. Ixi. 4. The text is SnJO,

Hiph. Partioiplf of Sni

David would not have spoken of himself by the
phrase :

'' to David," and 2) not David, but only
a later adherent of the Davidic dynasty could
have said :

" and to his seed forevermore." But
these grounds are not valid; for in fact David
does call himself by name in xxiii. 1, and in the
prayer 2 Sam. vii. 20, 26

; and how can the refer-
ence to his peed and its continuance be regarded
as not Davidic, wlien David was assured of the
perpetuity of the royal dominion of his family
by the

_

promise 2 Sam. vii. 12 sqq. ?—Thenius'
supposition, that the words may liave been an af-
terwards added bit of flattery to David's posterity,
can be explained only by a complete ignoring of
David's hope based on that promise 2 Sam. vii.,

and receives at best meagre support from the very
subjective argument that the two preceding clauses-

sufficed to express the author's thought.—Eottcher
regards the whole of ver. 51 as a later addition
in imitation of other Davidic conclusions ta
songs " as homage to tlie royal house." But his

affirmation that this does not accord with genuine
Davidic productions is set aside by the Jact that
ideas, and even words here agree with David's
words in 2 Sam. vii. He further contends that
by the retention of ver. 51 the probably signifi-

cant number [50] is exceeded; but (apart from
his " probably," )—the untenableness of this con-
jecture is strikingly shown by his manipulation
of ver. 3 into two verses in order (after the omis-
sion of ver. 51) to get 50 verses besides the su-

perscription, while the retention of ver. 51 gives
this number already.

On the mutual relation of the ttvo recensions of
this song in Ps. xviii. and 2 Sam. xxii., critics

are very much divided. Hengstenberg's view
(Avhich is that of the older expositors)—that the
two texts are two different recensions of the same
song by David himself, both equally authentic

and good, the Psalm being the original, and the
2 Sam. the later—is altogether untenable in the
face of the not few variations that are obviously

unintended, accidental, and are to be referred to the
carelessness of the uritten tradition or the nncertainty

of the oral. Thus the carelessness of a transcriber

is shown in the interchange of certain letters in

vers. 11, 43 ant' "'),,ver. 33 (J and ^), ver. 12
(1 and D), and the omission of words in vers. 13,

36, where the text of tlie Psalm is complete.—The
question as to the originality of the two texts is

to be decided by examination of the intentional

changes. And to sucli intentional changes is to

be referred a long list of deviations in the Psalm-
text as Sommer (Bib). Abb. I. pp. 167-173, Bonn,
1846) has convincingly shown in detail. "We
find," lie remarks," occiisional free change of

text in order to remove possible difficulties, to

make clear, by the expression, the antiquated

writing, the grammatical forms, and, where it

can be easily done, to put what is usual and

known in place of what is peculiar in concejition

or language. For the same reason that the tran-

.scriber of the Psalm abandoned the ancient

sparseness of vowel-letters (Ges. Lehrg. p. 51)

and, wliere it seemed necessary, carefully inserted

a Waw or Yod, he has resolved and regularly in-

flected the contracted verbal forms, and here and

there sejjarated a prejiosition from a noun, in

order to facilitate the ajiprehension of tin; words

(whicli were written without vowel-signs) and
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avoid poss?ible niisnnderstandings." (For par-

ticulars see Sonimer, as above. ) It does not how-

ever hence appear, that tlie preference is to be

accorded to tlie Psahntext that is given it by the

latest critics, Gramberi;; (in Winer, Exeg. St. I.

1 ), Bi Wette, Hupfeld, Hitzig, Ewald, Olshau-

sen,"'=- Dclitzsch. But neither can the text of 2

Sam. xxii. be regarded a-* the original, since it

contains variations that are explained by careless

transcription and tradition (Hupf.), and probablv

also by the fact that tliis psalm, incorporated in

a historical book, shared the fate of all historical

texts, care for poetic form and rhythm early

yielding to regard for the mere sense (Hitzig).

It is, however, characteristic of the text of 2 Sam.
xxii., that it contains not a few " licenses of po-

pular language" (Del.), and that the defective

mode of writing, which points to higher an-

tiquity, is the prevailing one. On the other hand
in the psalm-text (which Bottcher calls the
" priest-recension " over against the 2 Sam. xxii.

as the '' laic recension ") a later revision is un-

mistakable. " The vulgarisms, and in part the

archaisms also, are there effaced; the whole style

is more cultivated" (Bottch.). Therefore Von
Lengerke's view, that the two texts are of about

equal value {cnmmenf. crit. de chtplic'i Ps. xviii.
(

exrmph, Regiom. 1833, 4) cannot be looked on as
|

proven, but the preference is to be given to the I

recension in 2 Sam. xxii. on account of its stamp
|

of higher antiquity, which Von Lengerke must 1

admit is given it by its more sparing use of vowel
j

signs. The two recensions are independent of
|

one another, neither of them being the authentic ; !

but 2 Sam. xxii. is the older, whether it was
taken from an older manuscript (Ewald), or, as

Delitzscli supposes, belonged to the " Annals of

David " (Dihre ha-yamim). one of the sources of

the Books of Samuel. Bottcher: ''Thus then,

the text of Ps. xviii. is, as a whole, completer and
purer, but 2 Sam. xxii. though somewhat more
defective, yet in details truer to the original and
archaicform."

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. This longest and most artist icf of David's
psalms that have come down to us is also one of
the most important in respect to the history of

\

God's kingdom and. salvation. For it embraces
|

all God's deliverances in David's life before and
j

after his accession to the throne, and extols them
\

as proofs of the favor and faithfulness of his God,
who chose him as his servant to this high royal !

dignity, and gave him the most glorious pro-
mises of the permanent duration of his kingdom
in his seed. The pillars on which this great
royal psalm rests are the two self-revelations of

j

God to David, that determine His theocratic !

royal position : His call to be king in Saul's
}

stead, and the promise of the everlasting duration i

of his kingdom ; the first supports that part of
the Psalm that refers to the Sauline persecution,

* [Justus Ol.shausen (in ).e di.stingui.=hed from Her-
mann Olshau.sen, the oommentator on the N. T.), writer

'

ot the Commentary on Psalms in the Condensed Exe-
sxetical Manual, a good grammarian, but hyperskeptical
as a oritic.

—

Tr.]
j

t Amyraldus: " a most excellent .specimen of tlie po-
etic art :" Hitzig :

'• an unequalled product of art and
reflection." I

the second the part that describes God's help
against foreign enemies. Looking on these de-

liverances as fulfilments of the promise, he ex-
pressly refers to it at the close, and at the same
time looks to the future with sure hope of the
fulfilment of the promise in the imperishable
dominion of his house. So Delitzsch [introduc-

tory remarks on Ps. xviii. ; he compares the Ps.

to the Assyrian monumental in.scriptions.^TR.].

2. Because God's deeds are incommensurable for

human feeling and apprehension, David's thank-
ful heart c;in find in language no adequate expres-

sion for them. Hence the exuberant aggregation

of terms in vers. 2-4, which set forth the inverse

relation of human capacity for praise to God's
manifestations of grace. '' The poet begins a
lay, in which he wishes to praise (iod for His
help, the strength given liim to do great deeds,

his elevation to be king over nations, for all the

blessings of his long and eventful life. Here at

the outset the recollection of these exceeding

mercies comes over his soul with overwhelming
force; he can find no satisfactory term wherewith
to call on the God of his salvation, and therefore

piles term on term" (Sommer, as above, p. 152).

3. The praise of God's name is not only fruit,

but also root of prayer (ver. 4) ; for the experiences

of God's grace and faithfulness, which impel to

praise, also strengthen faith, are the foundations of

hope for further mercies, assure the fulfilment of

promises in thefuture, and warrant fervent prayer

for new help under appeal to past blessings.

4. TJie cordial intercourse of prayer between the

Old Testament saints and their covenant-God
(comp. vers. 4-7) is the factual proof of the positive

self-revelation of the personal, living God, without

whose initiative such overspringing of the chasm
between the holy God and sinful man were im-

possible, but also the most striking refutation of the

false view that the religion of tlie Old Covenant
presents an absolute chasm between God and
man. The real life-com/m.union between the heart

that goes immediately to its God in prayer and
the God who hears such prayer is, on the one
hand, in contrast with the extra-testamental reli-

gion of the pre-Christian world alone foimded on
God's positive-historical self-revelation to His
people and the thereby established covenant-re-

lation between them, and, on the other hand, as

sporadic anticipation of the life-communion with

God established by the New Testament Mediator,

it is a factual prophecy of the religious-ethical life-

communion (culminating in prayer) between man
redeemed by Christ and His Heavenly Father.

5. Nature, as God's creature and man's fellow-

creature, is the symbolical means for the figura-

tive presentation of the personal self-revelation

of God to man. The images derived from the
light, which is God's garment (Ps. civ. 2), the
cloud, which is called His tent (.Job xxxvi. 29;
Ps. xcvii. 2), the thunder, in which His voice is

heard (P.s. xviii. 14 [13]; Job xxxvii. 2), the
lightning and fire-flames, wherein burns His wrath
and punitive justice (.ludg. v. 4 ; Isa. xxx. 27
sq.; Ps. 1. 2, 3; Ixviii. 8; xcvii. 2), and the
earthquake, the terror that precedes the revelation

of His judgment (Ps. Ixxvii. 19 [18] ; cxiv. 4;
Joel ii! 10; iv. 16; Nah. i. 5; Isa. xxiv. 18)
exhibit those sides of the being of the self-re-

vealing God to which natural phenomena, b^
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virtue of their divine origin, are related. "This
symbolism of nature rests on the conception that

certain qualities in God's being and work answer

to it. Hence God is sometimes represented as

present and efficient in these natural phenomena
(not merely accompanied by them), and in bold

and vivid expression the rousing and utterance

of His anger is portrayed as the kindling of His
light-nature in all the turns of fiery and flaming

figures, even to the point that smoke issues from

His wrath-snorting nose (Deut. xix. 9 ; Es. Ixxiv.

1 ; Ixxx. 5 [4] ) and devouring tire from His
mouth (comp. the description of the crocodile,

Job xli. 10 sqq.) from the "burning coals within

Him. Not in themselves, therefore, but only
under certain circumstances and limitations do
these phenomena of nature form in part the sym-
bol, in part the means of the theophany " (Moll
[in Lange's Bible- Workl on Ps. xviii., Doct. and
Eth. 5).—"All nature .stands in a relation of

sympathy to man, in that it shares his curse and
blessing, ruin and glory, and in a (so to .speak)

synergetic [co-operative] relation to God, in that

it pre-announces and instrumentally accomplishes
His mighty deeds " (Delitzsch on Ps. xviii. 8-10).

6. Tlie law of God's retributive riyhteousness is the

fundamental law of the divine government of the world.

The condition of man's deliverance by God is

life in rir/hteous7iei^s before God, which pre-svpposes

full devotion of heart to God, and shows itself in

earnest striving after faithful fulfillment of God's
commands. God bestows His salvation and bless-

ing on the fiiithful righteous (comp. Deut.
xxviii.) ; on the apostate wicked he sends His
judgments, and hears not their cry for help, be-

cause, they being in trouble, turn to Him not in

living faith and trust, but in superstition. He
who (like David), with heart, life and desire

turned towards God, seeks and finds in life-com-

munion with Him his highest good and complete
satisfaction, may (with David), on the ground of

this law of retributive righteousness, affirm that

he has had help of the Lord, becaiise God cannot
leave without proof of Plis faithful mercy those

who trust in Him and in His word without wish-

ing to gain or lay claim to merit for themselves.

Self-praise, indeed, and vain self-contemplation

in such an appeal to one's own righteousness is

not lawful ; and it is here excluded, since David
expressly declares that pride is the object of the

divine judgment (ver. 28). Comp. Isa. ii. 11;
Prov. vi. 17. This humble appeal to one's right-

eous walk before God under God's guidance is

indeed at bottom only praise to God Himself.

For the righteousness, wherein one Avalks before

God, is God's own work. " David owes his right-

eousness wholly to his faithful adherence to God,
who preserves His servant from sins so that the}'

do not rule over him.—He here dwells on his

righteousness, not from vain self-contemplation,
but to quicken himself and others to zeal in the
fulfillment of the law.—The charge of pride of
virtue, if it were true, woidd lie also against
many expressions of Christian hynni-writers. So,

for example, in Anton Ulrich's fine hymn:
Nun tret' ich wieder aus der Ridi, the strophe:
So ist getrost mein frischer Muth,—Mein Gott
gelit ninimer meinen Steg, wo ich nicht wandle
seinen Weg [never goes my God my path, when I

walk not in His way] '' (Hengst. on Ps. xviii. 20).

7. To this truth of the retributive righteous-
ness of God attaches itself as further ground for
it (vers. 26, 27) the thought of ethical reciprocal
oc<i'oft between God in His ethical bearing towards
man, and man in his ethical position in respect
to God. There is no question here of an intel-

lectual conception of God's being, as if David
meant to say : God appears to every man accor-
ding as the man is disposed and" constituted.
Certainly the history of religion everywhere
(Christian and non-Christian) proves that the
views of (jod that the unaided reason arrives at

are the reflection of the ethical condition of soul,

which determines the intellect; the character of
the knowledge of God depends (m the ethical

character of the M'hole lile. Here, however, is

expressed the truth that God's objective, real con-
duct towards men according to His retributive

righteousness corresponds exactly to man's ethical

conduct towards God, and by the reflection of this

righteous conduct of God, as exhibited in His
punitive judgments, in man's perverted mind
arises a caricature of God's nature, which is

more and more confirmed and filled out in the

conception of the man that turns from God and
continues to harden his heart against Him. Comp.
Moll, on Ps. xvii., Doct. and Eth. 6; who refers

to 1 Sam. xxvi. 33; Isa. xxix. 14; xxxi. 3; Job
!
V. 13; Prov. iii. 34. [This last view, the per-

verted conception of God in men's minds, while
correct in itself, is not contained in this Psalm.

—

Tr.].

8. In the gracious helps, wherein God reveals

Himself to His people as the living one, faith in

the living God grows to the ever completer know-

ledge of the truth that God is the Living One in

the absolute sense, and finds involuntary utterance

in the declaration: "Living is the Lord" (ver.

47). The experiences and guidances of the lives

of God's children are the proof that God is a

living God, who enters into their life witli His
light and His strength, with the consolation of

His love and the help of His might." " That
David is living, exalted and blest, shows that his

God is living, exalted and to be blessed. He is

the living proof of his livingness, exaltedness

and praiseworthiness" (Hengst.).

9. The jubilant tone in which Old Testament

piety speaks of revenge on enemies lacks the thor-

ough sanctification and consecration, whose only

source is in the holy love of God, poured out by

the Holy Ghost (Eom.v. 5) in the hearts of those

who are become children of God through faith

in Jesus Christ, and can practice that love of

enemies that was necessarily still foreign to the

Old Testament standpoint. But while this differ-

ence between the standpoints of the Old and New
Testaments is maintained, the relative truth and

justification of these utterances of David on re-

venge on enemies (ver. 48 sq.) must not be ignored.

For David here speaks in the consciousness of

his calling as theocratic king, who had to fight

for the Lord's people, and carry on the Lord's

wars; it is the Lord Himself that has taken the

revenge and given it him ; the victories that have

laid at his feet the enemies of God's kingdom are

the Lord's own deeds. And this is the prefigure-

ment and svmbol of God's mighty deeds in the

defence of the New Testament kingdom of grace,

and of the conquest of the hostile world by the
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spiritual weapons of His word and the power of
i
His power a firm support, an invincible ally both

His Spirit, till after this conquest comes the tri-
I
in defence and in offence. [Spurgeox:* "In

umphant kingdom of glory.
{
Him will I trust." Faith must be exercised, or

10. Davidaffirms(ver.50sq.)theu?iiyersa/('<!/o/<Ae ' the preciousness of God is not truly known- and
salvation, whose original source is the glorious re-

|

God must be the object of faith, or faith is mere
vehitions of God to His chosen people; the (iod of I presumption.—Tr.]
Israel is also the God of the heathen. The means I Ver. -1 sq. Tlie praise of God has its ground in
of bringing them to the knowledge of the living I tlie benefits received from God and in the expe-
God is not the sword, but tiie proclamation of

;

rience of His salvation; it forms the foundation
(iod's great deeds for His people. As David, in

|

for new requests, it conlirms the heart in child-
his character of missionary to the heathen world,

j

like confidence, and it heigiitens the courao-e of
praises his God's grace, so at bottom all mission-

]
faith.—The wholesome fruit of severe afflictions

ary work among the heathen is, in the announce-
i

and sore conflicts is for the children of God so
ment of the word of the God who is revealed in

i
much the more unconditional confidence in God's

Christ, a continuous praise of the name of the
\

compassion, so much the more hearty supplica-
living God. In David's word :

" I will praise
;

tion for God's help, so much the more blessed ex-
thee among the heathen," the missionary idea of , perience of His hearing and delivering grace.

—

the universal, all-embracing salvation of God
\

God speaks to men through the powers and gifts

breaks over the bounds of national-theocratic par- ' of His visible creation the language of His good-
ticularism.

—"As it was among the heathen that
|

ness and compassionate fatherly love, Matt. v. 45

;

he himself most proudly sang .Jahve's praise, and
[

but He also speaks through the mighty forces of
by his whole life proclaimed to them His sole

\

nature the language of His wrath and His puni-
majesty ( wherein he followed, only with far more

|

five righteousness.

—

Berl,. B. : The Lord is such
power, Deborah's example, Judg. v. 3), so from a soul's rock; for it has no other steadfastness than
now on could and should every member of this

j

God, who establishes Himself in it and confirms
congregation of Jahve take position towards the I

it in perfect immovableness, for it is the immova-
heathen" [Ewald, Gesch- [Hist, of Israel] III. ' bleness of God Himself.

—

Lutiier : David wishes
273, Rem.).

I

hereby to instruct us that there is nothing so bad,
11. As the centre, whence the light of salvation

j

so great, so vast, so mighty, so lasting that it can-
was to shine on the heathen, David has in view

I

not be overcome through the power of God, if we
God's revelations of salvation and grace, as thev '

only trust therein; likewise that then especially

were imparted to him, the Anointed of the Lord, ' should we have cause to hope for God's power to

and, according to the promise, 2 Sam. vii., were become mighty in us, when many great, strong
to be imparted to his seed that was destined to

j

^^^^ persistent evils powerfully press upon us.

everlasting royal dominion. But the line, in
—

" I call on the Lord, who is worthy to be
which his prophetic glance at the end of the Song

I

praised." This is in time of trouble the noblest
in tlie light of this promise looks into the future

j

of doctrines, and thoroughly golden. It is in-

of this seed, runs in the historical fulfilment of
j

credible what a powerful means such praise to God
t'lis Messianic prophecy beyond the earthly throne

{

is when danger assails. For as soon as you begin
of the Davidic house, and ends in "the Son of 1

to praise God, so soon the evil becomes lessened,

God, who was born of the seed of David accord- the consoled spirit waxes stronger, and there fol-

lows the calling on God with confidence.

Ver. 7. [Lord Bacon (in Spurgeon) : If you
listen even to David's harp, you shall hear as
many hearse like airs as carols. Prosperity is not
without many fears and distastes; and adversity is

not without comforts and hopes.-TR.]

—

Cramer :

It is God's counsel and will that we should call

on Him. Ps. 1. 15.

—

Calvin: In naming God
his God, he distinguishes himself from the coarse
despisers of God and from the hypocrites, who do
indeed when ]iressed by need call confusedly on
the heavenly divinity, b^it do not either with con-
fidence or with one heart drasv near to God, of
whose fatherly grace they know nothing.

—

Berl.
B. : If thy God has now heard thee, O thou
afflicted king, instruct us also how it has gone
therewith and with thy cry and prayer for delive-

rance. [SpuRCiEOX : There was no great space
between the crv and its answer. The Lord is not

I it; to the flesh" (Rom. i. 3), and is the Anointed
of God in the absolute sense. In Rom. xv. 9
Taui, quoting David's words here fver. 50), de-
clares him to be the Saviour, through whom,, ac-
cording to God's mercy, the heathen also become
partakers of salvation, and praise God therefor.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1. [Taylor : Let us learn to thank God
for our mercies and deliverances. "When the
crisis of some great agony is on us, there are no
words which leap so readily to our lips as these

:

"God help me I" At such times we feel shut up
to go to God, and we engage our friends to pray
to Him on our behalf But when the danger is

pHt and the suflTering is gone, how seldom we
think of Him on whom, while they lasted, we
called so p.assionately for rel'ef Of the ten lepers
wiiom Jesus cleansed, only one returned to "

slack concerning His promise, but is swift to rescue
^'^^^

I His afflicted.—Tr.]

hand should put a new son- into our niouth"," even
' '^'^'- '^ «1- .^chlier : How poor we are when

praisestoourGorl.—Tr.]— Ver. 2. Human,speech
cannot find words enough to [jraise snfficientlv the
fulness of the divine grace and the riches of CJod's
goodness. Comp. Rom. xi. 33.—God not merely

surrounded by cold, heartless nature, and how
well off we are when everywhere we can see and
mark the Lord's hand. Let us see the Lord's

* [This and the other quotations from Spurgeoo
{/ti'es to them that t'-u-it in Him all that is neces- !

throufchont the chapter are from hi.« "Treasury of Da-
sirv for them, but He Hiimelf /s- to them 'ill tbit I

^''^'•" ^ (^"Piou.« commentary on the P:=alms, which does

ft>a„ „ ^ rr,i
"''/i'^/f""^-^^(' ';'^ 10 rnem an mat ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ critinism or exact exegesis, hut is rich m

lue^ neea. llie Lord is to His people through I homiletical matter, original and selected.—Tb.]
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hand even in the events ofcommon life.

—

Starke:

All God's creatures testify of His glory, Ps. xix.

2 sq. ; all the elements have to be at His com-

mand.—Schlier : The Lord helps if we pray

aright. [Spurgeon : Things were bad for David

before he prayed, but they were muc;h worse for

his foes so soon as the petition had gone up to

heaven.

—

Tr.]

Vers. 18 sqq. Hexgstenberg :
'' For they were

too strong for me"—here it is assumed that our

utter lack of might compels the Lord to make use

of His almightiness for our benefit.—Starke :

Every victory comes from God ; He is the true

man of war. Exod. xv. 3; Ps. xlvi. 10 [9].—

Human help commonly tails ; but he who leans

upon God as a strong staff is never put to shame.

Ps. xxiii. 4. Berl. B. : After all sufferings en-

dured there is given the soul a holy freedom, and

it gains through its trial a boundless enlargement.

This it never recognizes until after the work is

finished and God has delivered it from all its

pains. And why has He delivered it from them ?

Because tliis soul has pleased Him.—S. Schmid :

Believers find their best consolation and motive

to patience in the knowledge that they please God.

1 Pet. iii. 14.

Vers. 21 sqq. Hengstenberg : With all the

weakness common to men they yet fall apart into

two great halves, between wliich a great gulf is

fixed, the wicked and the righteous, and only the

latter can be heard when they pray.—Cramer :

In all persecution, hostility and opposition we

should labor to have always a good conscience;

for that is our rejoicing, 2 Cor. i. 12 ;
Acts xxiv.

16._yxARKE: A beautiful description of a true

Christian. Well for him that strives to attain it.

The rigliteousness of pious Christians pleases God
when it proceeds from faith. Eom. v. 1.— [Spur-

6E0N : Before God, the man after God's own heart

was a humble sinner; but before his slanderers he

could, with unblushing face, speak of the clean-

ness of his hands and the righteousness of his life.

.... There is no self-righteousness in an honest

man's knowing that he is honest, nor even in his

believing that God rewards him_ in Providence

because of his honesty, for such is often a most

evident matter of fact It is not at all an

opposition to the doctrine of salvation by grace,

and no sort of evidence of a Pharisaic spirit, when

a gracious man, having been slandered, stoutly

maintains his integrity, and vigorously defends

his character Read the cluster of expres-

Rions in this and the following verses as the song

of a good conscience, after having safely outridden

a storm of obloquv, persecution and abuse, and

there will be no fear of our upbraiding the writer

as one who sets too high a price upon his own

moral character.-HENRY (ver. 2.3) : A careful

abstaining from our own iniquity is one ol the

best evidences of our own integrity ;
and the tes-

timonv of our conscience that we have done so,

'
will bo such a rejoicing, as will not only lessen

the griefs of an afflicted state, but increase the

comforts of an advanced state. David reflected

witli more comfort upon his victories oyer his

own iniquitv, than upon his conquest of Goliath,

and all the hosts of the uncircumcised Philistines
;

and the witness of his own heart to his upright-

ness was sweeter, though more silent music than

theirs that sang, " David has slain his ten thou-

sands." If a great man be a good man, Jiis good-
ness will be much more his satisfaction than liis

greatness.

—

Tr.]—As we are disposed towards
God, so is also God disposed towards us ; and as

we show ourselves towards Him so He also shows
Himself towards us. 1 Sam. ii. 30 ; xv. 23 ;

Matt. X. .33
; Luke vi. 37.—Ver. 27. D elitzscii :

The pious man's inward love God requites witli

intimate love, the lionest man's complete devo-
tion with full communication of grace, tlie striv-

ing after purity by a disposition rich in undis-

turbed love (comp. Psa. Ixxiii. 1), moral self-

perversion by strange judgments, in that He gives

up the perverse man to his perverseness (Eom. i.

28), and leads him along strange ways to final

condemnation. (Isa. xxix. 14, comp. Lev. xxvi.

23 sq.).

—

Beri^. B. : For this very reason does

that which is most righteous, seem to tlie per-

verse world to be perverse and unrigliteous, be-

cause the world is perverse and this does not

agree witli its evil principles. God is in their

estimation too rigliteous and exact, because He
tests with the greatest accuracy the distortions of

a dislocated conscience, and investigates such a

case with the severest strictness, as the Gospel ex-

plains of Him who had buried His talent.

[Spurgeon : The Jewish tradition was that the

manna tasted according to each man's mouth

;

certainly God shows Himself to each individual

according to his character.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 28.

Dei,itzsch : The church that is bowed
_
down

by sufferings experiences God's condescension for

her salvation, and her haughty oppressors ex-

perience God's exaltation for their humbling.

Ver. 29. S. Sch.mid : He whose light is the

Lord, walks safe in his ways. John xi. 9, 10.

—

Vers. 30 sq. Nothing in tlie world is so hard

and heavy that we cannot get tlie better of it by
God's help. Rom. viii. 37.—Berl. B. : All that

is a hindrance to men is to God no hindrance.

—

O how hemmed in we are when in ourselves

Ah ! how enlarged are we not, when we find oar-

selves in Thee, O my God. Then we run, and

nothing can stop or overthrow us.

—

Starke : If

we have done great things, we must ascribe the

honor not to ourselves but to God. Psa. cxv.

1.—Ver. 32. S. Schmid: Well for the man tliat

can in true faith call the Lord his God.
_
Psa.

xviii. 2, 3.—Vers. 33 sq. Cramer : War is not

in itself sinful nor Ijlameworthy, and God makes

righteous soldiers. Psa. cxliv. 1.—S. Schmid :

Ye warriors of Jesus Christ, who have to contend

with princes and mighty ones (Eph. vi. 12), call

God to your help, who "will teach your hands to

war.

Ver. 35. Hengstenberg : The outward

conflict against the enemies of the kingdom of

God is not in itself carnal, but becomes so only

through the disposition in which it is conducted ;

I'ust as the spiritual conflict is not in itself spirit-

ual, but onlv wlien it is conducted with divine

weapons alone, with the power which God sup-

plies. With rigiit does Luther find in our verse

the promise, " that to preachers who are taught

by God Himself, there is given an inexhausti-

ble and invincible power to withstand all op-

posers." This is therein contained not merely

inasmuch as what holds of one believer, also holds

of all others, but more directly too, inasmuch as

David here speaks not merely of himself but of
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liis whole family, which is completed in Chi-ist,

so that all he "says refers in the highest and

fullest sense to Christ and His kingdom, and His

servants. [A doubtful principle, and a precari-

ous inference.

—

Tr.]

Vers. 36 sq. Luther : Who are we then,

that we should either want to presume and un-

dertake to protect the truth and overcome the

enemies, or when we cannot succeed therein,

that we should want to get angry about it ? It

depends upon divine grace how we are preserved

and enlarged, not upon our undertakings and
pi-esumptuous fancy, that the glory may remain

with God alone.—Ver. 38. Luther: And this

lias happened and still happens in all victories

of the people of God, since in the beginning of

the conflict the enemies appear to be superior and
invincible ; but so soon as the assault is made
there is a growing strength ; the enemies take to

'flight, and are slain ; thereupon the church does

not cease to follow up the conflict won and the

Tictory gained, until it sweeps away all enemies.

Ver. 39. Calvin : As the wars of David are

•common to us, it follows that to us there is

promised an unconquerable protection against all

onsets of the devil, all lusts of sin, all tempta-
tions of the flesh.

—

Cramer : Christian knights
must not practice hypocrisy with the enemies of

Ood, or show them ill-timed compassion, but use

earnestness and zeal against them. 1 Sam. xv.

15 ; Psa. cxxxix. 21.—Vers. 40 sq. S. ScHMiD :

Nothing is more intolerable to the ungodly than
when they are humbled under those over whom
they have exalted themselves. [Ver. 42. Spur-
GEON : Prayer is so notable a weapon that even
the wicked will take to it, in their fits of despera-
tion. Bad men liave appealed to God against
•God's own servants, but in vain.

—

Tr.]
Ver. 47. Berl. B. : The Lord lives ! Hence

comes all the satisfaction of a true and pure soul,

because God is always living in him, and this

life of God no one can hinder. Psa. xlii. 3 [2].—
This alone constitutes the joy of a soul wholly
penetrated by pure love. Its joy consists not in
its salvation, but in the glory which from this

salvation accrues to God. Exod. xv. 2.—Ver.
•50 sq. Starke : A Christian should awake him-
self ever anew to the praise of God.

—

Schlier :

The more we think on what the Lord has done
for us, the more we gain courage and confidence
for the future. Ingratitude makes men despair-
ing and afraid

; true gratitude produces consola-

tion and courage. In thanksgiving we of course
think of the Lord and His goodness ; and when
we think of the Lord, how should we not also l)e

consoled ? The more gratitude, so much the
more confidence ; and the more confidence, so

much the more help for time and eternity.

[Ver. 1. Sonr/s of delivernnce. 1) A good man
may have many enemies; a) external, b) in-

ternal ("None betray us into sin, like the foes

we find within."). 2) The Lord delivers him
from one after another, and will at last deliver

him from all. 3) His songs of deliverance ; a)

for every particular deliverance in the course of

life, b) for the great deliverance in the hour of

death, c) amid the complete security of the life

eternal.—Vers. 5-20. Great trials and glorious

deliverance. I. The trials. 1) Alarming assaults

of wickedness (ver. 5). 2) Imminent perils of

death (ver. 6). II. The cry for help. 1) 'In dis-

tress' (ver. 7), men always cry out for help.

2) David calls on no human help but on Jehovah.

3) Invoking Him as 'my God.' 4) His cry was
heard. III. The deliverance. 1) Sublime tokens

of Jehovah's appearing, in majesty and wrath
(vers. 8-14). 2) Enemies vanquished and scat-

tered (ver. 15). 3) The sorely tried one is de-

livered; a) from calamities in general (vers. 16,

17), b) from powerful enemies choosing the time

of calamity to assail (vers. 18, 19). 4) He is

brought into great freedom and prosperity (ver.

20).-Tr.]
[Vers. 20-28. A fearless profession of integrity.

I. Delivered and rewarded because he pleased

God (vers. 20-21). II. How he professes to have
acted (vers. 22-24). 1) In general, keeping the

ways of the Lord (ver. 22). 2) Knowing and
obeying His revealed will (ver. 23). 3) Eefrain-

ingfrom sin (ver. 24). III. God's retaliations,

treating men exactly as they treat Him. (vers.

26-28). (Such a line of thought is quite foreign

to our ordinary preaching; but if properly

guarded in the statement and application, it might
be very wholesome.)—Ver. 32. Jehovah the only

God, and God the only rock.—Vers. 47-50.

Praise to the living God. 1) .Jehovah liveth (ver.

47)—not a mere nothing like the idols (Psa. cxv.

2-7)— not a mere idea like the Pantheist's God

—

but living, personal, active, knowing all, ruling

all. 2) As the living God, He delivers and pre-

serves His people (vers. 48, 49). 3) They should

praise Him ; a) bless Him themselves (ver. 47),

and b.) make Him known among the nations that

know Him not (ver. 50).

—

Tr.]
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FOURTH SECTION.

David's Last Prophetic "Words.

Chapter XXIII. 1-7.

1 Now [And] these be [are] the last words of David. David the son of Jesse
said, and the man ivho was raised up on high, the anointed of the God of Jacob,

2 and the sweet psalmist of Israel, said. The Spirit of the Lord [Jehovah] spake by
3 me [or, into me], and his word was in [on] my tongue. The God of Israel said,

the Rock of Israel spake to me, He that ruleth over men must be just, ruling in

4 the tear of God. And he shall be as the light of the morning, ivhen the sun riseth,

even [oni. even] a morning without clouds, as the tender grass springing out of the
earth by clear shining after rain [when from shining after raining the herb springs

5 from the earth]. Although my house be not so with God; [For is not my house
so with God?] yet [for] he hath made with me an everlasting covenant, ordered
in all things and sure ; for this is all my salvation, and all my desire, although he
make it not to grow [for all my salvation and all my pleasure, shall it not prosper

6 {or, shall he not cause it to prosper) ?]. But the sons of Belial shall be [And the
Avicked are] all of them as thorns thrust away, because they cannot be taken with

7 hands [for they are not laid hold of with the hand]. But the man that shall

[And if a man] touch them, must be [he is] fenced with iron and the staff of a
spear, and they shall be utterly burned with fire in the same place.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

These " last words of David " have not a
merely lyrical (Ewald), but a lyricahpi-opJtetical

character. Their historical presupposition is the
prophecy through Nathan, 2 Sam. vii. Their
connection with the preceding song, chap, xxii.,

is not indeed a chronological one, since there is no
chronologically definite statement in either; but
as both obviously belong (xxii. by its content,

xxiii. 1-7 by its title) to David's last years, they
cannot lie far apart in time, and both, partly by
their retrospect of a long and eventful life that

rose out of the depths to high honor, partly by
their outlook into a still more glorious future,

have the character of the solemn, grand final

words of a king. For an inward connection of
the contents of tiie two songs is clearly to be seen
in tlie fact that the closing view of ch. xxii.
(based on the propliecy of an everlasting house,
2 Sa.-n. vii.) traverses and controls this whole
song, xxiii. 1-7, that the seed of the Anointed of
the Lord (xxii. 51) is here individualized into a
person, and tlie salvation there promised as an
everlasting jjosscssion to the Anointed and his
seed by God, is here more definitely announced
as one proceeding from and secured by the mes-
sianic Ruler.—On the theocratic attitude in the
biblical-theological content of this Song, see fur-
tlier in the appropriate section [Historical and
Theological].

For the exegesis compare the following litera-

ture : Luther on the last words of David, 2 Sam.
xxiii. 1-7, opp. Jen. VIIL 137-152. VValch

III. 2790-2910. Erl. A. Bd. 37, p. 1 sqq.—
Pfeifier, Dubia Vexata, pp. 398-401.—Buddeus,,
HiM. Eccl. N. T. I., pp. 194-196.—Crusius, Hy-
pomnemata II., pp. 219-224.—Joh. G. Trendelen-

burg, Comment, in nori^s. verba David, Gottingen,

1779.—Herder, Vom Geist der ebr. Poesie, 11. 2,

Leipz., 1825, p. 387 sqq., and Briefe das Stndium
der Theologie betreffend, I., p. 135.—Ewald, Die
poet. Bilcherdes Alt. Bundes [Poetical Books of the

Old Testament], I., pp. 99-102, and Hist, of Israel,.

III. 2G8 (3 ed.j.—Vaihinger, Zur Erkldrung des

Liedes 2 Sam. xxiii. 1-7, in the Stud, und Krit.,

1843, pp. 983 sqq.—Hongstenberg, Christology of
the Old Testament, in loco. — Reinke, Beitrage

zur Erkldrung des Alt. Testament, IV., p. 455 sq.

Fries, Dieletzten Worte Davids 2 Sam. xxiii. 1-7,

Stud. u. Krit., 1857, pp. 645-689.— G. Baur,.

Gesch. der alt.-test. Weissagung, I. 387.—Tholuck,.

Die Propheten und ihre Weissagvnq, p. 160 sq.

—

H. Schultz, Bibl. Theol. des Alt Testament, I. 463

sq. [Oehler, Theol. of the Old Testament, | 230.
—Tr.].

Ver. 1. The superscription.—And these are

the last words of David.—The Davidic ori-

gin of til is song, affirmed l)y the superscription,

is raised above all doubt by' the archaic form of

the introduction, the pregnant curtness of the

expression, the characteristic peculiarity of the

thoughts, the Davidic stamp borne by form and
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content, and the originality of the Messianic

tlionght, as well as the direct reference of the lat-

ter to 2 Sam. vii. " Only hyper-criticism could

declare against the Davidic origin hy first form-

ing an arbitrary conception of David's poetic

style, and then rejecting this song for not coming
up to that conception.—A poem that was com-
posed later and put into the mouth of the royal

singer would certainly betray its origin by a

fuller and clearer exposition of the idea of the

Israelitish kingdom" (Baur, as above, p. 388).

So H. Schultz, a-s above, 464. Though the song
is by its superscription attached to ch. xxii., the

opinion held by some (Midi., Dathe, Maurer),
that the "last words" are only words later than

the song in chap, xxii., is untenable. Nor can
the superscription refer to the following history

of David, as given iu the remaining part of
" Samuel" and the beginning of 1 Kings (Paulus,

exeg. krit. Abhandl., pp. 99-134). Further, it

does not mean : the last prophetic word in the

list of David's prophetical utterances (Grot.), or

the last psalm (Vatablus :
" after he produced all

liis psalms"), or, his last will and testament,

"though he said, did and suffered much after-

wards" (Luther) ; but it is to be understood in the

absolute sense: the Last of all his words, which he
spoke at the end of his life in his theocratic call-

ing and royal consciousness, and in reference to

the kingdom of God in Israel, ''the last poetical

flight that he ever took, perhaps shortly before his

death, and which was specially noted down for the

reason also that it was (from ver. 2) regarded as the

utterance of a seer {^^h Num. xxiv. 3, 4, 15, 16)"

(Thenius).
Divine saying (DNJ*) of David. The word

always signifies a saying or oracular utterance
based on immediate revelation or inspiration. It

is the passive participle, = " the thing breathed
in, inspired word," and stands here with the Geni-
tive of the human receiver, as in Num. xxiv. 3
sqq. (Balaam) and Prov. xxx. 1 (Solomon),

f

while it is as a rule followed by "Jehovah" as

the author of the inspiration. The following
woi'ds of David are thereby announced to be a
peculiarly prophetic declaration, which rests on
an inspeaking of God by His Spirit into his soul.

The introduction of the song corresponds in form
and content with that of Balaam's prophecy,
Num. xxiv. 3. It begins with a simple personal
designation, and then designates the qualities of
this person that here come into consideration, and
may serve to give the reasons for the expression
"divine saying" (Hengst.) [A>s this expression
is frequent in the prophetical writings (in Eng.
A. v., rendered by "saith the Lord") it is not
improbable that the title is from the hand of a
later prophetical editor.—Tr.]—The son of
Jesse. " How humbly he proceeds, boasting not

* Const, state of'D:iXJ, from DXJ, properly=Dnj, HDn
" to boom, murmur, buzz," used of any dull tone (kernel
of the root m ), hence especially of secret, confidential
impartation Cas Germ, raunen [Eng. roiin, whisper]) =
inspirare, of divine inspiration to prophet or poet as the
confidant of God, which is conceived of as whispered
into the ear" (Htipf. on Ps. xxxvi. 2 [1], where QXJ is
used of the inspiration or oracle of wickedness personi-
fied as an evil demon).
t [Ens;. A. V. : "the man spakennto Ithiel." The text

is probably corrupt, but there is no mention of Solomon
in it.—Tb.]

his circumcision, his holiness or his kingdom, not
ashamed of his lowly stock, that he was a shep
herd ; for he will speak of other things tliat are-

so high that they need no nobility or lioiiness,

and sball be hurt by no sorrow, neither bv sin nor
by death" (Luther").

And divine saying of the man -wno was
raised up on high*— the contrast to his lowly
origin, as in 2 Sam. vii. 8, " with omission of those
above whom he was raised, in order to express ab-
solute superiority" (Hengst.). Tanchum: "Fixed
on the plane of loftiness." On this idea see xxii.

44, 48.—Next follows the unfolding of the content
of this idea in two members: the Anointed of
the God of Jacob, and the pleasant in the
praise-songs of Israel [the sv.-eet psalmist of
Israel]. The first designates his high position
not only in the theocratic royal dignity conferred
on him by God, but also in his royal dominion as

Anointed of the Lord as God's representative and
in God's name over against the people, and "not
merely as an individual, but also as representa-

tive of his race" (Hengst.). The second member
characterizes David as the representative towards
God of the people in their praise of the Lord for Hm
mighty deeds. "Pleasant (lovely) in the praise-

songs of Israel." The Adjective (D'.J^J) does not

mean '' approved, well-pleasing," as Fries takes

it, explaining: ''chosen to .sing Israel's songs of

triumph," which is contrary to the constant sig-

nification of the word; comp. Ew. ^ 288 c, 291 o.

Nor is it :
'' beloved [popular] through the songs

that Israel sings" (Mich.), or "kindly through
.songs " (Maurer). It is not an ordinary song that

it is here named ("^'OI), but a solemn, joyful song

of praise. Job xxxv. 10; Ps. xcv. 2; cxix. 54; Isa.

xxiv, 16, and .so in Ex. xv. 2 (iT^TpI) and in the

titles of the Psalms ("^lOID).—As the "Anointed

of the Lord" he is equipped with the Holy Spirit

from above ; as one that is " pleasant in Israel's

songs of praise" he likewise shows himself filled

with the Lord's Spirit. His high position con-

sists on the one hand in the dignity of his royal

office as God's representative towards the people,

and on the other hand in his priestly position,

wherein as representative of the people towards

God he guides their worship to the height of

praise and prayer ; and in so far as he is raised to

and enabled for both positions by the invoking of

*
7J? absolutely = "above," as in Hos. .xi. 7 and per-

haps vii. 16 (so nni^ often = adverb " below," for ex-

ample Gen. xlix. 2i). Sept. wrongly :
" whom God [Vat. i-

the Lord] raised up to be God's anointed" whence The-

nius would without ground read : 7j? mn' CpH. Lu-

ther, following Vulg. (ciU constitutuin est de Christo Dei
Jacob) renders: '"who is assured by the Messiah of
the God of Jacob." Against the latter (Vulg.) is that
there is no Dative sign corresponding to the cui. Against

the former (Sept.) is that j^ is not = 7 [as introducing

what a thing is made to be]; in the passages cited by

Then. (Lev. iv. 35 ; v. 12, comp. vii. 5) j^ denotes either

"l)eing conformed to" or "coming in addition to " the
other free-offerings.—D. Kimchi and Bottcher arbitra-

rily make hy = 1 vS^ " whom the Aliove [= Mo.st High]

has raised up." On the form Dpn, u with doubling, see

Ew. ? 131 d.
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the divine Spirit, lie is also a prophetical king and
singer of his people, and liis word is now spoken

iis a " divine word."

In accordance with this it is said in ver. 2 :

—The Spirit cf the Lord speaks into me,
and his word is on my tongue. These
Avords explain the j)hrase "divine saying" above,

and declare that what follows is given him by
God's Spirit. The old Rabbis and Crusins (as

above, p. 221), connect ver. 2 closely with the

preceding, and suppose that David meant here-

with to establish the theopneustic authenticity of

his pmlms, and dying, to put his seal, as it were, on
them. The verbs must then be taken as real pre-

terites [spake, said, as in Eng. A. V.], ver. 2 must
be understood of all David's songs and prophe-

cies, and ver. 3 specially of the individual pro-

phecy concerning his seed, which was fulfilled in

Christ {sandio nativitatis Christi e progenie Davi-

dis). That is: ''the Spirit of the Lord has always
spoken through me. His word has always been on
my tongue in all my lays and songs, and espe-

cially the God of Israel has spoken through me
the prophecy of the future Messiah." But against

this Fries (as above, p. 652) properly remarks,
that it would distort the relations to reckon in

this especial way, among all David's direct and
indirect prophecies, precisely that one that was
in fact given not through him, but through Na-
than. The very definite expression of the second
member :

" and his word on my tongue," does
not permit such a general reference, and is be-

sides to be taken on Present time. Then also the

parallel verb in the first member is better taken
as Present [speaks), and vers. 2, 3 a are the an-
nouncement of what follows as the content of the
divine inspiration from ver. 3 b on. "The Spirit

-of Jehovah spake," not " through me," which
would require the Participle rather than the
Perf. ( Hengst.), nor '' i*t me," against which is

the meaning of the phrase elsewhere, but " into

me," as in Hos. i. 2. Thereby the origin of the
following declaration is affirmed to be divine in-

speaking. [The reading " through (by) me" as

in Eng. A. V., is allowable, and corresponds verv
well with the second member.

—

Tr.]. On the
other hand : the " his word is on my tongue" refers

to the human expression of this divinely given
word. While in ver. 1 the prophetic organ of the
divine saying is doubly characterized, ver. 2 sets

forth in two-fold expression the twofold divine

mediinn of the inspired prophetic word : the Spirit

and the word of God.
The first half of ver. 3: Says the God of

Israel, to me speaks the Rock of Israel
is identical in form with ver. 2, and expresses in
two members the same thought, with special em-
phasizing of the relation of God (who speaks
througii David's mouth) to His people, and par-
ticularly of His rock-like faithfulness towards
them as the foundation of all manifestations of salva-
tion. There is therefore no "

tautology liere.

"Says the God of Isrrael," the (rod that has chosen
Israel as His possession, giving them the promises
of salvation, wliose fulfilment the following reve-
lation announces. "J'o nv speaks the Rock of
Israel," the God that fulfils His promises accord-
ing to W'k faithfulness and unehangeableness (xxii.

3, 32, 47). The Present rendering is preferable
iiere also. But if the Past be taken :

" spake the

Rock of Israel," what is here sa^d in ver. 3 a
cannot belong to the content of the "' divine say-
ing" (ver. 1), "since then David would have
derived a very simple, psychologically easily ex-
plicable recapitulation of former revelations "from
present inspiration, and have introduced it with
a disproportionate outlay of solemn words

"

(Fries)
;
ratlier the Past form is explained by the

fact that the act of divine inspeaking preceded
the outspeaking of the divine word. The object
of the verbs [says, speaks), is not a number of
prophecies relating to blessed rule, that were re-

ceived before by David (Tanchum), or (as Then-
ius thinks probable) the declaration of a prophet,
v/lio uttered vers. 3 b, 4 (here recalled by David)
at the beginning of David's reign (this thought
would have been necessarily otherwise expressed),
but the now following declaration. What God
now, at the moment of His speaking, immediately
imparts to him, is declared in what follows: The
"to me" stands emphatically first ("to me speaks
the rock of Israel "), because David has in view
his theocratic relation to the following divine
word and its relation to him, and because it will

be fulfilled in his seed ; he expresses his con-
sciousness (which was connected with his pro-

phetic endowment) of the soteriological significance

of his person for the people in respect to the future

fulfillment of the glorious promises given to his

seed.—The four members in vers. 2, 3 a stand in

chiasmic relation to one another ; the first mem-
ber of ver. 3 a corresponds to the second of ver.

2, and the second of ver. 3 a to the first of ver. 2.

Vers. 3 b, 4. First part of the divine saying.

The thoroughly abrupt, lapidary style corresponds

with the solemn announcement of the imparted
divine declaration, and with the fact (thereby de-

clared) that the poet is filled with the divine

Spirit and word ; the words are inspired ex-

clamations, whose pregnant and enigmatic curt-

ness, heightened by the omission of verbs, is in

keeping with the condition of the writer's soul,

overpowered by the mighty impulse of the pro-

phetic Spirit, and the immediate view of truth

jiroduced by it. Conip. Tholuck, as above, p. 58.

A ruler over men just, a ruler in the fear

of God. These words are not to be taken as

apposition to the "God of Israel" in vers. 3 a

( Vulg., Luth.), nor as object of the verb " say
"

taken as= " promised " (Manrer : God promised

a ruler), or as opposition to ''me" ["me a

just ruler"], that is, as David's praise of himself

(Sachs). Nor with Trendelenberg (in Thenius)

are we to read " derision " (^^^ " proverb, by

word") instead of " ruler," and render: "a by-

word the righteous may be among men, a by

word the fear of God, but as morning light, etc"

Further, the words are not to be understood as an

affirmation concerning a pious king :
" if among

men one rules righteouslv—lie is as morning-

liglit, ete." (Cler., Herder, De W., Ew., Then.,

Baurl, as if they expressed for a parenetic end

the ethical-religious significance and mission of

the Israelitish royal office in general. Such

laudation of the governmental virtuesof a king

would accord neither with the preceding solemn

announcement of a divine oracle, nor the thence

naturally to be expected veighty content of the

divine saying, would indeed make the prophetio
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r-haracter give way to the didactic. To the view

that aiiii pious and riyhteous kiiuj is liere meant,

h\ the portraiture of wliom David wished to con-

vev an exhortation to his sons, is opposed also

the content of the individual statements that fol-

low, picturing a royal form far above the propor-

tions of an ordinary regent, and especially the

refereai-e in ver. 5 to 2 Sam. vii. as giving the

firound of the picture. The " ruler" here spoken

of stiiiids to David's projihetic gaze, in the light

of tlie divine word spoken into him, as the ideal

roval form proceeding from his seed, wherein he

sees fully realized the idea of a theocratic king

according to his religious-moral qualities, and the

wielder of a dominion that stretches over all Ini-

manity. This last is expressed in the phrase

"over* men." The "men" are not, however,

the people of Israel, for the expression would
tiien be surprisingly weak and flat, nor are they

men as subjects in general and necessary append-

age to "any ruler" (Then.), which would be a

meaningless pleonasm, but " men " in the abso-

lute sense, humanity, the human race (Fries, as

above, p. 606 sq.). If David already sees him-

.st^f made head and ruler of ''the nations,"

his royal dominion extended wide over " the

strangers," and praises the Lord's name before

the heathen, so that they acknowledge him and
give him the honor (xxii. 4-t, 4o, 48,50), here iiis

prophetic glance takes in all the nations of the

•i-arth as embraced in the kingdom of (xod, wherein
the portrayed ruler of the future will bear his

iiniversal sway. Comp. Ps. Ixxii. 8-17.—This
ruler is just, perfectly conformed to the holy will

of (xod, compare Psalm Ixxii. 1 sq.; Jer. xxiii.

5; xxxiii. 15; Zech. ix. 9.

—

A ruler in the

fear of God. His moral integrity combined
with religious perfectness; the "fear of God"
is not merely the attribute of the Messianic
king, but will be seen completely to fill and
control him. Compare Isa. xi. 2, 3. "A ruler

of the fear of God, that is, a ruler that will be, as

it were, the fear of God itself, the bodily fear of
<.7ol" (Hengst. ). [When we compare this song
-with Pss. xlv., Ixxii., Isa. xi., and similar pas-

sages, it seems correcter to regard it as the picture
•of the ideal theocratic king, than as a vision of a
future king. This ideal king is, in the view of
the pious Israelite, invested with all conceivable
moral and governmental grandeur, and the pic-

ture finds its perfect realization only in Jesus of
Eethlehem. The "men," however, can hardly be
said here to mean "all humanity," but the ex-
pression must be taken in the general sense: "a
human ruler."

—

Tr.]
Ver. 4. Picture of the blessings that follow the

appearance of the future ruler, under the figure

of the wholesome effects of the light of the rising
sun on a bright morning. And as morning-
light, -when the sun rises, morning -with-
out clouds, from brightness, from rain
grass out of the earth ( sprouts) . These words
4ire not to be connected with the following ver. 5,

protasis to it as apodosis [as morning-light, etc., is

not my house so?] (Dathe); against this is the
"for" at the beginning of ver. 5. Nor are they
to be connected syntactically with ver. 3—either

* mX3 l>i!'!2
" to rule over men," as Gen. iii. 16; iv.

T T T - T
", Eot :

'• amona; men."

by adding the first clause of ver. 4 to complete the
preceding sentence: "he is as the light of the
morning" (De Wette, Thenius, Sept., which
reads: "and in the morning-light of God")—or

by regarding the whole statement about the
I morning-light as the continuation of the descrip-

tion of the •' ruler" in ver. o (the Kabljis, Maurer

:

"and He will come forth as the morning-light
shines," etc.). Against this connection is both the

form of ver. 3 6, which is a sharply defined, iso-

lated exclamation, and the form of ver. 4, " which
.sensibly enough deviates from the sharply-cut,

monumental style of the six words compressed in

ver. 3 b by a peculiar fulness of lingering descrip-

tion" (Fries, as above, p. 663). Besides, it is

only by isolating vei-. 4 on both sides that we can
find the ground of its content in ver. 5 (which is

introduced by "for"), since the statements of ver.

5 agree only with the content of ver. 4, standing

in factual [or rea/] connection therewith, while

ver. 3 6 presents the ideal of a person.—Ver. 4 has

the same abrupt, enigmatical, exclamatory tone as

ver. 3 6, though it diflers from it in its particular

statements, a natural result of the fact that here 11

comparison taken from nature is carried out. As
in ver. 3 b, there is not a single verb, and the dif-

ferent statements are unconnected. Even from
this formal similarity, ver. 4 is to be regarded as

continuation of the immediate divine saying in

ver. 3; and not less from its content, which is

closely connected with that of ver. 3, describing

under the figure of natural light the effect of the
light that proceeds from the ruler portrayed in

ver. 3, and in similar lapidary style. Fries, how-
ever (pp.663, 665), separates ver. 4 from the pre-

ceding, holding that the "divine saying" ends in

the latter, and that in the former (ver. 4) follows

a vision to the ravished eye of the dying David,
while at the same time his opened ear heard the
revealing word of God; accordingly he trans-

lates: "God .speaks : and before me it is as

morning-light in sunshine." But against thi.s

view is 1) that the "divine saying" (confined to

ver. 3 b) would be singularly short in comparison
with the elaborate announcement [vers. l-3oJ,-
2) that if David here consciously began to de-

scribe a vision (different from the divine saying

above), he would have somehow intimated the fact,

instead of proceeding with "and as the morning-
light;" and 3) that the explanation: "before me it

is light," etc., introduces into the text what is not
intimated in it, for there is no hint here of any
special vision given to David along with the im-
mediate ivord of God divinely imparted to him.
The appearance of the bright glory of a clear

life-awakening morning does not now for the

first time dawn on the singer, but he sees it from
the same height of prophetic contemplation
whence he saw the ruler in ver. 3 b. He sees

both together, and certifies both by the '' divine
saying," which extends over ver. 4 ; on both sec-

tions of this divine saying, ver. 3 b and ver. 4,

is stamped the same jdastic objectivity of pro-

l)hetic view, as it is produced by the Spirit of

prophecy.
The subject is not the Messiah, as was held by

several early expositors (for ex., Crusius [and so

Wordsworth now]), who took "the sun rises"

as principal sentence, and "sun" as figure of the

Messiah (after Mai. iii. 20): "as the morning-
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light will the sun rise ;" this is forbidden by the

collocation of words, and by the fact that this

comparison would involve a tautology. It is

ratlier an impersonal expression, the subject

being left undetermined :
" And it is as morning-

light, wlien the sun rises," or, its appearance is

as" morning-light. The "light of morning"
stands in contrast with the darkness of the pre-

ceding night, and denotes (as the figure of light

generally does) tlie well-being that comes with

the ruler after wretcliedness and ruin. Comp.
Ps. lix. 17 [16]. The "when the sun rises,"

defining tlie " morning-light,'' indicates its source,

and answers to the '• ruler over men." The
" without clouds," parallel to the preceding,

strengthens the conception of the well-being as

wholly unalloyed. In the "brightness" [Eng.

A. V. : clear shining] of the risen sun its light

unfolds itself and sliows itself active. The
"rain" stands in connection with the "without

clouds ;" after the rain of the night the clouds

have dispersed ; but from rain and sunshine now
sprouts forth the verdure. The expression may
be rendered either: " from brightness, from rain

comes herb," where "brightness" and "rain"

are both causes, or :
" from brightness after rain."

The former rendering is favored by the immediate
repetition of the same Preposition. The fact in-

volved [which is the same, whichever rendering

be taken] is the morning sunshine, following the

night-rain, dispersing the rain-clouds, and ma-
king the fresh herb sprout vigorously from the

moist soil. On rain as a figure of blessing see

Isa. xliv. 3. The verdure sets forth the blessings

that are the fruit of dispensations from above.

Comp. Isa. xliv. 4 ; xlv. 8 ; especially Ps. Ixxii.

6 :
" He will come down as rain on the mown

field, as showers that water the eartli."
—

" Here,"

says Thenius rightly, " ends the divine saying,"

only there is described tlierein not "the happy
work of a ruler, as he ouglit to be" (Then.), but

in general the blessing brought by the definite

ideal ruler of the future seen by divine revela-

tion.—The wliole figure carries out the thought

that the ruler described in ver. 3 will bring weal

and blessing in his train.

\er. 5 gives the ground for the divine revela-

tion in vers. 3, 4, by reference to tlie promise in

chap, vii., Avhich forms tlie foundation of this

prophetic view. The introductory conjunction

= simply " for," not: "is it that my house?" (as

if =:'prf, Cms., Dathe). The first member is

not to be taken as an affirmation: "for not so is

my liouse" [so nearly Eng. A. V.]. Several

Rabbis so understood it, putting an artificial and
foreign sense into tlie words : thus in tlie prece-

ding verse tliey take the " morning witliout

clouds" as ^ " not a cloudy morning,"* and the
'• from shining after rain," etc., as defining this

" cloudy morning," when sunshine after rain

produces mildew (Isaaki), or only fleeting light

Itreaks tlirough the clouds (R. Levi), or under
the capricious alternation of sunshine and rain

"nothing better springs u\i than quickly wither-

ing grass" (I). Kiinchi), that they may find in

contrast therewith the glory of the Davidic House
Bet forth in ver. o (comp. Fries, p. 688). So

• noj; it) "ip3 iu the sense of n'o;,' "(ph ih-

Luther takes the sentence as an affirmation, but
with the exactly opposite contrast with ver. 4,
namely,_he regards ver. 5 as an humble conies-
sion :

" it is not such a house as is worthy of
such unspeakable honor from God," that is, "such
honor as is pictured in ver. 4. " Here David
falls into great humility and astonishment that
such great things should come from his flesh and
blood." In accordance with this he takes the
following words: "all my salvation and doing is

that nothing grows," that is, " 1 am also a king
and lord, and have well ordered and established
the kingdom

;
but such kingdom of mine, yea llie

realm of all kings on earth, is, in comparison
with the dominion of my son Messiah, nothing
but a dry branch, that has never grown nor
thriven." Against this view is the absence of

the subject assumed in it, or, if this subject be
found in the "not" taken as = ''nothing," the
absence of the defining term ("earthly"); nor
could David possibly have based the thought
that his house M'ould not continue on the prophe-
cy in chap. vii. Rather the first member of ver.

o, as well as the third, is to be taken as a ques-

tion.*—Tot is not my house so w^ith God ?
As ver. 3 and ver. 4 are in content inseparably
connected, the "for" assigns the reason of the

whole divine saying, not merely of ver. 4 ; and
the "so"t refers to the whole of vers. 3, 4,

that is, so as is said above of the ruler, the

wholesome influence that he brings (light) and
its ha})py efi'ects (verdui'e). But the thought

on which this statement is based is not that

David says that his own reign was in accord

with the truth (vers. 3, 4), that a pious king is

like the morning-light, under whose influence

every thing prospers—that God has granted bless-

ing to his house and his house's future—that he
thence infers that he answers to that figure of a
pious ruler, the whole being an instance or exam-
ple (in the form of a question) attached to the pre-

ceding general statement about the "ruler" (De
Wette, Then. ). For (apart from the fact that this

interpretation of vers. 3, 4, as a statement con-

cerning any pious ruler, whose government dif-

fuses blessing, has been above refuted) against

this is that the sentence speaks only of David's

house, not of himself and his government, and that,

if David had intended to derive an argument re-

specting himself from the blessing that came to

his house, he must have expressed himself quite-

differently. And Fries rightly remarks that in-

stead of such self assertory thoughts, it would be

seemlier to put into the dying David's mouth a

"who am I and wlwit is my house?" (vii. 18).

—

The sentence is rather to be rendered: ''For

—

stands not my house in such a relation to God?"
Hearing anddeclaring the divine saying (vers. 3,

4), the picture of the ideal theocratic ruler and

his attendant blessings, David recalls the iiromise

of imperishable royal donn'nion that has been

given to his house and seed. These two divine

declarations he here so combines that the latter

* kS witliont tholnterroe. pnrtiele, xi.x. 23; Dent. xx.

19; Hos. xi. .5: Mai. ii. IR. Ew. § :«4 n

i p is Adveib, = "so." not Adjeotive = "firmly

fixed;' firma (Fries), or = |13J, vii. 2G; 1 Kings ii. 45, 46.

(Crusius).— Sx~DJ.' == " "ith God," not "before God"

(De Wette).
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(chap, vii.) is made to confirm and give the ground
of the former (vers, o, 4). The sense is, tlien, not

merely : Stands not my house in sncii rehition to

<jrod that out of it shall arise the ru/hlrons rulerf

(Keil), but also that the promised blessings will

proceed from him '! On the connection between this

divine saying (vers. 3, 4) and ver.o, Fries admira-
bly remarks: ''This '/or' serves as in innumerable
cases, to attach a reflection that is meditating an
explanation, and we need only put aside the

erroneous opinion (that so often makes difficulty

in the explanation of Old Testament passages)

that sentence on sentence must be taken, as it

were, in one breath, and grant the sjieaker a short

pause of quiet thought, and we shall then under-
stand the free transition of ideas here between
ver. 4 and ver. o. The quiet transition lies in

the successful eflibrt of the soul to gird itself to

conscious justification of its belief in the otiered

blessing." [The connection may be thus indi-

cated : the ruler of men is just and God-fearing,
and brings with him all blessings, and this is true

of my house, for it is thus in comnuniion with
Ood, for He has made an everlasting covenant
with me.

—

Tr.]—The second "for" gives the
reason not merely for the ^'' so^^ (Bottch., Then.),
but also for the whole phrase "so is my house
with God," since the following sentence involves
the position of his home towards God: for He
has made with me an everlasting cove-
nant. These words refer directly to the promise
in vii. 12 sq. It is called a covenant because of
the reciprocal relation between God and the seed
of David, as set forth in vers. 12-14. It is accord-
ing to ver. 16 an ei-erlastinc/ covenunt: " And sure
is thy house and thy kingdom forever before thee,

thy throne will be established forever." The
phrase "ordered (arranged) in all things" denotes
that the draught of the instrument or deed of
covenant is legally correct and exact, is arranged
by the declaration of God (Fries). Comp. vii.

14 sqq., where the eventual apostasy of the bearer
<jf the covenant is considered, and in spite of this

the maintenance of the covenant is contemplated.
The covenant is preserved, secured, guarded
against non-fulfillment by the truthfulness of the
divine promise. Comp. 1 Kin. viii. 25, where
Solomon, with reference to 2 Sam. xxiii. 12-16,
prays :

" Preserve to thy servant David, my
father, what thou spakest to him."—-As these
words ("for a covenant, etc,") thus undoubtedly
refer to chap. vii. it is inadmissible with Crusius
to refer them to ver. 3 sqq. ; for in this latter

passage the reciprocity involved in the term
"covenant" is altogether lacking, and the pre-
dicates, ordered and preserved are not applicable
to it.—The third "for" now introduces the in-

terrogatory third member (whose reference to the
image in ver. 4: "verdure (sprouts) from the
eartli" is indubitable), and grounds the writer's

confidence in the sureness of the covenant on the
future blessings secured by that covenant. For
all my salvation and all pleasure, should
He not make it sprout? Mij salvation, that

is, the salvation promised, assured to me and my
seed. The pfert.'iK/'e must be taken (as the salva-

tion is from God) as ,= what is well-pleasing to

God, not as = " what is well-pleasing to vie

"

(Then., Hengst.) ; the pronoun ' my " is not to

he repeated with it [as in Eng. A. V]. David

refers the salvation promised him and his house
—not also '-the religious and ethical culture of
his people" (Then.)— to its source in God's good
pleasure, expressed in the covenant as a divine
counsel of salvation. '' David will say of the
divine resolution of salvation that it, because it

has once been lodged as a principle in the bosom
of the Davidic house by the divine covenant, can
not be accomplished except by thorough develop-
ment, elaboration of all its elements, conclusorv
revelation of its deepest secret " (Fries) —•'»S'/toitW

he not* make it sprout?" The verb is transitive,

having "'salvation and pleasure" as its object.

This corresponds also with the idea of divine
causality that controls the whole of ver. 5 and is

distinctly expressed in the phrase " made a cov-
enant with me" (lit.: established a covenant to

me). Fries would find here "the first example
and fundamental passage for the solemn use of
this verb (FlDi' ''sprout") that occurs afterwards
in Isa. iv. 2; xliii. 19 ; xliv. 4 ; xlv. 8 ; Iviii. 8

;

Ixi. 11; Jer. xxiii. 5; xxxiii. 15; Zech. iii. 8;
vi. 12;" but here the "sprouting" (comp. ver.

4) is affirmed not of the person of the " righteous
ruler," but of the salvation and blessing that ac-

companies him.f [Comp. the parallel .statement

in Isa. liii. 10, where it is said that the "pleasure"
of Jehovah shall prosper in the hand of the
righteous servant of Jehovah. Possibly there is

a connection between this passage and ours,

though the verb employed is different. The gen-
eral declaration here is, that God in His covcnant-
mercv will secure all blessing to the writer.

—

Tr.]'
Vers. 6, 7. From the form of the righteous

ruler, and in the light of the blessing that pro-
ceeds from Him, David sees in prophetic per-

spective, on the basis of the promise given him,
not only the scdvation and blessing of the everlast-

ing covenant under the dominion of the future

everlasting king, but also the judgment (which
will come with Him) on the ungodly and the ene-

mies of the Afessinnie theocracg. But the 'wicked—as cast-away thorns are they all.—The
abstract icorthlessness (for the concrete northless,

Deut. xiii. 14) designates the ungodly in their

general character, in contrast with the abstract

fear of God (ver. 3), which forms the religious-

moral nature and character of the righteous

ruler ; as in him only fear of God, so in them
only worthlcssness. The thorns set forth the

liurtful and dangerous enemies of God's people
and kingdom. Num. xxxiii. 55; Isa. xxvii. 4;
Nail. i. 10 ; Ezek. xxviii. 24. The thorns, con-

* The fourth ^2 resumes the third, the interrogation

being continued. It (the '3) might have been omitted,

but its double use makes equally emphatic the salvation
and the sprouting.

—

n"0]f ' is Hiphil, causative. [Instead

of '3 Vs3n WcUhausen proposes to read "i'3n, which

is smoother, but perhaps for that very reason suspi-
cious.

—

Tr.]

t Sept. separates thi- n'Oi" iil~'D from ver. 5 and

inserts it before ver. 6. omitting the ^ : ort bv fxri pAacr-

T^o-r; 6 napdvotio<;. So Mieh.ielis : ''the ungodly will not
spring forth." .Against this is tlie Hiphil, and" the fiict

tliat if this last clause were intended to express the
thought: "He (God) alone is my salvation, efr.." we
should at least expect to tind the words " for he " CJ
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pidered as representing enemies, are said (lite-

rally) to be " hunted, driven away;"* when the

thiiig itself (the thorns) is liad in view, this

meaning is moditied into '' put, cast away." The
basis of the figure is the field (comp. the " ver-

dure out of the earth," ver. o', wliose yield is

olistrueted by thorns. The rapid, proi)hetic

glance, not pausing at the details of the process,

but hastening to the end, sees the enemy already

overpowered, and now tarries by the final act of

destruction, which makes the enemy harmle.ss.

While the production of blessing under the

righteous ruler is represented (by the figure of

spro\iting, growing) as a c/radual p)-ocess, the

judgment on the ungodly is set forth as final

judfimcnt (the burning of the thorns). The
thorns are no longer hurtful; they appear to

David " already as thorns torn up, with which

one may no longer hurt his hands, since all kind-

ness to "them has been in vain" (Herder).—For
they are not taken V7ith the hand, that is,

one does not grasp tliem with naked, unarmed
hand in order to throw them into a heap for

burning, but he that touches them for this pur-

pose, provides,! arms himself with iron and shaft.

The poetical discourse names the various parts

of the implement with which the thorns are seized

and thrown into a heap (not: "torn out of the

earth," Then.). The expression refers not to the

attacking and overcoming of the migodly, but to

their final destruction, set forth by the burning

(;f the thorns, to which this seizing and heaping

up is preparatory.—And with fire are they
utterly consumed ; the fire is symbol of the

divine wratii; the expressions indicate the indu-

bitable cn-tainty and completeness of destruction

in tills final catastrophe (the same figure in Matt,

iii. 10 ; xiii. 30).—The concluding word (n3L^;i) +

is to be rendered : ".«o that there is an end to them"

[Eng. A. v.: "in the same place"]. Not "at

the seat," a.s euphemistic expression for the place

where trash and filth are thrown (Bottclier, Deut.

xxiii. I'Jsqq.)—why should the thorns be first

brought to this jjlace? not: "in the ])lace of

<lweliing," the i)lace where they grow (Kimchi,

K^eil), for the terni ''dwelling" would be here

unsuitable, and the thorns are burnt not where
they grow, but where they are cast; and so not:
'' at the seat," = " on the spot," " burnt straight-

way," because no other use can be made of them
than to manure the fields with their ashes (Then.

[Eng. A. V.]); not: "at home" (Cler., Buns.),

for one does not take the trouble to carry them

* nj'D not Pass, of Tjn " shaken (in order to remove;"

(HattciiObutlloph.Part. ofn:i: omj.—DH^S for 0^3-
- T - T '.• T .

Tlie nri- for nn-(eoiit. D-) is iufroquent archaic form
- r V T T

of 3 masc. Gos. ?91, Rem. 2.

t On xS'S' [lit: fill the liand] comp. 2 Kings ix. 24,

iin^l on tlie. "arms" 1 Sam. xvii. 7.

+ n3iy is Subst. from n^l!/ "to coase " (Prov. xx. 3);

it may also be pointed as lulin., r\3t*;3. For tlie verb

f<eo Oen. viif. 22; Tsa. xxiv. 18; xiv. 4; Lam. v. IS ; Prov.
xxii. 10; Josh. V. 12. [The word is possibly not part of
the true text. It oeeiirs again in the next line, and in

both place.s S pt. reads Jlty^, ai<Txvvyi, " .shame " (see on

ver. 8) ; it may have gotten into our verse from the fol-

lowing (Wi-llh.). Vulg : u.-i'/ue wl nihUum; Syr.: "for
ces.sation."—Tit.]

home, nor: "at length" (Dathe). Tjio word =
" in cea-sinc/," not, however: "as the extirpation is

ended" (Thenius formerly), but: "in that they
cease ;" the burning proceeds so that a complete
ceasing, disappearance takes place. " They are
tliere only for burning, and this end awaits them,
that not even the place where they stood is seen"
(Herder). The complete cessation or annihilation
of the thorns follows naturally on the " burning"
as its final result. "This figure also ... is taken
from the promise in vii. 10. Israel is there rep-

resented as a vineyard, his family is to be its

guardian, and so the rebels are hurtful, unfaith-
ful tliorns" (Herder).—The Prep, "in" serves

to supplement the verbal statement by the sub-
stantive-idea, as in Ps. Ixv. 6 : I have heard thee
in or with salvation, that is, so that I gave thee
.salvation ; so here : they are burned in ceasing,

so that they cease.

[^Condensed. paraphrase of David's last words:
" God said to me : The righteous theocratic king
dispenses blessings as the rain and sunshine.
God, in His covenant, has assured me salvation

;

but the ungodly shall be destroyed." The ncina

or oracle is thus first, a description of the ideal

theocratic king, and then the expres-ion of the

writer's personal relation to God, with the impli-

cation that godliness is the basis of the divine
procedure. This conception of the true theocratic

king is realized perfectly only in Jesus Christ,

anil may thus be termed a typical conception,

that is, one that was partially realized for the
contemporaries, and destined hereafter to be com-
pletely realized.—The versions liere are not very
useful ; the Chaldee paraphrases throughout, and
interprets the passage directly of the Messiah,
the text of the Sept. differs from that of the Heb.,
but Vulg. and Syr. conform in general in text

and rendering to the masoretic text.

—

Tr.]

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. The prophetic element, which appears in

David's Messianic Psalms, comes out most strongly

here. In Nathan's promise and prophecy in vii.

12 sq. David is merely passively receptive, and
his prayer (ver. 18 sij.) is only the echo of the
divine word he has received

; but here he rises to

highest prophetic action, which presupposes in-

deed a passive bearing towards the divine saying

(the Neiim) by which he receives an immediate

revelation in j^lastic form of what he had pre-

viously received as a promise through Nathan, and
this revelation he announces in a prophetic dis-

course, which in form and content answers to flie

complete possession of his soul l)y the power of

the divine Spirit. The theocratic kinrf is liere also

the theocratic prophet, applying to himself as God-
inspired singer epithets that are suitable only for

prophecy (ver. 1 sq.), and then, on the historical

ground of his kingship and its blessings, and on
the rew/a^('on-ground of the word of God that came
directly to him, prophes^jincj the antitype of his king-

dom in the appearance of the riiy<d. glory and saving

V'Ork of the righteous rider of the future. It is clear

from the preceding exposition that this picture

transcends the form of an ordinary pious king

and his bli'ssings; and strict exegesis also show.?

that David lure looks wiioUy away from himself

to a royal per.-onage in the far future.
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2. The content of the prophecy is tlie picture of

a future ruler perfect in rif/hteousuess and the fear

of God. He is accompanied by the U'jht of salva-

tion, which has dissipated the darkness, and dif-

fuses itself in purest radiance like morning-light

at sunrise. The effect of tliis light-appearance is

the manifestation of gracious blessings, set forth

nnder the image of verdure springing from the

earth. But with the blessing of the future ruler's

peaceful work is completed also the revelation

of judgment (presupposing victorious conflict),

wliereby the righteous ruler puts an end to all the

enmity of godlessness and to all opposition to his

rule.

3. From the height of prophetic view and in

the line of prophetic perspective David's look
rests on the ideal of a glorious royal person, raised

high above all earthly royal forms in Israel (his

antilijpe in the historical person of Christ), in

whom righteousness and pietg appear absolute and
complete, and whose dominion in truth extends
over all men. Comp. Ps. Ixxii. Tlie fulness of

salvation and blessing, which is to appear with the
prophesied king, is tlie object of tlie Messianic
hope and expectation through all the i)eriods of
Israel's history, but does not appear as here por-
trayed, in historical reality till the coming of

Christ. The final judgment (following the appear-
ance of the righteous ruler) that annihilates all

ungodliness, is completed only under the rule of

Him to whom all judgment has been committed
by the Father, and in the final decision to which
the opposition between the kingdoms of light and
darkness is pressing on.

4. The historical presupposition of the prophecy
is the promise in chap. vii. ; here for the first time
is shown how, on the basis of this promise, the
view [anschauung, intuition, conception] of the
Davidic kingdom becomes clear. " In tliat the
song gives the image of a righteous ruler with a
glorious future, adding tliat such a government is

signified by the everlasting covenant that God
made with the house of David, we see clearly here
already liow the knowledge of the idea advances
to individualization iu the ideal, and so (to use
.Sack's expression) typictd prophecy [bildweissa-

gungl arises. Doubtless epithets may be applied
to any king that sits on David's throne, that are
true not of himself, but of the dynasty lie repre-
sents (comp. such passages as Ps. xxi. 5, 7 [4, 6] ;

Ixi. 7 [6]). But, impelled by the Spirit, the sa-

cred poetry produces a royal form that transcends
all that the present shows, and exhibits the Da-
vi'Iic-Solomonic kingdom in ideal perfectness"
((JEhler, in Jlerz. IX., 412, Art. Messias).

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

A hlessed end, when in looking back upon the
p;ii!i of life that lies behind, and the manifesta-
tions of God's grace that have been made to him,
one has nothing to utter but gratitude and praise
—when in looking around upon his own life's ac-

quisitions and his possession of salvation, all self-

glorying is silent, and only the testimony to

God's grace and mercy, that has done all and
given all, comes upon the lips—when in looking

forward into the future of (lod's kingdom upon
earth, on the ground of the grace experienced in
life one's faith becomes a prophet, beholding the

ways along which the Lord will lead His kingdom
through darkness to light, through conflict to vic-

tory, and by such a i)roelamation of the coming
glory strengthening the hearts of many and con-

tirming them in the hojie of the Lord's gracious

help to the end, which never sutlers His people
to be put to shame—and when in looking up to-

the everlasting hills from which all help has
come,* the " last word" upon earth is a loucl Hal-
lelujah, that sounds across into eternity.—The
humbler the heart is, the more highly does it

praise the gracious gifts and guidance of the

Lord ; the more a man feels himself little and
poor in the sight of the great and gracious God,
so much the greater and more glorious will that

appear to him which without desert on his part

God has given him, in bodilj' good and spiritual

gifts, so much the more joyfully will he, under
the guidance and impulse of the Holy Spirit,,

regard all that flesh and blood might boast of, as

coming from the foundation of divine grace.—

A

servant of tiod should (every one) show himself,

who like David is called to service in God's king-

dom ; every one's place is in God's sight high and
glorious, however lowly and mean it may be in

men's eyes, and in his place he should 1 ) as an
"anointed of the Lord'' perform the duties of his

kingly ofiice, and with his God and Lord conquer
and rule the world, 2) as a p-Zes^ of the Lord pro-

claim His praise in word and deed, and to the

Lord's honor make the harp of his heart sound
out into the world, and 3) as a prophet of the
Lord prophesy of the glory of the Lord and of

His kingdom, the Spirit of (iod and not his own
spirit speaking through him, the word of God
and not his own word sounding from his lips.

True preaching is always a prophetic testimony,

1) as to its origin : the Spirit of the Lord speaks

through it, 2) as to its cow/c^^- the Avord of the

Lord is upon its tongue, and 3) as to its subject :

the mysteries of God's saving purpose, which only

God's Spirit can explain ;
the great deeds of God's

grace, Avliich can be proclaimed only on the ground
of personal inner experience and of one's own
seeing and hearing ; and the future affairs of God's
kingdom, in the manifestations of divine salva-

tion and divine judgment, which only the eye
illuminated by the light of the Spirit can behold.

—When the Lord speaks through His Spirit and
in His word, then should man's own thoughts

bow and be silent, but then also should the

human spirit and the human word be the instru-

ments of God's Spirit and God's word.—Thep-o-
phetic photograph of the future ruler in the prophecy

of David answers in its outlines to the counter-

part of the fulfilment in Christ, and this 1) in re-

spect to his personal appearing, perfect righteous-

ness and holiness in complete fear of God (reli-

gious-ethical perfection); 2) in respect to the

eiteiit of his royal dominion—he is ruler " over

men," universality of world-dominion ; 3) in re-

spect to the foundations of his kingdom, the pro-

mises of God ; 4) in respect to the actiinty and effects

of his royal rule on the one hand in the en-

lightening, warming, animating and fructifying

light of his manifestations of grace and blessings

* [Ps. oxxi. 1, 2, of which, however, the proper transla-

tion is: " 1 lilt up my eyes to the mountains. Whence
cometh my help? l\Iy holp is I'rom Jahveh the Makor
of heaven 'and earth.''—Tu.i
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•of salvation, on the other hand in thejire of His
judgment, consuming all ungodliness.

T/ie n)orrun(j-lii/hf of (livi)ie grace and truth in

Christ, 1) Breaking/ in the dawn of the promises
tind predictions of the Old Testament; 2) Fkbsh-

inr/ up out of the night that before covered the

world, and frightening away its darkness and its

clouds; o) Appearincf in the Suii of righteousness

and salvation ; 4) i?ri';ir/r»(/ salvation and blessing,

dispensed from on high to all men—and a new
life, fruitful for the kingdom of God, which
springs from below out of the earth.—The rain

in the niyht is tiie image of llu' blcjisinri coming
from above, which has been hidden in the trouble

brought by the night, and not merely becomes
manifest when the night is gone, but also in the

shining of divine grace and truth dispenses the

fructifying life-force, from which springs new
health and new life.

—
" Morning-light—sunrise

—

morning without clouds—shining after rain—

•

grass out of the earth—then—then—then," this

is the gradation in which faith beholds the pro-

cess of appearing of salvation and life from above,

and the effects of salvation beneath—this is the
surpassing fullness of salvation, in presence of

which our human speecli, unable adequately to

express the unspeakable, can only speak and
testify in such a lapidary style.

Luther: Here David comes forth and boasts

high above all bounds, yet with truth, without
any arrogance !—Here David is another man than
.Jesse's son. This he did not inherit from his

birth, nor learn from his father, nor gain by his

kingly power or wisdom. From above it is given
him, without any desert on his part ; in this he
is joyous, praises and gives thanks so heartily.

—

Faith is and also should be a fortress of the heart,

which does not shake, totter, quake, writhe nor
doubt, but stands fast and is sure of its point.

—

Faith is not quiet and silent; it comes forth,

speaks and preaches of such promises and grace
of God, that also others come to them and par-

take of them.—ScHLiER : In the first place we
see the natural ground and soil in which the pro-
phecy grows, namely the person of David, who
out of a shepherd's son has become the anointed
of the Lord. If no prediction attaches itself to

this historical ground, it is to be feared that it is

no true prophetic word. But the main matter
now first comes, namely, the Spirit of the Lord,
that the prophet does not bring his own thoughts
but God's thoughts, and that he does not speak
what has pleased himself, but what God has put
into him.

—

Luther : David means not only the
loveliness and sweetness of the psalms, as to gram-
mar and music, in that the words are ornamentallv
and skillfully arranged and the song sounds sweet
—but much rather as to Theology, as to the
spiritual imderstanding, therein are the Psalms
very lovely and sweet ; for they are consoling to

all troubled and distressed consciences, which are
involved in sin's anguish and deadly torture and
fear, and all sorts of need and sorrow.—[Taylor :

David spoke, and the hunum style had all the
ciiaracteristics of liis usual productions ; for the
Spirit and not the vocal organs of the prophet
alone, but his intellectual and emotional powers
as well. But (iod spoke by David, and that which
he uttered was the truth, infallible as He who
gave it.

—

Tr.]

Ver. 2. Luther : What a glorious, noble pride
it is ; he who can boast that the Spirit of the Lord
speaks through him, and his tongue speaks the

Holy Spirit's word, must indeed be sure of what
he says. Such boasting may still be made by
every one of us that is not a prophet.—This may
we do, inasmucli as we also are holy and have the

Hcly Spirit, so that we boast ourselves catechu-
mens and disciples of the prophets, who say after

them and preacliwhatwe have heard and learned
from the prophets and apostles, and are also cer-

tain that the prophets have taught it.— Ver. 3.

Soulier : So profess all the prophets of them-
selves, so professes all Scripture from beginning
to end, and God be thanked that we have before

us such a revelation of God, wherein God unveils
Himself to us and draws near in the Holy Spirit.
—Starke : The chief aim, the star and heart of
Holy Scripture is Christ. Luke xxii. 44 ; .John

V. 39. Christ, while a true high-priest and pro-

phet, is also a true king. Luke i. 32, 33.

—

Luther :

They fall into Jewish blindness who make David
such a righteous ruler and ruler in the fear of

(iod, and pervert the promise into a command
and law, to the effect that whoever wishes to rule

over men should be righteous and God-fearing,

while David so devoutly and heartil}' boasts that

they are words of promise of the Messiah of the

God of .Jacob, and not a command to secular lords.

[This represents an extreme view of the present

and many similar passages whicli some still enter-

tain. The language is completely fulfilled only

in Messiah, but had its suggestion and basis in

what was true of David, and what every good
ruler ought to strive to reproduce in himself So
above, in additions of Tr. to " Exegetical." Tay-
lor: David describes the character of a ruler:

and reduplicating on that description, he in effect

says (ver. 5), "Is it not to be the distinctive fea-

ture of my lineage that it shall rule in justice,

and in the fear of the Lord?"—a feature which
came out not only in Solomon, but also in Asa,

.Jehoshaphat, Hezekiah, Josiah and others, and
especially and pre-eminently in Jesus Christ, in

whom this prophecy culminated, and by wliom
it was thoroughly fulfilled.

—

Tr.]

Ver. 4. ScHLiER : Is not the Lord really our

sun, which after a long movement at last rises

upon us and with the splendor of His light makes
all bright and clear and warm, and now imder

the blessing of His beam all begins to be green

and blooming ; everything grows and prospers, at

least whatever does not shut itself against the

Lord, but opens itself to Him and repels not His
sunny beams?—The Lord brings blessing and

prosperity, and in Him there is nothing lacking,

if only we would like to receive such a blessing

which is present for us.

—

Luther : Like the

spring, so is also the rule and reign of grace a

joyous, lusty time, wherein Messiah makes us

righteous and God-fearing, so that we become green,

blooming, fragrant, and grow and become fruitful.

For He is the stm of righteousness, who draws near

to us. Mai. iv. 2.—And now go so: Who lives

in spring, he dies no more ; who dies in winter,

he lives no more ;—for the sun goes away from

the latter
; but to the former the sun rises up of

which David prophesies. Where the sun, Christ,

docs not shine clear, the spring also is not plea-

sant ; but Moses with the law's thunder makes
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everything dreadful and quite deadly. But here,

in Messiah's times (says David), when He shall

reign over Israel itself, with grace to make us

righteous and save us, it will be as delightful as

the best time in spring, when before day there

has been a delightful warm rain, that is, the con-

soling gospel has been preached, and quickly
thereupon the sun Christ comes up in our heart

through right faith without Moses' clouds and
thunder and lightning. Then all proceeds to

grow, to be green and blooming, and the day is

rich in joy and peace.

Ver. 5. Cbamer : God's covenant is an ever-

lasting covenant, and remains also when the

world passes away.—S. Sghmid : In Christ alone

our salvation blooms ; He alone can quiet all

our longing. Acts iv. 12.

—

Luther : Of the

everlasting covenant and house of David the two
words '' ordered " and " sure " are designedly

used to instruct and console. For if you look at

the histories, it will seem to you that God has
forgotten His covenant and not kept it sure ;

—

after Messiah His kingdom the Church is, wlien

outwardly looked at, much more waste and dis-

orderly, so that there is no moi-e distracted,

wretched, good-for-nothing government or domi-
nion than the Christian Church, Christ's domi-
nion. Here the tyrants distract and waste it

with all their might. Here the fanatics and
heresies root up and spoil it. So also the false

Christs with their evil life make it as if there

were no more shameful, disorderly government
upon earth. And these are working, or rather

the evil spirit tlirough them, to the end that

< 'hrist's dominion shall not exist, or at any rate

shall be a wretchedly disorderly thing. And in

fine Christ acts as if He had forgotten His domi-
nion and was never at home, so that here neither
"ordered" nor "sure" is seen by the reason.
Though we do not see it. He sees it who says.

Song of Sol. viii. 12 : My vineyard is before me

;

Matt, xxviii. 20, Lo, I am with you even to the
end of the world

;
John xvi. 23, Be of good cheer,

I have overcome the world. However, we see
that there has always remained and still remains
a people which honors the name of Christ, and
has His word, baptism, sacrament, key and
Spirit, even against all the gates of hell.

Vers. 6, 7. S. Schmid : He who seizes thistles

with the naked hand acts imprudently ; but yet

more imprudent is he wiio liolds close friendship

with the children of Belial. 2 Cor. vi. 7.

—

Schlier: AVhere Christ tiie Lord counts for

something there is blessing and prosperity ; but
where He is despised there are thorns and this-

tles.—-A man's true wortii is determined by his

attitude towards Christ.—Every tree that brings

not forth good fruit is hewn down and cast into

the fire.—He who cares for Christ is also cared

for in the sight of God. But he who despises

Christ amounts to nothing, and is counted in the

sight of God as mere thorns and thistles.

[Ver. 5. The covenant with David. I. Its con-

tents: 1) His seed should reign forever, vii. 12-

16. 2) Should reign in justice and the fear of

God (ver. 3). 3) Should bring great prosperity

to His subjects (ver. 4), like morning light dis-

pelling the darkness, like morning showers cau-

sing the grass to spring up. 4) Should utterly

destroy his enemies (vers. 6, 7). II. Its charac-

ter—everlasting, well-ordered, sure.

—

Tr.]

FIFTH SECTION.

David's Heroes.

Chapter XXIII. 8-39.

8 These be [are] the names of the mighty men whom David had : The Tachraon-

ite that sat in the seat [margin, Josheb-basshebeth the Tachraouitel, chief among
the captains [margin, head of the three], the same was Adino the Eznite [om. the

same was A. the E.] ; he lift np his spear [urife ivithout italics'] against eight liun-

9 dred whom he slew [slain] at one time. And after him was Eleazar the son of

Dodo the Ahohite, one of the three mighty men with David, when they defied the

Philistines that were there gathered together [probably: he was with David at Pas-

dammim, and the P. were there assembled] to battle, and t^e men of Israel were

10 gone away [went upj. He arose and smote the Philistines until his hand was

weary, and his hand clave unto the sword ; and the Lord [Jehovah] wrought a

gre^t victory [deliverance] that day, and the people returned after him only to

11 spoil. And after him was Shammah the son of Agee the Hararite. And the Phi-

listines were gathered together into a troop [or, to Lehi], where was [and there was

there] a piece of ground full of lentiles, and the people fled from the Philistines.

38
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12 But [And] he stood in the midst of the ground, and defended [saved] it, and s-lew

[smote] the Philistines; and the Lord [Jehovah] wrought a great victory [deli-

verance].

13 And three of the thirty chief went down, and came to David in the harvest-time

unto the cave of Adullam ; and the troops of the Philistines pitched [encamped] in.

14 the valley of Rephaim. And David was then in an hold, and the [a] garrison of
15 the Philistines was then in Bethlehem. And David longed and said. Oh that one

would give me drink of the water of the well of Bethlehem, which is by the gate!

16 And the three mighty men broke through the host of the Philistines, and drew wa-
ter out of the well of Bethlehem, that was by the gate, and took it and brought it

to David ; nevertheless [and] he would not drink thereof, but poured it out unto
17 the Lord [Jehovah], And he said [And said]. Be it far from me, Lord [Jehovah

forbid] that I should do this; is not this [shall I drink] the blood of the men that

went in jeopardy of their lives? therefore [and] he would not drink it.

These things did these [the] three mighty men.

18 And Abishai, the brother of Joab, the sou of Zeruiah, was chief among three

[better, chief of the thirty]. And he lifted up his spear against three hundred and
slew them [300 slain], and had the [a] name among three [the thirty]. Was he

19 not [He was] most honourable of three [the thirty], therefore he was [and became]
their captain, howbeit [and] he attained not unto the ^rs^ [om. first] three.

20 And Benaiah the son of Jehoiada, the son of \_om. the son of] a vabant man of

Kabzeel, who had done many acts [man, who had done many acts, of Kabzeel], he
slew two lion-like men of Moab. He w^ent down also [And he went down] and

21 slew a [the] lion in the midst of a [the] pit in time [in a day] of snow. And he

slew an Egyptian, a goodly man [or, a man of great stature], and the Egyptian
22 had a spear in his hand, but [and] he went down to hira with a staff, and plucked

the spear out of the Egyptian's hand, and slew him with his own spear. These
things did Benaiah the son of Jehoiada, and had the [a] name among three mighty

23 men [among the thirty heroes]. He was more honourable than the thirty, but he
attained not to the first \om. first] three. And David set him over his guard [made
him of his privy council].

24 Asahel the brother of Joab was one of the thirty, Elhanan the son of Dodo of

25, 26 Bethlehem, Shammah the Harodite, Elika the Harodite, Helez the Paltite, Ira

the son of Ikkesh the Tekoite, Abiezer the Anethothite, Mebunnai the Hushathite,

27 Zalmon the Ahohite, Maharai the Netophathite, Heleb the son of Baanah a [the]

28 Netophathite, Ittai the son of Ribai, out of Gibeah of the children of Benjamin,

29 Benaiah the Pirathonite, Hiddai of the brooks of Gaash [or, of Nahale-Gaash],
30 Abi-albon the Arbathite, Azmaveth the Barhumite, Eliahba the Shaalbouite, of

31, the sons of Jashon [probably, Hashem the Gizonite], Jonathan, Shammah the

32, 33 Hararite [or, Jonathan the son of Shammah (Shage) the Hararite], Ahiam the

34 son of Sharar the Hararite [Ararite], Eliphalet the son of Ahasbai, the son of [or,

35 Hepher] the Maachathite, Eliam the son of Ahithophel the Gilonite, Hezrai the

Carmelite, Paarai the Arbite, Igal the son of Nathan of Zobah, Bani the Gadite,

36 Zelek the Ammonite, Nahari the Beerothite, armour-bearer to Joab the son of Ze-

37,38 ruiah, Ira an [the] Ithrite, Gareb an [the] Ithrite, Uriah the Hittite; thirty

and seven in all.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 8. Siiprrxcriptlnii. These are the names

a reason for insertinc: the list here. Further the list

follows iiiiniediately the narrative of the conquest

of Zion and the choice of Jerusalem as capital, vers.

4-9 (2 Sam. v. 6-10), especially to illustrate the
of the heroes that David had. In the pa- remark in ver. 9 :

" and David grew greater and
rallel section 1 Chron. xi. lU-41 there are livo su- :

greater" (comp. 2 Sam. v. 10).—Besides the fuller

perscriptionH. Chap. xi. 10 lias: "And these are
|

superscription, which assigns the list its hhtorical

the hcad.s [chiefs] of the heroes that David had, poxition, the Chronicler lias a t<rcond simpler one,

who stood stoutly hy him in hi,s kingdom with all ver. 11 a: "And this is the number of the heroes
Israel, t« make him king." With these words that David had." 27tc GiMorm [Heroes, Mighty
the Chronicler attaches the following list of heroes

;
men], elsewhere given in round numbers at six

to the account of the choice of David by all the i hundred men, formed a standing central corps.

Tribes (vers, l-.i!, comp. 2 Sam. V. 1-3, thus giving I which (just as the body-guard, the Cherethites
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and Pelethites) remnined near David and at his

personal disposal. (Ja the origin and develop-

ment of this corps conip. 1 8aoi. xxii. 2; xxiii.

13; XXV. 13; xxvii. 2; xxx. 9-24; 2 Sam. x. 7;

XV. 18 ; xvi. 1(5 ; xx. 7, and Ewald's Hist, of Israel,

III. 122, 140; 189 sq. [Germ, ed.] Thefirst su-

perscription in Chron. :
" these are the heads of

the hei'oes" (ver. 10), cori-esponds exactly with

the list, whicli gives not tiie "names" (2 Sam.,

ver. 8) nor the "number" (1 Cliron., ver. 11) of

the heroes, but only the chief among them. The
list in Chron. gives no number, though tlie super-

scription (ver. 11) states this to be the number of

the heroes, wliile the list in 2 Sam. xxiii., speaking
only of names on the superscription, gives at the

close the whole number as thirty-seven. As in our
list only thirty-seven out of six hundred Gibborim
are mentioned,wemay conjecture (with Then., after

Chron.) that the word "heads" has here fallen

out after "names" ['' the names of the heads of

the heroes"]. Otherwise the term Gibborim
must be taken in a narrower sense (heroes among
the heroes) [which is tiie more probable explana-
tion.

—

Tr]. Neither the form nor the content of

the list indicates a division into three classes (as

held by most expositors) ; there is only a triple

gradation in respect to the bravery of the heroes,

iirst, three of the tirst rank (vers, 8-12), then two,

distinguished for Ijravery, but "not attaining to

the three" (vers. 18-23), and finally thirtji-tiro, of

wliom no deeds are mentioned. The five of the

first and second ranks, and seven of the third,

altogether twelve, were named by David leaders of

tlie twelve divisions into which he divided the

army, each of which had to do service one month
in the year (1 Chron. xxvii. l-lo). In the list

in 1 Chron. (xi. 41-47) occur sixteen names that

are lacking here. In other respects the two lists

agree materially, only that in both there is a con-

siderable number of textual errors.

Vers. 8-12. The three greatest heroes, Jasho-

heani, Eleazar, Shavim.ah, and their deeds.—Ver.
8. Our text has Josheb-basshebeth, while Chron.,

has Jashobeam ; the latter (according to 1 Cliron.

xxvii. 2) is the correct reading.* Instead of

Tachmoni read '' the son of Hachmoni " as in

Chron. ; comp. 1 Chron. xxvii. 32, wiiere it is

said: " Jehiel the son of Hachmoni was with the

sons of the king ;" this Jehiel was perhaps a

brother of Jashobeam. Comp. also 1 Chron.
xxvii. 32, where Jashobeam is called the son of

Zabdiel ; but this '' is no discrepancy, since Zab-
diel might be the proper name, and Hachmoni the

patronymic but better known name of the father"

(Bottch.).—''Il^adof the knights (body-guards-

men)." "Head" here is not= "leader" (which
would be lit' according to the usage of our books,

romp. ver. 19, Bottch.), but = "chief, most dis-

tinguished." " Shalishim or riders (knights) ;"

this word (D't^wt:')! is to be taken with Thenius

* According to Kcnnicott the two last letters of

Q^2V stood in a MS. under the H^K'D of the pre-

ceding line fver. 7), and a transcriticr hy mistalte at^-

tached the latter word instead of D>' ^'^ ^tif- fOr, it

may be that the r\2^2 here is corruption of pOJ? in

Cliron., and passed from ver. 8 into ver. 7. Sept. 'le/Soo-fle

= n^aU/N for bjlllK/N (Wellh.). See on n2^2 ver.

T.-Tu.]
'

'

t So read here and in Phron. instead of our text; so

in vers. 13. 2:;, 24, .and 1 Chron. xi. 15, 42; xii. 4 ; xxvii 6

as meaning the most distinguished warriors
standing nearest the persons of kings and gen-
erals; the wcHiic [lit. : "third man"] it maybe
conjectured, had its origin in the fact that from
these warriors was chosen tiie man who, when the

king or general went to battle, stood with him in

the chariot (along with the driver) as third man.
With this agrees (Then. p. 276) 2 Kin. ix. 25,

where Jehu says to his Shalish: "Remember how
1 and thou rode together after Ahab ;" and so in the

pictures at Nineveh (Layard), in whicli the

])rincipal personage, drawing tlie bow, is covered
by the shield of a warrior on his left, while the

driver stands in front of the two. According to

Ex. xiv. 7 (comp. xv. 4) every chariot was in

unusual wise provided with a shalish [Eng. A. V.
captain]. From Ezek. xxiii. 15, these lavored

men seem (later, at least) to liave been distin-

guished by a special dress. From these shalishim

(who afterwards foi-med a special Corps, near the

person of the king, 2 Kin. x. 25) the kings seem
to have chosen their adjutants, comp. 2 Kin. vii.

2 (xvii. 19) ; ix. 25 ; xv. 25, and in 1 Kin. ix. 22
they appear as a special military rank or office.

The term signifies, therefore, not : chariot war-
riors, three on a chariot, nor: (with a different

pointing) the 30 leaders of tlie 600 Gibborim
[Heroes] (Ew., Berth.), nor : regidars drawn up
'• three deep," thai is, superior soldiers (Bottch.),

but : shalish*-corps, shalisli-men, lifeguardsmen,

"knights" (Luther, in "Kings"). [The mean-
ing of shalish is obscure, but here it seems better

to adopt the reading "three." Jashobeam was
chief or most eminent of the three highest, which
agrees best with the context. So margin of Eng.
A. v.—Tr.]—The text of the next following

words [Eng. A. V. : "the same was A. the E."]

is corrupt and unintelligible, and is to be read

(after ver. 18 and Cliron. ver. 11) :
" he brandished

his spear."-f Instead of 800 Chron. has 300,

taken probably from ver. 18, in order to soften the

seemingly monstrous innnber 800. "At one
time " = ill one battle. " Eight liundred slain

''

(77n), not " warriors," as Kennicott (according

to Thenius) renders :
" he brandished his spear

over 800 warriors, was their leader." Tlie mean-
ing is, either that in one battle he swung his

spear till he had killed 800 men (Ew., Berth.,

Bottch., Keil), or that after the battle he brand-

ished his spear over tliose that were killed by
him and his men, as symbol of victory over

them (Thenius). [For various forced interpre-

tations of the verse see citations in Wordsworth
and Philippson.

—

Tr.]
Ver. 9 sqq. After him, next him in the list,

•was Eleazar . . . •with David ; comp. ver.

11. ''The son of Dodai," as the text reads

(pointed according to 1 Cliron. xxvii. 4). The
margin has Dodo, 1 Chron. xi. 12 [so Eng. A.

V. here]. "The son of an Ahohite," in Chron.

(instead of U^W'h'^)- [Or, perhaps better here nE/btV-

* In ^'WiV the V is Adj. ending (as in "'012 and

'j~\73), denoting rank. Ew. g 177 a, § 164.

f [Some hold that 1J"7^ is corruption of T\'1J^, and

that V£]) = " spear " (comp. Arab, "n^^ and JDJ^),
but

this last is altogether uncertain.—Tk.]
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"the Ahohit?." "Among the three heroes,"*

that is, the renowned trio, Jashobeam, Eleazar
and Shammah (ver. 11).—Instead of our textf

read with Chron. : ''with David (Chron. : he

ivas with David) at Pas-dainraini, and tlie Philis-

tines, etc" Pas-dammim is probablv the same
place with " Ephes-dainmim," 1 Sam. xvii. 1.

—

And the Philistines had there assembled
to battle. The words from " and the men of

Israel went up" (ver. 9) to "and the Philistines

were gathered together to Lehi [Eng. A. V.

:

into a troop] " (ver. Ill have fallen out of the

text of Chron, ;|; so that the name of the third

hero Shammah " is tliere wanting, as liis deed
(vers. 11, 12) falls to Eleazar.—The verb "went
up " [Eng. A. V. wrongly : were gone away]
denotes simply the marching of the men of-

Israel against the Philistines ; it is unnecessary

to add: "in flight" (Then).
_
The fisiht or

holding back of the Israelites (involved in the
'' and the people returned," ver. 10), inasmuch
as it occurred after the advance to battle (where-

fore Eleazar undertook the contest with the Philis-

tines alone), is not expressly mentioned in the

concise narrative, but is fir.^t indicated by the
" returned." If the word " went up " had been
intended to indicate "flight to higher positions

earlier occupied" (Then.), then necessarily a

corresponding additional statement would have
been made, such as Bottcher too boldly conjec-

tures : "they went up on the mountain and lost

heart." A correct explanation of the "returned"
is given by Josephus [^Ant. 7, 12, 4] :

'' when the

Israelites fled, he alone remained," and by the

Vulgate, in its addition in ver. 10: "and the

people, wlio had fled, returned." [There is not

necessarily any hint in the text that the people
had fled ;

the '' returned " might refer to the

withdi-awal from pursuit of the defeated enemy.
Sib.-Com., suggests that this view (as in Eng. A.
v.: "gone away") may liave arisen Irora the

misapplication in 1 Chron. xi. 13 of the phrase
" the people fled " to this battle, whereas it be-

longs to Shammah's exploit.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 10.

He arose, that is, when tlie others had fallen

back. Josephus :
" he alone remained." And

smote the Philistines till his hand clave
to the sword, his hand was cramped around
the sword-hilt by weariness. " Jehovah wrought
fjreat deliverance" that is, a great victory [observe

the theocratic form of the Heb. expression : a

yictory is a deliverance or salvation from God.

—

* The Qeri and Chron. in.i^ert the Art. bi.^'fore 0^*13-1.

But thpre is nothing stranse in the absenofof the Art.,
as Bottcher remarks against Thenius, wlio would read

'jH "'ty'Sti'S, thinking it necessary on account of follow-

incc references fvers. 12. 16 sqq.). On thp stnt. abs. of
the Numeral before the .Subst, sceGes. J 120, 1.

t Against our text is 1) the following DtJ? "there,"

which supposes a preceding name of a place, 2) si'^fj

takes not 3, but the Accus. (xxi. 21 ; 1 Sam. xvli. 10, 25

aq., 36), 3) the failure of the Rel. Pron. before ^3DN3
" were assembled." Instead of '33 read '3ni " and the

Philistines."

t By erroneous passage from .IDDXJ 'an (ver. 9) to

the similar '3 ^3DX''1 (ver. 11).

Tr]. And the people returned after him.*
After this exploit the people had notliing to do
but to follow for the purpose of plundering, to

strip the slain (Sept.).

Ver. 11 sqq. The third principal hero, Sham-
mah. Another of this name (not to mention tile

incorrect reading in ver. 33) is given in ver. 2.5,

and called the Harodite. Here "a Ilararite" is

no doubt to be taken as the same with '' the Ha-
rarite," ver. 33, since in the parallel passage, 1

Chron. xi. 34, the .same name Agee is given.

Theretbre we read :
'' Shammah the son of Agee,

the Hararite."—"And the Philistines were as-

sembled a< 2y<^/ti."t So we must render [and not:

into a troop], because the words "there" and
"assembled" both presuppose the name of a

place (Then., Ewald). Chron. has: "to battle,"

no doubt from ver. 9.

—

Lehi ( = "jaw-bone") =
Ramath Lehi, where Samson smote the Philis-

tines with the jaw-bone of an ass, Judg. xv. 9,

14, 17, 19. In Josephus' time the place was still

called Slagon ( Smj-wi^, "jaw-bone," Ant. 5, 8, 8,

9). Tlie Philistines had encamped in a lentil-

field, because they found provision there (instead

of '' lentils," Chron. has "barley" [probably both
barley and lentils were found there.

—

Tr.]).

The Israelites had fallen b.ack. Then Siiammah
planted himself in the field, took it from the

Philistines and smote them. A situation like

that of vers. 9, 10, is here described in short,

sharp strokes, and the hero's victory extolled as

the immediate gift of God.

Vers. 13-17. Exploit of three other principal

heroes of David, whose names are not given.

Instead of the text: "thirty," the marginal read-

ing ''three" is to be taken (with Chron. and all

the Versions). As the Art. is lacking both here

and in Chron., the heroes here named are not

the chief three above (De Wette, Jo.s.), but other

three out of the list, ver. 24 sqq.J—And three
of the Shalish-men (that is. the life-guards-

men, knights, see on ver. 8) went down, that

is, from the heights of the mountains of .Judah.

The masoretic text has: "three of the thirty"

but instead of ''thirty" we are to read "shalish-

men" (Then.), as in ver. 8.— [There is no need
to change the text. We have here an anecdote

of three of the thirty afterwards mentioned.

Perhaps this anecdote interrupts the list proper,

in which Abishai should follow innnediately

after Shammah (Wellh.) ; but it is also possible

that Abishai and Benaiah were two of the three

here engaged.

—

Tr.]—" Three of the knights,

captains" [Eng. A. V.: "three of the thirty

chief "1. The ^H"^ is to be rendered as in ver.

8 ("head"), but is here postpo.sed as appo.sition

* Vulg. : populusqitifugeratreversusest. According to

Thenius an DJ "inx '"who had fled" (eomp. ver. 11)
T V -:

seems to have fallen out after " the people." If this be
rightly taken as probable (K\v.), thou there is the less

propriety in explaining the " went up " with Tlieuius as
above mentioned.

t The rnasoretic pointing n'TlS came no doubt from

the jrni in ver. 13. [nTI/ would be the proper name

Lehi witii n local, = "to Lehi."—Tr:.]

t This is favored also by the va-) D'ty^D'HO. vvhieh

introduces tliem as other persons.
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(=" captains''). The text, however, is difScult.*

"In the harvest-time"' C'^'p. '^t), for which

Chron. has: "on the rock;" but tlicre is no
reason to reject our text as spurious, since the

rendering "in harvest-time" is not set aside by
the conte'xt (Then.).—To the cave of Adul-
lam, see 1 Sam. xxii. 1. According to the situ-

ation liere described this exploit occurred in the

Piiilistine war narrated in v. 17 sq.
—"And the

troop (iT'n, xSum. xxxv. 3; Ps. Ixviii. 11 [10];

1 Sam. xviii. 18) of tlie Pliilistines encamped in

tiie valley of Rephaiin." Thenius thinks that

(on account of the "post, garrison" of ver. 14)

the "host" of Chron., as a larger body, is to be

read instead of the '•troop" of our passage; but

this cannot be established. On the valley licphaim

see on 1 Sam. v. 18.—Ver. 14. On the "post"
pi'O) see 1 Sara. xiii. 23; xiv. 1, 4.|—Ver. 15.

" Who will give me to drink ?" that is, Oh that

someone would, e^c, (Ew. § 329 a). Clericus

explains this exclamation of David from his de-

sire to see Bethlehem soon freed from the enemy's

siege ; but this does not accord with the idea of

appetite that especially belongs to this verb. The
connection does not indicate that David wished

to refresh himself after a hot fight ( Ew. ). Perhaps
tlie water was bad or failed, and he had a longing

desire for water from the well " at the gate,"

wiiich was perhaps particularly good. The tra-

ditional "David's Well" lies half an English

iulle from the present Bethlehem, and is, accord-

ing to Ritter (Erdk.-s.Yi. 286) " deep, and well

])rovided with clear, cool water." Comp. Tobler,

IJrthlchem, p. 10.—Ver. 16. The camp of the

Piiili-itlnes was in the valley of Rephaiin in the

direction from .\dullara towards Bethlehem

;

conip. the local statements in 1 Sam. xxii. 1, 2

Sam. V. 18.—David would not drink the water,

but poured it out to the Lord, not in thanks-

giving fur the preservation of the heroes (Jos.),

nor as prayer for forgiveness of his fault in send-
j

ing tiiem into such deadly peril (Kennicott), but
j

to lionor the Lord ( Vulg.), as an offering to the

Lord, to wiiom alone it ouglit to belon^, since it

was too costly for David.—Ver. 17. His reason :
j

Par be it from me, O Lord ! to do this.
|

One would expect here the usual form of an
oath :} "the Lord forbid that I .should do this"

(1 Chron. xi. 19, Syr., Chald., Then.). "But,"
riglitly remarks Btittcher, '' the Chronicler
and the modern critics have failed to note the

difference in the situation. Here David pours
out a drink-offering to Jahwe, and in connection
with it, invokes him ; here, therefore, the el.se-

* Of the Versions l^iil is found only in the Chal'l.,

.TU'I Tiipuins would thenee regard it as an [inserted] ex-
jil:in;it.ion of the prei^oding word. But it is perhaps bet-
ti'r to detach tlie from the preceding word (which
would then end in "'_, as in ver. 8). prefi.t it to Ei^XI,

then insert "i^^H (as in Chron., omitting /}?), and ren-

der: ' descended three of tlie knights from the top of
til.' ro(dc.""

t [This phrase cann<ithe rendered: "in the liarvept-
tiine,"' and it would seem better, therefore, to adopt the
reading of Chron., or Erdniann's suggestion in the pre-
ceding note.

—

Tr.]

X [" The hold " in which David found liimself, wa« a
strong-hold or fortress near the cave of .\dullam.

—

Tr.]

i mn'O (1 Sam. x.\iv. 7 ; xxvi. 11) instead of mn"-

where unusual vocative is necessary."—" Should
1 [or, shall I] drink the blood of the men, etcf
Not: "The blood of the men, etc?" (interroga-

tion with aposiopesis, Ew. ji 30 3 a), which would
be too unclear (Biittch.). The words do not per-

mit Movers'"'' rendering :
'' is it not the blood ?"

[so Eng. A. V.]. The verb " drink "f nuist be
supi^lied, and the sense is: should I drink thi.s

water, wliich has the same value for me as the
blood of these heroes, since they brougiit it " at

the price of their souls," at the risk of their lives ?

According to Lev. xvii. 11 the soul [life] is in

the blood ; to drink this water would be equiva-
lent to drinking the blood of theSe men.

Vers. 18-23. Feat>> of two other heroes of
David.—Ver. 18 sqq. Abishai, see 1 Sam. xxvi.

6. Pie was (as Jashobeam), a chief man, captain
of the shalish-corps. (lirdmann retains the text

(Kethib) .shcdish, Eng. A. V. follows the margin
(Qeri) : "chief of (the) three;" but it seems better

to read :
" chief of the thirty." Abishai and Benaiah

attained to fame and distinction among the thirty,

without reaching to the three (vers. 8-12).

—

Tr.]
He brandished his spear over, ele., as in

ver. 8. And he had a name among the
three, Jashobeam, Eleazar and Shannnah.
Among these greatest heroes he had a name for

heroic bravery.—Ver. 19. But also above the
Shalish corps (knights) -was he honored.
Our text reads :

" above the three he was honor-
ed," but, while the " three" at the end of ver. 18
is to be n^.aintained against Thenius (who would
unnecessarily change it to Shalish), here it must
be regarded as a scribal error, and changed to

Shalish, partly because of the following words

:

"and he became their captain," partly because of

the relation of these words (which indicate his po-

sition) tothe "chiefof the Shalish" in ver. 18.-The
text here is as to one word ("^0+) unintelligible,

and must be changed after Chron., so as to read :

" above the Shalish he was dovtbly honored," so

that he became their leader, which answered

to his position as "chief of the Shalish-corps"

(ver. 18). But to the three (first) he attained
not, they were beyond him in bravery and he-

roic achievement. [Dr. Erdmann thus, by some-

what arbitrary changes of text, brings out of this

list a vShalish-corps with Abishai as captain; but

we hear nothing elsewhere of such a corps, and it

seems foreign to the design of ihis list to mention

it. Moreover, the statement in ver. 23 concerning

* This would require : Dl HT X /H-

t nntyX (Sept., Vulg.) maj' easily have fallen out after

DH^K^biS by homoeoteleuton.

J '^n is not to be taken as a question, equivalent to a

lively asseveration (= is it so that? = certainly, comp.

ix. l] Gen. xxvii. 3G ; xxix. 15) ; "he was certainly hon-

oivd "—"for what is a question doing in the midst of

this perfectly smooth narration?" (Then.); nor is it to

be explained as having arisen from the precedmg H
and an inserted ^3. Instead of this unintelligible read-

ing the text of Chronicles is to be taken, only pointed

D'Jt:^3,
" iu two, double." Comp. Ewald g 26'J b. [It is

easier to suppose OH an insertion than to get it out of

D'JtJ'D, though the presence of the latter in Chron. is

not easily explained. Wellh. suggests l-in " behold,

he " for on.—Tr.]
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Benaiali seems to be parallel to that in ver. 19
concerning Abisliai, and ver. 23 gives a clear and
appropriate sense, in accordance with which it is

better to render ver. 19: "He was more honora-
ble than the thirty, and became their captain, but

did not attain to the three." Thus, between the

three and tlie thirty we have the two eminent sol-

diers, Abishai and Benaiah, of whom the first was
made Captain of the Thirty, and the second Privy
Councillor. The change of text required in order

to give this reading (that is, to conform ver. 19 to

ver. 23) is slight, involving only the alteration of

ah to iiii.—Tr.]
Vers. 20-23. Benaiah ; first, his person and

character. The son of Jehoiada, accord-
ing to 1 Chronic, xxvii. 5 the priest Jehoiada
(compare cli. xii. 27 j; he was (viii. 18; xx. 23)
the commander of the body-guard (Chereth-
ites and Pclothites), and became (1 Kings i. 35)
in Joab's stead commander-in-chief of the army-
He was the son of an honorable man. As both
texts have the "son," it is not to be stricken out
(Ew., Berth., Then., Botttch.), though of the Ver-
.sions only the Chald. has it. Not :

" the son of a
valiant, man"—that would not suit the priest Je-

hoiada—but :
" of an upright, honest, capable*

man" (as in Numb. xxi/. 18; 1 Kings i. 52;
Euth iv. 11 ; Prov. xii. 4: xxx. 10, 29y. [It is

not probable that, after the name of his father has
been given, he would then be described afresh by
this general phrase: " son of a man of force ;" in

spite of the concurrence of the two texts (Sam. and
Chron.) in retaining the word "son," it is better

to omit it.

—

Tr.].—He was " rich in deeds." Of
Kabzeel, in the south of Judah, Josh. xv. 21

;

Neh. xi. 25.

—

His deeds: 1) He slew the two
Ariels [Eng. A.V. : two lionlike men] of Moab.
Thenius (after the Sept., with a slight alterationf)

renders :
" he slew the two sons of Ariel, the Mo-

abite." So also Ewald, who conjectures that Ariel
was a name of honor of a king of A[oab. But as

both texts have the same reading, the renderings
of Sept. and Targ. are mere conjectures. Nor can
our text be translated :

" two lions of GodJ (God-
lions) " (De W., Bottch.) ^monstrous lions; po-
etical expressions such as " mountains of God,
cedars of God" (Ps. xxxvi. 7 [6] ; Ixxx. 11 [10]

)

[= great mountains, goodly cedars] are not suit-

able to wild beasts and to " historical i)rose

"

(Then.). Among the Arabians and Persians
" Lion ofGod " is the designation of a hero, com p.

Boch. Hieroz. IL 7, G3, ed. Rosenmiiller; Indian
princes call themselves Z)cp?Y(s/nAa, "god-lions"
(Ew. ). It was two famous Moabite heroes that
Benaiah conquered and killed. ^Vhy is it so im-
probable (Then. [Wellh.]) that this name should
have been given to two contemporary men of a na-
tion? This exploit belongs, tlicrefore, in the his-

tory of the Moabite war, of which we otiierwise
know little.—2) He w^ent down and slew
the lion in the pit.—The word (H'^X) denotes

a lion-animal, a beast that looks like a lion (Biitt-

* 'n is oertainly scribal error for Vn (Chron.).

t He inserts '33 and reads '^N'l'Sn instead of 3N1D.

: bxiN, more fully Sx ""(X. [The reading of VuIk :

"two lions of Moal)" is loss likely on aoconnt of the
following special mention of a lion. The Ariel of Is.i
i.xix. 1 is different.—Ta.]

cher).* The Art. points out that the fact was
generally known On the day of snow^, 0:1 a
snowy day, when more snow than usual liad I'ailen,

and the lion, having approached human habita-

tions to seek food, fell into an ordinary cistern, or

a pit dug to catch him.—3) Ver. 21. And he
slew the Egyptian ; thfe Art. denotes ijuit the

man was known according to this account. He
was a " many of appearance," that is, a large man.
Chron. has :

" a man of measure," = a man of

great height." Which is the original reading
must be left undetermined ; both denote gigantic

stature, Chron, adding :
" he was five cubits high,

and his spear as a weaver's beam." The heroic

nature of Benaiah's deed consisted in his going
down with a staff to the Egyptian, who was armed
with a spear. We nmst suppose that there was a

battle, in which Benaiah stood witli Israel on a

height, while the Egyptian and the enemy were
below in the plain ; he showed his skill and
strength by snatching the spear out of the Egyj)-

tian's hand and killing him with it.—Ver. 22. His
name also (as Abishai's) was renowned auKmg the

tliree chief heroes (comp. ver. 18) [here, as there,

it seems better to read : ''among the thirty." J

—

Tr.].—Ver. 23. Here (as in verse 19) instead

of the '' thirty" of the text, we are to read " Sha-
lish" (knights).

—

Above the knights he
was honored (as Abishai), but also he came
not up to the three, the first-named three

heroes.

—

And David made him his privy-
councillor.—See on 1 Sam. xxii. 14. On his

liigli military position see viii. 18 and xx. 23.

—

[As above remarked, it is simpler to retain the

text here (as in Eng. A. V.), and make ver. 19
conform to it.

—

Tr.]
V^ers. 24-39. The remaining heroes [thirty-two

in number], who belonged to the corps of Shali-

shini, and, in comparison with the above-named,
formed the third grade.—Ver. 24. Asahel,
Joab's brother ;§ see ii. 18. He was one of the

Shalishim [the text reads ''thirty"'}, and this

designation "among the Shalish" applies to all

the following names. Chi'on. has as superscrip-

tion: "and brave heroes were" (Asahel, etc.).—
Elhanan, the son of I>odo, is to be distinguished

from the Bethlehemite Ellianan mentioned in

xxi. 19. Instead of " Bethlehem " read " Beth-
lehemite;" Chron. has "of Bethlehem" [so

Eng. A. V.].—Ver. 25. Shammah, Chron. has
the Harorite; here correctly the Ilarodite, of

Ilarod, Judg. vii. 1 ; Chron. writes the name

* n"^X (Keth.) as distinguished from 'IX (Qeri).

[This distinction of Bottcher's is hardlv sustained I'V

usage.—Tu.]

t Instead of 'Iti'X read Qeri 5I."X (Ohron.).—Instead

of nXlTD Chron.'has mO- [As '"CD r-X (Sam.) means

a " goodly man " fso Eng. A. V.), not a '• large man "

(ICrdmann), tlir reading of Chronicles is to Ije prefer-
red.-Tu.]

X [Wellh. : n'njn U^tht^ " among the thirty he-

roes."—Tit.]

? [Kennicott and Bottcher think that Asahel forms a
second triad with Ahishai and Benaiah, and ought to he
separated from the list, but the text is against this.
" The earl.y de.i.th of Asahel (ii. 32) would make it likely
th.at his place would lie filled up. and so account [in part]
for the number ;U [3'Jl in the list" (Bib.-Com.).—For the
Captains of the several months see 1 Chron. .xxvii. 1-15.

-TK.J
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Shainmoth (1 Cliron. xxvii. 8 : Shamhuth).—Elihu,

wanting in Cliron., omitted by reason of the iden-

tical "Haroditc" in the two clauses.—Ver. 26.

Helez the Paltite, of Beth-pclet in the south of

Judah, Josh. xv. 27; Neh. xi. 26. In 1 Chron.
xi. 27 and xxvii. 10 stands by error "the Pelo-

nite."—Ira, of Tekoa in the wilderness of Judah,
see xiv. 2, eomp. 1 Chron. xxvii. 9.—Ver. 27.

Abiezer, of Anathoth in Benjamin, Josh. xxi.

8; Jer. i. 1, comp. 1 Chron. xxvii. 12.—Instead

of llebunnai read Sibbekai (1 Chron. xi. 29) the

Hushathite, xxi. 18; comp. 1 Chron. xxvii. 11.

—Ver. 28. Zalmon, of the Benjaminite family

Ahoha; Chron. (ver. 29) has Mat [perhajDS cor-

rupted from Zalmon].—Maharai, of Netophah
near Bethlehem (Ezra ii. 22; Neh. vii. 26;
comp. 2 Kings xxv. 23), now JBeit Nettif (Bob.
II. 600 [Am. ed. II. 15, 223], Tobler, 3 Wand.
117 sq.).—Ver. 29. Heleb, according to 1 Chron.
xi. 30 and xxvii. 15 Heled = Hehlai, also of Ne-
tophah.

—

Ittai, Chron. Ithai, not to be con-
founded with tlie Ittai of xv. 19 [since this was
u Benjaminite, and the other a Gittite.

—

Tr.].—
Ver. 20. Benaiah ; read "the Pirathonite"*
(Chron.), of Pirathon in Ephraim, now Ferata,

jiear Nablus, comp. Judg. xii. 13.

—

Hiddai (1

Chron. xi. 32: Hurai), of Nuhale-Oaash [Eng.
A. V. less well: "brooks of (iaash"], near the
mountain Gaash in Benjamin, Josh. xxiv. 30;
Judg. ii. 9.—Ver. 31. Abi-Albon (Chron.:
Abidj) of Beth-ha-arabah :^ Arabah, Josh. xv.
iSl; xviii. 18, 22, in the wilderness of Judah.

—

Azmaveth oi Bahurim, see xvi. 5; Chron. has:

'" the Bahanimite" for ''Bahurimite" (Thenius),

see iii. 16.—Ver. 32 sqq. Eliahba, of Shaalbon
.== Shaalbin, Josh. xix. 42, perhaps the present
Selbit.—Instead of the following text, Chron. has
Benehashem the Gizonite, Jonathan the son
of Sliagee the Hararite. This is probably the

correct text, since '^ Bene Jashen Jonathan" [Eng.
A. v.: "of the sons of Jashen, Jonathan"] gives

no sense; but probably the Bene ["sons"] has
gotten into the text by erroneous repetition from
the preceding word [Shaalboni], so that we must
read simply: JIashem. The locality of Glzon is

unknown. Shammah has probal)ly gotten in

here from ver. 11, in place of Ben-Agee.—Ahiam,
the son of Sharar (Chron. Sakar, comp. 1 Chron.
xxvi. 4); the Ararite (Chron. ifomr/i;« [so Eng.
A. V.]).—Ver. 34. Eliphelet (Chron.: Eliphal,

the t having fallen out). It is surprising that

the text here gives not only the father, but also

the grandfather, which is not done elsewhere in

the list; nor does the word "son" suit before tlie

gentilic name "the Maachathite." Chron. here
(ver. 35sq.) has: "Eliphal (-phelet) the son of

TJr, Hepher the Mekarathite." The first part of

the Sara, text might have arisen from that of

C'liron..! (not the converse, Thenius), while the

latter part of our text is to be preferred, so that

the reading will be: Eliphelet the son of Ur,

Hepher the Maachathite, of Maachah in Gilead,

see on X. 6; comp. Deut. iii. 14 and 2 Kings

* And omit the 1 of ITTJ 3 [this is unnecessary.—Tn.]
t [This reading is preferred by Bih.-Com., Ahialhon

>)eing regarded as a corruption' of Shnalhoni below,

which 15 MSS. of Kennioott write ' Jl'73j' ty. Wellh.

suggest.? AhihanI = Ahie.l.—Tu.]

X Tlic 'JDHN niay have come from isn l-IN-

xxv. 23.—Eliam, son of Ahithophel the Gilon-
ite; Chron. has an entirely ditlerent text: '' Ahi-
jah the Pelonite." On Ahithophel see on xv. 12.
[This Eliam is supposed by some to be the father
of Batlisheba (xi. 3).—Tii.]— Ver. 35. Hezro,
as in the text and in Chron. [the margin has
Hezrai, and so Eng. A. \.; Bib. Cbv/f.^ thinks
this name the .same with the IL'zron of 1 Chron.
ii. 5, the ancestor of Nabal the Carmelite.—Tr..]

;

the Carmelite, of Carmel, 1 Sam. xxv. 2 [south
of Judah].—Paarai, of Arab on the nunintains
of Judah, Josh. xv. 52. Chron. has: " Xaari
the son of Ezbai," both names doubtless scribal
errors [it is hardly possi])Ie to determine the cor-
rect reading here.—Tr.].—Ver. 36. Jigal [Eng.
A. ^^ : Igal] the son of Nathan, of Zobah. Chron.

:

'^Joel the brother of Nathan." The designation
" brother" instead of the usual ''son " is suspicious
from its reference to the prophet Nathan, whom
the "of Zobah" (in Syria) does not suit. Whe-
ther Jifjal [Igal] or Joel is the original name
must be left undetermined.*

—

Bani tlie Gaclite ;
Chron. :

" Mibhar the son of Hagri," probably a
corruption of our text.f-Ver. 37. Zelek the
Ammonite, a foreigner, as Igal of Zobah in Syria.—Naharai [Eng. A. ^^ : Nahari] the Beerofhite,
ofBceroth (see on iv. 2), armor-bearer to Joab.
The text has the Plu. " armor-bearers," but the
Sing. (Qeri and Chron.) is to be preferred. If
several armor-bearers were meant, their names
would be connected by " and."—Ver. 38. Ira and
Gareb, both Ithrites of Kirjath jearim, comp. 1
Chron. ii. 53, see on xx. 26.—Ver. 39. Uriah,
also ii foreigner, comp. xi. 3.

—

In all 37 ; not in-
cluding Jo«6, who, as Commander-in-chief of the
wliole army, is not named, butafter correcting the
text of ver. 34, and reading tliree names there in-
stead of two. Otherwise there would be only 36
names. J [This seems a better explanation of the
numbers than the supposition that one name in a
second triad (vers. 18-23) has been omitted {Bib.-
Com., Phil.), for which there is no good ground.—In 1 Chron. xi. 41-47 follow sixteen additional
names, probably lieroes that "took the place of
those that died, or were added when the number
was no longer limited to thirty" (Bib.-Comm.).
-Tr.].

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. The heroes', of David here enumerated as the
most prominent and important, ami of Mhom par-
ticular exploits are narrated, represent David'.s
whole heroic army, with which he carried on the

Lord's wars, and gained the Lord's victories; they
are the heads and leaders of the people in arms,
which with its king fought the heathen nations as
enemies of Jehovah's king and kingdom in Israel
(comp. 1 Chron. xxvii.). Their deeds are deeds

* [The i-eading "son of Ahinathan" in some MSS. of
Chron. is ))rol)ably merely an attempt to conform this
clause to the others.

—

Th.]

t The in^D is probably out of niVO, and the

njn-p out'ofnjn 'J3.

X IWellhausen : "More successful corrections in this
list will be possil;>le only when the proper names of the
Old Testament, together with the variations of the Sept.,
have been all collected and thoroughly worked up."
-Te.]
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e/" God, wliereby He " works great deliverance "

for his people and their king against their ene-

mies (vers. 10. 12).

2. As the Prophetic Office is tlie organ of God's
immediate word of revekition to the theocratic king
and the chosen })eople, so is the Body of Heroes
the instrument -whereby God's kingdom in Israel

is protected against lieathen powers, and triumphs
over them. To the School of the Prophets, which
gatJiered around Samuel, and whence came the
heroes of the word and the Spirit, answers the
School of Heroes gathered about David, whence
came those whose forms are here slightly sketched.
In them is mirrored the splendor of the royal
power and glory of the Anointed of the Lord, to

v.'hom, as the visible representative of God among
His people, they are devoted body and soul, and
in whose person they serve the invisible Lord and
King of His people witli inviolate fidelity even
imto death. These heroes " know themselves to

be the banner-, shield-, and armor-bearers of him
who stands at their head, not by human commis-
sion, but by divine investiture—to be the divinely-
appointed watchmen and guardians of hearth,
throne and altar, of the noblest and most inalien-
able possessions of their people, against attacks
froui without and from within. A.s the armed
populatit)n of the land they form the brazen wall
of defence of God's kingdom, and the respect-com-
pelling hedge-row of the soil in which their peo-
ple ripens in body and spirit towards its God-
appointed destiny. Such a rich consciousness
must have given David's warriors a peculiar ex-
altation of feeling; it imparted to them the true
knightly sense, which alone up to the present hour
has conferred true nobility on the profession of
the soldier" (F. W. Krummacher).

2. A beautiful and touching proof of the lore

and fidelity that bound these heroes of David to
their lord is given in the reckless devotion with
which they put their lives in })eril to gratifv a
casually expressed wish of his. Though in form
it may seem to be a piece of foolliardiness, the
moral kernel in it is the faithful, self-sacrificing

love, which perils even life for a neighbor, and
shuns no danger, in order to serve liim.

4. In David's conduct to the heroes that bring
him water from Bethlehem at the risk of their
lives, are set forth these things : 1) Noblemodesty,
which regards the love-ofFering of one's neighbor
as too dear and valuable for one's-self, and de-
clines to receive it; 2) Sincere humility before the
Lord, which lays the honor at His feet, as He to

whom alone it belongs : a) A clear view and ten-

der estimation of the infinite moral worth of hu-
man life in men's relations towards one another
and towards God.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Where heroism and bravery put themselves
exclusively in the service of (Jod and subserve
only the aims of His kingdom, the Lord causes
};reat things to be performed tiirougli them, and
often a victory to be torn from the enemies of His
kingdom that they had already gained.—Even
the military calling God has chosen and sanctified
through His word, that through it in times of
Forc conflict of right against wrong and of truth
against falsehood He may " work great deliver-

ance."—A military hero should seek his highest
lionor in dedicating his sword to the Lord, and as

a servant of God helping to work deliverarice for

his fatherland and his people against their ene-

mies.—Often in history does God the Lord use
one man's heroisui and bravery to make a people
great from small beginnings, or to lift it up from
disgrace and downfall, or to turn its defeats into

victory and triumph. Examples are furnished

by every j^eriod of history.

The source of trite heroism is life-communion
with God, wherein deeds of arms are 1) under-
taken in His fear, 2) performed for the ends of

His kingdom, 3) crowned with glorious results.—A threefold garland' of victory for the hero, who-

1) bravely repulses the pressing foe, 2) mightily
strikes down the foe that is already victorious and
triumphing in advance, and 3) lifts up again his

people's sunken courage.

—

Happy the people that

has heroes, who 1) advance in God's strength, 2)

courageously stake their life for God's honor and
the people's welfare, and 3) are counted worthy
by God to work great deliverance for their peo-
ple.

—

Hail to the throne that is encompassed by he-

roes, who 1) find their highest nobility in the real

knighthood that roots itself in true fear of God,
2) with humble heroism defend altar and throne,

3) seek their highest honor in being God's instru-

ments for the aims of His kingdom and for the

revelation of His power and righteousness, and
4) set the whole people an example of self-de-

voting love and fidelity, and of unterrified cou-

rage.

TxJEB. B. : Even the soldier's calling is well-

pleasing to God, especially when he wages the

Lord's wars.

—

Cramer : Bravery and other gifts

of God should be directed not to arrogance and
display and oppression of the poor, but to the

maintenance and propagation of the kingdom of

God and of His righteousness.—Ver. 10. Through
bodily strength, however great, nothing can be

performed where God does not give the success

(Jei-. ix. 23).—Ver. 12. Starke: We may in-

deed glory in and praise heroes for their heroic

deeds ; but it must be so done that God shall keep
His honor and His glory (Psa. cxv. 1).

Ver. 16. F. W. Kritmmacher : A knightly
deed this ! Bat was it not rather foolhardiness,,

if not downright servility, and was not this ex-

pending courage recklessly, and dealing waste-

fully with hinnan life? This question resembles

that with which .Judas Iscariot presumed to cen-

sure the anointing of Mary at Bethany. True
love has its measure in itself, and in its modes of

manifestation puts itself beyond all criticism.

—

The joyfully self-sacrificing deed of the three he-

roes regarded not so much tiie man David, as

rather tlie " anointed of tlie Lord," and so the

Lord Himself. [Hardly.

—

Tr.].—Schlier: Da-
vid's jiious mind would have no right over the

life of his men ; that the Lord alone had, to whom
all belongs. We have no right to claim for our-

selves the sweat and blood of others; men do not

exist for us, but we exist for others. We should
not get ourselves served, but should rather serve

others.—Genuine fear of God shows itself in this,

that one serves another in self-devoting and self-

sacrificing love, such as was mutually shown by
David and these three heroes.

[Vers. 15-17. The well by the gate of Bethlehem,
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David's circumstances. Kecollections of youth,

longing ibr the water lie used to drink when a
boy at home. Strong affections which a great

soldier awakens in his followers—they are eager
to gratify his slightest wish. Komauce of mili-

tary life—brave men love sometimes to go off on.

an unpractical adventure. David's regard lor

human life ; affectionate gratitude to his men

:

generous sentiments overcoming bodily appetite;
devout desire to honor Jehovah.—Tk. J

SIXTH SECTION.

The Numbering of the People and the Plague.

Chap. XXIV. 1-25.

1 And again the anger of the Lord [Jehovah] was kindled against Israel, and he
moved [incited] David against them to say [saying], Go, number Israel and Ju-

2 dah. For [And] the king said to Joab the captain [Joab and the captains'] of the
host which was [were] with him. Go now through all the tribes of Israel, from Dan
even [^om. even] to Beersheba, and number ye the people, that I may know the

3 number of the people. And Joab said unto the king, Now [om. Now'^] the Lord
[Jehovah] thy God add unto the people, how many soever they be, an hundred-
told, and that the eyes of my lord the king may see it; but why doth my lord the

4 king delight in this thing? Notwithstanding [And] the king's word prevailed

against Joab, and against the captains of the host. And Joab and the captains

of the host went out from the presence of the king, to number the people of Israel.

5 And they passed over Jordan, and pitched in Aroer on the right side of the city

Ibetter, and began from Aroer and from the city^] that lieth in the midst of the ri-

6 ver [valley] of Gad [toward Gad] and toward Jazer. Then [And] they came to

Gilead and to the land of Tahtim-hodshi [perhaps land of the Hittites to Kadesh],
7 and they came to Dan-jaan, and about to Zidon, And came to the stronghold of

Tyre, and to all the cities of the Hivites and of the Canaanites, and they went out
8 to the south of Judah, even [om. even] to Beersheba. So when they had gone

through all the land, they came to Jerusalem at the end of nine months and twenty
9 days. And Joab gave up the sum of the number [the number of the census] of the

people unto the king ; and there were in Israel eight hundred thousand valiant

men [warriors] that drew the sword ; and the men of Judah were five hundred
thousand men.

IC And David's heart smote him after that^ he had numbered the people. And
David said unto the Lord [Jehovah], I have sinned greatly in that I have done.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
' [Ver. 2. So in 1 Chron. xxi. 2, aiid required by the plirase "with him," and by the plural verb "number

ye."—Tr.]
- [Ver. 8. Bottcher shows (against Tlienius) that the 1 here must be given up (it is wanting in Chron.). Erd-

mann retains it.

—

Tr.]

3 [Ver. 5. Syr., Vulg. :
" came to Aroer (Syr. : Sarub! on the right of the city." But the reading (given above

in brackets) of the Holmes MSS. 19, 82, 9H, 108, as cited by Wellh., commends itself as more natural. We should
not here expect the statement that they encamped, but it is natural that the point where they began should lie

mentioned ; moreover the phrase :
" on the right of the city " is a strange one. The amended text would read :

T I -: •• • T-
* [Ver. 10. The 0~'*inX (which is an Adverb) here followed by the finite verb "1£)D is contrary to usage.

Either, one of the two (the " afterwards " or " he numbered the people ") must be omitted (Wellh.), or "M^H 7J7

mu.st be inserted :
" after this, because he had numbered" (Bih.-Com.), or "1t!?X mu.st be written instead of

J3,.

and the Conjunction retained (as in the Vulg. and Eng. A. V.).—What the Pisqas in vers. 10, 12 signify, is uncer-
tain.—Tr.]
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And now, I beseech thee, O Lord [Jehovah], take away the iniquity of thy ser-

11 vaut, for I have done very foolishly. For when David was up [And David arose]

in the morning

—

[ins. and] the word of the Lord [Jehovah] came unto the prophet
12 Gad. Dav'd's seer, saying, Go and say unto David, Thus saith the Lord [Jehovah],
13 I offer^ thee three things; choose thee one of them, that I may do it unto thee. So

[And] Gad came to David, and told him, and said unto him, Shall seven [better

three^] years of famine come unto thee in thy land ? or wilt thou flee three months
before thine enemies, while they pursue thee? or that there be three days' pestilence

in thy land? now advise, and see what answer I shall return to him that sent me.
14 And David said unto Gad, I am in a great strait; let us fall now into the hand

of the Lord [Jehovah], for his mercies are great; and let me not fall into the hand
of man.

15 So [And] the Lord [Jehovah] sent a pestilence upon Israel from the morning
even [om. even] to the time appointed ; and there died of the people from Dan

16 even lorn, even] to Beersheba seventy thousand men. And when the angel [And
the angel] stretched out his hand upon Jerusalem to destroy it, the Lord [and Je-

hovah] repented him of the evil, and said to the angel that destroyed the people, It

is enough, stay now thine hand. And the angel of the Lord [Jehovah] was by the

17 threshing-floor of Araunah the Jebusite. And David spake unto the Lord [Jeho-

vah] when he saw the angel that smote the people, and said, Lo, I have sinned, and
I have done wickedly; but these sheep, what have they done? let thine hand, I

pray thee, be against me, and against my father's house.

18 And Gad came that day to David, and said unto him. Go up, rear an altar unto

19 the Lord [Jehovah] in the threshing-floor of Araunah the Jebusite. And David,

20 according to the saying of Gad, went up as the Lord [Jehovah] commanded. And
Araunah looked, and saw the king and his servants coming on toward him ; and
Araunah went out, and bowed himself before the king on his face upon the ground.

21 And Araunah said. Wherefore is my lord the king come to his servant? And
David said. To buy the threshing-floor of thee, to build an altar unto the Lord

'22 [Jehovah], that the plague may be stayed from the people. And Araunah said

unto David, Let my lord the king take and offer up what seemeth good unto him
;

behold, here be [are] oxen for burnt sacrifice, and [ins. the] threshing-instruments
'23 and other [the] instruments of the oxen for wood. All these things did Araunah, as

a king, give unto the king [All gives Araunah, O king, to the king ; or, the whole
gives the servant of my lord the king to the king']. And Araunah said unto the

24 king. The Lord [Jehovah] thy God accept thee. And the king said unto Arau-
nah, Nay, but I will surely buy it of thee at a price, neither will I [and I will not]

offer burnt-offerings unto the Lord [Jehovah] my God of that which doth cost me
nothing. So [And] David bought the threshing-floor and the oxen for fifty she-

25 kels of silver. And David built there an altar unto the Lord [Jehovah], and of-

fered burnt-offerings and peace-offerings. So [And] the Lord [Jehovah] was en-

treated for the land, and the plague was stayed from Israel.

5 [Ver. 12. 7£33 '-lay upon ;'' Eng. A. V. ratlier transhxtes* the verb in Chronicles (ver. 10) nOJ '' s'tretch out."
-T TT

Erdmann :
" I liold over thee;" Philipp.'son :

" I lay before thee."

—

Tr.]

« [Ver. 13. So Chrori. (ver. 12), and so the symmetry of the statement requires.

—

Tr.]

7 [Ver. 23. So Botteher, writing '3*1X for nj1">J< and in.serting 13j;V The words must be regarded as part

<if Araunah'.s speech, since it is not true that he gave the things to the king; he offered them, but they were not
ac2epted (Wellh.).—Tu.]

EXKGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

I. Vers. 1-8. Davi<l\ sin in numberinr/ the

jpeople.

Ver. 1. And again the anger of the Lord
was kindled. The ''again" evidently refers to

tlie famine in xxi. 1-14; comp. especially ver. 1

and the identical endings of the two accounts
(ver. 25 here and ver. 14 there) : " Jehovah

(God) was entreated for the land." From this

both sections may be inferred to be from the .same

.source. [Hence some regard xxi. l')-xxiii. as

inserted in the midst of this history, iuid the two

poems xxii., xxiii. 1-7 as an insertion in the nar-

rative xxi. 15-22, xxiii. 8-.39. Erdmann regards

these various .sections as separately selected, and

put together according to a detinite plan.

—

Tr.]—
The additions in the i)ar:dlel section 1 Chron. xxi.

1-22, are to be referred to another fuller au-
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thoricv that the Chronicler had before him (Mov.,

Ew.),'lMit not also in part to "pure remodeling

by the Clironicler himself." (Ew.).—The time of

this census is certainly to be put in the later years

of David's reign, " partly because the pestilence

liere described is expressly said to be the second

of the two great plagues under David, partly be-

cause such a measure as the census, wiiich occu-

pied .Joab 9 months and 20 days, could have been

liegun only in a perfectly quiet year" (Ew. ). It

•cannot belong to the time before the insurrections

of Absalom and Sheba (8eb. Schmid), because it

presupposes n permanent condition of peace with-

out and within. The late date is also favored by

the fact that the Chronicler attaches iuniiediately

to this history (in accordance with its conclusion,

the purchase of Araunah's threshing-Hoor as the

site of the future temple) the description of the

preparations for the building of the temple and
David's arrangements for divine service, which
Chron. puts in this peaceful last period of his

reign. ''One would not, indeed, think of David's

very last days, when death was daily before him;
sucii great matters are not undertaken at such a

time" (Hengst.).—The kindling of God's anger

presupposes a grave offence against God ; and this

not merely by David (whose guilt is expressly

affirmed in vers. 3, 10, 12 sqq. ), but also by the

whole people, since " Israel " is designated as the

object of the divine anger (ver. 1), and the pu-

nitive plague was intended to include the whole
nation (ver. 13 sq.). This offence of the people

consists, however, not in any "' hidden sins " (D.

Kimchi), nor in the insurrections under Ab-
salom and Sheba (Keil), but (since God's anger
is obviously causally connected with David's deed)

in their participation in David's sin-—And He
incited David against them, that is, against

Israel, and the subject of the Verb is Jehovah, not

Satan (so several older expositors [and Ewald]
after Chron.), nor David's thought of number-
ing the people (Theod.) The outburst of God's

wrath against Israel is produced by a sin of

David's, to which the "incitement came from the

Lord;" the statement in Chron: "Satan* stood

up against Israel and incited David " is not in

contradiction with this, since Satan is not an in-

dependent agent alongside of God, but appears
always as subject to and dependent on Him. .Job

i. ; Zech. iii. Buddieus' explanation :
" God and

the devil may concur in one and the same evil

deed, though in different ways, the latter by im-
pelling, the former by permitting" must be cor-

rected in accordance with this statement.—" The
Lord incited David " means, not that He de-

stroyed his free will and forced him, but that He
])ermitted the temptations, resident in the cir-

cumstances ordained by Him, to approach David,
and so developed the germinal ungodly desire in

David's heart into a determination of the will,

and thence into the deed. See on 1 Sam. xxvi.

19, and "Historical and Theological" to that

* [Bib.-Com. {on 2 Sam. xxiv. 1) renders this "an ad-
versary" fotherwise unknown), on the ground that the
Art. iCound in Job and Zech.) is wanting, and similarly
translates here "one (an unknown enemy) moved Da-
vid." But the absence of the Art. in the late-composed
Chron. is explained by the fact that Sntan had then be-
come a proper name, and here the natural connection
points to Jehovah as subject : if another person had been
<;onoerned, distincter mention would have been maile
of him.—Tr.]

chapter [see James i. 13, 14 ; there is here in-

volved the whole subject of tiie co-relafion of
divine and human action, about which we can
only insist on the two unharmonizable facts of the
absolute efficient control of God, and the com-
plete independence of man.

—

Tr.]—Saying, go,
number Israel and Judah ! David's aim in

this census could not have been pleasure at the
great number that it would show, and at the
growth and well-being of his subjects thus brought
out (S. Schmid and other older expositors); that
would have been a childish undertaking, consi-

dering the great expenditure of time and strength

made'. Ewald {Hist. III. 218, hibl. Jahrb. 10, 34
sq.) holds that his purpose was to perfect the royal
power internally, and establish a strict rule that

should embrace the whole life of the nation ; the
census, he thinks, was intended " to drag the
people as far as possible " into all sorts of taxes,

such as existed in Egypt and Phenicia, and on
this supposition he bases the opinion that the

!
people, apprehensive of the subversion of their

j

liberty by the royal power, withstood this innova-
tion, and David had consequently to recede from
the complete execution of his measure. But there

is not a sign in the narrative of such a purpose
on David's j)art; and against it is the military

character and aim of the measure. Apart from
1 Chron. xxvii. 23 sq. (according to wliicli it was
connected with the military organization of the

people, and probably intended to complete it), it

is here discussed in the council of military offi-

cers, and executed by Joab the commander-in-
chief himself in conjunction with them ; and the

census took account not of r;/^ classes of the people,

or of all independent men, but only of " valiant

men that drew the sword." As is stated at the

outset, military camps were formed for the num-
bering (mustering). "The military character of

the procedure is clear also from the fact that Joab
delayed as long as possible carrying it into Ben-
jamin, in order not to arouse the insurrectionary

spirit of this tribe, which could not forget the

leadership it had possessed under Saul " (Hengst.,

ubi sup. p. 128).—Ver. 2. The king said to Joab:
Go now through all the tribes of Israel,

. . . and muster ye the people, that I may
know the number cf the people—a general

mustering for a military-statistical purpose. That
is, after having subjected foreign nations and esta-

blished internal order and quiet, David wished

to know the military force of the whole people.

[Render: " the king said to Joab and to the cap-

tains (or princes) of the host that were with
him."

—

Tr.]—In itself this census by David was
no more sinful than that of Moses, Ex. xxx. 12

sq. Wherein David's sin consisted is indicated

in .Toab's words in ver. 3: May now the Lord
thy God add to the people, as it is, a hun-
dred-fold, and may the eyes of my lord
the king see it ! but w^hy does my lord
the king delight in this thing ? The speech
has the form of a conclusion* from what precedes,

and indicates that Joab perceives David's pur-
pose to be to please himself with the exhibition
of the imposing military strength of his people;

* Indicated by tlie 1 before flDV, as in 2 Kings iv. 41

;

Ps. iv. 4[.3I. comp. Ges.^lf.j, Id. [Against this see "Text,
aad Gram."

—

Tr.J
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and the question at the end convey?! a moral re-
j

proof. The ungodly feature in this undertakinp:,

therefore, was its motive, David's haughty over-

estimation of himself and his people. His sin

was one botli of the lud of the eyes and of pride.

So much is true in Josephus' exphmatiou (fol

lowed by Bertheau), which is otherwise incorrect,

namely, tliat David's sin consisted in his not de-

manding the expiation-money that, according to

Ex. XXX. 12 sqq., had to be paid by every man
mustered ; for this requirement of tlie law (the aim
of which was :

" tluit there be no plague among
them " ) had reference to the danger in such a census

of falling into haughtiness and prc^umpfuousness.

"David wished to glory in the multitude of the

people" (S. Schm.). And the punishment that fol-

lowed the attempt—so that the number of warriors

was diminished, and the result of the census was not

noted in the State-annals (1 Chron. xxvii. 24)

—

shows that it was made in proud self-feeling witli-

out the wdll of the Lord, Israel's true king, and
for a self-chosen end that did not accord with the

aims and purposes of the Lord. It is going too

far to regard it as David's purpose here to sum-
mon the whole nation to war for new conquests

(J. D. Midi. ), or to transform the theocratic State

(Kurz in Herz. III. .306). Such a complete re-

cession from the dependence of his kingdom on
tiie Lord, such thought of a political world-do-

minion of Israel, such a complete abandonment
of Israel's national-theocratic calling, prcfsupposes

a complete defection on David's part from the

living God. But doubtless he who had led Israel

to so lofty a height, forgetting himself before the

Lord, had a proud desire to exhibit the splendid

array of his people's military strength, as pledge
of the further advance of his house and people,

and of the future development of the promise:
" thine enemies shall cringe before thee, and thou
shalt tread on their high-places" (Deut. xxxiii.

29). ''To this height David now thought he
could advance without God ; the annals should
show for all time that he had laid the foundations

of this mighty work of tlie future" (Ilengst. ).

The people also, filled with proud national con-

ceit of their strength, shared David's sin. Though
the chief fault was not with the people (Ilengst.),

yet the solidarity [unity] of David's sin and his

people's in this haughty anti-theocratic movement,
is beyond doubt.— Ver. 4. David submits, indeed,

to Joab's opposition now also (comp. iii. 27 ; xix.

1-7) ; but he did not follow the voice of gooil c<,>n-

science that he heard from his mouth. The
word of the king prevailed against Joab,
coinp. 2 ('hron. xxviii. 3; xxvii. o; not: "stood
fast" (De W.).* " It is noteworthy that such a

man as Joab, without living fear of God, but with
natural directness and sound practical sense, sees

sooner than David, how such a sinful exaltation
does not become a king of Israel" (O. v. Gerl.).

"Nothing more was said in opposition" (Gro-
tins). In silence Joab and the oilicers obey their

lord's command; they went out "before the eyes "f
of the kiuff.

* Vulg.: obtinuit sermo regis verba Joab.—Instead of

DXV-Sx should perhaps be written "—'7)f (Chron.).

t It is unnecessary to write 'JiJO (Vulg., Sjt., Ar.)for

"J£)7. for the latter means simply "before the king"

Yer. 0. Exact geographical statement of the be-
ginning of the census. It began beyond the Jor-
dan in Gad, " because military affairs were in an
especially flourishing condition there,* comp. 1

Chron. xii. 8 sqq., 37" (Then.) Comp. Thenius'
remarks on 2 Kings xv. 25. And encamped
at Aroer on the right of the city ; thev en-
camped in the plain instead of going into the
city, because of the large number of men engaged
in taking the census, and so they doubtless did
hereafter. [Another reading, in some respect-*

better, is: ''they began from Aroer and from the
city." See " Text, and Gram."

—

Tr.] In the
midst of the brook-valley of Gad, that is, not
in the vale of the Jabbok, as the greatest river in

Gad (Winer, s. v. Thaler and Aroer, Then., E.iiet-

schi in Herz. s. r. Gad) ; for it is identical with
the Aroer of Josh. xii. 25, which was before Rab-
bah (= Rabbah of the Ammonites), that is, be-
tween it and the Jordan ; for this reason and from
the statement in Judg. xi. 33 (.Jephthah smote
the Ammonites from Aroer to Abel Kernaim) it

cannot have lain so far north as the Jabbok, but
is probably to be sought in the valley noted on
the map south of liie Jabbok in the middle of the
territory of God. According to Von Raumer
(p. 259) it is probably the present .4 i/)'rt southwest
from es-Salt, with which Burckhardt also proba-
bly identified it (Reisen in Syrien, etc., p. 609 1.

This Aroer in Gad is to be distinguished from 1

1

Aroer in Judah, southeast of Beersheba, whither
David sent a part of the booty of Ziklag, 1 Sam.
XXX. 2S, and 2) Aroer on the right (northern)
Ijank of the Arnon in Reuben (Josh. xii. 2; Nimib.
xxxii. 34. \_Bib.-Com. holds that Aroer on the
Arnon is here meant, on the ground that the de-
scription here agrees perfectly with that in Deut.
ii. 36 (comp. Josh. xiii. 16), and that if Aroer
before Rabbah is meant, the whole tribe of Reu-
ben would be omitted from the census, which is

impossible; and this view is the most natural.

For a possible city on the Arnon see Art. Arnon
in Smith's Bible-Diet.—Instead of " in the valley

of Gad," render "towards Gad;" they advanced
from the southern limit to Gad and Jazer.

—

Tr.]
—They encampedf as far as towards Jazer,
the plain in which this gathering was held ex-
tended from Aroer to .lazer ; Jazer cannot, there-

fore, have been far from Aroer. .Jazer, formerly
belonged to the Ammonites, conquered from them
(Numb. xxi. 32), pertained to Gad (Numb, xxxii.

35, Josh. xiii. 25), a Levitical city (Josh. xxi.

39, 1 Chron. vi. 81); afterwards Moabiti: (Isa.

xviii. 8); after the exile Ammonitish (Jor. xlviii.

32), conquere 1 by Judas Maccabrcus (Mace. v.

8). Burckhardt (p. 609) conjectures that the
name of the old Jazer is found in the fine spring
Ain Ilazir, which he found near the ruins of a
very c(msiderable city in the valley south of es-

Salt, whose water flows into the Wady Shoeb,
which empties into the Jordan. But Gesenius,
who agrees with this conjecture (on Burckh. p.

1062), thinks it possible that Jazer is the present
Sir, a ruin at the source of the Wady Sir, which

without a necessary intim.ation that the king went .along
with them.

* [Or, because this point was exactly at the opposite
end of the land (fcoing in a circuit) from Judah.

—

Tr.]

t The "and to .Jazer" defines not the verb "came'*
(Keil), but the " encamped."
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flows into the Jordan, and this view is adopted by
Seetzen, who fonnd several pools at Sir (corap.

Jer. xlviii. 32: "sea of Jazer"), Van de Velde
and Keil (on Numb. xxi. 32). According to

Eusebius {0)iom.), "the city of Jazer extended in

Gad as far as Aroer, ivhich is before Rabbah." In

accordance with tliis Von Kaunier, who regards

Aroer as the present Ayra, to which the valley

of Ain Ilazir descends, adopts tlie view that this

Ain Hazir is the ancient Jazer, as it is not live

English miles from Ayra (p. 2(33).

Ver. 6. Then they came to Oilead, the moun-
tain-land on both sides the Jabbok, and thence

into the land of Tahtlm hodshi. This local ex-

pression (regarded as a proper name by Cler. and
De Wette, but as such yielding no sense) is vari-

ously given by the ancient Versions : Sept.

:

'' laiid of the Hittites, which is Adasai " [Stier

and Theile'stext], or "land of Thabason" [Vat.,

Tisch.], or, " land of Ethaon Adasai [Alex.]
;

Symm. :
" to the lower way ;" Vulg. :

" to the

lower land of Hodsi." No tolerable sense can be

gotten from the words except on the supposition

tliat the text is corrupt. The first part of Bott-

cher'.s conjectural emendation " under the sea "*

is a fortunate suggestion, since it requires no
change in the letters, and this designation of the

Lake of Gennesareth as a "sea" accords with the

usage of the language [it is the "sea of Kin-
nereth "] and with the local statements of the

narrative. But the second part of his conjecture,

that hodshi ^ " like the new moon," in reference

to the shape of the lake, is too far-fetched. So
also Gesenius' view, that hodshi is a matronymic
from the woman called Hodesh in 1 Chron. viii.

9 [^ Ilodshites]. Ewald's conjecture, to read
Hermon for Hodshi, and render :

" the lower
regions of Hermon" is without support (Thenius).

Tiienius conjectures that hodshi is for Kedshi,f
Denominative from Kedesh, understanding thereby
the town in Naphtali near lake Merom, so that

it would read :
" thev came into tlie land under

the lake [sea] of Kedesh [Kadesh]." But this

designation of lake Merom is strange, and does
not elsewhere occur; nor does the term " under
[or, below] " suit, we should rather expect " over
[above]." Retaining the " Kedesh," it is more
probable that the reference is to the Levitical

<?ity of that name in Issachar, soutliwest of the

lake of Gennesareth (1 Chron. vii. 72 (vi. 57)

;

in Josh. xix. 20 ; xxi. 28 = Kishion). Comp.
Kauraer (p. 132, Rem. 36 b) and the country
below the lake of Gennesareth southwest in

Raunier's map. This lake is often called a " sea
"

(Numb, xxxiv. 11 ; Josh. xii. 3; xiii. 27 ; Isa.

viii. 23), called so in the last passage without
further description (comp. " Galilean sea." Matt,

iv. 18; XV. 29; Mk. i. 16 ; vii. 31). Instead of

Thenius' adjective form Kadshi [''sea of Ke-
desh "], it is better to read :

" towards Kedesh "

(HDHp, comp. Ges. | 90. 2 a. b), understanding

the town in Issachar, and rendering: "they
came into the land below the sea towards
[or, to] Kadesh." Hither they came from
Gilead, passing through the Jordan-plain below
the Galilean sea.—[For other conjectures about
this expression see Smith's Bib.-Dict. s. v., JBih-

'nnn = ' nnn.

Com. and Philippson: this whole geographical
account is omitted in 1 Chron. xxi.

—

-Tr-]—
And they came to Dan Jaan ; according to

Sciiultz and Van d. Velde {Mem. p. 306, in Vou
Raumer p. 125) the present ruin Danian between
Tyre and Aire near Ras en Nakura. But this

does not agree with the statement that .Joab went
from this region below the sea to Dan Jaan,
thence to Zidon, and then first to Tyre, wherea-;
according to tiiat view he would have gone from
Dan Jaan by the sea to Zidon. This route would
naturally lead us to think of the Dan that formed
the extreme northern boundary of Israel (comj).

vers. 2, 15), the old Laish (.Josh. xix. 47 ; Judg.
xviii. 29) ; but the objection to this is tliat the
name Jaan is not appended to this Dan in vers.

2, 15, and we must therefore seek another Dan
between Gilead and Zidon. So Hengst., Peiit.

II. 194. Keil looks for it in northern Perea,

southwest of Damascus, taking it to be the same
that is mentioned in Gen. xiv. 14, which accord-
ing to Deut. xxxiv. 1 belonged to Gilead ; but
that is none other than the well-known Dan-
Laish. And since no other place suiting the
geographical relations can be found, we hold to

this (Dan-Laish), which by its position was par-

ticularly suited for a mustering [so Wordsworth
and Bib.-Covi.—Tr.]. But what does the Jaan
mean ? Bunsen remarks on tliis passage :

" Dan-
Jaan, as the name Baal-Jaan on coins shows, is

a Phoenician god (literally: Judge, i. e. ruler,

tlie singer,* i. e. player), answering to the Greek
Pan, who gave the city its name." But this sur-

name is never elsewhere found with Dan. The
Vulg. has : in Dan silvestria, " in Dan of the

wood" ("^i'D, which reading Winer, Lengerke,

Ewald adopt, and render: "Dan in the (Leba-

non) forest." Thenius regards Laish as the ori-

ginal reading.

—

And about tow^ards Zidon ;

the "about" [ = roundabout] means not the

environs of Zidon, but in the direction of Dan

;

from the northern border they turned around
towards the north-western border of the king-

dom.!—Ver. 7. From Zidon they went south-

ward, and came to the fortified city Zor (
=

"rock"), comp. Josh. xix. 29, the fortress Ti/re

built on a rock on the mainland (now Sur), in

distinction from the insular Tyre. They came,

therefore, into the territory of Asher, which bor-

dered on that of Zidon and Tyre.

—

And into
all the cities of the Hivites and Canaan-
ites, that is, in Naphtali, Zebulon and Issa-

char, the region afterwards called Galilee, " in

which the Canaanites were not exterminated by
the Israelites, but only made tributary" (Keil).

[It hence appears that even as late as this these

native tribes had cities of their own. The divi-

sion into Hivites and Canaanites is remarkable

;

perhaps these were the most prominent of the

surviving native races. The Plivite territory

extended down near Jerusalem (Gibeon), see

Judg. iii. 3; Josh. xi. 3; what the "Canaanite"
district was is not clear.

—

Tr.]—And went

* [From ri];?-—Tr.]
T T

t [Instead of 3"DD1 U" Wollh. proposes to reaii

133D |TD^, and render: -'and they came to Dan, and
: T ' T

from Dan turned about to Zidon" (comp. the repetition

of Dan in the Sept.), wliich gets rid of tlie ./•('(;.—Tr.]
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out to the south of Judah to Beersheba,
passed along the western border throughout the

length of the land from Dan to Beersheba.

—

Ver. 8. The return, after nine months^ and twenty

(lays. According to 1 Chron. xxi. (3 the census

was not extended into Benjamin and Levi, "be-

cause the king's word was an abomination to i

Joab," and according to 1 Chron. xxvii. 24 Joab
did not tinish the numbering "because wrath

therefor came upon Israel." Joab, wiio had
entered unwillingly (ver. 3) on the execution of

the king's command, had not made haste; then

David saw his wrong, the plague broke out be-

fore the census was finished ; the numbering had
not yet begun in Benjamin, nor in Levi (which,

however, was excepted therefrom by Num. i. 47-

49).—Ver. 9. Statement of the total tiumber oi the

people mustered : Isntel had eight hundred thou-

sand arms-bearing men, Judah five hundred thou-

sand. Chron. gives a higher number for Israel,

eleven hundred thousand ; a lower for Judah,
four hundred and seventy thousand. To explain
or reconcile this difference in respect to Israel it

lias been supposed that there were two countings,

one according to the private lists in cities and
villages (Chron.), the other according to the

digests made therefrom for the public registers

(2 Sam.) (SO Cornelius a Lapide)—or that Joab
was less accurate in his numbering than the officers

Avith him (Sanktius)—or that Chron. includes

the non-Israelites in the Ten Ti'ibes and the

neighboring regions, about three hundred thou-

sand (S. Schmid). Against this last is that only
Israelites proper are spoken of in vers. 1, 2 ; the

other supposition-^ are mere conjectures. Osian-
der's opinion that Chron. includes the older

men is opposed to ver. 5, and D. Kimchi's, that

Chron. includes also Benjamin and Levi, to 1

Cliron. xxi. 6. [Others suppose that the regular

army of two hundred and eighty-eight thousand
men (1 Chron. xxvii. 1-15) is included in Israel

in Chron., and excluded in Sam., and that a
corps of thirty thousand men (commanded by
the thirty, 1 Chron. xi. 25) is included in Judah
in Samuel, and excluded in Chronicles. See
Bib.- Com. on 1 Chron. xxi. "). These conjectures

are without foundation, and errors of text or
errors of oral tradition nuist be supposed.

—

See notes of Wordsw. and Bib.-Com., on our verse.—Tr.]. Apart from the fact that we have round
numbers here, the differences explain themselves
if we remember that the result of the census was
not recorded in the State-annals (1 Chron. xxvii.

24), and the statements here must rest on oral
tradition. Tiie numbers are not to be taken as

l)erfcctly accurate, but there is no good reason to

reject them as unhistorically large, since this fer-

tile country was very thickly ])eopled. "We see
this from the various places, whose ruins stand as
near to one another, as villages in our most
densely populated regions" (Arnold in Herz. XI.
2."^ pq.}. Taking the military population as about
one-fourth of the whole, Palestine [Israel] would
have contained, according to this census, a ])opn-
lationoffrom five to six million souls, which is

not too large a number. Ewald (Hist. III. 196,
Kein. ;-)) refers to other numerical statements
ai)out Israel, that seem to us too large, and yet
must be accepted as historical, and remarks

:

" Though the numbers may be in part round, and

sometimes exaggerated, yet in general there is no
reason for doubting their historical value. If for

example, the present population of Algeria !)e es-

timated at three million, and therein from ."iOOjOUO

to 400,000 arms-bearing men (see Dawsou Borrer,
Campaign intheTvahylie) Israel in sucli happy times
as David's with its wide limits might certainly sus-

tain a larger number." Riietsclii
(
Herz. V 1 1 1. 89 )

:

" Consideiing the general extent of the levies and
the almost incredibly dense population of Pales-

tine, the enormous numerical strength of the Is-

raelitish army ^l Sam. xi. 8 ; xv. 4; 2 Sam. xvii.

11; 1 Chron. xxvii. 1 sqq.) cannot occa.sion much
surprise."

II. Vers. 10-17. The judgment of the pestilence.—
Vers. 10. David cort/e.s,sc.s his sin before the Lord,
and asks forgiveness. David s heart smote
him, that is, his conscience, just as in 1 Sam.
xxiv. 6. Comp. 1 Kings ii. 44; Job xxvii. 0;
Eccl. vii. 22. With angui.sh of conscience David
sees that his sin is an offence against the Lord.
As to wherein it consisted see above on vers. 1-3.

—Ver. 11. "In the morning" ^ the next
morning.—David had made his short penitent

prayer either as he was going to sleep, or, more
probably, after a sleepless night.—The word of

.Jehovah comes to Gad, see 1 Sam. xxii. 5. He
is called Davids seer as being his confidential

counsellor, aiding him constantly with direction

from the source of divine revelation.—And the
word of the Lord . . . this revelation had come
to Gad independently of human means or occasion.

—Ver. 12. Choice between three judgments set

before David. Three things I hold over

thee (So:), not: I lay on thee, but : I hold high
over thee, namely, as a load of punishment, v.diich.

is to be laid on thee according as thou choosest

;

the sense in Chron. (HtJJ) is the same: " I turn
[stretch] over thee " [so Eng. A. V. here : offer

thee].—Ver. 13. Then came Gad to David.
—This is the apodosis to the protasis in verse 11

:

and when David rose in the morning . . . then
came Gad; what intervenes is a circumstantial

sentence.* Instead of seven years of famine Chron.
(so Sept.) has three, agreeing with the figures in

the other plagues. For this reason the reading
of Chron. is to be preferred ; there correspond,

therefore, three years offamine, threemonths of flight

before enemies, three days of pestilence.f [The
sevenX i'^ Sam. may be accounted for by the fre-

quent occurrence of that number, possibly from
the seven years' famine in the history of .Joseph.
—Tr.].—Ver. 14. '' I am in a great strait"—the

exclamation of a tortured conscience, whose an-

guish is heightened by the necessity of choosing

between the three punishments. David looks on
the pestilence as an immediate stroke of Gods
hand, while the other plagues make him and his

yieople dependent on man ; at the same time he
looks to God's mercy, whence, if he fall only into

God's hands, he may the sooner hojie to draw
comfort and help. In view of God's punitive

* fOn the criticism of the text here see "Text, .ind

Gram.'"

—

Tr.]

t X'On. Fom. with an abstract Phi.. E\v. ?.317a.—^DJ

(Inf.) "tliy flpoina; " = " that (hon fleest." The Sing.'

X1711 f'ollccts the D^'iy into one conception : " enemi/."

* " 'Die numeral letter J was changed into " " (The-
niiis;.
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righteousness his faitli holds fast to God's mercy,
and verifies itself therein.—At the close of this

verse the Sept. has :
" And David chose the pesti-

lence I't^dvarov'], and it was the days of the wheat-
harvest." But this is nothing but an explanatory
remark taken from 1 Chi'on. xxi. 20, designed
partly to make a direct statement of David's
choice ^ which is only indirectly stated in the

text), partly to account for Araunah's work at the

ihreshing-lioor (ver. 18 sq.).

Ver. 15. Beginning, duration and extent of the

pestilence.—And the Lord gave a pestilence,
it was a divine punishment. From the morn-
ing—the morning when Gad came to David (vers.

11, 13). The next words,* giving the to'*n.mMs ad
quern [Eng. A. V. : "to the time appointed;"
Erdmann : "to an appointed time "], ofler great

difficulties.—The Sept. renders : "till the hour of

Ijreakfast," that is, the sixth hour, to which it

adds :
" and the plague began among the people,"

which Bottcher and Thenius would receive into

the text. But this addition of the Sept. had its

origin no doubt in the reflection that the time from
morning to breakfast was too short for the effects

of the plague (70,000 died) therefore the words
"from the morning to, etc.," were regarded as

defining the verb gave [Eng. A. V.: sent], that

is, the divine arrangement in inflicting the plague,

and then the plague itself was made to begin after

the sixth hour. But the word "gave" itself in-

cludes the destructive eftect of the pestilence, and
the result is indicated immediately by the word
"died."—We have then here the limit of time of

the raging of the pestilence. But what is meant ?

lip to what point ? The most natural exjilana-

tion: '*to the appointed time" (Cler., De W.,
Ew. ), that is, to the end of the three days (ver. 13)

contradicts ver. 16, according to which the pesti-

lence ceased through God's mercy before this

time ; besides the Def Art. is wanting, while else-

where the word in the sense of a time designated

has the Art. The Art. may indeed be omitted

when the word (^^|1^^) signifies an assembly for

divine service and festival. Hos. ix. 5; Lam. ii.

7, 22. Thus Bochart {Hieroz. I. 2, 38, ed. Eos.

I. 396 sq.) renders (after the Chald.), having
Acts iii. 1 in mind :

" the time when the people
used to meet for evening prayers, about the ninth

hour of the day, that is, the third hour after

noon." Keil adopts this view, and thinks it fa-

vors the basis of the rendering of the Vulg. :
" to

the time appointed" according to Jerome's ex-

planation {tnulit. Hehr. in 2 libr. Reg.) :
" he calls

that the time appointed, in which the evening sa-

crifice was offered." Against this Thenius rightly

remarksf that the general expression ''time of

assembly" could not be used for the afternoon- or

* "lyiD ^\J7~^J?1• Sept. : c<os u>pas apiarov, to wliich

it adds : KaX fip^aro ri 0pav(n? ev riu AaoT, after which The-

nius and Bottcher write : CV2 HSilDn Vpinv
"t T T . T -

t Thenius : '^y2D~^}!, out of which n_i;iO by change

of 3 into 1 and of 1 into 1- Against this Bottcher
sliows that 'IJ.'JO is not a Heb. word, and (according to

the use of "^^2) would mean burning, coinp. Judg. xv.

14;. 2 Sam. xxii. 9; he (Bottch.), after the Sept., reads
nj,'iD " strengtkener " = " repast," from '^^0 " to sup-

port, strengthen" bj' food, eomp. Gen. xviii. 5; Judg.

evenm^f-assembly. Thenius' conjecture (suggested
by the Chald.) : '-to the time of lighting" (the
lamps in the sanctuary or in dwellings) is declared
by Bottclier to be contrary to Heb. usage ; and
Bottclier's reading :

" up to the time of food " is.

unsupported. The same thing is to be said of
Hitzig's suggestion :

'' up to the time of dinner."
Instead of adding another to these doubtiul, in
fact unsuccessful attempts to gain a new text, it

seems requisite to return to our masoretic text,

which, since the Art is wanting, is to be rendered :

'' up to an appointed time." Why should this phrase
not give a suitable sense? In view of the tact that

the Lord had in mercy determined on a point of
time before the expiration of the three days (ver.

16), it is here intimated that the pestilence lasted

a shorter time fixed by His gracious will. It must
be left undetermined whether this "appointed
time" falls in the first day oi the plague (which
seems to be indicated by the " froni the morning,"
and " that day," ver. 18, though not necessarily,

since the "morning" is the same as in ver. 11,

and may point out merely the beginning of the
pestilence idthout reference to the same day), or in

the second day. In any case, however, the nar-
rator, combining and, in Heb. fashion, antici-

pating wliai follows, means by this expression to

say that God in His mercy permitted the pesti-

lence to go on only to a determined point of time
n-itliin the " three days."—Seventy thousand
men.=Grotius cites the fact (I)iod. Sic. 1. 14)
that in the siege of Syracuse 100,000 men of the-

Carthaginian army filed within a short time.

—

[Dr. Erdmann's explanation of the ''appointed
time" is not a little strained; the fact that he re-

fers to (the shortening of the duration of the pes-

tilence) would hardly Jiave been expressed in this

way. The word seems obviously to mean : "time
of assembly " (so Wellh., Bih.-Com., and others),

and points to some well-known gathering ot the

people. The most natural suggestion is that the

time of evening-ijrayer is meant, to which .some

regard it as a fatal objection that the assembly
for evening-prayer could not have existed in the

time of David, or of the author of the Book of

Sanuiel. But it may be replied that we do not

know when the custom of thus gathering began ;;

xix. 5, 8; livings xiii. 7 ; as, then, in Cliald. ^^1J/'D

means "heartstrengthening" = " food, dinner," so in

Heb. IJ/'ID
" strengthener" may have meant the first

meal of the day (about 11 or 12 o'clock). But against

this Bottcher himself says that the form 7£D1p is else-

where used onlj' of acting persons ; further, such a de-

signation of breakfast occurs nowhere else ; since in

the passages cited 1J?D obtains the signification

"strengthen" only from the connection (especially by
the addition of " heart " and " food "), so much tlie more
ouglit the connection to show when it is intended to

mean hrcakfant, since it usually means only in general
'•to strengthen by food."—If breakfast-time is here
spoken of, Thenius (following the Sept.) would take the

form IJ^DD ; but Bottcher says rightly that " the lan-

guage would not have tised the same word for ' break-
fast' and ' furniture ' (1 Kings x. 12)." Hitzig (according
to Then., p. 290 sqq.), thinks that if the apto-Tou of the

Sept. is not based on a mU'D, then to '\VDO (Then.) is

T : T : •

to be preferred J1J?0 (kitchen-cakesj, which he tries to-

show means ^>randmm.
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or, it may be that there was some other regular

gathering otherwise unknown to us. It is at any
rate better so to render the word, whether it can

be satisfactorily explained or not.

—

Tr.]

Vor. 16. And the angel, namely the angel

of the Lord afterwards more exactly described

("tliat destroyed the people"), the embodiment
of His punitive righteousness, the exactor of the

judgment, the destroying angel (comp Exod. xii.

iio) stretched out his hand to Jerusalem
to destroy it; thereupon the Lord repent-
ed him of the evil.—Chron.: "And God sent

His angel to Jerusalem to destroy it." Accord-
ing to both accounts the pestilence ceased at the

moment when it had reached Jerusalem through
the will of the merciful God. This is the mo-
ment meant by the " appointed time " of ver.

15. On God's repentance see on 1 Sam. xiii. 35,

"Historical and Theological," No. 1 (to 1 Sam.
xiii.).—The Lord's command to His angel:—
Enough ! now stay thy hand ! the " thy

hand" refers to the " His hand" above. As yet

the pestilence had not attacked Jerusalem itself;

for " the angel of the Lord was at the threshing-

floor of Araunah the .Jebusite." Threshing-fluors

were usually in the open air, on heights where it

was possible, on account of the chaff and the dust,

and for the sake of the wind, which was necessary

for the purifying of the grain ; comp. Judg. vi.

;37 ; Ruth iii. 2, 15. So this threshing-fioor was
without .Jerusalem, northeast of Zion, on the hill

3Ioriah ; see on ver. 25. The pestilence had
reached the houses lying near this threshing-floor.

Instead of the form Awarnah (ver. IG) or Aran-
yah (ver. 18), the name of the owner of the floor is

to be read with the Masorites Araunah (vers. 20,

22, 23, 24). Chron. has Oman (vers. 15, 18, 20,

21, 22, 23); Sept. Orna. Ewald :
" This form of

tiie name is un-Hebrew, but perha])s all the more
Jebusite." Bertheau: " The form ^rawna/t does

not look like Heb., while Orna and Oman are

Heb. ; for this very reason the form Araunah .seems

to rest on an old tradition." Jebusites still dwelt

in the land (.Josh. xv. 63), and were tributary (1

Kin. ix. 20 sq.). See on 2 Sam. v. 6 sq. ; Arau-
nah is here represented as a man of property, see

on vers. 22, 23.—Ver. 17. David savr the
angel; according to Chron. (whose account is

fuller) he saw him standing by the threshing-floor

between heaven and earth with a drawn sword in

his hand, which was stretched out over Jeru-

salem. The drawn sword is the symbol of the

execution* of tiie divine judgment, comp. Gen.
iii. 24; Numb. xxii. 23;' Josh. v. 13.^David
said to the Lord : I, etc. By the ''I"t he pre-

sents himself as tlie really guilty person before

<rod, in contrast witli the people, whom he de-

clares to be innocent. According to Ciiron. (ver.

16) the ehJerfi, clotlied in sackcloth and praying,
shared with David tlie vision of tlie angel; the
representatives of tlie people, therefore, confess

that it lias part in David's sin; see on ver. 1.

''The punishment was sent for the people's own
sin (ver. 1), tiiougii David's offence was the im-
mediate occasion of its execution " (O. v. Gerl.).

David is so penetrated with a sense of his guilt.

* On 3 with nsn SCO Kw. g 217, 2.
: T :

t [The Pronoun is emphatic in tlie original.—Tk.]

and with sympathy with the suffering of his peo-
ple, that he now prays God to visit judgment on
" him and his house" alone, and spare the people
as "His flock" [comp. 1 Chron. xxi. 17].

III. Vers. 18-25. Appeasement of God's urath
by the purchase of Araunah's threshing-floor, and the

erection of an altar thereon.—Ver. 18. God's an-
nouncement of grace (contrasted with His an-
nouncement oi judgment, ver. 13) is the conse-
quence of " the repentance of the Lord" (ver. 16)
and the synchronous repentance of David (ver. 17),
though this did not cause God's repentance ; it

occurs at the same time (''that day") that God
stops the plague, at the " appointed time" (ver.

15) before the expiration of the three days.—Be-
sides his prayer David has now to make public
affirmation of his guilt, and of his willingness
henceforth with the people to devote liimself as

an offering to the Lord, by building an altar.

[According to Chron. the angel commanded Gad
to go to David ; the two accounts do not exclude
each other. The relation of time between vers.

16 and 18 is not clear ; but God's repentance is

represented as independent of David's action.

—

Tr.]—Ver. 19. And David vcent up; he
shows unconditional obedience to the divine com-
mand; whereby the altar was already in spirit

built, and the offering of an obedient heart well-
pleasing to the Lord, was made in truth. Comp.
1 Sam. XV. 22.—Ver. 20. And Araunah
looked forth; the verb (^pt/) means ''to lie

out over, bend forward, see, look at, look out "—
here, to look into the distance, since Araunah was
working in the threshing-floor, and .saw David
coming from the city. Chron. more fully :

" And
as Oman was threshing wheat." [Ver. 21. David
announces his purpose to Araunah to buy his

thresliing-floor.]—-Ver. 22 sqq. Araunah's un-
selfish readiness is shown in the fact that he takes

for granted the threshing-floor is to be made over
to David, does not even mention it, but offers

everything on the place to be used in averting the

plague: the oxen, that drew the threshing-wagon,
the threshing-sledges (the Plural is used because a
sledge consisted of several connected iron-pjointed

rollers), and the instruments of the oxen, the

wooden yokes ; the "wood" (yokes and sledges)

was for the fire, as the oxen for the burnt-offering.

—Ver. 3. Render :
" All this gives Araunah,

O king, to the king ;" the words are a continua-

tion of Araunah's speech in ver. 22. In the an-

cient versions (Sept., Vulg., Syr., Ar., Chald.) the

first " the king " is omitted, because, taking it as

Nominative, they rightly thought it impossible

that Araunah should be a king. If the words be
taken as the statement of the narrator, and the

"king" as Nominative, then [since it says:

Araimah gave all this] there is a contradiction

witli ver. 24, where David buys the threshing-floor,

and moreover a historically incorrect statement,

namely, tliat Araunali was king of Jebus before

its conquest by David ; this view Ewald in fact

adopts, against which Thenius rightly says: "this

important fact would not have been stated in a
single word, and it is in itself, but especially from
v. 8., incredible that David should have suffered

the Jebusite king to remain at his side." [For ano-

ther reading: " all this gives Araunah, the servant

of my lord the king, to the king" (which is also a

continuation of Araunah's discoursej, see "Text.
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and Gram."

—

Tr.] -And Araunah said to the
king ; before this we must suppose u i>ause, or

the repetition of the announcing iormuhi ["Arau-
nali said"], without intervening discourse, is to

be explained by the fact that the following wish

is sharply marked otf from what precedes as a

word of special significance and wholly new con-

tent. "The phrase 'and he said' is frequently

repeated, where the same person continues to

speak, see xv. 4, 25, 27" (Keil). The Lord
thy God accept thee; the verb is used of the

acceptance of persons by God in connection witli

prayer and offering, Job xxxiii. 2(5 ; Ezek. xx.

40, 41; xliii. 27; Jer. xiv. 12; so also here in

reference to the offering that David proposes

making. Sept., Syr., Arab, have " The Lord
bless thee ;" Bottcher proposes to combine these

texts and read :
" the Lord thy God accept and

bless thee," after Gen. xlix. 25 ; Numb. vi. 24
sqq. ; Ps. Ixvii. 2 [1].—Ver. 24. David does not

accept Araunah's offered gift (which exhibits him
as a propertied man), because the offering would
seem incomplete in his eyes if it were not his own
property that he offered.—For fifty shekels of
silver ; Chron. :

" shekels of (jold in weight six

hundred." There would be room for the supposi-

tion of an intentional exaggeration in Chronicles

(Thenius), only " if it were certain that the Chro-
nicler had before him our present text of Samuel "

(Bertheau). Bochart [approved by Bib.-Com.],

holds that the word ^p^) means here not " sii-

rer," but in general " money," that David paid

money, fifty shekels in gold-pieces, and, as gold
was worth twelve times as much as silver, this was
= 600 shekels in silver [according to Bochart,

Chron. (ver. 25) reads: "shekels of gold of

the weight (value) of 600 (silver shekels)."—Tr.J ;

but this contradicts the texts of both Sam. and
Chron. We have to suppose a corruption of text

here. Keil properly points out that, comparing
the price (400 silver shekels) that Abraham gave
for a burial-place (Gen. xxiii. 15), and especially

the smaller value of land in his day, the price

lier« stated, 50 shekels of silver (about 30 Ameri-
can dollars) seems too small. [However, Abra-
ham's purchase was much greater in extent than
this (Bib.-Com.), and peculiar circumstances may
here have affected the price. The sum mentioned
in Chron. seems too large, but of this we cannot
very well judge. Some suppose that the 50 she-

kels were paid for the materials of the offering,

and 600 for the ground (see note in Bib. Com. on
1 Chron. xxi. 25) ; but of this there is no hint in

the narrative. We cannot with certainty recover
the true numbers.

—

Tr.]

Ver. 25. The building of the altar and the pre-
sentation of the offering is the work of humble
and obedient faith, whereby David testifies anew
his complete devotion of heart and life to tlie

Lord. The burnt-ojffering precedes, because by it

expiation is made, and God's favor, as Araunah
wished for David, restored ; comp. Lev. i. 3, 4
" for his acceptoftce before Jehovah" (comp. ver.

23). Thereon follows the peace- and thank-offerinri

(Shelamim). It assumes God's favor and the peace-
ful relation between Him and man, and on the
ground of this relation, expresses tlianks for di-

vine kindnesses already received or hereafter to be
received (comp. Oehlcr in Herz. X. 637).—After

39

" peace-offerings " the Sept. adds :
" And Solomon

made an addition to the altar afterwards, for it

was little at first." It nuist be left undetermined
whether the Alexandrian translators found these

words in their text, they being an addition by an
editor or scribe (Then.), or added them by way of

explanation. Certainly tlie place on Araunah's
threshing-floor, where David built the altar and
continued to offer, is the consecrated spot that he
chose for the Temple, and on which Solomon
built it (1 Chron. xxi. 27—xxii. 1) ; and this ad-

dition of the Sept. agrees with the statement of

.Josephus, that Araunah's threshing floor was on
the hill afterwards occupied by the Temple (so

Grotius).—Chr. Rosen has attempted to prove the

identity of this threshing-floor on Moriah (comp.
Arnold in Herz. XV II I. 625) with the sacred

I'ock in the present Mosque es-Sakra, which stand.s

on the site of the ancient Temple ( Wochenblatt der

Johanniter- Ordens-Balley Brand. Jahrg. 1860 in the
Beilage to No. 12).

HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL.

1. The grave sm of proud self-exaltation, which
David and the people of Israel here had in com-
mon, presupposed the elevation to victory and
power that God had bestowed by His gracious

might, and its consequence was the judgment that

revealed God's anger against the perversion of
His favors into plans of self-aggrandizement. God's
honor does not permit a king and people to seek
their own honor in the power conferred by Him.
The aims of God's kingdom cannot, according to

God's laws of moral order, be abridged or ob-

.scured with impunity by the aims and purposes
of human pride. God's judgments fail not against

false national lionor and ambitious, self-seeking

pride of rulers, as is shown by the history not only
of Israel, but of all nations to the present time.

2. That God, angry with Israel, incites to the
sin of numbering the people, and then punishes

it, is no contradiction according to the theology
of the Old Testament (J. Miiller, Lehre von der

Siinde 1. 322), .since inciting to sin does not set aside

the holding one responsible for it. Man's free

will is not destroyed by the divine will, and the
punishment of the righteous God presupposes
man's guilt. Immersed in the thought of God's
all-fulfilling efficiency, the human mind does not
indeed refer to it "evil as well as good" (Miil-

ler, ubi supra), for Old Testament theology is far

from presenting the divine causality in this like

attitude to good and evil ; but the divine activity

(in its punitive manifestations) is referred to the
external production of evil (already present as an
inward fact of man's free will, opposed to God's
will), in so far as the circumstances that produce
and incite to sin exist under God's government,
and are used by Him as means to develop man's
sin for the ends of His punitive righteousness.
But also, apart from the external realization of
sin, God gives man, who freely hardens himself
in sin, over to the judgment of the consequence of
his sin ; Rom. i. 28.—" There is here not mere
permission, but real action on God's part, and
such as every one may see in his own expe-
riences. He that allow.-- the sinful disposition to

rise within him is, however much he may strive

against it, inevitablv involved in the sinful deed,
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which draws down tlie reqviiting judgment"
{nengBt.,Hist.U.loO).

3. The root of the sin in this census is already

laid bare in the word of the law relating to the

numbering of the people. Hengstenberg excel-

lently remarks [ubi sup. 12d): "If David's eye

had been clear, he would have seen in God's law

tlie special reference to the danger attending the

numbering of the people. In Ex. xxx. 11 sq. it

is enjoined that in the census every Israelite

siiall pay expiatory money, ' that there be no
plague among them when they are numbered ;'

l)v this money they are, as it were, ransomed
from the death that they incurred by proud con-

ceit. It recalls the danger of forgetting human
weakness, that so easily arises when the indivi-

dual I'eels himself a member of a powerful whole.

Even the slightest movement of national pride (it

is an important lesson for all times) is sin against

(iod, which, if not vigorously repelled, involves

the nation in the judgment of God. Indeed the

Romans with a similar feeling made an expia-

tory oliering when they took the census."—The
c/reatness of David's guilt increases with the

maintained opposition of his will to the voice

of God, which he hears in Joab's word, whereby
his conscience ought to have been awakened.
The decp'ee of man's guilt against God rises with

the maintained determination of the ivill against

conscience in the inner life, with the outward
resolution to act, with the rejection of counsel and
instruction, whereby the attainment of better

knowledge is frustrated, and with the final per-

formance of the evil determination in spite of

protest and opposition from within and from
without.

4. The various steps whereon God leads men
that yield their conscience to His Spirit to ever

deeper humility in sincere penitence are mirrored

in tills history of David's repentance. First God
rouses David from his sleep of conscience and secu-

rity by the result of his boastful antigodly under-

taking, so that '^ his heart smote him" (comp. for

this expression, 1 Sam. xxiv. 6), that is, his con-

science chastised him. So he comes to know that

he has sinned and hoiv sorely, and to acknowledge

\]ie foolishness of his sin, and to pray for forgive-

ness (ver. 10). But to the inward voice of his

smiting consciencf is added the voire of the ivord

of God, which comes to him from without through

tlie prophet Gad with the announcement of puni-

tive righteousness. The penitence of the heart

proves itself in humble submission to God's pun-

ishing hand, whence David instead of the asked-

for pardon takes without murnniring tlie an-

nouncement of punishment, and in the uncondi-

tional trustful self abandonment to God's mercy

(ver. 14). Under the sorrowful experience of

pnni.'ihnient the feeling of personal guilt is deep-

ened, wherefore he acknowledges himself and his

house alone to be the proj5er object of the divine

punitive justice (ver. 17). Having suffered him-
self to be led thus far on tlie path of penitence by
(rod's hand, he encounters the jirophetically an-

nounced dirine mercy, which stops the punishment
(ver. IS), and gives pvmif of the rructred obedience

rising from the dfj)ths of true penitence, in the

dwxl (commanded by the Lord) of faith and de-

votion of his whole life to him (ver. 19 sq.).

David's repentance is jinished and conlirmed by

the building of the altar, and his offering on the
threshing-lioor of Araunah.
On the same spot where once Abrahau}, the

possessor of the primeval promises of salvation,

presented the sacritice of his faith and obedience
to the Lord, the royal bearer of the Messianic
promi.'ies presents his burnt-offering and thank-
ofiering, and therewith consecrates the spot, on
which his son was to build a house as tlie Lord's
dwelling amid His people, and this on the ground
of his experience of sin-forgiving grace and divine

mercy that puts an end to punitive justice.

—

Hengstenberg: " It is very remarkable that be-

fore the outward foundations of the Temple were
laid, God's forgiving mercy was by God factually

declared to be its spiritual foundation."

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The glory of God shows itself in the life of His
people, not only through His abounding grace but

also through His holy wrath, whose fire is kindled

by the sins into which they fall through the

temptations of their own flesh or of the world
without.—No height of the life of faith in the

pious secures from a deep fall; the richer the-

possession of salvation which they have received

through divine grace, the greater the loss if they

do not preserve it or wish in self-exaltation to

boast of it as their own acquirement.—The per-

verse self-will of man is the fountain of all sin;

its guilt is not removed when through God's ac-

tion, the evil breaks forth from this fountain, and

becomes a deed of disobedience to His holy will

;

God's manifestations of grace often become, to

man fallen into carnal security, the occasion of

grievous acts of sin.—God would annihilate the

free will of man if he did not allow the sin, which

through that free will has already become an in-

ner deed of the heart, to work itself out in its

consequences ; but He does not allow this to hap-

pen without first sending forth to men the voice

of warning, and the call to turn from the way on

which with the sinful resolve they have entered.

—If God's exhortation and warning has been

nttered in vain through man's word. His voice

afterwards makes itself heard so much tlie more

loudly through the accusation of what is called

an evil conscience, but should properly be called

a good conscience.

The smitings with which God visits His people,

when they have strayed into the ways of sin, are

1) those of conscience, in view of the goodness of

God which became the occasion or subject of self-

exaltation ; 2) Those of the word of God, in view

of the holiness of His will against which they

have sinned; and 3) Tho»G of outward chastisement,

through sufferings in which punitive ju.'itice ex-

erts itself— pF/(0(?i docs the heart smite for his sins?

Him who 1) Lets his heart be smitten by God's

earnestness and goodness, and takes to heart the

greatness of his sin in contrast to God's loving-

kindness; 2) Recognizes his sin, in the light of

God's word, as a transgression of His holy will

;

and 3) Maintains in his sinning and in spite of it

the fundamental direction of his heart towards the

livin"- (;od, and has been preserved from falling

awav into complete xmheViel- True and hearty

repentance is preserved in the life of God's chddren

1) In the penitent confes.sion of their sin and
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guilt, before the judr/ment-seat of God, 2) lu flee-

ing for refuge to the forgiving grace of God, 3)

In liumbly bowing under the punitive justice of

God, and" 4) In a confidence, which even amid
divine judgments docs not waver, in the deliver-

ing mercy of God.—The gradiial succession in the

inner life of a penitent sinner under the chasten-

ings of God's love : 1 ) Reproving conscience, 2)

Penitent confession, 3) Hearty prayer for forgive-

ness, 4) Humble bowing l>eneath the punishment

imposed, 5) Unreserved submission to the divine

mercy.

—

Conduct of an honestly penitent man be-

neath the blows of God's chnstening hand: 1) He
bows his head under the divine judgment, yet

doe.s not lose his head; 2) He is silent before

the word of God which judges liim, that the Lord
alone may be justified, yet his mouth does not

remain closed, but opens itself for the one word
lie has to utter, " Take away the iniquity of

thy servant ;" 3) He is grieved in heart in view
of the punishment he has deserved from the

divine justice, yet he does not cast away his con-

fidence, but places himself in the hands of the

divine mercy.

—

"Mercy rejoices over judgment :^' 1)

The penitent man casts himself into the arms of

God's mercy ; 2) Mercy falls into the arms of

justice, in order to stay its blows
;
punitive justice

must yield to mercy at the conunand of the Lord,
" It is enough : stay now thy hand."

—

Rear an
altar unto the Lord! 1) In obedience to the Lord's
command (vers. 18, 19); 2) With dedication of

thyself, and what is thine to the Lord's honor
(vers. 21-24); 3) For the continual presentation

of spiritual ofFerings, which are acceptable to the

Lord (vers. 23, 24) ; and 4) For the reception of

the highest gift of grace, peace with the pro-

pitiated God.

Osiander: Even the holiest people may some-
times be overtaken by their corrupt flesh (Rom.
vii. 18).

—

Schlier: After David had given up
his heart to evil thoughts, the Lord gave occasion
and opportunity for these evil thoughts to break
forth unto the punishment of the king as well as

of his whole people. Much depends, for the un-
derstanding of the following history, upon our
not forgetting this concealed background, upon
our keeping well in view, on the one hand the
Lord's wrath against Israel, and on the other
hand the king's evil thoughts.

—

[Hall: O the
Avondrous, and yet just ways of the Almighty

!

Because Israel hath sinned, therefore David shall
sin, that Israel may be punished ; because God is

angry with Israel, therefore David shall anger
Him more, and strike Himself in Israel, and Is-

rael through Himself.

—

Tr.]—F. W. Krum-
MACHER : Despite all the purifying processes
through which we have passed, there is scarcely
anything sinful to be named that cannot, even
though conquered, come up in us afresh in the
way of temptation. The most assured Christian,
if his eyes are not blinded, never attains the
consciousness that now he can stand justified

before God in his own virtue.

—

[Hall : The
Spirit of God elsewhere ascribes this motion to

Satan, which here it attributes to God; both had
their hand in tlie work; God by permission,
Satan by suggestion

; God as a .Judge, Satan as

an enemy; God as in a just punishment for sin.

•Satan as in an act of sin ; God in a wise ordina-

tion of it to good; Satan in a malicious intent

of confusion.

—

Tr.]
Vers. 2-4. Di8seliioff : Even on the heights

of life in God, the favored one remains the

child of Adam. The jubilant cry, "according to

my righteousness," may easily become the boast,
" on account of my righteousness."

—

Starke :

When kings and princes fall into sin, that means
much ; let us then not forget to pray for them,
that God may presv^rvc them (1 Tim. ii. 2).

—

Schlier : Pritle sticks in the flesh and blood of

us all ; and the difference is only whether pride

has i^ower over us, or whether we rein in and
subjugate pride. Either thou slayest pride, or

pride slays thee.

—

[Hall: Those actions which
are in themselves indifTerent, receive either their

life, or their bane, from the intentions of the

agent. Moses numbereth the people with thanks,

David with displeasure.

—

Tr.]—DIsselhoff :

Humility wishes not to know what it is and
possesses, and has done. As soon as the human
heart wishes to count the fruits it has brought, its

trophies and its booty, piles up before itself the

proofs of its fiiith and zeal, and contemplates

them with pleasure, humility is flown, pride has

returned. From pride there immediately arises

self-satisfied boasting Then the second

step also is soon taken that the man no longer

trusts in the invisible gracious God, but holds flesh

for his arm, and in his heart turns away from the

Lord,—that he wishes to see and calculate, and
no longer to live by faith.

Ver. 10. J. Lange : God, the great and uni-

versal judge of the world, still holds as it were

His secret inferior court in the conscience of the

man, and summons him continually before his

superior court (Rom. ii. 1-5, 1(5).—F. W. Krum-
maciier . As the sun always again breaks through

the clouds that veiled it, so the conscience once

awakened and enlightened by the Spirit of God,
however darkened and ensnared it may be, ever

victoriously comes forth again, and anew makes
efficient its judicial office.

—

Disselhoff : Before

God came with the punishment, before He showed
him his sin from without, David's own conscience

rose up strong and living, and left him no peace

till he had poured out his guilt-laden heart in

sincere and earnest confession, and had suppli-

cated forgiveness of his misdeed.

—

Fr- Arndt :

How a man behaves after his fault, whether he
persists in it, stands to his purpose, seeks to carry

through his self-will and follows it out con-

sistently to the utmost, or whether he enters into

himself, humbles himself, repents, takes back,

and supplicates forgiveness—that is the proof and
the touch-stone for the true state of the heart.

The former course is indeed apparent progress,

but a progress that leads to hell ; the latter is ap-

parently going backward, but going back to

heaven and blessedness.

Vers. 11-13. Starke: God is not swift to

punish, but corrects in measure, only that we may
not reckon ourselves innocent {.Jer. xxx. 11 ).

—

God is also Lord over the kingdom of nature,

and has everything therein under His govern-

ment (Matt. "x. 29).—Fr. Arndt: With His
children the Lord is very exact. He is milder

towards them, but also stricter than towards

others. To wliom much is given, of Him nnich

also is required.—F. W. Krummacher : The
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power to endure ills in proportion as they seem
divine manifestation of grace should not serve to

obscure the divine justice.—Disselhoff : Here
lies the sinner a niglit in confession and supplica-

tion, and in the morning God sends liim—punish-

ment, and therewith no syllable of grace and for-

giveness ! We observe it with trembling. To the

deeply ruined, and long-lost child the father runs

with open arms to meet him, and presses him to

his heart. Yet when the favored one, who has

tasted the power of atonement, loses himself, when
he makes the goodness of God a subject of ar-

rogance and presumptuousness, then the Lord
comes upon the penitent with the sharp edge

of His sword.—He must punish, the eternal God,

when He seees that the old nature is too tough

in the new man, too deep-rooted and grown with

His growth . . . but above all must He then come
with the sword, when His grace and His gifts

have been made the cause of the self-exaltation.

Vers. 14 sqq. Cramer : Nowhere have we a

better refuge in extremities than in the gracious

hands of the Lord (Ps. xc. 1; xci. 1 sqq.).—S.

iScHiiriD : The mercy of man is nothing in com-
parison with the divine mercy.— I*". W. Krum-
MACHER : David is conscious that the liord " cor-

rects His people in measure," and the cup of His
holy wrath, where He neither can nor should

spare them. He never extends to them without
adding hidden manifestations of grace, while men,

even where they are the executioners of God's
judgments, too easily mistake their position as

instruments, and pass beyond the limits of merci-

ful moderation that wei'e assigned them, and give

free course in their bosom to the spirits of rage

and vengeance.—[Hall: The Almighty, that

had fore-determined his judgment, refers it to

David's will as fully as if it were utterly unde-
termined. God had resolved, yet David may
choose: that infinite wisdom hath foreseen the very
will of His creature ; which, while it freely inclines

itself to what it had rather, unwittingly wills that

which was fore-appointed in heaven.

—

Tr.]

Ver. 16. iScHLiER : The Lord our God is a con-

suming fire to the sinner, and punishes, when it

nuist be, with frightful earnestness, so that it goes

through marrow and bone; but in the midst of the

most awful judgments the Lord thinks of mercy.

He pities us—that is the only reason why He
thinks of mercy.

—

Fe. Arxdt: O miracle of

mercy ! Thus does the Lord in compassion cut

short the punishment, when we bow ! Thus says

He, It is enough, when the evil has first begun to

unfolil its devastating effects ! Thus before the

eyes of His omniscience and His compassion do
need and help, beginning and end, wonderfully

come together!—Ver. 17. F. W. Krummacher:
Not from the virtues of God's children, but from
their tears for their faults, shines upon us the no-

blest silver light of their new life.

—

Schlier:
We are willing to confess our sin, to acknowledge
ourselves guilty, to be nothing, just nothing in

our own eyes, and we may certainly yet experience

in ourselves also that to the humble the Lord
always gives grace.— [On this verse Joiix Wes-
ley has a sermon.

—

Hall: These thousands of

Israel were not so innocent, that they should only
perish for David's sin : their sins were the mo-
tives both of this sin a)id {>unishment ; besides the

respect of David's oflence, they die for themselves.

—Henry : Most people, when God's judgments
are abroad, charge others with being the cause of
them, am! care not who falls by them, so they
can escape; but David's penitent and public spirit

was otherwise affected. As became a penitent, he
is severe upon his own faults, while he extenuates
those of the people.

—

Tr.]
\'ers. 18 sqq. Starke : Teachers must not go

before God sends them (Jer. xxiii. 21).— Cra-
mer : As God is beginning to punish. He also'

thinks how He wishes to end.

—

Schlier: The
repentance that comes from the bottom of the

heart works great miracles ; repentance draws
down God's grace, repentance finds nothing but

peace and blessing. The more repentance, so

much the more blessing—that holds true for heart

and house, and also for land and people.

—

Dissel-
iroFF : W^here the Lord punishes His people. He
blesses. Where He chastens is the door of hea-

ven, there is His countenance, there He beholds,

there He builds His tabernacle of peace.—Vers.

19 sqq. S. Schmid: One prophet must hearken to

another (1 Cor. xiv. 22).—Vers. 22-24. [Hall:
Two frank hearts are well met ; David would buy

;

Araunah would give. . . . There can be no de-

votion in a niggardly heart ; as unto dainty pa-

lates, so to the godly soul, that tastes sweetest that

costs most: nothing is dear enough for the Creator

of all things. It is an heartless piety of those base-

minded Christians that care only to serve (iod good-

cheap.-TR.]—WuERT. B.: Penitent and believing

prayer, and obedience to God's command, can ac-

complish much (P.s. cxlv. 18; James v. IG).

F. W. Krummacher : Were God's faithfulness

no more unchanging towards us than ours towards

Him, what would become of us all? With this

humble confession we draw near to contemplate

this new judicial proceedinc/ between Jehovah and
the kimj of Israel, and inquire into its subject, its

course, and its issue.

On the whole chapter, J. Disseliioff: Hokt
God meets the presumptuousness of His favored ones:

1) He comes upon them with the edge of the

sword ; 2) His sword is not to kill, but to loose

the chains of pride ; 3) Where the sword of the

Lord has done its work, there He builds His tem-

ple of peace.

[Ver. 1. Vengeance against a nation often comes
through the infatuation of its rulers.—The sin of

national pride and vain glory. "Fourth of July
oratory" may be something worse than bad rhe-

toric.—Ver. 3. Good advice from a bad man.
Fas est et ab haste doceri. Luke xvi. 8. Much of

life's best wisdom lies in knowing how to take

advice.—Ver. 10. Delusion lasting throughout

the process of performing the wrong deed, and
ceasing the moment the deed is done.—Often,,

alas ! is there occasion to say, in bitterness and
shame, What a fool I have been I—Ver. 10, com-
pared with xxii. 20 sqij. There, rewarded be-

cause righteous and wise ; here, seeks to be for-

given because sinful and foolish.

—

Tr.]

[ N'ers. 1 2, 13. How sad a consequence of sin and

folly, when there is left to us only a " choice of

evils," yea, a choice amid terrible calamities.

—

Which do we find harder to bear, which bring-

ing more wholesome discipline, our less violent

but long-continued distresses, or those which are

briefer and more intense?—Ver. 14. It is alway;*

easier to endure ills in proportion as they seem.
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more directly and exclusively providential, with

the least possible intervention of human agency.

— V^er. 17. It is a very bitter reflection to a good

man, that his folly and sin should have brought

evil upon others. And what sin or folly ever fails

to have such a result, directly or indirectly?

—

Ver. 24. People often say, " Yon can give that

and never feel it." If this be true, then a devout

man ought to give more, till he does feel it. Here,

only what costs will pay. The widow's mite was
felt" deeply, for it was all she had.—Chap. xxiv.

1 ) David's sin. 2) His self-reproach and confes-

sion. 3) His punishment. 4) His supplication

and expiatory ofiering. 5j His forgiveness.

—

Tr.]

[Upon the Life of David, the following groups
of topics may aid, by way of suggestion, in de-
vising some .series of sermons.—David as shep-
herd, warrior, father, king, psalmLst.—David'.5

conflicts: with the enemies of liis flock, Goliath,
Saul, the Philistines in general, Absalom, him-
self—David' s/z-iends.- Samuel, Jonathan, Ahime-
lech, Achisli, Joab, Nathan, Ittai, Hushai, Bar-
zillai, his own sons, and best friend of all, the
Lord God.—David's early piety, series of great
sins, bitter repentance, subsequent chastenings,
hope in death.—David's impulsiveness, genero-
sity, penitence, trust in God, gratitude, delight in

worship.

—

Tb.]

APPENDIX.

ANCIENT VERSIONS OF THE BOOK OF SAMUEL.

The Hebrew text of ''Samuel " is in the main
well supported by internal and external evidence.

Yet the biographical and statistical character of

the narrative has exposed it more than any other

of the historical books of the Old Testament to

textual corruption ; it is sometimes inaccurate

and unclear not only in particular words and
expressions, but also in the connection of its

parts. Many such cases are referred to in the

Commentary and the Translator's Notes; see 1

Sam. vi., ix., xii., xvii., xviii., xx., xxvi. ; 2

Sam. iv., v., xxiii. and elsewhere. For the fix-

ing of the Ileb. text we have not the Manuscript-
evidence that is available for a book of the New
Testament. Thougli there are known a large

number of Hebrew MSS. of " Samuel," they seem
all to be conformed to the masoretic recension

(which was completed about the sixth century
of our era, but probably begun some time before),

whereby any diff'erences that may have existed

have vanished. The recently discovered Odessa
MSS. and those brought to light by the Karaite
Firkowitsch liave not up to this time yielded any
readings of importance ; the early dates of the

latter are now called in question by Strack and
Harkavy. Tiie various readings of tiie Talmud
and tlie Masora present very slight differences

from tiie received text. Assuming, then, the
possibility of text-corru]ition from various causes,

we are forced to examine the ancient Versions
the more carefully as almost the only sources of
materials for text-criticism. But while the He-
brew text is not to be regarded as absolutely

authoritative, the text of a version has to be sub-

jected to especially searching criticism for two
reasons: 1) because the translator may have
given an incorrect or free rendering, and may
thus unintentionally misrepresent his original,

and 2) because a version is exposed to greater

textual corruption (by corrections, marginal in-

sertions, etc.) than a MS. of the original, espe-

cially in the case of the Old Testament. The
intentional changes in our Versions are few and
usually obvious. It need not be remarked that

the fixing of the text of a Version as accurately

as possible must precede its employment as an
instrument of criticism. In order to call the

attention of those that have not used them to the

critical importance of the Ancient Versions and
to furnish a general guide in tlieir use, the fol-

lowing brief account of the value of the ver-

sional material at hand for the text-criticism of

"Samuel" is subjoined.

I. The Greek Versions.—Of these the only

one of any special value is the Septiutr/int. which
represents a Hebrew text of c. B. C. 200, far

older than any known Hebrew manuscript. For
an account of the Greek MSS. containing it see

Tischendorf's Prolec/omena to his edition of the

Septuagint; the only readings generally accessi-

ble (for the Book of Samuel) are those of the

Vatican and Alexandrian MSS., of which the

latter is critically almost worthless, because it

has evidently in many places been corrected after

the masoretic Hebrew text. Substantially, there-

fore, the Vatican text (Tischendorf's edition)
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Tunst b-3 adopted as the best now obtainable, but

must itself be subjected to criticism. The text

in Stier and Theile's Polyglot is eclectic, and of

no critical value ; the various readings of Holmes
and Parsons are undigested.

The critical value of the Septuagint (Vatican

text) version of "Samuel :"

1) Its honesty. It aims at giving a faithful

rendering of the Hebrew, which it follows with

servility, closely imitating Hebrew idioms in

defiance of Greek usage, rendering particles and
other words literally to the exclusion of sense,

and guessing at or transferring words whose
meaning was unknown. There are marginal
insertions, double readings (see below) and those

slight divergencies that are unavoidable in a ver-

sion ; but there is no trace of intentional misrep-

resentation. The translation does not slirink

from any difficulties in its original, and may be

taken as a fair rendering of the Hebrew text that

the Alexandrian translator had before him.

2) Its freedom from halachic, ha()gadic and
euphemistic elements. There is no introduction

of later Jewish legal prescriptions (Halacha),

even, for instance, in 2 Sam. xxiv. 15, or of le-

gendary statements and superstitious fancies

(Haggada). The two supposed cases of the lat-

ter cited by Frankel ( Vorstadien zu der Sept., pp.
187, 188), 1 Sam. xx. 30; 1 Sam. xxviii. 14, do
not warrant his interpretation. In the lirst pas-

sage there is no ground to assume in the phrase

:

v'i£ Kopaai(ov avrojuoXoin'Tuv (deserting) an allusion

to the story that Jonathan's mother was one of

the maidens carried of!" at Shiloh (Judg. xxi.),

and willingly offered herself to Saul, nor does
the op^^iov Op^),

" upright " (not " head-
foremost"), of the second passage point to the

belief that kings magically conjured up rose head
first, while ordinary persons came feet-foremost.

—

It has no euphemisms for tlie avoidance of anthro-

pomorphisms and unseemly expressions.

3) Its correctness as a translation. While in

general it gives the sense of the Hebrew accu-

rately, it is not merely lacking in smoothness
and elegance, but shows a good deal of looseness

and ignorance. It not seldom misreads conso-

nants and vowels, mistakes the meaning and con-

struction of words, and distorts the connection of

sentences, and thus sometimes makes sad work
with the sense, as in 2 Sam. xxiii. 1-7 (while 2

Sam. xxii. is well translated). It naturally badly
miswrites proper names (apart from difl'erences

in the Egyptian and Palestinian pronunciation
of Hebrew words), but shows a good acquain-

tance with the syntax of the Hebrew verb.

4) Its insertions and omis.sions. While it is

true that this version of Samuel is to be consi-

<k'r('<l an honest one, it must be remembered that

ancient translators did not recognize the same
ol)ligation to their text that is now felt, but
thought themselves at liberty to make occasional
deviations from it. Still our Version takes few
liberties. The shorter insertions and omissions
(as of the Nominal or Pronominal subject or
object, an<l of explanatory words and phrases) do
not usually materially afifect the sense; and they
are not always to be referred to the translator or
a copyist, but may sometimes be regarded as part
of tlie original Alexandrian Hebrew text. To
be especially noted are the duplets or double read-

ings, where a second marginal rendering of a
passage, or a rendering from a somewhat differ-

ent recension has gotten into the text ; sometimes
also triplets or triple renderings arc found, and
these diU'erent renderings standing side by side
are sometimes combined into one sentence bv a
copyist or a corrector. The longer insertion.-' (

1

Sam. ii. 10 ; 2 Sam. viii. 7 ; 2 Sam. xiv. 27 ; 2
Sam. xxiv. 25) are parallel passages or historical
notices added by a reader in the margin and
then inserted in the text by a copyist ; but it is

possible that one of these additions (2 Sam. xxiv.
25) was found in the translator's Hebrew text.

The more important omissions (1 Sam. xvii.,

xviii.) are discussed at length in the Commen-
tary.

5) Its utility for the establishment of the true
text. Its relation to our present Hebrew text
shows that it was not translated from the same
text that furnished the masoretic recension. On
the contrary, it represents as its original an inde-

pendent Hebrew text of the 2d or 3d century B. C,
and is therefore itself to be regarded as an inde-

pendent authority for the restoration of the original

Hebrew of "Samuel." As is remarked above,
its character guarantees its faithful rendering of

its Hebrew original, and it thus brings us face to

face with a Hebrew MS. older by many hundred
years than any we now possess, and, what is more
important, independent of the masoretic recen-

sion. This is enough to show its great critical

value.

The general re.sult of the comparison between
the Hebrew and Greek texts of "Samuel" is the

maintenance of the former. Usually the Septua-

gint sustains the Hebrew by its agreement with

it (sometimes witli Kethib, sometimes with Cjeri).

Its divergences from the Hebrew do not always or

generally make against the latter, but in many
cases they do give or suggest a better text, in-

stances of which will be found in the Translators

textual notes; see, for example, 1 Sam. xiv., xviii.

and 2 Sam. xiv.

In the study of the Greek of Samuel it is re-

commended that Schleusner's Lexicon of the Se[)-

taiagint and the Commentaries of Thenius, Bott-

cher and Wellhausen be used.

The other Greek versions (fragments of Aquila,

Theodotion and Symmachus) represent very nearly

the present Hebrew text, and, being much later

than the Septuagint (2d century after Christ),

have not much critical value.

II. Latin Versions.—Of the Latin Version^

the Old Latin. (2d century after Christ) is a trans-

lation of the Septuagint, and has therefore only a

secondary critical value as a help in settling the

text of the Septuagint.

The translation of Jerome, the Latin Vulgate

(Codex Amiatinus. edited by Tischendorf) was

made from the Hebrew, but not altogether inde-

pendently of the Old Latin. For several reasons

it must be uscfl with caution in the criticism of

the Hebrew text: 1) where it coincides with the

Septuagint against the Hebrew, it is probable that

Jerome or a copyist has adopted the rendering of

the Old Latin, "and it is therefore not an inde-

pendent authority ; 2) the Hebrew text of Jerome
had probably received the emendations of the

Masorites, and is in so far identical with that of
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existing Ileb. MSS. and not an independent au-

tliorilv ; 3) Jerome's translation is mnch freer

than that of the 8epttuigint, and irequently ob-

scures the exact form of the Hebrew.
Still the Vulgate gives a certain control over

the Hebrew, and in some cases ditiers from botli

Hebrew and Greek. In such cases it may repre-

sent a variation in .Jei'ome's Heb. text or a varia-

tion in the Greek text from which the Old Latin

was made.

III. The Syriac Version.—The onlvknown
-Syriac text of "Samuel " is that of the Peshito

Version, given in the Paris and London Poly-

glots and Lee's edition, and in at least one im-

edited MS. in the Britisli Museum.* A trust-

worthy text from existing MSS. is still a deside-

ratum. For the control of the Polyglot text and
that of Lee, we have the various manuscript-read-

ings in Vol. VI. of Walton's Polyglot, the cita-

tions in the works of Ephrem Syrus and other

Syrian writers, and the Arabic version of " Sa-

muel " in the London Polyglot, which was made
from the Peshito Syriac; taut, as the biblical quo-

tations of the early Christian writers are often loose

and inaccurate (because they quote from memory)
and the Arabic does not always hold itself strictly

to its original, these authorities must be used cau-

tiously.

The Syriac text of "Samuel" was made di-

rectly from the Hebrew, and is in the main a lit-

eral and correct translation. It is, liowever, far

less useful than the Septuagint for the criticism

of the Hebrew text and the elucidation of its

meaning

:

1

)

It was probably not made before the 2d cen-

tury of our Era, at which time the present maso-
retic text had been substantially formed, and it

lias in some places perhaps been corrected after

the masoretic recension ; it is therefore of little

use in reaching a pre-masoi-etic Hebrew text.

2

)

It sometimes takes liberties with the Hebrew,
abridging or expanding, especially in obscure or

corrupt passages, as 1 Sam. xiii. .'J, 4; liv. 13, 25,

26; xvi. 15, 16 ; 2 Sam. v. 6 sq.; xxi. 16 ; it omits
a verse from homoeoteleuton, 2 Sam. xiii. 18, or a

part of a verse from breviloquence, 2 Sam. vii. 6

;

it entirely fails to catch a fine conception, as in 1

Sam. XV. 23 ; it miswrites proper names, as Ish-

boshid 2 Sam. ii. 8, Koloh iii. 3, Adonirani xx. 24,

Edom for Aram 2 Sam. x. 6, 8, prophets for Abel
2 Sam. XX. 18 ; and it sometimes misunderstands
the meaning and connection of words.

3) It shows some connection with the Septua-
gint and the Targura, though it is hard to deter-

mine the relation between them. It sometimes
agrees with the Septuagint against Hebrew and
Chaldee, as in 1 Sam. i. 24 (a three-year-old bul-

lock), in the division between chapters iii. and
iv., at the end of 2 Sam. iii. 24 and in 2 Sam. xxi.

9.t Very frequently it agrees M-ith the Hebrew

* Tregelles, Art. TVrsfoo.s in Sinitli'.s Bible-Dictionari/.
Bleek (Introd. to Old Test.. En^. Trans.. II. 4i7, Note)
seems to have supposed tliat this was .h Hexaplar-Syriac
text. I liave not access to the catalogues of Syriac
MSS. in the Bodleian Library and the British Mu.seum
by Payne Smith and W. Wright, and do not know whe-
ther other MSS. of " Samuel " are found among them.

+ Noldeke (Zeitschrift d. Deiitsch. morqenUlnd. Gesell-
n-haft, XXV. 267^ lem.a'rks that the te.xt of the ancient
Svriac Pentateuch MS. in the Britisli Mnsenm some-

against the Septuagint, sometimes varies (com-

monly siiglitlyj from Hebrew, Septuagint, and
Chaldee, and sometimes shows a general agree-

ment with the la«t, as in 2 Sam. xxiv. 15 and 1

Sam. xvi. 23, where it is with Septuagint and
Chaldee against Hebrew. It may be that the

translator had the Septuagint before him and oc-

ca.sionally followed it. or tliat readings from the

Greek got from the margin into the text. It is

possible also that he tbllowed in some cases the

same general Jewish hermeneutical tradition that

shows itself in the Targum. For
4) There seem to be in the Syriac a few attempts

to avoid anthropomorphisms and unseemly ex-

pressions, and a few cases of Rabbinical interpre-

tation. Thus: 2 Sam. xxiv. IG : "the Lord re-

strained the Angel of death who was slaying the

people, and said to him" instead of " Jahveh re-

pented him of the evil and said;" xxiv. 17;

"David said to that angel" instead of ''David
said to Jahveh ;" 1 Sam. xxi. 5, G :

" if the young
men have kept themselves from the oflering (cor-

ban). And David said. The oflering is lawful for

us." In the first clause the Arabic has the full

explanation :
" if the young men have preserved

their vessels from impurity unfit for those that

approach the offering." The obscure passage 2

Sam. xxiv. 15, is rendered by the Peshito: ''Ihmi

the morning to the sixth hour " (Hebrew "1i;l''3j,

where the Targum has :
" from the time of slay-

ing the stated sacrifice to the time of oflering it,"

while the Septuagint, avoiding the halachic inter-

pretation, renders :
" irom morning to noon "

{^aplarov)*

In general the masoretic text of " Samuel " is

supported by the Peshito Version. Tlie Syriac

text has to "be closely watched throughout. In
addition to Thorndyke's emendations above re-

ferred to (found in Vol. VI. of the London Poly-

glot) see the remarks of Rodiger in his mono-
graphf on the Arabic Version, pp. 76, 77. The
Arabic must all along be compared with the

Syriac.

The Arabic Version- As is remarked above the

Arabic Version of "Samuel" in the Polyglots is

a translation from the Peshito Syriac, and is use-

ful in the criticism of the text of the latter, not of

the Hebrew immediately. It deserves a more
careful textual examination than it has yet re-

ceived. Its character is most fully discussed by

Rodiger in the work cited above. The same text

(unpointed) with a few variations is given in the

Arabic Bible printed for the British and Foreign

Bible Society by Sarah Hodgson, Newcastle-upon-

Tyne, 1811.

IV. The Jewish-Aramaic (Chaldee) Ver-
sion.—The text of this version (in the Targum
of Jonathan) is given in the London Polyglot and
in the edition of P. De Lagarde, Leipzig, 1873.

times agrees with the Hebrew where our editions ap-
proach the Greek more nearly, and that it doubtless
preserves the original Syriac rnore faithfully. The re-

lation between the Septuagint, Syriac and Chaldee calls

for closer investigation.
* Perles (Meletemata Pesclnttlioniana, pp. 16-21) adduces

other examples, not always in point ; eomp. Prager, De
Vet. Test. I'cr.s. Sijr. quam Peacliittho vacant Quoest. Cri-

ticce, P.Trs I.

t />f origine et indole Arab. Libr. V. T. Histor. Interpre-

tationis. H.ille, 1829.
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This Targum probably received its present form
not earlier than the fourth century of our Era
(though it doubtless rests on an earlier transla-

tion), and is of little use in the establishment of

a pre-masoretic text. It is made immediately

from the Hebrew, and is in the main a good trans-

lation.

It is commonly marked by extreme literalness,

but sometimes departs from its text to avoid an
anthropomorphic or unseemly expression, to in-

troduce a late legal idea, or to expand and illus-

trate. The principal additions are in 1 Sam. ii.

1-10 and 2 Sam. xxiii. 3, 4, 7, 8, where it inserts

rambling commentaries, and in 1 Sam. xv. 17,

where it explains Saul's elevation by a historical

reference on which the Bible is silent (Benjamin's

heading the march through the sea). Goliath's

braggart speech in 1 Sam. xvii. 8, given in the
London Polyglot, is omitted by Lagarde. It in-

geniously tills out the corrupt passage, 1 Sam.
xiii. 1, and attempts some explanation of the
numbers in I Sam. vi. 19. Among its Eabbinical
features are the substitution of scribe for prophet in

1 Sam. x. 10, 11, 12 ; xix. 20, 24 ; xxviii. 6, and
the phrase " remember what is written in the book
of the law of Jahveh," 2 Sam. xiii. 11; xx. IS.

In 1 Sam. xxviii. 13 it avoids the possible irreve-

rence in Elohim by rendering :
" angel of Elo-

him." Its rendering in 1 Sam. xiv. 19 " bring
the ephod " instead of the Hebrew " withdraw thy
hand," suggests an emendation of the Heb. of

verse 18 (see the Textual Notes). Thus, without
being of high text-critical authority, it secures a
general control over the Hebrew text.

C. H. T.

THE END.














